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Abstract

Background: In the last decades, the relationship between social networking sites (SNSs) and older people’s loneliness is
gaining specific relevance. Studies in this field are often based on qualitative methods to study in-depth self-perceived issues,
including loneliness and well-being, or quantitative surveys to report the links between information and communication technologies
(ICTs) and older people’s well-being or loneliness. However, these nonexperimental methods are unable to deeply analyze the
causal relationship. Moreover, the research on older people’s SNS use is still scant, especially regarding its impact on health and
well-being. In recent years, the existing review studies have separately focused their attention on loneliness and social isolation
of older people or on the use of ICTs and SNSs in elderly populations without addressing the relationship between the former
and the latter. This thorough qualitative review provides an analysis of research performed using an experimental or
quasi-experimental design that investigates the causal effect of ICT and SNS use on elderly people’s well-being related to
loneliness.

Objective: The aims of this review are to contrast and compare research designs (sampling and recruitment, evaluation tools,
interventions) and the findings of these studies and highlight their limitations.

Methods: Using an approach that integrates the methodological framework for scoping studies and the Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses guidelines for systematic reviews, we identified 11 articles that met our inclusion
criteria. A thematic and content analysis was performed based on the ex post categorization of the data on the selected studies,
and the data were summarized in tables.

Results: The analysis of the selected articles showed that: (1) ICT use is positively but weakly related to the different measures
of older people’s well-being and loneliness, (2) overall, the studies under review lack a sound experimental design, (3) the main
limitations of these studies lie in the lack of rigor in the sampling method and in the recruitment strategy.

Conclusions: The analysis of the reviewed studies confirms the existence of a beneficial effect of ICT use on the well-being of
older people in terms of reduced loneliness. However, the causal relationship is often found to be weak. This review highlights
the need to study these issues further with adequate methodological rigor.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e23588)   doi:10.2196/23588
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Introduction

The percentage of people aged 65 years and older in the world
will rise to 24% in 2030 [1]. Literature underlines how loneliness
is one of the main risk factors that have negative effects on
seniors’ health [2]. Loneliness is usually defined as an
undesirable subjective experience related to unfulfilled intimate
and social needs [3]. In Europe, between 10% and 20% of
elderly people in Western and Northern Europe and 30% to
55% in Eastern Europe declared feeling lonely [4]. Many
interventions have been adopted to reduce loneliness and
increase the well-being of elders. Among them, information
and communication technologies (ICTs) have been used to help
older adults cope with loneliness [5]. The use of ICTs has grown
significantly since the 2000s [6]. ICTs are those technologies
that can be used to interlink information technology devices
such as PCs with communication technologies such as
telephones and their telecommunication networks. Michiels and
Van Crowder [7] reported almost 20 years ago how ICTs are
an expanding assembly of technologies. In the last decades,
PCs, laptops, smartphones, tablets with email, and the internet
are examples of ICTs able to connect people and support their
social life [8]. These types of ICTs, intended to alleviate
loneliness and social isolation among older people, are
considered significant in expanding and sustaining social contact
and improving emotional well-being [9] and are the focus of
this review. Recently, experts’ attention has also been drawn
to the role of technologies aimed at promoting social
relationships, such as social networking sites (SNSs) [10]. Boyd
et al [11] defined the SNSs as web-based services that allow
individuals to (1) construct a public or semipublic profile within
a bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users with whom
they share a connection, and (3) view and traverse their list of
connections and those made by others within the system. At the
moment, Facebook, Instagram, LinkedIn, and Twitter are the
most popular SNSs. In particular, Facebook seems to be the
most used by older people [12]. The relationship between SNSs
and loneliness in older people is gaining specific relevance.
However, research on older people’s SNS use is still scant,
especially regarding their impact on health and well-being.
Eggermont and colleagues [13] report that older people consider
SNSs useful tools to contrast loneliness, one that should
integrate (but not replace) face-to-face contacts. Gibson et al
[14] have found that older adults are concerned about privacy
issues. Some studies also examine older people’s characteristics
that favor SNS adoption. For example, Liu et al [15] report that,
in the United States, elderly users of SNSs are more likely to
be younger, female, and widowed. Studies in this field are often
based on qualitative methods, because they allow studying
in-depth self-perceived issues, including loneliness and

well-being, but to a lesser extent the causal relationship between
them [16]. Among quantitative studies, the survey analysis is
most used to report the links between ICTs and older people’s
well-being [17] or loneliness [18]. Despite the increased
attention gained by these studies, the survey—often applied to
cross-sectional analysis—does not allow the detection of a
causal relationship. In 2013, Nef et al [12] underlined a shortage
of experimental research on the relationship between ICT use
and older adult well-being, considered more adequate to analyze
the causal relationship between phenomena [19].

In recent years, review studies have focused on loneliness and
social isolation of older people [20,21] or on the use of ICTs
and SNSs in elderly populations without tackling the relationship
between the former issue and the latter [12,22]. One of the few
literature reviews focused on the relationship between ICT use
and loneliness in older people underlines how this research field
involves different theoretical frames from various scientific
fields [22]. The existing quantitative experimental studies on
these issues have significant limitations that may hamper the
relevance of the research findings, such as small and not
representative samples [23].

The purpose of this review is to contribute to the literature
debate on the effect of SNS use on older people’s well-being
with specific attention on loneliness, focusing on experimental
and quasi-experimental studies. The main aims are to examine
and compare the selected studies, analyzing their protocols
(sampling, evaluation tools, and treatments) and their findings
to identify strengths and limitations and support the development
of further similar studies. According to the aims, we present a
thorough qualitative review of experimental studies in this field.

Methods

Review Procedures
To ensure a high quality of reporting, this study used the 5 stages
for reviews proposed by Arksey and O’Malley [24]: (1)
identification of research questions; (2) identification of relevant
studies; (3) selection of studies; (4) charting the data; and (5)
collating, summarizing, and reporting the results. Taking into
account the low spread of the analyzed studies, we decided to
improve the method path by the integration of stages 2 and 3
with the 4 Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) stages: identification, screening,
eligibility, and inclusion [25]. Figure 1 shows the complete
method implemented in this review. The combination of these
methods ensures the review will stay linear and focused, as
proposed by Arksey and O’Malley [24], and limits losing useful
papers on the topic thanks to PRISMA approach.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of scoping review: methods and procedure.

Identification of Research Questions and Selection
Process
In the first stage, we identified 3 research questions: (1) What
are the main methodological characteristics of the study designs?
(2) What causal evidence exists on the relationships between
ICTs, SNSs, and well-being in older people, particularly as
regards loneliness? (3) What are the main studies’ declared
limitations?

In March 2020 for stages 2 and 3, we performed a
comprehensive literature search in the main search engines used
in health and social sciences: Scopus, PubMed, Web of Science,
and Sociological Abstracts. The search was based on a set of
keywords (“older people,” “elderly,” “loneliness,” “well-being,”

“information and communication technologies,” “social
networks,” and “Facebook”) clustered in the search process to
enhance the relationship between web-based communication
technologies, isolation, and loneliness conditions of older
people, as detailed in Figure 1. Facebook has been included in
the set of keywords because, as specified in the introduction,
this SNS is most used by older people. The search was
conducted in English. We found 204 records, without duplicates,
published from 2002 to 2019, that met the following eligibility
criteria: (1) study uses experimental or quasi-experimental
design; (2) study is based on pre-post controlled trials; (3)
loneliness and/or well-being are outcomes; and (4) the target
population is people aged over 60 years, considered the
threshold for the aging process [26]. Two independent
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researchers (GC, DZ) screened the identified studies for their
relevance based on title and abstract, and 185 studies were
excluded: records not pertinent (n=69); qualitative studies
(n=67); loneliness and well-being were not considered as the
outcome (n=23); methodological papers (n= 6); literature
reviews (n=13); and target population includes people under 60
years (n=7). A total of 19 articles met the inclusion criteria.
Discrepancies between data extractions were resolved by team
discussion and involving a third person (AG) as an arbitrator.
After carefully reading the full texts of the articles, researchers
excluded 8 more studies because they did not adopt experimental
or quasi-experimental design. The selected articles were
retrieved in full text and reevaluated by the authors for the final
consensus on the inclusion. In the end, 11 papers were included
in this review. No other references were identified by hand
searching or analyzing the references of included articles.

Data Extraction, Data Synthesis, and Analysis
In stage 4, we organized the materials to be analyzed. First, we
ordered the collected papers by date from the oldest to the

newest [27-37]. Moreover, we identified the review’s framework
and related categories to provide our analysis (detailed in Table
1). Two macro areas of analysis have been identified: main
characteristics of the protocols and main contents of the studies.
For both of them, we identified a set of specific categories of
analysis, one or more related main questions, and the items to
collect. In stage 5, two researchers (GC, DZ) independently
extracted the items based on the identified categories. To collect
similar information on all studies, we performed a thematic and
content analysis [38] based on the ex-post categorization of
variables (eg, specific items) [39] to (1) detect the presence of
variables in each selected study, (2) identify different modalities
of selected variables (eg, tools used or different choices on
sampling process), and (3) make them easy to read based on
classification and summarization of specific contents. Last, to
answer our research questions, the first author completed the
data analysis using standardized self-made forms corresponding
to Tables 2-4.
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Table 1. Frameworks of analysis: general items, main questions, and detected items by analysis macro areas.

Detected itemsMain questionsCategories and general items

Protocol characteristics

Keywords •• List of keywordsWhat are the items of study declared by authors?

Methods •• Presence of randomized trial studyIs the study experimental?

Sample •• Number of participants in assessmentsWhat is the dimension of the sample?

Population •• Range of age groupWhat are the age characteristics of population?
• Mean age

Selection criteria •• Place of livingWhat are the applied selection criteria?
• Previous experience with ICTa use
• Healthy conditions
• Level of social engagement

Recruitment •• Place of recruitmentWhat is the recruitment strategy?

Control group •• Presence of control groupHow many control groups are included in the protocol?
• Typologies of control groups

Assessments •• Number and timing of follow-up evaluationsHow many assessments are included?

Intervention •• Number of intervention weeks or yearsHow long is the intervention?
•• Presence of training course and training sizeWhat activities are performed in the intervention?

Contents of studies

Study issues •• Presence of SNS focusIs the study focused on SNSb use?

Outcomes •• List of outcomesWhat are the outcomes included in the study?
•• Presence of loneliness as an outcomeIs loneliness one of them?

Evaluation tools •• Presence of validated scalesWhat are the evaluation tools used in the study?
•• Presence of self-made instrumentsWhich validated scales have been used?
• List of validated scales

Main results •• Summarize the resultsWhat are the main results of study?

Declared limitations •• Summarize the limitationWhat are the main limitations of study?

aICT: information and communication technology.
bSNS: social networking site.
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Table 2. Keywords and protocol characteristics.

Length of train-
ing (intervention)

>1 f/uCon-
trol
group

Recruit-
ment in
care
home

Age range (mean)Sample size,

baseline (f/ua)

Ran-
dom-
ized
trial

KeywordsAuthor name
and year

9 h (20 w)noPc*59-83 (71.5)100 (84)*bOlder people; social isolation; in-
ternet; psychosocial impact

White et al
(2002) [27]

10 h (3 yrs)*Veno66+ (N/A)21 (12)noN/AdFokkema &
Knipscheer
(2007) [28]

20 h (15 w)noAf*70-93 (81.2)46 (39)noInternet; senior well-being; person-
al sense of empowerment; Israel

Shapira et al
(2007) [29]

4 h (54 w)*P,Pno64-75 (N/A)236 (211)*Computer use; internet; well-beingSiegers et al
(2008) [30]

24 h (24 w)*Pno60-89 (71.8)83 (83)*Gerontology; information and
communication technologies; older
adults; computer training; social
support; mental health

Woodward et al
(2010) [31]

4 h (3 w)nono*58-93 (72.9)58 (45)noOlder people; loneliness; computer
training course; socialization;
health; well-being

Blažun et al
(2012) [32]

N/A (8 w)*A,P*N/A (82.7)205 (205)*Computers; internet; loneliness;
social isolation; older adults; inde-
pendent living; assistant living fa-
cilities

Cotten et al
(2012) [33]

6 h (8 w)noA,P*75-86 (81.7 /
75.7?)

43 (41)*Executive functions; social interac-
tion; social media; technology;
training; working memory

Myhre et al
(2017) [34]

N/A*Pno61-89 (71.2)30 (30)*Loneliness; social activities; social
contact

Larsson et al
(2016) [35]

8 h (4 w)*PnoN/A (76.5)34*Older adults; executive functions;
social media training; experiment

Quinn (2018)
[36]

18 h (12 w)noP,Dg* not ex-
clusive

60-95 (80.7)97 (76)*computers; internet; social connec-
tions; cognitive capacity; well-be-
ing

Morton et al
(2018) [37]

af/u: follow-up.
a*: yes, not available, or not declared in paper.
aP: passive control group or waiting list.
aN/A: not applicable.
aV: virtual control group by online survey.
aA: active control group.
aD: double intervention with different place of living and two control groups.
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Table 3. Contents of studies: focus on social networking sites, outcomes, and tools.

Validated scalesSpecific
question-
naire

Other outcomesBeneficial ef-
fects on loneli-
ness

Loneli-
ness

Focus on

SNSa
Author name and
year

UCLA Loneliness Scale, UCLASc, CES-

Depressiond, PCLSe, CASf

noPsychological and social well-
being

no*bnoWhite et al (2002)
[27]

SJGLS-6gnohDistinction between social
loneliness and emotional loneli-
ness

**noFokkema and Knip-
scheer (2007) [28]

UCLAS, DPFSh, DACLi, SASj, PCSk,

LSSl

noPsychological well-being**noShapira et al (2007)
[29]

SJGLS-6, SF-36m, SCL-90n, IADL scaleo,

EPQ-Rp, ECSq

noPhysical, social, and emotional
well-being

no*noSiegers et al (2008)
[30]

Antonucci’s HMTr, Gagnè-MNSSs, CSE-

16t

*Mental healthno*noWoodward et al
(2010) [31]

no*no**noBlažun et al (2012)
[32]

RTLS-34u*Social well-being* weakly**Cotten et al (2012)
[33]

UCLA Loneliness Scale, LSNS-18v, SPS-

10w, RAVLTx, ReyCFTy, DSSTz,

noCognitive functionsno**Myhre et al (2017)
[34]

DFRTTaa, TMTbb, COWATcc, Miyake

EFsTdd

UCLA Loneliness Scale, ESIee, VASffnono***Larsson et al (2016)
[35]

MMSEgg, COASThh, SDMTii, WAISjjnoCognitive functionsnono*Quinn (2018) [36]

UCLA Loneliness Scale, SNAIkk, ACE-

Rll, CES-D Depressionmm, GAI-SFnn,

GHQ-12oo, SWLpp, SWLSqq, CAS

noComputer attitude; sense of
self-worth (competence, auton-
omy, and personal identity);
cognitive and mental health

no**Morton et al (2018)
[37]

aSNS: social networking site.
b*yes or not available.
cUCLAS: Revised UCLA Loneliness Scale.
dCES-Depression: CES-Depression Scale.
ePCLS: Perceived Control Life Situation.
fCAS: Computer Attitude Scale.
gSJGLS-6: 6-Item De Jong Gierveld Loneliness Scales.
hDPFS: Difficulties in Physical Functioning Scale.
iDACL: Depressive Adjective Checklist.
jSAS: Self-Anchoring Scale.
kPCS: Perceived Control scale.
lLSS: Life Satisfaction Scale.
mSF-36: 36-item Short Form Health Survey.
nSCL-90: 90-item Symptom Check List.
oIADL scale: Specific Questionnaire to Measure Daily Activities.
pEPQ-R: Subscales of the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire.
qECS: External Control Scale.
rAntonucci’s HMT: Antonucci’s Hierarchical Mapping Technique.
sGagnè-MNSS: Gagnè Motivation and Need Satisfaction Scale.
tCSE-16: Computer Self-Efficacy 16-item Scales.
uRTLS-34: Rasch Type Loneliness Scale 34-item.
vLSNS-18: Lubben Social Network Scale 18-item version.
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wSPS-10: Social Provision Scale.
xRAVLT: Rey Auditory Verbal Learning test.
yReyCFT: Rey Complex Figure Test.
zDSST: Digit Symbol Substitution Test.
aaDFRTT: Deary-Liewald Reaction Time Test.
bbTMT: Trail Making Test.
ccCOWAT: Controlled Oral Word Association Test and Category Fluency Test.
ddMiyake EFsT: Miyake Executive Function Test.
eeESI: Evaluation of Social Interaction.
ffVAS: visual analog scale.
ggMMSE: Mini-Mental State Examination.
hhCOAST: California Older Adults Stroop Test.
iiSDMT: Symbol Digit Modalities Test.
jjWAIS: Wechsler Digit Span Forward and Backward subtest.
kkSNAI: Social Networking Activity Index.
llACE-R: Addenbrooke’s Cognitive Examination–Revised.
mmCES-D Depression: CES-D Depression Scale.
nnGAI-SF: Geriatric Anxiety Inventory Short Form.
ooGHQ-12: General Health Questionnaire.
ppSWL: 5-Item Satisfaction With Life Scale.
qqSWLS: The Satisfaction With Life Scale.
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Table 4. Contents of studies: findings and limitations.

LimitationsResultsAuthor name and year

White et al (2002) [27] • Short follow-up time to evaluate intervention effect in
terms of loneliness

• Successful intervention. Improvement of PC use
by all participants

• Need for more intensive intervention• No significant correlation between self-reported
health, activity limitations, and internet use • Use of self-reported condition of PC use for selection cri-

teria

Fokkema and Knipscheer
(2007) [28]

• Social contacts of participants increased due to classes and
tutoring included in the intervention. These could influence
effects of loneliness

• Feeling of loneliness significantly decreased in
both follow-ups (2 and 3 years after baseline)

• Greatest reduction took place in the first step (T0
to T1) • Experiment was only performed once, and results should

then be checked by repeat study• Difference of reduction of loneliness between inter-
vention group and control group is significant • Suboptimal matching of intervention and control groups

created a problem with identifying the intervention as the• Emotional loneliness reduction is significant, unlike
the results on social loneliness reason for the reduction of loneliness

• Qualitative findings confirm results that the internet
helps to maintain contact with family or friends
and it is a meaningful way to pass time

Shapira et al (2007) [29] • Short and simple intervention to analyze a complex phe-
nomenon

• Positive effects on loneliness, less depression, more
satisfaction with life, and more control and pleasure
with their current quality of life • Language barrier in PC use

• Lack of analysis of secondary effects (eg, social environ-
ment and activism)

Siegers et al (2008) [30] • Lack of analysis of changes in lifestyles• No significant differences (including for loneliness)
were observed between groups and between times • Self-report measures of aspects of well-being
of follow-ups • Exposure time bias: 1 year too short to make structural

changes but too long to measure small daily changes in
attitude

Woodward et al (2010)
[31]

• Randomization on people who agreed to participate made
a self-selected sample not corresponding to a real popula-
tion

• No significant effect on loneliness and depressive
symptoms between groups and between times

• Experimental group reported a significantly higher
quality of life compared with control group

• No significant effect on social support outcome
• Significantly greater computer self-efficacy and

use of ICTsa for both groups

Blažun et al (2012) [32] • Different trials in country cases• Loneliness reduction was statistically significant,
detected in pre-post analysis related to gender (fe- • Data collection bias; questionnaire translation
male), living alone, living in town

• Improvement in independence of people living
alone in town and their perception of safety

Cotten et al (2012) [33] • Small sample• Weak and negative correlation between going on-
line and loneliness • Lack of analysis of detailed information on participants

• Moderate correlation between internet outcome
variables and quality of communication

• Mean social relation network: 11.2 mem-
bers—friends and family

Myhre et al (2017) [34] • Small sample• Social outcome measured no significant change
between pre- and posttimes • Randomization sample had been adapted by availability

of individuals
• Socialization in group should have had an effect on results

Larsson et al (2013) [41] • Lack of active control groups• Significant effect on satisfaction loneliness
• Online contacts were significantly improved
• No changes in offline contacts satisfaction

Quinn (2018) [36] • Small sample• No significant differences pre-post
• No significant improvement on MMSEb • Lack of detailed information on participants
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LimitationsResultsAuthor name and year

• Inability to disentangle the effects of training from the
trainer visits

• High attrition rate
• Enduring relevance of the issues raised: importance of

providing older adults with supportive training in the social
use of internet technology might wane with current gener-
ations

• Significant cognitive improvements across time in
the training but not control group

• This effect was mediated through a combination
of increased social activity, improved self-compe-
tence, and preserved personal identity strength

• Indirect effects on mental health outcomes via these
processes were also observed

• Larger improvement was detected in the residential
care group (more socially restricted at the outset)

• No significant effect on satisfaction loneliness

Morton et al (2018) [37]

aICT: information and communication technology.
bMMSE: Mini-Mental State Examination.

Results

Protocol Characteristics: Methods
The main findings are summarized in Tables 2-4. Some
methodological differences have been detected in study designs.
First, 9 studies [27,29,31-37] were experimental with
randomized sampling, while 2 [28,30] were quasi-experimental
studies. In addition, 2 studies [27,34] were based on previous
pilot studies. In the end, Larsson et al [35] used a crossover
study and White et al [27] integrated the quantitative study with
a short qualitative interview performed at the follow-up.

Protocol Characteristics: Population, Sample, and
Inclusion Criteria
A total of 953 participants were recruited for these studies, and
860 of them took part in the postintervention assessment. Thus,
around 10% of participants dropped out of the experimental
studies before the follow-up. The age groups were different in
each of the analyzed studies: from the largest, 58 to 93 years,
in the Blažun et al [32] and Morton et al [37] studies to the
smallest, 64 to 75 years [29] and 75 to 86 years [32], defined
by 11 years’ range (Table 2). The participants mean age, when
declared, was over 71 years, with 4 studies ([29,33,34,37]
reporting a mean age over 81 years.

Furthermore, the sample sizes were very heterogeneous among
studies. Taking into consideration the follow-ups, most of the
studies involved fewer than 50 participants [28,29,32,34-36],
while in 3 studies, the sample size was more than 75 but less
than 85 [27,31,37]. Only Siegers et al [30] and Cotten et al [33]
proposed samples comprising more than 200 subjects. Power
analysis to support the sample size definition was conducted in
only one study [30].

The studies imposed a range of inclusion criteria (20 in total,
see Multimedia Appendix 1). In the summarizing phase, we
identified 4 categories of criteria: (1) health conditions, (2) level
of experience on PC and ICT use, (3) place of residence, and
(4) social engagement. Health condition was the most used
inclusion criteria: only 4 studies did not provide health condition
criteria to take part in the study [28,31,33,35]. Health was
frequently conceptualized as cognitive ability. This information
was collected as self-reported information by participants
[28,34] or caregivers [27,32]. Four studies directly measured
the cognitive level using the Mini-Mental State Examination ,

but heterogeneous thresholds are used to identify cognitively
intact individuals: in the Morton et al [37] study 19 points were
sufficient to be included in the sample, Siegers et al [30] fixed
the minimum score at 24 points, and Blažun et al [32] and Myhre
et al [34] put it at 26 points. In most of the selected studies, low
level of knowledge and use of technologies has been used as a
specific inclusion criterion. Some specific differences were
detected: White et al [27], Fokkema and Knipscheer [28], and
Morton et al [37] generally focused only on PC use, while Quinn
[36] shifted the focus to SNS use. Myhre et al [34] considered
both, underlining the complexity of social interaction based on
use of technologies. Conversely, Siegers et al [30] and Larsson
et al [35] selected people who were already experienced in using
a PC. Last, the availability of a PC at home was required by
Larsson et al [35] and Myhre et al [34], while Morton et al [37]
required available space and infrastructure for internet use.

The place of residence criteria were strongly related to the
recruitment process. Five studies [27,29,32-34] involved people
in residential homes, communities, or day centers, but only
Cotten et al [33] declared that living in residential homes was
one of the selection criterion. Morton et al [37] included people
living at home and in residential care to build a double
comparison sample: intervention and control groups living in
2 different places. The remaining 5 studies recruited exclusively
older people living at home.

Social engagement criteria were adopted in 2 studies: Larsson
et al [35] selected retired people who reported loneliness and
social isolation experiences, while Fokkema and Knipscheer
[28] combined reported loneliness experiences with willingness
to take part in the study.

Protocol Characteristics: Control Groups, Follow-Up,
and Interventions
All studies except for Blažun et al [32] benefited from at least
one control group. The waiting list as a passive control group
was a choice in 4 papers [27,31,35,36]. Fokkema and Knipscheer
[28] chose to use an online survey as a virtual passive control
group. Shapira et al [29] included only an active control group,
with an alternative intervention to a selected part of the sample.
Instead, to support the comparative control action, Myhre et al
[34] and Cotten et al [33] combined active and passive control
groups. Two passive control groups were used by Siegers et al
[30] to compare the results between individuals not interested
in attending the training course on PC use and those included
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in the waiting list despite their interest. Morton et al [37]
identified 2 intervention groups and 2 waiting lists to further
detect differences due to living places (at home or residential
care institution).

Five protocols were characterized by a single follow-up at the
end of the intervention [27,29,32,34,37]. In 2 cases, an additional
follow-up was planned at 4 months [36] or 12 [30] months after
the intervention. Fokkema and Knipscheer [28] proposed 2
long-term follow-ups at 14 months and 24 months after the
baseline. Cotten et al [33] included multiple follow-ups at 3
months, 6 months, and 12 months. This choice is quite similar
to what proposed by Woodward et al [31], based on 3 repeat
measurements every 3 months after baseline (at 3 months, 6
months, and 9 months). In the crossover study by Larsson et al
[35], participants were tested 2 times after baseline, as expected
in this kind of method.

All experimental studies used training classes on PC or SNS as
the main part of the intervention. In 4 studies, training did not
last longer than 9 hours, and the intervention duration was often
less than 8 weeks [32-34,36]. Most interventions included the
provision of extra incentives to support ICT use (eg, tutoring
and exercise sections [27-31,37]). Siegers et al [30] and
Fokkema an Knipscheer [28] made a choice to invest in
long-term online tutoring. Both offered short training (4 hours
and 10 hours) before their long intervention. Siegers et al [30]
preferred to use online tutoring, while in the study by Fokkema
and Knipscheer [28] participants were supported and coached
by visiting volunteers once every 2 or 3 weeks throughout the
3 years of the project. The protocol by Morton et al [37]
provided 18 hours of training in the first month of intervention,
while the second and third months were devoted to online
tutoring.

Contents of Studies: Focal Issues, Outcomes, and Tools
Used
Papers published after 2013 considered SNS use an independent
variable, while the previous ones focused their attention on PC
use, including email activity (Table 3). Loneliness was analyzed
as a specific well-being outcome by all studies except Quinn
[36], who focused on self-perceived SNS impact on personal
social life and personal relationship network without direct
reference to loneliness. In particular, loneliness was the single
outcome analyzed in Larsson et al [35] and Blažun et al [32].
Fokkema and Knipscheer [28], taking inspiration from Weiss’s
theory, distinguished between social loneliness and emotional
loneliness [40] and provided a measurement of both. Other
studies presented additional outcomes focused on the health
and well-being of older people: cognitive functions [32,34],
cognitive and mental health [31,37], psychological effects
[27,29,30], and emotional well-being [30]. The study by Morton
et al [37] stressed sense of self-worth meant as autonomy,
personal competence and personal identity. Social well-being
(meant also as social isolation) was analyzed as participation
in social activities [30] or social network ties and measured as
quantity and quality of online communication [33,37].

International validated scales were the most commonly used
measurement tools, but 2 studies included bespoke
questionnaires created by the authors [32,33]. The 44 scales

and/or tests were summarized in 5 categories: (1) aspects of
social relationship life, (2) neuropsychological conditions, (3)
clinical and physical well-being, (4) psychological well-being,
and (5) ICT attitude and use. The complete list of validated
scales with breakdown by category is provided in Multimedia
Appendix 2.

Three studies [27,29,33] used the UCLA Loneliness Scale as a
single perceived social measurement tool, while 2 studies
combined that scale with others: Myhre et al [34] added the
Lubben Social Network Scale 18-item and the Social Provisions
Scale and Larsson et al [35] added the Evaluation of Social
Interaction scale. Siegers et al [30] and Fokkema and Knipscheer
[28] used the RTLS-34 scale exclusively. Woodward et al [31]
combined the RTLS-34 with Antonucci’s Hierarchical Mapping
Technique.

Clinical and physical well-being was investigated by Shapira
et al [29] using the Difficulties in Physical Functioning Scale
and by Siegers et al [30] using the Lawton Instrumental
Activities of Daily Living Scale, 90-item Symptom Checklist
,and the 36-item Short Form Health Survey. Myhre et al [34],
Larsson et al [35], and Quinn [36] included neuropsychological
tests, measuring intelligence, attention, memory and executive
function abilities (as detailed in Table 3). White et al [27],
Morton et al [37], Woodward et al [31], Shapira et al [29], and
Siegers et al [30] preferred to study the effects on the
psychological well-being of older people using the Life
Satisfaction Scale, depression level, and mastering of life
phenomena. In addition, White et al [27], Morton et al [37], and
Woodward et al [31] choose to use the Computer Attitude Scale
and the 16-item Computer Self-Efficacy Scale.

Contents of Studies: Findings and Declared Limitations
Five studies highlight the positive effect of ICT use including
SNS use on the social relationships of older people (Table 4).
The investigations by Shapira et al [29], Fokkema and
Knipscheer [28], Blažun et al [32], and Woodward et al [31]
highlight beneficial effects on loneliness and depressive
symptoms, increased life satisfaction, and more control and
pleasure with their current quality of life. One of them, Blažun
et al [32], showed the reduction of loneliness stratified by
gender: the improvement in perceived loneliness was more
common among women than men. Conversely, Siegers et al
[30], Morton et al [37], and Myhre et al [34] observed no
statistically significant differences in pre-post evaluations,
despite the data showing a decreasing trend of loneliness among
participants. Even if Morton et al [37] underlined an
improvement in both intervention groups included in their study,
albeit one not statistically significant, the larger upgrade was
detected in people living in residential care compared with those
living at home. Fokkema and Knipscheer [28] stressed how the
long-term (2 and 3 years after baseline) improvement on
loneliness was statistically significant, unlike what had been
detected at the first follow-up. However, participants in the
training course of ICTs and SNSs improved their competence
and sense of self-worth through increased social activity [37],
but these positive effects on online communications do not
impact personal satisfaction related to offline contacts [35].
Cotten et al [33] confirmed that the improvement of online
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activities did not influence the quality of communications or
the size of the personal network in the social relationship: if,
generally, the network comprised 11 people, most of them were
old friends and family members. This assumption was further
confirmed by the findings of Fokkema and Knipscheer [28].
The reduction of emotional loneliness proved significant, unlike
the results on social loneliness. Moreover, the qualitative
findings underline that, for the interviewed participants, the
internet was a meaningful way to pass time because it helped
maintain contact with family or friends.

In addition to general results on the main declared outcomes,
some papers reported the effects of treatment on secondary
outcomes in terms of the success of training [27]. Morton et al
[37] identified additional indirect effects on mental health
outcomes of older people involved in the study. In particular,
increased personal competence on ICT use was related to
improvement in the sense of self-worth, strength of personal
identity, and self-esteem. Similarly, Blažun et al [32] detected
an enhanced independence of participants living alone in town
and in their perception of safety. The study by Quinn [36]
detected the lack of statistical significance of SNS use on
cognitive functions in older people.

The authors highlighted how their study protocols presented
limitations. In 2 cases, the intervention duration was considered
too short to assess ICT effect on older people’s loneliness
[27,29]. White et al [27] and Siegers et al [30] underlined how
an exposure time of less than 1 year was not enough to grasp a
complex phenomenon as ICT effect on loneliness, but, at the
same time, it is too long to measure small daily changes in older
people’s attitudes. The sample size was identified as a focal
limitation in 3 experimental studies [33,34,36]: small samples
(composed of 30 or 50 people) do not seem able to monitor
pre-post differences in the relationships between ICT use and
older people’s emotional well-being, in particular loneliness.
Also, Cotten et al [33] reported a similar limitation due to small
sample size, despite the involvement of more than 205
individuals. Moreover, the issue of sample size should be linked
to other limitations arising from the sampling process. In
particular, the above mentioned authors [33,34,36] focused
attention on the lack of detailed information about participant
lifestyles, and, consequently, on the inability to perform
integrative stratified analysis. Siegers et al [30] and Quinn [36]
agreed with Cotten et al [33] about the lack of secondary
analysis on participants’ lifestyle context (eg, social
environment, attitude toward active lifestyle, or participation
in volunteering associations). Instead, from the point of view
of Myhre et al [34] and Woodward et al [31], the main limitation
of their studies concerned the adaptation of the randomization
process due to the availability of the individuals to participate
in the training course. Two studies [27,30] reported limitations
due to the chosen measures, in particular regarding the use of
self-reported scales to assess loneliness. Last, some bias was
observed due to the translation of research and intervention
tools from the original language to participants’ language
[29,32]. Some limitations coming from the structure of the
interventions were identified by Fokkema and Knipscheer [28]
and Morton et al [37]. In particular, the increase of social
contacts between participants in the training course and their

interactions with trainers and tutors could influence the effects
on loneliness, although the study designs did not allow us to
disentangle the effects of training from the trainer’s visits. In
the end, Morton et al [37] placed the emphasis on how the issue
of the impact of online communication in older age and on the
benefits coming from specialized courses would be transcended,
since new generations of older people will already be ICT users.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The analysis of the findings of the reviewed studies highlights
the growing interest in assessing the impact of SNSs on the
social well-being of elderly people. The existence of a positive
effect of ICT use on older people’s loneliness seems to be
confirmed, even if it is often a weak or not statistically
significant effect. Moreover, the results underline how the use
of ICTs has positive effects on the individual sense of self-worth,
strength of personal identity, and self-esteem. The literature
emphasizes the connection between these aspects of mental and
psychological well-being and loneliness [42]. These results
underline, once more, the hard work needed to analyze by
experimental studies complex phenomena such as loneliness.
The small number of experimental studies available in the
literature on the effect of ICTs on social well-being and
loneliness of older people and the limitations declared by the
authors of the analyzed studies confirm this assumption. Indeed,
many of these limitations concern the lack of control on the
secondary variables that potentially influence the outcome, such
as the effect of social contact during the training course, which
is not easy to isolate [43]. In addition, the characteristics of
lifestyle and level of social engagement of participants take on
a specific relevance in the study designs. It is not by chance that
the biggest limitation detected is small sample size, which does
not ensure assessment of many of these secondary variables
and, thus, a switch from specific findings to general assumptions
on causal relationship. To confront the difficulty in defining the
protocol, this review underlines how different methods are
implemented to balance methodological accuracy and
improvement of knowledge of the considered phenomenon. In
addition, protocol designs were rarely supported by power
analysis, pilot studies, or short qualitative studies [44].

Despite the low level of attrition in the selected studies (always
below 10%), long- and medium-term studies involving older
people need to take it into account carefully, because it could
occur nonrandomly, thus posing challenges in the accuracy of
results [45]. Furthermore, the heterogeneity of the selected
population meets the debate on the definition of older people,
conventionally defined as persons age 60 years. This definition
is currently discussed in the literature [46]. Demographic trends
and the literature underline how nowadays older age is setting
in later [47]. This trend is confirmed by the sample composition:
older people involved in the selected studies are generally aged
70 years or more.

In almost all of the reviewed studies, participants must have
been early users of ICTs, but in some of them the availability
of a PC is a fundamental participation criterion. This choice,
although it alleviates the cost and management of the study, can
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represent a source of bias in the sampling process. Indeed, in
almost all cases the ICT use is self-reported by participants and
may correspond to a different level of actual knowledge and
ability in using the PC.

This review stresses the strong impact of the chosen recruitment
process on the target population and sampling design. In
particular, recruitment by flyers mostly involves people living
at home and with a high level of autonomy, while recruitment
in residential homes could find less healthy people with some
functional limitations (eg, hearing or walking) [48]. These
conditions could influence the social life of participants
significantly. The assessment of loneliness was often not
considered as a prerequisite to be involved in the study, even
if it was the main outcome of several studies. Considering that
loneliness is a subjective feeling, its detection at baseline allows
a pre-post measurement of individual change and a comparison
between individuals with different starting conditions. The
sample must ensure the availability of this measurement, but
often the reviewed studies underlined a bias in the sampling
process: people who volunteered to participate in the study were
often active people with fewer loneliness experiences. The
widespread inclusion of at least one control group supports the
analysis of the causal relationship between dependent (health
and well-being of older people) and independent (ICT use)
variables compared with daily life activities (passive control
group) or a different socialization intervention (active control
group). The detected trend of single follow-up underlines how
these studies are often aimed at evaluating the short-term effect
of an intervention. To capture long-term effects, some studies
proposed further follow-ups after 6 months or 12 months or, as
done by Fokkema and Knipscheer [28], after 3 years. The choice
of Fokkema and Knipscheer [28] seems to be successful because
it detected a changing trend in significant loneliness, underlining
how loneliness trends are better detected by long-term rather
than short-time evaluation. However, this choice needs a longer
intervention characterized by additional tutoring activities
between follow-ups to support ICT use by participants.
Otherwise, as declared by Fokkema and Knipscheer [28] and
Morton et al [37], a long-term intervention could facilitate the
interfering effect of internal social activities on the
self-perception of loneliness.

In the last 5 years, in line with the broader use of SNSs, the
number of studies that have observed the socializing role of
ICTs has grown. Loneliness is the primary measured outcome
of individual social well-being and is often considered strongly
related to other well-being aspects, such as personal life
satisfaction, cognitive health conditions, and the ability to
manage daily life events. The heterogeneity and number of
measurement tools used confirm the theoretical and
methodological debate on how complex phenomena (such as
loneliness or social isolation) should be measured [49]. The
variety of validated scales ensures the appropriateness of
measure for quantitative studies, but it does not allow us to read
the inside aspects of a personal feeling of loneliness. The choice
to use multiple scales, done by many authors, pushes us to a
deeper understanding of the issue [50]. Moreover, the use of
validating scales ensures reliability of measurements, but each
scale measures a specific aspect of loneliness phenomenon, and

the variety of scales between studies reduces the comparability
of results.

Limitations
Some limitations need to be considered in this review. First, the
small amount of experimental articles in this area and their
heterogeneity make it hard to produce a meta-analysis of the
results and draw generalized conclusions. The decision to limit
the literature search to articles published in English might have
led to selection bias, although English is by far the leading
language in this field of research. Second, the complex nature
of the outcomes compared with the small size of the study
samples limits the generalizability of the conclusions.

Conclusions
This review aimed to clarify how experimental studies improve
the understanding of the causal relationships between older
people’s ICT use and their well-being concerning loneliness.
Moreover, this review highlights the analysis of protocols
applied to support the design of future research in this field. In
particular, we compared 11 experimental and quasi-experimental
studies published from 2002 to 2019. The characteristics of the
analyzed study protocols (research questions, outcomes,
evaluation tools, and treatments) highlighted difficulties in
design, sampling, and management of the interventions.
Nevertheless, despite the declared limitations, the overall
findings are positive, highlighting the need for studying these
issues with adequate methodological rigor. First, care is needed
to discern the causal relationship between the dependent and
independent variables from the effects of other intervening
variables. Second, these difficulties affect the possibility of
carrying out more than one follow-up—usually at the end of
the intervention—and force the recruitment of small samples.
The extensive use of the passive control group is an indirect
effect of these difficulties. Moreover, this review underlines
how the complex nature of loneliness and, even more, its
relationship with ICT use, would require a complex and
complete design of evidence-based studies, characterized by
multivariable schemes and large sample sizes. On the other
hand, randomized controlled studies allow the identification
and analysis of causal relationships. The experimental studies
included in the review show some difficulties and limitations
in data collection due to the exclusive use of standardized tools
to analyze the loneliness issue, in which individual feeling seems
better detected by qualitative than quantitative methods.

The findings coming from the reviewed studies seem to confirm
a beneficial effect—albeit weak—of ICT use on the well-being
of older people in terms of reduced loneliness. The weakness
of these results, along with the growing interest in the
relationship between ICT use and loneliness in older age, draws
attention to the need for development of further evidence-based
studies. Future research in this field should take account of the
need for studies with multidisciplinary design. The integration
of clinical, psychological, and sociological research approaches
would allow us to better verify primary and secondary outcomes
of ICT use for older people’s well-being, including loneliness.
Moreover, quantitative protocol studies could benefit from a
larger randomized sampling—better if supported by power
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analysis—and by a short qualitative set of questions to improve the understanding and validity of the results.
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Abstract

Background: Mobile ecological momentary assessment (mEMA) permits real-time capture of self-reported participant behaviors
and perceptual experiences. Reporting of mEMA protocols and compliance has been identified as problematic within systematic
reviews of children, youth, and specific clinical populations of adults.

Objective: This study aimed to describe the use of mEMA for self-reported behaviors and psychological constructs, mEMA
protocol and compliance reporting, and associations between key components of mEMA protocols and compliance in studies of
nonclinical and clinical samples of adults.

Methods: In total, 9 electronic databases were searched (2006-2016) for observational studies reporting compliance to mEMA
for health-related data from adults (>18 years) in nonclinical and clinical settings. Screening and data extraction were undertaken
by independent reviewers, with discrepancies resolved by consensus. Narrative synthesis described participants, mEMA target,
protocol, and compliance. Random effects meta-analysis explored factors associated with cohort compliance (monitoring duration,
daily prompt frequency or schedule, device type, training, incentives, and burden score). Random effects analysis of variance
(P≤.05) assessed differences between nonclinical and clinical data sets.

Results: Of the 168 eligible studies, 97/105 (57.7%) reported compliance in unique data sets (nonclinical=64/105 [61%],
clinical=41/105 [39%]). The most common self-reported mEMA target was affect (primary target: 31/105, 29.5% data sets;
secondary target: 50/105, 47.6% data sets). The median duration of the mEMA protocol was 7 days (nonclinical=7, clinical=12).
Most protocols used a single time-based (random or interval) prompt type (69/105, 65.7%); median prompt frequency was 5 per
day. The median number of items per prompt was similar for nonclinical (8) and clinical data sets (10). More than half of the
data sets reported mEMA training (84/105, 80%) and provision of participant incentives (66/105, 62.9%). Less than half of the
data sets reported number of prompts delivered (22/105, 21%), answered (43/105, 41%), criterion for valid mEMA data (37/105,
35.2%), or response latency (38/105, 36.2%). Meta-analysis (nonclinical=41, clinical=27) estimated an overall compliance of
81.9% (95% CI 79.1-84.4), with no significant difference between nonclinical and clinical data sets or estimates before or after
data exclusions. Compliance was associated with prompts per day and items per prompt for nonclinical data sets. Although

widespread heterogeneity existed across analysis (I2>90%), no compelling relationship was identified between key features of
mEMA protocols representing burden and mEMA compliance.
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Conclusions: In this 10-year sample of studies using the mEMA of self-reported health-related behaviors and psychological
constructs in adult nonclinical and clinical populations, mEMA was applied across contexts and health conditions and to collect
a range of health-related data. There was inconsistent reporting of compliance and key features within protocols, which limited
the ability to confidently identify components of mEMA schedules likely to have a specific impact on compliance.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e17023)   doi:10.2196/17023

KEYWORDS

mobile momentary ecological assessment; adult; compliance; systematic review; meta-analysis; mobile phone

Introduction

Background
Ecological momentary assessment (EMA) is a survey method
that allows collection of data on participant behaviors, affect,
and perceptual experiences in real-time (momentary) and
real-life environments (ecological) [1]. In its original form,
EMA required pen and paper diaries or logs to be completed
on random (signal) or fixed (interval) time-based schedules or
in response to a specific target behavior, psychological or social
event (event-based). With the advent of handheld technologies,
mobile EMA (mEMA) and increasingly mobile ecological
momentary interventions (mEMIs) can be completed through
automated schedules via handheld devices such as tablets and
mobile phones.

As mEMA or mEMI have the potential to capture data in real
time, the level of recall bias is potentially reduced. In addition,
contextual (where and who the respondent is with) and
antecedents to the specific target behavior or psychological
construct can be obtained [1,2]. As a survey approach, mEMA
or mEMI has undeniable utility, but data are dependent on
participants consistently responding to the mEMA or mEMI
schedule (compliance) [3]. Although electronically delivered
surveys to personal mobile devices provide a means of time or
date stamping and limit the possibility of hoarding, back and
forward filling [4], concerns have been raised about protocol
burden, missing data (especially if systematic), mindless
answering, and survey habituation when lengthier questionnaires
can be circumvented by a no response to initial questions [2].
EMA data with low compliance rates are unlikely to be
ecologically valid; however, it is also possible to have good
individual compliance with data of questionable accuracy [5,6].

In the last 5 years, there have been at least 10 systematic reviews
focused on EMA and/or reporting aspects of compliance to
EMA schedules in youth (<18 years [7-9]; <22 years [10]),
mixed youth and adult cohorts [11-13], or specific adult
populations [5,14-16]. Compliance with EMA in youth
(nonclinical and clinical samples) has been reported to range
between 44% and 96% [8-10] and in mixed youth and adult
cohorts, between 23% and 94% [11-14]. Reports of compliance
in specific adult clinical populations range from 21% to 99%
(chronic pain, 21%-99% [15]; psychotic disorders, 78%-86%
[16]; substance use, 75%, (95% CI 72.37-77.65) [5].

Although Stone and Shiffman [17] have highlighted the need
for explicit reporting of compliance in their original reporting
guidelines for EMA, recurring issues relating to the reporting
of compliance include (1) missing, incomplete, or ambiguous

data; (2) heterogeneity in reporting; (3) impact of data
exclusions; and (4) combining traditional (paper-based) and
mEMA data [5]. Participant compliance with mEMA or
mEMI—in theory—is related to the total protocol burden, which
is a function of monitoring duration, frequency and complexity
of prompts, and familiarity with the technology. However, as
Jones et al [5] note, to date, there is little compelling, systematic
evidence to support an association between EMA burden and
compliance rates. These issues make it difficult to determine
which, if any, features of EMA protocols positively or negatively
influence compliance to EMA schedules.

The purpose of this systematic review is to guide the
development of an mEMA protocol, which could be used for
future studies of health-related behaviors and psychological
constructs (including symptoms) in adults with and without
chronic disease. The primary question for this systematic review
is as follows: In adult nonclinical and clinical populations, which
factors are associated with increased compliance to mEMA
protocols for collection of health-related behaviors and
psychological constructs (including symptoms)?

Objectives
The objectives of this systematic review were to describe:

1. Health-related behaviors and psychological constructs
assessed using mEMA

2. mEMA protocol and compliance reporting
3. Associations between key components of mEMA protocols

and participant compliance

Methods

Search Registration

The search strategy and review protocol were registered
prospectively with the International Prospective Register of
Systematic Reviews (PROSPERO 2016: CRD42016051726).

Eligibility
Observational studies (cohort, cross-sectional) of mEMA in
adults (>18 years of age) were eligible for inclusion in this
review if these (1) reported participant compliance with mEMA;
(2) were a primary study published in English between 2006
and 2016 inclusive; (3) included adults (≥18 years) either
apparently healthy (nonclinical population) or with health
conditions (clinical population); and (4) collected mEMA data
using mobile devices as a primary or secondary outcome.
References were excluded if these were (1) experimental designs
investigating intervention efficacy; (2) duplicate publications
or secondary analysis of the same data set; or (3) conference
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abstracts, protocols, commentaries (editorials or letters), or
systematic or narrative reviews.

Information Sources and Search Strategy
A range of electronic databases were searched to identify eligible
studies: AMED (Allied and Complementary Medicine),
CINAHL, Cochrane Library and CENTRAL (Cochrane Central
Register of Controlled Trials), Embase, MEDLINE (including
epub ahead of print), PsycINFO, Scopus, and Web of Science.
An academic librarian (Carole Gibbs, University of South
Australia) assisted with the development of the search strategy
regarding conceptualization, operators (operational terms), and
limiters [18] with the final search undertaken during a single
week. Search terms and associated MeSH (Medical Subject
Heading) alternatives, which were adapted for use in all
databases, related to the population (adults), assessment
(mEMA), and outcomes of interest (health behaviors, perceptual
experiences including symptoms, affect or mood). Key search
terms included “ecological momentary assessment,” “EMA,”
“mobile ecological momentary assessment,” “mEMA,”
“electronic diary,” “SMS or short message service,”
“prompting,” “text messaging,” “health behaviour,” “symptom,”
and “adult.” Reference lists of included studies and systematic
reviews identified during the search were reviewed to identify
additional potentially relevant studies.

Study Selection
The titles and abstracts of studies identified from the search
process were screened against a priori eligibility criteria and
full-text versions imported into Covidence (Covidence
systematic review software, Veritas Health Innovation). Both
screening steps were undertaken by individual members of the
research team working in pairs (AG and MW, HL and FF) with
each person completing the task independently, before meeting
with their partner to compare results and resolve disagreements
(consensus).

Data Collection
A data extraction template was prospectively developed; it was
guided by the Checklist for Reporting EMA studies proposed
by Liao et al [10] and pilot-tested on 5 randomly selected
eligible studies. Working in pairs (AG and MW, JI and KF, HL
and FF), individual members of the research team extracted all
data before meeting with their partner to compare results and
resolve disagreements by discussion. As this review aims to
describe the features of mEMA schedules associated with
increased mEMA protocol adherence, assessment of
methodological bias was not planned.

Data Items
Data were extracted across 4 domains:

Publication demographics: title, authors, year of publication.

Participants: recruitment source, medical condition or diagnosis
(clinical populations), sample size (enrolled, attrition or
withdrawn and included in analysis), and age (mean/median,
SD).

mEMA protocol: target behavior or psychological construct,
mobile device type (PDA, palmtop computer, electronic diary,

mobile or smartphone, tablet, other), participant training
(yes/no), provision of incentives (course credit, financial, other,
or none), incentive thresholds (yes/no) monitoring duration
(days), prompt type (random signal, interval, event-based),
frequency per day, number of questions/items per prompt type
(reported or estimated from information reported in studies),
strategy to deal with unanswered prompts, and time allowed
for survey response. Where authors did not report the number
of items per prompt type, but rather included descriptions of
standardized instruments which were converted to mEMA
survey items, a full version of the standardized instrument was
accessed, and number of items calculated.

mEMA compliance: verbatim (or where possible calculated
from reported data), participant completion (number included
in analysis, data exclusions), criteria/thresholds for mEMA data,
number of prompts delivered/answered per person/cohort
(planned, actual, average, range), and response latency as time
(mean, SD) [8,10].

Data Management
Data were tabulated to provide descriptive summaries. The
mEMA surveys commonly included multiple questions
reflecting behavioral or psychological constructs. Although the
authors of mEMA studies did not always specify the primary
outcome for these observational studies, most studies explicitly
reported the key variable of interest for mEMA, which we
interpreted to be the primary mEMA target. Where other data
were also collected by the same mEMA survey, we denoted
those as secondary mEMA targets. The primary mEMA target
of studies was identified, and studies were grouped and reported
according to two broad domains: (1) behavior (eg, dietary,
physical activity, and smoking) and (2) psychological construct
(eg, affect, cognition, and sensations/symptoms). For each
domain, a narrative synthesis was used to summarize
participants, mEMA protocol, and compliance data for
nonclinical and clinical data sets.

With the exception of device type, where possible, we adopted
the operationalization of variables common to Wen et al [9] or
Jones et al [5] unless the distribution of our data resulted in very
unbalanced cells or our data could provide greater resolution.
Potential mEMA protocol factors related to compliance were
categorized for analysis. Monitoring duration was categorized
as follows: <7 days, >7 days to <14 days, or >14 days. Prompt
frequency was grouped as follows: 1-3 prompts per day; 4-5
prompts per day; or ≥6 prompts per day. Minimum items per
prompt were categorized as follows: ≤5, >5 to ≤9.5, >9.5 to
≤26, and >26. Device type was categorized as mobile phone,
PalmPilot/PDA, or other. The reporting of training or
familiarization sessions or provision of incentives were
dichotomized as yes/no or labeled as not reported.

Given ongoing concerns about the burden imposed by EMA
schedules and compliance, in addition to these individual factors,
we explored a novel composite metric to reflect aspects
previously identified as possible contributing factors (monitoring
duration, frequency, type, and complexity of prompts).

Where possible, a mEMA burden score was calculated for each
study by multiplying:
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• the total monitoring duration in days (d; all days included
in all waves)

• by the maximum frequency of time-based prompts (random
and interval) per day (f)

• by the minimum number of compulsory questions/items
within all prompts per day (i) and

• by a weighting reflecting the number of prompt types
scheduled per day (w; eg, time-based [signal or interval]
and/or event-based) with each prompt type weighted as 1
(min weight=1, max=3).

For example, the mEMA burden score for a 14-day monitoring
schedule (d), where 5 random signal prompts were delivered
per day (f), with each prompt requiring responses to a minimum
of 12 items/questions (I; 60 items in total per day), would be
840. If event-based prompts (irrespective of the number of items
within the prompt) were added to this schedule (w), the burden
score would rise to 1680. Burden scores were calculated and
reported in quartiles: 0 to 283.5, 284 to 810, 811 to 1806, or
≥1807.

Meta-analysis
Random effects restricted maximum likelihood estimator
meta-analyses were undertaken using the approach reported by
Jones et al [5] and Wen et al [9], with both authors advising to
assist in accurate replication. All statistical analyses were
conducted using JASP (Jeffreys's Amazing Statistics Program,
version 0.9.2; 2019). Studies were included in the meta-analysis
if they reported all data necessary for the meta-analysis
procedure and cohort compliance (%) could be extracted before
data exclusions when possible. Sensitivity analysis was
conducted to explore the impact of compliance rates reported
before and after data exclusion. The effect sizes (ESs) were
calculated by logit transforming the proportion of completed
prompts (ie, compliance rates; proportion/[1−proportion]). SEs
were then estimated using the following equation:

√([1/np]+[1/n{1−p}])

Where, n is the sample size and p is the proportion.

To adjust for clustering within participants, the SE was adjusted
by the effective sample size (ESS). The ESS equation is as
follows:

kn/(1+[k−1] ICC)

Where, k is the number of study prompts, n is the participant
number, ICC is either the reported intraclass correlation
coefficient (ICC) or the SD of reported compliance, and p is
the proportion of completed prompts.

For studies that did not report SD data, sensitivity analyses were
conducted by computing the SEs using the 25 and 75 percentiles

of available SDs. The sensitivity analyses did not show any
differences. Therefore, analysis used imputed median SD (where
the original SD was not reported). To aid interpretation, inverse
logit transformation was conducted to enable reporting of

proportions. The I2 statistic was used to quantify heterogeneity
across the ES. Pooled compliance rates were initially explored
for combined nonclinical and clinical data sets and then
compared between nonclinical and clinical studies.

To explore the relationships between the pooled compliance
rates (nonclinical and clinical data sets) and EMA protocol
factors (ie, monitoring duration, prompt frequency, device type,
training, incentives, and burden score), random effects analysis
of variance was conducted as part of the meta-analysis program.
Moderator analyses were conducted separately for nonclinical
and clinical pooled compliance.

Results

Overview
Figure 1 presents the outcome of the search strategy. Of the 282
studies reviewed as full text, 168/282 (59.6%) included mEMA;
however, 42.3% (71/168) were excluded because mEMA
compliance was not reported. The majority of the 97 studies
retained for this review comprised studies that recruited or
reported a single nonclinical group (61/97, 63%) or a clinical
(31/97, 32%) group. Two studies included 2 [19] or 3 clinical
groups [20]. In addition, 3 studies included clinical and
nonclinical comparator groups (4 groups [21], 2 groups [22,23]).
Overall, 105 data sets were included in this review (nonclinical:
64/105, 61%; clinical: 41/105, 39%). A description of all
included data sets is presented in Multimedia Appendix 1
[19-114].

A total of 44,796 participants were included in the analyses
(nonclinical: 42,338/44,796, 94.51%; clinical: 2431/44,796,
5.43%) with a median sample size of 62 (nonclinical: n=89;
clinical: n=40; Multimedia Appendix 2). Two data sets
(nonclinical) were outliers because of the sample size (n=21,947;
n=11,572) [24,25]. The main sources of recruitment for
nonclinical data sets were educational institutions (30/64, 47%)
and community (26/64, 41%), whereas clinical data sets were
predominantly recruited from medical/health services (21/41,
51%) and community (17/41, 41%). For clinical data sets, the
most common health conditions were psychiatric or mental
health (12/41, 29%), chronic pain and fibromyalgia (6/41, 15%),
and eating disorders (5/41, 12%). Multimedia Appendix 2
presents a summary of the study characteristics grouped by
primary mEMA target.
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Figure 1. Search strategy process and final outcomes (hand searching of reference list-eligible studies and review papers did not identify additional
studies to those returned by database searches). mEMA: mobile ecological momentary assessment.

Objective 1: Health-Related Behaviors and
Psychological Constructs Assessed With mEMA
Using the primary mEMA target, data sets were grouped into
2 broad domains: Behavior or Psychological construct. Within
the Behavior domain, the Other category reflects single studies
(7), where the primary mEMA target did not align with more
common behavior targets (social interactions/activities [26,27],
sexual [28], leisure [29], nonsuicidal self-injurious [30], HIV
prevention [31], and oral behaviors) [32].

The most frequent primary mEMA target across all domains
for nonclinical and clinical data sets was affect (31/105, 29.5%
of data sets; nonclinical n=15/64, 14%, clinical n=16/41,15%).
The most common primary mEMA target in nonclinical data
sets (n=64) reflected the Behavior domain (total 38/64, 59%),

whereas clinical data sets (n=41) reflected the Psychological
domain (total 32/41, 78%).

With the exception of 1 clinical study (fatigue) [33], the
remaining data sets included mEMA items/questions beyond
the primary mEMA target. The most frequent secondary targets
assessed were affect (50/105, 47.6%), social environment
(33/105, 31.4%), physical activity (25/105, 23.8%), cognition
(24/105, 22.8%), and physical environment (20/105, 19%).
Multimedia Appendix 2 presents a summary of secondary
mEMA targets and participant characteristics grouped by the
primary mEMA target.

Objective 2: mEMA Protocol and Compliance
Reporting
Multimedia Appendix 3 presents a summary of mEMA protocols
grouped by primary mEMA target. Among the included studies,
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mEMA data were most commonly collected using handheld
computer/PDAs (61/105, 58.1%) with mobile phones accounting
for approximately one-third (37/105, 35.2%). Participant training
in mEMA was reported by most studies (nonclinical: 49/64,
77%; clinical: 35/41, 85%). The provision of incentive (financial
or other) was more frequent in nonclinical protocols
(nonclinical: 46/64, 72%; clinical: 20/41, 49%).

Across all data sets (n=105), the median monitoring duration
for mEMA protocols was 7 days (range: 1-182 days), with
durations differing between nonclinical (median 7 days, range
1-49 days) and clinical protocols (median 12 days, range 1-182
days). Most studies included a single prompt type (overall data
sets: 69/105, 65.7%; nonclinical: 40/64, 63%; clinical: 29/41,
71%), with random signals being the most common in
nonclinical protocols (49/64, 77%) and interval in clinical
protocols (25/41, 61%). Of the remaining study protocols, 23%
(24/105) of studies included 2 prompt types and 11% (12/105)
protocols included all 3 prompt types (random signal, interval,
and event-based). The frequency of time-based prompts (signal
or interval) ranged from 1 to 42 per day (median: nonclinical=5,
range 1-36; clinical=4, range=1-42). The number of specific
questions/items within a standard prompt varied markedly across
study protocols; it ranged between 1 and 73 (median:
nonclinical=10; clinical=8).

Table 1 presents a summary of reporting for compliance metrics
for mEMA time-based prompts (ie, signal and fixed prompts).
Participant attrition (dropout) rates were reported or could be
calculated for half of the 105 data sets (nonclinical: 31/64, 48%;
clinical: 22/41, 54%). Less than half of the data sets reported
the number of prompts delivered (overall: 22/105, 21%;
nonclinical: 14/64, 22%; clinical: 8/41, 20%) or answered
(overall: 43/105, 41%; nonclinical: 29/64, 45%; clinical: 14/41,

34%). Approximately one-third of the data sets reported a
criterion for valid mEMA data or reasons for data exclusions
(overall: 37/105, 35%; nonclinical: 25/64, 39%; clinical: 12/41,
29%). Criteria for valid EMA data fell into 2 main groups, with
the most common based on assessment completion (ie, specified
threshold for number of prompts completed per day or
percentage of overall compliance), followed by response latency
period threshold (eg, prompt required to be answered within 30
min). Of the data sets reporting a criterion for response time
(overall: 38/105, 36%; nonclinical: 16/64, 25%; clinical: 22/41,
54%), this ranged from 1.5 to 60 min (median 15 min;
Multimedia Appendix 3). Other reasons for data exclusion were
based on specific time of day prompts (excluding the first or
last of the day), technical malfunctions, or unspecified (eg,
general statements on participants’ limited or poor compliance).

Of the 105 data sets, 82/105 (78.1%) reported compliance using
a single metric (cohort, average per person or other), with
compliance at the cohort level most common (overall: 62/105,
59%; nonclinical: 34/64, 53%; clinical: 28/41, 68%).
Compliance was less frequently reported using the single metric
of average per person (overall: 20/105, 19%; nonclinical: 14/64,
22%; clinical: 6/41, 15%) or compliance for both cohort and
average per person (overall: 18/105, 17%; nonclinical: 12/64,
19%; clinical: 6/41, 15%). The remaining data sets (n=5;
nonclinical: n=4, clinical: n=1) reported compliance after
combining event/time-based signals [34] or separate tasks [35],
number of completed protocol days [36], total number of
prompts (data) available [37], or proportion of completed
questions/items per prompt [38]. Cohort compliance reported
before data exclusions ranged from 38% to 98% (median 82%)
and after data exclusions from 50% to 97% (median 81%; Table
1).
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Table 1. Summary of mobile ecological momentary assessment (mEMA) compliance reporting.

Cohort compliance (%)Reported N=data sets (%)NCb or

Cc (n)

Primary mEMAa

target

Postdata ex-
clusion, me-
dian (range)

Predata ex-
clusion,
median
(range)

Average
per-person
compliance

Compli-
ance post-
data exclu-
sions

Compli-
ance preda-
ta exclu-
sions

Criteria
for valid
data

Total
prompts
answered

Total
prompts
delivered

Attrition
rate

83 (74-91)83 (69-93)5 (42)1 (8)7 (58)4 (33)5 (42)4 (33)8 (66)NC (12)Smoking

N/Ae68 (NAd)1 (100)0 (0)1 (100)0 (0)1 (100)1 (100)1 (100)C (1)

79 (69-80)90 (86-97)2 (25)4 (50)4 (50)3 (37)3 (37)1 (12)3 (37)NC (8)Alcohol

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AC (0)

67 (50-71)90 (40-96)5 (50)3 (3)4 (40)5 (50)5 (50)2 (20)6 (60)NC (10)Eating behaviors

78 (68-87)N/A0 (0)1 (33)2 (66)1 (33)2 (66)1 (33)2 (66)C (3)

N/A82 (75-95)3 (60)0 (0)3 (60)0 (0)4 (80)1 (20)1 (20)NC (5)Physical activity

97 (NA)N/A0 (0)0 (0)1 (100)0(0)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)C (1)

N/A61 (38-84)2 (66)0 (0)2 (66)0 (0)3 (100)2 (66)0 (0)NC (3)Other

N/A74 (72-74)2 (50)1 (25)2 (50)1 (25)3 (75)0 (0)4 (100)C (4)

N/A75 (55-90)3 (42)1 (14)3 (42)3 (42)3 (42)1 (14)4 (57)NC (7)Personality traits

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AC (0)

77 (73-81)78 (63-90)7 (46)6 (40)6 (40)9 (60)5 (33)2 (13)7 (46)NC (15)Affect

83 (79-87)80 (69-96)9 (56)6 (37)5 (31)7 (44)5 (31)2 (12)9 (56)C (16)

N/A83 (77-89)0 (0)0 (0)2 (100)0 (0)1 (50)0 (0)1 (50)NC (2)Cognitions

N/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AN/AC (0)

N/AN/A1 (50)1 (50)0 (0)1 (50)0 (0)1 (50)1 (50)NC (2)Symptoms

86 (86-93)90 (68-98)4 (25)4 (25)11 (69)3 (19)3 (19)4 (25)6 (37)C (16)

74 (50-91)82 (38-97)28 (44)16 (25)31 (48)25 (39)29 (45)14 (22)31 (48)NC (64)Total

87 (68-97)80 (68-98)16 (39)12 (29)22 (54)12 (29)14 (34)8 (20)22 (54)C (41)

81 (50-97)82 (38-98)44285337432253t (105)

N/AN/A41.926.650.435.240.920.950.4%

amEMA: mobile ecological momentary assessment.
bNC: nonclinical.
cC: clinical.
dNA: not available as domain includes a single study.
eN/A: not applicable.

Question 3: Associations Between Key Features of
mEMA Protocols and mEMA Compliance
Of the 105 data sets included in this review, 65% reported
sufficient data for inclusion in the meta-analysis (n=68 data
sets: 41/105 [39%] ES nonclinical and 27/105 [26%] ES
clinical); Multimedia Appendix 1) [20,21,23,26,27,
29-31,33,36,39-90]. The remaining data sets did not report
cohort compliance but reported average per-person compliance
[19,24,25,91-106,28,32] or other [34,35,37,38,107-110], or
where cohort compliance was reported, a variable required for
the meta-analysis was not [111-114].

The overall compliance rate across all 68 ESs was 81.9% (95%
CI 79.1-84.4). There was sizable heterogeneity across the

compliance rates (I2=98). Sensitivity analysis exploring the
impact of pre and postdata exclusion compliance rates showed
no significant difference (P=.67; before exclusion: n=50, 81.6%;
after exclusion: n=18, 82.8%). There was no significant
difference (P=.16) between the pooled compliance of nonclinical

studies (80.4%; 95% CI 76.1-83.9; I2=98.6) and clinical studies

(84.2%; 95% CI 80.1-87.4; I2=95.7). Three studies included
more than 1 data set and reported compliance ESs for each (data
sets n=2 [23], n=3 [20], and n=4 [21]). Sensitivity analysis was
undertaken to explore the impact of double counting of mEMA
protocol factors within the meta-analysis, where multiple ESs
were reported within single studies. When a single ES was
retained for each of these studies (lowest ES of the 2 [23],
median of 3 [20], ES closest to the average for 4 [21]), the
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pooled 62 ESs (81.3%, 95% CI 78.2-84.2) and reported variance

(I2=98) were essentially the same as the full data set (68 ESs:

81.9%; 95% CI 79.1-84.4; I2=98). To ensure that subgroup
analysis was not affected, all analyses were conducted without
duplicate ESs, and all relationships were consistent with those
of the full data set.

For nonclinical studies, 2 factors (prompt frequency and
items/prompt) were significantly related to mEMA compliance.
For prompt frequency, the overall model was nonsignificant
(P=.07), but the coefficient was significant (P<.001). Prompting
1 to 3 times per day was associated with higher compliance
(87%; 95% CI 82.5-90.4) compared with studies with more than
3 prompts per day (76.9%) and 6 or more prompts per day
(79.4%). The number of items per prompt was significant for
both the overall model (P=.04) and the coefficient (P<.001).

Factor analysis showed that prompts with more than 26 items
had significantly lower compliance (63%; 95% CI 42.3-79.7)
compared with prompts with ≤26 items (categories: ≤5; >5 to
≤9; >9.5 to ≤26; compliance range: 84%-78.6%).

For clinical data sets (n=27), no factors were significantly related
to compliance. The number of items per prompt approached
significance (P=.05). Compliance appeared to be lower in
studies with 9.5-26 items per prompt (71.1%; 95% CI
62.5-78.6). Significant heterogeneity was reported for all

significant findings (nonclinical and clinical), with I2 values in
excess of 90%, suggesting that although some variance can be
explained by the significant factors, a large amount of variance
remained unexplained. The burden score was not significantly
related to compliance. The meta-analysis factor analysis
compliance proportions are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Meta-analysis results for clinical and nonclinical data sets.

Nonclinical data sets, n=41Clinical data sets, n=27Characteristics

Pooled compliance (95% CI)n (%)Pooled compliance (95% CI)n (%)Protocol factors

Monitoring period, day

77.4 (71.3-85.5)24 (58)81.6 (74.1-87.3)12 (44)<7

82.1 (71.30-89.5)9 (22)84.4 (74.3-91.1)4 (15)>7 to ≤14

85.3 (80.5-89.1)8 (19)86.7 (81.2-91.0)11 (41)>14

Devicea

78.6 (71.9-84.0)17 (41)88.6 (71.5-96.1)5 (19)Mobile

80.2 (74.2-84.9)22 (54)81.9 (77.4-85.8)18 (66)PDA

92.2 (86.3-95.7)2 (5)88.8 (82.4-93.1)4 (15)Other

Training

80.4 (76.0-84.3)36 (88)84.4 (79.7-88.4)23 (85)Yes

N/A0 (0)N/Ab0 (0)No

77.7 (73.1-82.0)6 (15)82.8 (78.4-86.4)4 (15)NRc

Incentives

80.4 (79.0-84.3)35 (85)83.6 (77.7-88.3)13 (48)Yes

77.9 (73.1-82.0)6 (15)N/A0 (0)No

N/A0 (0)85.7 (81.3-89.3)18 (66)NR

Prompt frequency, per day

87.0 (82.5-90.4)8 (19)85.3 (77.6-90.7)8 (30)1-3

76.9 (70.1-82.5)16 (39)81.5 (75.8-85.9)12 (44)4-5

79.4 (71.1-85.5)17 (41)86.3 (74.1-92.4)6 (22)≥6

N/A0 (0)90.6 (N/A)1 (4)UTDd

Burden score

80.5 (75.7-84.6)11 (27)86.2 (76.9-92.4)4 (15)0-283.5

79.6 (73.7-84.7)10 (24)86.4 (75.4-93.0)7 (26)284-810

82.8 (73.7-89.1)13 (31)88.8 (64.8-97.1)3 (11)811-1806

79.1 (51.5-93.1)4 (10)85.3 (80.5-89.0)7 (26)≥1807

Items per prompt

82.8 (77.2-87.2)10 (24)87.2 (80.7-91.9)8 (30)<5

78.6 (67.5-86.8)8 (19)88.4 (76.9-94.6)7 (26)5 to ≤9.5

84.0 (79.0-88.0)16 (39)71.1 (62.5-78.6)2 (7)9.5 to ≤26

63.0 (42.3-79.7)4 (10)87.2 (82.9-90.7)6 (22)>26

70.3 (40.4-89.2)3 (7)72.7 (68.4-76.9)5 (19)NR

Number of prompt types

79.6 (75.0-83.5)25 (61)82.6 (78.1-86.5)18 (66)1

83.3 (71.7-90.9)11 (27)86.4 (71.3-94.2)6 (22)2

77.7 (65.7-86.5)5 (12)87.2 (85.5-88.8)3 (11)3

aDevice type included with categories: Mobile phone (total n=22; smartphone: clinical n=1; nonclinical n=14; mobile: clinical n=4, nonclinical n=3);
PDA (total n=45; clinical n=22, nonclinical n=23); Other (total n=6; electronic diary: clinical n=2, nonclinical n=1; iPod: clinical n=1, nonclinical n=1;
watch device: clinical n=1).
bN/A: not applicable.
cNR: not reported.
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dUTD: unable to be determined.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This systematic review of observational studies aimed to
describe protocols and compliance with mEMA for self-reported
health-related behaviors and psychological constructs in adults.
Across 105 unique data sets, the key findings of this review
were as follows: (1) a variety of health-related behaviors and
psychological constructs were assessed, with affect being the
most common mEMA target; (2) mEMA protocols varied widely
across studies; (3) compliance was inconsistently reported across
studies; (4) meta-analysis estimated an overall compliance rate
of 81.9% (95% CI 79.1-84.4), with no significant difference
between nonclinical and clinical data sets or estimates before
or after data exclusions; (5) compliance was associated with
prompts per day and items per prompt (nonclinical); and 6) no
compelling relationship was identified between key features of
mEMA protocols representing burden and mEMA compliance.

mEMA Use in Adults for Health-Related Behaviors
and Psychological Constructs
The mEMA targets identified in this review reflect those
reported in previous systematic reviews: affect/mood
[7,12,14,15], cognitions [13], symptoms [15], eating or dietary
behaviors [10,11], physical activity [10], and smoking or alcohol
consumption [5,6]. Likewise, clinical populations identified in
this review (psychiatric or mental health conditions, chronic
pain and fibromyalgia, eating disorders, and substance use) were
generally consistent with those reported previously
[5,7,11,12,14-16]. However, there were chronic conditions
unique to this review: oral or dental health, cancer, stroke and
traumatic brain injury (for each n=3, 9/41, 22%), HIV, and
upper abdominal surgery (for each n=1, 2/41, 5%). The small
number of studies identified for these clinical groups may
suggest that the potential for mEMA has not yet been realized
in these populations.

Reporting of mEMA Protocols and Compliance
Most studies included in this review provided information
around the EMA protocol used (device, monitoring duration,
frequency and type of prompts, provision of training, and use
of incentives). Consistent with previous systematic reviews of
both youth and adults, there was considerable heterogeneity
across studies for EMA protocols (Multimedia Appendix 3).
Heterogeneity may be expected given the various potential
applications of this survey approach. The mEMA protocol
required to obtain sufficient or appropriate self-reported data
on daily habitual behaviors in the general population is not
likely to be the same as that for obtaining self-reported data on
psychological responses to events or stimuli in clinical contexts.
For example, the average EMA monitoring duration for studies
of nonclinical adults in this review was 7 days (range: 1-49
days) compared with 12 days (range: 1-182 days) for clinical
populations and 30 days (range: 3-730 days) in a review of
EMA in substance users [5]. Likewise, prompt type, frequency,
and complexity are expected to differ depending on the EMA
target and population. Reviews of studies of EMA for diet and

physical activity (common behaviors) report a daily average
prompt frequency of 20 [10] compared with less than 4 prompts
per day in substance use [5]. For these reasons, in systematic
reviews of EMA use—including this one—reporting of summary
metrics (mean, SD, median, range) for protocol components
could be interpreted as a reflection of diversity in EMA
application rather than a lack of protocol standardization.

The same rationale cannot be applied to the inconsistencies
identified in reporting of EMA protocol compliance. Compliance
is problematic to determine for event-based prompts (eg, those
completed with smoking or consumption of alcohol).
Compliance for time-based notifications, especially when the
EMA is conducted using mobile devices, is relatively simple
(number of prompts answered out of the total number of prompts
delivered). However, participants may respond to a notification
but may not complete all survey items or may not respond in a
timely manner, affecting the momentary aspect of the EMA. In
both of these cases, the act of responding might appropriately
contribute to compliance rates, but the data are unlikely to be
valid. These concepts were evident in the earliest
recommendations for reporting compliance in EMA studies
[17], which predate the sampling frame of this systematic review
(2006-2016 inclusive). Considering that 71 studies were
excluded from this review because of the absence of reporting
mEMA compliance, less than half of the studies included in
this review complied with recommendations put forward by
Stone and Shiffman [17], such as reporting the proportion of
delivered prompts answered (43/105, 41%) or defining a
criterion for valid EMA data (37/105, 35%). Similarly, less than
half of the data sets included in this review reported an average
number of prompts answered per person (44/105, 42%), as
recommended by more recently published guidelines for
reporting EMA [8,10].

With the growth of systematic review methodologies
(meta-synthesis, meta-regression, etc), one aspect of reporting
for EMA warrants further consideration. EMA allows collection
of self-report data across multiple survey items reflecting a
range of behavioral, psychological, and contextual factors. It is
not uncommon for data collected in the original, primary study
to be reported in several publications. The foci of these offspring
publications may include the total original sample of participants
recruited (eg, unpublished data for specific mEMA items or
other variables) or explore a subset of the original study
participants (eg, patterns associated with participant
characteristics). Although this is a reasonable and defensible
use of the original study’s resources, identification of duplicate
or overlapping data in studies can be problematic. Where
ambiguity exists, contacting the study authors is one way to
clarify which publication should be considered the primary
report (and which report overlapping or duplicate data).
However, this option becomes less practical as time and people
move on. The alternative is for authors to include an explicit
statement concerning the existence of publications that include
overlapping or duplicate data. There were a number of
exemplars of this aspect of reporting in studies included
[67,68,96] and excluded from this review [115-118].
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Associations Between Key Components of mEMA
Protocols and Compliance: Meta-analysis
In our meta-analysis (68 data sets), which replicates and was
guided by the authors of 2 previous meta-analyses on this topic
[5,9], the overall compliance rate was 81.9% (95% CI
79.1-84.4). This was slightly higher than that reported by Wen
et al [9] (78.26%; 95% CI 75.49-80.78) and Jones et al [5]
(75.06%; 95% CI 72.37-77.65). Although concerns have been
expressed about the relationship between EMA burden and
compliance, it remains unclear whether, or which, EMA protocol
factors affect participant compliance. In our meta-analysis, for
nonclinical data sets, prompt frequency per day and the number
of items per prompt were significantly related to compliance
(noting that it is not unusual for coefficients derived within a
model to be significant even when the overall model is not).
However, the findings are likely affected by the number of data
sets in some categories. For nonclinical data sets, frequencies
of 1-3 prompts per day were associated with small but
significantly higher mean cohort compliance. Higher compliance
with lower number of prompts perhaps seems intuitive, yet the
evidence is inconsistent. Wen et al [9] reported opposite patterns
of significance when nonclinical and clinical population data
were investigated, and Jones et al [5] and Ono et al [119]
reported no relationship with prompt frequency and compliance
among substance users and those affected by chronic pain,
respectively.

The relationship between the number of items included within
each prompt and compliance has not been explored in previous
systematic reviews or meta-analyses of mEMA. In this review,
the number of items respondents were required to complete in
a standard prompt ranged from 1 to 73 (median 10), with a
greater number of items more common in the mEMA of
psychological constructs (Multimedia Appendix 3). Our analysis
showed an intuitive relationship with compliance among
nonclinical data (ie, ≥26 items per prompt had the lowest mean
cohort compliance of 63%; 95% CI 42.3-79.7), but not with
clinical data.

When aiming to identify protocol factors affecting compliance,
the inconsistencies in reporting of EMA compliance and the
likely publication bias (studies with lower compliance rates
may not be submitted or accepted for publication) must also be
considered [5]. These factors limit the inclusion of potentially
eligible studies in meta-analyses (68/105, 64.8% data sets in
this review; 36/42, 86% studies in a previous review [9]). In
addition, studies included in meta-analyses privilege best
compliers through exclusion of participants not meeting criteria
for valid EMA data or compliance thresholds (determined a
priori or posteriori). Jones et al [5] attempted to address this
latter point by exploring protocol factors associated with
participant data exclusions (monitoring duration and prompt
frequency). Finally, aggregate level compliance may not be
sensitive enough or provide sufficient resolution to identify
factors associated with higher or lower compliance. While
accepting these caveats, there are 2 ways to consider the results
of the 3 meta-analyses undertaken by Wen et al [9], Jones et al
[5], and this study:

1. There is insufficient resolution to identify associations—if
they exist—at the aggregate data level.

2. Although confidence limits might be reduced by adding
further studies, the meta-analyses are essentially correct,
and the notion of protocol burden imposed on participants
has little to no impact on compliance [4,5].

In studies using EMA, the issue of what constitutes an
acceptable rate of compliance or missing data is debatable.
Although several studies included in this review cite a criterion
or commonly used threshold of 80%, we, similar to Jones et al
[5], could not identify the derivation of this criterion. For authors
currently planning, conducting, or writing papers or protocols
on EMA to monitor health-related behaviors of psychological
constructs, adequate recording and reporting of compliance data
following recommendations by Liao et al [10] and Heron et al
[8] should enable future meta-analyses to explore protocol
factors affecting participant compliance rates.

This systematic review prospectively aimed to sample a decade
of mEMA use (protocol registered in November 2016; sampling
frame of 2006 to 2016) in observational studies including adults
from clinical and nonclinical populations. As one of the first
EMA reporting documents was published in 2002 [17], this
sampling frame assumed that researchers planning or reporting
studies including mEMA would be aware of these reporting
recommendations. The time frame required for the uptake of
EMA reporting recommendations is unknown, although
estimates of the time required for uptake of translational research
ranges between 2 and 17 years [120]. Our sampling frame and
review, however, does not capture studies published from 2017
to date. It is possible that more recent publications differ from
those included in our review (greater mobile phone use, better
reporting of mEMA schedules, and compliance).

There are no universally accepted recommendations concerning
the updating of systematic searches or incorporation of the newer
studies into the review results. Systematic reviews—depending
on the specific question and volume of studies eligible for
inclusion—are time- and labor-intensive. For larger reviews, it
is not uncommon for these to take >2 years [121], with updates
of Cochrane Collaboration systematic reviews taking up to 3.3
years [122]. The current Cochrane Collaboration policy infers
that the decision to update a systematic review should consider
the importance of the review question and the volume of new
information (studies) [122]. Early in the review process
(postsearch completion), 2 papers were identified, published in
2016 [10] and 2017 [8], providing updated recommendations
for EMA reporting. Although the volume of mEMA studies
published from 2017 is substantial and growing, we opted not
to undertake an updated search/meta-analysis to quarantine
mEMA studies published before the availability of the more
recent EMA reporting recommendations.

Strengths and Limitations
This review was strengthened by the broad eligibility criteria
used, including studies across nonclinical and clinical contexts
in adults. The meta-analysis method was replicated from
previous studies [5,9], enabling direct comparison of findings.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, this review is the first
to propose and explore burden as a compound effect of the
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various EMA factors (monitoring duration, prompt frequency
and prompt type, item per prompt) on participant compliance.
We have proposed this novel metric as a starting point for
conversations, critique, and further development. In its current
form, the burden metric does not include all factors likely to
contribute to burden (unfamiliarity with technology, adjunctive
use of wearable technologies such as accelerometers), the
proposed weighting is rudimentary, and the accuracy of study
design features was not confirmed by the study authors.

Limitations of this review include a search strategy focused on
the use of mEMA and excluding interventions delivered using
EMA (EMI). Consequently, the findings of this review should
not be extrapolated or assumed to be similar in studies using
EMI. Most studies included in this review provided a clear
statement of the primary outcome of interest within each
observational study, and we are confident that our categorization
of primary mEMA targets is defensible. However, when
observational studies did not clearly identify or infer a primary
outcome of interest and given mEMA survey items can include
multiple items for both self-reported behavioral and
psychological constructs, for a small number of studies,
misclassification may exist with respect to categorization of
mEMA targets as primary or secondary. In the absence of
explicit statements by the authors on the number of items within

each standard notification, we adopted a conservative approach
by estimating the minimum compulsory number of items based
on either the information provided by authors within
publications or reviewing the instruments reported by authors
for inclusion within surveys. The impact of including only
studies published in English is unknown.

Conclusions
This review suggests that there is substantial interest in the use
of mEMA in adults to collect self-reported health-related
behavior and psychological construct data in nonclinical and
clinical contexts. Across mEMA studies, there was considerable
heterogeneity in protocol design, which may reflect a concerted
effort by researchers to tailor mEMA protocols for the intended
target and/or population to facilitate compliance. However, the
number of studies reporting participant compliance with EMA
is concerning. As a result of no or underreporting of compliance,
pooled compliance rates may be skewed in favor of overall
higher EMA compliance rates. This may dampen associations
between compliance rates and EMA protocol factors or burden,
making it difficult to ascertain which, if any, protocol factors
(such as prompt frequency and number of items within prompts,
as identified in this analysis) improve compliance and data
collection.
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Abstract

Background: Electronic symptom self-reporting systems (e-SRS) have been shown to improve symptoms and survival in
patients with cancer. However, patient engagement in using e-SRS for voluntary symptom self-reporting is less optimal. Multiple
factors can potentially affect patients’ acceptance and engagement in using home-based e-SRS. However, such factors have not
been fully explored in cancer populations.

Objective: The aim of this study is to understand the acceptance and use of home-based e-SRS by patients with cancer and
identify associated facilitators and barriers.

Methods: PubMed, CINAHL, Scopus, and PsycINFO (January 2010 to March 2020) were searched using a combination of
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) terms and keywords such as symptom self-reporting, electronic/technology, cancer, and their
synonyms. Included studies focused on the use of home-based e-SRS by patients with cancer and their families. Studies on
patients’ use of e-SRS in clinical settings only were excluded. Of the 3740 papers retrieved, 33 were included in the final review.
Factors associated with patient acceptance and use of e-SRS were extracted and synthesized.

Results: Most e-SRS were web based (22/33, 66%) or mobile app based (9/33, 27%). The e-SRS initial acceptance, represented
by patient enrollment rates, ranged from 40% (22/55) to 100% (100/100). High e-SRS acceptance was rated by 69% (59/85) to
77.6% (337/434) of the patients after they used the system. The e-SRS use, measured by patients’ response rates to questionnaires
(ranging from 1596/3521, 45.33% to 92%) or system log-on rates (ranging from 4/12, 33% to 99/100, 99%), declined over time
in general patterns. Few studies (n=7) reported e-SRS use beyond 6 months, with the response rates ranging from 62% (40/64)
to 85.1% (541/636) and the log-on rates ranging from 63.6% (103/162) to 77% (49/64). The availability of compatible devices
and technical support, interactive system features, information accessibility, privacy, questionnaire quality, patient
physical/psychosocial status, and age were associated with patient acceptance and use of home-based e-SRS.

Conclusions: Acceptance and use of home-based e-SRS by patients with cancer varied significantly across studies, as assessed
by a variety of approaches. The lack of access to technology has remained a barrier to e-SRS adoption. Interactive system features
and personalized questionnaires may increase patient engagement. More studies are needed to further understand patients’
long-term use of home-based e-SRS behavior patterns to develop personalized interventions to support symptom self-management
and self-reporting of patients with cancer for optimal health outcomes.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24638)   doi:10.2196/24638
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Introduction

Background
Patient-reported symptoms, as patient-reported outcomes, are
directly reported by patients without any editing or interpretation
by clinicians [1,2]. The importance of collecting patient-reported
symptoms has been increasingly recognized in cancer care
because patients with cancer often experience unpredictable
subjective symptoms, such as severe nausea, fatigue, or pain,
which can lead to unwarranted emergency room visits or hospital
admissions [2-4]. Multiple studies have shown that clinicians
are less reliable in identifying subjective symptoms than
patients; clinicians are more likely to underestimate the severity
of symptoms and sometimes overlook the patient’s self-report
[5]. Thus, collecting symptom information directly from patients
with cancer is an important component of effective symptom
management and improved quality of cancer care.

There is growing evidence for the use of electronic technology
systems to collect patient-reported symptoms [5]. Electronic
symptom self-reporting systems (e-SRS) have a variety of
advantages compared with paper-and-pencil–based reporting
formats, including fewer errors in data entry, less missing data,
less burden in data management, faster access to data, increased
potential for adopting alerts and notifications, and improved
real-time patient-provider communications [6-8]. For example,
one study found that persons using paper diaries for tracking
pain reported a high level of fake compliance (90% of patients
reported the use of paper diaries for pain tracking, but only 32%
actually used), whereas the electronic diaries group
demonstrated 99% validated compliance [9].

Informed by the chronic care model, patients with cancer and
their families are expected to be in partnership with clinicians
for joint management of the disease and related consequences
to improve the quality of cancer care [10]. Remote symptom
reporting using electronic technology systems outside cancer
clinic settings, that is, using telehealth, play an increasingly
significant role in this partnership [11]. Using home-based
e-SRS, patients can report their signs and symptoms earlier than
waiting for their next clinical visits, facilitating more efficient
and effective symptom management [5,12]. Home-based e-SRS
can be cost-effective because of the low cost of data collection
using electronic surveys and timely identification and
management of early symptoms before becoming severe [11,13].
Although many studies have collected patient-reported
symptoms in clinical settings [14-16], research has found that
patients with cancer usually report fewer and/or less severe
symptoms during clinical visits than when self-reported in real
time from home [17]. In addition, clinic-based reporting systems
may not be optimal for patients receiving oral anticancer
therapies, who often have less frequent clinical follow-up visits.

e-SRS has been shown to improve symptoms and survival in
patients with cancer [12,18,19]. However, to achieve these
benefits, patients’ acceptance and voluntary use of home-based

e-SRS are essential for establishing long-term benefits of
symptom self-reporting [8,20]. A literature review of 33 e-SRS
used in cancer care highlights that 70% of reporting systems
were provided with in-clinic access [18]. To date, there has been
no synthesized evaluation of what is known about voluntary
use of home-based e-SRS by patients with cancer. Multiple
personal and technical factors can potentially affect patients’
acceptance and use of home-based e-SRS; however, such factors
have not been fully explored among cancer populations.

Objectives
This study aims to explore acceptance and use of home-based
e-SRS by patients with cancer and facilitators/barriers associated
with acceptance and use of home-based e-SRS by patients with
cancer.

Methods

Search Strategy
Databases, including PubMed, CINAHL, Scopus, and
PsycINFO, were searched for papers published between January
2010 and March 2020. A total of 3 groups of search
terms—symptom self-reporting, electronic/technology, and
cancer/oncology—were used in combination with their Medical
Subject Headings (MeSH) terms, keywords, and synonyms.
Synonyms were generated based on preliminary searches and
some entry terms of MeSH terms (search strategies are included
in Multimedia Appendix 1). We included papers that (1)
included patients diagnosed with cancer who were aged ≥18
years, (2) reported patients or family members’ use of an
electronic version of symptom self-reporting systems/tools for
symptom self-reporting outside of clinic or hospital settings,
and (3) were original peer-reviewed research papers that were
written in English. Studies published before 2010 were excluded
because smartphones and tablets were not widely used until
2010. We excluded papers that reported the use of paper-based
symptom self-reporting tools or clinic-based e-SRS only. Other
excluded papers were those that did not provide measures or
results specifically about patients’ acceptance or use of
home-based e-SRS or did not focus on symptom reporting.

Selection of Papers
A total of 3740 papers were retrieved from database searches.
After removing duplicates and reviewing titles and abstracts
for relevance, 182 papers remained for the full-text screening.
Among them, 149 papers did not meet the inclusion criteria and
were excluded, including not for adults (n=1), no cancer
diagnosis (n=8), not research papers (n=25), used paper-pencil
version of symptom reporting (n=3), not assessing acceptance
and use (n=33), not symptom reporting (n=23), and clinic-based
systems (n=56). A total of 33 papers were included in the final
review. Figure 1 shows the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items
for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flowchart
describing the overall search and selection process.
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Figure 1. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) chart.

Data Extraction and Analysis
Study characteristics and information regarding e-SRS were
extracted from each reviewed paper. Information regarding
e-SRS acceptance and use was extracted from user surveys and
postintervention interviews. Technology acceptance and use
were defined based on the widely adopted Unified Theory of
Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) [21]. Specifically,
in this study, e-SRS acceptance was defined as patients’
intention to use home-based e-SRS. Among the studies that did
not directly assess patients’ intention to use e-SRS before their
actual use of the system, e-SRS initial acceptance was
operationalized as patients’ willingness to participate in the
study using home-based e-SRS (eg, participant enrollment rate:
the rate of enrollees out of all approached eligible patients) [22].
The e-SRS use was defined as the actual use rate of e-SRS or
the description of patients’ e-SRS use behavior. The e-SRS use
rates were extracted and summarized based on the calculations
reported in the studies, categorized as long-term (≥6 months)
and short-term (<6 months) use. Potential facilitators/barriers
to e-SRS acceptance and use were extracted and synthesized
based on reported reasons for nonparticipation, users’ feedback
surveys, and postintervention interviews.

Critical Appraisal for Quality of Studies
The quality of studies was assessed using the Methodological
Index for Nonrandomized Studies (MINORS), which includes

8 items for assessing noncomparative nonrandomized studies
and 4 optional items for comparative studies (global Cronbach
α=.73) [23]. As this study focused on users’acceptance and use
of e-SRS, if a comparative study was reported, only the
information from the technology user groups were analyzed.
Therefore, this study only adopted the first 8 criteria of
MINORS, including whether the study has a clear aim, clear
inclusion and exclusion criteria, prospective data collection,
appropriate endpoints, unbiased assessment, adequate study
period, reasonable proportion of follow-up loss, and prospective
sample size calculation [23]. Furthermore, the Critical Appraisal
Skills Programme (CASP) Qualitative Research Checklist was
used to evaluate the quality of a qualitative study or the
qualitative design of a mixed methods study [24]. This 10-item
checklist assesses the appropriateness of qualitative
methodology, design, data collection, and analysis process, and
the value of findings [24]. Items from both the MINORS and
CASP checklist were graded on a scale of 0 (not reported), 1
(reported but inadequate), and 2 (reported and adequate). Studies
with a MINORS score of 11 (out of a total score of 16) or less,
or a CASP checklist score less than 15 (out of 20) were
classified as low-quality studies [25,26]. Overall, both MINORS
and CASP scores indicated adequate quality of the reviewed
studies. The mean MINORS score was 13.6 (SD 1.4), with a
range of 10-16 out of 16. Only 2 studies had a low-quality score
below 11, mainly due to small sample sizes (n=5-21) and
inadequate description of the study endpoints [27,28]. The mean
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CASP checklist score was 17.7 (SD 1.5) out of 20 (range,
15-20). No study had a low-quality score below 15 (Multimedia
Appendix 2).

Results

Summary of Study Characteristics
Among the reviewed papers, most studies (1) were conducted
in the United States (15/33, 45%) or Europe (16/33, 48%), (2)
recruited participants from tertiary cancer centers (25/33, 76%),
(3) had sample sizes ranging from 5 to 3521, and (4) reported

a sample size smaller than 50 (18/33, 55%). Among the total
of 7382 participants in all studies, the majority were patients
diagnosed with breast cancer (1771/7382, 23.99%; Multimedia
Appendix 3). A total of 27 studies (27/33, 82%) targeted patients
on active anticancer treatment, and 13 studies (13/33, 39%)
targeted patients with chemotherapy/endocrine
therapy/immunotherapy (Tables 1 and 2). The majority of the
studies had a quasi-experimental study design (25/33, 76%).
The remaining studies used experimental (7/33, 21%), mixed
methods (7/33, 21%), case control (1/33, 3%), and qualitative
designs (1/33, 3%).

Table 1. Anticancer treatment type (N=33 studies).

Studies, n (%)Anticancer treatment types

6 (18)Surgery

13 (39)Chemotherapy or hormonotherapy or immunotherapy

7 (21)Radiation

2 (6)All types mentioned

5 (15)Unknown

Table 2. Anticancer treatment status (N=33 studies).

Studies, n (%)Anticancer treatment status

27 (82)On active treatment

2 (6)Either on active treatment or survivors after treatment

4 (12)Unknown

In addition to assessing patients’ acceptance and use of
home-based e-SRS in most studies, 1 study also reported
caregivers’ attitudes and preferences toward e-SRS [29]. One
study reported that 8 out of 92 participants actually had their
family caregivers who reported their symptoms for them,
whereas there was no information provided regarding caregivers’
acceptance and use in this study [30]. Study durations ranged
from 1 month to 24 months, of which 7 studies (7/33, 21%)
[31-37] followed up with participants for more than 6 months
(Multimedia Appendix 2).

In total, 17 web-based e-SRS were reported in 22 studies (22/33,
66%) [27-29,31-49], including 2 studies that integrated
web-based platforms with patient portals and electronic health
records (EHRs) [41,47]. A total of 9 studies presented 7 mobile
app–based e-SRS (9/33, 27%) [30,50-57], 1 study reported an
interactive voice response system [58], and 1 study used only
text messaging for symptom reporting [59]. The most commonly
adopted symptom reporting instruments or questionnaires in
home-based e-SRS were the National Cancer Institute-Common
Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events or patient-reported
outcome version of Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse
Events (6/33, 19%) [27,28,30,38,46,48] and the European
Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer
Questionnaires (4/33, 12%) [28,31,45,49]. A total of 5 studies
(5/33, 15%) required patients to report at least one of the several
listed symptoms [40,42,54,57,58]. Most studies specified a
reporting frequency, including daily (n=11), weekly (n=10),
every other week (n=2), monthly (n=1), and less frequent than

monthly (n=3), although a small number allowed patients to
report their symptoms whenever they wanted (4/33, 12%) and
2 studies (2/33, 6%) did not report reporting frequencies
(Multimedia Appendix 2).

e-SRS Acceptance
None of the 33 studies assessed patients’ initial intention to use
e-SRS before actual use. A total of 23 studies quantified
patients’ enrollment rates in e-SRS studies and reported a
median rate of 68% (range, 22/25-18/18, 40%-100%)
[27-30,32-34,39-42,44,46-49,51-53,55,56,58,59]. Mobile
app–based systems showed lower enrollment rates than that of
web-based systems (median 57% vs 71%). Among the 7 out of
23 studies that used mobile app–based systems [30,50-53,55,56],
4 studies (enrollment rates=40%-57%, 22/25-38/67)
[50,51,53,56] showed that the most common reason for rejection
was that patients did not have devices (eg, smartphones) or their
devices were not compatible with the e-SRS platform (eg,
iPhone or Android phone mismatched). A total of 2 studies
using mobile app–based systems had relatively high enrollment
rates (64/75, 85% and 66/107, 61.7%) because both studies
provided mobile devices for participation [52,55].

A total of 7 studies assessed patients’ technology acceptance
after they used the systems [31,39-41,49,50,52]. Four of them
reported that over 75% (56/75) of the patients stated, “I would
continue to use it if asked.” [31,39,40,52]. In addition, 5 studies
reported that over 69% (59/85) stated, “I would recommend it
to others.” [40,41,49,50,52]. One study reported that 80%
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(337/434) of the patients preferred e-SRS to the
paper-and-pencil–based format in the future [31].

e-SRS Use
Patients’ use of e-SRS was measured in various ways across
the studies (Multimedia Appendix 4); one of the most common
methods was to assess questionnaire response rates. However,
the calculation of the response rate varied among studies.
Several studies calculated the response rate using the number
of patients who had ever reported their symptoms during certain
time frames divided by the total number of all enrolled patients
[29-32,36,40,42-44,46,48,50]. Overall, the mean percentage of
the participants who had ever used e-SRS ranged from 70%
(442/631) to 92% (45/49) across studies. A few other studies
calculated the response rate using the number of submitted
symptoms/forms divided by the total number of all expected
forms. Using this method, the overall mean response rates across
studies ranged from 45% (1596/3521) to 90%
[29,35,37-39,42,49,52,53,55,56,58,59].

The log-on rate, that is, the frequency of accessing the system,
was also adopted in some studies to measure the e-SRS use
[30,33,39,45,46,53]. The log-on rate was calculated as the
number of patients who logged on to systems divided by the
number of all enrolled patients, which ranged from 33% (4/12)
to 99% (99/100) across studies [30,34,45,46]. Some studies
reported the average number of log-ons or the number of log-on
days during the entire study period. For example, 1 study
reported an average of 4 patient log-ons during a 30-day study
period [42], another study reported an average of 17 log-ons
over 34 weeks [36], and an average of 22 log-on days was
reported during an average follow-up period of 12.70 months
[53]. However, no study has reported the relationship between
the log-on rates and the rates of actual symptom reporting.

Among the studies that assessed the change in e-SRS use over
time [35,36,42,47,56], 2 longitudinal use patterns were
identified. One pattern was the increased use from the beginning
to nearly the midpoint of the study period (eg, initial 2 weeks
of a 4-week study, 11-14 weeks of a 24-week study, or 16 weeks
of a 34-week study), followed by a gradual decrease in use until
the end of the study [35,36,42]. The second pattern was that the
e-SRS use decreased over time throughout the study period
[31,47,56]. For example, 85.1% (541/636) of patients used
e-SRS within the first 6 months of one study, whereas the
percentage decreased to 70% (442/631) at 9 months and 66.3%
(414/624) at 15 months [31]. Overall, for the long-term use of
e-SRS, the response rates ranged from 62% (40/64) to 85.1%
(541/636) [31,33,35-37] and the log-on rates were 63.6%
(103/162) to 77% (49/64) [33,44].

Facilitators/Barriers Associated With Home-Based
e-SRS Acceptance and Use

Technology-Related Factors
The most commonly reported reasons for patients’ reluctance
to participate in e-SRS studies were the lack of access to
compatible devices (eg, computers, smartphones, or tablets)
[31,46,50,51,53,58]; lack of access to the internet [31,46]; or
limited experience with computers, smartphones, or the internet
[33,37,53,59]. A few studies excluded patients who did not have

access to compatible devices or who did not have active
email/patient portal accounts [36,39,40,42,43,51]. Only 1 study
provided desktop computers [44], and 3 studies provided mobile
devices to participants [52,55,57]. Patients with more technology
experience had fewer technical issues and higher use of e-SRS
[32,33,37,48,49]. Some patients could not use the systems owing
to the failure of downloading apps [50] or incompatible
operating systems with their devices [56].

e-SRS Features
Multiple studies reported patients’ preferences for interactive
system features, such as automatic reminders for symptom
self-reporting [27,31,42,43,46,55,56] and health care providers’
follow-up with self-reported symptoms [29,38,42,43,45,54,55].
System-generated self-management recommendations
contributed to patients’ high use and satisfaction
[29,38,46,49,54,55]. Patients also favored the systems’ features
of (1) tracking symptoms over time [54,55], (2) bookmarking
[31,34], (3) summarizing the symptom review [31], (4) having
an icon- and image-based interface [30], (5) interacting with
other patients [32], (6) reporting in free-text format [34], (7)
connecting to EHR [41], and (8) interoperating with mobile
devices [41].

Symptom Reporting Questionnaires
The quality of symptom questionnaires potentially affected
patients’ acceptance and use of e-SRS for symptom
self-reporting [29,31,38,52,54,55]. Some patients complained
about the overload or overlap of questions in the questionnaires
[31,52,54] or questions that were difficult to understand
[29,38,55]. Patients sometimes lost interest in using the system
because the symptoms listed in the questionnaires were
irrelevant to the symptoms they wanted to report, and the simple
grading scale that requires patients to grade the presence or
severity of certain symptoms was confusing [31,52,54].

Physical Health and Psychosocial Status
Health status of patients was associated with their acceptance
and use of e-SRS. Patients often missed reporting of symptoms
because of their illness, and about 7% of the missing data were
due to the patients who were too ill to complete the
questionnaires [36]. Some patients expressed their dislike or
disinterest in participating in e-SRS studies because they felt
that they were too tired (lack of energy) to engage in routine
electronic symptom self-reporting [36,45,50,53,56,58,59].
Patients with brain tumors, such as glioma, struggled to use the
technology because of the loss of their hand strength and poor
memory [29]. Visual impairments in older people disrupted the
use of electronic systems [34].

Qualitative interviews showed that patients’ level of
self-confidence and control in managing their health played an
important role in their use of e-SRS [29,55], whereas some
studies reported that increased symptom-related stress was
associated with increased e-SRS use [32,34,42]. Some other
studies indicated that patients might worry about the increased
awareness of their symptoms through symptom tracking and
reporting [33,46,52,53]. One study reported that patients were
reluctant to use the system because they were afraid of being
overly focused on their unpleasant symptoms, and the constant
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detection of minor symptoms that they usually ignored might
eventually make them mentally exhausted [29].

Home-Based Reporting
Patients were satisfied with their use of e-SRS at home because
of (1) the convenience of flexible times and frequencies of
reporting [29,31,34,43]; (2) timely symptom reporting,
particularly for acute symptoms [31,43]; (3) benefits for patients
who had concerns about language barriers [29] and who lived
far from clinics [42]; and (4) reduction of clinic visit durations
as clinicians have already been aware of their symptoms [39].
However, some patients might have concerns about the lack of
face-to-face interactions with their providers by using e-SRS
[29,38].

Demographic Factors
Patients who enrolled in the e-SRS studies had a mean age of
54 to 64 years, and patients who did not enroll had a mean age
of 62.2 to 66 years [31,45,50,59]. Younger age
[31,34,45,48,50,59], higher education level [36,38,48,49], White
race [36,41,45], and male sex [31,36] were associated with
higher acceptance and use of e-SRS. Evidence regarding the
influence of employment status [49,56] and cancer staging
[36,41] was mixed.

Discussion

Principal Findings
To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first to focus on
acceptance and use of home-based e-SRS for symptom
self-reporting by patients with cancer. This study also explored
potential facilitators and barriers to e-SRS acceptance and use.
Home-based e-SRS demonstrated the advantages of
convenience, flexibility, and on-time symptom reporting. In
addition, it enhanced patients’ self-confidence in symptom
control during/after their cancer treatment. However, considering
the various participation rates and diverse reasons for nonuse
of the systems reported, this study identified that the lack of
technology compatibility was still a significant barrier to
patients’ adoption of home-based e-SRS. Although providing
eHealth services or mobile devices to patients may help meet
their needs for technology access, from the system design and
development perspective, increasing the compatibility of e-SRS
on multiple platforms seems to be a more potentially effective
solution. Furthermore, system features, quality of symptom
questionnaires, characteristics and health status of patients, and
perceived benefits of using the systems were the important
factors associated with acceptance and use of home-based e-SRS
by patients with cancer. These findings are in line with literature
reports that patient engagement in digital health interventions
is associated with personal agency, motivation, and the quality
of digital health interventions [22].

The review revealed that inconsistent approaches were used to
assess e-SRS acceptance or use across studies, which might be
because of different study purposes and designs. For example,
the purpose of quasi-experimental pilot or feasibility studies
was to investigate the feasibility of recruiting participants in
e-SRS studies, in which enrollment rates served as an indirect
assessment of patient acceptance of e-SRS [31]. Randomized

controlled trials had aimed to evaluate the effects of the
technology interventions on patient outcomes, in which
participants’ exposure to the technology systems was usually
defined by a minimal threshold of access to the system or
assessed based on patient outcomes of interest [49]. Inconsistent
measurement and reporting of e-SRS acceptance and use across
studies made the synthesis of findings challenging [19].
According to the widely adopted technology acceptance model,
technology acceptance can be directly assessed by the person’s
statements regarding her/his behavioral intention to the use of
technology [60]. The assessment of the actual use of technology
is complex, as the expected outcomes of technology use vary
by systems. Although log files are commonly used to measure
how frequently users use technology systems, the log-in to the
systems does not always accurately reflect users’ actual use of
the systems for expected outcomes. In the case of use of
home-based e-SRS, users may log into the system, but they do
not use the reporting function to report their symptoms. Overall,
the measure of the actual use of technology should consider
whether the users have performed the technology functionalities
for expected outcomes.

Among all identified facilitators of and barriers to e-SRS
acceptance and use, interactive features of e-SRS and the quality
of symptom reporting questionnaires are considered as
modifiable factors that can be purposefully modified and
upgraded to meet users’ needs, compared with nonmodifiable
factors such as patients’demographic or clinical characteristics.
In general, patients preferred regular reminders for their use of
e-SRS and the feature of receiving feedback from either
automated self-management advice or their health care team on
their reported symptoms, which can be considered essential
features in home-based e-SRS [19]. Although patients favored
the integration of electronic symptom reporting with their
electronic medical records, not many current home-based e-SRS
have considered interoperability with clinical information
systems [41,47]. Such limitations in system design and
development should be addressed in future upgrades. In addition,
a well-designed personalized questionnaire or a personalized
way to deliver the questionnaire, for example, using a specific
symptom-focused questionnaire or a specific type of
treatment-focused questionnaire seems to encourage patients’
use of e-SRS for voluntary symptom self-reporting.

This study suggested that clinicians’ feedback on patients’
symptom reporting through e-SRS was a facilitator of patient
use of the system. The literature indicates that patients’ use of
e-SRS for symptom self-reporting provides opportunities for
clinicians to understand patients’ dynamic needs over time and
facilitates productive interactions and interpersonal relationships
between patients and clinicians [10,61]. Within the current
outpatient oncology model, particularly with the increasing use
of oral anticancer treatment at home, patients with cancer have
fewer opportunities to directly interact with their health care
professionals during office visits, share the concerns of their
symptoms experienced, or receive sufficient information for
symptom self-management [62]. The paradigm shift in cancer
care delivery encourages the adoption of novel platforms for
more effective patient-provider communication to support
patient-centered care. Although the emerging home-based e-SRS
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provides the opportunity to engage and empower patients and
families in health communication and symptom
self-management, the adoption of home-based e-SRS from the
health system and health professional side remains unclear [21].
None of the reviewed studies reported clinicians’ interactions
with home-based e-SRS, that is, clinicians’ acceptance and use
of symptom information reported from the system. To fill this
gap, the design and development of home-based e-SRS should
consider providers’ preferences for the way to interact with
home-based e-SRS and health systems’ expectations for the
integration of home-based e-SRS into clinical workflows, to
close the loop for optimal care delivery.

This study identified a minimal number of studies evaluating
long-term e-SRS use (≥6 months) [31-37]. Despite the increasing
recognition of the importance of patient symptom self-reporting
throughout the cancer care trajectory, patients’ long-term use
of home-based e-SRS for symptom self-reporting tended to
decline over time. The potential dynamic e-SRS use patterns
identified in this study suggest that more studies are needed to
increase our understanding of patients’ long-term e-SRS use
behaviors. Further exploration of factors associated with e-SRS
long-term use trajectory patterns will contribute to the
development of personalized support for patients’ use of e-SRS
for symptom self-reporting.

Patients’ expectations and motivations for interacting with
reporting systems may also change over time. For example,
expectations for using e-SRS vary with patient health status.
Interestingly, patients’ health status could be either positively
or negatively associated with their technology use behavior
[20,63]. Patients with increased symptom distress might be
motivated to continue tracking and reporting their symptoms
to health care professionals. However, it was also possible that
some patients decreased their use of e-SRS because they wanted
to ignore the deterioration of their health status [36,46]. Further
studies can explore the conditions and contexts that interfere
with patients’ use of e-SRS when their health status improves
or declines.

Patients’ feedback from postintervention interviews and surveys
revealed that patients were more likely to continue using e-SRS
after realizing that the systems were useful and convenient to
use. Despite the low level of e-SRS acceptance (ie, low
enrollment rates) before using the systems, patients’ behavioral
intention to use e-SRS improved after their actual use. We did
not identify any study that provided patients with information
or training before using a home-based e-SRS. Therefore, it is
unknown whether patients’ behavioral intentions, including
perceived usefulness and ease of use, change after exposure to
e-SRS. In future studies, it would be interesting to investigate
how proactive and individualized training sessions reinforce
patients’ use of e-SRS for symptom self-reporting.

According to the UTAUT model, age, gender, and previous
technology experiences potentially moderate the effects of
determinants on the actual behavior of technology use [21].
Consistent with the UTAUT model, these personal factors were
also identified in this study, especially age and previous
technology experiences. These factors are not modifiable but
may contribute to the development of targeted interventions

and support for specific subgroups of the population. It is well
known that family caregivers are commonly involved in
medication and symptom self-management of patients with
cancer, particularly for older adults with cancer [64]. This study
indicated that family caregivers were sometimes the persons
who actually used home-based e-SRS to report symptoms for
their family members. It is also important to understand family
caregivers’ opinions of e-SRS use, as family caregivers’
perceptions of symptom distress and symptom reporting may
not always be congruent with those of patients with cancer [65].
However, there was a lack of research on cancer patient family
caregivers’ acceptance and use of e-SRS, which can be another
important research topic in the future.

Patients appreciated that they had fewer time constraints in
home-based reporting, and they reported their symptoms in real
time without concerns of recalling their symptom experiences
during their clinic visits. Furthermore, remote home-based
symptom self-reporting could be especially beneficial for the
underserved population who have geographic barriers to access
health care or language problems for health care
communications [29,42]. Of note, at the time of this study, the
COVID-19 pandemic was pushing patients and clinicians to
find new ways to work together. Perhaps now, more than ever,
is the time to encourage patient adoption of e-SRS in cancer
care in ways that can efficiently inform the conversation between
clinicians and patients during a virtual telehealth clinical visit.
The results of this study provide insight into how to engage
patients in the use of e-SRS to facilitate telehealth care to
improve health outcomes.

Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, many studies had small
sample sizes and did not include diverse populations. Thus,
there was a risk of selection bias. Second, the literature search
was limited to studies published from January 2010 to March
2020 and to English language papers. Studies published before
2010 and studies published in non-English languages may
contain useful information regarding patients’opinions on using
e-SRS at home. Finally, this study considered participant
enrollment rates in e-SRS studies as a surrogate measure of
acceptance of e-SRS by patients with cancer. Such indirect
measures might be less accurate, as some patients might refuse
e-SRS studies for reasons that were not related to their
acceptance to use e-SRS for symptom reporting. We focused
on studies that reported the reasons for nonparticipation and
extracted those that were potentially relevant to technology
acceptance.

Conclusions
There is a growing interest in managing symptoms of patients
with cancer remotely over time using electronic technology
systems. Home-based e-SRS provides opportunities for patients
with cancer to engage in symptom self-reporting from the initial
cancer diagnosis, throughout treatment, and well into
survivorship. It is important to evaluate patients’ acceptance
and use of e-SRS with standardized assessments so that the
sustainability of the systems will be possible. Furthermore,
understanding the facilitators and barriers of e-SRS regarding
its acceptance and use in home settings will enhance the
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dissemination of e-SRS in routine cancer care by patients with
cancer. This study highlights the importance of assessing
patients’ accessibility to technology, physical and psychosocial
status, and demographic factors for optimal symptom
self-reporting. In addition, the design and development of
interactive system features and personalized symptom reporting

questionnaires should be considered to increase patient
engagement. Future studies should explore long-term e-SRS
use behavioral patterns of patients and develop personalized
interventions to support symptom self-management and
self-reporting for optimal health-related outcomes of patients
with cancer.
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Abstract

Background: Given recent moves to remove or blur self-harm imagery or content on the web, it is important to understand the
impact of posting, viewing, and reposting self-harm images on young people.

Objective: The aim of this study is to systematically review research related to the emotional and behavioral impact on children
and young people who view or share web-based self-harm–related videos or images.

Methods: We searched databases (including Embase, PsychINFO, and MEDLINE) from January 1991 to February 2019. Search
terms were categorized into internet use, images nonspecific and specific to the internet, and self-harm and suicide. Stepwise
screening against specified criteria and data extraction were completed by two independent reviewers. Eligible articles were
quality assessed, and a narrative synthesis was conducted.

Results: A total of 19 independent studies (20 articles) were included. Of these, 4 studies focused on images, 10 (11 articles)
on videos, and 5 on both. There were 4 quantitative, 9 qualitative, and 7 mixed methods articles. In total, 11 articles were rated
as high quality. There has been an increase in graphic self-harm imagery over time. Potentially harmful content congregated on
platforms with little moderation, anonymity, and easy search functions for images. A range of reactions and intentions were
reported in relation to posting or viewing images of self-harm: from empathy, a sense of solidarity, and the use of images to give
or receive help to potentially harmful ones suggesting new methods, normalization, and exacerbation of self-harm. Viewing
images as an alternative to self-harm or a creative outlet were regarded in 2 studies as positive impacts. Reactions of anger,
hostility, and ambivalence have been reported. There was some evidence of the role of imitation and reinforcement, driven partly
by the number of comments and wound severity, but this was not supported by time series analyses.

Conclusions: Although the results of this review support concern related to safety and exacerbation of self-harm through viewing
images of self-harm, there may be potential for positive impacts in some of those exposed. Future research should evaluate the
effectiveness and potential harms of current posting restrictions, incorporate user perspectives, and develop recovery-oriented
content. Clinicians assessing distressed young people should ask about internet use, including access to self-harm images, as part
of their assessment.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e18048)   doi:10.2196/18048
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Introduction

Background
Young people who self-harm engage in more web-based
activities than others of a similar age [1]. There is a large
presence of self-harm–related materials [2], such as blogs [3,4],
large social media groups [5], thousands of highly viewed videos
[6], websites [7], and dedicated online communities [8]. The
nature of internet use is constantly evolving. Platforms such as
Instagram and Tumblr have increased in popularity for self-harm
communities, partly because they are image based [9]. A total
of 44.00% (528/1200) of surveyed adolescents reported
Instagram to be an important part of their daily lives [10], and
internet searches for suicide are increasingly returning graphic
imagery [11].

Mental imagery plays a role in determining future behaviors
[12]. It is thought to be more emotionally evocative than verbal
thoughts, with stronger links to affect [13]. Individuals who
experience suicidal ideation often report flash-forward detailed
imagery, similar to flashback imagery in posttraumatic stress
disorder, related to suicidal acts [14,15]. Most youths who
self-injured reported mental imagery when the urge to self-injure
was strong [16,17]. Emotion-laden mental imagery of self-harm
may play a role in motivating behaviors toward or avoiding
self-harm [17].

In addition to the role of mental imagery, a growing body of
literature has explored the role of exposure to self-harm images
through the media [8,18,19]. Although self-harm is a largely
hidden behavior, images of self-harm are commonly shared on
the internet. This is often done anonymously, with individuals
continuing to hide their self-harm in the offline world [20].
Participants have reported reduced loneliness and the use of
images to curb self-harm urges on the one hand and
reinforcement and triggering of self-harm on the other [8].
Previous systematic reviews regarding internet use and
self-harm, although not focused on images, similarly suggest
both positive and negative impacts of images and videos [18,19].
The growing popularity of image-based platforms and
high-profile stories of the risks has stimulated an exponential
increase in research related to web-based self-harm imagery.
Given recent moves to remove or blur self-harm imagery or
content posted on platforms such as Instagram in response to
concerns of bereaved parents [21], it is important to understand
the impact of posting or viewing self-harm images on young
people.

Aims
This study aims to systematically review research related to the
viewing or sharing of web-based self-harm or suicidal
behavior–related videos or images in children and young people
to explore the impact on emotions and behaviors of viewing or
reposting images or videos of self-harm, the impact of posting
images or videos of self-harm by individuals who self-harm,
and whether certain aspects or types of images or videos impact
outcomes.

Methods

Previous Reviews
Web-based content related to video and images of self-harm
has been included as part of previous systematic reviews by our
research group [18,19], but it was not our main focus. We
adapted the search strategy used to specifically identify research
on this topic. An electronic literature search was conducted from
January 01, 1991, (the year the internet was made publicly
available) to February 20, 2019, to ensure a comprehensive
overview of the existing literature.

Search Strategy
The core databases CINAHL, Embase (excluding MEDLINE
journals), PsychINFO, SCOPUS, and MEDLINE were searched
alongside topic-specific websites (Campbell, Centre for Mental
Health, Department of Health, Mental Health Foundation,
Department of Health, Social Services and Public Safety for
Northern Ireland, National Health Service (NHS) Scotland, and
the Royal College of Psychiatrists) and meta-search engines
(Google and Google Scholar). The search terms were grouped
into 4 categories:

1. Internet use: Free text “Aol” or “Askfm” or “Bebo” or
“blog*” or “chat?room*” or “cyber*” or “discussion forum”
or “e?communi*” or “e?material$” or “Facebook” or
“googl*” or “hashtag$” or “instant messag*” or “internet”
or “live chat*” or “live journal$” or “MSN” or “Myspace”
or “on?line” or “online” or “podcast*” or “social network*”
or “spam*” or “tweet*” or “Twitter” or “troll” or “virtual*”
or “web” or “whatsapp”. MeSH terms “Internet,” “Social
media,” “Social networking”

2. Images nonspecific to internet: Free text. “imag*” or
“galler*” or “photo*” or “picture$” or “video*”. MeSH
terms “Video recording”

3. Images specific to the internet: Free text. “meme” or
“Pinterest” or “Tumblr” or “vine” or “vlog*” or “YouTube”
or “snap*” or “gif$” or “selfie$” or “Flikr” or “camera” or
“filter” or “reddit” or “Instagram” or “tik tok”

4. Self-harm and suicide: Free text. “Automutilation” or
“Distress*” or “emotion*” or “NSSI” or “SIB” or “suicid*”
or ((oneself or myself or self) adj2(cut* or harm* or hurt*
or kill or injur* or mutilat*)). MeSH terms ‘Self-injurious
behaviour’, ‘Stress, Psychological’

The terms were combined as follows (internet AND images
nonspecific to internet terms) OR (images specific to the
internet). The self-harm and suicide groups were combined with
the results from the above search.

Selection Criteria
Articles were included if they examined web-based viewing or
sharing of images or videos related to self-harm or suicidal
behavior or, videos and images viewed or shared by individuals
who experienced suicidal ideation, suicidal behavior, or
self-harm. Self-harm refers to any intentional act of self-injury
or poisoning, independent of motivation or suicidal intent [22].
This definition is very general, as the motivation or degree of
suicidal intent is difficult to assess and may vary between
individuals and over time. Articles were required to include
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primary empirical data and be published in peer-reviewed
journals. The results were not restricted by the location. Only
English language articles were included. Review articles, single
case studies, editorials, conference abstracts, or other grey
literature were not included. The reference lists of all review
articles were manually screened for potential eligible articles.
Participants had to be aged 24 years or under or the study
population had to have an average age of 24 years and under.
If age was not specified, participants had to be described as
children, adolescents, young people, or young adults. Where
articles examined more than 1 age group, only data for the age
group fitting these criteria were analyzed.

Two independent reviewers (AM and LB) manually screened
titles. Any disagreements were resolved by consensus or
discussed with a third expert reviewer (AJ). Duplicates were
removed. Titles that had no relevance and gray literature were
excluded from the title screen. A record was kept of all discarded
articles, including the reason for exclusion. The remaining titles
with abstracts were screened for eligibility (AM and LB).
Full-text articles were obtained where suitability could not be
determined based on the title and abstract.

Data Analysis
A previously developed data extraction sheet [19] was used to
record the findings (Multimedia Appendix 1). Additional fields
were added to examine features specific to images and videos
(eg, platform moderation, trigger warnings, the nature of the
images or videos, and the impact on the viewer). Two reviewers
(AM and LB) independently extracted the data from each article.
Any inconsistencies in data extraction and quality scores were
clarified by consensus or through discussion with a third expert
reviewer (AJ).

The heterogeneous and largely qualitative nature of the studies
precluded any meaningful combination of results through
meta-analysis. Therefore, narrative synthesis was employed.
On the basis of published guidance [23], this narrative synthesis
examined a number of key aspects of each article. Comparisons
were made regarding the way in which self-harm imagery was
examined across studies and internet platforms. The influence
of heterogeneity was explored further, including differences in
populations studied, differences between various platforms,
measures employed, and outcomes studied.

Articles were amalgamated and grouped into categories. These
categories were inductively generated following initial reading

and data extraction of articles and were cross-checked by
members of the study team (AM, LB, and AJ). Positive
influences of viewing or sharing of images and videos were
defined as a perceived reduction in psychological distress,
reduced suicidal ideation or self-harm, and advice on how to
seek help and encouragement to do so. Negative influences were
defined as results indicating increased psychological distress,
increased frequency or severity of self-harm or suicidal ideation,
provision of information on methods of self-harm or suicide,
and self-harm behaviors being encouraged [19]. Positive and
negative influences were examined in relation to the population
studied, internet platforms (eg, Instagram and Tumblr), and
specific features of images and videos.

The quality of the included articles was assessed according to
the Critical Appraisal Skills Programme (CASP) [24], as
described previously [19]. The CASP tool assesses various
aspects of study design, including sources of bias, data
collection, clarity of results, and appropriateness of conclusions.
CASP does not specifically recommend any scoring or grading
system. We adopted a scoring system used previously [25]
(≤50% of criteria low quality, 50%-74% moderate, ≥75% high
quality, and no criteria weighting applied [26]). Quality
assessment was conducted by two independent reviewers (AM
and LB) for each article.

A protocol for the systematic review was registered with
PROSPERO (international prospective register of systematic
reviews) [27].

Results

Screening Process
Figure 1 shows the results of the search strategy and screening
process. A total of 19 independent studies (20 articles) were
included. Of which, 4 studies focused on images, 10 studies (11
articles) on videos, and 5 on both images and videos. Two
articles were based on a single data set of 100 videos [6,28]. A
summary of the included articles, quality scores, by category
of study is presented in Tables 1-3. Studies came from across
the world (United States, n=7; Canada, n=4; United Kingdom,
n=2; Germany, n=2; Australia, n=1; and multiple countries,
n=3). There were 4 quantitative, 9 qualitative, and 7 mixed
methods articles. In total, 11 articles were rated as high quality,
7 as moderate, and 2 as low. Tables 1-3 provide summaries of
the included studies.
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Figure 1. Results of the search strategy and screening process.
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Table 1. Summary of included studies analyzing images or videos related to self-harm or suicidal behaviors.

Analysis of images or videos related to self-harm or suicidal behaviorsCategory

(Author, year, coun-
try, quality score)

ResultsParticipants or sampleAims and objectives

50 videos were selected. Of these, 13 videos
included postburn footage. Superficial and

50 videos depicting the fire challenge; 90%
(45/50) male; 64% (32/50) African Ameri-
can

To understand the characteristics of
the fire challenge phenomenon in
an effort to develop preventative and
public safety measures

Avery, 2015 [29],
United States, moder-
ate. partial thickness burns were sustained on

the torso (10/13, 77%), face (4/13, 31%),
and extremities (2/13, 15%). Full thickness
burns were seen in 15% (2/13) videos.
Young African American males were over-
represented. The authors suggested that
these should be targeted in prevention and
intervention.

The most common content was describing
or depicting violence (n=89). Over half ad-

The top 100 videos related to bullying on
YouTube with the greatest number of total
views were identified.

To describe the extent to which
content related to bullying is present
on YouTube with respect to source,
content, number of views, length,
and year uploaded

Basch, 2017 [30],
United States, moder-
ate. dressed getting help (n=56). A total of 38

out of 100 videos mention suicide or
thoughts of suicide. No analysis was con-
ducted of the nature of discussions around
suicide or their potential impact.

Most pictures depicted wounds caused by
cutting on arms or legs and were rated as

Posters of self-harm pictures on Instagram
(n=1152); majority anonymous; 91.0%
(745/819) of identifiable profiles, female

To analyze pictures directly depict-
ing self-harm wounds on Instagram.
Pictures, comments, and user ac-
counts were examined. The aims

Brown, 2018 [31],
Germany, high.

mild or moderate injuries. Pictures with in-
creasing wound grades and those depicting

were to systematically describe the multiple methods of self-harm generated
extent of self-harm on Instagram in elevated amounts of comments. Most com-
a German-speaking population and ments were neutral or empathic, with some
to describe web-based content of
German-speaking users

offering help. Few comments were hostile.
Pictures were mainly posted in the evening
with a small peak in the early morning and
on Sundays.

A total of 17 Tumblr accounts posted a
median number of 185 posts. Content was

Tumblr accounts; of the 8 that provided
demographic information 75% (6/8) were
female.

To gain a better understanding of
the depression, self-harm, and suici-
dal content that is being shared on
Tumblr

Cavazos-Rehg, 2016
[32], United States,
high. engaged with 1,677,362 times. Of the 3360

randomly selected posts, 81.52%
(2739/3360) were related to depression,
suicide, or self-harm. Common themes were
self-loathing (412/2739, 15.04%), loneliness
or feeling unloved (405/2739, 14.79%), self-
harm (407/2739, 14.86%), and suicide
(372/2739, 13.58%). Findings signal a need
for suicide prevention efforts to intervene
on Tumblr and use this platform in a strate-
gic way.

Peer-driven, informal websites have a vari-
ety of triggering content and are accessed

Demographics only available for uploaders
of YouTube videos; 80% (4/5) were female.

To simultaneously examine the
scope and nature of self-harm con-
tent across informational or interac-

Duggan, 2012 [2],
Canada, low.

more often than professionally driven sites.
Self-harm is strongly represented amongtive websites, social networking
social networking websites and YouTube,websites, and YouTube to provide
evidenced by large group memberships and
large video view counts.

mental health practitioners with a
multifaceted description of web-
based content related to self-harm
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Analysis of images or videos related to self-harm or suicidal behaviorsCategory

(Author, year, coun-
try, quality score)

ResultsParticipants or sampleAims and objectives

Activists, celebrities, and the general public
created and uploaded videos as part of the
campaign, often telling their own stories of
overcoming difficulties (eg, bullying). A
thematic analysis of a subset of these videos
revealed common themes of directives (eg,
“don’t give up”) and testimonies of how the
posters had overcome their own difficulties.
The effectiveness of the campaign was not
analyzed. Results revealed a neoliberal
framing that placed the burden of a better
life onto the emotional lives of LGBT+
youth, who were instructed to endure their
pain in the interest of inevitable happiness.

Content of 30 videos aimed at LGBT+a

youth was analyzed.

To investigate the mass media “It
Gets Better” campaign responding
to a perceived increase in suicides
among gay youth in the United
States since September 2010; criti-
cal discourse analysis of a sample
of videos posted as part of campaign

Grzanka, 2014 [33],
United States, low.

A total of 5 themes were identified: (1)
celebrity influence, (2) self-harm is not a
joke, (3) support for and from others, (4)
eating disorders and self-harm, and (5)
videos and personal stories. More recovery-
oriented content than graphic imagery was
found on this platform. No formal compari-
son with other platforms is made.

Twitter users n=317; no information regard-
ing gender

To report the findings from a unique
analysis of naturally occurring data
regarding self-harm behavior gener-
ated through the global social media
site, Twitter

Hilton, 2017 [34],
United Kingdom,
high.

Most frequent comments were self-disclo-
sure (334/869, 38.4%) and individuals
sharing their own self-harm experiences.
This was followed by feedback for the video
uploader, including admiration of video
quality (191/869, 22.0%) or message
(148/869, 17.0%), and admiration for up-
loader (134/869, 15.4%), or encouragement
for uploader (97/869, 11.2%). Many of
those self-disclosing did not mention recov-
ery (374/869, 43.0%) and indicated they
were still self-injuring (295/869, 34.0%).

Uploaders of 100 self-harm videos on
YouTube; 95.0% (95/100) female

To examine viewers’comments and
responses to self-harm YouTube
videos to determine the potential
risks and benefits of the videos

Lewis, 2012b [28],
Canada, high.

The top 100 videos analyzed were viewed
over 2 million times, and 80.0% (80/100)
were accessible to a general audience.
Viewers rated the videos positively and se-
lected videos as a favorite over 12,000
times. The tone of the videos was largely
factual or educational (53/100, 53.0%) or
melancholic (eg, hopeless statements, depic-
tions of sadness or crying; 51.0% [51/100]).
Explicit imagery of self-injury was com-
mon. A total of 90.0% (90/100) of nonchar-
acter videos had self-harm photos, whereas
28.0% (28/100) of character videos had in-
action self-harm. For both, cutting was the
most common method. Many videos
(58/100, 58.0%) did not warn about this
content. Content was often creative and
frequently contained graphic imagery.

Uploaders of 100 self-harm videos on
YouTube; 95.0% (95/100) female

To explore the accessibility and
scope of web-based self-harm
videos

Lewis, 2011b [6],
Canada, moderate.
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Analysis of images or videos related to self-harm or suicidal behaviorsCategory

(Author, year, coun-
try, quality score)

ResultsParticipants or sampleAims and objectives

A total of 40 self-harm YouTube videos
were content-analyzed. Videos were viewed
157,571 times and typically favorably rated.
Most had a neutral purpose and neither en-
couraged nor discouraged self-harm. Mes-
sages encouraging self-harm help seeking
were scant. Medical help seeking was not
commonly encouraged 55% (22/40) of
videos related to self-cutting and 28%
(11/40), related to self-burning recommend-
ed seeking medical help, with several videos
providing “safe” self-harm instructions.

40 uploaders of videos to YouTube; 83%
(33/40) female

To examine the nature of self-harm
first aid tip videos shared through
YouTube

Lewis, 2015 [35],
Canada, high.

Sample of 201 Instagram posts led to iden-
tification of 10 ambiguous self-harm hash-
tags. Results demonstrated a popular image
that described the broader community of
self-harm and mental illness called #myse-
cretfamily that had approximately 900,000
search results at time 1 and 1.5 million at
time 2. Only one-third of relevant hashtags
generated content advisory warnings.

Posters of ambiguous self-harm hashtags
on Instagram; 193 unique usernames in a
sample of 201 posts; no information on
gender

To evaluate the meaning, popularity,
and content advisory warnings relat-
ing to ambiguous self-harm hashtags
on Instagram by (1) presenting cur-
rent data on ambiguous hashtags
that may be commonly related to
self-harm; (2) testing a process to
investigate ambiguous self-harm
terms; (3) evaluating the popularity
of self-harm-related hashtags at 2
time points; and (4) assessing the
precision of Instagram’s warning
labels for concerning content

Moreno, 2016 [36],
United States, high.

There was a significant increase in the
monthly emergency department visit rate
for the composite outcome of the average
monthly rate of initial emergency depart-
ment visits for suicidal ideation, intentional
self-poisoning, and intentional self-harm.
Secondary outcomes were average monthly
rates of death or intensive care unit admis-
sion resulting from index visit from April
2002 to December 2013. There was no sig-
nificant change in emergency department
visit rate for the composite outcome before
and after announcement of Amanda Todd’s
death. Findings suggest publicity around
this video release was not associated with
increase in emergency department visits for
suicidal behavior.

Population-based time series analysis using
a national database. Ontario patients aged
11-17 years based on a sample of 4,775,658
emergency department visits; 48.87%
(2,333,822/4,775,658) female

To use interrupted time series analy-
sis to examine whether the release
of Amanda Todd’s YouTube video
following her death announcement
in October 2012 was associated with
an increase in average monthly
emergency department visit rates
for suicide-related diagnoses in On-
tario children aged 11-17 years

Poonai, 2018 [37],
Canada, high.

Sites accessed by self-harm or suicide
search terms were mostly positive or preven-
tative in tone, whereas sites accessed by the
term “ways to kill yourself” tended to have
a negative tone. A total of 314 websites
were included in analysis, with evocative
images of self-harm found in 21.0%
(66/314) of sites.

Searched only for websites where target
audience were described as young people.
Initial search terms were developed in dis-
cussion with 6 members of a Child and
Adolescent Mental Health Services users
group aged 15-19 years.

To identify and analyze websites
potentially accessed by young peo-
ple about self-harm

Singaravelu, 2015
[7], United King-
dom, high.

aLGBT+: Lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and others.
bAnalysis of the same dataset of YouTube videos with one study examining the content of videos themselves and the other analyzing the comments.
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Table 2. Summary of included studies examining the perspectives of individuals on the impact of sharing and viewing web-based images or videos of
self-harm.

User perspectivesCategory

(Author, year, coun-
try, quality score)

ResultsParticipants or sampleAims and objectives

Some individuals cited the internet as a
catalyst in the development of self-harm,
where individuals were searching for advice
and support and self-harm had “just come
up” in the search with instructions and im-
ages. The majority engaged with web-based
spaces to support and further develop a pre-
existing set of self-harming practices and
reported the role of the internet in normaliz-
ing self-harm. Image rather than text-based
interactions were the primary reason cited
for using the internet for self-harm–related
purposes. Images were said to invoke a
physical reaction and inspire behavioral
enactment. Participants reported viewing
self-harm images as part of a ritualistic
practice.

21 individuals aged 16-24 years, living in
Wales, United Kingdom, with a previous
history of self-harm. Mean age for self-harm
commencement was 13 years. A total of 16
participants sought professional help, 8
presented to emergency departments for
their injuries; 86% (18/21) were female.

To explore how young people under-
stand and use web-based images of
self-harm using semistructured inter-
views

Jacob, 2017 [9],
United Kingdom,
high.

Thematic analysis of participants’narratives
identified 2 prominent motives: self-orient-
ed motivation (to express self and creativity,
to reflect on self-harm experience, and to
mitigate self-destructive urges) and social
motivation (to support similar others, to
seek out peers, and to raise social aware-
ness). Participants also reported a double-
edged impact of self-harm content both as
a trigger and a deterrent to self-harm.

Creators of self-harm creative content,
n=17; 82% (14/17) female

To conduct qualitative analysis of
web-based interviews with individu-
als who produce self-harm content.
To understand why content creators
create and share self-harm–themed
content and what needs are met by
doing so

Seko, 2015 [38],
multiple countries,
high.

Informants reported that viewing or sharing
images had alleviating rather than triggering
effects with production of images often
about memory and proof. Publishing them
was seen as a way of sharing experiences
with others and to give or receive help. Self-
injury photos were described as a resource
of a self-harm community culture. Infor-
mants often emphasized that the outcome
of viewing these photos varies due to indi-
vidual and situational differences.

Users of self-injury forum: n=52; 87%
(45/52) female

To examine discourses about self-
injury photos from a user’s perspec-
tive using web-based questionnaires

Sternudd, 2012 [39],
multiple countries,
moderate.
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Table 3. Summary of included studies examining web-based interventions using videos.

Web-based video interventionsCategory

(Author, year, country,
quality score)

ResultsParticipants or sampleAims and objectives

Asian Americans rated the suicide aware-
ness video significantly lower for cultural
relevance than non-Hispanic Whites. Collec-
tivist cultural orientation was a significant
predictor for cultural relevance, credibility,
and appeal. Cultural orientation and race or
ethnicity should be strongly considered
when web-based suicide awareness pro-
grams are developed for college students.

University students: n=431; 78.0%
(336/431) female

To determine the feasibility of using
a specific video in a web-based sui-
cide awareness program for Asian
American and non-Hispanic White
college students

Choi, 2016 [40], United
States, moderate.

When examining characteristics of individ-
uals who watched a suicide prevention
video (which included self-harm content),
the video completion group included more
females, undergraduates, and Asian Ameri-
cans and had higher individualistic orienta-
tion and more correct manipulation check
answers. The video noncompletion group
skipped items in a purposeful manner,
showed less interest in the video, and spent
less time completing questionnaires.

University students: n=650; 71.8%
(467/650) female

To determine the predictors of
watching a web-based suicide pre-
vention video and whether data
characteristics differed for those
watching most or only part of the
video

Park, 2014 [41], United
States, high.

A total of 21 young people completed the
intervention. Overall, the intervention did
not lead to increases in suicidal ideation or
distress. Participants reported enjoying the
program, in particular watching the video
diaries and completing the activities. Most
participants said they would recommend
the program to a friend.

Secondary school students: n=21; 81%
(17/21) female

To examine the safety and accept-
ability of a web-based suicide pre-
vention program and determine
which components were found to be
most helpful and enjoyable

Robinson, 2015 [42],
Australia, moderate.

Awareness material exposure helped to im-
prove responsible reporting of suicide, with
the awareness video showing a stronger ef-
fect than written material alone.

Journalism students: n=78; 69% (54/78)
female

To examine the impact of a suicide
awareness video on adherence to
newspaper reporting guidelines;
video intended to be used for web-
based format

Scherr, 2017 [43], Ger-
many, moderate.

Categories of Studies
In total, 12 studies (13 articles) reported an analysis of images
or videos related to self-harm or suicidal behaviors over a range
of platforms (multiple sources, n=2; YouTube, n=6; Instagram,
n=2; Tumblr, n=1; and Twitter, n=1). Three studies examined
the perspectives of individuals on the impact of sharing and
viewing web-based images or videos of self-harm [9,38,39].
Furthermore, 4 studies (1 high and 3 moderate quality) examined
web-based interventions using videos [40-43]. All 4 studies
reported the potential for positive impacts. Some studies [31]
made a distinction between photographs of nonsuicidal self-harm
and suicide attempts, but the criteria for these distinctions were
often unclear, so the term self-harm is used throughout.

Use of Hashtags
Moreno et al [36] examined the nature of ambiguous
self-harm–related hashtags (eg, #selfharmmm). At the time of
this study, Instagram’s terms of use (since revised [21]) blocked
users from searching for the hashtag #selfharm. As a result, a
number of ambiguous hashtags emerged to bypass the
restrictions. The hashtag #selfharmmm was used to identify a
number of other ambiguous hashtags linked to self-harm-related

content. Such hashtags included #blithe, #selfinjury, and #ehtilb.
The number of search results for each hashtag grew substantially
over 150 days. Search results revealed a wider group of hashtags
#mysecretfamily present across platforms, referring to a range
of mental health issues, of which #cat represented self-harm.

Ethical Approvals
Ethical approval was stated as unnecessary in 5 of the 13 articles
examining content across platforms because of the public nature
of the internet sources. Of the 13 articles, 3 articles stated that
they had received institutional review board ethical approval
and only 6 included any discussion of ethical issues, such as
protecting individual identities or sensitivity in disseminating
results, although the content was likely to have been created by
potentially vulnerable children and young people.

Platforms

Image-Based Platforms
Two studies examined self-harm content on Instagram [31,36].
Both found considerable image-related self-harm content. One
examined photographs of self-harm over a 4-week period,
investigating the nature of the pictures, associated comments,
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and timing of posting behavior [31]. Most photographs depicted
wounds with mild or moderate severity. Pictures were generally
posted in the evenings. Most comments on self-harm–related
posts were part of a more general discussion (3291/6651,
49.47%), with 11.58% (770/6651) asking the user to stop
self-harming [31]. One study examined Tumblr posts [32]. Posts
that were comforting, supportive, or related to prevention made
up 8.00% (220/2750) of all posts. Posts interacting with other
users made up 9.05% (249/2750), of which 47.0% (117/249)
provided emotional support and 51.0% (127/249) sought or
provided advice. Of those seeking or providing advice, 40.9%
(52/127) provided positive or supportive advice, whereas 25.1%
(32/127) provided potentially harmful advice, including advice
on concealment.

One qualitative interview study found that Tumblr was often
reported as the preferred platform because of the ease of
searching for and sharing of images, perceived anonymity, and
lack of moderation compared with other social media sites. This
freedom to access and post severe images of self-harm was
reported to lead to the normalization and exacerbation of
self-harm for some participants [9].

Video-Based Platforms
Seven studies (8 articles) [2,6,28,30,32-35] analyzed YouTube
videos, of which 3 (4 articles) focused on self-harm–related
videos [2,6,28,35]. Although visual representations of self-harm
were common, two-fifths of YouTube videos in one study
exhibited a message encouraging help seeking [2]. Analysis of
100 videos found that 53.0% (53/100) were educational, often
discouraging self-harm (26/100, 26.0%) [6]. Comments on this
set of videos mostly shared personal experiences (38/100,
38.0%) [28]. There were no significant differences in the types
of comments based on the number of views, ratings, or types
of videos. An examination of videos concerning self-harm first
aid tips found 28% (11/40) of videos included a disclaimer
indicating that self-harm was acceptable providing certain safety
precautions were followed [35]. Other YouTube videos varied
in content, including fire challenge videos in which an individual
doused themselves in a flammable liquid, set themselves alight,

and attempted to extinguish the flames before serious burns are
inflicted [29]. This was 1 of only 2 studies [29,37] included in
this review in which the majority of participants were male
(45/50, 90%).

An analysis of Twitter posts found images and videos related
to self-harm, but these were not graphic in nature [34] and
included images of celebrity tattoos covering self-harm scars
with the message stay strong. These images were shared with
positive messages of growth and recovery. Video links tended
to be of individuals sharing their own stories.

Graphic Imagery
Images rather than text-based interactions have been reported
as the primary reason for using the internet for self-harm
purposes in semistructured interviews [9]. The nature of images
was important in terms of outcomes. It was commonly expressed
that bluntly gruesome photos [39] (eg, flesh, open wounds, and
blood) were more triggering than pictures of scars and healing
wounds [38]. Results from internet searches varied based on
the search terms used, with the term ways to kill yourself
eliciting a high proportion of sites with evocative images (20/43,
47%) [7]. Platforms vary according to the degree of graphic
imagery. Visual representations of self-harm were common on
YouTube. The majority of videos showed severe and open
wounds and acute scarification, and 1 video portrayed 3 clips
of suicide attempts [2]. Analysis of 100 videos similarly showed
that images of self-harm were common (64/100, 64.0% of
videos), with 28% (14/50) of character videos depicting live
acts of self-harm [6]. A large number of self-harm images are
posted daily on Instagram. Of 2826 self-harm images examined
in one study, 39.60% (1119/2826) were rated as mild in severity
(ie, superficial scratches), 47.78% (1350/2826) as moderate (ie,
deeper cut and blood flowing), and 12.60% (356/2826) as severe
(ie, very deep cut or a large amount of deeper cuts and blood),
with 93.06% (2630/2826) of images depicting cuts [31]. In
another study, 17.7% (127/718) of Tumblr posts on self-harm
or suicide were graphic images or video clips [32].

A range of emotional reactions and impacts on the viewing or
sharing of images or videos are described in Table 4.
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Table 4. Summary of emotional reactions and impacts of viewing and sharing videos and images.

Findings reportedImpact of image or video

Anger or hostility • Spoof advertisement on Twitter for stick-on self-harm scars evoked reactions of anger and frustration [34]
• Some hostile comments about an uploader of self-harm content (57/864, 6.6%) were found in comments of YouTube

videos [28]
• A small percentage of comments of self-harm–related Instagram posts were coded as abuse (450/6651, 6.77%)

[31]

Other emotions • The reaction from viewing self-harm photographs varied considerably between informants and may be dependent
on the individuals’ state of mind when they are viewed. A wide range of feelings were covered in responses, in-
cluding being sad, sick, and shocked. Reactions such as depression, grief, and concern for themselves were stated
[39]

• Common reactions reported after viewing a suicide prevention video included sadness, surprise, shock, and feeling
overwhelmed. Almost 40% of participants indicated that they were most affected by the real, personal stories of
family and friends of those who had taken their own lives (particularly the impact of suicide on the lives of the
people left behind) or individuals who had survived a suicide attempt [40]

Ambivalence • Dramatic responses are not always reported when viewing self-injury photos, with some reporting it can be done
to pass time [39]

Exacerbation of self-harm urges or behavior

Triggering • Nearly 3 quarters of interview participants reported that imagery (notably photographs) was the primary reason
for their utilization of the internet, due to a powerful physical reaction that triggered the desire to self-harm. Reliance
on the image as a trigger had led to images assuming a vital role within their ritualistic practice with “sessions”
often commencing with retrieval of a web-based image. The power of the image primarily centered on their ability
to “bring back memories” of previous self-harm or the ease with which they allowed the individual to envisage
how others experience the act. Participants also reported looking at images deliberately to trigger more severe self-
harm [9]

• Participants often discussed the triggering role of images. Many stated that whether an image would trigger an act
depended on mood at the time. It was commonly expressed that photographs of flesh, open wounds with blood
are more triggering than pictures of scars and healing wounds [38]

• About one-third of participants describe the outcome of viewing photographs as triggering, with “bluntly gruesome”
photographs described as the most triggering content [39]

Competition • Participants spoke of being inspired to recreate certain sets of practices presented by particular images. Discussion
was characterized by a sense of competition with individuals desiring to emulate the depicted self-harm while
chiding themselves when they failed to engage with more sophisticated and severe techniques [9]

Imitation • Pictures depicting wounds generated around twice as many comments from users than pictures not depicting
wounds. There was also a significant association between wound grade and number of comments [31]. Time-related
analyses did not support any effects of contagion or reinforcement [31,37]

• Participants reported that a lack of moderation on Tumblr and the freedom to view and share the most stark and
severe images had led to normalization and exacerbation of self-harm. One participant stated that their self-harm
had escalated from little gashes to severe injuries and cutting through arteries [9]

Reduction in self-harm urges

Calming • Participants reported self-harm photographs as providing a sense of vicarious relief and of viewing photos to calm
themselves when feeling triggered [38]. Reactions to self-harm images were described as comforting or calming
in nearly half of statements [39]

Use as a deterrent • Some participants stated that self-harm photographs of severe injuries acted as a deterrent of self-harm. Participants
reported using this as a pre-emptive strategy to avoid more severe self-injury [38]. One participant described
viewing of severe injuries as making them feel nauseated, serving as a strategy to avoid more severe self-harm
[38]

Emotional outlet • Content creation, particularly artistic or creative content, was described as an emotional outlet to disclose negative
emotions, distress, and aspects of the self otherwise difficult to express. This was reported, at times, to reduce self-
harm urges by acting as a distraction or alternative to self-harm [38]

• Some participants reported that looking at content helped them reflect on their experience, make sense of it, and
potentially avoid further episodes. Creation of content was reported to reduce self-harm urges serving as a creative

alternative [38]. Participants reported viewing images made them feel less alone helping to curb NSSIa urges.
Feelings of relief were reported with photographs reducing urges to self-harm.

Connection with others
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Findings reportedImpact of image or video

• Empathetic comments made up 23.49% (1562/6651) of comments on Instagram posts [31]. Many participants
spoke of feeling empathy with content creators when viewing images related to self-harm. Several participants
also addressed the internet as their only source of support or connection where they could receive empathetic reac-
tions and emotional support [38]. Empathy and sympathy were common reactions to a suicide prevention video
[40]

Empathy

• Participants reported the viewing of photographs as comforting, as they made them feel less alone [38,39]. Partic-
ipants describe feeling less alone in their battle as a motivation for sharing images [39]

Solidarity and reduction
in loneliness

• The motivation to support like-minded people was often described as going hand in hand with a desire for help
[38]

• Warnings asking user to stop behavior were present in 11.58% (770/6651) comments on Instagram posts, as were
offers of help (462/6651, 6.95%) [31]

• A total of 51.0% (127/249) of interactive Tumblr posts involve seeking or providing advice, of which 40.9%
(52/127) provided positive support or advice (eg, encouragement in stopping self-harm) and 25.1% (32/127) pro-
vided potentially harmful advice (eg, advising how to secretly engage in self-harm), with 13.4% (17/127) suggesting
professional help or therapy [32]

• An equal number of comments on YouTube videos asked for help or offered help (23/1150, 2.00%), and a small
number encouraged the uploader to seek help (21/1150, 1.82%) [28]

• Participants who watched a suicide prevention video expressed a higher awareness of the need to watch for signs
of depression to be able to help friends and the need to take immediate action, take depression seriously, and talk
openly about suicide [40]

• A total of 9.09% (249/2739) of Tumblr posts involved directly interacting with another user. Of these, 47.0%
(117/249) provided emotional support or reassuring messages to one another [32]

Giving and receiving
help

• Creators of creative content expected constructive criticism from their viewers to improve their artistic skill, and
positive feelings were reported when content received comments or was reblogged [38]

• High levels of feedback were given or received for video content. Feedback included admiration of video quality
(191/869, 22.0%) and the video message (148/869, 17.0%) and validation and admiration for the individual who
uploaded the video (134/869, 15.4%) [28]. Very few Instagram comments complimented the wound or image
(33/6651, 0.50%) [31]

Feedback or discussion of
creative content

aNonsuicidal self-injury.

Negative Reactions and Impacts
Anger and hostility in response to images or videos were
reported in 3 studies [28,31,34]. Other emotional reactions
included sadness, shock, and concern [39,40]. Some have
described ambivalence or simply viewing photographs to pass
time [39]. Images having the potential to exacerbate self-harm
through triggering, normalization, competition, or imitation
have also been described [9,38,39].

Triggering
The triggering role of imagery was reported in 3 qualitative
interview studies [9,38,39]. A third of the participants reported
that photographs triggered self-harm urges [39]. Participants
reported viewing images as part of a ritualistic practice to be
triggered before harming themselves to self-harm more severely
[9]. Both triggering and alleviating effects of images have been
reported [39]. Whether the material was triggering was
dependent on the viewer’s mood. If an individual was already
determined to self-harm, then looking at images would
encourage urge, whereas if they were in a positive mood, the
images would have minimal impact [38].

Normalization and Competition
There were reports of web-based engagement exacerbating
self-harm due to normalization and exposure [9]. A sense of
competition was reported in all 3 qualitative interview studies
[9,38,39], with individuals desiring to emulate the depicted

harm while chiding themselves or receiving negative comments
from others when they failed to engage with more sophisticated
and severe techniques [9]. Participants reported negative feelings
regarding failure to harm themselves as severely as the injuries
shown in photographs [38]. There were also reports of needing
to make wounds worse to be a valid self-injurer [39]. A strong
correlation between male informants and negative statements
was found in 1 study, with 80% (4/5) of the statements
expressing competitive reactions [39].

Imitation
Brown et al [31] examined several possible markers of imitative
behavior on Instagram, including comments on photographs
and a time-related analysis of posts. Pictures directly depicting
wounds generated twice as many comments as those not
depicting wounds [31]. A significant association was also
observed between wound grade and number of comments, which
could indicate a socially reinforcing function of posts. However,
the time-related analysis of images did not indicate any effects
of imitation or reinforcement [31]. A separate time series
analysis did not find an increase in average monthly emergency
department visits for suicide-related diagnoses in Ontario
children aged 11-17 years following posting and publicity of a
young person’s YouTube video who took their own life [37].
This showed the young person holding up cards telling a story
of bullying, mental health issues, and self-harm, with an image
of self-harm injuries at the end.
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Positive Reactions and Impacts
The production of images was often about memory and proof,
with photos forming part of a narrative likened to fading scars.
Individuals reported taking photographs for artistic value or
their own interest [39]. A reduction in self-harm urges was
reported with content creation said to act as an alternative outlet
for negative emotions, with the viewing of images acting as a
placebo or deterrent [38]. Those who create drawings, poems,
and videos, in particular, called the materials a form of art that
portrays the feelings behind self-harm, with positive feelings
reported when content was reblogged [38].

Reactions of empathy, sympathy, and where people both gave
and received help were found across various platforms
[31,38,40]. Self-harm photographs were described as a resource
for the self-harm community and were said to provide a feeling
of solidarity and reassurance of not being alone [38,39].

Prevention and Intervention

Trigger Warnings
Three studies (4 articles) exploring the content of images or
videos included an analysis of trigger warnings. These are placed
on content by either the uploader, moderator, or platform and
are intended as a warning to individuals who may find that the
images increase the urge to self-harm. Two articles (based on
a single data set of 100 videos) reported that 58.0% (58/100)
of YouTube videos related to self-harm did not warn about
content [6,28]. Just 2 of 40 self-harm first aid videos contained
such a warning [35]. Two peer-moderated and 3 professionally
driven sites were examined in an assessment of self-harm across
different platforms. Both peer-moderated sites contained trigger
warnings. The professionally driven websites did not contain
any graphic material, so no trigger warnings were present.
Trigger warnings were present on 4 of the 5 YouTube videos
included in this study. Of the 5 Myspace groups examined, 3
contained trigger warnings and 2 prohibited self-harm images.
Only 1 of the 4 Facebook groups contained a trigger warning,
despite the presence of photos and videos in most groups [2].

Alongside user-generated trigger warnings are content advisory
warnings on some platforms. Searches for self-harm-related
content on Tumblr first provided a screen with suggestions for
seeking help or finding more inspirational content, with the
option to proceed to the next screen to view the search results
[32]. Of the 18 self-harm–related hashtags, 6 generated a
warning label on Instagram [36].

Recovery-Oriented Content
Recovery-oriented content was observed in varying degrees
across platforms. Among Tumblr posts providing advice, only
13.4% (17/127) suggested professional help or therapy [32],
and 2.4% (21/869) of comments on YouTube videos encouraged
the uploader to seek help [28]. Some comments indicated that
the individual was seeking treatment (83/869, 9.6%), had
recovered (62/869, 7.1%), or expressed a desire to recover
(33/869, 3.7%) [28]. Recovery-oriented content appeared to be
most evident on Twitter, with inspirational quotes and stories
of recovery [34].

Interventions
The interventions discussed here include a web-based video
component to an intervention designed to reduce suicide or
self-harm. The content of these videos was professionally
generated and differed from the user-generated content discussed
above and contained no graphic self-harm imagery.

The safety and acceptability of a web-based suicide prevention
program incorporating video elements in secondary school
students was examined in one study [42]. The video component
of this intervention uses a host character to deliver verbal
therapy and parts of this include video diaries that tell a story
portrayed with young people actors. Overall, the intervention
did not lead to increases in suicidal ideation or distress, and
71.4% (15/21) of participants rated the video diary component
as more enjoyable and helpful than hearing from website
moderators or receiving text messages [42]. The impact of a
suicide awareness video as part of a web-based intervention to
increase adherence to newspaper reporting guidelines in
journalism students was examined in another study. Exposure
to awareness raising material with or without the video helped
to improve responsible reporting of suicide, with the awareness
raising video showing the strongest effect [43].

Two studies examined different aspects of The truth about
suicide suicide awareness video. This video focused on
interviews with people who have lost a loved one to suicide and
the testimonials of students who have experienced depression
and suicidal ideation. Both studies found video streaming to be
a feasible method for delivering a suicide awareness program
to college students [40,41]. Predictors of watching the 29-min
video to completion were female gender, undergraduate, Asian
ethnicity, and higher individualism as opposed to collectivism
[41], measured using the individualism-collectivism
questionnaire [44]. Asian American students rated the video
significantly lower on cultural relevance than non-White
Hispanic students [40]. Following viewing of the video,
participants expressed a higher awareness of the signs of
depression, the need to take immediate action, and to talk openly
about suicide [40]. Small increases in distress were found [41].
The importance of an effective debriefing session in a safe and
confidential setting for sharing thoughts, feelings, and
experiences and to prevent iatrogenic effects of web-based
suicide prevention programs using emotionally charged videos
was emphasized and successfully delivered on the web [40].

Discussion

Principal Findings
We conducted a systematic review of the literature related to
the impact of sharing or viewing web-based self-harm images
or videos, exploring intent and interpretation in young people.
A total of 19 studies (20 articles) were included. No previous
studies have focused on this area [18,19]. We have identified
specific features of platforms that contribute to potentially
harmful use and of images that may influence the impact on the
viewer or sharer.

In recent years, there has been a move away from the once
popular self-harm forums to other platforms in terms of use by
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both individuals and researchers [9,45]. There has also been an
increase in graphic imagery identified by self-harm–related
searches over time [11], and participants reported image-based
rather than textual interactions as the primary reason for internet
use [9]. Studies consistently report a large presence of graphic
imagery of self-harm on image-based platforms such as
Instagram and Tumblr. In contrast, there is less graphic imagery
present on Twitter and a greater presence of recovery-oriented
content [34]. The difference between platforms was further
supported by an analysis of randomly generated posts found
with the hashtag #cutting. Instagram posts were found to display
the greatest proportion of graphic content, with the smallest
proportions found on Twitter [46]. Recovery-oriented resources
were congregated on the platforms with the least problematic
content. Potentially harmful content appeared to congregate on
the platforms that have relatively little moderation, where
participants can remain anonymous and search for images easily
[9]. The use of videos in suicide prevention interventions has
also been examined [40-43]. The content of these videos differed
from user-generated materials, such as those shared on social
media platforms. Videos included as part of an intervention
focused on issues around suicide or self-harm, including
interviews with those impacted by suicide [40,41], video diaries
delivered by actors [42], and suicide awareness material related
to response reporting of suicide by the press [43].

A range of reactions and intentions have been reported in
relation to posting or viewing images of self-harm from
empathy, solidarity, and the use of images to give or receive
help [31,38] to potentially harmful advice suggesting new
methods and tips for hiding self-harm, as well as normalization
and exacerbation of self-harm [9,39]. This is further supported
by recent research describing strong social motivations for
posting self-harm content on Instagram as well as the need to
document self-harm or recovery [47]. Viewing images as an
alternative to self-harm and as a creative outlet were regarded
in 2 studies as positive impacts [38,39]. The use of images as
a creative outlet for distress was found in a recent analysis across
platforms [48]. Reactions of anger, hostility, and ambivalence
in posting self-harm images have also been reported [28,31,34].

Self-harm images were reported to be part of a ritualistic practice
by all 3 studies that examined user perspectives. Participants
reported viewing graphic imagery on the web to evoke the right
mood for self-harm, often resulting in more severe injuries [9].
Photographs of fading scars or creative content have been
reported to have a positive impact [38,39]. Photographs of fresh
cuts or severe injuries are most frequently reported to have a
negative impact [9]. Participants reported that viewing more
severe injuries leads to negative feelings of failure to achieve
the same level of injury or more severe injuries over time [9,39].

There was some evidence of the role of imitation and
reinforcement, driven partly by the number of comments
generated by self-harm imagery and wound severity [9,31].
Although time series analyses were conducted in 2 studies
[31,37], the limitations of these analyses indicate the need for
further studies to examine the impact of self-harm imagery.
Although the evidence for social contagion is lacking in the
papers described here, recent studies relating to the release of
the TV series 13 Reasons Why, in which the suicide of a young

female is graphically depicted, found this to be associated with
a significant increase in adolescent suicide rates [49] concordant
with the period in which social media discussions of the series
were greatest [50]. This increase in deaths was found despite
some individuals reporting positive impacts [51]. The graphic
scene was removed following concerns expressed by the suicide
prevention agencies. Recent research has suggested a need to
think beyond a model of contagion of self-harm behavior and
shifting the focus onto other mechanisms of harm and benefit
[52]. It has been highlighted that social media often acts to
mirror society and that a wider context needs to be taken. For
example, gaps in service provision often led people to seek
online peer support [52].

Strengths and Limitations
This study provides a comprehensive overview of studies
directly examining web-based self-harm imagery or videos in
relation to children and young people. The potential for
publication bias exists in any literature review. Steps were taken
to minimize bias, including conducting an extensive literature
search of multiple databases, including topic-specific websites
and reviewing reference lists, titles and abstracts being screened
by 2 researchers, and data extraction being conducted by 2
researchers for each article. Only English language publications
were included in the analysis. Females outnumber males, where
this information was available, in all but 2 studies, one of videos
related to the fire challenge [29] and a time series analysis of
emergency department attendance [37]. One study reported that
males were more likely than females to report negative impacts
of self-harm images [39]. However, the limited number of males
included makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions. Further
research into potential sex differences and involving larger
samples of males is needed.

Although a number of measures were included in eligible
studies, including analyses of content, the impact of self-harm
imagery has relied heavily on self-reporting of short-term
impacts. This is particularly true for the perceived positive
impacts. Future research should aim to understand the long-term
effects of continual exposure to such images, as the nature of
immediate impacts may change over time. This is highlighted
by the recent literature related to 13 Reasons Why, where an
increase in suicide rates was found [50], despite some
individuals reporting a positive impact of the show [51].
Web-based content has the potential to reach a large audience;
as such, a range of emotional reactions is to be expected. It is
important that the overall impacts on outcomes such as suicide
rates and levels of self-harm are assessed alongside self-report
measures to put any reported positive or negative impacts into
a wider context. The use of validated outcome measures related
to self-harm or levels of distress would strengthen the evidence
base in this area.

Although 2 studies included a time series analyses [31,37], both
had their limitations. It is not yet clear how and whether any
long-term process of imitation would take place on a platform
such as Instagram, where images can be searched and viewed
long after they are posted [31]. Although the potential impact
of a particular video was examined for emergency department
attendances, this was confined to 1 region that was not where
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the death occurred and media dissemination was greatest. This
would not have been a measure of self-harm that presented to
settings other than emergency departments, such as primary
care, or for self-harm in the community that would not be
present in health care data. Further research is needed before
any conclusions can be drawn based on such evidence. This
could include the use of survey data or routinely collected health
care data spanning multiple settings (eg, primary and secondary
care). Accurately determining the characteristics of young
people based on web-based profiles is not always possible. The
average age of participants is likely to be younger than that
reported, as young people often misrepresent their age to gain
access to restricted content [6]. Finally, although self-harm
presentations by young people to general hospitals most
commonly involve self-poisoning [53], this method of self-harm
rarely featured in the images appearing on the internet. Thus,
the images that are found largely reflect self-harming behavior
most frequently occurring in young people in the community
[53], although accessing internet sources before self-harm is
common in young people who attend hospital following
self-poisoning [54].

Implications
Clinicians working with young people who self-harm should
routinely enquire about internet use [54], support them in
recognizing and managing triggering content, and encourage
healthier web-based behaviors. The powerful role of imagery
in evoking emotional reactions and motivating both potentially
harmful behaviors, such as self-harm [16], and adaptive behavior
[55] could make this an important factor in recovery.

As young people frequently create their own content, guidance
to increase safe and responsible depiction of suicide and
self-harm image and video-based content are now needed to
educate young people as well as media professionals. Recent
analysis of videos related to the Blue Whale Challenge on
YouTube has demonstrated that although these user-generated
videos seek to raise awareness, most videos violate guidance
around safe and effective messaging, further underscoring the
need to educate social media users and content generators on
safe content creation and the factors that may have either
positive or negative impacts on vulnerable viewers [56].
Individuals have reported an awareness of the potential impacts
of self-harm images and videos and as a consequence add trigger
warnings to their own posts [9]. Initiatives could be developed
to build on this and to equip young people with the skills to
analyze and evaluate their own creative content and to highlight
the potential for posts intended as catharsis and therapy for
themselves to be potentially harmful to vulnerable individuals.
Strategies to improve safety could build on the work of the
#chatsafe project and the development of guidelines for safe
peer-to-peer web-based communication related to suicide [57].
Such projects could be used to inform parents, teachers, and
other caregivers as well as young people. This could improve
the safety of image-based platforms.

A small number of studies examined the use of videos
disseminated on the web as a means of intervention. Given the
large self-harm community using image and video-based
platforms, further research into potential interventions is needed

to understand how to maximize effectiveness. Content creation
can act as an alternative outlet for negative emotions, and the
viewing of images acting as a placebo or deterrent could be
explored as potential interventions. It has been suggested that
educational programs should be developed to inform young
people about the impact of the content of posts and how to
respond to posts from those in distress [2,57]. A recent pilot
study found that hopeful reactions to the self-harm content of
YouTube can improve positive attitudes toward recovery [58].
This has the potential to prevent suicide contagion via social
media. The use of videos in suicide prevention programs
appeared to be promising not just for young people themselves
but also for improving responsible reporting of suicide among
journalism students [43]. The importance of the cultural
relevance of prevention videos has been emphasized [41]. More
recent coproduction of suicide prevention material with a
popular YouTuber in Hong Kong suggests that this may be an
effective avenue for future suicide prevention strategies [59].

Individuals reported an awareness of the potential impacts of
self-harm images and videos and added trigger warnings to their
own posts [9]. Automated platform content warnings may not
have been sufficient [36]. Our results should be discussed in
the context of recent changes in policy by platforms, including
Facebook [60] and Instagram [21], regarding the posting of
graphic self-harm imagery. Changes were made following the
death of a young person in the United Kingdom in February
2019 and the subsequent campaign by the family. Instagram
announced a ban on all images of self-harm, including pictures
showing scars [21]. The particular features of platforms that
make them more amenable to harmful use include a lack of
moderation and ease of sharing, searching, and viewing of
images [9]. Monitoring and regulation of posts may be a positive
move toward making these spaces safer. The effectiveness of
such policies has yet to be evaluated, and a recent analysis of
YouTube content found that content did not comply with
YouTube’s policy on self-harm. Most content did not require
age registration, and the specific help-related search terms had
to be used to access any suicide prevention–related content [61].
Young people often find ways around posting restrictions, such
as by using ambiguous hashtags [36] or moving to more hidden
parts of the internet. An examination of 1 of these ambiguous
hashtags on Instagram has shown that 3 quarters of posts
contained a wound, the majority of which did not contain an
advisory warning [62]. The use of image recognition software
to identify graphic self-harm imagery could have important
implications for protecting vulnerable individuals from
potentially triggering content [63].

The potential for posting restrictions to reduce positive impacts,
such as support and a sense of community, must also be
considered as should any potential negative impacts of the
removal of content posted by vulnerable young people without
consultation. The use of social media to bridge support in service
provision, particularly with regard to both giving and receiving
peer support, has been further highlighted in recent literature,
pointing to the potential inadequacy of a strategy focused on
placing pressure on internet service providers to remove all
self-harm content. Instead, care must be taken with such
restrictions to avoid further harm [52]. Banning images of scars
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may have the unintended consequence of increasing stigma or
removing from individuals the opportunity to share their stories,
including those related to recovery. The indiscriminate removal
or blurring of images of people with injuries and scars will
include those not related to self-harm and could negate the
potentially positive impact of fading or healing self-harm scars.
Although the results of this review support concern related to
safety and exacerbation of self-harm, the potential for positive
impacts should not be underestimated. Future research should
seek to evaluate the effectiveness of current posting restrictions
and to identify the best strategies to reduce risk and maximize
positive impacts on participants by incorporating user
perspectives. This supports previous calls to better understand
how to leverage the unique opportunities afforded by such
platforms to reach and engage vulnerable individuals [46,47],
with the potential for awareness materials to reach a large
audience of vulnerable individuals via social media [64].

We identified no studies examining the role of the Google
Images search engine, which has not seen the same restrictions
applied to searches for self-harm imagery as social media
platforms. There is no social community or moderation of
Google images. Google Images does not incorporate the same
tools that exist on the main Google search engine, ensuring
results related to helplines, and information appears at the top
of search results for suicide and self-harm. Typing self-harm
into Google images results in a collection of images from across
other sites. This is a powerful tool and appears not to have been
the focus of this kind of research or policy intervention. It
remains an ongoing challenge for the literature to remain current
with the changing popularity of various platforms, for example,
with the current popularity of Tik Tok, which does not appear
to be the focus of current research.

It is important to note that the majority of studies reported here
explore immediate or short-term reactions to self-harm content.

Future research should aim to understand the long-term effects
of continual exposure to such images, as the positive or negative
immediate impacts may change over time.

Careful consideration should also be paid to the ethical issues
of conducting research on freely available content and the
associated implied consent. Future research should ensure the
recruitment of males and focus on delineating the specific
features of images that may be harmful and the mechanisms
involved.

Conclusions
The way in which young people use the internet is continually
evolving. An increasing preference is being reported for the use
of the internet for image-based rather than text-based interaction
with regard to self-harm. Concerns over negative impacts such
as exacerbation and normalization of self-harm and sharing of
information on new methods or concealment of self-harm are
supported by research. However, there can also be positive
impacts such as seeking and receiving peer support and viewing
images as an alternative to self-harm and as an outlet for
negative feelings. Graphic images and photographs of severe
injuries are most often reported to have a negative impact.
Clinicians assessing distressed young people should routinely
enquire about internet use, explore strategies to manage any
triggering content, and be aware of helpful sites. The use of
images and videos as part of web-based interventions for suicide
prevention is an area worthy of further study. Future research
should also seek to evaluate the effectiveness of current posting
restrictions on social media and to educate clinicians and
caregivers on how to encourage healthier web-based behaviors.
The combination of appropriate policies by internet service
providers and education for individuals may be necessary to
allow for the potential positive impacts of web-based imagery
while minimizing the potential for harm.
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Abstract

Background: The increasing prevalence of diabetes mellitus and associated morbidity worldwide justifies the need to create
new approaches and strategies for diabetes therapy. Therefore, the ongoing digitalization offers novel opportunities in this field.

Objective: The aim of this study is to provide an updated overview of available technologies, possibilities, and novel insights
into diabetes therapy 4.0.

Methods: A scoping review was carried out, and a literature search was performed using electronic databases (MEDLINE
[PubMed], Cochrane Library, Embase, CINAHL, and Web of Science). The results were categorized according to the type of
technology presented.

Results: Different types of technology (eg, glucose monitoring systems, insulin pens, insulin pumps, closed-loop systems,
mobile health apps, telemedicine, and electronic medical records) may help to improve diabetes treatment. These improvements
primarily affect glycemic control. However, they may also help in increasing the autonomy and quality of life of people who are
diagnosed with diabetes mellitus.

Conclusions: Diabetes technologies have developed rapidly over the last few years and offer novel insights into diabetes therapy
and a chance to improve and individualize diabetes treatment. Challenges that need to be addressed in the following years relate
to data security, interoperability, and the development of standards.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e23475)   doi:10.2196/23475

KEYWORDS

diabetes mellitus; telemedicine; mobile apps; electronic health records; digital technology; eHealth; mobile phone

Introduction

Background
The ongoing digitalization changed the way of practicing
medicine in general. Currently, it is possible to store and retrieve
vast amounts of data and use different technologies to assist in
diagnosis and therapy [1,2]. This technological development
offers the opportunity to improve the treatment of diabetes
mellitus (DM) in particular and in different ways [2,3].

In 2014, the global prevalence of DM among adults aged more
than 18 years was estimated at approximately 8.5% and is
believed to have increased since then, not taking into account

the number of unreported cases [4]. As the high and rising
prevalence and morbidity of DM, new strategies are needed.

In diabetes management, the measurement of blood glucose
levels plays a key role. Therefore, different types of systems
are available, which differ in when and how often the
measurement takes place [5]. Furthermore, more than 200
million people with DM require insulin treatment [6]. Currently,
there are mainly 2 possibilities to deliver insulin: multiple daily
injections or continuous subcutaneous insulin infusions [5,6].
For both, different technological solutions are available in the
market. Another important aspect of diabetes management
depends on patient self-management. This means that people
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with DM must make several decisions, for example, when and
what to eat, when to exercise, and, if required, the insulin dose
and timing [7]. Technological innovations such as mobile health
(mHealth) apps or advances in telemedicine may be used in
different ways to overcome challenges such as the ones
mentioned above [2,8-17]. The purpose of diabetes technologies
is to avoid complications of insulin therapy and to give people
with DM more autonomy so that their quality of life (QoL) can
be improved [18]. Furthermore, it must be noted that we have
considered all types of diabetes and that they have different
therapeutic needs. Type 1 and type 2 diabetes have different
pathogeneses, leading to various therapy recommendations and
needs. In addition to some similarities, type 1 diabetes therapy
focuses more on insulin therapy, whereas type 2 diabetes
management focuses more on nutrition and exercise. In a closer
analysis of the technologies, it is important to differentiate
between the types of diabetes and their needs.

Objective
The aim of this study is to provide an overview of the updated
diabetes technologies available and the possibilities offered by
digitalization of the treatment of DM.

Methods

Data Sources and Search Terms
We followed the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines for scoping
reviews to assess the scope of the literature on the topic [19].
The electronic databases MEDLINE (PubMed), Cochrane
Library, Embase, CINAHL, and Web of Science were searched.
For example, in PubMed, the following search strategy was
used for a title and abstract search: if available in MeSH terms:
“Diabetes Mellitus” OR “diabetes” OR “blood glucose
assessment” AND “Telemedicine” OR “Mobile Applications”
OR “digitization” OR “digital treatment,” an additional search
in the reference lists and Google Scholar was conducted.

Study Selection and Eligibility Criteria
The results of the literature search were transferred to the
literature management program, Citavi, which was used to
remove duplicates. Via a search of titles and abstracts,
potentially relevant studies were extracted. Studies published
in English or German between January 2008 and January 2020
that focused on technologies in DM therapy were included.
Furthermore, to be included, the studies had to make remarks
or comments on the clinical effectiveness, for example, effect
on glycemic control, of the type of technology that was
presented. There were no limitations to the study design. Studies
that focused only on the comorbidities of DM were excluded.
As this paper is a scoping review, we selected those studies
from our presorted studies that seemed to give great overviews
and explanations but still reported on clinical effectiveness.

Data Extraction and Data Synthesis
The included studies were thematically categorized according
to the type of technology presented. We then extracted the
following data from each study: author, year, study design,
objective, and main findings.

Results

Overview
Our search yielded a total of 4935 results, of which we included
67 studies (including systematic and narrative reviews). The
search results can be categorized into the following types of
technology: glucose monitoring systems, insulin pens, insulin
pumps, closed-loop systems, mHealth apps, telemedicine, and
electronic medical records (EMRs).

Glucose Monitoring Systems
Most people with DM rely on self-monitoring of blood glucose
(SMBG). Although there is a correlation between increased
frequency of SMBG and a reduction in glycated hemoglobin
A1c (HbA1c), SMBG only gives a short impression of blood
glucose levels without any information about the change in
glucose levels and glucose variability [5]. To gain this
information, continuous glucose monitoring (CGM) systems
can be used.

CGM systems measure the glucose level at regular intervals,
24 hours a day, and translate the measurements into data about
glucose direction and rate of change [18]. On the basis of this
information, CGM use without additional SMBG is as safe and
effective as CGM use with SMBG support [20]. In addition,
several experimental studies have shown that the use of CGM
systems improves glycemic control through a significant
reduction in HbA1c [21-25], and this has been shown in
combination with insulin pump therapy [22] and with multiple
daily insulin injections [24]. Another positive effect was
demonstrated by Jones et al [26] in their systematic review
targeting pregnant women with pre-existing diabetes, showing
that a reduction in hypertensive disorders is possible when CGM
is used. However, they assumed only low-quality evidence
because only 2 studies included the outcome [26]. Further
aspects of CGM can improve diabetes self-management,
flexibility, and QoL. In particular, the option for alarms and the
possibility of device connection with smartphones or
smartwatches give the participants a feeling of greater safety
and freedom [27]. Furthermore, CMG measures subcutaneous
glucose as a substitute for blood sugar. Old systems had to be
calibrated regularly, whereas newer systems did not require
calibration, which benefits the patients.

The Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation recognized an
association between greater CGM use and a greater decrease in
HbA1c levels. However, they also noticed a decrease in CGM
usage over the study duration, especially in children and
adolescents [21]. Reasons for discontinuation include discomfort
when wearing the CGM system, problems with inserting the
sensor, or with the adhesive holding the sensor on the skin [28].
An alternative to minimize skin reactions is to use implantable
CGM systems, which can be as safe and accurate as
transcutaneous CGM systems [29,30].

Most of the studies relate to the so-called real-time CGM.
Another type of CGM system is the intermittently scanned CGM
system, also called flash glucose monitoring. These terms refer
to CGM systems that can only be used on demand. This means
that patients must use a reader device to scan the sensor to
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determine the glucose level [5]. This can be an alternative
suitable for the masses because of lower costs relative to
real-time CGM while also providing more information than
with SMBG. However, it depends on the patients’ willingness
to scan the device several times a day [31,32].

Insulin Pens
Insulin pens are a technological invention for multiple daily
insulin injections and are used as an alternative to insulin dosing
via syringe. There are 2 types of insulin pens. Reusable pens
have a delivery chamber in which insulin cartridges can be
inserted. This makes it easy to change the type of insulin and
is more economical than alternative prefilled pens. These contain
a built-in single-use insulin cartridge. As a result, they are very
convenient and easy to use, which is helpful for patients who
have difficulties inserting the cartridges in reusable pens [33].
Overall, insulin pens have several advantages in terms of user
friendliness, comfort of injections, and accuracy in delivering
small doses of insulin. This leads to greater patient satisfaction
and less reported pain [33,34].

However, there seems to be no improvement in glycemic control
in insulin pens compared with the use of vials and syringes [35].
The advance in their development to so-called smart pens has
changed this [36]. Smart pens include a memory function to
track insulin doses and often have Bluetooth connectivity to
transfer data to a smartphone app [18]. These functions seem
to help patients improve their glycemic control [36].

The first FDA-approved smart pen, InPen, was launched in the
United States in December 2017. In addition to digital diaries,
it provides a dose calculator based on information on previous
insulin doses, insulin on board, and current blood glucose levels.
In addition, the app can be connected to some CGM systems
[18,37,38]. This allows better diabetes management [39].

Insulin Pumps
Insulin pumps are small programmable computerized devices
that allow continuous subcutaneous insulin infusions, so a more
physiological insulin release can be mimicked. This is realized
by an individual basal insulin rate, which is released hourly and
set by the medical staff. In addition, bolus insulin can be released
after meals or as a correction to reduce the target glucose levels
[40,41]. The use of insulin pumps is associated with a reduction
in HbA1c levels without an increased risk of hypoglycemia and
seems to be more effective than multiple daily insulin injections
[42-44].

There are different types of insulin pumps [40], and in a patch
insulin pump, the insulin needle is a part of the pump and is
inserted when the pump is attached directly to the surface of
the skin. Controls of these pumps are on the device itself, or a
remote can be used, so that there is no tubing. Examples are the
V-Go and Omnipod insulin pumps [45,46]. Tethered insulin
pumps have tubing between the pump itself and the cannula,
so the pump can be worn under or outside clothing or carried
around in a pocket. Examples are the Medtronic MiniMed 670G
and Tandem t:slim X2 insulin pumps [47,48]. Although they
are rarely used, other types are implantable insulin pumps. These
are implanted into the peritoneal cavity and remain there;

therefore, the users have to travel to get the pump refilled with
insulin [40].

The current development in insulin pump technology is a direct
and wireless communication between insulin pumps and CGM
systems, for example, via infrared technology. Such systems
are called sensor-augmented insulin pumps (SAPs) [41]. In
contrast to closed-loop systems, SAPs still require manual
adjustment and input from the wearer [49,50]. However, the
use of SAP can further reduce the risk of hypoglycemic episodes
and improve glycemic control [51-53]. SAPs can have different
features; however, they often include a bolus calculator, an
automated insulin suspension, and custom reminders. The bolus
calculator calculates insulin doses for meals after the number
of carbohydrates the wearer intents to eat are put in [49]. An
automated insulin suspension allows the SAP to suspend insulin
delivery when the CGM detects an unexpectedly low glucose
level or risk of hypoglycemia [51]. Custom reminders can be
set to remind the individual to check their glucose levels or to
set a bolus amount. In addition, safety alerts for missed bolus
doses or blockage in the tubing or cannula can be set [49,54].

Closed-Loop Systems
Closed-loop systems, also referred to as artificial pancreas, are
a combination of a CGM system and an insulin pump that can
release insulin automatically [50]. These systems can be
understood as fully automatic pumps that replace an endocrine
pancreas; however, there are currently no such pumps in the
market. Closed-loop pumps need to be calibrated, and patients
need to assess their carbohydrate intake and tell the pump the
time and amount of carbohydrates they will eat.

A step between SAPs and closed-loop systems are hybrid
closed-loop systems such as MiniMed 670 G. This means that
next to the manual mode where a basal insulin rate is set, they
have the ability to use an automatic mode where insulin delivery
is adjusted based on the CGM results. However, meal-related
boluses remain user-dependent based on their carbohydrate
intake [47,55,56]. Nevertheless, hybrid closed-loop systems
have shown improved HbA1c levels and time in range and
decreased time spent in hypo- and hyperglycemias [55,57,58].
In addition, a closed-loop system consisting of the t:slim X2
insulin pump, Control-IQ Technology, and Dexcom G6 as a
CGM system has been shown to improve glycemic control and
time in range [59,60].

In addition, the #WeAreNotWaiting movement has developed
systems for a do-it-yourself artificial pancreas (DIY AP). They
used CGM systems, insulin pumps, and smartphone technology
to run algorithms to calculate the insulin dose. These algorithms
are openly shared by the community and have introduced various
systems consisting of different components and using different
interfaces. It must be noted that DIY AP are unregulated and
therefore have potential safety concerns [61]. Although there
are mainly observational studies about the effectiveness of DIY
AP, they seem to improve the HbA1c levels [62,63].

Telemedicine
Despite the advances in glucose monitoring systems and
improvements in insulin delivery, the proportion of people with
DM achieving their glycemic control targets has not improved
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[64]. As a key contributor to poor glycemic control, therapeutic
inertia is considered. Therapeutic inertia is defined as failure
of initiation or intensification of therapy in a timely manner
according to evidence-based clinical guidelines. It is a
multifactorial problem, in which different stakeholders such as
patients, health care providers, or the industry are involved
[65,66]. Moreover, it underlines the need for care between visits
to health care providers in diabetes treatment [67]. Telemedicine
is becoming increasingly important as a solution to this problem
[66]. Telemedicine describes the use of telecommunication
systems to deliver health care at a distance, for example, through
remote monitoring or real-time video conferencing [68]. This
means that patients can communicate with their providers in an
efficient way. However, health care providers can quickly
provide feedback [67].

The open definition of telemedicine provides scope for various
interventions, such as phone coaching interventions [69],
tele-education [70,71], teleconsultations [72], real-time
transmission of blood glucose levels [73], and web-based case
management programs [74]. In addition, a combination of
different components is possible [68,75]. Although there is a
lack of evidence on long-term health outcomes, it is estimated
that telemedical interventions lower HbA1c levels with high
certainty [68,76-79]. In addition, improvement in blood glucose
and cholesterol, QoL, and the number of SMBG checks is
possible [77,78]. This can be especially important in rural and
medically underserved areas [71].

mHealth Apps
Apps for mobile devices such as smartphones focusing on
health-related topics are called mHealth apps, and as the app
market is very dynamic, they exist in a large variety. Diabetes
apps vary in their range of considered topics and features
[9,10,12,13,16,17,80-82]. Common features include tracking
of blood glucose levels or insulin usage, calculating an insulin
dose, monitoring of diet, weight or physical activity, providing
education, or allowing communication and exchange of data
with health care professionals or social networks [2,8-17,80-84].

Even with these features, there is great variability and
development [16]. For example, attempts have been made to
create bolus calculators that provide personalized and adaptive
insulin recommendations [85] or to create apps that use
augmented reality to improve estimations regarding
carbohydrate intake [86]. With such features, apps support
diabetes self-management, especially for people using SMBG
[5,84,87-89]. In addition, some apps are able to connect with
other devices such as CGM systems, smart pens, or insulin
pumps. Some devices come with their own app, for example,
apps belonging to CGM systems allow wireless synchronization
between the glucometer itself and an individual’s smartphone
[81]. However, even with these features, not all needs expressed
by people with DM are met. Adults with type 2 DM additionally
wish for features that help in reducing the cognitive and
emotional burden of diabetes self-management [90]. This is in
line with recent findings showing that apps fail to provide
relevant features to empower patients, even though there were
complaints about a lack of personalized feedback, lack of
education provided, and usability issues in the past [83,87,91].

Features such as writing a digital diary instead of a standard
paper diary are not considered to affect QoL [92]. However,
because of the combination of different features in most apps,
it is difficult to determine the impact of specific app features
on clinical outcomes [8]. Diabetes apps are supposed to improve
glycemic control through significant reduction of HbA1c,
although evidence on safety and effectiveness is limited,
especially regarding long-term outcomes [93-95].

Nevertheless, mHealth apps have several advantages. Nearly
all patients and health care professionals have smartphones, and
in contrast to diabetes devices, which are often left behind,
smartphones are almost always in a patient’s reach [81,96].
Moreover, apps have the ability to display data in colored charts
and tables, which can be updated live and transferred via email
or in cloud-based web portals [81]. In addition, an improvement
in the reliability of patients’ diabetes data is possible because
errors such as illegible handwriting or incomplete data entries
can be minimized [81,97]. However, some disadvantages should
be considered before using or recommending apps. First, there
is a risk that during constant updates, bugs emerge and features
are removed without warning or new pricing models are
introduced [81]. Furthermore, especially, older patients can
have special needs, such as a large font size because of bad
eyesight, so not all apps suit them [98]. Moreover, apps are
mostly not regulated by a governing body unless they meet the
definition of medical devices. This holds a potential safety risk,
especially regarding possible misinformation and data security
[2,81,94]. Finally, it must be considered that some apps are only
available on one operating system, Android or iOS [81]. This
means that individualized recommendations should be provided
to people with DM.

EMR
The use of EMR offers the opportunity to transfer data of
diabetes technology, such as glucose monitoring systems, insulin
pumps, or insulin pens, directly to the patients’medical records.
This makes everyday life in primary health care easier and is a
step toward an automated institution. This can be realized by
setting up stations where patients can transfer their data to their
EMRs. To achieve this service for devices of different providers,
collaboration with engineers and technicians is needed [99].
Another possibility is the use of apps to transfer data into the
EMR. The prerequisite for this is that the systems used are
compatible with one another, for example, the platform
HealthKit of the mobile device company Apple can be used
with compatible CGM systems and compatible EMR vendor
patient apps [100].

In addition to their use in primary health care, the collected data
of EMRs can be used in public health surveillance to better
understand the disease [101]. However, at present, there is a
lack of quality in the collected data and more structured
variables are needed to exploit the full potential of this use [102].

Discussion

Principal Findings
In total, digital diabetology has a huge potential to improve the
health and QoL of patients with DM, especially glycemic control
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and diabetes therapy, using glucose monitoring systems, insulin
pens, insulin pumps, closed-loop systems, mHealth apps,
telemedicine, and EMR.

The variability of diabetes technologies shows that in the past
decades, there has been a rapid development of care-supporting
technologies. Advances in reducing the size and improving the
accuracy of devices are not yet mentioned. It is believed that in
the next 5 years, there will be many more advances, especially
in CGM systems and automated insulin delivery through
closed-loop systems. This includes the expectation that more
systems will be available in the market [103]. Nevertheless,
there are some points about the technologies that need to be
discussed.

The advances in all the aforementioned technologies seem to
improve glycemic control and, consequently, QoL. Therefore,
they fulfill the purpose of diabetes technologies [18]. However,
more data, especially on long-term outcomes, are needed
[8,25,42,76,95]. Moreover, the technologies differ in the kind
of improvement they make and their effectiveness. For example,
insulin pens are an improvement compared with syringes in
terms of pain and user friendliness; however, improvement in
glycemic control seems to be possible with smart pens [33-36].
In contrast, insulin pumps are more likely to improve glycemic
control than insulin pens [42-44]. However, insulin pump
therapy does not suit everybody; for example, people doing
athletics could experience problems with their pump because
of failure or disconnection [39,104]. Therefore, an individualized
solution that considers the patients’ needs and expectations is
needed. This applies, in particular, to the recommendation of a
diabetes mHealth app. It is possible that younger patients are
more likely to benefit from an mHealth app intervention or that
older patients have special needs that must be considered
[93,98]. In addition, factors such as patients’ digital literacy
should be considered. This is important because, despite the
widespread use of smartphones, digital literacy barriers are
common in vulnerable populations, which could reduce the
effectiveness of diabetes technologies [105].

For such considerations, well-trained and educated health care
personnel are needed [106]. Diabetes technologies can save
time for patients who would spend less time at health care
institutions and for health care personnel, because many

processes can be automated [72,106]. However, this is still a
type of future vision, because often enough missing
interoperability between devices, especially of different
providers, prohibits the automation of processes [107]. This
goes hand in hand with missing standards and regulation of, for
example, mHealth apps, which lead to potential health risks,
for example, through misinformation [81,94,106]. In addition,
the question of data safety is a major issue. Because these
technologies deal with sensible patient data, protection must be
of the highest priority. However, the missing regulation,
specifically in mHealth apps, can lead to providers who store
user data on remote servers that are more vulnerable to security
breaches [81,94,106,107]. Therefore, there are still some aspects
to address in the future.

Limitations
It should be noted that this study is a scoping review. This means
that the presented data are not complete and provide an updated
overview of the area of digital diabetology. Systematic reviews
and meta-analyses should be taken into account to investigate
the effects of technology type on diabetes therapy in more detail.

The technologies themselves also have limitations that must be
considered. There is a time lag in tissue-glucose results and
insulin effects, which affects digital therapy approaches. In
addition, there must be a certain willingness on the part of the
patient to use the technologies and the patient requires skills to
use the tools.

Furthermore, some studies showed rather small intervention
effects with regard to HbA1c levels. The effect sizes must be
examined in more detail.

Conclusions
In general, the different types of diabetes technologies offer a
chance to individualize diabetology and improve the health and
QoL of people with DM. With a look at the great advances that
have been made in the last few years, rapid further development
of diabetes technologies can be expected. In particular, the
opportunity to connect different devices to create an automated
insulin delivery will become more important. However, to use
the full potential of digitalization, regulations and laws must be
created to set standards and ensure data security.
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Abstract

Background: We systematically reviewed the literature on human coaching to identify different coaching processes as behavioral
interventions and methods within those processes. We then reviewed how those identified coaching processes and the used
methods can be utilized to improve an electronic coaching (eCoaching) process for the promotion of a healthy lifestyle with the
support of information and communication technology (ICT).

Objective: This study aimed to identify coaching and eCoaching processes as behavioral interventions and the methods behind
these processes. Here, we mainly looked at processes (and corresponding models that describe coaching as certain processes)
and the methods that were used within the different processes. Several methods will be part of multiple processes. Certain processes
(or the corresponding models) will be applicable for both human coaching and eCoaching.

Methods: We performed a systematic literature review to search the scientific databases EBSCOhost, Scopus, ACM, Nature,
SpringerLink, IEEE Xplore, MDPI, Google Scholar, and PubMed for publications that included personal coaching (from 2000
to 2019) and persuasive eCoaching as behavioral interventions for a healthy lifestyle (from 2014 to 2019). The PRISMA (Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) framework was used for the evidence-based systematic review and
meta-analysis.

Results: The systematic search resulted in 79 publications, including 72 papers and seven books. Of these, 53 were related to
behavioral interventions by eCoaching and the remaining 26 were related to human coaching. The most utilized persuasive
eCoaching methods were personalization (n=19), interaction and cocreation (n=17), technology adoption for behavior change
(n= 17), goal setting and evaluation (n=16), persuasion (n=15), automation (n=14), and lifestyle change (n=14). The most relevant
methods for human coaching were behavior (n=23), methodology (n=10), psychology (n=9), and mentoring (n=6). Here, “n”
signifies the total number of articles where the respective method was identified. In this study, we focused on different coaching
methods to understand the psychology, behavioral science, coaching philosophy, and essential coaching processes for effective
coaching. We have discussed how we can integrate the obtained knowledge into the eCoaching process for healthy lifestyle
management using ICT. We identified that knowledge, coaching skills, observation, interaction, ethics, trust, efficacy study,
coaching experience, pragmatism, intervention, goal setting, and evaluation of coaching processes are relevant for eCoaching.

Conclusions: This systematic literature review selected processes, associated methods, strengths, and limitations for behavioral
interventions from established coaching models. The identified methods of coaching point toward integrating human psychology
in eCoaching to develop effective intervention plans for healthy lifestyle management and overcome the existing limitations of
human coaching.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e23533)   doi:10.2196/23533
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Introduction

Overview
A coach [1-4] is a trusted role model, adviser, wise person,
friend, mensch (a person of integrity and honor), steward
(supervisor), or guide. A coach facilitates experimental learning
that results in future-oriented abilities. Coaches can shape new
visions and plans to achieve desired results. Coaching has been
implemented in management, leadership, entrepreneurship,
health care, and performance management. It helps participants
to cultivate themselves and become more successful in achieving
their set goals. Successful coaching relies on a good relationship,
mutual trust, and freedom of expression between coaches and
participants [1-6]. Effective coaching leads to excellent
performance, self-motivation, and self-correction. Coaching
processes can be divided into the following two categories: (1)
traditional offline human coaching (coaching by humans) and
(2) electronic coaching (eCoaching).

Traditional offline human coaching processes involve the
following methods [1,4,7-10]: privacy, focus, goal orientation,
performance improvement, and trust. The process associated
with coaching by humans can be achieved either face-to-face
or remotely (via telematic means). Furthermore, the coaching
process can be categorized [5-16] as health coaching to address
negative behavioral change, cognitive-behavioral coaching,
mental health coaching, in-house executive coaching in
businesses, companies, or industries (corporate coaching), sports
coaching, motivational coaching, educational coaching, and
coaching to carry out activities of daily living. Traditional
human coaching is a dialogic, goal-oriented, pragmatic learning
practice. The human coaching process can be further enhanced
through electronic modes, such as video, audio, email, chatbot,
and text, with the support of information and communication
technology (ICT), which is referred to as eCoaching. In the last
decade, personal coaching for behavioral intervention has been
increasingly used to promote a healthy lifestyle [17,18]. eHealth
uses ICT for health [19,20]. eCoaching is a promising eHealth
research direction for continuous customized ways of lifestyle
support [21,22]. It is an evolution of offline human coaching
with the flexibility of electronic services allowing ubiquitous
access to the process. eCoaching technologies represent an
evolving trend in the domain of human behavioral intervention.
The coaching core behind an eCoaching system can be a human
(eg, telemedicine), an artificial intelligence (AI) agent (eg,
algorithm), or a combination of these. An eCoaching system
consists of a set of programmed modules representing an
artificial entity that may look at, query, examine from, and
predict a consumer’s behaviors in a specific context and in a
specific period. Application domains of eCoaching include the
following [18,23-55]: nutrition coaching, physical activity
coaching, coaching for mental health, coaching for activities of
daily living in the elderly, diabetic coaching, and cardiac
rehabilitation. Studies in eCoaching can offer methods to
enhance individual healthcare with ICT. A virtual eCoaching
recommendation system can guide people and convey the

appropriate recommendations in real time to improve their
lifestyle [21,22,56]. The leading methods of eCoaching
processes are monitoring, decision making, goal setting,
persuasion, awareness provision (intervention), goal evaluation,
and learning for future actions [24,27,32-34,57-59]. Digital
techniques of lifestyle change with eCoaching have appeared
as efficient and scalable options for intensive behavioral
counseling when face-to-face or in-person programs are
inaccessible or undesirable. eCoaching can make human
behavioral interventions useful when combined with human
coaching methods [57,60,61]. In the eCoaching processes,
participants can remotely take part and avoid traveling,
expenses, and transport risks. It is relevant to note that
eCoaching will electronically handle data. Therefore, complying
with general data protection regulations is critical for the safety
and security of participants. eCoaching processes may ideally
influence health outcomes, for which aspects, such as usability,
efficacy, and adherence, may play important roles to influence
health and/or health behavior. “Efficacy” means the effects of
behavioral intervention following any coaching process (of any
method, not only of eCoaching). “Usability” means the
effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction when using a
technology. “Adherence” means the degree to which the
technology is used as intended [7,57,58].

Coaching as a human behavioral intervention is a personalized
planned process designed to reward and reinforce the positive
behavior of human beings. Each behavioral intervention differs
from others based on the participants who are the primary targets
of the intervention, where psychology and context play crucial
roles [21,56,60]. The methods of a successful behavioral
intervention plan “focus” on the identification of problems, the
analysis of identified problems, prevention strategies and
modification techniques, encouragement or motivation, strategic
planning to diminish negative behavior, and participant
engagement [1-3,5,35,56,60,62]. The coaching process for
behavioral intervention should include appropriate guidelines,
mutual trust, a rewarding plan, participant feedback, goal setting,
and goal evaluation methods to make it useful for coaching and
eCoaching (coaching by an electronic coach [eCoach]) processes
[1,23,63]. Time is a critical factor in determining the format of
coaching. Integration of coaching methodologies into persuasive
eCoaching for electronic personalized behavioral interventions
creates new opportunities for a healthy lifestyle [1-3]. It is
rewarding for participants to change negative behavior using
evidence-based methods and to observe the increase in their
health and strength [4,5,60].

Aim of the Study
The aim of this systematic literature review was to identify key
processes from the coaching methodologies to tackle the existing
challenges coupled with the human coaching and eCoaching
processes as behavioral interventions. The focus on coaching
is justified by the fact that health and wellness remote coaches
are an asset to clinical practice although they are underutilized
in the health care system [6,21,56].
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This systematic literature review addresses the following
research questions (RQs):

(1) RQ1: What are the existing human coaching processes?

(2) RQ2: Which conceptual coaching models can be used to
explain the coaching process?

(3) RQ3: What are the basic coaching methods to make coaching
processes successful for the promotion of a behavioral
intervention?

(4) RQ4: How can the methods of human coaching processes
be incorporated into eCoaching for behavioral intervention to
promote a healthy lifestyle?

(5) RQ5: How can eCoaching promote a healthy lifestyle with
proven coaching methods using ICT?

Methods

A systematic literature review was used to acquire a
comprehensive overview of the current literature on the topic
in a reproducible and transparent way. Systematic reviews
represent a scientific synthesis [64,65] of evidence. The
PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews
and Meta-Analyses) evidence-based framework [64] was used
for the systematic review and meta-analyses. Initially, we
performed a random search in the “Google Scholar” database
with the following four key terms: “coaching,” “electronic
coaching,” “eCoaching,” and “e-Coaching” (see Table 1 for the
results of the initial random search). It was observed that the
keyword “electronic coaching” obtained the greatest number
of results among the last three key terms.

Table 1. Initial “Google Scholar” random literature search results according to publication year.

2017-20192014-20192008-20191998-2019Key terms

50,800159,000497,000482,000Coaching, n

18,40025,70072,600133,000Electronic coaching, n

184270347396eCoaching, n

1710330051005740e-Coaching, n

Subsequently, literature searches were conducted with selected
search string patterns (Table 2) on the following electronic
databases, as they compiled the greatest number of scientific
sources related to coaching and eCoaching studies: Google
Scholar, EBSCOhost, Scopus, ACM, Nature, SpringerLink,
IEEE Xplore, MDPI, and PubMed. This study’s search strategy
was created in collaboration with the library of the University
of Agder (UiA) in Norway, based on the following two main
search topics: (1) coaching as a behavioral intervention and (2)
eCoaching as a behavioral intervention. Related search keywords
were identified using MeSH (Medical Subject Headings) terms,
synonyms, keywords from relevant articles, and self-determined
search terms. The means, such as EndNote (V. X9), DOAJ,
Sherpa/Romeo, and Microsoft Excel (MS Office 365 V. 16.x),
were used to effectively search, collect, and select related
articles. We aimed to include articles that described coaching
methodologies and eCoaching related to behavioral
interventions. Articles were categorized among the groups

quantitative, qualitative, and editorial. The quantitative study
deals with statistical analysis on systematically collected data
to test a specific hypothesis, while the qualitative study focuses
on words and meanings to explore ideas and experiences in
depth. The search results are depicted in Multimedia Appendix
1. We included articles based on the following inclusion criteria:
(1) peer-reviewed, full length articles written in English, (2)
eCoach articles published in the selected databases between
2014 and 2019, (3) coaching articles published in the selected
databases between 2000 and 2019, (4) articles indexed in
“Google Scholar,” (5) journal papers, conference papers, or
books, (6) qualitative (primary and secondary research) and
quantitative studies, and (7) coaching articles related to human
behavioral intervention. The traditional offline human coaching
processes are older than eCoaching processes. Thus, the period
for searching the selected electronic databases differs for
“coaching” and “eCoaching.”

Table 2. Search strings used for article searching.

Publication yearSearch stringsCategory

2014-2019(mentoring OR “e-coach” OR “ecoach” OR “electronic coach*” OR counseling OR educat*
OR electro*coach*) OR (telemedic* OR “mobile health” OR mhealth OR ehealth OR “e-therap*”
OR “e-counseling”) AND (obesity OR overweight OR overnutrit* OR hypernutrit* OR lifestyle
OR behavior OR behaviour) AND (persuasion OR recommendation OR intervention)

eCoach

2000-2019(mentoring OR coaching OR counseling OR educat* OR coach* OR executive* OR sport* OR
activity* OR life*) AND (health* OR behavior OR behaviour OR psychology OR lifestyle)

Coach

We excluded editorial articles, studies related to robotic
coaching, philosophical papers, articles with a lot of similar
content or articles that were exactly repeated, and articles that
were neither “open access” nor accessible through the university

library. The full process of selecting sources for this review is
depicted in a flowchart (Figure 1). The process includes the
following four phases [64]: identification, screening, eligibility,
and inclusion.
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Figure 1. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flowchart for the article selection process.

Results

Literature Search Results
The searches (electronic database and manual searches) resulted
in 444 papers (369 in electronic databases and 75 identified
manually), where 110 were duplicates. In the prefinal stage, we
selected 95 articles for full-text review after checking the
abstract, conclusion, length of the paper, and availability of full
text. In the final search, we included peer-reviewed publications
only, resulting in 79 core peer-reviewed articles related to
“coaching” (53 papers) and “eCoaching” (26 papers). The
categorical distribution (quantitative/qualitative) of the selected
articles under “eCoaching” and “coaching” was as follows:
coaching (23 quantitative, 30 qualitative) and eCoaching (7
quantitative, 19 qualitative).

This systematic literature review identified different coaching
process descriptive models, as well as how they are carried out

and in which context. We observed underlying theories to
support traditional human coaching processes, such as hope
theory [7] and amoeba theory [2], and different terms associated
with both coaching and eCoaching processes, such as
components, conceptual models, aspects, principles, concepts,
activities, and methods. The usage of heterogenous terms to
describe similar or nearly similar coaching and eCoaching
processes resulted in ambiguity, less contentedness, and reduced
clarity. Therefore, throughout the study, we concentrated on
processes and methods to answer and discuss our research
questions. They can be explained as follows: processes describe
different coaching and eCoaching models and their
implementation style, and the success of a coaching and
eCoaching process depends on the adopted methods. Their
evaluation helps to determine the performance of the human
coaching and eCoaching processes.

The identified methods help us to understand the principles,
strategies, effectiveness, and constraints of coaching and
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eCoaching processes. An eCoach may create optimized,
real-time, comprehensible, automated, contextual,
evidence-based, and personalized intervention strategies for
participants. Moreover, an eCoach may address the challenges
associated with coaching, such as scope, the volume of the target
audience, bias, cost, automation, accessibility, security,
flexibility, credibility, conceptual clarity, location, and time
independence, as revealed from the systematic literature review
[2,4,6,21,35,56,62,66-70]. This systematic literature review
identified 21 studies contributing to answering RQ1 regarding
coaching methodologies; 17 studies contributing to answering
RQ2 regarding a conceptual coaching model; 20 studies
contributing to answering RQ3 regarding coaching methods for
the promotion of “behavioral intervention;” 59 studies
contributing to answering RQ4 regarding the integration of
“coaching process” into “eCoaching for behavioral
intervention;” and 35 studies contributing to answering RQ5 to
advance “eCoaching for behavioral intervention” for a “healthy
lifestyle” with proven “coaching methodologies” using ICT
(several included overlapped studies contribute to multiple
RQs).

RQ1: What Are the Existing Human Coaching
Processes?
Bartlett [1] proposed a method where mutual trust, respect, and
freedom of expression were considered as the elements of a
successful coaching relationship. The model combines the
establishment of a relationship between a coach and a trainee,
recognizing an opening to assess obstacles related to coaching,
observation, and assessment; enrollment of clients; and coaching
conversations. Potrac et al [66] proposed another model that
combines systematic observation and interpretive interview
techniques to gain a deeper and broader understanding of
personal coaching’s instructional process. The suggested
multimethod framework concerns identification of the
instructional behaviors within the practice environment,
generation of the understanding of why coaches behave as they
do within the practice environment, and examination of the
impact on the instructional strategies and understanding by
humans. Cunningham et al [9] recommended a model based on
hierarchical regression analysis with a stepwise process to show
that an earlier success accuracy, collective coaching experience,
collective professional coaching experience, and racial diversity
are significantly associated with team performance. Côté [5]
proposed that informal self-directed learning modes have
relatively more significance than formal and nonformal learning.
The proposed model combines the following three variables:
(1) individuals with different backgrounds, experiences, and
knowledge, (2) coaching work in various types of contexts with
varying amounts of resources, equipment, and facilities, and
(3) coaching work with participants varying in terms of age,
developmental level, and goals. Their proposed coaching model
divides variables into the two categories of ambient components
(such as coach’s and participant’s characteristics, and contextual
factors) and behavioral components (such as competition,
organization, and training). The model proposed by Green et al
[7] included the concept of coaching psychology and hope
theory, based on the belief that human actions are goal directed.
They claimed that the cognitive-behavioral solution-focused

coaching model provides preliminary evidence on life coaching
that can enhance mental health, quality of life, and goal
attainment. Goal setting and goal evaluation are central to
lifestyle coaching and are the pillars of successful
self-regulation. The coaching study focused on evaluating the
effectiveness of a cognitive-behavioral, solution-focused, life
coaching group program, and its impact on goal striving,
well-being, and hope. The assessment included measures of the
“Satisfaction with Life Scale (SWLS)” and the “Positive and
Negative Affect Scale (PANAS).” Murphy et al [6] proposed
a model focused on executive coaching. With the support of
conceptual clarity, executive coaching could unify efforts and
resources and provide a common understanding to enhance
human resource developmental programs. The human resource
should play an active role in developing the organizational
capacity for leadership. The proposed model of Richards [67]
combines a recurrent process of suitable environment creation
for coaching, learning for innovation and successful adaptation,
and achievement (coaching performance) for sustained
performance. Coaches need to rethink the discipline of coaching
as if it is performed well, and coaching can increase motivation
and contribute to sustaining high performance. Another model
proposed by Richards [67] combines “tell” and “do” instructions.
The model is based on the method of conventional thinking to
improve a participant’s performance by telling them or showing
them what they are doing wrong in order to avoid any repetitive
mistakes. This model is beneficial within a short-term context
and frame of mind. However, overuse of the approach will
undermine efforts to achieve long-term performance. The
proposed model by Flaherty [2] was drawn from the concept of
phenomenology and combines the following five methods in
the coaching process: relationship building (based on mutual
satisfaction, mutual respect, mutual trust, and freedom of
expression), pragmatism (persistent correction following a
feedback loop), two tracks (client and coach engagement),
always/already (intervention planning), and identification of
techniques that do not work (identification of challenges/
limitations). The proposed amoeba theory is discussed based
on behaviorism and is used in management for changing
behavior either by poking or giving rewards. Cox [3] proposed
a model that is based on adult learning and human psychology.
The study included the following eight learning theories relevant
to coaching: andragogy, transformative learning, reflective
practice, experimental learning, learning styles, life course
development, values and motivation, and self-efficacy. The
proposed model by Stober et al [4] focusses on a humanistic
approach to the process of coaching with four guiding principles,
including the nature of the coaching relationship, the client as
a source and director of change, the client as a whole and distinct
person, and the coach as the facilitator of the client’s growth.
The model proposed by Knight [68] includes the method of
instructional coaching. Visible learning (diagnosis, intervention,
and evaluation) has been one of the research initiatives
conducted in education in the past few decades. Simultaneously,
instructional coaching (identify, learn, and improve) is becoming
a popular form of professional development. Instructional
coaching is used to support the realization of “visible learning”
or other educational innovations. Standing [16] proposed a
model to compare the use of “traditional” and “progressive”
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coaching styles to train a general male youth population to
improve sprint and jump performances while assessing
enjoyment in order to comment on the long-term application.
The process includes the following steps: study design,
participant selection, experimental procedure, data collection,
statistical analysis, and performance measurement.

RQ2: Which Conceptual Coaching Models Can Be
Used to Explain the Coaching Process?
The actual definition of coaching concepts remains difficult to
understand, and the working of the coaching interaction itself
is still unknown [3]. The coaching approach may create a
positive impact on the coaching environment and, subsequently,
can improve the bottom-line performance of a target human

group. An efficient coaching model is a tool to motivate personal
learning, increase energy, improve ownership, and improve
accountability. In contrast, no single coaching model can be
labeled as the best, as coaching models change with the
perspective and context of individual coaching. We found
coaching model candidates for behavioral intervention that
adequately explain the human coaching process. We divided
our findings into the following two categories to have a better
understanding of coaching process descriptive models: coaching
process descriptive models and their application domain (Table
3 [3,7,8,71]; Figure 2 [8], Figure 3 [71], and Figure 4 [3]), and
psychological approaches to describe coaching process models
(Table 4 [4,66,67,72]).

Table 3. Coaching process descriptive models and their application domain.

Application domainCoaching process descriptive models

Cognitive behavioral
coaching

Five level reviewing belief model [8]: The model explains the learned belief of a client who inherits or learns beliefs from
his/her ancestors (parents) or teachers, or influential people to take any action from a decision. This model has the following
five different levels from the bottom to the top: review (who am I), define (where do I want to go), plan (how am I going to
get there), identify (how do I need to think, feel, behave), and continue (review and reward). When action is taken after a decision
is made, the following five different levels are explored: beliefs and values, thoughts and expectations, emotions, behaviors,
and actions. The model is shown in Figure 2. ABCDE model [8]: It explains how to use the tools and techniques of cognitive
behavioral coaching to challenge negative thinking, make positive changes, achieve goals, and improve (ABCDE model: A,
activating event or situation; B, the belief; C, the consequential emotion; D, disputing the belief; E, exchanging the thought).
Cognitive behavioral model [7]: It utilizes a cognitive behavioral solution-focused model of coaching. It provides preliminary
evidence that evidence-based life coaching can enhance mental health, quality of life, and goal attainment.

Dynamic coachingDynamic coaching model [71]: A coaching system is made up primarily of three spaces that contain three conversations that
interact together to create the coaching conversation. The first reflective space is the internal conversation within the client.
The second space is the shared space created in between the coach and client. The third space is the space within the coach.
The complete coaching model is depicted in Figure 3.

Pragmatic coachingExperiential coaching cycle [3]: It has the following three noticeable constituent areas: prereflective experience, reflection on
experience, and postreflective thinking, as depicted in Figure 4. The cycle additionally has the following three essential transition
stages: touching experience, turning into critical, and integration. Transition phases regularly involve more emotional, cognitive,
or physical effort than the constituent spaces and are particularly challenging for both coach and participant owing to the
emotional struggle and inheritance of uncertainty.

Figure 2. The five-level reviewing belief model by Whitten.
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Figure 3. The dynamic coaching model by Cavanagh et al.

Figure 4. The experiential coaching cycle with six phases by Cox.
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Table 4. Psychological approaches for coaching process models.

Psychological approachesCoaching process descriptive models

Executive coachingFive elements model [66]: The model explains the practice for human resource development, focusing on improving
performance/examining results with a way of equipping human beings with the methods, knowledge, and possibilities
they want to broaden themselves and become more effective. The unidirectional sequence of five elements includes
establishing relationships, recognizing opening, observation or assessment, enrollment of clients or participants, and
coaching conversations. Goal focused executive coaching model [4]: It explains how to improve personal or professional
performance, personal satisfaction, and effectiveness in the client’s organization within a formally defined coaching
agreement, and identify a set of goals using the following process: identification of an issue, setting of a goal, development
of a cyclic action plan (act, monitor, evaluate, and change), and evaluation of the success score. Organization response
cycle [67]: The model explains how to manage the pressure exerted on the department because of globalization, in order
to produce faster, cheaper, and customized products and services. This model includes a cyclic loop of the following
processes: learning (individual, team, organizational), innovation (products, and services), adaptation (responding to
change and complexity), and results (enough or not).

Humanistic coachingHumanistic coaching model [4]: The cyclic model of awareness-choice-execution (ACE) explains how to use the
principles and tasks to teach participants how to harness their own growth process. In directing the process of coaching
for change, the coach can ensure that the participant integrates “being (and awareness of that)” with “doing” such that
the participant comes away with actual results.

Contextual coachingEffective coaching model [4]: It explains the core of the coaching process (“what is done!”) and represents how the
contextual themes are legislated with the following seven key principles that strengthen the human coaching process:
collaboration, accountability, awareness, responsibility, commitment, action, and results.

Organization developmentOpen innovation model [72]: It explains several key factors for organization development throughout the following life
cycle stages: birth (innovation, awareness, intuition, vision, commitment, risk, and flexibility), growth (decision making,
delegation, team approach, state change, and ability to grow), maturity (feasibility, retain high performance, overcome
obstacles, and responsiveness), revival (autonomy, integration, effective internal communication, and innovative high
performance), and decline (renew strategy and structure, innovativeness, improve information processing, and increase
tolerance level).

RQ3: What Are the Basic Coaching Methods to Make
the Coaching Process Successful for the Promotion of
a Behavioral Intervention?
A coach must sometimes strictly intervene with the client and
insist on something or keep pressing on a point until a client is
willing to look at it [2]. The process of human coaching includes
an insight into how people learn and think, along with an

understanding of what motivates them to achieve continuous
high performance during behavioral intervention. Several
coaching methods for the promotion of behavioral intervention
are described in Table 5 [1-5,7,9,21-23,57,59,67,69,70,73]. The
answer to “RQ3” contributes to “RQ4” and “RQ5” to analyze
what limitations to overcome and what methods of offline
behavioral intervention to include in eCoaching for the
promotion of a healthy lifestyle.
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Table 5. Coaching methods.

DescriptionMethod

Systematic observation helps researchers to identify the instructional behaviors utilized by coaching practitioners
within the practice environment. Observable and measurable data have the potential to solidify the scientific basis of
the coaching process. Systematic observation must be capable of accurately and comprehensibly recording human be-
havior within a human coaching context.

Systematic observation
[7,23]

Achievement of the coaching process remains with observational data collection supplied with in-depth interviews that
allow for the acquisition and interpretation of rich qualitative data based on the behavioral strategies of coaching.

Interpretive interview [2,3]

In the search for an understanding of the coaching process, it is necessary to analyze and investigate the shared experience
between the coach and participant.

Knowledge exchange [5]

Coaching is not a collection of techniques to apply or dogma to adhere to, rather it is a discipline that requires freshness,
innovation, and relentless correction according to the outcomes being produced.

Pragmatism [3]

Psychological principles on which coaching is based are essential. Without psychological understanding, coaches might
go through the motions of coaching or use the behaviors associated with coaching, such as questioning, but fail to
achieve the intended results.

Understanding of human
psychology [7,69,73]

Experience is a skill that helps to improve competence and coaching outcomes, such as future advancement.Experience [5,7,67]

Trust is one of the complex issues for coaches, whether internal and external. It teaches how not to use personal infor-
mation and not to disclose it to illegitimate people.

Trust [1]

The relationship must be based on mutual respect, trust, and mutual freedom of speech.Relationship [1]

Language impacts the goals of coaching by providing a means to assist the participant in being self-correcting and self-
generating. It is important to provide new language to the participant for better understanding and learning.

Expression [1]

Mentoring is a more formal process, based on a one-to-one relationship with someone in the organization. While a
mentor can use all the coaching types, their purpose is broader in scope than that of a coach.

Mentoring [3,5]

Values are ideas about what is good and bad, and how things should be. Motivation is the internally generated feeling
that stimulates participants to act. Motivation is related to the needs and values that have a correlation with intrinsic
motivation.

Values and motivation [1]

Feedback is important for coaches to improve their learning environment.Feedback [1,4]

Evidence-based life coaching can enhance health, quality of life, and goal achievement.Evidence based [4,7]

Understanding the context is essential in coaching perspective, as it gives insights into why many participants either
fail to use or resist the coaching approach.

Contextual [4,7,69]

Decision making includes data collection related to coaching, the privacy of the collected data, data cleaning, statistical
analysis on the collected data, and the development of a machine learning model for prediction or regression analysis.

Decision making [2,5,7]

Goals must be stated and measurable. Goals include clearly stated pathways to the preferred alternative by identifying
strategies. Goal setting and goal evaluation are two essential parts of a behavioral intervention to determine the effec-
tiveness of coaching. Goals must be specific, measurable, actionable, relevant, and time related. Evaluation of goals is
important to understand the strengths and limitations of participants to set further attainable goals when necessary and
reach the objectives.

Goal based (goal setting)
and evaluation [3,5,23,59]

Self-efficacy has its core in social learning theory. It can be explained as the general or definite belief that people have
concerning their capability to accomplish assigned tasks.

Self-efficacy [9]

The concept of personalization or user tailoring is used in coaching to explain the variation in preferences between
groups of participants and within the groups of participants to make recommendations more effective.

Personalization [21]

Persuasion is a process that has been designed to change negative attitudes or behaviors of participants through advice,
faith, and social influence. It is regularly used in the domain of public health where human-human or human-computer
interaction is applied. It can be categorized as instruction style (authoritative and nonauthoritative), social feedback
(cooperative and competitive), motivation type (extrinsic and intrinsic), and reinforcement type (negative and positive)
[22].

Persuasion [57]

People are subject to self-regulation failures as follows: cravings, distractions, and deferring the right things. Therefore,
people may need guidance through an eCoaching process to achieve the intended goal. Interaction is an integral part
of pervasive computing that guides people to “do the right thing.” It requires improving automated logging of health
(behavior) data and integrating this into coaching processes, as well as designing more intelligent and interactive
coaching processes that incorporate user preferences and plans, contextual/situational priorities, and health data conse-
quences. For successful design, the concept of co-creation or co-design is essential, where the system is designed to-
gether with its users.

Interaction and co-creation
[70]

RQ4: How Can the Methods of Human Coaching
Processes Be Incorporated Into eCoaching for
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Behavioral Intervention to Promote a Healthy
Lifestyle?
The concept of eCoaching is constructed on the foundation of
traditional coaching, and the technological revolution has
boosted its performance and real-time acceptance. The World
Health Organization (WHO) [49] claimed that chronic illnesses
associated with modifiable lifestyle factors would be responsible
for premature death worldwide. Therefore, change in negative
health behavior should be given priority to avoid considerable
losses caused by lifestyle diseases. An eCoach system can
empower human beings to manipulate a healthy lifestyle with
early health risk prediction and beneficial customized
recommendations [22,61]. The pillars of eCoaching for
behavioral intervention [56] are mostly inspired by the coaching
methods as described in Table 5. They consist of data collection,
data storage, analysis of data, goal setting, recommendation
generation (intervention), monitoring, data privacy and ethics,
goal evaluation, credibility, co-creation, feedback generation,
and model evaluation [24,27,32,34,35,74]. Behavioral
intervention is the process of intervening. As defined by WHO
[49], a health intervention is an act performed for, with, or on
behalf of a person or population, whose purpose is to assess,
improve, maintain, promote, or modify health, functioning, or
health conditions. Health interventions are used to promote a
healthy lifestyle. Lifestyle or behavioral interventions include
exercise, diet, and at least one other method (counseling, stress
management, or healthy habits). Effective intervention planning
is essential for an eCoach system for behavioral intervention to
promote a healthy lifestyle change.

From the included “eCoach” articles, we found that the
following methods are most appropriate for eCoaching
processes: “personalization” (n=19) [21] “interaction and
co-creation” (n=17) [70], “behavior change with technology”
(n=17) [58], “goal setting” [59] and “evaluation” (n=16) [23,59],
“persuasion” (n=15) [57], “automation” (n=14) [1], and
“promotion of a healthy lifestyle” (n=14) [21]. These are
relevant methods for eCoaching following a top-down ranking.
“Personalized” recommendations are required to make
intervention plans effective, and for that, personal “interaction”
is necessary. For efficacy evaluation of eCoaching, personalized
goal setting and goal evaluations are important. “Automation”
is relevant to deliver automatic behavioral recommendations
(“persuasion”) to participants for the promotion of a “healthy
lifestyle.”

Methods in eCoaching, such as personalization, persuasion,
goal setting and evaluation, interaction, and co-creation, are
borrowed from traditional offline human coaching (Table 5).
In eCoaching, persuasion is developed by trusting self-report
or automation that observes human behavior using sensors,
which is followed by health risk prediction with pattern
recognition algorithms. The remaining four are core eCoaching
methods. The first aspect is automation [1]. It helps to deliver
automatic behavioral recommendations to users to maintain a
healthy lifestyle. The decision support system (DSS) [22,61]
within an eCoach system periodically monitors health and
wellness parameters collected over time through sensors,
questionnaires, and feedback forms, and predicts health risks.
Once risk prediction is made, the DSS sends an automatic alert

or recommendation to users. The second aspect is behavior
change with technology [58]. Recent advancements in ICT have
improved personal health care. The health care segment is still
looking for an interactive, easy-to-use, optimized, cost-effective,
and secure eCoach system for behavioral intervention for the
promotion of a healthy lifestyle. The system should have the
capability to normalize different formats of personalized data
with appropriate ontological studies, ensuring the privacy of
data. It should use AI algorithms based on ethical principles to
analyze human psychology, monitor human behavior, and guide
participants accordingly. Technology can support an eCoach
by supporting coaching types, process management,
human-computer interaction, remote collaborative work and
communication, data collection and storage, data security and
privacy, data analysis, recommendation generation, evaluation,
and self-tracking. The third aspect is promotion of a healthy
lifestyle [21]. Good health is the result of a healthy lifestyle,
where caring about physical activities and nutrition are vital
concerns. However, today, nutritional disorders are increasing
rapidly. It is affecting children, adults, and older people, mainly
due to limited nutrition knowledge and the lack of a healthy
lifestyle. A commonly adopted approach for these imbalances
is monitoring physical activity and daily habits, such as
recording exercise and creating custom meal plans to count the
number of macronutrients and micronutrients acquired in each
meal. Behavioral interventions (nutritional and physical exercise
coaching) through eCoaching have become popular (eg,
Food4Living [17], TrainME [17], and RunningCoach [21]) for
the promotion of a healthy lifestyle.

RQ5: How Can eCoaching Promote a Healthy Lifestyle
With Proven Coaching Methods Using ICT?
The point of interest of eCoach initiatives is to deliver
high-quality, evidence-based, comfortable, cost-effective, and
timely care to assist human beings in retaining a healthy way
of life [1,23,57]. eCoaching methods represent an evolving trend
as they diverge from the conventional methods that tend to
devalue user behavior. Health eCoaching is a complex process
that demands careful planning and cooperation of several
scientific domains, such as psychology, computer science, ethics,
and medical science [23]. An effective eCoach design focuses
on co-creation, co-design, and personalization of the intervention
by the user and the system [23,30,32,35,58]. There are six
primary attributes when modeling an eCoach system as follows
[24,27,32,34,35,58,59,74]: (1) identification of the target group
of participants, (2) selection of the study case, (3) type of data
to be collected and data collection method, (4) target of
coaching, (5) approach of coaching, and (6) evaluation of the
intervention plan.

According to the findings in studies on coaching regarding the
importance of the personal relationship between a coach and
trainee, personalization of coaching strategies, motivation, goal
setting, and engagement of the eCoach with the trainee/coached
citizen/patient has to be customizable and easily available.
Therefore, the user interface design of an eCoach system must
be unambiguous and easily understandable [23,24], and it must
not include unwanted artifacts. It must be designed following
a standard co-creation process. eCoaching systems are an
emerging trend with a design criterion to reduce the involvement
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of human specialists with AI-inspired algorithms and robots for
decision making based on supervised, unsupervised, and
reinforced learning. In contrast, in several eCoach designs for
behavioral intervention, human therapists or doctors, or other
coaching experts are included [23,27,34,62]. The experts have
access to the observation data, and they get involved or
contribute to the coaching process.

eCoaching has other possibilities when compared to traditional
coaching in terms of value addition, performance, and
competence. Efficacy [52] study is a problem in both kinds of
coaching to date, as revealed in the systematic literature review,
for the following reasons: insufficient planning in study selection
and study design [1,23], lack of conceptual/contextual clarity
[24,25], inappropriate selection of sample size for statistical
analysis [61], dearth of proper background education [74], lack
of reliance and self-disclosure [1,22], absence of variation in a
selected population [22,61], and lack of competence and
experience with technology (digital illiteracy) [22,75].

Discussion

Overview
From the systematic literature review, we analyzed existing
well-established traditional human coaching processes,
descriptive models and the application domain, psychological
approaches to describe coaching process models, methods in
the coaching processes, and their applicability in eCoaching
with the advancement of ICT to promote a healthy lifestyle. In
this section, we discuss the findings associated with each
individual research question.

Discussion on RQ1
The answer to “RQ1” helped us to identify key methods in the
coaching process, as defined in Table 6 [1-7,9,16,66-68]. We
studied their significance in eCoaching. The identified key
methods in the coaching process are based on a review of
established coaching process description models relevant for
this RQ. Identified coaching methods are used to answer “RQ4.”
Appropriate coaching skills, knowledge to coach, method
selection, proper implementation, personal interaction, and idea
exchange are part of an effective coaching practice.

Table 6. Key methods associated with coaching.

Key methods associated with coachingResearch group

Behaviors, actions, and motivationsPotrac et al [66]

Experience and racial diversityCunningham et al
[9]

Trust, language, practice, and behaviorBartlett [1]

Coach education and learningCôté [5]

Goal, psychology, evidence based, and cognitionGreen et al [7]

Mentoring, evaluation, and leadershipMurphy [6]

Intelligent coaching, learning, innovation, adaptation, Sustainability, and model performanceRichards [67]

Constraints of learningFlaherty [2]

Pragmatism, experiencing, listening, clarifying, reflecting, and questioningCox [3]

Psychology, contextual, goal focus, cognition, and humanistic perspectiveStober et al [4]

Instructional coaching and visible learningKnight [68]

Coaching, data collection, statistical analysis, and performance evaluationStanding et al [16]

Discussion on RQ2
We depicted the top three coaching descriptive models from
Table 3, such as the models of Cavanagh et al [71], Whitten
[8], and Cox [3] on “dynamic coaching,” “cognitive-behavioral
coaching,” and “pragmatic inquiry into the coaching process,”
respectively. These models seemed to be suitable candidates to
construct a personalized eCoaching process model for behavioral
intervention for the promotion of a healthy lifestyle, contributing
to the answer of “RQ4.”

Discussion on RQ3
Systematic observation methods are recognized as useful
research tools for providing quantitative descriptions of coaching
behavior. Furthermore, coaching psychology mechanisms are
also relevant for enhancing well-being, work performance, and

personal life [7]. Therefore, researchers need to use systematic
observation [64] and psychological coaching [7] to study
coaching behavior in order to establish a database of meaningful
coaching behaviors in different contexts. Besides the discussed
strengths and potentials, constraints related to coaching as
behavioral interventions are reviewed in the following text.
Language is a medium of communication between people.
Coaching may lead to language interpretability issues when
selecting inappropriate language. Without proper
communication, participants will be unable to perform the
needed or desired tasks [2,66]. Regarding understanding, the
humanistic nature of the coaching process remains little
understood and an underresearched area [66]. Regarding ethical
dilemma, researchers need to develop an ethical standard,
adequate training, and presential coaching within a specific
context. In many cases, coaches have not fully understood the
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performance-related psychological principles on which coaching
is based [69]. Regarding diversity, the coaching study should
consider diversity in all its forms, such as organizational and
occupational tenure, age, race, educational background, attitude,
and personality [9]. Regrading human behavior, many coaches
do not ground their practice in behavioral science. Participants
should be selected from a diverse community, as members of
a single community cannot represent the general population [7].
Regarding conceptual clarity, besides the popularity, the human
coaching process reveals lack of conceptual clarity, imprecise
description, and paucity of efficacy studies [6]. There persists
a wide gap between what practitioners believe coaching is and
what many executives think about coaching [67]. Regarding
implementation challenge, the most formidable challenge in the
field of coaching is the challenge of translating research into
practice. Thought needs to be given to the sharing of all visible
learning aspects in a way that is manageable and a part of
goal-directed learning [68]. Regarding bias, due to background
and bias, experts do ignore psychological problems they do not
understand and may worsen the intervention. Thus,
psychotherapeutic intervention is essential [4]. Regarding human
psychology and pressure, most coaching-related studies are

inclined to psychology rather than the way to do coaching.
Pressure-based coaching hampers team functioning by
negatively influencing team loyalty through increased levels of
tension within the group [48].

Discussion on RQ4
The answer to “RQ2” revealed that the coaching model could
be implemented in the following two ways: (1) the coach at the
center and participants (“citizens”) around, and (2) participants
at the center and the coach around. Gerdes et al [61] proposed
an eCoach concept based on monitoring, quantification of data,
and AI, emphasizing human-centered design, with participants
placed at the center, as depicted in Figure 5 [61]. The loop of
the pictured eCoach model can be closed with an effective
behavioral intervention plan, based on the selection of study
cases, to guide people and deliver contextual and personalized
recommendations to maintain a healthy lifestyle. This systematic
literature review can help us understand how to solve the “What”
(to coach) and “How” (to coach) questions related to eCoaching.
In the eCoach model, as illustrated in Figure 5, the critical
methods of coaching, as depicted in Figures 2-4, fit together
for behavioral intervention.

Figure 5. A holistic electronic coach (eCoach) model proposed by Gerdes et al. AI: artificial intelligence; HCI: human-computer interaction.

Discussion on RQ5
Digital methods [17] for behavioral intervention with personal
coaching have emerged as effective and scalable options. They
include methods for intensive behavioral counseling, supporting
face-to-face consultations with accessibility, attractive and
personalized interaction, efficient use of time, and managing
costs. eCoaching has the potential to overcome problems, such
as language, bias, conceptual clarity, ill-defined matters, freedom
of expression, pressure, and tension, which are expected in
traditional coaching, as discussed in the answer to “RQ3.” A
smart eCoach may ideally deliver solutions asynchronously and
on-demand with better flexibility and increased accessibility
for personalized context-based coaching services. In this review,
we have identified the following critical elements for effective
eCoaching with AI [22,57,61,75-77]: real-time feedback,
suggestion, and alert generation; preference sharing;
comprehensible user experience (UX) design; interactive
interaction (eg, intelligent chatbot); DSS; wellness vision
(physical/social/emotional/spiritual); encouragement based on

positive human psychology; assessment of human behavior
based on physiological and contextual data; credibility; ethics;
digital literacy to make the human-eCoach interaction effective;
and generation of automatic, personalized, and context-specific
recommendations to achieve health and wellness goals.

Strengths and Limitations
This systematic literature review helps to identify key processes
from coaching methods to solve existing challenges and use
human coaching and eCoaching processes as behavioral
interventions. Coaching consists of observation, offering hints,
feedback, reminders, and new tasks and redirecting participant
attention to a salient goal to enhance participant performance.
Coaching is applied to unveil the potential of participants to
maximize their performance. A coach facilitates experimental
learning that results in future-oriented abilities. A coach can
shape new visions and plans to generate desired results. Despite
the underutilization of remote coaching of health and wellness
in the health care system as an asset of clinical practice, the
focus on coaching is justified. The integration of offline human
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coaching methods into the eCoaching process faces challenges
related to privacy, ethics, coaching environment, skills, trust,
motivation, intervention plans to change negative behaviors,
human centeredness, and evaluation of preset goals. Despite
the challenges, it is very promising to integrate human coaching
methods into the eCoaching process [4,5,60]. An important
limitation of this study is that we did not search the JMIR
database, which has e-collections on the present topic. Future
studies on this topic should search the JMIR database. This
study serves as a basis for further research with a focus on
designing an eCoach system based on the identified key
coaching methods for the generation of personalized
recommendations to achieve personal wellness goals.

Conclusion
An ideal coach should have the potential to conceptualize and
navigate through changing complex environments. The coaching
process is adopted to bridge inadequacies in areas where human
resource structures and practices should play a more active
mediating role. The success of the coaching process is an art,

and impact analysis is important to evaluate its accomplishment.
An evaluation of the human coaching process is also necessary.
Therefore, the learning environment of active coaches needs to
be continuously revisited and adapted. Health monitoring and
fitness coaching with AI has the potential to contribute to
research in eHealth. An optimized system for health eCoaching
and management of personal health data that ensures data
protection and privacy are significant challenges associated with
eCoach-related research. The prediction of human behavior by
analyzing human psychology for the generation of useful
lifestyle recommendations is another challenging task to
overcome, as human behavior is continuously changing. This
review will provide eHealth researchers with an overview of
different coaching and eCoaching processes, with the aim to
promote a healthy lifestyle. In addition, this review can be used
as a basis for further research focusing on the design,
development, testing, and evaluation of the performance of an
eCoach in order to generate automatic, meaningful,
evidence-based, contextual, and personalized recommendations
to achieve personal health goals.
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Abstract

Background: Digital mental health interventions (DMHIs), which deliver mental health support via technologies such as mobile
apps, can increase access to mental health support, and many studies have demonstrated their effectiveness in improving symptoms.
However, user engagement varies, with regard to a user’s uptake and sustained interactions with these interventions.

Objective: This systematic review aims to identify common barriers and facilitators that influence user engagement with
DMHIs.

Methods: A systematic search was conducted in the SCOPUS, PubMed, PsycINFO, Web of Science, and Cochrane Library
databases. Empirical studies that report qualitative and/or quantitative data were included.

Results: A total of 208 articles met the inclusion criteria. The included articles used a variety of methodologies, including
interviews, surveys, focus groups, workshops, field studies, and analysis of user reviews. Factors extracted for coding were related
to the end user, the program or content offered by the intervention, and the technology and implementation environment. Common
barriers included severe mental health issues that hampered engagement, technical issues, and a lack of personalization. Common
facilitators were social connectedness facilitated by the intervention, increased insight into health, and a feeling of being in control
of one’s own health.

Conclusions: Although previous research suggests that DMHIs can be useful in supporting mental health, contextual factors
are important determinants of whether users actually engage with these interventions. The factors identified in this review can
provide guidance when evaluating DMHIs to help explain and understand user engagement and can inform the design and
development of new digital interventions.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24387)   doi:10.2196/24387

KEYWORDS

mHealth; eHealth; mental health; depression; anxiety; behavior; mobile phone

Introduction

Background
Nearly 1 in 5 adults in the United States experience a mental
illness at some moment in their life [1]. Yet, accessing treatment
for mental health problems can be difficult. Common barriers
to mental health care include stigma, lack of available and

evidence-based services, and inability to afford services [2,3].
In addition, people not diagnosed with a mental illness can
experience periods of poor mental health and may benefit from
support, although they have not sought professional treatment
with a mental health provider. For instance, 73% of people
surveyed in the United States experience stress related to money,
work, and family responsibilities at a level that affects their
mental health [4]. The translation of psychosocial interventions
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into digital formats, deemed digital mental health interventions
(DMHIs), has the potential to overcome some existing barriers
to traditional care and increase access to mental health support
and resources.

DMHIs can be delivered via smartphone apps, internet websites,
wearable devices, virtual reality, or video games [5] and range
from self-guided DMHIs to those integrated with human support
or traditional therapy [6]. Although some DMHIs have been
shown to be as effective as traditional mental health services
(eg, psychotherapy and pharmacotherapy) in improving mental
health conditions such as depression [7] and can lead to greater
reductions in anxiety compared with usual care [8], engagement
with these technologies remains to be an ongoing issue, varies
from study to study, and is typically lower in real-world use
than research studies [9]. For example, a review in 2018 found
that participant adherence to internet-delivered cognitive
behavioral therapy (CBT) can range from 6% to 100% [10].
Similarly, systematic comparisons in 2018 and 2019 on self-help
DMHIs found that real-world uptake varies widely [9,11], and
acceptability can be lower than traditional treatment [12].

This paper aims to systematically review the literature on
DMHIs to identify common barriers and facilitators that may
influence user engagement with these interventions. There are
different ways to define user engagement. For example,
engagement can be referred to as the time a user spends on an
intervention. However, the time spent on an intervention varies
between different types of interventions, and little time spent
using a DMHI does not have to be a negative feature per se. To
get a comprehensive understanding of people’s use of DMHIs,
we use a broader definition of user engagement. In this review,
user engagement refers to a user’s uptake and sustained
interactions with a digital intervention, which includes interest
in adopting an intervention as demonstrated by signing up for
the digital intervention, initial uptake as demonstrated by
engaging with features of the digital intervention as part of the
study, at a minimum during a demonstration as part of the study,
and continued use of an intervention.

Understanding User Engagement With DMHIs
A range of factors can influence engagement with DMHIs, such
as the relevance of information to the user provided by a digital

intervention [13], a lack of user motivation to persist with a
self-guided intervention [14], and poor user experience with the
technology [15]. Although previous studies have each reported
on some factors that can influence engagement, given a
particular technology or context, a review is lacking that brings
all these findings together. It is important to investigate the
multitude of factors to fully understand the reasons for high
versus low engagement. Previous reviews have highlighted the
variability in engagement and uptake, analyzing both DMHIs
published in the academic literature [9-11] and publicly available
mental health apps in app stores [16]. However, these analyses
did not report on factors related to this variability in engagement.
This review seeks to address this gap by identifying the most
common overarching factors that affect engagement.

Although analyzing engagement metrics of commercial apps
can be used to examine variability in engagement, user studies
are valuable to understand the underlying reasons why people
may engage with some interventions more than others. For the
purpose of this review, we focus on reviewing the academic
literature.

Researchers and developers of DMHIs can use this knowledge
to inform evaluations of engagement and the development of
new digital interventions. In addition, it may provide insights
into what services and facilitating conditions need to surround
DMHIs to promote technology-enabled services and may help
mental health service providers in selecting suitable
interventions for their clients.

This review focuses on common mental health issues, such as
depression, anxiety, psychological well-being and distress, and
stress. There may be different barriers or facilitators for user
engagement with other specific, serious mental illness
interventions (eg, psychosis intervention) that are beyond the
scope of this paper.

Methods

Inclusion Criteria
The inclusion and exclusion criteria of articles for this review
are presented in Textboxes 1 and 2, respectively.

Textbox 1. Inclusion criteria.

• Report on an intervention aimed to improve mental health, psychological well-being, anxiety, depression, stress, and/or mood

• Report on an intervention delivered in a digital format, such as a smartphone app or website

• Report on some aspects of user experience (eg, usability, user satisfaction, and user feedback)

• Report on factors that affected user experience

• Include participants aged ≥16 years (eg, child and adolescent samples were excluded)

• Report on an empirical study (eg, literature reviews that synthesized findings from other articles, columns, opinion pieces, comments or replies,
and editorials were excluded)

• Be a peer-reviewed article (eg, dissertations were excluded)

• Be written in English
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Textbox 2. Exclusion criteria.

• Report on interventions that have a mental health component but do not have mental health as a primary intervention target (eg, an app that is
primarily focused on physical pain symptoms, with a mental health component)

• Report on interventions that only serve as an appointment booking system for in-person therapy

• Report on interventions that are used as a component during an in-person session but cannot be used remotely outside of these sessions

• Articles published before January 1, 2010

The first exclusion criterion was added to identify barriers and
facilitators that would be applicable to DMHIs. For example,
a study that tests an app primarily focused on physical pain
symptoms, with a mental health component, may find physical
pain issues as a barrier to engaging with the app. It may not be
clear from the study whether this is a common barrier related
to DMHIs or interventions addressing physical pain.

The second and third exclusion criteria were added, as these
types of interventions were designed to be a part of in-person
sessions. It may not be clear from these studies whether users
would be willing or able to engage with DMHIs apart from
existing and traditional in-person sessions.

Finally, digital health interventions evolve rapidly [17,18], and
the review was focused on the current state of DMHIs.
Therefore, to avoid discussing on interventions or technologies
that are now potentially out of date, the review was limited to
contemporary studies published within the last 10 years (January
2010 to December 2019), a time frame that has been applied
previously for systematic reviews on digital health technologies
for mental illness [18].

Search Strategy
A literature search was conducted in multiple databases,
including SCOPUS, PubMed, PsycINFO, Web of Science, and
the Cochrane Library. On the basis of the inclusion criteria, a
search query was developed to include an article if its title or
abstract contained at least one keyword related to mental health,
at least one keyword related to digital interventions, and at least
one keyword related to user experience (Textbox 3; PRE/5
means that keywords were separated by a maximum of 5 words,
for example, online PRE/5 intervention means there were 5 or
less words between online and intervention).

The search query was built on keywords used in previous
reviews on the uptake of mental health technologies [11,19],
and additional keywords were added for the specific focus of
this review (ie, the third part of the query with keywords related
to user experience). The search terms for each database are
included in Multimedia Appendix 1. Searches were not limited
to the study design.

Textbox 3. Search query.

TITLE-ABS-KEY ( depress* OR anxiet* OR anxious OR mood OR “mental health” 

OR “psychological wellbeing” OR “mental wellbeing” OR “behavioral health” OR 

“mental illness” ) 

AND TITL E-ABS-KEY ( ( online PRE/5 intervention* ) OR ( online PRE/5 

treatment ) OR ( digital PRE/5 intervention* ) OR ( digital PRE/5 treatment )

OR ( mobile PRE/5 intervention* ) OR ( mobile PRE/5 treatment ) OR ( smartphone PRE/5 intervention* ) OR ( smartphone PRE/5
treatment ) OR ( web-based 

PRE/5 intervention* ) OR ( web-based PRE/5 treatment ) OR ( internet PRE/5 

intervention* ) OR ( internet PRE/5 treatment ) OR ( computer PRE/5 intervention* ) OR ( computer PRE/5 treatment ) OR ( cyber PRE/5 intervention* )
OR ( cyber PRE/5 treatment ) OR ( electronic PRE/5 intervention* ) OR ( electronic PRE/5 treatment ) OR ( mobile AND program* ) OR mhealth
OR ehealth OR mtherap* OR etherap* OR telehealth OR telemedicine OR “mobile app*” )

AND TITLE-ABS-KEY ( usability OR “user experience” OR evaluation* OR

engagement OR interface OR satisfaction OR usage OR adoption OR acceptability OR qualitative OR user perspective* OR barrier* OR interview*
OR focus group* )

Study Selection
The search results were uploaded to Rayyan [20], a web-based
software program for facilitating systematic reviews. Titles and
abstracts were screened against the inclusion criteria, and
excluded articles were labeled with reasons for exclusion.

The first author reviewed all titles and abstracts. Explicit
inclusion criteria were determined between the first 3 authors
a priori article selection to reduce coder bias. The coder (JB)

was a PhD researcher with years of research expertise in user
experience and thematic analysis.

A total of 6146 papers were extracted for the review. After the
removal of 77 duplicates, 6069 article titles and abstracts were
screened by the first author and discussed with the second and
third authors. Uncertainties about inclusion were resolved by
discussion among the first 3 authors, and reasons for exclusion
or inclusion of these articles were discussed.
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Furthermore, 480 full-text articles were reviewed, of which 208
met the inclusion criteria. Figure 1 shows a flow diagram of the
screening papers. The same inclusion and exclusion criteria
were used for reviewing the titles and abstracts in the screening
phase and reviewing the full-text articles in the eligibility phase.

Articles that were not available were either not available on the
web or were behind a paid firewall. Article types that were out
of scope did not report on an empirical study.

Although there is a risk of bias in studies, the review considered
all studies that met the inclusion criteria and included a large
variety of different study methodologies, including qualitative
studies with no reported quantitative outcomes. The primary
focus of this review was to establish themes across the literature
rather than extract the outcomes of quantitative studies.
Therefore, the risk of publication bias with significant results
is small compared with a meta-analysis of outcomes [21].

Figure 1. Flow diagram of article screening and inclusion.

Data Extraction
A data extraction template (Multimedia Appendix 2) was
developed for this review and piloted on 5 full-text papers. The
main data elements extracted included reported factors, barriers,
and facilitators to use and usage, such as retention and/or
completion rate of the research study. The data were used to
address the objective of the review to identify barriers and
facilitators that influence user engagement.

Other extracted data were intended to document study and
intervention characteristics, such as the type of technology and
whether the intervention was publicly available, the target
population, and the length of time that participants were able
to engage with the intervention during the study.

Quality Assessment
To account for the methodological variety of studies, the quality
of reporting tool by Carroll et al [22] was used to assess quality.
This tool has been used earlier in systematic reviews that include
qualitative and quantitative studies [23]. Using this tool, articles
were assessed on 4 criteria: (1) was the study design explained,
(2) was the recruitment and selection of participants explained
(eg, random sampling and convenience sampling), (3) were
details of the data collection method provided (eg, topic guides
for interviews, number of items in a survey, use of open or
closed items), and (4) were details of the analysis method
provided (ie, form of analysis rather than merely reporting data
were analyzed). Following the tool’s guidelines, studies were
considered to be adequately reported if a “yes” was assigned
to 2 or more of these criteria.
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Analysis
An inductive thematic analysis [24] was used to identify
common themes among these factors. This means that no
preexisting coding scheme was used; rather, codes were created
based on what emerged from the data.

We used a single coder approach, in which the first author
iteratively identified codes from the data and refined themes
throughout the analysis. Single coder approaches are
methodologically sound when they include checks on validity
and reliability [25]. For our analysis, validity and reliability
were assessed by reviewing a selection of codes and their
corresponding text with the second and third authors and by
refining the codes. This process is common in qualitative
research [26]. As we used emergent coding and there was no a
priori codebook, a single coder approach also allowed for
consistency of coding and interpretation of codes, and this
approach has been used in systematic reviews [21].

The first author began the analysis by systematically reviewing
each paper. For each paper, the following sections were
analyzed: abstract, results or findings, and discussion. Individual
codes were created each time a factor was described that affected
engagement with DMHIs.

Factors were considered a barrier or facilitator if it was explicitly
defined as a facilitator or barrier by the authors of the paper
and/or the description in the paper pointed to it being a barrier
or facilitator. For example, “participants reported they did not
use mental health apps because they had privacy concerns on
what would happen with their information.” In this instance,
privacy concerns are identified as barriers.

A spreadsheet was used to keep track of the emerging codes.
Each spreadsheet row corresponds to a single paper. The row

contains the raw text of the paper that includes the identified
factors and the initial codes. These codes were iteratively
reviewed and compared with the raw text they were extracted
from. Codes that referred to similar concepts, such as the ability
to personalize an intervention and customize an intervention,
were grouped together and given more descriptive names. As
an understanding of the data was developed, earlier data were
revisited to refine and combine codes, revalidating the
previously coded material. Finally, the final codes were grouped
into broader themes (eg, the roles of age, gender, and
employment status were grouped into the theme demographic
variables).

Results

Study Characteristics
As seen in Multimedia Appendix 2, the 208 articles included
in this review [27-237] reported on 2 types of user studies: (1)
69 studies were needs assessments that aimed to understand
user needs and attitudes toward DMHIs without or before
engaging with a specific intervention as part of a study and (2)
135 studies were evaluation studies that assessed users’
experience with a specific intervention over the course of the
study. In total, 4 articles included both needs assessment and
evaluation. Overall, 35 articles explored general user attitudes
about DMHIs without focusing on a specific technology,
whereas 173 studies focused on a specific technology (Table
1). Although all studies involved interventions for mental health,
some studies focused on a particular area: 45 studies focused
on depression, 22 studies focused on stress, 9 studies focused
on anxiety, 6 focused on eating disorders such as bulimia
nervosa, 4 studies focused on mood, and 2 studies focused on
loneliness.

Table 1. Type of technology studied in included articles.

Values, n (%)aType of technology

80 (38.5)Web based

57 (27.4)Smartphone based

9 (4.3)Computer based, but not web based

5 (2.4)Mobile phone (but not a smartphone)

2 (1.0)Wearable technology

2 (1.0)Tablet based

18 (8.7)Combination of technologies

aNot all studies mentioned a particular treatment; hence, the percentages do not add up to 100%.

Measures related to user engagement included time spent using
an intervention, number of log-ins, usability, acceptability, and
feasibility. The usability and acceptability of the technology
were assessed using qualitative methods and standard measures,
such as the survey based on the Unified Theory of Acceptance
and Use of Technology [27], the Mobile Application Rating
Scale [28], and the System Usability and After-Scenario
Questionnaire [29]. Feasibility was defined in these studies as
either completion of a program offered through the intervention
or retention rate, which is the number of people who completed
the research study as a proportion of the people who started the

study. In total, 42 studies employed qualitative interviews to
understand people’s user engagement.

Factors that influenced user engagement were assessed through
surveys (72/208, 34.6%), interviews (42/208, 20.2%), focus
groups (34/208, 16.3%), randomized controlled trials (23/208,
11.1%), field studies (8/208, 3.8%), workshops (3/208, 1.4%),
analysis of app usage data (7/208, 3.4%), and analysis of user
reviews (2/208, 1.0%), using both qualitative and quantitative
methods. For example, qualitative methods gathered subjective
user perceptions of what formed barriers and facilitators for
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them to engage with interventions. A quantitative approach
explored associations between variables, such as
sociodemographic factors and intervention usage data, user
satisfaction, and/or interest in using DMHIs.

The number of participants involved in these studies ranged
from 6 to more than 2 million. In total, 6 studies conducted a
secondary analysis of the usage data of an existing intervention
or health database. For these 6 studies, the sample size was
relatively large, ranging from 3158 to 2,171,325 users. Among
the remaining 202 studies, the sample size ranged between 6
and 1558 users. For instance, 25% (52/208) of the studies had
<18 participants, 49.5% (103/208) had <40 participants, and
75% (156/208) had <177 participants. The extent to which
participants were exposed to an intervention ranged from a short
demonstration before a focus group or survey to up to 1 year of
usage.

Quality Assessment
All studies were assessed as adequately reported (Multimedia
Appendix 3 [143,172]). Each study reported on the research
question, study design, and method of data collection. Overall,
11 studies did not report the recruitment and/or selection process
of study participants [30-40]. In addition, 11 studies did not

specify the analysis method used to analyze the data [33,41-50].
One study reported on the analysis method for the quantitative
data that were collected but not qualitative data [51].

Intervention Characteristics
Table 2 shows the types of technologies studied in the articles,
and Table 3 shows the types of treatments and/or resources
offered by the technology. Web- and smartphone-based
interventions were the most common, reported in 38.5%
(80/208) and 27.4% (57/208) of the papers, respectively. The
most common type of treatment is internet-based CBT. Other
treatments and features included acceptance and commitment
therapy, psychotherapy, positive psychological interventions,
meditation, peer support, resources, monitoring of symptoms,
and journaling.

The target population included students, transitional age youth
(aged 16-24 years), refugees, people who were homeless,
veterans diagnosed with post-traumatic stress disorder, mothers
with postpartum depression, patients being treated for a mental
illness or another health concern, older adults, and caregivers
and workers experiencing stress. Not all interventions specified
the target population.

Table 2. Type of technology studied in included articles.

Values, n (%)aType of technology

80 (38.5)Web-based

57 (27.4)Smartphone-based

9 (4.3)Computer-based, but not web-based

5 (2.4)Mobile phone (but not a smartphone)

2 (1.0)Wearable technology

2 (1.0)Tablet-based

18 (8.7)Combination of technologies

aNot all studies mentioned a particular treatment; hence, the percentages do not add up to 100%.

Table 3. Type of treatment and resources offered.

Values, n (%)aType of treatment or resources

30 (14.4)Cognitive behavioral therapy

23 (11.1)Informational or educational resources

17 (8.2)Counseling

12 (5.8)Self-tracking tools (eg, journaling, monitoring symptoms)

9 (4.3)Mindfulness

8 (2.9)Acceptance and commitment therapy

7 (3.4)Peer support (eg, peer chat)

4 (1.9)Text messaging (eg, reminders)

3 (1.4)Positive psychology interventions

1 (0.5)Prolonged exposure therapy

1 (0.5)Passive data collection

40 (19.2)Combination of treatments and/or resources

aNot all studies mentioned a particular treatment; hence, the percentages do not add up to 100%.
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Constructs Associated With User Engagement
Textbox 4 shows the high-level constructs derived from the
thematic analysis influencing user engagement with DMHIs,
where the numbers in parentheses show the number of articles
in which the constructs were identified. We caution that the
most frequently occurring constructs are not necessarily the
most important but rather indicate that more studies have
reported on this topic. Table 4 summarizes the main findings
associated with each construct. After several iterations of
grouping and coding, 16 larger groups remained: demographic

variables, personal traits, mental health status, beliefs, mental
health and technology experience and skills, integration into
life, type of content, perceived fit, perceived usefulness, level
of guidance, social connectedness, impact of intervention,
technology factors, privacy and confidentiality, social influence,
and implementation. These themes fit into 3 categories:
user-related factors, program-related factors, and factors related
to the technology and implementation environment. The next
section provides more detailed explanations. The full list of
factors belonging to each construct is included in Multimedia
Appendix 4.

Textbox 4. The constructs influencing user engagement, grouped as constructs related to the user, the program offered by the intervention, and the
technology and (implementation) environment. The numbers in parentheses indicate the number of articles in which the constructs occurred.

User

• Demographic variables (31)

• Personal traits (5)

• Mental health status (59)

• Beliefs (55)

• Mental Health and Technology Experience and Skills (33)

• Integration into life (42)

Program

• Type of content (54)

• Perceived fit (61)

• Perceived usefulness (35)

• Level of guidance (40)

• Social connectedness (53)

• Impact of intervention (62)

Technology and environment

• Technology factors (100)

• Privacy and confidentiality (47)

• Social influence (16)

• Implementation (39)
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Table 4. Summary of findings for each construct.

Summary of main findingsConstruct

User-related constructs

Overall, women were more likely to engage with DMHIsa than menDemographic variables (sociodemographic factors, such as age, gender,
and education)

The personality traits neuroticism, agreeableness, openness, and resis-
tance to change were associated with higher engagement, whereas
extraversion was associated with lower engagement

Personal traits (factors related to personality traits, such as neuroticism
and extraversion)

Severity of mental health symptoms increased the interest in DMHIs,
but symptoms related to depression, mood, and fatigue were a barrier
to actual engagement

Mental health status (factors related to the current mental health status of
the user, such as the type and severity of symptoms)

People’s positive beliefs about mental health help-seeking and tech-
nology-facilitated engagement

Beliefs (beliefs held by the user with regard to technology, mental health,
and mental health services)

Digital health literacy and positive experiences with mental health
services and technology were facilitators to engagement

Mental health and technology experience and skills (previous experience
the user has had with technology, mental health technology, and mental
health services and skills related to their digital or mental health or digital
health literacy)

Engagement was facilitated if people were able to integrate DMHI
use into their daily lives

Integration into life (the extent to which the user is able to find time and
space to use the intervention and make the intervention part of their routine
or life)

Program-related constructs

Engagement was facilitated if content was credible and if activities
offered by the DMHI were of an appropriate length (ie, not too short
or too long)

Type of content (the type of content and features offered by the interven-
tion)

Engagement was facilitated if information offered by a DMHI was
customizable and relevant to the user

Perceived fit (factors related to how well the intervention is appropriate
to the user’s culture and values and is adaptable to the user’s needs rather
than a one-size-fits-all solution)

Participants were more likely to engage with DMHIs if they under-
stood the data and knew how to use it

Perceived usefulness (factors related to expected benefits of using the
digital intervention over existing resources)

Guided interventions, either through a human therapist or automated
reminders to use a DMHI, had higher engagement than unguided in-
terventions

Level of guidance (the level of guidance offered by the intervention on
how [eg, when, how often] to use it, for example, through notifications or
a coach)

Being able to connect with other people through a DMHI facilitated
engagement

Social connectedness (the extent to which the intervention connects or
isolates the user with or from others)

DMHI engagement was facilitated if participants experienced a posi-
tive impact as a result of using a DMHI, such as the improvement of
symptoms

Impact of intervention (the impact that intervention usage had on the user,
such as an improvement or exacerbation of mental health symptoms [as
measured by a validated survey scale])

Technology- and environment-related constructs

Technical issues were a common barrier to engagementTechnology-related factors (factors related to the technology through
which the intervention is offered, such as the resources and costs required
to use it, usability, and technical issues experienced by the user)

Engagement was facilitated if participants had a sense that the digital
platform was private and anonymous, and they could safely disclose
information

Privacy and confidentiality (factors related to data security, storage, con-
fidentiality, and privacy of the digital intervention)

Participants were more likely to use DMHIs if people close to them,
such as family and friends, thought they should use DMHIs

Social influence (factors from the users’ social environment, such as per-
ceptions held by their peers, family, and health care provider, that influence
their intention to use an intervention)

DMHI engagement was facilitated if people were trained on how to
use it

Implementation (factors related to the implementation of the intervention
that affects use, such as the availability of user training, the phase of the
user’s mental health care–seeking process during which the intervention
is introduced or accessed and characteristics of the health care organization
supporting the DMHI)

aDMHI: digital mental health intervention.
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User-Related Constructs
User-related factors refer to factors related to the user, such as
personal beliefs, skills, and experiences.

Demographic Variables
Some demographic variables were found to be associated with
DMHI engagement. Studies that found an effect of gender
showed that women were more likely to adopt and engage with
interventions [44,52-68]. Overall, 8 studies saw an effect of
age: 2 studies found that people aged ≤50 years engaged more
with interventions than older adults [66,67]. These 2 studies
used a relatively large sample size (1,139 and 2,171,325), and
participants were exposed to the intervention for up to 1 year.
A total of 6 studies found that higher engagement was seen with
adults aged ≥30 years [54,57,64,65,69-71]. These studies had
a smaller sample size (samples ranged from 74 to 577 people),
and participants engaged with the intervention for shorter
periods (up to 12 weeks). Age was also found to influence
interest and expectations: users’ interest in using digital therapy
interventions increased with age [72], and Krause et al [58]
found that older people have higher expectations of
interventions.

Chudy-Onwugaje et al [73] found that age has an interacting
effect with people’s depression symptoms. For people aged ≤40
years, adherence increased with depressive symptoms, but there
was no association between depressive symptoms and adherence
in people aged >40 years. Although the reasons for this
interaction were unclear from the study, the authors of the article
theorize that the effect of symptoms may interact with familiarity
with technology, with younger people being more comfortable
using technology.

Other demographic variables associated with user engagement
were as follows: (1) employment status, with people who
worked full time more likely to use the intervention than people
who were retired [66] or unemployed [54,68]; (2) education,
with participants with higher education reporting more
acceptance of interventions than people with lower education
(a high school diploma or lower) [74-76]; and (3) housing
situation, with people who were experiencing homelessness
responding less to messages sent by a phone intervention
compared with individuals with stable housing [55].

Personal Traits
Certain personality traits were associated with willingness and
interest in using DMHIs. People who scored high on neuroticism
and agreeableness of the Big 5 personality traits were more
interested in using smartphone apps to reduce stress [77]. In a
different survey reported in the same article, neuroticism was
strongly linked to self-reported stress. The cooperative nature
of agreeable people made it easier to accept new technology.

In addition, extraversion was a predictor of lower likelihood to
prefer web-based mental health services over in-person services
[72]. People who scored high on extraversion preferred to meet
and connect with a doctor in person. Other personality
characteristics associated with user engagement were resistance
to change and openness to experience [56]. Higher openness
predicted higher engagement with mindfulness and relaxation

interventions. Contrary to the hypothesis made by the authors
of the article that higher resistance to change would lead to
resistance to adopting a new health behavior, higher resistance
instead predicted higher adherence. Once people started using
the intervention, a higher resistance to change facilitated
commitment to continue using the intervention.

Mental Health Status
A total of 59 studies reported that people’s mental health status
plays a role in participants’ interest in and use of a digital
intervention. First, certain mental health symptoms appeared
to inhibit people’s motivation and/or ability to interact with an
intervention. Depressive symptoms [78] and low mood [79], as
measured by validated scales, have been reported as barriers
for people to access and use web-based resources. Study
participants reported that feeling tired also negatively affected
their motivation and ability to use an intervention [44,80].
Second, the severity of these symptoms was related to
engagement with digital interventions. In needs assessment
studies, participants were more willing to use DMHIs if their
symptoms were more severe [38,53,62,71,81,82]. However,
evaluation studies have shown that more severe symptoms
hamper actual engagement with digital interventions
[51,56,83-101]. Depending on the type and severity of a person’s
mental health symptoms, studies that involved health care
providers supporting digital intervention use reported that there
was sometimes a need for face-to-face contact, as issues could
be difficult to address remotely via a digital platform [102-104].

Beliefs
Beliefs refer to preexisting beliefs the user has about mental
health help-seeking [88], their need for help [51,105-107], the
acknowledgment of having mental health needs [88], and using
technology for mental health treatment [38,93,108,109]. For
example, preexisting beliefs of needing help for mental health
needs and having a positive perception about mental health
help-seeking facilitated participants’ engagement with an
intervention. However, even if people acknowledged a perceived
need for help and were willing to seek help, engagement with
a particular intervention was then affected by a person’s
preconceived belief about whether a digital intervention would
be effective [79,104,110-112]. In 2 studies, participants did not
want to use a digital intervention because technology was seen
as a stimulant and distracting [113,114].

Mental Health and Technology Experience and Skills
A positive prior experience with technology [115,116], mental
health services [54,74,104,117-119], and mental health
technology [72,120,121] facilitated people’s intention to use
interventions, as well as actual engagement. A negative prior
experience formed a barrier to engaging with a DMHI
[74,117,122], whereas a positive experience increased
participants’ engagement [54,72,104,115,116,118-121].

Mental health literacy refers to knowledge about mental health
symptoms and appropriate treatment options [238]. Digital
literacy refers to the skills required to use technology [239].
Digital health literacy refers to the ability to use technology to
find and use health resources [240]. Participants’ mental health
literacy [123], digital literacy [88,103,104,122,124-127], and
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digital health literacy [103,127] influenced the extent to which
they were able to adapt and engage with DMHIs: for each type
of literacy; higher literacy was associated with higher
engagement.

Integration Into Life
Users reported that their engagement was affected by the extent
to which they were able to integrate an intervention into their
daily lives. Barriers that limited use included that participants
felt they lacked time [44,128-131] or constantly forgot to use
an intervention [93,95,129], participants felt the intervention
took too much time to use [132-134], and participants
experienced difficulties establishing a routine of use that worked
for them [130,135].

Access to a private space to access mental health resources also
affected the extent to which participants could integrate an
intervention into their lives. In 3 studies, participants mentioned
that as opposed to going to a health care provider office, it was
challenging to find a private space at home or work to use an
intervention, which formed a barrier to engaging with it
[136-138].

Studies have also found difficulties among users in integrating
the information and tips offered by the intervention into their
lives. For example, Jonathan et al [139] evaluated a smartphone
app for people with serious mental illness. Participants who
spent most of their day indoors without leaving their house had
a hard time trying to use the tips in actual real-life scenarios.

Summary of User-Related Constructs
In summary, user engagement with DMHIs is partly influenced
by factors related to the users themselves. Demographic
variables such as age, gender, employment, education, and
housing situation can affect user engagement. The personality
traits neuroticism, agreeableness, openness, and resistance to
change facilitated engagement, whereas extraversion was a
barrier.

If mental health symptoms were more severe, participants were
more interested in using DMHIs, but symptoms related to
depression, low mood, and tiredness prevented engagement.
People’s beliefs about and past experiences with mental health
services and technology were facilitators if these beliefs and
experiences were positive, and they formed a barrier if these
beliefs and experiences were negative. Participants’ literacy in
understanding mental health and using technology facilitated
their ability to use DMHIs, and any further engagement
depended on the extent to which people were able to integrate
it into their daily lives.

Program-Related Constructs
The second group of constructs is related to the type of therapy
or content offered through the DMHI.

Type of Content
Higher satisfaction with the type of content and features offered
increased user engagement. Uncertainty about the credibility
of the information, which related to the evidence base of the
intervention and the source of information, was a barrier
[74,88,127,140-143]. Other factors related to the modality

through which content was delivered, with some participants
preferring to have audio or video options in addition to text-only
information [144] and whether the content was considered by
users to have a supportive, nonjudgmental tone [51,145,146].

Some interventions offered programs of a fixed length or time
commitment, such as a CBT program consisting of 8 weekly
sessions. The length of the program as well as the length of
individual sessions played a role in participants’ satisfaction
and their motivation to continue with the program
[88,138,147-151]. In 2 studies evaluating a self-guided CBT
program for 8 weeks, the length and pace of modules negatively
impacted user motivation [88], and participants reported
preference for more concise modules [148], although the articles
did not attempt to identify an ideal module length. In other
studies evaluating a CBT program that included in-person
sessions with a therapist, some participants reported preference
for both longer individual therapy sessions (greater than the
standard 50-70 minutes) [151] and duration of treatment to
maximize benefit [150].

Perceived Fit
Perceived fit refers to the extent to which users felt the
intervention was appropriate and relevant to their culture and
values and/or targeted to people similar to them, rather than a
one-size-fits-all solution. This fit was, for example, facilitated
by relevance of information to their current situation
[14,46,150,152-157] and the ability to customize or personalize
the intervention [30,46,83,84,122,134,135,138,158-165]. A
facilitating factor was whether users were able to identify with
the people presented in the intervention [166], which could be
coaches or instructors, or examples of people with similar
experiences. Factors that make the information relevant and in
a language suitable to the user included culturally appropriate
content [133,167,168], reading level suitable to the user [168],
and content presented with limited jargon or technical language
[169].

Perceived Usefulness
Perceived usefulness refers to the user’s experience with an
intervention and their perceptions of whether the intervention
would be useful to them. This perception was facilitated by
whether users were able to understand the data presented to
them [104,117,170], whether it was clear what action they
should take [129,133,154,155,166], and whether the intervention
provided a clear advantage over past or current care received
[103,117,121,155,171]. Identified facilitators were easier access
to services that users would otherwise not have access to
[103,173] and the eliminated need to travel a long distance to
a health center [121].

Level of Guidance
The level of guidance refers to the extent to which users were
guided to use an intervention, for example, through reminders
or a web-based supporter, holding them accountable to regularly
engage with the content. A facilitating factor in using DMHIs
was whether the use of the intervention increased locus of
control, meaning that users felt more ownership over their own
health [14,84,95,124,174,175]. However, for interventions that
were completely self-guided, participants experienced difficulty
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engaging with them and at times neglected to use the
intervention [44,95]. Participants expressed a need to receive
more structured use, for example, through app reminders or a
human coach checking on them on a regular basis
[49,50,113,122,133,137,139,148,150,163,175-182]. In 6 studies,
users stated that they would prefer if an intervention served as
a complement to existing, in-person therapy rather than a
replacement for in-person therapy [30,122,134,139,166,183].

Social Connectedness
The effect that an intervention had on participants’ sense of
social connectedness was found to facilitate user engagement.
For example, being able to connect to peers or have regular
contact with a personal therapist through DMHIs facilitated
engagement in 18 studies [14,32,33,104,114,122,125,
133,156,184-194]. In 6 studies, a noted barrier among both users
and service providers was a concern about social avoidance,
that is, a concern that people might use self-guided interventions
in lieu of coming into a clinic in person and engaging in therapy
or group sessions [78,104,122,133,138,195]. For therapy
interventions, where study participants were introduced to
therapists who they did not know before using the intervention,
the extent to which participants could connect emotionally
(therapeutic alliance) with the therapist-influenced engagement.
Participants’ ratings of the quality of the emotional connection
were positively related to the number of log-ins, frequency of
self-monitoring mood, and completion of therapy [196].

Impact of Intervention
Participants reported that the perceived changes they
experienced in their mental health as a result of using an
intervention affected their further engagement. Perceived
symptom improvement facilitated further engagement
[89,95,103,145,146,189,197-199], whereas exacerbation of
symptoms negatively impacted engagement [49,93,104,200].
Other negative impacts of the intervention were also observed
as barriers to ongoing user engagement. For example, in 2
studies, some information that was shared within the digital
intervention was found to trigger difficult memories or emotions
[150], participants were uncomfortable with exercises or
information [80], or participants were exposed to negative
comments by other users [150].

Another facilitating factor was whether the intervention
normalized people’s experiences [79,139,157,190,201], for
instance, by providing examples of other people with similar
experiences. Additional positive effects that could facilitate
engagement were an increased insight into users’ health
[79,84,114,124,134,138-140,158,176,202-205], a feeling of
empowerment over being in control of their health
[14,32,84,93,95,104,117,122,124,170,174,175,196,206,207],
improved skills [89,189,198,208-211], such as managing
negative emotions, and an improvement of participants’existing
relationships with others [182,205].

Summary of Program-Related Constructs
In summary, the content offered by a DMHI had to be credible
and ideally offered in more than one modality. Participants
engaged with DMHIs if they felt the intervention was a good
fit, which could be facilitated if content was relevant, and the

DMHI was customizable, culturally appropriate, and used a
language that was understandable to the participant. Engagement
was facilitated by participants’ perception of whether a DMHI
was useful, which included whether they were able to understand
the data and how to use it, and whether a DMHI provided a
clear advantage over resources they already had access to.

Guided DMHIs had higher engagement than unguided
interventions, and participants liked being able to connect with
other people, although some studies identified concerns that
DMHIs could be used to avoid in-person contact. The negative
and positive impacts of DMHI use could form barriers and
facilitators, respectively, to further engagement.

Technology- and Environment-Related Constructs
The third group of constructs refers to factors related to the
technology itself or the implementation of the technology.

Technology-Related Factors
Technology-related factors refer to factors related to the
technology through which the intervention was offered. The
primary barrier to engagement noted in 25 studies was users’
experience of technical issues [44,50,80,92,100,103,118,
129,138,155,172,179,185,195,205,208,212-220], such as a
mobile app crashing and shutting down unexpectedly; in 3
studies, participants did not have the resources required to use
an intervention [171,221,222]. In 7 studies, participants
expressed concerns over the eventual costs associated with using
an intervention [85,93,104,123,165,223,224]. Costs could be
related to the need for a smartphone, having internet access, or
making purchases through the app. Usability issues formed a
barrier to engaging with an intervention [46,50,
78,84,148-150,157,159,170,224-228]. Examples of usability
issues were difficulty finding information in an intervention
[78], a time-consuming process to log in to an intervention
[159], and difficulty navigating within an intervention [150,157].

In addition to technical issues that formed barriers to
engagement, there were also factors related to technology that
facilitated the use of mental health resources and support.
Facilitating factors made possible by the technology used were
the flexibility of being able to access resources at any location
[47,127] at any time [41,93,97,124,129,134,167,229-233] and
having a temporal record of health data, such as symptoms, that
users were able to track and access over time [176,180].

Privacy and Confidentiality
Privacy and confidentiality relate to how data were stored and
shared and whether users felt safe and comfortable to disclose
confidential information through an intervention. In 2 studies,
participants were uncomfortable about their physical location
being recorded [180,234], and in a study by Nicholas et al [234],
participants were more comfortable with health information
being recorded such as sleep and mood than personal data being
recorded such as social activity and communication logs.

Accessing mental health resources via a digital platform raised
concerns regarding privacy. Facilitators of user engagement
and feeling safe to disclose information included assurance that
the digital platform was private and participants’ information
could not be easily accessed by third parties [129,158,205,235].
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Participants in 5 studies expressed that concerns about
confidentiality formed a barrier to engagement
[51,104,127,236,237]. A facilitator to create a safe environment
was moderation of the intervention [140], which means that a
person was monitoring and moderating the content shared by
and between users within an intervention.

Anonymity was found to be both a facilitator and a barrier to
engagement. Overall, 7 studies listed anonymity, meaning that
users could share and receive information anonymously, as a
facilitating factor to engage and encourage disclosure of
information [41,88,129,137,141,148,232]. However, anonymity
could also make it more difficult for participants to trust a coach
who they did not know [85,127]. In these studies, participants
interacted with the coach through text, and there was the option
to disclose names, but neither side could see each other. Other
study participants were concerned about whether an intervention
was truly anonymous if it was used in a small setting, with a
limited number of known users [137]. Anonymity was also
more important for people who were older and who had previous
experience with medical treatment [127].

Social Influence
Users’ engagement was facilitated by whether the intervention
was endorsed by other users [43] or peers [211,241], their
friends and family [97], or their current health care provider
[152,161,242]. However, if participants felt forced by others to
use an intervention, it deterred them from using it [103]. If an
intervention was used as part of ongoing in-person therapy, the
way that therapists used or were willing to use an intervention
influenced participants’ engagement with an intervention
[84,103,127,150,169,212,243]. The adoption of an intervention
as part of therapy depended on the therapist’s digital literacy
skills [244,245], their past experience with mental health
technology [120], and the ability to easily integrate its use into
their practice as a provider [132,195,205,211,224,226,246].

Implementation
Although most studies in this review (93%, 194/208) primarily
focused on factors related to the user and the intervention itself,
14 studies also described factors related to the implementation
of the intervention. Examples included whether users received
training on how to use the intervention [115,247] and if it was
introduced early on or at a later stage in ongoing therapy.
Participants in a study by Graham et al [68] used an intervention
to support their mental health while in treatment for substance
use. These participants found the intervention more useful at a
later stage, as they felt the user was likely more familiar with
their health and better able to make sense of the information
provided by the intervention. Two other studies found that
participants engaged more with an intervention if they were just
starting treatment [104,178]. Two studies found that the way
in which the intervention was labeled and introduced to users
also mattered. For example, the term mental health was disliked
by participants [248], and participants reported that they would
be more likely to use an app if it was meant for well-being and
mental fitness rather than mental health [37]. Other
implementation factors were administrative barriers
[42,118,129,211] and barriers related to the organization in
which the intervention was or would be implemented

[118,122,135]. Examples of administrative barriers were
inadequate staffing and poor communication among staff
members. An example of organizational barriers was a lack of
support for DMHIs among managers.

Summary of Technology- and Environment-Related
Constructs
In summary, although DMHIs introduced technical and usability
issues that could form a barrier for participants to engage, the
digital format also provided flexibility to access resources
anywhere at any time and to have a record of health data. It was
important that information was private and that participants
could safely disclose information anonymously, although
complete anonymity also made it more difficult to trust other
people on the platform. Negative and positive opinions held by
other people about DMHIs could form a barrier and facilitator,
respectively, to engagement, and if DMHIs were to be used as
part of ongoing therapy, the therapists’ past experience with
DMHIs and the ability to integrate it into their practice played
a role in user engagement. Finally, successful implementation
facilitated user engagement. Providing training on how to use
DMHIs and labeling an intervention for well-being or mental
fitness (as opposed to mental health) can help users engage with
DMHIs more. Participants may be more engaged with DMHIs
if they are just starting treatment, but the identified benefit of
introducing DMHIs at a later stage is that users may be more
knowledgeable about their health and better able to make sense
of their health information.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study aims to synthesize the literature on DMHIs and
summarize the identified factors affecting user engagement with
DMHIs. This review identifies 3 key areas that all contribute
to DMHI engagement: (1) user characteristics, such as severe
mental health symptoms, can form a barrier to engagement; (2)
users’ experience of the program or content, with participants
more likely to engage if they perceive the program to be useful
and a good fit to them; and (3) the technology and
implementation environment, such as technical issues being a
common barrier to engaging with DMHIs. Providing content
that is relevant and customizable according to personal
preferences and offering technical assistance and/or training are
important to achieve engagement. However, although these
considerations may increase interest and uptake of DMHIs, it
is important to understand whether characteristics specific to
the user, such as their symptoms, will affect motivation to
engage with these interventions. We first discuss the 3 key areas
in more detail in the following three subsections; compare our
constructs with other models on user engagement; and then
discuss implications for researchers, developers, and health
service providers.

User Constructs
Individual differences among users can affect engagement,
including demographic variables such as age and gender,
personality traits, mental health status, beliefs about mental
health and DMHIs, experience with technology and mental
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health, and people’s ability to integrate DMHI use into their
lives. Although the severity of symptoms may increase interest
in engaging with health interventions [249], symptoms related
to depression, mood, and tiredness were found to hamper actual
engagement. This contrast may point to the unique implications
that mental health symptoms can have on engagement with
DMHIs.

The contrasting role of symptom severity between studies
highlights the importance of understanding how people who
would be more interested in DMHIs and may benefit more from
its use are not limited by their symptoms to actually engage
with these interventions. The contrast also illustrates the
importance of including users at various stages of the design
process, as people may be interested in the concept of a DMHI
but may not be able to actually engage with it because of the
nature of their symptoms.

Although studies looking at DMHI usage over 1 year found that
younger people were more engaged with DMHIs, shorter
research studies (ie, up to 12 weeks) found that older people
were more engaged. Potentially, older adults perform better on
study adherence, and younger people continue to engage more
with an intervention long term, although the different
interventions and settings make it difficult to make a direct
comparison between these studies.

Program Constructs
Engagement with DMHIs was facilitated if participants liked
the type of content; they perceived a DMHI to be a good fit for
them and perceived it to be useful; there was a level of guidance
on how to use it, it facilitated social connectedness, and it had
a positive impact, such as improvement of symptoms.

Level of Guidance
Guided interventions typically have higher engagement than
unguided interventions. However, human guidance can be
resource intensive, and it may not always be possible or feasible
to provide the desired level of guidance. Although human
support enhances engagement more than automated means such
as email reminders [250], several studies included in our review
found that such automated reminders not only facilitated
engagement but were also experienced positively by users.
Automated reminders to use an intervention may therefore be
a low-cost alternative to human support. The benefits of
automated reminders may depend on the type of support and
the type of barriers they are designed to address. Short text-based
reminders may be suitable for in-the-moment interventions
[251] and may be useful to address barriers to forgetting to use
an intervention. On the other hand, human support may be more
suitable for addressing the lack of motivation and facilitating
social connectedness.

Furthermore, appropriate time commitments differ for
self-guided exercises versus guided sessions. Participants across
studies preferred shorter self-guided modules but longer guided
therapy sessions. Finally, personalization may also meet
different preferences. People who find videos or text-based
material time consuming may be more engaged with shorter
actionable exercises, whereas people with a preference for
synchronous communication may engage more when they get

dedicated time on one-on-one sessions. It would be worthwhile
to further explore how engagement can be encouraged in
self-guided interventions.

Social Connectedness
An important facilitator was whether a DMHI facilitated social
connectedness and enabled the user to interact with other people.
Previous work has shown that social support through social
networks not only increases engagement but may also have a
positive effect on depression symptoms [221,222]. However,
in some studies in this review, mental health service users and
providers were concerned that technology would facilitate social
avoidance if people were to use a digital intervention in lieu of
engaging in face-to-face individual or group therapy. It appears
that it is important that an intervention allows users to connect
with other people with whom they may have otherwise not
connected, rather than replacing any existing face-to-face
contact. For example, people can access a mental health app if
they are not able to speak to someone in person about their
concerns [175].

Technology and Environment Constructs
Offering mental health resources through technology offers both
barriers and facilitators. Technical issues and concerns about
privacy were common barriers, but technology also offered
flexibility and could facilitate anonymity. Furthermore, the
environmental context in which DMHIs are to be used are
important to consider. Participants were more likely to use
DMHIs if people close to them thought they should use it and
if they received training on how to use it.

Anonymity
Anonymity was a prominent topic among studies but engaging
with an intervention anonymously was seen as both a barrier to
and facilitator of engagement, sometimes within the same study.
This difference can be explained by factors related to the user,
the type of implementation setting, and the type of intervention
features that were anonymous, as outlined in the following
paragraph.

First, a facilitating aspect of an anonymous intervention was
that study participants found it less stigmatizing than seeing a
live or in-person therapist. Anonymity may be an important
facilitator for people who have experienced stigma and
embarrassment, which is known to be a barrier to help-seeking
for mental health concerns [2,3]. Similarly, prior work on mental
health discourse on the web found that anonymity does not
hinder the social support that people receive on their posts,
which can facilitate open conversations, and that social media
may be particularly useful for stigmatic illnesses such as mental
health [252]. Second, the study setting matters. Interventions
that are used in a relatively small setting may give a false sense
of anonymity if it is possible for users to find out who else is
using the intervention, for example, through content shared
within the intervention or by seeing someone use it [108], which
is important to consider for intimate settings, such as schools,
workplaces, or small communities. Third, on community forums,
where users could share their experiences and comment on other
users’posts, overall anonymity was seen as a facilitator to safely
disclose information. In one-on-one sessions, however, where
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the user interacted with a coach or therapist but neither side
could see each other, anonymity made it more difficult to
establish a relationship and trust compared with a face-to-face
session.

These differing perceptions shed light on an important trade-off.
Should an intervention strive to be anonymous to address stigma
and potential embarrassment or focus on allowing people to
establish a trusted relationship with someone? This decision
may depend on the objective of the intervention and whether
anonymity is possible in the context in which it is to be used.
Alternatively, a hybrid form or multiple options can be
considered and offered. For example, forums with a larger
number of users can be anonymous, whereas a private
one-on-one session with a therapist can include telehealth
options to allow for therapeutic alliance building between the
user and therapist. The Supportive Accountability Model [250]
also proposes that engagement is enhanced if human coaches
are seen as trustworthy and that users may disclose more in
computer-mediated than face-to-face communication. Although
Mohr et al [250] argue that providing additional information
about individuals, such as photographs, may reduce these types
of benefits of this type of mediated communication, it may be
important to establish initial trust with a coach or therapist.
Additional research is needed to understand how best to support
trust in DMHIs.

Privacy
A previous review of user engagement with mental health apps
theorized that one reason for low engagement is that these apps
do not consider user privacy [15]. In our review, privacy was
discussed in terms of data storage and sharing but also with
respect to the physical environment in which these interventions
were to be used. Delivering mental health support through a
digital platform was found to increase a sense of privacy in
some studies, but in other studies, it was associated with a
decreased sense of privacy. The study participants stated that
they could access care more privately, without anyone knowing
about it. In line with previous work [2], this again indicates that
privacy can be important for people who experience stigma for
or reluctance to help-seeking. Although participants’ living
situation was not explicitly discussed in these studies, when
compared with other studies, it is likely that participants were
able to engage with these interventions in physically private
settings. In other studies where people did not have access to a
private space, a lack of privacy was a barrier to engagement.
For example, study participants evaluating an app that delivered
remote web-based therapy felt that they could disclose more in
a closed therapist office than through a web-based intervention
at home where other people in their household could see or
disrupt them [136]. Study participants who used a mental health
intervention in the workplace [137] said privacy was not
possible, as colleagues could see what someone was doing at
their desk and when they were interacting with the intervention.

These differing experiences highlight that technology can
overcome existing privacy barriers of seeking mental health
care but can also introduce other privacy issues, and users’
situational context (ie, where they are physically accessing the
digital intervention) should be taken into account.

Comparison With Other Models of Technology and
Digital Health Intervention Engagement
Some of the themes identified in this review overlap with
previous models conceptualizing engagement with digital health
interventions, as well as general technology acceptance and
health behavior, such as the Efficiency Model of Support [251],
Technology Acceptance Model [253], and Health Belief Model
[249].

For instance, the Efficiency Model of Support [251] states that
human support increases engagement in the context of the use
of digital health interventions when it addresses 1 of 5 failure
points: usability, implementation, fit, engagement, and
knowledge. These broadly map to our constructs of technology
factors, integration into life, perceived fit, beliefs, and
experience, and skills. The implementation failure point in the
efficiency model pertained to whether the user can apply
knowledge gained from an intervention in their lives. Our review
extends this concept, in that we found that an important issue
is whether users can integrate the actual use of the intervention
into their everyday routines.

Our findings are in line with the Technology Acceptance Model,
which explains that users’ decisions to accept and use a
technology are influenced by perceived usefulness, ease of use,
and social influence of others. The Health Belief Model explains
that adoption of health interventions is, among things, influenced
by a person’s belief in the severity of their illness or health
symptoms and the perceived benefits of seeking treatment for
these symptoms, which map onto our constructs of beliefs and
impact of the intervention. Themes revealed in this review,
which have not been highlighted in these previous models, are
the level of guidance, integration into life, and social
connectedness. This gap may be explained by the way in which
mental health interventions were intended to be used. To be
effective, most DMHIs were intended to be used regularly by
users on their own. This characteristic introduces the challenge
for people to integrate it into their routine and have the discipline
to use it regularly; therefore, the level of guidance provided
within the intervention may have a particularly salient effect
on engagement. Social connectedness may be especially
important for mental health interventions, as it can improve
mood [254] and help combat depression [255].

Implications
In this review, we have synthesized the literature on DMHIs to
identify common factors influencing user engagement. This
synthesis can be described as follows.

• Researchers can use these factors to develop constructs that
are important to measure when evaluating DMHIs. More
concretely, it is important to capture user characteristics,
users’ experience of the program and content, and details
regarding the implementation setting. These constructs may
help explain why someone would use one DMHI over
another and may help evaluate how engaging a DMHI will
be.

• Developers can use these factors to facilitate engagement
with DMHIs. Specifically, when developing a DMHI, it is
important to understand the specific characteristics of the
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target audience, for example, if the severity of the
audience’s symptoms can form a barrier to engagement; to
tailor the program to the audience, such as offering the
option to customize content; and to address issues related
to the technology and environment, for example, by
mitigating technical issues and providing technical
assistance.

• Mental health service providers, such as clinicians, can use
this overview as guidance to select interventions that are
appropriate for their clients or help guide their clients in
selecting suitable interventions. For example, it is important
to consider whether an intervention can be easily integrated
into clients' lives and routines. In addition,Multimedia
Appendix 2, which shows the full data set, can be used to
filter the study setting, target population, and symptoms to
see which barriers and facilitators have been observed for
similar settings and populations.

The themes highlighted in this review identify factors that can
facilitate engagement and barriers that should be considered to
facilitate the successful implementation of a digitally mediated
mental health intervention.

Limitations
We did not limit this review to particular study designs. As
such, this review takes a much broader look at what factors
influence engagement with digital mental health technologies
rather than focusing on a single research method or technology.
However, because of the heterogeneity of the included studies,
we were unable to conduct a meta-analysis. In addition, there
was inconsistency across studies in measures used to assess
user engagement, such as the number of log-ins to an
intervention, the length of continuing to engage with it, the total
time spent using an intervention, or a self-reported measure of

engagement by participants. This inconsistency has been found
to be an issue in previous reviews on the user engagement of
DMHIs [11,256]. This review was limited to peer-reviewed
empirical articles. Although the review included articles that
evaluated people’s experience with both research interventions
and commercially available DMHIs, it is possible that some
interventions may have been missed.

Finally, this review was conducted before the global COVID-19
pandemic. There may be unique factors that are pandemic
related that make DMHI engagement more or less likely. For
example, stay-at-home orders may exacerbate feelings of social
isolation and make people more likely to engage with apps that
increase social connectedness. On the other hand, it may also
introduce additional barriers to finding a private space to use
DMHIs if sheltering in place with others. The results presented
in this review should be interpreted and used to understand
DMHI engagement before and after the pandemic. A future
review could be conducted solely during the pandemic period,
and it could be compared with this review to understand DMHI
use outside versus during a pandemic.

Conclusions
Previous studies have shown the potential of DMHIs to improve
mental health. However, for these interventions to be clinically
effective, they require engagement by users in real-world
settings. Across the studies reviewed, we identified 16 common
factors that affect user engagement. Further research on DMHIs
can use these factors as guidelines when evaluating interventions
with users, and future interventions can be developed with these
factors in mind. By understanding the factors that affect
engagement, targeted strategies can be developed to overcome
addressable barriers and work toward the successful
implementation of these interventions.
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Abstract

Background: As the use of technology to deliver health services is increasing rapidly and has further intensified during the
COVID-19 pandemic, these initiatives may fail if ethical impacts are not fully identified and acted upon by practitioners. Ignoring
the ethical impacts of information and communication technology health service delivery creates an unintended risk for patients
and can lead to reduced effectiveness, noncompliance, and harm, undermining the best intentions of governments and clinicians.

Objective: Our aim was to explore how ethical considerations or impacts may be different, greater, or more variable in information
and communication technology methods versus face-to-face health care delivery models, and how they may be applied in practice.

Methods: We undertook a systemic literature review to provide a critical overview of existing research into the incorporation
of ethical principles into telehealth practice. Six databases were searched between March 2016 to May 2016 and again in December
2020 to provide the benefit of currency. A combination of broad terms (“ethics,” “ethical,” “health,” and “care”) with the restrictive
terms of “telehealth” and “telemedicine” was used in keyword searches. Thematic analysis and synthesis of each paper was
conducted, aligned to the framework developed by Beauchamp and Childress.

Results: From the 49 papers reviewed, authors identified or discussed the following ethical principles in relation to telehealth
practice: autonomy (69% of authors, 34/49), professional–patient relationship (53% of authors, 26/49), nonmaleficence (41% of
authors, 20/49), beneficence (39%, of authors, 19/49), and justice (39% of authors, 19/49).

Conclusions: Although a small number of studies identified ethical issues associated with telehealth practice and discussed
their potential impact on service quality and effectiveness, there is limited research on how ethical principles are incorporated
into clinical practice. Several studies proposed frameworks, codes of conduct, or guidelines, but there was little discussion or
evidence of how these recommendations are being used to improve ethical telehealth practice.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e25698)   doi:10.2196/25698

KEYWORDS

telehealth; ethics; telemedicine; ethical; telecare; review; patient experience; care; effectiveness; framework

Introduction

This literature review provides a critical overview of the existing
research into the incorporation of ethical principles into
telehealth practice because in the last decade, the use of
information and communication technology (ICT) to deliver
health services has rapidly grown into a rich tapestry of
applications. Governments have sought to reduce health care

expenditure and improve efficiency and access to care by the
use of telephone, video, remote monitoring, or online methods
[1]. Health service responses to the recent COVID-19 pandemic
have further accelerated the use of telehealth globally, increasing
the need for research and effective knowledge transfer
mechanisms. Evaluations of telehealth programs have focused
on the promises of telehealth, such as improved efficacy,
efficiency, and clinical outcomes. Less research has focused on
the potential perils of telehealth and the potentially negative,
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harmful, or unethical impacts of this type of service delivery
[2]. The ethical considerations in ICT methods may be different,
greater, or more variable as compared to face-to-face care
models. The “major polarities of the medical practice,” including
“respect for the patient, health-care quality and humaneness, as
well as aiming at matching the needs of the whole population
equitably” [3] are complicated by concerns about patient
autonomy, the altered nature of the professional–patient
relationship, the lack of the human touch in care, and the
medicalization of the home environment [3,4]. Ignoring ethical
impacts of ICT health service delivery creates unintended risk
for patients and can lead to reduced effectiveness,
noncompliance, and harm, undermining the best intentions of
governments and clinicians [5,6].

For the purposes of this review the definition of telehealth is
derived from the criteria outlined by the World Health
Organization (WHO) [7]. This definition of telehealth includes
the following: that the purpose of telehealth practice is to
provide clinical support to patients by health care professionals,
that it connects users who are not in the same physical location,
that it involves the use of various types of ICT, and that its
purpose is to improve health outcomes. The framework for the
definitions, concepts and principles of health ethics is that
provided by Beauchamp and Childress [8] and include respect
for autonomy, nonmaleficence, beneficence, justice, and the
professional–patient relationship.

Methods

Information Sources and Search Strategy
The sources of data included the Cochrane Database of
Systematic Reviews, MEDLINE, Scopus, Web of Science,
PubMed, and CINAHL databases were searched from March
2016 to May 2016, and again in December 2020 to provide the
benefit of currency. The Cochrane database was included to
obtain relevant control trials or clinical studies. MEDLINE,
CINAHL, and PubMed were chosen as comprehensive databases
of peer reviewed studies from the disciplines of medicine,
nursing (particularity community nursing), and allied health
professions (eg, psychology) that are most commonly associated
with telehealth practice. Scopus and Web of Science were also
included to supplement the results with studies from the social
sciences and humanities, particularly philosophy and sociology,
which had the potential to provide studies from an ethical, rather
than a clinical or technological perspective. Studies using both
qualitative and quantitative methods were included in the search
criteria.

The terms used in the keyword search were “ethics,” “ethical,”
“health,” “telehealth,” “telemedicine,” and “care”. During the
search process the use of the broad terms, “ethics,” “ethical,”
“health,” and “care,” was combined with the restrictive terms
of “telehealth” and “telemedicine”.

Grey Literature
Extended searching of internet sites, conference abstracts, and
presentations was undertaken to identify any relevant grey

literature that was not uncovered in the database search. Given
the pilot or proof-of-concept structure of some telehealth
services, relevant material might have been available in an
unpublished form.

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
The criteria provided by the WHO definition of telehealth was
used to guide the inclusion and exclusion process at the first
refinement stage.

Stage 1: Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria Used at the
Abstract and Title screen
Eligible for inclusion and critical appraisal were studies that
examined or discussed a relationship between health or medical
ethics and the delivery of health services by connecting patients
and providers in different physical locations using ICT with the
purpose of improving health outcomes.

Ineligible for inclusion were studies relating to the ethical use
of digital health service delivery methods that did not include
an interaction with a health professional through telephonic
methods, such as the use of sensors and assistive technologies
in the home, or the use of mobile health apps. Studies that
included both telehealth services and nontelehealth services
together were included. Duplicate studies were also removed.

Stage 2: Inclusion/Exclusion Criteria Used at the
Full-Text Screen
The final studies reviewed at the full-text screening stage were
further required to satisfy the inclusion criteria of identifying
or discussing ethical principles in relation to telehealth practice,
ethical dilemmas or challenges in telehealth practice, or the
ethical framework of telehealth practice.

Results

Figure 1 illustrates the flow of the citations reviewed. The
PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews)
diagram indicates that most of the citation results came from
CINAHL and the Web of Science databases. The content of
these databases predominantly consists of research from the
nursing, allied health, and social science disciplines, as well as
grey literature. PubMed and MEDLINE produced fewer results,
but these citations proved to be, in some cases, more relevant
to the search terms, particularly the application of biomedical
ethics in practice. The Cochrane database initial search produced
only 1 citation of a reviewed control trial, and this was later
excluded as it did not meet the second stage inclusion criteria,
suggesting few clinical control trials have been undertaken
regarding health ethics and telehealth practice.

The updated search, shown in Figure 2, produced 19 papers
from The Cochrane database, suggesting the need for an increase
in empirical evidence in this field. A summary of the ethical
themes and distribution by article is shown in Table 1.
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Figure 1. Flow of the citations reviewed as part of the systematic review 1980-2016.
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Figure 2. Flow of the citations reviewed as part of the systematic review 2017-2019.
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Table 1. Summary of themes and distribution of the discussion by article.

Article by author and dateEthical theme

Botrugno 2019; Chaet et al 2017; Clark et al 2010; Cornford et al 2001; Demiris et al 2006; Draper et al 2013; Eccles
2010; Fisk et al 2014; Fleming 2009; Glueckauf et al 2018; Heintz et al 2015; Holmstrom et al 2007; Kaplan 2008; Korhonen
2015; Langarizadeh et al 2017; Layman 2003; Loute et al 2017; Magnusson 2003; Mort et al 2015; Nelson 2010; Nelson
et al 2013; Nesher et al 2011; Newton 2014; Palm et al 2013; Parks 2016; Percival et al 2006; Perry et al 2010; Roman et
al 1997; Rutenberg 2008; Sävenstedt et al 2006; Schermer 2009; Sethi et al 2012; Skar et al 2018; Sorell et al 2012; Stowe
et al 2011

Autonomy

Chaet et al 2017; Clark et al 2010; Cornford et al 2002; Eccles 2010; Holmstrom et al 2008; Iserson 2000; Loute et al
2017; Magnusson 2003; Nelson et al 2013; Nesher et al 2011; Perry et al 2010; Roman et al 1997; Rutenberg 2008; Shea
2008; Skar et al 2018; Voerman et al 2017; Willems 2005;

Beneficence

Botrugno 2019; Chaet et al 2017; Clark et al 2010; Cornford et al 2001; Demiris et al 2009; Eccles 2010; Fleming 2009;
Heintz et al 2015; Holmstrom et al2007; Humbyrd 2019; Langarizadeh et al 2017; Layman 2003; Loute et al 2017; Mag-
nusson 2003; Nelson 2010; Nelson et al 2013; Palm et al 2013; Perry et al 2010; Skar et al 2018

Justice

Chaet et al 2017; Clark et al 2010; Cornford et al 2001; Eccles 2010; Fleming 2009; Glueckauf et al 2018; Gogia et al
2016; Humbyrd 2019; Iserson 2000; Langarizadeh et al 2017; Loute et al 2017; Magnusson 2003; Nesher et al 2011;
Perry et al 2010; Roman et al 1997; Rutenberg 2008; Sarhan 2009; Sävenstedt et al 2006; Skar et al 2018; Voerman et al
2017; Willems 2005

Nonmaleficence

Botrugno 2019; Barina 2015; Chaet et al 2017; Cheshire 2017; Clark et al 2010; Demiris et al 2009; Draper et al 2013;
Fleming 2009; Gogia et al 2016; Humbyrd 2019; Iserson 2000; Kluge 2011; Korhonen 2015; Langarizadeh et al 2017;
Nelson 2010; Pols 2010; Roman et al 1997; Sävenstedt et al 2006; Skar et al 2018; Stanberry 2001; Stowe et al 2010;
Voerman et al 2017; Wade et al 2012; Willems 2005

Professional–patient rela-
tionships

In all, 49 articles were included in the analysis stage and
incorporated into a data extraction table (Multimedia Appendix
1). As the literature search did not identify any clinical studies
and the number of original qualitative research studies was low
at 8, a thematic analysis approach, searching across the data to
“find repeated patterns of meaning” was applied [9]. The
analysis and synthesis of each paper was conducted using both
inductive and deductive reasoning. The papers were organized
in accordance with the type of study involved and the ethical
principles, frameworks, or evaluation processes identified or
discussed in each one as relevant to the 5 principles of
biomedical ethics. Also recorded in the data extraction table
were any ethical subthemes that were present in addition to the
core 5 under examination.

Among the 8 included studies that used qualitative methods to
collect data, ethnographic, interview, and focus group
methodologies were used. Furthermore, 6 of these studies
involved patients or caregivers and nurses or other health
professionals. The remaining papers were systematic reviews
or research that incorporated existing literature. In addition, 6
studies recommended an ethical framework, code of conduct,
or system of evaluation for the ethical provision of telehealth
services. One-fifth of all papers included were from 2017
onward, indicating an increasing interest in telehealth ethics,
even prior to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Discussion

Overview of Acquired Studies and Themes
The broad search strategy yielded 49 initial results, but analysis
identified few studies that described how ethical considerations
are or may be incorporated into telehealth practice, whether in
the home, community, or medical environment. Although a
small number of qualitative studies identified relevant ethical
issues associated with telehealth practice and subsequently

discussed their potential impact on service quality from the
perspective of patients, caregivers, and health professionals,
there is scant research on how ethical principles are incorporated
into telehealth practice [10-18]. Several studies proposed ethical
frameworks, codes of conduct, or guidelines for telehealth
service delivery that may be applied or followed by health
professionals, but they provided little discussion, evidence, or
evaluation of how these recommendations are being used to
establish or improve ethical telehealth practice [6,15,19-22].

Autonomy
Autonomy was the predominant ethical principle discussed in
the literature, with 69% (34/49) of the authors identifying or
discussing it in relation to telehealth practice. Within this
primary theme, several subthemes emerged including consent,
individual choice, independence, empowerment, control, and
self-determination [23-25]. Two qualitative studies in Sweden
found that autonomy can be both improved and diminished
through the use of telehealth by increasing the freedom for older
persons to remain living in their own homes, while also
potentially contributing to their isolation and “being made
captive” in their homes [16]. This issue of telehealth seeking
to improve autonomy but actually having the opposite effect
was noted in a UK study which found that, while the
introduction of telehealth as part of a home telecare service for
older patients can “drastically improve their autonomy,” it may
also lead to an increased reluctance to move out of the home
environment for even a small amount of time and thus reduce
independence [10].

A qualitative study of telenurses identified issues relating to
gender-specific and cultural concerns affecting autonomy and
independence specific to females accessing care [17]. A further
Swedish study involving patients and families found accessing
education, information, and support at a time convenient to
patients could increase autonomy and a sense of independence
[14].
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Recommendations for maintaining or improving autonomy in
telehealth practice recognize that the concepts of choice and
independence are not simple, particularly for older or more
vulnerable patients, and decisions about what improves
autonomy “takes place in a complex and changing context”
[26]. Heintz et al reduce the concept of autonomy to the patient’s
ability to give informed consent or participate fully in decision
making; meanwhile, Palm recommends an ethical assessment
design comprising 5 questions relating to patient autonomy,
including co-design, behavioral adjustments, understanding of
the system and control under different usage scenarios, whether
it enhances independence, and if so, whether this independence
is desirable [19,27]. Although a reduction in autonomy may be
unavoidable for some telehealth patients, particularly in older
users who are more accepting of “traditional” health care
models, wherever possible, the “loss should be minimised”
[15,28]. Layman [29] notes that the methods of data collection,
storage, and manipulation used with telehealth may threaten
patient autonomy if it becomes the primary source of
information, and recommends a “multipronged approach” in
incorporating ethical principles into practice, including
regulations, standards, codes of conduct, and codes of ethics.
The implications for ethical telehealth practice from the
perspective of autonomy then are that care should be taken to
robustly assess the impact on patients from a number of
standpoints to reduce the potential risk [30].

Beneficence
Analysis revealed that 39% (19/49) of the papers identified or
discussed the ethical principle of beneficence, or “being disposed
to act for the benefit of others” [8] in relation to telehealth
practice. These authors all noted that telehealth has the potential
to benefit people by providing assurance, increasing an
individual’s confidence in managing their health, and reducing
the dependence on professional caregivers or family [20,31,32].
Improving access, quality of health care availability, and the
continuity of care are additional examples of telehealth
increasing beneficence [31], as is the ability of patients to be
treated in familiar surroundings rather than hospitals [33].
Although Beauchamp and Childress [8] note that “obligations
to confer benefits can be linked to the goal of morality itself”
and are an “implicit assumption” in the actions of medical
professionals, the principle of beneficence informs rather than
determines or justifies other moral principles. Thus, an ethical
telehealth practitioner is one who provides information that
empowers patients to act in their own best interest, and the wide
availability of the telephone system in the majority of countries
offers a greater capacity for the patients to control their own
care [22,34]. From the perspective of families and caregivers,
Magnusson [14] found that the use of telehealth can deliver
beneficence by providing them with “education, information
and support which would directly help them in their individual
caring situation”. In developing and implementing telehealth
policies and guidelines then, it may enhance practice to be able
to clearly articulate the benefits to both patients and providers
in design and delivery, so that telehealth remains “a support
system for well-defined needs and not be pushed as an
engineering solution to health” [35].

Nonmaleficence
Our analysis further revealed that 41% (20/49) of the papers
identified or discussed the ethical principle of nonmaleficence,
or preventing harm, in relation to telehealth practice. Examples
of telehealth’s ability to actively promote safety were identified,
including telephone or video lines left open for providers to
check on a patient at regular intervals acting as a security
guarantee against harm occurring in the home, or the mode of
delivery lowering the risk in patient care because of the lack of
physical proximity of the health care worker to the patient
[14,22]. The potential for harm is more prevalent, however, and
includes telehealth equipment such as videophones situated in
the home having the effect of stigmatizing a person and causing
shame or embarrassment, the possibility that professional
caregivers may choose remote communication rather than
delivering care in person in difficult or high needs cases may
put clients at risk, and an “undue burden” [10] being imposed
on unwell or frail patients who find the technology intrusive or
do not fully understand its use [12]. A ethnographic study in
the Netherlands with nurses and their patients found that “the
feeling of safety and security the patients experienced, may not
always have been realistic” due to nurses having to make value
judgements about the types of information that were most
important during telehealth sessions [11].

Sarhan [36] links confidentiality, nonmaleficence, and the
professional responsibility of practitioners to ensure patients
are protected from “emotional, spiritual, social or material”
harm, while Willems [33] notes that using telehealth instead of
traditional methods of health care may lead to families and
caregivers being “loaded with more and different
responsibilities”. Nesher [37] suggests that the additional layers
of technology may compromise patient care by adding
complexity and obscuring the most important information from
clinicians. The responsibility to “respect, preserve and defend
the patient’s dignity” has also been identified and linked to
person-centered practice and user-driven design as core to
ethical telehealth services [38]. A recent study of psychologist’s
telebehavioral health practices noted that over half of the survey
respondents reported “inadequate skills in managing crisis
situations in the context of online practice,” including managing
suicide risk [18]. The implications for practice here are that
potential harms are not straightforward or easy to discern and
may not be captured in established procedures or service
evaluation tools.

Justice
Results indicated that 39% (19/49) of papers identified or
discussed the ethical principle of justice in relation to telehealth
practice. Justice was most discussed in relation to fairness
concerning equal access to telehealth technology balancing the
needs of the individual with those of the wider community,
ensuring not to disadvantage one group in favor of another [10].
Examples are given where the key advantage for providing
telehealth—access to care for marginalized communities—is
negated by the affordability of the technology or creates
additional barriers for “at risk” patients [39,40]. In the case of
mental health services, Nelson et al [41] note that the criteria
set by mental health professionals of only using high-standard
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equipment can impact the ability of some localities to make
telehealth services available, while Nesher [37] suggests that
locations most likely to be in need of and benefit from telehealth
services—rural areas—are likely to be least able to afford them.
Perry et al [10] note the distinction between “individual level”
and “system level” equity, arguing that benefits derived from
the use of telehealth can positively impact in other areas of
social care. Demiris [42] points out that providing underserved
older adults access to services should not be done solely as a
cost-saving exercise that “deprives patients of face-to-face
consultations,” while Fleming [43] argues that special skills in
telehealth delivery should be developed to ensure access for
older patients in nursing homes—the “underserved”—and ethnic
minorities. When considering justice in relation to developing
a telehealth practice, questions related to equal access and fair
distribution of the technology, and whether a digital or
information divide exists should be used to guide the
implementation of telehealth services in practice [27]. Models
should be evaluated, not just in terms of resource allocation but
also in relation to “the principle of human value” as well as any
current legislation against discrimination [19]. Botrugno [44],
in discussing the argument for telehealth to underpin greater
distributive justice in health care, advises against accepting
“technological determinism,” arguing instead for a “plan of
analysis through which to critically assess the implications of
telehealth” [44].

Professional–Patient Relationships
Our review further found that 53% (26/49) of the papers
identified or discussed the potential disruption of the relationship
between health professionals and their patients, with several
subthemes emerging including confidentiality, privacy, and
fidelity [21,45-47]. The lack of the “human touch” in care has
been identified as a key concern in providing health services
remotely although the importance of this may vary between
disciplines, such as teledermatology where it may be low and
telepsychology where it may be much greater [42]. As more
health services are delivered in “the virtual realm” rather than
in physical proximity, the risk increases of “creating a distance
between touch and care” [48]. Fleming [43] suggests that
telehealth should not be used to replace the traditional
face-to-face methods of health care delivery “that remains
crucial to healing” but rather should be viewed as a
supplementary method to improve care and treatment.

The undermining of trust between patients and their health care
providers was discussed within the ethical subtheme of fidelity,
with Chaet [49] asserting that the practice of medicine is
“inherently a moral activity, founded in a covenant of trust
between patient and physician,” which must be sustained. Trust
and mutual respect may be challenged between patients and
providers in a telehealth environment, particularly if the two
have never met in person [50], as through “words and nonverbal
actions the patient and the physician establish a relationship of

trust that is essential to good medical care” [51]. The notion of
not just trust but “sound trust” has been raised in relation to
telehealth, whereby additional actions or behaviors are required
by health professionals to win public trust “in the face of the
conflicting interests that are at stake” [52]. Trust may also be
undermined by the skepticism or caution generated by unfamiliar
equipment being directed towards the health professional or by
the reluctance of patients to speak freely in the presence of such
equipment due to privacy or communication concerns [53,54].
Savenstedt [12] links the use of technology to the notion of
“superficial care” arising from the “superficial” relationship
created by the replacement of face-to-face care with remote
care, but also notes that communicating through the use of
telehealth may reduce loneliness in people who otherwise would
have few options for interaction. Finally, Wade et al [13] found
that patients may in some cases find a telehealth communication
setting more protected and feel they are more likely to be
listened to by the health provider, but also suggested that
palliative care patients may suffer through a lower-quality
therapeutic relationship, as may “groups or families”. The
implication is that care should be taken around context and
patient preferences for the relationship with telehealth
practitioners when designing services.

Limitations
Limitations noted during the implementation of the search
strategy were the following: broad search terms such as “ethics”
and “ethical” might have resulted in missing relevant papers
that used similar but different terms, such as “moral,”
“virtue/virtues,” or “values”; manual searches of journals
specifically dedicated to studies on the use of ICT in health care
might have provided additional suitable studies for inclusion;
and several studies that were identified for inclusion at the first
stage were not able to be obtained in their entirety and
consequently could not be assessed for the second stage or
included in the results.

Conclusions
Our findings suggest that the principles of biomedical ethics
are relevant to the context of telehealth practice and that interest
in how ethical principles impact telehealth service delivery for
patients and clinicians is increasing. We have identified a
number of considerations for future telehealth policy and
practice development to reduce the risk to patient experience
and improve clinical care and delivery effectiveness and
sustainability. Further research into how ethical principles are
incorporated into organizational telehealth policies and models
of care documentation would identify how ethical priorities are
aligned with care delivery in current practice. Investigation and
analysis of how ethical principles are incorporated into telehealth
practice from both a patient and provider experience would
identify gaps and opportunities to develop purposeful
frameworks and guidelines, supported by an appropriate
knowledge transfer model for telehealth clinicians.
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Abstract

Background: Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and asthma have a high prevalence and disease burden. Blended
self-management interventions, which combine eHealth with face-to-face interventions, can help reduce the disease burden.

Objective: This systematic review and meta-analysis aims to examine the effectiveness of blended self-management interventions
on health-related effectiveness and process outcomes for people with COPD or asthma.

Methods: PubMed, Web of Science, COCHRANE Library, Emcare, and Embase were searched in December 2018 and updated
in November 2020. Study quality was assessed using the Cochrane risk of bias (ROB) 2 tool and the Grading of Recommendations,
Assessment, Development, and Evaluation.

Results: A total of 15 COPD and 7 asthma randomized controlled trials were included in this study. The meta-analysis of COPD
studies found that the blended intervention showed a small improvement in exercise capacity (standardized mean difference
[SMD] 0.48; 95% CI 0.10-0.85) and a significant improvement in the quality of life (QoL; SMD 0.81; 95% CI 0.11-1.51). Blended
intervention also reduced the admission rate (relative ratio [RR] 0.61; 95% CI 0.38-0.97). In the COPD systematic review,
regarding the exacerbation frequency, both studies found that the intervention reduced exacerbation frequency (RR 0.38; 95%
CI 0.26-0.56). A large effect was found on BMI (d=0.81; 95% CI 0.25-1.34); however, the effect was inconclusive because only
1 study was included. Regarding medication adherence, 2 of 3 studies found a moderate effect (d=0.73; 95% CI 0.50-0.96), and
1 study reported a mixed effect. Regarding self-management ability, 1 study reported a large effect (d=1.15; 95% CI 0.66-1.62),
and no effect was reported in that study. No effect was found on other process outcomes. The meta-analysis of asthma studies
found that blended intervention had a small improvement in lung function (SMD 0.40; 95% CI 0.18-0.62) and QoL (SMD 0.36;
95% CI 0.21-0.50) and a moderate improvement in asthma control (SMD 0.67; 95% CI 0.40-0.93). A large effect was found on
BMI (d=1.42; 95% CI 0.28-2.42) and exercise capacity (d=1.50; 95% CI 0.35-2.50); however, 1 study was included per outcome.
There was no effect on other outcomes. Furthermore, the majority of the 22 studies showed some concerns about the ROB, and
the quality of evidence varied.

Conclusions: In patients with COPD, the blended self-management interventions had mixed effects on health-related outcomes,
with the strongest evidence found for exercise capacity, QoL, and admission rate. Furthermore, the review suggested that the
interventions resulted in small effects on lung function and QoL and a moderate effect on asthma control in patients with asthma.
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There is some evidence for the effectiveness of blended self-management interventions for patients with COPD and asthma;
however, more research is needed.

Trial Registration: PROSPERO International Prospective Register of Systematic Reviews CRD42019119894;
https://www.crd.york.ac.uk/prospero/display_record.php?RecordID=119894

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24602)   doi:10.2196/24602

KEYWORDS

blended intervention; COPD; asthma; meta-analysis; systematic review

Introduction

Background
Chronic lung diseases are the leading cause of disability and
death worldwide [1]. Of all chronic lung diseases, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and asthma are the most
prevalent [1]. There were approximately 251 million cases of
COPD globally in 2015, and COPD is predicted to become the
third leading cause of death by 2030 [2]. Approximately 300
million people have asthma worldwide, with a projected increase
of an additional 100 million people by 2025 [3]. The impact of
a health problem, measured by financial cost, morbidity, and
other indicators, is called disease burden. It is often quantified
in terms of disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) or
quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) [1]. In 2017, the loss of
DALYs was the first for COPD and the second for asthma [1].
In addition, a loss in health-related quality of life (QoL) is seen
in many patients (eg, a decline in health, increased hospital
admissions, and high medication costs). The World Health
Organization estimates that the cost of a QALY for COPD
ranges from US $6700 to $13,400 due to exacerbations and
medication. In patients with asthma, annual costs vary from less
than US $150 to US $3000 [4,5]. There is increased awareness
that self-management represents a promising strategy to decrease
disease burden [6]. Self-management could improve patient
outcomes and decrease disease burden by supporting patients
to positively adapt their health behaviors and develop skills to
better manage their diseases [7].

Self-management refers to an individual’s ability to manage
their symptoms, treatment, physical and psychosocial
consequences, and lifestyle changes inherent to life with a
chronic condition [8]. In traditional face-to-face
self-management interventions, patients with COPD and asthma
are equipped with the knowledge and skills to manage their
health condition successfully [9]. Previous studies have found
that these self-management interventions are effective in
improving disease knowledge and self-efficacy [10]. However,
these face-to-face self-management interventions are limited
by their accessibility (eg, lower accessibility for patients who
are more distant to the health care provider or when the health
care provider lacks time) [11].

eHealth is an alternative to traditional face-to-face interventions.
The most cited definition of eHealth is “health services and
information delivered or enhanced through the internet and
related technologies” [12]. Compared with traditional
face-to-face interventions, eHealth interventions can be cost
and time saving and offer better accessibility and flexibility

[13]. Moreover, eHealth interventions can help optimize the
therapeutic process, increase treatment efficiency, and decrease
costs by enhancing (web-based) communication possibilities
between health care providers and patients [14]. There have
been promising results with eHealth self-management
interventions [15,16]. A meta-analysis showed that, for patients
with COPD, eHealth self-management programs (eg, web-based
phone calls and web-based interventions) led to a significant
improvement in symptoms [15]. However, eHealth interventions
typically allow for limited tailoring of patients’needs and lower
patient engagement [17]. There have also been concerns about
reliability, security, confidentiality, and lack of education and
training [18]. These factors can negatively impact the
implementation and effectiveness of these interventions.

The most recent development is the blended intervention. There
are different definitions of blended interventions [19,20]. We
use the definition by Erbe et al [20]: “Treatment programs that
use elements of both face-to-face and internet-based
interventions, including both the integrated and the sequential
use of both treatment formats.” Blended interventions could
retain the positive aspects of face-to-face interventions and
eHealth by mitigating their negative aspects. Furthermore,
blended intervention could diminish the number of face-to-face
contacts needed and provide support that is available at all times
[21]. With eHealth, patients can also monitor their health
condition throughout the day and convey their health
information to health care providers without time and distance
limitations. Patients can also receive quick assistance during
critical periods of care facilitated by real-time alerts and
reminders, which could help patients adhere to their action plan.
For patients with COPD and asthma, blended interventions can
include various elements [22,23] (eg, training, education, and
action plans) with different blended intervention components
(eg, internet-based phone calls and individual face-to-face
interventions, web platforms combined with individual
face-to-face interventions) [22,23]. Some studies have shown
that blended self-management interventions are effective in
improving QoL in patients with COPD and asthma [24,25].

Current reviews suggest that blended interventions could be
effective [19,20], but these reviews are limited for several
reasons. First, the reviews focus on mental health and not on
chronic lung diseases [20]. Second, the reviews focus on
health-related effectiveness outcomes and not on process
outcomes [19]. Third, the reviews do not specifically focus on
self-management interventions [19,20]. To conclude, a
comprehensive overview or meta-analysis of the effect of
blended self-management interventions on the disease burden
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of patients with COPD and asthma, including process outcomes
and health-related effectiveness outcomes, is lacking.

Objectives
A systematic review will be performed to assess the
effectiveness of blended self-management interventions in
patients with COPD and asthma. When appropriate, a
meta-analysis will be conducted. Internet-based, telephone, and
SMS-delivered interventions are included because all of these
are parts of eHealth [13]. Thus, this study aims to investigate
the effectiveness of blended self-management interventions in
patients with COPD and asthma.

Methods

Systematic Review and Meta-analysis
This review follows the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items
for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) guidelines [26].
The review was registered in PROSPERO (number 2019:
CRD42019119894).

Search Strategy
A search strategy was established in collaboration with a
certified librarian to identify relevant studies on blended
self-management interventions in patients with COPD and
asthma. A total of 5 electronic databases (ie, PubMed, Web of
Science, COCHRANE Library, Emcare, and Embase) were
searched on December 28, 2018, and updated on November 30,
2020. There were search terms related to 4 areas: (1) COPD or
asthma, (2) eHealth, (3) face-to-face intervention, and (4)
blended intervention (Multimedia Appendix 1). The search
terms related to COPD or asthma and blended interventions
were first combined, resulting in 84 studies. Due to the limited
number of studies, the search terms associated with COPD or
asthma were combined with terms about eHealth and
face-to-face interventions. In every database, the search was
limited to peer-reviewed publications. The search strategy was
not restricted based on publication year, as we aimed to provide
a comprehensive overview of the use of blended interventions
in patients with COPD and asthma. In addition, reference lists
of the included studies and previous reviews were searched to
identify additional studies that might be eligible for inclusion.

Eligibility Criteria
The patient, intervention, comparison, outcome, study design
tool was used to develop an effective search strategy and
determine the inclusion and exclusion criteria [27]. The
following inclusion criteria were used to identify the studies:
(1) participants: adults (≥18 years old) with COPD or asthma;
(2) intervention: blended self-management intervention
(consisting of an eHealth component combined with a
face-to-face component); (3) comparison: eHealth intervention
with or without usual care (UC) and face-to-face intervention
with or without UC or only UC; (4) outcome measures:
health-related effectiveness or process outcomes; and (5)
individual randomized controlled trials (RCTs). Studies were
excluded if: (1) the participants were children or adolescents,
(2) the eHealth apps were only used to collect data, (3) outcomes

were not about the health-related outcomes, and (4) studies were
cluster RCTs.

Study Selection
After the removal of duplicates, the identified titles and abstracts
were screened for eligibility. If insufficient information was
provided, the full-text paper was screened. When a full-text
paper was not available, a request was sent to the authors.
Studies that did not meet the inclusion criteria were excluded.
Screening the titles, abstracts, and full texts was performed by
2 reviewers independently (XS and ZJ). Any disagreements
between the 2 authors were resolved by a third reviewer (CH).

Data Collection and Coding
Data were collected using a standardized data extraction form.
It included (1) study characteristics (eg, first author, publication
year, country, number and age of patients, percentage of female
patients, disease severity or diagnosis, setting [ie, home, primary
care (PC), or secondary care (SC)]), intervention, and follow-up
duration), (2) intervention characteristics (ie, category and
functionality of the eHealth and face-to-face component), (3)
behavior change techniques (BCTs) used in the blended
self-management intervention, and (4) the health-related
effectiveness and process outcomes. Information was extracted
from each publication by XS and ZJ. Inter-rater reliability, as
assessed with Cohen κ, indicated strong agreement (κ=0.90)
[28].

COPD severity was classified based on the Global Initiative for
Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) criteria [29].
Patients were considered to have COPD when the ratio between
forced expiratory volume in 1s (FEV1) and full forced vital
capacity (FVC) was <0.70. The degree of obstruction was
defined as follows: (1) GOLD I: FEV1 ≥80% predicted (mild),
(2) GOLD II: 50%≤FEV1<80% predicted (moderate), (3) GOLD
III: 30%≤FEV1<50% predicted (severe), and (4) GOLD IV:
FEV1 <30% predicted (very severe). There is no standard
classification of severity for patients with asthma.

As mentioned above, different intervention characteristics were
extracted from the publications. First, the eHealth component
of the intervention was categorized as a mobile app; eg, phone
call or SMS), an internet-assisted intervention (eg, web page,
chat room), or multiple component interventions with multiple
eHealth technologies. Second, the function of the eHealth app
was categorized into informing, instructing, displaying, guiding,
reminding or alerts, and communicating (ie, between provider
and patients) [30]. Third, face-to-face interventions were
classified as individual (eg, home visits, PC or SC visits) or
group-based interventions (eg, group pulmonary rehabilitation).
Fourth, the function of the face-to-face intervention was
classified as (1) education: introduction of disease-related
information and how to use eHealth, (2) training: provide
information about self-management, (3) consultation: discuss
individual action plan, (4) assessment: test and assess the
patient’s performance, or (5) monitoring: provide reminders to
improve intervention adherence [31,32].

Outcome indicators were classified into health-related
effectiveness outcome or process outcome indicators.
Health-related effectiveness outcome indicators included
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outcomes related to disease status and health condition (ie,
exercise capacity, dyspnea, lung function, QoL, admission,
mortality, exacerbation frequency, and BMI). Process outcome
indicators included intermediate outcomes during the
implementation process (eg, visits, satisfaction, costs, smoking,
self-management ability, physical activity, medication and
therapy adherence, psychosocial, symptom management,
nutrition, and alcohol). A positive effect was ascribed when
there was a significant positive effect of the intervention on the
outcome measure compared with the control group (CG). When
the outcome measure did not significantly differ between the
intervention group (IG) and CG, it was rated as no effect. A
mixed effect was ascribed when multiple measures were used
to measure a similar outcome, and the effect on the measures
was in different directions (eg, in the study by Garcia [22], there
was a significant positive effect on inhaler treatment adherence,
whereas there was no effect on oral treatment adherence).

Quality Assessment
Study quality was assessed using the Cochrane risk of bias
(ROB) 2 tool [33]. The tool assessed 5 domains of potential
bias: (1) randomization, (2) deviations from the intended
interventions (effect of assignment to intervention), (3) missing
outcome data, (4) measurement of the outcome, and (5) selection
of the reported result. Each domain had a few signaling
questions. On the basis of the authors’ (XS and ZJ) responses
to the signaling questions, a judgment on the ROB (low, some
concerns, or high) for each domain could be made to assess the
bias that might confound the study findings [33]. The quality
of the clinical evidence was critically appraised using the
Grading of Recommendations, Assessment, Development, and
Evaluation (GRADE) system [34], which evaluated the risk for
bias, inconsistency, indirectness, and imprecision for each
outcome. Four categories were used to define the quality of
evidence: high quality of evidence (the true effect lies close to
that of the effect estimate), moderate quality of evidence (the
true effect is likely to be close to the effect estimate, but there
is a possibility that it is substantially different), low quality of
evidence (the true effect may be substantially different from the
effect estimate), and very low quality of evidence (the true effect
is likely to be substantially different from the effect estimate)
[35]. The quality assessment was performed by XS and ZJ, and
any disagreements were resolved through discussion. Inter-rater
reliability, as assessed with Cohen κ [28], indicated that there
was strong agreement between raters (κ=0.80).

Data Analysis
When an outcome was assessed using different measurements
in one study, data from the most specific disease-related
questionnaire were used. For example, in the study by Garcia
[22], QoL was measured using both the Saint-George’s
Respiratory Questionnaire (SGRQ), a specific QoL
questionnaire, and Euroqol, a generic health-related QoL
questionnaire. SGRQ was selected and analyzed in the
meta-analysis because it is the most specific disease-related
questionnaire.

First, a systematic review was conducted to determine the
results. For continuous data, Cohen d was recommended to
calculate the effect size [36] (Cohen d >0.2=small effect, Cohen

d >0.5=moderate effect, and Cohen d >0.8=large effect) [37].
For dichotomous data, the relative ratio (RR) was calculated to
assess the effect size. An RR greater than 1 indicates an
increased likelihood that the stated outcome is achieved in the
IG. If the RR is less than 1, there is a decreased likelihood that
the outcome is achieved in the IG. A ratio of 1 indicated no
difference (ie, the outcome was just as likely to occur in the IG
as it was in the CG) [38].

When 3 or more studies reported on the same outcome measure,
this outcome was included in the meta-analysis [39]. For
continuous data, the standardized mean difference (SMD)
accounted for the same outcomes measured with different
assessment tools (eg, QoL was assessed using the SGRQ, COPD
assessment test [CAT], and chronic respiratory questionnaire
[CRQ]). SMDs were used to standardize the results of the studies
to a uniform scale before they could be combined in the
quantitative synthesis. SMDs and associated 95% CIs were used
to calculate the mean difference and SD difference between the
IG and CG for each study. When the mean or SD was not
mentioned, the author was contacted for missing information.
Cohen d was used to interpret the data [37]. For dichotomous
data, RR was calculated to assess the effect size [38]. Publication
bias was tested if more than 10 studies report on the same
outcome measure [40]. P<.05 was considered significant for
the effect estimate.

A random-effect model was used because the variance of study
populations and intervention designs was anticipated as
heterogeneity across the included studies [41]. Heterogeneity

was assessed using chi-square tests and I2 statistics [42]. A P
value of <.1 indicates statistically significant heterogeneity. The

I2 statistic was used to quantify the size of the heterogeneity
between studies: 25%, 50%, and 75% can be considered small,
medium, and substantial heterogeneity, respectively [42].
Outliers were identified using the value of the standardized
residual [43]. Studies whose standardized residual was equal
to or larger than 1.96 were identified as an outlier and were
excluded from the meta-analysis. No subgroup analysis was
planned because of the limited number of studies. All analyses
were performed using the Review Manager (RevMan version
5.4; The Cochrane Collaboration) and Stata version 14.0
(StataCorp) [44].

Results

Search Results
The literature search identified a total of 4495 potentially eligible
records, and 2657 records remained after duplicates were
excluded. After screening the titles and abstracts, additional
2531 records were excluded for other reasons (Figure 1). The
full texts of the remaining 126 studies were assessed, and 22
RCTs [22-25,45-62] were included in this review. Of the 22
RCTs, 2 were pilot RCT studies [45,51] and 1 was a feasibility
RCT [48]. These studies were included because they followed
the CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials)
checklist [45,51], and they were small sample size RCTs [48,51].
A total of 15 RCTs focused on patients with COPD
[22,24,45-57]. Of these studies, 11 were included in the
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meta-analysis [22,24,45,47,48,50,51,54-57]. The remaining 4
studies [46,49,52,53] were excluded because no available means
and SDs were reported or obtained after contacting the authors.
A total of 7 studies focused on patients with asthma

[23,25,58-62]. Of the 7 asthma studies with available data, 5
were pooled into a meta-analysis [25,58,60-62]. The other 2
studies were not included in the meta-analysis because of the
lack of means and SDs after contacting the authors.

Figure 1. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analyses) flowchart of the systematic review and meta-analysis.
COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease; RCT: randomized controlled trial.

Study Characteristics
A total of 15 COPD studies [22,24,45-57] were published
between 2006 and 2020 and were conducted in China (n=5)
[48,54-57], United States (n=2) [24,51], Denmark (n=2) [49,52],
Canada (n=1) [53], England (n=1) [45], Spain (n=1) [22],
Germany (n=1) [50], Australia (n=1) [46], and 1 in both Spain
and Belgium [47]. The sample size ranged from 39 to 242 (with
a total sample size of 1477). The average age of patients with
COPD ranged from 64.10 to 73.50 years. Of the 15 COPD
studies, 8 had UC as a CG [22,24,46,47,49,54,56,57], 5 had a
visit as CG (meaning that the health care provider visited the
patients’ home or patients visited the PC or SC)
[45,48,51,52,54], and 2 studies had both UC and visits in the
CG [50,53]. The settings were home and SC (n=9)
[22,24,46,47,53-57], home care (n=2) [45,48], and home care

and PC (n=4) [49-52]. The duration of the blended
self-management interventions ranged from 4 to 48 weeks, with
a mean of 22.13 weeks (SD 16.20). The follow-up duration
ranged from 17 to 48 weeks.

Seven asthma studies [23,25,58-63] were published from 2003
to 2020 and were conducted in the Netherlands (n=3) [25,61,62],
Germany (n=1) [59], England (n=1) [23], United States (n=1)
[60], and China (n=1) [58]. The study sample size ranged from
16 to 200 (total N=527). The mean age of patients with asthma
ranged from 24.80 to 52.00 years. CG included UC (n=4)
[23,25,60,62] and visits (n=3) [58,59,61]. The duration of the
blended self-management interventions ranged from 3 to 48
weeks, with a mean of 15.88 weeks (SD 13.48). The follow-up
duration ranged from 36 to 120 weeks. An overview of the study
characteristics is provided in Table 1.
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Table 1. Study characteristics of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and asthma studies.

Follow-
up
(weeks)

Interven-
tion
(weeks)

CGdSeveritycGender
(female),
n (%)

Participants, mean
(SD)

SettingParticipantsCountryCOPDa and

asthma studyb

CGIGCGIGe

COPD (included in the meta-analysis)

328Home visits——f65.90
(9.40)

67.20
(11.60)

Home2325EnglandBentley et
al [45]

—8Home visitsII-IV1 (3)72.20
(6.10)

73.50
(6.10)

Home1822ChinaChau et al
[48]

484UChI-IV26 (16.8)72.00
(90.00)

70.00
(90.00)

Home

and SCg
9065Spain and Bel-

gium
Casas et al
[47]

—48UC—8 (13)74.00
(8.00)

73.00
(6.00)

Home
and SC

4121SpainGarcia et al
[22]

—36UC+PC vis-
its

II-IV14 (23)69.10
(9.20)

64.10
(10.90)

Home

and PCi
3032GermanyJehn et al

[50]

—12UCIII-IV21 (53)65.00
(8.20)

66.60
(9.10)

Home
and SC

2020United StatesKoff et al
[24]

—24Home visits—17 (44)70.90
(8.60)

68.00
(8.30)

Home
and PC

2019United StatesNguyen et
al [51]

4824UCII-IV63 (52.5)71.90
(8.10)

69.30
(7.80)

Home
and SC

6555ChinaWang et al
[54]

—48SC visitsMostly
II-IV

23 (30)64.40
(7.00)

63.20
(7.50)

Home
and SC

3939ChinaWang et al
[55]

4824UCI-IV—63.90
(6.20)

65.20
(8.10)

Home
and SC

4542ChinaWei et al
[56]

—48UC—141
(62.1)

64.60
(14.50)

64.20
(14.20)

Home
and SC

113114ChinaXin et al
[57]

COPD (not included in the meta-analysis)

178UCI-IV—70.00
(6.80)

68.00
(9.90)

Home
and SC

3035AustraliaCameron et
al [46]

404UCI-IV47 (52)69.50
(10.10)

70.20
(9.00)

Home
and PC

4347DenmarkHaesum et
al [49]

2612PC visitsI-IV—72.00
(9.00)

71.00
(10.00)

Home
and PC

121121DenmarkSorknaes et
al [52]

—24SC visitsII-IV36 (44)71.76
(7.28)

71.98
(9.52)

Home
and SC

4141CanadaStamenova
et al [53]

—24UCII-IV37 (46)72.78
(9.16)

71.98
(9.52)

Home
and SC

4041CanadaStamenova
et al [53]

Asthma (included in the meta-analysis)

—12SC visits—52 (78)41.40
(12.00)

39.10
(14.30)

Home
and SC

3037ChinaCao et al
[58]

—16UCMj7 (44)24.50
(7.00)

24.80
(6.30)

Home
and PC

88United StatesOstojic et
al [60]

4812SC visits—13 (77)41.90
(8.58)

41.57
(12.54)

SC107The Nether-
lands

Türk et al
[61]

4812SC visits—19 (79)41.90
(8.58)

41.57
(9.73)

SC1014The Nether-
lands

Türk et al
[61]

3612UC—139
(69.5)

37.00
(18.00;
50.00)

36.00
(19.00;
50.00)

Home
and SC

99101The Nether-
lands

van der
Meer et al
[25]

12048UC—76 (71.0)37.00
(8.00)

36.00
(8.70)

Home
and SC

6047The Nether-
lands

van Gaalen
et al [62]
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Follow-
up
(weeks)

Interven-
tion
(weeks)

CGdSeveritycGender
(female),
n (%)

Participants, mean
(SD)

SettingParticipantsCountryCOPDa and

asthma studyb

CGIGCGIGe

Asthma (not included in the meta-analysis)

—12UC—13 (54)47.00
(17.00)

45.00
(17.00)

Home
and SC

1212EnglandBarbanel et
al [23]

—3PCi visits—32 (39)52.00
(8.00)

49.00
(12.00)

Home
and PC

4141GermanyKohler et
al [59]

aCOPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
bStudy by Bentley et al [45] and Nguyen et al [51] were feasibility RCTs, and study by Chau et al [48] was a pilot RCT. There was 1 study including
1 intervention group and 2 control groups (study by Stamenova et al [53]). Study by Türk et al [61] included 2 intervention groups and 1 control group.
cCOPD severity was classified according to GOLD (Global Initiative for Chronic Obstructive Lung Disease) classification. Asthma severity was
classified by the physician diagnosis.
dCG: control group.
eIG: intervention group.
fNot reported in the study.
gSC: secondary care.
hUC: usual care.
iPC: primary care.
jM: moderate severity.

Quality Assessment

Methodological Quality
The ROB is summarized in Table 2. Among the 15 COPD
studies, the overall ROB was rated as some concerns in 10
studies [22,46,47,49,52-57] and high in 5 studies
[24,45,48,50,51]. In addition, 2 studies had some concerns in
the randomization process [48,50], and 13 studies showed a low
ROB in the randomization process [22,24,45-47,49,51-57]. The
majority of the studies showed some concerns
[22,45-47,49,51-57], whereas 3 studies showed high risk from
intended intervention [24,48,50]. A low ROB due to missing
outcome data was found in 14 studies [22,24,45,46,48-57],
whereas 1 study showed some concerns [47]. The ROB in the
measurement of the outcome had some concerns in 13 studies

[22,24,45,46,48-51,53-57] and a low ROB in 2 studies [47,52].
A low ROB in the selection of the reported result was found in
the majority of studies [22,24,46-50,52-57], and 2 studies had
some concerns [45,51].

In asthma studies, the overall ROB indicated some concerns in
4 studies [23,25,61,62] and high risk in 3 studies [58-60]. Four
studies showed a low ROB in the randomization process
[23,25,61,62], and 3 studies showed some concerns [58-60].
All studies indicated some concerns due to deviations from the
intended intervention [23,25,58-62]. In total, 6 studies showed
a low ROB outcome data [23,25,59-62], and 1 study had some
concerns due to missing outcome data [58]. All studies showed
some concerns in the measurement of the outcomes and low
ROB in the selection of the reported results [23,25,58-62].
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Table 2. Risk of bias judgments for chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and asthma randomized controlled trials.

Overall biasBias in selec-
tion of the re-
ported result

Bias in measure-
ment of the out-
come

Bias due to
missing out-
come data

Bias due to devia-
tions from the in-
tended intervention

Bias arising from the
randomization pro-
cess

COPDa or asthma study

COPD

HdSSLScLbBentley et al [45]

SLSLSLCameron et al [46]

SLLSSLCasas et al [47]

HLSLHSChau et al [48]

SLSLSLGarcia [22]

SLSLSLHaesum et al [49]

HLSLHSJehn et al [50]

HLSLHLKoff et al [24]

HSSLSLNguyen et al [51]

SLLLSLSorknaes et al [52]

SLSLSLStamenova et al [53]

SLSLSLWang et al [54]

SLSLSLWang et al [55]

SLSLSLWei et al [56]

SLSLSLXin et al [57]

Asthma

SLSLSLBarbanel et al [23]

HLSSSSCao et al [58]

HLSLSSKohler et al [59]

HLSLSSOstojic et al [60]

SLSLSLTürk et al [61]

SLSLSLvan der Meer et al [25]

SLSLSLvan Gaalen et al [62]

aCOPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
bL: low risk of bias.
cS: some concerns.
dH: high risk of bias.

Quality of Evidence
In COPD studies, 19 different outcome measures were included
(ie, exercise capacity, dyspnea, lung function, QoL, admission
rate, exacerbation frequency, mortality, BMI, visits, satisfaction,
costs, smoking, medication adherence, self-management ability,
physical activity, psychosocial, symptom management, nutrition,
and alcohol). Two outcome measures were rated as high quality
of evidence (ie, exercise capacity and mortality), 1 measure had
a moderate quality of evidence (ie, admission rate), 6 had a low
quality of evidence (ie, dyspnea, lung function, QoL, visits,
satisfaction, and physical activity), and the other 10 showed
very low quality of evidence (exacerbation frequency, BMI,
adherence, self-management ability, smoking, costs,
psychosocial, symptom management, nutrition, and alcohol).
In asthma studies, 10 different outcome measures were included
(ie, admission rate, BMI, exercise capacity, asthma control,

lung function, QoL, asthma knowledge, adherence, visits, and
exacerbation frequency). Of the 10 outcomes, 7 were rated as
having very low quality of evidence (ie, admission rate, BMI,
exercise capacity, asthma knowledge, adherence, visits, and
exacerbation frequency). Asthma control, lung function, and
QoL were rated as having moderate quality of evidence
(Multimedia Appendix 2 [22-25,45-62]).

Intervention Characteristic

Category of the Blended Self-Management Intervention
In COPD studies, 5 blended self-management intervention
combinations were discussed: (1) multiple component eHealth
and an individual face-to-face intervention (n=6) [49-53,57],
(2) internet-assisted intervention and an individual face-to-face
intervention (n=5) [22,45,47,48,54], (3) multiple component
plus an individual and group face-to-face intervention (n=1)
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[49], (4) mobile applications and an individual face-to-face
intervention (n=2) [55,56], and (5) mobile applications and an
individual plus group face-to-face intervention (n=1) [46].

In asthma studies, 2 blended self-management intervention
combinations were discussed: (1) mobile application and

individual face-to-face intervention (n=3) [23,58,60] and (2)
internet-assisted intervention and the group face-to-face
intervention (n=4) [25,59,61,62]. Detailed information on the
interventions in the COPD and asthma studies is shown in Table
3.
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Table 3. Description of the blended self-management interventions in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease and asthma studies.

Face-to-faceeHealthCOPDa and asthma study

FunctionalityCategory (details)FunctionalityCategory (details)

COPD (included in the meta-analysis)

TrainingIndividual (home visits)Guide, remind, and
record

IAb (telehealth-supported
service)

Bentley et al [45]

Education and consulta-
tion

Individual (home visits)Guide, record, remind,
and display

IA (peripheral de-
vices+mobile phone)

Chau et al [48]

Assessment, education,
and consultation

Individual (SCc and
home visits)

Guide, remind, and
record

IA (web-based call cen-
tre)

Garcia et al [22]

Training, and monitoringIndividual (outpatient
visits)

Display, record, and re-
mind

MCd (peripheral de-
vices+mobile)

Jehn et al [50]

Education, consultation;
training, and assessment

Individual (home visits)Record, display, instruct,
guide, remind, and com-
munication

MC (peripheral de-
vices+web plat-
form+phone call)

Koff et al [24]

Education, training, and
assessment

Individual (home and

PCf visits)

Guide, remind, record,
and communication

MC (web mod-

ules+PDAe)

Nguyen et al [51]

Assessment and consulta-
tion

Individual (SC visits)Display, record, remind,
guide, and communica-
tion

MC (peripheral de-
vices+web plat-
form+phone call)

Stamenova et al [53]

MonitoringIndividual (SC visit)Guide, record, instruct,
and communication

IA (web platform)Wang et al [54]

EducationIndividual (SC visits)Guide and communica-
tion

MAg (web-based app)Wang et al [55]

Education, training, and
assessment

Individual (PC visits)Guide, remind, record,
and communication

MA (phone call)Wei et al [56]

Education and trainingIndividual (SC visits)Guide, record, instruct,
and communication

MC (phone call+web
platform)

Xin et al [57]

COPD (not included in the meta-analysis)

Education and consulta-
tion

Individual+group (exer-
cise guidance)

Guide and communica-
tion

MA (phone call)Cameron et al [46]

Assessment, education,
and consultation

Individual (SC and home
visits)

Display and recordIA (web-based app)Casas et al [47]

Training and monitoringIndividual+group visitsGuide, record, remind,
and communication

MC (peripheral de-
vices+web platform)

Haesum et al [49]

ConsultationIndividual (PC visits)Guide, instruct, and com-
munication

MC (peripheral de-
vices+web platform)

Sorknaes et al [52]

Asthma (included in the meta-analysis)

EducationIndividual (SC visit)Guide, remind, and com-
munication

MA (Wechat app)Cao et al [58]

EducationIndividual (PC visits)Guide, display, record,
and communication

MA (SMS)Ostojic et al [60]

Education and trainingGroup (unclear)Instruct, record, and
communication

IA (web platform)Türk et al [61]

Assessment and educa-
tion

Group (unclear)Guide, remind, record,
and communication

IA (web platform)van der Meer et al [25]

Education and consulta-
tion

Group (unclear)Guide, remind, and com-
munication

IA (web platform)van Gaalen et al [62]

Asthma (not included in the meta-analysis)

EducationIndividual (unclear)Guide, remind, and
record

MA (phone call)Barbanel et al [23]
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Face-to-faceeHealthCOPDa and asthma study

FunctionalityCategory (details)FunctionalityCategory (details)

Education and trainingGroup (unclear)Guide, record, and com-
munication

IA (web platform)Kohler et al [59]

aCOPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.
bIA: internet-assisted.
cSC: secondary care.
dMC: multiple component.
ePDA: personal digital assistant.
fPC: primary care.
gMA: mobile application.

BCTs of the Blended Self-Management Intervention
In COPD studies, the number of BCTs used in the interventions
ranged from 3 to 10, with a mean of 6.42 (SD 1.99). General
information, Provide feedback on performance, Prompt
self-monitoring/tracking, and Problem-solving/barrier were
included in 15 studies [22,24,45-57]. Action planning
[22,46,47,51-54,56,57] and Motivational approach
[22,24,46,47,50-52,54,55] were included in 9 studies,
respectively. Prompt review of behavioural goals were included
in 7 studies [22,46,47,49,51,53,54]. Goal setting was used in 6
studies [22,46,47,51,53,54]. Social support was reported in 4
studies [22,47,51,55], and Emotional control training was used
in 2 studies [46,51].

In asthma studies, the number of BCTs ranged from 4 to 10,
with a mean of 6.29 (SD 2.63). General information, Prompt
self-monitoring/ tracking, and Problem-solving/barrier were
used in all 7 studies [23,25,58-62]. Provide feedback on
performance was used in 6 studies [25,58-62]. Action planning
and Motivational approach were used in 4 studies [23,25,61,62].
Goal setting and Prompt review of behavioural goals were used
in 3 studies [25,61,62], Social support was used in 2 studies
[61,62], and Emotional control training was used in 1 study
[61] (Multimedia Appendix 3 [22-25,45-62])

Effects of the Interventions

Systematic Review
In COPD studies, the following 3 health-related effectiveness
outcomes were reported: mortality [45,47,52], exacerbation
frequency [50,57], and BMI [22]. Regarding outcome mortality,
none of the 3 studies reported any effect [45,47,52]. Regarding
outcome exacerbation frequency, both studies [50,57] found
that the blended self-management intervention reduced the
exacerbation frequency (RR=0.38; 95% CI 0.26-0.56). A study
on BMI reported that blended self-management intervention
had a significant effect on BMI (d=0.81; 95% CI 0.25-1.34)
[22]. Moreover, 11 different process outcomes were studied:
number of visits (including home visits, PC visits, and SC visits;
n=3) [47,48,50], satisfaction with the intervention (n=3)
[22,24,48], medication adherence (n=3) [22,56,57], costs (n=2)
[24,45], smoking (n=2) [22,46], self-management ability (n=2)
[51,55], physical activity (n=2) [22,51], nutrition (n=1) [46],
alcohol (n=1) [46], psychosocial management (n=1) [46], and
symptom management (n=1) [46]. Of the 3 studies, 2 showed

a moderate effect (d=0.73; 95% CI 0.50-0.96) [56,57], whereas
the other study reported a mixed effect on medication adherence
[22]. Regarding the outcome self-management ability, 1 reported
a large effect (d=1.15; 95% CI 0.66-1.62) [55], and the other
study showed no effect [51]. No effect was found on the other
process outcome indicators. In asthma studies, 4 health-related
effectiveness outcomes were reported: admission rate [60], BMI
[61], exercise capacity [61], and exacerbation frequency [25].
No effect was found on the admission rate and exacerbation
frequency. A large effect was found in BMI (d=1.42; 95% CI
0.28-2.42) and exercise capacity (d=1.50; 95% CI 0.35-2.50).
Three process outcomes were reported: asthma knowledge (n=2)
[25,59], visits (n=2) [25,60], and adherence (therapy and
medication adherence; n=2) [25,60]. No effect was found on
any of the process outcome indicators.

Meta-analysis
A total of 11 studies focusing on patients with COPD were
included in the meta-analysis [22,24,45,48,50,51,53-57]. The
following health-related effectiveness outcomes were included:
exercise capacity, dyspnea, lung function, QoL, and admission
rate. Three studies reported walking distance as an indicator of
exercise capacity [50,51,54]. Blended self-management
intervention showed a small effect on the walking distance
without significant heterogeneity (SMD=0.48; 95% CI

0.10-0.85, χ2
2=3.3; P=.20; I2=39%; Figure 2). No study was

identified as an outlier. Dyspnea was reported in 4 studies
[22,48,51,54]. It was measured using the dyspnea subscale of
the CRQ [48,51], Medical Research Council [22], and the
Modified Medical Research Council [54]. Lung function was
measured with FEV1% [48,50,54] and FEV1/FVC (%) [22] in
4 studies. No significant difference was found in dyspnea and
lung function between the IG and CG (Figure 2). No study was
identified as an outlier. QoL was reported in 8 studies with
SGRQ [22,24,45,54], CAT [50,55,57], and CRQ [51]. A large
effect was found on QoL, with substantial heterogeneity

(SMD=0.81; 95% CI 0.11-1.51; χ2
7=108.4; P<.001; I2=94%

Figure 3). The standardized residual identified 1 study as an
outlier [22]. Removal of this study resulted in an increased effect
size without decreasing heterogeneity (SMD=0.90; 95% CI

0.15-1.65; χ2
6=94.1; P<.001; I2=94%). Furthermore, blended

self-management intervention reduced admission rate with a
substantial heterogeneity (RR=0.61; 95% CI 0.38-0.97;
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χ2
5=17.6; P=.003; I2=72%; Figure 4). No outliers were

identified.

A total of 5 asthma studies were pooled in the meta-analysis
[25,58,60-62]. In addition, 3 health-related effectiveness
outcomes were included: lung function, QoL, and asthma
control. Lung function was reported as FEV1 (%) [58,61] and
FEV1 [25]. Blended self-management intervention showed a
small effect on the lung function without significant

heterogeneity (SMD=0.40; 95% CI 0.18-0.62; χ2
4=1.5; P=.83;

I2=0%). No study was identified as an outlier. Three studies

reported QoL using an asthma QoL questionnaire [25,58,62].
There was a small effect size of the blended self-management
intervention on QoL without significant heterogeneity

(SMD=0.36; 95% CI 0.21-0.50; χ2
2=0.8; P=.68; I2=0%). No

study was identified as an outlier. Furthermore, 3 studies
reported asthma control using an asthma control questionnaire
[25,58,62]. A moderate effect was found in the blended
intervention self-management group without significant

heterogeneity (SMD=0.67; 95% CI 0.40-0.93; χ2
2=3.0; P=.23;

I2=33%; Figure 5). No study was identified as an outlier.

Figure 2. Forest plots for (A) exercise capacity, (B) dyspnea, and (C) lung function in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease studies.

Figure 3. Forest plot for quality of life in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease studies.
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Figure 4. Forest plot for admission rate in chronic obstructive pulmonary disease studies.

Figure 5. Forest plots for (A) lung function, (B) quality of life, and (C) asthma control in asthma studies.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This systematic review and meta-analysis assessed the
effectiveness of blended self-management interventions on
health-related effectiveness and process outcome indicators in
patients with COPD or asthma. Of the 22 studies that were
included in the systematic review, 15 were about COPD and 7
were about asthma.

Studies focusing on COPD patients included 3 different
health-related effectiveness outcome indicators, and mixed
effects were observed. No effect was observed on mortality. A
positive effect was observed for exacerbation frequency and
BMI. In total, 11 different process outcome indicators were

studied (eg, medication adherence and self-management ability).
Of the 3 studies, 2 reported a moderate effect on adherence. A
positive effect was found in 1 of the 2 studies on
self-management ability. No effects were found on the other
process outcomes. Eleven COPD studies were included in the
meta-analysis. Blended self-management interventions did not
have a significant effect on dyspnea or lung function. Still, they
did result in a small improvement in exercise capacity and a
moderate improvement in QoL and decreased the admission
rate. Overall, the majority of studies had some concerns about
the ROB assessment.

The asthma studies included 4 health-related effectiveness
outcomes. Large effects were observed in BMI and exercise
capacity. There was no effect on the admission rate and
exacerbation frequency. Three process outcomes were studied
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(ie, visits, intervention and medication adherence, and asthma
knowledge). No effect was found on any of the process
outcomes. Five asthma studies were included in the
meta-analysis. Blended self-management intervention showed
a small effect on lung function and QoL, and a moderate effect
was found on asthma control. Half of the studies reported some
concerns, whereas others showed a high ROB assessment.

The meta-analysis suggested that blended self-management
interventions can effectively improve the exercise capacity of
patients with COPD. This result was in line with another
systematic review that examined the effect of COPD disease
management programs, including eHealth and face-to-face
components [64]. However, this finding was not consistent with
a systematic review of the effect of telehealth in patients with
COPD [65]. This may be because the blended programs,
contrary to the telehealth programs, were likely to promote
exercise capacity using various BCTs, including providing
information and instruction on the behavior, self-monitoring,
and providing feedback on performance by eHealth and
face-to-face intervention [64]. This meta-analysis also showed
that blended self-management interventions had a positive effect
on QoL, which was in line with the findings of a meta-analysis
that investigated the effect of COPD self-management
interventions, including various self-management programs
[66]. Blended self-management intervention significantly
decreased admission rates. This finding was consistent with a
previous meta-analysis [67], in which the effect of integrated
care from health care providers with or without eHealth was
identified. This might be because patients increased their
self-management ability and acted on exacerbations more
promptly if they received self-management intervention with
multiple BCTs [68]. However, the blended self-management
interventions included in this meta-analysis did not improve
dyspnea and lung function, which was consistent with earlier
systematic reviews that investigated the implementation of
eHealth or manual therapy in patients with COPD [69,70].

Blended self-management intervention showed an inconsistent
impact on process outcomes in patients with COPD. To
illustrate, internet-assisted eHealth and individual face-to-face
intervention showed a positive effect on self-management ability
[54], whereas no effect was found in the blended intervention,
including multiple eHealth components and individual
face-to-face intervention [51]. The findings in this study may
show that certain combinations within the blended interventions
may be more effective in some outcomes; however, more
large-scale studies using different combinations are needed to
provide insight into this. There are several potential explanations
for the lack of effects in COPD studies included in the
systematic review. First, the length of the blended interventions
varied among the included studies (ie, ranged from 4 to 48
weeks). The short intervention duration might have been
problematic because patients with mild to very severe COPD
were included in the studies. Airway obstruction is usually
irreversible in those patients, and the duration of the blended
interventions might have been too short to accommodate a
change in health [71]. Furthermore, it appears that patients did
not adhere sufficiently to blended interventions [22]. This lack
of adherence might be because eHealth apps are unfamiliar to

some patients [18]. We recommend that future studies educate
patients on how to use eHealth because eHealth has a positive
effect on improving medication adherence [72].

In asthma studies, in line with other systematic reviews focusing
on integrated asthma management (ie, the cooperation of
community pharmacists and general practitioners or eHealth
and face-to-face intervention), the blended interventions had a
positive effect on QoL and asthma control [73,74]. A previous
review focusing on face-to-face interventions in patients with
asthma showed that face-to-face intervention did not improve
QoL and asthma control [75]. The possible reasons for this
improvement could be attributed to the integrated care provided
by health care providers. Health care providers can update and
refer patients for education, counseling, and guidance with
eHealth and face-to-face interventions [73,74]. This suggests
that, compared with face-to-face interventions, blended
interventions or integrated asthma management—where health
care providers could refer patients for additional education,
counseling, and guidance with eHealth and face-to-face
intervention—are more effective. A positive effect was observed
on the lung function. This finding was consistent with a
meta-analysis that focused on aerobic exercise in patients with
asthma [76]. This may be because adequate exercise training is
beneficial to lung function. However, due to the limited number
of studies included in the meta-analysis, more studies are needed
to identify this effect. In this systematic review, limited studies
have investigated the effects of blended interventions in patients
with asthma. Therefore, the findings should be interpreted
cautiously, and future studies with larger sample sizes are
needed.

Strengths and Limitations
Several strengths of this review are worth mentioning. First, a
detailed description of the interventions was provided, and a
wide range of outcomes was included. The detailed information
might provide a helpful direction for the development of
effective blended self-management interventions. Second,
GRADE was used to assess the quality of evidence regarding
the true effect of the blended intervention on patients with
COPD and asthma. This quality of evidence assessment could
provide a clear and pragmatic interpretation of the
recommendations for clinicians and policy makers. Finally, we
followed a strict study design and precise data analysis steps.
By using a strict and precise process, we wanted to ensure the
quality of the systematic review and meta-analysis.

However, several limitations also need to be addressed. First,
there was a diversity in the intervention and outcome
measurements, which made it difficult to compare the findings.
Consequently, there may be statistical heterogeneity in the true
effect size. Significant heterogeneity potentially diluted the
intervention effect [77]. Second, only a small number of studies
reported the same outcome measure, and studies with a small
sample size were included. These studies may be underpowered
to detect a true effect, and this negatively impacted the validity
of these studies. Third, the quality of the evidence ranged from
very low to high for all outcomes. The various quality of
evidence in the outcomes may weaken the recommendation
level for clinicians and researchers because the high
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heterogeneity among studies downgraded the quality of
evidence. Fourth, we were not able to assess the risk of
publication bias in the meta-analysis because few studies
reported on the same outcome [40]. There may be a potential
risk of publication bias. Finally, not all studies reported a
follow-up. The lack of this reporting made it impossible to
examine the long-term intervention effect in a comprehensive
way. The results should be interpreted with caution owing to
the limitations mentioned above. Larger RCTs are required to
provide more insights, especially RCTs examining the effects
of blended interventions in patients with asthma. Moreover,
data reporting should be performed in an exact, standardized

format to enable reliable extraction for future meta-analysis
studies.

Conclusions
The studies focusing on COPD found mixed effects of blended
self-management interventions on health-related outcomes, with
the strongest evidence found for exercise capacity, QoL, and
admission rate. In asthma studies, small to moderate effects
were found on asthma control, lung function, and QoL. Overall,
blended self-management interventions potentially improve
health-related outcomes in patients with COPD and asthma,
and more studies are needed to evaluate their effectiveness.
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Abstract

The COVID-19 pandemic has challenged researchers working in physical contact with research participants. Cognitive interviews
examine whether study components (most often questionnaire items) are worded or structured in a manner that allows study
participants to interpret the items in a way intended by the researcher. We developed guidelines to conduct cognitive interviews
virtually to accommodate interviewees who have limited access to the internet. The guidelines describe the essential communication
and safety equipment requirements and outline a procedure for collecting responses while maintaining the safety of the participants
and researchers. Furthermore, the guidelines provide suggestions regarding training of participants to use the technology,
encouraging them to respond aloud (a potential challenge given that the researcher is not physically present with the participant),
and testing and deploying the equipment prior to the interview. Finally, the guidelines emphasize the need to adapt the interview
to the circumstances and anticipate potential problems that might arise.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e25173)   doi:10.2196/25173

KEYWORDS
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Introduction

Infectious disease pandemics can potentially derail studies
involving in-person interactions with participants, such as
cognitive interviews. Cognitive interviews examine whether
study components—most often questionnaire items—are worded
or structured in a manner that allows study participants to
interpret the items in a way intended by the researcher [1]. The
interviews allow researchers to fix problems before fielding the
survey. Cognitive interviews often involve a “think aloud”
protocol where researchers ask participants to think aloud as
they read items and reason through their responses. Although
the think aloud protocol is challenging and may not be feasible
for some participants, it provides insights into how participants
interpret items. Researchers can pursue potentially concerning
responses with additional verbal questions to identify the point
of confusion, and they can explore possible alternative items
or instruction wording. Cognitive interviews can also help

determine whether certain words, concepts, or phrases are
understood similarly across participants, whether a potentially
sensitive item is offensive to participants, and whether items
require adaptation to accommodate individuals with limited
literacy or health literacy.

COVID-19 was declared a national emergency in the United
States in March 2020, prompting various social distancing
protocols and other restrictions on in-person contact, including
a moratorium on in-person human subject research imposed by
institutional review boards (IRBs). Videoconferencing platforms
including Zoom (Zoom Video Communications), GoToMeeting
(LogMeIn Inc), Webex (Cisco Webex), and Skype (Skype
Technologies, Microsoft Corp) offer temporary solutions to
some researchers in that they facilitate web-based interactions
with study participants. However, these platforms require that
participants have a web-accessible device, reliable and
sufficiently high-speed internet access to support
videoconferencing platforms, and a registered account on such
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platforms and software to access these platforms. Participants
with low income and participants who reside at remote locations
often do not meet these requirements [2].

At our institutions, COVID-19 led to temporary suspension of
all research activities involving human subjects just as we began
in-person cognitive interviews for two nationwide surveys. Our
participants were caregivers of children with asthma, and many
of the caregivers had asthma themselves or other health
problems that made in-person interviews hazardous for them.
Some of our study staff also had health conditions that placed
them at an increased risk of COVID-19–related mortality. In
accordance with the IRB restrictions, and to ensure the safety
of the participants, their families, and our staff and their families,
we developed a minimal contact protocol. The protocol entailed
conducting a virtual interview, which can have more advantages
than in-person interviews: virtual interviews can be more
convenient for researchers and participants; lead to the inclusion
of participants who might otherwise be excluded, such as people
with disabilities or people who live in remote areas [3]; yield
data similar in quality to data obtained through in-person
interviews [4]; and—because of the perceived
anonymity—facilitate discussions on sensitive topics [5].

We initially developed a protocol to conduct cognitive
interviews with caregivers. However, we have since expanded
the protocol to interview children with asthma. The challenges
researchers encounter undoubtedly vary among studies. We
describe some general guidelines that we developed to facilitate
successful remote interviews.

Overview of the Protocol

The cognitive interviews proceeded as follows. Our scheduler
called potential participants, invited them to participate in the
interview, and then scheduled an interview. The researcher then
called the participants the day before the interview to provide
them with more details regarding the procedures and safety
protocol, and to establish a rapport. The researcher arrived at
the participant’s residence and, while still seated in the car, set
up the equipment (a laptop, tablet computer, and a portable
hotspot device), launched the meeting, and ensured that the
tablet displayed the survey and that the tablet screen was visible
on all devices involved in the meeting. A research assistant
joined the meeting virtually during the setup. Next, the
researcher delivered the tablet and portable hotspot device to
the participant and returned to the car (or another socially
distanced location) to conduct the interview. After the interview,
the researcher retrieved the equipment and concluded the
meeting. Our sample comprised 8 caregivers (7 women, 1 man;
5 Black individuals, 3 White individuals; aged 33-49 years) of
children with asthma and living in Gainesville, FL. All
caregivers had low income, but none had impairments that
affected their ability to use the equipment. All caregivers had
participated in a prior at-home interview with the members of
our research group (albeit not the current researcher). None of
them declined to participate.

The Guidelines

Equipment
We needed two types of equipment: web-enabled
communication equipment and safety equipment to prevent the
spread of COVID-19. Specifically, we required the following:

1. A survey platform: we used Qualtrics XM (Qualtrics),
although SurveyMonkey (SVMK Inc) is equally suitable
and free of charge.

2. A portable hotspot device that provides internet access to
wireless devices: we purchased a Verizon Jetpack
MiFi8800L device (Verizon Wireless) with a monthly
contract of US $35.

3. A videoconferencing platform: we used Zoom.
4. A laptop to launch the conference call and to communicate

with participants during the interview.
5. Headphones for the laptop to reduce background noise: we

used a microphone headset that was previously obtained
with an iPhone (Apple Inc) but costs US $11 when
purchased separately.

6. A tablet computer for participants to access the internet:
we purchased the Apple iPad Air 3rd generation (64 GB,
10.5 inch, Wi-Fi) for US $479 and added a screen protector
for US $11, a replacement warranty for US $59, and a
protective case (Seymac Co Ltd) for US $19. The screen
protector, warranty, and protective case were essential
because we could not risk losing the tablet because of
accidental damage.

7. Safety equipment: we purchased protective masks,
disinfectant wipes, and hand sanitizers, and we placed pens,
payment forms, and payment cards (ie, debit cards) in a
zip-lock bag.

The total communication equipment cost was US $603 and the
total safety equipment cost was US $15.

Participant Preparation
Most participants had limited or no experience with using the
portable hotspot device, tablet computer, web-based
videoconferencing platform, or with completing a web-based
survey. To ensure a smooth flow of the interview, we called
participants the day before the interview and briefed them on
the procedures and the safety protocol. We informed them of
the number and types of items, noted when the session would
begin, how long it would take, how we would compensate them
for their participation, and how the tablet computer, hotspot
device, survey platform, and videoconferencing platform
operated. We also explained our COVID-19 safety protocol:
we would wear masks and maintain a distance of 6 feet during
interpersonal interaction, and we would use disinfectant wipes
to clean the iPad and portable hotspot device before delivering
them to and after retrieving them from participants. We
acknowledged that although wearing masks and maintaining
social distance might feel awkward and uncomfortable, the
university required that we adhere to these steps to prevent
COVID-19 transmission.

This advance phone call provided us an opportunity to build a
rapport with the participants. The researcher underscored the
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value of the participants’contribution and emphasized our desire
to learn from their expertise as caregivers and our need to
receive feedback on how to best ask our survey questions. The
researcher endeavored to bond with participants by establishing
a friendly tone, a sense of comradery, a shared goal of
addressing a health concern, and an understanding that the
participants’ views were critical and made a difference (the
researcher offered examples of items that were changed based
on participant feedback).

Equipment Preparation
The researcher called participants 1 hour prior to the interview
to remind them about the interview, and then arrived at the
participants’ residence at least 10-15 minutes early to ensure
adequate time to set up the devices and the videoconferencing
platform, and to log into the meeting on the laptop and tablet
computer. Setting up the equipment required several steps:

1. Turn on the portable hotspot device, tablet computer, and
laptop, and ensure that the laptop and tablet computer both
access the internet through the portable hotspot device and
not from some other wireless device.

2. Open the survey link on the tablet computer. Weblinks to
the survey and the web-based meeting can be lengthy. It is
often easy to email the links to the tablet computer and then
click the links obtained from the email. However, one must
take care to log out of the email account before delivering
the tablet to participants to prevent participants from
accessing the email account through the device.
Furthermore, the researcher should also disable any alerts
on the tablet computer so that participants are not
interrupted during the interview. Instructions for disabling
or hiding email accounts on tablet computers are available
online.

3. Launch the meeting on the laptop (which allows the
researcher to control screen sharing during the meeting)
and join the meeting from the tablet computer. Only the
researcher and research assistant had access to the URL for
the Zoom meeting, which was typically generated 1 hour
before the meeting. Although we did not password-protect
the meetings, researchers concerned with privacy invasion
can do so. In addition, the network connection provided by
the portable hotspot device was password protected. Finally,
we collected no participant-identifiable information in the
survey; Qualtrics encrypts responses using secure socket
layers and masks all IP addresses, thus providing the
researchers access to only the survey responses.

4. Allow screen sharing from the laptop, and then share the
screen for the survey link from the tablet computer. The
screen sharing allows the researchers to monitor
participants’ responses to the survey in real time and probe
them as necessary.

5. Test the audio in the meeting. An audio test can be
challenging because of the possibility of generating a
feedback loop when the laptop and tablet computer are both
logged into the virtual meeting and are proximal to each
other. If the sound works properly for both the tablet and
the laptop, the researcher can deliver the tablet computer
and portable hotspot device to the participant.

The researcher performs these tasks in the car, which requires
some juggling. We found it useful to practice setting up the
devices in the car at home before proceeding to the participants'
residence. The research assistant took notes and asked
participants additional questions if needed. Because seeing the
researchers’ faces while taking the survey could be distracting
and may affect the participant responses, both researchers
disabled their cameras throughout the meeting.

Adapting the Interview to the Circumstances
Once the researcher completed the steps successfully, the
researcher delivered the tablet computer and hotspot device to
the participant. The researcher did not enter the participant’s
residence, but rather stayed outside and cleaned the devices
with a disinfectant wipe in front of the participant. If possible,
the researcher placed the devices on a porch table or another
surface and stepped back rather than handing them directly to
the participant. The researcher then introduced the research
assistant (who was audible through the tablet) to the participant
and answered any questions. This point in time was an
opportunity to review the safety protocol with the participant.

After explaining the safety protocol and responding to the
participant’s questions, the researcher moved to a distant site
(often returning to the car) to proceed with the interview. During
this brief transition, the research assistant, speaking through the
tablet, reminded the participant of the procedure and reiterated
the value of their participation. Many apartment complexes
where we conducted the interviews had picnic tables where the
researcher could conduct the interviews while the participant
completed the survey in their residence. However, sitting outside
underscored the need for a microphone headset. In several
instances, the researcher was interrupted by other people (eg,
the apartment manager, other residents who were being social)
while sitting at an outdoor picnic table. Moreover, some
apartment complexes were noisy with barking dogs, neighbors
talking, and street sounds. Without the microphone headset,
these interruptions and noises would be distracting to the
researcher and to the participant who can hear through the tablet
computer what the researcher hears.

We had only the survey displayed on the tablet computer screen
so that we could monitor participants’ responses. We asked
participants to read each item on the survey aloud, verbally
declare their response, and explain aloud the reason for their
response. Reminders were sometimes necessary, yet participants
acclimated rapidly to this request even though the researcher
was not physically present with them. Each page typically
contained 2-10 items, and we stopped participants at the end of
each page to probe their responses on the page in more detail
and to ask what certain phrases or words meant to them. Having
participants talk aloud shortened the interview durations because
in many instances, participants had already explained their
responses, eliminating our need for further probing.

Once the survey was complete, the researcher retrieved the
tablet computer and hotspot device and provided the participant
with a zip-lock bag containing a debit card, pen, and payment
receipt form. The participant used the pen to sign the payment
form, returned the pen and form in the bag, and retained the
debit card. As a final gesture, and because the participant
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handled the zip-lock bag, the researcher offered a squirt of hand
sanitizer before leaving. The researcher then returned to the car,
sanitized the equipment and their hands, turned off the hotspot
device, closed the browsers for the survey and the meeting on
the tablet computer, and ended the meeting on the laptop.

Managing Potential Problems
Unplanned events are inevitable, and the researcher must be
prepared to troubleshoot. On two occasions, the portable hotspot
device failed: on one occasion, an electrical storm disrupted
service for a few seconds, and on another occasion, the portable
hotspot device overheated from sustained exposure to the hot
sun. In the latter instance, it took a couple of minutes before the
hotspot device cooled down and resumed functioning.
Occasionally, participants were not wearing masks or wearing
them around their chin or neck and the interviewer reminded
them to wear a mask or to wear it correctly. We encountered
no resistance regarding the safety protocol, perhaps because we
were clear in the phone conversations that the university required
us to follow the safety protocol, that it was for all our benefit,
and that we were all obliged to follow it. In all instances, it was
clear that the participant merely forgot to follow the safety
protocol.

Portable hotspot devices have limited broadband capacity, and
videoconferencing draws considerable bandwidth. If the
researcher and participant are both accessing the internet through
the hotspot device, they are more likely to experience disrupted
internet access. However, these disruptions did not occur for us
if only the participant used the video mode and if the researcher
closed all other web-based programs on the laptop (such as
email platforms). It is noteworthy that Wi-Fi speed is generally
low for everyone if too many people in a location attempt to
use it simultaneously. Finally, participants sometimes clicked
on a button on the tablet computer, which directed them away
from the survey, or the tablet computer entered sleep mode
during extended periods of conversation (although the audio
was still retained throughout the meeting). We addressed all
problems rapidly by instructing the participant how to return to
the survey. If the researcher had to briefly retrieve the tablet
computer or hotspot device, he/she had extra disinfectant wipes
for cleaning the surfaces.

We considered having the participant’s face displayed on the
screen while they completed the interview, thereby allowing us

to monitor their nonverbal responses. Attending to a participant’s
nonverbal responses is a vital component of cognitive
interviews. Nonverbal cues can reveal confusion (eg, a furrowed
brow) and boredom or discomfort (eg, exaggerated sighing).
However, we found it challenging enough to monitor their
responses to the items, and the video quality was insufficient
for monitoring and interpreting facial expressions. Thus, we
instead attended closely to participants’questionnaire responses
and their verbalizations. Modulations and inflections in
participants’voices revealed a wealth of useful information (eg,
surprise, confusion, incredulity, or annoyance) independent of
the content. In addition, participants occasionally took more
time to respond to certain survey items, which suggested that
they were perhaps struggling with those items. These instances
prompted us to ask participants to share with us what slowed
them down.

Finally, we were concerned that the participants might be less
responsive to researchers conversing with them in an unfamiliar
format. However, we encountered no such problems, presumably
because of the efforts we took to establish a rapport with
participants and because other members of our team had
interviewed these participants in the past and thus had
established a relationship. We also speculate that participating
from one’s own home was comforting, and conversing with
remote researchers who could be heard but not be seen generated
a sense of privacy and intimacy that fostered greater disclosure.

Summary

The COVID-19 pandemic has posed challenges among
researchers conducting cognitive interviews, particularly in
populations with limited access to the internet, an internet
accessible device, or web-based videoconferencing platforms.
Our guidelines describe how researchers can address these
challenges and continue performing studies involving cognitive
interviews. These guidelines describe some necessary
communication and safety equipment and outline a procedure
for collecting responses while maintaining the safety of the
participant and researcher. These guidelines also provide tips
for establishing rapport, training participants in the technology,
encouraging participants to respond aloud, and testing and
deploying the equipment prior to an interview. Finally, the
guidelines emphasize the need to adapt the interview to various
circumstances and anticipate potential unplanned events.
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Abstract

The collection of data from a personal digital device to characterize current health conditions and behaviors that determine how
an individual’s health will evolve has been called digital phenotyping. In this paper, we describe the development of and early
experiences with a comprehensive digital phenotyping platform: Health Outcomes through Positive Engagement and
Self-Empowerment (HOPES). HOPES is based on the open-source Beiwe platform but adds a wider range of data collection,
including the integration of wearable devices and further sensor collection from smartphones. Requirements were partly derived
from a concurrent clinical trial for schizophrenia that required the development of significant capabilities in HOPES for security,
privacy, ease of use, and scalability, based on a careful combination of public cloud and on-premises operation. We describe new
data pipelines to clean, process, present, and analyze data. This includes a set of dashboards customized to the needs of research
study operations and clinical care. A test use case for HOPES was described by analyzing the digital behavior of 22 participants
during the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e23984)   doi:10.2196/23984
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Introduction

We are at an age in health care where we have much data at our
disposal, including the high penetration of digital electronic
medical records and advanced techniques available for their
analysis [1]. It is also well accepted that lifestyle characteristics,
including activity, stress level, social interactions, and
environment, are significant determinants of health outcomes
[2,3]. Although estimates vary, it has been argued that lifestyle
choices exceed the impact of health care received as a
determinant of premature death [3].

It has been highlighted by Onnela [4] that the wide adoption of
smartphones and the increasing use of wearable devices open
up a new vista of characterizing both current health conditions
and the ongoing behaviors that will determine how an
individual’s health will evolve. As examples of these new data
sources, we can readily measure physical activity, heart rate,
heart rate variability, temperature, sleep, sociability (amount of
human interaction), and smartphone usage (amount and duration
of use, type of use, and the way a screen is tapped and scrolled).
The approach of using personal digital devices to capture these
data sources, and hence characterize an individual in situ, has
been called digital phenotyping [5]. The use of digital
phenotyping both complements and extends the use of traditional
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home monitoring (eg, blood pressure measurements) in
telemedicine by offering continuous measurement during normal
activities and everyday living. We have developed a
general-purpose digital phenotyping platform called
Health Outcomes through Positive Engagement
and Self-Empowerment (HOPES), which integrates data from
wearable devices and a broad set of smartphone sensors,
provides an array of methods to inspect that data, and binds
everything together into a platform with a comprehensive
privacy and security model. The platform was developed in
conjunction with a clinical study for schizophrenia. In what
follows, we provide an overview of the HOPES platform and
demonstrate its first use.

Digital Phenotyping
The collection of data from a personal digital device can be
used to encourage healthy behaviors; an example is the
Singapore Health Promotion Board National Steps Challenge
[6]. Data collection is sometimes combined with coaching or
nudges for general wellness [7] or to monitor and improve an
existing diagnosed condition [8,9]. We were originally inspired
by the potential use of digital phenotyping to monitor and treat
mental health conditions such as depression and schizophrenia.
Several notable studies, including a study at Northwestern
University, have shown the correlation of mobile phone sensors
with depressive symptom severity [10]; a recent study at King’s
College London showed the feasibility and acceptability of the
extended use of wearable devices and smartphones in patients
with schizophrenia [11] and the use of digital phenotyping for
relapse prediction in schizophrenia [12]. The commercial world
has also taken notice, and a number of start-ups have formed
based on these technologies [13-15].

In addition, digital phenotyping is also being applied to address
a diverse range of diseases, such as asthma, maternal health,
cancer, and dermatology [9,16-18]. Recent experiments on the
use of wearable devices such as the Oura ring [19] and the Fitbit
wrist band [20] have been applied to measure participants’
parameters during the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic. We illustrate
our observations related to the pandemic (using Fitbit) in the
Example Analysis Section.

Digital phenotyping has the potential to supplement, and in
some cases replace, standard clinical processes in data gathering
and patient monitoring by virtue of the following attributes:

1. Productivity and cost: passive monitoring can be efficient
for both the provider and patient, compared with traditional
clinical visits or scheduled telemedicine encounters.

2. Latency: passive monitoring may enable relatively quick
responses from health providers, for example, allowing for
actions from a case manager within a day versus a week or
longer for a visit.

3. Sensitivity: several variables such as resting heart rate or
sleep parameters are not easy to measure in the clinic, and
device monitoring can be more effective than subjective
patient reporting or inconvenient manual processes. The
emergence of low-cost consumer devices has been shown
to be sufficiently accurate for several purposes [21].

4. More parameters: while in the past we have been limited
to infrequent interview questions and scales, we now have

the potential to monitor a wider variety of the subjects’
parameters, such as location, sleep, motion, heart rate
variables, and instantaneous manual responses. These can
be measured simultaneously, efficiently, and reliably.

A much-discussed concern is how well such techniques will be
accepted and complied with by patients or consumer
participants. This involves ease-of-use considerations by both
the user and the provider. Another major concern revolves
around data security and privacy preservation. These two aspects
have been primary motivators in our design choices and
investigations.

Clinical Study on Digital Phenotyping in Schizophrenia
The HOPES platform was designed, developed, and refined
concurrently to support clinical studies. The HOPE-S (Health
Outcomes via Positive Engagement in Schizophrenia) study
[22] was launched in November 2019. HOPE-S is an
observational study of individuals with schizophrenia who were
recently discharged from a psychiatric hospital. The aim of this
study is to determine whether digital phenotyping data are
associated with clinical and health utilization outcomes. Key
events recorded over the 6-month observation period include
readmission, outpatient nonattendance (ie, defaults), and
unscheduled service use, such as emergency department
attendance and mobile crisis team activations. The primary
study outcomes are the ability to predict relapse and/or
readmission within 6 months, with secondary outcomes being
the associations between digital phenotyping data and health
care use, psychiatric symptom severity, and functional status
assessed during research visits. Ethics approval was granted by
Singapore’s National Healthcare Group Domain Specific
Review Board (reference no.: 2019/00720). To promote the use
of digital wearables among our population and to provide
incentives to patients to join our study, we offered each
participant a Fitbit Charge 3 free of charge.

The first phase of the HOPE-S study is observational. During
this phase, we examine the deployment, feasibility, and
acceptability of a wide range of digital sensors while performing
the analyses required to assess the outcomes described above.
In this process, we have been collecting large amounts of data
for our analyses. These data will subsequently be used to
develop machine learning algorithms to predict changes in
symptom severity and other important clinical outcomes, as
opposed to merely analyzing associations. During the subsequent
phase of the study, we will deploy interventions such as early
warnings of relapses, which will allow pre-emptive steps to be
taken to prevent participant relapse or rehospitalization.

HOPES: A General-Purpose Platform for Digital
Phenotyping
HOPES is based on, and extends, the existing Beiwe platform
[23,24]. Our contributions include the following:

1. The integration of wearable devices, where we have
experimented with both wrist and ring devices;

2. The use of a wide range of sensors on the smartphone.
3. An efficient onboarding method for participants.
4. A suite of user interfaces including data collection and

quality management tools, clinical summarization
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dashboards, and general-purpose research dashboards for
use in exploratory data analysis and building anomaly
detection algorithms.

5. Assurances for data security and the preservation of user
privacy.

The platform is designed to be reliably deployed at scale and
makes use of both public clouds and controlled on-premise
computing infrastructure. We recognize the broad spectrum of
potential applications beyond mental health and the growing
set of digital sensors and their capabilities that may be
appropriate for different applications. Therefore, we designed
HOPES to be flexible and extensible to accommodate new
devices and sensor integration, and new data dashboards.

Although the data collected during the HOPE-S study are rich,
they are also noisy and incomplete as is expected when dealing
with real human behavior and varying data reliability among
sensors. To address these challenges, we have developed a data
collection dashboard and multiple data visualization and
exploration tools, which have proven invaluable for monitoring
and ensuring participant compliance on a daily basis in the
research study. We have also developed a feature engineering
pipeline to construct useful insights for the HOPE-S study and
to compensate for various shortfalls in the raw data. These
dashboards have been found to be easy to use by research
coordinators involved in the HOPE-S study, who have been
able to easily recognize problems and contact the participant if
their data are not being received. We also illustrate the
dashboards that our data scientists have used to look for patterns
and an anomaly detection dashboard that raises alerts on
irregularities in the data. All the data are then fed into
downstream statistical analyses and our ongoing development
of predictive machine learning algorithms. At this stage, our
anomaly detection dashboard implements common statistical
routines for anomaly detection in time-series data. The
development of an effective relapse prediction algorithm is an
ongoing subject of this study.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In the
section Existing platforms we review several existing open
source digital phenotyping platforms, highlighting their
respective strengths and weaknesses. In the section on The
HOPES Platform and Its First Use in the HOPE-S Study, we
describe the overall architecture of the HOPES platform. In the
section on Dashboards, User Iterfaces, and Data Analysis, we
describe the enhancements to Beiwe that the HOPES platform
provides, guided by the requirements of the HOPE-S study and
other planned future uses (including for purposes beyond mental
health). In the section Example Analysis we show an early and
simple example of the use of our collected data on 22
participants in which we compare user data before and after
Singapore’s SARS-CoV-2 lockdown went into effect. In the
section Conclusions, we provide some overall conclusions that
can be drawn from our experiences with digital phenotyping.

Existing Platforms
There are several existing open source digital phenotyping
platforms, including Beiwe [23,24], Purple Robot [25-27],
AWARE [28,29], and RADAR-base (Remote Assessment of
Disease And Relapse) [30-32]. Each contains a core smartphone

app that performs passive sensor data collection in the
background and a server backend in charge of receiving the
data. Note that digital phenotyping is not limited to smartphones;
indeed, wearables also provide some significant differentiated
capabilities, and there are other sources such as fixed detectors.
Some platforms such as Beiwe and RADAR-base also support
active data collection in the form of surveys and some capture
data from wearable devices, such as wrist- or arm-wearable
devices, by providing a common data interface.

From our assessment, Purple Robot has the most complete
coverage of Android sensors and features among the platforms
we reviewed. The user can select which sensors to turn on and
set the data sampling frequency, however, the platform does
not support the iPhone Operating System (iOS). AWARE
supports both Android and iOS and has nearly full coverage of
Android sensors and features. Similar to Purple Robot, AWARE
also allows the user to configure sensors and features.
RADAR-base has recently added iOS support and uses both
passive (phone use and sensors) and active (survey and
questionnaire) data collection. Although it covers fewer phone
features and sensors than the Purple Robot and AWARE, it has
a very attractive user interface and a very robust system for
surveys and questionnaires. Beiwe is a smartphone-based digital
phenotyping research platform that supports both Android and
iOS and has a decent coverage of phone sensors and features.
Moreover, the platform supports active feature collection from
simple surveys. Apart from the data collection backend that
receives data from participants’ phones, Beiwe also has a
backend for data analytics.

We have based the framework for the HOPES platform on Beiwe
for several reasons. First, Beiwe supports both Android and iOS,
a requirement for any generic digital phenotyping platform to
be widely adopted. Second, our platform analysis and
comparison tests conducted in March 2019 showed that at that
time, Beiwe was most ready to deploy. Our decision was also
based on our review of a number of Git repositories and
publications as well as previous practical applications of the
platforms in clinical studies and trials. We chose the Fitbit wrist
device to access data beyond the smartphone sensors after
conducting a technical and usability comparison of several
popular devices on the commercial market. Specifically, we
compared Fitbit Charge 3, Huawei Honor A2, Xiaomi Mi Band
3, Actxa Spur+, and HeyPlus. We found that Fitbit was
distinguished by ease-of-use, battery life, and reliability, and it
has been validated to be reasonably accurate against gold
standard devices for the measurement of sleep [21]. We also
evaluated a number of external sleep measurement devices (such
as mattress pads) but did not find them suitable for our purposes.

The HOPES Platform and Its First Use in
the HOPE-S Study

To support large-scale data aggregation of wearables, mobile
phones, and other data sources, we defined a set of requirements
and then built our platform to be secure and scalable. Building
on top of the existing Beiwe platform, we created the HOPES
platform by expanding the functional capabilities for easier
participant onboarding, enhanced data collection monitoring,
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optimized data uploading, extended security features, expanded
data processing and analytics pipeline, and a scalable
deployment architecture. The goal was to obtain easy and secure
onboarding, almost unlimited scaling, high operational security,
and improved privacy assurance. Although we were immediately
driven by meeting the strict requirements for the HOPE-S study,
along the way we became aware of expanded requirements for
a wider range of participant monitoring requirements. We took
these requirements into account in our architecture and design,
so we would be ready for further deployments. In this section,
we describe the platform requirements, our resulting HOPES
system architecture, the features collected for the HOPE-S study,
the enhancements we made to the Android app, the platform
backend, and the security protocols. We provide our motivation
and a high-level description, leaving further details and

information about miscellaneous improvements to Multimedia
Appendix 1.

Platform Requirements
The HOPES platform is designed to be a reliable,
low-maintenance digital phenotyping collection and aggregation
platform. It is designed to support research protocols as well as
scale to larger production platforms, including self-service
registration. The requirements and their corresponding
capabilities are listed in Textbox 1.

To successfully implement such a broad set of requirements,
we carefully studied and focused on the user experience for
onboarding new participants and built a platform that leverages
the best software engineering, design principles, and cloud
architecture capabilities.
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Textbox 1. Health Outcomes through Positive Engagement and Self-Empowerment (HOPES) platform requirements.

Requirements and implementation capabilities:

Simple user onboarding

• Precreation of user identities and anonymization factors

• Preprinted Quick Response code onboarding sheets

• Ability to migrate participants to new phones (if their current phones are not usable for a study) while maintaining study data integrity and privacy

• Simple onboarding literature and packaging in gift pack format

• Wide platform support, Android (with and without Google services), iPhone Operating System

• Ability to be totally passive with zero user interaction after setup

• Preparation for self-service onboarding in the future

User data collection and privacy

• All data deidentified (no personally identifiable information)

• Per-participant encryption keys

• Per-participant random credentials

• Mapping between participant ID and deidentified study ID securely retained but only made available to authorized clinicians

• Secure data backup and archiving

Data security end-to-end

• Data encrypted while in cloud storage environment

• Data decrypted, but still deidentified and obfuscated where appropriate, in data analytics pipeline on-premise

Wearable support that is scalable and secure

• Precreation of wearable device accounts

• Wearable cloud accounts deidentified using study ID

• Wearable data automatically encrypted with user’s password

• Server-less functions to periodically collect and archive user data

Infrastructure, scale, and operational security

• Two-factor authentication for all participants, including certificate and credential authentication

• Rotating credentials

• Data collection dashboard

• HOPES work/ticket queue for monitoring alerts/logs/events

• Distributed Denial-of-Service and web application firewall protection

• Elastic scale at all levels

• Isolation of functions across private virtual private local area network

• Separation of administrative and data upload interfaces

• Private virtual private network for administration

• Separation of data upload application programming interface and data management

• Restricted access controls

• Automated repeatable deployment

Data analytics

• Data downloaded on-premise into secure workspace for analytics or clinical use

• Multistage analytics processing pipeline

• Anomaly detection dashboard

• Data exploration dashboard
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Security standards

• Secure development process

• Automated patching

• Additional requirements from Singapore security and Information Technology standards

Expanded data collection support for social media metadata

• Support for deidentified metadata for WhatsApp text and audio/video messages on Android

• Phone text messages

Study clinical support for easy clinical management

• Daily deidentified data collection dashboard emailed to study researchers and clinicians to monitor study compliance

• Encrypted deidentified clinician dashboard accessible to clinicians

Overall System Architecture
The high-level solution architecture of HOPES, as used in the
HOPE-S study, is shown in Figure 1. On each participant’s
smartphone, we installed two apps: the Fitbit app and the
HOPES app. Every participant was required to wear a Fitbit
watch for a certain portion of the day and night (enough to
collect the required data but also allowing removal for charging,
showering, etc). Fitbit raw data are collected by the Fitbit app
and sent to a Fitbit server (the Fitbit Cloud) for processing and
computation of high-level features (eg, the estimation of sleep
stages). Phone data are collected on the smartphone by the
HOPES app and sent to a data upload server hosted in a public
cloud using Amazon Web Services (AWS). The data processing
backend server, located at either the Research and Development
(R&D) or clinical premises, periodically pulls data from both
the Fitbit cloud and the AWS data upload server for subsequent
processing, as described in the following sections. The data are
always deidentified when in a publicly accessible cloud
environment, and all transmissions and storage are encrypted.

Certain variables, such as location, are also obfuscated at the
time of collection for privacy preservation. More details on the
solution architecture are provided in the Multimedia Appendix
1.

For backend R&D analytics, we developed a set of data
processing pipelines and various dashboards for monitoring,
visualizing, and analyzing data (Figure 2). The data processing
pipelines clean (manage missing, duplicated, and erroneous
data), convert, and reorganize data into more usable forms.
These dashboards are used by research coordinators and
clinicians, researchers, data analysts, and technical team
members involved in the conduct of the study. A
general-purpose research dashboard supports exploratory
analytics. In each case, roles and responsibilities determine the
access controls for various attributes of the data. Physical
controls, supervision, and accountability measures were also
deployed to ensure that there was no unauthorized access to
data. Further description is given in subsequent sections and
more details are provided in the Multimedia Appendix 1.

Figure 1. Overall system architecture and data flow diagram for the Health Outcomes via Positive Engagement in Schizophrenia (HOPE-S) study.
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Figure 2. Backend data processing pipelines and dashboards.

Features Supported by the Platform
The following 6 categories of features are obtained from the
HOPES smartphone app. In each case, we will indicate new if
it is a new feature added by us or an enhancement, otherwise,
it is an existing feature in the Beiwe distribution.

Location
GPS coordinates are used to detect deviations from typical travel
patterns and to compute a measure of variance or entropy in the
locations visited by a participant. To protect user privacy, the
raw GPS coordinates are obfuscated via a random displacement
(from the origin), which is unique for every participant.

Sociability Indices (Some Are New)
In our study, changes in a participant’s sociability, that is, their
communication with others, is estimated from available data.
Sociability may be reflected in their activities in various forms
of messaging and voice/video communications. The original
Beiwe app can capture incoming and outgoing phone calls and
SMS messages. However, in many countries, most people use
free social messaging apps as their primary method for text and
voice communication; for example, in Singapore WhatsApp
use is dominant. We therefore made use of the Android
Accessibility Service Application Programming Interface (API)
to acquire message metadata from social messaging apps. So
far, we have only implemented this for WhatsApp, but it can
be easily extended to other social messaging apps. The duration
and timing of mobile service phone calls and WhatsApp calls
made and received were recorded. Similarly, the length and
timing of SMS and WhatsApp messages sent and received were
also recorded. Importantly, for privacy protection, we never
record or transmit any content of any communication, and we
hash the identity or contact number of the counterparty.

Finger Taps (New)
Taps provide two types of information that may be related to a
person’s health. The speed at which a person taps may give a

hint of their neuropsychological function [33]; for example, a
fatigued person may tap more slowly or some diseases may
cause small, uncontrollable movements. There is also some
evidence that finger taps may be used to detect depression [34].
The apps a person uses (determined from their taps) may also
give an indication of their status and behavior. For example, a
patient with a mental illness who is relapsing might be found
to have significantly altered communications, reflected in the
number and speed of taps made in the various apps. We sought
to capture typing error rates that could be affected by physical
or mental conditions. We can determine this from how often
the delete or backspace key on the keyboard is tapped. To
measure tapping speed, we also need to know whether the person
is typing on the keyboard or navigating in a social messaging
app. The characteristics and metadata of finger taps on the phone
screen were recorded, such as the number and timestamps of
taps into apps, different key strokes (from the enter key, delete
key, backspace key, alphabet keys, number keys, and
punctuation keys), and the group categorization of the tapped
apps are also recorded. As a privacy-preservation measure,
captured keystrokes are converted into a type token (such as
alphabetic, numerical, and punctuation). The app only stores
and downloads the type token, and the specific keys that are
struck are not recorded.

Motion Information (Some Are New)
Accelerometer, gyroscope, magnetometer (new), and pedometer
(new) data are recorded to check whether the phone is being
moved or is motionless. This information can help determine
the amount of phone use and can be correlated with other data
collected by wearable devices (sleep, activity, etc).

Phone States
The app can record the Wi-Fi state, the Bluetooth state, and the
power state (screen on/off and power-down event) of the phone.
The Wi-Fi and Bluetooth scan results can, to some extent,
provide information about the location of the device, especially
when the GPS location is not available. However, these data
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are sensitive and need to be deidentified and encrypted. The
power state feature is usually combined with other features,
such as taps, to determine the usage behavior of the phone by
the participant.

Ambient Light (New)
The app can record the intensity of ambient light through the
smartphone’s built-in light sensor (not the camera). This could
detect, for example, whether a participant goes out or sleeps in
a comfortable sleeping environment; studies have suggested a
correlation between a patient’s mental health and their preferred
environmental lighting [35]. As sleep and heart rate are
important indicators of mental health status, we recorded the
following 3 categories of features from the Fitbit wearable
(obtained directly from the Fitbit cloud).

Sleep

Sleep information during the day and night was recorded,
including a breakdown of different sleep stages with time
stamps.

Steps

The total number of steps in time intervals specified by Fitbit.

Heart Rate

The number of heartbeats in time intervals specified by Fitbit.
Approximations of other measures of interest, such as heart rate
variability, can be computed from heart rate data.

For the HOPE-S study, we captured the following features:
location, sociability indices, finger taps, accelerometer, power
state, ambient light, sleep, steps, and heart rate.

Backend Data Processing Pipeline
We have rebuilt the BBS backend in Python 3 to systematically
process data files, reformat the raw data, and extract high-level
features. A considerable amount of feature engineering is being
performed on the backend to clean the data, correct data
shortcomings, combine different data sources into joint features,
and feed various downstream machine learning systems. For
example, upon consultation with our clinical partners, we
constructed high-level features that are likely to provide useful
signals regarding the mental health of the participants in the
HOPE-S study. Our current analyses in the study make use of
time series of daily or hourly samples of intuitively identified
measurements from sleep, steps, heart rate, location, and
sociability indices. Some examples include daily totals of the
number of hours of sleep, steps, and communications initiated
and received. Constructing such features is often necessary in
situations with small amounts of or noisy data. For example,
when no sleep data are recorded by the Fitbit for a whole day,
it is not clear whether the participant did not sleep or whether
they just did not wear the Fitbit to bed. We can resolve this
ambiguity by looking at the heart rate measurements, which are
recorded continually while the Fitbit is worn. If heart rate data
are missing for more than an allotted allowance, we can
reasonably assume that the participant was not wearing the Fitbit
during sleep. As another example, we have developed an
Android app grouper that uses information from the Google
Play Store to classify all apps into 7 classes defined by us: social
messenger, social media, entertainment, map navigation, utility

tools, games, and Android systems (other vendor-specific or
system apps that cannot be found in the Play Store). This class
information is used in the taps data features when classifying a
user’s phone activity (eg, in social media apps, in gaming apps,
etc). In summary, this step bridges the gap between data
collection and common downstream machine learning modules.
Details on the data processing pipeline, high-level feature
extraction, and the seven classes of the app grouper are provided
in the Multimedia Appendix 1.

We note that although we endeavor to correct ambiguities in
the data collected by the platform (such as in the example above
clarifying truly sleepless nights), we do not make efforts to
impute missing data. Imputation is required for certain analyses,
such as those involving GPS measurements [36]. However, it
should be noted that the best imputation method depends on the
goals of a particular study.

We are also aware that features that are provided by device
manufacturers, such as the pedometer, heart rate, and sleep, are
derived using proprietary algorithms that are likely to change
over time and are not standardized, nor typically scientifically
validated. These features may contain biases or inaccuracies
that can affect subsequently trained statistical models. Therefore,
our existing data processing pipeline is designed to be flexible
enough for researchers to insert on-demand additional steps for
data normalization and regularization.

Platform Improvements

We have made many improvements to the Android app and are
in the process of extending these improvements to the iOS app.
In this section, we will only describe the most significant
improvements; other improvements are provided in the
Multimedia Appendix 1. We also used two system variations:
the prototype or development system and the deployed system.
Some features may be applied to only one of the systems.

Scanning Quick Response Codes for Simple User
Registration
To facilitate the user registration process and to allow one-way
encryption for better data security, study participant kits were
prepared and a single-page onboarding document was generated
with all the information necessary to onboard a participant. The
process was designed for a nontechnical self-service onboarding
process. Multiple Quick Response (QR) codes were scanned in
the deployed system. They include information on
certificate-based authentication to further strengthen security
via host verification. The Additional App Enhancement Section
of the Multimedia Appendix 1 provides details on QR
registration.

Data Compression
To scale the system up to a very large number of users, we need
to reduce the utilized communication bandwidth as much as
possible. We have therefore added an option when creating a
study to compress the data before sending it to the server, which
may be selected on the backend console by checking the enable
compression checkbox. Note that data compression is applied
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before data encryption. This feature was only implemented in
the prototype system.

Security Enhancements
The HOPES platform is redesigned on top of Beiwe to ensure
data confidentiality, data integrity, and high availability, and to
enable system auditing and user authentication. The design also
supports large-scale deployments with a distributed pipeline.
Finally, the design emphasizes a separation of these duties
throughout the architecture to minimize the risk of data breaches
and to preserve data privacy throughout the lifecycle of a study.
In the original Beiwe platform, data are decrypted in the data
collection server and re-encrypted using the study key. This
poses a certain amount of risk because the data collection server
directly faces the public internet. In our HOPES platform, data
are encrypted at all times while on the phone and in the data
collection infrastructure and are only decrypted in clinical or
R&D premises. The decryption key is only accessible from
clinical or R&D premises; therefore, in principle, the data are
not decryptable on the phone or in the data collection
infrastructure. Data are only reidentified when needed for
qualified clinical purposes and only by clinical staff.

Dashboards, User Interfaces, and Data
Analysis

Ensuring complete data collection is important. A variety of
issues can result in not receiving data as expected, including

technical failures, participants not adhering to the guidelines
on device usage, or participants failing to wear their device.
Monitoring this process is particularly challenging at scale.
Therefore, we created a data collection dashboard (Figure 3)
to facilitate the monitoring of the data collected.

The data collection dashboard is populated using the metadata
extracted during the downloading phase of the Fitbit and phone
data. The AWS Lambda function (which is set to trigger every
5 minutes) is set up to retrieve these data from their respective
S3 buckets and create an HTML file. To fill the dashboard to
ensure that the participants comply with the study requirements,
the following data types are observed and closely monitored:
location, sociability, taps in app, last HOPES upload, last Fitbit
upload, and sleep. Color codes denote the data collection status:
red meaning need to take an action, orange meaning need to
closely monitor, and green meaning normal.

The data collection dashboard does not require decrypted data
and is thus constructed before decryption. As a result, it can be
hosted on an upload server with little security risk. However,
it does not show the full historical data completion status, which
is sometimes needed. Hence, we developed the data completion
dashboard, which is described in detail in the Multimedia
Appendix 1.

Figure 3. The data collection dashboard shows the data uploading status of all participants.

Data Visualization Toolkit
We developed a data visualization toolkit to visualize and
explore the collected data. The toolkit can also perform some
basic statistical analyses, such as the comparison of features
between defined date ranges. For further details on the usage
and capability of the data visualizer, see the Multimedia
Appendix 1.

Clinician Dashboard
The clinician dashboard, illustrated in Figure 4, is designed for
clinicians to preview general trends in participants’ digital
phenotyping data and may be useful during clinical encounters.
On the basis of previous studies and the observations of our
clinical partners, we decided to report sleep, sociability, and
mobility data for the current version of the clinician dashboard.
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Figure 4. The clinician dashboard shows a preview of general trends in patient biomarker data.

Sleep is plotted based on total sleep duration and sleep
efficiency; the latter is depicted by color. Sociability is plotted
using the number of messages exchanged and the number of
calls for a duration of more than 1 minute. Mobility is based on
the time away from home (time spent away from sleeping
location) and the radius of gyration (maximum distance traveled
from home). These graphs are drawn based on averages over 3
timeframes: the current week is 7 days before 0:00 AM of the
current day, the past week is 7 days before the current week,
and the past month is 30 days before the past week. An example
further explaining the clinician dashboard can be found in the
Multimedia Appendix 1.

Anomaly Detection Dashboard
To support a wide variety of applications attempting to analyze
and identify interesting changes among the many features being
collected by the platform, we implemented a generic purpose
anomaly detection system and dashboard. The system comprises
several anomaly detection algorithms on the backend that report
their findings via a dashboard. The dashboard is designed to
create alerts about possible irregularities arising in the digital
phenotyping data each day.

There are many machine learning approaches to anomaly
detection in time-series data. One approach is to train a
time-series model on historical data and compare new data with
forecasts from this model, scoring the predictions based on how
good or bad they are. For example, a simple scoring mechanism
compares the empirical distribution of the residuals (ie, the
errors of the fitted model’s predictions on the training set) to
the realized prediction error on new data.

We have experimented with several time-series models,
including the broad class of autoregressive integrated moving
average models [37] and the class of Gaussian processes [38],
fitting them to a subset of digital phenotyping features that were
initially selected as important for our HOPE-S study (see the
Multimedia Appendix 1 for details of the features). We note
that these two choices of models are able to capture periodic
effects, which are important for our HOPE-S study, as
participants’behaviors may change markedly on the weekends.
Selecting the most appropriate model depends on the data and
the application at hand. We train the models every day on all
past data and compute the predictions of the digital phenotyping
features for the next day. At the end of the following day, the
realized digital phenotyping features were compared with the
predictions and scored, and these scores were transformed to
be interpreted as the probability that the observed data is an
anomaly. Therefore, the final score is a number between zero
and one, where higher values constitute alerts.

In Figure 5, we display an example of what the anomaly
detection dashboard looks like on a given day. Each row
corresponds to a participant, and each column corresponds to
a different anomaly detection score. The participant’s identifier
and the last date their scores were successfully updated are
displayed, along with the anomaly scores for each feature. The
score from a multivariate model is also displayed, which may
capture interdependencies between features that affect whether
a measurement is anomalous. For example, major disruptions
in sleep naturally coincide with periods of long-distance travel
(a large radius of gyration). Note that the cells are colored
according to the severity of the scores.
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Figure 5. The anomaly detection dashboard with a visualization of the scores from a collection of anomaly detection models.

Although this dashboard is mainly used for research at this
point, if reliable anomalies are detected, they can be promoted
to the clinician dashboard. In the context of our HOPE-S study,
it was shown that digital phenotyping signals from patients with
schizophrenia exhibit a measurable increase in anomalies in the
period leading up to a relapse event [11]. However, as an
unsupervised learning problem, the performance of an anomaly
detection routine is dependent on the context of its application,
and users will likely have to adjust the underlying algorithm to
suit their needs. Therefore, we made the dashboard modular,
where the anomaly detection routine can be replaced on the
backend with customized routines without affecting its exposure
to the user-facing dashboard.

Example Analyses

Data Completion Rate Analysis
The completeness of the data collected in the HOPE-S study
depends on the technical stability of the platform and participant
compliance. There will always be situations that are difficult to
anticipate and can cause losses of data (eg, a few participants

had their Fitbit wrist bands broken in the middle of the study,
and while waiting for the replacement band to arrive, they were
unable to wear the device).

Table 1 shows the data completion rates for each low-level
feature. The rate is computed as the number of days with feature
data divided by the number of days enrolled in the study. For
phone features such as call log and SMS log, which can have
no data if the participant really has no call/SMS during that day,
we checked the presence of empty, time stamped feature files
stored by the platform to determine whether that feature is being
successfully collected. Our researchers and clinical partners
generally felt that the overall completion rate was satisfactory.

Figure 6 provides a dynamic, graphical overview of the data
completeness for each participant. Each participant had 2 rows
in the display: the first for their phone features and the second
for their wrist device features. Each square represents the
completion status for a single day (refer to the legend for
information on color coding). This dashboard has proven
valuable to our researchers and clinical partners when following
up with study participants to improve compliance and to quickly
resolve any technical issues that may arise.
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Table 1. Data completion rate on 22 participants that have completed the study.

Data completion rate (%)Raw feature name

87.0Accel

94.6Call log

94.3Power state

94.6Sociability call log

87.2Accessibility log

93.0GPS

87.1Sleep

94.6Sociability msg log

91.3Ambient light

93.5Heart

94.6SMS log

96.9Steps

89.7Taps log

92.2Overall

Figure 6. Data completion overview for the first 22 participants who have already completed the study (odd rows refer to phone data; even rows refer
to Fitbit data).

Example of Use: Measuring the Effect of Singapore’s
Circuit Breaker
In response to the SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19) pandemic,
Singapore imposed a stay-at-home order or cordon sanitaire,
which is formally called the 2020 Singapore Circuit Breaker
measures or CB. This lockdown was in effect from April 7,
2020 to June 1, 2020, after which gradual stages of reopening
have occurred. During this period, people were required to stay
at home as much as possible, avoid nonessential travel and
social visits, and maintain social distancing in public. We expect
the lockdown to have an effect on some digital phenotyping
features. As a test for our digital phenotyping system, we
performed and reported a data comparison using 22 participants’
data before and after the start of this CB.

Table 2 shows a subset of features that show statistically
significant differences before and after the CB began on April
7, 2020. Not surprisingly, as people were required to stay at
home, the time at home has increased, and the number of
significant locations visited has decreased. Features related to
physical activity (heart rate, steps, and acceleration) also
decreased, as might be expected. Both sleep and sleep efficiency
decreased among these participants. It is also noteworthy that
participants appear to use a fewer number of apps, perhaps
because there is no need for some apps such as maps for
navigation or those checking bus arrival times; however, it
appears that they spend more time in entertainment apps.
Moreover, the ambient light indoors is generally dimmer than
it is outdoors, therefore, the observed decrease in maximum
ambient light is also as expected.
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Table 2. Comparison of 6 weeks of digital phenotyping data before (from 45 days before to 3 days before) and after (from 3 days after to 45 days after)
the start of Singapore’s Circuit Breaker on April 7, 2020.

P value (Wilcoxon signed
rank test)

P value (paired
t test)

6-week after CB
starts, mean (SD)

6-week before CBa starts,
mean (SD)

Feature name

Smartphone features

<.001<.0010.370 (0.345)0.526 (0.325)accel_L_std (L: length of the accel. vector)

<.001.0050.00551 (0.0041)0.00807 (0.0044)accel_ddt_max (ddt: time derivative)

.001.0012.190 (0.587)2.538 (0.721)ambientLight.hourly_max_log1p_lux

<.001.0010.288 (0.560)0.533 (0.835)callLog_Incoming Call

<.001<.0011328 (143)1111 (292)gps-mobility_Hometime / mins

.02.011.220 (0.288)1.354 (0.429)gps-mobility_SigLocsVisited

<.01.0085.180 (2.44)6.716 (2.77)powerState.hourly_n_screen_on

.04.0414.24 (4.47)16.10 (4.54)tapsLog.daily_n_unique_apps

.05.07378.3 (365)293.9 (259)tapsLog.daily_n_taps_in_entertainment

Wrist-wearable features

<.001.0012400 (1807)3921 (2435)steps.daily_n_steps

<.001<.00179.78 (54.24)113.8 (53.23)steps.daily_n_mins_walk

.03.1080.35 (9.04)82.89 (10.48)heart.daily_HR_mean

.26.7755.74 (7.23)56.08 (6.85)heart.daily_HR_min

.096.318.727 (1.98)9.196 (1.94)sleep_total_hrs

.009.0492.39 (3.38)93.27 (3.08)sleep_mean_efficiency

aCB: circuit breaker.

We compared our results with another study based on Fitbit
use: the Health Insights Singapore (hiSG) study [39]. The daily
step count decreased by approximately 35% in our study and
approximately 42% in hiSG; the minimum heart rate decreased
by 1.1 bpm in our study, and the resting heart rate decreased by
1.6 bpm in the hiSG study; sleep efficiency decreased by 0.8%
in our study and by 0.2% in the hiSG study. All comparisons
between both studies were consistent in demonstrating changes
before and after the onset of the CB measures in Singapore.

Conclusions and Future Work
Digital phenotyping is a promising area in health care, but great
care and effort is required in designing a system that is easy to
use, is safe in terms of data security and privacy, and collects
data with sufficient detail and reliability to be useful in research
and patient care. We found the Beiwe platform to be a suitable
base that can be used and extended to create the HOPES
platform. Our main extensions have been adding many more
sources for data collection, integrating the use of a wearable
device, and the development of a large set of participant
monitoring and management platforms.

We were also driven by the requirements of a clinical research
study for schizophrenia (HOPE-S). This required us to develop

significant enhancements in security, privacy, ease of use, and
scalability, choosing a careful combination of public cloud and
on-premises operation.

We needed to create new mechanisms to clean, process, present,
explore, and analyze the massive and diverse data collected
when digital phenotyping. These need to serve the needs of
clinical research study operations, clinical care, platform
developers, and researchers, and hence a range of data pipelines
and tools for data analysis have been developed.

Our initial platform is in use in the HOPE-S clinical trial, and
interim results will soon be reported. An initial analysis using
SARS-CoV-2 as a test case yielded meaningful and expected
results consistent with expected lockdown behaviors and was
consistent with an independently conducted study in the same
country.

Currently, we are considering making the HOPES platform
open source for the research community to access. We continue
to add features and make adjustments for newer versions of the
Android operating system. Simultaneously, we are working on
an iOS version of the app to access a wider range of users with
Apple devices.
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Abstract

During disease outbreaks or pandemics, policy makers must convey information to the public for informative purposes (eg,
morbidity or mortality rates). They must also motivate members of the public to cooperate with the guidelines, specifically by
changing their usual behavior. Policy makers have traditionally adopted a didactic and formalistic stance by conveying dry,
statistics-based health information to the public. They have not yet considered the alternative of providing health information in
the form of narrative evidence, using stories that address both cognitive and emotional aspects. The aim of this viewpoint paper
is to introduce policy makers to the advantages of using narrative evidence to provide health information during a disease outbreak
or pandemic such as COVID-19. Throughout human history, authorities have tended to employ apocalyptic narratives during
disease outbreaks or pandemics. This viewpoint paper proposes an alternative coping narrative that includes the following
components: segmentation; barrier reduction; role models; empathy and support; strengthening self-efficacy, community efficacy,
and coping tools; preventing stigmatization of at-risk populations; and communicating uncertainty. It also discusses five conditions
for using narrative evidence to produce an effective communication campaign on social media: (1) identifying narratives that
reveal the needs, personal experiences, and questions of different subgroups to tailor messaging to produce targeted behavioral
change; (2) providing separate and distinct treatment of each information unit or theory that arises on social networks; (3)
identifying positive deviants who found creative solutions for stress during the COVID-19 crisis not found by other members of
the community; (4) creating different stories of coping; and (5) maintaining a dialogue with population subgroups (eg, skeptical
and hesitant groups). The paper concludes by proposing criteria for evaluating the effectiveness of a narrative.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24948)   doi:10.2196/24948

KEYWORDS

health and risk communication; social media; narrative evidence; crisis; pandemic; misinformation; infodemic; infodemiology;
COVID-19; policy; segmentation; barrier reduction; role models; empathy and support; strengthening self/community-efficacy;
coping tools; preventing stigmatization; at-risk populations; communicating uncertainty; positive deviance; tailor messaging;
targeted behavioral change

Introduction

Background
During disease outbreaks or pandemics, organizations must
convey effective information that will cause members of the
general public to cooperate with guidelines and even change
their behavior, as in the need for social distancing and isolation

during the COVID-19 crisis [1]. Moreover, policy makers must
convey information to health care professionals, who must deal
with new care conditions and social situations [2]. This
information must go beyond factual information such as
morbidity and mortality statistics. It must also provide
explanations to help the public understand the rationale behind
the guidelines as well as information to help population
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subgroups cope with social conditions such as loneliness and
anxiety caused by lifestyle changes.

In communicating this information, health organizations must
also address the psychological, sociological, economic, and
political factors motivating the behavior of diverse population
groups; therefore, conveying information, messages, and
guidelines to the public becomes quite complex [3,4]. Moreover,
in a media- and communication platform-saturated environment,
if policy makers do not convey information that is relevant to
people’s needs, the public will lose interest and turn to other
resources and channels [5-7].

Health information can be conveyed as statistical evidence or
as narrative evidence. Statistical evidence usually entails a dry
summary of quantitative information about a sample of cases
that can be generalized to an entire population [8]. This
information is conveyed in a statistics-based and didactic manner
that appeals primarily to cognitive considerations.

In contrast, health information can also be conveyed in the form
of narrative, through stories that address both cognitive and
emotional aspects. Narrative evidence is constructed in the form
of a plot that has a beginning, a middle, and an ending that is
often open [9-13]. Stories involve characters who portray
incidents, life experiences, problems, conflicts, or questions,
and challenges emerging from their daily lives or during crises.
These characters transcend their personal stories to represent
communal stories that often entail information about goals,
plans, actions, and outcomes [9-13].

In examining whether narrative or nonnarrative [9,13-15] means
are most effective in conveying health care information and
creating health behavior change, research has uncovered
apparently contradictory results. For example, one study found
that narrative evidence is more effective than statistical evidence
[16], whereas a meta-analysis indicated that statistical evidence
is more persuasive [8].

In another meta-analysis, Zebregs et al [17] identified the
influential factors in the two approaches: statistical evidence
versus narrative evidence. Statistical evidence was found to
exert a stronger influence on beliefs and attitudes than narrative
evidence, whereas narrative evidence had a stronger influence
on intention. The authors’ explanation was that statistical
evidence, beliefs, and attitudes are mainly related to cognitive
responses, whereas both narrative evidence and behavioral
intention are more specifically related to affective (emotional)
responses. Accordingly, during a pandemic or other crisis, policy
makers can employ both means of information transmission:
statistical evidence and narrative evidence. As noted by Zebregs
et al [17], narratives can help influence people’s intentions to
change their behavior, as required by unusual situations.

Hoper and Clippard [18] identified five qualities of narrative
messages that make them particularly promising for health
interventions. Narrative messages can overcome resistance
toward the advocated health behavior. Moreover, they can
engage audiences that are less involved, reach audiences that
are less knowledgeable, render complex information
comprehensible, and ground messages in the culture and
experiences of the target audience. In the next section, we

describe these five qualities and tie them to the field of emerging
infectious disease communication. We also add two qualities
that we believe are of particular importance for the use of
narrative strategy in health communication. The first is using
aesthetic means (nonverbal communication) to convey
information based on the edutainment theoretical framework
[19,20], as such means are important components of persuasion
strategies. The second is conveying a diffused story through
social networks based on the diffusion of innovations theory
[21,22] and parasocial interactions [23-25], both adapted to the
current social media realm.

Overcoming Resistance to Advocated Health Behavior
Resistance can be broadly defined as a reaction against change
or an incentive to oppose persuasive appeals. Resistance to
persuasive messages may include counterarguing the message’s
claims, ignoring the message altogether, or denying the validity
of the message due to its source. The greater the public’s
resistance, the greater the advantages of the narrative approach
in reaching people [26].

Rendering Complex Information Comprehensible
Narrative evidence helps people process new or complex
information by putting the facts into the context of a specific
time and place during an outbreak or pandemic. Moreover,
narratives can be used to link the information to the experience
of the readers or listeners [27,28].

Reaching Audiences That Are Less Knowledgeable
Policy makers seeking to find the most effective way to lead
the public to heed information and guidelines during a crisis
need a tool that does not require a high level of literacy or
education. Narrative evidence meets that requirement because
it can address people at all levels and in all languages [18].

Engaging Audiences That Are Less Involved
Addressing emotions is one way to make the public feel
involved. Emotions have long been acknowledged as an essential
ingredient in the recipe for persuasion [29-31]. In the health
communication field, persuasive messages that arouse emotions
tend to be perceived as more effective than those that do not
[32-36]. Even health care workers may be more responsive to
messages that address their emotions than to statistical data.
Hence, this approach can be used to provide health care workers
with tools and vital information to help them communicate with
families whose loved ones are hospitalized with COVID-19.

Grounding Messages in the Culture and Experiences
of the Target Audience
People exposed to other people’s stories in the media undergo
a “parasocial relationship” [37] in that they become engaged
with the characters despite never having met them. In line with
social-cognitive theory [38], such characters may serve as role
models for appropriate behavior by demonstrating the costs and
benefits of different courses of action. People may be inspired
to imitate the actions of positive characters, avoid the problems
of negative characters, or follow in the footsteps of characters
who undergo a transformation (usually from negative to positive
attitudes or behaviors) over the course of the story [39].
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In media campaigns, the characters in a narrative can serve as
role models for the readers or viewers [40]. For instance,
characters representing at-risk population groups can depict
different coping situations that the public can learn and imitate
[41]. As opposed to merely short text (eg, a Tweet that can
contain up to 280 characters), social media platforms such as
Facebook, blogs, or COVID-19 forums enable people to create
and share their stories. These platforms provide people with
opportunities to talk about their fears and concerns as well as
their beliefs and risk perceptions in different situations [5,42,43].
Policy makers can study stories on social networks to learn how
people understand the epidemic narrative at any given time and
use that information to generate appropriate narratives.

Stories can be used for long-term interventions as well as for
the short-term needs of a specific context, such as the outbreak
of a pandemic. Furthermore, pandemics are not necessarily
short. Indeed, the COVID-19 crisis is prolonged and ongoing.
For example, policy makers can design stories that model
effective behavior for the subgroup of health care workers caring
for older people during the COVID-19 crisis.

Using Aesthetic Means to Convey Information
The newly proposed quality of aesthetic means is of particular
importance in health communication. Narratives can use
aesthetic means and strategies such as empathy, humor, sarcasm,
and irony to convey information using [27]. Edutainment has
shown that aesthetic experiences provide viewers with
opportunities for meaningful cognitive illumination or change
in the context of health or other issues [19,20]. Aesthetic means
offer added value that cannot be achieved merely by conveying
statistical information.

Conveying a Diffused Story Through Social Networks
Conveying a diffused story [21,22] through social media leads
to parasocial interactions [23-25] and generates relationships
between people that transcend geographic and linguistic borders.
These relationships turn strangers into friends and transform
passive audiences into active coparticipants [44,45]. People
who hear a good story can be expected to share it with others,
initiating a pattern of social proliferation, such that messages
“go viral” [46,47]. Thus, the boundaries between the personal
and the public become blurred. For example, when people
identify with a story posted on social networks and share it on
their feeds, they actually turn that story into “their” story. Hence,
one individual’s story becomes the story of many other
individuals, who identify with it and share it with others.

This viewpoint paper combines three intertwining parts to
provide a holistic perspective on the use of narrative evidence
during a disease outbreak or pandemic. The first part compares
the commonly used strategy of apocalyptic narratives to the
more desirable strategy of coping narratives, an alternative that
has not yet been fully implemented. The second part outlines
the conditions necessary to generate an alternative coping
narrative and discusses the outcomes of this alternative. Finally,
the third part proposes evaluation criteria that can be used in
constructing an alternative coping narrative.

Objectives

First Objective
The first objective of this viewpoint is to introduce policy
makers to the advantages of using narrative evidence [9,13-15]
during a disease outbreak or pandemic, such as the COVID-19
pandemic. To date, health organizations have used narratives
mainly in the fields of clinical care and education. These
narratives usually focus on disease prevention, disease
management, patient recovery, and psychological and social
resilience [17]. However, using narrative evidence as a tool for
changing attitudes and behaviors can be effective not only for
long periods of clinical care intervention but also for shorter
periods that require the public to change its behavior.

Second Objective
The second objective of this viewpoint is to propose an
alternative coping narrative based on health and risk
communication approaches and models. Throughout human
history, authorities have tended to employ apocalyptic narratives
that include threats, intimidation [48], and the use of “good”
and “bad” protagonists. However, alternatives are available to
this apocalyptic narrative.

Third Objective
The third objective of this viewpoint is to propose five
conditions for constructing and using alternative narrative
evidence to launch a communication campaign on social media.

Fourth Objective
The fourth objective of this viewpoint is to propose criteria for
evaluating a narrative’s effectiveness and potential to generate
change: narrative mechanisms, rhetorical concerns, and
empirical questions.

Based on the aforesaid, policy makers can use narrative evidence
not only for long-term interventions but also during disease
outbreaks and pandemics when members of the public are called
upon to follow guidelines and change their behavior. In the next
section, we propose an alternative coping narrative model
instead of the apocalyptic narrative model commonly used
during disease outbreaks and pandemics.

Traditional Use of Narrative Evidence in
Pandemics: Apocalyptic Narratives

Pandemics are difficult and complex events with a high level
of uncertainty. From the dawn of history, pandemics have
aroused fear, panic, and alarm, as expressed in many Western
works of literature and art [49-54]. Over the years, human and
technological progress has led to the development of
vaccinations. Nevertheless, epidemics and pandemics, such as
the COVID-19 pandemic, still pose a serious challenge, with
wide-ranging existential consequences that spark primeval
emotions and fears. Questions arise [55-58] such as “How can
leaders deal with the public’s fears, uncertainty and concerns?”
and “What narrative can policy makers create in the public
sphere to gain people’s trust and cooperation?”
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Some, though not all, health organizations currently employ
apocalyptic narratives [59]. This sort of narrative lacks many
of the qualities of narrative evidence while also containing some
elements that can generate negative responses among the public.
In this section, we describe the features of apocalyptic narratives
traditionally used during pandemics and discuss why these have
not been effective. After that, we describe an alternative coping
narrative based on the health and risk communication literature
that some countries have put into effect during the COVID-19
pandemic.

Throughout human history, pandemic narratives have
incorporated melodramatic and apocalyptic features [59,60].
Indeed, the word “epidemic” refers to something that “falls
upon people“ (in Greek, epi means ”upon or above“ and demos
means ”people“) [61]. Hence, by definition, epidemics are
unpredictable and are therefore perceived as threatening.

Artistic expressions of epidemics in literature, painting,
sculpture, and other media symbolize the sense of vulnerability
in the face of uncertainty and death, as well as the random nature
of death itself. The villain of the plot is the virus that is
threatening to destroy humanity, while the “good guys” or
heroes are the lifesaving medical workers. The narrative also
includes characters depicted as disease spreaders, usually from
disempowered communities. Blame, stigmatization [62], and
fears and anxieties (whether real or exaggerated) swirl around
in the public consciousness [62]. The tone of this narrative is
apocalyptic rather than redemptive. Diseases are managed and
endured rather than overcome, and species-level damage is
incurred. In pandemic narratives, our anxieties are not assuaged;
we are invited to struggle rather than to overcome.

According to Wald, pandemic narratives tell “a contradictory
but compelling story of the perils of human interdependence
and the triumph of human connection and cooperation, scientific
authority, and the evolutionary advances of the microbe,
ecological balance, and impending disaster” [62]. Further,
Massumi [63] indicated that we live in an environment that is
not so much threatening as “threat generating” [64]. That is, the
threat is not always as existential as its effect on human
consciousness, as expressed through the stories we tell.

In the modern pandemic narrative, traditional and social media
do not only cover and mediate the crisis; they also serve as
narrators that dictate the reality and narrative of the pandemic
to the audience. In this narrative, humanity searches for a
solution in the form of a medication or vaccination that will
redeem it from the apocalyptic threats [3]. In recent disease
outbreaks, health organizations seem to have strengthened this
apocalyptic narrative by using strategies of intimidation to make
the public follow instructions and guidelines [3]. This can be
seen in the language and tone of information delivery (eg, use
of war language to describe COVID-19 as a cruel enemy that
needs to be defeated [65]).

Moreover, the modern pandemic narrative often uses overblown
statistics not backed by accurate facts to describe morbidity and
mortality to motivate the public to follow directives. For
example, Dew [66] describes how during the 1997 measles
outbreak in New Zealand, the Ministry of Health ran a media
advertisement campaign using emotional appeals and employing

statistics and numbers to create a “quantification rhetoric.”
According to Petersen and Lupton [67], this rhetoric “tends to
suggest the figures used are not subject to doubt or uncertainty.”
During the media campaign, ”the viewer was subjected to
images of cemeteries and crucifixes passing across the screen”
[66]. However, the 1997 outbreak in New Zealand was found
to be minor. The actual number of measles cases reported was
1200, and not a single child died [66]. Intimidation has also
been used during the COVID-19 pandemic. For example, the
prime minister of Israel compared the first wave of the epidemic
to both Spanish influenza and the Holocaust, citing inaccurate
statistics [68,69].

Policy makers and organizations often tend to frame uncertain
information in terms of certainty. Their assumption is that
uncertain information may create negative emotions.
Furthermore, even when the risk is uncovered, often through
social media, and its communication becomes inevitable, experts
and organizations are often reluctant to reveal all available
information. They prefer to provide a straightforward and
unambiguous explanation. Van Asselt et al [70,71] called this
framing “the uncertainty paradox,” referring to situations
wherein uncertainty is acknowledged, but the role of science is
framed as providing certainty [72].

Contrary to this assumption, other studies indicate that when
people feel they do not have sufficient information regarding a
risk, their sense of uncertainty and negative feelings may
increase [73-76], especially when the risk is perceived as severe
and uncontrollable [77]. Indeed, honest risk communication
and providing sufficient information do not have a negative
impact on the public’s behavior. In contrast, sufficient and
accurate information can help mitigate negative feelings [78-81].

Authorities often use intimidation strategy because they believe
the public is in a state of “panic” and “hysteria” during a crisis
[82]. For example, the public’s reaction to the appearance of
four Ebola cases in the United States and to the authorities’
diverse approaches to necessary precautionary measures was
perceived as “national panic” [83,84], with Maryn McKenna
[85] coining the term “Ebolanoia” to describe it.

Contrary to this widely accepted view of public panic, empirical
studies of public response to extreme situations have revealed
the opposite findings [79,80,86]. Indeed, some studies indicate
that in extreme situations, people are more likely to react by
demonstrating social cohesion and mutual trust rather than
showing panic [87].

Even in the case of public panic, using intimidation without
empowering individual self-efficacy is counter to the theory of
intimidation use known as the extended parallel process model
(EPPM) [88]. The EPPM attempts to predict how individuals
will react when confronted with fear-inducing stimuli. For
fear-based policies to be effective, policy makers must induce
a moderate level of fear alongside a higher level of self-efficacy
and response efficacy. When the public’s fear exceeds its sense
of self-efficacy, the message becomes ineffective.
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An Alternative Coping Narrative

As opposed to this apocalyptic narrative, here, we propose an
alternative coping narrative based on health and risk
communication approaches and frameworks [89,90]. This
narrative should contain the following components:
segmentation, barrier reduction, role modeling, empathy and
support, tools to promote self and collective efficacy and coping,
preventing the stigmatization of at-risk populations, and
communication of uncertainty.

Segmentation Through Narrative
The literature underscores the importance of segmenting [91,92]
and mapping [93,94] each subgroup in the population to tailor
[95,96] the information and media campaign to the barriers,
risks, concerns, and unique needs of each group. During every
disease outbreak or pandemic, some groups are at higher risk
than others. The narrative put forward by the authorities must
communicate and distinguish between actions taken for the
benefit of the public at large and those targeting specific at-risk
groups. For example, during the COVID-19 pandemic, young
people between the ages of 18 and 30 years without any
underlying conditions are at lower risk of serious illness.
Therefore, the authorities must tailor risk messages to particular
at-risk groups without resorting to intimidation.

Reducing Barriers Through Narrative
The strategy of barrier reduction entails reducing existing
difficulties and barriers to the adoption of desirable behavior
[97,98] and offering incentives and solutions to the population.
This strategy can be useful during a disease outbreak or
pandemic. One of the barriers to adoption of desirable behavior
during the COVID-19 pandemic is the difficulty of maintaining
social distancing. By means of narratives that illustrate this
barrier while providing ways of coping with it, the public can
be given solutions for complying with social distancing without
the use of intimidation.

Role Modeling Through Narrative
Research has shown that role models, identification, and social
support can be used effectively in interventions to change health
behavior [38,99]. According to Bandura’s sociocognitive theory,
individuals can learn a behavior by observing a model.
Moreover, they will be more likely to perform this behavior if
they see positive and appealing reinforcement for the behavior.
The use of role models boosts self-efficacy in that the characters
demonstrating a particular health behavior provide viewers with
tools and skills.

The use of role models to teach social behavior through
narratives can be implemented during disease outbreaks or
pandemics as well. During the COVID-19 pandemic, for
instance, narratives using positive role models can demonstrate
the advantages of following the guidelines, thus strengthening
people’s self-efficacy. Likewise, patients who survived
COVID-19 can share their experiences and give tips to the
public. Leaders dealing with the crisis can also serve as role
models through their behavior. For example, during the
COVID-19 crisis, New Zealand’s Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern

announced a 20% salary cut for herself and the members of her
cabinet [100].

Strengthening Collective Efficacy Through Narrative
Beyond strengthening individual self-efficacy, narratives can
strengthen collective efficacy by illustrating the community’s
ability to provide social support for its members. A community’s
collective efficacy can be reinforced through stories that
emphasize solidarity and mutual support for weaker community
members during a health crisis or pandemic. For example, during
the COVID-19 pandemic, civic organizations and individuals
can support older people under lockdown by helping them obtain
food and medicine.

Using Narratives to Prevent Stigmatization of At-Risk
Populations
During a health crisis, authorities sometimes worry that at-risk
population groups will reject relevant information for fear of
being stigmatized by the media and society. The literature points
to the possibility of self-stigmatization or social stigmatization
if media outlets use sensational means to communicate a risk
[101]. For example, during the COVID-19 pandemic, the Asian
American community expressed strong fears of being blamed
for the spread of SARS-CoV-2. Therefore, policy makers should
stress stigma reduction and create narratives that underscore
social solidarity.

Communicating Uncertainty Through Narrative
Scholars investigating the topic of risk found that dealing with
uncertainty is a major challenge in risk assessment and
management. According to Frewer et al [102], public health
experts tend to believe that the public is incapable of coping
with the uncertainties associated with risk management.
Contrary to this opinion, studies in the risk communication
literature indicate that in risky situations [70,71,103,104],
especially those that involve uncertainty [105], the public wants
full information transparency. Transparent communication does
not provoke negative reactions among the public; rather, it helps
reduce negative feelings and increases the public's respect for
the risk-assessing agency [79].

Sandman and Lanard [106] emphasize the need to “proclaim
uncertainty,” advising authorities to disseminate tentative
information if it is the only type of information they have. A
number of studies conducted during pandemics, such as the
Ebola outbreak in the United States [107] and the polio outbreak
in Israel [108], reinforced Sandman and Lenard’s hypothesis
by showing that the public wants organizations to communicate
uncertainty. Furthermore, the public becomes impatient and
uncooperative when authorities only give them partial or
selective information [109].

Table 1 summarizes the strategies and components of a
pandemic coping narrative based on health and risk
communication approaches. For each apocalyptic pandemic
narrative, an alternative pandemic narrative that offers coping
strategies is presented to help health organizations transform
one narrative to the other. Figure 1 depicts an apocalyptic
pandemic narrative, in which COVID-19 is depicted as an
apocalyptic explosion of an atomic bomb causing severe harm
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to humans. Figure 2 depicts an alternative pandemic narrative
that offers coping strategies, using additional tools provided to
people to cope with the COVID-19 pandemic.

In this section, we explained how an apocalyptic narrative can
be transformed into a coping narrative. In the next section, we
propose several conditions necessary for constructing and using
a coping narrative to launch a communication campaign on
social media.

Table 1. Apocalyptic pandemic narratives versus alternative coping narratives.

Alternative pandemic narrative that offers coping strategiesApocalyptic pandemic narrative

Coping with situations of uncertaintyWaging war against an enemy

Using empathy strategies and reflexivity to motivate the public to cooperateUsing intimidation strategies to motivate the public to follow guidelines

Creating social support and mutual aid through health organizationsCreating heroes (leaders/life-saving medical teams)

Differentiating between public health and personal riskPrioritizing public health as the most important thing

Introducing fact-based measuresTaking extreme measures to protect the public

Seeking truth and exposing policy makers’ doubts and questionsUsing sensationalism and dramatization

Transparency and rationalization of guidelinesEnacting surveillance, guidelines, and regulations (“Big Brother”)

Encouraging solidarityStigmatizing and blaming groups that do not follow guidelines

Coping and living in a changing and dynamic situationClosed ending: defeat or victory over the virus

Figure 1. An apocalyptic pandemic narrative.

Figure 2. An alternative pandemic narrative that presents coping strategies.
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Use of Narrative Evidence to
Communicate About COVID-19 via Social
Media While Maintaining Constructive
Dialogue With the Public

A narrative media campaign launched on social media can be
based on one or both of the following methods: (1) posting
personal stories on social networks and distributing them to
relevant subgroups in the population via channels targeting
these groups; (2) using narratives based on preliminary research
that identifies the public’s questions and concerns and responds
to them through narrative evidence posted on social networks.
Each of these methods requires five main conditions. In the
following section, we outline these conditions, methods, and
prospective outcomes. These conditions and their outcomes are
formulated based on integrating health and risk communication
theories [3,4,110]. We thus provide a new perspective on the
use of narrative and communication strategies during disease
outbreaks and pandemics—in this case, the COVID-19
pandemic. These conditions and outcomes have a high degree
of reliability and can be further validated by additional empirical
research.

First Condition: Tailor Messages Toward Targeted
Behavioral Change Based on the Needs and
Experiences of Different Subgroups
Despite the theoretical understanding that national health
authorities should build segmented profiles of their publics
[111], this understanding has not yet been fully implemented.
During the midst of the H1N1 pandemic, countries were called
on to adapt their communication strategies to specific cultural

needs [112], pointing to a general lack of such cultural and
social adaptation [111]. Although government agencies have
long recognized the ineffectiveness of one-size-fits-all
messaging [113], studies have indicated that segmentation is
still far from adequate implementation [114-118].

Method
Content analysis [119] and ethnographic analysis [120] should
be used to map and categorize the narratives of specific
subgroups on social media. The variables defining such groups
will vary depending on the issue. In addition to
sociodemographic or geodemographic variables typifying
different countries, other variables will be based on specific
attributes of different groups (eg, trust in authorities, science
skepticism, and vaccination hesitancy). Through this research
apparatus, policy makers can use qualitative and quantitative
tools to map and analyze the stories arising from different
population groups and the theories to be elicited from them.

Outcomes
Health organizations will be able to understand the needs, needs,
assumptions, and risk perceptions of different groups and
respond instantly. When health organizations identify the main
stories of each subgroup, they will be able to adjust the relevant
information accordingly. Figure 3 depicts the need to identify
the main stories of each subgroup, such as older or disabled
people.

Health organizations can use people’s authentic stories to
disseminate essential information to the community. When
health organizations use the experiences of people who found
ways to cope with different crisis situations, other people can
learn from that information, thus building social resilience.

Figure 3. Identifying the main stories of each subgroup.
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Second Condition: Refer Separately and Distinctly to
Each Information Unit or Theory Arising on Social
Networks
Studies show that when health organizations want to
communicate facts to the public, they often distinguish between
myth and fact [121-123]. This distinction is not neutral and has
been found to be ineffective for two reasons. First, when
information provided on a website is identified as a myth, people
still remember the information, even though it is totally or
partially untrue. Second, the public refuses to accept a
judgmental approach without scientific evidence. In two studies
on public attitudes toward the measles-mumps-rubella vaccine
and the seasonal influenza vaccine [124,125], pro-vaccine
information from the US Centers for Disease Control website
had a “backfire effect.” After being given information intended
to refute the supposed connection between vaccinations and
autism, vaccine skeptics formed even stronger negative opinions
about vaccinations.

Health organizations must provide separate and distinct
treatment for any kind of information unit or theory that arises
on social networks. For example, social media platforms are
filled with rumors pertaining to COVID-19 [126,127]. Health
organizations have generally used a single approach to handle
information they consider unfounded, without sufficient
differentiation. Thus, they countered the claim that the virus

originated in a laboratory in Wuhan in the same way they
countered the proposal to eat garlic as a cure or the notion that
the virus can be killed through exposure to sunlight. These units
of information differ, and each deserves to be engaged and
addressed on its own merits.

Method
Answer the questions and theories posed by different population
groups, not by correcting the information but rather by
differentiating the information and addressing each claim on
its own merits.

Outcome
By distinguishing among different theories that arise on social
media and addressing them separately, health authorities will
build the public’s trust. Health and risk communication theories
show that bidirectional dialogue is critical, that is, the positions
and arguments emerging from a theory should be addressed
through a dialogue between equals. Likewise, conveying positive
feedback regarding the factual parts of different theories raised
on social networks will give the public a sense of transparency
and trust. In contrast, deciding to correct or dismiss entire
theories (including their correct parts) can generate antagonism,
such that the public feels its views are being dismissed. Figure
4 depicts the need to conduct a dialogue between health
organizations and the public regarding COVID-19–related
concerns and questions raised by the public.

Figure 4. Answering the questions and theories posed by different population groups.
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Third Condition: Identify Positive Deviants That Offer
Creative Solutions
According to Singhal [128], “the Positive Deviance (PD)
approach is based on the premise that in every community there
are certain individuals or groups whose uncommon behaviors
and strategies enable them to find better solutions to problems
than their peers, while facing worse challenges and having
access to the same resources. However, these people are
ordinarily invisible to others in the community.” The PD
approach seeks to identify and streamline existing resources
deriving from within a community rather than to import external
“best practices.” Such practices are distributed and implemented
over time via social networks [129,130].

Health organizations should seek out positive deviants [131-133]
who propose creative (“outside the box”) solutions for stressful

situations emerging from the COVID-19 crisis that other
members of the community did not find.

Method
Health organizations should use the narratives of exceptional
individuals in various groups who have found ways to cope
with loneliness, stress, and pressure. These coping means can
then be disseminated to other members of their community.

Outcome
These creative solutions and “thinking outside the box” will
generate role models and promote tips from ordinary people
representing various population groups that can help the public
cope during the COVID-19 crisis. The advantage is that the
community is more likely to accept solutions coming from inside
than those imposed by the authorities. Figure 5 visualizes the
need to think outside the box to find creative solutions that can
be adapted to the changing state of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Figure 5. Thinking outside the box.

Fourth Condition: Create Different Stories of Coping
Experiences
Storytelling relies upon realism, identification, and
transportation to help people understand different points of view
and change their attitudes and health behavior [134]. According
to Lee et al [134], “narrative communication is
context-dependent because it derives meaning from the
surrounding situation and provides situation-based stories that
are a pathway to processing story content.”

Method
Instead of the dry statistics and didactic guidelines that health
authorities convey, members of different subgroups can share
their stories with their friends and introduce dilemmas and
emotions emerging from their coping experiences. Figure 6
visualizes the need to create different coping stories using
strategies such as identification and humor.

These narratives may be in the form of testimonials. They can
also be dramatizations of personal narratives [13] that illustrate
what happened to the narrator or to other individuals during the
crisis (eg, a story about how a patient from an immigrant group
copes with stress).
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Figure 6. Creating different stories of coping experiences.

Outcome
These stories can provide specific tools to help different
population subgroups cope with the crisis.

Fifth Condition: Maintain a Dialogue With Skeptical
and Hesitant Groups
According to Larson [135], “educational materials and resources
are important, but limited; health officials and educational
campaigns often fall short because they craft messages based
on what they want to promote, without addressing existing
perceptions. Dialogue matters. Strategies must include listening
and engagement. We have to get better at this…”

Method
Health authorities can use the authentic narratives and social
media posts of skeptical and hesitant groups to answer questions

and address arguments while providing objective and transparent
information. In doing so, authorities should not attempt to frame
the arguments of these hesitant and skeptical groups in terms
of myths versus facts or as misinformation.

Outcomes
Building trust among skeptical groups will have consequences
for enlisting the cooperation of these groups in future pandemics.
Figure 7 depicts the need to maintain a dialogue with skeptical
and hesitant groups.

After outlining the conditions underlying the use of narrative
evidence to communicate crises, we now propose criteria for
evaluating the effectiveness of a narrative.

Figure 7. Maintaining a dialogue with skeptical and hesitant groups.
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A Formative Evaluation Toolkit for Health
Organizations

Formative evaluation of a narrative must take into consideration
both the narrative created by the organization itself and the
authentic narratives found on social networks and used by the
organization during campaigns. The purpose of formative
evaluation is to ensure that the intervention element is
applicable, suitable, significant, and acceptable to the program’s
target audience [136]. Formative evaluation focuses on

participatory research with the target audience before, during,
and after launching the communication campaign. It includes
checking the barriers, needs, and preferences of the target
audiences and setting objectives on the way to designing the
narrative. Formative evaluation for narrative building should
be preceded by qualitative empirical research among
representatives of the target audience (including personal
interviews, focus groups, and role playing).

Table 2 summarizes the questions and issues relevant to
examining a narrative through evaluation research.

Table 2. A rhetorical matrix for empirical analysis of narrative mechanisms and potential for change (evaluation toolkit), based on Gesser-Edelsburg
and Singhal (2013) [19].

Empirical questions to gauge a narrative’s potential for changeRhetorical concernsNarrative mechanism

In processing the narrative, to what extent did the public feelHow do the produced messages and dialogue
engage with the public’s predisposed realities?

Dialogue (between the narrative
and the public) • They were invited or coerced into a dialogue about coping with

the challenges?
• The messages were consensual or oppositional to their predis-

positions?
• New possibilities for coping were raised in the narrative?

In processing the narrative, to what extent did the public experienceHow is the public emotionally involved, im-
mersed, or absorbed in the unfolding narrative?

Involvement (the public’s emo-
tional engagement with the narra-
tive)

• Feelings of voyeurism, empathic identification, alienation, or
anger?

• Identification with certain characters, and how did that influence
their perceptions and positions on the issues the characters
represented?

How does the public perceive the plausibility,
realism, and veracity of the unfolding narra-
tive? Is the narrative trustworthy? Credible?

Trust (public’s perceptions of the
narrative’s credibility)

• In processing the narrative, to what extent did the public feel
the narrative was credible? Realistic? Plausible?

• At what stage did the public begin to experience clarification
of doubts and new emergent possibilities? What conditions fa-
cilitated this change?

In processing the narrative, to what extent did the public feelHow does public engagement with the narrative
lead to new learning, alternative positions, and
change possibilities? How does the modeling
and reinforcement of change through characters
increase audience motivation and self-efficacy
for practice?

Catharsis and transformation
(narrative’s influence on the
public)

• They identified with the transformation of characters in the
unfolding story?

• They went through a process of change parallel to the trans-
formed characters?

• They were engaged and empowered by the characters and their
story?

• The alternatives presented in the narratives are applicable to
the reality of their behavior?

Conclusions

The use of narrative evidence as a tool for changing attitudes
and behaviors is effective not only for long periods of clinical
care intervention but also for short ones, because in either case,
the public is required to change its behavior. As we have realized
during the COVID-19 pandemic, the public will be forced to
change its lifestyle over the long term.

During a disease outbreak or pandemic, policy makers must
deal with the flow of information on multiple media forums.
Indeed, policy makers must compete for the public’s attention
with other sources that may be manufacturing misinformation.
In such a complex multimedia environment, the use of narrative
has many advantages.

Seven qualities of narrative messages make them particularly
promising for health interventions. Narrative messages can
overcome resistance toward the advocated health behavior,
engage audiences that are less involved, reach audiences with
less knowledge, render complex information comprehensible,
ground messages in the target audience’s culture and experience
[18], use aesthetic means, and convey a diffused story over
social networks.

Throughout human history, authorities have tended to employ
apocalyptic narratives during disease outbreaks or pandemics.
This viewpoint paper proposes an alternative coping narrative
model based on health and risk communication approaches and
models incorporating the following components: segmentation
[137]; barrier reduction [97,98]; role models, empathy, and
support [90,99]; strengthening self-efficacy, community
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efficacy, and coping tools [89]; preventing the stigmatization
of at-risk populations; and communicating uncertainty.

In this viewpoint paper, we also recommend five conditions for
using narrative evidence that will lead to launching an effective
communication campaign on social media:

1. Identifying narratives that reveal the needs, personal
experiences, and questions of different groups to tailor
messaging toward producing targeted behavioral change

2. Offering separate and distinct treatment of each information
unit or theory of any kind that arises on social networks

3. Identifying positive deviants [131-133] who have found
creative solutions for stress during the COVID-19 crisis
that other members of the community did not find

4. Creating different stories of coping experiences
5. Maintaining a dialogue with subgroups (eg, skeptical and

hesitant groups)

Evaluating the narrative constructed by health organizations is
also very important. In this viewpoint paper, we offer criteria
for evaluating the effectiveness of a narrative by addressing
narrative mechanisms, rhetorical concerns, and empirical
questions to gauge each narrative’s potential for change.

The proposed use of narrative as a communication tool will
help policy makers more effectively manage how they
communicate with the public during disease outbreaks and
pandemics. Narrative is a human and pluralistic means that
appeals to everyone. Hence, by using existing narratives on
social networks while simultaneously creating new narratives
to transmit information, health officials and policy makers are
more likely to be able to influence actual health attitudes and
behaviors.
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Abstract

Since its introduction, the internet has played a major role in reshaping patient-physician communication and interactions, having
fostered a shift from a paternalistic to a patient-centered model. Because of its dynamic nature, the internet has been used as a
platform to not only disseminate knowledge—favored by improved access to an increasing wealth of available resources—but
also to spread advocacy and awareness, contribute to fund-raising, and facilitate open, public self-disclosure of one’s own disease,
thus eliminating any taboo and reducing the stigma associated with it. The era of Medicine 2.0 is characterized by openness,
collaboration, participation, and social networking. The current situation is completely different from the time when Lorenzo
Odone’s parents, after his diagnosis of adrenoleukodystrophy, decided to attend medical school in order to collect information
about a devastating, unknown disease and had to contend with medical authorities at that establishment to convince them of the
alleged effectiveness and safety of their discovered therapeutics. Orphan and rare neurological diseases have currently received
recognition on web-based resources. However, while the intention is not to ridicule Odone’s family legacy and the “complicated
lessons” they have reported, some issues should be carefully addressed by health authorities, such as the reputability, reliability,
and accuracy of material available on the internet and prevention of the dissemination of material that could instill illusions and
unjustified hopes in individuals seeking medical treatment. Neurologists should be aware of such digital resources, participate
in web-based activities, and recommend select high-quality websites to their patients.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e13999)   doi:10.2196/13999
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Introduction

In 1984, Lorenzo Odone was diagnosed with
adrenoleukodystrophy, a severe neurodegenerative disorder.
His parents, Michaela and Augusto Odone, decided not to resign
to unbearable and devastating pain but rather to study medicine,
and—after spending much time in the libraries of the National
Institutes of Health—they devised a putative treatment strategy
(the so-called “Lorenzo’s oil”). Since then, 30 years have
elapsed, and the situation has changed. Markedly more
information is available on adrenoleukodystrophy and other

rare neurological diseases; the number of voluntary health
associations has notably increased, together with patient
awareness; and owing to the growing availability of web-based
medical material, the material that was relegated and confirmed
within the university precinct and written in an obscure,
technical language at the time of Odone’s family is publicly
available.

Although Odone’s heritage has been undoubtedly immense, in
terms of both pharmaceutical legacy and the challenge they
posed to the traditional physician-patient relationship [1], ethical
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issues concerning the clinical effectiveness and the safety profile
of new experimental therapies should be carefully considered.

Improved access to health care information has reshaped the
concept of medical paternalism and has caused a shift from an
“informed patient care” to a “patient-informed care” [2].

The internet and the new communication and information
technologies (ICTs) have enabled physicians to deliver care
remotely (the so-called “teleneurology”) [1] and have provided
new tools and opportunities for disseminating and improving
resident education [3]. However, undoubtedly, the major novelty
lies in the profound changes associated with medical
communication in the Copernican revolution: indeed, ICTs
represent one of the elements of the new conceptual framework
of P6 medicine, where the 6 Ps stand for “personalized,”
“predictive,” “preventive,” “participatory,” “psycho-cognitive,”
and “public” [4-6].

Managing the Complexity of Neurological
Disorders: Online Health Communities

Neurological diseases are particularly complex, multifactorial
pathologies that require disease-specific expertise, which is
rarely found in a single specialist. For neurological diseases,
comprehensive management including different
professionals—ranging from a neurologist to a physical
therapist, occupational therapist, and speech therapist—is
recommended. In this context, the concept of online health
communities introduced by van der Heijk et al [7] is of particular
value, specifically in the treatment of chronic diseases. ICTs
can facilitate highly integrated, shared, multidisciplinary
management and high-quality, affordable physician-patient
interaction.

For instance, ParkinsonNet [8] represents a unique innovation
developed as a network of physicians in several regions in the
Netherlands, and it has numerous proven benefits and positive
outcomes, including cost-effectiveness, increase in health
literacy and disease knowledge, and compliance to treatment.

Patients’ Willingness and Acceptance of
the Internet and New ICTs

Patients with neurological disorders appear to actively use the
internet to search for information on their pathology. They (or
their relatives and parents) [9] look for resources on their
prognoses, outcomes, and treatment [10] or surf the web in order
find an expert specialist available for consultation [11].

One reason why internet usage is particularly widespread among
patients could be linked to the fact that, because of the aging
population and the increasing number of diseases and patients,
physicians dedicate lesser time to them patients than before,
and patients feel that their doubts and questions are not
sufficiently addressed. For example, Hoch et al [12] reported
that up to 20% of the users of the epilepsy “Webforum” claimed
they did not receive adequate information from their physicians.

Chiò et al [13] conducted a survey among patients with
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and their caregivers and reported

that approximately 55% and 83.3% of them, respectively, surfed
the web for seeking health-related information. However, they
were rather critical of the quality of the web-based material.

According to a survey carried out by Haase et al [14], most
patients with multiple sclerosis own a personal computer and
use it quite regularly. However only 20% of them would use
mobile phones to communicate with their physicians, 40%
would use the internet, 54% would use email, and approximately
68% would use at least one type of electronic communication
device. Since the use of electronic tools was found to be a
significant predictor of the acceptance of electronic interactions
with health care providers, studies should particularly focus on
increasing patients’ usage of new technologies and
understanding which factors may act as barriers and attempting
to eliminate them.

Few studies have focused on these barrier parameters. Nielsen
et al [15] reported that ethnicity, vision impairment, and arm
and hand disabilities markedly inhibit the use of web-based
technologies in a cohort of patients with multiple sclerosis. They
suggest that technological adaptation (such as voice-driven
commands and text written using enlarged fonts) should be
ensured in order to increase internet usage among patients.

Another potential barrier is cultural and is associated with the
use of technical language, being usually adopted by medical
resources. Elliott and Shneker [16] reported that only 3% of the
Epilepsy Foundation’s website [17], a portal entirely devoted
to seizures, adhered to the recommendations of the Institute of
Medicine and the US Department of Education that
health-related information should be simple and clearly written
in order to be understood by any user.

Sharing One's Own Experience and
Reducing the Stigma: the Phenomenon
of Open, Public Self-Disclosure

Ad hoc websites designed specifically for patients, such as
PatientsLikeMe [18] or The Italian headache disorders website
[19], help patients share their experiences and guide them
through their difficulties in decision-making. Patients are not
mere passive subjects but rather active producers and consumers
at the same time (the prosumer model). Iaconesi [20] has
exploited the potential of new technologies (open-source
software, file uploading and sharing, and commenting and
posting) to publicly self-disclose his brain cancer, thus becoming
the emblematic hallmark of the new P6 medicine, reducing the
associated stigma, and providing novel insights into the
treatment and management of chronic neurodegenerative
disorders.

The Issue of Reliability and the Quality of
the Content of Web-Based Material

An important issue associated with web-based material on
neurological diseases is its quality, reputability, and reliability.
Information should be written in a clear manner, providing
accuracy, referenced details, and updated content. The websites
should be cured in a manner that ownership, authorship,
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sponsorship, funding and financial support, and any other
potential conflicts of interest are properly disclosed. It would
be ideal for websites to be tailored to meet individual patients’
requirements, providing, for example, the opportunity to interact
with experts and clinicians [21].

Peterlin et al [21] indicated high-quality and excellent websites
devoted to cluster headaches, which can be important resources
for patients, even though the overall quality of websites
dedicated to headaches is generally poor and mediocre [22]. In
total, 72.5% of these headache-related websites contained
advertisements and most of them contained technical
information. Efforts should be made to promote the more
reputed websites, which may sometimes be difficult to come
across by the general public.

Hoch et al [12] reported that only 6% of the information
available on a website dedicated to epilepsy was inaccurate,
whereas Di Pietro et al [23] reported that websites on
neurodevelopmental disorders contained misleading information
and, at least in 20% of cases, quoted scientific references in an
incorrect or irrelevant manner.

Moreover, some of the online material could not be based on
sufficient scientific evidence, as in the case of multiple sclerosis,
for which some websites have described chronic cerebrospinal
venous insufficiency (CCSVI) as the main pathogenic factor
without clearly stating that this is still controversial and no
scientific consensus has been reached. Instead, patients mining
these websites should be advised of the fact that no controlled
randomized clinical trials have been performed in order to
confirm and replicate this finding. Fragoso [24] has maintained
that this fraudulent ideology of describing the CCSVI theory
as the “liberation treatment” could instill unjustified hopes and
illusions in patients. Indeed, Bragazzi [25] reported that
“CCSVI” is a highly searched term, the volume trend of which
correlated with the volume trend of searching “multiple
sclerosis” as a keyword.

Pucci [26] reported that the 32% of the web-based material on
multiple sclerosis and Alzheimer disease was unreliable and
misleading, and patients requested an intervention by a
physician. Hence, it is important to conduct content analysis of
web-based material. Clinicians should remain abreast of such
content analyses in order to be prepared to discuss them with
their patients. Furthermore, Di Pietro et al [23] suggested that
“new partnerships between advocacy and experts” may ensure
quality material and avoid spreading disinformation among
patients.

Health authorities and organizations should establish clear
standards to be followed and should monitor their adherence;
this should be the onus of the medical establishment and should
not be overlooked. Professionals themselves can increase their
presence on web-based platforms, being active authors of
weblogs or, at least, participating in the generation of websites
[27].

Positive and Negative Aspects of the New
Technologies

Currently, the internet has a dual nature. It is important to
emphasize that, if, on the one hand, the ICTs can positively
contribute to the treatment and management of neurological
disorders, on the other hand, they can have a negative impact.
Regarding the positive aspects, ICTs can favor rapid, real-time
dissemination of information; disseminate an unprecedented
wealth of web-based relevant material; reduce stigma and
discrimination; enhance social and peer support; develop new
forms of physician-patient interaction and communication,
which are truly patient-centered and personalized; increase
health literacy; improve self-awareness and self-empowerment
among patients; spread advocacy; and contribute to fund-raising.
However, ICTs can also divulge potentially misleading and
dangerous information regarding the etiology and management
of neurological disorders, proposing ineffective and unsafe
treatments. Web-based material can, indeed, be of poor quality,
inaccurate, and not based on scientific evidence. Unfortunately,
in the era of “fake news” and in the “post-truth age,” the risk
of spreading unreliable information is quite valid [28].

Conclusions

The internet has raised patient's awareness, facilitating the
initiation and spread of self-help movements in the so called
“electronic peer-to-peer virtual communities” [19,29]. It has
profoundly changed the patient-physician relationship [26];
therefore, it is critical for clinicians to be fully aware of these
phenomena and attempt to exploit them. For example, physicians
could directly participate in developing dedicated websites or
could at least have discussions with their patients about their
internet usage and activities, encouraging them to properly surf
the internet [26] and recommending to them a list of select
high-quality websites [21,22].

Patients themselves are sometimes aware of the poor nature of
the web-based material, concurrent with the findings of Marrie
et al [30] that approximately 40% of patients with multiple
sclerosis had concerns regarding the quality of information they
obtained on the internet.

Monitoring of keywords and search hits by patients [31-39]
could help clinicians understand the patients’ requirements.
Predictors of internet usage and digital activities are generally
associated with age, degree of symptom severity and
neurological impairment, and socioeconomic status [29].

Finally, a proper understanding, the elimination of barriers to
accessing information on web-based platforms, and the
regulation of information—ensuring high quality standards—are
important for facilitating internet usage in the era of Medicine
2.0 [40].
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Abstract

Background: A diet high in fermentable, oligo-, di-, monosaccharides and polyols (FODMAPs) has been shown to exacerbate
symptoms of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS). Previous literature reports significant improvement in IBS symptoms with initiation
of a low FODMAP diet (LFD) and monitored reintroduction. However, dietary adherence to the LFD is difficult, with patients
stating that the information given by health care providers is often generalized and nonspecific, requiring them to search for
supplementary information to fit their needs.

Objective: The aim of our study was to determine whether Heali, a novel artificial intelligence dietary mobile app can improve
adherence to the LFD, IBS symptom severity, and quality of life outcomes in adults with IBS or IBS-like symptoms over a 4-week
period.

Methods: Participants were randomized into 2 groups: the control group (CON), in which participants received educational
materials, and the experimental group (APP), in which participants received access to the mobile app and educational materials.
Over the course of this unblinded online trial, all participants completed a battery of 5 questionnaires at baseline and at the end
of the trial to document IBS symptoms, quality of life, LFD knowledge, and LFD adherence.

Results: We enrolled 58 participants in the study (29 in each group), and 25 participants completed the study in its entirety (11
and 14 for the CON and APP groups, respectively). Final, per-protocol analyses showed greater improvement in quality of life
score for the APP group compared to the CON group (31.1 and 11.8, respectively; P=.04). Reduction in total IBS symptom
severity score was 24% greater for the APP group versus the CON group. Although this did not achieve significance (–170 vs
–138 respectively; P=.37), the reduction in the subscore for bowel habit dissatisfaction was 2-fold greater for the APP group than
for the CON group (P=.05).

Conclusions: This initial study provides preliminary evidence that Heali may provide therapeutic benefit to its users, specifically
improvements in quality of life and bowel habits. Although this study was underpowered, findings from this study warrant further
research in a larger sample of participants to test the efficacy of Heali app use to improve outcomes for patients with IBS.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04256551; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04256551

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24134)   doi:10.2196/24134

KEYWORDS

irritable bowel syndrome; artificial intelligence; mobile app; low FODMAP diet; randomized controlled trial

Introduction

Irritable bowel syndrome (IBS) is among the most prevalent
functional gastrointestinal (GI) disorders and is characterized

by a number of symptoms, including recurrent abdominal pain,
altered bowel habits, bloating, and distention [1]. IBS affects
roughly 15 million people within the United States [2,3] and
results in yearly direct health care costs between US $30 and
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$75 billion [4,5], while indirect costs are estimated at an
additional US $20 billion a year. Individuals with IBS often
experience psychological distress and anxiety from a lack of
clear understanding of the condition, being told that symptoms
are all in their heads, and feelings of not being heard, all of
which further exacerbate symptoms and affect quality of life
[1]. Additionally, affected individuals spend significant time
seeking medical support and undergoing numerous assortments
of tests that all lead to a loss of work, disability, lack of
productivity, and increased mortality [4,6]. Furthermore, both
central factors (eg, psychological, cognitive and
neuro-hormonal) and peripheral factors (eg, gut flora, genetics,
and diet) have been shown to exacerbate the severity of
symptoms over time [7,8].

A diet high in fermentable, oligo-, di-, monosaccharides and
polyols (FODMAPs) has been shown to exacerbate symptoms
of IBS [9], and research suggests adherence to a low FODMAP
diet (LFD) can improve IBS symptoms [10-19]. For this reason,
an LFD has become a popular tool to manage IBS and IBS-like
symptoms with comparable success rates to pharmacological
methods [20]. However, adherence to an LFD is difficult as
FODMAP compounds are present in a variety of fruits,
vegetables, grains, dairy, meats, and condiments. Moreover,
patients following an LFD state that information provided by
medical practitioners is often generalized and nonspecific,
requiring them to search for supplementary information to fit
their individual needs [21]. Support from a multidisciplinary
team has been shown to mitigate these barriers to treatment of
functional bowel disorders [22]; however, accessibility becomes
a concern when additional barriers arise for the patient, including
the time and finances needed to accommodate additional
support.

Mobile apps using artificial intelligence (AI) in consort with a
multidisciplinary team within a platform are gaining traction
as useful tools for supporting the management of chronic
conditions like diabetes and hypertension [23-26]. However,
an app designed to treat IBS symptoms using AI has yet to be
explored. Of the apps developed for IBS treatment, the
Constant-Care web app [27], developed by researchers in
Denmark, has been used by participants to successfully monitor
their IBS symptoms in dietary treatment studies [10-12,27,28].
However, this app was not offered as a mobile app and only
provided symptom tracking and monitoring approaches without
real-time assistance for patients to improve their LFD adherence.
Instead, improvement in LFD adherence relied on in-person
and online education modules that could not be used in real
time to make decisions [27]. To date, an app using AI to reduce
IBS symptoms and improve adherence to the LFD has not been
tested.

Heali AI is a personalized nutrition software company, founded
in 2018 in Los Angeles, California, by a team of software
engineers and registered dietitians. The Heali app uses AI to
scan menus and barcodes to provide nutrition information and
recommendations in accordance with user-specific
individualized diet plans. Typically, app users are matched to
foods based on their selected dietary preferences using a traffic
light system: green (foods that fit the diet plan), yellow (foods
that can be consumed in moderation), and red (foods to avoid

completely). The app can be programmed to focus on a wide
range of dietary preferences, including micro- and macronutrient
preferences, as well as specific preprogrammed evidence-based
diets such as the LFD, vegan diet, gluten-free diet, or keto diet.
Once programmed, the app then helps users find foods that align
with their personalized dietary needs while eating out, at the
grocery store, or at home in an effort to improve dietary
adherence, symptom control, and quality of life.

The purpose of this per-protocol study was to determine whether
Heali, a novel AI dietary app, reduces IBS symptoms through
improving adherence to the LFD as compared to standard online
dietary education in populations with IBS or IBS-like symptoms
after 30 days of use. It was hypothesized that, compared to
standard online education, the novel AI dietary app would
improve the primary outcomes of IBS symptom severity and
quality of life via improving the secondary outcomes, which
include adherence to an LFD and dietary knowledge related to
the LFD.

Methods

Participants
Participants were eligible for the study if they had moderate to
severe IBS based on an IBS symptom severity scale (IBS-SSS)
score of 175 or greater, met Rome IV criteria for IBS, and had
IBS-like symptoms for the past 3 months or longer [29].
Diagnosis using the Rome IV criteria also classifies patients by
symptomology: IBS with constipation (IBS-C), IBS with
diarrhea (IBS-D), IBS mixed typed (IBS-M), or IBS unsubtyped
(IBS-U).

Eligibility also required that participants be between 18 and 65
years of age and own a cell phone. Exclusion criteria included
use of a dietary app or elimination diet (eg, LFD, specific
carbohydrate, vegan, vegetarian, gluten free, dairy free) within
the last 6 months, food allergies (not including food
intolerances), smoking habit, history of chronic disease other
than GI dysfunction (eg, diabetes, cardiovascular disease,
hypertension, eating disorders, or diseases of the lungs, kidney,
liver, or thyroid), or being a nutrition student or professional.

The study was advertised via online flyers, social media posts
(Facebook, Twitter, Instagram), list servers, and recruitment
services across a university community. The recruitment
message indicated that participants must be willing to participate
in an LFD intervention over a 30-day period with a 10-day
pretrial monitoring period. The message also stated that
participants would be instructed to complete online
questionnaires on a biweekly basis from the start of the study.
Participants provided consent via email, and the study was
approved by the Arizona State University Institutional Review
Board. The study was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov
(NCT04256551).

A total of 58 participants were recruited. According to previous
literature, 20 participants per group would provide 80% power
to detect at least an 81-point decrease in IBS-SSS symptom
scores between groups at an α value of .05 [10,16,18,30]. Thus,
assuming a retention rate of 80%, a minimum of 25 participants
per group was desired.
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Study Design
This 40-day randomized controlled experimental study consisted
of a 10-day baseline monitoring period followed by a 30-day
intervention period. Prior to the start of the intervention, author
AJR randomized participants into 2 groups in order of the date
they enrolled into the study, using an online random number
generator. Groups were defined as follows: the experimental
group (APP), who had access to the AI dietary mobile app and
standard dietary education materials, and the control group
(CON), who only had access to standard dietary education
materials. Researchers and participants were both unblinded to
the intervention type. Both groups received standard online
LFD intervention resources developed by the University of
Michigan [31]. The online education provided a description of
the LFD and instructions for adherence, a high and low
FODMAP guide, and an LFD cooking guide that contained 21
sample meals. The APP group received the same educational
materials in addition to access to the Heali mobile app.
Standardized emails were sent out to the APP and CON groups,
which provided resources and questionnaires to support and
track participation. Upon completion of the study, participants
were also provided a guide for the reintroduction of FODMAPs,
the final stage of the low FODMAP diet, which they were able
to tailor to their needs. Those who successfully completed the
intervention were able to use the AI mobile application to
support their reintroduction stage over a 6-month period after
completion.

Heali Mobile App
For this study, APP participants only had access to the LFD,
meaning they had access to all features within the app with the
exception of the ability to further personalize their preferences
beyond the LFD. They also had access to a within-app health
coach, which provided participants weekly reminders to use the
app and answered questions elicited by the participants. APP
participants were instructed to use the app daily. Participants
gained access to the app via a cell phone login and received a
standard usage tutorial in PDF form.

Measures
Prior to the 10-day baseline period and during the screening
process, participants completed 3 questionnaires, including a
demographic screener (inclusion criteria and cofounding
variables, such as physical activity [32], smoking, and history
of disease), the IBS-SSS diagnostic tool [33], and the Rome IV
screener [29]. All questionnaires were sent via Google Forms
and deployed in an email to participants. Once accepted into
the study, all participants were required to complete 5
questionnaires at the start of the 30-day intervention period and
at the end of the trial, specifically the Rome IV questionnaire,

the IBS-SSS diagnosis tool, the low FODMAP dietary
consumption (LFDA) questionnaire, the low FODMAP dietary
knowledge (LFDK) questionnaire, and a quality of life
questionnaire. The 6-item Rome IV questionnaire (1-2 minutes
to complete) is the current standard diagnostic tool developed
by the Rome Foundation used to determine severity of GI
dysfunction and diagnose IBS [29]. The 5-item IBS-SSS
questionnaire (1-2 minutes to complete) is a 500-point symptom
severity screener validated by Francis et al [33]. Respondents
were categorized into 1 of 4 categories based on their responses:
<75, no symptoms; 75 to <175, mild IBS; 175 to <300, moderate
IBS; and ≥300, severe IBS [33]. The IBS-SSS was also
completed once every 10 days over the course of the trial. The
110-item LFDA questionnaire (based on the NHANES food
frequency questionnaire) recorded the number of times daily
that respondents ate certain FODMAP items [34]. The total
scoring range was 0-385, with 0 indicating no FODMAPs eaten
in the last month and 385 indicating every FODMAP was eaten
2-3 times per day or more [34]. The 12-item LFDK
questionnaire quantified the respondents’ knowledge of LFD.
The total scoring range was 0-60, with 60 being the best possible
knowledge score. The survey was modified from a 12-item
validated tool by Krause et al [35] to assess FODMAP
knowledge rather than general nutrition knowledge. These
modifications included the following: “When I have questions
on FODMAP foods, I know where I can find information on
this issue,” where “FODMAP foods” was substituted for
“healthy nutrition” for the purposes of this study. The 13-item
quality of life measure represented domains 1 and 2 of the World
Health Organization (WHO) quality of life questionnaire, in
which the total scoring range was 0-200, with 200 being the
best possible quality of life score [36].

Statistical Analysis
Data are presented as mean (SD). Analyses were conducted
using SPSS Statistics Version 26 (IBM Corp) for Windows
(Microsoft Corp). Spearman test was used to determine
correlations in baseline variables. Mann-Whitney U tests were
used to determine differences between groups. Pearson
chi-square test was used to determine differences for nominal
data. All tests used were 2 sided, and a P value <.05 was
considered significant.

Results

Participants
We enrolled 58 adults who met the study criteria, 20 participants
were lost to follow-up during the 10-day baseline period, and
38 participants were randomized to the treatment arm (APP,
n=19) and control arm (CON, n=19; Figure 1).
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Figure 1. CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) flow diagram. APP: experimental group (access to artificial intelligence dietary
mobile app); CON: control group.

During the intervention period, 13 participants were lost to
attrition, and 25 participants completed the study in its totality
(CON, n=11; APP, n=14). The COVID-19 pandemic accelerated
during the intervention period and accounts for some of the
attrition, as stated by those participants who responded to

feedback questionnaires. Baseline characteristics at the start of
the intervention phase for those completing the study did not
differ significantly between the CON and APP groups (Table
1).
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics.

APPb (n=14)CONa (n=11) Participant characteristics

Gender, n

21Male

1210Female

27.2 (9.5)25.7 (11.9)Age (years), mean (SD)

27.7 (5.8)25.0 (3.3)BMI (kg/m2), mean (SD)

60.1 (37.0)57.8 (39.3)Physical activity (METS/wkc), mean (SD)

Rome IV, n

14Constipation

83Diarrhea

54Mixed

272 (43)275 (56)IBSd symptom score, mean (SD)

29.8 (8.5)32.6 (6.5)Low FODMAPe knowledge score, mean (SD)

65.6 (26.6)57.3 (21.8)Low FODMAP adherence score, mean (SD)

107.4 (27.4)117.2 (32.5)Quality of life score, mean (SD)

aCON: control group.
bAPP: experimental group (access to artificial intelligence dietary mobile app).
cMETS/wk: metabolic equivalents per week.
dIBS: irritable bowel syndrome.
eFODMAP: fermentable, oligo-, di-, monosaccharide and polyol (diet).

IBS Diagnosis
IBS diagnosis, as measured by the Rome IV criteria, decreased
in both groups after the intervention. In the APP group, 6 of 14
participants no longer met the criteria for IBS diagnosis after
completion of the intervention. In the CON group, 5 of 11
participants no longer met the criteria for IBS diagnosis at the
end of the trial. IBS-D was the most common diagnosis at study
completion (CON: IBS-D=2; APP: IBS-D=5); IBS-C and IBS-M
were the least diagnosed conditions at study completion (CON:
IBS-C=2, IBS-M=2; APP: IBS-C=2, IBS-M=1).

IBS-SSS
The total IBS symptom scores improved over the intervention
period for the sample as a whole; however, the change in scores
did not differ significantly between groups (CON: –138; APP:
–170; P=.37; Table 2). Of the 5 individual symptom component
scores, the bowel habit dissatisfaction score showed a significant
between-group reduction in symptoms. The APP group reported
a 2-fold improvement in bowel habit scores in comparison to
the CON group (APP: –47; CON: –24; P=.05; Figure 2).
Significant improvements were noted for the remaining 4
component scores over the 30-day intervention within both
groups, but these changes did not vary significantly between
groups.

Table 2. Thirty-day change in survey scores.

P valuecAPPb (n=14), median (IQR)CONa (n=11), median (IQR)Survey

.37–165 (–238, –116)–123 (–235, –57)IBSd symptoms

.508.3 (4.4, 13.1)10.4 (7.4, 14.0)Low FODMAPe knowledge

.85–14.0 (–41.4, 3.3)–6.0 (–27.0, 9.5)FODMAP intake

.0421.5 (12.0, 40.3)7.0 (6.0, 18.0)Quality of life

aCON: control group.
bAPP: experimental group (access to artificial intelligence dietary mobile app).
cP values were determined by Mann-Whitney U test.
dIBS: irritable bowel syndrome.
eFODMAP: fermentable, oligo-, di-, monosaccharide and polyol (diet).
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Figure 2. Thirty-day change (mean±SD) in IBS-SSS scores by question. APP: experimental group (access to artificial intelligence dietary mobile app);
CON: control group; IBS-SSS: irritable bowel syndrome symptom severity scale; Q1: abdominal pain severity; Q2: abdominal pain frequency; Q3:
abdominal pain distension severity; Q4: bowel habit dissatisfaction; Q5: quality of life interference due to the aforementioned symptoms. *Significant
difference between CON and APP groups (P=.05, Mann-Whitney U test).

Low FODMAP Diet Intake Knowledge
LFD knowledge scores improved over time in both the APP
and CON groups, but there was no difference between groups
for change in knowledge scores. Adherence to the LFD
improved during the study as indicated by a decrease in
FODMAP intake scores over the intervention period for both
groups. However, the change in intake scores between groups
following the intervention period did not differ significantly
(Table 2).

Quality of Life
Quality of life scores improved to a greater degree in APP
participants compared to CON participants (P=.04; Table 2).
Furthermore, improvement in quality of life scores was
correlated to improvement in IBS symptom scores in the APP
group (r=–0.598; P=.02) but not in the CON group (r=–0.183;
P=.59).

Discussion

Principal Results
These data suggest that supplementing standard IBS dietary
education with an AI dietary mobile app that tailors the LFD
to specific users’ needs improves several health outcomes for
individuals with IBS. Specifically, the Heali mobile app helped
participants improve their quality of life outcomes and bowel
habit symptoms. Quality of life scores rose in both groups;
however, the rise in the APP group was 2.6-fold greater than

that in the CON group. Poor quality of life is well documented
in patients with IBS, and improvement in IBS symptoms is
related to improvement in quality of life, such as decreasing the
cost of health care, fewer missed days of work, and greater sense
of control [37].

Comparison With Prior Work
Similar to the present trial, Kortlever et al [38] recently
demonstrated that adoption of the LFD in IBS patients improved
GI symptoms and quality of life after 6 weeks of diet adherence.
To achieve these results, patients consulted with dietitians at
private dietary centers for detailed diet reviews and personalized
diet counseling. The data herein suggest that similar outcomes
can be achieved with a mobile app, which can thus eliminate
certain barriers, such as time commitment, cost, and access to
health professionals, making IBS treatment accessible and
convenient for a large segment of the population. Although
significant quality of life improvements were found in the app
group, Pederson et al [10] found that IBS-D participants have
a greater response to web-based treatment specifically for quality
of life outcomes. In this study, IBS-D participants made up 57%
of those in the APP group and 23% of those in the CON group.
Although this study was a pilot, future iterations should stratify
by IBS subtype to evenly spread this confounding factor.

It is noteworthy that both treatments presented herein improved
outcome measures, including diet adherence; yet, mobile app
use did demonstrate added benefits. Consumers are increasingly
relying on their smartphones for news and information and to
conduct their personal business, including managing their health.
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Mobile apps that provide ready access to accurate, detailed, and
personalized diet information can enable individuals to make
lifestyle changes with confidence to improve health. Heali
provides evidence-based information and real-time feedback
on food choices via a personalized match rating (using the traffic
light system) to support user adherence to difficult diets like
the LFD.

To our knowledge, Heali is the first mobile app to use AI to
support dietary adherence to the LFD and to support treatment
of IBS symptoms. This is significant considering that
peer-reviewed mobile apps using AI are able to optimize support
of chronic disease treatment of conditions such as diabetes
[23,39] and hypertension [25]; however, these apps have not
been tested on less prominent conditions like IBS. This
app-based intervention is especially novel as few studies have
explored the possibilities of AI to improve dietary adherence,
especially to the LFD [23,26,39]. This cements the novelty of
this study on two fronts: (1) the use of AI to improve quality of
life in patients with IBS and (2) the use of AI to improve IBS
disease outcomes.

Strengths and Limitations
The strengths of this study include the randomization of
participants to the intervention and control groups, which
allowed dispersion of confounding variables between groups.
Further, the entire study, from recruitment to implementation
and assessment, was completed online, allowing broad
participation without location limitations. The online nature of
the study also decreased study costs, as it only required desktop
support for implementation and completion.

The limitations of this study include the potential for
self-reporting bias, as all surveys were conducted online, while
there was also a lack of blinding of the researcher and the
participant to the study groups. Participants were randomized
via random number generation and not stratified based on
severity or type, presenting the potential for bias when

comparing between groups. However, participants were not
randomized to groups until study day 10, which was after the
collection of baseline data. Although anthropometric measures
(bodyweight, height) were collected at baseline, they were not
collected at the end of the trial, and it is possible that changes
in body weight influenced the outcome variables. The change
in quality of life was not related to baseline bodyweight or BMI.
The small sample size of this pilot trial limits the ability to
interpret or generalize findings to other patient populations.
Finally, all participants completed the majority of their
intervention over the early course of the 2020 COVID-19
pandemic, which reportedly affected participation and retention.
Given that this was a dietary restriction study in participants
with IBS, it is important to note that household goods (eg,
nonperishable foods, proteins, and paper products such as toilet
paper and paper towels) were in scarce supply during this time.
As a result, it is likely that COVID-19 affected adherence across
both groups potentially even more than was stated by
participants. The COVID-19 pandemic likely also led to elevated
stress, which, in addition to dietary nonadherence, has been
shown to exacerbate IBS symptoms [7,8,40,41]. It is therefore
important to consider that results reported on symptom severity
screeners, progression of the disease, and the quality of life of
the participants within this study might have been negatively
impacted by the COVID-19 outbreak.

Conclusions
This pilot study provides preliminary evidence that the Heali
app may provide therapeutic benefit to its users with IBS.
Results showed that the Heali app was able to significantly
increase quality of life outcomes in IBS participants over a
30-day intervention period. These findings warrant further
research using larger sample sizes. Although this study focused
on patients with IBS and the LFD, the variety of additional
interventions available via the Heali app suggest possible
benefits to individuals with other conditions whose symptoms
are attenuated through therapeutic dietary adherence.
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Abstract

Background: Mindfulness-based stress reduction is an efficacious treatment for people with chronic health problems; however,
it is highly intensive and time-consuming, which is a barrier for service provision.

Objective: This study aims to develop an internet-delivered adapted version of mindfulness-based stress reduction for people
with multiple sclerosis to make the intervention more accessible.

Methods: We co-designed a web-based mindfulness program with end users, that is, people with multiple sclerosis (N=19).
Iterative feedback was also collected from a subsample of the initial group of end users (n=11), and the program was reviewed
by experts (n=8).

Results: We identified three main themes common to people with multiple sclerosis: dealing with uncertainty and fears for the
future, grief and loss, and social isolation. These themes were incorporated into narratives throughout the program. People with
multiple sclerosis who reviewed the program gave feedback that the program was relatable, feasible, and acceptable. Experts
agreed that the program appropriately represented the main tenets of mindfulness. Iterative feedback was used to further refine
the program.

Conclusions: The web-based mindfulness program that we developed was viewed positively by both experts and end users.
The program reflects common concerns for people with multiple sclerosis and has the potential to meet important unmet
psychological needs. A randomized controlled trial was planned to determine the efficacy of the program.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e19309)   doi:10.2196/19309

KEYWORDS

multiple sclerosis; mindfulness; depression; program development; internet intervention; qualitative research

Introduction

Background
People with multiple sclerosis live with high rates of depression
and anxiety, with prevalence rates of approximately 31% [1]
and 22% [1,2], respectively. However, there is relatively little
literature on psychological treatments for people with multiple
sclerosis compared with such treatments for people with other

chronic health conditions, and the results of these trials are
mixed [3-7].

A recent meta-analysis of 13 studies in multiple sclerosis (MS)
[8] revealed that psychosocial interventions significantly
improve depression, anxiety, fatigue, and mental and total
health-related quality of life (HRQoL). However, effect sizes
were small, and for physical HRQoL, the effect was moderated
by therapy type. Specifically, although there was no clear benefit
of cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) for physical HRQoL, other
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psychosocial therapies such as relaxation and mindfulness had
a moderate effect (d=0.570).

A single study of mindfulness-based stress reduction (MBSR)
[9] demonstrated the largest effect sizes of all included studies
for depression (d=0.8) and anxiety (d=0.6). This was a
high-quality randomized controlled trial (RCT) of 150 people
with multiple sclerosis, showing that face-to-face MBSR was
effective across a range of outcomes compared with treatment
as usual. Indeed, mindfulness has been shown to have significant
mental health benefits for people with a range of physical health
conditions, including chronic pain, fibromyalgia, arthritis, and
cancer [10,11]. However, the number of trials in the MS
literature is limited, and the sample sizes are generally small
[3-7]. There is another more recent study of 62 people with
multiple sclerosis. This study did not find any significant
differences between MBSR and an active control group.
However, this study was underpowered [12].

Both RCTs in MS were based on the traditional MBSR program
[13] and involved a high dosage of face-to-face intervention
(27 hours and 22 hours, respectively), including a full-day
workshop. Such intensive treatments are costly, and barriers
such as reduced mobility limit accessibility for people with
multiple sclerosis. Finding alternative modes of delivery could
potentially improve the access, cost-effectiveness, and scalability
of interventions. Internet-delivered mindfulness programs have
been found to be effective in mental health settings [14] and in
chronic disease populations such as cancer, irritable bowel
syndrome, and fibromyalgia [15-17]. There is only 1 RCT
evaluating the efficacy of online meditation training for people
with multiple sclerosis. This study found significant treatment
effects for HRQoL, depression, anxiety, and sleep problems at
postintervention, but the benefits were not maintained [18].
Although this program was an MS-specific intervention, it was
not evident that people with multiple sclerosis were involved
in its design. Further research in this field is needed to clarify
the mixed results of web-based mindfulness studies and to
determine whether a more tailored intervention with consumer
input would lead to sustained, longer-term improvements in
mental health.

Objectives
The aim of this study is to develop a web-based mindfulness
program tailored specifically for people with multiple sclerosis
via a qualitative investigation of (1) the psychological
experiences and unmet needs of people with multiple sclerosis,
(2) attitudes toward a proposed web-based mindfulness program
designed to address such needs, and (3) iterative feedback from
people with multiple sclerosis and experts in the field.

Methods

Recruitment
Participants were recruited from the MS Clinic, Brain and Mind
Centre, Sydney, Australia, between August 2017 and July 2018.
Ethics approval was obtained from the University of Sydney
Human Research Ethics Committee (2016/049). Potential
participants were approached at the MS Clinic waiting room

consecutively and given an invitation letter with the opportunity
to fill out their contact details. We did not exclude participants
with comorbid physical or mental health conditions. Participants
were required to be older than 18 years and to have a
neurologist-confirmed diagnosis of MS. Interview times were
arranged via telephone and were conducted face-to-face at the
MS Clinic at an appointed time, with written consent, by a
registered psychologist (AS).

Data Collection
Demographic data were collected via interviews and self-report
questionnaires. To characterize the sample, we administered
valid and reliable measures of depression, anxiety, and pain.
Depression symptomatology was measured using the Center
for Epidemiological Studies for Depression questionnaire [19]
(CES-D; 20-item; range 0-60); anxiety was measured using the
State-Trait Anxiety Inventory [20] (STAI) via 2 subscales,
assessing state and trait anxiety (both 20-item; range 20-80);
and pain was measured using a 10-point visual analogue scale
[21]. Semistructured interviews (approximately 50 min in length
on average) were recorded and transcribed verbatim. All
participants were asked the same semistructured interview
questions (Multimedia Appendix 1) with appropriate follow-up
questions.

Data Analysis
Data were analyzed using NVivo Qualitative Data Analysis
Software [22], via inductive coding at the semantic level,
consistent with the Miles and Huberman framework for
qualitative data analysis [23]. Analyses were ceased at the point
of theme saturation, where 3 transcripts revealed no new themes.
Individual transcripts were analyzed and coded independently
by 2 authors (AS and LS). The researchers then met with a third
researcher (SN) to confirm the themes and coding framework.
Any disagreements were resolved by consensus.

Program Development
The web-based mindfulness program was developed on the
basis of core components from the MBSR program by
Kabat-Zinn [24], with the exception of yoga training. Hatha
yoga was omitted from the program because it could not be
sufficiently supervised and because the program was designed
to target people with multiple sclerosis with varying degrees of
mobility. The program was tailored to address the main themes
derived from the qualitative interviews with people with MS
by integrating case examples from unique, fictional characters
that varied in terms of age, gender, race, disease course, and
duration. These case examples were used to normalize the
day-to-day challenges of people with multiple sclerosis and
demonstrate how MBSR could be used to manage MS-related
symptoms and improve HRQoL. The program comprised five
15-min web-based modules (Table 1), designed to be delivered
over 8 weeks. We opted for 5 modules because there is some
evidence that having at least four modules is optimal in other
internet interventions (eg, CBT insomnia) [25], but we were
unable to provide all meditations in the 4 modules. Furthermore,
there is evidence of good adherence to other CBT-based
interventions that offer 5 modules over 8 weeks [26,27].
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Table 1. Web-based mindfulness program content.

Informal practiceFormal practiceMindfulness-based stress reduction
principles

Topics cov-
ered

Module

Choose one daily activity to do
mindfully

Awareness of breath
meditation

AnxietyModule 1: Introduction to mind-
fulness meditation

• Definition of mindfulnessa

• Benefits of mindfulness
• Simple awarenessb

Practice brief body scan before a
stressful event

Body scan medita-
tion

Stress and fa-
tigue

Module 2: Recognizing signs of
stress

• Definition of stress
• Signs of stress
• The body scanc

Cultivate equanimity toward an ev-
eryday conflict

Sitting meditation
(open awareness)

PainModule 3: Dealing with difficult
sensations and emotions

• Cultivating equanimityd

• Swapping judgment for curiosity
• Letting go

Write down a thought, practice
nonidentification, and then write it
down again

Mountain meditationLow moodModule 4: Dealing with difficult
thoughts

• Using the breath as an anchor
• The 4-step process of nonidenti-

ficatione

• The mountain meditation

Complete mindful listening exercise
with a partner

Loving-kindness
meditation

Social isola-
tion

Module 5: Mindful communica-
tion, self-compassion, and re-
lapse prevention

• Active listening and responding
(vs reacting)

• Cultivating self-compassion
• Recap of mindfulness program

aMindfulness: the awareness that arises when we pay attention on purpose, in the present, nonjudgmentally.
bSimple awareness: observing what is happening by focusing your attention completely on one thing at a time, without judging your experience in any
way.
cBody scan: a type of mindfulness meditation that involves concentrating one’s attention on one’s body, moving from the tip of the toes to the top of
the head in a systematic, mindful way.
dEquanimity: a neutral state of mind toward all experiences, pleasant and unpleasant, regardless of whether they bring pleasure, joy, or misery.
eNonidentification: a technique that involves being conscious of not becoming attached to whatever thoughts arise within your internal experience,
taking a step back, and viewing each thought as an impersonal mental event.

The 5 modules were scheduled as follows: module 1 at the start
of week 1 and module 2 at the start of week 2. The remaining
modules contain instructions for the next 2 weeks, that is,
module 3 would be delivered at the start of week 3 and again
for the option of repetition, at the beginning of week 4, etc. The
amount of time (ie, 1 or 2 weeks) dedicated to each module was
decided based on the complexity of the mindfulness concepts
and strategies described. It was written by a registered
psychologist (AS) with clinical psychology and mindfulness
training in collaboration with a clinical psychologist with
experience in the development and evaluation of evidence-based
psychological interventions for people with chronic health
conditions (LS) and a clinical neuropsychologist with experience
in the delivery of web-based therapeutic interventions (SN).

Direct, face-to-face feedback on the program was provided by
a subsample of the original participants interviewed (n=11),
who indicated that they were interested and willing to review
the modules of the program. In total, 8 women and 3 men with
MS (10/11 relapsing-remitting; age range: 23-63 years) took
part in the review process. Two neurologists and 4 mindfulness
experts including 2 clinical psychologists, 1 emergency care

physician and 1 general practitioner provided written feedback
on the program. Feedback was then coded and analyzed
inductively, forming subheadings with overarching themes.
Feedback from both people with multiple sclerosis and experts
was discussed in team meetings among the 3 lead authors (AS,
LS, and SN). Further iterations of the program were cocreated
where there was consensus and scope to make the suggested
changes.

Results

Demographics
All participants had a neurologist-confirmed diagnosis of MS
(N=19). There were 6 males and 13 females. A total of 63%
(12/19) of participants had clinically significant depressive
symptoms according to a cut-off score of 16 on the CES-D [28].
Moreover, 47% (9/19) of participants had clinically significant
levels of state anxiety, according to a cut-off score of 41, and
42% (8/19) of participants had clinically significant levels of
trait anxiety, according to a cut-off score of 44 on the STAI
[29]. Descriptive statistics are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Participant demographics (N=19).

ValuesCharacteristics

13 (68)Females, n (%)

40.42 (16)Age (years), mean (SD)

Employment status, n (%)

8 (42)Working full-time or part-time

6 (32)Unemployed

1 (5)Retired

3 (16)University student

1 (5)High school student

Type of MSa, n (%)

5 (26)Primary progressive MS

14 (74)Relapsing-remitting MS

Walking ability, n (%)

3 (16)Wheelchair or scooter

16 (84)Ambulatory

Psychosocial descriptors

8 (42)Pain now, n (%)

4.48 (4)Pain, mean (SD)b

19.89 (13)Depressive symptoms, mean (SD)

39.16 (15)State anxiety, mean (SD)

43.89 (14)Trait anxiety, mean (SD)

aMS: multiple sclerosis.
bOn the basis of the 8 participants who reported experiencing pain.

Thematic Analysis
The thematic analysis of this qualitative study was divided into
3 parts, in accordance with the research aims. For detailed

thematic maps, including illustrative example quotations, please
see Tables 3-5.
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Table 3. Part 1: Psychological experiences and unmet needs of people with multiple sclerosis.

Participant quoteOverarching theme and subtheme

Uncertainty

“...you really don’t know when you’re going to have another episode...it’s a pretty stressful
thing.” (P6)

When another relapse will occur

“I guess I don’t want to face the fact that yeah, something could happen and when’s it going
to happen? I don’t know. Nobody’s knows so I guess.” (P17)

Fear of progression

“I suppose my biggest worry at the moment is, how long will I stay, or how could I possibly
get a little bit better so I can get more strength so I can actually um, perform better in the

Potential burden on family

workplace...cause my wife would be never the person who could go out and work...I don’t
know what would happen to her.” (P1)

“Anytime I have to come to talk to Dr [name] about something or get results...it just destroys
me for a week or two.” (P2)

Neurologist appointments

“I remember when I first got diagnosed and I asked, what causes this, they said...its multi-
factorial, which means we don’t know...and you get that answer a lot.” (P8)

Gaps in medical knowledge

“Sometimes when I’m fatigued, or having low mood, it’s hard to know whether that’s just
a normal thing, or whether it is MS influenced.” (P6)

What is MSa-related

Grief and loss

“I’m just feeling really heartbroken about having MS...Our whole future and life just com-
pletely changed.” (P2)

Loss of future plans

“There’s an element of why me, poor me...why is this happening, this can’t be happening...and
then cry a lot of tears.” (P3)

Difficulty with acceptance

“I can’t do anything that I used to be able to do...I can’t play netball, I can’t play touch footy,
I can’t walk in the dark...you lose everything...” (P4)

Loss of independence

“...I’ve missed out on a lot of things in life that you would normally take for granted...like
as your young children grow up...I don’t remember those years of them...” (P1)

Loss of cognitive abilities

“I don’t feel like I can rely on my own devices...I wouldn’t have the confidence to go and
do something on my own that’s out of the norm, out of my comfort zone, so that’s my thing,
is I just feel vulnerable.” (P18)

Loss of confidence

“I can’t think normally anymore, and I’m not as quick as I used to be either. Everything’s
slowly deteriorating, including me and my thoughts.” (P7)

Loss of sense of self and identity

Social isolation

“Well, it’s mainly my family, who will sometimes bring it up in conversations...but yeah I
really avoid it...” (P3)

Emotional avoidance

“They try to help, but like I’ve had people burst into tears when I tell them, just like really
inappropriate because they don’t know how to handle it...” (P2)

Inappropriate responses of family or friends

“Nobody really understands, and I don’t really have anybody to talk to about it.” (P17)Lack of understanding

“I’ve been brave enough to step out there and say this is what’s going on for me, and kind
of reaching out a hand for some kind of support or acknowledgement, and getting nothing...”
(P15)

Apathy from others

“Yeah, [friends] walked away. Cause I got MS you know...they could catch it!” (P4)Rejection due to stigma

Availability of support

“Well, I suppose for someone like me I would’ve appreciated some sort of supportive type
of stuff, but there was nothing.” (P13)

Lack of follow-up

“From my experience with the MS Society, every time I ever went to them, they always said
they ran out of money and couldn’t help me.” (P1)

Lack of funding or resources

“...I didn’t seek out specific psychological treatment for MS...but I don’t know where I would
have gone if I did want that.” (P8)

Not knowing how to access support

“I haven’t found anybody [therapist] who specializes in MS.” (P2)Lack of therapists with MS knowledge

Group-based support

“...if I see somebody very disabled by their MS, it’s really confronting and upsetting to me,
because well, I’m lucky that it’s not me now, but there’s no way of telling what it will be
like in the future, and that’s really scary.” (P14)

Avoiding others with more progressive disability
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Participant quoteOverarching theme and subtheme

“I don’t really want to talk to people my mother’s age with MS.” (P19)Difficulties with relatability

aMS: multiple sclerosis.

Table 4. Part 2: Attitudes toward the web-based mindfulness program.

Participant quoteOverarching theme and subtheme

Seeking support online

“I’d probably feel ok because I can do it in the privacy of my own space so it wouldn’t draw attention to me.”
(P3)

Anonymity

“...when I am overtired, when I am hot, when there are issues, I do need that flexibility.” (P14)Flexibility

“I don’t think they [online therapies] would replace in-person, but I think they could augment, or be useful in
between. And maybe some people would find it really useful if they don’t have access to something local...”
(P2)

No need for travel

“I have big phobias about Internet security and things like that.” (P4)Internet security

“I can’t see...” (P5)Vision problems

Mindfulness meditation and barriers to practice

“I do have an understanding and I do believe it works...it’s very helpful to bring you back into reality, to stop
your mind going crazy.” (P3)

Potential efficacy

“I have had trouble making sure I do it every day, like, finding that time and being strict with myself.” (P17)Difficulties with finding time

“I get distracted really easily...” (P14)Difficulties concentrating

“I think it’s a depression. And I know if I were to do those things [to improve my mental health] the depression
would get better.” (P2)

Low mood

“If I go in my room and close the door, my nieces would just run up and start banging on the door shouting
‘Uncle, uncle, uncle’.” (P7)

Lack of quiet space

Anticipated program use, preferences, and suggestions

“I like the idea of the program, and I think there are lots of people who it would really help.” (P6)Interest in participating

“I would think minimum 20 minutes because I think anything less than that you haven’t really got into it, to
me, takes a while to get into the zone.” (P11)

Length of meditation

“...if I had a case to go by, I could say yeah ok that sounds familiar, and then go from there...because with a lot

of the stuff it’s like is this supposed to happen? Does it happen to people with MSa or does it happen to everyone?
So it would be good to have case studies.” (P3)

Case examples

“I’d be more likely to actually use the reminder if it was e-mail, because then I can sort of flag it and keep track
of it.” (P10)

Email reminders

“To me, I would like follow-up contact. Especially if you develop a rapport with somebody, it’s good to have
follow-up contact. That definitely helps with learning a concept, to get a certain amount of rapport and follow-
up.” (P1)

Weekly telephone calls

“I think it would make it less likely for me to get benefit from it because I’d be so skeptical. If one of my doctors
said, or if my psychiatrist who had MS said, [to do it] I certainly would.” (P8)

More likely to participate if
recommended

“...if it’s something like ‘Yeah we can help to work on that anxiety, or work on some things’and its geared towards
people with MS, I think that would be really helpful.” (P2)

More likely to participate if
tailored to MS

aMS: multiple sclerosis.
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Table 5. Part 3: Iterative feedback from people with multiple sclerosis and experts in the field.

Participant quoteOverarching theme and subtheme

Relatability

“Was it from these interviews that you got the stories for your modules and helped plan the pro-

gram? I ask this as the stories seem very true to life indeed.” (Exp1)a
Relevance of case examples

“I think it’s great. I can relate to Jen and see myself embedded in these slides.” (P11)Identification with program characters

“My impression was that it was speaking to children in terms of the graphics and language like

reading them a storybook. Is that what you intended?” (Exp2)b
Language: too simplistic?

“I personally have no issue with it. I feel like that's just kind of the 'mode' you're working in.”
(P8)

Language: is acceptable

“Yes, I also thought the images looked childish.” (P2)Graphics: too childish?

“I personally really like it, because I think the cartoon-style characters get you completely away
from stereotypes and to focus on the messages and the content.” (P15)

Graphics: are acceptable

Acceptability of program content

“Yeah, really good, I think the analogies are good, you know, the monkey chatter in the mind.”
(P17)

Analogies

“I love the content, the flow and the style.” (P15)Mindfulness principles

“I think the text that will be spoken is pretty good and I think follows most mainstream advice

about mindfulness and how to teach it.” (Exp3)c
Mindfulness training

“Having a mindfulness expert as a supervisor is important.” (Exp4)dInclude expert

“… the presentation of some of the scientific evidence underpinning mindfulness generally im-
proves acceptance.” (Exp3)

Include scientific evidence

aExp1: Expert 1, neurologist, specialty in multiple sclerosis
bExp2: Expert 2, general practitioner with expertise in the delivery of web-based mindfulness interventions
cExp 3: Expert 3, emergency physician with expertise teaching mindfulness to people with multiple sclerosis
dExp 4: Expert 4, clinical psychologist with mindfulness teacher training.

Part 1: The Psychological Experiences and Unmet Needs
of People With Multiple Sclerosis

Uncertainty

Most participants reported that their psychological experiences
were characterized by uncertainty, worry about the future and
possible disease progression, and difficulty grappling with
unknowns surrounding the disease. The inability to predict
possible relapse was a major source of continual stress and
anxiety, and it interfered with planning, for example, whether
and when they should have children, how long their physical
capabilities would allow them to stay in the workforce, and the
potential financial burden that they would place on their
families. Going to neurologist appointments and having to face
the possibility of receiving bad news, such as the identification
of new lesions in the brain or spinal cord, or changing
treatments, was a source of excessive worry and distress. Some
participants worried about whether their physical or cognitive
problems were part of their MS or due to other factors, such as
the natural process of aging.

Grief and Loss

An overarching theme was the participants’ experience of grief
and loss due to the gradual decline in their physical and
cognitive abilities and their sense of independence and identity.
They also expressed anguish and sorrow over the loss of their
illness-free life. Many people with multiple sclerosis reported

that they were faced with having to give up on future plans and
accept changes to their ability to travel and participate in family
life. This process of adjustment experienced by people with
multiple sclerosis was depicted as challenging and repetitive,
as people developed new or worsening symptoms over time.
People with multiple sclerosis experiencing cognitive difficulties
described experiences of memory loss and how this impacted
their daily functioning as well as their ability to recall cherished
memories (eg, of their children growing up), which reinforced
feelings of disconnection from family life. Those experiencing
physical challenges, such as ataxia, muscle weakness, and
bladder dysfunction, reported feelings of helplessness and a
great sense of vulnerability, as they gradually lost confidence
in themselves. Participants across all ages, genders, and types
of MS emphasized the need to separate themselves from the
disease, to try to lead a normal life and preserve their sense of
self and identity, which many feared was at risk of erosion.

Social Isolation

Participants reported experiencing social isolation and
difficulties communicating with people in their support networks
about their MS. Barriers to receiving social support included
difficulties with participating in social activities due to loss of
function and emotional avoidance when faced with opening up
to people about their MS as well as other people’s failure to
respond appropriately. Some participants reported that they
were given unsolicited and often ill-informed advice from
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friends and family, which was perceived as highly distressing
and alienating. Many participants reflected a sense of apathy
and disinterest on behalf of their wider social circles and work
environment and others’ general lack of understanding that MS
is largely an invisible disease. Two participants reported facing
blatant rejection from others because of stigma and unfounded
beliefs about MS being contagious.

Availability of Psychological Support

Most participants reported an unmet need for psychological
support, which they attributed to a lack of follow-up, lack of
funding or resources, lack of knowledge regarding where to go
for psychological support, and lack of psychologists or therapists
specializing in MS. Of the 63% (12/19) participants with
clinically significant symptoms of depression, only half reported
that they were either currently seeing a psychologist or had seen
one in the past.

Group-Based Psychosocial Support

A major barrier to receiving psychological support was that the
overwhelming majority of participants did not want to meet
other people with multiple sclerosis in a face-to-face therapeutic
setting, despite wanting to know how others cope. This was
largely because meeting people with more severe
symptomatology or disability generated feelings of uncertainty
and fear around their own illness progression. For representative
participant quotations for each subtheme, please see Table 3.

These main themes underlying the psychological experiences
of people with multiple sclerosis were incorporated into the
program development through the use of fictional characters
featured in each module, whose stories and case examples
reflected the common challenges, and mental-health related
difficulties that participants reportedly faced. For screenshot
examples, please see Multimedia Appendix 2.

Part 2: Attitudes Toward a Proposed Web-Based
Mindfulness-Based Program

Attitudes Toward Internet Use

Participants reported positive attitudes toward seeking
psychological support online. It is widely regarded as
convenient, easy, and allowing access to therapeutic support
with a sense of anonymity, in the privacy and comfort of their
homes, without the need for travel. Reservations toward the use
of an internet-delivered psychological intervention were noted
by 11% (2/19) participants. One experienced MS-related vision
problems and another expressed apprehension surrounding
internet security.

Attitudes Toward Mindfulness

Participants’ experiences and knowledge of mindfulness varied
from having no understanding of what it was to having years
of experience. Potential barriers to participating in the proposed
mindfulness program included not having enough time in the
day to meditate, difficulties getting in a routine, problems with
attention and concentration, low mood, and inability to find a
quiet space to meditate, particularly for those with young
families.

Anticipated Use, Program Preferences, and Suggestions

Most participants reported that they would be interested in
participating in the proposed web-based mindfulness
intervention (see Methods section). People with multiple
sclerosis with more experience with mindfulness meditation
tended to advocate for longer meditation practices. Features
that were identified to engage participants in the program and
reduce dropout included incorporating case examples, email
reminders, and guiding participants through the program via
weekly telephone calls. Three participants reported that they
would be more likely to participate in the program if their
neurologist or psychiatrist recommended it. Many reported that
a program tailored to people with multiple sclerosis was
preferable compared with a generic web-based mindfulness
program. For representative participant quotations, please see
Table 4.

Part 3: Iterative Feedback From People With Multiple
Sclerosis and Experts in the Field

Relatability of the Program

Most people with multiple sclerosis found the program highly
relatable to their experiences of living with MS. In total, 5
participants and 1 neurologist gave specific positive feedback
about the case examples. Reservations about the relatability of
the program were expressed by 1 expert and 1 participant (who
held a PhD) who commented that the program was too simplistic
and could be perceived as patronizing. Following this feedback,
participants and experts were explicitly asked about their views
in this regard, and these concerns were not widely shared by
other respondents. Some changes to the program graphics and
language were incorporated to further improve the relatability
of the program: graphics were changed to make the characters
look older and the scenes more realistic, and some of the
language was edited to be less repetitive and more direct.

Acceptability of Program Content

In terms of the program content, 8 participants gave specific,
positive feedback on the analogies used to explain mindfulness
concepts (eg, monkey chatter) and how the mindfulness concepts
were presented. Experts in mindfulness commented that the
concepts were well explained and consistent with MBSR
principles; however, some suggested involving a mindfulness
expert, which we did. One area in which there was disagreement
among experts was on the degree to which more reference to
research should be included. Some experts recommended
integrating scientific evidence on the efficacy of mindfulness
into the program to improve treatment adherence, whereas others
disagreed. We decided that including specific scientific research
and results of studies was not necessary. For representative
quotations of the feedback provided by participants and experts
in the field, please see Table 5.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Participants reported psychological support as a common unmet
need and were generally positive about the idea of an
MS-specific, web-based mindfulness intervention. Among the
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participants, the anticipated use of such a program was high,
particularly if it was endorsed by treating physicians. A thematic
analysis of 19 face-to-face interviews with people with multiple
sclerosis revealed 3 overarching themes characterizing their
psychological experiences: uncertainty, grief and loss, and social
isolation. These themes were used in the development of
narratives throughout the mindfulness program.

The first theme of uncertainty is unsurprising, considering that
MS is an unpredictable illness. Participants indicated that they
were fearful of progression, worried about whether symptoms
might indicate deterioration, and worried about relapse. The
lack of knowledge about the causes of MS exacerbated the
uncertainty and worry and made attending medical appointments
the source of anxiety. For some, the fear of progression was
related to fear of becoming a burden on their family. Fears of
progression have been previously documented in MS and found
to be associated with poorer psychosocial outcomes [30];
therefore, we featured these throughout the program.

The second theme was grief and loss. Participants described the
struggle to accept the limitations imposed on them by MS. They
experienced losses of their future plans, which led to a loss of
independence. Specific losses such as loss of cognitive abilities
and loss of confidence led to a loss of a sense of self and
identity. The importance of loss and its impact on self and
identity have been previously described as important in the
context of adjustment to illness [31]. Hence, we represented
these struggles in the narratives developed for the program.

The third theme was social isolation. In terms of social isolation,
people with MS felt that family and friends could not understand
their difficulties, which sometimes led to inappropriate responses
or apathy from others. Some people with MS described having
lost friendships, which they experienced as rejection due to the
stigma of having MS. Many people with MS described
emotional avoidance, which allowed them to not express their
emotions to others as a way of trying to avoid negative responses
from others. However, this led to an overwhelming feeling of
social isolation, which has been previously recognized in the
literature [32].

We used these qualitative results to provide narratives to
supplement the mindfulness content of our program. Once a
draft version of the program was available on the basis of early
interviews, we also gained feedback from both the people with
multiple sclerosis and experts in MS and mindfulness. Iterative
feedback allowed modifications to be made to the program
content and graphics to improve relatability and ensure
adherence to MBSR principles. However, overall feedback from
mindfulness experts, neurologists, and people with multiple
sclerosis were positive. The adapted mindfulness program
appeared to be an acceptable and highly relatable program,
tailored to the unmet needs and experiences of people with
multiple sclerosis, and consistent with the basic principles and
teachings of MBSR by Kabat Zinn [24].

As previously described, the primary reason for including the
psychological experiences of people with multiple sclerosis was
to ensure that the narratives included in our program were
relevant to the end users of the program. It seems that the issues
raised in our sample were similar to those previously raised in

the literature. Prior research has shown that there is a lack of
psychological support and continuity of psychosocial care after
receiving the initial diagnosis [33,34]. Previous studies have
highlighted the difficulties in accepting uncertainty surrounding
the diagnosis, treatment, and prognosis of MS [35,36]. Indeed,
illness uncertainty has been found to predict adjustment
problems for people with multiple sclerosis, over and above
demographic and disease characteristics [37], and the experience
of fears of relapse or progression are well documented.
Experiences of grief and loss [38] as well as difficulties in
maintaining one’s sense of self in the face of physical and
cognitive decline have been reported in the literature [31,39,40].
Furthermore, beliefs of people with multiple sclerosis about
their illness and illness identity have been found to play a
significant role in their psychological adjustment [41]. Previous
research suggests that stereotypical images of a person in a
wheelchair are regarded as negative symbols of loss, disability,
and death for people with multiple sclerosis [42]. This may
provide a possible explanation as to why the majority of
participants in this study expressed disinterest in participating
in group-based psychological interventions or support groups,
as participants said they particularly wanted to avoid seeing
people with more severe disease than themselves. Finally, it is
well known that the psychological well-being of people with
multiple sclerosis is worsened by social isolation and difficulties
in communicating effectively about the disease with family and
friends. In many cases, these feelings of abandonment, isolation,
and social withdrawal are reported years after the initial
diagnosis [40,43,44]. Commonalities between the themes
identified from the people with multiple sclerosis in our study
and those reported in the literature indicate that this innovative
web-based mindfulness program is likely to be relatable to the
target population.

Given the difficulties with anxiety and uncertainty about the
future and the experiences of grief and loss experienced by
people with multiple sclerosis, a mindfulness-based approach
that focuses on the present moment, cultivating acceptance and
letting go, seems an appropriate intervention for reducing
psychological distress and improving HRQoL. Furthermore,
the delivery of a mindfulness intervention, tailored to the needs
and experiences of people with multiple sclerosis via the web,
can be used to normalize the challenges of living with the
disease and decrease feelings of isolation while maintaining
anonymity and increasing access to psychological support.

Limitations
Although we attempted to interview a range of people with
multiple sclerosis with various demographic and disease
characteristics, we acknowledge that the experiences of people
with multiple sclerosis reported here were a reflection of a small
sample from one recruitment center. Another limitation of this
study was that the reviewers were shown PowerPoint versions
of the modules and not the web-based multimedia versions,
which would have allowed for further analysis of the program’s
usability. Finally, the evaluation of efficacy was beyond the
scope of this study. A study protocol for an RCT evaluating the
efficacy of the mindfulness program described in this study has
been developed [45]. Clearly, the results of an adequately
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powered RCT are needed to determine the efficacy of the
program.

Conclusions
In summary, we have developed a web-based mindfulness
intervention using an iterative co-design process that reflects
the common challenges reported by people with multiple
sclerosis. We included narratives that were developed from the

themes derived from a qualitative study. The modules
appropriately reflected the principles of MBSR, and the included
narratives were viewed as relatable by people with multiple
sclerosis. Future research will determine whether the developed
intervention is effective. If it proves to be beneficial, the
developed program would likely meet an important need for
people with multiple sclerosis.
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Abstract

Background: Previous studies provide evidence for the effectiveness of web-based interventions for panic disorder with and
without agoraphobia. Smartphone-based technologies hold significant potential for further enhancing the accessibility and efficacy
of such interventions.

Objective: This randomized controlled trial aims to evaluate the efficacy of a guided, hybrid web-based training program based
on cognitive behavioral therapy for adults with symptoms of panic disorder.

Methods: Participants (N=92) with total scores in the Panic and Agoraphobia Scale ranging from 9 to 28 were recruited from
the general population and allocated either to a hybrid intervention (GET.ON Panic) or to a wait-list control group. The primary
outcome was the reduction in panic symptoms, as self-assessed using a web-based version of the Panic and Agoraphobia Scale.

Results: Analysis of covariance-based intention-to-treat analyses revealed a significantly stronger decrease in panic symptoms
posttreatment (F=9.77; P=.002; Cohen d=0.66; 95% CI 0.24-1.08) in the intervention group than in the wait-list control group.
Comparisons between groups of the follow-up measures at 3 and 6 months yielded even stronger effects (3-month follow-up:
F=17.40, P<.001, Cohen d=0.89, 95% CI 0.46-1.31; 6-month follow-up: F=14.63, P<.001, Cohen d=0.81, 95% CI 0.38-1.24).

Conclusions: Hybrid web-based training programs may help reduce the symptoms of panic disorder and hence play an important
role in improving health care for patients with this debilitating disorder.

Trial Registration: German Clinical Trial Register DRKS00005223; https://tinyurl.com/f4zt5ran

International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR2-10.1186/1745-6215-15-427

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e20829)   doi:10.2196/20829

KEYWORDS

panic disorder; agoraphobia; treatment; internet; mobile phone; randomized controlled trial

Introduction

With a 12-month prevalence of 1.8% among adults, panic
disorder is one of the most common anxiety disorders [1,2].
Subthreshold cases, defined as significant panic symptoms that

fail to meet full criteria, have been estimated to be just as
prevalent [3,4] and have been shown to predict the development
of full panic disorder as well as other mental disorders, such as
generalized anxiety disorder or major depression [5]. Effective
treatments for panic disorder and associated agoraphobic
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symptoms include pharmacotherapy and cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT) [6-9]. Unfortunately, many individuals still lack
access to evidence-based treatments because of the limited
availability of clinicians or fear of stigmatization [10-12].

Technology-based psychological interventions that use the
internet provide low-threshold access to evidence-based mental
health care. Recent outcome studies [13-15], meta-analyses,
and reviews [16-24] provide ample evidence that internet-based
interventions based on cognitive behavioral therapy principles
(iCBT) are effective in treating panic disorder.

Owing to their ability to bridge distances between patients and
therapists, good cost-efficacy and low-threshold iCBT have
great potential to facilitate access to evidence-based
interventions [18,25]. However, the current dominance of
desktop-based iCBT in research and health services neglects
the dramatic shift in user preferences toward the use of
smartphones [26]. Moreover, smartphones accompany their
users wherever they go, thereby providing an excellent
opportunity for ecological momentary assessment of relevant
health information [27-31]. Furthermore, smartphones allow
the use of ecological momentary interventions to be delivered
in the real world and real time, ideally at the very moment the
intervention is needed [32]. Considering the rapid growth and
potential of mobile technology, surprisingly little research has
been conducted to clarify the benefits of using smartphones as
stand-alone or add-on interventions [33]. Available data often
come from studies criticized for poor-quality interventions [34],
and many interventions currently available have not been
evaluated at all [35-37].

The few currently available studies provide preliminary evidence
for the efficacy of smartphone-based interventions for the
symptoms of anxiety disorders. For example, in a meta-analysis
on the efficacy of transdiagnostic eHealth interventions that
integrated mobile technologies, Firth et al [38] showed that such
interventions can significantly reduce overall anxiety (Hedge
g=0.45). A recent study by Christoforou et al [39] evaluated the
efficacy of an app for agoraphobic symptoms in comparison
with a stress reduction app. Although there was a significant
pre- to posttest effect for the interventions (Panic and
Agoraphobia Scale [PAS] difference −5.97; 95% CI −8.49 to
−3.44), no significant differences between the interventions
were observed.

Despite these promising findings, it is important to acknowledge
that mobile apps also have some disadvantages with regard to
usability issues. For example, elaborate writing tasks, a typical
component of iCBT interventions, are difficult to complete on
a small screen with a smartphone touchpad. Moreover,
cellphones are typically used for short time intervals and often
while performing other tasks. This is problematic, as working
toward health-promoting changes often requires more sustained
and focused effort [40,41]. Therefore, it can be argued that
hybrid interventions that combine the advantages of both
desktop and mobile technology should be superior to exclusively
desktop- or mobile-based approaches. In hybrid interventions,
the mobile component can be used to monitor symptoms and
cue exercises in the patient’s natural environment, whereas the

desktop component provides text- and video-based
psychoeducation and facilitates elaborate writing tasks.

Despite the obvious advantages of hybrid interventions, the
literature on their efficacy is still scarce. In a transdiagnostic
approach, Proudfoot et al [42] showed that the delivery of CBT
using a combination of mobile app and desktop-based
technology was effective in reducing symptoms of anxiety
disorders (Cohen d=0.47) compared with a wait-list control
(WLC) condition. Furthermore, in a study evaluating the
combination of Acceptance and Commitment Therapy and a
smartphone app for participants with panic disorder or social
phobia, Ivanova et al [43] found no significant effect on panic
symptom severity reduction. At this point, no study has been
published on the efficacy of hybrid iCBT interventions for panic
disorder. To fill this gap in the literature, this study aims to
evaluate the efficacy of a newly developed hybrid iCBT training
program for individuals with symptoms of panic disorder. Owing
to the legal restrictions on remote treatment
(Fernbehandlungsgesetz) [44], we use the term online training
program for the intervention format instead of the term online
therapy, which is more commonly used in the literature.

Methods

Study Design
To evaluate the efficacy of a hybrid web-based training program
for panic disorder (with and without agoraphobia), we conducted
a prospective, two-arm randomized trial, in which 92
participants with significant symptoms of panic disorder were
randomly allocated either to the GET.ON Panic intervention
group (IG) who received the training program immediately or
to the WLC group who received the training program 6 months
after randomization. For randomization, we used the automated
computer program DatInf RandList version 1.2 (DatInf GmbH).
The allocation was stratified for clinical or subclinical
symptomatology as well as the presence or absence of
agoraphobia in the order of incoming informed consent. To
include equal numbers of participants in each group, we used
block randomization (n=2 per block). The staff conducting the
diagnostic interviews and observer ratings were blinded to the
participants’ randomization statuses. The participants could
participate in the training program with a pseudonym of their
own choice. Ethical approval for this study was obtained from
the Ethical Committee of the University of Marburg (registration
number: 2013-23 K). The study was preregistered with the
German Clinical Trial Register (registration number:
DRKS00005223). The study protocol was submitted for
publication before randomization [45].

Participants and Recruitment
The study participants were recruited from the general
population between August 2013 and October 2014.
Announcements in newspapers, support groups, and social
media, such as Facebook, guided interested individuals to the
web-based health center website of our research group, where
they could apply on the web to participate in the study.
Applicants were asked to complete a web-based questionnaire
assessing the following inclusion criteria: (1) experiencing
mild-to-moderate panic symptoms as assessed by the PAS (score
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range: 9-28) [46,47], (2) being aged ≥18 years, (3) having panic
as the primary concern for seeking help, (4) having internet and
smartphone access with minimum system requirements of
iPhone (TM) 3GS (Apple Inc; iOS 6 and iOS 7) or a comparable
Android device (Android 2.3 or newer), and (5) providing their
informed consent.

The exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) receiving current
psychological help for anxiety problems or being on a wait-list
for psychotherapy; (2) having physical health problems that
were assessed via a self-report that prevents participants from
engaging in self-exposure, as recommended by the German
guideline for treating people with panic disorder and
agoraphobia [48]; (3) currently having posttraumatic stress
disorder or psychotic or dissociative disorders assessed via
self-report and clinical interview; and (4) having current
suicidality, as assessed by a score above 1 on item 9 of the Beck
Depression Inventory II (BDI-II) [49,50] and question A9 of
the Structured Clinical Interview for Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition Axis I Disorders
(SCID-I) [51]. In the event that potential participants were
excluded because of suicidal ideation or intention, they were
given information about further help according to an established
suicide protocol. All excluded participants were contacted via
email and provided with information regarding where they could
obtain appropriate help.

Treatment
Participants in the treatment condition received the GET.ON
Panic treatment, which is a hybrid (ie, desktop-based and
smartphone-based), iCBT-based self-help intervention for
treating symptoms of panic disorder [45]. Participants were
advised to log on to the training platform, which was provided
by the technical partner Minddistrict GmbH on a weekly basis
and consecutively work through the following sessions: (1)
psychoeducation, (2) interoceptive exposure, (3) in vivo
exposure, (4) cognitive restructuring—introduction, (5) cognitive
restructuring—extension, and (6) relapse prevention. In addition,
participants were instructed on the complementary use of the
GET.ON Panic app [52]. The app supported participants in (1)
completing their homework assignments (eg, keeping an anxiety
diary); (2) planning, conducting, and evaluating interoceptive
and in vivo exposure tasks; and (3) performing relaxation
exercises (Table 1).

After every session, participants received written feedback from
a trained coach based on a coaching manual developed by
members of our research group to ensure a standardized
procedure of coaching (the manual is available on request). The
guidance focused on increasing motivation and adherence
throughout the training progress, rather than providing individual
therapeutic advice. The average feedback took about 20-30 min.
Coaches also sent reminders via a secure messaging system
within the training platform if participants did not log on for 1
week. All coaches had a degree in psychology and were
supervised by a licensed clinical psychologist.

Table 1. Overview of sessions.

Content and homeworkWeek

MobileBrowser

Psychoeducation:1 • Daily diary
• Registration of current panic event (event-based)• Information about panic
• Daily summary of panic, avoidance, and mood• Defining goals of training

• Setting up a reward list

Interoceptive exposure:2 • Respiratory interoceptive exposure exercises
• Daily diary• Bodily symptoms during panic

• Avoidance
• Safety behaviors

In vivo exposure:3 • In vivo exposures
• Dizziness interoceptive exercises• Defining an anxiety hierarchy
• Daily diary

Cognitive restructuring I:4 • In vivo exposures
• Further interoceptive exposure exercises• Negative automatic thoughts
• Daily diary• Defining anxiety project (training schedule for exposures)

Cognitive restructuring II:5 • In vivo exposures
• Further interoceptive exposure exercises• Reality testing of automatic negative thoughts
• Daily diary

Relapse prevention:6 • Breathing and muscle relaxation exercises

• Early warning signs
• Critical life events
• Evaluation of training and aims
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Outcome Measures

Panic Symptom Severity and Self-Rating
The primary outcome was the severity of panic and agoraphobia
symptoms, as self-assessed using the PAS (German version:
Panik- und Agoraphobieskala) [46,47,53,54]. This scale consists
of 13 items separated into the subscales of panic attacks,
agoraphobic avoidance, anticipatory anxiety, daily life
limitations, and health concerns. For each item, participants
rated the frequency of panic symptoms during the past week on
a 5-point scale. Thus, the total score ranges from 0 to 52, with
scores ranging from 0 to 8 indicating no clinically relevant
symptoms, scores ranging between 9 and 28 indicating moderate
symptoms, and a score of 29 and above indicating a severe level
of symptoms. Previous studies provide evidence for the efficacy
of the measures, for example, Cronbach α=.86 [47] or α=.70
to .94 [55]. In this study, Cronbach α for the total score was
.89.

Observer-Rated Anxiety Symptoms
The Hamilton Anxiety Scale (HAM-A) [56-58] was used as a
complement for the self-administered anxiety scales. The scale
contains 14 items, with a total score ranging from 0 to 30.
Previous studies showed excellent interrater and test-retest
reliabilities of intraclass correlation coefficients of 0.89-0.99
[57]. To examine interrater reliability in this trial, we audiotaped
all the observer ratings. Around one-tenth (equivalent to 28
interviews) of these audio files were rated by experienced,
blinded second raters. The interrater reliability was excellent,
with an intraclass correlation coefficient of 0.99.

Agoraphobic Cognitions
The Agoraphobic Cognitions Questionnaire (ACQ) is a 14-item
self-report questionnaire that measures agoraphobic cognitions.
The total sum score of the ACQ ranged from 1 to 5. The ACQ
has an internal reliability of Cronbach α of .80 [59-61]. In this
trial, we found a Cronbach α of .84.

Body Sensations
Bodily sensations were measured using the Body Sensations
Questionnaire (BSQ), a self-rating questionnaire with the total
score ranging from 1 to 5 points. It has good internal reliability
of Cronbach α of .87 [59-61]. In this trial, Cronbach α was .86.

Agoraphobic Avoidance
The Mobility Inventory (MI) is a questionnaire that measures
agoraphobic avoidance. Participants were asked to rate common
agoraphobic situations with regard to their avoidance. Each
item is rated twice: once for dealing with the situation alone
and once when accompanied. The total score ranged from 1 to
5 points. The internal consistencies reported in previous studies
were very good, with Cronbach α of .91 (accompanied by
significant others) and .94 (alone) [59,61,62]. In this study,
Cronbach α values of the MI were .93 (accompanied) and .95
(alone).

Depressive Symptoms
We used the German adaption (ADS) of the Center for
Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale (CES-D) to assess
depressive symptom severity. The CES-D measures 20

symptoms of depression in the previous week. The total score
ranges from 0 to 60. Internal consistency has been shown to be
good (Cronbach α=.89) [63,64]. In this study, Cronbach α was
.87.

Diagnostic Status
The presence of panic disorder, any other anxiety disorder, or
a current depressive episode was assessed using a telephone
version of the SCID-I at the 6-month follow-up (6M-FU)
assessment covering the period of the last 3 months by trained
interviewers. Previous studies have shown excellent test-retest
reliability between the 2 different formats, the telephone version
and the face-to-face (f2f) version of the diagnostic interview
(Cohen =0.84) [65-67]. To determine the interrater reliability
of the diagnostic interviews, we used the statistics. In a previous
study, moderate interrater reliability (Cohen =0.67) was found
[68]. In this trial, all interviews were audiotaped, with 11.1%
(18/162) of the interviews rated by an experienced, blinded
second rater. Agreement between the 2 raters was moderate,
with a Cohen of 0.51.

Quality of Life
Quality of life was measured using the 12-item Short-Form
Health Survey (SF-12), which assesses 8 health domains:
physical functioning, role limitations, pain, general health
perception, vitality, mental health, emotional role, and social
functioning. The SF-12 provides 2 summary scores for physical
and mental health [69,70]. In this trial, Cronbach α was .79.

User Satisfaction
We assessed user satisfaction with the Client Satisfaction
Questionnaire adapted to internet-based interventions (CSQ-I)
[71], which is based on the German version of the Client
Satisfaction Questionnaire [72,73]. Statements such as “I would
recommend this training to a friend, if he or she was in need of
similar help” are rated on a 4-point Likert scale (ranging from
1=does not apply to me to 4=does totally apply to me). The
questionnaire contained 8 items, with a total score ranging from
8 to 32. The psychometric properties were excellent with a
McDonald ω of 0.93 and ω of 0.95 [71]. In this trial, McDonald
ω was 0.97.

App Usage
The mobile app contains a diary for recording and monitoring
panic-related symptoms, such as panic events, degree of
avoidance behavior, general anxiety, and mood level on a visual
analog scale (0-10). Furthermore, the app recorded the type and
number of exposure exercises performed by the participant. In
addition, we used the System Usability Scale (SUS) at
postassessment (T2) to assess the usability of the GET.ON Panic
app [74,75]. The sum score ranges from 0 to 100, with a higher
score indicating better usability.

Assessment Schedule
Participants completed a sociodemographic questionnaire, the
PAS and the Suicidality item of BDI-II at screening (T0); at
baseline (T1), we assessed the PAS, the SCID-I, the HAM-A,
the ACQ, the BSQ, the MI, the CES-D, and the SF-12; at
postassessment (T2), we assessed the PAS, the HAM-A, the
ACQ, the BSQ, the MI, the CES-D, the SF-12, the CSQ-I (only
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IG), and the SUS (only IG); at 3-month follow-up (3M-FU;
T3), we assessed the PAS, the ACQ, the BSQ, the MI, the
CES-D, and the SF-12; and at 6M-FU (T4), we assessed the

PAS, the SCID-I, the HAM-A, the ACQ, the BSQ, the MI, the
CES-D, and the SF-12. Diary data were continuously measured
during the training period and beyond (Table 2).

Table 2. Assessment schedule.

T4T3T2T1ScreeningAssessments

————bXaSociodemographic questionnaire

————XSuicidality (Item 9; BDI-IIc)

X——X—Diagnosis (SCID-Id, sections for anxiety disorders and current depressive
episode)

XXXXXPanic and agoraphobia severity, self-rating (PASe)

X—X——Panic and agoraphobia severity, observer-rating (HAM-Af)

XXXX—Agoraphobic cognitions (ACQg)

XXXX—Body sensations (BSQh)

XXXX—Agoraphobic avoidance (Mobility Inventory)

XXXX—Depressive symptoms (CES-Di)

XXXX—Quality of life (SF-12j)

——(X)l——User satisfaction (CSQ-Ik)

——(X)——Usability of smartphone app (SUSm)

aMeasured.
bNot measured.
cBDI- II: Beck Depression Inventory II.
dSCID-I: Structured Clinical Interview for Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fourth Edition Axis I Disorders.
ePAS: Panic and Agoraphobia Scale.
fHAM-A: Hamilton Anxiety Scale.
gACQ: Agoraphobic Cognitions Questionnaire.
hBSQ: Body Sensations Questionnaire.
iCES-D: Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale.
jSF-12: 12-Item Short-Form Health Survey.
kCSQ-I: Client Satisfaction Questionnaire adapted to internet-based interventions.
lOnly available for intervention group.
mSUS: System Usability Scale.

Statistical Analyses
To assess treatment efficacy, the GET.ON Panic group was
compared with the WLC group on all outcome measures (T2,
T3, and T4) using univariate analyses of covariance
(ANCOVAs) with the baseline scores as covariates. On the
basis of a previous meta-analysis [21], we powered the study
to detect an effect size of Cohen d=0.6 (1− of 80%; =.05) with
intention-to-treat (ITT) at T2 as our primary level of analysis.
Accordingly, a sample size of 90 was required. Cohen d [76]
was used to measure effect size. To account for covariance, we

calculated Cohen d over the partial eta squared (η2). To assess
a clinically reliable change of panic severity (response) on an
individual level, we calculated the Reliable Change Index (RCI)
as proposed by Jacobson and Truax [77], coded participants as
responders or deteriorators if their score on the PAS differed
by 10.68 points on the PAS, and performed a Pearson chi-square
test to compare the reliable change of the GET.ON Panic group

with the WLC. Corresponding to the RCI, we calculated
numbers needed to treat (NNT) score indicating how many
participants must take part in order for GET.ON Panic to achieve
one clinically relevant improvement. To assess remission rates,
we calculated the percentage of people who had a diagnostic
status of panic disorder according to the SCID-I interview at
baseline (T0) and at the 6M-FU (T4) and performed a Pearson
chi-square test to compare the diagnostic status of the GET.ON
Panic group with the WLC covering a period of the last 3
months.

Missing data at postassessment, 3M-FU assessment, and 6M-FU
assessment were performed using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo
multivariate imputation algorithm (SPSS 23) with hundred
estimations per missing value and all available data on
outcomes, age, and gender as predictors [78].
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Results

Enrollment
Over a period of 14 months, a total of 235 individuals completed
the screening questionnaire. Of these, 117 did not meet the
inclusion criteria or matched one or more exclusion criteria
(Figure 1). Severe panic symptom severity (n=54), current
psychotherapy (n=34), or physical contraindications (n=23)

were the most frequent reasons for exclusion. The remaining
118 candidates were eligible to participate in the clinical
interviews. Of those, 19 did not provide informed consent. After
this interview, another 6 candidates were excluded because they
did not have panic symptoms as their primary reason for seeking
help. All excluded individuals were provided with information
about applicable health care system services. The remaining 92
participants were randomly assigned to the hybrid web-based
training program GET.ON Panic or the WLC condition.

Figure 1. Study flow. PAS: Panic and Agoraphobia Scale.

Baseline Characteristics
Most participants were female (51/92, 55%), White (76/92,
83%), on average aged 38 years (SD 10.42), highly educated
(60/92, 65%), married or in a relationship (82/92, 89%), and
currently working (51/92, 55%). On the basis of the SCID
interview, the most common diagnosis was panic disorder with
agoraphobia (78/92, 83%). A significant number of patients
(12/92, 13%) met the criteria for panic disorder without
agoraphobia. Of all participants, 26% (24/92) met the criteria
for at least one additional anxiety disorder, in addition to panic
disorder. A small percentage (2/92, 2%) had a current major
depressive episode as a comorbid condition. Most participants
(58/92, 63%) reported that they had previously undergone
psychotherapeutic treatment (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Study Dropout and Compliance in Treatment
Baseline data were available for all the participants. The attrition
rate was 9% (8/92) at postassessment (4/45 in the IG and 4/47
in the WLC), 18% (17/92) at the 3M-FU (10/45 in the IG and
7/47 in the WLC), and 22% (20/92) at the 6M-FU (10/45 in the
IG and 10/47 in the WLC; Figure 1).

On average, the number of completed sessions in the GET.ON
Panic group was 5.11 (SD 1.67). All 6 sessions were completed
by 73% (33/45) of the participants, 4% (2/45) of the participants
completed only session 1, 11% (5/45) of the participants dropped
out after session 2, 7% (3/45) of the participants were lost after
session 3, 2% (1/45) of the participants stopped the training
after completing session 4, and 2% (1/45) of the participants
after session 5. In total, 27% (12/45) of the participants did not
complete the training. The reasons for intervention dropout were
mentioned for 33% (4/12) of them: lack of time, lack of
motivation, lack of personal contact with the eCoach, or surgery
that interfered with completing the intervention. The resting
67% (8/12) of the participants were also study dropouts, and
no reasons for stopping the intervention were known because
they did not complete the postassessment.

Severity of Panic Symptoms
Preliminary analyses indicated that all necessary conditions for
the intended statistical analyses were met. There was a greater
decrease in self-reported panic disorder symptom severity in
the intervention condition than in the WLC condition
(Multimedia Appendices 2 and 3). With regard to the primary
outcome, participants in the GET.ON Panic condition reported
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significantly lower (baseline-controlled) panic symptom severity
at posttreatment than the WLC group (F=9.77; P=.002; partial

η2=0.10; Cohen d=0.66; 95% CI 0.24-1.08). This effect became

even stronger (F=17.40; P<.001; partial η2=0.16; Cohen d=0.89;
95% CI 0.46-1.31) at the 3M-FU and remained significant

(F=14.63; P<.001; partial η2=0.14; Cohen d=0.81; 95% CI
0.38-1.24) at the long-term 6M-FU. The effect sizes ranged
from medium to large.

With regard to observer-based ratings, ANCOVA showed a
significant difference in anxiety symptoms between groups as
measured by the HAM-A at postmeasurement (F=3.97; P=.049;

partial η2=0.04; Cohen d=0.42; 95% CI 0.01-0.84) and at the

6M-FU (F=4.86; P=.03; partial η2=0.05; Cohen d=0.47; 95%
CI 0.05-0.88) with small-to-medium effect sizes. Further
analyses indicated that the findings did not significantly change
when the analyses were based on the study completer instead
of the ITT sample.

With regard to response, the reliable clinical changes were not

significant at postmeasurement (χ2
2 [n=92]=2.5; P=.28;

improvement: GET.ON Panic: 12/45, 27% and WLC: 7/47,
15%; deterioration: GET.ON Panic: 2/45, 4% and WLC: 1/47,

2%) or at the 3M-FU (χ2
2 [n=92]=5.3; P=.07; improvement:

GET.ON Panic: 14/45, 31% and WLC: 6/47, 13%; deterioration:
GET.ON Panic: 0/45, 0% and WLC: 1/47, 2%). However, the
GET.ON Panic group was superior to the WLC in terms of the
percentage of participants attaining reliable clinical change

(RCI=±10.68) in panic symptom severity at the 6M-FU (χ2
2

[n=92]=6.0; P=.049; improvement: GET.ON Panic: 22/45, 49%
and WLC: 12/47, 26%; deterioration: GET.ON Panic: 0/45, 0%
and WLC: 1/47, 2%). These reliable clinical changes correspond
to NNT from baseline to posttreatment of 8.49 (95% CI 3.54

to >106), at the 3M-FU of NNT=5.45 (95% CI 2.87-55.78), and
at the 6M-FU of NNT=4.28 (95% CI 2.35-24.07). Regarding
the long-term effect, these results indicate that 4 individuals
had to participate in the GET.ON Panic training program to
result in one additional individual having reliable clinical
improvement in panic symptom severity.

With regard to remission rates, at baseline, nearly all participants
(90/92, 98%) fulfilled the diagnostic criteria for panic disorder.
At the 6M-FU, 76% of the participants (70/92, 76% GET.ON
Panic group: 33/45, 73%; WLC: 37/47, 79%) agreed to the
telephone-administered diagnostic interview. In total, 21%
(15/70) of the participants were free of a diagnosis. There was
a greater reduction in diagnoses in the GET.ON Panic group

(11/33, 33%) than in the WLC group (4/37, 11%; χ2
1[n=70]=5.3;

P=.02).

Additional Anxiety Measures
Comparing the GET.ON Panic with the WLC group on further
self-rated anxiety measurements, we found stronger
between-group effect sizes for agoraphobic cognitions (partial

η2=0.06; Cohen d=0.51; 95% CI 0.05-0.93) and bodily

sensations (partial η2=0.05; Cohen d=0.46; 95% CI 0.05-0.88)
in the GET.ON Panic group than in the WLC group at
posttreatment. With regard to follow-up measurements, these

effects remained stable for both agoraphobic cognitions (partial

η2=0.07; Cohen d=0.55; 95% CI 0.14-0.97 after 3 months and

partial η2=0.05; Cohen d=0.46; 95% CI 0.04-0.87 after 6

months) and bodily sensations (partial η2=0.14; Cohen d=0.79;

95% CI 0.37-1.22 after 3 months and partial η2=0.09; Cohen
d=0.66; 95% CI 0.22-1.06 after 6 months). A difference in
agoraphobic avoidance between the groups could only be found
when participants had to manage difficult situations when they

were alone with small effect sizes (partial η2=0.05; Cohen
d=0.45; 95% CI 0.04-0.86) at posttreatment and a medium effect

size (partial η2=0.11; Cohen d=0.70; 95% CI 0.27-1.12) at the
6M-FU. ANCOVA did not reveal a significant difference
between the groups regarding agoraphobic avoidance when
participants had to manage difficult situations when they were
in companionship with other people (Multimedia Appendices
2 and 3).

Additional Measures
At the postmeasurement as well as at the 3M-FU, the GET.ON
Panic group showed no significant reduction in depressive
symptoms compared with the WLC group (Multimedia
Appendices 2 and 3). However, at the 6M-FU, the depressive
symptoms of the GET.ON Panic group decreased significantly
with a small effect size compared with the WLC group (partial

η2=0.06; Cohen d=0.49; 95% CI 0.07-0.90). The results on the
quality of life scales with regard to mental health showed no
reduction at postmeasurement or at the 3M-FU but a medium

reduction after 6 months (partial η2=0.11; Cohen d=0.70; 95%
CI 0.28-1.12). Furthermore, no differences in symptoms
regarding physical aspects of quality of life were found.

App Usage and User Satisfaction
The participants of the training group (n=45) used the mobile
diary on average 25.02 times (SD 19.48; range 0-56) during the
8-week training period on average (0.45 diary entries per day
per participant). The repeated analysis of variance did not reveal
any changes in the diary scores over a period of 8 weeks.
Furthermore, they were not related to the primary outcome. The
participants performed an average of 149.80 (SD 279.34; range
0-1702) interoceptive exposure exercises and 6.63 in vivo
exercises (SD 17.74; range 0-113). The mean SUS score was
71.16 (SD 18.97) at posttreatment, which indicates good
usability of the GET.ON Panic app. Overall, user satisfaction
with the hybrid training program was high (mean 28.10, SD
5.09). For example, 91% of the participants indicated that they
would recommend the training program to a friend in need.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study aims to evaluate the efficacy of GET.ON Panic, a
guided, mobile- and web-based CBT training program for adults
with significant panic disorder symptoms. The results show that
individuals treated with GET.ON Panic experienced a
significantly greater reduction in panic disorder symptom
severity than did participants in a WLC condition with
between-group effect sizes of Cohen d. The findings also show
that the effects were not only stable over time but even increased
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after the treatment was completed (Cohen d/NNT=0.66/8.49 at
posttreatment vs Cohen d/NNT=0.89/5.45 after 3 months and
Cohen d/NNT=0.81/4.28 after 6 months).

Comparison With Prior Work
As such, they fall well into the range of reported effect sizes in
meta-analyses for internet-based interventions for panic disorder
(eg, Hedge g=0.83 [18]; g=1.31 [19]; Hedge g=0.83 [21]; Cohen
d=0.96 [24]). The findings also showed that one of 3 participants
in the IG had attained complete remission of panic disorder at
the last assessment point, whereas this was only the case in one
of 10 participants in the control group. With regard to secondary
outcomes, it is of note that the 6M-FU effects on depressive
symptoms are larger than the average of effects reported for
psychological treatment for depression (Cohen d=0.49 vs Hedge
g=0.35 [79]). Finally, in this study, adherence rates and user
satisfaction were slightly higher than those reported in previous
studies (adherence: 73% vs 66%; satisfaction: 91% vs 86%
[19]).

A potential step-up could be the use of an intervention that
integrates hybrid web-based training program into f2f CBT [80].
In such blended interventions, therapists might fully exploit the
potential of using the ecological momentary assessment data
provided by the smartphone as well as the potential of ecological
momentary interventions derived from individual case
formulations and carried into the patient’s life with the help of
their mobile devices [81]. The adherence and usability rates in
this study appear to be superior to what is currently reported
for desktop-based iCBT interventions. This suggests that the
integration of mobile components into iCBT should be a focus
of future studies. The rapidly shifting use of mobile- instead of
desktop-based devices underlines this [26,82].

The finding that depressive symptom severity was significantly
reduced in the IG is important, as many individuals with panic
disorder also have other mental health problems such as
depression [83]. As cooccurring disorders may mutually help
maintain each other [5,84], it is important that comorbid
conditions are treated along with the primary disorder. The
positive effects of the hybrid intervention evaluated in this study
on depression are consistent with the findings from CBT that
successfully treat panic disorder, which also result in a reduction
of depressive symptoms [85,86].

Strengths and Limitations
To our knowledge, this is the first study to examine the efficacy
of iCBT training program that makes use of mobile components
in a target group of people with mild-to-moderate panic and
agoraphobia symptoms. One of the main strengths of this study
is its solid study design, which tests a newly developed training

program within a randomized controlled trial against a WLC.
In addition to self-rating outcomes, we conducted clinical
interviews with regard to symptom severity and changes in
diagnostic status over a period of 6 months and an observer-rated
anxiety outcome to validate the outcomes based on self-ratings.
Furthermore, this study has high ecological validity, as
participants used their own smartphones. They were supposed
to interact with their smartphones as they would normally do.
This may lead to a higher acceptance of and satisfaction with
the GET.ON Panic training program and foster the integration
of psychological interventions into the daily lives of individuals.
The overall low dropout rates in this study support this
assumption.

This study has several limitations that need to be considered.
First, the study results cannot be generalized to all individuals
with panic disorder symptoms. Participants who took part in
this trial actively participated and underwent an extended
eligibility procedure before the study. Many interested
individuals were excluded based on the criteria defined in the
study protocol. Thus, we assume that the current participants
represent a more intrinsically motivated study sample and, in
addition, have a higher affinity for the internet than the average
individuals with panic disorder. Therefore, the external validity
of this study might be limited. Second, for future treatment
development, it would have been of interest to compare the
hybrid intervention with both an exclusively desktop-based and
an exclusively mobile-based intervention for panic disorder.
However, as such a design was beyond what we could realize
in this study, it would need to be used in subsequent studies.
Such studies should also compare the efficacy (and
cost-effectiveness) of desktop-, mobile-based, hybrid, and
blended interventions with f2f therapy for panic disorder. Third,
we cannot draw any conclusions on the efficacy beyond the
6M-FU assessment. Thus, future studies should evaluate the
long-term effects of hybrid iCBT interventions for panic
disorder.

Conclusions
The results of this study suggest that a significant number of
individuals with symptoms of panic disorder can be helped with
an intervention that is comparatively easy to disseminate and
that can be used anonymously, which arguably lowers an
important barrier to service utilization [87]. However, the results
also show that about two-thirds of the participants had not
completely recovered after the intervention. Thus, interventions
such as GET.ON Panic might best be used in a step-by-step
care framework in which patients failing to attain recovery
through an internet-based intervention subsequently receive
more intense (and costly) interventions [88].
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Abstract

Background: Most smokers attempt to stop using cigarettes numerous times before successfully quitting. Cigarette cravings
may undermine perceived competence to quit and thus constitute psychological threats to the individual’s self-concept.
Self-affirmation may promote smoking cessation by offsetting these threats.

Objective: This study examines whether self-affirmation is associated with smoking cessation in the context of a cessation app.
Two types of self-affirmation are examined: tendency to spontaneously self-affirm, and self-affirmation inductions added to a
publicly available smoking cessation app (Smoke-Free Quit Smoking Now). In addition, this study explores whether optimism
and emotional states (happiness, anger, anxiousness, hopefulness, sadness) predict smoking cessation.

Methods: All users who met the inclusion criteria, provided consent to participate, and completed a baseline assessment,
including all individual difference measures, were randomized to 1 of 4 conditions. Half of the participants were randomly
assigned to complete a self-affirmation induction upon study entry. Orthogonally, half of the participants were randomly assigned
to receive self-affirming text notifications during their quit attempt or to receive conventional notifications. The induction and
the text notifications were fully automated, and all data were collected through self-assessments in the app. Self-reported smoking
cessation was assessed 1 month and 3 months following study entry.

Results: The study enrolled 7899 participants; 647 completed the 1-month follow-up. Using an intent-to-treat analysis at the
1-month follow-up, 7.2% (569/7899) of participants self-reported not smoking in the previous week and 6.4% (503/7899)
self-reported not smoking in the previous month. Greater tendency to spontaneously self-affirm predicted a greater likelihood of
cessation (P<.001) at 1 month after controlling for smoking-related variables. Neither self-affirmation induction influenced
cessation. In addition, spontaneous self-affirmation did not moderate the relationship between self-affirmation inductions and
cessation. Greater baseline sadness was associated with a lower likelihood of reporting successful cessation. Optimism predicted
past-week cessation at the 1-month follow-up, and both happiness and anger predicted past-month cessation at the 1-month
follow-up; however, none of these potential predictors moderated the relationship between self-affirmation conditions and
successful cessation.

Conclusions: Spontaneous self-affirmation may be an important psychological resource for managing threats to self-concept
during the smoking cessation process. Sadness may hinder quit attempts. Future research can explicate how spontaneous versus
induced self-affirmation can promote smoking cessation and examine boundary conditions for the effectiveness of disseminated
self-affirmation interventions.
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(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e18433)   doi:10.2196/18433
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Introduction

Background
Tobacco use remains a leading cause of preventable death and
disease globally, contributing to over 7.1 million deaths annually
[1]. Each year, approximately 343,000 people in the United
States die from cancer related to tobacco use [2]. Many adults
are motivated to quit smoking cigarettes; however, most attempts
to quit are unsuccessful [3,4]. Clinical practice guidelines
emphasize combining pharmacological treatments with
behavioral interventions [5]. There are several empirically
supported behavioral treatments for smoking cessation [6].
However, the high rate of unsuccessful quit attempts [7] suggests
that there is a need for supplementary and easily disseminable
behavioral interventions.

Mobile Health and Smoking Cessation
There is a growing body of literature supporting behavioral
smoking cessation treatments delivered via mobile health
platforms, including smartphones [8-10]. As smartphone access
in the United States continues to rise, more individuals will
have access to behavioral interventions delivered on
smartphones. About 81% of US adults own a smartphone [11],
and 72% of adult internet users have searched for health-related
information on the web [12]. One international systematic
review established that web-based health information seeking
is common in many different countries and found that web-based
health information seeking can improve patient-physician
relationships [13].

Smartphone apps for smoking cessation can include a variety
of theory-based intervention components that promote cessation,
such as techniques to facilitate coping with craving and
behavioral strategies for removing smoking-related stimuli from
a smoker’s house [14]. Smoke Free-Quit Smoking Now is one
such mobile app for smoking cessation that includes the behavior
change techniques of supporting users to take on the identity
of a nonsmoker, rewarding cessation, and changing routines
[15].

Self-Affirmation Theory and Applications to Smoking
Cessation
Quitting smoking is a difficult endeavor, and most smokers
attempt cessation many times before they successfully quit [16].
The process of attempting to quit smoking may in itself be
psychologically threatening, as smokers may interpret cravings
and temporary relapse during the process as indicators of lack
of competence for quitting, constituting a threat to self-concept
that results in negative affect [17]. When self-competence is
threatened, it may undermine the cessation process by reducing
motivation to quit or cessation self-efficacy. Many smoking
cessation interventions bolster perceived competence to quit

[18]. However, interventions to protect the self-concept are less
common and may bolster the effectiveness of existing cessation
interventions.

One such intervention approach is based on self-affirmation
theory. According to this theory, people are highly motivated
to see themselves as having self-integrity, which is marked by
a sense of moral adequacy and competence [19]. Thus, when
they experience threats to these attributes, they may respond
defensively in an attempt to protect and bolster their
self-integrity [20,21]. Health behavior change interventions
often contain such threats because they suggest that one is
volitionally engaged in a behavior that is harmful or irrational
[22,23]. Defensiveness in the face of threats to self-integrity
has been observed among smokers [24,25]. For example,
smokers may respond to threatening cessation messages by
impugning their content [26]. Even smoking cessation materials
that are not explicitly threatening or loss-framed may be
perceived as threatening by smokers attempting to quit or former
smokers struggling with relapse. Self-affirmation theory suggests
that to the extent that people can sustain views of themselves
as morally adequate and competent, they will be more open to
specific threats to the self. For example, smokers who are
reassured about their self-integrity may be able to better face
the challenges of cessation [27]. Accordingly, much research
shows that when people have an opportunity to reflect on, for
example, their cherished values before being exposed to
threatening health information, such as a graphic warning label
[24,28] or personal disease risk [29], they are more receptive
to that information and may be more likely to engage in risk
reduction behavior (meta-analyses [30-32]). We thus
hypothesized that self-affirmation could offset the potential
threats associated with quitting and, in turn, promote successful
cessation.

Although evidence suggests that self-affirmation inductions can
improve engagement with and efficacy of health behavior
intentions, evidence is mixed for studies specifically targeting
smokers. Some studies have found benefits of self-affirmation
[28,33-38], including less defensiveness toward graphic
warnings [28,36]. Moreover, when combined with other
intervention strategies, such as motivational interviewing and
cessation programs, self-affirmed individuals reduced cigarette
consumption [37]. However, other studies have not found
beneficial effects of self-affirmation on smoking-related
outcomes for daily smokers [35,39,40]. Thus, additional research
is needed to determine the effectiveness of induced
self-affirmations among smokers.

In addition to research on self-affirmation inductions, some
people are more likely than others to naturally or spontaneously
engage in self-affirmation when feeling threatened or anxious
[34,41-43]. Spontaneous self-affirmation may serve as a resource
to facilitate smoking cessation because of its potential to offset
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cessation-related psychological threats in ways similar to
induced self-affirmation. Indeed, the tendency to report
spontaneous self-affirmation has been associated with greater
acceptance of threatening health information [41,44], greater
health information seeking [45], and other positive health-related
outcomes, including higher perceived quality of care and
increased likelihood of asking questions in a medical
appointment [45-47].

There is some evidence that spontaneous self-affirmation may
be beneficial for smokers. In one cross-sectional study of U.S.
adult smokers, spontaneous self-affirmation moderated the
relationship between living in a state with smoke-free policies,
which may constitute a threatening environment for smokers,
and quit intentions [48]. In this study, we examined whether
spontaneous self-affirmation was associated with quit outcomes
among a global cohort of smokers enrolled in a UK-based
smoking app. In addition, we examined whether the tendency
to spontaneously self-affirm moderated the relationship between
self-affirmation inductions and successful cessation.

In addition to the tendency to spontaneously self-affirm, other
psychological states and individual differences may serve as
resources to bolster smoking cessation, either by interacting
with self-affirmation or on their own. In this study, we examined
optimism and sadness. Optimism refers to a general tendency
to expect positive future events [49]. As optimism is a
psychological resource that can bolster goal pursuit [50,51],
people with higher optimism may have greater success at
smoking cessation. Spontaneous self-affirmation and optimism
are distinct psychological processes [41]; however, they may
have similar associations with health outcomes, extending to
smoking cessation [46]. Currently experienced emotions may
also influence smoking cessation; such emotions may trigger
action tendencies that facilitate predictable patterns of behavior
[52-54]. Sadness, in particular, may be a hindrance to quitting
smoking and predicting relapse during the smoking cessation
process [55]. Sadness is associated with reward-seeking
tendencies to mitigate loss [56], which can result in increased
hedonically pleasing, but often unhealthy, appetitive behavior
[57], including smoking [55]. Thus, when current or former
smokers feel sad, they may turn to cigarettes in an attempt to
improve their mood. In addition to influencing cessation success,
emotion may influence the experience of relapse during the
smoking cessation process.

Self-Affirmation and Mobile Health: Creating Scalable
Health Behavior Interventions
Health behavior interventions that are mobile or remotely
delivered are easily implemented and widely disseminated, and
integrating self-affirmation content could enhance their efficacy.
The scalability of self-affirmation interventions has been
demonstrated in other domains in which threat impedes adaptive
outcomes (eg, education; [58]) but has rarely been examined in
health contexts. Indeed, self-affirmation opportunities are
disseminable, given that affirmation exercises require little time
and effort but can have lasting effects [58,59]. Enduring effects
from such a low-burden intervention are hypothesized to work
through recursive processes [32]. That is, it is not necessarily
the affirmation itself that continues to influence behavior over

time. Rather, affirmation attenuates threats to self-competence
that might arise from cravings and temporary relapse, which
might otherwise impede motivation to quit smoking, and then
allows individuals to capitalize on existing resources to facilitate
behavior change [58,60]. A recent meta-analysis suggested that
self-affirmation is more likely to facilitate change when
psychological threat impedes behavior change and when
resources are present to support such change [32]. Thus,
implementing brief affirmations into an existing, scalable
cessation intervention in which psychological threat may impede
cessation may bolster the effectiveness of the intervention by
maximizing the likelihood that individuals will benefit from the
behavior change resources provided in the intervention.

Previous Work Informing This Study
This study was designed as a follow-up to a previous study that
provided initial evidence that incorporating a self-affirmation
component into a standard text message–based smoking
cessation intervention was a feasible, low-cost, and potentially
efficacious way of bolstering the content of that intervention
[61]. This previous study used a 2 (baseline affirmation: present
vs absent) x 2 (integrated affirmation texts: present vs absent)
factorial design [61]. In that study, 1261 participants met the
eligibility criteria and initiated the program, 687 participants
remained enrolled throughout the 42-day intervention, and 81
participants reported their smoking status at the end of the
42-day intervention [61]. Although there were no significant
effects of affirmations on cessation when examining participants
who remained enrolled in the study (n=687), affirmations did
facilitate cessation when only participants who reported their
smoking status at the 42-day follow-up were included in
analyses (n=81, 6.4% of eligible baseline respondents) [61].
Intent-to-treat analyses of the 1261 participants who initiated
the program indicated a 5.6% cessation prevalence at the 42-day
follow-up [61]. This study builds on this former work by (1)
providing a test of replication and (2) examining the role of
individual differences in spontaneous self-affirmation, optimism,
and affect.

This Study and Hypotheses
This study was intended to replicate our team’s earlier study
(Taber et al [61]) in a different setting. In this study, we tested
whether self-affirmation was associated with better cessation
outcomes in the context of a smoking cessation app. This study
had 2 primary aims: to assess the effect of induced
self-affirmation conditions on smoking cessation outcomes (aim
1) and to assess the associations of spontaneous self-affirmation
with smoking cessation outcomes (aim 2). We hypothesized
that 2 types of self-affirmation opportunities—a baseline
kindness quiz and self-affirming push notifications in the
subsequent months—would promote cessation. We also
hypothesized that individuals with a tendency to spontaneously
self-affirm at baseline would be more likely to successfully quit
smoking. In the absence of relevant findings on which to base
hypotheses, we tested whether induced self-affirmation
conditions were more or less effective for people higher versus
lower in spontaneous self-affirmation [41]. Finally, an
exploratory aim (aim 3) was to assess baseline optimism and
baseline affective states (happiness, anger, anxiousness,
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hopefulness, sadness) as potential predictors and potential
moderators of the relationship between affirmation conditions
and cessation outcomes.

Methods

Smoke Free App
Smoke Free-Quit Smoking Now is a UK-based app designed
for iOS and Android devices [15] that attracts users from across
the globe. The app averages 3000 new downloads a day and
allows users to set a quit date and track their craving [15]. The
app offers 4 methods by which users can monitor their progress:
(1) a calendar showing the total amount of time since they
stopped smoking, (2) a calculator that shows the amount of
money saved by not buying cigarettes and the number of
cigarettes not smoked, (3) virtual badges users can earn for
milestones, such as 50 hours smoke-free, and (4) health progress
indicators to monitor improvements since cessation [15].

Participants, Recruitment, and Eligibility
A randomly selected proportion of users who downloaded the
app during the study period (initially 10% and then increased
to 30% to achieve recruitment goals) were shown a consent
form and invited to participate in this study. In the informed
consent form, participants were told that they could opt out of
the study at any point by contacting the study investigator. The
study employed a 2 (baseline self-affirmation induction: present
vs absent) x 2 (notifications: self-affirming texts vs control
texts) double-blind randomized controlled trial (RCT) in which
self-affirmation opportunities were added to an existing smoking
cessation app. Those who consented were randomly assigned
to 1 of the 4 conditions and completed a baseline assessment.
The initial recruitment goal was 5000 participants to have 500

completing the 1-month follow-up survey after accounting for
90% attrition, similar to previous studies [61,62]. A sample size
of 500 at the 1-month follow-up was calculated to be able to
detect a small effect size (F=.15), with high (.90) power using
an analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 4 groups (calculated
with G*Power). Participants were asked to complete 2 follow-up
assessments 1 month and 3 months after they downloaded the
app to assess cessation behavior and smoking status. All data
were collected through the smartphone apps—users were
notified about follow-up surveys in the app with one push
notification and a red dot added to the app icon to indicate user
action was requested. The link to complete the survey remained
in the Settings section of the app until the participant responded.

Once participants completed the baseline assessment, their
eligibility was determined. Participants were not included in
the study if they were under 18 years or over 98 years of age,
selected a quit date more than 14 days in the future or more than
1 day in the past, paid for additional app features (Pro users),
or did not complete the baseline assessment. In a divergence
from the previous study [61], potential participants in this study
were required to have listed a quit date after the day they
downloaded the app; this ensured that participants randomized
to the baseline affirmation condition would take the baseline
affirmation quiz before attempting cessation. In addition, during
data collection, a glitch occurred in which the same identifier
was assigned to multiple participants; all users affected by this
glitch were excluded from the study and are indicated in Figure
1 under the designation of not meeting inclusion criteria. App
users who were not eligible for the study could still use the app.
All participants were entered in a lottery—noncontingent on
completion of surveys—for a US $100 Amazon gift card. This
study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the
National Cancer Institute.
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Figure 1. Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials (CONSORT) diagram.

In total, 7899 participants met all inclusion criteria, were
enrolled in the study, and provided survey responses. The
country of participant residence was not assessed at the
individual level; however, aggregate information about the
geographic location of participants was available; most
participants were from the United Kingdom, closely followed
by the United States (Multimedia Appendix 1). Overall, the

mean age of participants was 30.5 years (SD 8.7). The majority
of participants were male (4790/7899, 60.6%) and did not use
any cessation aids other than the Smoke Free app at baseline
(6178/7899, 78.2%). Table 1 shows the demographic
characteristics of participants at baseline. Significance assessed
in Table 1 used a Bonferroni-corrected α level (.05 and 16
comparisons, so the adjusted α level is P<.003125).
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the study participants (N=7899).

P valueaTest statisticsOverall
(N=7899)

Both quiz
and notifica-
tion affirma-
tions
(n=2027)

Notification
affirmations
only
(n=1903)

Affirmation
quiz only
(n=1984)

Control noti-
fications on-
ly (n=1985)

Characteristics

Chi-square
(df)

F test (df)

.99N/Ab0.05
(7898)

30.5 (8.7)30.6 (8.6)30.5 (8.8)30.5 (8.6)30.5 (8.7)Age (years), mean (SD)

.651.6 (3)N/AGender, n (%)

4790 (60.6)1228 (60.6)1138 (59.8)1225 (61.7)1199 (60.4)Male

3109 (39.4)799 (39.4)765 (40.2)759 (38.3)786 (39.6)Female

.234.3 (3)N/ACurrently using cessation aid, n (%)

1721 (21.8)446 (22)434 (22.8)401 (20.2)440 (22.2)Yes

6178 (78.2)1581 (78)1469 (77.2)1583 (74)1545 (77.8)No

.805.4 (9)N/ATime to first cigarette, nicotine dependence, n (%)

1961 (24.8)495 (24.4)467 (24.5)494 (24.9)505 (25.4)Within 5 min

1527 (19.3)411 (20.3)361 (19)369 (18.6)386 (19.4)6 to 30 min

2299 (29.1)563 (27.8)576 (30.3)588 (29.6)572 (28.8)31 to 60 min

2110 (26.7)558 (27.5)499 (26.2)533 (26.9)520 (26.2)After 60 min

2 (0.1)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)2 (0.1)Missingc

.02N/A3.28
(7898)

3.2 (1.3)3.2 (1.3)3.2 (1.3)3.1 (1.4)3.1 (1.4)Desire to smoked, mean (SD)

.00911.7 (3)N/ACessation stage of change, n (%)

7107 (90.0)1795 (88.6)1735 (91.2)1897 (91.1)1770 (89.2)Yes, within next 30 days

792 (10.0)232 (11.4)168 (8.8)177 (8.9)215 (10.8)Yes, within the next 6 months
or no

.54N/A0.73
(7898)

3.2 (0.9)3.2 (0.9)3.2 (0.9)3.3 (0.9)3.2 (0.9)Felt happye, mean (SD)

.68N/A0.50
(7898)

2.8 (0.9)2.8 (0.9)2.9 (0.9)2.8 (0.9)2.9 (0.9)Felt angrye, mean (SD)

.41N/A0.97
(7898)

3.1 (1.1)3.1 (1.1)3.1 (1.1)3.1 (1.1)3.2 (1.1)Felt anxiouse, mean (SD)

.75N/A0.41
(7898)

3.1 (1.0)3.1 (1.0)3.1 (1.0)3.1 (1.0)3.1 (1.0)Felt hopefule, mean (SD)

.10N/A2.06
(7898)

2.8 (1.0)2.9 (1.0)2.8 (1.0)2.8 (1.0)2.9 (1.0)Felt sade, mean (SD)

.11N/A2.01
(7898)

3.1 (1.1)3.1 (1.1)3.1 (1.2)3.2 (1.1)3.1 (1.1)Tendency to spontaneously self-af-

firmf, mean (SD)

.08N/A2.28
(7898)

3.6 (1.2)3.6 (1.2)3.6 (1.2)3.7 (1.2)3.6 (1.2)Optimismf, mean (SD)

.81N/A0.32
(7836)

17.7 (4.1)17.7 (4.3)17.8 (3.9)17.6 (4.1)17.7 (4.2)Age started smokingg, mean (SD)

.94N/A0.14
(7882)

14.7 (8.2)14.7 (8.6)14.7 (8.2)14.6 (8.1)14.7 (8.2)Cigarettes per dayh, mean (SD)

.20N/A1.55
(7884)

7.9 (27.5)7.2 (22.8)6.6 (19.6)6.5 (20.7)7.9 (27.5)Quit attempts in past yeari, mean
(SD)

aSignificance assessed using the Bonferroni-corrected α level=0.05/16 comparisons=0.003125. No variables assessed met the threshold for statistical
significance after the Bonferroni correction was applied.
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bN/A: not applicable.
cRespondents who were missing a valid answer for time to first cigarette were included in all subsequent analyses if they had valid data for all other
variables.
d1=not at all; 5=a lot.
e1=none of the time; 5=all of the time.
f1=strongly disagree; 5=strongly agree.
gAge started smoking was a write-in question; all ages from 5 years old to present age were considered valid cases. All ages outside of this range were
excluded from analysis of age started smoking but were included in all subsequent analyses.
hCigarettes per day was a write-in question; all values from 0 to 99 were considered valid cases. All responses outside of this range were excluded from
the analysis of cigarettes per day but were included in all subsequent analyses.
iPast-year cessation attempts were assessed via a write-in question; all values from 0 to 365 were considered valid cases. All responses outside of this
range were excluded from analysis of past year cessation attempts but were included in all subsequent analyses.

Baseline Measures
Upon agreeing to participate, participants provided their age,
gender, age at which they started smoking, average number of
cigarettes smoked per day, smoking cessation aids (if any) they
were currently using, and a quit date. Data on race and ethnicity
were not collected, in part because the app is available globally
and participants came from different countries with different
racial and ethnic groups.

Participants were also asked questions to assess potential
differences in baseline smoking behavior and levels of addiction.
Baseline measures used to compare groups included nicotine
dependence (How soon after you wake up do you smoke your
first cigarette? [63]) and desire to smoke (How strong is your
desire to smoke, right now? with options not at all to a lot on
a 5-point scale). Previous quit attempts were assessed (In the
last year, how many times have you quit smoking for at least
24 hours?). Smoking cessation stage of change was assessed
using the following item: Are you seriously thinking of quitting
smoking? with answer choices yes, within the next 30 days,
corresponding to the Transtheoretical Model’s preparation stage,
yes, within the next 6 months, representing the Transtheoretical
Model’s contemplation stage, and no, not thinking of quitting,
corresponding to precontemplation [64]. On the basis of the
distribution of responses and our conceptual interest in the
effects of self-affirmation among smokers who intend to quit
smoking, the stage of change was dichotomized into yes, within
the next 30 days and yes, within the next 6 months or no. These
items were used to compare groups at baseline for smoking
behavior and experiences.

Affect was assessed using items from the Positive and Negative
Affect Schedule (PANAS) [65] as adapted by the Midlife in the
United States (MIDUS) study [66,67] and the National Cancer
Institute (NCI) Health Information National Trends Survey
(HINTS). Participants rated their level of happiness, anger,
anxiety, sadness, hopefulness, and anxiety within the past 30
days on a 5-point scale from none of the time to all of the time.
The affect items were reverse coded so that higher scores
indicated experiencing that emotion more often. Participants’
tendencies to engage in spontaneous self-affirmation were
assessed as the average of 2 items used in previous studies
[45,48] from the longer spontaneous self-affirmation measure
(SSAM [41]): (1) “When I feel threatened or anxious I find
myself thinking about my strengths” and (2) “When I feel
threatened or anxious I find myself thinking about my values.”
Participants’ baseline level of optimism was assessed with the

item: “I’m always optimistic about my future” [68]. The SSAM
and optimism items were assessed on a 5-point scale with the
anchors 1=strongly agree to 5=strongly disagree. However,
these items were reverse coded so that higher scores indicated
more agreement and thus higher optimism.

Follow-Up Surveys (1 and 3 Months)
All participants were invited to complete a 1-month and 3-month
follow-up survey to assess smoking status. Both follow-up
surveys assessed smoking status with the items: “Have you
smoked at all in the past month?” and “Have you smoked at all
in the past week?” Response options for both questions were
“no, not a puff,” “1-5 cigarettes,” or “more than 5 cigarettes.”
For these analyses, responses were dichotomized to indicate no
smoking or smoking (1 cigarette or more) in the time period.
In addition, participants were asked to report the average number
of cigarettes smoked per day, time to first cigarette, and if they
were using any other cessation aids at follow-up.

Baseline Self-Affirmation Questionnaire
Participants assigned to the baseline affirmation conditions were
shown a shortened, 5-item kindness questionnaire (quiz),
adapted from previous work [61,69], directly after the baseline
questionnaire. The purpose of this quiz was to induce
self-affirmation by allowing participants to respond yes to
having engaged in specific instances of past kindness. In the
original questionnaire, participants were asked to provide written
examples for each item to which they responded affirmatively;
however, participants in this study were not asked to provide
examples. This self-affirmation induction has been frequently
used, has face validity, and is easy to implement [70]. The
control condition did not receive the kindness quiz or any
content in its place. The full self-affirmation questionnaire as
well as responses by condition is presented in Multimedia
Appendix 2. Of the respondents who received the baseline
kindness quiz, approximately 83.1% (3333/4011) answered yes
to 4 of the 5 items (Multimedia Appendix 2).

Affirmation and Control Push Notifications
Participants in the control push notification condition received
general tips related to quitting smoking, whereas participants
in the affirmation push notifications condition received affirming
messages from a pool of 15 possible notifications. The
affirmation messages were based on literature and a previous
study of self-affirmation content that had been integrated into
a text messaging intervention for smoking cessation [61]. The
control notifications were informed by the smoking cessation
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literature [71,72]. Participants received 2 notifications (either
self-affirmation or control, depending on their assigned
condition) per day for the duration of the study, unless they
turned off notifications, which was the same as the frequency
of notifications in the current version of the app. One notification
was sent during each of the following time blocks: 8 AM to
2:30 PM and 2:31 PM to 9 PM. Participants were able to change
the earliest and latest time for the notification (eg, change 8 AM
to 7 AM or 9 PM to 11 PM). Participants could also access these
self-affirmation or control messages (depending on condition)
every time they reported experiencing a craving on a Tips screen.
The full text of all notifications, organized by category, is
presented in Multimedia Appendix 3.

Analysis
All analyses were conducted using Stata 16 [73]. First, attrition
rates were calculated for each of the 4 induced self-affirmation
conditions. Second, demographic characteristics and baseline
survey responses were compared across groups using ANOVA
and chi-square tests. Third, a series of binary logistic regression
models were run to examine predictors of successful cessation
and potential moderating factors. All regression analyses used
intent-to-treat, such that respondents who did not provide
follow-up data were treated as continuing smokers. We elected
to use intent-to-treat because it is widely used for assessing
smoking cessation in interventions [8,9] and tends to be more
conservative in assuming that all participants lost to follow-up
continued to smoke instead of artificially inflating the cessation
rate by removing participants lost to follow-up from analyses.
We adopted P=.05 as our cut-off for statistical significance,
with Bonferroni corrections applied for multiple comparisons
as necessary.

Trial Registration
The trial was retrospectively registered at ISRCTN:
https://www.isrctn.com/ISRCTN56646695.

Results

Enrollment, Attrition, and Participant Characteristics
A CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials)
diagram is provided to show subject enrollment and study
completion (Figure 1). Overall, 8.2% (647/7899) of users who
enrolled in the study completed the 1-month follow-up survey
and 2.9% (231/7899) completed the 3-month survey (Table 2),
consistent with systematic reviews that found high levels of
attrition in web-based RCTs [74]. The proportion of users who
completed the follow-up was lower than in previous studies of
this same app in which 7.5% of participants completed a
3-month follow-up [15]; however, the sample size in this study
was considerably smaller. Attrition in this study was similar to
attrition in a similar previous study in which 6.4% of participants
completed a 42-day follow-up [61]. Although we estimated
90% attrition in our power calculations, we exceeded this
percentage. In addition, there were more follow-up assessments
in this study and it was available to Android but not iOS users,
in contrast with the previous study [15], which had fewer and
shorter follow-up assessments and enrolled both iOS and
Android users. It is possible that the more frequent follow-ups
combined with differences between the iOS and Android app
can help contextualize this finding. Follow-up rates did not

differ significantly by condition (1 month: χ2
3=0.6, P=.90; 3

months: χ2
3=1.5, P=.68; Table 2). This paper presents analyses

for both the 1- and 3-month follow-ups; however, as the 3-month
follow-up rates were considerably lower than the 1-month
follow-up rates, most implications and conclusions focus on
results from the 1-month follow-up.

Table 2. Attrition and cessation rates by study condition (N=7899).

P val-
ue

Test statistic,
chi square
(df)

OverallBoth quiz and no-
tification affirma-
tions

Notification
affirmations
only

Affirmation
quiz only

Control notifi-
cations only

Outcome

——a78992027190319841985Completed baseline survey, n

.900.6 (3)647 (8.2)158 (7.8)160 (8.4)165 (8.3)164 (8.3)Completed 1-month follow-up, n (%)

.980.2 (3)569 (7.2)142 (7.0)139 (7.3)143 (7.2)145 (7.3)Past week cessation at 1 month

.442.7 (3)503 (6.4)114 (5.6)128 (6.7)128 (6.5)133 (6.7)Past month cessation at 1 month

.681.5 (3)231 (2.9)60 (3.0)56 (2.9)64 (3.2)51 (2.6)Completed 3-month follow-up, n (%)

.751.2 (3)215 (2.7)54 (2.7)55 (2.9)58 (2.9)48 (2.4)Past week cessation at 3 months

.572.0 (3)181 (2.3)46 (2.3)48 (2.5)49 (2.5)38 (1.9)Past month cessation at 3 months

aNo statistical tests were run.

Smoking Cessation and Baseline Differences
Cessation rates did not differ significantly between groups at

the 1-month (past-week cessation: χ2
3=0.2, P=.98; past-month

cessation: χ2
3=2.7, P=.44; Table 2) or 3-month (past week

cessation: χ2
3=1.2, P=.75; past month cessation: χ2

3=2.0, P=.57;

Table 2) follow-up. Using an intent-to-treat analysis, the overall
past-week cessation rate was 7.2% (569/7899) and the
past-month cessation rate was 6.4% (503/7899) at the 1-month
follow-up (Table 2). This is similar to the previous study of a
text messaging program with affirmation content, which found
5.6% cessation at 6 weeks using intent-to-treat analysis [61].
Notably, despite randomization, participants differed in baseline
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desire to smoke (F7898=3.28; P=.02; Table 1) and cessation

stage of change (χ2
3=11.7; P=.009; Table 1) across conditions,

although neither met the threshold for statistical significance
after the Bonferroni correction was applied. The Bonferroni
correction is conservative; because cessation stage of change
differed at the P<.01 level and is likely related to the smoking
cessation outcome, subsequent regression analyses controlled
for baseline cessation stage of change.

Aims 1 and 2: Self-Affirmation’s Associations With
Cessation Outcomes
The primary aim of this study was to assess the impact of
induced self-affirmation conditions on smoking cessation. The

secondary aim of this study was to assess the associations of
spontaneous self-affirmation with smoking cessation. To assess
factors associated with cessation, binary logistic regression
models were run using one of the 2 main outcomes (past-week
cessation at 1 month and past-month cessation at 1 month) as
the dependent variable. The 2 main 1-month outcomes were
strongly correlated (r=0.93). In both regression models, tendency
to spontaneously self-affirm at baseline was a significant
predictor of cessation (Table 3), consistent with the hypotheses.
However, neither self-affirmation study condition nor their
interaction was significant in these models, indicating that
providing opportunities for self-affirmation in the smoking
cessation smartphone app did not result in a greater likelihood
of cessation than using the smartphone app without affirmation.

Table 3. Primary self-affirmation regression models (N=7899).

Past-month cessation at 1 monthPast-week cessation at 1 monthVariable

P valueSEOR (95% CI)P valueSEORa (95% CI)

.760.10.96 (0.75-1.24).920.10.99 (0.78-1.26)Baseline affirmation

.970.10.99 (0.77-1.28).920.10.99 (0.77-1.26)Notification affirmations

.440.20.87 (0.60-1.12).900.20.98 (0.70-1.38)Baseline and notification affirmations interaction

.400.10.85 (0.62-1.18).170.10.80 (0.59-1.10)Cessation stage of change: Yes, within the next 6 months or Nob

.01d0.00.90 (0.83-0.97)<.001c0.00.85 (0.79-0.92)Spontaneous self-affirmation

aOR: odds ratio.
bReference category: Yes, within the next 30 days.
cP<.001.
dP<.05.

In addition, despite low follow-up rates, both 3-month outcomes
were also explored. There was a similarly high association
between past-week and past-month cessation at the 3-month
follow-up (r=0.91). None of the self-affirmation measures
(tendency to spontaneously self-affirm, baseline affirmation
condition, notification affirmation condition, the interaction of
baseline, and notification affirmations) significantly predicted
cessation in the main 3-month models (Multimedia Appendix
4).

Subsequently, we ran models testing a three-way interaction
between our self-affirmation study conditions and spontaneous
self-affirmation with both the 1-month and 3-month outcomes.
This interaction was not significant, establishing that
spontaneous self-affirmation did predict 1-month cessation in
this study, but did not moderate the relationship between study
conditions and cessation outcomes.

Aim 3: Examining Potential Predictors and Moderators
The goal of exploratory aim 3 was to assess baseline optimism
and baseline affective states as potential predictors and
moderators of the relationship between affirmation conditions

and cessation outcomes. To test this aim, we conducted
regression analyses in which optimism and each of the 5
affective states (happiness, anger, anxiousness, hopefulness,
sadness) were simultaneously added to the main regression
models (Table 4). That is, we tested whether these factors
predicted 1-week and 1-month cessation at 1 month when
controlling for spontaneous self-affirmation, baseline affirmation
condition, notification affirmation condition, their interaction,
and cessation stage of change. In this model, tendency to
spontaneously self-affirm still significantly predicted past-week
cessation at the 1-month follow-up (P<.001) but did not
significantly predict past-month cessation at the 1-month
follow-up, although this association approached significance
(P=.05). Lower sadness was a significant predictor of successful
cessation at the 1-month follow-up for both past-week and
past-month cessation (P=.002 and P=.007, respectively).
Optimism predicted past-week cessation at the 1-month
follow-up (P=.04) and both happiness and anger predicted
past-month cessation at the 1-month follow-up (P=.03 for both).
We also ran these with each potential predictor assessed
separately and the results did not differ from the simultaneous
model presented in Table 4.
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Table 4. Regression models with potential predictors (N=7899).

Past-month cessation at 1 monthPast-week cessation at 1 monthVariable

P valueSEOR (95% CI)P valueSEORa (95% CI)

.680.10.95 (0.74-1.22).830.10.97 (0.77-1.24)Baseline affirmation

.920.10.99 (0.77-1.27).870.10.98 (0.77-1.25)Notification affirmations

.480.20.88 (0.61-1.26).980.21.00 (0.71-1.40)Baseline and notification affirmations interaction

.370.10.86 (0.63-1.19).190.10.81 (0.59-1.11)Cessation stage of change: Yes, within the next 6 months or Nob

.050.00.91 (0.84-1.00)<.001c0.00.86 (0.79-0.94)Spontaneous self-affirmation

.090.00.93 (0.85-1.00).04d0.00.92 (0.85-0.99)Optimism

.03d0.00.91 (0.83-0.99).420.11.05 (0.93-1.18)Happy

.03d0.10.87 (0.78-0.99).060.10.90 (0.80-1.01)Angry

.610.10.97 (0.88-1.08).480.10.97 (0.88-1.06)Anxious

.560.11.03 (0.93-1.14).470.11.04 (0.94-1.14)Hopeful

.007d0.10.85 (0.76-0.96).002d0.10.84 (0.75-0.93)Sad

aOR: odds ratio.
bReference category: Yes, within the next 30 days.
cP<.001.
dP<.05.

Next, moderation analyses were conducted, with a three-way
interaction term (baseline affirmation, notification affirmation,
and potential moderator) for each of the affective states and
optimism, run separately. No three-way interaction was
significant. The full model for sadness is provided as an
appendix (Multimedia Appendix 5); however, the models for
other affective states and optimism have not been included
because of space limitations.

We then conducted parallel analyses with the 3-month outcomes.
None of the affective states were significant predictors of
cessation in the past week or month at the 3-month follow-up;
however, optimism was a predictor of cessation for both
past-week and past-month cessation at the 3-month follow-up
(P=.004 and P=.002, respectively; Multimedia Appendix 4).
Due to low follow-up rates at the 3-month follow-up, potential
moderation was not explored with the 3-month outcomes.

Association of Spontaneous Self-Affirmation With
Dependence
Previous work has found that smokers with a greater tendency
to spontaneously self-affirm report more quit attempts and
higher quit intentions, particularly when they live in states with
more comprehensive smoke-free laws, highlighting factors that
affect the cessation process [48]. Due to the significant effects
of spontaneous self-affirmation in our study, we undertook
additional analyses. The mean spontaneous self-affirmation
scores in our study (mean 3.11 out of 5, SD 1.1) were
comparable with those of past studies (mean 2.75 out of 4, SD
0.14 [46]; mean 3.12 out of 5, SD 0.86 [75]).

We examined whether spontaneous self-affirmation was
associated with several dependence and quit intention measures
in our sample to assess whether respondents who had a greater

tendency to spontaneously self-affirm were less dependent on
nicotine or had a stronger desire to quit at baseline, offering
them an advantage. We computed correlations of spontaneous
self-affirmation with the cessation stage of change, time to first
cigarette, and quit intention. All were small (all correlation
coefficient values were less than 0.1), indicating that smokers
higher in tendency to self-affirm in this study were not
necessarily less addicted or more intent to quit at baseline than
smokers with lower tendencies to self-affirm.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, opportunities for self-affirmation provided in the
smartphone app (baseline self-affirmation quiz and
self-affirmation notifications) did not significantly improve the
likelihood of successful cessation. However, tendency to
spontaneously self-affirm was a strong and significant predictor
of cessation. Baseline sadness was associated with a lower
likelihood of reporting successful cessation at the 1-month
follow-up; optimism was significantly associated with past-week
cessation at the 1-month follow-up, and happiness and anger
were both significantly associated with past-month cessation at
the 1-month follow-up. There were no interactions between any
explored individual difference predictor and study conditions.

The spontaneous self-affirmation findings are consistent with
previous findings that spontaneous self-affirmation was
associated with improved psychological well-being and health
care experiences [45,46], both of which may play a role in the
smoking cessation process. In addition, although previous
studies have found a relationship between spontaneous
self-affirmation and quit attempts and intentions [48], we did
not find a relationship between spontaneous self-affirmation
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and any dependence or quit measure in our sample. Thus, any
association of spontaneous self-affirmation with quitting was
not due to dependence or past quit attempts. Future work should
explore this relationship in more detail to understand the specific
benefit and ways to help smokers who do not tend to
spontaneously self-affirm.

Comparison With Previous Work
This study differs from previous smoking self-affirmation
studies that typically provide participants with information about
the negative health consequences of smoking. In this study, no
explicitly threatening health information or loss-framed
messages were provided, consistent with the positive focus of
the app. The messages conveyed the benefits of quitting instead
of the harms of smoking and were not hypothesized to constitute
explicitly threatening health information. We did not directly
assess whether participants perceived any of the material in the
app to be threatening. One recent meta-analysis found that
self-affirmation is less likely to facilitate change when
psychological threat is minimal [32], which suggests that
self-affirmation opportunities may have been less effective in
this study in the absence of directly threatening information.
Moreover, smokers may be aware of the health costs of smoking,
and it is unknown to what extent information about the health
consequences is novel to smokers, which could help to explain
null self-affirmation effects in previous studies of smokers.
These studies would benefit from pilot testing to determine
whether threatening information about the health consequences
of smoking is indeed perceived by smokers as threatening and
novel. An alternative explanation is that our control messages
were received well by respondents, offsetting our ability to
observe any benefit of the self-affirmation messages.

Previous studies have reported mixed findings concerning
whether self-affirmation inductions can assist smokers trying
to quit; some studies have found benefits [28,30,33-35], whereas
others have not [35,39,40,76]. Our finding that induced
self-affirmations did not influence smoking behavior is
consistent with multiple other studies that have shown null or
even backfiring effects among smokers who undergo
self-affirmation interventions [35]. It is possible that our baseline
affirmation quiz and notification affirmations did not induce
self-affirmation in participants; consistent with previous
self-affirmation intervention studies, no manipulation check for
affirmation was included, and it is difficult to assess whether
participants were successfully affirmed. The original kindness
quiz asks respondents to write down a specific time they
engaged in the aforementioned action [69]. In this study, the
baseline kindness quiz was adapted to ask participants to answer
yes or no without explicitly asking them to write or think of an
example, given that the affirmation intervention occurred
through text messages.

It is a challenge to determine how best to adapt self-affirmation
interventions developed in laboratory settings to the real world.
In a previous study testing whether various adaptations of the
kindness quiz differentially affected health cognitions and
smoking intentions among a sample of online smokers, there
were no significant differences depending on whether
participants were asked to write examples, imagine examples,

or were not asked to provide any examples [35]. However, that
study also found that none of the self-affirmation conditions
were more effective than the control conditions [35]. In addition,
participants asked to provide written self-affirmation responses
endorsed fewer affirmation questions than those not asked to
provide written examples, suggesting that the writing was
onerous [35]. In that study, for participants providing written
examples, the intervention took nearly 7 times longer than it
did for participants not asked to provide examples [35]. Thus,
more research is needed to determine how to administer effective
self-affirmation interventions to participants not in laboratory
settings.

Our finding that additional opportunities for self-affirmation
added to the smartphone app in this study did not have effects
could be due to multiple factors. The self-affirmation content
may not have been as noticeable as self-affirmations in other
studies, given that participants did not complete the study in a
more controlled laboratory setting. In addition, participants may
have skimmed or otherwise not engaged with the
self-affirmation content in this study. We also do not have data
on the extent to which participants read or engage with induced
self-affirmation materials. In addition, the existing app material
was evidence-based and has already been found to be relatively
effective on its own [15], thus identifying additional benefits
of novel self-affirmation intervention material may have been
difficult.

This study complements existing evidence concerning the
distinctiveness of spontaneous self-affirmation from other
psychological resources, such as optimism [41]. In this study,
the single-item measure of optimism was only moderately
correlated with spontaneous self-affirmation (r=0.46). Some
previous work using a small number of items has found that
spontaneous self-affirmation is related to greater optimism [46].
However, the correlation between the full measure of
spontaneous self-affirmation and optimism is small (eg, r=0.22
as observed in a study by Harris et al [41]). Furthermore, cancer
survivors who reported greater optimism reported better
physical, mental, and cognitive health, even when controlling
for spontaneous self-affirmation [77]. In this study, spontaneous
self-affirmation was a significant predictor of 1-month cessation
outcomes, whereas optimism was unrelated to 1-month cessation
outcomes but predicted 3-month cessation outcomes. Optimism
facilitates pursuit of goals [50,51], so it is noteworthy that it
was not associated with smoking cessation goals at 1 month,
whereas spontaneous self-affirmation did maintain such an
association.

Interestingly, baseline sadness was significantly related to
cessation outcomes at the 1-month follow-up. Feeling sadness
less frequently at baseline was associated with a greater
likelihood of reporting both past-week and past-month cessation.
The relationship between sadness and cessation outcomes is
consistent with previous theory and research suggesting that
sadness facilitates reward-seeking tendencies that might
undermine healthy behavior, including smoking cessation
[55-57]. Optimism and all affective states (happiness, anger,
anxiousness, hopefulness, sadness) were not found to moderate
the relationship between the assigned affirmation conditions
and successful cessation. Previous work has found that clinical
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diagnoses of anhedonia and depressed mood predict increased
odds of relapse among smokers trying to quit [78]; however,
this study is among the first to examine specific affective states
and their association with successful cessation. Future work can
further disentangle the relationship between sadness and
cessation experiences.

Limitations
This study has several limitations. As previously discussed, we
do not have data concerning whether participants were
successfully affirmed and to what extent they were engaged by
the intervention. There are several methodological limitations.
As data were collected from all users who downloaded the
smartphone app, it was difficult to maintain strict experimental
control. We were not able to monitor if or when participants
turned off notifications, so we were unable to assess an
individual’s exposure to the notification content. We were also
unable to determine the geographic location of individual
participants and were only able to access aggregate geographic
information for the sample. Participants came largely from the
United Kingdom and the United States, but there were
participants from 8 other countries. In addition, smoking
cessation is a complex process, and whereas many users who
completed the baseline assessments did not complete follow-up
assessments, we were not able to analytically determine why
these participants discontinued responding and if they had
deleted the smartphone app due to successful cessation or
another reason. Another limitation is the use of 1 or 2-item
measures of key constructs, such as spontaneous
self-affirmation. However, these items have shown significant
associations with outcomes in other studies [41], thus providing
support for their validity. Similarly, we only assessed affect
once at baseline. Emotions fluctuate over time, particularly
during the difficult smoking cessation process. Future studies
can monitor changes in affect during the process, such as with
daily dairies, to better understand the role that affects plays in

cessation. Finally, the attrition experienced in this study was
higher than expected based on previous similar studies
[15,61,74]. In this study, we found that 8.2% (647/7899) of
users who enrolled in the study completed the 1-month
follow-up survey and 2.9% (231/7899) completed the 3-month
survey, which is lower than the 7.5% of participants who
completed a 3-month follow-up during a previous trial of this
same app [15]. In a previous study that informed the present
study, 6.4% of participants completed a 42-day follow-up [61].
High attrition limits the interpretability of results such that it
may have made it difficult to detect and reduce the
generalizability of results, particularly at the 3-month follow-up.
Furthermore, the intent-to-treat approach assumes that
nonresponders are smokers, whereas it could be the case that
nonresponders found the protocol burdensome.

However, these limitations are offset by several considerable
strengths of this study. This study used a sample of real-life
users, which allows for an assessment of how the app will
function outside of a highly controlled laboratory setting. The
study was also theoretically driven and provides preliminary
evidence for the promise of spontaneous self-affirmation in
smoking cessation. An additional strength of this study comes
from the use of an already-existing, successful smoking
cessation app with the addition of self-affirmation specific
content.

Conclusions
The results of this study provide evidence that spontaneous
self-affirmation may be an important threat management
psychological resource in the context of smoking cessation.
They indicate the difficulties of creating effective
self-affirmation inductions in smoking apps. There is a need to
examine the effectiveness of smartphone app–delivered
self-affirmations and to develop more effective affirmations in
future dissemination work.
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Abstract

Background: Health behavior changes made by patients during the perioperative period can impact the outcomes and success
of elective surgeries. However, there remains a limited understanding of how best to support patients during this time, particularly
through the use of digital health interventions. Recognizing and understanding the potential unmet needs of elective orthopedic
surgery patients is central to motivating healthier behavior change, improving recovery, and optimizing overall surgical success
in the short and long term.

Objective: The aim of this study is to explore patient perspectives on technology features that would help support them to
change their lifestyle behaviors during the pre- and postoperative periods, and that could potentially maintain long-term healthy
lifestyles following recovery.

Methods: Semistructured interviews with pre- and postoperative elective orthopedic patients were conducted between May and
June 2020 using telephone and video call–based software. Patient perspectives on the use of digital technologies to complement
current surgical care and support with lifestyle behavior changes were discussed. Interviews were audio recorded and transcribed
verbatim. Reflexive thematic analysis enabled the development of themes from the data, with QSR NVivo software (version 12)
facilitating data management. Ethical approval was obtained from the National Health Service Health Research Authority.

Results: A total of 18 participants were interviewed. Four themes were developed from the data regarding the design and
functionality of digital technologies to best support the perioperative journey. These center around an intervention’s ability to
incorporate interactive, user-centered features; direct a descriptive and structured recovery; enable customizable, patient-controlled
settings; and deliver both general and specific surgical advice in a timely manner. Interventions that are initiated preoperatively
and continued postoperatively were perceived as beneficial. Interventions designed with personalized milestones were found to
better guide patients through a structured recovery. Individualized tailoring of preparatory and recovery information was desired
by patients with previously high levels of physical activity before surgery. The use of personalized progression-based exercises
further encouraged physical recovery; game-like rewards and incentives were regarded as motivational for making and sustaining
health behavior change. In-built video calling and messaging features offered connectivity with peers and clinicians for supported
care delivery.

Conclusions: Specific intervention design and functionality features can provide better, structured support for elective orthopedic
patients across the entire surgical journey and beyond. This study provides much-needed evidence relating to the optimal design
and timing of digital interventions for elective orthopedic surgical patients. Findings from this study suggest a desire for personalized
perioperative care, in turn, supporting patients to make health behavior changes to optimize surgical success. These findings
should be used to influence future co-design projects to enable the design and implementation of patient-focused, tailored, and
targeted digital health technologies within modern health care settings.
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Introduction

Background
Digital health technologies are becoming increasingly common
in various industries, with medicine, surgery, and health care
being no exception [1]. The use of digital health interventions
is growing significantly among patients and health care
providers, with recent studies reporting over 318,000 smartphone
apps available to aid in health education, diagnosis, and
self-management [2-4]. Despite the multitude of digital solutions
available, many fail to meet patient and provider
expectations—with their use and uptake hindered by ethical
issues such as privacy and security of data, disease management,
and communication [5]. Involving technology end users in
cocreation approaches has been acknowledged as a possible
strategy to design digital interventions that meet both the patient
and provider needs [6,7].

In recent digital health literature, there are various interventions
that have successfully supported patients in managing long-term
health conditions [8] and medication adherence [9,10] and
supporting positive lifestyle behavior change before and after
surgery to improve postoperative outcomes [11,12]. Health
behavior changes made during the perioperative period can be
fundamental in determining the outcomes and success of elective
surgeries. In the context of orthopedic surgery, increases in
preoperative physical activity levels and smoking cessation
have been associated with improved postoperative bone healing
[13], wound healing [14], quicker recovery times, and reduced
pain scores [15]. Physical rehabilitation after orthopedic surgery
is an essential component of treatment, as it helps to improve
functional outcomes and support patients to return to their daily
activities [16]. There remains a limited understanding of how
best to support patients during this time, particularly through
the use of digital interventions.

In this context, research has focused on the orthopedic
clinician’s use of digital technologies [1,17], for instance, in
supporting their educational development [18], guiding clinical
decision support [19], managing care referrals [20], and building
the patient-clinician relationship [21,22]. Recognizing and
understanding the potential unmet needs of elective orthopedic
surgery patients is central to motivating healthier behavior
change, improving their recovery, and optimizing overall
surgical success in the short and long term [23-25]. The optimal
design and functionality of digital solutions to aid this cohort
are yet to be recognized.

Objectives
To develop useful and effective digital technologies and
strategies, it is important to first understand how patients want
to be supported on their care pathway. Our patient-informed
research applies qualitative investigation to explore patient
perspectives and identify key technology features that they

would find supportive during the pre- and postoperative periods
and that could potentially maintain long-term healthy lifestyles
following recovery. Specifically, our key research questions
concerned the following: (1) What do orthopedic patients want
from digital health technologies? (2) How do they want to use
them? and (3) When would they be of most benefit during their
elective surgical journey?

Methods

Recruitment and Sampling
The Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research
checklist was followed for this study, according to Enhancing
the QUAlity and Transparency Of health Research guidelines
(Multimedia Appendix 1) [26]. Immediately before study
commencement, COVID-19 restrictions were enforced across
the United Kingdom. This meant that the planned face-to-face
recruitment and data collection could no longer be undertaken
in person at one of the largest teaching hospitals in North
England. Instead, an amendment to the National Health Service
(NHS) Health Research Authority (HRA) Ethics meant that
participants could be recruited remotely via email and social
media. All participants were emailed with an information sheet
detailing the purpose and aim of this study. Participants who
expressed an interest and provided written consent were enrolled
in the study. There was no prior relationship established between
the researcher and participants before study commencement or
recruitment. Inclusion criteria were as follows: participants aged
more than 18 years who were due to undergo (or had recently
undergone, within the last 2 years) elective orthopedic surgery,
who were medically stable and did not have an acute decline in
health away from their baseline, who were able to participate
in an interview, who were able to communicate in English, and
who had the capacity to consent to participate in the study.
Purposive sampling was used to recruit participants undergoing
a variety of orthopedic surgical procedures, with mixed age
ranges and sociodemographic backgrounds.

Semistructured Interviews
In-depth, semistructured interviews were conducted by 1
researcher (AR, a female doctoral researcher with experience
in qualitative research) between May and June 2020 while
working from home. Interviews were conducted with
participants over the telephone or by using video call–based
software, such as Zoom and Microsoft Teams, and all
participants were offered the choice of which they would prefer.
The semistructured interview topic guide was developed based
on 3 pilot interviews and covered key issues identified through
a systematic literature review [12], meta-ethnography [27], and
narrative review [28]. These issues included participants’
understanding and experiences of surgery, awareness of
perioperative lifestyle behavior change, perspectives on digital
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health technology use within the surgical pathways, and the
optimal design of such technologies.

Data Analysis
All interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim
by 1 researcher (AR). All data were anonymized at the point of
transcription; participants did not comment on the transcripts
or provide feedback on results. Following reflexive thematic
analysis processes, as defined by Braun and Clarke [29,30],
each interview was transcribed and analyzed before conducting
the next interview. The principle of constant comparison guided
the iterative process of data collection and analysis. Two
researchers (AR and AH) performed a reflexive thematic
analysis to analyze the data. Close and detailed reading of the
transcripts allowed the 2 researchers to familiarize themselves
with the data. Initial descriptive codes were identified in a
systematic manner across the data set; these were then sorted
into common coding patterns, which enabled the development
of analytic themes from the data. The themes were reviewed,
refined, and named once coherent and distinctive. Two authors
(AR and AH) performed the data analysis through discussion
and, if agreement was not reached, by consensus with the wider
research team (SS and RS). The postinterview field notes
enhanced this reflective process. QSR NVivo software (version
12) was used to facilitate data management. The research team
agreed that data saturation occurred in 18 interviews. To ensure
confidentiality when using direct patient quotes within this
research, nonidentifiable pseudonyms are used throughout, for
example, participant 1 and participant 2.

Ethical Approval
Ethical approval was obtained from the NHS HRA and Care
Research Wales (reference: 19/NE/0318), and research
governance was granted by the participating NHS trust.

Results

Overview
A total of 18 participants were recruited and interviewed as part
of this study (there were no refusals to partake, participant
dropout, or repeat interviews). The characteristics of participants
are presented in Table 1. The average age of the participants
was 52 (SD 16.7) years, and the most common elective
orthopedic procedure was a total hip replacement. A total of 11
interviews were conducted over the telephone and 7 were
conducted using video call–based software. The average
duration of the interview was 48 (SD 8.5) minutes.

Four themes were developed from the data (Figure 1) that
addressed the aforementioned research questions. These themes
centered on an intervention’s ability to (1) incorporate
interactive, user-centered features; (2) direct a descriptive and
structured recovery; (3) enable customizable, patient-controlled
settings; and (4) deliver both general and specific surgical advice
in a timely manner. We will discuss each of these themes, in
turn, illustrating patient perspectives and recommendations with
direct interview quotes.
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Table 1. Participant characteristics.

Time since surgery
or time until surgery

Pre- or postoperativeOrthopedic procedureInterview formatAge (years)Sex (Ma or Fb)Participant number

12 mdPostTKRcTelephone83F1

6 mPostTKRTelephone63M2

24 mPostTKRTelephone63M3

22 mPostTHReVideo call41F4

14 mPostTHRVideo call42F5

20 mPostTHRTelephone61M6

16 mPostTHRTelephone70M7

8 mPostTHRTelephone50F8

24 mPostTHRTelephone69F9

10 mPostTHRVideo call50M10

2 wfPreTKRTelephone66M11

4 wPreHip FAISgVideo call26M12

6 wPreWL RhTelephone62F13

6 wPostACL RiVideo call26M14

1 wPreAnkle reconstructionTelephone30F15

6 mPostACL RVideo call24M16

3 wPreTKRTelephone56M17

8 wPreTHRVideo call54M18

aM: male.
bF: female.
cTKR: total knee replacement.
dm: months.
eTHR: total hip replacement.
fw: weeks.
gFAIS: femoral acetabular impingement surgery.
hWL R: wrist ligament reconstruction.
iACL R: anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction.
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Figure 1. Features contributing to the design and functionality of digital technologies to best support orthopedic patients in their perioperative journey.

Theme 1: Incorporating Interactive, User-Centered
Features
When considering what orthopedic patients wanted from digital
technologies, it was important that the technology included
features that centered on the needs of each user and were
interactive in terms of logging and tracking and were visually
instructive (video-based) and that allowed connectivity through
messaging.

Logging and Tracking Recovery
Interviewees perceived numerous benefits from keeping logs
during the perioperative period. In the first instance, they
recognized personal benefits from “logging and tracking (their)
recovery” (Participant 5) to visually “see your progress”
(Participant 16) and “gauge where you are and how well you’re
doing” (Participant 4). This was viewed as something that would
“give you the drive” to continue with the physical rehabilitation
“to benefit yourself further” (Participant 9). Participants saw
benefits in allowing members of the multidisciplinary team,
such as surgeons and physiotherapists, to also view this
information and “get an idea of when you’re starting to improve”
(Participant 13). Others expanded on this, seeing shared access
as an opportunity to obtain further medical expert advice on
“pains or swelling...and problems with the scar like any bleeding
or signs of infection” (Participant 13) and find “reassurance”
related to wound healing (Participant 10). Participants reflected
on the accountability that can arise from shared access to logs,
both as a form of intrinsic accountability to keep “helping
yourself at home...to give yourself the best chance” in the
recovery period (Participant 15) and as a way of “proving that
you’re doing what you’re meant to” to their surgical team
(Participant 13):

Things that record what you’ve done so you can see
and say “ah, I’ve achieved that, I’ve done that”...I
have the incentive to go further. [Participant 11]

Keeping a log of wider experiences during their perioperative
journey, beyond physical activity, was also considered useful.
A preoperative log of “mood, sleep deprivation and
pain-management” strategies was considered important for
participants to “validate your (their) mental-side” in the run-up
to surgery (Participant 5). Two participants reflected on personal
experiences that affected their mental health during the surgical
journey, where “meditation or soothing-type app” features would
have supported them “through particularly tough” preoperative
pain, postoperative pain, and isolation during recovery
(Participant 10). Another called for integration of an interactive
“diary on the app...where you could type in how you feel...if
there’s any problems” alongside “logging the pain and the level
of pain” (Participant 13).

Within the logging features, patients described in detail about
the user-centered information they wished “to be told by the
technology” (Participant 5). Emphasis was placed on “the
specific tracking...of any (form of) activity,” rather than only
walking or running; being able to “compare your times or
distances” (Participant 5) through “a graph or a visual”
comparative feature (Participant 11); and having real-time
functionality so that you can “track your progress
accurately...like keeping track of your reps and weights” without
relying on retrospective data entry (Participant 16). Participants
also discussed share functions when it came to their logged
activities where integrated competition features, such as “leader
boards with friends” (Participant 12), appeared to add an
incentive to engage with physiotherapy-based recovery.
Combining these with “rewards and badges” (Participant 4) for
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logged activities appeared to reinforce patient motivation and
engagement while keeping the technology user centered:

I’ll think to myself “can I do it quicker, can I go
further?”...which I think are all the correct messages
one needs to hear when you put it in the context of
general healthy living. [Participant 11]

I Want Something to Show Me
Video features, as an interactive method of engaging with
physical activity during the surgical journey, were discussed
by all participants. Preoperatively, participants reflected that
videos could be used to educate patients on “exercises they’ll
be expected to do” (Participant 5) and to build awareness around
“the limitations, physically, that you will feel after the surgery”
(Participant 8). Drawing on their experience, postoperative
patients felt that being able to watch videos to practice
rehabilitative exercises, preoperatively, would have given them
“confidence and reassurance” to better engage with the recovery
process from an earlier stage, optimizing “the entire recovery
process, to give myself the best chance” (Participant 1). On the
whole, participants felt video content to be of the highest value
in the postoperative period, where patients can interact with
instructional, surgery-specific rehabilitation advice by watching
“user-friendly...video tutorials with people doing” the exercises
(Participant 16). Participants discussed the integration of
video-based postoperative “success stories” at various
milestones of the recovery process, recognizing the power of
video messages to help “visualize what you can achieve”
(Participant 6) and “push me further with recovering”
(Participant 16):

With each exercise there could be a video tutorial
with people doing them so you can go on, click, watch
the video...it could help you understand the exercise
the physio(therapist) recommends...and learn how to
do it properly so it’s of most benefit. [Participant 16]

Along with using videos for instructional and educational
purposes, participants reflected on their “changed views”
(Participant 9) of integrating video call features in digital
technologies for support during the perioperative period. For
many, these views were linked to and influenced by the global
COVID-19 pandemic. Participants described the usefulness of
video calls, accepting them as a valuable and convenient form
of communication while “getting used to a new normal, a
different way of doing things with technology” (Participant 13).
When discussing an upcoming preassessment appointment, one
participant remarked that their preference for the consultation
would be a video call in comparison with a proposed telephone
call:

I’d be more than happy with Skype to “see them” for
my appointment...I think it’s more personal, phone
calls aren’t personal...I’d much prefer to Skype now
instead. [Participant 13]

Two postoperative patients reflected on their current experiences
of undergoing video-based physiotherapy sessions in light of
COVID-19 measures. These participants remarked the
following:

[the content of the sessions] doesn’t differ that much
from actually being in-person—you can see everything
well, the resolution is good and the picture is clear,
I can hear clearly. [Participant 10]

everything we done the week before with the physio,
we replicated on the Zoom call...everything that had
been done in-person was quite easily done on the
Zoom call. [Participant 14]

Messaging Someone to Settle Your Nerves
Participants felt that the inclusion of message-based features
(whether with other patients or with health care professionals)
within an intervention would offer numerous benefits.
Preoperative participants expressed value in communicating
with other people undergoing the same surgery. This related to
information-seeking needs to learn from peers, with participants
discussing how they already “have looked for blogs and posts
from other people going through the operation” (Participant 12)
and “asked for advice...to find out what the surgery is like”
(Participant 13). Coupled with searching for educational support,
preoperative patients reported seeking reassurance from others
before undergoing the surgery, to hear “success stories (of)
people who have gone through it successfully” (Participant 17)
to support their surgical decision making. This was particularly
important in younger participants who wished to discuss with
patients of similar ages to ask “how quick their recovery was”
(Participant 15) and the level to which they retained their
physical activity and functioning following surgery. One
participant described their preoperative nerves without knowing
“what my life is going to look like after my surgery” and
considered how “having a conversation or messaging someone
to settle your nerves” could help (Participant 15).

Postoperatively, participants discussed the value of sharing
“experiences on a forum” (Participant 7), suggesting the
integration of a patient-led “discussion area” within an app “for
people who’ve gone through similar surgeries—whatever
question it may be, they can put it on there and receive feedback
from people” (Participant 16). Participants demonstrated an
awareness of “mis-information or mis-interpreting the
information” that may be shared (Participant 16) and
acknowledged how one could become easily “disillusioned” by
comparing or “judging yourself on other people’s recovery”
(Participant 2). Both pre- and postoperative participants
considered the morale boost that can come from communicating
with peers, regardless of the stage of their surgical journey:

It’s harder when you’re on your own, but when you’re
doing it alongside other people, having them to just
be there as a point of reference or just to ask daft
things to, that’s much easier. [Participant 5]

“Messaging features” (Participant 10) could also enable two-way
interactivity between the patient and a member of the
multidisciplinary team, where examples discussed took various
forms, from real-time “live-chat boxes” (Participant 10) to “a
personal account, like Facebook messenger” (Participant 13).
It was important to specify response times when it came to
seeking information in this manner, with some participants
desiring an “instant reply from someone” (Participant 10) for
emergency purposes such as “wound healing or infection”
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concerns (Participant 4), whereas others considered that a
“response within 24 hours...or a defined period of time” for
generic questions was suitable to “fit around the (professional’s)
workload” (Participant 16). Participants saw value in sharing
both image- and text-based messages to aid clinical decision
making, such as “how is your wound healing?” (Participant 10)
or “identifying any signs of infection” (Participant 3), suggesting
the value of visual connectivity in this cohort. Similar feelings
of reassurance were also seen when participants discussed
possible interactivity with members of the surgical
multidisciplinary team:

Even the idea of (clinicians) saying “we’re here, even
though it’s through technology”...it gives you a bit
peace of mind. [Participant 9]

Theme 2: Directing a Descriptive and Structured
Recovery Plan
Another important consideration of what this study wants from
digital technologies was how directed, descriptive, and
structured the content was. Perioperative participants expressed
their desire for a digital intervention that could support them in
“making the best recovery” by providing a structured and
directed program with “suggestions of what you should be doing
at each stage” (Participant 16). Postoperative patients discussed
a “lack of direction” (Participant 16) in their current experiences
following surgery, with extended periods between follow-up
appointments where they lacked “the necessary, ongoing
support” (Participant 2). One postoperative patient, 2 years after
their total hip replacement, described gaps where “I was just
winging it, really” in relation to recommended physiotherapy
exercises:

there was no kind of updates with stuff when I was at
home. [Participant 9]

Participants reported knowing “within each stage of recovery,
you should be pushing a little bit more” (Participant 15) but felt
unsupported to do this. This view was especially apparent in
previously physically active patients and those of a younger
demographic who wanted to be challenged further to restore
“functionality in the joint after surgery” (Participant 12):

all I was after was some indication of what to do to
safely push on...having some indication of “this is
what you need to do in this week, then move onto
this”...I wanted something to show me. [Participant
4]

Recommendations to provide this structured recovery program
stemmed around designing “milestones...in terms of where you
could expect to be after Week 1, Week 2,” with the inclusion
of “physiotherapy messages” (Participant 12) and “general
healthy living messages” (Participant 11). Tailoring the
intervention to support a structured recovery would mean
starting with “simple exercises to start the recovery and build
on from there” (Participant 16). Participants described the
integration of gamification features and “progression-based
exercises” throughout the recovery where, over time, the
program recommended “trickier exercises...working towards
that final goal of being recovered” (Participant 16). Both pre-
and postoperative participants viewed the capability of setting

“targets and goals to work towards” as an important feature of
creating a structured and directed recovery program (Participant
4). Combining goal setting with gamification features to break
“(rehabilitation) down into small chunks at the start, advancing
through each level” (Participant 15) and real-time messages of
support such as “well done, you’ve completed this level, next
it’s...” (Participant 4) were deemed motivational in giving “more
people focus for what to achieve after the surgery” (Participant
5). Having a directed rehabilitation structure with set milestones
to unlock over time also allowed participants “to feel some
independence that it’s up to you to advance through the levels
or reach a certain target, but with the comfort of knowing it’s
still safe, you’re not pushing too hard” (Participant 12). The
incorporation of safety-netting features to recover at a safe speed
also provided reassurance for preoperative patients that they
will not be pushed to “do too much too soon” (Participant 12)
and compromise their outcomes following surgery.

Theme 3: Enabling Customizable, Patient-Controlled
Settings
When it came to addressing our research question of how
patients wished to use these technologies, the benefits of having
built-in, customizable, and “patient-controlled features” to
enable elements of control were widely discussed (Participant
4). This ranged from wanting to “set myself my profile, choose
my name...” (Participant 14) to having the ability to “build your
own workout” (Participant 16) and “preference certain exercises
to make it individualized to each person” (Participant 12).
Interviewees perceived that customizable functionality would
encourage greater engagement and a sense of accountability,
meaning they better “connect with the (recovery) process”
(Participant 4). One participant referenced the layout features
of an app they were currently using, explaining how it was
possible to “toggle the home-screen settings” to make it more
personal (Participant 12):

It’s going to need a personal approach—but if you
were able to toggle certain settings to make it
individualized to each person, then you’ll get more
successful outcomes with it and impact different
people in different ways. [Participant 12]

Accompanying the ability to customize aspects of physical
recovery, participants also recognized benefits in preferring
features relating to the mental and motivational postsurgical
journey. Choosing a “more personal reminder” (Participant 7)
approach to notifications was deemed constructive and
supportive, with encouraging messages of “have you done your
physio yet?” rather than “automated “do your physio”
notifications” (Participant 12).

Having the capacity to tailor preparatory and recovery
information to individual participants was widely discussed—in
particular, by those who described high levels of physical
activity before surgery and a wish to continue this
postoperatively:

it completely depends on who you are as an individual
and what you want from it (surgery) [Participant 4]

Being able to “advance at a pace suitable for you” (Participant
12) during recovery was deemed imperative to restore previous
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“functionality of the joint” (Participant 6) and, in the process,
meet individual postoperative expectations. From their
experiences, some viewed rehabilitation exercises as “rather
pedestrian” (Participant 6) and that “the whole process, the
whole support...was geared around older and less mobile people”
(Participant 4). It appeared that exercises were not designed
with a younger or more active patient in mind. When it came
to using technology to manage this, participants expressed
desires to be able to “choose your own difficulty...to make the
recovery challenging enough” (Participant 12):

(recommendations) should be determined by how
active you already are...it’s no good telling me “walk
1 mile” when I’m used to walking 20! It’s the same
for someone perhaps less active when they can’t
functionally do it. [Participant 4]

Theme 4: Delivering General and Specific Surgical
Advice in a Timely Manner
Addressing our research question around when digital
technologies would be of most benefit, the timing (initiation
point) of the intervention appeared crucial. It was discussed that
technology should be initiated to meet both the pre- and
postoperative information-seeking needs of participants.
Specifically, preoperative interviewees wished to have explicit
“sections for before surgery” (Participant 11) to seek information
about the surgical procedure, to understand the best way to
prepare, and to familiarize themselves with the upcoming
process of recovery so as to be “already in that mindset...to the
idea of the time and energy we need to invest in order to fully
recover” (Participant 17). On reflection, some postoperative
patients felt that their recovery would have benefited from
knowing this information in advance. “Staggering the
information” was also considered important, with ideas of drip
feeding and building up advice in the preoperative period so
that postoperatively, they would be better prepared (Participant
10):

I was ready for the off, straight away...I had it in my
mind that that’s what I needed to do...you don’t want
to be waiting ‘til you’re post (-operative) to hear those
things. [Participant 5]

Participants felt that the initiation of digital interventions should
also be arranged with a sense of generalizability between
surgical procedures so that patients undergoing any form of
elective orthopedic surgery may find the preoperative
information beneficial. Participants described the need for “a
generic advice” hub (Participant 15) for all orthopedic patients
to use, with “different tabs for different surgeries” so that
patients could find surgery-specific information if they wanted
(Participant 8). Two participants discussed the feasibility of
having one “centralized database” (Participant 12) of exercises,
breaking “the exercises down to different body parts,” and being
able to easily find those that they could do to aid their recovery
(Participant 16). In addition, interviewees called for holistic
“general health and recovery” sections, integrating “positive
health advice” that would be useful to hear throughout the
perioperative process of any surgery (Participant 6). This
included preoperative advice on preparation for surgery and
“building muscle strength beforehand” (Participant 15),

reassurance on postoperative physical rehabilitation, and “short-
and long-term messages” around overall healthy living
(Participant 11):

There are generic exercises that would be
recommended for most joint surgeries, just to build
up the muscle strength again...(and) if you had an
app where you could select “hip replacement” and
it provided you with “this is what exercises you should
do”...it could give you more specific information.
[Participant 4]

Discussion

Principal Findings
This patient-informed study underlines the importance of
obtaining orthopedic surgical patients’ perspectives in relation
to the design and functionality of digital technologies to best
support their recovery. By collecting both pre- and postoperative
patient perspectives, we were able to clearly identify specific
features and functionalities that appear to be the most desired
and of most benefit in supporting this surgical cohort across the
whole perioperative pathway. We addressed 3 research areas:
what patients wanted from digital technologies, how they wanted
to use them, and when their use would be of most benefit.

A consistent finding across interviews was that participants saw
value in having a digital intervention to direct them through a
structured plan to achieve a successful recovery. In terms of
technology design, both prescriptive and descriptive contents
were desired, where participants called for regular digital
milestones to guide them and measure their journey toward
recovery. Previous studies have demonstrated the benefits of
continuous measurement within the recovery process following
cardiac [31] and neurological surgery [32]. This feature should
be considered for orthopedic interventions, where quantifying
the progress can motivate patients to take active roles in their
recovery [33]. Mehta et al [34] aligned this idea with reports of
positive reinforcement by setting and meeting individual
recovery goals following hip arthroplasty. Goal setting is a
well-recognized behavior change technique that supports
self-regulation skills in the change process [35,36]. In previous
orthopedic studies, digital goal setting facilitated personal
fulfillment and provided patients with a sense of control and
accomplishment during the perioperative period [37,38].
Combining goal setting with performance feedback and the
review of goals (akin to milestones within the recovery journey)
has been associated with both short- and long-term intervention
effectiveness [39,40]. Personalized and tailored feedback on
these goals could be acknowledged as relevant and actionable,
as opposed to generic advice [41]. By integrating digital
strategies to help define goals within recovery, orthopedic
patients may feel better supported and motivated to engage in
health behavior change.

Participants valued the integration of video-based features in
digital interventions, whether as a visual aid for rehabilitative
exercises or to facilitate remote telemedicine consultations. Our
findings support the growing popularity of video-based
consultations reported in other areas of global health and social
care [42-44], with participants reporting feelings of
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connectedness, empowerment, and reassurance through image-
and video-based sharing [45-47]. The incorporation of video
call features within digital health technology is gaining attention,
particularly as a consequence of the global COVID-19 pandemic
[43,48]. It appeared that the more prominent use of video call
features, both in participants’ work and social lives, has led to
greater acceptance and adoption of their use within the world
of health care [48].

Another promising strategy of digital intervention design,
gamification, has also been linked to increased user engagement
[49,50]. In this study, participants’ suggestions to incorporate
leaderboards and collect rewards during the postoperative
recovery process echo recent findings from adult and pediatric
patients undergoing orthopedic, dental, and ophthalmic surgeries
[51,52] and those concerning wider eHealth design [40,53]. The
use of game-like rewards and incentives has been shown to
motivate and sustain health habits over time [54,55]. In wider
public health initiatives, incentive-based health apps and
activity-tracking programs have been associated with positive
physical activity behavior change in Canada [56] and the United
Kingdom [57,58]. Other successful digital health interventions
have incorporated gamification features, promoting intrinsic
and extrinsic motivators [59-61]. Similarities can also be
recognized between these findings and wider work on persuasive
systems design in relation to shaping health behaviors during
the perioperative period [62-66]. Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa
[62] proposed that persuasion principles (including praise and
rewards) should be considered as requirements in software
design.

This study contributes further evidence to support gaps in the
literature, which relate to the timing of intervention use,
including the initiation and continuation points of intervention
use. This gap has also been acknowledged in recent systematic
reviews and research by Jansson et al [16], Mirkovic et al [67],
and our research team [12,27]. Interventions that are initiated
preoperatively and continued postoperatively were perceived
as beneficial. Captivating the preoperative patient mindset and
making use of the surgical teachable moment appears to be
significant in encouraging perioperative behavior change and
optimizing postoperative outcomes [68]. Being granted a sense
of control and responsibility over their recovery by initiating
and using interventions preoperatively were valued by
participants. Before surgery, interviewees described the desire
to customize their technology and its content to best suit their
needs, thereby encouraging better engagement with the
upcoming recovery process. The individualization of care
pathways has been discussed in medical and surgical literature
[69,70]; however, our study also highlights the importance of
individualization of the technologies to support care delivery.
Technologies that incorporated customizable features, which
the patient could control and toggle according to their personal
preferences, were considered another motivator for successful
recovery. Participant autonomy has been shown to positively
impact motivation levels and user experience, thereby improving
patient care experiences [71-73]. Technology-enabled,
preference-based care has improved patient and health care
professional outcomes [72-74]. Technology creators may

consider implementing customizable features to grant patients
autonomy over aspects of their recovery [67,75].

All participants in this study discussed the impact of the global
COVID-19 pandemic on the UK NHS. At the point of interview,
3 participants were undergoing technology-enabled follow-up
appointments with their physiotherapist and 2 had used video
call–based software to conduct their preoperative assessments
with members of the surgical multidisciplinary team.
Participants’ views echoed those discussed in this study on
digitally engaged patients and recognized the multitude of ways
in which technologies can be embedded within the NHS to
transform surgical patient support throughout the entire
perioperative journey [48]. Interactive health technologies have
been credited as transformers of health care by supporting
engaged self-care and promoting positive health behaviors [76].
The global pandemic has presented a unique opportunity for
the creative delivery of health care. It is important that this
momentum gained to adopt and use digital technologies is not
lost, with the focus being continued provision of innovative
surgical patient care, monitoring, and follow-up spanning the
whole perioperative period [77].

Limitations
We acknowledge that there are some limitations with this study.
The intended method of in-person data collection was impacted
by the COVID-19 pandemic. Although virtual call–based
software enabled the replication of face-to-face interviews (ie,
responding to verbal and nonverbal cues and building rapport)
[78,79], there are some disadvantages to this interview technique
that may have impacted our study. Established familiarity and
participant comfort of use may have resulted in the higher
number of interviews conducted over the telephone. Despite
this, video calls enabled a unique snapshot into life of a patient
recovering at home during the crisis and provided a fuller picture
with more context than a telephone call may have done [80].
Participants currently experiencing remote consultations with
members of the surgical team offered timely insights into this
study. As a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, many elective
orthopedic surgeries were canceled, which meant that fewer
preoperative participants could be recruited and interviewed in
comparison with postoperative participants. This study
predominantly focused on a small sample of patients in Northern
England, and as a result, the experiences shared by participants
may not be representative of all care pathways across the United
Kingdom. This study also focused solely on the perspectives
of elective orthopedic surgical patients, and thus, the results
may not be generalizable to other elective surgical specialties
or acute surgeries.

Conclusions
The results of this study have important implications for the
design, functionality, application, and use of digital technologies
for patients undergoing elective orthopedic surgery. By
integrating digital goal-setting strategies within their recovery,
patients feel better supported and motivated to engage in health
behavior change to optimize surgical outcomes. The use of
game-like rewards and incentives has been seen to motivate and
sustain positive health habits over time. The integration of video
features was acknowledged as an interactive method of engaging
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with physical activity during recovery and is regarded as a more
personal strategy to enable follow-up consultations. This study
contributes to the limited amount of existing digital health
literature in this patient cohort and provides much-needed
evidence relating to the optimal timing of digital interventions

for elective orthopedic surgical patients. These findings should
be employed in future codesign projects to enable the design
and implementation of patient-focused, tailored, and targeted
digital health technologies within modern health care settings.
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Abstract

Background: Approximately 70% of mental health disorders appear prior to 25 years of age and can become chronic when
ineffectively treated. Individuals between 18 and 25 years old are significantly more likely to experience mental health disorders,
substance dependencies, and suicidality. Treatment progress, capitalizing on the tendencies of youth to communicate online, can
strategically address depressive disorders.

Objective: We performed a randomized controlled trial (RCT) that compared online mindfulness-based cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT-M) combined with standard psychiatric care to standard psychiatric care alone in youth (18-30 years old) diagnosed
with major depressive disorder.

Methods: Forty-five participants were randomly assigned to CBT-M and standard care (n=22) or to standard psychiatric care
alone (n=23). All participants were provided standard psychiatric care (ie, 1 session per month), while participants in the
experimental group received an additional intervention consisting of the CBT-M online software program. Interaction with online
workbooks was combined with navigation coaching delivered by phone and secure text messaging.

Results: In a two-level linear mixed-effects model intention-to-treat analysis, significant between-group differences were found
for the Beck Depression Inventory-II score (difference –8.54, P=.01), Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptoms score (difference
–4.94, P=.001), Beck Anxiety Inventory score (difference –11.29, P<.001), and Brief Pain Inventory score (difference –1.99,
P=.03), while marginal differences were found for the Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire–Nonjudging subscale (difference
–2.68, P=.05).

Conclusions: These results confirm that youth depression can be effectively treated with online CBT-M that can be delivered
with less geographic restriction.
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Trial Registration: Clinical Trials.gov NCT03406052; https://www.clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03406052

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24380)   doi:10.2196/24380

KEYWORDS

intervention study; telemedicine; electronic CBT; clinical trial; depression; cognitive behavioral therapy; CBT; online therapy;
online intervention; youth; young adult

Introduction

Approximately 70% of all mental health problems appear before
25 years of age and often become chronic when not treated or
ineffectively treated [1]. Such data raise questions about elevated
depression rates in youth [2] as exemplified in the National
Survey on Drug Use and Health (N=611,880), which found an
increase in the depressive episode rates by 63% from 2009 to
2017 [2]. Youthful online engagement makes online intervention
delivery attractive, particularly with possible reductions in costs,
geographic barriers, and access inequities [3-6].

Cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) is the best-validated
psychotherapy [7], and in recent years has been coordinated
with mindfulness meditation (CBT-M) following strong
evidence of the combined efficacy [8,9]. Online CBT-M
research with student and adult populations has yielded
psychometric and neurophysiological [10-20] benefits in
single-arm and randomized controlled trials (RCTs). These
results join a growing world literature supporting online CBT
efficacy, exemplified in a meta-analysis of 3876 RCT
participants indicating that online CBT was significantly more
effective than control conditions in reducing depressive
symptoms (Hedges g=0.27) [21]. Individual RCTs have shown
online CBT to be equally effective to in-person CBT in studies
with large effect sizes, along with substantial remission rates
for major depressive disorder [21].

These findings motivated a focus on assessing online CBT in
patients concurrently receiving standard psychiatric care to
examine whether online CBT and psychiatric treatment as usual
(TAU) was superior to psychiatric TAU. Control participants
received pharmacotherapy only when deemed appropriate by
treating psychiatrists, and the TAU comparison accounted for
the standard use of and response to antidepressant medications.

The key behavioral intervention in this study was online access
to 24 CBT workbooks and 56 mindfulness instruction videos
that supported metacognitive change and autonomic balance
[22], which have been linked to improved mood and reduced
anxiety [23]. Navigation coaching was supplied by students
who were pursuing graduate degrees (MSc, MA, PhD) in
kinesiology and health science, education, and psychology.
Their group training (prior to and during the study) took place
at a seminar (for 1.5 hours weekly) that focused on reviews of
CBT and mindfulness-based clinical research supplemented by
anonymized case discussions. One (cumulative) hour of
coaching was provided to each participant weekly during 24
weeks (which included text-message exchanges with
participants), and each coach received 1-hour weekly sessions
of one-to-one supervision.

Navigation coaching has been increasingly applied to support
the adoption of evidence-based, health-related behaviors as
demonstrated in adherence to cancer screening, and exercise
and diet regimens [24]. Our experiences with navigation
coaching include assisting patients with type 2 diabetes to reduce
hemoglobin A1c blood levels [18-20] and assisting individuals
in undertaking colorectal cancer screening [25]. Positive
outcomes suggest that navigation coaching can be applied to
the treatment of depression in assisting the use of CBT and
mindfulness methods to address depressive symptoms [26]. Past
successes with text messaging–assisted interventions (with
critical medical outcomes) [18-20] further influenced the
emphasis on text messaging between navigator coaches and
patients.

Our study objective was to assess whether online CBT-M with
weekly interactions with a coach navigator and standard
psychiatric care was superior to standard psychiatric care alone
(as workbooks and videos were never provided without coach
navigator assistance). We hypothesized that intervention
participants would demonstrate significant improvements in
primary outcomes when compared to the waitlist controls who
received only standard psychiatric TAU.

Methods

Design and Recruitment
The study was approved by the Research and Ethics Boards of
the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health (CAMH; Protocol
Reference number 115/2016-01) and York University
(Certificate number 2017–154) in Toronto, Canada, and was
registered at ClinicalTrial.gov (NCT03406052). This included
distinct software platform approval for all privacy and security
requirements at CAMH. The study evaluated the efficacy of
CBT-M to treat young adults (18-30 years of age) with major
depressive disorder. Participants were identified from service
wait lists at the CAMH by research coordinators and in the
prescreening of new clinic referrals. The investigative team was
informed about possible participant eligibility and the client’s
clinician was notified. The clinician then asked the client if
she/he was willing to meet with a study team member to explore
participation. Information about the study was only shared once
the clients agreed to meet for potential participation. A
biostatistician (GT) performed electronic randomization of
participants, assigning study IDs to intervention vs waitlist
control participants. Information regarding each study ID with
its respective group allocation was transferred onto cards placed
in individually sealed, opaque envelopes. After a participant
completed baseline questionnaires, the research coordinator
opened the next envelope in the sequence to assign the group
and respective study ID.
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The inclusion criteria were: (1) aged 18 to 30 years; (2) Beck
Depression Inventory-2 (BDI-II) score of at least mild severity,
with no upper limit (BDI-II score≥14) [27]; (3)
Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview
(MINI)-confirmed psychiatric diagnosis of major depressive
disorder [28]; and (4) fluent in English. All patients were
diagnosed by a CAMH physician, with diagnoses confirmed
using the MINI interview administered at the screening visit.
The exclusion criteria were: (1) individuals who were currently

receiving weekly structured psychotherapy; (2) individuals who
met the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders-V
criteria for severe alcohol/substance use disorders in the past 3
months, individuals who demonstrated clinically significant
suicidal ideation (defined as imminent intent), and individuals
who had attempted suicide in the past 6 months; and (3)
individuals with comorbid diagnoses of borderline personality,
bipolar disorder, schizophrenia, and/or obsessive compulsive
disorder (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Consort flow diagram.
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Intervention
All participants were provided standard psychiatric care,
operationally defined as one monthly session of TAU and mostly
pharmacotherapy focused. Experimental participants received
the additional CBT-M program content (workbooks and videos)
accessed online through a software platform developed by NexJ
Health, Inc. The platform, NexJ Connected Wellness (NCW),
has unique properties that facilitated participant use. Interactions
with the online workbooks were combined with navigation
coaching (total 24-hour duration over 6 months), delivered as
phone and text message exchanges. Each participant was also
given a Fitbit-HR Charge 2 that assessed physical steps and
24-hour heart rate in 5-second durations combined with the
NexJ Health, Inc software that permitted daily monitoring.

The intervention content was built on two prior successful
web-based CBT-M RCTs with students [10-17] and on effective
methods used with other populations assessed in RCTs [29-39].
The online content included 24 workbook chapters reflecting
multiple topics (eg, Living by Your Truths, Overcoming
Wired-ness and Tired-ness, Mindfulness and Relationships,
Loss and Grief, Resilience, Befriending Ourselves, Befriending
Your Body With Exercise, Body Image and Mindfulness,
Intimacy, Forgiveness, Overcoming Procrastination, Dealing
With Negative Moods, Stress Resilience, Overcoming
Performance Anxiety, and Cultivating Inspiration). The content
was covered sequentially on a weekly basis with navigator coach
guidance. In summary, key intervention features were 24-hour
access and CBT-M contents that addressed specific symptoms
and generic depressive experiences. The online platform used
is produced and maintained by NexJ Health, Inc in Toronto,
Ontario, and is the same basic platform employed in a prior
study [19], although it has been upgraded numerous times in
the interim. NexJ Health, Inc provided use of the NCW platform
free of charge (as a research partner) but contributed no other
funding or support for the study.

Outcome Measures
The primary outcome measure was the BDI-II [27], and the
secondary outcomes focused on anxiety (Beck Anxiety
Inventory [BAI]) [40], depression (Quick Inventory of
Depressive Symptomatology [QIDS]) [41], the 24-item
Hamilton Depression Rating Scale (HDRS-24; assessed by a
blinded interview rater) [42], mindfulness (5-Facet Mindfulness
Questionnaire [FFMQ]) [43], and pain (Brief Pain Inventory
[BPI]) [44].

All self-report measures and the HDRS-24 interviews were
conducted at the same CAMH Ambulatory Service setting. The
HDRS-24 interview rater was blinded to intervention and control
conditions for the trial duration.

Statistical Analysis
We used a two-level linear mixed-effects model to compare the
difference in the rate of change regarding outcome scores
between the intervention and control groups, accounting for the
repeated measurement nature of the data. A full information
maximum-likelihood method was used to deal with missing
data [45]. Age, sex, and ethnicity were further included as
auxiliary variables for this approach.

Results

Analyses
Data obtained from participants during study visits were
deidentified and stored as electronic case reporting forms (CRFs)
on the CAMH REDCap system, with the CRF paper copies
stored in a secure, locked cabinet. Participant characteristics
are summarized via descriptive statistics in Table 1. Group
equivalence at baseline in terms of demographic and clinical
variables was confirmed.
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Table 1. Baseline demographic characteristics of study participants.

P valueWLCb (n=23)CBT-Ma (n=22)Characteristics

.4124 (3.233)25 (3.319)Age (years), mean (SD)

.30Gender, n (%)

7 (30)10 (46)Male

16 (70)12 (54)Female

.57Ethnicity, n (%)

12 (52)13 (59)Caucasian

4 (17)6 (27)Asian

1 (4)0 (0)African-American

1 (4)0 (0)Indigenous

5 (22)3 (14)Other

.51Relationship status, n (%)

0 (0)1 (5)Married

21 (91)20 (90)Single

2 (9)1 (5)Other (eg, common law)

N/Ac0 (0)0 (0)Offspring, n

.47Work status, n (%)

15 (65)12 (55)Employed

8 (35)10 (45)Not employed

Depression duration, mean (SD)

.9817 (5.01)17 (4.13)Depression since onset age (years)

.1919 (30.86)9 (14.60)Duration of current/last depressive episode (months)

.726.1 (6.94)5.5 (5.06)Number of identified depressive episodes

Psychiatric history, mean

.911.211.09Previous medication trials and failures

N/A00Level of substance dependency or abuse

N/A00Number of suicide attempts (from MINId), mean

Comorbidities, mean

.773.263.09Psychiatric comorbidities

.811.701.59Physical comorbidities

Outcomes, mean (SD)

.2127 (7.90)30 (8.40)Baseline BDI-IIe

.00822 (9.40)29 (8.53)Baseline BAIf (mean)

.641.6 (2.25)1.9 (2.50)Baseline BPIg (average pain x/10)

.9626 (6.43)26 (6.96)HDRSh

.4415 (3.70)16 (4.30)QIDSi

.2113 (3.54)15 (3.30)FFMQj-Observing

.4514 (3.94)15 (5.25)FFMQ-Describe

.0814 (3.24)12 (3.81)FFMQ-Act Aware

.0913 (3.52)11 (4.03)FFMQ-Nonjudging

.3211 (3.44)12 (3.25)FFMQ-Nonreactivity
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aCBT-M: mindfulness-based cognitive behavioral therapy.
bWLC: waitlist control.
cN/A: not applicable.
dMINI: Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview.
eBDI-II: Beck Depression Inventory-2.
fBAI: Beck Anxiety Inventory.
gBPI: Brief Pain Inventory.
hHDRS: Hamilton Depression Rating Scale.
iQIDS: Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology.
jFFMQ: 5-Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire.

Primary and Secondary Outcomes
A mean of 4.7 participants were enrolled per month. The
intervention and TAU retention differed markedly as 91%
(20/22) of intervention participants were retained compared to
only 39% (9/23) of the TAU group (at the end of the trial). Of
the 14 control dropouts, 9 dropped out shortly after the baseline
assessment and 5 dropped out following completion of midterm,
3-month measures. Of the 2 intervention dropouts, both dropped
out shortly after enrollment (prior to 3-month measures). The
between-group retention differences were significant at 3 months
(P=.04) and 6 months (P=.001).

In the two-level linear model intention-to-treat analysis,
between-group BDI-II, QIDS, BAI, BPI, and

FFMQ–Nonjudging subscale differences were statistically
significant (Table 2).

In the within-group differences, participants who completed the
intervention (n=20) demonstrated significant reductions in
depressive and anxiety symptoms as measured by changes in
BDI-II (P<.001), BAI (P<.001), QIDS (P<.001), and (blinded)
HDRS (P<.001) scores from pre- to postintervention (Table 3).
The effect sizes were very large for the BDI-II (Cohen d=1.90
and Hedges g=1.82) and large on the QIDS (Cohen d=1.43 and
Hedges g=1.38). All effect sizes were large and two were at or
above 1.6 (Cohen d), typically calculated as two times a large
effect size.

Table 2. Between-group differences based on intention-to-treat analysis (N=45).

P valueDifferenceaFinal assessment, mean (SD)Pretreatment, mean (SD)Outcome

ControlInterventionControlIntervention

.01–8.5419.78 (16.642)13.6 (9.73)27.00 (7.909)30.14 (8.397)BDI-IIb,c

.001–11.2921.67 (15.248)15.45 (9.145)21.74 (9.401)29.14 (8.532)BAId,e

.001–4.9412.89 (6.03)8.95 (4.925)14.57 (3.703)15.50 (4.307)QIDSe,f

.09–5.5222.67 (13.134)14.75 (8.735)26.17 (6.436)26.27 (6.964)HDRSe,g

.03–1.992.17 (2.246)1.11 (1.753)1.553 (2.258)1.89 (2.465)BPIe,h

.0492.6813.56 (5.199)14.95 (5.042)13.17 (3.525)11.23 (4.035)FFMQi–Nonjudginge

.610.6216.11 (4.314)18.45 (4.032)14.22 (3.942)15.27 (5.248)FFMQ–Describinge

.16–1.2214.22 (4.738)15.15 (3.829)13.26 (3.454)14.55 (3.306)FFMQ–Observinge

.112.1615.56 (4.667)16.2 (4.396)14.13 (3.238)12.33 (3.816)FFMQ–Awarenesse

aDifference of rate of change: a negative value indicates greater reduction in the intervention group.
bBDI-II: Beck Depression Inventory-2.
cPlanned analysis of primary outcome.
dBAI: Beck Anxiety Inventory.
eBonferroni correction was not applied for secondary outcomes.
fQIDS: Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology.
gHDRS: Hamilton Depression Rating Scale.
hBPI: Brief Pain Inventory.
iFFMQ: 5-Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire.
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Table 3. Within-group differences of intervention participants who completed the trial (N=20).

Cohen dP valueChange (95% CI)Scale

1.9<.001–15.6 (–2.02 to –11.1)BDI-IIa

1.5<.001–127 (–16.9 to –8.5)BAIb

1.4<.001–6.2 (–8.3 to –4.0)QIDSc

1.6<.001–10.7 (–14.7 to –6.6)HDRSd

—f.14–0.8 (–1.8 to 0.3)BPIe

FFMQ g

—.460.01 (–0.7 to 0.9)Observing

1.5.022.5 (0.5-4.5)Describing

1.4.0012.8 (1.3-4.3)Awareness

1.4.0052.5 (0.9-4.2)Nonjudging

aBDI-II: Beck Depression Inventory-2.
bBAI: Beck Anxiety Inventory.
cQIDS: Quick Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology.
dHDRS: Hamilton Depression Rating Scale.
eBPI: Brief Pain Inventory.
f—:not applicable.
gFFMQ: 5-Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire.

Discussion

The online CBT-M intervention was beneficial, given significant
between-group differences in depression (BDI-II, QIDS),
anxiety (BAI), pain (BPI), and mindfulness (FFMQ–Nonjudging
subscale). Other notable between-group observations involved
a 9% dropout rate in the intervention group that significantly
differed from the 61% dropout rate in the TAU control group
(the 61% dropout rate was estimated at ~14% above the mean
for CAMH TAU). This difference suggests that the intervention
had positive effects on participant retention. The intervention
sample included a large subgroup with severe depression (n=10
participants, defined as severe by a BD-II score>29), 50% of
whom were in remission (BDI<14) at the final (6-month)
assessment. Of the 6 participants who exhibited moderate
depression, 5 achieved remission, and of the 3 study participants
with mild depression, 2 achieved remission.

Given the CBT-M intervention, it was notable that
between-group differences were found in the Nonjudging
subscale of the FFMQ that assesses the excess self-critical
thinking associated with distress [43]. Intervention group
participants engaged in significantly less self-critical
self-judgment at the 6-month follow up than the TAU controls.
Although the study sample size did not allow for mediation
analyses [46], the between-group difference observed suggests
that the mindfulness component of the CBT-M intervention was
likely involved in the modification of depressogenic cognitions
[2]. The between-group differences also appear linked to the
self-acceptance emphasis in the CBT-M interventions employed.

Significant between-group differences were found in
self-reported chronic pain as indicated in the BPI scale. The
inclusion of a pain assessment reflects recent findings about the

high comorbidity prevalence in depression with respect to
chronic pain [47] and the possible efficacy of behavioral pain
reduction methods [48,49]. Despite this study’s findings, the
behavioral intervention literature on reductions in chronic pain
remains sparse, and additional targeted studies in populations
with pain and mental health difficulties are warranted.

Although attrition in psychiatric treatment has been linked to
early improvements associated with medication changes [50],
this explanation does not seem to apply in the current trial, as
4 of the 5 total control participants who discontinued after the
3-month midterm measures received no pharmacotherapy or no
modifications in the prestudy pharmacotherapy established. The
control participants who dropped out following the baseline
assessment (before midterm, 3-month assessment; n=9) did not
receive medication initiation or modification. The attrition
difference also did not appear to be based on more severe
baseline depression as the mean BDI-II depression score at
baseline for TAU control participants (BDI-II=27.0) reflected
milder depression symptoms than those of intervention
participants (mean BDI-II=30.14).

Significant study strengths included the control comparison
with a standard-care psychiatry intervention, delivered at the
same institution, independently versus in combination with the
experimental behavioral intervention. This resulted in detailed
records of how pharmacological and behavioral interventions
interacted, assisting estimations of independent and combined
benefits. The study further controlled for the intervention-related
placebo effects observed in 35%-40% of RCT participants
exposed to TAU conditions [7]. This was also a necessary
control for medication effects, given that individuals treated for
depression show improvement with antidepressants alone [7].
In this study, CBT-M effects were clearly additive to TAU
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effects. Although the TAU-only group attrition rate can be seen
as a study limitation, there were demonstrated associations
between the CBT-M intervention and retention (ie, lower
attrition in the experimental group) that indicated retention
benefits associated with the behavioral treatment.

In recent meta-analyses focused on CBT-M delivery for
depression, multiple CBT modalities have been assessed, notably
individual, group, telephone-based, and guided self-help, all of
which appear to be significantly more effective than waitlist
and care-as-usual control conditions, and unguided self-help
[51]. These analyses reflect the investigative search for the most
cost-effective CBT delivery. In the context of current
meta-analyses, our intervention can be characterized as
combining telephone-based with guided self-help (online), with
results that show significantly better outcomes than care-as-usual
controls.

Key limitations of our study include a lack of participant
blinding and the limited power associated with a small sample
size. However, the HDRS assessment was undertaken by a rater
blinded to group allocation. Although the between-group
differences on the HDRS were trending toward significance
(P=.09), they were not statistically significant. A final limitation
is that the study psychiatrists administering TAU to control and
intervention participants were not blind to which participants
were in the intervention versus control groups, and this might
have led to biased treatment.

Future studies comparing CBT-M and standard-care psychiatry
would benefit from larger sample sizes, more complete blinding,
and extended follow up after intervention conclusion (eg, 6-12
months). Despite these limitations, the results indicate that
online CBT-M combined with TAU psychiatric treatment was
an effective treatment for major depressive disorder and led to
significantly greater reductions in BDI-II scores than TAU
psychiatry alone.
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Abstract

Background: Health risk behaviors are the most common sources of morbidity among adolescents. Adolescent health guidelines
(Guidelines for Preventive Services by the AMA and Bright Futures by the Maternal Child Health Bureau) recommend screening
and counseling, but the implementation is inconsistent.

Objective: This study aims to test the efficacy of electronic risk behavior screening with integrated patient-facing feedback on
the delivery of adolescent-reported clinician counseling and risk behaviors over time.

Methods: This was a randomized controlled trial comparing an electronic tool to usual care in five pediatric clinics in the Pacific
Northwest. A total of 300 participants aged 13-18 years who attended a well-care visit between September 30, 2016, and January
12, 2018, were included. Adolescents were randomized after consent by employing a 1:1 balanced age, sex, and clinic stratified
schema with 150 adolescents in the intervention group and 150 in the control group. Intervention adolescents received electronic
screening with integrated feedback, and the clinicians received a summary report of the results. Control adolescents received
usual care. Outcomes, assessed via online survey methods, included adolescent-reported receipt of counseling during the visit
(measured a day after the visit) and health risk behavior change (measured at 3 and 6 months after the visit).

Results: Of the original 300 participants, 94% (n=282), 94.3% (n=283), and 94.6% (n=284) completed follow-up surveys at 1
day, 3 months, and 6 months, respectively, with similar levels of attrition across study arms. The mean risk behavior score at
baseline was 2.86 (SD 2.33) for intervention adolescents and 3.10 (SD 2.52) for control adolescents (score potential range 0-21).
After adjusting for age, gender, and random effect of the clinic, intervention adolescents were 36% more likely to report having
received counseling for endorsed risk behaviors than control adolescents (adjusted rate ratio 1.36, 95% CI 1.04 to 1.78) 1 day
after the well-care visit. Both the intervention and control groups reported decreased risk behaviors at the 3- and 6-month follow-up
assessments, with no significant group differences in risk behavior scores at either time point (3-month group difference: β=−.15,
95% CI −0.57 to −0.01, P=.05; 6-month group difference: β=−.12, 95% CI −0.29 to 0.52, P=.57).

Conclusions: Although electronic health screening with integrated feedback improves the delivery of counseling by clinicians,
the impact on risk behaviors is modest and, in this study, not significantly different from usual care. More research is needed to
identify effective strategies to reduce risk in the context of well-care.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT02882919; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT02882919
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Introduction

Background
Health risk behaviors, such as alcohol use, risky sexual
behaviors, and low physical activity, are among the most
common causes of morbidity and mortality during adolescence
and young adulthood [1,2]. To reduce risk and morbidity,
adolescent preventive care guidelines recommend screening
and counseling to reduce these behaviors as a component of
annual well-care visits [3,4]. However, the delivery of preventive
screening is inconsistent, and only a small proportion of
screened adolescents report having received counseling to reduce
risk with rates of counseling varying by type of behavior [2,5-7].

Research has shown that the use of standardized screening
methods, including electronic screening tools, can increase
screening delivery, detection of risk, and adolescent-reported
clinician counseling [6,8,9]. Adolescents report greater comfort
in disclosing behaviors with electronic screening methods
compared with other methods [10-13]. However, few studies
have examined the impact of increasing clinician counseling
on adolescent behavior outcomes in the context of multi-risk
screening, as is commonly performed in well-care visits. In a
recent review article examining multi-risk screening in
adolescents, 9 studies were identified, with some demonstrating
effects on risk behaviors [7]. Among these trials, variations in
intervention duration, intensity, behaviors studied, and impacted
outcomes led to a limited ability to draw definitive conclusions.
In addition, based on the studies in this review, the magnitude
of behavioral changes was small to modest, and the only risk
behavior for which change was found in more than one study
was for an increase in bicycle helmet use.

When administered consistently, electronic screening can serve
to reduce biases related to selecting who gets screened and how
questions are asked [14]. In addition, some studies suggest that
adolescents are more likely to use preventive health services
when they are given information electronically about health
behaviors [15-18]. Furthermore, 2 studies found that the use of
electronic screening improved adolescents’ perceptions of
clinician communication and partnership [19,20].

Study Aim
In this study, we aim to examine the efficacy of a tool delivered
via an app or website link that combined electronic screening
with integrated personalized motivational feedback. The
interactive tool was developed with adolescents’ input and
designed to be administered before a well-care visit to prepare
adolescents to discuss risk behavior change with their clinicians
when indicated. The tool tested in this study (Figure 1; see
additional examples in Multimedia Appendix 1) is a modified
version of a previously tested tool [21]. The modifications were
made to increase youth engagement with the tool and increase
the ease with which clinicians can interpret the results with
changes based on adolescent and clinician input gathered
through a human-centered design process [22]. The tool also
generated a printed one-page clinician summary of
adolescent-reported behaviors. The primary outcomes of interest
were adolescent-reported clinician counseling during the visit,
health risk behaviors at 3 months, and patient satisfaction. The
secondary outcome was health risk behavior at 6 months. We
hypothesized that the intervention would increase clinician
counseling and reduce health risk behaviors at 3 months.
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Figure 1. Screenshots of the personalized feedback from the Check Yourself tool by behavior.

Methods

Overview
We conducted a parallel-group randomized controlled
intervention study comparing the electronic screening and
feedback tool to usual care in the context of a well-care visit.
Adolescent participants (aged 13-18 years) were recruited from
5 pediatric clinics in Washington State between September 30,
2016, and January 12, 2018. Clinics were contacted via the
Puget Sound Pediatric Research Network and invited to
participate based on interest in the study and the number of
adolescent patients served. Clinics were located in urban,
suburban, and small city locations. The providers of these clinics
included physicians and advanced practitioners. Residents and

other trainees were not included in the study because of concerns
about continuity in the clinical setting. Among participating
clinics, the average monthly number of adolescents aged 13 to
18 years with scheduled well-visits was 49 (SD 17; range 31-71).

Sites were added to the study on a rolling basis with the goal
of recruiting a minimum of 60 adolescents per site for a total
recruitment goal of 300 adolescents. The study sample size was
predetermined by the study statistician with the goal of having
80% power to detect an effect size as small as 0.3. Enrollment
goals were met and exceeded at 4 of the 5 participating clinics,
resulting in a total sample of 301 adolescents. The fifth clinic
began enrollment late and, after entering the study, determined
that they were not comfortable sharing patient contact data for
research team outreach in the manner approved by the
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institutional review board. As a result, only a small number of
patients were invited to participate, of whom 2 were enrolled.

Study outreach procedures included clinics sharing contact
information for all adolescent patients between the ages of 13
and 17 years who were scheduled for an upcoming well-care
visit. The study staff coordinated the mailing of a letter to
parents from the clinic, inviting eligible adolescents to
participate in the study and providing a phone number to opt
out of further contact. This letter was followed by a phone call
from the study staff to provide further information and assess
eligibility. Exclusion criteria included planning to cancel the
well-care visit, being out of the study age range, having a sibling
who was previously invited to participate, lacking phone or
internet access, or if the adolescent did not speak English.

Parental consent and adolescent assent were obtained via phone
for participants aged 13-17 years, whereas participants aged 18
years provided direct consent. The consent forms stated that the
study would compare electronic screening with feedback and
provision of the results to the clinician to electronic screening
alone (with no feedback or results provided to the clinician).
Although most of the adolescents approached for the study
spoke English, some parents did not. To support the inclusion
of these adolescents, recruitment and parental consent materials
were translated into Spanish and Somali, the most common
languages spoken in participating clinics.

Before beginning recruitment at each clinic, the study statistician
developed a computer-generated list of random numbers that
was entered into REDCap [23] with a 1:1 allocation schema
stratified by age (13-15 or 16-18 years), male or female gender
(as provided by the study clinics based on their records), and
clinic. Participant randomization occurred after the completion
of consent and assent procedures and before data collection.
Adolescents were not told their study assignment but could
potentially determine it based on whether or not they received
feedback as part of the baseline assessment. After consent was
completed, adolescent participants were sent an online link for
their baseline screening assessment, with or without integrated
feedback, based on the study assignment. Baseline data were
collected online with phone support by trained study staff before
the well-care visit. As part of the procedures, control and
intervention adolescents were instructed to complete their
respective baseline screening components in a private setting
where they could respond confidentially. All procedures for
recruitment were approved by the Seattle Children’s Institutional
Review Board before starting study activities. The study protocol
is available upon request from the corresponding author.

Intervention Procedures
Intervention adolescents completed electronic screening with
integrated personalized feedback, and their clinician received
a printed one-page summary report of the screening results. The
electronic screening tool assessed protective factors and risk
behaviors using a HEADSS pneumonic (Home, Education,
Activities, Drugs, Depression, Sexuality, and Safety) framework
[24]. The tool was also screened for specific nutritional
behaviors (sweetened beverage intake and fruit and vegetable
intake), physical activity, and sleep. The integrated feedback
component was designed to deliver messages that increased

motivation and self-efficacy for healthy behavior. Feedback
content varied according to behavior assessed and the
youth-reported risk level. It included a combination of education,
tips for change, and motivational messaging, including positive
reinforcement for adolescents who did not engage in risks and
messages to motivate behavior change when risks were present
using a combination of normative feedback comparing
adolescent-reported risks to peer reports, guidelines, and goal
setting.

The tool in this study is an adapted version of the Check
Yourself tool (version 2) [21,25], revised to increase interactive
features with input from adolescent users, clinicians in
collaboration with faculty, and researchers in human-centered
design. Specific changes that were developed with adolescent
input include increasing image-based feedback versus text,
adding functionality to allow participants to choose to see more
versus less information on each topic, and the option to receive
more information about topics of interest in the form of a
one-time text or email. In addition, screening content was
modified to add response options related to gender identity,
remove screen time assessments, enhance screening for
depression and anxiety, and enhance screening and new
feedback related to marijuana use. On the basis of internal
tracking data, the tool took an average of 15 (SD 8) minutes to
complete among control adolescents and 18 (SD 10) minutes
among intervention adolescents who also received integrated
feedback.

The one-page paper clinician summary included a dashboard
with flags categorizing the adolescent health risks as low,
moderate, or high within 6 areas: nutrition, activity, substance
use, emotions, sexual activity, and safety. Individual screening
responses were provided below the dashboard for each area so
that clinicians could examine which specific behaviors resulted
in a flag. Risk behavior severity categories (high, moderate, and
low) were defined a priori based on health guidelines or expert
consensus (Multimedia Appendix 2) and integrated into the
electronic screening algorithms. The study staff coordinated
with each clinic to develop protocols so that clinicians would
receive the summary report before the visit.

Control Procedures
Control adolescents completed the electronic screening portion
of the tool as a baseline assessment but did not receive integrated
feedback. The clinicians did not receive any screening results.

From the outset of the study, clinicians were instructed to
continue their standard health risk screening procedures for all
patients (intervention and control). The standard processes for
all 5 sites included a combination of paper intake screeners and
interviews during the visit to assess risk, but the content of the
paper screeners varied. One clinic used standardized paper
anxiety and depression screens. Another clinic used a
self-designed form that asked about sleep and safety risks,
including texting while driving, driving under influence, helmet
use, and seatbelt use. Outside of these 2 examples, there was
no overlap between the health risk behavior content in the
electronic screening tool and the standard screening forms
employed by study clinics. None of the clinics employed a
standard form to screen for confidential health risk behaviors,
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such as sexual activity or drug use. All of the clinics indicated
that their providers asked about confidential risk behaviors
during the well-care visit, although data were not available
regarding the consistency of these practices.

Before enrollment, all clinicians received an invitation to
complete a 15-minute online training module to orient them to
the electronic tool and how to interpret the clinician summary.
As randomization was at the patient level, clinicians could be
exposed to both intervention and control patients.

Surveys
The baseline assessment consisted of responses from the
electronic screening tool (with or without feedback depending
on assignment) conducted before the well-visit (details provided
in Multimedia Appendix 3). In addition, all adolescents
completed online follow-up surveys 1 day, 3 months, and 6
months following their well-care visit. The 1-day follow-up
survey assessed the content of the visit, including the delivery
of counseling to change behavior for each screened behavior.
Items assessing the visit were adapted from the Adolescent
Report of the Visit developed by Ozer et al [26]. The 3-month
and 6-month follow-up surveys assessed the same health risk
behaviors as at baseline, collected via an online survey tool,
REDCap [23]. Participants were asked about suicidality at
baseline and at all follow-up time points. To ensure safety, study
investigators, who are also clinicians, followed up with all
participants in either study arm who reported having thoughts
of harming themselves in the past 2 weeks and thoughts of
killing themselves or suicide attempts in the past 3 months and
assisted them in accessing clinical services.

Analysis
All data analyses were conducted using R 3.5.0 [27] using an
intent-to-treat framework. We first conducted bivariate analyses
to evaluate differences in demographics and baseline risk
between adolescents in the control and intervention group.
Subsequently, we conducted our main analyses on the 3 primary
outcome measures: clinician counseling during the visit, a
summary score of health risk behaviors measured at 3 months
after the visit, and patient satisfaction. Our secondary outcome
measure, the health risk behaviors summary score at 6 months
was analyzed together with the 3-month summary score using
repeated measures analysis.

On the basis of the study design, missing data only occurred
during the outcome assessments. We compared the baseline
characteristics of participants with and without missing
outcomes and found no differences between the groups. We
further conducted sensitivity analyses for each of our primary
outcomes using multiple imputation with chained equations
(MICE) methods using linear regression and predictive mean
matching for continuous outcomes. For categorical outcomes,
we applied classification and regression tree methods for
imputation using MICE methods. Estimates from the fitted
models on multiple imputed data sets were pooled to generate
the final results for inference. In conducting these sensitivity
analyses, we found that the results were almost identical for the
imputed and complete case analysis. Thus, only the complete
case analysis results are presented in this paper.

Clinician Counseling Outcome
Clinician counseling during the visit, measured on the 1-day
assessment, was defined as adolescent report of the clinician
having counseled them to change an endorsed behavior toward
health. This measure was constructed by summing all endorsed
moderate- and high-risk behaviors for which adolescents
reported receiving counseling. We conducted an adjusted
analysis using a mixed effects Poisson regression model in
which the dependent variable was the counseling measure, and
the treatment group was the predictor of interest. Baseline age
and sex were included as covariates, and a clinic-specific
random effect was included to account for clustering within the
clinic. The total number of endorsed moderate- and high-risk
behaviors was entered as an offset to ensure that the regression
coefficients had proper rate interpretation. As an exploratory
subanalysis to evaluate whether higher-risk behaviors were
more likely to receive counseling than moderate-risk behaviors,
we also conducted 2 additional regression analyses focused
specifically on counseling for each category of risk behaviors:
high-risk and moderate-risk behaviors, controlling for the same
variables as the main analysis.

Risk Behavior Outcome
The risk behavior outcome analyses employed a summary score
of all assessed behaviors at 3 months (primary outcome) and 6
months (secondary outcome) after the visit. The risk behavior
scores were constructed for each participant by adding all of
the risk behaviors for which the tool included feedback (alcohol
use, marijuana or other drug use, driving while intoxicated,
tobacco use, depression, texting while driving, inconsistent
seatbelt use, inconsistent helmet use, unprotected sexual activity,
high sugary beverage intake, low fruit and vegetable intake,
inadequate sleep, and low physical activity) at 3 and 6 months.
High-risk behaviors were assigned a score of 2, moderate-risk
behaviors were assigned a score of 1, and low-risk behaviors
were assigned a score of 0 (score potential range: 0-21, further
details regarding items in Multimedia Appendix 2). Treating
baseline, 3-month, and 6-month risk scores as repeated
measures, we applied linear mixed effects regression models to
compare changes over time in adolescent-reported total risk
scores at 3 and 6 months, relative to baseline, in intervention
versus control adolescents controlling for baseline sex, age, and
clinic as a random effect. To examine the effects of the
intervention on health risk behaviors, we conducted exploratory
logistic regression analyses for individual risk behaviors. Owing
to concerns about estimate instability, we did not conduct
analyses for individual behaviors in which fewer than 10
adolescents per study arm endorsed the behavior.

Patient Satisfaction Outcome
Patient satisfaction was measured on the 1-day postvisit survey
using a satisfaction scale ranging from 1 to 10 from the
Consumer Assessment of Health care Providers and Systems
[28].

Differences between groups were examined using linear mixed
effect regression while controlling for baseline age, sex, and
clinic-specific random effects.
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Control adolescents were the reference group for all regression
analyses. For mixed effects Poisson regression, we determined
that an estimate was statistically significant if its 95% CI for
the rate ratio did not include 1. For the mixed effects linear
regression models, statistical significance was based on P values
calculated using the Satterwaite degrees of freedom method
[29].

Results

Overview
In total, letters were sent to 1665 homes inviting adolescents to
participate (Multimedia Appendix 4). The final study sample
that completed all consent and baseline procedures was 301
adolescents (301/1586, 18.9% of the eligible sample). One
adolescent withdrew from the study and requested that their
data not be used, leaving an analytic sample of 300 adolescents.
After consent, 145 patients were randomized to the intervention
group and 155 to the control group. The response rates at 1 day,

3 months, and 6 months were 94% (282/300), 94.3% (283/300),
and 94.6% (284/300), respectively.

Baseline Demographics and Risk Assessment
Randomization was balanced, with no differences between
intervention and control adolescents in terms of demographics
or baseline risk score (Table 1). Among the 300 participants,
43% (n=129) were female, 76% (n=228) were between the ages
of 13 and 15 years, and 24% (n=72) were aged 16-18 years.
Most adolescents identified as White (n=192, 64%), with the
next largest group identifying as being of more than one race
or “other” (n=55, 18.3%). In total, 92% (n=276) of adolescents
had at least one health risk behavior at baseline, with a mean
baseline risk score of 2.86 (SD 2.33) for intervention and 3.10
(SD 2.52) for control participants.

Table 2 summarizes the reported risk behaviors in order of
baseline frequency at baseline, 3 months, and 6 months, with
the most common risk behavior being low fruit and vegetable
intake and the least frequent being driving under influence.

Table 1. Sample demographics.

Intervention (n=145)Control (n=155)Characteristic

Gender, n (%)

59 (40.7)70 (45.2)Female

86 (59.3)82 (52.9)Male

0 (0.0)3 (1.9)Trans or nonbinary

Age (years), n (%)

114 (78.6)114 (73.5)13-15

31 (21.3)41 (26.4)16-18

Race or ethnicity, n (%)

93 (64.1)99 (63.9)White

7 (4.8)12 (7.7)Hispanic

6 (4.2)13 (8.4)African American

7 (4.8)7 (4.5)Asian or Pacific Islander

1 (0.7)0 (0.0)Native American

31 (21.4)24 (15.5)Other or more than one

2.86 (2.33)3.10 (2.52)Risk behavior score at baseline, mean (SD)
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Table 2. Prevalence of individual risk behaviors over time in intervention and control adolescents.

Logistic regres-

sion, P valuea
ControlInterventionBehavior

6 months
(n=145), n (%)

3 months
(n=145), n (%)

Baseline
(n=155), n (%)

6 months
(n=139), n (%)

3 months
(n=138), n (%)

Baseline
(n=145), n (%)

.93111 (76.6)118 (81.4)132 (85.1)98 (70.5)106 (76.8)115 (79.3)Low fruit or vegetable
intake

.8972 (49.6)55 (37.9)54 (34.8)65 (46.8)52 (37.7)46 (31.7)Low sleep time

.7751 (35.2)52 (35.9)50 (32.3)36 (25.9)44 (31.9)39 (26.9)Low physical activity

.5420 (13.8)25 (17.2)39 (25.2)22 (15.8)24 (17.4)37 (25.5)Inconsistent helmet
use

.4735 (24.1)37 (25.5)36 (23.2)36 (25.9)39 (28.2)28 (19.3)High sugary beverage
intake

.2418 (12.4)15 (10.3)23 (14.8)14 (10.1)15 (10.9)13 (9.0)Depression

.1110 (6.9)7 (4.8)10 (6.5)11 (7.9)7 (5.1)16 (11.0)Inconsistent seatbelt
use

—b10 (6.9)8 (5.5)13 (8.4)8 (5.8)10 (7.2)9 (5.8)Texting while driving

—5 (3.4)4 (2.8)7 (4.5)3 (2.2)4 (2.9)10 (6.9)Marijuana use

—4 (2.8)4 (2.8)6 (3.9)4 (2.9)3 (2.2)8 (5.5)Alcohol use

—3 (2.1)2 (1.4)4 (2.6)1 (0.7)0 (0.0)4 (2.8)Tobacco use

—3 (2.1)2 (1.4)4 (2.6)3 (2.2)3 (2.2)1 (0.7)Sexual risk

—0 (0.0)1 (0.7)2 (1.3)0 (0.0)0 (0.0)0 (0.0)Driving under the in-
fluence

aP values were based on the likelihood ratio test comparing mixed effects logistic regression with and without period-by-group interaction. Both models
controlled for random effects corresponding to within-individual clustering.
bOwing to concerns about estimate instability, we did not conduct analyses for individual behaviors in which fewer than 10 adolescents per study arm
endorsed the behavior.

Clinician Counseling Analysis Results
Among control adolescents, 380 moderate- and high-risk
behaviors were endorsed, among which adolescents reported
receiving clinician counseling for 148 (38.9%) behaviors during
the visit. Intervention adolescents reported a total of 326
moderate- and high-risk behaviors, among which 184 (56.4%)
were counseled by clinicians during the visits. In the Poisson
regression analyses, intervention adolescents were significantly
more likely to report that they had received counseling for their
endorsed moderate- and high-risk behaviors than control
adolescents (adjusted rate ratio [aRR] 1.36, 95% CI 1.04 to
1.78). To examine the impact of the intervention on rates of
counseling by risk behavior severity level, we also examined
rates of counseling for intervention and control adolescents
based on whether they were classified as low, moderate, or high
risk. Intervention adolescents were 40% more likely than
adolescents in the control group to have received counseling
for moderate-risk behaviors (aRR 1.40, 95% CI 1.09 to 1.80).
For high-risk behaviors, the rate of counseling was 70% higher
among intervention than control adolescents (aRR 1.70, 95%
CI 1.06 to 2.74). There were no significant differences between
intervention and control adolescents in reported counseling for
no-/low-risk behaviors (aRR 1.12, 95% CI 0.85 to 1.48).

Risk Behavior and Patient Satisfaction Analyses
The baseline risk score was 2.86 (SD 2.33) for adolescents in
the intervention group and 3.10 (SD 2.52) for adolescents in
the control group, respectively (P=.40). At 3 months, the risk
score for adolescents in the intervention group was 2.68 (SD
2.04) compared with 2.74 (SD 2.11), respectively, for
adolescents in the control group (P=.81). At 6 months, the risk
score for adolescents in the intervention group was 2.58 (SD
1.87) compared with 2.76 (SD 2.05) for adolescents in the
control group (P=.45). In mixed effects linear regression analysis
including both 3- and 6-month outcomes, there was a significant
reduction in risk behaviors in both groups at 3 months (β=−.33;
95% CI −0.62 to −0.05; P=.02) and 6 months (β=−.29; 95% CI
−0.57 to −0.01; P=.05). There were no significant differences
in risk scores between the intervention and control groups at
either time point (Figure 2). At 3 months, the score difference
between groups was 0.15 (β=−.15; 95% CI −0.25 to 0.55;
P=.47), and at 6 months, it was 0.12 (β=−.12; 95% CI −0.29 to
0.52; P=.57). In secondary analyses examining individual
behaviors, no significant differences in the reduction of
behaviors were observed between the adolescents of the
intervention and control groups (Figure 2). There were also no
significant differences between groups in patient satisfaction
with the well-care visit process based on regression analysis
controlling for age, gender, and clinic as a random effect
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(intervention mean: 9.46, SD 0.79; control mean 9.27, SD 0.86; P=.07).

Figure 2. Health risk behavior scores in adolescents in the intervention and control groups by time.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study of an integrated screening and feedback tool, Check
Yourself version 2, we found that adolescents in the intervention
group were significantly more likely to report having been
counseled by clinicians on risk behaviors than adolescents in
the control group. However, despite significant differences in
reported counseling between adolescents in the intervention
and control groups, both groups demonstrated reductions in risk
behavior scores, and there were no significant differences
between the groups at 3 or 6 months after the intervention. There
were also no significant differences in satisfaction between the
2 groups. These results are in contrast to our original study [21],
which showed both an increase in reported counseling and a
reduction in risk behavior scores at 3 months for youth in the
intervention group as compared with controls. This study further
adds to the growing body of literature on multi-behavior
screening and preventive counseling interventions in adolescent
well-care visits, which suggests that although provider
counseling can be increased, the effects on risk behavior
reductions are modest and inconsistent across studies [7].

In comparing the results to our prior study, it is important to
note that this study tested a modified version of the tool with
increased interactive content, which allowed adolescents to
control the amount of information they received. Although
adolescents requested incorporating these choices in content
viewing, it is possible that the new adaptations resulted in less

content exposure, particularly for at-risk adolescents who were
not concerned about their behaviors. In this study design, we
did not have the ability to assess how long adolescents spent
on specific components of the feedback, although we do know
that the overall time spent in this version of the tool was longer
than the prior tool version. Future studies of interactive eHealth
tools such as this could provide a better understanding of how
risk influences engagement in feedback content.

It is also important to note that both the intervention and control
groups experienced decreases in risk 3 months following their
well-care visit in this sample. The reduction in risk in the control
group would have weakened the ability to detect a difference.
At baseline, all of the clinics in the study indicated that they
conducted some form of paper and interview assessment of risk
behaviors during the well-care visit. We collected information
on the paper tools implemented and did not find substantial
overlap with the risk behavior screening content of the electronic
tools; however, all control teens completed an electronic health
risk behavior assessment as part of the baseline study
procedures. Although the results of this screening were not
provided to the clinicians, it is possible that even in the absence
of feedback, participating in the electronic screening may have
resulted in behavior change, as teens reflected on their responses
to risk behavior questions. In addition, as participants were
randomized at the individual level, it is possible that some of
the improvement in the control group was due to spillover
effects as study clinicians and clinic staff applied learning from
working with adolescents in the intervention group to control
group. Our clinician counseling measure was based on
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adolescent self-report and did not allow us to directly assess the
content of counseling delivered during the visits to test this
possibility.

Unlike our prior study, we also collected 6-month outcomes
that allowed us to examine the long-term effects of the
intervention. Although it was encouraging to see that risk scores
continued to trend downward for the intervention sample, the
differences between the control and intervention groups were
not significant. Given the lack of effect at 3 months, it is difficult
to draw conclusions from the 6-month data. Furthermore, 2
prior studies that examined both short-term (3 months) and
long-term outcomes (12 months) found that significant
differences in risk behaviors noted at 3 months were no longer
significant at 12 months [30,31]. These 2 studies employed
different models of brief interventions. One involved 9 hours
of clinician training in motivational interviewing and system
support for the implementation of a screening tool for all visits
among eligible adolescents and young adults [30]. The second
intervention focused on those aged 14 and 15 years enrolled in
8 general practice sites who were invited to participate in a
20-minute health consultation on risk behaviors of their choosing
with a trained nurse [31]. Other studies that have examined 6-
or 12-month outcomes have found significant improvements in
single outcomes—helmet use [32,33] and exercise [19] only.
Given the health care resources directed at screening and
preventive counseling, understanding the long-term impacts of
multiple risk behavior interventions is an area worthy of future
study.

Limitations
This study had several limitations. First, although the use of a
combined risk behavior outcome measure allowed us to test
across the full range of behaviors for which clinicians were
providing counseling, it is more difficult to interpret. We
selected this measure as we feel it is more consistent with the
multi-risk focus of behavioral counseling delivered in the
pediatric well-care visit setting. However, this approach limits
the conclusions we can draw regarding changes in any specific
behavior. We conducted secondary analyses of individual
behaviors to allow for a more ready interpretation of the
intervention; however, for many behaviors, the prevalence at
baseline was too low to draw conclusions on behavior change.

The use of this multi-risk measure also limits our ability to
compare outcomes with other studies, as prior research has
measured a range of individual behavior outcomes [7].

A second limitation of this study is the low prevalence of
individual behaviors. Consistent with other studies in pediatric
primary care [34,35], including our own [21], adolescents
receiving well-care tended to be younger: 76% (228/300) of
participants were in the 13- to 15-year-old age group. Younger
adolescents are less likely to engage in risk behaviors than older
adolescents, which may limit their ability to show changes in
behaviors. It is also possible that adolescents are less likely to
endorse risk in the setting of a well-child visit because of
concerns about confidentiality. Our research with this tool in a
school-based clinic setting demonstrated significantly higher
rates of youth-reported risk behaviors even after matching for
age [36]. Prior research has also suggested that acute visits may
be a more effective platform for risk screening among
adolescents [37,38]. To increase the effective delivery of
counseling, more research is needed to identify the best venues
for reaching older and at-risk adolescents, including the added
benefits and costs of screening at acute visits as well as
screening in school-based health settings. Finally, this study
was conducted among adolescents who visited primary care
clinics in the Pacific Northwest and may not be generalizable
to other settings.

Conclusions
Despite these limitations, this study adds to the literature
regarding the use of eHealth tools in screening and preventive
care for adolescents and raises important questions worthy of
further study. Health risk behaviors have a significant influence
on morbidity and mortality during adolescence and adulthood
and guidelines recommend screening and intervention during
adolescent well-care visits. Electronic screening has been
repeatedly shown to increase provider identification of risk.
This study further demonstrates that the addition of feedback
for adolescents and results for clinicians increases clinician
counseling. Electronic platforms such as these can be important
tools for future research to examine the impact of components
and types of preventive content to effect behavior change as
well as how to reach the adolescents who would most benefit.
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Abstract

Background: In today’s world of work, the digitalization of work and communication processes is increasing, and will increase
even further. This increase in digitalization at the workplace brings many new aspects of working life to light, such as working
in virtual teams, mobile working, expectations of being constantly available, and the need for support in adapting and learning
new digital tools. These changes to the workplace can contain risks that might harm the well-being of employees. Leaders can
support the well-being of their employees in terms of protecting and replenishing their work-related resources to cope with critical
work demands. This so-called health-promoting leadership could serve as a buffer between risk at the workplace and critical
outcomes, such as stress, by amplifying work-related resources.

Objective: This study’s aims were twofold. First, we wanted to investigate if risk factors related to higher digitalization at the
workplace can be identified and if these risk factors have an impairing effect on the well-being of employees (eg, higher stress
and lower resources). Second, we wanted to investigate if the health-impairing effects of these risk factors can be reduced by
health-promoting leadership.

Methods: A total of 1412 employees from Austria, Germany, and Switzerland took part in this online study and provided
information on their perceived risks at the workplace, their leaders’ health-promoting behaviors, and their work-related stress
and resources.

Results: The results of a hierarchical regression analysis showed that all four risk factors of digital work (distributed team work,
mobile work, constant availability, and inefficient technical support) were related to higher stress at the workplace. In addition,
distributed team work and inefficient technical support were associated with lower work-related resources. A possible buffer
effect of health-promoting leadership between these risks and employee well-being was visible for inefficient technical support.
In particular, in the case of having fewer support opportunities in learning and using digital tools, leaders could weaken the
potential critical effects on stress. As for the other risk factors, leaders might engage in a different leadership behavior to improve
their employees’ well-being, as the physical distance between leaders and employees in virtual team work or mobile work could
make health-promoting leadership more difficult.

Conclusions: In a digitalized working world, solutions are needed to create working conditions that benefit employees. The
results of this study strongly support the importance of investigating risk factors associated with an increase in digitalization at
the workplace in addition to traditional risk factors. As for leadership, leaders need to show leadership behavior adapted to a
digitalized workplace in order to reduce employee stress and increase work-related resources.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24906)   doi:10.2196/24906
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Introduction

Background
In the past years, the digitalization of the workplace has been
studied more as a phenomenon relevant to a small number of
people than as an important and necessary step to improve the
working world. Digitalization is currently affecting many areas
and will continue to do so in the future, so the effects of
digitalization in the workplace must be studied more closely in
relation to work processes within the company and in relation
to the well-being and performance of employees. Digitalized
work brings many new aspects of working life to light, such as
working in virtual teams, mobile working, blur between leisure
and work, expectations of constant availability, and the frequent
need to adapt to digital changes and learn new digital tools [1,2].
Organizations must be able to react adequately to these changes
in order to minimize possible critical effects at individual and
team levels (eg, stress, engagement, and performance). Owing
to the speed at which digitalization is entering the current world
of work, solutions are needed just as quickly, as organizations
then can prepare their employees optimally for the newly
emerging forms of work.

The topic of digitalization of the working world is currently
experiencing an upswing in scientific research, especially under
the term “new ways of working” (NWW). NWW describes
changes to the workplace that take place in the following four
aspects: physical workplace, information and communication
technology (ICT), organization and management, and work
culture [3]. For example, an important aspect of NWW is having
more flexibility in deciding when and where employees can
work, as well as using ICTs, such as email, smartphones, and
videoconferences. It is expected that those aspects should lead
to more efficient work processes [4]. Research in this area has
focused strongly on the positive effects of new working forms
on employees, such as higher engagement and performance
[5,6]. However, there is evidence that these new forms of work
also have critical effects on employees, such as fatigue and
exhaustion [4,7].

Research in this area is important to highlight the risks of a
nonoptimal design of a digitalized workplace. However, there
is currently a lack of information on how the company and its
employees can benefit optimally from increased digitalization
of the workplace. One solution to improve working conditions
for employees is leadership. Leaders can change their
employees’working conditions and thus impact their employees’
health by managing and allocating resources at the workplace
[8]. More specifically, the concept of health-promoting
leadership includes leadership behaviors that aim at providing
resourceful working conditions for employees [9]. This in turn
can reduce the negative consequences of critical working
conditions such as stress [10]. Leaders can increase resources
at the workplace, for example, by specifically supporting the
community within the team or by giving their employees
possibilities to participate in important decisions.

This study’s aims were twofold. First, we wanted to investigate
if risk factors related to a higher digitalization at the workplace
can be identified. With the term “risk factors,” we mainly

followed the definition of mental risk factors (according to ISO
10075 [11]), which can have an impairing effect on the
well-being of employees (eg, higher stress and lower resources).
Second, we wanted to investigate if health-promoting leadership
moderates the relationship between risk factors of digitalization
at the workplace and employees’ stress and resources. More
specifically, it is of interest if the health-impairing effects of
certain risk factors can be reduced by health-promoting
leadership. To our knowledge, the role of health-promoting
leadership in workplaces with increasing digitalization has not
yet been addressed directly in research.

Digital Working World and Effects on Employee
Well-Being
The working environment is an important context factor at the
workplace that affects the health of employees. Being exposed
to a critical working environment with high risks might result
in negative psychological states that can negatively affect the
individual’s behavior at work [12]. These risks can be associated
with the physical environment, the organizational and social
environment, or the task itself [11,13]. The aim is to design the
workplace in such a way that risk factors are minimized or at
least the impairing health effect of these risk factors is reduced
with specific interventions. However, the traditional working
environment has changed through the application of ICT, and
“new” working forms have emerged, such as virtual teams and
mobile telework [14,15]. These changes are accompanied by
new risks in the workplace, and the potential harmful effects
on employee well-being have to be examined more closely.

Research in the field of NWW seems to highlight the positive
aspects of a digitalized workplace. ten Brummelhuis et al [4]
defined NWW as “…a work design in which employees can
control the timing and place of their work, while being supported
by electronic communication.” Indeed, research shows that
when employees experience more freedom in managing one’s
own time (ie, home office), the work is experienced as less
stressful for employees [16]. However, NWW can also impact
the employee’s well-being negatively, such as having more
blurred work-home boundaries, more fatigue, and higher mental
demands [7]. Research also indicates that NWW might decrease
resources such as autonomy. In a study conducted by van
Steenbergen et al [16], employees worked in an organization
where they could choose to work at home or at the office.
However, the organization seemed to prefer work from home,
and this preference for a home office might have been expressed
by the company in such a strong way that employees
experienced a lower feeling of autonomy.

These findings show that positive effects of NWW should not
be expected automatically. On the contrary, NWW might include
risks that could lead to harmful effects such as higher employee
stress [7]. In a systematic review, the authors outlined the
positive and negative aspects of NWW with ICT-enabled
workers who were flexible in their work [7]. They found that
factors, such as geographically distributed team work (“virtual
teams”), time- and location-independent work (“mobile
working”), and use of information technology at work, might
have negative psychological impacts on the well-being of
employees and should be addressed when NWW is
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implemented. Distributed teamwork or mobile work and
increased digital communication are also related to a feeling of
having to be constantly available, which can also have a negative
impact on well-being [1]. Other factors related to NWW, such
as higher flexibility, access to organizational knowledge, and
independent management of output, are mostly positive factors
that benefit the well-being of employees [7]. However, research
should focus more on risks to help organizations adequately
address these risks at the workplace. The dimensions of NWW
that include possible risks and their relationship with the stress
of employees are described in detail below.

Geographically Distributed Team Work
Geographically distributed team work (referred to as “distributed
team work” henceforth) has already been extensively
investigated in the past under the term “virtual teams” [14]. In
virtual teams, “…teams work together over time and distance
via electronic media to combine effort and achieve common
goals” [17]. Distributed team work has advantages as well as
disadvantages. The advantages include reduced travel time and
costs, being independent from time and place, including
physically disadvantaged employees in the team, and working
in a diverse heterogenous team [18]. However, the disadvantages
have been studied in more detail. Owing to the geographical
distance of team members, it is difficult to form group cohesion,
which is why communication is less frequent and conflicts can
occur more often than in face-to-face teams [19,20].
Furthermore, with the use of virtual media, important auditory
and visual cues are not perceived sufficiently, which makes
communication more difficult [21].

The critical effects of distributed team work on employees’
stress have already been studied [22,23]. For example, virtual
teams have more conflicts than traditional face-to-face teams
and have difficulties in applying conflict management strategies
[21]. More conflicts within the team result in more stress [24].
Stress can occur because of the excessive use of virtual
communication media as well (eg, email flood [23]).

Mobile Work
The use of mobile devices allows employees to work in a
distributed team and to work independent of time and location,
because messages can now be sent and received from anywhere
and at any time. Thus, high flexibility in the daily work routine
can be achieved [25]. Work can be done from one’s own home,
from an external location, or from another continent. For this
kind of work, the term “mobile telework” is commonly used in
the literature, which is described as “work at a range of
locations, spending regular and significant amount of time away
from any office or home location” [26].

Mobile telework can differ from one job to another. There are
jobs in which the place of work changes several times a week
or day and employees cannot freely choose the work location,
for example, work in sectors such as wholesale and retail trade,
manufacturing, transportation and storage, information and
communication, public administration, and health [27]. The
effect of mobile telework on employee well-being can be quite
different for those who have control over their working location

as compared to that for those who have little say in where they
must work [28].

Mobile telework is seen as a resource, especially when you can
decide yourself where and when you work [29,30]. However,
the physical distance between team members and leaders can
reduce the quality of the relationship between employees and
leaders [31]. Mobile telework is particularly demanding when
the work location is uncertain or when the employees have less
flexibility in organizing their work time [32]. Interruptions and
distractions can occur more easily in mobile telework than in
fixed workplaces (such as offices); for example, interruptions
and distractions are more frequent in trains or in public places
[32]. In addition, working at multiple locations increases mental
demands, such as the feeling of “timeless” continuous work,
constant changing of the rhythm of work, and reduced
professional and social interaction [15].

Constant Availability
The use of ICT makes it easier to stay in touch with leaders,
colleagues, customers, and family, as contact can now be made
anywhere and at any time. This leads to the impression that
people are available anywhere and at any time, which can have
critical effects on employees’ well-being [33,34].

The expectation of having to be constantly available for work
leads to difficulties detaching from work during leisure time
and to a stronger work-home interference [35,36]. Especially
when the experienced work-home interference is high, using
the smartphone for work-related purposes after work has a
critical effect on employees’ recovery process [37]. A
longitudinal study showed that being constantly available for
work increases emotional exhaustion over time [38]. Constantly
receiving and checking work-related messages might lead to
information overload, as people struggle with managing the
inflow of messages [39]. This struggle to keep up with the
increasing amount of information leads to higher stress [40,41].

On the contrary, being constantly available can have benefits
for employees’ well-being. In a study conducted by ten
Brummelhuis et al [4], being constantly available through the
use of mobile communication tools was associated with greater
engagement. The authors argued that constant availability via
email or telephone was associated with greater work flexibility,
which was perceived as an advantage by employees. On the
other hand, constant availability was also associated with more
interruptions at work, which caused more exhaustion among
employees.

Learning and Adapting to Digital Tools
The constant use of ICT for work-related activities raises another
point that could be a risk factor for employees’ well-being. In
today’s working world, new technologies are developed almost
faster than people can learn and use them. The increasing
amount and use of ICTs can lead to higher job demands in terms
of mental and emotional overload, which might harm the
well-being of employees [42]. Thus, the need for support in the
use of digital tools and the need to build up competence in
handling digital media are growing [43]. In the past, the
increasing requirements to be able to handle digital tools were
also investigated under the term “technostress.” Technostress
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is described as the mental stress that employees experience
when they are asked to learn and use a new technology [44].
Weil and Rosen [44] found that technostress occurs if people
are not taught how to handle technology adequately. Uncertainty
about how to deal with new technology and the resulting
inefficiency in dealing with modern technologies are currently
still important issues in technostress research [45].

If the used technologies change too fast, employees experience
difficulties in coping with the changes, which can raise work
overload and stress [46]. On the contrary, adapting to new
technologies at work might benefit the employees as well.
Studies show that having a higher technological demand at work
is related to engagement, indicating that learning new
technological tools is perceived as challenging [47].

To ensure that technical changes in the workplace are
experienced as positive challenges and not as hindrances, it is
important that employees are adequately supported in learning
and applying these technologies. For example, providing training
or guidelines on how to deal with new media and having
technical support at work are important for greater well-being
at the workplace [48,49]. Social support from supervisors or
colleagues is an important factor as well [42]. In the study by
Knani et al [50], employees were introduced to a new technology
at the workplace, which demanded high learning effort and led
to higher emotional exhaustion. The critical effect on emotional
exhaustion could reduce when employees experience high
support from supervisors and employees. Atanasoff and Venable
[51] added that employee-oriented leadership behavior is an
important resource that might reduce the negative effects of
digitalization, such as stress.

Digital Workplaces, Leadership, and Resources
Leaders in particular are challenged in a modern working
environment. Research in the field of a home office and virtual
teams has shown that leadership in a digitalized working
environment has different requirements than in traditional work
settings [52]. Working in a home office or virtual work in
general requires a different role of leadership, in which the
manager must lead strongly in an employee-oriented way [53].
An employee-oriented leadership is also preferred in working
environments with high demands. According to Wegge et al
[54], leader behavior can serve as a buffer between high work
demands and critical outcomes, such as stress, by amplifying
work-related resources at the workplace. Given the assumption
that digitalized workplaces entail high demands, increasing
work-related resources through leadership behavior is a
particularly important aspect of supporting well-being in the
workplace.

Work-related resources play a major role in the relationship
between demands and stress [55]. Social resources (social
support from colleagues) and task resources (autonomy, the
possibility of participation, and the possibility of conducting
breaks) are important work-related resources to reduce negative
outcomes, such as stress and burnout. A highly digitalized
workplace can contain risk factors that might lead to increased
demands [46]. In workplaces with high demands, resources
could be insufficiently gained, depleted, or even lost, which can

cause stress and might increase the risk of getting burnout over
time [56].

Maintaining and increasing work-related resources are therefore
essential aspects of a health-promoting workplace. Leaders can
support their employees in protecting and replenishing their
work-related resources to cope with the demands of their work
by showing health-promoting leadership behavior [57,58].
Health-promoting leadership is a positive leadership behavior,
which enhances the work-related resources of employees. By
changing working conditions (such as the health-promoting
design of the six areas of work life [59]), it is possible to build
up employees’work-related resources [60]. For example, leaders
can ensure that work processes are organized in such a way that
employees can cope well with increased workload. Leaders can
give their employees opportunities to work autonomously and
independently. Rewarding employees is also an essential aspect
that can be undertaken by leaders in the form of positive
feedback and appreciation. Leaders can strengthen the
community in their team by encouraging open communication
and mutual support. Acting fairly and paying attention to the
values of employees are further aspects of health-promoting
leadership [60].

Increasing work-related resources is also essential for a
workplace with a high level of digitalization. Atanasoff and
Venable [51] assumed that stress due to digitalization is related
to lower work-related resources. According to the authors,
important resources that should be increased are social support
from colleagues, opportunities to participate in the use of
technology, and clear information about technology. Therefore,
health-promoting leadership could benefit a digitalized
workplace as resources are preserved and restored.

The increasing digitalization of workplaces leads to changes in
working conditions, which can be risk factors for reduced
well-being and performance. Health-promoting leadership can
minimize the negative effects of these risk factors by building
up enough work-related resources to cope with these risk factors.
This way of leadership behavior is described as the “buffer
effect,” which means leaders serve as a buffer against high work
demands that might be a potential source for stress [54].

Study Aims and Hypotheses
In this study, we investigated the following four possible risk
factors of digital work that could lead to higher stress and lower
work-related resources among employees: distributed team
work, mobile work, constant availability, and inefficient
technical support. First, these four risk factors were examined
with regard to their effects on the stress and work-related
resources of employees. Second, a possible buffer effect of
health-promoting leadership on the relationship of these risk
factors with stress and work-related resources was analyzed.
This will deepen the understanding of the importance of
health-promoting leadership for digitalized workplaces and give
an answer to the question of whether leadership behavior can
reduce the potential harmful effects of risk factors in digitalized
workplaces.

The following four hypotheses are proposed: (1) H1, risk factors
in digital work (distributed team work, mobile work, constant
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availability, and inefficient technical support) positively relate
to employees’ stress; (2) H2, risk factors in digital work
(distributed team work, mobile work, constant availability, and
inefficient technical support) negatively relate to employees’
work-related resources; (3) H3, health-promoting leadership
moderates the positive relationship between the risk factors in
digital work and employees’ stress (the relationship is weaker

when health-promoting leadership is high); and (4) H4,
health-promoting leadership moderates the negative relationship
between the risk factors in digital work and employees’
work-related resources (the relationship is weaker when
health-promoting leadership is high). Figure 1 summarizes the
overall conceptual model of the study.

Figure 1. Overall conceptual model of the study.

Methods

Participants and Procedures
The study was conducted as an online study with online
questionnaires via the online survey platform Questback. The
invitation for the online study was sent out in cooperation with
a well-known German market research company. The
participants of the study were recruited from the company’s
online panel. To obtain a heterogenous sample, we set the target
male-to-female ratio at about 50:50. The same ratio was used
for age (50% for <40 years and 50% for ≥40 years). As the
online survey was in German, only German-speaking people
were considered for recruitment (ie, persons from Germany,
Austria, and Switzerland). The market research company
contacted people in the online panel according to these
specifications via email. The only criterion for participation in
the study was work for at least 10 hours per week. If individuals
stated in the questionnaire that they were working less than 10
hours per week, they were filtered out, and on the next page of
the questionnaire, they were told that unfortunately they did not
belong to the target group. The survey was then closed for this
group.

On the first page of the survey, participants were informed about
the purpose of the study, the length of the study, and the contact
address of the research group. Participation was voluntary, and
a small incentive was offered to people who completed all online
questions.

Through this procedure, a representative sample of 1412
German-speaking workers in Austria (n=481, 34.06%), Germany
(n=720, 50.99%), and Switzerland (n=211, 14.94%), who filled
in all online questionnaires, was obtained. In this sample,
56.94% (804/1412) were women and 43.06% (608/1412) were
men. The mean age was 41 years (mean 40.77 years, SD 12.30
years). Additionally, 24.36% (344/1412) had a graduate degree.
On average, the participants worked 35 hours per week (mean
35.07 hours, SD 11.58 hours).

The participants worked in different business sectors. The
majority worked in the service sector (257/1412, 18.20%),
followed by health care (192/1412, 13.60%), commerce
(167/1412, 11.83%), manufacturing (136/1412, 9.63%), and
the public sector (127/1412, 8.99%).

Measures

Risks in Digital Work Scale
In the risks in digital work scale, 10 items measure different
work characteristics in a digitalized workplace that could
increase demands at the workplace for the following: (1)
distributed team work, (2) mobile work, (3) constant availability,
and (4) inefficient technical support. The items are written as
statements and refer to the last 4 weeks (“How many times have
you experienced the following aspects in the last 4 weeks?”).
The 7-point scale ranges from 0 (never) to 6 (always). Example
items for the four dimensions are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Example items for the risks in digital work scale.

Sample itemConstruct/scale

My colleagues at other locations and I support each other (reversed).Distributed team work

Within a day, my work location changed.Mobile work

I was available for work in my free time (eg, by telephone or email).Constant availability

I received support in case of uncertainties in the technical operation of devices, software, and others (reversed).Inefficient technical support

Health-Promoting Leadership
Health-promoting leadership was measured with the
health-promoting leadership conditions questionnaire (HPLC)
[9], where employees are able to evaluate the frequency of
health-promoting leadership from their direct supervisor during
the last 4 weeks. In this study, a short version with seven items
was used, where each item can be related to one of the following
seven aspects of health-promoting leadership: health awareness,
workload, control, reward, community, fairness, and value fit.
The items are rated on a 7-point scale ranging from 0 (never)
to 6 (always). One example item for the dimension community
is “In the last 4 weeks, my leader took care that…work is
appreciated.”

Stress and Resources
The Recovery-Stress Questionnaire for Work (RESTQ-Work)
[61] assesses the stress state and experienced resources in the
past 7 days/nights. In this study, the short version of the
RESTQ-Work (RESTQ-Work-27) with 27 items was used. The
items can be assigned to a stress or resource score. The stress
score consists of 10 items, and the resource score consists of
17 items. The answer scale is a 7-point scale ranging from 0
(never) to 6 (always). One example item for the stress score is

“In the past 7 days/nights…I felt frustrated through my work,”
and one example item for the resource score is “In the past 7
days/nights…I had the chance to make suggestions at work.”

Statistical Analyses
The analyses consist of two parts. First, bivariate correlations
showed the relationships between all study variables. Second,
a hierarchical regression analysis was used to test the hypotheses
regarding the moderator effects of health-promoting leadership
on the outcomes of stress and work-related resources. To test
the moderating effects of health-promoting leadership,
interaction terms between health-promoting leadership and all
four risks in digital work variables were computed. Before
computing the interaction terms, the variables were mean
centered (ie, z standardized). For the analyses, SPSS 26.0 (IBM
Corp) was used.

Results

Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics (means and standard deviations) and
reliabilities (Cronbach α) of the study variables are shown in
Table 2. Correlations of all study variables are shown in Table
3.

Table 2. Descriptive statistics and reliabilities of the study variables.

αScore, mean (SD)Dimension

.602.44 (1.53)Distributed team work

.621.06 (1.19)Mobile work

.712.19 (1.80)Constant availability

.852.43 (1.66)Inefficient technical support

.932.99 (1.59)Health-promoting leadership

.923.24 (1.04)Work-related resources

.932.01 (1.30)Stress
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Table 3. Correlations between all study variables (N=1412).

StressWork-related
resources

Health-promoting
leadership

Inefficient tech-
nical support

Constant avail-
ability

Mobile workDistributed
team work

Dimension

Distributed team work

0.28−0.56−0.520.58−0.130.101r

<.001<.001<.001<.001<.001<.001—aP value

Mobile work

0.22−0.10−0.090.160.2910.10r

<.001<.001<.001<.001<.001—<.001P value

Constant availability

0.080.120.11−0.1010.29−0.13r

<.001<.001<.001<.001—<.001<.001P value

Inefficient technical support

0.26−0.50−0.511−0.100.160.58r

<.001<.001<.001—<.001<.001<.001P value

Health-promoting leadership

−0.380.661−0.510.11−0.09−0.52r

<.001<.001—<.001<.001<.001<.001P value

Work-related resources

−0.4310.66−0.500.12−0.10−0.56r

<.001—<.001<.001<.001<.001<.001P value

Stress

1−0.43−0.380.260.080.220.28r

—<.001<.001<.001<.001<.001<.001P value

aNot applicable.

Regression Analyses
To test our hypotheses, two step-wise regression analyses were
conducted where stress and work-related resources served as
the outcomes and the risk factors of digital work and
health-promoting leadership served as the predictor variables.
In the first step, the risk factors of digital work, including
distributed team work, mobile work, constant availability, and
inefficient technical support, were entered. In the consecutive
second step, health-promoting leadership was entered as the
moderator variable. In the third and final step, the interaction
terms of the moderating variable health-promoting leadership
with the four risk factors were entered. To test if
multicollinearity was an issue in our data, we tested the variance
inflation factor for all independent variables. All variance
inflation factors were below 3 (ranging from 1.02 to 1.70). Thus,
multicollinearity was not an issue in our study.

Regression Analysis With the Outcome Stress
Table 4 summarizes the regression results for the criterion stress
and shows that distributed team work, mobile work, constant

availability, and inefficient technical support accounted for 13%
of the variance in stress. Distributed team work (β=.19, P<.001),
mobile work (β=.15, P<.001), constant availability (β=.08,
P=.003), and inefficient technical support (β=.13, P<.001)
showed significant relationships with stress.

In the second step, health-promoting leadership accounted for
an additional 6% of the variance in stress. The relationship with
stress was negative (β=−.31, P<.001), indicating that high
health-promoting leadership is associated with low stress.

In the third and final step, the interaction terms of the
moderating variables were entered. The two interaction terms
mobile work*health-promoting leadership (β=.11, P<.001) and
inefficient technical support*health-promoting leadership
(β=.07, P=.03) were significant. The results did not show a
moderating effect of health-promoting leadership for the
predictors distributed team work and constant availability. This
step accounted for an additional 2% of the variance in stress.
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Table 4. Results of hierarchical multiple regression analyses for the criterion stress (R2=20.7%).

Stress resultsaStep and variable

P valueF (df)t (df)bP valueβSE BB

<.00150.880 (4,1407)Step 1

6.32 (1407)<.001.190.040.25Distributed team work

5.74 (1407)<.001.150.040.21Mobile work

2.94 (1407).003.080.040.11Constant availability

4.17 (1407)<.001.130.040.17Inefficient technical support

<.00165.673 (5,1406)Step 2

3.01 (1406).003.090.040.12Distributed team work

5.67 (1406)<.001.150.040.20Mobile work

3.56 (1406)<.001.090.030.12Constant availability

1.03 (1406).30.030.040.04Inefficient technical support

−10.45 (1406)<.001−.310.04−0.40Health-promoting leadership

<.00140.545 (9,1402)Step 3

3.02 (1402).003.090.040.12Distributed team work

5.87 (1402)<.001.150.040.21Mobile work

3.23 (1402).001.080.030.11Constant availability

1.03 (1402).30.030.040.04Inefficient technical support

−8.84 (1402)<.001−.270.04−0.35Health-promoting leadership

−1.19 (1402).23−.040.04−0.05Distributed team work*health-promoting
leadership

4.21 (1402)<.001.110.040.15Mobile work*health-promoting leadership

1.15 (1402).25.030.030.04Constant availability*health-promoting
leadership

2.19 (1402).03.070.040.08Inefficient technical support*health-pro-
moting leadership

aStep 1: ΔR2=12.64 (P<.001); Step 2: ΔR2=6.30 (P<.001); Step 3: ΔR2=1.72 (P<.001).
bdf for t values were calculated with the formula N-p-1 (p=number of parameters).

Regression Analysis With the Outcome Work-Related
Resources
The results for the criterion work-related resources showed that
distributed team work, mobile work, constant availability, and
inefficient technical support accounted for 37% of the variance
in work-related resources (Table 5). Out of these four predictors,
distributed team work (β=−.40, P<.001), constant availability
(β=.05, P=.02), and inefficient technical support (β=−.26,
P<.001) showed significant relationships with work-related
resources. Unexpectedly, constant availability showed a low
but positive relationship with work-related resources, indicating
that being constantly available for work is associated with higher
work-related resources. Therefore, only distributed team work

and inefficient technical support were negatively related to
work-related resources.

In the second step, health-promoting leadership accounted for
an additional 15% of the variance in work-related resources.
The relationship was positive (β=.47, P<.001), indicating that
high health-promoting leadership is associated with higher
employees’ work-related resources.

In the third and final step, the interaction terms of the
moderating variables were entered. The one interaction term of
mobile work*health-promoting leadership (β=.04, P=.04) was
significant. However, the results did not show a moderating
effect of health-promoting leadership for the other three
predictors.
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Table 5. Results of hierarchical multiple regression analyses for the criterion work-related resources (R2=51.3%).

Work-related resourcesaStep and variable

P valueF (df)t (df)bP valueβSE BB

<.001204.152 (4,1407)Step 1

−15.43 (1407)<.001−.400.03−0.42Distributed team work

−1.39 (1407).17−.030.03−0.03Mobile work

2.39 (1407).02.050.020.06Constant availability

−9.77 (1407)<.001−.260.03−0.27Inefficient technical support

<.001295.090 (5,1406)Step 2

−10.39 (1406)<.001−.250.03−0.26Distributed team work

−1.02 (1406).31−.020.02−0.02Mobile work

1.72 (1406).09.030.020.04Constant availability

−4.56 (1406)<.001−.110.03−0.11Inefficient technical support

20.43 (1406)<.001.470.020.49Health-promoting leadership

<.001166.282 (9,1402)Step 3

−10.40 (1402)<.001−.250.03−0.26Distributed team work

−0.60 (1402).55−.010.02−0.01Mobile work

1.62 (1402).11.030.020.04Constant availability

−4.79 (1402)<.001−.120.03−0.12Inefficient technical support

19.68 (1402)<.001.470.020.48Health-promoting leadership

−1.09 (1402).28−.030.02−0.03Distributed team work*health-promoting
leadership

2.04 (1402).04.040.020.05Mobile work*health-promoting leadership

−1.64 (1402).10−.030.02−0.03Constant availability*health-promoting
leadership

−1.75 (1402).08−.040.02−0.04Inefficient technical support*health-pro-
moting leadership

aStep 1: ΔR2=36.72 (P<.001); Step 2: ΔR2=14.48 (P<.001); Step 3: ΔR2=0.43 (P=.02).
bdf for t values were calculated with the formula N-p-1 (p=number of parameters).

Simple Slope Analyses
In order to investigate the interaction effects, simple slope
analyses were conducted for the significant interaction effects
(Figures 2-4). The slopes indicated that employees with high
health-promoting leadership experienced less stress than
employees with low health-promoting leadership. However,
employees with high mobile work did not seem to benefit much
from health-promoting leadership, as employees with high
mobile work and with high health-promoting leadership seemed
to have a similar stress level as that in employees with low
health-promoting leadership (Figure 2).

As for the risk factor inefficient technical support, having
inefficient technical support was related to higher employee
stress. Having high health-promoting leadership could buffer
this negative relationship, as the stress level of these employees
was lower compared to that in employees with low
health-promoting leadership (Figure 3).

As for work-related resources, employees with high
health-promoting leadership experienced more resources at the
workplace than employees with low health-promoting
leadership. In terms of low health-promoting leadership,
work-related resources were the lowest in the group of
employees with high mobile work (Figure 4).
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Figure 2. Effect of a two-way interaction between mobile work and health-promoting leadership on stress. prom.: promoting.

Figure 3. Effect of a two-way interaction between inefficient technical support and health-promoting leadership on stress. prom.: promoting.
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Figure 4. Effect of a two-way interaction between mobile work and health-promoting leadership on work-related resources. prom.: promoting.

Discussion

Principal Results

Risk Factors of Digital Work
This study explored the relationships between four risk factors
of digital work (distributed team work, mobile work, constant
availability, and inefficient technical support) and employees’
stress and work-related resources. In addition, the potential role
of health-promoting leadership in reducing the critical effects
of digital work was investigated.

The results showed that all four risk factors of digital work
(distributed team work, mobile work, constant availability, and
inefficient technical support) were related to higher employee
stress. In addition, distributed team work and inefficient
technical support were associated with lower work-related
resources.

This is in line with previous literature on digital workplaces.
Distributed team work (or in other words, virtual team work)
can lead to higher stress, since team collaboration and team
support are difficult in teams with low face-to-face contact [20].
This might be the reason for experiencing higher stress and
lower resources in this kind of teamwork, such as lower
participation and decision possibilities and lower social support.
Inefficient technical support, such as receiving low support in
learning and using digital tools, is a critical factor as well, which
has potential harmful effects on employees’well-being. Support
options, such as training, peer assistance, and efficient support
from the technical department if available, are factors that are
relatively easy to implement in the organization and can reduce
the critical effects on stress and resources.

The results for the risk factor mobile work showed a positive
relationship with stress, which is consistent with previous
literature. It has been shown that working in multiple locations
increases mental demands, such as more interruptions or
distractions, increased feeling of “timeless” continuous work,

and constant changing of the rhythm of work [15,32]. However,
an effect on work-related resources could not be found in this
study. This means that mobile work neither increases nor
decreases the work-related resources of employees. Important
work-related resources, such as autonomy, decision-making,
and participation opportunities, as well as social contact with
colleagues, do not seem to be affected by mobile work.

We expected that being constantly available for work via
telephone or email would be related to higher stress and lower
work-related resources. Indeed, constant availability was related
to higher employee stress, indicating that the expectation of
having to be constantly available for work can lead to difficulties
detaching from work, which harms the well-being of employees
[35,36]. Unexpectedly, being constantly available for work
showed a low but positive relationship with work-related
resources. Another study conducted by ten Brummelhuis et al
[4] came to a similar conclusion. In their study, constant
availability via email or telephone was associated with greater
work flexibility, which is perceived as a resource by employees.
The simultaneous perception of increased resources and
increased stress at the workplace seems implausible at first, but
is actually not a contradiction. In the view of Kallus [62],
increased stress and increased work-related resources can occur
simultaneously. This seems to be the case with our findings in
this study. Being constantly available increases stress, as
employees might have difficulties detaching from work. At the
same time, employees might experience higher flexibility, which
is also associated with work-related resources such as higher
autonomy.

However, chronic stress might tax the employees’ resources to
the extent that resources are damaged and lost to the point where
they cannot be activated anymore [56]. Employees and
organizations must therefore always pay attention to a balance
between stress and resources. The relationships between constant
availability and both outcomes were small though. Further
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studies are needed to deepen the understanding of the possible
critical and beneficial effects of constant availability.

Health-Promoting Leadership
Increasing digitalization of the workplace should support
employees in their work tasks and not additionally burden them.
Leaders play a key role in ensuring that work is designed in a
health-promoting way [9]. In this study, we investigated if
leaders engaging in health-promoting leadership could act as a
buffer between the risks emerging from digital work and critical
outcomes of employee well-being.

The results showed interaction effects between mobile work
and health-promoting leadership, as well as between inefficient
technical support and health-promoting leadership. As for the
first interaction effect, the analysis revealed that the combination
of low mobile work and high health-promoting leadership was
related to low employee stress. This means that having a work
location that usually does not change during the week and
having a health-promoting leader seems to be the best condition
for employee well-being. For employees with high mobile work,
the beneficial effect of health-promoting leadership on stress
could not be verified. It is possible that the conditions of mobile
work make health-promoting leadership behavior more difficult,
since the physical distance places special demands on the
management and promotion of employees. Therefore,
health-promoting leadership cannot buffer the critical effect on
stress anymore, as leaders are far away most of the time.

Interestingly, mobile work did not increase or decrease the
work-related resources of employees. A potential buffer effect
of health-promoting leadership could not be verified. An
explanation could be that mobile work itself is perceived as a
resource by involving higher autonomy and more
decision-making and participation opportunities. Physical
distance can also be an obstacle for leaders to build up
work-related resources [63].

Further, the results showed an interaction effect between
health-promoting leadership and inefficient technical support.
Experiencing high support in using digital tools and being led
in a health-promoting way seems to be the best combination
for employees in regard to stress. With a health-promoting leader
and at the same time fewer support opportunities in learning
and using digital tools, the stress of employees is high but still
below that of employees with low health-promoting leadership.
In other words, in the case of experiencing hindrances in
learning and using digital tools, leaders can weaken the potential
critical effects on stress. This is in line with previous findings,
where high support from supervisors helped employees to cope
with using new technology at the workplace, which demands
high learning effort [42,50].

Theoretical Implications
Mental risk factors in the workplace that lead to mental stress
must be carefully evaluated in each workplace according to
international norms like ISO 45001 [64] and especially European
laws (eg, the Framework Directive 89/391/EEC [65] and the
European Framework for Psychosocial Risk Management,
PRIMA-EF [66]). In this study, we were able to show that risk
factors in a digitalized work environment must be considered

in addition to the commonly evaluated risk factors. Currently,
the so-called risk assessment focuses strongly on the following
areas: the physical environment, the organizational and social
environment, and the task itself (ISO 10075-1 [11]). This study
presents the following four possible risk factors that could be
included in addition to the aforementioned areas: distributed
team work, mobile work, constant availability, and inefficient
technical support. We strongly suggest including these risks in
current theoretical concepts about risk assessment at the
workplace.

In research regarding NWW, possible negative effects of new
forms of working are already considered [7]. However, research
regarding the positive aspects of NWW still outweighs research
regarding the negative effects. Although the advantages of
NWW are obvious, such as being flexible regarding working
time and location and having higher work-family balance,
negative effects are possible if the working conditions are not
optimally designed. The results of this study showed that a more
critical view of the effects of NWW should be included in
research.

In this study, we assumed that leaders who lead in a
health-promoting way act as a buffer between work-related
demands and employee well-being [54]. The results showed
that this buffer effect was visible for one of the four risk factors
(inefficient technical support). Although stress among employees
increases if they receive little support, explanation, and
information when using digital tools, the increase is not as strong
if leaders lead in a health-promoting way. For the other three
risk factors (distributed team work, mobile work, and constant
availability), the results did not indicate a buffer effect.

Employees experience the best working conditions when
workplaces have low risks and when health-promoting
leadership is high. In a digitalized working world with special
risks, such as virtual teamwork, mobile working, and constant
availability, it seems that leaders need to show leadership
behavior adapted to these working conditions in order to reduce
employee stress and increase work-related resources. Research
is yet to define such a leadership model that is best suited for
digital workplaces. Initial approaches in the field of virtual
teams exist, which could serve as a base for such a leadership
model [17,67,68]. Nevertheless, the goal should be a broader
leadership concept that goes beyond research on virtual teams.

Practical Implications
In order to remain competitive, many companies are switching
to elements of new ways of working, such as home office,
mobile work, and increased use of digital media. For successful
digitalization of the working process, both the company and
individual employees must adapt well to the changed working
conditions. Therefore, interventions to support health-promoting
digitalization of the workplace have to be developed. In a
workplace where digitalization is already well advanced, it is
plausible to set digital interventions. For example, the whole
process of workplace health promotion can be done digitally,
starting with electronic feedback tools to recognize employees’
health states and extending to creating and implementing
eHealth tools [69]. The adoption of eHealth tools to promote
physical and mental health is an effective way to support
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employees [70-72]. Organizations can also benefit from eHealth
tools by quickly receiving anonymized feedback about the
well-being of their employees. In the event of critical feedback,
the organization can act to avoid negative consequences, such
as stress and burnout.

Leaders in particular must recognize the needs of their
employees in a digitalized work environment even more strongly
than in traditional work settings and adapt their leadership
behavior accordingly. In addition, in the time of COVID-19,
the support of leaders plays a much stronger role in reducing
the stress for employees [73]. During the COVID-19 pandemic,
many employees are working in home offices, and thus,
solutions are needed for leaders on how employees can be
optimally supported from a distance. The results of this study
provide initial insights into the difficulties of leadership in a
digitalized work environment. For example, our results indicate
that when employees have high mobile work and therefore are
locally distant from their leaders, leaders need more support to
be able to lead in a health-promoting way. For this kind of work,
certain aspects of digitalization can be an advantage, as digital
tools can allow leaders to keep close contact with their
employees, for example, by using video calls or chat.

Limitations
This study was a cross-sectional study with the data collected
at one measurement point. To determine causality, longitudinal
analyses are needed. It seems plausible that risk factors at the
organization level affect the well-being of employees and not
the other way around. However, it is possible that highly stressed
employees perceive certain work characteristics more negatively
and thus rate these characteristics as more demanding.

Same-source bias is a possible limitation of the study. As we
asked employees to rate risk factors in the organization, we
assessed the perceived risk factors from the view of employees.
Health-promoting leadership was measured in a similar way.

Although most research in the field of work-related risks and
work characteristics has been conducted at the individual level
(at the level of employees), a multilevel view of work
characteristics (eg, bringing together the rating of teams) is a
more accurate measurement of risk factors in the organization.

Since we conducted the study through an online panel
organization, we did not have any personal information of the
participants, such as names and email addresses. Additionally,
participation did not entail any obligation or dependency. As a
result, we were able to reduce fears of anonymity, and therefore,
we can assume that the responses were honest. Of course, there
is always the effect that people want to present themselves better
than how they are in reality. We cannot completely rule out the
possibility that people answered questions about their work
environment more critically or less critically. However, we
assume that the way the study was conducted reduced this bias.

Conclusions
The results show that all four risk factors of digital work
(distributed team work, mobile work, constant availability, and
inefficient technical support) are related to higher stress among
employees. As for a possible buffer effect of health-promoting
leadership, we found that leaders can mitigate the critical effect
of inefficient technical support on stress by showing
health-promoting leadership behavior. However, risk factors,
such as virtual team work and mobile work, might need a
different leadership behavior to reduce the health-impairing
effects on employee well-being. The physical distance between
leaders and employees in virtual team work and in mobile work
might hamper leaders in leading in a health-promoting way.
Interestingly, being constantly available for work, including
during leisure time, is not as much of a risk as other factors, as
employees perceive more work-related resources. More research
is needed to identify the conditions under which constant
availability has beneficial or impairing effects on the well-being
of employees.
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Abstract

Background: Sexual health concerns among young adults worldwide help to motivate preventative practices against sexually
transmitted infections. To foster better sexual health, sexual health literacy must be enhanced. Little research has been conducted
on the impact of gender power dynamics on sexual health, such as sexual coercion, even though the prevalence of sexual coercion
remains high in China.

Objective: This study describes the development and systematic evaluation of a web-based sexual health literacy intervention
called “Smart Girlfriend” for female Chinese university students.

Methods: A multicenter randomized controlled trial was conducted with 781 female university students at 5 universities with
dormitories in Hong Kong. Inclusion criteria were used to select unmarried, female, Chinese university students who were ≥18
years old and had not received a sexual health intervention in the past 12 months. Participants were randomly assigned to 2 groups:
one group received an interactive web-based sexual health literacy intervention and the other group received a single webpage
of online information about condom use. The intervention content was based on the Health Belief Model and the Continuum of
Conflict and Control theory. The primary outcome was self-reported consistency of condom use with every partner at 3-month
and 6-month follow-up assessments, analyzed using zero/one inflated beta (ZOIB) regression. The secondary outcome was an
appraisal of the knowledge, attitudes, norms, and self-efficacy of condom use using the 25-item Multidimensional Condom
Attitudes Scale (MCAS). The intention to treat was applied in analyses.

Results: Of 1503 individuals that were screened, 781 (52%) were randomized into 2 groups. The retention rates at the 3-month
and 6-month follow-ups were 92% and 91%, respectively. Most participants were born locally (536/746, 72%), and 18% (134/746)
self-reported as a sexual minority. ZOIB results regarding the consistency of condom use were not significant [model 1: odds
ratio (OR) 2.25 with a 95% credible interval (CrI) of 0.84-6.36; model 2: OR 8.03 (95% CrI 0.22-330.31); model 3: OR 1.21
(95% CrI 0.78-1.86)]. Consistency in the intervention group was 5% higher (95% CI −1.90 to 11.63) than the control group at
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the 3-month follow-up, and 1% higher (95% CI −5.81 to 8·02) at the 6-month follow-up. MCAS scores at the 3-month follow-up
were significantly higher in the intervention group (mean 122.51, SD 15.97) than the control group (mean 119.86, SD 15.85;
P=.02).

Conclusions: An interactive web-based sexual health literacy program did not significantly increase the consistency of condom
use compared to a single webpage of condom use information; however, it did temporarily improve knowledge, attitudes, norms,
and self-efficacy regarding condom use. Future revisions of this intervention should be personalized and delivered with a proactive
approach.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03695679; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03695679

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e22564)   doi:10.2196/22564
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Introduction

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), sexual
health is a state of physical, mental, and social well-being in
relation to sexuality [1]. Sexually healthy individuals have an
absence of sexual or reproductive disease and a positive
approach to managing respectful sexual relationships free of
coercion and violence, thereby exhibiting safe sexual behaviors.
Sexual health helps prevent sexually transmitted infections
(STIs) and the human papillomavirus (HPV), the second leading
cause of cancer deaths among women globally [2], which the
WHO proposed as a key global health sector strategy for
2016-2021 [3].

Previous studies have indicated the important role of health
literacy in promoting sexual health [4-6]. Health literacy is a
form of empowerment to enhance individuals' capacity to access,
understand, communicate, and process health information and
services to make appropriate health decisions [7]. Sexual health
literacy is the ability to understand preventive sexual health
information to make informed choices, increase safe sex
practices (eg, promoting condom use, limiting the number of
sexual partners, avoiding causal sex, and enhancing sexual
communication and negotiation skills with regard to sex refusal,
condom use, and a partner's STI history), and reduce STI risk
[4]. Low sexual health literacy is related to poor sexual health
decision-making among university students, including engaging
in risky sexual behaviors (such as inconsistent condom use) and
delays or difficulties in seeking care [5]. Young adults might
generally have good health and thus may not fully understand
the importance of sexual health assessment in the absence of
obvious symptoms, particularly after engaging in risky sexual
behaviors [6]. Due to increasing trends of premarital sex and
unsafe sexual behaviors [8], technologically advanced dating
apps [9,10], and engagement in compensatory dating and casual
sex [11], the risks of STIs and cervical cancer in female
university students is high. Therefore, it is paramount that female
university students have adequate sexual health literacy to
facilitate safe sex practices, which yields better sexual health.

In this study, we operationalize sexual health literacy as
individuals' capacity to understand risk information about unsafe
sex practices and communicate with sexual partners to make
optimal decisions and maintain sexual health. Previous sexual
health literacy interventions focused on specific groups of

people, such as a 50-minute face-to-face interactive class for
HIV-positive people [12] and a 10-hour face-to-face intervention
for jailed females to prevent cervical cancer [13]. However, few
interventions targeted young females in the general population
to prevent common STIs. Moreover, regarding the intervention
content, it has been increasingly recognized that interventions
should go beyond biophysical content, such as human
development and contraception skills, by also including
sociocultural content, such as respectful relationships and sexual
coercion [14]. Research on effective interventions addressing
sexual coercion and safe sex is limited, even though freedom
from sexual coercion is a key conceptual component of good
sexual health [15].

The internet was the most commonly accessed source for sexual
health information in young adults [16]. A web-based sexual
health intervention has some potential advantages over a
traditional face-to-face intervention, including the capacity to
reach a larger number of people in the population with a
relatively low cost and facilitating communication with full
privacy and confidentiality [16]. Moreover, a web-based
intervention's interactive and anonymous delivery is more
acceptable and effective [17]; a Cochrane meta-analysis
evaluating 15 randomized controlled trials (RCTs) on safe-sex
practice interventions found the interactive computer-based
interventions to be more effective at improving knowledge about
sexual health [18]. In this study, we have developed an
interactive web-based sexual health literacy intervention to
promote safe sex practices.

The sexual health status of young women in China is generally
poor [19], and the level of sexual health knowledge was poorer
than what was reported for young women in Western countries
[20]. Young women are also vulnerable to risky sexual behaviors
[21]. A national survey found that 1.6% of female Chinese
university students reported having multiple sexual partners
[22], and another study found that only 17.2% of sexually active
female Chinese university students consistently used condoms
[23]. The prevalence of sexual coercion of female university
students in Hong Kong was reported to be approximately 13%
in 2015, showing no reduction since 2008 [24,25]. Sexual health
interventions in Hong Kong have lagged far behind that of many
other places [26]. Moreover, sexual health interventions in Hong
Kong often focus primarily on physiological knowledge and
the dissemination of STI and STI-prevention information; little
attention is paid to the effects of gender-power dynamics on
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sexual health, such as sexual coercion, respectful relationships,
and sexual communication and negotiation [26]. However, a
growing body of literature shows that the more sexual
communication and negotiation that occurs before sex, the more
likely a condom will be used during sex [27]. Sexual coercion
is highly related to unsafe sex practices [28]. Taken together,
these facts emphasize a need to revisit, develop, and evaluate
comprehensive sexual health literacy interventions in the
Chinese context.

In this study, we describe the development and systematic
evaluation of a sexual health literacy program called “Smart
Girlfriend” using a multicenter RCT. This program is an
interactive web-based intervention that aims to disseminate
knowledge about STIs and condom use, communication and
negotiation about condom use, and sexual coercion in daily life
to enhance safe sex practices among female university students
in Hong Kong.

Methods

Trial Design
The design was a multicenter, single-blind, parallel-group RCT,
registered with ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT03695679). Ethical
approval was obtained from the institutional review board of
the University of Hong Kong/Hospital Authority Hong Kong
West Cluster (UW-17029) and other universities. We followed
the CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials)
guidelines.

Sample Size
Our sample size calculation was based on a primary comparison
of behavioral change in the consistency with condom use. A
previous study reported that the mean percentage of condom
use was 68% (SD 39%) in individuals who underwent a
computer-based intervention, compared with 24% (SD 35%)
among those in a control condition, corresponding to a moderate
to large Cohen effect size of 0.6 [29]. To conservatively detect
a small Cohen effect size of 0.3 with 80% power and a
maximum 5% false positive error rate using a 2-sided, 2-sample
t test, a total of 352 (ie, 2 groups of 176) female university
students were required. Assuming a 30% attrition rate based on
a previous study using a web-based intervention [30], we
calculated a total necessary sample size of 500 participants.

Participants
In total, 1503 female university students across various
disciplines and years of study were screened from 5 universities
with dormitory or residential halls in Hong Kong. Of these, 781
students were recruited. The eligibility criteria were (1) female
university students aged 18 years or above who (2) are able to
read Chinese or understand Cantonese, (3) are unmarried, (4)
have been with intimate partners (ie, current and former dating
partners or partners in a relationship) in the past 12 months, and
(5) have not received any sexual health information (including
formal face-to-face or online education or training courses
related to contraceptives and sexually transmitted diseases, from
a university, hospital, clinic, or nongovernmental organization)
in the past 12 months. The exclusion criteria were (1) an
unwillingness to complete the questionnaires at 3 time-points,

(2) being pregnant or postnatal, and (3) having a psychiatric
illness.

Recruitment, Randomization, Masking, and Allocation
Concealment
Students were reached via leaflets, campus booths, bulk emails,
and posters. All interested participants received an invitation
email to log into the Smart Girlfriend webpage (Multimedia
Appendix 1-3). Online enrolment was used to screen students
for eligibility. For eligible participants, written informed consent
was obtained online, followed by a baseline questionnaire. After
completing the questionnaire, the recruited participants were
randomized to either the intervention group or the control group,
according to a list prepared by blocked randomization (with
blocks of 4), with a 1:1 randomization ratio. The block size and
order of allocation were kept securely in the randomizer to avoid
selection bias. The online platform conducted masking and
allocation concealment according to the participants' enrolment
sequence. Participants were automatically guided to the webpage
associated with their allocation and were not aware of the group
allocation in advance. Participants who completed all of the
web-based questionnaires were given vouchers with a value of
HKD $300 (USD $38.50). The privacy of all participants was
ensured. Data collected from all questionnaires were stored in
a protected university database.

Previous Development Efforts of Smart Girlfriend
Findings from our previous local multisite survey (n=1076)
revealed that Chinese university students saw the relationship
between unsafe sex practices and sexual coercion as problematic
[25]. The results showed that 12% of female university students
who were engaged in a dating relationship or had dating partners
in the past year experienced sexual coercion within that year
[25]. Therefore, we conducted an intervention to help enhance
the awareness of sexual coercion among university students.
Sexual issues are typically taboo subjects in Chinese culture;
therefore, to minimize embarrassing situations for participants,
we implemented the Dating Compassion, Assessment, reFerral,
and Education (Dating CAFE) Ambassador Programme to help
Chinese university students with dating violence. The
intervention's development was based on the theory of planned
behaviors and was conducted via 3 face-to-face workshops
(totaling 7.5 hours) with 81 university students. Compared to
students in the control group, we found that the students trained
to be ambassadors had significantly enhanced behavioral
intentions and control to help peers who were experiencing
dating violence, decreased acceptance of dating violence, and
increased subjective norms for helping others [31]. Moreover,
we learned that discussions about dating issues were attractive
and acceptable among university students. In addition, the
face-to-face intervention was labor-intensive, and some students
could not be enrolled due to timetable clashes. Thus, a
web-based intervention could be a more cost-effective and
practical approach for reaching as many eligible young people
as possible.

The Smart Girlfriend Intervention
The development of Smart Girlfriend was based on the Dating
CAFE initiative. Smart Girlfriend is designed to be a sexual
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health literacy intervention empowering female university
students with enhanced knowledge, attitudes, norms, and
self-efficacy around managing sexual health, particularly
condom use for safe sex practice. Based on the Health Belief
Model (Figure 1) [32], we delivered Smart Girlfriend in 3
phases. In the first phase, participants were able to check their
perceived susceptibility and perceived severity for individual
STIs. The Harvard Cancer Risk Index [33] was used to ask 8
questions to estimate individual STI and cervical cancer risks.
Respondents obtained personalized results from their answers,

including factors that may increase or reduce their risk of getting
STIs and cervical cancer. In the second phase, participants were
given knowledge-based information about STIs and cervical
cancer in text format, including relevant statistics, development,
possible symptoms, and prevention methods. Some scale-based
questions were asked to help the students think about the
positive and negative features of condom use. Participants were
able to offer personal feedback and were provided with an
opportunity to reflect on which benefits or barriers mattered
most to them (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Conceptual framework of the Smart Girlfriend program based on the Health Belief Model. STIs: sexually transmitted infections.

Figure 2. An example of a scale-based question asked by Smart Girlfriend to help students think about the positive and negative features of condom
use and provide an opportunity for feedback and reflection on what matters most to them. STIs: sexually transmitted infections.

In the second phase, participants were also prompted to take
action regarding condom use. Therefore, condom use procedures
and tips, as well as web links for local STI testing, cervical
screening programs, and HPV vaccination programs, were
provided. In addition, participants' self-efficacy in condom use
was enhanced by providing information about assertiveness in
sexual consent and sexual communication to avoid sexual
coercion and casual sex. Three 5-minute videos were created

with narrative stories about STIs and HPV infection based on
different scenarios relevant to common situations for university
students, about the handling of sexual consent in dormitories,
engaging in sexual communication at home, and talking to a
friend about worries regarding sex without a condom after a
Christmas party (Multimedia Appendix 2). The Continuum of
Conflict and Control (CCC) theory [34] was used to guide the
stories, emphasizing that sexual coercion can occur without
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physical violence and with minimal fear to strengthen
participants' knowledge about sexual coercion, sexual consent
pertaining to condom use, and sex refusal. Participants were

able to assess their own values and receive feedback on their
choices. Textbox 1 shows the perceived benefits of and barriers
to condom use featured in the interactive intervention.

Textbox 1. Perceived benefits of and barriers to condom use featured in the interactive intervention.

Perceived benefits of condom use:

• Consistent use of latex condoms before having sex lowers the risk of cervical cancer.

• Consistent and correct condom use is necessary every time one has sex, from the start of the act to the finish, to effectively lower the risk of
sexually transmitted infections (STIs).

• A condom acts as a barrier against human papillomavirus (HPV) and other STIs.

• Some types of HPV can cause cells in the cervix to become cancerous; a condom acts as a barrier against HPV and other STIs.

Perceived barriers to condom use:

• Not knowing the risk of STIs [Link to knowledge about STIs and cervical cancer, including its statistics, development, and possible symptoms]

• Not knowing how to use a condom [Link to condom use procedures and tips]

• Low comfort levels with initiating conversations about condom use

• Feelings of frustration when being rejected due to issues around condom use [Link to video 3 about feelings and provide information to connect
condom use and health risks of STIs and cervical cancer]

• Not knowing what to do after being rejected due to issues around condom use

• Sexual coercion [Link to definition and statistics of sexual coercion and examples]

In the last phase, a page designed to summarize the participants'
individual factors for facilitating decision-making about
consistent condom use in future sexual activities was presented.
Participants were asked to rate their level of self-efficacy in
terms of knowledge, skills, clarity of information, and perceived
support and advice on a scale of 1-5. If the participant's level
of self-efficacy was low (1-3), they were directed to relevant
information via hyperlinks.

In the control group, participants received minimal intervention,
with only a single webpage of online information about
procedures and tips for condom use. The site for the control
group had a similar graphic design to the one used for the
intervention group, but no self-assessment material or online
quiz questions were presented.

An inquiry system was created to handle questions from the
participants. This system was designed to help participants in
both the intervention and control groups if they needed any
support or wanted to seek further clarification.

The time spent engaging with the online information was
approximately 30 minutes for the intervention group and 10
minutes for the control group.

Outcomes and Follow-up
All data were collected from the webpage. Participants were
sent a reminder email and SMS text message for completing
the online questionnaires at 3 time-points: baseline (T1);
3-months postintervention (T2); and 6-months postintervention
(T3). The primary outcomes were the consistency of condom
use with every partner, in accordance with the recommended
guidelines of a systematic review of 56 studies [35], which used
the percentage of male condom protected sex with every partner
during the past 3 months.

Secondary outcomes were (1) knowledge, attitudes, norms, and
self-efficacy of condom use, as appraised by the 25-item
Multidimensional Condom Attitudes Scale (MCAS) [36]; (2)
knowledge, attitudes, norms, and self-efficacy of sexual coercion
and sexual consent, as measured by the 39-item Sexual Consent
Scale–Revised (SCS-R) [37]; and (3) self-efficacy in sexual
communication, estimated by the 20-item Sexual
Communication Self-efficacy Scale (SCSES) [38]. The MCAS
items were answered using a 7-point Likert scale, and total
scores ranged from 7 to 175; a previous study has shown
acceptable validity and reliability in the Chinese population
[39]. The Cronbach alpha in this study was .84. The SCS-R
contained 3 attitudinal subscales (positive attitude toward
establishing consent, lack of perceived behavioral control, and
sexual consent norms) and 2 behavioral subscales (indirect
consent behaviors, and awareness and discussion). The SCS-R
items were answered using a 7-point Likert scale, and the
Cronbach alpha in this study was .67. The SCSES items were
answered using a 4-point Likert scale, and total scores ranged
from 20 to 80. With the exception of one of the SCS-R subscales
(lack of perceived behavioral control), high scores on the scales
indicated a high level of measured outcomes. The Cronbach
alpha in this study was .94.

Other outcomes included participant inquiries, participant
satisfaction, and participation in the intervention. Participants'
inquiries were collected to understand their further needs.
Satisfaction with the intervention was evaluated by recording
the overall satisfaction of the intervention on a scale of 0-10.
In addition, participants were asked which part of the
intervention was most memorable. The higher the score, the
higher the overall satisfaction with the intervention. The total
recorded views of each website page (recorded via Google
Analytics) and the incidence of searching for more information
were measured.
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Requested demographic information included sexual orientation,
birthplace, dating relationship status, and history of childhood
sexual coercion. Information regarding individual risk of STIs
and cervical cancer (Multimedia Appendix 3) was collected at
baseline, including age, age at first sexual intercourse
experience, number of sexual partners during one's lifetime,
frequency of condom use, history of being diagnosed with an
STI, smoking status, history of giving birth, and history of
having a Pap smear test. The experience of sexual coercion was
measured using a 7-item subscale of the Revised Conflict Tactic
Scale [40], which indicated whether it had happened and how
often the behavior had occurred in the past year.

Statistical Analysis
The primary outcome, consistency of condom use, was analyzed
using a zero/one inflated beta (ZOIB) regression model because
the raw data of the consistency of condom use were not normally
distributed, exhibiting excessive zeros and ones (ie, consistency
of condom use=100%). ZOIB is based on a piecewise
distribution, which accounts for the probability mass at 0 or 1
and the probability density within (0,1). Bayesian-based results
were obtained using Stan (Stan Development Team; 4 chains,
4000 iterations, 1500 warm-ups) [41]. Odds ratios (ORs) and
credible interval (CrI) values were calculated for Bayesian-based
analysis.

We adopted the intention-to-treat principle, and all study
subjects were included in the analysis. Missing values at the 3-
and 6-month follow-ups were replaced by the last observed
value. Missing values at baseline were replaced by values from

the 3- or 6-month follow-up. If there was no value obtained at
any of the 3 time-points, the participant was excluded from the
analysis. For other outcomes, the t test was applied for
continuous data and the chi-square test was applied for
categorical data. All P values were 2-sided, and P<.05 was
considered statistically significant. R software (version 3.6.1;
R Core Team) with “tidyr” and “brms” packages was used to
analyze the data. Questions were downloaded from the inquiry
system. Content analysis was performed to categorize the
collected responses.

Results

CONSORT Flowchart
Figure 3 shows the flow of participants at baseline, grouping
randomization, 3-month follow-up, and 6-month follow-up. Of
1503 screened students, 722 were excluded and 781 students
were enrolled (enrolment rate: 52%), randomized into the
intervention group (384/781, 49%) and the control group
(397/781, 51%). Of the 781 included participants, the dropout
rate was 8% (60/781) at the 3-month follow-up (intervention:
28/384, 7%; control: 32/397, 8%) and 9% (70/781) at the
6-month follow-up (intervention: 36/384, 9%; control: 34/397,
9%). Finally, 229 participants in the intervention group and 246
participants in the control group were included in the analysis
of the primary outcome. A total of 362 participants in the
intervention group and 384 participants in the control group
were analyzed for other outcomes. Details of the quality check
criteria used are provided in Multimedia Appendix 4.
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Figure 3. CONSORT flow diagram.

Baseline Characteristics of Participants
The mean age of participants was 21.5 (SD 2.6) years, ranging
from 18 to 32 years. Most participants were born locally

(536/746, 72%), and 18% (134/746) self-reported as sexual
minorities (Table 1). Approximately 10% (78/746) of
participants reported child sexual abuse experiences, and 22%
(164/746) reported a history of sexual coercion.
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Table 1. Characteristics of participants at baseline (n=746).

Control group (n=384)Intervention group (n=362)Total participants (n=746)Characteristics

21.5 (2.6)21.5 (2.7)21.5 (2.6)Age in years, mean (SD)

Birthplace, n (%)

284 (74)252 (70)536 (72)Hong Kong

100 (26)110 (30)210 (28)Other

Smoking status, n (%)

345 (90)329 (91)674 (90)Do not smoke

36 (9)29 (8)65 (9)Quit smoking

3 (1)4 (1)7 (1)Engages in smoking

Alcohol consumption status, n (%)

159 (42)150 (41)309 (42)Do not consume alcohol

71 (19)58 (16)129 (17)Quit consuming alcohol

154 (40)154 (43)308 (41)Consumes alcohol

Sexual orientation, n (%)

318 (83)294 (81)612 (82)Heterosexuala

66 (17)68 (20)134 (18)Sexual minorityb

History of child sexual abuse, n (%)

345 (90)323 (89)668 (90)Occurred

39 (10)39 (11)78 (10)Did not occur

History of sexual coercion, n (%)

87 (23)77 (21)164 (22)Occurred

295 (77)285 (79)580 (78)Did not occur

History of sexually transmitted infections, n (%)

383 (99)358 (99)741 (99)No

1 (1)4 (1)5 (1)Yes

History of Pap smear test, n (%)

363 (95)339 (94)702 (94)Has not had a Pap smear test

21 (6)23 (6)44 (6)Has had a Pap smear test

Relationship status, n (%)

317 (83)280 (77)597 (80)Dating/in a relationship

67 (17)82 (23)149 (20)Broken up/ cohabiting

Sexual experience, n (%)

152 (40)141 (39)293 (39)Has not had a sexual experience with a
partner

232 (60)221 (61)453 (61)Has had a sexual experience with a partner

19.7 (2.6)19.6 (2.5)19.6 (2.5)Age of first sexual intercourse experience, in

years (n=463c), mean (SD)

2.0 (2.1)2.2 (3.3)2.1 (2.8)Number of sexual partners (n=463c), mean (SD)

aFor the purposes of this study, heterosexual was defined as an individual who is exclusively attracted to the opposite sex.
bFor the purposes of this study, due to small respective sample sizes, the category of sexual minority included all respondents who reported that their
sexual orientation is “mostly heterosexual,” “bisexual,” “mostly homosexual,” “completely homosexual,” and “not sure.”
cThis item only includes respondents who reported sexual experience at baseline.
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Outcomes

Consistency of Condom Use
ZOIB modeling revealed nonsignificant differences between
the intervention and control groups in all models regarding the
consistency of condom use (Table 2). The intervention group
showed a nonsignificant trend toward being more likely to report
0% or 100% consistency of condom use compared to the control
group (OR 2.25, 95% CrI 0.84-6.36), and of those, a
nonsignificant trend toward being more likely to report 100%

condom use consistency compared to the control group (OR
8.03, 95% CrI 0.22-330.31). At baseline, the consistency of
condom use was 78% in the intervention group and 72% in the
control group (95% CI −0.97 to 13.04). At the 3-month
follow-up, the intervention group exhibited 5% higher
consistency (intervention: 80% vs control: 75%, 95% CI −1.90
to 11.63) than the control group, and exhibited 1% higher
consistency (intervention: 77% vs control: 76%, 95% CI −5.1
to 8.02) at the 6-month follow-up.

Table 2. Impact of the Smart Girlfriend program on the consistency of condom use at different time points.

95% CrIcORbEstimate (SEa)Model, group, and time-point

Model 1: Report 0% or 100% condom use consistency in all participants

0.84-6.362.250.81 (0.52)Group

0.56-2.021.060.06 (0.33)Time3Md

0.62-2.251.180.17 (0.33)Time6Me

0.39-2.581.000.00 (0.48)Group* Time3Mf

0.37-2.480.96–0.04 (0.49)Group* Time6Mg

Model 2: Report 100% condom use consistency in those reporting 0% or 100%

0.22-330.318.032.08 (1.87)Group

0.58-10.552.350.85 (0.73)Time3M

0.80-14.913.261.18 (0.74)Time6M

0.06-4.570.52–0.66 (1.12)Group* Time3M

0.006-0.620.07–2.66 (1.15)Group* Time6M

Model 3: Report a condom use consistency between 0% and 100% in all participants

0.78-1.861.210.19 (0.22)Group

0.74-1.341.00–0.00 (0.15)Time3M

0.70-1.310.96–0.04 (0.16)Time6M

0.67-1.711.070.07 (0.24)Group* Time3M

0.63-1.671.010.01 (0.25)Group* Time6M

aSE: standard error.
bOR: odds ratio.
cCrI: credible interval for a Bayesian-based analysis.
dTime3M: the 3-month follow-up.
eTime6M: the 6-month follow-up.
fGroup*Time3M: the interaction effect between the group and the 3-month follow-up.
gGroup*Time6M: the interaction effect between the group and the 3-month follow-up.

Secondary Outcomes
The MCAS scores of the intervention group significantly
increased at the 3-month follow-up compared to the control

group (intervention: 122.51, SD 15.97, vs control: 119.86, SD
15.85; P=.02; Table 3). No significant difference was found in
other secondary outcomes.
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Table 3. The impact of the Smart Girlfriend program on secondary outcomes at different time points.

P valuet test (dfa=744)Control group (n=384),
mean (SD)

Intervention group
(n=362), mean (SD)

Outcome and time-point

Multidimensional Condom Attitudes Scale (MCAS)

0.161.42118.60 (SD 16.13)120.24 (SD 15.39)Baseline

0.022.27119.86 (SD 15.85)122.51 (SD 15.97)3-month follow-up

0.141.47121.80 (SD 16.75)123.55 (SD 15.76)6-month follow-up

Sexual Consent Scale–Revised (SCS-R) subscale 1b

0.88–0.1532.89 (SD 11.93)32.76 (SD 12.16)Baseline

0.39–0.8732.04 (SD 11.43)31.31 (SD 11.77)3-month follow-up

0.780.2830.68 (SD 11.54)30.91 (SD 11.40)6-month follow-up

SCS-R subscale 2c

0.830.2259.27 (SD 10.43)59.43 (SD 10.44)Baseline

0.181.3458.22 (SD 9.93)59.18 (SD 9.83)3-month follow-up

0.51–0.6759.31 (SD 10.75)58.82 (SD 9.45)6-month follow-up

SCS-R subscale 3d

0.161.4228.03 (SD 5.90)28.63 (SD 5.80)Baseline

0.63–0.4828.01 (SD 5.86)27.80 (SD 5.64)3-month follow-up

0.93–0.0927.96 (SD 5.77)27.92 (SD 5.50)6-month follow-up

SCS-R subscale 4e

0.44–0.7734.99 (SD 6.13)34.64 (SD 6.25)Baseline

0.73–0.3434.37 (SD 6.27)34.21 (SD 6.21)3-month follow-up

0.07–1.8134.71 (SD 6.27)33.88 (SD 6.27)6-month follow-up

SCS-R subscale 5f

0.510.6516.29 (SD 5.28)16.04 (SD 5.31)Baseline

0.311.0216.22 (SD 5.08)16.61 (SD 5.32)3-month follow-up

0.311.0216.88 (SD 5.25)17.26 (SD 5.02)6-month follow-up

Sexual Communication Self-efficacy Scale (SCSE)

0.071.8160.54 (SD 11.26)62.01 (SD 10.94)Baseline

0.101.6662.08 (SD 10.73)63.41 (SD 11.09)3-month follow-up

0.340.9562.80 (SD 10.77)63.56 (SD 10.76)6-month follow-up

adf: degrees of freedom.
bSCS-R subscale 1: (lack of) perceived behavioral control.
cSCS-R subscale 2: positive attitude toward establishing consent.
dSCS-R subscale 3: indirect behavioral approach to consent.
eSCS-R subscale 4: sexual consent norms.
fSCS-R subscale 5: awareness and discussion.

Inquiry System
Of the 781 participants, 10% (81/781) sent inquiries via the
webpage. Of these, 27% (22/81) of inquiries asked about
condoms and other contraceptive methods, 28% (23/81) asked
about STIs, 14% (11/81) asked about sexual behaviors, and
31% (25/81) asked about suggestions for intervention, technical
issues, or other issues (Table 4). A significant difference was

found for condoms and other contraceptive methods (χ2=9.78,

P=.002) and STIs (χ2=6.71, P=.01) between the 2 groups.
Compared with the control group, participants in the intervention
group were more likely to send inquiries about STIs
(intervention: 18 vs control: 5), whereas intervention group
participants were less likely to send inquiries about condoms
and other contraceptive methods (intervention: 6 vs control:
16). In the category of STIs, 3 participants in the intervention
group asked whether there is a risk of STIs and how to prevent
STIs among women who have sex with women.
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Table 4. Inquiries sent by participants in the intervention and control groups.

P valueχ2Control group (n=36), n (%)Intervention group (n=45), n (%)Total (n=81), n (%)Inquired issue

.0029.78a16 (44)6 (13)22 (27)Condom and other contra-
ceptive methods

.016.71a5 (14)18 (40)23 (28)Sexually transmitted in-
fections

.221.523 (8)8 (18)11 (14)Sex life

.251.304 (12)2 (5)6 (7)Technical issue

.680.173 (8)5 (11)8 (10)Suggestions for the web-
site

.940.015 (14)6 (13)11 (14)Others

aP<.01.

Satisfaction and Participation of Participants
A slight but statistically nonsignificant difference in satisfaction
(t677=0.15; P=.89) was found between the intervention (n=353)
and control (n=326) groups, with average satisfaction scores of
6.19 (SD 2.75) and 6.22 (SD 2.78), respectively. Among
participants who reported the type of content they remembered
most (Table 5), almost half of the participants in the intervention
group (48/118, 41%) and more than half of the participants in
the control group (58/107, 54%) reported that content related
to condoms was most memorable. In addition, more intervention

group participants reported that content about sexual consent
was the most memorable (32/118, 27%) than control group
participants (21/107, 20%). There was a significant difference
between the 2 groups for seeking out more information about
safe sex practice at the 3-month follow-up (intervention:

120/334, 36% vs control: 92/353, 26%; χ2=7.83, P=.005) but
not at the 6-month follow-up (intervention: 105/326, 32% vs

control: 97/353, 28%; χ2=1.81, P=.18). Data from Google
Analytics revealed that the most visited pages of the intervention
were the inquiry page and the page with information about risk
factors for cervical cancer.

Table 5. Content that participants reported to be the most memorable.

Control group (n=107), n (%)Intervention group (n=118), n (%)Most memorable content

0 (0)4 (3.3)Cervical cancer

1 (0.9)8 (6.8)Sexually transmitted infections

1 (0.9)3 (2.5)Sexual coercion

58 (54.2)48 (40.7)Condoms

21 (19.7)32 (27.2)Sexual consent

26 (24.3)23 (19.5)Other

Discussion

Principal Findings
This multicenter RCT in Hong Kong is the first study to examine
the effects of an interactive web-based sexual health literacy
program to promote safe sex practice among female Chinese
university students. The consistency of condom use increased
over time in both groups. The intervention group exhibited 5%
higher consistency at the 3-month follow-up and 1% higher
consistency at the 6-month follow-up compared to the control
group; however, these differences were not statistically
significant. Thus, the results did not reveal an effect from the
intervention for increasing the consistency of condom use.

One of the possible explanations for the lack of positive effect
may be due to the passive exposure of the intervention to our
target audiences. In our intervention, the main components were
delivered passively, including the knowledge about STIs, the
narrative stories about STIs, and the introduction about sexual
coercion. A meta-analysis for HIV-prevention interventions

also revealed that participants in active interventions (such as
client-tailored counseling and other activities to improve
behavioral skills) reported a greater behavioral change
improvement compared to passive interventions (such as
messages to share procondom information and norms and to
verbally model skills); and likewise, passive interventions in
the intervention groups did not differ significantly from the
control groups [42]. These findings show the positive effect of
active interventions and suggest that increasing active
components would be necessary for future research in promoting
safe sex practice.

Another potential reason for the lack of positive effect could be
associated with the nonpersonalized nature of the web-based
intervention content. According to the inquiries we received
from the participants, some participants asked if women who
had sex with women were at risk for STIs, and some intervention
content was not applicable to them. Previous studies found that
personalized web-based interventions were more effective than
nonpersonalized interventions, and the difference between the
nonpersonalized intervention group and the blank control group
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was nonsignificant [43]. Thus, behavioral change may be
improved if we tailor the intervention content to the participant's
characteristics, such as sexual orientation.

Additionally, the imbalanced ceiling effect for 2 groups might
also contribute to the insignificant intervention effect. The
proportion of participants reporting 100% condom use at
baseline in the intervention group was significantly higher than

the control group (68% vs 59%, respectively; χ2=3.90, P=.048.
Owing to the ceiling effect, the potential capacity of
improvement in terms of condom use in the intervention group
would be less than the control group, and the effect of
intervention might be underestimated [44].

Increased MCAS scores at the 3-month follow-up indicate that
the Smart Girlfriend program improved participants' knowledge,
attitudes, norms, and self-efficacy of condom use temporarily;
however, there was no significant long-term effect on behavior
observed at the 6-month follow-up. These results indicate that
the intervention could temporarily improve knowledge, attitudes,
norms, and self-efficacy of condom use in young adults but
cannot ultimately change their behaviors. These findings were
in line with a previous study [45]. Starosta et al [46] found that
a web-based intervention improved attitudes toward condoms
but could not change condom use at the 3-month follow-up.
Thus, it would seem that improvement occurs, but it would
decrease over time if there is no further exposure in the
intervention [47].

Strengths and Limitations
The strengths of the study include the detailed development of
the intervention based on theory and previous experience. The
low dropout rate in this study indicates that university students
welcomed the intervention and that it served the needs of the
target population. With the participation of 5 universities in
Hong Kong, the study included a diversity of student population
characteristics, sexual orientations, and sexual coercion
experiences. ZOIB was employed in this study, given the
nonnormal distribution data with excessive zeros and ones. In
promoting sexual health literacy, self-reported condom use is
characterized by a substantial number of zeros or ones and
discrete nonzero counts [48]. Excessive numbers of zeros or
ones in this dependent variable make it difficult to fit the data
using traditional methods, including ordinary least squares
models and mixed linear models, which may yield biased
estimates of the results. The beta distribution is considered a
versatile function that fits a broad range of probability
distribution shapes. This study may serve as a promising
reference for future studies with similar problems. A high
participation rate (91%) was reported in this study, indicating
a high acceptability of digital interventions among university
students and suggesting that a large number of university
students can be reached at a very low cost.

This study has implications for future studies. Temporary
improvement was observed in the knowledge, attitudes, norms,
and self-efficacy of condom use, but not observed
postintervention in behavioral change; this suggests that future
research should more thoroughly consider novel methods that
maintain the intervention effect and increase the behavioral

change effect of web-based sexual health literacy. First, an
active approach for intervention delivery may lead to the greatest
increase in condom use. For example, virtual reality's
effectiveness for behavioral skills training and practical exercises
has been demonstrated in other research fields [49]. Second,
the intervention content should be more personalized, especially
for our target participants, before the intervention. More specific
and advanced information (eg, whether nonpenetrative sex is a
risk factor for contracting STIs), more customized content (eg,
for women who have sex with women), and personal online
counseling through the website might be needed. Third, more
attention should be paid to the organization of the external links
to other websites. We provided external hyperlinks to other
websites to give participants more opportunities to explore other
related information. In hindsight, providing external hyperlinks
might not have been ideal since they may have distracted the
participants from the intervention pathway and led them away
from (and discouraged the return to) our website [50]. Recent
research tested a web-based basic version alongside a version
with added links to external resources, and it was found that the
latter version was not effective [51]. The external links could
be listed in the last (or a separate) page in future revised
interventions.

Our study has several limitations. First, despite our relatively
large sample of participants, compared with many other sexual
health interventions, our study might lack power concerning
the primary outcome for the consistency of condom use. The
number of sexually active participants during the 6-month
follow-up was relatively lower than expected. We included
those who only reported sexual activities in one of 3
questionnaires and used a conservative approach that considered
sexually inactive participants as exhibiting no change. This
conservative approach might bias our results. Second, there is
a potential influence of the Hawthorne effect. A systematic
review found that the Hawthorne effect could influence
participants' behavior in RCTs [52]. In our study, self-reported
data were collected, and participants knew that the program was
designed to increase their consistency of condom use. Third,
we did not collect information about the duration of
participation. However, due to the digital intervention design,
all participants received information about the whole
intervention before completing the questionnaires. Finally, our
results were vulnerable to differential error because self-reported
data were collected. The intervention group may have
misreported the consistency of condom use to a greater extent
than the control group at baseline (intervention: 78% vs control:
72%), thereby biasing the estimated intervention effect. There
is no alternative to self-reporting in web-based trials because
collecting biological data via web-based systems is unfeasible.
Differential error could not be avoided; however, our trial was
conducted under conditions that maximize accurate reporting,
using an anonymous web-based questionnaire that assured
participants of confidentiality with an absence of investigators.

Conclusion
Among university students in Hong Kong, an interactive
web-based sexual health literacy program resulted in a small
but statistically nonsignificant increase in the consistency of
condom use, as well as a significant and temporary increase in
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knowledge, attitudes, norms, and self-efficacy of condom use,
but not in sexual coercion, sexual consent, or sexual
communication, when compared with participants receiving
only one webpage of condom use information. The number of

participants at enrolment and the high participation rate highlight
the need for sexual health literacy programs for young adults.
Moreover, a future revision of this intervention should be
personalized and delivered with an active approach.
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Abstract

Background: Hypertension is the root cause of many chronic diseases. Lifestyle changes (ie, dietary alterations and physical
activity) are seen to be an important step in the prevention and treatment of hypertension. Educating people through web-based
interventional programs could offer an effective solution and help these patients with hypertension in the existing health care
scenario.

Objective: In this study, the researchers conducted a scoping literature review of the web-based dietary changes and physical
activity–related intervention programs designed for the patients with hypertension and identified the methodologies, effectiveness,
protocols, and theories, which could affect and improve existing clinical activities.

Methods: This review followed the scoping review methodology to identify and process the peer-reviewed studies published
between 2010 and 2020. The literature searches were conducted on the following electronic databases: PubMed, Web of Science,
MEDLINE (Medical Literature Analysis and Retrieval System Online), ScienceDirect, Scopus, and Google Scholar. By using
relevant search terms, studies were included if they offered information related to the web-based intervention tools, specifically
dietary and physical activity intervention for patients with hypertension. Studies written or translated in English language and
published within the date range (January 2010 to March 2020) were included.

Results: Overall, 1441 articles were initially identified. The reviewers included 35 articles after removing duplicates and
screening titles. Only 21 articles were assessed for full review, and 15 were kept for analysis. The researchers selected 15 web-based
intervention articles published on the topic of hypertension from 7 countries. A few of these 15 web-based tools (4, 27%) included
more than 3 functions and provided a lot of important information (such as appointments, health records, or viewable care).
Several tools were standalone tools (11, 73%), while most of the tools supported communication intervention–related lifestyle
or behavioral changes (13, 87%) and medication adherence (6, 40%). It was found that physicians (9, 60%), allied health
professionals (5, 33%), and nurses (5, 33%) were the health care providers who generally used these tools for communicating
with their patients. More than half of the above tools (10, 67%) were assessed by different researchers in randomized controlled
trials, while 5 tools (33%) were investigated in nonrandomized studies.

Conclusions: We identified many web-based intervention programs for patients with hypertension from the literature databases.
The findings indicate that numerous benefits can be derived after using a web-based dietary and physical activity intervention
program for hypertension focusing on lifestyle changes. However, developers need to consider the preferences of the patients
with regard to the information or the design features while developing or modifying web-based educational websites. These tools
could be used for designing a patient-tailored website intervention program that is based on diet and physical activities for patients
with hypertension.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e22465)   doi:10.2196/22465
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Introduction

Background
Hypertension, or high blood pressure, is the root cause of several
chronic diseases and affected more than 31.1% of the adults
(1.39 billion) around the world in 2010 [1]. One study stated
that in the last 20 years, the high-income countries showed a
slight decrease in the prevalence of high blood pressure, whereas
the low- and middle-income countries (LMICs) showed a
significantly higher prevalence of the disease. These differences
in the trend have increased the burden of hypertension and other
related cardiovascular issues on the health care systems of these
LMICs [2].

The prevalence of this health issue has increased around the
globe due to many lifestyle changes like an unhealthy diet
(which is low in potassium and high in sodium) and a lack of
physical activity. Furthermore, many factors such as occupation,
abdominal obesity, body mass index, education levels, tobacco
and alcohol usage, and the socioeconomic status of the people
also contributed to hypertension [2,3]. An increased prevalence
of high blood pressure is also responsible for other major
diseases like diabetes, cardiovascular problems, and chronic
kidney disease [4-6]. Fortunately, blood pressure can be
controlled by improving lifestyle changes through the emergence
of educational programs [7].

The Effect of Web-Based Educational Interventions
in Lifestyle Modification
In a previous study, Ali et al stated that educational programs
are an effective technique that can be used by patients with
hypertension to increase their knowledge about lifestyle changes,
controlling their harmful lifestyle habits, and enhancing their
self-management [7]. They observed that after using these tools
for 3 months, there was a significant decrease in the number of
excessive-salt consumers, physically inactive people, and those
who consumed an inadequate amount of fish and fiber. This
indicated that the tools helped in improving the lifestyle scores
of the patients. By engaging with educational intervention as
one approach, this can be effective in promoting physical
activity and improving weight management, nutrition, and
mental health in patients with hypertension [8].

Since there is an increase in the global prevalence of
hypertension, people need to undergo an urgent transformation.
In the past few years, there has been an increase in many digital
health-related interventions, such as mobile apps and web-based
and software-based interventions. These tools allow the patients
to access all health-related information and encourage them to
follow lifestyle and behavioral changes [9,10]. Web-based
educational interventions are suitable to be used as a medium
to promote the exchange of patient education information
through online mechanisms such as websites [11]. This medium
of interventions allows for flexibility in the type and amount of
information people can access on a routine basis [12]. This type

of web-based intervention also can encourage patients to manage
their high blood pressure by changing their lifestyle habits.

Objective
To the best of our knowledge, previous literature reviews have
not incorporated a comprehensive list of studies on web-based
dietary and physical activity–related intervention programs for
patients with hypertension. Therefore, the objective of this
scoping review was to provide a comprehensive view of the
literature on the use of web-based dietary and physical
activity–related intervention programs for patients with
hypertension. This review sought to identify and summarize
the methodologies, effectiveness, protocols, and theories, which
enables us to have a better understanding of the web-based
intervention programs that could influence patients’ eventual
health outcomes and improve existing clinical operations.

The researchers have carried out a scoping review of the studies
published in the literature that were related to the digital and
web-based dietary or physical activity intervention programs
targeted for patients with hypertension. This review was based
on the 5-point framework that was proposed by Arksey and
O’Malley [13] and attempted to answer some questions as
follows: (1) What were the focus areas or characteristics of the
web-based learning programs? (2) What studies or interventions
were based on the web-based intervention programs for
managing hypertension? (3) What were the measurement
outcomes for the web-based learning programs? (4) What was
the distribution of studies that were focused on web-based
intervention programs for supporting hypertensive disorders in
the past 10 years?

Methods

Scoping Review Methodology
In this study, a scoping review methodology is chosen to acquire
an overview of the extant literature on web-based dietary and
physical activity–related intervention programs for patients with
hypertension. A scoping review is a form of literature review
that is useful for mapping applicable literature in a field of
interest. The researchers carried out a scoping review based on
the 5-step framework proposed by Arksey and O’Malley: (1)
identifying the research objectives and search strategies; (2)
identifying the relevant research studies; (3) study selection;
(4) extracting and charting the data; and (5) collating,
summarizing, and reporting all results [13].

A scoping review technique is very helpful for reviews that
determine the range, extent, or nature of a specific topic. It is
also used for classifying the main elements in a field or for
identifying the gaps that exist in the related literature [14]. This
review approach is also helpful if the study area is very broad
or there is little or no information available about the topic. In
such situations, a formal systematic review (which focuses on
the study design and includes limiting selection criteria) limits
the amount of information that can be acquired.
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This review was conducted following the guidelines of the
PRISMA-ScR (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
reviews and Meta-Analyses extension for scoping review) [15].
PRISMA refers to the evidence-based minimal set of items to
be reported for systematic reviews or meta-analyses. It includes
a 27-item checklist along with a 4-phase flow diagram that helps
all researchers report the retrieved data. The purpose of the
PRISMA-ScR is to help readers develop a greater understanding
of relevant terminology, core concepts, and key items to report
for scoping review. Furthermore, it helps the researchers
critically appraise all the previously published systematic
reviews [16].

Search Strategy
The researchers carried out a search for the various web-based
dietary and physical activity–related intervention programs for

patients with hypertension in May 2020, with the help of a few
comprehensive search databases. Table 1 presents the list of
search terms that were used by the researchers. Since the
objective of this study was to determine the web-based tools
used in the health care sector, the researchers have focused their
complete search on a few specific websites, such as PubMed,
Web of Science, MEDLINE (Medical Literature Analysis and
Retrieval System Online), ScienceDirect, Scopus, and Google
Scholar. They used a combination of keywords, which included
terms like web-based, diet, and physical activity. They set the
search string with the help of an iterative process for including
all the related keywords (Multimedia Appendix 1). They also
studied the bibliography and the list of references included in
the articles to determine the relevant studies. Furthermore, they
manually searched for the keywords so that they could identify
all the articles that they missed in the reference lists or databases.

Table 1. The search terms that were used by the researchers.

Synonymous termsKeywords

Mobile health OR internet OR mhealth OR digital OR eHealth OR web application OR internet-enabled interactive
multimedia OR internet-supported online OR technology-assisted OR computer-assisted OR website-delivered OR
computer-based OR computer-delivered OR internet-based OR interactive computer-based OR e-learning OR website
OR digital medicines OR digital health technology

Web-based

Diet interventionNutrition intervention

ExercisesPhysical activity

Hypertensive OR high blood pressureHypertension

Selection Criteria
The researchers screened for the articles that were to be included
in 2 stages: (1) title and abstract reviews and (2) complete article
review. They used the scoping review technique for this purpose.

Eligibility and Exclusion Criteria
The aim was to include articles that describe web-based dietary
and physical activity–related intervention programs for patients
with hypertension. Studies were included if they (1) were an
original paper published in a peer-reviewed journal (except
review papers); (2) included website-based interventions for
hypertension; (3) included diet, physical activity, or both as part
of the intervention in the web-based intervention tools; (4)
reported outcomes from an intervention using a website or
digital health solution that involved use of the web for the same
domain; (5) had adults diagnosed with hypertension as
participants; (6) were published between January 2010 and
March 2020; and (7) were written or translated in the English
language.

The exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) studies targeting very
specific groups of individuals (pregnant women, children, or
athletes), (2) interventions only targeting health care providers,
(3) studies written in other languages or not translated in English
language, and (4) studies published in research avenues other
than research journals. However, studies targeting people who
are obese or diabetic were included as these diseases are directly
linked to dietary habits and more prevalent in the general
population.

Study Identification
The primary author (FNBA) carried out a literature search with
the help of a search string (Multimedia Appendix 1). They
screened the retrieved titles and the abstracts to eliminate the
duplicate search results. They also eliminated all articles that
were not related to the web-based dietary or physical
activity–based intervention program.

Article Selection
Thereafter, 3 independent reviewers including the primary
author (FNBA, MRAH, and SSB) reviewed the results and
filtered the potentially related articles and the articles that were
labelled as maybe by the primary author by using the
above-mentioned inclusion and exclusion criteria. All
discrepancies were resolved by consensus, and the researchers
calculated the Cohen κ coefficient for measuring the interrater
agreement (κ=0.76), which indicated a substantial agreement.
Finally, the researchers acquired the full-text articles from their
filtered list. Thereafter, 2 authors (FNBA and MRAH) reviewed
all the acquired full-text articles and eliminated the articles that
did not fulfil the inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Data Extraction
All data were extracted from the articles that were selected.
These data have been described based on the (1) article
characteristics (ie, which disease the study was based on and
the study settings); (2) tool characteristics, that is, structure
(medium of communication), function (additional features such
as the viewable care plan), and communication paradigm (ie,
one-to-many or one-one communication flow); (3) intended
usage, context, and users included in the study; and (4)
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evaluation of the study (ie, design, evaluation stages, and
outcomes).

Results

Included Studies
After searching for relevant studies in the literature, the
researchers retrieved 1441 studies from the 6 databases used:
ScienceDirect (n=814), Scopus (n=206), PubMed (n=178), Web
of Science (n=114), MEDLINE (n=107), and Google Scholar
(n=22). After duplicates were eliminated, 949 results were

obtained, out of which 914 studies were excluded based on their
titles after the screening process.

Thereafter, the researchers screened the remaining 35 studies
based on their titles and abstracts and downloaded 21 full-text
articles. These articles were further reviewed based on the
inclusion and exclusion criteria, which finally led to 15 articles
(Figure 1). The 6 articles were excluded either because they did
not include a web-based tool (n=3) or because research was still
in progress (n=3). Lastly, the researchers extracted the data from
the final 15 articles.

Figure 1. Flow diagram depicting the inclusion of studies that used web-based dietary and physical activity intervention programs for patients with
hypertension.

Description of the Web-Based Tools Included in the
Study

Article Characteristics
The earliest article that was published in the past decade was
in 2011. Since then there was a significant increase in the
number of studies that were published between 2011 and 2019,
except in 2013 (Table 2). Of the 15 studies, most were conducted

in the United States (5, 33%) and Canada (4, 27%) (Table 2).
Many of these studies were carried out at primary care centers
(11, 73%), which included the target adult population (15/15,
100%).

Characteristics of the Web-Based Tools
The web-based tools were characterized by their tool structures,
functions, and communication paradigms. Table 3 presents these
characteristics.
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Table 2. Characteristics of the published articles (n=15).

n (%)Characteristics

Publication year (N=15)

1 (7)2011 

2 (13)2012 

0 (0)2013 

1 (7)2014 

1 (7)2015 

2 (13)2016 

2 (13)2017 

3 (20)2018 

3 (20)2019 

0 (0)2020 

Publication country of origin (N=15)

1 (7)England 

5 (33)United States 

4 (27)Canada 

1 (7)Spain 

2 (13)Korea 

1 (7)Italy 

1 (7)Taiwan 

Unique study type (N=15)

12 (80)Original study 

1 (7)Protocol 

2 (13)Other: pilot study 

Study context or setting of use (N=15)

11 (73)Primary care 

1 (7)Tertiary care outpatient clinics 

1 (7)Integrated health care organization 

1 (7)Workplace 

1 (7)Unknown 

Population (N=15)

15 (100)Adult 

Disease or clinical area of interest (N=18)a

2 (11)Cardiovascular disease 

12 (67)Hypertension 

1 (6)Metabolic syndrome 

1 (6)Diabetes 

1 (6)Hyperlipidemia 

1 (6)Obesity 

aA few of the above studies assessed the tools in several contexts, for instance, to assess both mental health and diabetes in the patients.
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Table 3. Tool characteristics, intended use, and users (n=15). The table classifies variables according to unique tools rather than individual studies as
the unit of analysis.

n (%)Characteristics

Structures

Medium of communication or formata 

15 (100)Website-based  

1 (7)Software-based connected by the internet  

1 (7)Telephone calls  

2 (13)Native application  

Component of another platform (n=15) 

1 (7)Patient portal  

2 (13)Electronic health record  

1 (7)Digital management program  

11 (73)Standalone  

Functions

Communication structure (n=15) 

5 (33)One-way communication  

10 (67)Two-way communication  

Type of communication (n=15) 

8 (53)Unstructured communication (patient-provider free-form dialogue)  

7 (47)Structured communication (tailored feedback)  

Tools with functions beyond patient-provider communication componenta 

4 (27)With 3 or more additional functions  

3 (20)Linked to a health record  

2 (13)Linked to appointment or scheduling  

2 (13)Linked to viewable care or treatment plan  

1 (7)Linked to prescription renewal  

1 (7)Linked to laboratory or test results  

1 (7)Linked to symptom diary or tracker  

13 (87)Linked to disease information or education  

2 (13)Linked to consultations  

Communication paradigm

9 (60)Asynchronous 

1 (7)Of asynchronous tools, time-limited (response from a provider within a specified time window) 

5 (33)Synchronous 

1 (7)Both 

Intended use and users

Intended use of communication interventiona 

13 (87)Lifestyle or behavior modification  

1 (7)Symptom reporting  

3 (20)Care planning  

6 (40)Medication adherence  

1 (7)Not specified  
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n (%)Characteristics

Type of health care provider intended to use tool with patients or caregiversa 

5 (33)Nurse  

9 (60)Physician  

2 (13)Pharmacist  

5 (33)Allied health professional  

1 (7)Health advisor  

1 (7)Not specified  

Other

Compensation to health care provider (n=15) 

14 (93)Did not provide compensation  

1 (7)Did provide compensation  

Tool access (n=15) 

13 (87)Free through research participation  

2 (13)Prior registration required via website or service  

URL available in article (n=15) 

4 (27)Yes  

11 (73)No  

aA few of the studies used multiple variables. For instance, with regard to the communication medium, one study used web-based tools and telephone
calls.

Structures

A majority of the selected 15 web-based tools had a 2-way
communication system between the patients and the providers
(10, 67%). They used the website as the mode of
communication. However, a few of these tools used multiple
modes of communication, such as software-based systems that
were connected by internet services (1, 7%), telephone calls (1,
7%), or native applications (2, 13%), which were developed as
computer software or a smartphone app.

All the above-mentioned web-based tools were designed as
educational or informational websites. However, only some of
these web-based tools belonged to a different platform having
multiple functions and features such as electronic health records
(2, 13%), digital management programs (1, 7%), or a patient
portal (1, 7%); 73% (11/15) of the tools were standalone
communication tools.

Functions

The researchers identified 2 types of communication functions
(ie, unstructured and structured communication). Many of these
tools (8, 53%) included an unstructured communication system
that allowed the providers and patients to engage in a free-form
dialogue. Of the 15 web-based tools, 7 included a structured
communication type, wherein the patients submitted their
queries, which generated a response from their providers.

Furthermore, 87% of these tools (13/15) provided disease-related
information and educated the people. In addition, a few of these
tools offered different functions, that is, they were linked to the
health records of the patients (3, 20%), appointments or
schedules (2, 13%), treatment plans and a viewable care plan

(2, 13%), consultation (2, 13%), prescription renewals (1, 7%),
test or laboratory results (1, 7%), or a symptom tracker or diary
(1, 7%).

Communication Paradigm

Most of these web-based tools (9, 60%) used an asynchronous
communication system. Out of the different asynchronous tools,
a single web-based tool showed a time limitation (7%).
However, 5 of the 15 web-based tools used a synchronous
communication system (33%), while 1 tool used both the
communication types (7%).

Intended Use, Context, and Users

Based on the intended use of the various web-based tools, they
were categorized into 4 different classes: behavior or lifestyle
modifications (13, 87%), adherence to medicines (6, 40%), care
planning (3, 20%), and reporting of symptoms (1, 7%). Out of
the 15 web-based tools, 1 did not specify its intended use in the
article, since the website only assessed the number of visitors
who returned to the website.

A majority of the selected studies were conducted in a single
critical field of study, that is, hypertension (12/15, 80%), while
some papers used these web-based tools to evaluate multiple
types of diseases such as cardiovascular diseases (2/18, 11%),
diabetes (1/18, 6%), hyperlipidemia (1/18, 6%), metabolic
syndromes (1/18, 6%), and obesity (1/18, 6%).

The health care workers who mainly used the web-based tools
were physicians (9, 60%). In 5 of the selected studies, nurses
and other allied health professionals like dietitians (33%) also
used these tools. Of these studies, 13% included pharmacists
(2/15), while 7% included health advisors. One study did not
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specify the health care provider who used their tool. Out of the
15 selected studies, 1 study stated that the participants were
offered monetary compensation for their participation.

Evaluation Characteristics

Study Design and Study Stage

Table 4 presents the evaluation of the characteristics displayed
by the selected studies. 10 of the selected studies were
randomized controlled trials (RCTs), while the remaining 5
were nonrandomized studies. Out of these nonrandomized
studies, 2 included a quasi-experimental pretest versus posttest
design, while 2 others were pilot studies and 1 included a
website analysis. With regard to the stage of the study, based

on the 2008 Medical Research Council Framework for
Evaluation of Complex Interventions, 87% of the selected
studies (13/15) were in their evaluation phase (10 RCTs and 3
nonrandomized studies). The remaining 2 nonrandomized
studies were in their feasibility and piloting phases (13%).

The sample sizes of the RCT studies ranged between 106 and
9298 patients. These studies spanned for 4-12 months for
follow-up. On the other hand, the sample sizes of the
nonrandomized studies ranged between 56 and 803 patients for
the quasi-experimental pretest versus posttest study design,
while they ranged between 51 and 690 patients for the pilot
studies.
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Table 4. Assessment of the characteristics of unique studies (n=15). Unique studies were defined as the studies that led to several publications. These
did not include editorials, protocols, or commentaries.

ValueStudy design and evaluation characteristics

Randomized controlled trials (n=10)

Communication component feature type, n 

5Primary feature 

5Supplemental feature  

EvaluationStage of studya

Types of results captured in each studyb, n 

2Acceptability 

8Clinical  

1Psychological  

5Behavioral  

1Usage  

1Willingness  

1Cost-effectiveness  

264 (165.75-369.25; 106-9298)Sample size, median (IQR; range)

12 (6.75-12; 4-12)Length of follow-up (months), median (IQR; range)

N/AaNonrandomized studies (n=5)

Quasi-experimental pretest vs posttest design (n=2)

 Communication component feature type, n 

1Primary feature 

1Supplemental feature  

EvaluationStage of studya

Types of results captured in each studyb, n 

2Clinical  

429.5 (242.75-616.25; 56-803)Sample size, median (IQR; range) 

16 (12-20; 8-24)Length of follow-up (months), median (IQR; range) 

Pilot study (n=2)

Communication component feature type, n 

1Primary feature  

1Supplemental feature  

Feasibility and pilotingStage of studya 

Types of results captured in each studyb, n 

1Usage  

1Usability  

1Clinical  

370.5 (210.75-530.25; 51-690)Sample size, median (IQR; range) 

6.25 (4.875-7.625; 3.5-9)Length of follow-up (months), median (IQR; range) 

Website analysis (n=1)

Communication component feature type, n 

0Primary feature  

0Supplemental feature  
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ValueStudy design and evaluation characteristics

1Not specified  

EvaluationStage of studya 

Types of results captured in each studyb, n 

1Usage  

38Sample size, n 

6Length of follow-up (months), n 

aThe definitions for the terms were derived from the 2008 Medical Research Council Framework for Evaluation of Complex Interventions.
bAll results in the study have been included. The multiple outcomes are counted from the individual studies.

Study Outcomes

Table 4 presents the outcomes captured. A majority of the RCT
studies (n=19 outcomes measured) focused on the clinical
outcome, that is, a decrease in the blood pressure (8, 42%).
Additionally, several studies investigated other outcomes such
as behavioral changes (5, 26%), acceptability (2, 11%),
cost-effectiveness (1, 5%), psychological effects (1, 5%), usage
(1, 5%), and willingness (1, 5%). On the other hand, the
nonrandomized studies (n=6 outcomes measured) investigated
the clinical outcomes (3, 50%), usage (2, 33%), and usability
(1, 17%) of the above web-based tools.

Discussion

Principal Findings
To our knowledge, this is the first study that has conducted a
scoping review of published studies that used web-based tools
for patients with hypertension. The researchers found 15
published studies that used web-based tools that could be helpful
for patients with hypertension. These web-based tools were
predominantly accessed from websites and mainly functioned
as educational websites for diet, physical activity, or both. Few
web-based tools provided multiple functions and features that
enabled patient to access a patient portal, health records, or
making appointments. Tools were used for behavior and lifestyle
modifications, medication adherence, symptom reporting, and
care planning.

Some of the tools enabled patients to communicate with health
care providers such as physicians, nurses, and other allied health
practitioners. Most tools were studied in the hypertension
context, and some studies used them to evaluate multiple types
of diseases including cardiovascular disease, diabetes, metabolic
syndrome, hyperlipidemia, and obesity. More than half of the
studies were RCTs that focused on clinical outcome evaluation,
and several of them were observed behavioral changes.
However, nonrandomized studies also examined impact on
outcomes such as usage and usability.

Characteristics of the Web-Based Tools
The results indicated that the studies used the web-based tools
on their websites as the mode of communication in order to
improve the health of the patients, as they offered a lot of
health-related information and attempted to educate the patients.
A few web-based tools were included on a multifunctional
platform for providing electronic health records (2, 13%), a

patient portal (1, 7%), and a digital management program (1,
7%).

Additionally, a majority of these tools were used by health care
providers such as physicians (9, 60%), allied health professionals
(5, 33%), nurses (5, 33%), or pharmacists (2, 13%). The
researchers noted that a multifunctional platform facilitates the
patients and the health care practitioners as they are both able
to simultaneously track the health records, objectives, and plans.
Furthermore, this platform could help them derive all
information and educate the patients.

Many studies stated that information technology (IT)–based
products could be very helpful in the health care sector (health
IT) as they allowed practitioners to easily communicate with
their patients. They could also report some improvement in
medication adherence or appointment compliance among the
patients. These studies further showed that the use of health IT
tools helped the patients connect with their health care providers.
This improved the general communication between both the
parties, encouraged the patients to become more autonomous,
and empowered the patients to manage their personal health
[17-19]. Furthermore, health IT offers benefits to the patients
as these tools allowed the providers to offer a personalized
health care plan to their patients.

Digital personalized health plans are a new, patient-targeted
health care system that can improve the conventional health
care system. It is seen to be a cost-effective technique that
increases the coordination of health care and engagement rate
of the patients. This, in turn, improves the outcome [20].

However, technological knowledge is usually accompanied by
many challenges like a lack of digital literacy [21]. Based on
the selected studies, the researchers noted that a few patients
did not consent to participate in these studies as they were not
well-educated or were elderly and lacked a digital education
[22]. A different study determined the reasons why the patients
refused to participate in such studies and noted that these
patients lacked computer skills, had no internet facilities, did
not understand that the digital, web-based tools could offer any
benefits, or lacked time, but still participated in the conventional
cardiac rehabilitation programs [23]. Harris et al stated that the
people who showed a low health literacy rate and experienced
health discrepancies were similar to the people who had a
limited or no access to internet facilities, digital devices or
showed a low digital literacy [24].
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Hence, it is necessary to offer additional training to people
before providing them with a health IT intervention tool to
prevent any unintended risk to the users [25]. Stellefson et al
stated that skill-building activities need to be integrated into the
comprehensive patient education programs to allow the patients,
particularly those with a low education level or limited
knowledge, to identify the high-quality sources that provided
web-based health information that was related to their diseases
[26].

In this study, the researchers noted that many of the web-based
tools (13, 87%) encouraged a behavioral or lifestyle
modification, while some others included additional features
like medication adherence (6, 40%), health care planning (3,
20%), or symptom reporting (1, 7%). Most of these lifestyle
modifications focused on diet, physical activities, alcohol or
smoking behavior, and physical activities.

Many theories were used in the selected studies like the health
belief model, theory of planned behavior, social cognitive
theory, transtheoretical model of behavior change, and
cognitive-behavioral approach [27-31]. A few of the health care
providers were also trained in motivational interviews [31,32].
The researchers noted that the implementation of these theories
while designing informational or educational websites could
help in improving the outcome.

Liu et al defined some behavioral goals for the participants
depending on their readiness, which increased the efficacy of
initiating any change and reviewing the cognitive and social
behavioral skills for preventing relapse and maintaining
adherence [27]. This was further supported by a different study
wherein the participants were guided through the different
readiness stages so that they adhered to the self-care behavior
[28].

In their study, Sabooteh et al implemented the various stages
of the behavior theory in the software-based and web-based
educational intervention programs for improving the physical
activity levels of the students [33]. According to the researchers,
if the design of the intervention program was based on the
preparation level of the patients to change and use novel
educational tools, it showed a higher positive effect on their
progress levels during different stages of their behavioral change
levels.

Moeini et al assessed the efficiency of web-based depression
improvement programs that were based on social cognitive
therapy [34]. They observed that these intervention programs
were able to improve the depression levels of the participants.
This supported the fact that application of theories while
designing the website intervention programs could improve the
final result.

Here, the researchers have noted that different techniques were
used by earlier studies for educating people or offering vital
information. This information could be provided with the help
of online information manuals, weblinks, or chat features
(involving both video and text). This could be accessed through
the patient portal or sending messages and emails which contain
some weblinks to the patients.

The International Usability Professionals’ Association stated
that websites need to apply Section 508 to help every person,
including those who face a difficulty hearing, seeing, or making
accurate movements, so that they could use these links (US
Department of Health and Human Services) [35]. Furthermore,
the website content was an important aspect and must include
very familiar words, while avoiding some terms that can confuse
the users [35].

However, Lv et al held additional activities like cooking classes,
healthy shopping tours, and educational webinars on the
behavioral changes in order to improve patient engagement,
rather than only distributing web-based educational handouts
[29]. However, none of these engagement measures were related
to the achievement of their blood pressure goals.

Similarly, Lussier et al compared the different approaches which
included only the websites links and those that included
web-based educational programs, followed by the workshop
with an interactive nurse-facilitated small patient group [36].
They noted that the combined technique was not as effective in
comparison to only the website-based approach, though they
showed similar efficacy. This was attributed to the fact that the
workshops were perceived as being outside of the routine care
[37]. 

Evaluation Characteristics
Most of the studies included in this review focused on RCTs.
The data from these studies indicated that many of the
researchers compared website interventions with traditional
interventions. Some of these studies assessed different aspects
of the outcomes, including the clinical results. A few of them
also measured several outcomes like usability, psychological
results, usage, cost-effectiveness, and willingness.

However, there was not a lot of evidence regarding the usability
of a website with the clinical outcomes, which highlighted the
need to carry out website interventions. This step supported the
use of a website-based educational program in the existing
intervention techniques to improve existing clinical practices.
A majority of these studies were conducted over a long period
(ie, more than 12 months) with a follow-up and included 264
participants on average. However, positive results were noted
within 3-4 months of assessment. For example, in their study,
Kao et al observed that the patients who were offered a
website-based intervention program showed a remarkable
improvement in their clinical outcomes within 3 months of their
assessment compared to the control group of patients [38]. 

In this study, the researchers noted that most of the outcomes
showed a positive result after 12 months rather than the initial
3-4 months. This was supported by another study carried out
by Cernvall et al wherein the researchers assessed the long-term
efficacy of the internet-based guided self-help program (with a
12-month follow-up schedule) for the parents of children
undergoing chemotherapy [39]. Their study indicated that the
use of internet tools that offered psychological intervention was
a very effective medium of delivery.

Murray et al investigated a web-based self-management program
that was used by people suffering from type 2 diabetes for
improving their glycemic control and decreasing diabetes-related
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stress levels within 12 months [40]. A significant result was
noted among the people using the program. Hence, the
researchers stated that by offering web-based information to
these patients, the health care providers could help them improve
their overall health. This was regarded as an additional tool and
could be used along with the existing self-management support
techniques. This further showed that a website intervention
program conducted for 12 months offered the best result.

Article Characteristics
Most of the above-mentioned studies were carried out in North
America, especially in the United States (5, 33%) and Canada
(4, 27%). A few studies were carried out in countries like the
United Kingdom, Korea, Spain, Italy, and Taiwan. Though a
website-based intervention technique was an effective tool for
providing vital information to the hypertensive patients, the
health care budgets were attributed as the primary reason why
a majority of these studies were conducted in North America
(n=9).

The results of this study also indicated that the highest number
of papers on this topic were published between 2011 and 2012.
Thereafter, very few reports were published between 2013 and
2015. This publication trend gradually increased between 2016
and 2019. One of the first reports that were published on this
topic was carried out in the United States in 2011, followed by
2 papers that were published from Korea in 2012. Over the
years, many studies that assessed the various website-based
intervention tools that could be used by hypertensive patients
were published from other countries.

Based on these observations, website-based education is an
effective educational tool since it can be flexible and used by
the patients anytime and anywhere. Laine et al noted that these
website-based tools were very helpful as they offered the
patients very vital information [41]. Furthermore, these tools
also improved the mental state of the patients since they could
control their physical health [42]. Thus, the patients could
increase their knowledge and autonomously use and improve
their health status.

Study Outcomes
The web-based tools were helpful for patients with hypertension.
The selected studies showed positive results, which indicated
that the patients with hypertension showed a significant
improvement in their health when they incorporated the
website-based tools into their regular schedule. Some of the
studies measured the clinical outcomes of using these tools.
One of the best clinical outcomes that were noted after the use
of these tools was the marked decrease in the systolic and
diastolic blood pressure of the patients. These were the main
indicators that helped in assessing the “performance” of the
website-based tools [43].

Here, the researchers have also noted that there was a significant
decrease in the systolic blood pressure levels of the patients
who used these tools for 12 months. Similar results were noted
when traditional counselling was offered to the patients. Thus,
it was concluded that the application of a web-based intervention
tool in the clinical practices could improve the hypertension
levels of the patients as these tools taught the patients to control

their health status. Furthermore, the implementation of this
technique encouraged them to execute long-term lifestyle
changes and thus decrease their blood pressure levels [28]. 

Some of the selected studies also used usage and willingness,
of the patients and the tools’ acceptability to the patients as
important outcomes while measuring the effective nature of the
website-based tools. They concluded that many people were
willing to take part in a web-based educational program, based
on the number of website visitors and returning visitors. By
assessing these outcomes, the researchers determined the
acceptability and the suitability of their website and found that
it was important to effectively plan and then design a
high-quality education website. It must include many multimedia
elements, a higher accessibility level, and many interactive
features [44].

Due to the advancement in the field of IT and the availability
of online health information, website-based education could
help in determining the health care behavior of patients and
disease management [42]. Hence, the researchers in this study
have proposed the need to determine the preferences of patients
with regard to the features and design of educational websites
for patients with hypertension. They aim to use patient-tailored
information and design a website which offers interactivity,
clear content presentation, content credibility, multimedia
content and interpretability of the content, and other helpful
features for educating the patients regarding their hypertension
management.

However, this study displayed some limitations. The researchers
used a scoping review technique, which identified the published
articles at the expense of carrying out an in-depth analysis of
the studies. The researchers aimed to carry out a comprehensive
analysis using an extensive keyword search and search string
for each database; however, they could have missed a few
important studies, since there is a lack of standard terminologies
that could be used in this area. The researchers also limited their
review to include only studies published in English or translated
in the English language. They could have missed some studies
that were not translated to the English language or were not
accessible from the databases used in the study, since many
studies are published in countries that do not use English as
their primary language.

Conclusions
Hypertension, or high blood pressure, is a trigger for many
chronic diseases like cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, kidney
failure, and strokes. Patients with hypertension can derive many
benefits after using a web-based dietary and physical activity
intervention program, which could help them make many
lifestyle changes.

Here, the researchers selected 15 published studies that offered
website-based intervention programs that included several
interactive features for decreasing the blood pressure levels of
the patients. These websites differed based on their content,
usability, accessibility, and delivery method (eg, text, video, or
audio). Before selecting a website program for their use, the
patients considered many factors like ease of use, accessibility,
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presence of additional features, and whether the offered
information was supported by some evidence.

Hence, there is a lot of scope for improving some issues, such
as the need for websites to be tested for their usability,
acceptability, and resulting clinical outcomes. Based on these
factors, it was determined whether the website could be

implemented to decrease the blood pressure levels of the patients
in a clinical setting. Use of these websites could decrease health
care costs and the number of appointments since many people
can access these websites at the same time, from different
regions. Additionally, the efficiency and the quality of the care
that is provided could be maintained or even improved.
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Abstract

Background: The pregnancy rate after cancer treatment for female survivors is lower than that of the general population. Future
infertility is a significant concern for patients with breast cancer and is associated with a poor quality of life. Reproductive-age
patients with breast cancer have safe options when choosing a type of fertility preservation method to be applied. Better information
and support resources aimed at women to support their decision making are needed.

Objective: The objective of this study was to develop a web-based shared decision-making tool for helping patients with breast
cancer make decisions on fertility preservation.

Methods: We used the action research cycle of observing, reflecting, planning, and acting to develop a web-based shared
decision-making tool. The following four phrases were applied: (1) observe and reflect—collect and analyze the decision-making
experiences of patients and health care providers; (2) reflect and plan—apply the initial results to create a paper design and modify
the content; (3) plan and act—brainstorm about the web pages and modify the content; (4) act and observe—evaluate the
effectiveness and refine the website’s shared decision-making tool. Interviews, group meetings, and constant dialogue were
conducted between the various participants at each step. Effectiveness was evaluated using the Preparation for Decision-Making
scale.

Results: Five major parts were developed with the use of the action research approach. The Introduction (part 1) describes the
severity of cancer treatment and infertility. Options (part 2) provides the knowledge of fertility preservation. The shared
decision-making tool was designed as a step-by-step process (part 3) that involves the comparison of options, patient values, and
preferences; their knowledge regarding infertility and options; and reaching a collective decision. Resources (part 4) provides
information on the hospitals that provide such services, and References (part 5) lists all the literature cited in the website. The
results show the web-based shared decision-making meets both patients’ and health providers’ needs and helps reproductive-age
patients with breast cancer make decisions about fertility preservation.

Conclusions: We have created the first web-based shared decision-making tool for making fertility preservation decisions in
Taiwan. We believe female patients of reproductive age will find the tool useful and its use will become widespread, which should
increase patient autonomy and improve communication about fertility preservation with clinicians.

Trial Registration: Clinicaltrials.gov NCT04602910; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04602910
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Introduction

Breast cancer is a common oncologic disease worldwide. In
Taiwan, breast cancer has the highest incidence of all cancers
in the female population, and the incidence of breast cancer in
women of childbearing age is increasing [1]. Approximately
12% to 19% of patients are affected when they are of
reproductive age [1-3]. Fertility and infertility are important
concerns among reproductive-age women with breast cancer
[4,5]. Infertility following cancer treatment has a recognized
negative impact on the quality of life [6]. The National Cancer
Institute (Taiwan) defined fertility preservation as a type of
procedure used to help a person’ retain the ability to have
children [7]. The key point is that reproductive-age patients
have more than one fertility preservation choice. Unfortunately,
most patients do not have enough information to make an
informed decision prior to cancer treatment. For instance,
ovarian stimulation in patients with early-stage breast cancer is
safe in the long term [3]. Women diagnosed with cancer who
have eggs or embryos cryopreserved before anticancer treatment
have good chances for successful assisted reproductive
technology performance and good perinatal outcomes [8-10].
In addition, the efficacy and safety of temporary ovarian
suppression with gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonist during
chemotherapy might be an available option to reduce the
likelihood of chemotherapy-induced primary ovarian
insufficiency and to improve future fertility in premenopausal
patients with early breast cancer [11]. It is worth noting that
there is consensus in medical society that the long-term survival
rate of the disease is not lower for any of the three types of
fertility preservation [8-11]. Thus, if age, reproductive function,
and the cancer stage allow, patients can choose their preferred
fertility preservation method.

A previous study [12] indicated patients’decisions about fertility
are multidimensional. The risk perception of pregnancy among
patients with breast cancer after treatment focused on “reaching
the balance of life [12].” Women treated for breast cancer
applied risk-benefit perceptions to decide whether to become
pregnant [12]. There are several factors related to the ability to
make well-informed decisions regarding fertility preservation.
First, patients with a new diagnosis of breast cancer often
experience negative emotions, such as anxiety, depression, and
uncertainty, due to their perceptions of life-threatening cancer
[13-15]. Second, women are expected to have biological children
because of the Chinese cultural belief in lineal descent from
one’s ancestors, which is deeply rooted among the Taiwanese
people. The assignment of great importance to parenthood was
directly associated with higher depression symptoms in
reproductive-age women with breast cancer [16].

Additionally, some health care providers might keep silent about
discussing fertility because their primary concern is getting their
patients to be cancer free [17]. Patients with breast cancer lacked
easily available knowledge about infertility and underestimated

the possibility of infertility [18]. This requirement for
information is mostly unmet. Patients do not fully understand
the impact of cancer treatment and the possibility of infertility
because of treatment. Finally, the space and environment of the
outpatient clinic are not conducive to the discussion of private
issues. Fertility concerns are not encouraged to be brought to
the physicians’ or nurses’ attention before cancer treatment.
Although women want to request further information regarding
future fertility, they may hesitate even when talking to their
physicians, disclosing their opinion, or showing their personal
feelings.

The first Patient Autonomy Act was passed through the
Legislative Yuan in Taiwan in 2015. Now, it is vital to ensure
that patients have the right to know, choose, or refuse medical
care, and in addition to being informed, patients can choose
their medical options. All of the above can be achieved via
shared decision making (SDM) [19-22]. The Joint Commission
of Taiwan, which is an organization established in 1999 with
funding from the Ministry of Health and Welfare, Taiwan
Hospital Association, promotes the development of SDM [23].
Difficulty accessing decision aids or limited patient
comprehension were common barriers to realizing shared
decision making [24]. Decision aids that improve
decision-related outcomes for many breast cancer treatment
decisions, including surgery, radiotherapy, and endocrine and
chemotherapy, are available [25]. Fertility preservation with
decision aids is well-developed in some economically
high-income countries, such as Australia [26], Canada [27],
Netherlands [28], and the United States [29]. Therefore, we
aimed to develop a web-based SDM tool for fertility
preservation for patients with breast cancer. The web-based
decision aid was expected to provide medical information, help
the patient explore and compare treatment options, assess the
patient’s values and preferences, and reach a collective decision
on fertility preservation.

Methods

Research Design
We applied an action research design, which is defined as an
approach that involves collaboration to develop a process
through knowledge-building and social change [30]. Learning
by doing with the participants, including the patients, is the
heart of health care action research. The action research
approach is particularly relevant when treating patients with
chronic diseases and complex care needs [31,32]. Previous
investigators have applied action research to build web-based
comics [33] or decision-aid websites [34] about breast cancer
surgery in Taiwan. However, few study the decision-making
and research processes for oncofertility in Asia. Therefore, the
ultimate goal of this study was to find supporting evidence of
the benefits to patients and families of a web-based platform
that assists patients with breast cancer in the SDM for fertility
preservation.
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Project Team
The SDM team was multidisciplinary, comprising a senior
researcher, two surgeons, an oncologist, a gynecologist, an
advanced nurse specialist, and an information technology (IT)
engineer. The surgeon, oncologist, and gynecologist were
responsible for gathering and reviewing existing fertility
preservation literature to create easy-to-understand formats and
simple graphic renderings of patients with breast cancer. The
researcher and nurse specialist interviewed women and health
providers to explore their experiences regarding the
decision-making process. The IT engineer was responsible for
informatics work related to website page design, program
coding, and hosting of the website. The members involved in
breast care had at least 10 years of experience. The IT engineer
was a senior website designer with 5 years of work experience.
The team had regular face-to-face and line meetings to prepare
for and reflect on the development of the oncofertility SDM
program and the community of fertility preservation practice.
The SDM team was the partnership in the sense of doing
together and deciding together during the research phase. The
roles of the members were alternately those of initiator, educator,
facilitator, coach, and finally, coauthors.

Action Research Process
A participatory action research methodology was used to
facilitate the development of the SDM program for the
multidisciplinary care team at the same time that a web-based
SDM of fertility preservation practice was being established.
The action research cycle of observing, reflecting, planning,
and acting was applied in this study (Figure 1).

Because the SDM involved both health care providers and
patients, we collected data from both views at the phases of
observing and reflecting. Health care providers were recruited
to interview and ask patients about their experiences regarding
fertility. We also recruited breast cancer survivors to explore

the decision-making experience of pregnancy. The reflections
were viewed as a continuous dialogue among team members
during the SDM program. The results of data collection and
team self-evaluation of our positionality were analyzed, with
the explicit recognition that this position may affect the SDM
process and outcome. The evaluations were interdependent and
partly based on the project team members’ interpersonal, social,
and institutional contexts.

During the phases of reflecting and planning, all major team
members not only reviewed the health issues and evidence-based
literature related to fertility preservation in patients with cancer
but also discussed the SDM content based on the findings from
the observe and reflect phases. Three patients were invited to
participate and provide their suggestions. The initial
paper-designed content of SDM for fertility preservation was
formed by consensus after 6 meetings.

During the phases of planning and acting, the initial website
structure was developed according to the 5 steps of SDM. Each
part of the SDM was assessed for comprehensibility and
usability by patients. Health care providers were asked to assess
the acceptability of the SDM content. A 5-point Likert scale
was used for patient and health care provider ratings for each
item. If the score was less than 3, then we modified the website
content based on the user feedback from patients and health
care providers.

During the phase of acting, we evaluated the effectiveness of
the Preparation for Decision-Making (prepDM) scale developed
by Bennett et al [35]. The Joint Commission of Taiwan also
suggested the effects of SDM be evaluated in patients and health
care providers. Both patients and health care providers were
invited to answer 10 questions by responding with a 5-point
Likert scale rating (from 1 to 5). A higher score indicated greater
agree with the effect.

Figure 1. The process of action research in developing web-based shared decision-making regarding fertility preservation.
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Setting
The setting was the comprehensive breast health center at Taipei
Veterans General Hospital in Taipei, Taiwan. The center
integrates multidisciplinary care to provide comprehensive
services, including diagnosis and treatment, to achieve the
purpose of patient-centric care. The health care providers
included surgeons, gynecologists, Chinese medicine doctors,
nurses, psychological consultants, social workers, and
nutritionists. The web-based SDM for fertility preservation was
linked to the hospital website.

Analysis
In-depth interviews were done to collect and gain deep insights
into the views and needs of the participants. Data collected
through the face-to-face interviews were transcribed from
audiorecordings to written transcripts. The content analysis
method was used to analyze the data. We checked whether the
categories were stable and provided sufficient depth, then
multiple strategies were applied to ensure trustworthiness. The
discussion and decision at the group meetings were also
recorded. The effectiveness was evaluated using the prepDM
scale developed by Bennett et al [35]. Statistical analyses were
performed using the Predictive Analytics Suite workstation
(version 18.0; IBM Corp). Individual variables were examined
by percentages, means, and standard deviations.

Results

Results of the Observe and Reflect Phase
Cancer survivors (n=16) were recruited to explore the
decision-making experience of determining whether to have a
pregnancy (from 2015 through 2016). The result showed
decision making regarding fertility among women with cancer
was affected by preexisting needs for children before treatment
and their experience during treatment. Underestimating the
possibility of infertility and a lack of knowledge of fertility
preservation might cause the woman to regret her decision.
(Participant names are pseudonyms.)

If I had known in advance, I could have frozen my
eggs. I mean, normal eggs are taken before
chemotherapy. Because it [chemotherapy] has
damaged my eggs now, I can’t afford another invasive
examination or treatment. [Bella]

Health care providers (n=16), including nurses (n=8), surgeons
(n=3), gynecologists (n=2), Chinese medicine doctor (n=1),
psychology consultant (n=1), and social worker (n=1), were
also recruited to interview and ask the women about their
experiences regarding fertility (from 2017 through 2018).
Although most of the health care providers were concerned
about the severity of the cancer and the urgency of treatment,
they agreed to satisfy the women’s needs and respect their
choice. However, there are some barriers to be solved, such as
communication blocks among the multidisciplinary team, lack
of initial screening, and lack of evidence-based information
regarding oncofertility.

I think the empirical literature may exist, but nobody
has assembled it into a simple language that the
patient can understand. All we know is that it requires
more manpower and material resources... [Jeff]

Results of the Reflect and Plan Phase
After collecting the data and performing a content a qualitative
content analysis, we discussed strategies to overcome the
barriers. The SDM process was expected to progress step by
step, according to the five essential steps of SDM developed
by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality [36].
Reproductive-age women had insufficient knowledge regarding
infertility and the types of fertility preservation. More than 96%
of Taiwanese ever used the internet to search for information
[37]. Hence, all project members focused the information they
provided on the website on cancer treatment, infertility, and the
types of fertility preservation necessary before embarking on
the SDM steps. Therefore, the introduction involved the
description of the severity of the cancer and its treatment and
the possibility of infertility. Then, the options regarding fertility
preservation were designed. The SDM part included providing
comparisons of treatment and fertility preservation options,
assessing each patient’s values and preferences (such as cost or
safety), assessing their degree of knowledge regarding infertility
and fertility preservation options, and reaching a collective
decision on the best option. We also linked the organizations
that provide fertility preservation services in a resource section
[38]. Appropriate literature was also provided in the reference
section. The website structure was designed, as shown in Figure
2. All team members were assigned to fulfill this information
need for the patients. The content provided in each section was
reached by consensus in group meetings.
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Figure 2. Website structure. SDM: shared decision making.

Results of the Plan and Act Phase
Upon entering the welcome page, patients are shown a clear
title; for example, “I am a patient with breast cancer. How will
I fulfill my dream of having a child? (Chinese: 我是乳癌病
人，怎麼圓生子夢?).” Our webpage follows a structure where
the five main parts with their corresponding submenus are
displayed as the user clicks on them (Multimedia Appendix 1).
The five main webpage subtitles are Introduction, Options,
SDM, Resources, and Reference Links. A 5-point Likert scale
was used for patient and care provider ratings. Patients (n=13)
rated the web-based SDM for comprehensibility (mean 3.9, SD
0.9) and usability (mean 3.9, SD 1.1). Health care providers
(n=9) were also asked to assess the acceptability (mean 4.3, SD
0.8). If the score was less than 3, we modified the website
content based on the user feedback from patients and health
care providers. For example, patients mentioned that
pharmaceutical and scientific names or brand names (such as
gonadotropin-releasing hormone agonist or Zoladex) are too
hard to understand. Patients said it is easier to understand
simpler terms like “medicine postponing menstruation”
(Chinese: 注射停經針). When patients were tested on their
knowledge regarding fertility preservation, some still
misunderstood and felt frustrated. Hence, we provide links to
help answer questions and clarify their knowledge. When all
questions are answered correctly, the user can enter the next

stages (Multimedia Appendix 2; Multimedia Appendix 3;
Multimedia Appendix 4).

The Action Script technology for the front-end framework was
Vue.js, and the back-end framework was Laravel 5 (requiring
PHP 7.2). The operating system was Amazon Linux 2, while
the network server was Apache 2.4. AWS EC2 hosted the
web-based machine. The database was MySQL 5.7 (Amazon
RDS).

Results of the Act and Observe Phase
We used a multifaceted approach to evaluate the website after
the completion of the preliminary website. The SDM
effectiveness of the website was evaluated using the SDM
questionnaire developed by The Joint Commission of Taiwan.
The participants in the evaluation consisted of 14
reproductive-age patients with breast cancer (n=14, prepDM:
mean 4.1, SD 0.8) and 11 hospital staff (n=11, prepDM: mean
4.2, SD 0.7) (Table 1). Both patients and staff had the perception
that the web-based SDM was effective for helping
reproductive-age patients with breast cancer make fertility
preservation decisions. Based on feedback from the patients
and hospital care providers, we refined the options because
some patients had hesitation about the website. The option “can’t
decide right now” was added, and qualitative and quantitative
items regarding further needs were added to the survey
(Multimedia Appendix 5).
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Table 1. Results of the Preparation for Decision-Making Survey scale among health care providers and patients with breast cancer.

Patients (n=14), mean (SD)Health providers (n=11), mean (SD)Item

4.1 (0.9)4.1 (0.8)1. Recognize decision needs to be made

4.2 (1.0)4.2 (0.9)2. Prepare my patient/you to make a better decision

4.2 (0.8)4.2 (0.8)3. Think about pros and cons of each option

4.3 (0.8)4.3 (0.6)4. Help my patient/you think about which pros and cons are most important

4.2 (0.8)4.1 (0.8)5. Know that decision depends on what matters most to my patient/you

3.9 (1.0)4.2 (0.8)6. Organize my patient’s/your thoughts about decision

3.9 (0.9)4.4 (0.8)7. Think about how involved my patient/you want to be in the decision

4.1 (0.9)4.4 (0.7)8. Help my patient/you identify questions you want to ask

4.1 (1.0)4.3 (1.0)9. Talk to patient’s/your doctor about what matters most

3.9 (1.2)4.3 (0.8)10. Promote health literacy/prepare you for a follow-up visit with your
doctor

4.1 (0.8)4.2 (0.7)Average

Discussion

Principal Findings
We used action research to create a website for the SDM model
for fertility preservation among young women with breast cancer
[39]. The approach consisted of four phases based on the
principles of SDM. Previous SDM-related literature has
highlighted the importance of the principles of informed consent
and patient autonomy [19-22]. When women make a meaningful
decision regarding their choice of fertility preservation, their
degree of medical literacy, preferences, and a close relationship
(mutual communication and understanding) between themselves
and health care providers are often key challenges. Sometimes,
a conflict happens between what the patients want and what the
clinicians deem necessary in terms of the website during the
four phases. We not only collected qualitative and quantitative
data but brainstormed acceptable content for both health care
providers and patients. This work implied that the SDM for
fertility preservation, as guided by action research, would bridge
the gap between the patients and clinicians and caters more
toward the feelings and needs of the patients’ minds and bodies
than previous approaches. The findings were consistent with
those of previous studies [33,34] for which decision-aid websites
for breast cancer surgery or comics for newly diagnosed breast
cancer in women were developed. Compared with the
development of medical information websites, the development
of web-based decision aids using action research may be more
systematic and humanistic because they account for both the
patients’ and health care providers’ perspectives and needs.
When considering the participants’ corresponding culture and
the region in which they live, our study serves as a reference
for describing how to develop decision support tools for women
with breast cancer and fertility needs.

Limited health literacy is associated with poorer health outcomes
and may make it difficult for cancer patients to participate in
the SDM process [23]. Increasing health literacy has the
potential to increase health care engagement and, subsequently,
to increase the use of SDM [40]. Improving women’s health
literacy is a necessary strategy to promote informed consent

and SDM. In Taiwan, explaining the disease condition and its
related treatment is the responsibility of the attending physician.
Physicians explain the disease and related treatments in
colloquial language, which is a key factor in promoting patients’
perceived involvement in SDM [41]. Before the SDM process,
our Introduction and Options website pages provided familiar
text and pictures for physicians to explain the consequences of
infertility and the methods of fertility preservation. It was also
easy for patients to go back and reread the pages for better
understanding. Previous scholars mentioned three major SDM
steps, which included exploring care or treatment options and
their risks and benefits, discussing choices available, and
reaching a decision about care or treatment, together with their
health and social care professionals [21,42]. In our study, we
added the literacy assessment before reaching a collective
decision. The assessment enabled us to make sure our
participants had enough knowledge regarding infertility and
fertility preservation before making a decision. The impact of
the health literacy intervention on decision regret and
psychological changes merits future research.

Limitations
There were several challenges during the development of the
website. The patient’s psychological burden and fear increased
with the severity of the cancer stage. Despite this situation, we
did not provide different options for fertility preservation for
patients with severer cancer stages because of insufficient
evidenced-based literature. Evidence-related survival rates and
recurrence rates among women with fertility preservation require
more research.

With advancements in reproductive technologies, the evidence
will be updated, and new options may appear periodically when
the website is updated. The action research cycle provides an
opportunity to modify and confirm this repeatedly, as it is quite
a repetitive and lengthy process for the professionals involved.

The SDM webpages were limited to the Chinese version. Hence,
we could not explore the advantages and disadvantages related
to non-Chinese and non-English literature and websites. The
web-based SDM regarding fertility preservation was only
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designed for women with breast cancer. Nonetheless, this study
can serve as a foundation and reference for health care providers
who are interested in future planning, promotion, operation,
and long-term management of websites for patients with cancers
other than breast cancer. The SDM website was hosted by the
hospital and depended on internal technical support. All
researchers in our study are responsible for ensuring a
responsive-interactive website. Considering information
security, patients need to provide some personal information to
enter the welcome page. If the patient uses the website alone
and replies to the questions on the webpage, a time delay in
getting a doctor’s response may increase the patient’s anxiety
because patients and clinicians are encouraged to visit the
website together so that the doctor can answer any questions.
We only evaluated the effectiveness of web-based SDM using
the prepDM scale. Using the full-fledged website evaluation
heuristics and exploring the long-term consequences, such as
decision regret and quality of life among reproductive-age
women with breast cancer, merit more study in the future.

Conclusions
With the help of the study results, we built a web-based
decision-aid tool for helping reproductive-age women with
breast cancer make decisions on fertility preservation. The action
research provided a good structure to guide cooperation
involving patients, clinicians, nurses, academic researchers, and
IT engineers. The research results helped our team manage
effectively and shortened the distance between theory and
practice. It also helped participants who are facing the dilemma
of choosing a method of fertility preservation. Based on the
importance of informed consent, our website not only provided
knowledge of infertility and the methods of fertility preservation
but allowed us to design and test this information. It helps ensure
that our participants make fertility preservation decisions with
knowledge and understanding. Based on our findings, we
conclude that this SDM website can indeed help patients with
early-stage breast cancer make more informed decisions
regarding the type of fertility preservation they would prefer to
undergo. Longitudinal studies to follow up on the changes in
psychological condition and subsequent pregnancy rates are
needed in the future.
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Abstract

Background: The recent onset of the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the need to reduce barriers to access physical therapy
and associated care through the use of web-based programs and telehealth for those seeking treatment for low back pain (LBP).
Despite this need, few studies have compared the effectiveness of clinic-based versus web-based or telehealth services.

Objective: This study aims to compare the clinical outcomes of clinic-based multidisciplinary therapy in an integrated practice
unit (C-IPU) model with online integrated multidisciplinary therapy (O-IPU) in individuals undergoing conservative care for
LBP.

Methods: A total of 1090 participants were prospectively recruited to participate in a clinical trial registry (NCT04081896)
through the SpineZone rehabilitation IPU program. All participants provided informed consent. Participants were allocated to
the C-IPU (N=988) or O-IPU (N=102) groups based on their personal preferences. The C-IPU program consisted of a high-intensity
machine-based core muscle resistance training program, whereas the O-IPU program consisted of therapist-directed home core
strengthening exercises through a web-based platform. Changes in LBP symptom severity (Numeric Pain Rating Scale), disability
(Oswestry Disability Index), goal achievement (Patient-Specific Functional Scale), and frequency of opioid use were compared
between the C-IPU and O-IPU groups using multivariate linear regression modeling adjusted for age, gender, treatment number,
program duration, and baseline pain and disability.

Results: Approximately 93.03% (1014/1090) of the participants completed their recommended programs, with no group
differences in dropout rates (P=.78). The C-IPU group showed greater pain relief (P<.001) and reductions in disability (P=.002)
than the O-IPU group, whereas the O-IPU group reported greater improvements in goal achievement (P<.001). Both programs
resulted in reduced opioid use frequency, with 19.0% (188/988) and 21.5% (22/102) of participants reporting cessation of opioid
use for C-IPU and O-IPU programs, respectively, leaving only 5.59% (61/1090) of participants reporting opioid use at the end
of their treatment.

Conclusions: Both in-clinic and web-based multidisciplinary programs are beneficial in reducing pain, disability, and opioid
use and in improving goal achievement. The differences between these self-selected groups shed light on patient characteristics,
which require further investigation and could help clinicians optimize these programs.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04081896; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04081896

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e22548)   doi:10.2196/22548
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Introduction

Background
Low back pain (LBP) is a leading cause of disability globally,
affecting people of all ages [1-3]. Clinic-based physical therapy
visits and other physical activity programs have shown value
and are currently the standard of care [4-7]. Internet- and
web-based therapies have been increasingly used to implement
physical rehabilitation and other behavioral programs [8,9].
Importantly, these platforms have the potential for widespread
dissemination at a relatively low cost and convenience for users.
This has become even more relevant, as health care practitioners
and patients are navigating challenges associated with the
COVID-19 pandemic. Recent policy changes during the
pandemic have reduced the barriers to telehealth access and
have promoted the use of telehealth and web-based platforms
for primary, specialty care and physical therapy [10].

There is an abundance of commercially available apps offering
pain management and exercises (eg, Kaia, Physera, Hinge,
Curable, etc) for the treatment of LBP. In parallel, a small
number of studies have demonstrated that telehealth and
web-based platforms can be used to successfully perform health
evaluations in individuals with chronic LBP [11,12]. However,
to date, little research exists on the outcomes of internet-based
physical activity treatment programs. Of the data that do exist,
there is modest evidence for improvement in general health care
outcomes based on smartphone app use, and systematic reviews
have found weak evidence for the beneficial effects of digital
interventions in LBP management [9,13,14]. Similar outcomes
have been reported in other populations, such as those with
heart failure [15] and knee pain [13,16].

Despite prior literature suggesting some clinical efficacy using
telehealth or web-based platforms in individuals with LBP in
the United States, there is little information on how these
platforms compare to similar in-clinic programs. Most
rehabilitation programs are administered by physical therapists
in a clinical setting, and care is often not coordinated with the
medical team, such as an integrated practice unit (IPU) with the
overarching goal of high-value health care [17]. In an IPU, care
is provided by practitioners with different specialties centered
around the patient’s disease process. Multidisciplinary spine
programs have been shown to be more effective than physical
therapy alone [18]; however, current studies have limited
generalizability because of problems with access to and
interpretation of evidence [19] and recruitment methods leading
to populations that do not match general practice.

Objectives
In this study, we compared the outcomes of in-clinic and
web-based exercise-based multidisciplinary spinal treatment
programs administered through an IPU. We hypothesized that
in this model, both web-based and in-clinic treatment would

result in equivalent improvement of patient outcomes of
LBP-related symptom severity, disability, goal achievement,
and frequency of opioid use. A secondary hypothesis was that
individuals would self-allocate based on the severity of
symptoms at baseline and that more complex or severely
debilitated patients would be more likely to select the in-clinic
program.

Methods

Study Population
This was a prospective cohort study using a consecutively
enrolled convenience sample of individuals referred to the
SpineZone rehabilitation program by their primary care
physician. These participants were prospectively recruited to
participate in a clinical trial registry (NCT04081896) between
January 1 and June 30, 2019. All participants provided informed
consent according to the approved institutional review board
and the Declaration of Helsinki. Participants were eligible for
inclusion if they were aged between 18 and 85 years and were
seeking care for symptoms of LBP, including diagnoses of
stenosis, disc degeneration, spondylolisthesis, scoliosis, vertebral
fracture, radiculopathy, and nonspecific LBP. All participants
who completed the initial evaluation questionnaires, including
the Oswestry Disability Index (ODI) [20,21], the Numeric Pain
Rating Scale (NPRS) [22,23] for pain, and a modified
Patient-Specific Functional Scale (PSFS) [24] for goals before
initiation of rehabilitation and participated in at least two
sessions of either web-based or in-clinic treatment beyond the
initial evaluation were included. The ODI is a self-report
questionnaire that represents disability as a result of LBP and
has been validated in this population [25-27]. The NPRS
provides information on the intensity of pain experienced in the
back or leg (in the case of radiating symptoms) and has also
been validated in patients with LBP [22,23,28]. The PSFS is a
self-report questionnaire that identifies patient-prioritized
functional activities that are used to establish goals and has been
validated in this population [24,29]. Participants self-allocated
to either an in-clinic program or a web-based program based
on personal preferences. Participants were educated about the
time necessary to build muscle and encouraged to participate
in as much of the 12-week program as possible. Therefore, to
best evaluate the influence of a consistently administered
program and to reduce the confounding effects of potential gaps
in care on outcomes of interest, participants who had completed
their treatment program within 6 months of initiation were
included in the analysis (Figure 1). The duration of the program
was allowed to vary according to the patient’s needs, and the
total number of visits and program duration was documented
to account for this variability. For participants who reported
symptom resolution before the recommended 12 weeks, the
postassessment was conducted at the last attended visit.
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Figure 1. Schematic of participant enrollment.

IPU Model
IPUs are a part of the strategy for high-value health care [17],
along with measuring outcomes, bundled payments for the full
cycle of care, integrated care, and ability for geographic
outreach. Our IPU model consisted of a multidisciplinary
treatment team, including physical therapists, orthopedic spine
surgeons, spine-trained physician assistants, pain specialist
consultants, and the clinical director for both in-clinic and
web-based practitioners. Multidisciplinary conferences were
carried out weekly with the team, and suggestions regarding
different areas of focus, modification of exercise program or
educational content, further evaluation, need for injections or
medication, or need for surgical consultation were discussed
and communicated with the primary physician. Physical therapy
was administered by therapists trained in psychologically
informed treatment strategies [30]. All available radiographic
studies were reviewed by a physician assistant and surgeons,
and patients were provided information on the natural history
of common radiographic findings in the spine, as well as the
prevalence of asymptomatic radiologic findings.

Patients in both programs were provided with customized
educational materials regarding their condition, sleep,
mindfulness, nutrition, posture, and ergonomics via the
web-based application. Psychosocial risk factors include
catastrophizing, fear avoidance, magnification, depression, and
anxiety [30]. At-risk patients underwent education on expressive
writing and cognitive behavioral techniques [31]. Group
mindfulness classes were also encouraged in patients who were
thought to exhibit psychosocial risk factors.

Clinic-Based IPU Group Protocol
Participants allocated to the in-clinic IPU program (C-IPU)
underwent an initial history and standard physical examination
by a licensed physical therapist. This examination also included
a postural assessment and measurement of isometric lumbar
extension strength using a Med-X isokinetic dynamometer [32].
On the basis of these initial assessments, the physical therapist
prescribed and progressed machine-based resistance core
strengthening exercises, as previously described in detail [33].

Online IPU Group Protocol
Participants allocated to the online IPU (O-IPU) underwent an
initial history and virtual physical examination by a licensed
physical therapist or physical therapy aide. On the basis of
general goals (activities of daily living improvement or sports
and performance), symptom presentation (back pain, back pain
with radiating symptoms, and back pain with radiating
symptoms that improved with extension), and acuity of
symptoms (acute versus chronic), patients were assigned specific
directional preference exercises and core strengthening exercises
that best matched their symptomatology. Directional preference
and home core strengthening exercises were administered on a
customized web-based platform along with condition-specific
educational content. The exercises assigned on the web-based
platform were implemented using a custom mobile-enabled
platform that provided images and videos of exercises with
written instructions and tracking for a number of sets and
repetitions. The number of times logged in and whether the
patient accessed the educational material was documented
through the platform.
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Outcome Measures and Statistical Analysis
The primary predictor variable of interest was group assignment
(web-based vs in-clinic). The primary outcomes of interest
included improvements in pain as measured by the change in
NPRS score, improvements in LBP-related disability as
measured by change in ODI, improvements in goal achievement
as measured by change in the PSFS score, and changes in pain
medication usage as measured by the frequency of opioid usage
according to the following categories: none, <1 per day, 1 to 2
per day, 3 to 5 per day, and >6 per day. Demographic variables
such as age, gender, chronicity of symptoms, and history of
prior treatment were collected. Chronicity of symptoms was
dichotomized into acute (≤3 months duration) and chronic (>3
months duration) symptoms, and prior treatments were
categorized as none, conservative care (1, 2, or 3 different
modalities), injections, or spinal surgery. Conservative care
modalities were defined as physical therapy, acupuncture, or
chiropractic treatment. All information was collected by the
software platform and confirmed by the physical therapist
performing the initial evaluations, re-evaluations, and discharge
assessments. For the continuous descriptive variables
(demographics and baseline characteristics) and outcomes of
interest (change in pain, disability, and goal achievement),
univariate and adjusted linear regression models were generated
for each outcome, with adjustments including covariates of age,
number of visits, total program duration, and baseline levels of
pain, disability, or goals. For the categorical or binary
descriptive variables (demographics and baseline characteristics)
and outcomes of interest (opioid use frequency), chi-square or
logistic regression models were used on an as-treated basis. All
statistical analyses were performed using SPSS software (version
26.0.0). Statistical significance was set to a P value of .05.

Results

Participant Characteristics
A total of 1090 participants were included in the analysis. The
average age of participants was 62.3 (SD 16.49) years, with
58.81% (641/1090) of participants being female. The mean pain

levels were moderate (4.96, SD 1.78 points), as was the average
LBP-related disability (26.92, SD 14.26 points) at baseline.
Most participants (948/1090, 86.97%) reported symptom
durations of greater than 3 months across both groups, indicating
chronic symptoms. There were no differences in the proportion
of chronic symptoms between the groups (P=.47). Most
participants reported seeking other treatments before initiating
the current program, with 30.46% (332/1090) having received
a single modality of prior conservative treatment (physical
therapy, chiropractic, or acupuncture), 10.55% (115/1090)
having received 2 modalities, and 5.41% (59/1090) having
received 3 or more modalities. Some participants reported more
invasive prior interventions, such as injections (190/1090,
17.43%) or prior spine surgery (77/1090, 7.06%). Approximately
one-third (317/1090, 29.08%) of the participants reported no
prior treatment. A greater proportion of participants in the
web-based group had received prior treatment (P<.001), with
more having received 2 (P<.001) or ≥3 (P=.03) different
modalities of conservative treatment. There were no differences
in the proportions of participants who had received a single
conservative treatment modality (P=.85), injections (P=.42), or
surgery (P=.09) between the groups. In addition, the majority
(821/1090, 75.32%) of participants were not taking any opioid
medications at the time of initiating treatment, with 11.46%
(125/1090) reporting taking opioids <1 per day, 7.98% (87/1090)
taking 1 to 2 per day, 4.22% (46/1090) taking 3 to 5 per day,
and 1.00% (11/1090) taking ≥6 per day. There were no
significant differences in opioid use frequency at baseline
between groups (P=.29). The in-clinic group reported higher
levels of pain (P=.03) and LBP-related disability (P<.001) at
baseline than the web-based group (but had higher scores on
their goal achievement at baseline (P<.001). The participants
who enrolled in the web-based program participated in the
program for a shorter duration (P<.001) but participated in more
visits than the in-clinic participants (P<.001). More participants
in the O-IPU group were diagnosed with lumbar radiculopathy,
and more participants in the C-IPU group were diagnosed with
degenerative disc disease (P<.001). A comparison of the
baseline characteristics for each group is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics between online integrated practice unit and in-clinic integrated practice unit groups.

DifferenceP valuet test or χ2 (df)ValueVariable and group

−0.42.03 a−2.25 (1088)Numeric Pain Rating Scale initial (points), mean (SD)

4.58 (1.73)Web-based

5.00 (1.78)In clinic

−5.87<.001 a−3.99 (1088)Oswestry Disability Index initial (points), mean (SD)

21.50 (12.09)Web-based

27.47 (14.36)In clinic

−0.80<.001 a−3.74 (1088)Patient-Specific Functional Scale score (points), mean (SD)

3.10 (2.11)Web-based

3.90 (2.04)In clinic

12.56<.001 a5.92 (1088)Visit number (days or log-ins), mean (SD)

36.62 (9.87)Web-based

24.06 (21.18)In clinic

−46.47<.001 a−13.55 (1088)Program duration (days), mean (SD)

45.73 (6.49)Web-based

92.19 (34.55)In clinic

2.37.171.38 (1088)Age (years), mean (SD)

64.41 (11.79)Web-based

62.04 (16.89)In clinic

8.31.142.18 (1)Gender (female), n (%)

52 (51.20)Web-based, n=102

588 (59.50)In clinic, n=988

2.50.500.50 (1)Symptom duration >3 months, n (%)

91 (89.20)Web-based, n=102

857 (86.70)In clinic, n=988

Opioid use frequency initial, n (%)

−0.19.970.001 (1)None

77 (75.49)Web-based, n=102

744 (75.30)In clinic, n=988

0.72.820.05 (1)<1 per day

11 (10.78)Web-based, n=102

114 (11.50)In clinic, n=988

2.32.410.68 (1)1 to 2 per day

6 (5.88)Web-based, n=102

81 (8.20)In clinic, n=988

−0.75.720.13 (1)3 to 5 per day

5 (4.90)Web-based, n=102

41 (4.15)In clinic, n=988

−2.13.132.34 (1)>6 per day

3 (2.94)Web-based, n=102

8 (0.81)In clinic, n=988

Prior treatments, n (%)
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DifferenceP valuet test or χ2 (df)ValueVariable and group

19.10<.001 a78.82 (1)None

12 (11.80)Web-based, n=102

305(30.90)In clinic, n=988

2.30.850.04 (1)1 modality

29(28.40)Web-based, n=102

303(30.70)In clinic, n=988

−10.00<.001 a10.93 (1)2 modalities

20(19.60)Web-based, n=102

95(9.60)In clinic, n=988

−4.80.03 a4.75 (1)3 or more modalities

10(9.80)Web-based, n=102

49(5.00)In clinic, n=988

−2.40.420.64 (1)Injections

20(19.60)Web-based, n=102

170(17.20)In clinic, n=988

−4.10.092.84 (1)Surgery

11(10.80)Web-based, n=102

66(6.70)In clinic, n=988

Diagnosis, n (%)

−21.00<.001 a40.51 (1)Lumbar radiculopathy

32(31.40)Web-based, n=102

103 (10.40)In clinic, n=988

−20.10.191.70 (1)Nonspecific low back pain

54 (52.90)Web-based, n=102

324 (32.80)In clinic, n=988

−5.80.073.34 (1)Spondylolisthesis

4 (3.90)Web-based, n=102

96 (9.70)In clinic, n=988

6.30.083.10 (1)Stenosis

96 (5.90)Web-based, n=988

119 (12.20)In clinic, n=988

3.40.102.69 (1)Scoliosis

1 (1.00)Web-based, n=102

43 (4.40)In clinic, n=988

23.70<.001 a25.32 (1)Degenerative disc disease

5 (4.90)Web-based, n=102

283 (28.60)In clinic, n=988

1.90.400.40 (1)Fracture

0 (0.00)Web-based, n=102

19 (1.90)In clinic, n=988

aItalics indicate significant difference between online and in clinic groups.
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Clinical Outcomes
More than 93% of participants completed their recommended
program, with no differences in dropout between the groups
(P=.78). For the primary outcome of pain improvement, both
groups achieved clinically significant reductions, with the
in-clinic group demonstrating a significantly greater
improvement in pain compared with the web-based group.
However, although these differences were statistically
significant, they were not clinically significant (mean difference
1.02 points, SE 1.36; P<.001; Figure 2). Similarly, the in-clinic
group demonstrated statistically larger improvements in
LBP-related disability, but these group differences did not reach
clinical significance (mean difference 4.26 points, SE 0.32;
P=.002; Figure 2) .Overall, participants achieved 15.62% (SD
63.6) reductions in LBP-related disability from their baseline
scores. Despite greater improvements in pain and disability in

the C-IPU group, the O-IPU group reported greater
improvements in goal achievement (mean difference 1.70;
P<.001; Figure 3). The mean change scores and results for the
univariate comparisons are reported in Tables 2 and 3. These
findings did not change when the models were corrected for
age, program visits or duration, or levels of baseline pain or
disability, with the exception of goal achievement, where the
group differences lost significance but retained a trend (P=.06;
Table 4). Finally, we observed substantial reductions in the
frequency of opioid use for both the in-clinic and web-based
programs, with 18.92% (187/988) and 21.56% (22/102) of
participants reporting cessation of opioid use on completion of
the in-clinic and web-based programs, respectively, leaving
only 5.59% (61/1090) of participants reporting opioid use at
the end of their treatment (Figure 3). There were no significant
differences in the reduction in opioid use frequency between
the groups (P=.97).

Figure 2. Mean and SDs for low back pain (A) and disability (B) between O-IPU (online) and C-IPU (in-clinic) groups at treatment baseline and
discharge. IPU: integrated practice unit; NPRS: numeric pain rating scale; ODI: Oswestry disability index.

Figure 3. Means and standard deviations for patient opioid use frequency (A) and goal achievement (B) between O-IPU (online) and C-IPU (in-clinic)
groups at treatment baseline and discharge. IPU: integrated practice unit; PSFS: patient-specific functional scale.
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Table 2. Unadjusted comparisons for primary outcomes of interest between online integrated practice unit and in-clinic integrated practice unit groups.

DifferenceP valuet test (df)Value, mean (SD)Variable and group

1.02<.001 a4.64 (1020)Change in pain (points)

−1.97 (1.57)Web-based

−2.99 (2.10)In clinic

4.26.002 a3.15 (1020)Change in Oswestry Disability Index (points)

−2.97 (10.96)Web-based

−7.23 (12.93)In clinic

1.70<.001 a5.38 (1020)Change in Patient-Specific Functional Scale (points)

3.14 (3.13)Web-based

1.44 (2.72)In clinic

aItalics indicate significant difference between online and in clinic groups.

Table 3. Unadjusted comparisons for change in opioid use frequency between online integrated practice unit and in-clinic integrated practice unit
groups.

P valueχ2(df)>6 per day3 to 5 per day1 to 3 per dayNoneVariable

.970.56 (3)Change in opioid use frequency, %

−0.98−4.90−4.9821.51Web-based

−0.41−3.25−5.4718.83In clinic
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Table 4. Results of the multivariate linear regression for primary outcomes of interest.

P valuet test (df)SEß coefficientModel

Pain improvement

.111.60 (5)0.31.49(Constant)

<.001 a−5.36 (5)0.19−1.04In clinic

.001 a3.32 (5)0.002.01Program duration (days)

.870.16 (5)0.0020Visit number (days per
log-ins)

.009 a2.64 (5)0.003.01Age (years)

<.001 a−24.00 (5)0.03−.67Baseline pain (points)

Oswestry Disability Index improvement

.151.43 (5)1.922.74(Constant)

.02 a−2.30 (5)1.31−3.01In clinic

.02 a2.40 (5)0.01.03Program duration (days)

.14−1.48 (5)0.02−.03Visit number (days/log-
ins)

.003 a3.02 (5)0.02.07Age (years)

<.001 a−18.17 (5)0.03−.46Baseline Oswestry Disabil-
ity Index (points)

Goals improvement

<.001 a14.82 (5)0.436.40(Constant)

.06−1.86 (5)0.28−.52In clinic

.03 a−2.12 (5)0.002−.01Program duration (days)

.131.54 (5)0.004.01Visit number (days per
log-ins)

.01 a−2.50 (5)0.005−.01Age (years)

<.001 a−20.97 (5)0.04−.77Baseline goals (points)

aItalics indicate significant difference between online and in clinic groups.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study demonstrates that both the in-clinic and web-based
multidisciplinary programs administered by an IPU resulted in
reductions in pain, LBP-related disability, and opioid use in
individuals seeking conservative management for LBP.
However, contrary to our hypothesis, the in-clinic program
demonstrated statistical superiority over the web-based program
for pain and disability, although these differences did not reach
clinical significance. Similarly, although both groups
demonstrated improvements in patient-centered goals, the
web-based group reported larger improvements in goal
achievement. Importantly, this is the first study to demonstrate
reductions in opioid usage in addition to symptom- and
function-based outcome measures using a web-based platform.

Comparisons Between the C-IPU and O-IPU
Populations
The results of this study confirm our secondary hypothesis that
individuals who self-allocate to the in-clinic program have more
severe symptomatology at baseline than those who allocate to
the web-based program, with the in-clinic participants
demonstrating higher levels of baseline pain and disability. This
may explain the larger improvements in pain and disability in
the C-IPU group, although the retention of group differences
after correcting for baseline pain and disability in the
multivariate model suggests that this may not be the only
explanation. Similarly, the observation that a greater proportion
of participants in the O-IPU group had received multiple
different modalities of prior conservative treatment compared
with the C-IPU group suggests that this population has an
interest in exploring alternative treatments to achieve highly
personalized goals. The finding that the O-IPU group reported
larger improvements in goal achievement supports the concept
that individuals who self-select web-based platforms may have
different goals and expectations at baseline than those coming
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to the clinic. In addition, the underlying bias or belief in
treatment success of one treatment modality over the other may
influence patient-reported outcomes. Further studies are needed
to better explore these patient-selected preferences.

Comparisons Between Clinical Outcomes or
Effectiveness and Prior Studies
Few prior studies have compared the effectiveness of web-based
and in-clinic rehabilitation in individuals with LBP, and even
fewer studies have incorporated a true multidisciplinary
component in their program. One prospective single-arm study
investigating program compliance and improvements in LBP
and knee pain with a 12-week multidisciplinary digital care
program incorporating education and sensor-guided exercise
therapy (Hinge) and behavioral support with one-on-one remote
health coaching found a significant relationship between app
engagement and pain reduction [13]. However, no functional
outcomes were obtained, and the population was recruited from
employees through email, direct mail, and posters, which may
not necessarily represent the general clinical population seeking
treatment for LBP.

Of the studies comparing web-based and standard treatments,
the results are conflicting. Toelle et al [14] performed a
randomized controlled trial comparing an app-based (Kaia) back
pain treatment program with a combination of physiotherapy
and web-based education and found that the app-based treatment
resulted in greater improvements in pain but no group
differences in functional ability. However, the treatment
frequency in the app-based group was 3 times per week for 12
weeks, whereas the treatment frequency in the physiotherapy
group was 1 visit per week for 6 weeks, which may have resulted
in an exposure bias in favor of the web-based platform. Indeed,
when pain was compared at the 6-week time point (at the end
of the physiotherapy group treatment program), both groups
demonstrated similar symptoms. Other studies demonstrated
no differences across treatment groups; in a randomized
controlled trial comparing a web-based app (FitBack) with a
wait-listed control group and an alternative care group receiving
web-based educational materials via email [34], although the
app-based treatment resulted in significantly lower odds of
reporting back pain, along with improved functionality, quality
of life, and well-being at 4 months posttreatment compared with
the control group, there were no differences in these outcomes
compared with the alternative care group. Similarly, Mbada et
al [35] compared clinic-based McKenzie therapy versus
telerehabilitation and found no significant difference in pain,
disability, or quality of life between treatment groups. Of note,
the McKenzie-based directional preference exercises were also
used in this study for patients suspected of having disc pathology
irritating or compressing neural structures.

Patient Population and Treatment Program
Methodology
The results of this study demonstrating that the in-clinic program
demonstrates statistical superiority for the outcomes of pain and
disability are in contrast to other studies reporting the
equivalence or superiority of a web-based program. These
differences may be because of the patient populations recruited
as well as the program design and comparison groups studied.

For example, all patients in this study were referred to the
program by their primary care physician after the failure of
initial treatment with anti-inflammatory medication and
education. In prior studies, participants were recruited using
methods such as Facebook or other web-based advertisements
[14], employer referrals [13], or employer wellness programs
[34]. These recruitment methods may not be as generalizable
to the standard population of patients with LBP seen by primary
care physicians in medical group settings. In addition, one study
excluded participants who had received medical care before
enrolling in an intervention [34]. Overall, these recruitment
methods may have resulted in a selection bias toward a more
acute or less severe patient population. Indeed, Toelle et al [14]
acknowledged that their study population demonstrated high
levels of functional ability in both groups at baseline.

Another difference between this study and prior literature is the
program design and methodology. Although many of the
app-based platforms incorporate various factors related to back
pain within the context of a biopsychosocial disease model, the
use of a multidisciplinary approach for exercise-based
rehabilitation with continued feedback through active
engagement of an integrated care team has not been investigated
in prior literature. For example, Bailey et al [13] used a
sensor-guided exercise program as well as one-on-one remote
health coaching using certified health coaches (through National
Board for Health and Wellness Coaching), but patients were
not continuously monitored by a multidisciplinary team over
the course of their treatment. Similarly, Irvine et al [34] and
Toelle et al [14] used predominantly app-based treatment and
physical therapists for the control group but did not incorporate
routine monitoring by other care providers as part of the
treatment progress. In this study, both groups underwent
physical therapy administered by psychologically informed
practitioners [30], and patients who did not progress were
reviewed in a weekly multidisciplinary conference with the
physician assistants and surgeons to make adjustments to care,
including the need for diagnostic studies, injections, or surgical
intervention.

Study Limitations
This study had several limitations. First, it did not employ a
true no-treatment control group, making the natural history
effects of the treatment difficult to rule out. However, given
that the goal of this study was to determine whether web-based
implementation would provide similar benefits to in-clinic
rehabilitation, the lack of a control group should not influence
the primary study hypothesis. Second, this study employed a
pragmatic study design, in which participants were not randomly
allocated to treatment groups, introducing the possibility of
selection bias. Indeed, some differences in baseline
characteristics (eg, pain, disability) were observed between the
groups. However, our statistical approach of adjusting for these
baseline differences allowed us to correct for some of these
discrepancies. Second, it also allows us to gain a better
understanding of the factors influencing patient preferences in
choosing care. Finally, although both groups experienced
reduced pain, opioid use, and improved goal achievement that
reached clinical relevance (determined by minimal clinically
important difference values) [20-25,28], the reductions in
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disability did not reach clinical significance. However, given
the concurrent reductions in opioid use in a proportion of
patients, the overall reductions in pain and disability may be
underestimated because of decreases in pharmacological
management.

Conclusions
This study found that C-IPU and O-IPU programs administered
by a multidisciplinary team in an IPU both resulted in reductions

in symptom severity, LBP-related disability, and opioid use
frequency as well as improvements in goal achievement. The
C-IPU was statistically superior to the O-IPU group in reducing
pain and disability, and the O-IPU group was statistically
superior in improving patient-specific goal achievement. Both
programs resulted in equivalent and substantial reduction in
opioid use frequency, which is a priority area in a population
that is at high risk for developing opioid dependence.
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Abbreviations
C-IPU: clinic integrated practice unit
IPU: integrated practice unit
LBP: low back pain
NPRS: Numeric Pain Rating Scale
ODI: Oswestry Disability Index
O-IPU: online integrated practice unit
PSFS: Patient-Specific Functional Scale
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Abstract

Background: Mummatters is a web-based health tool that allows women to self-assess the symptoms of depression and the
presence of psychosocial risk factors throughout pregnancy and the postnatal period. It aims to increase women’s awareness of
their own symptoms or risk factors and their knowledge of the available support options, to encourage engagement with these
support options (as appropriate), and to facilitate communication about emotional health issues between women and their health
care providers.

Objective: The aim of this study is to report the uptake of mummatters; the sociodemographic and psychosocial risk profiles
of a subsample of users; and the acceptability, credibility, perceived effect, and motivational appeal of the tool. The help-seeking
behaviors of the subsample of users and barriers to help seeking were also examined.

Methods: Mummatters was launched in November 2016. Women who completed the mummatters baseline assessment were
invited to complete a web-based follow-up survey 1 month later.

Results: A total of 2817 women downloaded and used mummatters between November 13, 2016, and May 22, 2018, and 140
women participated in the follow-up study. Approximately half of these women (51%; 72/140) were Whooley positive (possible
depression), and 43% (60/140) had an elevated psychosocial risk score on the Antenatal Risk Questionnaire. Mummatters was
rated favorably by pregnant and postnatal women in terms of its acceptability (94%-99%), credibility (93%-97%), appeal
(78%-91%), and potential to affect a range of health behaviors specific to supporting emotional wellness during the perinatal
period (78%-93%). Whooley-positive women were more likely to speak with their families than with a health care provider about
their emotional health. Normalizing symptoms and stigma were key barriers to seeking help.

Conclusions: Although mummatters was rated positively by consumers, only 53% (19/36) to 61% (22/36) of women with
possible depression reported speaking to their health care providers about their emotional health. There was a trend for more
prominent barriers to seeking help among postnatal women than among pregnant women. Future studies that investigate whether
social barriers to seeking help are greater once a woman has an infant are warranted. Such barriers potentially place these women
at greater risk of remaining untreated, as the demands on them are greater.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e18517)   doi:10.2196/18517
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Introduction

Background
Overall, 1 in 7 women experience some form of mental health
morbidity during pregnancy and the first postnatal year (the
perinatal period) [1,2]. When left untreated, perinatal depression
and anxiety may persist for years after birth and can affect not
only the woman’s capacity to parent but also the emotional
well-being of the infant and other family members [3,4]. The
importance of early detection and intervention in this susceptible
population has been widely acknowledged [5-9].

The health service systems in place for routine maternity care
in Australia have provided a unique opportunity to introduce
perinatal mental health promotion, prevention, and early
intervention programs. These programs and related clinical
guidelines aim for the early identification of possible or probable
illness, or risk of illness, and then to monitor or intervene as
appropriate, with a view to improve maternal mental health
outcomes [6,10]. However, there are disparities in access to
these programs, with women who give birth in the private
maternity sector, for example, being less likely to be assessed
across various domains of psychosocial health during pregnancy
or the postpartum period [11-13].

In response to this inequity of access, Bupa Australia
collaborated with perinatal mental health and consumer teams
to develop a web-based tool, mummatters [14], which allows
women to self-assess for the symptoms of depression and the
presence of psychosocial risk factors throughout the perinatal
period. mummatters aims to increase women’s awareness of
their own symptoms or risk factors and their knowledge of the
available support options, encourage engagement with these
support options (as appropriate), and facilitate communication
about emotional health issues between women and their health
care providers.

Objective
The aim of this study was to report on the uptake of
mummatters; the sociodemographic and psychosocial risk
profiles of a subsample of users; and the acceptability,
credibility, perceived effect, and motivational appeal of the tool
to pregnant and postnatal women. The help-seeking behaviors
of women who used mummatters and barriers to help seeking
were also examined.

Methods

Mummatters Overview
Mummatters is a web-based tool that is available free of charge
via the Bupa website [14]. Its web-based design allows access
from a range of computing and mobile devices. Users can
bookmark the website or save mummatters to the home page
of their devices, where it appears as an icon. Internet access is
required to use the features of the tool.

After downloading mummatters, women are invited to answer
a small number of demographic questions (including current
gestation or infant age and maternity care sector), followed by
a baseline assessment comprising the Whooley questions [15,16]
and the Antenatal Risk Questionnaire (ANRQ; and its postnatal
equivalent) [17].

The Whooley depression case-finding questions are
recommended for use in the perinatal period by the National
Institute for Health and Care Excellence [8]. The 2-item
questionnaire has been shown to have a high sensitivity (0.95;
95% CI 0.88-0.97) and modest specificity (0.65; 95% CI
0.56-0.74) [18]. The Whooley questions are as follows: (1)
“During the past month, have you often been bothered by feeling
down, depressed or hopeless?” and (2) “During the past month,
have you often been bothered by having little interest or pleasure
in doing things?” [15]. These depression-related questions are
followed by a third question that is asked to women who
responded “yes” to either of the 2 above-mentioned questions
(“Is this something you feel you need or want help with?”) [16].
Women were considered to be Whooley positive (possible
depressive episode) if they answered “yes” to either/both
questions 1 or 2 [8].

The ANRQ is a validated self-report measure that was developed
by a panel of experts, based on evidence relating to salient risk
factors associated with perinatal mental health disorders,
particularly depression and anxiety, and on the face and
construct validity of these factors. Its capacity to identify women
at increased risk for these conditions has been demonstrated
[17]. Although initially developed for the antenatal period, the
ANRQ has been used during the postnatal period for research
and clinical practice [19,20]. Australia’s current clinical practice
guidelines for mental health care in the perinatal period
recommend the use of the ANRQ for the assessment of
psychosocial risk [6].

A key feature of mummatters is its computer-based decision
aid that combines responses to the Whooley questions and
ANRQ to generate tailored follow-up messages and provide
help-seeking information, as appropriate. For example, women
who are Whooley positive automatically receive a message
encouraging them to make an appointment to discuss their
emotional health with a trusted health care professional. The
tool also allows women to give permission for a letter addressed
to their health care provider to be generated, which includes a
summary of their results as well as full copies of their completed
measures. Women are also given ready access to additional
information and links to resources that aim to support them in
actively looking after their emotional well-being. After the
completion of the initial baseline assessment, mummatters sends
monthly prompts for women (irrespective of their baseline
scores) to complete follow-up assessments to monitor their
emotional health and well-being. Women can also create an
individualized wellness action plan and can opt to receive
inspirational messages sent monthly via SMS or email.
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Data Collection and Research Participants
There were 2 primary sources of data for this evaluation. The
first was mummatters use data that women consented to being
used for research purposes via a within-tool agreement. These
use data included a unique identification number as well as
deidentified demographic and clinical information provided
during the initial pregnancy or postnatal assessment.

The second data source was a research-specific data set that
required additional consent. All women who used mummatters
at least once during pregnancy or postnatally and who indicated
their willingness to be contacted about the study were emailed
and invited to participate. To be eligible, women were also
required to be currently living in Australia, have access to the
internet, and be able to complete the measures in English.
Eligible women who agreed to participate gave informed consent
and completed the additional study measures via the web-based
Key Survey (TM) platform. A reminder email was sent by the
research team to women who did not complete the study
measures within 1 week, with 2 further reminders sent at weekly
intervals thereafter (up to a maximum of 3 reminders).

Participants completed questions relating to the acceptability,
credibility, likeability, perceived effect, and motivational appeal
of the tool. Participants were also asked about help-seeking
behaviors in the previous month and barriers to help seeking.
Where possible, these questions were replicated or modified
from previous studies for methodological consistency [21,22].
These data were linked to the use data of the participants via
their unique identification numbers.

Ethical Approval
The study was approved by the Human Research Ethics
Committee (HREC) of St John of God Health Care (HREC
reference number: 735).

Results

Sociodemographic and Psychosocial Profile of
Mummatters Evaluation Participants
A total of 2817 women downloaded and completed the
mummatters baseline measures between November 13, 2016,

and May 22, 2018. Of these, 26.80% (755/2817) indicated their
willingness to be contacted about the study and were emailed
an information sheet, consent form, and link to the study
measures approximately 4 weeks after indicating their
expression of interest. Of these, 33.8% (255/755) women agreed
to participate in the study; among these, 91 women dropped out
of the survey immediately after indicating their consent (ie,
before completing any of the research questions). Of the
remaining 164 women, 140 had sufficient research data and
were subsequently included in the analyses (ie, 5% (140/2817)
of all mummatters users and 18.5% (140/755) of all women
emailed about the research). The demographic profiles of the
140 women who participated are presented in Table 1.

There were no significant differences between pregnant or
postnatal mummatters users who were and were not included
in the study in terms of Whooley-positive status (antenatal:

χ2(2)=1.0; P=.60 and postnatal: χ2(2)=2.5; P=.29), ANRQ total
score (antenatal: t1331=−1.32; P=.19 and postnatal: t1369=−0.05;

P=.96), private maternity sector (antenatal: χ2(2)=1.1; P=.78

and postnatal: χ2(1)=0.7; P=.68), gestation (t1377=0.34; P=.73),
or infant age (t1433=1.38; P=.17) at baseline assessment.

The results of the mummatters baseline psychosocial assessment
(Whooley questions and psychosocial risk questionnaire) for
participants are summarized in Table 2. During pregnancy, 49%
(n=36/73) of participants were Whooley positive; one or both
of the Whooley questions were endorsed by 15% (11/73) and
34% (25/73) of participating women, respectively. In the
postnatal period, 36 of 67 (54%) participants were Whooley
positive, with 31% (21/67) of women endorsing one question
and 22% (15/67) endorsing both questions. Across the perinatal
period, women who endorsed both Whooley questions were
significantly more likely to answer “yes” to the third Whooley
help question than women who endorsed one question only

(antenatal: χ2(1)=5.7; P=.02 and postnatal: χ2(1)=5.2; P=.02).
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Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics of mummatters evaluation participants.

Postnatal period (baseline; n=67)Antenatal period (baseline; n=73)Characteristic

Gestation or infant age at first mummatters baseline assessment (weeks)

15.28 (24.11)20.96 (11.19)Mean (SD)

1-1784-40Range

Maternal age (years)

32.70 (4.20)32.97 (4.60)Mean (SD)

25-4524-43Range

65 (99)68 (96)Partnereda, n (%)

28 (44)42 (62)First childb, n (%)

49 (78)60 (88)Australian bornb, n (%)

Maternity sectorc, n (%)

30 (46)32 (44)Public

36 (55)37 (51)Private

N/Ad4 (6)Undecided

Residential areaa, n (%)

43 (65)51 (72)Metropolitan

20 (30)14 (20)Regional

3 (5)6 (9)Rural

Highest educational levela, n (%)

4 (6)6 (9)Highschool

15 (23)20 (28)TAFEe or diploma

28 (42)30 (42)Bachelor’s degree

19 (29)15 (21)Postgraduate degree

Current employment statusa, n (%)

45 (68)19 (27)On maternity leave

4 (6)33 (47)Full time

6 (9)12 (17)Part time

11 (17)7 (10)Unemployed

Income managementa,f, n (%)

26 (39)17 (24)Difficult

40 (61)54 (76)Not difficult

aExcludes 2 antenatal women and 1 postnatal woman with missing data.
bExcludes 5 antenatal women and 4 postnatal women with missing data.
cExcludes 1 postnatal woman with missing data.
dN/A: not applicable.
eTAFE: Technical and Further Education.
fResponses to the question “How do you manage on the income you have available” were divided into difficult (“It is impossible,” “It is difficult all of
the time,” and “It is difficult some of the time”) or not difficult (“It is too bad” and “It is easy”) responses.
Columns may not total 100% due to rounding.
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Table 2. Psychosocial profile of mummatters evaluation participants.

Postnatal period (baseline; n=67)Antenatal period (baseline; n=73)Characteristic

Psychosocial risk questionnaire (ANRQa) total score

23.09 (10.00)23.11(10.64)Mean (SD)

7-496-53Range

36 (54)36 (49)Whooley positiveb, n (%)

30 (45)30 (41)ANRQ score≥23, n (%)

ANRQ item, n (%)

22 (33)20 (27)High trait anxiety (being a worrier)c

14 (21)19 (26)Perfectionistic traitsc

9 (13)17 (23)Past sexual or physical abuse

18 (27)31 (22)Significant past mental health issuesd

18 (27)16 (22)Major stressors in the last 12 monthse

11 (16)14 (19)Emotional abuse in childhood

18 (27)13 (18)Growing up with emotionally unsupportive motherc

12 (18)7 (10)Lack of support with the babyc

4 (6)6 (8)Emotionally unsupportive partnerc (or no partner)

aANRQ: Antenatal Risk Questionnaire.
bEndorsed one or both of the two Whooley questions.
cAntenatal Risk Questionnaire; scaled items were dichotomized into low scoring (1-3) or high scoring (4 or more), consistent with the methodology
used in previous research [23,24].
dItem considered endorsed if participants responded “yes” to depression or other past mental health problems for which professional help was sought
or which significantly interfered with work and relationships (score of 4 or more).
eItem considered endorsed if participants responded “yes” to experiencing a major stressor in the previous 12 months which caused a significant degree
of distress (score of 4 or more).

Overall, 33% (24/73) of women who completed the antenatal
baseline assessment did not endorse any significant risk factors
on the ANRQ, 26% (19/73) endorsed 1 significant risk factor,
15% (11/73) endorsed 2 significant risk factors, and 26% (19/73)
had 3 or more significant risk factors. Postnatally, 19% (13/67),
24% (16/67), 31% (21/67), and 25% (17/67) of women endorsed
none, 1, 2, and 3 or more risk factors on the ANRQ, respectively.
A total of 41% (30/73) of antenatal participants and 45% (30/67)
postnatal participants scored 23 or more, which is the cutoff
score for the ANRQ. Women who score above the cutoff are
considered to be experiencing a significant accumulation of risk
factors that are associated with an increased risk of developing
a clinical depression or anxiety disorder [17].

Participant Experience and Feedback
The mean time taken by women to complete the mummatters
baseline questions was 4 minutes (antenatal women: mean 4.16
minutes, SD 11.27 minutes; postnatal women: mean 3.88
minutes, SD 8.48 minutes). Most pregnant and postpartum
women rated mummatters favorably on a range of feedback
parameters (Table 3). Of note, most pregnant and postnatal users
regarded mummatters as acceptable (94.0%-98.6%), credible
(93.2%-97.3%), appealing (78.1%-91.0%), and potentially
helpful in affecting a range of health behaviors specific to
supporting emotional wellness during the perinatal period
(78.1%-92.5%).
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Table 3. Participant agreement with feedback statements relating to the use of mummatters.

Postnatal period (n=67), n (%)aAntenatal period (n=73), n (%)aFeedback statement

Acceptability

63 (94)72 (99)I felt comfortable completing questions about my emotional health and
well-being using mummatters

Credibility

64 (96)71 (97)The information I got from mummatters can be trusted

64 (96)68 (93)The information I got from mummatters was useful

Perceived effect

62 (93)65 (89)The information in mummatters helped me better understand the importance
of having good emotional health in the transition to motherhood

61 (91)57 (78)mummatters helped me learn about the symptoms of depression

61 (91)63 (86)mummatters helped me learn about some common risk factors for depression
and anxiety during pregnancy and in the year after birth

54 (81)58 (80)mummatters will help me pay closer attention to my emotional health and
well-being

55 (83)62 (85)mummatters would help me feel more comfortable in seeking support for
emotional health issues during pregnancy and in the year after birth, if I
needed it

56 (84)65 (89)mummatters would help reduce the stigma of seeking help for emotional
health issues during pregnancy and in the year after birth, if I needed it

59 (88)63 (86)mummatters increased my awareness of additional resources for emotional
well-being during pregnancy and in the year after birth

60 (90)60 (82)mummatters provides practical solutions to managing emotional health issues
during pregnancy and in the year after birth

58 (87)63 (86)The report that I can download in mummatters would help me talk to my
health care provider about my emotional well-being, if I needed to

61 (91)63 (86)The information provided in mummatters could help me manage my emo-
tional well-being in the future

Motivational appeal

61 (91)66 (90)I would use mummatters again

57 (85)57 (78)I would tell friends to use mummatters

Likeability

59 (88)66 (90)It was easy to find the information I wanted in mummatters

62 (93)66 (90)The information I got from mummatters was relevant to me

54 (81)58 (80)Overall, the features of mummatters met my expectations

aNumbers and percentages indicate those who agreed or strongly agreed with each statement.

Help-Seeking Behaviors and Barriers to Help Seeking
The help-seeking behaviors of Whooley-positive women (ie,
women endorsing one or both of the Whooley depression
questions) in the month before completing the study survey as
well as the barriers to help seeking are presented in Table 4.
Overall, these women were the most likely to discuss their
emotional health with their partners or family during both
pregnancy (33/36, 92%) and the postnatal period (30/36, 83%).

Other common sources of support were friends (56%-61%),
health care providers (53%-61%), and books or print materials
(56%-64%). Women were more likely to report using
complementary therapies for their emotional health during
pregnancy than after birth. Interestingly, only 23% (5/22) of
Whooley-positive women who spoke with a health care provider
during pregnancy took their mummatters report to the
appointment with them, which decreased to 11% (2/19) in the
postnatal period.
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Table 4. Help-seeking behaviors and barriers to help seeking in the month before completing the study survey among antenatal and postnatal
Whooley-positive women.

P valueaPostnatal period (n=36), n (%)Antenatal period (n=36), n (%)Help-seeking behaviors and barriers

Help-seeking behaviors in the month before completing the study survey

.4719 (53)22 (61)Spoke to health care professionalb

.4830 (83)33 (92)Partner or family

.5420 (56)22 (61)Friends

.4215 (42)13 (36)Internet

.5323 (64)20 (56)Books or print materials

.1015 (42)9 (25)Lifestyle changes

.047 (19)16 (44)Complementary therapies (including supplements)

.193 (8)7 (19)Started or continued medication

.243 (8)0 (0)Phone helpline

N/A3 (8)N/AcDay stay or residential parenting service

.492 (6)0 (0)Hospital emergency department or admission

Barriers to help-seeking in the month before completing the study survey

.3111 (30)7 (19)Did not think needed help

.1817 (46)11 (31)Normalizing symptoms

.966 (16)6 (17)Not aware of services

.1212 (32)6 (17)Would feel like a failure

.1117 (46)10 (28)Fear of judgment

.524 (11)6 (17)Worried about side effects of treatment

.313 (8)6 (17)Could not afford it

.124 (11)0 (0)Could not arrange childcare or transport

aChi-square test was used when n is >5, and Fisher exact test was used when n is <5.
bIncludes midwife, child health nurse, general practitioner, obstetrician, counselor, psychologist, and psychiatrist.
cN/A: not applicable.

The most common barriers to seeking additional help or support
reported by Whooley-positive women were personal or social
in nature. For example, 46% (17/36) of postnatal participants
normalized their symptoms or feared that they would be
negatively judged if they asked for help, and up to one-third of
women reported that they would feel like a failure. The
proportion of women reporting these effects of stigma was
greater in the postnatal period than during pregnancy, although
these differences were not statistically significant.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study sought to report on the uptake of mummatters and
to provide insights into the experience, psychosocial profile,
and help-seeking behaviors of women who engaged with this
free, web-based self-assessment tool. Approximately 3000
women downloaded mummatters in 18 months. The results
demonstrated that the tool was positively appraised by both
pregnant and postnatal users, with high levels of reported
acceptability, credibility, likeability, perceived effect, and
motivational appeal. Approximately half of the women who

used mummatters had chosen private maternity care for their
current pregnancy or birth (48%; 1358/2817), suggesting that
the tool was reaching a population that was known to be less
likely to be offered depression screening and psychosocial
assessment as a routine component of their antenatal and
postnatal care.

Existing Australian research has reported elevated ANRQ scores
among 14%-32% of women [23-25] in the general perinatal
population, and although there is no Australian comparison data
available for the Whooley questions, previous community-based
studies have reported Whooley-positive rates of between 10%
and 51% [26,27]. In comparison, up to 45% of women in this
study scored above the recommended clinical cutoff score on
the ANRQ and up to 54% were Whooley positive, suggesting
that women who are at greater risk of poorer emotional health
or parenting outcomes or who are experiencing current
symptoms of depression are using mummatters and finding it
highly acceptable. In keeping with recent research, this pattern
of results may also reflect that an anonymous web-based
assessment makes it easier for women to give an honest account
of how they are feeling [28,29]. Although depression screening
and psychosocial assessment are largely acceptable to most
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women and health providers [17,23,24,30], recent research has
shown that women who are most likely to need mental health
care during the perinatal period are also those least likely to be
honest with their health care providers when responding to
questions about their mental health [31].

It is well-established that fear and shame are significant factors
in women’s decisions to seek or accept help for mental health
issues during the perinatal period [32]. Approximately half of
the women normalized their symptoms and were particularly
concerned with how others would judge them if they admitted
that they were struggling emotionally with motherhood. The
barriers presented by these stigmatizing beliefs remain despite
general population community surveys showing a high rate of
disagreement with negative stereotypes about depression and
motherhood, including disagreeing with the view that women
with postnatal depression are unable to be good mothers [33].

Up to 47% of Whooley-positive women in this study did not
speak to a health care professional about how they were feeling
in the month after completing the mummatters baseline
assessment, and only a few (10.5%-22.7%) of those that did
took the downloadable mummatters report to their appointment.
Although this is in line with previous Australian research that
shows that up to 50% of women do not seek help for emotional
health issues during the perinatal period despite being identified
as in need of additional support [34,35], there is a clear need to
understand why the report was being underutilized and how
this can be made more useful, particularly given that women
had already taken a first step in seeking a way to evaluate their
symptoms. Seeking women’s consent to automatically send the
reports from mummatters to a nominated health care provider
is one possible response so that the onus to seek care does not
solely lie on the women, whose symptoms may inherently make
it difficult to seek support. However, this option assumes that
women will have continuity of care, but this is not always
possible in contexts where care is delivered across hospital
maternity care systems and postnatal community–based primary
care systems and between the public and private health care
sectors. Gathering women’s views on how this feature can be
improved or made more acceptable to users was beyond the
scope of this study but is critical to inform future updates of the
tool. Consistent with other Australian research [22,35,36], this
study showed that family and friends are key support options
for many women during pregnancy and the postnatal period.
This again highlights the critical importance of targeting
partners, family, and social networks in community awareness
campaigns and early intervention programs for perinatal mental
health. However, such campaigns must be complemented by
support and treatment approaches that are well resourced,
available, and enhance timely access to appropriate follow-up
care. Interestingly, both pregnant and postnatal women in this
study were more likely to report seeking support or information
about their emotional health from books or print materials than

the internet. This was despite women already being engaged
with mummatters as a web-based tool and despite the increasing
availability of locally developed internet-based resources and
interventions [37]. The feasibility of partnering with service
providers to directly link women to evidence-based web-based
and telehealth treatment programs in future iterations of
mummatters is currently being explored.

Strengths and Limitations
This study has several limitations. The sample size was small;
however, based on the limited comparison data available,
participants were representative of all mummatters users.
Although it was a self-selected sample, a greater than expected
proportion of participants endorsed possible depression or a
substantial number of psychosocial risk factors, predisposing
them to developing a mental health episode. Thus, we were able
to examine the concerns of more susceptible women more
closely in terms of help-seeking behaviors and barriers.

Conclusions
Previous research has reported on the engagement and
real-world clinical utility of web-based approaches to
self-administered screening for mental health conditions [38-41];
however, such approaches have not been adequately evaluated
in perinatal populations. This study provided insight into the
profile, experience, and help-seeking behaviors of women who
used mummatters, a freely available web-based tool, and our
results will help inform the review and further development of
the tool. Although mummatters was rated positively by
consumers, only 53% (19/36) to 61% (22/36) of women with
possible depression reported speaking to their health care
provider about this. This was more notable (though not
statistically significant) among postnatal women than among
pregnant women, suggesting that the barriers to help seeking
are greater once a woman has an infant. Such barriers potentially
place these women at greater risk of remaining untreated, as the
demands on them are greater. This warrants further investigation
in future studies.

Although consumer-driven risk assessments and symptom
checklists are becoming more readily available for perinatal
women, the need to keep training health care providers to engage
women and ask the right questions to start the conversation
around emotional well-being remains imperative [42]. Multiple
but complementary approaches may be necessary given the
well-documented findings, supported by our study, that many
women do not seek formal assistance from their health care
providers even when they are encouraged to do so. Future
research should also focus on whether engagement with
self-assessment tools of this type, including frequency and
duration of engagement, is associated with longer-term
improvements in mental health and health-related quality of
life.
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Abstract

Background: Anxiety symptoms in older adults are prevalent and disabling but often go untreated. Most trials on psychological
interventions for anxiety in later life have examined the effectiveness of face-to-face cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT). To
bridge the current treatment gap, other treatment approaches and delivery formats should also be evaluated.

Objective: This study is the first to examine the effectiveness of a brief blended acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT)
intervention for older adults with anxiety symptoms, compared with a face-to-face CBT intervention.

Methods: Adults aged between 55-75 years (n=314) with mild to moderately severe anxiety symptoms were recruited from
general practices and cluster randomized to either blended ACT or face-to-face CBT. Assessments were performed at baseline
(T0), posttreatment (T1), and at 6- and 12-month follow-ups (T2 and T3, respectively). The primary outcome was anxiety symptom
severity (Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7). Secondary outcomes were positive mental health, depression symptom severity,
functional impairment, presence of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders V anxiety disorders, and treatment
satisfaction.

Results: Conditions did not differ significantly regarding changes in anxiety symptom severity during the study period (T0-T1:
B=.18, P=.73; T1-T2: B=−.63, P=.26; T1-T3: B=−.33, P=.59). Large reductions in anxiety symptom severity (Cohen d≥0.96)
were found in both conditions post treatment, and these were maintained at the 12-month follow-up. The rates of clinically

significant changes in anxiety symptoms were also not different for the blended ACT group and CBT group (χ2
1=0.2, P=.68).

Regarding secondary outcomes, long-term effects on positive mental health were significantly stronger in the blended ACT group
(B=.27, P=.03, Cohen d=0.29), and treatment satisfaction was significantly higher for blended ACT than CBT (B=3.19, P<.001,
Cohen d=0.78). No other differences between the conditions were observed in the secondary outcomes.

Conclusions: The results show that blended ACT is a valuable treatment alternative to CBT for anxiety in later life.

Trial Registration: Netherlands Trial Register TRIAL NL6131 (NTR6270); https://www.trialregister.nl/trial/6131
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Introduction

Background
Anxiety is among the most common mental health problems in
older adults, with prevalence estimates for anxiety disorders
ranging up to 15% [1-3]. When also considering the presence
of anxiety symptoms that do not meet the diagnostic criteria for
a disorder (so-called subclinical or subthreshold anxiety),
estimates range between 15% and 52% [1,3]. Both anxiety
disorders and subclinical anxiety in older adults are associated
with limited physical and social activities, impairments in
self-care, decreased well-being, comorbid depressive
symptomatology, somatic problems, and increased use of
benzodiazepines [4-6]. Despite the repeatedly demonstrated
negative impact of anxiety in later life, only a small proportion
of anxious older adults receive adequate psychological help
[7-9]. This treatment gap is worrying as untreated anxiety
symptoms in older adults tend to be chronic and aggravated
over time [10].

The current scientific literature on psychological interventions
for anxiety in later life is limited with regard to both
well-evaluated treatment approaches and the precise types of
anxiety they target. The large majority of trials in anxious older
adults have investigated face-to-face cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT) for Generalized Anxiety Disorder (GAD). In the
most recent meta-analysis on CBT for anxiety disorders in older
adults that concluded CBT to be an effective treatment, 7 of the
12 included studies focused on GAD [11]. In recent years,
researchers’ focus has shifted a little to web-based and blended
CBT interventions as treatment for anxiety in later life. To date,
studies in older adults with heterogeneous anxiety
symptomatology have found web-based CBT modules combined
with guidance from a clinician to be effective in reducing
symptom severity [12-15]. These results are promising, as
scalable (partly) web-based interventions might be invaluable
in bridging the current treatment gap in a cost-effective way.

As CBT is the only treatment that has been systematically
studied and most studies thus far confirm its effectiveness, many
clinical guidelines refer to it as the preferred treatment for older
adults with anxiety [16-18]. However, to move the field forward
and improve treatment of anxiety in later life, alternative
treatment options should also be evaluated, because in most
studies with active control conditions, effect sizes favoring CBT
were small [11], and some evidence suggests that older adults
benefit less from CBT for anxiety than younger adults
[11,19,20]. It has been hypothesized that the cognitive aspects
of challenging negative thoughts could be especially problematic
for older adults [20]. Unfortunately, no high-quality studies on
other treatment approaches have yet been published.

Acceptance and commitment therapy (ACT), a promising
alternative to CBT, has been found to be effective in reducing
anxiety symptoms in general adult samples, both in face-to-face

and (partly) web-based formats [21,22]. Contrary to CBT, which
focuses on re-evaluating cognitions and changing safety
behavior and avoidance to achieve decreased levels of anxiety,
ACT promotes acceptance-based emotion regulation and valued
engagement in life [23]. ACT ultimately aims to increase
psychological flexibility: the ability to fully and openly
experience the present moment, including the negative aspects,
and to behave in accordance with personal values [23]. It has
been recognized as a treatment that explicitly aligns with the
understanding of mental health as not only the absence of
disease and illness but also the presence of the so-called positive
mental health [24-26].

ACT might be especially suitable for older adults because its
focus on stimulating acceptance and value-based action is
consistent with age-related changes in emotion regulation and
behavior. Reorientation on personal values and associated
behavior change [27,28], present moment awareness, and
willingness to experience and accept negative emotions have
all been found to increase with age [29,30]. As some studies
suggest that treatment is more effective when it draws upon a
patient’s strengths rather than remediating their shortcomings
[31,32], ACT holds promise as a particularly suitable treatment
approach for older adults. Another argument for ACT as a
treatment option for anxiety in later life is its transdiagnostic
focus on increasing psychological flexibility. Low levels of
psychological flexibility have been related to both anxiety and
depression symptoms [33], which often co-occur in older adults.
Although ACT seems to be a promising treatment option for
older adults with anxiety, so far only one pilot study that
examined face-to-face ACT for late-life GAD has been
published. None of the participants dropped out and worry and
depression scores improved [28], leading the authors to conclude
that ACT warrants a large-scale evaluation in anxious older
adults.

Objectives
This trial aims to advance evidence-based treatment of anxiety
in later life by evaluating the short- and long-term effectiveness
of an ACT intervention in a large sample of older adults with
anxiety symptoms. Specifically, we will evaluate a blended
ACT intervention, because scalable internet-based interventions
could be crucial in bridging the treatment gap in anxious older
adults and should therefore be thoroughly evaluated.
Furthermore, the low-threshold nature and easy accessibility of
internet-based interventions might be especially appealing to
older adults, who are known to experience barriers in seeking
and receiving regular psychological treatment [9]. The blended
ACT intervention will be compared with a face-to-face CBT
intervention, which can be considered treatment as usual in the
study setting [34-36]. As the ACT approach aligns with
age-related changes in emotion regulation and behavior, we
expect the ACT intervention to be more effective than CBT. In
addition to the effect on the primary outcome anxiety symptom
severity, the effects of interventions on positive mental health,
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depressive symptoms, functional impairment, presence of
anxiety disorders, and treatment satisfaction will be evaluated.
As this study is the first large-scale trial into an ACT
intervention for anxiety in later life, the results will offer
valuable new insights into how the large and currently
underserved group of older adults with anxiety symptoms can
be treated.

Methods

Design
The study was registered in the Netherlands Trial Register
(NL6131; NTR6270) and approved by the Medical Ethics
Committee of Leiden University Medical Center (P16.248). A
detailed description of the study protocol has been published
[37].

The study was designed as a pragmatic, single-blind cluster,
randomized controlled trial with measurements at baseline (T0)
and follow-ups at 3, 6, and 12 months (T1, T2, T3, respectively)
postbaseline. Randomization took place at the level of mental
health counselors working in general practices, creating clusters
of participants who received treatment from the same counselor.
Power analysis showed that to detect a between-group difference
on the Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7 (GAD-7) at
posttreatment with a medium effect size (Cohen d=0.45), a
2-tailed α of .05, and a power of 0.80 [38], posttreatment data
of 180 participants were required. Anticipating a dropout rate
of 25%, 240 participants (36 counselors) were included at
baseline.

The block-randomization table (blocks of 4) was created by an
independent researcher using the R software [38] and was
concealed from the main researcher. If 4 mental health
counselors had registered for participation, the main researcher
received their allocation from an independent researcher. After
a mental health counselor was informed about their
randomization status and had received training in the treatment
they were allocated to provide to study participants, recruitment
of participants from the general practice that employed the
counselor started.

Research assistants (Master’s students or graduates in clinical
psychology) who conducted telephonic diagnostic interviews
as part of the assessments were blinded to the participants’
treatment assignments. The main researcher, mental health
counselors, and participants were not blinded to treatment
allocation. Study participants were not informed whether the
intervention they received was the experimental or the active
control condition. To prevent selection bias, potential
participants were not informed about the randomization status
of the mental health counselor in their general practice (ie, the
intervention they would receive if they participated in the study)
until they had given their informed consent and completed the
baseline assessment.

Study Setting: General Practices
The treatment was provided by mental health counselors
working in general practices in the Netherlands. Since 2008,
general practices in the Netherlands have employed mental
health counselors in response to the increasing demand for

psychological treatment and the limited capacity of mental
health care institutions [34]. The counselors offer brief
psychological interventions to patients with mild to moderately
severe symptomatology in the easily accessible environment of
general practices.

General practices were recruited by sending information and
invitation letters to practices in the networks of Leiden
University and Leiden University Medical Centre. Furthermore,
study information was distributed through messages in relevant
newsletters and online forums. When a general practice agreed
upon study participation, employees of the practice were asked
to distribute the information among their professional networks.
A total of 38 general practices were recruited. These practices
were located in villages (n=10), towns (n=11), and cities (n=17)
throughout the Netherlands, in 9 out of 12 provinces. The
practices employed a total of 40 mental health counselors, who
were randomized to provide study participants with either
blended ACT (n=20) or face-to-face CBT (n=20). In total, 36
practices employed one mental health counselor and 2 practices
employed 2 counselors each. Regarding the counselors’
educational background, most were psychologists (n=13), social
psychiatric nurses (n=14), or social workers (n=5). Two
counselors were trained as system therapists, and the other 6
had different educational backgrounds. The number of years of
experience in providing individual psychological treatment
ranged from 3 to 42, with a median of 16 years.

Participants
Individuals aged between 55-75 years with mild to moderately
severe anxiety symptoms (GAD-7 between 5 and 15 [39]) were
eligible for participation. Mastery of the Dutch language,
internet access, and motivation to spend 2.5 h per week on the
intervention were also required. Exclusion criteria were severe
cognitive impairment or unstable severe medical conditions
(according to the medical record at the general practice); very
mild or severe anxiety symptoms (GAD-7 score <5 or >15 [39]);
severe depressive symptomatology (Patient Health
Questionnaire-9 [PHQ-9] score≥20 [40]), psychological or
psychopharmacological treatment within the last 3 months, with
the exception of stable benzodiazepine or selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitor use; severe functional impairment (score≥8
on 2 or 3 Sheehan Disability Scale (SDS) domains [41]), high
suicide risk (Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview Plus
[MINI-Plus]) [42]; substance use disorder (MINI-Plus); lifetime
diagnosis of bipolar disorder or schizophrenia (medical record
or MINI-Plus).

Procedure
Patients (aged between 55 and 75 years) from participating
general practices were sent a letter containing information about
anxiety symptoms, the aim and design of the study, and an
invitation to participate. A data manager from the Leiden
University Medical Center assisted general practitioners (GPs)
in preparing and sending the letters in accordance with Dutch
privacy legislation. Patients whose medical records mentioned
a lifetime diagnosis of bipolar disorder or schizophrenia, severe
unstable medical conditions, or severe cognitive impairment
did not receive an invitation letter. GPs could also exclude
patients from the mailing list for other reasons (eg, social
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circumstances or language barriers) and had to give written
approval of the final mailing list.

The information or invitation letters refer people to the study
website for detailed information about the trial and to register
for participation. After registration, they were screened using
web-based questionnaires (assessing anxiety severity [GAD-7],
depression severity [PHQ-9], mastery of Dutch, and motivation
for treatment) and by a telephone interview (assessing
medication use, functional impairment [SDS], and presence of
psychiatric disorders [MINI-Plus]). If excluded for the presence
of severe symptomatology, people were referred to their GP to
discuss other treatment options. Web-based informed consent
was obtained from all eligible participants before they completed
the web-based baseline questionnaire. After this, the main
researcher informed the included participants about the
intervention they would receive and updated the general practice
about the inclusion.

Participants completed 4 assessments (T0, T1, T2, and T3).
Assessments mainly consisted of web-based self-report
questionnaires. Assessments at T0, T1, and T3 were
complemented by telephone interviews conducted by trained
research assistants.

Treatments

Blended ACT
Participants in the blended ACT condition were given access
to the web-based ACT-module Living to the Full and attended
4 face-to-face sessions with their mental health counselor at the
general practice. The Living to the Full module consisted of 9
lessons to be completed in 9 to 12 weeks. This module (an
adaptation of the similarly titled self-help book [43,44]) was
proven effective in reducing distress and depression in earlier
studies [45,46]. The web-based module could be accessed using
computers and mobile devices. To complete the lessons in time,
the participants were required to spend 15 minutes to 30 minutes
on the module each day. The module consisted of 3 phases,
each comprising 3 lessons. In the first phase, participants
explored the negative consequences of their attempts to control
or reduce their unwanted feelings or thoughts and were
introduced to the idea of shifting their attitude toward their
internal experiences from controlling to accepting. The next 3
lessons provided them with tools to be more accepting of their
(unwanted) internal experiences: exercises focused on noticing
thoughts and feelings without judgment and conceptualizing
the self as the consciousness that notices internal experiences,
instead of the content of these experiences. The last phase of
the module focused on identifying core values and taking the
first step toward living in accordance with these.

The authors of Living to the Full developed a treatment protocol
for the 4 face-to-face sessions with the mental health counselor
at the general practice. In the first session, the participants’
complaints were inventoried and a web-based program was
introduced. After this session, the participants were emailed
their log-in credentials and could access the web-based module.
The subsequent 3 lessons each connected to 1 of the 3 phases
in the module and served to repeat key exercises, increase
motivation, evaluate progress, and discuss potential problems.

Mental health counselors could monitor the progress of their
clients in the web-based module: they could see their answers
to the exercises and the amount of time they spent on the module
but could not provide web-based feedback.

Treatment-As-Usual: Face-to-face CBT
Participants in the treatment-as-usual group received a
protocolized CBT intervention, consisting of 4 face-to-face
sessions over a period of 9 to 12 weeks. In addition, participants
were given homework exercises that required 15 to 30 min per
day (ie, a similar time investment as the blended ACT
intervention). The treatment protocol was developed by NG,
MW, VK, and PS. It consisted of a manual with 12 different
worksheets containing psychoeducation and CBT exercises.
The main worksheets focused on thinking errors and avoidance
behaviors. Other worksheets addressed specific forms of anxiety
(eg, worrying, panic, social anxiety) or common consequences
of anxiety (eg, sleep disturbances, muscle tension). On the basis
of the intake and goal formulation during the first session,
counselors and participants agreed upon which worksheets to
use. In Session 2 and 3, the mental health counselor and
participant discussed and repeated homework exercises,
evaluated progress, and discussed potential problems, and the
counselor aimed to increase the participants’ motivation to
continue with the intervention. The last session was dedicated
to formulating a relapse prevention plan.

Mental health counselors received a 6-h long in-person training
on working with the treatment protocol for their allocated
treatment.

Measures
Table 1 presents an overview of the instruments used per
measurement moment. Anxiety symptom severity was assessed
using the GAD-7 (total scores 0-21), with higher scores
indicating higher symptom severity [39]. Positive mental health
was measured using the Mental Health Continuum-Short Form
(MHC-SF; total scores: (range 0-5) were obtained by averaging
the sum scores of the 14 6-point items, with higher scores
indicating higher levels of positive mental health [47]).
Depressive symptoms were assessed using the PHQ-9 (total
score 0-27; higher scores reflect higher symptom severity [40]).
The SDS [41] assessed functional impairment in the domains
of work, social life, and family life (scores in each domain range
0-10, higher scores reflecting more impairment). The presence
of current GAD, panic disorder, agoraphobia, specific phobia,
social phobia, obsessive-compulsive disorder, posttraumatic
stress disorder, and illness anxiety disorder according to DSM-V
criteria was assessed using the MINI-Plus [42]. Treatment
satisfaction was assessed using the Client Satisfaction
Questionnaire-8 (total scores 0-32; higher scores indicate higher
satisfaction [48]). To assess treatment integrity, mental health
counselors, after every session, indicated how closely they had
followed the treatment protocol on a checklist with all the
elements the protocol prescribed for the sessions. Secondary
outcomes not reported in this article were mindfulness,
experiential avoidance, cognitive emotion regulation, medical
costs, and quality of life. These outcomes will be used in
subsequent studies on moderator, mediator, and
cost-effectiveness analyses.
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Table 1. Instruments per measurement moment.

T3 (12 month)T2 (6 month)T1b (3 month)T0aScreeningInstrument

✓✓✓✓✓dAnxiety symptom severity (GAD-7c)

✓✓✓✓—fPositive mental health (MHC-SFe)

✓✓✓✓✓Depression symptom severity (PHQ-9g)

✓—✓✓✓Presence of psychiatric disordersh (MINI-

Plusi)

✓—✓✓✓Functional impairmenth (SDSj)

——✓——Treatment satisfaction (CSQ-8k)

aT0: baseline.
bT1: posttreatment.
cGAD-7: Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7.
dIndicates that the instrument was used at the specified measurement moment.
eMHC-SF: Mental Health Continuum-Short Form.
fIndicates that the instrument was not used at the specified measurement moment.
gPHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire-9.
hAssessed during telephone interviews by trained research assistants. Scores on these measures obtained during screening are analyzed as part of baseline.
iMINI-Plus: Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview-Plus.
jSDS: Sheehan Disability Scale.
kCSQ-8: Client Satisfaction Questionnaire-8.

Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using the R software [38].
The differences between conditions over time on continuous
outcomes were examined using linear mixed models. The time
variable was recoded into 3 contrasts: T0-T1 (baseline to
posttreatment), T1-T2 (posttreatment to 6-month follow-up),
and T1-T3 (posttreatment to 12-month follow-up). Functional
impairment was not assessed at T2; therefore, these analyses
included 2 contrasts (T0-T1 and T1-T3). The condition variable
was effect-coded (CBT=−0.5, ACT=0.5) to ensure that the
coefficients for the time variables reflected true main effects.
Time, condition, and their interaction were included as fixed
effects. Random intercepts were included at the participant level
and mental health counselor level. Random slopes for time were
included for mental health counselors but not for participants,
as this would result in more parameters than observations.
Treatment satisfaction was only assessed at T1, so this model
included no time effects and only a random intercept at the
counselor level. For this model, the condition was dummy coded
(CBT=0, ACT=1).

Mixed effects logistic regression was used to examine if
proportions of participants that changed from anxiety disorder
to no anxiety disorder—and vice versa—differed between
groups. A total of 4 separate models were created to examine
the differences between the conditions at T1 and T3 for
participants without an anxiety disorder. All mixed models were
fitted to the data with the maximum likelihood. This method
does not replace or impute missing values but uses all observed
data to estimate the value of a population parameter by
determining the value that maximizes the likelihood function
[49].

Cohen d was used as the effect size for continuous outcomes
and was calculated using mixed model estimated means and
observed SD [50]. Cohen d values were interpreted as very
small (<0.20), small (0.20-0.50), medium (0.50-0.80), or large
(>0.80) [51]. Odds ratios were used as effect sizes for
between-group differences on the binary outcome and were
classified as small (1.49-3.45), medium (3.45-9), and large (>9)
[52].

For participants with a GAD-7 posttreatment score, a reliable
change index (RCI) was calculated by dividing the difference
between baseline and posttreatment scores by the standard error
of difference (SED) [52]. The test-retest reliability of the GAD-7
(0.83) was used to calculate the SED [39]. RCI values lower
than −1.96 indicate reliable symptom improvement, and values
over 1.96 denote deterioration [53]. Recovery was
operationalized as a posttreatment score below the cut-off for
moderately severe anxiety symptoms (GAD-7<10 [40]) for
participants who scored above this cut-off at baseline.
Participants with both reliable improvement and recovery met
the criteria for clinically significant changes [53]. The
proportions of participants with reliable improvement,
deterioration, and clinically significant change in both groups

were compared using the χ2 test.

In addition to intention-to-treat (ITT) analyses, per-protocol
(PP) analyses were also conducted. For both groups, PP
treatment was defined as attending 3 or 4 (75% or more of the
allocated treatment) of the face-to-face sessions.
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Results

Participants
Figure 1 presents the flowchart of the participants. From
November 2017 to March 2019, 35,820 invitation letters were
sent. A total of 683 people were screened, of whom 314 were
included: 150 in the blended ACT group and 164 in the CBT
group. Table 2 shows the demographic and clinical
characteristics of the participants. A total of 13 participants in
the ACT group and 17 in the CBT group did not start the

treatment, as they did not show up for the first appointment and
later indicated that they wanted to stop their participation or
were not reachable by phone and email to discuss further
participation. At T1, 70.7% (222/314) of the participants
completed the web-based questionnaire (ACT 101/150, 67.3%,
CBT 121/164, 73.8%); at T2, 63.7% (200/314; ACT 88/150,
58.6%, CBT 112/164, 68.3%), and at T3, 56.7% (178/314; ACT
82/150, 55%, CBT 96/164, 59%). Telephone interviews at T1
and T3 were completed by 66% (208/314; ACT 92/150, 61.3%,
CBT 115/164, 70.1%) and 44.6% (140/314; ACT 69/150,
46.0%; CBT 71/164, 43.3%), respectively.

Figure 1. Flowchart of study participants. ACT: acceptance and commitment therapy; CBT: cognitive behavioral therapy.
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Table 2. Baseline characteristics of study sample.

Total sample (n=314)CBTb (n=164)Blended ACTa (n=150)Characteristics

Age (years)

63.06 (5.70)63.33 (5.71)62.75 (5.69)Mean (SD)

55-7555-7555-75Range

Sex, n (%)

192 (61.2)92 (56.1)100 (66.7)Female

122 (38.9)72 (43.9)50 (33.3)Male

Nationality, n (%)

308 (98.0)159 (96.9)149 (99.3)Dutch

5 (1.6)5 (3.0)0 (0.0)Dutch and other

1 (0.4)0 (0.0)1 (0.7)Other

Education, n (%)

37 (11.7)15 (9.2)22 (14.7)Low

144 (45.8)74 (45.1)70 (44.7)Middle

130 (41.4)74 (45.1)56 (37.3)High

3 (0.9)1 (0.6)2 (0.6)Unknown

Relational status, n (%)

249 (79.3)129 (78.6)120 (80.0)Married or in a romantic relationship

65 (20.7)35 (21.3)30 (20.0)Not married or in a romantic relationship

Work status, n (%)

153 (48.7)76 (46.3)77 (51.3)Paid employment

105 (33.4)56 (34.1)49 (32.6)Voluntary work

112 (35.6)59 (35.9)53 (35.3)No work

Living situation, n (%)

75 (23.9)39 (23.8)36 (24.0)Alone

200 (63.7)103 (62.8)97 (64.6)With partner

24 (7.6)13 (7.9)11 (7.3)With children

14 (4.5)8 (4.8)6 (4.0)With partner and children

1 (0.3)1 (0.6)0 (0.0)Other

314 (100.0)164 (100.0)150 (100.0)Community-dwelling

Somatic comorbidity, n (%)

61 (19.4)32 (19.5)29 (19.3)No somatic problems

253 (80.6)132 (80.5)121 (80.7)One or more somatic problems

Psychomedication use, n (%)

22 (7.0)12 (7.3)10 (6.7)SSRIc

34 (10.8)15 (9.2)19 (12.7)Benzodiazepine

258 (82.2)137 (83.5)121 (80.7)No psychotropic medication

Anxiety disorder, n (%)

17 (5.4)7 (4.3)10 (6.7)Panic disorder

10 (3.2)5 (3.0)5 (3.3)Agoraphobia

13 (4.1)8 (4.9)5 (3.3)Social phobia

18 (5.7)8 (4.8)10 (6.7)Specific phobia
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Total sample (n=314)CBTb (n=164)Blended ACTa (n=150)Characteristics

3 (0.9)2 (1.2)1 (0.7)OCDd

3 (0.9)1 (0.6)2 (1.3)PTSDe

7 (2.2)4 (2.4)3 (2.0)Illness anxiety disorder

35 (11.1)18 (10.9)17 (11.3)GADf

81 (25.8)39 (23.8)42 (28.0)Any anxiety disorder

233 (74.2)125 (76.2)108 (72.0)No anxiety disorder

aACT: acceptance and commitment therapy.
bCBT: cognitive behavioral therapy.
cSSRI: selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor.
dOCD: obsessive-compulsive disorder.
ePTSD: posttraumatic stress disorder.
fGAD: generalized anxiety disorder.

Treatment Adherence and Study Dropout
Of the 314 participants, a total of 191 (60.8%) attended all 4
face-to-face sessions and 35 (11.1%) attended 3 sessions.
Significantly more participants attended 3 or 4 sessions (ie,
received PP treatment) in the CBT group than in the ACT group

(CBT: 126/164, 76.8%, ACT: 100/150, 66.7%, (χ2
1=4.0,

P=.045). A total of 41 participants reported their reason for
dropping out of treatment (Figure 1).

The proportion of participants who completed the T1
measurement did not differ between the groups (χ²1=1.6, P=.21).
Baseline characteristics did not differ significantly between
participants who completed T1 and those who did not. Of the
222 participants who completed T1, 201 (90.5%) attended either
3 or 4 face-to-face sessions. There was no difference between
the groups regarding the time participants at T1 reported to have
spent on homework exercises or completing the web-based
module (F1=1.239; P=.27).

Treatment Integrity
Mental health counselors in the ACT and CBT groups completed
the treatment integrity checklist for 71.1% (315/443) and 82%

(424/517) of the sessions, respectively. The ACT group
indicated adherence to all the prescribed elements for 80%
(252/315) of the sessions. For the CBT group, this was 85.8%
(364/424) of the sessions.

Primary Outcomes
Tables 3 and 4 contain the results of the mixed models and the
models’ estimated mean scores. Figure 2 presents the estimated
mean GAD-7 scores for all measurement moments for the 2
groups. Regardless of the condition, GAD-7 scores significantly
decreased from T0 to T1 (B=−3.92, P<.001), increased
significantly between T1 and T2 (B=.64, P=.02), and did not
change significantly from T1 to T3 (B=−.23, P=.45). The
within-group effect sizes for both conditions were large for the
decreases from T0 to T1 (ACT: Cohen d=0.96; CBT: Cohen
d=1.09) and small to very small for T1-T2 (ACT: Cohen d=0.10;
CBT: Cohen d=0.28) and T1-T3 (ACT: Cohen d=0.11; CBT:
Cohen d=0.02) changes. All time-by-condition interactions were
statistically insignificant, indicating that changes in anxiety
symptom severity over time did not differ between the groups.
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Table 3. Mixed model analyses comparing the differences between the blended acceptance and commitment therapy and cognitive behavioral therapy
group over time and between-group effect sizesa.

Cohen dP valuet test (df)SEUnstandardized beta coeffi-
cient B

Outcome

GAD-7b

N/Ac<.001−15.01 (57)0.26−3.92T0-T1

N/A.022.29 (580)0.28.64T1-T2

N/A.45−0.78 (20)0.30−0.23T1-T3

0.02.730.35 (57)0.52.18T0-T1d condition

0.15.26−1.13 (580)0.56−0.63T1-T2d condition

0.08.59−0.54 (20)0.60−0.33T1-T3d condition

MHC-SFe

N/A<.0014.55 (34)0.05.29T0-T1

N/A.990.01 (173)0.06.00T1-T2

N/A.37−0.90 (71)0.06−0.06T1-T3

0.06.36−0.94 (34)0.13−0.12T0-T1d condition

0.03.820.24 (173)0.12.03T1-T2d condition

0.29.042.13 (71)0.13.27T1-T3d condition

PHQ-9f

N/A<.001−11.59 (30)0.26−3.01T0-T1

N/A.02−2.37 (66)0.27−0.65T1-T2

N/A.04−2.12 (42)0.33−0.69T1-T3

0.03.560.59 (30)0.52.31T0-T1d condition

0.16.23−1.21 (66)0.55−0.67T1-T2d condition

0.12.43−0.80 (42)0.66−0.53T1-T3d condition

SDSg work

N/A<.001−6.96 (37)0.27−1.87T0-T1

N/A.57−0.58 (45)0.31−.18T1-T3

0.10.600.53 (37)0.54.28T0-T1d condition

0.23.311.03 (45)0.62.64T1-T3d condition

SDS social life

N/A<.001−6.96 (37)0.26−1.78T0-T1

N/A.59−0.55 (27)0.27−.15T1-T3

0.07.73−0.35 (37)0.51−.18T0-T1d condition

0.03.880.15 (27)0.550.08T1-T3d condition

SDS family and/or home

N/A<.001−8.78 (44)0.22−1.93T0-T1

N/A.51−0.66 (73)0.26−.17T1-T3

0.00.960.05 (44)0.44.02T0-T1d condition

0.11.46−0.74 (73)0.51−.38T1-T3d condition

CSQ-8h
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Cohen dP valuet test (df)SEUnstandardized beta coeffi-
cient B

Outcome

N/A<.00165.20 (34)0.3522.83T1 Intercept

0.78<.0014.58 (37)0.703.19T1 Condition

MINI-Plusi (for subgroup without anxiety disorder at baseline)d

N/A<.001−3.60j0.96−3.47T1 Intercept

3.59.101.64j0.781.28T1 Condition

N/A<.001−5.09j0.47−2.38T3 Intercept

1.05.9410.07j0.70.05T3 condition

MINI-Plus (for subgroup with anxiety disorder at baseline)d

N/A.003−2.93j0.46−1.34T1 intercept

1.46.540.61j0.62.38T1 condition

N/A.08−1.75j0.79−1.39T3 intercept

2.75.35−0.94j1.08−1.01T3 condition

aFor the MINI-Plus and CSQ-8, the condition variable was dummy coded (CBT=0, ACT=1). B is the unstandardized coefficient. T0 stands for baseline;
T1 for posttreatment; T2 and T3 for 6- and 12-month follow-up, respectively.
bGAD-7: Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7.
cN/A: not applicable.
dThe presented b-coefficients of logistic mixed model regressions are log-its and effect sizes odds ratios.
eMHC-SF: Mental Health Continuum-Short Form.
fPHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire-9.
gSDS: Sheehan Disability Scale.
hCSQ-8: Client Satisfaction Questionnaire-8.
iMINI-Plus: Mini International Neuropsychiatric Interview-Plus.
jReported values are z-values.
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Table 4. Mixed model estimated means for the outcomes in both groups and within-group effect sizes.

ES T1-T3ES T1-T2ESa T0-
T1

T3 12-month follow-
up (95% CI)

T2 6-month follow-up
(95% CI)

T1 posttreatment
(95% CI)

T0 baseline (95%
CI)

Outcome

GAD-7b

0.110.100.963.96 (3.09-4.83)4.67 (3.86-5.49)4.35 (3.59-5.12)8.18 (7.49-8.88)Blended ACTc

0.020.281.094.70 (3.89-5.50)5.72 (4.99-6.45)4.76 (4.06-5.47)8.78 (8.12-9.44)CBTd

MHC-SFe

0.090.020.243.04 (2.82-3.26)2.98 (2.76-3.19)2.96 (2.75-3.17)2.73 (2.54-2.91)Blended ACT

0.200.010.382.73 (2.52-2.94)2.91 (2.72-3.10)2.92 (2.73-3.12)2.57 (2.40-2.74)CBT

PHQ-9f

0.270.260.703.19 (2.3-4.06)3.16 (2.35-3.97)4.14 (3.30-5.00)6.99 (6.28-7.71)Blended ACT

0.120.080.754.33 (3.52-5.14)4.44 (3.71-5.18)4.76 (3.97-5.55)7.92 (7.24-8.60)CBT

SDSg work

0.06N/A0.671.94 (1.17-2.71)N/Ah1.80 (1.16-2.44)3.52 (2.94-4.11)Blended ACT

0.24N/A0.821.25 (0.45-2.05)N/A1.75 (1.17-2.34)3.76 (3.17-4.35)CBT

SDS social life

0.04N/A0.752.05 (1.38-2.72)N/A2.16 (1.57-2.74)4.02 (3.51-4.53)Blended ACT

0.07N/A0.632.20 (1.53-2.86)N/A2.39 (1.86-2.91)4.08 (3.59-4.56)CBT

SDS family and/or home

0.16N/A0.761.54 (0.84-2.23)N/A1.90 (1.34-2.45)3.82 (3.30-4.33)Blended ACT

0.00N/A0.711.87 (1.19-2.55)N/A1.85 (1.35-2.35)3.79 (3.30-4.28)CBT

MINIi-plusj

N/AN/AN/A0.09 (0.03-0.21)N/A0.10 (0.02-0.30)0Blended ACT

N/AN/AN/A0.08 (0.03-0.19)N/A0.02 (0.00-0.17)0CBT

MINI-plusk

N/AN/AN/A0.08 (0.02-0.28)N/A0.28 (0.14-0.46)1Blended ACT

N/AN/AN/A0.20 (0.05-0.54)N/A0.21 (0.10-0.39)1CBT

aES: effect size.
bGAD-7: Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7.
cACT: acceptance and commitment therapy.
dCBT: cognitive behavioral therapy.
eMHC-SF: Mental Health Continuum-Short Form.
fPHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire-9.
gSDS: Sheehan Disability Scale.
hN/A: not applicable.
iMINI: Mini-International Neuropsychiatric Interview.
jProbabilities of having an anxiety disorder for participants without anxiety disorder at baseline (n=233).
kProbabilities of having an anxiety disorder for participants with anxiety disorder at baseline (n=81).
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Figure 2. Mean Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7 (GAD-7) scores at all assessments for both conditions. ACT: acceptance and commitment therapy;
CBT: cognitive behavioral therapy; GAD-7: Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7.

Secondary Outcomes
The T1-T3 by condition interaction was significant for MHC-SF
scores (B=.27, P=.03, Cohen d=0.29): from posttreatment to
12-month follow-up, MHC-SF scores decreased in the CBT
group, whereas they increased in the ACT group. For the T0-T1
and T1-T2 intervals, no significant interactions with condition
were found, but the significant main effects showed that positive
mental health in both groups increased from baseline to
posttreatment (B=.29, P<.001), and that these improvements
were maintained at the month follow-up (B=.00, P=.99).

Time-by-condition interactions for PHQ-9 depression and SDS
functional impairment were statistically insignificant. Regardless

of the condition, depression severity decreased over time, as
indicated by the significant main effects for all 3 time intervals
(T0-T1 B=−3.01, P<.001; T1-T2 B=−.65, P=.02; T1-T3
B=−.69, P=.04). Functional impairment in work (B=−1.87,
P<.001), social life (B=−1.78, P<.001), and family life
(B=−1.93, P<.001) significantly decreased from baseline to
posttreatment across groups. These decreases were maintained
at the month follow-up (work: B=−.18, P=.57; social life:
B=−.15, P=.59; family life: B=−.17, P=.51). In both conditions,
within-group effect sizes for changes in the MHC-SF, PHQ-9,
and SDS during the T0-T1 interval ranged from small to large;
those for T1-T2 and T1-T3 were in the very small to small range.
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Participants with anxiety disorders at baseline (n=81) had
significantly higher baseline GAD-7 scores (mean 10.07, SD
4.09) than participants without an anxiety disorder (mean 1.95,
SD 3.85; F1=16.72, P<.001). Among the participants with a
baseline anxiety disorder, the odds of meeting the criteria for a
disorder at T1 and T3 did not differ significantly between the
conditions (T1: B=.38, P=.54; T3: B=−1.01, P=.35). The odds
of participants without a baseline anxiety disorder meeting the
criteria for a disorder at T1 and T3 were also not significantly
different in the conditions (T1 B=1.28, P=.10; T3 B=.05,
P=.94).

Treatment satisfaction was significantly higher in the ACT
group than in the CBT group, and the effect size of the
difference was large (B=3.19, P<.001, d=0.78). No adverse
events were reported.

Improvement and Clinically Significant Change
The proportions of participants with reliable anxiety symptom
improvement did not differ significantly between groups

(χ2
1=0.2, P=.66). In the ACT group, 43 of the 101 (42.6%)

participants showed reliable improvement at T1. In the CBT
group, this was the case for 48 of the 121 (39.7%) participants.
In both groups, 2 participants deteriorated. In the ACT group,
22 of the 27 (81.5%) participants with an above-cut-off GAD-7
score at baseline showed clinically significant change, whereas
in the CBT group, this was the case for 27 of the 35 (77.1%)
participants. These proportions did not differ significantly

(χ2
1=0.2, P=.68).

PP Analyses
PP analyses included 226 participants (ACT: n=100; CBT:
n=126). PP participants did not differ significantly from other
participants in terms of baseline characteristics. PP analyses
replicated all the findings from the ITT analyses.

Discussion

This study evaluated the short- and long-term effectiveness of
a blended ACT intervention for older adults with mild to
moderately severe anxiety symptoms by comparing it with
face-to-face CBT. Changes over time in anxiety symptom
severity did not differ between the ACT group and CBT group.
In both groups, anxiety scores significantly decreased from
baseline to posttreatment, and the effect sizes for these decreases
were large. At the 12-month follow-up, symptom reduction was
maintained in both groups. Furthermore, rates of reliable
improvement and clinically significant changes in anxiety
symptoms did not differ between the groups. Analyses of
secondary outcomes revealed 2 significant differences between
the groups. First, improvements in positive mental health were
better sustained in the long term in the ACT group. Second,
treatment satisfaction was higher for the ACT intervention than
for the CBT intervention. No other significant differences in
secondary outcomes were found between the groups. Both
groups showed significant improvements in depression severity,
functional impairment, and positive mental status from baseline
to posttreatment, which were mostly sustained or increased at
follow-up. Finally, the proportion of participants who met the

criteria for a DSM-V anxiety disorder at baseline and no longer
did so after treatment did not differ between the ACT group
and CBT group.

This was the first large-scale trial to evaluate an ACT
intervention for anxiety in later life, and the results therefore
strongly contribute to the evidence-based treatment of this highly
prevalent and undertreated problem. Overall, the results show
that older adults with anxiety symptoms responded similarly to
the blended ACT intervention and face-to-face CBT. The
insignificant differences between the ACT group and CBT group
regarding the majority of outcomes add to null findings from
earlier studies comparing ACT and CBT in general adult
samples with anxiety symptoms or disorders [54,55]. Therefore,
studies thus far have indicated that for anxious adults within a
wide age range, ACT and CBT interventions are equally
effective. For a more thorough understanding of the (unique)
clinical value of blended ACT and face-to-face CBT for anxiety
in later life, in subsequent studies we will conduct a
cost-effectiveness analysis, examine their working mechanisms
(mediator analyses), and determine whether they differentially
affect certain subgroups of patients (moderator analyses).

A significant difference between interventions was found for
positive mental health: scores from posttreatment to 1-year
follow-up decreased in the CBT group and slightly increased
in the ACT group. Positive mental health is an important
treatment outcome, as studies have shown that after correcting
for psychopathology, low levels of positive mental health are
associated with more somatic diseases, increased risk of
developing a mental disorder, and decreased social and
work-related functioning [56]. The interaction effect found in
this study is in line with the fact that stimulating people toward
value-based and engaged living is an explicit goal of ACT,
whereas traditional CBT is primarily focused on alleviating
psychopathology [24-26]. However, assuming that ACT directly
targets positive mental health, it is unexpected that there was
no difference in positive mental health between the groups
directly after treatment. Furthermore, the P value for the
interaction was just below the α level (P=.04), and the effect
size was small (d=0.29). We should, therefore, be careful not
to over-interpret this finding. Therefore, the main implication
of this finding is that further research into the (long-term) effects
of ACT and CBT on positive mental health is warranted.

We found that treatment satisfaction was significantly higher
for the blended ACT intervention than for face-to-face CBT. A
pilot study on ACT for older adults with anxiety and depressive
symptoms found comparable satisfaction ratings [57]. These
results suggest that ACT interventions constitute a positive
treatment experience for older adults, which could be related
to several aspects of the treatment that have been theorized to
be especially appealing to this age group [27]. However, these
findings need to be interpreted with caution, as treatment
satisfaction data were mainly derived from participants who
attended all face-to-face sessions. As it is plausible that dropout
was associated with lower treatment satisfaction and
significantly more participants dropped out in the ACT group,
the observed difference might, in part, be the result of selective
attrition. We could not rule out this possibility because the data
on reasons for dropout were incomplete.
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This trial is designed to investigate the relative effectiveness of
blended ACT and face-to-face CBT and does therefore not allow
conclusions about the absolute effectiveness of the interventions.
Still, the significant main effects of time and large within-group
effect sizes for anxiety reduction from baseline to posttreatment
suggest that both interventions succeeded in treating anxiety
symptoms in this sample of older adults. Two earlier trials in
anxious older adults found Cohen d values of 0.38 and 0.31 for
anxiety symptom reduction (measured with the GAD-7) in
waitlist conditions [12,13]. The pre-post within-group effect
sizes of 0.96 (ACT) and 1.09 (CBT) in this study indicate that
the symptom reduction in both conditions greatly surpassed
improvements that could have been expected if participants had
not received treatment.

The finding that the 2 brief, low-threshold interventions
examined in this study were beneficial for a group that currently
often goes untreated gives reason to be hopeful. However, to
bridge the existing treatment gap, establishing the effectiveness
of interventions for anxiety in later life will not suffice; efforts
should also be made to increase the uptake of these
interventions. In this light, it is promising that this study
demonstrated a partial web-based intervention to be equally
effective as face-to-face treatment, as scalable internet-based
interventions might be crucial in bridging the treatment gap. As
the proportion of older adults who successfully use the internet
is steadily increasing [58], web-based psychological
interventions seem feasible for this age group. However, it is
important to note that studies have demonstrated socioeconomic
disparities in internet use in older adults—higher education and
income levels have been linked to more (successful) internet
usage in later life [58]. This was also evident in this trial, in
which internet access and basic computer skills were required
to participate; more than 85% of the participants had a middle
or high level of education. Large-scale implementation of
internet-based psychological interventions could therefore
increase health inequalities by excluding older adults without
internet access or skills from treatment [59]. To improve mental
health care in an inclusive manner, studies on the effectiveness

and acceptability of psychological interventions for older adults
with lower socioeconomic status are needed.

This study has several limitations. First, treatment integrity was
assessed suboptimally because it relied on therapists’
self-reports. Second, of the 35,820 people who received the
information letter, only 683 registered for study participation;
this is a small number considering the high prevalence of anxiety
in later life [1-3]. This group is likely to differ from the study
population as a whole. For example, all participants were
community-dwelling, 98% were of Dutch nationality, and most
had middle to high education levels. The generalizability of the
findings is also limited because the more severely
(psychologically and/or physically) impaired older adults and
those over the age of 75 years were excluded from participation.
Finally, a considerable number of participants (although
comparable with other studies on internet-based and
low-threshold or low-intensity interventions in general [60,61])
dropped out before completing treatment, and only one-third
of them reported their reason for dropout.

In conclusion, this study is an important advancement in the
evidence-based treatment of anxiety in later life. We did not
find differences between blended ACT and face-to-face CBT
in their effects on anxiety symptom severity and several related
clinical outcomes in a large sample of older adults. In both
groups, anxiety symptoms improved significantly from baseline
to posttreatment, and these improvements had large effect sizes.
Regarding the long-term effects on positive mental health, ACT
outperformed CBT. Therefore, these findings demonstrate that
blended ACT is a valuable treatment alternative to CBT for
anxiety in later life, providing patients and therapists with more
flexibility in deciding on the preferred intervention with regard
to both treatment approach and delivery format. We will follow
up this study with examinations of the cost-effectiveness,
treatment mediators, and moderators of blended ACT versus
CBT. Furthermore, we recommend future research to go beyond
the evaluation of psychological interventions for older adults
with anxiety symptoms and to focus on increasing treatment
uptake in this group.
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Abstract

Background: Improving HIV screening in key populations is a crucial strategy to achieve the goal of eliminating AIDS in
2030. Social networking platforms can be used to recruit high risk-taking men who have sex with men (MSM) to promote the
delivery of voluntary counseling and testing (VCT) as mobile HIV testing. Therefore, client recruitment and availability of mobile
HIV testing through social networking platforms requires further evaluation.

Objective: The aim of this study is to compare the effects of targeting high risk-taking MSM and HIV case finding between
two mobile HIV testing recruitment approaches: through the traditional website-based approach and through social networking
platforms.

Methods: A comparative study design and propensity score matching was applied. The traditional VCT model, that is, the
control group, recruited MSM through a website, and a trained research assistant visited the walk-in testing station at a gay village
on Friday and Saturday nights. The social networking VCT model, the experimental group, recruited MSM from social networking
platforms by periodically reloading into and conducting web-based discussions on dating apps and Facebook. The participants
then referred to others in their social networks via a popular messenger app in Taiwan. The test was conducted at a designated
time and place during weekdays by a trained research assistant. Across both modes of contact, before the mobile HIV testing,
participants needed to provide demographic characteristics and respond to a questionnaire about HIV risk-taking behaviors.

Results: We recruited 831 MSM over 6 months, with a completion rate of 8.56% (616/7200) in the traditional VCT model and
20.71% (215/1038) in the social networking VCT model. After propensity score matching, there were 215 MSM in each group
(mean age 29.97, SD 7.61 years). The social networking model was more likely to reach MSM with HIV risk-taking behaviors,
that is, those seeking sexual activity through social media, having multiple sexual partners and unprotected anal intercourse,
having experience of recreational drug use, and never having or not regularly having an HIV test, compared with the traditional
model. HIV positive rates (incidence rate ratio 3.40, 95% CI 1.089-10.584; P=.03) and clinic referral rates (incidence rate ratio
0.03, 95% CI 0.001-0.585; P=.006) were significantly higher among those in the social networking VCT model than in the
traditional VCT model.

Conclusions: Through effective recruitment strategies on social networking platforms, the social networking VCT mode can
be smoothly promoted, as compared with the traditional VCT model, to target high risk-taking MSM and increase testing outcomes.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e25031)   doi:10.2196/25031

KEYWORDS

HIV testing; internet-based intervention; men who have sex with men; mobile apps; mobile phone; risk-taking; social networking;
voluntary counseling and testing
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Introduction

Background
Improving HIV screening in key populations is a vital strategy
to reach the goal of 95-95-95 and eliminating AIDS in 2030
[1]. A study estimated that 88% of people with HIV in Taiwan
were aware of their infection status in 2019 [2]. In addition to
the current screening model, a more effective testing approach
should be applied, such that 12% of the undiagnosed targets
also undergo HIV testing.

Men who have sex with men (MSM) who had demonstrated
unsafe sexual behaviors constitute a major group with HIV
infection in Taiwan and globally [3,4]. To improve the uptake
of voluntary counseling and testing (VCT) of MSM, mobile
HIV testing, which emphasizes on the use of vehicles to deliver
VCT into the community, was developed [5,6]. Mobile HIV
testing employs VCT outside hospitals to target different
populations and hard-to-reach groups [7-10]. To improve the
HIV case findings, mobile HIV testing information should be
effectively disseminated.

Usually, the client awareness of mobile HIV testing mainly
results from its announcement on several platforms such as
websites, radio, flyers, posters, and notifications by advocates
[7-10]. Due to the high availability of smartphones, social
network platforms that include mobile geosocial network apps
(GSN apps) with GPS (eg, Grindr, Jack’d, and Hornet) and
web-based communities (eg, Facebook [FB]) have gained a
large number of web-based users and have become a popular
avenue for MSM to search for health information and meet
sexual partners [11-14]. High risk-taking behaviors for HIV
infection, such as having multiple sexual partners, low frequency
of condom use, and a high percentage of recreational drug use,
have increased by using social networking platforms [15-18].
Therefore, the use of social networking platforms may also help
gather mobile HIV testing information and encourage VCT
among high risk-taking MSM [19,20].

In this research, HIV testing-eliciting messages and web-based
discussions over instant messaging through social networking
platforms were used to encourage the use of HIV VCT and
self-testing among MSM [21-25]. However, there is an urgent
need for more effective recruitment measures with tailored
operations of social networking platforms among high
risk-taking MSM. MSM users on social networking platforms
could change depending on the time and place of the user who
logs in. Active strategies, such as periodically reloading into
GSN apps at different times and locations and setting up a fun
page on popular web-based communities, could increase
opportunities for web-based users to expand the information
exposure of mobile HIV testing. The inability to coordinate
time and location is one of the major barriers for MSM to reach
the VCT [26,27]. Providing more flexible and individual HIV
screening times and locations for MSM users could facilitate
the accessibility of mobile HIV testing.

In summary, social networking platforms could be a direct path
to target high risk-taking MSM. It is necessary to promote
mobile HIV testing via social networking platforms, to deliver

VCT according to the assigned time and location by MSM, and
to verify the effects of HIV case finding outcomes.

Objective
The objective of this research is to compare the effects of
targeting high risk-taking MSM and HIV case finding between
2 mobile HIV testing recruitment approaches: through the
website and through social networking platforms.

Methods

Study Design
A comparative study design was applied, wherein two VCT
models were evaluated, and purposive sampling was employed.
The traditional VCT model is the most popular model in Taiwan
and was therefore chosen as the control group. Specifically,
VCT would be applied at a certain period of time at a testing
station in the community; this implementation was announced
through a website. In contrast, the social networking VCT model
included scheduling through social networking platforms and
providing VCT at designated times and places. The most popular
social networking platforms, namely, Grindr, Hornet, Jack’d,
FB, and Line (a popular mobile instant messaging app in
Taiwan), were selected based on the previous year’s data
(MOHW106-CDC-C-114-000115). The study covered the
period from May 1, 2018, to November 1, 2018, in Taipei and
New Taipei City. These two cities were chosen because of their
higher prevalence rates of HIV infection in Taiwan.

Participants
Inclusion criteria were self-reporting as MSM, having sexual
experience, being older than 20 years, and being literate.
Exclusion criteria were those who self-reported as not MSM,
not having any sexual experience, and previously known to be
HIV positive.

Ethical Considerations
The study was approved by the institutional review board of a
medical center (18MMHISO25e). All the participants’ data
were processed anonymously using codes. During the HIV
confirmation test process, the participants did not need to
disclose any personally identifiable information to the research
team to maintain their privacy. After completing the
consultation, questionnaire, and testing, each participant was
eligible to receive a gift worth US $3.27.

Procedure and Data Collection

Traditional VCT Model
The testing information of the traditional VCT model included
free and anonymous HIV rapid testing; the testing time and
location were announced every day during the study period via
the public website of a municipal hospital. The traditional VCT
model was conveyed to a screening station located at the
entrance of a gay village between 6 PM and 10 PM every Friday
and Saturday in Taipei City. The participants could actively
browse the website, pass and see the outreach station, or be
referred by their networks to learn about the testing information
and to access the VCT. Moreover, the traditional VCT model
provides walk-in services without an appointment.
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A trained research assistant conducted pretest counseling and
explained the research design and purpose. After obtaining
written informed consent, the participants were asked to
complete a questionnaire, and the pre- and posttest counseling
of the rapid HIV test was performed for each participant. The
participants were informed of the test results immediately after
the test. For the participants with a positive test result, the
research assistant accompanied them to the clinics for further
confirmation via a diagnostic test. For the participants with a
negative result, crucial resources about HIV prevention, such
as pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) and postexposure
prophylaxis (PEP), were introduced, and a referral was made
for them.

Social Networking VCT Model
The social networking VCT model recruited MSM from social
networking platforms and provided a free and anonymous rapid
HIV test at a time and place designated by the participants.

A profile heading with mobile HIV testing and a picture of a
well-trained research assistant was set up (Figure 1) in the GSN
apps: Grindr, Hornet, and Jack’d. The profile clearly introduced
the program’s purpose; the name of the entrusted planning unit;
reservation for delivering a free, anonymous, and negotiable
screening time and place; and the content of HIV testing services
to enhance the audience’s trust [28]. The users appear on a grid
with 3 to 4 profile photos in each column in Grindr, Hornet,

and Jack’d, who were within a 7-mile radius from the research
assistant. The main log-in location of the research assistant was
the program institution at Shipai Road, Beitou District, Taipei
City. The other log-in locations changed according to the
designated testing locations of the participants in Taipei and
New Taipei City. Two strategies of client mobilization and
recruitment were applied to the GSN apps [20,29,30]: (1)
reloading once every 2 hours, a total of 4 times per day, from
10 AM to noon and 1:30 PM to 7:30 PM, on weekdays, onto
each app to display our heading and profile, and allow nearby
web-based users who were interested in mobile HIV testing to
actively tap or send a private message to the research assistant,
and (2) the research assistant provided one-on-one web-based
discussions by using standard contents, including the research
purpose, the privacy and rights of the participants, risk-taking
behavior, and the window period of HIV infection. Individual
mobile HIV testing appointments were decided after discussion.

An FB fun page (Figure 2) was created with mobile testing in
Taipei City under the top section of the page with the mobile
HIV testing poster images, and a clear description of the mobile
HIV testing was provided to raise awareness and build rapport
with the users on FB. Potential participants on FB who were
interested in mobile HIV testing could send a private message
to have a one-on-one discussion and make an appointment with
the research assistant using standard content. A previous study
used a similar recruitment method using FB [31].
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Figure 1. The profile of the mobile HIV testing in geosocial network apps.

Figure 2. The profile of the mobile HIV testing on the Facebook page.
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We encouraged the participants who had finished the mobile
HIV testing to refer to their social network to make a mobile
HIV testing appointment through a quick response code for a
messenger app (Line app).

The same research assistant delivered the VCT according to the
appointment at a designated time between 10 AM to noon and

1:30 PM to 7:30 PM on weekdays and at a convenient place.
The ensuing test counseling, testing procedures, and posttest
services were the same as in the traditional VCT model.

Table 1 shows the content comparison of the 2 VCT models.

Table 1. The content comparison of the 2 voluntary counseling and testing models.

Social networking VCT modelTraditional VCTa modelProcess

The client mobiliza-
tion and recruitment
strategies

•• In GSNb apps: (1) reloading the user location information in
the apps, namely, Grindr, Hornet, and Jack’d, once every 2
hours, a total of 4 times a day during 10 AM to noon and 1:30
PM to 7:30 PM on weekdays to display our mobile HIV
testing heading and profile for nearby web-based users, and
(2) providing one-on-one web-based discussions

The screening information is announced through a
public website of a municipal hospital every day dur-
ing the research period

• Subjects pass and see the outreach station
• Referral by their networks

• Create a Facebook fun page and an ID in a messenger app
(Line app) to provide the one-on-one private message discus-
sion

• Encourage the participants who had finished the mobile HIV
testing to refer their social network through the Line app

Designated by the participants during 10 AM to noon and 1:30
PM to 7:30 PM every weekday

6 PM to 10 PM every Friday and SaturdayTime of VCT

Designated by the participants at a convenient place in Taipei and
New Taipei City

An outreach screening station at an entrance of the largest
gay village in Taipei City

Location of VCT

Need to make an appointmentNo need to make an appointmentTesting appointment

Rapid HIV testRapid HIV testTesting method

A trained research assistantA trained research assistantStaff

Informed of the HIV testing result immediately after the testInformed of the HIV testing result immediately after the
test

Result notification

The referring of confirm test and PEP and PrEP can be arranged
directly according to the testing result

The referring of confirm test and PEPc and PrEPd can be
arranged directly according to the testing result

Posttest services

aVCT: voluntary counseling and testing.
bGSN: geosocial network.
cPEP: postexposure prophylaxis.
dPrEP: pre-exposure prophylaxis.

Instrument

Demographic Characteristics Questionnaire
Participants provided demographic information, such as age,
education, employment status, religion, and whether coming
out of sexual orientation.

HIV Risk-Taking Behaviors Questionnaire
HIV risk-taking behaviors included days since the last unsafe
sex, seeking sexual activity through social media, the nature of
the relationship with the current sexual partner within the past
3 months, the frequency of anal intercourse and of condom use
during anal intercourse within the past 3 months, recreational
drug use, history of sexually transmitted diseases, having had
a prior HIV test, regularity of this testing within the previous
year, and previous PEP and PrEP.

Rapid HIV Test
DETERMINE HIV–1 and 2, antigen and antibody combo was
used as the rapid screening tool in this study, which was licensed

by the Taiwan Food and Drug Administration with a high
sensitivity of 100% and a high specificity of 99.5% [32]. It takes
only about 15 min to obtain the results, and it can be performed
by trained staff.

Propensity Score Matching and Multivariable Statistical
Analyses
As the subjects who accepted the anonymous HIV testing could
not be randomly assigned, propensity score matching (PSM)
was applied using SPSS (SPSS Inc.) software to perform the
matching in a 1:1 ratio with a caliper distance of 0.001 between
the 2 VCT models to control the extraneous variables and
improve the homogeneity of the characteristics of the
participants in the 2 VCT models. Perfect PSM was based on
age, education, and employment level [33]. The comparison of
demographic data and risk-taking behavior (secondary outcome)
between the 2 models was analyzed using a paired t test for
continuous variables and a chi-square test for categorical
variables. Percentages were used to describe the distribution of
the time and location of the social networking VCT model. All
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testing locations were imported into Google Maps to calculate
the coverage area of the social networking VCT model. The
incidence rate ratio (IRR) and 95% CI were used to test the
significance of the primary outcome of HIV testing results and
the referral rates after a positive result.

Estimation of Sample Size
G*Power was used to estimate the matched pair sample size.
On the basis of an effect size of 0.25 and power of 0.95, the
sample size in each group was calculated to be 175. At a loss
rate of 20%, the sample size was calculated to be at least 210
for each group.

Results

The Recruitment and Completion of 2 VCT Models
Figure 3 shows the attrition diagrams of the 2 VCT models. In
total, 831 MSM participants were recruited into the 2 VCT
models during the research period: 215 in the social networking
VCT model and 616 in the traditional VCT model. An estimated
7200 visits, including website browsing, passing, or referrals
for obtaining the VCT in the outreach station, achieved a
completion rate of 8.56% (616/7200) in the traditional VCT

model. Of the 215 participants in the social networking VCT
model, 73.5% (158) were recruited via GSN apps, 16.7% (36)
were recruited via the Line app, and 9.8% (21) were recruited
via the FB fun page. A total of 845 GSN app users in Grindr,
Hornet, and Jack’d actively gave us a tap, of which 35.4% (299)
entered a one-on-one web-based discussion with the research
assistant and 52.8% (158/299) received the VCT. After 48
private message discussions from 128 viewers through FB fun
page, 44% (21/48) users received the VCT. There were 65
referred users sending the message to as through Line app, of
which 92% (60) of them had one-on-one web-based discussion
and 60% (36/60) of those received the VCT. The overall
completion rate of the social networking VCT model, which
was calculated through the number of the participants who have
completed the mobile HIV testing (n=215) divided by the sum
of number of the subjects who giving as the tap in GSN app
(n=845), being viewers in the FB fun page (n=128), and being
referred through the Line app (n=65), the result is 20.71%
(215/1038). The main reasons for not accepting social
networking VCT include having no response message, having
been screened recently, having no risk-taking behavior, and not
wanting to know the result.

Figure 3. Attrition diagram for the 2 voluntary counseling and testing models. GSN: geosocial network; VCT: voluntary counseling and testing.

The most popular designated testing period of the social
networking VCT model was 1:30 PM to 5:30 PM (129/215,
60.0%), followed by 10 AM to noon (48/215, 22.3%) and 5:30
PM to 7:30 PM (38/215, 17.7%). The testing locations of the
social networking VCT model and reloading locations of GSN
apps by mobile phones expanded to adjacent walking areas
within the 55 Taipei mass rapid transportation (MRT) stations
(Figure 4). The total area of the social networking VCT model
was calculated after connecting the farthest MRT station and
was estimated to be 235.28 km², which covered 10.12% of the

area of Taipei and New Taipei City. Figure 4 also shows the
distribution of screening numbers for MSM. There were 29.3%
(63/215) participants who requested mobile HIV testing of the
social networking VCT model at their own house, 27.0%
(58/215) at a convenience store such as 7-Eleven or Family
Mart, and 24.2% (52/215) at a fast-food restaurant or café such
as McDonalds or Starbucks. There were 14.0% (30/215)
participants who requested mobile HIV testing in an outdoor
area, such as a street side, a garden, or a school campus corner,
and 5.6% (12/215) at a gay bar.
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Figure 4. The distribution of tested men who have sex with men in social networking voluntary counseling and testing model in Taipei and New Taipei
City.

The Comparison of the Characteristics of MSM
Between the 2 VCT Models
After PSM, 215 participants with a perfect match score were
selected for each model. Table 2 presents a comparison of the
participants’ characteristics between the 2 models. The mean
age of all participants was 29.97 years (SD 7.61); most had

college- or university-level education (294/430, 68.4%), were
employed (296/430, 68.8%), and did not practice any religion
(224/430, 52.1%). Approximately 60.5% (260/430) of the
participants responded that they had experience coming out as
MSM. After PSM, the demographic characteristics analysis
results showed homogeneity between the 2 groups.
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Table 2. The comparison of the characteristics of men who have sex with men between 2 voluntary counseling and testing models.

P valueChi-
square
(df)

t test (df)Social networking VCT
model (n=215)

Traditional VCTa model
(n=215)

Total (N=430)Variable

n (%)Mean
(SD)

n (%)Mean
(SD)

n (%)Mean (SD)

.70N/A−0.39
(214)

N/A29.79(7.5)N/A30.03(7.8)N/Ab29.97(7.61)Age (years)

>.990.0 (2)N/AEducation

43 (20.0)N/A43 (20.0)N/A86 (20.0)N/AAbove university

147 (68.4)N/A147 (68.4)N/A294 (68.4)N/ACollege or university

25 (11.6)N/A25 (11.6)N/A50 (11.6)N/AHigh school or less

>.990.0 (2)N/AEmployment status

46 (21.4)N/A46 (21.4)N/A92 (21.4)N/AStudent

148 (68.8)N/A148 (68.8)N/A296 (68.8)N/AEmployed

21 (9.8)N/A21 (9.8)N/A42 (9.8)N/AUnemployed

.700.2 (1)N/AReligion

105 (48.8)N/A101 (47.0)N/A206 (47.9)N/AYes

110 (51.2)N/A114 (53.0)N/A224 (52.1)N/ANo

.320.97 (1)N/AComing out of sexual orientation

135 (62.8)N/A125 (58.1)N/A260 (60.5)N/AYes

80 (37.2)N/A90 (41.9)N/A170 (39.5)N/ANo

aVCT: voluntary counseling and testing.
bN/A: not applicable.

The Comparison of the Risk-Taking Behavior of MSM
Between the 2 VCT Models
Compared with the traditional VCT model, some of the HIV
risk-taking behaviors were significantly higher in the social
networking VCT model (Table 3). The last unsafe sex time to
date (in days) was 79.89 days shorter (t209=−12.16; P<.001) in
the social networking VCT model than in the traditional VCT

model. There were 9.8% (21/215; χ2
1=5.7; P=.02) more

participants in the social networking VCT model who had
experience seeking sex through social media as compared with
the traditional VCT model. The percentage of participants
having multiple relationships with current sexual partners within
the past 3 months in the social networking VCT model was
17.7% (38/215) more and significantly higher than the traditional

VCT model (χ2
1=14.5; P=.001). The mean number of anal

intercourses within the past 3 months was 1.95 times
significantly higher in the social networking VCT model than
in the traditional VCT model (t213=3.2; P=.002). The social

networking VCT model participants reported 10.2% (22/215)
more of not using a condom every time and 3.3% (7/215) more
of never used a condom during anal intercourse within the past
3 months, compared with the traditional VCT model participants

(χ2
2=8.8; P=.01). The experience of recreational drug use was

15.3% (33/215) more and was significantly higher among
participants in the social networking VCT model than among

those in the traditional VCT model (χ2
1=16.6; P<.001). In total,

13.5% (29/215) more of the social networking VCT model
participants reported having a history of a sexually transmitted
disease, as compared with the traditional VCT model

participants (χ2
1=11.7; P=.001). There were 7.0% (15/215;

χ2
1=4.7; P=.03) and 8.8% (19/215; χ2

1=7.1; P=.008) more of
participants in the social networking VCT model who did not
undergo HIV testing or regularly receive testing, respectively,
than those in the traditional VCT model. There were no
significant differences in the percentage of patients with PEP
and PrEP between the two VCT models.
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Table 3. The comparison of the risk-taking behavior of men who have sex with men between two voluntary counseling and testing models.

P valueChi-square
(df)

t test (df)Social networking VCT
model (n=215)

Traditional VCTa model
(n=215)

Total (N=430)Variable

n (%)Mean (SD)n (%)Mean (SD)n (%)Mean (SD)

<.001N/A−12.2
(209)

N/A27.91
(37.59)

N/A107.8
(84.71)

N/Ab65.2
(76.52)

Days since the last unsafe sex

.025.7 (1)N/ASeeking sexual activity through social media

175 (81.4)N/A154 (71.6)N/A329 (76.5)N/AYes

40 (18.6)N/A61 (28.4)N/A101 (23.5)N/ANo

.00114.5 (2)N/ARelationship with the current sexual partnerc

60 (27.9)N/A89 (41.1)N/A149 (34.7)N/AOnly one and stable

109 (50.7)N/A71 (33.0)N/A180 (41.9)N/AMultiple

46 (21.4)N/A55 (25.6)N/A101 (23.5)N/ASingle

.002N/A3.2 (213)N/A5.89 (8.39)N/A3.94 (4.24)N/A5.00 (6.83)Number of anal intercoursesc

.018.8 (2)N/ACondom use frequency during anal intercoursec

68 (31.6)N/A97 (45.1)N/A165 (38.4)N/AEvery time used

129 (60.0)N/A107 (49.8)N/A236 (54.9)N/ANot every time used

18 (8.4)N/A11 (5.1)N/A29 (6.7)N/ANever used

<.00116.6 (1)N/AExperience of recreational drug use

57 (26.5)N/A24 (11.2)N/A81 (18.8)N/AYes

158 (73.5)N/A191 (88.8)N/A349 (81.2)N/ANo

.00111.7 (1)N/AHistory of sexual transmitted disease

60 (27.9)N/A31 (14.4)N/A91 (21.2)N/AYes

155 (72.1)N/A184 (85.6)N/A339 (78.8)N/ANo

.034.7 (1)N/AHaving had a prior HIV test

180 (83.7)N/A195 (90.7)N/A375 (87.2)N/AYes

35 (16.3)N/A20 (9.3)N/A55 (12.8)N/ANo

.0087.1 (1)N/AHaving HIV test regularly (n=375)d

117 (65.0)N/A151 (77.4)N/A268 (71.5)N/AYes

63 (35.0)N/A44 (22.6)N/A107 (28.5)N/ANo

.102.7 (1)N/AHaving PEPe previously

21 (9.8)N/A12 (5.6)N/A33 (7.7)N/AYes

194 (90.2)N/A203 (94.4)N/A397 (92.3)N/ANo

.181.8 (1)N/AHaving PrEPf previously

24 (11.2)N/A16 (7.4)N/A40 (9.3)N/AYes

191 (88.8)N/A199 (92.6)N/A390 (90.7)N/ANo

aVCT: voluntary counseling and testing.
bN/A: not applicable.
cWithin the past 3 months.
dWithin the past 1 year.
ePEP: postexposure prophylaxis.
fPrEP: pre-exposure prophylaxis.
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Comparison of the HIV Case Finding and Clinic
Referrals of the 2 VCT Models
Table 4 compares HIV testing and referrals to the clinic results
between the two models. The HIV positive rate was significantly
higher in the social networking VCT model (13/215, 6.0%) than

in the traditional VCT model (4/215, 1.9%; IRR 3.40, 95% CI
1.089-10.584; P=.03). The referral rate to the clinics for
confirmation diagnosis and treatment after an HIV positive
result was significantly higher in the social networking VCT
model (12/13, 92%) than in the traditional VCT model (1/4,
25%) (IRR 0.03, 95% CI 0.001-0.585; P=.006).

Table 4. The comparison of the HIV case finding and clinic referrals between the 2 voluntary counseling and testing models.

P value95% CIIRRb,cSocial networking VCT
model (n=215), n (%)

Traditional VCTa model
(n=215), n (%)

Variable

.031.089-10.5843.4013 (6.0)4 (1.9)HIV positive

.0060.001-0.5850.0312 (92.3)1 (25.0)Referred to the clinics for confirmation, diag-
nosis, and treatment

aVCT: voluntary counseling and testing.
bIRR: incidence rate ratio.
cIncidence rate ratio was used to compare the difference of ratio.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study applied mobile HIV testing via recruitment from
social networking platforms and measured HIV case finding
results. The two main findings were as follows: (1) compared
with those receiving the traditional VCT model, the social
networking VCT model of mobile HIV testing is more likely
to reach MSM who have higher HIV risk-taking behaviors and
(2) the HIV positive rates are 3 times significantly higher among
those receiving the social networking VCT model than the
traditional VCT model. There are three possible reasons why
the HIV positive rate is higher in the social networking VCT
model than in the traditional VCT model.

First, reloading into popular GSN apps in different locations
could effectively enlarge the areas exposed to information about
HIV testing to web-based MSM. As compared with the
traditional VCT model, which provides public testing
information on a certain website, the social networking VCT
model was applied through the most popular GSN apps used
by MSM [12,34,35]. Previous studies have indicated that MSM
on social networking platforms also engage in more active
unsafe sexual behaviors and do not regularly test for HIV
[11-13,15-18,36]. The active presentation of heading and
profiles in the social networking VCT model for nearby
web-based users periodically and substantially increased mobile
HIV testing information dissemination to high risk-taking MSM.
Due to the delivery of VCT to the participant, the research
assistant reloaded into GSN apps at an additional 55 locations,
which increased the opportunity to reach broader web-based
audiences [37] and avoided repeated recruitment [31]. In
previous studies, pop-up and banner-paid advertisements and
message sending were used to recruit MSM through GSN apps,
and the range of the click-through rate was between 2.8% and
61.3% within 6 weeks to 4 months [12,22,38]. In our study, 4
times per day and a total of 1440 times of reloading into 3 GSN
apps within 6 months without charge aroused 845 web-based
users to click-tap, giving a click-through rate of 58.9%, which
has the same effect of drawing attention as the paid
advertisement. The reloading strategy of GSN apps with an

attractive heading and profile of mobile HIV testing could
successfully promote the attention and engagement of the
research among nearby web-based MSM users, who had higher
rates of HIV risk-taking behaviors.

Second, testing behavior was promoted through interactive and
private message–based discussions of HIV risk-taking
assessment through social networking platforms and flexible
testing protocols. The HIV testing behavior of MSM could be
motivated through the interactive and stimulating web-based
counseling about risk-taking awareness and testing resources
[23,39,40] and offering a flexible time and location for HIV
screening to meet the participants’ needs [41]. In our study, the
average completion rate of the social networking VCT model
after a one-on-one discussion with web-based users was 20.8%,
which is higher than that of the traditional VCT model (8.56%).
The client’s own house was the most preferred place for the
participants in the social networking VCT model because of
privacy and convenience [42]. Although no injurious event was
reported while providing the mobile HIV testing at clients’
homes, it is worth noting that safety procedures were in place
before going to the designated location. These included
informing the team member of the time and place, setting up
an emergency call button on the home page of the cell phone,
and, if there were possible dangers during the test, arranging
for a colleague to accompany the service provider as necessary.
Compared with previous studies that applied the mobile HIV
testing in a specific shelter and trunk [8-10], this study found
that the mobile HIV testing could be conducted in a daily life
environment, such as the seating area of convenience stores and
restaurants around an MRT station in Taiwan.

Third, referrals were made via the risk-taking sexual network
by those participants who had completed the mobile HIV testing
of the social networking VCT model through the convenience
of the Line app. MSM undergoing HIV testing usually
self-identify as being exposed to risk-taking sexual behaviors
and/or many sexual partners [43,44]. The acquisition of HIV
testing information through network-mediated MSM could
significantly predict more HIV testing behaviors than other
models [45]. In addition to encouraging the sharing of HIV
testing information to the network of those who had finished
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the social networking VCT model, we also provided a
convenient referral link by using the quick response code of the
Line app. Referral of those MSM with HIV risk-taking could
be facilitated while applying the information linking function
and immediate web-based discussion within the Line app.

Higher referral rates to the clinic after testing HIV positive in
the social networking VCT model than the traditional VCT
model may be attributed to the fact that the social networking
VCT model could be arranged during the daytime, providing
enough time for the research assistant to accompany the positive
participants immediately to the hospital for a confirmation test
and further treatment. Moreover, 6.0% (12/199) of the
HIV-negative participants in the social networking VCT model
were referred to the PEP or PrEP clinic by our research assistant,
which is higher than the traditional VCT model that had no
referrals to the PEP or PrEP. The flexible HIV testing algorithms
increased the chance of accessing treatment after an
HIV-positive result and being given information regarding
preventive measures after HIV-negative results [46].

Limitations
This study has several limitations that need to be addressed.
First, the sources of the recruited participants were mainly Taipei
and New Taipei City, which is a metropolitan area with
convenient transportation that may limit the generalizability

and extension of the results to rural areas. Second, self-report
questionnaires may be skewed toward social desirability and
could influence the validity of the results. Third, the
implementation methods differed in several aspects between
the two VCT models. These included client mobilization,
recruitment methods, and testing schedules. Therefore, the
effects of the social networking VCT model on HIV case
findings are unclear. Fourth, the design and methods of this
study require well-trained full-time personnel. Therefore, it is
difficult to perform the social networking VCT model in a
real-world setting when human resources and budgets are in
shortage.

Conclusions
Compared with the traditional VCT model, the social networking
VCT model could successfully recruit web-based MSM with a
higher risk-taking of HIV by periodically reloading into social
networking platforms and having discussions. The VCT is
delivered in flexible testing times and locations, which increases
the motivation for HIV testing behavior. Referrals to the clinic
for the confirmation of diagnosis and treatment, and for PEP or
PrEP, are also feasible after the social networking VCT model.
The cost-effectiveness and more rigorous design of the social
networking VCT model could be assessed in the future to
evaluate the outcomes and increase clinical receptivity.
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Abstract

Background: Low uptake rates of traditional gambling treatments highlight the need for innovative treatment modalities.
Smartphone apps can provide unprecedented access to real-time ecological momentary interventions (EMIs) delivered in people’s
everyday lives.

Objective: This study aims to examine the acceptability, feasibility, and preliminary effectiveness of GamblingLess: Curb Your
Urge, the first smartphone app–delivered EMI that aims to prevent gambling episodes by reducing craving intensity in people
seeking help for gambling problems.

Methods: This study was a single-arm, 5-week acceptability and feasibility trial (1-week baseline and 4-week intervention
periods) involving ecological momentary assessments (EMAs) delivered 3 times daily. The EMAs measured gambling episodes,
cravings, and self-efficacy. Web-based evaluations at baseline, postintervention, and 1-month follow-up measured gambling
outcomes (severity, cravings, frequency, expenditure, and self-efficacy) and the intervention’s perceived helpfulness, relevance,
burden, satisfaction, and impact in relation to gambling cravings.

Results: A total of 36 participants, of whom 22/36 (61%) were male and 34/36 (94%) were problem gamblers, completed the
baseline measures, with 61% (22/36) completing the postintervention evaluation and 58% (21/36) completing the follow-up
evaluation. The intervention was considered acceptable, as participants perceived all intervention content to be above average in
helpfulness and the EMA to be highly relevant but somewhat burdensome. Participants reported that they were satisfied with the
intervention and that the intervention improved their knowledge, attitudes, awareness, behavior change, intention to change, and
help-seeking behavior for gambling cravings. Regarding the intervention’s feasibility, compliance rates for the EMA (51%) and
EMI (15%) were low; however, the intervention was used 166 times, including 59 uses within 60 minutes of EMA completion
and 107 on-demand uses. Regarding the intervention’s preliminary effectiveness, descriptive EMA data showed that, compared
with the baseline period, 71% and 72% reductions in the average number of gambling episodes and craving occurrences were
reported in the intervention period, respectively. In addition, clustered paired-sample two-tailed t tests revealed a significant 5.4%
reduction in real-time craving intensity (P=.01) immediately after intervention use, which increased to 10.5% (P=.01), where use
was recommended based on craving occurrence. At the group level, significant medium-to-large reductions were observed in
mean gambling symptom severity (P=.01 and .003), cravings (P=.03 and .02), frequency (P=.01 and .004), and expenditure
(P=.04 and .003) at postintervention and follow-up; moreover, increased mean gambling self-efficacy and craving self-efficacy
(P=.01 and .01) were observed at postintervention and increased gambling self-efficacy (P=.04) was observed at follow-up. At
the individual level, over a quarter of participants (6/22, 27% to 10/21, 48%) could be categorized as recovered or improved
regarding their gambling symptom severity and cravings.
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Conclusions: The results support the acceptability, feasibility, and preliminary effectiveness of this app-delivered EMI for
preventing gambling episodes through craving management in people with gambling problems, which has implications for
extending the reach of evidence-based treatment to moments of vulnerability in people’s everyday lives.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e25786)   doi:10.2196/25786

KEYWORDS

gambling; craving; urge; self-efficacy; relapse; smartphone; self-help; treatment; ecological momentary assessment; ecological
momentary intervention; mobile phone

Introduction

Background
Problem gambling is characterized by persistent and recurrent
difficulties in limiting time and/or money spent gambling, which
impacts the individual, their friends and family, and the
community [1]. The harms associated with problem gambling
are widespread, including financial difficulties, relationship
conflict, emotional distress, health decrements, reduced
productivity and job losses, and criminal activities [2].
Standardized prevalence rates estimate that 2.3% of the global
population display past-year problem gambling. Australian rates
estimate 0.4% to 0.6% for problem gambling, 1.9% to 3.7% for
moderate-risk gambling, and 3% to 7.7% for low-risk gambling
[3,4]. As such, problem gambling is a major public health issue
with a burden of harm on par with depression and alcohol use
disorders and almost twice that of substance use disorders,
bipolar disorder, eating disorders, and schizophrenia combined
[5].

Treatment of Problem Gambling
Despite meta-analytic evidence indicating the efficacy of
face-to-face delivered cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) and
motivational interviewing (MI) in gambling treatment [6-8],
few people access face-to-face services (8%-16%) [9].
Commonly reported service barriers include personal reasons,
such as shame, stigma, and a desire for self-management, and
resource, geographic, and time constraints [9-12]. To overcome
these barriers, novel treatment approaches that extend the reach
of evidence-based treatment beyond the confines of face-to-face
services are receiving increased attention. To date, such research
has focused on web-based self-directed interventions, with a
recent systematic review [13] demonstrating that the 2 available
high-intensity, structured web-based interventions for problem
gambling [14,15] were as effective as face-to-face services for
reducing problem gambling severity, gambling frequency, and
financial loss at posttreatment.

Smartphone App–Delivered Ecological Momentary
Interventions
Smartphone apps are a particularly advantageous modality for
delivering self-directed interventions because of their ubiquitous
use and extensive global networks that offer unprecedented
treatment access [16,17]. As such, apps can serve as a “conduit
for intervention any time and in almost any location” [18], which
is considered important for preventing gambling behavior and
relapse [19,20]. There is growing evidence for the acceptability,
feasibility, and preliminary effectiveness of
smartphone-delivered interventions for numerous chronic

medical conditions [21-23] and mental health concerns [24,25].
Despite its promise, only a small number of apps delivering
adjunctive [26,27] or stand-alone [28-30] interventions have
been developed for problem gambling. Only 2 of these apps
have undergone initial testing [26,27], with the results
supporting their utility for increasing therapeutic homework
completion [26] and reducing problem gambling severity [27].
Although these findings demonstrate the promise of
app-delivered gambling interventions, they deliver static content
that does not embrace the full potential of apps for delivering
dynamic interventions when and where people need them.

Smartphone apps can deliver dynamic real-time interventions,
termed ecological momentary interventions (EMIs), that aim
to provide the right type and amount of in-the-moment support
to people in their everyday lives [31]. To identify when an EMI
is needed, apps can administer real-time ecological momentary
assessments (EMAs) of relevant constructs at random or
prespecified times. On the basis of the EMA results, apps can
apply decision rules to determine the type, timing, and intensity
of EMI delivered [31]. Smartphone app–delivered EMIs are
increasingly employed in the broader mental health and
addiction fields (eg, depression and anxiety [32], psychotic
disorders [33], and alcohol and substance use [34-38]).
Promisingly, addiction studies have demonstrated their
preliminary effectiveness in identifying high-risk situations,
reducing use and relapse incidence, and practicing real-time
coping [34-37].

To the authors’ knowledge, however, there are only 2
smartphone app–delivered EMIs in the gambling field [39,40].
The first app, Jeu-contrôle, aims to support people to adhere to
their gambling time and money limits by delivering personalized
feedback about current gambling behavior compared with preset
limits recorded during EMAs [39]; however, this app has not
yet been evaluated. In contrast, the research team has developed
and completed usability testing of GamblingLess: Curb Your
Urge [40], the first smartphone-delivered EMI, tailored by
responses to prompted EMA, for gambling craving management.

GamblingLess: Curb Your Urge
GamblingLess: Curb Your Urge was developed as an
app-delivered intervention within a suite of evidence-based web
and mobile CBT and MI programs (GamblingLess) for problem
gambling [41]. The intervention was designed to specifically
target gambling cravings based on the relapse prevention model
[42] and recent evidence that real-time cravings and self-efficacy
to resist cravings were the strongest predictors of subsequent
gambling behavior [43,44]. Ultimately, the intervention aims
to prevent cravings from transitioning into gambling episodes
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by identifying when a consumer is experiencing a craving (via
EMA) and subsequently providing strategies to manage their
craving in the moment (via EMI). Similar to other app-delivered
EMIs [18,34], the intervention provides a hybrid model,
comprising a push intervention, whereby the app recommends
an intervention at times of identified need, and a pull
intervention, whereby consumers can access an intervention on
demand, whenever and wherever they need it, without needing
to complete an EMA [45]. The intervention was intended for
use as a stand-alone or adjunctive treatment or relapse
prevention tool.

Initial usability testing of the intervention with 29 key
stakeholders, including past or current gamblers, gambling
clinicians, and gambling researchers, promisingly revealed high
ratings of expected helpfulness for managing cravings and
usability in quantitative and qualitative assessments [40]. Testing
of the intervention is now needed under its conditions of
intended use, that is, in real-time, real-world contexts by people
seeking help for gambling problems.

Objectives
This study primarily aims to examine the acceptability and
feasibility of GamblingLess: Curb Your Urge. The secondary
aim of this study is to explore the intervention’s preliminary
effectiveness, with the intervention hypothesized to (1) reduce
real-time gambling craving intensity from immediately before
to immediately after using the intervention and (2) reduce the
preintervention levels of gambling symptom severity, gambling
cravings, gambling frequency and expenditure, craving
self-efficacy, and gambling self-efficacy at postintervention and
1-month follow-up evaluations.

Methods

Trial Design
This study was a single-arm, 5-week acceptability and feasibility
trial (1-week baseline and 4-week intervention periods)
involving EMAs delivered 3 times daily and web-based
evaluations at baseline, postintervention, and a 1-month
follow-up.

Recruitment and Eligibility Criteria
The sample comprised 36 participants (14 women and 22 men)
who completed the baseline measures, of whom 27 (82%)
participants downloaded the app, 22 (61%) participants
completed the postintervention evaluation, and 21 (58%)
participants completed the follow-up evaluation. Individuals
were eligible for inclusion if they were aged 18 years and above,
resided in Australia, owned a smartphone, and were seeking
help for their own gambling problem. Participants were
permitted to access other help services throughout this study,
with a mean number of 2.32 (SD 4.16) and 0.67 (SD 1.77)
instances of additional professional help-seeking (eg, counseling,
helpline, and general practitioners) reported by participants at
the postintervention and follow-up evaluations, respectively.
Participants were recruited across Australia via advertisements,
using the tagline “Want to curb your gambling urges? And do
it on your own? Then GamblingLess: Curb Your Urge may be
for you,” posted in gaming venues and on the web (eg, paid and

free social media advertisements) and media announcements
(print, radio, and television). In addition, counselors from several
Australian gambling treatment services provided information
about the study to clients seeking additional support.

The GamblingLess: Curb Your Urge Program
On the basis of the initial usability testing results [40], the
research team refined the app intervention for this trial.
Specifically, the intervention content was expanded to provide
additional psychoeducation, mindfulness, and relaxation-based
activities, and the tone was refined to be more normalizing. The
intervention’s esthetics and level of engagement were also
improved through the use of color and additional audiovisual
components, which were subtitled to ensure that they could be
completed anywhere and anytime.

In this trial, GamblingLess: Curb Your Urge consisted of a
4-week EMI delivered by an existing smartphone app platform
(MetricWire). The intervention comprised 12 urge-curbing tips
and activities (eg, About My Urge, Delay and Distract, and
Urge Surfing) described in Table S1, with examples presented
in Figure S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1. Each tip and activity
took 1 to 5 minutes to complete.

EMA Feature
The app administered a brief EMA at random times during three
prespecified periods (9 AM to noon, 1 PM-4 PM, and 5 PM-8
PM) via push notifications. The EMA comprised five core items
to measure gambling episodes (since the last EMA), gambling
cravings (current and since the last EMA), gambling
self-efficacy (current confidence in ability to limit or stop
gambling), and craving self-efficacy (current confidence in the
ability to resist cravings) and up to an additional seven items
depending on core item responses. These additional items were
included to gain descriptive data about gambling cravings (eg,
duration, frequency) that are largely absent in the corresponding
empirical literature [43]. The EMA took approximately 1-2
minutes to complete, depending on the pattern of responses (the
EMA items are given in Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1).

EMI Feature
The app’s EMI feature involved an automatic recommendation
to use any urge-curbing tip or activity (Figure S2 in Multimedia
Appendix 1) at the end of any EMA in which participants
reported that they had a current craving (ie, responded Yes to
EMA item 1; Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1). The program
was also available 24×7 for use on demand. Whenever
participants used a tip or activity (regardless of whether use was
recommended or on demand), they were asked to rate the
intensity of their craving to gamble from 0 (mild) to 10 (severe)
immediately before and after using the tip or activity.

Procedure
Study advertisements directed participants to the web-based
baseline questionnaire, which was preceded by the provision
of study information (eg, what participation involves and a
description of the app intervention) followed by participant
consent. In the baseline questionnaire, participants provided
their contact details, which were used to email participants an
instruction manual for downloading and using the app (eg,
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submitting EMAs and accessing the intervention content). Once
enrolled, participants completed a 1-week EMA-only baseline
period, followed by a 4-week intervention period (ie, EMA or
EMI and 24×7 on-demand access to the intervention content).
At the end of the intervention period, participants could no
longer access the intervention. Participants were emailed a link
to the web-based postintervention and 1-month follow-up
questionnaires and, if required, were emailed up to 3 times to
encourage questionnaire completion. Participants were recruited
from September 2019 to June 2020. Participants were
reimbursed up to Aus $60 (US $46.2) in e-gift vouchers, paid
upon completion of the postintervention (Aus $30 [US $23.30])
and follow-up (Aus $30 [US $23.30]) evaluations.
Reimbursement was not contingent on EMA completion. This
study received ethics approval from the Deakin University
Human Research Ethics Committee (Ethics ID: 2019-030).

Measures
Baseline, postintervention, and follow-up evaluation measures
were administered via structured web-based questionnaires
hosted by Qualtrics (10 min to complete). During-intervention
measures were available via the MetricWire app. An overview
of the assessment measures and time points are given in Table
S3 in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Acceptability Measures
Acceptability was assessed via a number of measures
administered at postintervention, including (1) helpfulness of
each urge-curbing tip or activity, and the relevance and burden
of EMA items, via separate 11-point Visual Analogue Scales
(VAS) from 0 (not helpful or relevant or burdensome) to 10
(very helpful or relevant or burdensome) [40]; (2) satisfaction
with the intervention via the 3-item Client-Satisfaction
Questionnaire-3 (CSQ-3; total score range 3-12) [46], with
higher scores indicating greater overall satisfaction, participant
needs met, and likelihood of future participant use; (3) impact
of the intervention on participants’ awareness, knowledge,
attitude, intention to change, help-seeking behavior, and
behavior change in relation to gambling cravings via the 6-item
App-Specific subscale of the Mobile App Rating Scale (MARS)
[47], whereby the mean item score of 3 (range 1-5) indicates
minimum acceptability [48]; and (4) a series of open-ended
items assessing suggested improvements for any tip or activity
that participants rated a 5 or less (out of 10) for helpfulness
(How could [tip/activity] be improved?), any technical issues
(Please comment on any technical issues experienced.), and
general feedback about the app intervention (Do you have any
other comments or feedback?) [40].

Feasibility Measures
Feasibility was assessed via participant recruitment at baseline
and retention at postintervention and follow-up evaluations.
Feasibility was also assessed using several app use metrics,
including EMA compliance and EMI compliance. EMA
compliance was measured as the rate at which participants
completed the EMA during the baseline and intervention
periods. EMI compliance was measured as the rate at which
participants completed any intervention content within 60
minutes of receiving an EMI recommendation to use the

intervention because they reported a current craving to gamble
during an EMA [38,49,50]. Feasibility was also assessed via
intervention use more generally. Upon inspection of the data,
any intervention use was stratified by EMA-prompted use
(defined as intervention use within 60 min of completing an
EMA, regardless of whether they were recommended an activity
based on craving occurrence) and on-demand use (defined as
any other intervention use). The term EMI use was employed
for the subset of EMA-prompted use in which use occurred
following an EMI recommendation to use an intervention based
on craving occurrence (note that this is equivalent to the EMI
compliance rate).

Preliminary Effectiveness Measures
Preliminary effectiveness was assessed using changes in (1)
real-time craving intensity measured by the aforementioned
rating items administered immediately before and after using
any urge-curbing tip or activity and (2) outcome measures
completed at baseline, postintervention, and follow-up
evaluations.

In the outcome evaluation, past-week gambling symptom
severity (primary outcome) was measured using the 12-item
Gambling-Symptom Assessment Scale (G-SAS) [51], with total
scores (range 0-48) indicating mild (score of 8-20), moderate
(score of 21-30), severe (score of 31-40), and extreme (score
of 41-48) severity. In terms of secondary outcomes, gambling
cravings were measured using the G-SAS Urge Subscale, which
comprises the first 4 G-SAS items (score range 0-16) assessing
the craving intensity, frequency, duration, and subjective control.
Past-month gambling frequency (days) and expenditure (Aus
$) on 6 gambling activities (electronic gaming machines or
pokies, table games, racing, sports and event betting, number
games, and informal private betting) were measured using a
series of single items. Participants’ confidence in their ability
to resist a craving to gamble (craving self-efficacy) and to limit
or stop their gambling (gambling self-efficacy) were measured
using separate 11-point VAS from 0 (not at all) to 10 (very
confident) [43].

Descriptive and Diagnostic Measures
At baseline, participants reported their demographic information
and whether they had a problem with 6 gambling activities (eg,
table games and number games). Participants also completed
the 9-item Problem Gambling Severity Index (PGSI) [52] to
measure their past-year problem gambling status. Total PGSI
scores (range 0-27) were used to indicate nonproblem (score of
0), low-risk (score of 1-2), moderate-risk (score of 3-7), and
problem (score of 8 or higher) gambling.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analyses were conducted in Stata v13.0 [53].
Acceptability and feasibility were explored using descriptive
statistics for quantitative variables (means and SDs for
continuous variables and count and percentages for categorical
data) and thematic content analysis at a semantic level for
qualitative variables (ie, focusing on participant responses rather
than latent meanings) [54]. Baseline differences in participants
who did not complete a postintervention evaluation were
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calculated using chi-square tests with Fisher exact P values for
categorical variables and t tests for continuous variables.

For the preliminary effectiveness evaluation using smartphone
data, there were no missing data, as responses to all app-based
items were required. To explore the intervention’s effectiveness
for reducing real-time craving intensity, measured immediately
before and immediately after intervention use via in-built rating
items, a series of paired samples t tests using cluster-robust
standard errors (to account for multiple intervention events
clustered within individuals) assessed the change in mean
intensity ratings. Separate t tests explored any intervention use
and stratifications of EMA-prompted use (including EMI use)
and on-demand use (defined in the Measures section). Given
that some participants used multiple interventions in a short
period because they could use the intervention as many times
as they wanted, an additional t test assessed changes in craving
intensity from immediately before the first intervention used to
immediately after the last intervention used in any 60-minute
window following an EMA. Owing to the pilot nature of this
study and the small sample size, the unique effectiveness of
each urge-curbing tip and activity was not examined.

For preliminary effectiveness outcome data collected at baseline,
postintervention, and follow-up evaluations, there was no
missingness across outcomes, except gambling expenditure
(approximately 2.3% at baseline). Given the low amount of
missing data and small sample size, analyses used a pairwise
inclusion approach. To explore the intervention’s preliminary
cumulative effectiveness over the study period, a series of paired
samples t tests assessed group-level changes in mean outcome
scores from baseline to postintervention and baseline to
follow-up. Cohen d effect sizes were interpreted as small (0.20),
medium (0.50), and large (0.80) [55]; Cohen d was not
calculated for total gambling frequency and expenditure because

of their skewed nature. Group-level examinations of
effectiveness were also supplemented by 2 metrics of
individual-level change in G-SAS gambling symptom severity,
G-SAS gambling cravings, gambling frequency, gambling
expenditure, craving self-efficacy, and gambling self-efficacy
from baseline to postintervention and baseline to follow-up.
First, a Reliable Change Index (RCI) [56] assessed change
beyond that attributable to measurement error or chance, where
RCI1.96 indicates reliable change with 95% confidence [57].
Second, clinically significant change was calculated using
functional score ranges where possible (G-SAS score of 20 or
less) or a convention of at least a 25% change in scores in the
positive direction [58]. Four categories of change were created:
recovered (the final score indicated a reliable change and was
in the functional range), improved (the final score indicated a
reliable change but was in the dysfunctional range), unchanged
(the final score did not indicate a reliable change), or
deteriorated (the final score indicated a reliable change in the
negative direction).

Results

Sample Descriptive Statistics
Sample descriptive statistics for the 36 participants who
completed the baseline measures are presented in Table 1. The
majority of participants were men (22/36, 61%), in the age range
of 35 to 49 years (17/36, 47%), worked full time (25/36, 69%),
and used an iOS operating system (20/36, 56%). Majority of
the participants identified having a problem with informal
private betting (n=34; 94%) and electronic gaming machines
(27/36, 75%). Almost all of the participants (34/36, 94%) met
the PGSI criteria for problem gambling, with the remainder
(2/36, 6%) displaying moderate-risk gambling.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the overall sample at baseline (N=36).

Value, n (%)Demographic and diagnostic measures

22 (61)Gender (male)

Age group (years)

1 (3)18-24

14 (39)25-34

17 (47)35-49

4 (11)50-64

0 (0)65+

11 (31)Born in Australia

Smartphone operating system

16 (44)Android

20 (56)iOS (iPhone)

Employment

25 (69)Work full time

6 (17)Work part time or casual

2 (6)Unemployed

1 (3)Full-time student

0 (0)Full-time home duties

1 (3)Retired

1 (3)Other (work cover because of injury)

Past-month problem with gambling activitiesa

27 (75)Electronic gaming machines or pokies

7 (19)Table games (eg, roulette and poker)

15 (42)Horses, harness racing, or grayhound racing

14 (39)Sports and event betting

5 (14)Number games (eg, lotteries, keno, and bingo)

34 (94)Informal private betting

Past-year problem gambling severity (Problem Gambling Severity Index)b

0 (0)No-risk gambling (score of 0)

0 (0)Low-risk gambling (scores of 1-2)

2 (6)Moderate-risk gambling (scores of 3-8)

34 (94)Problem gambling (scores of 8 or higher)

28 (78)Hazardous alcohol use (Alcohol Use Disorders Identified Test-3)c

29 (81)High psychological distress (Distress thermometer)d

aParticipants could indicate a problem with more than one gambling activity.
bThe Problem Gambling Severity Index was used, with scores ranging from 0 to 27.
cThe Alcohol Use Disorders Identified Test-3 [59] was used to measure hazardous alcohol use, defined as a score of 1 or more (range 0-4).
dThe Distress thermometer was used to measure psychological distress, defined as a score of 4 or more (range 0-10) [60].

Acceptability
Descriptive acceptability statistics, presented in Table 2, were
based on the 22 participants who completed the postintervention
evaluation.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics for postintervention measures (n=22).

Value, mean (SD)Acceptability measure

Helpfulness ratings for “urge-curbing tips and activities”a

7.41 (2.06)Tip—Delay and Distract

6.73 (2.39)Tip—About My Urge

6.55 (2.46)Activity—Change Your Thoughts

6.55 (2.72)Activity—Get to Know Your Thoughts

6.55 (2.79)Activity—Urge Surfing

6.41 (2.52)Activity—Mindfulness

6.23 (2.88)Activity—Breathing Relaxation

6.18 (2.56)Tip—Tying it All Together

6.18 (2.72)Tip—Talk to Someone

5.64 (2.66)Activity—Progressive Muscle Relaxation

5.55 (2.74)Activity—Belly Breathing

5.18 (2.89)Activity—Brief Imagery

Ecological momentary assessment itemsa

7.45 (2.02)Relevance of items

4.59 (3.74)Burdensome nature of items

Satisfaction with intervention (CSQ-3b)

3.00 (0.69)Overall satisfaction with the interventionc

2.82 (1.01)The intervention met my needsc

3.05 (0.79)I would use the intervention again, if neededc

8.86 (2.05)Total satisfaction with interventiond

Impact of the intervention (Mobile App Rating Scale app–specific subscale)e

3.91 (1.15)Awareness of the importance of addressing cravings

3.82 (1.33)Help seeking in future for cravings

3.73 (1.16)Knowledge and understanding of cravings

3.68 (0.99)Attitudes toward addressing cravings

3.64 (1.00)Intention to address cravings

3.64 (1.09)Behavior change: the app would help to manage cravings

aMean scores can range from 0 to 10; tips and activities are presented in descending order from highest to lowest mean helpfulness rating.
bCSQ-3: Client-Satisfaction Questionnaire-3.
cThe mean CSQ-3 item scores ranged from 1 to 4.
dThe mean CSQ-3 total scores ranged from 3 to 12.
eThe mean Mobile App Rating Scale scores can range from 1 to 5; items are presented in descending order, from the highest to lowest mean rating.

Intervention Helpfulness and EMA Relevance and
Burden
The mean ratings for the perceived helpfulness of all
urge-curbing tips and activities were higher than 5 out of 10,
indicating above-average helpfulness. The highest rated overall
were Delay and Distract (mean 7.41, SD 2.06), About My Urge
(mean 6.73, SD 2.39), Change Your Thoughts (mean 6.55, SD
2.46), Get to Know Your Thoughts (mean 6.55, SD 2.72), and
Urge Surfing (mean 6.55, SD 2.79). The mean ratings of the

EMA’s perceived relevance were high (7.45 out of 10, SD 2.02)
and burdensome nature were average (4.59 out of 10, SD 3.74).

Satisfaction With the Intervention
On the CSQ-3, participants scored an average of 8.86 out of 12
(SD 2.05). Individual item mean scores of approximately 3 out
of 4 indicated that participants were mostly satisfied with the
intervention, that the intervention met most of their needs, and
that they would likely use it again to manage their cravings.
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Impact of the Intervention
Mean scores across the MARS app–specific subscale items
(range 3.64-3.91 out of 5) met acceptability standards (score of
3). From highest to lowest rated impact, participants indicated
that the intervention improved their awareness about the
importance of addressing cravings, future help seeking for
cravings, knowledge and understanding of cravings, attitudes
toward addressing cravings, and intention to address and ability
to manage cravings.

Suggested Improvements
Overall, 16 participants rated the helpfulness of at least one tip
or activity a 5 or below (out of 10) for managing cravings and
were subsequently asked to suggest improvements on that tip
or activity. Most of these participants tended to give a variation
of “unsure” or no improvements required. Nevertheless, 1
participant suggested that Delay and Distract, Mindfulness,
Urge Surfing, and Change Your Thoughts could be improved
by providing more examples of “what has worked for others”.
Furthermore, 1 participant suggested improving Talk to
Someone by adding a live chat function to enable in-the-moment
messaging support and 2 participants suggested improving the
mindfulness- and relaxation-based activities by linking them to
“a proper meditation/relaxation program” and incorporating
additional audiovisual components.

Technical Issues
The majority of participants (15/22, 68%) reported no technical
issues with the intervention. Five participants reported that the
audiovisual content was slow to load, 1 participant reported that
the app exceeded their phone’s storage capacity, and 1
participant reported that the tips and activities incorrectly
appeared as not completed after completion. Almost all of the
participants (20/22, 91%) reported no EMA technical issues;
however, 1 participant reported that they did not receive
notifications and 1 participant reported that EMAs wrongly
displayed as not completed after completion.

General Feedback
Half of the participants (11/22, 50%) provided general feedback
about the intervention, with most of them (7/22, 32%) providing
positive feedback. Specifically, 3 participants found the EMA
notifications helpful daily reminders to stay on track and not
gamble and 4 participants found the intervention content to be
highly accessible and helpful, with 1 participant stating that the
app was “a great way to have different tools available at any
time” and another stating that “the app worked well, was easy
to use, notifications were good, (and the) training things were
helpful and informative.” Four participants provided negative
feedback about the EMA notifications, whereby 2 participants
requested tailoring capabilities to user-specified times (eg, “pay
day”), 1 participant stated that the notifications “reminded me
about gambling when I wasn’t thinking about it,” and 1
participant thought that the notifications were too frequent.

Feasibility
Consistent with the acceptability statistics, the feasibility
statistics are based on the 22 participants who completed the
postintervention evaluation, with the exception of the
Recruitment and Retention section that details participant
numbers throughout the study.

Recruitment and Retention
Over the 1-month recruitment period, 56 gamblers consented
to participate in this study. Of these, 36 gamblers completed
the baseline measures, 14 gamblers did not complete any
baseline measures, and 6 gamblers completed only the baseline
demographic measures. Of the 36 participants who completed
the baseline measures, 9 participants did not download the app,
1 participant downloaded the app but did not use it, and 4
participants did not use the app beyond the first week of the
study and did not complete the postintervention evaluation. The
remaining 22 participants used the app and completed the
postintervention evaluation, with 21 of these participants
completing the 1-month follow-up evaluation. Of the 36
participants who completed baseline measures, 61% (22/36)
completed postintervention evaluations and 58% (21/36)
completed follow-up evaluations. There were no significant
differences in any baseline variable between participants who
did or did not complete the postintervention evaluation.

EMA Compliance
The EMAs had a compliance rate of 68% in the baseline period
(mean 14.27, SD 5.68 out of 21 EMAs), 47% in the intervention
period (mean 54.05, SD 33.37 out of 84 EMAs), and 51%
overall (mean 54.05, SD 33.37 out of 105 EMAs).

EMI Compliance
The EMI compliance rate was 15%, as participants used an
intervention 13 out of the 87 times that they were recommended
to do so based on craving occurrence.

Intervention Use
Overall, 19 participants used the intervention at least once during
the intervention period. Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics
for intervention use. The intervention was used a total of 166
times (median 7; range 1-33), including 59 EMA-prompted uses
(defined as intervention use within 60 min of completing an
EMA), of which 13 were EMI uses (defined as intervention use
within 60 min of completing an EMA and following an EMI
recommendation to use an intervention because the participant
reported a current craving). Of the 59 EMA-prompted uses,
participants used the intervention once between EMAs on 29
occasions, 2 times on 10 occasions, 3 times on 2 occasions, and
4 times on 1 occasion. In contrast, there were 107 on-demand
uses (defined as any other intervention use). The most used
intervention content included About My Urge (22 uses), Talk
to Someone (19 uses), and Mindfulness (18 uses).
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Table 3. Total intervention use frequencies (count and percentages) stratified by ecological momentary assessment–prompted and on-demand use
during the 4-week intervention period (n=22).

On-demand useb, n (%)Ecological momentary assessment–prompted usea, n (%)Total use, n (%)Intervention content

15 (14.0)7 (11.9)22 (13.3)Tip—About My Urge

10 (9.3)9 (15.3)19 (11.4)Tip—Talk to Someone

11 (10.3)7 (11.9)18 (10.8)Activity—Mindfulness

12 (11.2)4 (6.8)16 (9.6)Activity—Get to Know Your Thoughts

12 (11.2)1 (1.7)13 (7.8)Activity—Change Your Thoughts

7 (6.5)6 (10.2)13 (7.8)Tip—Tying it All Together

4 (3.7)8 (13.6)12 (7.2)Activity—Belly Breathing

10 (9.3)2 (3.4)12 (7.2)Activity—Urge Surfing

7 (6.5)4 (6.8)11 (6.6)Activity—Brief Imagery

6 (5.6)5 (8.5)11 (6.6)Tip—Delay and Distract

7 (6.5)3 (5.1)10 (6.0)Activity—Breathing Relaxation

6 (5.6)3 (5.1)9 (5.4)Activity—Progressive Muscle Relaxation

107 (100.0)59 (100.0)166 (100.0)Total

aEcological momentary assessment–prompted use is defined as intervention use within 60 min of completing an ecological momentary assessment,
regardless of whether participants were recommended an activity based on craving occurrence.
bOn-demand use is defined as any other intervention use.

Preliminary Effectiveness

Descriptive Statistics
On the basis of the 22 participants who completed the
postintervention evaluation, Table 4 presents descriptive
statistics for EMA outcome variables. Compared with the
1-week baseline period, there was a 71% reduction in the
average number of gambling episodes and a 72% reduction in

the average number of craving occurrences, as reported in the
4-week intervention period. Furthermore, craving self-efficacy
and gambling self-efficacy increased from mean ratings of 5.85
(SD 2.95) and 4.82 (SD 3.01) out of 10 (where 10=complete
confidence in ability to resist a craving and to limit or stop
gambling) over the baseline period to mean ratings of 6.63 (SD
2.61) and 5.72 (SD 3.02) over the intervention period,
respectively.
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Table 4. Descriptive statistics of ecological momentary assessment outcome variables (n=22).

TotalFour-week intervention periodOne-week baseline periodVariable

Gambling episodes, n (%)

1139 (91.5)835 (93.6)304 (86.1)No

106 (8.5)57 (6.4)49 (13.9)Yes

Gambling episode win or loss status, n (%)

18 (17.0)8 (14.0)10 (20.4)Win

75 (70.7)42 (73.7)33 (67.3)Loss

13 (12.3)7 (12.3)6 (12.2)Broke even

Gambling episode win amount, Aus $ (US $), n (%)

8 (44.4)2 (25.0)6 (60.0)1-150 (0.70-115.6)

4 (22.2)2 (25.0)2 (20.0)151-500 (116.4-385.3)

4 (22.2)3 (37.5)1 (10.0)501-1000 (386.1-770.6)

2 (11.1)1 (12.5)1 (10.0)1001-7500 (771.3-5779.2)

Gambling episode loss amount, Aus $ (US $), n (%)

21 (28.0)12 (28.6)9 (27.3)1-150 (0.70-115.6)

22 (29.3)7 (16.7)15 (45.4)151-500 (116.4-385.3)

20 (26.7)15 (35.7)5 (15.2)501-1000 (386.1-770.6)

12 (16.0)8 (19.0)4 (12.1)1001-7500 (771.3-5779.2)

Craving occurrences, n (%)

1079 (86.7)805 (90.2)274 (77.6)No

166 (13.3)87 (9.8)79 (22.4)Yes

6.47 (3)6.59 (3)6.35 (3)Craving intensitya, mean (SD)

4.78 (13)5.39 (16)4.22 (9)Craving frequencyb, mean (SD)

43.36 (70)50.65 (79)36.64 (59)Craving duration (min)c, mean (SD)

5.96 (4)5.95 (4)5.96 (4)Subjective control over cravingsa, mean (SD)

6.41 (3)6.63 (3)5.85 (3)Craving self-efficacya, mean (SD)

5.46 (3)5.71 (3)4.82 (3)Gambling self-efficacya, mean (SD)

aRange 0-10 on a Visual Analogue Scale.
bRange 1-180 craving occurrences.
cRange 0-480 minutes.

Real-Time Reduction in Craving Intensity Immediately
After Intervention Use
On the basis of the 22 participants who completed the
postintervention evaluation, the results of clustered
paired-sample t tests revealed a significant decrease of 5.4% in
momentary craving intensity from immediately before to
immediately after any intervention use (P=.01), with a medium
effect (Cohen dz=−0.64; 95% CI −1.13 to −0.14). The results
demonstrated a 7.5% decrease in craving intensity for
EMA-prompted use (P=.03; Cohen dz=−0.72; 95% CI −1.34 to
−0.06), and more specifically, a 10.5% decrease for EMI use
(P=.01; Cohen dz=−1.29; 95% CI −2.48 to −0.03). In contrast,
there was a 4.5% decrease for on-demand use (P=.01; Cohen
dz=−0.66; 95% CI −1.16 to −0.14). There was no added benefit

of using multiple interventions between EMAs, as the results
demonstrated an 8.6% decrease in craving intensity after one
use (P=.02; Cohen dz=−0.94; 95% CI −1.67 to −0.17) compared
with a 7.7% decrease after more than one use (P=.29; Cohen
dz=−0.63; 95% CI −1.49 to 0.28).

Change in Gambling Symptom Severity, Cravings,
Frequency, Expenditure, and Self-Efficacy at
Postintervention and Follow-Up
Descriptive statistics for gambling symptom severity, cravings,
frequency, expenditure, and self-efficacy measured at baseline
(n=36), postintervention (n=22), and follow-up (n=21) are
presented in Table 5. At the group level, participants showed
significant reductions in mean G-SAS gambling symptom
severity (d=0.61 and 0.75; P=.01 and .003), G-SAS cravings
(d=0.49 and 0.55; P=.03 and .02), gambling frequency (P=.01
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and .004), and gambling expenditure (P=.04 and .003) from
baseline to postintervention and follow-up, respectively. In
addition, participants showed a significant increase in mean
craving self-efficacy and gambling self-efficacy from baseline

to postintervention (d=0.66 and 0.60; P=.01 and .01) and
gambling self-efficacy (d=0.49; P=.04) but not craving
self-efficacy (P=.20) from baseline to follow-up.

Table 5. Descriptive statistics (mean and SD) for measures administered at baseline, postintervention, and 1-month follow-up evaluations.

One-month follow-up
(n=21)

Postintervention (n=22)Baseline (N=36)Outcome measure

20.43 (11)22.18 (10)30.92 (8)Past-week gambling symptom severitya (Gambling-Symptom Assessment
Scale), mean (SD)

11 (52)9 (41)5 (14)Mild, n (%)

6 (29)7 (32)11 (31)Moderate, n (%)

4 (19)6 (27)14 (39)Severe, n (%)

0 (0)0 (0)6 (17)Extreme, n (%)

6.57 (4)6.82 (3)9.81 (3)Past-week gambling cravingsb (Gambling-Symptom Assessment Scale-Urge
Subscale), mean (SD)

3.50 (5)5.27 (6)14.22 (13)Total gambling frequency (days) in the last month, mean (SD)

629.48 (1232)1675.68 (2484)2894.17 (3736)Total gambling expenditure (Aus $) in the last month, mean (SD)

6.00 (3)6.32 (3)3.97 (3)Current gambling self-efficacyc, mean (SD)

6.00 (3)6.77 (2)4.72 (3)Current craving self-efficacyc, mean (SD)

Gambling treatment goal, n (%)

14 (67)14 (64)24 (67)Quit gambling altogether

5 (24)5 (23)8 (22)Quit gambling activities I think I have a problem with

2 (10)3 (14)4 (11)Cut back gambling activities I think I have a problem with

0.67 (2)2.32 (4)N/AdAdditional professional help-seeking for gambling problems (number of times)
in the last month, mean (SD)

aGambling-Symptom Assessment Scale scores can range from 0 to 48, categorized as mild (score of 8-20), moderate (score of 21-30), severe (score of
31-40), and extreme (score of 41-48).
bGambling-Symptom Assessment Scale-Urge Subscale scores can range from 0 to 16.
cSelf-efficacy scores can range from 0 to 10 on a Visual Analogue Scale.
dN/A: not applicable.

Table 6 presents clinically significant change on these measures
from baseline to postintervention and follow-up. At an individual
level, approximately a quarter of participants were recovered
at postintervention and follow-up, respectively, on G-SAS
gambling symptom severity (6/22, 27%; 6/21, 29%) and G-SAS
gambling cravings (6/22, 27%; 7/21, 33%), the majority were
unchanged (symptom severity: 13/22, 59%; 11/21, 52%;
cravings: 14/22, 64%; 14/21, 67%), and a small number of

participants were deteriorated at postintervention (symptom
severity: 1/22, 5%; cravings: 2/21, 9%); however, none were
deteriorated at follow-up. The majority of participants were
unchanged at postintervention and follow-up on gambling
frequency (20/22, 91%; 18/21, 90%), gambling expenditure
(19/22, 86%; 17/21, 81%), craving self-efficacy (18/22, 82%;
17/21, 81%), and gambling self-efficacy (18/22, 82%; 18/21,
86%); however, none were deteriorated on these measures.
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Table 6. Clinically significant changes in outcome measures at postintervention (n=22) and 1-month follow-up (n=21) evaluations.

One-month follow-up (n=21)Postintervention (n=22)Outcome measure

Gambling symptom severity (G-SASa), n (%)

6 (28)6 (27)Recoveredb

4 (19)2 (9)Improved

11 (52)13 (59)Unchanged

0 (0)1 (4)Deteriorated

Gambling cravings (G-SAS Urge Subscale), n (%)

7 (33)6 (27)Recovered

0 (0)0 (0)Improved

14 (66)14 (63)Unchanged

0 (0)2 (9)Deteriorated

Total gambling frequencyc (days), n (%)

2 (10)2 (9)Recovered

0 (0)0 (0)Improved

18 (90)20 (90)Unchanged

0 (0)0 (0)Deteriorated

Total gambling expenditure (Aus $), n (%)

4 (19)3 (13)Recovered

0 (0)0 (0)Improved

17 (80)19 (86)Unchanged

0 (0)0 (0)Deteriorated

Craving self-efficacy (11-point VASd), n (%)

0 (0)0 (0)Recovered

3 (14)4 (18)Improved

17 (80)18 (81)Unchanged

1 (4)0 (0)Deteriorated

Gambling self-efficacy (11-point VAS), n (%)

0 (0)0 (0)Recovered

3 (14)4 (18)Improved

18 (85)18 (81)Unchanged

0 (0)0 (0)Deteriorated

aG-SAS: Gambling-Symptom Assessment Scale.
bRecovered: the final score indicated a reliable change and was in the functional range, indicated by a score of 20 or less on the Gambling-Symptom
Assessment Scale or at least a 25% reduction in scores for gambling cravings, total gambling frequency, and total gambling expenditure, and at least a
25% increase in scores for craving self-efficacy and gambling self-efficacy, in postintervention and follow-up evaluations.
cn=20 at 1-month follow-up, as 1 participant did not report gambling frequency.
dVAS: Visual Analogue Scale.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The results of this study demonstrate the acceptability,
feasibility, and preliminary effectiveness of the first smartphone
app–delivered EMI (GamblingLess: Curb Your Urge), which

aims to prevent gambling episodes through reduced craving
intensity in people seeking help for gambling problems.

Acceptability
Overall, the app intervention was rated favorably across
quantitative and qualitative measures of acceptability.
Participants indicated that they were mostly satisfied with the
intervention, as it met most of their needs and could be used to
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manage their cravings in the future, based on mean CSQ-3
scores. Furthermore, participants indicated that the intervention
improved their awareness, knowledge, attitude, and intentions
to address cravings and, importantly, their ability to manage
cravings, based on mean MARS item scores. Qualitatively, the
majority of participants provided positive feedback about the
intervention, particularly in relation to its accessibility,
helpfulness, and effectiveness in preventing gambling episodes.

Promisingly, participants rated all of the urge-curbing tips and
activities as above average for helpfulness in managing cravings.
Consistent with the evidence base for gambling treatments, in
which CBT techniques are considered best practice [7,41,61,62],
the highest rated content involved CBT techniques, including
psychoeducation (About My Urge); cognitive reappraisal (Get
to Know Your Thoughts and Change Your Thoughts); and
relapse prevention techniques, including distraction (Delay and
Distract) and a mindfulness practice to surf the wave of a craving
without acting on it (Urge Surfing). Participants suggested that
this content could be further improved by providing more
concrete examples of skill implementation. The lowest rated
content included relaxation-based or imaginal techniques
(Progressive Muscle Relaxation, Belly Breathing, and Brief
Imagery), with 2 participants suggesting their improvement via
linkage with related programs outside of the app. Taken together,
these findings suggest that intervention content variability and
examples of skill implementation are important for people to
find, and learn to apply, what works best for them.

With respect to the EMA, participants considered them highly
relevant but somewhat burdensome, which represents an
improvement from the initial usability testing [40] in which
they were rated in the average range on both domains. To reduce
its level of burden, the frequency of EMAs could be reduced
or, as 2 participants suggested, made personally customizable
to specific times (eg, pay day). Indeed, the combined results of
usability testing and this trial indicated that tailoring capabilities
were considered particularly important for consumers to enable
personalized check-ins and treatment.

Feasibility
Recruitment and retention have posed a challenge in studies
examining app-delivered interventions for mental health [61],
particularly for problem gambling [29]. Despite extensive
recruitment efforts, only 36 people completed baseline measures,
with approximately 60% of these people completing
postintervention (n=22) and follow-up (n=21) evaluations.
Retention rates in this trial were lower than those of other
feasibility trials of app-delivered EMIs for alcohol and substance
use, where rates range from 63% to 90% [35,38]. Although not
directly comparable, retention was on par with the only other
feasibility trial of a gambling intervention app (60%) [26].
Future research may benefit from examining consumer profiles
to enable targeted recruitment campaigns and tailored
interventions to particular demographic groups, the latter of
which may also facilitate trial retention through improved
engagement with the app [62].

In this trial, the feasibility was measured via compliance with
the EMA and EMI features. The overall compliance was 51%
for EMAs and 15% for EMIs. Although there are no directly

comparable gambling app intervention studies, previous
gambling EMA studies have reported variable compliance rates
from 50% to over 90% [43,63]; however, notably, EMA
completion was financially incentivized in these studies. As
financial incentives are not feasible for ongoing app
interventions in real-world contexts, it would be useful to
examine ways to improve EMA compliance. In addition, EMA
compliance may have been reduced in this study as participants
could access intervention content on demand without needing
to complete a more time-consuming EMA. While this is a
limitation of providing a hybrid push or pull intervention, this
approach supports consumers to access interventions regardless
of their awareness of vulnerable states or motivation to seek
support [45]. Furthermore, EMA compliance may improve
outside of a research context, as it is envisioned that the EMA
feature of future iterations of the intervention for real-world use
would be briefer (eg, to only measure current craving
occurrence) and customizable regarding the frequency and
timing of administration (eg, to user-specified times). The EMI
compliance rate in this study was also low, however, as
participants used the intervention only 13 of the 87 times that
they were recommended to do so. Low EMI compliance may
reflect the limitations of the app platform, whereby intervention
content cannot be automatically delivered (rather than just
recommended). Although this limitation enabled a more nuanced
evaluation of the intervention’s preliminary effectiveness under
different conditions of use, future app iterations may benefit
from using platforms that can automatically deliver an EMI at
times of need.

Across the 4-week intervention period, participants used the
intervention a total of 166 times (median 7 uses; range 1-33),
including 59 EMA-prompted uses and 107 on-demand uses.
This rate of intervention uptake (7 uses over 4 weeks) appears
comparable with that of traditional face-to-face gambling
services, in which treatment typically involves 1 session per
week for 10 weeks [64]. Despite similar uptake rates, we might
expect higher app use given its 24×7 availability and evidence
of EMI underutilization. Although apps can overcome a number
of barriers to accessing face-to-face services (eg, geographic
constraints) [11,12], future research should explore app-specific
barriers to use at times of identified need. The higher rate of on
demand (pull) intervention use compared with EMA-prompted
and EMI (push) use suggests either that the EMA item
measuring craving occurrence was not adequately identifying
the times of vulnerability and/or that participants knew when
they needed to access an intervention and were motivated to do
so [45]. To address the latter possibility, future app interventions
may benefit from incorporating additional user-initiated EMAs
[18,34], whereby participants can record a gambling craving or
episode at any time in the app.

Preliminary Effectiveness
A unique strength of EMA and EMI data is the capability to
explore real-time intervention effects in people’s everyday lives.
Promisingly, descriptive EMA data showed that, compared with
the baseline period, there was an approximately 71% to 72%
reduction in the average number of gambling episodes and
craving occurrences and an approximately 1-point increase in
the mean craving self-efficacy and gambling self-efficacy on
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an 11-point VAS, reported in the intervention period. In
addition, the results showed that the intervention led to a
medium decrease of 5.4% in real-time craving intensity from
immediately before to immediately after use. This effect
increased with a large decrease of 10.5% for EMI use (ie, where
participants had a current craving to gamble) and 7.5% for
EMA-prompted use (ie, use within 60 min of an EMA regardless
of whether participants had a craving) and reduced with a
medium decrease of 4.5% for on-demand use (ie, any other
intervention use), which intuitively supports the intervention’s
increased effectiveness in moments of vulnerability. The results
also suggested an optimal dosage of 1 intervention between
EMAs, as there was no added benefit of multiple uses.

Given the small sample size and limited power to detect
significant effects, this study also explored the intervention’s
preliminary effectiveness at both the group and individual level.
At the group level, participants displayed significant
medium-to-large reductions in mean gambling symptom severity
and cravings and reductions in gambling frequency and
expenditure at postintervention and 1-month follow-up
evaluations. Participants also displayed significant
medium-to-large increases in gambling self-efficacy at
postintervention and follow-up and craving self-efficacy at
postintervention. At an individual level, more than a quarter of
participants were considered recovered or improved on G-SAS
gambling symptom severity (8/22, 36%; 10/21, 48%) and
G-SAS gambling cravings (6/22, 27%; 7/21, 33%), at
postintervention and follow-up respectively, with the majority
remaining unchanged, which compares with more than a half
of participants (n=55, 64%) on gambling symptom severity in
a randomized trial of its parent program (GamblingLess) [41].
A small proportion of participants in this study were also
recovered or improved on gambling frequency, expenditure,
gambling self-efficacy, and craving self-efficacy (2/22, 9% to
4/22, 19%). By the end of this study, only 1 participant was
considered deteriorated on craving self-efficacy but no other
measure. Although it is possible that these results reflect a highly
motivated sample, natural recovery, or recovery resulting from
concurrent treatment, these findings provide preliminary
evidence for the effectiveness of the intervention, which would
likely increase further when combined with a fuller suite of
gambling interventions.

Strengths and Limitations
This study has several important strengths. First, the intervention
was based on sound theory [42] and empirical research [43] to
provide an evidence-based, app-delivered gambling intervention
that supports self-management in light of low professional
treatment uptake rates [9]. Second, this study and a preceding

usability study [40] demonstrated the value of including
consumers’ feedback in the early stages of intervention
development and evaluation, which is integral to short- and
long-term app engagement [21,65]. Finally, the use of
smartphones in this study to deliver real-time interventions to
people in their natural environments and the lack of financial
incentives for EMA or EMI completion support real-world
uptake of the app.

The study findings should be interpreted in light of several
limitations. Although this study’s sample size was consistent
with other acceptability and feasibility trials [18,26,38], it was
relatively small, which limits the generalizability of the results
and power to detect significant effects. Future studies would
benefit from using a larger sample, which may require a longer
recruitment period and substantial recruitment efforts [29].
Somewhat low rates of EMA and EMI compliance and
intervention use also limited our statistical power to detect
significant effects. Consistent with participant acceptability
feedback, these rates could be increased by improving the
intervention’s level of engagement, such as through increased
content variability and customizable features [62]. In addition,
preliminary evidence of the effectiveness of the intervention
may have been inflated by assessment reactivity and demand
characteristics, as participants could likely ascertain the research
aims. Interestingly, a recent gambling EMA study found a weak
reactivity effect in the opposite direction than expected, as
participants reported more gambling activity throughout the
study [44], which is consistent with the broader addiction
literature, which did not indicate strong reactivity effects [66].
Nevertheless, future studies may improve the generalizability
of their results by examining intervention effectiveness using
publicly available, routinely collected data from app use in the
real world [67]. Finally, it is acknowledged that this study did
not redress the dearth of economic data to support the use of
smartphone-delivered interventions in mental health treatment,
which future feasibility studies ought to consider [68].

Conclusions
The findings of this study support the acceptability, feasibility,
and preliminary effectiveness of GamblingLess: Curb Your
Urge, the first app-delivered EMI for craving management in
people seeking help for gambling problems. These findings
indicate the utility of developing targeted, real-time app
interventions for problem gambling, particularly as an offshoot
of more comprehensive programs with a developing or
established evidence base, such as GamblingLess [41]. In so
doing, app interventions may extend the reach of evidence-based
treatment beyond the confines of face-to-face services to
moments of need in people’s everyday lives.
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Abstract

Background: Many countries worldwide have developed mobile phone apps capable of supporting instantaneous contact tracing
to control the COVID-19 pandemic. In France, a few people have downloaded and are using the StopCovid contact tracing app.
Students in the health domain are of particular concern in terms of app uptake. Exploring their use and opinions about the app
can inform improvements and diffusion of StopCovid among young people.

Objective: The aim of this study is to investigate health care students’ knowledge of and attitudes, beliefs, and practices (KABP)
toward the StopCovid app.

Methods: A field survey was conducted among 318 students at the health sciences campus of the University of Bordeaux,
France, between September 25 and October 16, 2020. A quota sampling method was used, and descriptive statistics and univariate
analyses were performed.

Results: Of the 318 respondents, 77.3% (n=246) had heard about the app, but only 11.3% (n=36) had downloaded it, and 4.7%
(n=15) were still using it at the time of the survey. Among the 210 participants who had heard about the app but did not download
it, the main reasons for not using the app were a belief that it was not effective given its limited diffusion (n=37, 17.6%), a lack
of interest (n=37, 17.6%), and distrust in the data security and fear of being geolocated (n=33, 15.7%). Among the 72 students
who had not heard of the app and were given a brief description of its functioning and confidentiality policy, 52.7% (n=38) said
they would use it. Participants reported that the main solution for increasing the use of the app would be better communication
about it (227/318, 71.4%).

Conclusions: Even among health students, the contact tracing app was poorly used. The findings suggest that improved
communication about its advantages and simplicity of use as well as clarifying false beliefs about it could help improve uptake.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e26399)   doi:10.2196/26399
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Introduction

Background Context
Nonpharmaceutical interventions have been used to contain the
spread of the SARS-CoV-2 virus [1] while effective treatments
and optimal vaccine coverage are made. Besides generalized
lockdown and barrier gestures, one of the solutions to limit
contagion, locate clusters, and isolate them is the tracing of
infected people. Contact tracing is a systematic method used as
part of a disease surveillance strategy (predict, observe, and
minimize) [2]. In contact tracing, an index case with confirmed
infection is asked to provide information about contacted people
who were at risk of acquiring infection from the index case
within a given time period (between 1 week and 14 days) before
the positive test result. These contacts are then alleged to be
tracked, advised about their risk, quarantined, and tested [3].
Conventional or manual contact tracing is a long process
demanding human resources to contact and follow up with
people one by one. It can engender several delays and is
potentially biased by imperfect recall of contacts [4]. These
limitations can be compensated by digital contact tracing [3,5].

Several smartphone apps have been developed worldwide to
automatically and rapidly trace contacts in real time. Across all
continents more than 45 apps are currently used [6] and several
states are planning to launch such apps [7]. The general
functioning of these apps is that each mobile device running
the app keeps track of other mobile devices running the app that
it comes in to close contact with. When users inform their app
that they tested positive, this contact log is used to determine
the other mobile devices—and users—that should be notified.
Existing apps use different technologies and algorithmic
methods to detect contacts between mobile devices (eg, short
range Bluetooth Low Energy information exchange or GPS-,
WiFi-, or Bluetooth-based geolocation), to keep track of these
contacts (eg, using temporary unique identifiers), to evaluate
the infection risk (eg, based on a predicted distance and the
duration of the contact), and to notify potentially exposed people
using a centralized or decentralized network approach [8]. The
effectiveness of these apps is based on the fact that individuals
are systematically tested, that results of these tests are correct
and communicated in the app, that the individuals who are in
contact have a smartphone, and that a high proportion of
smartphone users download and use the app so as to interrupt
the chains of infection transmission [9].

The recrudescence of the virus after the general lockdown from
March to May 2020 has especially concerned young people
across France and in the Bordeaux region in particular, where
incidence of COVID-19 positive cases among young adults
aged 20-30 years has increased to about 252/100,000 per week
(weeks 41-42) [10]. Since September 1, 2020, several hundred
students of the University of Bordeaux have been tested, and
26 of them returned positive results as of November 10. Students
in the health domain are on the front line in terms of contagion.
First, as many students across France, they are at risk because
of contact with their peers. They often meet at the university
(before, during, and after classes), downtown, or for private
events. During these encounters, barrier gestures and preventive

measures are not always respected. Second, their role as future
health-related workers might suppose that they should set the
example, since they are sensitized to adopt behaviors in favor
of health promotion and prevention. Third, most students in the
health domain are in contact with patients directly or indirectly
through their interaction with health care workers. These
different situations, informal, unprotected, and in relation with
potentially unknown people, are typically those in which contact
tracing apps make the most sense. Furthermore, students are
digitally literate [11] and are supposed to be more at ease with
the downloading and use of apps. French students in the health
domain are thus a priority target for the uptake of the French
COVID-19–related contact tracing app.

The StopCovid App
The contact tracing app “StopCovid” was launched by the
French Government on June 2, 2020 [12]. It was developed by
a team of public and private partners lead by the French National
Institute for Research in Digital Science and Technology (Inria),
and was available in both the Apple and Google Play stores, as
it worked on iOS and Android phones. The app was based on
Bluetooth signals running in the background of the phone with
low-energy wireless transmission [13]. Once the app was
activated, the phone logged other phones it came in to contact
with, assuming these devices were running StopCovid. These
logs did not include any identifying information about the user;
they used random ID codes that changed every 15 minutes and
were deleted once they were older than 14 days (the incubation
period for COVID-19). The app did not locate the user (no
GPS-, WiFi-, or Bluetooth-based geolocation); it only knew
which random IDs the phone had come in to contact with. Being
transparent and anonymous, the app did not collect any personal
data nor contact details. If a user declared being positive for
COVID-19 using a code delivered with the test results, the app
would send that record of the rotating IDs to a centralized server,
which in turn would send them out to other devices using the
system [14]. Anyone that had the app activated who had been
nearby in the last 2 weeks would be pinged with an alert. More
precisely, this notification was sent if the person had spent more
than 15 minutes within 1 meter of an index case. Users were
then recommended to inform their general practitioner, get
tested, and self-isolate, thus potentially stopping another line
of transmission.

As of October 2020, StopCovid had been installed more than
2.7 million times since the beginning of June (about 4% of the
French population, 67 million). Only 7969 users had declared
being COVID-19 positive in the app, and only 472 notifications
had been sent to potential at-risk contacts. The uptake was less
than for apps in Germany (downloaded by 18 million people,
about 21% of the German population, 84 million), England and
Wales (16 million downloads in a population of 59 million,
27%), and Italy (9 million downloads in a population of 60
million, 26%). All these percentages are low considering that
approximately 60% of the adult population would have to adopt
the app to contain the pandemic [4,5]. In general, statistics show
a limited use of these apps in Europe [15].

The effectiveness of the StopCovid app must be framed in the
specific French context: the testing strategy was and is still
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unclear with limited testing capacities, tracing was not always
possible, and self-quarantining was voluntary and not always
followed [16]. Furthermore, three sources of risk have been
identified in the StopCovid app in terms of security and data
protection: (1) the hacking of the central database, (2) the
reporting of fictitious or unverified cases of infection, and (3)
the increased vulnerability of the smartphones themselves caused
by the activation of Bluetooth [7].

Literature Review on the Uptake of
COVID-19–Related Contact Tracing Apps
Recently, several researchers have investigated the acceptability
and use of contact tracing apps in the context of the COVID-19
pandemic. Some studies are based on surveys assessing the
uptake of these apps among different population samples. These
studies mostly refer to a hypothetical app and the intention to
use it [16-24], and only a few collect information on the use of
an existing tool like StopCovid [25-27]. The majority of
documents reporting the real uptake of contact tracing apps are
national statistics without a scientific and theoretical
background. Other studies are critical viewpoints arguing on
the ethical, technical, political, and scientific impact of contact
tracing apps on society [2,7,9,28,29].

Concerning surveys, a multicountry cross-sectional study on
1849 adults across France, Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom,
and the United States [17] showed that 74.8% of the respondents
would install or keep a contact tracing app. Concerns about
cybersecurity and privacy, together with a lack of trust in the
government, were mentioned as the main barriers to app
adoption. Another survey was conducted on 406 German adults
[18], and the results showed that trust in the official app
providers played an important role in the contact tracing app
uptake. However, the threat appraisal of potential infection was
not related to the motivation for using the app or for providing
one’s own infection status to it. In Belgium [19], 48.7% of 1500
adults declared intending to use a COVID-19 tracing app. The
most important predictor was the perceived benefits of the app.
Respondents also reported that the clarity on how the app
functioned was correlated to the will to use it. Dutch citizens
were interviewed in two studies [20,23]: 41.2%-64.1% of the
respondents (n=238 [20] and n=900 [23], respectively) were
willing to use a contact tracing app. In one study [20], the main
reason to use such an app was to control the spread of
COVID-19 (30.6%). Concerns about privacy were mentioned
as the main reason for not using the app (64.8%). In the other
study [23], the rate of potential users strongly varied by age
group: the adoption rates of the app ranged from 45.6% to 79.4%
for people in the oldest (≥75 years) and youngest (15-34 years)
age groups. Educational attainment, the presence of serious
underlying health conditions, and the respondents’ stance on
COVID-19 infection risks were also correlated with the
predicted adoption rate. A national online survey on the Irish
population (n=8088 responses) [21] showed that 84% of
respondents would probably or definitely download the app.
The most common reason for downloading the app was helping
family members and friends (79%), and with a sense of
responsibility to the wider community (78%). The most common
reason for not downloading the app was fear that technology
companies or the government might use the app technology for

greater surveillance after the pandemic (41%). A longitudinal
study was also conducted in Luxembourg on a representative
sample of 730 adults [22]. The results showed that 72% would
probably or definitely install the app if one was made available.
Among motives in favor of contact tracing apps, respondents
consistently mentioned responsibility toward the community
and loved ones. In contrast, 11% of respondents would definitely
not install the app, and their general willingness to use one was
hampered by privacy and data security issues.

Acceptance of COVID-19 contact tracing apps has also been
explored in France. In the first survey [27], 44% of a
representative sample of 2000 French people declared that they
would accept being electronically traced to avoid the spread of
the virus. However, 23% were definitely against the app, and
the majority of them were males and aged 25-34 years. The
main reason for opposition was the fear of losing one’s freedom.
Another recent survey on 1849 French adults [16] showed that
the contact tracing app was rather or totally acceptable by 42.1%
of the respondents. A positive correlation was found between
the perceived health consequences in case of COVID-19
infection and the willingness to use the contact tracing app.
Trust in the government to handle the health crisis was also
strongly and positively correlated with the potential use of the
app.

Concerning critical viewpoints and opinion papers, they describe
the public debate on privacy concerns due to the sensitive nature
of the collected data. In particular, several researchers have
argued that the adoption of contact tracing apps could lead to
the economic exploitation of private data and might create a
mass electronic surveillance system [7]. European governments
have largely debated on the use of these apps, and ethical
guidelines to develop and diffuse them have also been
formulated [28]. In France, researchers have particularly
investigated within a theoretical framework why the population
has not largely adopted the StopCovid app [2,9]. According to
an opinion paper [9], there are three main reasons for the low
uptake of the app: the belief that the app will not be effective
because we cannot reasonably expect that its adoption rate will
be sufficient to be protective, the fear of data privacy breaches
due to Bluetooth and to the centralized architecture of the app,
and concerns on long-term surveillance and informational
privacy. According to the author, the app raises a privacy
paradox [30] where immediate benefits (eg, the reduction of
contacts with infected people) are preferred to the value of
privacy. Since the app does not seem to be effective given its
limited use, it is not worth risking the breach of one’s privacy.
A second study [2] analyzed the political and scientific discourse
around the promotion of the StopCovid app. Digital solutions
like contact tracing apps might represent a form of alienation
including government distrust. By collecting and analyzing
media, scientific, and policy articles mentioning StopCovid, the
study reported the contradictions of the government in handling
the COVID-19 crisis based on partial and imprecise knowledge
about the virus. In this context, government officials did not
explain in plain language the security, privacy, data collection,
processing, storage, and reuse of the StopCovid app. The app
was then considered as not efficacious because of its low uptake,
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characterized by lack of transparency and based on alienation
and coercion.

Study Setting and Aim
This study was conducted at the beginning of the academic year
at the University of Bordeaux, France, when face-to-face
education was re-established, and students could freely circulate
after the first general lockdown. The StopCovid app was
available and downloadable for 4 months. The aim of this study
is to describe knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, and practices
(KABP) about the StopCovid app among students in the health
domain in the Bordeaux region. The expected impact is
informing on potential improvements as well as public-oriented
communication strategies and appropriate political decisions to
increase the app diffusion.

Methods

The Field Survey: Recruitment
This study was conducted within the framework of the larger
ongoing i-Share (Internet-Based Students Health Research
Enterprise [31]) cohort study, a French, nationwide web-based
survey on the health and well-being of university students,
whose principal investigators and operational staff are based at
the University of Bordeaux [32].

The field survey consisted of a paper questionnaire administered
face-to-face by five undergraduate students (interviewers) who
had been trained to take notes, fill in the questionnaire, and
describe the app to respondents. Interviewers approached their
peers in the halls, canteen, courtyards, library, and study rooms
at the health sciences campus of the University of Bordeaux.
The collection of the data started on September 25, 2020, and
ended on October 16, 2020. A sample size of 300 respondents
was targeted with quotas set for the sample to be representative
of the overall population of students in the health domain at the
University of Bordeaux (n=16,566) in terms of sex, age (18-30
years), specific field of health-related study (medicine, dentistry,
nursing, pharmacy, public health, etc), and year of study (1 to
>6 years). The inclusion criteria were being older than 18 years,
being a student in the health domain enrolled at the University
of Bordeaux, and providing oral informed consent.

The Questionnaire
The questionnaire was co-designed and tested by a team of 14
public health researchers and operational staff following a
structured survey construction method in five steps [33]. The
final questionnaire was composed of 36 items, 14 of which were
common to all students (sociodemographic characteristics,
suggestions for increasing the diffusion of the app, willing to
recommend the app to family and friends, and fake news about
data collection and sharing within the app). The other items
were administered based on four different scenarios: (1) the
student has already heard about the app and has downloaded it,
(2) the student has already heard about the app and has not
downloaded it, (3) the student has never heard about the app
but would download it, and (4) the student has never heard about
the app and would not download it. Specific questions were
then asked depending on the scenario. Before answering further
questions, students who had not heard about the app were

provided a brief description of it. After responding to fake news
about data collection and sharing within the app, all students
were given the correct answers. Some questions were multiple
choice items. The English version of the questionnaire is
available in Multimedia Appendix 1. The time of administration
and completion of the questionnaire was about 10 minutes. The
field survey was approved by the University of Bordeaux. The
oral informed consent reassured students of the anonymous
format of the survey and that use of collected data was for
research purposes only.

Theoretical Framework
The questionnaire was based on the KABP scheme, which stands
for the assessment of knowledge, attitudes, beliefs, and practices
of populations about a specific health-related topic. This scheme
is extensively used as a quantitative method (predefined
questions formatted in a standardized questionnaire) that
provides access to quantitative and qualitative information.
Thus, items of the questionnaire were developed to capture
students’ KABP about the StopCovid app. The results are
discussed following the four components of this scheme.

Collected data were interpreted a posteriori through the prism
of the technology acceptance model (TAM) [34] and the
protection motivation theory (PTM) [35]. The TAM posits that
an individual’s intent to use (ie, accept) a technology and use
behavior (ie, actual use) is influenced by perceived ease of use
and usefulness, which are mediated by external variables such
as individual differences, system characteristics and complexity,
and social influences. The TAM is especially adaptable to
technology-related motivations. The PTM explains why people
adopt a preventive behavior and what role fear appeals play in
this process. This model comprises the threat appraisal of a
potential risk (eg, infection with SARS-CoV-2) and coping
appraisal of the recommended preventive behavior (eg, using
StopCovid) [18]. Threat appraisal includes the perceived severity
of the disease and vulnerability to it. Coping appraisal includes
perceived self-efficacy (ie, belief in one’s own competence to
perform a behavior even in the face of barriers) and response
efficacy (ie, individuals are convinced that a behavior leads to
the desired outcome and will be more likely to intend to perform
the behavior). The PTM is adaptable to both health-related and
technology-related motivations [18].

Data Analysis
All data from the paper questionnaires were entered by the
student interviewers in a digital database through the EpiData
software version 3.1 [36]. A descriptive analysis was performed,
presenting all variables and measures in the form of numbers
and percentages for qualitative variables and means and SDs
for quantitative variables. Chi-square or exact Fisher frequency
comparison tests were used to identify statistically significant
differences by age, gender, field, and year of study, modified
to binary variables if necessary. Data were normally distributed.
Statistical significance was defined with a P value <.05.
Statistical powers were calculated for each frequency
comparison test, chi-square or Fisher exact test, with the
condition of a minimum sample size for the Fisher exact test.
In calculating the power, an approximation of the normal
distribution for the chi-square tests or an approximation of the
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Walters normal distribution for the Fisher exact tests was used.
In addition, the size and proportion for each group was specified
and the alpha was set at .05. The data were analyzed with SAS
version 9.3 (SAS Institute).

Results

A total of 590 students were approached to complete the survey
after a brief explanation of its objective; 318 completed the
survey, while 272 refused to participate, creating a final
participation rate of 53.9%. Reasons for not participating were
lack of time or no interest in the study topic. Of the 318

participants, 65.7% (n=209) were female students, and the mean
age was 20.4 (SD 2.39) years. All fields and years of study were
represented. The majority (n=193, 60.7%) of the participants
were medical students, which is in line with the total number
of medical students at the University of Bordeaux. In accordance
with university-related statistics, first-year students were also
the most represented (n=129, 40.6%). Figure 1 shows the
flowchart of the study population, and Table 1 shows the
sociodemographic characteristics with the corresponding data
for the total population of health-related students at the
University of Bordeaux.

Figure 1. Flowchart of the study population (n=318).
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Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics of the study population and comparison with all students in the health domain.

Total health care student population at the University of Bordeaux (n=16,566)aStudy population (n=318)Characteristics

Sex, n (%)

11,713 (70.7)209 (65.7)Female

4853 (29.3)109 (34.3)Male

23.8 (—b)20.4 (2.39)Age (years), mean (SD)

Year of study, n (%)

4445 (31.2)129 (40.6)1

2341 (16.4)64 (20.1)2

2334 (16.4)46 (14.5)3

1200 (8.4)23 (7.2)4

1267 (8.9)44 (13.8)5

2651 (18.6)10 (3.1)>5

—2 (0.6)Other

Field of study, n (%)

7104 (49.9)193 (60.7)Medicine

1138 (8.0)61 (19.2)Pharmacy

521 (3.7)12 (3.8)Dentistry

3972 (27.9)14 (4.4)Nursing

—15 (4.7)Public health

1503 (10.6)23 (7.2)Other

aData obtained from internal university documents.
bData not available.

The majority (n=246, 77.3%) of the participants had already
heard about the app, mostly through the media (216/246, 87.8%)
and secondly through family and friends (39/246, 15.9%).
Concerning these variables, no statistically significant
differences were found based on age (P=.09), sex (P=.85), field
(P=.08), or year of study (P=.06).

Most of the 246 students that knew of the app correctly knew
that the app was promoted by the government (n=179, 72.8%),
but 25.2% (n=62) answered that they did not know who the
promoter was. Male students knew significantly more than
female students that the app was promoted by the government
(69/85, 81.2% vs 110/161, 68.3%; P=.03). Female students
were significantly more likely to ignore the promoter of the app
compared to male students (47/161, 29.2% vs 15/85, 17.6%;
P=.047). Students of any health-related discipline other than
medicine responded significantly more than medical students
that the app was promoted by a research laboratory (4/103, 3.9%
vs 0/143, 0.0%; P=.03). Medical students were significantly
more likely to ignore the promoter of the app (43/143, 30.1%
vs 19/103, 18.4% ; P=.04). No statistically significant
differences were found based on age (P=.06) or year of study
(P=.17).

Among the 246 participants who had heard about the app, 14.6%
(n=36) had actually downloaded it when it was first released in
June 2020 (22/36, 61.1%) or with the new cases of COVID-19
at the beginning of the university year (6/36, 16.7%). Of these

36 students, 41.6% (n=15) were still using the app. Of the total
318 participants, 4.7% (n=15) of students were using the app
at the moment of the survey, while those who uninstalled the
app had used it from 1 day (6/36, 16.7%) to several weeks (6/36,
16.7%). The main reasons for uninstalling the app were that it
was not useful (14/21, 66.7%), the respondent forgot to activate
the Bluetooth (5/21, 23.8%), the app drained the phone battery
(4/21, 19.0%), and too few people were using it thus making
the app ineffective (4/21, 19.0%). Accordingly, students reported
that the main fault of the app was that it seemed inefficient given
its limited uptake (17/35, 48.6%; 1 missing). For 25.7% (9/35),
the app presented technical problems like draining the battery,
depending on Bluetooth, or occupying too much storage on the
phone. Concerning all previous variables, no statistically
significant differences were found based on age (P values
ranging from .27 to >.99), sex (P values ranging from .19 to
>.99), field (P values ranging from .13 to >.99), or year of study
(P values ranging from .26 to >.99).

Some of these students also reported that its qualities were that
it was easy to use (18/35, 51.4%) and that it was reassuring
(9/35, 25.7%). Male students found the app significantly more
user-friendly than female students (12/17, 70.6% vs 6/18, 33.3%;
P=.02). Concerning this variable on the quality of the app, no
statistically significant differences were found based on age
(P=.39), field (P=.33), or year of study (P=.18).
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Reasons for downloading or not downloading the app are shown
in Tables 2 and 3 (multiple answers possible for each
individual).

Among the 210 participants who had heard about the app but
did not download it, the main reasons for not using the app were
lack of interest (n=90, 42.9%), belief that it was neither effective
nor useful given its limited diffusion (n=37, 17.6%), not having
time to think about it (n=37, 17.6%), and distrust in data security

and fear of being geolocated (n=33, 15.7%). The majority of
these students might change their mind and use the app if they
had more information about it through better communication
strategies (n=61, 29.0%) and if more people would use it (n=54,
25.7%). Nonetheless, 26.2% (n=55) would not change their
mind and would still not download the app. On the other hand,
the main reasons for downloading the app were out of curiosity
(13/36, 36.1%) and to protect one’s family, others, and oneself
from possible infection (13/36, 36.1%).

Table 2. Reasons for downloading the StopCovid app.

Yes, I would download the app
(n=38), n (%)

Yes, I have downloaded the
app (n=36), n (%)

Reasonsa

Reasons for downloading the app

14 (36.8)13 (36.1)Out of curiosity

24 (63.2)13 (36.1)To protect my family, others, and myself from possible infection

0 (0.0)5 (13.9)Because the government advised downloading of the app

20 (52.6)5 (13.9)The app could be useful to contain the spread of the virus in general

1 (2.6)1 (2.8)I am afraid of the virus, and all strategies are good to avoid it

0 (0.0)N/AbI was reassured the app was anonymous

1 (2.6)11 (30.6)Other

aMultiple answers possible.
bN/A: not applicable.

Table 3. Reasons for not downloading the StopCovid app.

No, I would not download
the app (n=34), n (%)

No, I have not downloaded
the app (n=210), n (%)

Reasonsa

Reasons for not downloading the app

17 (50.0)90 (42.9)Cannot see the interest or need

1 (2.9)10 (4.8)Do not like the general idea of this app

2 (5.9)23 (11.0)Do not know how it works, did not get enough information on the app

1 (2.9)18 (8.6)I am suspicious of this type of app

1 (2.9)11 (5.2)Do not trust, because I do not know who is offering this app

1 (2.9)33 (15.7)Not sure about the security of the data, fear of geolocation

0 (0.0)1 (0.5)My family and friends have discouraged me from downloading it

6 (17.6)27 (12.9)No storage on my phone or it is not powerful enough to have an extra app (battery,
Bluetooth)

4 (11.8)2 (1.0)Do not carry my phone with me at all times

4 (11.8)11 (5.2)Do not use public transportation and/or do not go out much in public places (do not
come into contact with strangers)

8 (23.5)37 (17.6)It does not seem to be effective (too few people use it)

1 (20.9)7 (3.3)Heard negative feedback on this app

3 (8.8)37 (17.6)Do not really have time to think about it

5 (14.7)28 (13.3)By negligence, not concerned

N/Ab11 (5.2)Not sure what it is all about, the principle and/or the functioning

2 (5.9)15 (7.1)Other

aMultiple answers possible.
bN/A: not applicable.
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The 72 students who had never heard about the app were asked
to imagine its content and objective: 41.7% (n=30) reported
that it was an app providing advice and information about
COVID-19, 29.2% (n=21) reported that it was an app to limit
the spread of the virus, 29.2% (n=21) did not know, and 15.3%
(n=11) answered “other.” After a short description of the app,
52.7% (n=38) said they would download it. The reasons for
downloading or not downloading the app are similar to those
provided by the sample who had heard about the app. Among
the 34 students who had never heard about the app and were
still not willing to download it after a brief description, 32.4%

(n=11) would not change their mind, 17.6% (n=6) would
download it if more people used it, and 11.8% (n=4) would
download it if they had a better mobile phone.

Concerning the functioning of the app, 83.3% (30/36) of the
respondents said that they were able to explain it. However,
when further asked about geolocation, access to contact
information, and how data were transmitted and stocked, their
answers were mostly incorrect. As expected, students who had
not heard about the app before, but who were presented a quick
description of it during the survey, provided correct answers
more than their peers. Detailed results are shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Knowledge and beliefs about the functioning and data management of the StopCovid app.

Total (N=318), n (%)No, I have not heard about the app (n=72), n (%)Yes, I have heard about the app (n=246), n (%)Knowledge and beliefs

StopCovid geolocates you and tracks your movements

122 (38.4)44 (61.1)78 (31.7)No (correct an-
swer)

157 (49.4)19 (26.4)138 (56.1)Yes

39 (12.3)9 (12.5)30 (12.2)Not sure

StopCovid collects your contacts and knows their names (on the phone, on social networks, etc)

234 (73.6)56 (77.8)178 (72.4)No (correct an-
swer)

42 (13.2)5 (6.9)37 (15.0)Yes

42 (13.2)11 (15.3)31 (12.6)Not sure

StopCovid detects people around you and knows their names (physical contacts)

169 (53.1)45 (62.5)124 (50.4)No (correct an-
swer)

97 (30.5)15 (20.8)82 (33.3)Yes

52 (16.4)12 (16.7)40 (16.3)Not sure

StopCovid has access to your personal data and communicates them

246 (77.4)55 (76.4)191 (77.6)No (correct an-
swer)

33 (10.4)5 (6.9)28 (11.4)Yes

39 (12.3)12 (16.7)27 (11.0)Not sure

Finally, all 318 participants were asked about factors for
increasing the use of the app. For the majority (n=227, 71.4%),
the solution was a better communication strategy. Other factors
were making the app compulsory (n=45, 14.2%), registering
more COVID-19 cases (n=30, 9.4%), more information and
explanations about the app (n=21, 6.6%), better technical
features (n=10, 3.1%), and “other” (n=64, 20.1%).

Discussion

Principal Findings and Interpretation
As far as knowledge is concerned, 1 out of 5 students had never
heard about the StopCovid app; this rate is surprisingly high
considering that students in the health domain should be
informed of existing tools to limit the spread of COVID-19.
Those who knew the app had heard about it mostly through the
media (216/246, 87.8%). The majority of students (179/246,
72.8%) correctly knew that the app was promoted by the

government. However, concerning the functioning of the app,
some students did not know how the contact tracing system
worked and how data was managed: percentages of errors in
describing the app ranged from 10.4% (33/318) to 49.4%
(157/318). For them, the app was not straightforward; in the
light of the TAM, reduced ease of app use determines lower
acceptance. Furthermore, as an external variable, system
complexity might have mediated the perception of ease of use
for the app. In general, limited information about a tool, from
knowing that it exists to knowing how it works, is associated
with poor use of the tool itself. Consistently, when asked how
they would improve StopCovid adoption, 71.4% (227/318) of
students suggested deploying better communication and
information strategies for increasing knowledge about the app.

In terms of attitudes, students reported several reasons for not
downloading or uninstalling the app. Their intention not to use
the app was mostly due to the fact that they considered the app
as neither useful nor effective (14/19, 73.7%), especially because
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few people were using it. As suggested by the TAM, perceived
usefulness is a key determinant of acceptance of a new
technology, which justifies the low adoption of StopCovid by
students of our sample. Technical issues like draining the
battery, use of Bluetooth, and mobile phone storage were also
mentioned (9/19, 31.0%). Once again, according to the TAM,
technological components are strictly related to acceptance of
a digital tool. On the other hand, reasons to download the app
included wanting to protect one’s family and friends:
percentages ranging from 36.1% (13/36) to 63.2% (24/38).
According to the PMT, the effort or cost (ie, response efficacy)
of using the app was worth it to protect others from the virus.
A few students (5/36, 13.9%) reported that the promotion of
the app by the government motivated them to use it. This result
might reflect a certain degree of confidence in political
authorities.

As for beliefs, when specifically asked about the functioning
and data management of the app, half of the total sample
believed that the app was intrusive: it could geolocate them,
track their movements, and access phone contacts. For 1 out of
6 students, fear of being tracked and that data could be collected
and shared discouraged them from downloading the app. This
false belief might have been nourished by the fact that students
could have heard in the media that data breaches were possible,
directly on their phones through Bluetooth, and that central
servers could be violated. According to the PMT model, if
beliefs do not support the recommended preventive behavior,
probability of adopting such behavior is reduced. Furthermore,
if a data breach is felt like a threat, individuals would be
motivated not to download the app to protect themselves.
Among those who received a clear explanation of the
functioning of the app and its confidentiality policy (no
geolocation and no access to personal data), 1 out of 2 students
felt reassured and would finally download the app. These results
confirm that beliefs, either true or false, influence behavioral
intention.

Finally, concerning practices, 14.6% (36/246) of participants
had actually downloaded the app, and in the whole sample, only
about 4.7% (15/318) were still using it at the time of the survey,
which is in line with national statistics concerning the general
French population (4%). Furthermore, 26.2% (55/210) of
respondents would not change their mind and still would not
use the app. Possible justifications could include the fact that
young people might perceive the pandemic as not dangerous
for them. Epidemiological data confirm that COVID-19 is fatal
mostly for people older than 60 years or who have a chronic
disease [37]. Within the PMT framework, considering the illness
as not too severe and perceiving vulnerability as low are related
to the limited need to adopt a specific health-related behavior,
which corresponds, in our case, to the downloading of the app.
Along the same line, students might feel their competences (ie,
self-efficacy), such as barrier gestures, are enough to prevent
the virus, independent of app use. These are potential
explanations for the general lack of interest in the app showed
by our sample (90/210, 42.9%).

Comparison With Prior Work
Overall, international and French surveys (eg, [16-18,27]) have
showed a higher acceptance of a contact tracing app than the
real use we found in our study. Percentages of potential use of
the app range from 38.4% [16] to 84% [21], which are
substantially higher than the 4.7% (15/138) of respondents in
our study who were using StopCovid. However, the lowest rates
of acceptance for a contact tracing app were found mostly in
France: 38.4% [16] and 44% [27]. Inversely, in our sample,
26.2% (55/210; having heard about the app) to 32.4% (11/34;
not having heard about the app) of students would not change
their mind and would not use the app at all. This percentage is
higher than in the Luxembourg survey (11%) [22] and the Irish
survey (7%) [21], but similar to one of the French surveys (23%)
[27] and the Belgian survey (20.4%) [19]. Discrepancies
between our study and previous surveys might be explained by
the fact that the latter asked hypothetical questions about future
behavior; high levels of intended installations might not directly
translate into actual installation. It might be harder for
respondents to visualize how such apps work, thus limiting the
reliability of their responses compared to a real-life scenario.
Furthermore, optimistic results found in previous surveys might
be due to the fact that they had been conducted when the
epidemic was on the rise and before digital contact tracing had
been widely discussed in the media, especially in relation to
data security. This might be the case especially for France [16];
citizens’opinions might have changed when the StopCovid app
was developed and controversies about it were raised in public
debate in Spring 2020.

A study exploring the real uptake of an existing app in
Singapore, the TraceTogether app, had an uptake of 20% [25].
This higher percentage, compared to our study, might be
justified by the fact that Asian countries are often referred to
for their decisive and authoritative responses to pandemics.
More convincing communication around the app might have
increased its uptake. Furthermore, TraceTogether has been a
real pioneer in COVID-19–related apps given its high
performance, which might have further supported its use.
However, the TraceTogether app received criticism for draining
mobile phone batteries, which was one of the faults reported in
this study about the StopCovid app. In fact, excessive use of
battery and data storage were mentioned by some of our students
as reasons for not downloading the app (27/210, 12.9%), and
25% (9/36) had uninstalled the app because of these technical
problems.

In our study, the three main reasons for not downloading the
app were lack of interest (90/210, 42.9%), belief that it was
neither effective nor useful given its limited diffusion (37/210,
17.6%), and not having time to think about it (37/210, 17.6%).
No previous survey has reported these same reasons, even if in
the literature the notion of contact tracing apps’ effectiveness
has been widely discussed [5]. Students were aware that if the
app is not used by a consistent number of people, it is not
efficacious at all. In general, our sample expressed disinterest
in the app. The reasons should be further explored, but we might
suppose that the app was not considered as useful given the
other restrictive measures in place: national lockdown, social
distancing, and barrier gestures.
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Distrust in data security and fear of being geolocated were
mentioned by our sample as the fourth reason for not
downloading the app (33/210, 15.7%). Researchers worldwide,
from Europe to Asia, have emphasized the privacy controversies
of contact tracing apps, presenting them as the main fault of
this type of technology [9,17,22,25,38]. Fears of greater
surveillance and that the app might be hacked are mentioned in
these studies as barriers to app use. In France, the question of
data privacy related to the StopCovid app has been particularly
explored; the app does not come without short-term and
long-term risks of privacy and surveillance. French people face
a moral dilemma: the app can prevent the spread of the
pandemic, especially protecting older adults, but limit freedom
to move, data security, and privacy, which are usually sensitive
issues in the French culture and politics [9]. However, this did
not seem to be a source of much concern in our study compared
to perceived ineffectiveness and inutility of the app. For our
sample, uptake of the app might not necessarily be a matter of
data security or trust in the government but a question of
practicality and usefulness. This result might be explained by
the fact that the youth are already used to sharing their
information online (eg, in social networks) and are not as
concerned by cybersecurity [9]. In line with this, none of our
respondents mentioned being reassured that it was anonymous
as a reason to download the app. Furthermore, the proportion
of students who received an explanation of the functioning of
the app were comforted about the fact that no private data was
collected, users were not geolocated, the app did not access
contacts, and that only an anonymous code was transmitted to
a centralized server by Bluetooth and deleted after 14 days. For
the 15.7% (33/210) of students who were cautious about data
security, following the PMT model, severity of and vulnerability
to data misuse might have reduced their motivation to use the
app, as reported in the German survey [18]. In any case,
information should be more accurate on data security since this
issue could discourage young people from downloading the
app. Exact data management in the contact tracing app needs
to be clarified to guarantee the respect of the user’s privacy.

Similarly, trust in the authorities was mentioned in previous
research as a factor influencing the uptake of the app: individuals
who have less trust in their national government were also less
supportive [17]. Despite not exploring the notion of trust in the
government, we observed that 13.9% (5/36) of those who
downloaded the app were motivated from the advice by the
government. This response option might be considered as a
proxy for trust in the government. Although data from a larger
sample is needed to corroborate this result, we might assume
that the political discourse has an impact on the diffusion of the
app, whether positive or negative.

The main reasons for downloading the app were curiosity
(13/36, 36.1% of those who downloaded the app and 14/38,
36.8% of those who would download the app) and wanting to
protect family, others, and oneself from possible infection
(13/36, 36.1% and 24/38, 63.2%, respectively). The second
reason was also reported in the Luxembourg survey [22] and
in the Irish study [21]. Students who had received an explanation
of the functioning of the app reported twice as much as the other
students the fact that the app could prevent them and their

beloved ones from the spread of the virus. Similar to half of the
Luxembourg study’s sample [22], for some students, a good
reason for installing the app was that it may stop the epidemic:
percentages ranging from 13.9% (5/36) for those who
downloaded the app to 52.6% (20/38) for those who would
download the app. In general, when provided with a clear
explanation of the app, 1 out of 2 students was convinced to
download the app because of our study. In this line, 10.9%
(23/210; of those who had heard about the app) and 5.9% (2/34;
of those who had not heard about the app) of our respondents
said that they would not download the app because they did not
have enough information on how it worked. Similarly,
participants in the survey conducted in Belgium [19] declared
that lack of clarity on its functioning was among the reasons
for not downloading the app. This suggests that providing clear
information on the objectives of the app might promote its
uptake.

Finally, we must consider the specificity of our population
compared to previous research. Although studies were conducted
on the general population (mostly nationally representative
samples), we presented data exclusively from university students
in the health domain. Our sample might have felt less concerned
by the pandemic or simply less interested in this type of digital
solution, or studying in the health domain and potentially
working in hospitals might have made a contact tracing app for
our respondents superfluous since they could be in contact with
patients who were infected. A qualitative study would be useful
to analyze the motivation for not using the app in this specific
population.

Strengths and Limitations
This was one of the first studies reporting data on students’
KABP about a contact tracing app in a pandemic context.
Previous studies have explored the intention of downloading
this type of app as a general idea but were not based on a
developed and currently diffused app [17-19,23]. Reasons for
downloading and using the app were presented to inform future
steps to increase its diffusion. The specific focus on students
was another strong point of this study: young people were
especially concerned by the transmission of the virus in
subsequent COVID-19 waves. Mobilizing this population to
adopt the app is pivotal in this particular epidemiological
context.

Limitations of this study include the relatively small sample.
More than 300 students in the health domain were interviewed
among a total population of 18,000 students. Findings cannot
be generalized, but the sample was recruited according to quota
sampling to be, as much as possible, representative of sex, age,
specific field of study (from medicine to pharmacy), and year
of study. This might increase the representativeness of the
interviewed population group. However, it is possible that
students interested in the topic were more willing to participate
so that the final sample might be biased (self-selection bias).
The small sample also justifies the few significant differences
that were identified. This is confirmed by the low statistical
powers that were obtained following performed statistical tests
(<0.50).
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The New Version of the StopCovid App:
TousAntiCovid
StopCovid received several criticisms and even the French
Prime Minister Jean Castex officially declared not having
downloaded the app. The government considered the low uptake
of the app as the main issue of StopCovid. Some weeks after
the implementation of this study, on October 22, 2020, the
French President Emmanuel Macron announced the launch of
a new contact tracing app, TousAntiCovid. There are two main
differences between the two versions of the app: embedded
functionalities and promoting strategy. Concerning
functionalities, they include provision of information on new
cases (effective R, incidence rate, hospitalizations, etc), advice
and news about COVID-19, geolocation of testing centers, and
generation of the mandatory certificates for permission to be
outdoors during the lockdown. This last functionality, in
particular, might have increased the download and use of the
app. As for promoting strategy, it was more intense but less
coercive and more transparent about the app compared to
StopCovid. The French President and Prime Minister were
strongly engaged in the communication campaign from the
beginning, whereas StopCovid had mainly been promoted by
the Minister of Health and by the Digital Secretary of State [2],
who have less influence on the general population. In light of
this, a new survey on the TousAntiCovid app might provide
different results to compare with our study.

Implications
This survey was conducted as the preliminary phase of a
complex intervention aimed at promoting the uptake of the
StopCovid app among students in the health domain at the
University of Bordeaux. After this first appraisal of KABP about

StopCovid, the next steps are to implement a series of actions
at the university. Professors and lecturers have been mobilized
and trained to present the contact tracing app to their students
during classes. Furthermore, students will also be informed by
more communication such as short videos on the university
website and intranet, flyers, posts on social networks, and
posters. Student ambassadors and associations will also be
involved in the diffusion of the app. This complex intervention
will be evaluated through a second series of random field
surveys aimed at observing an increase in the number of app
downloads. Depending on the results of the evaluation, the
intervention will be extended to students in other fields of study
at the University of Bordeaux and other universities across
France.

Conclusion
Overall, we found broad support for app-based contact tracing,
notwithstanding the low uptake of StopCovid among French
students in the health domain. The results suggest that the
functioning and purpose of the app were not well known and
appraised among participants, especially because of the lack of
factual communication. Efforts are to be taken in these terms
to increase knowledge about the new TousAntiCovid app,
diffuse its adoption, and consequently improve preventive
behaviors among young people who represent an important
target audience in the strategies to limit the transmission of
COVID-19. The way the app traces contacts should be better
explained so as to maximize its download and consequential
use by eliminating any potential false belief. The French
government should be particularly involved in providing quality,
clear, appropriate, and straightforward information about
TousAntiCovid.
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Abstract

Background: Increasing screen time exposure from digital devices like smartphones has shown a variety of mixed associations
with cognition, behavior, and well-being in adults and children but little is known about its associations with symptomatology
in individuals with serious mental illness.

Objective: To determine the range of associations between screen time and symptoms of individuals with mental illness, we
utilized a method called specification curve analysis.

Methods: In this observational study, we recruited smartphone-owning adults (≥18 years old) with schizophrenia and healthy
controls. We installed 2 research-source smartphone apps, mindLAMP and Beiwe, to collect survey results, cognitive test results,
and screen time metrics over a period of 3 months. Surveys were scheduled for twice a week, but participants were instructed to
take the surveys naturally as much or as little as they wanted. Screen time was collected continuously in the background. A total
of 140 participants was recruited from the outpatient clinic population as well as through general public advertising. Age-matched,
smartphone-owning healthy controls were also part of the recruitment pool. A specification curve analysis was a priori designed
to explore the relationship between every combination of independent variable and dependent variable in order to demonstrate
to what degree screen time relates to symptoms in individuals with serious mental illness.

Results: The sample consisted of 88 participants (54 with schizophrenia and 34 healthy controls) who completed both the initial
and follow-up visits, completed at least one self-reported survey, and had a minimum passive data cutoff of 5 consecutive days.

While we found an association between smartphone screen time metrics and cognition (adjusted R2=0.107, P<.001), specification
curve analysis revealed a wide range of heterogenous associations with screen time from very negative to very positive. The
effects differed based on diagnostic group, age bracket, type of regression model used, and the specific independent and dependent
variables selected for analysis.

Conclusions: The associations between screen time and mental health in patients with schizophrenia are heterogenous when
examined with methods that reduce analytical bias. The heterogeneity in associations suggests that complex and personalized
potential effects must be understood in the greater context of an individual. This analysis of longitudinally collected screen time
data shows potential for future research that could benefit from high resolution metrics on smartphone use.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e23144)   doi:10.2196/23144
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Introduction

Technology pervades many, if not most, facets of daily life.
Advances in functionality, speed, customization, and smart
programming offer opportunities to access, communicate, and
share resources with unprecedented efficiency. But this same
connectivity has also raised issues around mental health impact.
Digital devices are a mode for connectivity, explaining why
74% of Americans use a computer for their work [1] and 81%
of Americans own a smartphone [2]. Screen time is thus a
biproduct of productivity and sociability for many people.
Resulting fears around increasing time spent looking at a screen
and mental health concerns—whether it is for work or for
leisure—have emerged.

Concerns, for youth especially, focus on how screen time may
hinder physical activity, attention, cognition, and emotional
well-being. Despite the vast increases in screen time, often
across multiple devices and above recommended limits [3], data
to validate or obviate concerns are limited. Studies to date show
contradictory evidence on short-term and long-term effects of
screen time on youth and adults [4]. Small sample sizes,
self-report measures, and a deficit of longitudinal research have
yielded inconclusive results. A recent paper used specification
curve analysis (SCA) to highlight the degree to which study
results measuring the impact of screen time on youth varied
based on analytical choices [5]. The analysis enumerated the
associations between screen time and emotional well-being
among young people but also illustrated that the effect is smaller
than other influences such as bullying.

Studies involving screen time among individuals with severe
mental illness are even more scarce. On one hand, screen time
may be of benefit for patients with serious mental illness as it
may facilitate beneficial social connections that may be lacking
offline and offer patients a sense of community and connection
[6]. On the other hand, screen time may distract patients with
serious mental illness from real-world obligations or expose
them to harmful and stigmatizing content. One study in
individuals with schizophrenia showed a positive correlation
between phone use and functional capacity and cognition [7],
but overall research on the topic is lacking. The need for
understanding on this subject is critical, as research from a 2016
study suggests that nearly 50% of people with serious mental
illness may spend up to 3 hours per day in front of their phone
screen and nearly 20% may spend up to 10 hours per day on a
computer screen [8], potentially making screen time a key
exposure in their routine and daily life.

Screen time and exposure have likely only increased for all
people, including those with serious mental illness, in the last
4 years since that 2016 study. Understanding how screen time
has a positive or negative effect—or any effect at all—on the
well-being of individuals with serious mental illness like
schizophrenia is thus critical for ensuring today’s care remains
responsive to the exposure and realities faced by patients. The
data needed to identify problematic screen time involve total
screen time, session time, and number of checks from
smartphones. A recent study found that typical smartphone
usage is relatively consistent and can be inferred with just 5

days of data [9]. On the other hand, habitual checking behaviors
(sessions lasting less than 15 seconds) that may be indicative
of preoccupation with mobile phones, can be inferred with just
2 days of data. These results, along with the finding that
self-reported smartphone usage did not correlate with the
objective measurements, suggest an important opportunity to
use smartphone-derived screen time metrics in studying its
effects.

Our research aimed to address a gap in the literature and
understanding by investigating the effect of screen time on
individuals with schizophrenia. Our unique dataset, with
longitudinal objective screen time measures, self-report surveys,
and both baseline and longitudinal cognition tests, offers an
opportunity to begin to appreciate the impact of screen time on
a subset of patients with serious mental illness. In relying on
objective metrics of screen time derived from longitudinal phone
screen on/off sensor data instead of single time-point,
self-reported screen time, we hoped to avoid biases that have
made prior works on screen time and mental health difficult to
generalize. In this paper, we aimed to (1) investigate the
association between screen time and baseline cognition in
individuals with schizophrenia, (2) determine the impact of
screen time on symptomatology in both people with
schizophrenia and healthy controls via SCA to determine if
effects hold across all possible analytical combinations, and (3)
identify the association between screen time and
symptomatology on an individual basis in both people with
schizophrenia and healthy controls. We sought to determine the
extent of screen time’s effect on symptoms in individuals with
schizophrenia at both group and individual levels and expected
to find complicated and heterogeneous associations between
screen time metrics and symptomatology.

Methods

Longitudinal Data Collection Platforms
Two types of longitudinal data were collected: (1) active data
in the form of participant self-reported surveys and cognitive
tests and (2) passive data that included GPS, accelerometer, and
screen time. Two research applications, mindLAMP and Beiwe,
were installed on participants’ smartphones after receiving
institutional review board approval at the Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center [10,11].

Participants
For both studies, smartphone-owning adults (≥18 years old)
were recruited from the greater Boston area starting August
2018 through the Massachusetts Mental Health Center in Boston,
MA and general public advertising for convenience sampling
of controls. A total of 140 participants enrolled after signing
written informed consent, 6 dropped out, and 46 were excluded
for not providing at least one self-reported survey or having
inadequate screen time data (a minimum of 5 days of
smartphone usage was used as a passive data cutoff). Of the 88
remaining participants, 54 had a clinical diagnosis of
schizophrenia (SZ), and 34 were healthy controls (HC). All
participants owned a smartphone and were given a smartwatch
for the duration of the study to assist in data collection.
Demographic information can be found in Table 1.
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of 88 smartphone-owning participants from the greater Boston area.

P valueSZb (n=54)HCa (n=34)Characteristics

.25033.02 (11.71)39.62 (14.56)Age (years), mean (SD)

.681Gender, n (%)

25 (46)19 (56)Male

25 (46)13 (38)Female

4 (7)2 (6)Other

<.001Race, n (%)

4 (7)0 (0)American Indian or Alaskan Native

3 (6)27 (79)Asian

19 (35)2 (6)Black or African American

1 (2)1 (3)Multiracial or other

1 (2)0 (0)Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

20 (37)4 (12)White Caucasian

6 (11)0 (0)Not reported

<.001Education, n (%)

2 (4)0 (0)Some high school

15 (28)3 (9)High school graduate or GEDc

20 (37)2 (6)Some college

17 (32)29 (85)4-year college graduate or higher

aHC: healthy control.
bSZ: clinical diagnosis of schizophrenia.
cGED: General Educational Development test.

Data Collection Protocol
After signing informed consent, participants completed
paper-and-pencil symptom surveys, completed a cognitive
assessment with a validated iPad version of the Brief Assessment
of Cognition in Schizophrenia (BACS, SZ group only) [12],
and installed mindLAMP and Beiwe on their smartphones.
BACS was not administered for the HC group due to the lack
of a psychiatric diagnosis as well as the assessment’s specificity
for individuals with schizophrenia. For 3 months, participants
were notified on their smartphones to take 10 surveys per week:
2 each of mood (PHQ-9 [Patient Health Questionnaire-9]) [13],
anxiety (GAD-7 [7-item Generalized Anxiety Disorder
assessment]) [14], sleep, and sociability. Each survey ended
with a cognitive test: Jewels A or Jewels B, which are
smartphone-adapted versions of the classic Trails-A and Trails-B
tasks to assess a wide variety of cognitive domains including
attention, visual search, task switching, and psychomotor speed
[15]. Jewels B was used for the analysis as it is a more complex
task and has shown better separation between individuals with
psychosis and healthy controls [16]. A single score, or “beta
value,” was used to represent performance on a Jewels task and
takes into account both accuracy and error rate. Meanwhile, the
Beiwe app collected multiple passive data streams (GPS,
accelerometer, screen on/off, and call and text logs)
simultaneously and uploaded the data to a Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act–compliant server every hour.
Raw screen time (in seconds) was calculated by summing the

intervals between “Screen On” and “Screen Off” data points.
While participants were paid for their clinical visits and
in-person surveys, no study compensation was provided for app
engagement or survey completion.

Data Analysis
All analyses were performed using the R programming language
(version 3.6.2 [17]). Raw screen time data were aggregated by
day and processed into 3 main screen time metrics: (1) screen
time (seconds), (2) session time (seconds), and (3) number of
checks (unitless). Session time was calculated by dividing screen
time by the number of sessions and checks (ie, “habitual
checking behaviors” were sessions lasting less than 15 seconds)
[9]. Smartphone surveys were also aggregated by day, and
survey scores were averaged if more than one of the same survey
was taken that day (eg, separate PHQ-9 results of 10 and 11 on
the same day would be converted to 10.5).

Correlations between the first month of screen time and baseline
cognition were conducted using the Spearman rank correlation
coefficient, and P values were adjusted using the false discovery
rate method. Multivariate multiple linear regression was
performed on longitudinal screen time and Jewels B cognition
beta values.

SCA was inspired by Orben and Przybylski [5] and aided by
the “specr” package in R [18]. Gender (male or female) was
added as a covariate, and 2 models were used: linear model and
generalized linear model. Groups were separated for SCA based
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on age (<30 years old or ≥30 years old) and diagnostic group
(SZ or HC).

Linear model regression was performed at the individual level
between screen time and symptoms, and regression estimates
were arranged from high to low. Only individuals with survey
results in each of the 4 survey categories of interest (mood,
anxiety, sleep, social) were included in this portion of the
analysis.

Results

Cognition
Participants with schizophrenia (n=54) were assessed at baseline
for cognition via BACS, and all 88 participants (54 SZ and 34
HC) were assessed longitudinally via the Jewels B assessment
within the mindLAMP smartphone app.

Baseline
Among the 6 subdomains of the BACS (Verbal Memory, Verbal
Fluency, Digit Sequencing, Symbol Coding, Token Motor, and
Tower of London), Spearman correlations between screen time
metrics and SZ baseline BACS subdomains ranged from –0.17
to 0.29, but there were no significant correlations (P values
ranged from .25 to .98).

Longitudinal
Multivariate multiple linear regression revealed a significant
regression equation in SZ for the association of the screen time
metrics (number of sessions, number of checks, screen time,
and session time) with longitudinal beta values for cognition
(Jewels B assessment [16]): F4,144=5.43, P<.001 with an adjusted

R2 of 0.107. The beta values used to represent cognition take
into account accuracy and error rate, and the greater the beta
value, the better the performance. The regression equation for

HC was not significant (adjusted R2=0.035, P=.068).

Specification Curve Analysis
SCA on data for all 88 participants (54 SZ and 34 HC) revealed
estimates (regression coefficient β) for over 600 combinations,
or specifications, ranging from –1.19 to 1.05 (Figure 1). The
figure is meant to be a high-level representation of the
heterogeneity of associations between screen time metrics and
symptoms, displayed in order of most negative on the left to
most positive on the right. If we were to zoom in, we could see,
for example, that an individual column within the red area might
involve screen time, sociability, linear model, covarying for
gender, and including participants with schizophrenia over the
age of 30 years. For that group, the model found a significant
negative association between self-reported sociability behavior
and smartphone screen time. Individual analyses can be read as
a vertical column, with each column (ie, specification)
representing a unique combination of variables that was tested
in this analysis. For example, the leftmost column of results
involves checks, social, linear model, no covariates, and the
control group of participants aged ≥30 years. In other words,
this is the most negative association (β=–1.19) and suggests
that more checking behavior was associated with worse reported
sociability for an older control group while not adjusting for
gender using a linear model. On the right side of the plot, the
most positive association (β=1.05) was between checks and
sleep (ie, more checking behavior was associated with better
reported sleep) in SZ, but not HC, for individuals over 30 years
old using a generalized linear model and adjusting for gender.

Figure 1. Specification curve analysis of screen time and symptoms, as a visual representation of the >600 combinations of regression analyses between
screen time metrics and self-reported mood, anxiety, sleep, and sociability: (A) regression coefficient, (B) variables.
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Individual Participant Regression
As shown in Figure 2, linear model estimates at the participant
level revealed differences in screen time’s effect on symptoms
among individuals as well as between groups, with lower and
more negative values identified in the SZ group (mean –0.136,
SD 4.3) than in the HC group (mean 0.51, SD 1.6). Individual

estimates ranged in SZ from –28.9 for sociability to 12.6 for
anxiety (mean 0.51, SD 1.6) and in HC from –3.4 to 5.8 in HC
(mean –0.136, SD 4.3). Note that only participants with results
in all 4 survey domains were included in this analysis (18 SZ
and 13 HC), and completion of surveys was optional in the
study.

Figure 2. Individual effects of screen time on symptoms measured using the mindLAMP mobile phone app, plotted from low to high for (A) participants
with a clinical diagnosis of schizophrenia (n=18) and (B) healthy controls (n=13), with self-reported survey scores in all categories.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
Using longitudinal and objective measurements related to screen
time, we found a range of positive and negative associations
with mental health symptoms at both population and individual
levels in patients with schizophrenia. We found no significant
associations between screen time and baseline cognition but
did find associations in schizophrenia between cognition as
measured by the Jewels B cognitive task and screen time metrics

(adjusted R2=0.107, P<.001). The low R2 indicates that, despite
the significant trend, much of the variability cannot be explained
by the model. Nonetheless, patterns of smartphone use may be
related to underlying cognitive functioning—presenting
opportunities for capturing novel data and designing more
engaging apps.

However, it is important to consider the multitude of factors in
addition to screen time that may contribute to well-being,
symptomatology, and cognition. An SCA on 3 large data sets
of over 350,000 people found that many other personal and
behavioral factors can have as much, if not more, of an effect
on well-being than technology use [5]. For example, bullying
and marijuana use had a greater negative effect on well-being
than technology use, whereas proper sleep and nutrition had a
greater positive effect. The authors even drew attention to
neutral factors like eating potatoes as having nearly as negative
of an effect on technology use. Our dataset is much smaller but
does rely on objective metrics of screen time and also suggests
that at a population level, screen time itself is not highly
associated with symptomology.

As with previous screen time analysis studies, our results show
a wide range of regression results based on the chosen analysis
and isolated components. However, the SCA did bring to light
some interesting results around group differences in the study.
For example, both screen time and checking behavior had
greater positive associations with symptoms of older controls
than younger controls (x2.1 and x36.9, respectively) and
checking time across all ages in the SZ group had a more
positive association with symptoms than in the HC group
(x3.48). While there are many potential reasons for these
associations beyond the scope of this study, they highlight
potential beneficial associations contrary to some perceptions
that older adults or those with schizophrenia may not want to
engage or even use technology. Results that screen time and
checking behaviors were associated with improved sleep
outcomes in those with schizophrenia but not controls also
highlights that results in healthy controls do not always mirror
those in patients, and that caution is necessary if seeking to
apply the broader research base of screen time in the general
population to those with serious mental illness.

On an individual basis, our results suggest that simple rules or
guidance around screen time and mental health for individuals
with schizophrenia, or controls, may not be practical. The
individual participant analysis revealed heterogeneity in the
effect of screen time on symptoms, with individual screen time
effect estimates ranging in the SZ group from –28.9 for
sociability to 12.6 for anxiety (mean 0.51, SD 1.6) and from

–3.4 to 5.8 in the HC group (mean –0.136, SD 4.3). In this
sample, the effects on the HC group were more positive but less
variable than in the SZ group. This could be because the controls
in this smartphone study may be naturally more interested in
technology and thus more technology-literate and use their
smartphones more regularly in ways that improve symptoms,
for example playing a game to reduce stress. In addition, the
greater variability in the SZ group may be due to inherent
variability in symptoms and behavior associated with serious
mental illness that is not present in healthy controls.

There are very few studies investigating neurocognitive effects
of screen time in schizophrenia, and our results do not yet
suggest conclusive evidence to fill this literature gap. Our
baseline assessment of cognition was not associated with any
screen time metrics, but this analysis was performed at a
population level, and results may be washing out due to
individual variance. There is, however, evidence that past mobile
phone use in older (>40 years old) individuals with
schizophrenia is associated with higher global cognitive
performance [7]. Despite the mean age difference, this is in line
with our longitudinal assessment finding of an association
between phone checking behavior and higher performance on
the Jewels B cognitive task.

While several individual studies have found associations
between screen time and symptoms of depression or anxiety in
both adults and children [19-21], our SCA results are in
agreement with a recent large dataset analysis (n=355,358)
suggesting a complex relationship between screen time and
symptoms [5]. We did not have data on other personal and
behavior factors (eg, bullying, nutrition) for comparison, but
the range of estimates produced by the SCA analysis
demonstrates that the effect of screen time is still heterogenous
and difficult to parse given all the variables.

Limitations
As with all studies, there are several limitations that need to be
addressed. First, with longitudinal behavioral data, it is important
to note that behavior and symptomatology can change
throughout the day, so while daily aggregation employed in our
study represents a high resolution for longitudinal analysis, it
could be higher to capture fluctuations within the day. Still,
compared to survey studies where patients estimate their mental
health and screen time over weeks or even months, our methods
offer improvement. Second, individual analysis only included
participants with data in all survey categories. We are likely
missing information from those less engaged with the app or
who elected to take only a subset of surveys due to the
naturalistic study design. Third, there may be a time lag between
screen time and symptom change that is not accounted for as
independent and dependent variables are paired for a given day,
although such an effect has not yet been well characterized in
the research to date. Finally, while controls were matched on
age, they differed in education and race, potentially due to
convenience sampling, which may have had a confounding
effect.
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Conclusion
Increasing screen time is a growing concern, and despite recent
research efforts, there are very few studies reporting the effect
of screen time on individuals with schizophrenia. The
importance of a priori analysis and transparent methods around
digital mental health is also highlighted in our results, which

show how divergent conclusions can be supported if using more
limited analysis. Our results show that variance at the individual
and population levels can account for drastically different
reporting of screen time’s associations with symptoms, from
very negative to very positive, demonstrating a complex
relationship that requires further exploration.
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Abstract

Background: Transgender people are at a high risk of suicidal ideation, suicide attempts, and deaths. Among transgender
individuals, 77% and 41% engage in suicidal ideation and suicide attempt in their lifetime, respectively, which exceeds the general
population rates (9.2% and 2.7%, respectively). Traditionally, suicide risk factors have been studied over a long period between
measurements, making it difficult to understand the short-term variability in suicide risk. Mobile phone apps offer an opportunity
to understand the immediate precursors of suicidality through the assessment of behaviors and moods in real time. This is the
first study to use a mobile phone app (TransLife) to understand the short-term risk factors for suicide among transgender individuals.

Objective: This study aims to beta test the usability of an evidence-informed mobile health (mHealth) suicide prevention phone
app, TransLife. The primary aims are to obtain preliminary data on user engagement and satisfaction with the app, and to assess
the feasibility of completing ecological momentary assessments (mood logs) within the app.

Methods: We used qualitative methods and an exploratory research approach that combined naturalistic app use, focus groups,
and semistructured phone interviews. The focus group was informed about the development of the prototype. We conducted a
3-week evaluation to determine engagement and obtain detailed user feedback about the app. After participation in the pilot,
phone-based, semistructured, and audio-recorded exit interviews were conducted with the research participants.

Results: In total, 16 transgender individuals participated in this study. On average, users logged in 4 (SD 2.7) times a week and
spent approximately 5 (SD 3.5) minutes on the app per log-in. A total of 6 major themes emerged in this study. These themes
focused on the app’s functionality, satisfaction with using the app, perceived ease of use, perceived safety of providing personal
data within the app, trusting the app enough to share personal feelings, and features that make this app engaging. These themes
suggest that TransLife is an engaging, useful, and acceptable mHealth intervention. Participants reported that the app was easy
to use and understand, supported mental self-care, promoted self-awareness, and helped them identify triggers of negative moods.

Conclusions: The results of this pilot study indicate that TransLife is an engaging, acceptable, and potentially effective mHealth
intervention. Transgender participants reported many advantages of using TransLife, such as being able to track their mood,
connecting to the community, and accessing local resources. This study provides initial support for the acceptability and usability
of TransLife as an mHealth intervention designed for the transgender community.
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Introduction

Background
Transgender people, who represent up to 0.5% of the adult
population, have an extremely high prevalence of suicidal
ideation (SI; 77%) [1] and suicide attempts (SAs; 41%) [2]. The
rate of lifetime SI and SAs exceeds that of the overall US
population (9.2% and 2.7%, respectively) and the lesbian, gay,
and bisexual population (10%-20%) [3]. The majority of
previous research on SI and SAs among transgender people has
focused on the same sociodemographic (sex assigned at birth,
employment, age, and ethnicity) and psychiatric risk factors
(eg, depression) for suicide. However, these factors are not
specific to SI and SAs, do not indicate when an individual is at
increased risk, and are removed in time from an actual SA.
Furthermore, existing studies of SI and SAs among the
transgender population have a number of methodological
limitations in how studies define transgender people (eg,
exclusion of nonbinary) or measure SI and SAs (eg, a mixture
of validated and researcher-designed measures) and in their
mostly cross-sectional nature. Current models of suicidal
behavior among transgender people have a limited ability to
predict suicide risk. Improved methods to identify transgender
persons at a high risk of SI are urgently needed.

Recent research has demonstrated that SI fluctuates over time
and varies considerably within each person [4]. From a
prevention perspective, it is crucial to understand the factors
that are the strongest predictors of SI in the weeks, days, and
hours before an SA. Long-term risk factors of SAs, described
in the literature, are poor predictors of short-term risk [5]. This
is one of the most significant limitations of the existing studies,
namely, their tendency to measure SI risk at a single point in
time, covering long retrospective periods. Currently, no studies
have proposed an understanding of short-term modifiable risk
factors among the transgender population. To address this
limitation, it is necessary to capture new, dynamic, and real-time
data on immediate risk factors for SI. Mobile technology allows
researchers to augment standard surveys and clinical
examinations with dynamic, real-time data. Ecological
momentary assessment (EMA) embedded in phone apps offers
the opportunity to understand the immediate precursors of SI
in daily life by assessing behaviors, experiences, and mood
states in real time.

Objectives
This study aims to beta test the usability of an
evidence-informed mobile health (mHealth) SI prevention phone
app, TransLife. The TransLife app provides transgender people
with resources to promote resilience and cope with minority
stressors from the Meyer Minority Stress framework [6]. The
framework is based on the premise that the experiences of
stigmatization (eg, prejudice, concealment, self-stigma,

expectation of rejection) take the form of a specific minority
stressor, which in turn affects the state of health of a transgender
person [7]. The TransLife app also enables longitudinal data
collection that can be used to create a predictive model of SI
risk among transgender people. Before we finalized the
development of the TransLife, we conducted a focus group with
several transgender community leaders to ensure usability. This
paper describes the development of the TransLife app and its
features and the results of beta testing research. Beta testing
aims to test software with end users in a real-world setting to
identify and rectify any potential issues before being released.
To ensure that a mobile app is useful, experts recommend that
it should be evaluated in terms of its utility (whether an app
provides the features the users need) and usability (how easy
and pleasant the features are) with users. In this study, we aim
to obtain an in-depth understanding of users’ acceptance of the
TransLife app to monitor moods and feelings, track health
activities, and connect with the broader community.

Methods

App Development
A multidisciplinary team of software engineers, transgender
health professionals, mHealth specialists, and psychiatry
specialists created an initial version of the TransLife app. This
team carried out an iterative [8], user-centered [9] design process
to develop the TransLife app prototype with periodic input on
concepts, features, and measures from the Transgender Health
Program team of St. John’s Well Child and Family Center in
Los Angeles. All St. John’s team members identify as
transgender and represent target end users, in addition to
bringing a wealth of experience in providing health and social
services to more than 1400 transgender patients. Once a
prototype app (version 1.0) was completed, it was further tested
in a focus group discussion with staff and clients of St. John’s
Transgender Health Program to identify preferences and
requirements to consider including in the TransLife. Their
feedback was incorporated into the design of version 2.0 beta
tested for usability and acceptability in this study.

The App
The TransLife app has several components: Dashboard is the
landing page of the app. It provides users with updates and
information regarding their progress, surveys that need to be
completed, upcoming events, and reminders. It offers important
notifications and announcements to help users use apps more
effectively. It also dynamically suggests user resources and
activities based on their mood patterns collected through the
app’s usage. For instance, if the mood has been persistently
negative for the past 3 or more days, the app will recommend
taking a survey (brief measures of depression and SI) typically
administered within 2-week intervals. Users will also receive
practical tips on coping with negative moods and positive
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reinforcement when their mood improves. Mood logger allows
users to log their mood, providing data regarding the events in
a user’s life and the corresponding effect on their mood. Users
can access their long-term mood tracking data within the app,
whereas researches collect the same well-structured data on the
backend. Users can record their general mood, several related
emotions, and potential reasons for this emotional state (together
with their notes). This feature design is intuitive, colorful, and
easy to use. Users are invited to log their sleep quality and
energy levels. Users and researchers can create and publish
events; they can search through the list of useful resources
(health providers, services, etc) vetted by other app users in the
user’s vicinity on the local page (similar to the Yelp feature).
The Insights tab displays a log history of the user’s mood. Logs
can be seen by week, month, and year to track progress. This
feature provides a graphical representation of moods to quickly
assess progress. Minimal demographic data were collected
during the sign-up process to streamline the first experience
with the app. The Surveys feature allows researchers to gather
more relevant demographic data in addition to periodic
monitoring of users’ depressive moods and SI (at minimum
every 2 weeks, when a reoccurring reminder is pushed to the
user). Finally, there is a list of resources under a dedicated tab
divided into health care and mental health resources, housing
and legal resources, and resources for victims of violence. This
feature has a comprehensive search and filter option to help the
user get to the topic they need.

Safety Features
We ensured that the app and related data could be completely
wiped from a device when the participant leaves the study, and
we also provided assurances to the participant. All secondary
agreements (eg, run-time libraries, standard services provided
by the carrier) that collect and send data to third parties were
identified and evaluated for risk. Files and data stored by the
app were automatically encrypted whenever the device was
locked. The latest version of secure socket layer (SSL; version
3.0) / transport layer security (TLS; version 1.3) encryption
protocol was used for all communications between the app and
other systems, including user authentication and the transfer of
sensitive information. Data were stored and backed up using
encrypted, password-protected storage services provided by the
university.

Safety planning is a clinical intervention component often
included in the treatment of suicidal patients and specifically
aimed at the transition from having the thoughts or intention to
engage in an SA and acting upon the thoughts or intention [10].
The use of safety planning is recommended for patients at risk
of SAs in suicide prevention guidelines [11], and safety planning
is embedded in cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) for suicide
prevention [12]. Our safety plan conforms to the best practices
[13] and includes the following steps: (1) identifying early
warning signs of an impending suicidal crisis (eg, negative
feelings and problematic behaviors), (2) employing internal
coping strategies, (3) employing distraction activities and
socialization to distract from SI, (4) making use of social support
contacts who may offer help, (5) collating the contact details
of mental health professionals and other crisis resources, and
(6) making the environment safe. The Safety Plan feature is a

part of onboarding new users, together with informed consent.
The Safety Plan feature is stored in the app.

Study Design
This pilot study used qualitative methods and an exploratory
research approach that combined naturalistic app use, focus
groups, and semistructured phone interviews. The primary aims
were to obtain preliminary data on user engagement and
satisfaction with the TransLife app and to assess the feasibility
of completing EMAs (mood logs) within the app. To achieve
these aims, we conducted a 3-week evaluation to determine
engagement and obtain detailed user feedback about the app.
After participation in the pilot, phone-based, semistructured,
and audio-recorded exit interviews were conducted with 10
transgender participants. All interviews were transcribed and
independently coded by 2 study team members. Content analysis
was conducted to identify data categories and overarching
themes.

Recruitment
As not all transgender individuals may publicly identify as such,
it is difficult to recruit a sample using traditional techniques.
One approach that has shown promise in sampling hidden
populations, such as transgender people, is respondent-driven
sampling (RDS) [14]. RDS relies on chain recruitment but limits
the number of individuals who can be recruited by each
participant. Eligible participants were recruited through
transgender key informants (1 transgender woman and 1
transgender man). These informants were invited to recruit 2
additional participants. The participants in the first wave were
asked to invite up to 2 peers to participate. Participants were
recruited between May and June 2019. Eligibility criteria
included self-identifying transgender people aged ≥18 years,
living in the Greater Los Angeles area, and owning a
smartphone. Interested participants were asked to complete an
electronic consent form and download the TransLife app from
the TestFlight (a tool that allows developers to test an app before
it goes on the web on the app store). Once the app was installed
onto their phone, participants were asked to click on different
app features to become familiar with their functions. Participants
were encouraged to use the app during the 3-week trial period;
however, there was no required amount of time to use the app
during the trial. Participants were compensated at the end of
the trial period with a US $20 virtual Amazon gift card. The
Loma Linda University Institutional Review Board approved
this study.

Procedures
The System Usability Scale (SUS) [15] and the Standardized
User Experience Percentile Rank Questionnaire (SUPR-Q) [16]
are 2 validated and widely used measures of user experience.
SUS is an industry-standard scale used to evaluate a variety of
products and services, including websites, mobile phones, and
computer software. SUPR-Q is a well-validated 8-item
instrument that measures the quality of a website’s user
experience. Questions from both instruments were used to
inform the development of the interview guide for this study.
The final interview guide consisted of 12 items (Multimedia
Appendix 1). Semistructured, phone-based, and audio-recorded
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interviews were conducted with 16 participants. Nielsen et al
[17] showed that conducting usability testing with only 5
participants will reveal 85% of usability problems. All
interviews were conducted by one investigator (AD) who had
experience with qualitative research. The interviews were
transcribed and supplemented with the previous focus group
discussion transcripts. Data saturation was perceived through
recurring ideas, such as convenience of use, motivation to use
the app, engagement with the app, and ease of use.

Data Analysis
We used a 6-step thematic analysis approach [18] to capture
the user experience themes. For step 1, we familiarized ourselves
with the transcripts. For step 2, we confirmed the selection of
codes and themes and made necessary amendments to reach a
consensus. Initial coding was performed in Atlas.ti based on
the deductive coding framework, with varied responses
interpreted inductively into new codes as needed. Codes were
matched between authors to ensure consistency and confirm
the definition of the full set of themes. In step 3, we clustered
nodes into a common theme based on coherent patterns. We
used some of the quotes in the Results section to demonstrate
the legitimacy of the defined themes. For step 4, we reduced
the themes into the most prevalent implicit and explicit ideas
while deleting redundant themes. In step 5, we described the
names and parameters of the identified themes. For step 6, we
reported the analysis performed. In total, 6 major themes
comprising several categories and codes emerged. These themes

focused on the app’s functionality, satisfaction with using the
app, perceived ease of use, perceived safety of providing
personal data within the app, trusting the app enough to share
personal feelings, and features that make this app engaging. We
applied methodological data triangulation by comparing data
sources, namely, qualitative individual interviews and focus
groups. Triangulation enhanced data richness or completeness
by enabling researchers to explore a broad range of perspectives
and compare and contrast perspectives on the usability and
feasibility of the TransLife app [19]. The multidisciplinary team
involved in the analysis helped to minimize the risk of bias
because of a variety of expertise and interests by challenging
each other’s assumptions and interpretations.

Results

Demographic
A total of 16 transgender individuals participated in this study.
Participant characteristics are shown in Table 1; participants’
mean age was 33.4 (SD 9.5) years. Half (n=8, 50%) of the
participants were identified as male-to-female transwomen,
37% (n=6) as female-to-male transmale, and 12% (n=2) of
participants were identified as third gender (other). Participants
were White (n=7, 44%), Hispanic or Latina (n=5, 31%), African
American (n=2, 12%), and Asian (n=2, 13%). Most participants
were highly educated (n=11, 69% of college graduates), and
63% (n=10) were employed full time.

Table 1. Demographics (N=16).

ValueDemographic

33.4 (9.5)Age (years), mean (SD)

Gender identity, n (%)

8 (50)Male to female

6 (37)Female to male

2 (12)Other

Race or ethnicity, n (%)

7 (44)White

5 (31)Hispanic or Latina

2 (12)African American or Black

2 (12)Asian or Pacific Islander

Education, n (%)

1 (6)High school

4 (25)Some college

7 (44)College graduate

4 (25)Postgraduate studies

Employment status, n (%)

10 (62)Employed (full time or part time)

3 (19)Student

3 (19)Unemployed
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System Usage Data
On average, users logged in 4 times a week and spent
approximately 5 minutes on the app per log-in. The mood logger
and question of the day were the most used features of the app.
It took participants, on average, one and a half minutes to log
their moods.

Engagement
Although the adoption of an app is important, users’ continued
interaction with an app (engagement) is key to user retention.
According to a recent survey, 25% of installed mobile apps are
never used, and 26% of installed mobile apps are abandoned
after the first use [20]. The literature defines engagement as a
psychological process that leads to the formation of loyalty [21]
or the intensity of an individual’s participation in and connection
with app features or activities [22]. Most participants reported
that they found TransLife to be helpful and engaging through
its features and offerings. Participants noted some improvements
in their moods and growing self-awareness as the result of using
TransLife, as illustrated by this quote:

This app helped me to get in touch with my moods.
At times I would stop and think – how do I feel now?
Having to identify my feelings and emotions has
helped me to become a bit more self-reflective.

Similarly, another participant commented that the persistent use
of the app helped him gain a better understanding of his mental
health:

After about ten days of use, it has become clear that
my mood is usually better next day after going to the
gym the previous afternoon...there also seems to be
a correlation between my low moods and unhealthy
food choices...I definitely feel better when I am more
active. Great insights from using this app.

Some participants mentioned that monitoring their mood has
helped them regain control over their mood states and offered
some measure of self-efficacy:

Mood logging made me more aware of my feelings,
the way my mood changes over a period of time, and
how to deal with mood changes. Even when I feel
down, I can remind myself that these feelings are
normal and will likely pass.

Participants noted several features of the app as driving
engagement and promoting self-insight. The participant’s
comment on using the insights feature that provides a graphic
representation of mood history is as follows:

Insights was one of the most helpful features. It was
interesting to see how your moods change over time
and progressions of either positive or negative
feelings.

During the design process, we added several features with the
sole purpose of promoting engagement, such as
transgender-specific news or questions of the day polls. The
question of the day allows users to respond to a particular
question and then compare their answers with peer responses.
These app features were successful in driving engagement, as
illustrated by the following quote:

Question of the day was something that kept me
engaged with the app. I really liked seeing the
answers from other folks and I can only imagine how
interesting it would be to check the answers once the
app will add more users.

Functionality
The functionality feature of an app refers to the user’s perception
of different functions within an app and how these functions
are effective in reaching the user’s goals [23]. Functionality
usually refers to more tangible physical features, such as layout,
navigation, and esthetics. Participants described the interface
as intuitive and straightforward:

I like the general interface and how well the app is
organized. I think it is very well designed. I used mood
logs every day and found it very helpful.

Although commenting on the availability of similar mood
tracking apps, several participants mentioned their intention to
switch to TransLife when it becomes available within the app
store. Several unique functions of the app, coupled with the
overall transgender specificity of the design and content, were
the main reason participants were considering switching to
TransLife. Participants commented on the value of a culturally
tailored mental health app for the transgender community:

To be honest, I’ve been using another mood tracking
for the past several months. I would consider
switching to this app when it is available in the app
store because of several reasons. This app is trans
specific. For example, you can add “gender
dysmorphia” as one of the reasons for your bad mood.
Also, this app has more to offer than just a simple
mood tracker – a version of yelp, resources, even
trans news.

Participants appreciated the ability to customize the app’s
appearance and its functionality to fit the participants’ personal
needs. Participants liked to customize alerts and reminders to
fit individual daily routines, for example:

I like the idea of being able to customize alerts and
reminders from the get-go. It is so useful that the app
can remind you about your meds. We used to do it
with my friends, reminding each other about our
meds. The mood logging reminders are also
customizable, and I like that.

Privacy and Security
Mobile apps offer tremendous potential to enhance mental
health, but they often lack data security and privacy mechanisms
needed to increase user’s and clinician’s confidence in these
apps. Low confidence in an app’s ability to provide a private
and secure environment is a significant barrier to its adoption.
Concerns about the security and privacy of the information
provided on the app were evident among some participants:

I had some difficulty answering question of the day
as I don’t like putting too much information about
myself out there. Maybe I am old-fashioned that way.

However, this concern about privacy and security was not shared
equally among all participants. Several app users discussed their
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lack of concern about data security and their comfort when using
a mood diary, leaving notes, and answering survey questions:

This may sound weird, but I rarely think about data
security, to be honest...It is rarely my concern, but I
guess it should be.

Several participants described the potential for collaboration
between TransLife users and their therapists and their comfort
with sharing mood logs and notes with health providers.
Participants linked the possibility of sharing personal
information with the benefits of receiving help and enhanced
coaching from their therapists:

I am currently working with a therapist, and I was
really excited to see the insight feature. There were
times when I would come to my therapist and tell him
that my week was awful. I was rarely able to be more
precise than that, and we would spend the whole
session trying to dig out my triggers. Now I can bring
my diary and just show it to him.

Ease of Use
Users of TransLife described the app as being easy to use,
accessible, simple, and easy to navigate. Participants appreciated
the ease of use and convenience of the TransLife app:

I don’t see how anyone would have issues with
navigating this app. It is well-structured and eases
you into things.

The simplicity of the app and its intuitive design was highlighted
as aspects likely to promote the continued use of the app.
Simplicity, as indicated by a user-friendly and intuitive design,
was considered a positive attribute of the app:

I believe the app was, in general, very intuitive and
easy to use. There was nothing that would confuse
me or made me pause and think how to navigate it.
This is the main reason I want to use it in the future.

The onboarding process is a participant’s first impression of
the app. When it is designed correctly, it increases the likelihood
of app adoption. Conversely, a complicated onboarding process
may result in users not understanding how to use the app, thus
having a negative experience and possibly abandoning it after
the first use. Participants mentioned that their onboarding
process was easy, simple, and straightforward:

I don’t remember much from the registration process
and setting up my account. That is probably to say
that the whole process was easy and painless.

Trust
Trust is an essential component of mHealth adoption. In general
terms, trust can be defined as the willingness of a person in a
position of vulnerability to take a risk despite uncertainty,
placing confidence in the intentions and competence of another.
Users of an mHealth app need to trust the app and its creators
to provide meaningful content. To assess participants’ comfort
with the app and to trust the app with deep thoughts or emotions,
we looked through optional free-text notes left together with
mood logging. There were many instances when participants
shared events from their lives, along with their emotional

reactions to these events. For example, one participant described
his anxiety about seeing a physician:

I’ll probably have to go to the doctor tomorrow...I
hate going to the doctor as it disrupts my whole day,
and I find the experience to be overall stressful, so
I’m feeling annoyed at myself for being sick. I hate
being sick, especially when it just doesn’t go away
on its own, and I feel like I have to ask for help and
get doctors involved.

Another participant anxiously anticipated her trip back home
after being gone for a long time. She was expecting a negative
reaction from her parents to her appearance, and she was
mentally preparing to face criticism:

Worried about my upcoming trip with my family and
feeling very overworked trying to afford plane tickets.
I’m hoping to avoid criticism, but it’s really
inevitable. Maybe things will get better once we have
the chance to talk more. It’s been a long time.

Participants shared not only their worries and fears but also
their positive emotions, such as this entry from a user who was
excited about the upcoming pride weekend:

Today is the start of my pride weekend. I just really
want to have such a good time. I want to drink a lot
and look real cute and run around feeling free and
happy...I want to make new friends and run into old
ones. I want everyone to like me and want to talk to
me and flirt with me and tell me how good I look and
how much fun they are having being around me.

Even more mundane notes, not linked to a significant event
such as pride weekends or a trip back home, were still insightful
and demonstrated participants’ trust and comfort with using the
app for self-reflection:

A rare night of uninterrupted sleep. Yet I feel pretty
tired and emotionally drained this AM. Hoping the
sunshine, mild temps, and productive day will boost
my mood and energy.

Satisfaction
Several studies [24,25] link app continuance intention with user
satisfaction, defined as “an overall affective response to the gap
between prior expectation and perceived performance after
consumption.” One of the accepted ways to measure user
satisfaction is to assess users’ willingness to recommend the
app to others. Participants were willing to mention this app with
their friends:

I feel like I’ve already mentioned this app to friends.
Even considering the issue of finding a care provider.
This is something that a lot of people are struggling
with – finding a friendly and knowledgeable provider.
If this app could help them with this while also
tracking their moods and connecting them to a wider
community – this would be amazing!

There is a connection between user satisfaction and the
perceived value of the app. Most participants viewed the app
as useful and connected their satisfaction with TransLife to the
benefits of using it:
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I rated this app so high because I really like the idea
of it and I think it is very helpful for a lot of people.
It is perfect for finding trends in your moods and for
becoming more self-aware.

Many participants noted the potential for this app to improve
and the fact that the new release of TransLife used by a large
number of people will make the app especially beneficial.
Several features of the app, such as a version of Yelp called
local or question of the day feature, rely on user-generated
content. Participants appreciated the potential for these features
to become even more useful and engaging, making the TransLife
app even more satisfying to use:

I would give this app four out of five because it has
room to grow – more resources can be added, more
local content. This app has the potential to become
a very useful tool for a lot of people I know.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study was the first to explore attitudes toward mental health
app use among a diverse sample of transgender adults. The
purpose was to discover what components or features of a
mobile mental health app may resonate with transgender persons
and what concerns and suggestions they may have about a
mental health app. This addressed an important gap in the
literature, as we sought input regarding mental health apps from
this priority population with high rates of SI and SAs. The
overall findings revealed that transgender people are quite
enthusiastic about the role of mobile apps for mental health
support and community building. More specifically, we sought
to explore the acceptability, use, and feasibility of a new
smartphone app intervention, TransLife. Themes that emerged
from our analysis suggested that TransLife is an engaging,
useful, and acceptable mHealth intervention. Participants
reported that the app was easy to use and understand, supported
mental self-care, promoted self-awareness, and helped them
identify triggers of negative moods.

Acceptability
Mood tracking was well accepted and tolerated by participants.
We found that participants wanted to learn about their mood
patterns and improve their ability to manage emotional distress
more efficiently. Participants were willing to pursue these goals
through the regular mood tracking feature, through mood data
visualization using the insights feature, through registering
contextual information in mood notes, and being willing to share
this information with health care providers. The acceptability
of this app is enhanced by designing app experience with the
transgender population in mind (eg, addressing unique mental
health needs) and offering flexible and personalized mood
tracking options (eg, integrating contextual information, ability
to customize reminders). Acceptability can be further enhanced
by increasing app design to be private, discrete, and confidential
to use. Participants recognized the potential for mood tracking
to facilitate earlier identification of mood changes and enhance
clinical care. They also valued the opportunity to view and make
sense of their mood data to gain a more individualized and
accurate picture of their mental health. This, in turn, presents

the opportunity for more dynamic and flexible service provision
and monitoring of treatment outcomes.

Usability
Participants thought TransLife was accessible, easy to navigate,
and not burdensome. Ease of use is essential in facilitating
engagement, and TransLife was noted for being user-friendly
and intuitively designed. In addition to regular engagement with
the mood logger, many participants chose to write notes in the
associated diary without specific prompts, indicating a level of
trust in the app. Participants used mood tracking and diary to
reflect on their emotions and develop awareness about what
may influence positive or negative moods. The question of the
day feature sustained engagement and created a community
feeling within the app, whereas events and local features
connected participants to their local community and helped
them identify local resources. Many participants were not
engaged in mood tracking daily (4 days per week on average,
SD 2.7). When asked to suggest features that would support
sustained engagement, participants provided feedback that would
be incorporated into the next release of the TransLife.
Participants recommended including a transgender-specific
news stream, gamification feature, and tailored activity
suggestions based on mood (eg, coping strategies).

Although existing studies have highlighted the disparities in
mental health outcomes between transgender people and
cisgender people, most of this research has examined
transgender people as a single group. Given the limitations of
this study, we cannot conclude the mental health status and
treatment-seeking behavior of various subgroups within the
transgender community. However, we noticed several trends
among our study participants, suggesting a lack of uniformity
in dealing with psychological stressors and using self-help tools.
Nonbinary participants reported a previous history of SAs when
taking the baseline survey; they made fewer mood entries but
often used anxiousfrustrated tags, and their engagement with
the app was minimal. Transgender men more frequently made
use of the free-text entries associated with mood logs, engaged
with the app resources more often, and actively suggested app
improvements and additional resources. Notes and mood logs
of transgender men indicate a higher level of gender dysmorphia.
Transgender women frequently reported a history of depression
in their baseline surveys and mood logs. During their interviews,
transgender women talked about a lack of access to transfriendly
mental health services, and they welcomed an app designed
with their community in the view that it would equip them with
self-care tools for mental health and connect them to
transfriendly services.

Limitations
This exploratory pilot study has several limitations. First, the
sample size and study design (eg, naturalistic app use and
qualitative interviews; n=16), albeit consistent with
recommendations for early pilot intervention work [26], does
not allow for strong causal conclusions. Second, although this
study was useful for gaining insight into the transgender people's
experience and perceptions of the app over 2 weeks, it would
be valuable to examine whether these perceptions change over
a more extended period of naturalistic use. Third, our
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participants were highly educated, had stable housing and
employment, and lived in urban areas. Therefore, these results
may not be generalizable to all transgender populations.

Broader Applicability of Findings

Need for Transgender-Specific Apps That Provide the
Community With Resilience-Building Resources
Several mood-logging apps and CBT mHealth interventions
have been developed for the general population. These
interventions are not tailored for transgender people; they do
not address stressors unique to transgender people (eg, ability
to log gender dysmorphia), and they were not designed to collect
longitudinal data. Furthermore, currently, there are no apps
designed specifically for transgender people to help them
connect with the community of peers, access a variety of
community prevented resources, and access transgender-specific
health care resources. TransLife is the only app that is tailored
to the transgender population and provides them with resources,
connects them to their communities, and monitors their
psychological well-being.

Need for a More Complex Understanding of Transgender
SI Risk
The need to identify modifiable immediate predictors of SI is
urgent and widely acknowledged but rarely accomplished
because of small sample sizes and methodological limitations.
Most studies on transgender SI risk are cross-sectional,
collecting data at a single point in time. Although they are able
to demonstrate that certain SI risk factors tend to co-occur with
reports of past SAs, they are not able to provide evidence that
certain risk factors are causally related to earlier behaviors. As
SI is associated with SAs, there is a need for prospective data
that will allow us to differentiate between risk factors that cause
initial SI and risk factors that prolong its duration. The ability

to monitor high-risk transgender participants using EMA
measurements embedded in TransLife, and the potential to
detect certain behavioral or environmental influences and use
them as markers of elevated risk may prove to be very
meaningful in understanding the short-term risk of SI.

Identification of Modifiable Risk Factors Using EMA
Currently, there have been no studies using EMA to understand
short-term modifiable SI and SA risk factors among the
transgender population. EMA offers the novel possibility of
providing information about the short-term correlates and
predictors of SI and SAs, thereby improving our understanding
of the suicidal process, detecting persons at risk for SI, and
fostering the development of effective strategies for suicide
prevention. However, existing studies using EMA mostly
focused on negative mood alone while discounting many social,
environmental, and behavioral variables. TransLife uses a
variety of EMA measures to assess not only negative mood but
also behavior, environment, social context, and daily life events.

Conclusions
This is the first study to investigate the acceptability of a mental
health app among transgender individuals. The results of this
pilot study indicate that TransLife is an engaging, acceptable,
and potentially effective mental health intervention. Transgender
participants reported many advantages of using TransLife, such
as being able to track their mood, connecting to the community,
and accessing local resources. This study provides initial support
for the acceptability and usability of TransLife as an mHealth
intervention designed for the transgender community. The next
steps involve further app refinement and more substantial
feasibility testing. A large-scale randomized controlled trial is
warranted to evaluate the efficacy of TransLife on mental health
outcomes among the transgender population.
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SUPR-Q: Standardized User Experience Percentile Rank Questionnaire
SUS: System Usability Scale
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Abstract

Background: Digital therapeutics are evidence-based therapeutic interventions driven by high-quality software programs for
the treatment, prevention, or management of a medical disorder or disease. Many studies in the western population have shown
the effectiveness of mobile app–based digital therapeutics for improving glycemic control in patients with type 2 diabetes (T2D).
However, few studies have assessed similar outcomes in the South Asian population.

Objective: This study aims to investigate the real-world effectiveness of the Wellthy CARE digital therapeutic for improving
glycemic control among the South Asian population of Indian origin.

Methods: We analyzed deidentified data from 102 patients with T2D from India enrolled in a 16-week structured self-management
program delivered using the Wellthy CARE mobile app. Patients recorded their meals, weight, physical activity, and blood sugar
in the app, and they received lessons on self-care behaviors (healthy eating, being active, monitoring, medication adherence,
problem solving, healthy coping, and reducing risks); feedback provided by an artificial intelligence–powered chatbot; and
periodic interactions with certified diabetes educators via voice calls and chats. The primary outcome of the program was a change
in glycated hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c). Secondary outcomes included the difference between preintervention and postintervention
fasting blood glucose (FBG) and postprandial blood glucose (PPBG) levels; changes in BMI and weight at the completion of 16
weeks; and the association between program engagement and the changes in HbA1c, FBG, and PPBG levels.

Results: At the end of 16 weeks, the average change in HbA1c was –0.49% (n=102; 95% CI −0.73 to 0.25; P<.001). Of all the
patients, 63.7% (65/102) had improved HbA1c levels, with a mean change of −1.16% (n=65; 95% CI −1.40 to −0.92; P<.001).
The mean preintervention and postintervention FBG levels were 145 mg/dL (n=51; 95% CI 135-155) and 134 mg/dL (n=51;
95% CI 122-146; P=.02) and PPBG levels were 188 mg/dL (n=51; 95% CI 172-203) and 166 mg/dL (n=51; 95% CI 153-180;

P=.03), respectively. The mean changes in BMI and weight were –0.47 kg/m2 (n=59; 95% CI −0.22 to −0.71; P<.001) and –1.32
kg (n=59; 95% CI −0.63 to −2.01; P<.001), respectively. There was a stepwise decrease in HbA1c, FBG, and PPBG levels as the
program engagement increased. Patients in the highest tertile of program engagement had a significantly higher reduction in
HbA1c (−0.84% vs −0.06%; P=.02), FBG (−21.4 mg/dL vs −0.18 mg/dL; P=.02), and PPBG levels (−22.03 mg/dL vs 2.35 mg/dL;
P=.002) than those in the lowest tertile.
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Conclusions: The use of the Wellthy CARE digital therapeutic for patients with T2D showed a significant reduction in the
levels of HbA1c, FBG, and PPBG after 16 weeks. A higher level of participation showed improved glycemic control, suggesting
the potential of the Wellthy CARE platform for better management of the disease.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e17908)   doi:10.2196/17908
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digital therapeutics; type 2 diabetes; behavior change; diabetes self-management; lifestyle intervention; mobile phone

Introduction

Background
South Asians represent approximately one-fourth of the global
population and are at a disproportionately higher risk of being
diagnosed with type 2 diabetes (T2D). The global population
of patients with diabetes was estimated to be 463 million in
2019 and is projected to reach 578 million by 2030, while that
in South East Asia was 88 million in 2019 and is expected to
reach 115 million by 2030 [1]. This alarming rise has been
attributed to the Asian Indian phenotype and lifestyle changes
associated with urbanization and sedentary living [2]. Many
studies have reported poor glycemic control in patients with
T2D in South Asian countries. [3-5]. In India, the management
of T2D is limited by the high burden and early onset of the
disease [6]. The Asian phenotype with diabetes has shown
marked differences in terms of chemical and biochemical
characteristics, such as more significant beta cell dysfunction,
higher abdominal adiposity, and a higher susceptibility to
developing cardiovascular complications than the Caucasian
population [7]. Compared with the general population, diabetes,
which is implicated as one of the principal causes of premature
heart attacks and death, occurs at 50% higher rates and
approximately 5 to 10 years earlier in South Asian patients.
Moreover, only a quarter of all South Asian patients achieve
their key clinical targets compared with the Caucasian
population [5].

Lifestyle management is a fundamental aspect of diabetes care
and includes diabetes self-management education and support,
medical nutrition therapy, physical activity, smoking cessation
counseling, and psychosocial care. Behavioral and lifestyle
interventions have been recognized as integral aspects of
improving outcomes in these patients. An integrated
self-management regimen requires patients to adhere to regular
self-glucose monitoring, healthy eating, exercise, and regular
physician and specialist visits [8]. Self-monitoring of dietary
calorie and fat intake and physical activity are also key strategies
[9].

Despite robust evidence that lifestyle interventions in diabetes
lead to a reduction in risk factors for cardiovascular diseases
[10], self-care behaviors for the management of diabetes among
South Asians remain poor because of the lack of knowledge,
awareness, and education [11,12]. Moreover, patients solely
depend on physicians as a source of information and disease
knowledge, which they are unable to provide, as they often lack
the time needed to effectively engage patients in
self-management behaviors during and between consultation
visits [13]. Poor glycemic control leads to earlier incidence and

greater severity of diabetes-associated complications, leading
to higher morbidity, poor quality of life, and loss of productivity,
resulting in increased financial burden [14].

Studies that have examined the effectiveness of diabetes
education programs in improving glycemic control in Asian
Indians have reported contrasting results depending on the
region and intervention [15,16]. One possible explanation for
the differences in the results is the cultural appropriateness of
these programs. South Asian Indians are a diverse culture with
numerous languages and dialects, castes and clans, and cooking
styles; therefore, it is imperative to understand the influence of
misperceptions, culture, and values on disease management in
this population, especially because implementation of culturally
appropriate programs leads to a greater reduction in hemoglobin
A1c (HbA1c) levels [17]. Traditionally, diabetes education and
support have been associated with hospital- or clinic-based
practices. However, modern care practices aim to meet these
needs through the use of digital interventions that combine
monitoring, continuous reinforcement of behavior modification,
and personalized therapy using technology [13,18,19].

The widespread adoption of mobile phone technologies in
middle- and low-income countries underscores the potential for
digital therapeutics to negotiate and overcome the practical
roadblocks inherent to conventional physicians and
in-clinic–based (eg, face-to-face) interventions and education
[18]. Technology-enhanced interventions are cost-effective to
enable population management and specialized care accessible
to adults with T2D in real time across distant geographies
[20-22]. However, little is known about the effect of digital
therapeutics in South Asian populations. Therefore, there is a
need for approaches that use culturally adapted digital
therapeutic interventions specifically for this population [23].

Objectives
On the basis of the role of emerging evidence, we hypothesized
that a digital therapeutic with an artificial intelligence
(AI)–powered decision support system could enhance multiple
behavior patterns (self-monitoring of diet, exercise, weight, and
blood glucose) among South Asian patients with T2D. The aim
of this study is to assess the real-world effect of the Wellthy
CARE digital therapeutics platform on glycemic control (HbA1c

and blood sugar levels) and other health outcomes (weight) in
patients with T2D after 16 weeks of the program.

Methods

Research Design and Participants
We conducted an analysis of deidentified data for 102 patients
with T2D on the Wellthy CARE mobile app. The analysis
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involved preintervention and postintervention assessment of
HbA1c, fasting blood glucose (FBG), postprandial blood glucose
(PPBG), BMI, and weight and program engagement measures
in a convenience sample of adults with a self-reported diagnosis
of T2D.

Participants were recruited through 2 channels: (1) a network
of primary care clinics and diabetes centers through referrals
from their treating physicians and (2) a social media campaign
seeking participants for a smartphone-based diabetes
management program. Patients expressed interest in participating
in the program either by (1) calling a telephone number provided
on the program recruitment handout or (2) filling out a
preregistration form linked to the social media campaign where
they voluntarily provided their mobile numbers. Patients who
expressed interest in participating in the program received a
screening phone call from the program staff members,
explaining the program. Those who confirmed their willingness
to participate underwent a screening interview (based on
inclusion and exclusion criteria) to assess their eligibility.
Preexisting T2D status was based on a combination of a
self-reported diagnosis and a preintervention HbA1c level of
6.5% or higher. User information was recorded on a web-based
form, based on which the participants received a final decision
on their eligibility to enroll.

Eligible patients were invited to download the mobile app from
the Google Play Store using a unique link sent to them via SMS
or text messages. On the mobile app, participants were then
instructed to set up their unique account with their phone number
and a one-time password sent to them. After the account set up,
patients were requested to provide informed consent for their
participation in the program and the use of their deidentified
data for clinical research purposes.

The inclusion criteria for enrollment were as follows:

• Male or female adult patients aged 18 years or above at the
time of enrollment, with a self-reported diagnosis of T2D
(HbA1c >6.5%)

• In possession of a personal Android (Google) smartphone
with an active internet connection and the person should
be comfortable in reading English content on the phone

• No history of a major surgical procedure during the previous
6 months or plan for any major surgical procedure in the
next 6 months

• Absence of any medical condition that prevented them from
walking for 15 minutes to 30 minutes a day

The exclusion criteria for enrollment were as follows:

• Diagnosis of type 1 diabetes, gestational diabetes mellitus,
maturity-onset diabetes of young, or any other forms of
diabetes

• Undergoing hemodialysis for chronic kidney disease
• History of any serious heart-related event such as a heart

attack or stroke in the past 1 year
• Pregnant, nursing, or planning for a pregnancy in the next

6 months

Participants were not compensated for participation but were
enrolled in the program at no cost. Informed consent for using

their deidentified data for clinical research was obtained from
each participant before enrollment in the program. Participation
in the program was voluntary, and refusal to grant consent for
the use of their deidentified data for research did not affect the
participants’ enrollment in the program or the quality of care
administered to them. This work involved only secondary
analyses of deidentified data; hence, no ethics clearance was
obtained. The program did not use any investigational product,
and all physical assessments and education were used as usual
customary care. No change in treatment was made, and patient
care was provided according to the normal clinical standards.

Program
The program was a 16-week structured lifestyle coaching
delivered through the Wellthy CARE digital therapeutic
consisting of the Wellthy CARE mobile app for Android
smartphones, a web portal for health coaches to visualize patient
data and communicate with them, and an AI-powered decision
support system enabled across the platform (Multimedia
Appendix 1). The Wellthy CARE app consisted of a secure
messaging center and personal health record files with additional
diabetes-related information (eg, laboratory values and details
of treating physician) and provided access to a learning library
and lesson plans and a logbook to review historical data. The
comprehensive lesson plan for the program was based on the
American Association of Diabetes Educator’s AADE7 self-care
behaviors that encouraged patients to acquire skills for better
diabetes self-management. The program coached participants
along 7 tracks that covered eating healthy, becoming more
active, improving self-monitoring, improving medication
adherence, problem solving, reducing risk, and healthy coping.
The Wellthy CARE app allowed patients to log diabetes
self-care data (blood glucose, meals, physical activity, and
weight) and diabetes management information such as laboratory
reports on a mobile phone. The patient then received automated
feedback delivered in real time through a conversation
experience by an AI-powered chatbot that provided educational,
behavioral, and motivational messaging specific to the data
entered and in the context of the patient’s previous clinical,
lifestyle, and behavioral data.

The program adopted a digital persuasion model that focused
on improving the patients’ motivation, reducing the difficulty
in performing a particular task, and then delivering appropriate
triggers to the patients to take action. This was done through
short culturally relevant content delivered in multiple formats
such as informative lessons, videos, and protips along with
quizzes and storyboards to reinforce the information and simple
tasks to prompt actions. Patients could optionally enroll for
challenges that required them to repeat an action multiple times
during a specific period to enable skill formation. The program
adopted a gamified approach to building skills and rewarded
patients with virtual trophies as they completed the lessons,
tasks, and challenges. A secure messaging system on the Wellthy
CARE app was used by patients to communicate directly with
their personal health coach at their own convenience.

Health coaches were virtual diabetes educators who regularly
reviewed patient data, providing personalized feedback during
each interaction, and also responded to patient queries. All
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patients received a voice call at the start of the program. Health
coaches could supplement automated messages with electronic
messages sent to patients via a secure messaging system. Health
coach messages were based on longitudinal data trends,
providing weekly and monthly summaries to patients on their
performance. About 50% of patients made voice calls to or
received voice calls from the health coach during the program,
in addition to communicating over the messaging system. This
was an incremental and supportive program for the existing
standard of care recommended by the treating physician.

Measures
A total of 102 participants completed and logged data during
the 16 weeks on the Wellthy CARE platform. The participants
self-reported their age, gender, height, and weight in the Wellthy
CARE mobile app. All patients received a Gluco One (Dr
Morepen) glucose meter and strips. The HbA1c test was
performed before and after the completion of the intervention
by an independent pathological laboratory that reported the
values directly.

Outcomes
The primary outcome of this study was the change in HbA1c

level at the completion of the program (16 weeks). Secondary
objectives included the difference between the mean
preintervention and postintervention FBG and PPBG levels in
participants who reported more than one blood sugar reading;
change in BMI and weight in participants that reported more
than one weight log; and association between program
engagement, measured as the total number of interactions with
the health coach and the AI-powered chatbot, and the change

in HbA1c, FBG, and PPBG levels. In addition, we assessed the
differences among patients who had an improvement of ≥0.4%
in HbA1c (responders) and those who did not (nonresponders).

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using R software (version
3.4.3; the R Foundation). The results were analyzed to identify
program starters (ie, those who completed at least one skill) and
program completers (ie, those who completed at least 6 weeks
of lessons or continued with health coaching through the
duration of the program). Baseline characteristics were
compared between subgroups using chi-square tests or Fisher
exact test for categorical variables and 2-sample two-tailed t
tests analysis for continuous variables and paired t tests for
comparing preintervention and postintervention values for
continuous variables. P values <.05 were considered statistically
significant.

Results

Baseline Characteristics of Patients
Figure 1 shows the data for participation and retention during
the 16-week program. A total of 102 patients from 18 cities in
India participated in the study and completed the program. The
baseline characteristics of the participants are summarized in
Table 1. There were no statistically significant differences in
the baseline characteristics between male and female
participants. The average duration of time spent with the
personal health coach was 106 minutes (n=87; 95% CI 65-147)
over the 16-week period, whereas that with the AI-powered
chatbot was 88 minutes (n=102; 95% CI 66-110).

Figure 1. Participant recruitment and retention flowchart.
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Table 1. Patient characteristics at the start of the program. All CI values are at 95% significance level. P value has been shown for comparison of male
and female data.

P valueFemale patientsMale patientsOverallCharacteristics assessed

—a32 (31.4)70 (68.6)102 (100)Gender, n (%)

.3249.7 (46.8-52.5)51.4 (49.40-53.4)50.8 (49.2-52.4)Age (years), mean (CI)

.3174.6 (81.1-68.1)78.4 (82.2-74.7)77.3 (80.5-74.0)Weight (kg), mean (CI)

.0729.7 (31.8-27.6)27.4 (28.7-26.1)28.1 (29.2-26.4)BMI (kg/m2), mean (CI)

.718.6 (9.1-8.0)8.5 (8.8-8.2)8.5 (8.2-8.8)Baseline hemoglobin A1c (%), mean (CI)

aStatistical comparison not applicable.

Change in HbA1c

The mean change in HbA1c among all patients was −0.49%
(n=102; 95% CI −0.73 to −0.25; P<.001; Figure 2). Of all the
patients, 63.7% (65/102) had improved HbA1c levels with a
mean change of −1.16% (95% CI −1.40 to −0.92; P<.001; Figure
2). Among the patients that had an improvement in HbA1c levels,

48.0% (49/102) had a decrease of 0.5% or more and 27.5%
(28/102) had a decrease of 1% or more; moreover, 29.4% (30)
of the patients had a follow-up HbA1c level less than or equal
to 7%. Among those with a baseline HbA1c level ≥7.5%, the
mean change was −0.57% (n=59; 95% CI −0.90 to −0.25;
P<.001).

Figure 2. Comparison of HbA1c levels. (A) Mean change in HbA1c among all participants, (B) mean change in HbA1c among those who had improvements
in HbA1c levels, (C) relationship between program engagement and change in HbA1c levels, and (D) mean change in HbA1c among responders and
nonresponders. Error bars represent confidence intervals. HbA1c: hemoglobin A1c.

The relationship between program engagement and changes in
HbA1c levels was assessed after 16 weeks of the program. There
was a stepwise decrease in HbA1c levels as the program
engagement level increased (Figure 2). Among those with a

baseline HbA1c>7.5%, the lowest tertile of mobile app engagers
reduced their HbA1c levels by 0.06% (95% CI −0.56 to 0.43)
and the middle tertile of program engagers reduced their HbA1c

levels by 0.76% (95% CI −1.33 to −0.18); however, those in
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the highest tertile of program engagers significantly reduced
their HbA1c levels by 0.84% as compared with patients in lowest
tertile (95% CI –1.33 to –0.35; lowest vs highest tertile, P=.02).

Responders were grouped as patients who showed an
improvement of ≥0.4% in HbA1c levels and those who did not
were grouped as nonresponders. The mean change in HbA1c

among responders (51/102, 50%) was −1.34% (95% CI −1.07%

to −1.60%), and that among nonresponders (51/102, 50%) was
0.43% (95% CI 0.65%-0.21%; P<.001; Figure 2).

Change in Blood Sugar
Among patients who reported more than one blood sugar reading
(51/102), there was a significant difference between the mean
preintervention and postintervention FBG (145 mg/dL; 95% CI
135-155 vs 134 mg/dL; 95% CI 122-146; P=.02) and PPBG
(188 mg/dL; 95% CI 172-203 vs 166 mg/dL; 95% CI 153-180;
P=.03) values (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Change in blood sugar levels. Difference between (A) mean FBG levels and (B) mean PPBG levels reported in the first week and final week
of the intervention. Relationship between mobile app use and change in (C) FBG and (D) PPBG levels. Error bars represent confidence intervals. FBG:
fasting blood glucose; PPBG: postprandial blood glucose.

There was a stepwise decrease in FBG and PPBG levels as the
mobile app engagement level increased. The lowest tertile of
app engagers reduced their FBG by 0.18 mg/dL and there was
an increase in PPBG by 2.35 mg/dL; the middle tertile of app
engagers reduced their FBG and PPBG by 7.25 mg/dL and 2.84
mg/dL, respectively; and those in the highest tertile of app
engagers reduced their FBG by 21.4 mg/dL (P=.02, highest vs
lowest) and PPBG by 22.03 mg/dL (P=.02, highest vs middle;
P=.002, highest vs lowest; Figure 3).

Responders had a significantly lower mean preintervention
PPBG of 172 mg/dL (n=28; 95% CI 188-157) than the mean
preintervention PPBG of 206 mg/dL among nonresponders
(n=23, nonresponders; 95% CI 234-178; P=.03; Figure 4). The
responders reduced their PPBG by −32 mg/dL (n=21; 95% CI
−16.4 to −47.2) as compared with 1.25 mg/dL (n=20; 95% CI
23.77 to −21.27; P=.03) among the nonresponders (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. (A) Difference in the mean preintervention PPBG between nonresponders and responders. (B) Difference in the mean change in PPBG
between the nonresponders and responders. PPBG: postprandial blood glucose.

Change in BMI and Weight
There was a significant change in BMI (Figure 5) and in weight

(Figure 5). The change in the mean BMI was −0.47 kg/m2

(n=59; 95% CI −0.22 to −0.71; P<.001), and the mean BMI

reduction in males and females was −0.38 kg/m2 (n=42; 95%

CI −0.14 to −0.62; P=.003) and −0.73 kg/m2 (n=17; 95% CI
−0.12 to −1.34; P=.03), respectively. The change in mean weight
was −1.32 kg (n=59; 95% CI −0.63 to −2.01; P<.001), and the

mean weight change in males and females was −1.11 kg (n=42;
95% CI −0.40 to −1.83; P=.003) and −2.00 kg (n=17; 95% CI
−0.38 to −3.62; P=.03), respectively.

The responders reduced their weight by −2.36 kg (n=27; 95%
CI −1.32 to −3.41) as compared with −0.26 kg (n=23; 95% CI
0.42 to −0.95; P=.005) among the nonresponders. There was
no significant difference in the mean preintervention weight
between responders and nonresponders.

Figure 5. Change in BMI and weight. Difference between the (A) mean BMI and (B) mean weight reported in the first week and final week of the
intervention.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study assessed the effectiveness of the Wellthy CARE
digital therapeutics platform to improve glycemic control
(reduction in HbA1c levels and blood sugar levels) and reduce
weight in patients of South Asian origin with T2D after a
duration of 16 weeks of the program. Patients who used the
digital therapeutic for 16 weeks reduced their HbA1c levels by
0.49% (n=102), FBG by 11 mg/dL (n=51), PPBG by 21 mg/dL

(n=51), weight by 1.32 kg (n=59), and BMI by 0.47 kg/m2

(n=59). Patients with the highest engagement significantly
reduced their HbA1c levels by 0.84%, FBG by 21.4 mg/dL, and
PPBG by 22.03 mg/dL. There was a higher reduction in HbA1c,
FBG, and PPBG levels as program engagement increased.

The effectiveness of the digital therapeutic was suggested by
the significant reduction in HbA1c levels. A 0.5% to 1% change
in HbA1c level is considered clinically significant to reduce the
risk of comorbid conditions; even the US Food and Drug
Administration requires a 0.4% change in HbA1c level for drug
evaluations [24]. The results of the United Kingdom Prospective
Diabetes Study indicated that a 0.9% decrease in HbA1c level
was associated with a 25% reduction in microvascular
complications, a 10% decrease in diabetes-related mortality,
and a 6% reduction in all-cause mortality [25,26]. Hence, the
average reduction of 1.34% in HbA1c among the responders is
significant in reducing the risk of complications and mortality.

FBG and PPBG levels are indicators of glycemic control and
both are correlated with HbA1c [27]. PPBG level has been shown
to predict cardiovascular risk and all-cause mortality and has
been shown to have a stronger correlation with HbA1c. There
was a reduction in PPBG levels among responders by 32 mg/dL,
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which indicates an additional benefit of reduction in
cardiovascular risk among these patients.

Weight reduction is one of the goals in the management of
diabetes. Weight is associated with an increased risk of
cardiovascular diseases [28], and a reduction in weight is
associated with improvements in HbA1c levels [29]. Although
there was only a modest reduction of 1.32 kg weight among the
participants after 16 weeks of the program, the significant
reduction in weight among the responders (2.36 kg) highlights
the importance of reducing weight in improving HbA1c levels.
It was also observed that females showed a higher reduction in
mean BMI than males, even when no statistically significant
difference between the BMI of the 2 groups was present at the
preintervention stage. There could be several reasons for this,
including differences in metabolism or hormonal balance
between the 2 groups [30,31]. A substantial reason for such an
effect could not be analyzed in this analysis.

To our knowledge, this work is one of the first to report the
real-world effectiveness of implementing a digital therapeutic
that is a structured, behavioral, and self-management program,
which is augmented and delivered using a mobile-enabled app
and an AI-powered decision support system for South Asian
patients with T2D. Furthermore, the study highlighted the effect
of the digital therapeutic to improve self-management of
diabetes by demonstrating improvement in HbA1c, FBG, PPBG
levels and reduction in BMI and weight. The real-world
feasibility and acceptance were demonstrated by the observation
that most of the users entered their HbA1c readings during the
program.

In recent years, considerable evidence has been generated about
the effect of digital therapeutics in effectively promoting
self-care and health behavior changes among patients with
chronic diseases and mental health issues [32,33]. In countries
such as India that lack appropriate diabetes self-management
programs and where there is an overdependence for disease
knowledge and support on physicians, the need for appropriate
digital interventions is even more pronounced. Moreover, it has
been reported that diabetes management interventions targeted
at South Asian patients are heterogeneous, yielding variable
and limited success in reducing HbA1c levels [34]. Geographic
and cultural diversity are significant barriers to the adoption of
new treatments and technologies. However, the results here are
a vindication of the value of a digital therapeutic such as Wellthy
CARE across a wide range of population types and suggest that
digital intervention provides a reasonable alternative in not only
plugging some of the resourcing gaps in underserved countries
but also has the potential to provide meaningful improvements
in diabetes management.

Limitations
One of the limitations of this study is the lack of a control group,
as real-world data were retrospectively analyzed. Other

limitations include selection bias due to multiple approaches
(physician-recommended and voluntary approach) used for the
selection of participants and reliance on self-reported disease
biomarkers. The program was conducted for a short duration,
and we did not independently quantify the effect of other
behavioral and lifestyle measures on glycemic outcomes. This
analysis can prove to be beneficial in providing important
insights, especially when comparing the results of the Wellthy
CARE platform with other digital therapeutics platforms.
Real-world data helped in the study of people outside a
controlled set of conditions. This increased the variability in
the study; however, such studies have shown to be very helpful
for the evaluation of new technologies. A variation in the
number of male and female participants was noted, which was
an undesirable bias due to social, economic, or other factors.
The loss of data during follow-up also limited the scope of the
study. However, the reporting for HbA1c values was substantially
high, with 62% of the enrolled users logging their
preintervention and postintervention values during the entire
program. This study showed significant improvement in HbA1c

and blood sugar values after a 16-week program, suggesting
the potential of the Wellthy CARE platform for improving
glycemic control in patients with T2D. However, future studies
with a larger sample with better control will be able to further
establish the effectiveness of the program.

Strengths
The strength of this work was its design, which enabled us to
closely simulate real-world implementations. The effectiveness
of the intervention in documenting meaningful changes in HbA1c

levels, positive relationship of mobile app engagement with
improvement in glycemic control, good rate of retention, and
successful data collection contributed to its strength. The other
strengths were that the app was implemented with the support
of the same developmental processes and core support team
that were involved in the development phase.

Conclusions
This work is one of the first to report the real-world effectiveness
of a digital therapeutic that was a structured, behavioral, and
self-management intervention delivered using a mobile-enabled
app and an AI-powered decision support system—Wellthy
CARE in improving glycemic control among South Asians with
T2D. The intervention demonstrated incremental reduction in
HbA1c, FBG, and PPBG values with greater levels of
engagement, suggesting the feasibility, acceptance, and value
of using a digital therapeutic in resource-constrained countries
of South Asia. The study findings can be explored further to
evaluate the long-term acceptability, cost-effectiveness, and
durability of the principal findings and its feasibility to be
applied to a larger, culturally similar population.
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Abstract

Background: The unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic has brought drastic changes to the field of plastic surgery. It is critical
for stakeholders in this field to identify the changes in public interest in plastic procedures to be adequately prepared to meet the
challenges of the pandemic.

Objective: The aim of this study is to examine tweets related to the public interest in plastic procedures during the COVID-19
pandemic and to help stakeholders in the field of plastic surgery adjust their practices and sustain their operations during the
current difficult situation of the pandemic.

Methods: Using a web crawler, 73,963 publicly accessible tweets about the most common cosmetic surgical and minimally
invasive plastic procedures were collected. The tweets were grouped into three phases, and the tweeting frequencies and Google
Trends indices were examined. Tweeting frequency, sentiment, and word frequency analyses were performed with Python
modules.

Results: Tweeting frequency increased by 24.0% in phase 2 and decreased by 9.1% in phase 3. Tweets about breast augmentation,
liposuction, and abdominoplasty (“tummy tuck”) procedures consecutively increased over the three phases of the pandemic.
Interest in Botox and chemical peel procedures revived first when the lockdown was lifted. The COVID-19 pandemic was
associated with a negative impact on public sentiment about plastic procedures. The word frequency pattern significantly changed
after phase 1 and then remained relatively stable.

Conclusions: According to Twitter data, the public maintained their interest in plastic procedures during the COVID-19
pandemic. Stakeholders should consider refocusing on breast augmentation, liposuction, and abdominoplasty procedures during
the current phase of the pandemic. In the case of a second wave of COVID-19, stakeholders should prepare for a temporary surge
of Botox and chemical peel procedures.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e23970)   doi:10.2196/23970
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Introduction

The unprecedented COVID-19 pandemic has brought drastic
changes not only to daily life but also to the field of plastic
surgery [1-4]. Due to repeated periods of quarantine and the
deteriorating economy, many people are not scheduling
nonessential medical services, such as plastic procedures; this
has resulted in concerning prospects for stakeholders in this
field, including plastic surgeons, hospital administrators, and
clinic owners. These stakeholders require a better understanding
of the public interest in common plastic procedures to adjust
their practices so that they can sustain operations during this
difficult time.

This critical understanding could be obtained by a survey
including as many people as possible; however, such a study
would be both time-consuming and expensive. Therefore, we
turned to infodemiology [5], which has been employed for a
long time to monitor public health issues and people’s status
[6,7]. During the current COVID-19 pandemic, numerous
infodemiology studies have deepened our understanding of
human behavior related to COVID-19 [8]. The social media
platform Twitter is widely applied in the field of infodemiology
[9,10]. In the field of plastic surgery, Twitter has been deployed
to investigate public perception toward plastic surgery [11,12]
and the engagement of plastic surgeons with social media
[13,14]. Therefore, Twitter data can be used to examine public
thoughts in a rapid and economic way. Thus, we collected tweets
related to plastic procedures, and these data may reveal public
interest in these procedures to some extent.

In this study, we extracted 73,963 publicly accessible tweets
about the most common plastic procedures from January 1 to
July 22, 2020. Tweeting frequency, sentiment, and word
frequency analyses were applied to examine the changes in
public interest in plastic procedures. This study may help
stakeholders in the field of plastic surgery refocus their practices
and sustain operations during the pandemic.

Methods

Data Acquisition
Tweets posted from January 1 to July 22, 2020 UTC were
retrieved from Twitter using Locoyposter [15]. Locoyposter is
a commercial web scraping tool that provides a visual interface
that is friendly to users with little programming experience. It
provides a framework in which users can collect data, such as
posts on Twitter, by designing a workflow, parsing the target
webpages, specifying XPath expressions, and storing the content
in an external database. Keywords were determined by referring
to the top plastic surgery procedures in the latest annual Plastic
Surgery Statistics published by the American Society of Plastic
Surgeons [16]. The top five cosmetic surgical procedures and
the top five minimally invasive procedures were extracted.
Among these procedures, the academic term botulinum toxin
type A did not appear to be well known among the public, as it
only returned a few tweets; therefore, the search term Botox
was adopted because the commercial preparation Botox
comprised the largest portion of botulinum toxin type A

treatments according to the statistical report. The term soft tissue
fillers was substituted with hyaluronic acid for the same reason.

This study focuses on firsthand and self-revealed interest in
plastic procedures. Therefore, we further filtered the collected
tweets by excluding replies and tweets with links. For tweets
including links, interpretation should be made by referring to
former tweets based on the specific conversation context or
external webpages. These tweets are heterogeneous compared
to their counterparts, which are self-explanatory. Introduction
of these tweets would create uncertainty in this study. Only
tweets in English were retained in the downstream analysis.
The final query is shown below:

(“Breast Augmentation” OR Liposuction OR
Rhinoplasty OR “Eyelid Surgery” OR “Tummy Tuck”
OR “Botox” OR “Hyaluronic acid” OR “Chemical
Peel” OR “Laser Hair Removal” OR
Microdermabrasion) lang:en until:2020-07-22
since:2020-01-01 -filter:links -filter:replies.

This tweet search can be reproduced by pasting this query into
the search box on Twitter.

We also searched these keywords on Google Trends [17], which
has previously been applied in research on COVID-19 [18,19]
and cosmetic procedures [20]. We searched these keywords as
topics to include as many related searches as possible. The
region was set as worldwide and the category as all. The default
web search was selected, and the time span was January 1 to
July 22, 2020. Because Google Trends normalizes data when
multiple keywords are searched together [21], we searched each
keyword separately. Google Trends identified “eyelid surgery”
under the topic of blepharoplasty and “tummy tuck” under the
topic of abdominoplasty. Therefore, these keywords were used
for searches instead of the original keywords. Google Trends
failed to identify any related topics for Botox; therefore, we
used Botox as the only search term related to botulinum toxin
type A. Visualization of the Google Trends of these keywords
could aid division of the tweets into groups and understanding
of the corresponding Twitter data.

Tweeting Frequency
Tweeting frequency was used to indicate public interest in
plastic procedures. It is clear that users may tweet more
frequently about certain plastic procedures if they are interested
in them. We compared the overall tweeting frequencies in
different phases of the pandemic. The frequencies of specific
procedures and constituent ratios for all procedures were also
determined. Proportions of tweets that mentioned COVID-19
were also compared by calculating the co-occurrence rate of
covid or coronavirus in the tweets.

Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis was performed using the Natural Language
Toolkit (NLTK) [22]. We first tokenized the tweets and removed
stop words and punctuation. Then, the sentiments were
determined by the VADER (Valence Aware Dictionary and
Sentiment Reasoner) module, which is specifically attuned to
sentiments expressed in social media [23]. We compared
sentiments among different phases. We also compared sentiment
differences for tweets that mentioned COVID-19 to reveal
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overall sentiment changes caused by COVID-19. Tweets that
mentioned COVID-19 were tagged if they contained covid or
coronavirus in their text. Sentiment changes for specific
procedures and overall sentiment constituent ratio changes were
also determined.

Word Frequency
Word frequency can reflect trends in topics on Twitter [24,25].
After tokenization and removal of stop words and punctuation,
all words were transformed to lowercase, labeled with a
part-of-speech tag, and lemmatized. Then, the word frequencies
were counted and compared among different phases after
normalization by the total number of tweets. A change in the
frequently used words may reflect a change in public interest.
Therefore, words with the highest change ratios were
highlighted. These steps were achieved with the Python [26]
modules NLTK and WordCloud. To better understand the word

frequency results, we also provided some typical tweets for
readers.

Grouping and Statistical Analysis
The collected tweets were divided into three phases. After
scrutinizing the data, we found that the tweeting frequency and
Google Trends indices fluctuated drastically around two
significant events. The first event is the declaration of
COVID-19 as a pandemic by the World Health Organization
(WHO) on March 11, 2020. After this event, the amount of
public attention being paid to COVID-19 increased substantially.
The second significant event is the death of George Floyd [27].
The public outcry against this event drew attention away from
the pandemic for a period of time. Therefore, we excluded data
around these two events and divided the tweets into three phases:
phase 1 (January 1 to March 4, 2020), phase 2 (March 18 to
May 24, 2020), and phase 3 (June 11 to July 22, 2020). More
details are provided in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Frequency of tweets related to the top plastic procedures. The dashed red lines indicate landmark events and the days around them that were
excluded from the data collection process.

Quantitative variables were analyzed by one-way analysis of
variance and qualitative variables were analyzed by chi-square
tests using SPSS version 25 (IBM Corporation). Differences
were considered significant at a P value of <.05.

Results

Tweeting Frequency
We retrieved 73,963 publicly accessible tweets about the most
common plastic procedures from January 1 to July 22, 2020.
We provide these tweets and their corresponding publication
dates in Multimedia Appendix 1. Other information was not
provided to protect the privacy of the tweet writers.

The tweeting frequency per day is shown in Figure 1. The figure
shows that the tweeting frequency is different in each of the
three phases. After the WHO declared COVID-19 a pandemic,

the tweeting frequency increased (ie, the tweeting frequency in
phase 2 is higher than that in phase 1). The tweeting frequency
then decreased sharply after May 25, and the tweeting frequency
in phase 3 is lower than that in phase 2. Some peaks can also
be seen in the curve; these peaks were basically related to
celebrities and to speculation that they may have undergone
cosmetic procedures. For example, the peak on February 5 was
related to Nancy Pelosi, and that on July 20 was related to
Kamala Harris. More details are provided in Multimedia
Appendix 1.

We also searched the top plastic procedures with Google Trends
(Figure 2). It can be inferred that searches related to these plastic
procedures decreased sharply after the WHO declared
COVID-19 a pandemic and rebounded slowly after that. Public
searches related to the majority of these procedures did decrease
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at the end of May and the beginning of June. However, the
decrease was less substantial than that of its Twitter counterpart.

Further statistical analysis was consistent with the results in
Figure 1. As shown in Figure 3A, overall tweeting frequency
per day in phase 2 increased by as much as 24.0% compared to
phase 1 (333.17 vs 413.20), while tweeting frequency decreased
by 9.1% after that (413.20 vs 375.33). When comparing the
frequencies of tweets related to specific procedures in phase 2
and phase 1, most of them increased; only the tweeting
frequencies for eyelid surgery, laser hair removal, and
microdermabrasion showed no statistical difference. For phase
3 and phase 2, the frequency of tweets related to most
procedures increased or remained stable, while the tweeting
frequencies for Botox, chemical peel, and microdermabrasion
decreased (Figure 3B).

In addition to the direct comparison of the tweeting frequencies,
their relative changes were determined with a constituent ratio.
As shown in Figure 3C, the overall constituent ratios were

different in the different phases (χ2=592.61, P<.001). We further
applied partition of the chi-square test to each specific procedure
with P values adjusted by Bonferroni corrections using SPSS.
It can be inferred that the constituent ratios of liposuction and
tummy tuck increased in both phase 2 and phase 3. The
constituent ratios of breast augmentation, eyelid surgery, and
laser hair removal increased in phase 3 versus phase 2, while
the constituent ratios of Botox and chemical peel decreased in
phase 3 versus phase 2. It should be noted that one tweet may
mention more than one plastic procedure; therefore, the sum of
the frequencies in Figure 3C is slightly higher than the overall
number of tweets in each phase.

The proportion of tweets mentioning COVID-19 can reflect
public concern to some extent. As shown in Figure 3D, the
percentage of tweets that mentioned COVID-19 decreased from
2.1 in phase 2 to 0.9 in phase 3. In phase 1, only a few tweets
mentioned COVID-19. Therefore, the corresponding data were
not analyzed.

Figure 2. Google Trends indices for the 10 most common cosmetic surgical and minimally invasive plastic procedures. The searched topics are shown
rather than the actual keywords.
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Figure 3. (A) Overall tweeting frequencies in each phase. (B) Tweeting frequencies for specific procedures. (C) Total numbers and constituent ratios
(labels in cells) of tweeting frequency for the top plastic procedures. (D) Frequencies and constituent ratios (labels in cells) for tweets in which mentions
of the procedures do and do not co-occur with mentions of COVID-19 in phases 2 and 3. *P<.05, **P<.01, ***P<.001.

Sentiment Analysis
In addition to tweeting frequency, sentiment can serve as an
indicator of public interest toward plastic procedures. As shown
in Figure 4A, in general, the sentiments of tweets became more
negative in phase 2 and showed no sign of rebounding in phase
3. A constituent ratio analysis found higher negative sentiment
proportions and lower positive proportions in phase 2 and phase
3 than in phase 1 (Figure 4B), which is in line with the overall
results. The sentiment analysis for specific procedures found

that sentiments about Botox and laser hair removal decreased
first and then rebounded, while sentiments about chemical peel
showed the opposite trend (Figure 4C).

We further analyzed tweets in which covid or coronavirus
co-occurred with mentions of plastic procedures, and we found
that in phase 2, the sentiment of these tweets was more negative
than that of tweets that did not mention COVID-19; meanwhile,
this difference was not statistically significant in phase 3 (Figure
4D).
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Figure 4. (A) Overall tweet sentiments in the three different phases. A negative number indicates negative sentiment, and a positive number indicates
positive sentiment. (B) Total numbers and constituent ratios (labels in cells) of sentiments in different phases. (C) Sentiments for specific procedures.
(D) Sentiments for tweets in which mentions of the procedures do or do not co-occur with mentions of COVID-19 in phases 2 and 3. *P<.05, **P<.01,
***P<.001.

Word Frequency
Word frequency can reflect the trending of topics, and changes
in frequently used words can reveal a shift in public interest to

some extent. The words with the highest frequency changes in
phase 2 versus phase 1 are shown in Figure 5. It should be noted
that Figure 5 was slightly manually revised to exclude some
words contaminated by Twitter bots.
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Figure 5. Frequencies of words with the greatest frequency changes.

The increased frequency of the words quarantine, covid,
pandemic, isolation, covid19, quarantined, and corona indicated
that COVID-19 became a major concern among people who
were interested in plastic procedures. Words including canceled,
spas, and salons usually co-occurred in phase 2. In fact, canceled
also usually co-occurred with mentions of plastic procedures;
this is not indicated in Figure 5 because this frequency change
was small. The co-occurrence of these words indicates that
many appointments related to plastic procedures were canceled

due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Table 1 provides some typical
related tweets (tweets 1 and 2). The term morbidly ranked high
because of the surge of the hashtag #morbidlyobese. The
frequency of the terms essential and business increased because
many cosmetic services were considered nonessential and were
cancelled, as shown in Table 1 (tweets 3 and 4). The increased
frequency of the word economy demonstrates the public concern
about the economy.
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Table 1. Typical tweets related to plastic procedures. Only the tweets and their publication dates are provided to protect the privacy of their writers.
The tweet contents were minimally revised to remove some foul language.

TweetDate (2020)No

“My mom said she didn’t take this pandemic serious till they canceled her laser hair removal, now she’s stocking up”March 201

“I was supposed to get a chemical peel today but of course that was canceled. I just wanted to have perfect skin while
quarantined but I guess that’s too much to ask for.”

March 202

“I wanted to get my lips and Botox redone but apparently med spas aren't essential”April 173

“Not a day goes by in which I don’t feel pain that I wasn’t able to get a chemical peel before non-essential businesses
closed”

April 204

“This is the perfect time for a chemical peel. I’ll at least step out for one once salons get back running”May 115

“This would have been the perfect time to heal from some Botox n filler”May 226

“I HATE SHAVING! The worst part of quarantine is not being able to go to my laser hair removal procedures. I was
almost done with my 6 months, now I have to start all over. Shaving hurts like hell too, I'm pissed.”

April 277

“Influencers Are Still Getting Lip Fillers and Botox During Lockdown - Even during COVID-19's stay-at-home measures,
spas and clinics are offering Botox and fillers at a reduced rate to influencers — and some are taking the riskier route
of doing i“

2020/4/238

“the med spas are having covid botox sales. Brb”2020/5/29

The word frequencies between phase 2 and phase 3 were also
compared. Some frequently appearing words are related to
celebrities, such as Kamala Harris and Kellyanne Conway.
Some other words are related to the Black Lives Matter
movement, such as Floyd and racist. These results are not
closely related to the aim of this study; therefore, they are not
shown. Further details are provided in Multimedia Appendix
2. It should be noted that words related to plastic procedures,
although they showed no significant frequency changes,
remained the most common; this can be observed in the word
cloud figure for phase 3 in Multimedia Appendix 3.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we performed a survey of 73,963 publicly
accessible tweets about the most common plastic procedures
from January 1 to July 22, 2020. By integrating tweeting
frequency, sentiment, and word frequency analyses, we aimed
to depict changes in public interest toward these plastic
procedures and help stakeholders in the field of plastic surgery
to sustain their operations during the difficult time of the
COVID-19 pandemic. To the best of our knowledge, this study
is the first to address this issue.

In this study, the keywords to be searched on Twitter were
determined by referring to the annual Plastic Surgery Statistics
published by the American Society of Plastic Surgeons [16].
The top five cosmetic surgical procedures and top five minimally
invasive procedures certainly do not represent all plastic
procedures. However, an exhaustive survey of all plastic
procedures is unfeasible. The criteria used to determine which
procedures to include or exclude may be controversial.
Furthermore, Twitter users may use nonstandard expressions.
However, these top procedures should cover most of the daily
practices of many stakeholders. For the procedures that were
not included, readers can refer to our methods and determine
their own findings. Additionally, readers are welcome to contact
us, and we will try our best to assist them.

The definition of different groups of tweets was quite difficult,
as the pandemic did not occur at one static time point and
evolved rapidly. There was no gold standard or even related
research we could refer to. By scrutinizing trends in tweeting
frequency and Google Trends indices, we found that the data
fluctuated drastically around the time points of the WHO’s
declaration of the COVID-19 pandemic and the death of George
Floyd. Naturally, we divided the collected data into three phases
based on these two landmark events. The results of the tweeting
frequency, sentiment, and word frequency analyses show good
discrimination among these three phases. Therefore, the
definition of the three phases should be suitable. There are
complicated epidemiological, economic, and political reasons
why these data showed distinct features in the three phases.
However, these reasons are not of concern to this study;
therefore, we left this question unaddressed.

In phase 2, the tweeting frequency, tweet sentiments, and word
frequency all changed significantly. The tweeting frequency
increased by up to 24.0%, which was somewhat surprising at
first sight. Further analysis indicated that the increase was
mainly contributed by the terms Botox and chemical peel (Figure
3B). Scrutiny of the related tweets revealed that many people
saw the quarantine as a perfect time to receive Botox and
chemical peels, as shown in Table 1 (tweets 5 and 6). This may
be due to the increased free time and decreased exposure to
others due to quarantine. The tweeting frequencies of most other
procedures also increased (Figure 3B). Therefore, public interest
in plastic procedures generally increased in phase 2, which may
represent a benefit for plastic surgery stakeholders during the
pandemic. However, it should be noted that the increase in
public interest does not necessarily indicate that more plastic
procedures were performed during this phase.

The subsequent sentiment analysis indicated that the COVID-19
pandemic resulted in negative sentiment regarding public interest
in plastic procedures. However, the negative sentiment was not
always detrimental for plastic surgery stakeholders. As shown
in tweet 7 in Table 1, in one of the most negative tweets in phase
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2, the writer expressed a strong desire for laser hair removal.
The subsequent word frequency analysis basically reflected the
confusion created by the COVID-19 pandemic among the public.

Upon moving to phase 3, the changes appeared to be less
substantial. The overall tweeting frequency decreased but was
still higher than that in phase 1. Not surprisingly, this decrease
was mainly contributed by decreases in the frequency of the
terms Botox and chemical peel (Figure 3B). This result may not
indicate that the public was losing interest in these procedures
but may be due to the decreased demand due to the restarting
of the economy. In fact, people may have undergone more Botox
and chemical peel procedures in phase 3 than in phase 2, which
may be supported by the rebounding search indices in Google
Trends (Figure 2). The discrimination between the tweeting
frequency and Google Trends indices data may lie in their
different natures: people express their thoughts and sentiments
on Twitter, while Google is more of a tool to which people
resort when they are about to take action. Our results suggest
that Botox and chemical peel procedures will be the first to
revive once lockdown is lifted. Because the prediction of the
second wave of COVID-19 is not simply due to paranoia
[28,29], stakeholders in the plastic surgery field should be
prepared in case additional lockdowns are deployed.

The number of tweets that mentioned COVID-19 decreased in
phase 3 (Figure 3D), and no overall sentiment difference was
found (Figure 4 A, B, and D). There is also no major word
frequency difference regarding plastic procedures in phase 3
versus phase 2. It appears that the public had become
accustomed to coexisting with COVID-19, and their interest in
plastic procedures did not decrease.

At the micro level, the tweeting frequencies of breast
augmentation, tummy tuck, and laser hair removal increased in
phase 3, and the frequencies of the first two terms also increased
in phase 2. In addition to the overall tweeting frequency, the
constituent ratio should also be considered. Because the
damaged economy may narrow consumers’ choices, plastic
procedures may be required to compete with each other for
consumers’ favor. The constituent ratios of liposuction and
tummy tuck consecutively increased in both phases 2 and 3,
while the constituent ratios of breast augmentation, laser hair
removal, and eyelid surgery only increased in phase 3. Taken
together, the breast augmentation, liposuction, and tummy tuck
procedures surpassed other procedures, as they showed a better
absolute or relative increase. This result is not surprising, as
breast augmentation and liposuction are the most popular
cosmetic surgical procedures according to the latest annual

Plastic Surgery Statistics published by the American Society
of Plastic Surgeons [16]. Tummy tuck may not have ranked as
highly as the other two procedures; however, this procedure
may benefit from the effects of the current pandemic on people’s
lifestyles. People may be required to stay at home due to
quarantine or be unable to afford to exercise at the gym due to
economic concerns. Therefore, they have a higher likelihood
of becoming overweight and may seek a tummy tuck or
liposuction.

In summary, plastic surgery stakeholders should consider
refocusing on breast augmentation, liposuction, and tummy tuck
procedures at the current stage of the pandemic. If a second
wave of COVID-19 occurs, stakeholders should prepare for a
temporary surge of Botox and chemical peels. However, this
does not mean that other procedures are unimportant, and they
are still included in the majority of all plastic procedures.

When scrutinizing our data, we found that many stakeholders
tried various strategies to survive the difficult period of the
COVID-19 pandemic. As shown in Table 1 (tweets 8 and 9),
they made use of the influence of key opinion leaders and
provided more flexible prices. These efforts are praiseworthy
and should be adopted by others.

Limitations
The major limitation of this study is that the “real world” is
much more complicated than reflected by tweet data, even
though the study is based on as many as 73,963 tweets and the
research methods are well established. All surveys based on
web-based social media platforms face this problem.
Furthermore, the COVID-19 pandemic is unprecedented in
many aspects. Because this is the first and only study of its kind
to date, we did not have many other studies to refer to.
Therefore, the results are open to wiser explanation by readers.
Due to the limitation of Twitter privacy settings, we could not
perform more precise analyses based on age, gender, or location.
Additionally, the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic could vary
drastically in different districts and at different time points.
Readers should apply the results of this study at their own risk.

Conclusions
The public has maintained their interest in plastic procedures
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Stakeholders in the field of
plastic surgery should consider refocusing on breast
augmentation, liposuction, and tummy tuck procedures at the
current stage of the pandemic. In case of a second wave of
COVID-19, stakeholders should prepare for a temporary surge
in requests for Botox and chemical peels.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has caused patients to avoid seeking medical care. Provision of telemonitoring programs
in addition to usual care has demonstrated improved effectiveness in managing patients with heart failure (HF).

Objective: We aimed to examine the potential clinical and health economic outcomes of a telemonitoring program for management
of patients with HF during the COVID-19 pandemic from the perspective of health care providers in Hong Kong.

Methods: A Markov model was designed to compare the outcomes of a care under COVID-19 (CUC) group and a telemonitoring
plus CUC group (telemonitoring group) in a hypothetical cohort of older patients with HF in Hong Kong. The model outcome
measures were direct medical cost, quality-adjusted life-years (QALYs), and incremental cost-effectiveness ratio. Sensitivity
analyses were performed to examine the model assumptions and the robustness of the base-case results.

Results: In the base-case analysis, the telemonitoring group showed a higher QALY gain (1.9007) at a higher cost (US $15,888)
compared to the CUC group (1.8345 QALYs at US $15,603). Adopting US $48,937/QALY (1 × the gross domestic product per
capita of Hong Kong) as the willingness-to-pay threshold, telemonitoring was accepted as a highly cost-effective strategy, with
an incremental cost-effective ratio of US $4292/QALY. No threshold value was identified in the deterministic sensitivity analysis.
In the probabilistic sensitivity analysis, telemonitoring was accepted as cost-effective in 99.22% of 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations.

Conclusions: Compared to the current outpatient care alone under the COVID-19 pandemic, the addition of
telemonitoring-mediated management to the current care for patients with HF appears to be a highly cost-effective strategy from
the perspective of health care providers in Hong Kong.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e26516)   doi:10.2196/26516

KEYWORDS

telemonitoring; mobile health; smartphone; heart failure; COVID-19; health care avoidance; cost-effectiveness

Introduction

Heart failure (HF) is a chronic disease affecting 38 million
patients worldwide, with high in-hospital mortality (6.4%),
1-year readmission rate (24%-30%), and 1-year postdischarge
mortality (20%) [1-5]. This chronic cardiac disease imposes a
substantial global economic burden of US $108 billion per
annum (approximated in 2012) [6], which is expected to increase

considerably with the aging of the population [7]. Hong Kong
is a developed city with an aging population, and the local
epidemiological findings on outcomes of patients with HF were
consistent with those of western countries [8,9].

The COVID-19 pandemic has imposed major burdens and
barriers on the operation of health care systems worldwide.
COVID-19 has not only disrupted the provision of routine
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medical care but has also caused patients to delay and avoid
seeking medical care [10]. COVID-19 was reported to be a
factor associated with avoiding medical consultation in Hong
Kong [11]. Patients with chronic conditions such as HF are
therefore at risk of suboptimal care during the COVID-19
pandemic as a result of disruption or avoidance of routine
medical care. The treatment outcomes of HF under current care
during the COVID-19 pandemic are expected to be
compromised.

Telehealth is a potential timely alternative to minimize the risk
of COVID-19 transmission by reducing direct physical contact
and to sustain continuous medical care to patients with HF
during the COVID-19 pandemic [12]. The benefits of
telemonitoring programs have been examined in clinical studies
for the management of patients with HF. A meta-analysis
reported that the application of telemonitoring program was
associated with reduced risk of all-cause mortality and
HF-related mortality [13].

The Markov model is a well-established decision-analytic model
for simulation of expected treatment costs and health-related
outcomes by incorporating relevant clinical probabilities, costs,
and utility inputs. In a Markov model, hypothetical subjects
proceed through health states (Markov states) in the next model
cycle according to transition probabilities. Markov modeling is
recommended for evaluating the outcomes of diseases that might
progress, improve, or relapse through transition over a series
of health states [14]. The cost-effective application of
telemonitoring for the management of HF was demonstrated

by Markov model–based analyses prior to the era of COVID-19
[15,16], and the patients’ medical avoidance was therefore not
evaluated as an influential factor. In this study, COVID-related
medical avoidance was considered in the model-based analysis.
The aim of our study was to examine the potential clinical and
health economic outcomes of adding telemonitoring programs
to current medical care during the COVID-19 pandemic for the
management of patients with HF from the perspective of health
care providers in Hong Kong.

Methods

Model Design
A Markov decision-analytic model was designed to estimate
the potential outcomes of current care under COVID-19 (CUC)
with and without telemonitoring in a hypothetical cohort of
older patients with HF (age 65 years or above) in Hong Kong
(Figure 1). The outcomes were simulated from the entry of the
model for a time frame of 10 years or until death, whichever
occurred first. The two strategies examined in this study were
(1) CUC plus telemonitoring (telemonitoring group) and (2)
CUC alone (CUC group). The hypothetical cohort entered the
model at one of the New York Heart Association (NYHA)
classes I-IV and proceeded to another health status by the
corresponding probability in each monthly cycle. The model
outcome measures were direct medical cost, quality-adjusted
life-years (QALYs), and incremental cost-effectiveness ratio
(ICER).

Figure 1. Simplified Markov model of telemonitoring for patients with HF. CUC: care under COVID-19; HF: heart failure.

Multidisciplinary care is the standard management approach in
usual care for patients with HF in Hong Kong, as recommended
by the American College of Cardiology Foundation/American
Health Association Guideline for the Management of Heart
Failure [17]. Patients in the CUC and telemonitoring groups
therefore all received multidisciplinary care, while patients in
telemonitoring group received telemonitoring-mediated HF
management in addition to multidisciplinary care. The
telemonitoring-mediated management approach evaluated in a
clinical outcome study was adopted in this model [18]. The
patients in the telemonitoring group transmitted cardiac
measures (heart rate, blood pressure, and weight) daily to the
HF management team and answered a short series of questions
pertinent to their HF symptoms via an app downloaded to a
smartphone. A clinically validated algorithm that was embedded
in the app stratified patients into different states and further

identified patients with urgent needs. The patients with urgent
needs would receive an alert message and an automated call
suggesting emergent services. The on-call clinician would also
be alerted to provide timely intervention at the onset of symptom
exacerbations. Patients who were classified as nonurgent cases
would receive self-instruction on administration of medications
and when to contact a care provider.

Because of patients’ concerns about the risk of acquiring
COVID-19 at health care facilities during the pandemic, patients
in both arms might or might not have avoided attending the
in-person medical care clinic. The telemonitoring-mediated care
also required daily transmission of cardiac measures via a
smartphone app, and patients in the telemonitoring group might
or might not have achieved adherence to the telemonitoring
requirements. Patients in both arms might have experienced
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HF-related hospitalization. For the patients who survived (with
or without hospitalization) in each cycle, they might have
remained in the same NYHA classification or
improved/progressed to another NYHA classification.

Model Inputs
All the model inputs are shown in Table 1. The clinical inputs
were retrieved from published reports written in English,

identified from a literature search on MEDLINE over the period
of 2000-2020. Epidemiology or disease burden studies in the
Chinese population, randomized clinical trials, and
meta-analyses were the preferred sources for clinical model
inputs.
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Table 1. Model parameters.

ReferenceDistributionRange of sensitivity analysisBase case valueParameters

Clinical inputs

[19]DirichletProportion of NYHAa classification (%)

8.1-9.99Class I

39.6-48.444Class II

30.6-37.434Class III

8.6-17.413Class IV

[20]DirichletTransition probability (monthly)

0.9538-0.96780.9597I to I

0.0315-0.04730.0394I to II

0.0007-0.00110.0009I to III

0-0.00110I to IV

0.0058-0.00880.0073II to I

0.9852-0.99020.9877II to II

0.0031-0.00470.0039II to III

0.0009-0.00130.0011II to IV

0.0008-0.00120.001III to I

0.0354-0.05320.0443III to II

0.8612-0.90740.8843III to III

0.0563-0.08450.0704III to IV

0.0008-0.00120.0010VI to I

0.0354-0.05320.0443VI to II

0.8612-0.90740.8515VI to III

0.0563-0.08450.1032VI to IV

[9]Beta0.0237-0.150.0296Probability of HFb-related hospitalization
in multidisciplinary care (monthly)

[9]Beta0.0076-0.03830.0279Probability of all-cause mortality in multi-
disciplinary care (monthly)

Risk ratio of event with versus without multidisciplinary care

[21]Lognormal0.64-0.870.74HF-related hospitalization

[21]Lognormal0.59-0.960.75All-cause mortality

Risk ratio of event with versus without telemonitoring

[18]Lognormal0.36-0.640.5HF-related hospitalization

[13]Lognormal0.70-0.940.81All-cause mortality

[22]Triangular64-9680Adherence to telemonitoring-guided man-
agement (%)

[11]Triangular21-31.526.1COVID 19–related health care avoidance
(%)

[23]Triangular0.5-21.5Duration of COVID 19–related health care
avoidance (years)

Utility inputs

[24]UniformUtilities

0.78-0.850.82NYHA class I

0.69-0.750.74NYHA class II
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ReferenceDistributionRange of sensitivity analysisBase case valueParameters

0.55-0.770.64NYHA class III

0.41-0.610.46NYHA class IV

[24]UniformDisutilities of hospitalization

0.03-0.050.04NYHA class I

0.06-0.080.07NYHA class II

0.08-0.120.10NYHA class III

0.23-0.350.29NYHA class IV

Cost inputs

[25]Gamma523-785654Daily cost of hospitalization (US $)

[26]Triangular6-108Length of hospitalization for HF (days)

[27]Gamma158-236197Monthly outpatient cost for HF (US $)

Telemonitoring-mediated care (US $)

[16]Gamma64-9680Site implementation cost per patient

[16]Gamma40-6050Monthly cost of telemonitoring

aNYHA: New York Heart Association.
bHF: heart failure.

At the entry of the model, the distribution of patients among
the four statuses (NYHA class I: 9%, NYHA class II: 44%,
NYHA class III: 34%, and NYHA class IV: 13%) adopted the
baseline characteristics of patients with HF in Northeast Asia
[19]. The yearly transition rates between NYHA classes were
retrieved from the Eplerenone in Mild Patients Hospitalization
And Survival Study in Heart Failure [20], and MATLAB
(MathWorks) was used to generate the monthly transition
matrix. HF-related hospitalization (2.96%) and all-cause
mortality for patients aged ≥65 years (2.79%) with
multidisciplinary care were approximated from the Hong Kong
Heart Failure Registry. In this study, a total of 1940 new-onset
HF cases were identified in the Hong Kong Chinese population
between 2005 and 2012. Both of the above estimates were
retrieved from patients followed in the outpatient setting, with
a prior history of hospitalization for decompensated HF [9].
The clinical impacts of multidisciplinary care (vs without
multidisciplinary care) on HF-related admission (risk ratio [RR]
0.74; 95% CI 0.63-0.87) and all-cause mortality (RR 0.75; 95%
CI 0.59-0.96) were retrieved from a systematic review of 29
trials (5039 patients) on multidisciplinary strategies for
management of patients with HF [21]. The probabilities of
HF-related hospitalization and all-cause mortality in patients
who avoided medical care during the COVID-19 pandemic were
approximated using the risks of events without multidisciplinary
care. The relative change of hospitalization rate associated with
telemonitoring-medicated care (RR 0.5, 95% CI 0.36-0.64) was
obtained from an outcome study of a smartphone-based
telemonitoring system in 315 patients with HF [18]. The relative
impact of telemonitoring on all-cause mortality (RR 0.81, 95%
CI 0.70-0.94) was estimated from a meta-analysis of 37 trials
that evaluated the comparative effectiveness of telemonitoring
versus no telemonitoring for HF management [13]. The
adherence of telemonitoring was defined as achieving 70% of
scheduled daily data transmission and HF symptom reporting.
The percentage of achieved adherence was assumed to be 80%

based on a study investigating the patient adherence of a
smartphone-based telemonitoring system for HF [22]. The
percentage of medical avoidance among patients with HF
(26.1%) was approximated from a public survey of 765 subjects
on the use of health services during the COVID-19 pandemic
in Hong Kong [11]. The base-case value of health care
avoidance duration was estimated to be 1.5 years with a range
of 0.5-2 years, based upon the epidemiologic projections of the
COVID-19 pandemic [23].

Both the utility scores of the NYHA classes and disutilities due
to hospitalization were retrieved from the predicted utilities of
patients with HF in the Systolic Heart Failure Treatment with
the If Inhibitor Ivabradine Trial (n=5313) [24]. The expected
QALY gain in each group was calculated by the time spent in
the health statuses and the corresponding utility scores. The
QALY gain was discounted at an annual rate of 3%.

The cost analysis in this model was conducted using direct
medical costs in the year 2020 from the perspective of public
health care providers in Hong Kong. The costs of
telemonitoring-medicated care (in the telemonitoring group)
and the costs of HF-related inpatient and outpatient care (in
both groups) were included. The cost of HF-related
hospitalization was estimated by the daily cost of inpatient care
and the length of stay of the patients. The daily cost of inpatient
care was approximated from the fees and charges of public
hospital services provided by the Hospital Authority in Hong
Kong [25]. The length of hospital stay was estimated from a
review on the burden of HF in 9 countries or regions (including
Hong Kong) in Asia [26]. The monthly outpatient cost was
estimated from the findings of a retrospective observational
study on the total management cost (including hospitalization
cost and ambulatory care cost) of patients with HF (n=73)
recruited from a public hospital in Hong Kong [27]. The
implementation cost of telemonitoring per capita (US $80) and
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monthly cost of telemonitoring (US $50) were approximated
from the reported costs of a smartphone-based telemonitoring
system [16], including a smartphone, blood pressure monitor,
weight scale, and licensing fee. The implementation cost was
a one-time charge, while the monthly cost of telemonitoring
was a recurrent cost for maintenance of the app. Hong Kong is
a developed city with a high smartphone penetration rate of
85.5% in the overall population [28]. In this study, the monthly
cost of telemonitoring was estimated at US $50 (US $1=HK
$7.8), assuming the patients used their smartphones and installed
the telemonitoring app. All costs were discounted annually by
3%.

Cost-effectiveness Analysis and Sensitivity Analysis
Expected costs and QALY gains were simulated for the two
strategies in the base-case analysis. The ICERs were calculated
using the equation (total costtelemonitoring group–total costCUC

group)/(QALYtelemonitoring group–QALYCUC group). As recommended
by the World Health Organization in 2002, an ICER less than
1 × the gross domestic product per capita was considered to be
highly cost‐effective [29]. The gross domestic product per
capita of Hong Kong was US $48,937 in 2019 and was adopted
as the willingness‐to‐pay (WTP) threshold [30]. A treatment
alternative was preferred if (1) it was effective in saving QALYs
at lower cost or (2) it was effective in saving QALYs at a higher
cost with an acceptable ICER (< the WTP threshold).

Deterministic and probabilistic sensitivity analyses using Monte
Carlo simulations were performed to examine the robustness
of the base-case results. In the deterministic sensitivity analysis,
each model input was evaluated over the range reported in the
retrieved studies. If no range was specified, the parameter was
examined over a range of ±20% of the base-case value. In the
probabilistic analysis, 10,000 Monte Carlo simulations of each
model outcome measure were generated by randomly drawing
the value of all model inputs simultaneously from the
distribution specified in Table 1. The probabilities of each
strategy to be accepted as cost-effective in the 10,000 Monte
Carlo simulations were determined against the variation of the
WTP threshold (from US $0-100,000/QALY) in the
acceptability curve. All analyses were performed using TreeAge
Pro 2020 (TreeAge Software, Inc).

Results

Changes of Outcomes With Versus Without
COVID-19–Related Health Care Avoidance
Over a time frame of 1.5 years (base-case value of health care
avoidance duration), the expected direct medical cost and

QALYs of the CUC group (with COVID-19–related health care
avoidance) were US $7114 and 0.7960 QALYs, respectively.
The expected cost and QALYs of usual care (without
COVID-19–related health care avoidance) over a period of 1.5
years were US $6888 and 0.8135 QALYs, correspondingly.
Compared with usual care (without COVID-19–related health
care avoidance), CUC (with COVID-19–related health care
avoidance) increased the cost by US $226 with a loss of 0.0175
QALYs.

Base-Case Analysis
The expected QALY gains and total costs of the telemonitoring
group and the CUC group were compared. The direct medical
cost for the CUC group was US $15,603 and the QALYs were
1.8345, while these values for the telemonitoring group were
US $15,888 and 1.9007, respectively. The incremental QALYs
saved by the telemonitoring group (versus the CUC group) were
0.0662, with an additional cost of US $284. The ICER for the
telemonitoring group versus the CUC group was US
$4292/QALY, which is below the WTP threshold of 48,937
USD/QALY (1× gross domestic product per capita in Hong
Kong). Telemonitoring was therefore a highly cost-effective
strategy in the base-case analysis.

Sensitivity Analyses
One-way deterministic sensitivity analyses were conducted for
all model inputs. The ICERs of the telemonitoring group
remained below the WTP threshold in the one-way variation of
all parameters. No influential factor with the threshold value
was found. For eight critical parameters, the ICERs varied by
more than 20% (Figure 2): probability of HF-related
hospitalization in multidisciplinary care, risk ratio of
hospitalization with telemonitoring versus without
telemonitoring, percentage of patients achieving telemonitoring
adherence, probability of all-cause mortality in multidisciplinary
care, risk ratio of mortality with telemonitoring versus without
telemonitoring, length of stay of hospitalization, daily cost of
hospitalization, and monthly cost of telemonitoring. Of these
eight critical parameters, the probability of HF-related
hospitalization in multidisciplinary care had the highest impact
on the total cost. When the monthly probability of HF-related
hospitalization in multidisciplinary care increased from the
base-case value of 0.0296 to >0.0515, the telemonitoring group
gained higher QALYs at a lower cost than the CUC group.
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Figure 2. One-way sensitivity analysis of the ICER of the telemonitoring group versus the CUC group. CUC: care under COVID-19; ICER: incremental
cost-effectiveness ratio.

The risk ratios of telemonitoring versus no telemonitoring for
HF-related hospitalization and all-cause mortality were two
parameters representing the relative effectiveness of the
telemonitoring-mediated care. To further investigate the
interaction of these two parameters with the cost-effective
acceptance of telemonitoring, a two-way deterministic sensitivity
analysis was conducted with the risk ratios of telemonitoring

versus without telemonitoring for HF-related hospitalization
(range 0.5-1) and all-cause mortality (range: 0.81-1). The gray
area in Figure 3 indicates the combinations of these two
variables for telemonitoring to be acceptable as the preferred
option (higher QALY gained at lower cost or at higher cost with
an ICER< the WTP threshold).

Figure 3. Two-way variation of the risk ratios with telemonitoring versus without telemonitoring on HF-related hospitalization and all-cause mortality.
CUC: care under COVID-19; HF: heart failure.
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The incremental costs versus incremental QALYs gained by
telemonitoring (when compared with the CUC group) in 10,000
Monte Carlo simulations are shown in a scatter plot in Figure
4. The telemonitoring group gained an average QALY of 0.0688
(95% CI 0.0681-0.0695, P<.001), with a mean additional cost
of US $319 (95% CI US $306-US $333, P<.001). In 10,000
Monte Carlo simulations, the probability of the telemonitoring
group to be more effective in QALY gain and cost-saving was
23.5%. The telemonitoring group gained a higher QALY at a

higher cost, with ICER<WTP (US $48,937/QALY) 75.7% of
the time.

The probabilities of each strategy to be accepted as cost-effective
are shown in the acceptability curve over a wide WTP range of
US $0-100,000/QALY (Figure 5). The probabilities of the
telemonitoring and CUC groups were the same (50%) at a WTP
threshold of US $4700/QALY. The telemonitoring group was
accepted to be cost-effective 99.2% of the time at the WTP
threshold of US $48,937/QALY.

Figure 4. Scatter plot of the incremental cost-effectiveness ratios for the telemonitoring group versus the care under COVID-19 group. QALY:
quality-adjusted life-year; WTP: willingness-to-pay.
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Figure 5. Cost-effectiveness acceptability curve for each strategy to be the preferred strategy against the WTP threshold. CUC: care under COVID-19;
QALY: quality-adjusted life year; WTP: willingness-to-pay.

Discussion

Principal Results
This is the first analysis of the potential cost-effectiveness of
smartphone-based telemonitoring systems for HF management
during the COVID-19 pandemic. Our model results indicated
that adding telemonitoring to current CUC for the management
of patients with HF is a cost-effective strategy in the base-case
analysis, with an ICER (US $4292/QALY) 10-fold below the
WTP threshold (US $48,937/QALY). One-way sensitivity
analysis supported the robustness of the base-case findings in
that no influential parameter with a threshold value was
identified. The high probability of the telemonitoring group to
be accepted as the preferred strategy throughout a wide WTP
range in the probabilistic sensitivity analysis further supported
that adding telemonitoring to HF management is a highly
cost-effective strategy.

The implementation cost is a modifiable factor when introducing
a new technology in a health care system. In this study,
telemonitoring was assumed to have a monthly cost of US $50
based on the estimated cost of a currently available
smartphone-based telemonitoring system in Canada [16,18].
We further examined the impact of the monthly cost of the
telemonitoring system in an extended one-way sensitivity
analysis, and we found that telemonitoring-mediated care
remained highly cost-effective if the monthly cost of
telemonitoring was below US $467. Our findings were
consistent with a cost-utility study of a telemonitoring-mediated
HF care system in Canada in that the telemonitoring strategy

was highly acceptable to be cost-effective, with an ICER of US
$6701/QALY (WTP threshold=US $37,718/QALY) [16]. Our
study further evaluated the interacting impact of two key
parameters (risk ratios of events with telemonitoring vs without
telemonitoring), which represented the relative effectiveness of
telemonitoring in lowering HF-related hospitalization and
all-cause mortality, on the cost-effective acceptance of the
telemonitoring strategy. The combinations of these two
parameters, as indicated in the two-way sensitivity analysis
(Figure 3), provided the effectiveness thresholds required for
the telemonitoring program to be accepted as cost-effective.

Health care systems in many countries worldwide are facing
unprecedented challenges to maintaining routine medical care.
This is particularly difficult when the target patients are older
people with chronic cardiac diseases, who also belong to the
high-risk group for life-threatening complications if they acquire
COVID-19. In Hong Kong, the public health care system has
struggled to provide care to patients with COVID-19 and
protection against the disease to staff and other patients. Under
these circumstances, public health care providers deferred some
nonurgent care, and older patients also avoided attending their
scheduled routine care appointments. As a result of fewer
in-person clinic follow-ups, the risks of unplanned HF-related
hospitalization and subsequently mortality inevitably increased.

The benefits of providing telemonitoring programs for HF
management were recognized long before the COVID-19
pandemic. The pandemic has highlighted the urgency of adding
telemonitoring-mediated care to in-person routine care for
patients with HF [31]. Hong Kong is a developed city with a
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high smartphone penetration rate [28]. An effective
smartphone-based telemonitoring system with a
clinician-approved algorithm is a feasible and practical option
for patients with HF in Hong Kong. In light of social distancing
measures in the landscape of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
acceptance of applying telemonitoring-mediated care is expected
to highly increase at the levels of policy decision-makers, health
care providers, and patients. The COVID-19 pandemic will
surely catalyze the application of telemonitoring-mediated health
care services in the very near future. Cost-effectiveness
evaluation of telemonitoring-based medical care is therefore
highly warranted to assist policy makers in the decision-making
process of resource allocation.

Limitations
There are limitations to this analysis. The cohort-based Markov
model simplified real-life HF events with a limited number of
health states. Other factors can impact the cost-effectiveness of
HF management. For instance, influenza infection is associated
with increased morbidity and mortality of patients with HF [32],
and the influenza infection rate has dramatically decreased since
the COVID-19 outbreak in Hong Kong [33]. Further evaluation
of the impact of reduced influenza infections on HF outcome
measures is highly warranted. The impact of telemonitoring on
HF hospitalization and all-cause mortality varied among
different types of telemonitoring, as indicated by the findings
of a comprehensive network meta-analysis [13]. The
cost-effectiveness of telemonitoring may therefore vary subject
to the specific type of telemonitoring. Some model inputs were

retrieved from overseas trials, which may affect the applicability
of the model results for patients with HF in Hong Kong.
Vigorous sensitivity analysis was therefore conducted on all
model inputs over a broad range. The base-case results were
found to be robust over the variation of all model inputs in both
the deterministic and probabilistic sensitivity analyses.
Additionally, the adherence of telemonitoring is not a parameter
ready to be transferred between different health care systems.
Health care practitioners should therefore examine the adherence
of local patients when implementing a telemonitoring program
for patients with HF.

Conclusion
Compared to the current CUC during the pandemic alone, the
addition of telemonitoring-mediated management to current
care for patients with HF appears to be a highly cost-effective
strategy from the perspective of health care providers in Hong
Kong. Our findings provide evidence to inform decision makers
on the application of telemonitoring amid the COVID-19
pandemic. Telemonitoring has long been considered as a future
model of care, and the COVID-19 pandemic has fast-forwarded
the application timeline of telemonitoring in clinical settings
worldwide. It is expected that a mixed mode of disease
management with in-person and telemonitoring-mediated care
is likely to be sustained beyond the pandemic era. Further
cost-effectiveness evaluations of mixed modes of care for the
management of high-burden chronic diseases, such as diabetes
mellitus, are highly warranted.
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Abstract

Background: Pancreatic cancer is the third leading cause of cancer-related deaths, and although pancreatectomy is currently
the only curative treatment, it is associated with significant morbidity.

Objective: The objective of this study was to evaluate the utility of wearable telemonitoring technologies to predict treatment
outcomes using patient activity metrics and machine learning.

Methods: In this prospective, single-center, single-cohort study, patients scheduled for pancreatectomy were provided with a
wearable telemonitoring device to be worn prior to surgery. Patient clinical data were collected and all patients were evaluated
using the American College of Surgeons National Surgical Quality Improvement Program surgical risk calculator (ACS-NSQIP
SRC). Machine learning models were developed to predict whether patients would have a textbook outcome and compared with
the ACS-NSQIP SRC using area under the receiver operating characteristic (AUROC) curves.

Results: Between February 2019 and February 2020, 48 patients completed the study. Patient activity metrics were collected
over an average of 27.8 days before surgery. Patients took an average of 4162.1 (SD 4052.6) steps per day and had an average
heart rate of 75.6 (SD 14.8) beats per minute. Twenty-eight (58%) patients had a textbook outcome after pancreatectomy. The
group of 20 (42%) patients who did not have a textbook outcome included 14 patients with severe complications and 11 patients
requiring readmission. The ACS-NSQIP SRC had an AUROC curve of 0.6333 to predict failure to achieve a textbook outcome,
while our model combining patient clinical characteristics and patient activity data achieved the highest performance with an
AUROC curve of 0.7875.

Conclusions: Machine learning models outperformed ACS-NSQIP SRC estimates in predicting textbook outcomes after
pancreatectomy. The highest performance was observed when machine learning models incorporated patient clinical characteristics
and activity metrics.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e23595)   doi:10.2196/23595
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Introduction

Pancreatectomy is a particularly complex operation with a
90-day mortality rate over 4% and serious morbidity rates over
20%, even in high-volume centers [1,2]. In the recently
completed Alliance for Clinical Trials in Oncology
(ALLIANCE) trial A021101 [3] and PREOPANC [4]
multicenter clinical trials, 53% and 68% of patients, respectively,
experienced at least a moderate complication from
pancreatectomy. When a complication occurs after a
pancreatectomy, the cost of the procedure to the health care
system nearly triples from US $31,809 to US $82,576 because
of prolonged hospitalization, additional treatments, and
readmissions [5,6]. Complications are especially morbid in
patients with pancreas cancer, a frail population with a mean
age of 70 years, with up to 40% of patients being malnourished
on presentation [7]. Multiple studies have shown that patients
with pancreatic cancer who experience a therapeutic
complication have decreased overall survival and quality of life
[8].

Patients undergoing pancreatectomy have an increased risk of
postoperative complications if they have poor preoperative
physical health and overall performance [9,10]. To evaluate
patients for surgery, physicians perform a physical examination
in the office. This is subjective and can be misleading [11-13].
The patient’s condition on that day may or may not be consistent
with their general health. There are simple tests such as the
6-minute walk test or the Timed Up and Go test that can be used
to determine a patient’s baseline physical capacity and assess
if a patient is fit for the physical demands of surgery; however,
these tests have not been widely adopted [11-13]. In addition,
although they are more objective than a physical examination,
these tests also suffer from being a single measurement at a
single time point. A more widely used surgical assessment tool
is the American College of Surgeons National Surgical Quality
Improvement Program surgical risk calculator (ACS-NSQIP
SRC) [14-16]. It uses 20 patient-specific variables to calculate
the likelihood of a patient having a complication or readmission
after surgery. Although these evaluation tools are helpful, there
is still a major gap in the ability to objectively measure and
analyze patient health status in order to determine if the patient
is fit for surgery.

Recently published data have demonstrated that telemonitoring
using wearable devices with a 3-axis accelerometer and
photoplethysmogram sensors can provide real-time data on
patient activity metrics, which can holistically capture a patient’s
physical health status [17-23]. A study utilizing this technology
in cohorts of patients with gastrointestinal and advanced solid
malignancy undergoing chemotherapeutic treatment
demonstrated an inverse association between symptom severity
and patient activity, with each increase of 1000 steps per day
being associated with reduced odds for severe adverse events
and increased survival [24,25]. Moreover, the application of
machine learning methodologies and feature engineering
techniques on patient activity data have shown that human
biobehavioral rhythms, semantic features, and second-order
statistical features are predictors of clinical outcomes [18-23].
Prognostic models derived using machine learning

methodologies in patients who underwent pancreatectomy have
also been shown to perform better than traditional methods in
predicting outcomes [15,16].

For patients undergoing pancreatectomy, this technology has
the potential to improve patient selection. To evaluate the
relationship between longitudinal patient activity bioinformatics
and their effect on surgical outcomes, our team implemented a
protocol in which we provided patients with wearable
telemonitoring devices before undergoing pancreatectomy at
our institution and evaluated predictive outcomes. Herein, we
present a prospective cohort study of patients undergoing
pancreatectomy over a 12-month period.

Methods

Study Population
From February 2019 to February 2020, eligible patients were
recruited from multidisciplinary pancreas clinics. Both men and
women and members of all races and ethnic groups were eligible
for this trial. The inclusion criteria for our study included
patients who (1) were scheduled to undergo pancreatic resection,
(2) had access to a smartphone, (3) were at least 18 years of
age, and (4) were able to understand and willing to sign an
institutional review board (IRB)–approved informed consent
document (IRB #201810002).

Study Design
We conducted a prospective, single-center, single-cohort trial
evaluating the utility of telemonitoring devices to measure daily
activity in patients undergoing pancreatectomy. The device used
in this study was the Fitbit Inspire HR (Fitbit, Inc), which was
selected because it provides remote data access from the device
with a set frequency and enhanced granularity. It is also a
waterproof, inexpensive, consumer-based device and designed
to be compatible with most smartphones. At the time of consent,
study patients were provided with a telemonitoring device and
assisted in setting it up with their smartphone. Pancreatectomy
typically took place more than two weeks after surgical consent,
providing a minimum of two weeks of preoperative activity
metric data. All clinical practices followed the standard of care.

Patient Activity Assessments
Our team developed software to remotely collect activity metrics
from our patient telemonitoring devices that was compliant with
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act. This
platform collected real-time patient data with 1-minute
granularity. In cases of a lost connection, the wearable device
saved up to 7 days of minute-to-minute activity metrics as well
as accessory data (eg, battery life at last sync and time of last
sync). Our informatics system performed daily audits and ran
a weekly summary routine to provide the study team with the
previous week’s data, including yield. Yield was tracked using
the total number of heart rate data points obtained during the
day as a proxy for the percentage of the day the patient was
wearing the device properly.

Patient Clinical Assessments
Patient clinical characteristics were collected, including
demographics, comorbidities, and clinical presentation.
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ACS-NSQIP SRC risk calculations were evaluated and
documented.

Study Outcome Measurements
All outcome measurements were prospectively collected by the
study team and recorded in the patient’s secure study record.
All postoperative complications were coded and graded using
the Modified Accordion Grading System (MAGS) [26]. The
MAGS grades complications on a scale of 1 to 6, with grade
3=severe, 4=single organ system failure, 5=multiorgan system
failure, and 6=death (grades 1 and 2 complications are
considered nonsevere). To ensure rigor and reproducibility,
surgical complications were presented and verified at a
multidisciplinary pancreas conference held every week. All
postoperative complications and readmissions were collected
for 30 days after hospital discharge. Complications data were
then used to compute the primary outcome for our study—the
textbook outcome for pancreatectomy [27]. Textbook outcome
was defined as the absence of postoperative pancreatic fistulae,
bile leak, postpancreatectomy hemorrhage, severe complications,
readmission, and in-hospital mortality. We modified our
definition of textbook outcome to allow for discharging distal
pancreatectomy patients with a drain on or before day 4, the
standard of care in our practice.

Data Analysis

Feature Engineering
To construct machine learning models based on activity metrics
data, we applied feature engineering techniques to extract three
types of features: statistical, semantic, and biobehavioral
rhythmic features. We extracted first- and second-order
statistical features from the daily step count, heart rate, and sleep
time-series data [17]. The first-order statistical features used in
our analysis were mean, maximum, minimum, skewness, and
kurtosis. The second-order statistical features in medical data
mining were co-occurrence features for which we generated
energy, entropy, correlation, inertia, and local homogeneity.
We then performed detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) on
the data, which evaluates long-range correlation of noisy
time-series data, and used the root-mean-square deviation from
the trend, namely the fluctuation, from DFA as the feature in
our analysis. [17]. The semantic features collected provided
summaries of the patient’s daily activity level and sleep quality.
Examples of the semantic features were time in bed, minutes
to fall asleep, daily sedentary time, and daily sedentary bout
count. Using the previously defined methodology, we derived
and calculated biobehavioral rhythm–related features from the
step count and heart rate time series [18,19]. The biobehavioral
rhythmic features used in our models included stability,
variability, mean of the 5 least active hours each day (L5), mean
of the 10 most active hours each day (M10), amplitude
(M10-L5), relative amplitude ([M10-L5]/[M10+L5]) and
amplitude, phase, and midline estimating statistic of rhythm
(MESOR) [20,21]. Patient clinical characteristics are potentially
complementary to patient activity metrics, and we incorporated
that data into the predictive models. For these categorical
variables, we applied standard one-hot encoding to transfer them
into features that could be used together with the features
extracted from the activity metrics.

To account for variation in the study participation period (ie,
time to surgery), the extracted patient activity features were
unified to consistent dimensions. Biobehavioral rhythmic
features were computed for the entire study participation period,
and the statistical and semantic features were generated daily.
In order to eliminate varying input feature dimension caused
by different lengths of monitoring periods, we used mean and
variance of the statistical and semantic features of a participant
as the final inputs to the machine learning models.

Machine Learning Methods and Statistical
Considerations
Multiple machine learning models were developed, trained, and
evaluated for their ability to predict outcomes by discovering
complex underlying patterns from multimodal time-series patient
activity data collected from wearable devices and patient clinical
characteristics. To avoid overfitting, we performed
state-of-the-art “shallow” machine learning models, including
random forest, gradient boosted trees (GBT), k-nearest neighbors
(KNN), support vector machine (SVM) with linear kernel, and
logistic regression (LR) with L1 penalty. A GBT model is an
ensemble of weak decision trees that classifies the samples
based on the predictions of those trees [22]. The algorithm
iteratively fits a weak decision tree to the pseudo-residuals from
the last iteration. We then employed regularization and feature
selection to avoid overfitting and improve generalizability of
the models. When implementing the GBT model, we explored
established regularization techniques including controlling the
complexity of the trees, applying shrinkage during the training
process, and using stochastic gradient boosting. In general, an
SVM model constructs an optimal hyperplane or a set of
hyperplanes that can separate the samples of different classes
by enforcing a large margin. It then makes predictions by
deciding which side or region of the hyperplane the input sample
should be on. In our implementation, we chose a linear kernel
instead of other nonlinear kernels, such as a radial basis function
(RBF) kernel, because the linear kernel is less likely to be
overfitted in small data sets. LR with L1 penalty enforces the
coefficients of less important features to be shrunk to zero,
which works well for the case that has multiple features. For
the feature selection in the training phase, we implemented a
mixture of feature selection methods, using the chi-square
statistic as the heuristic for categorical features and the F statistic
from analysis of variance (ANOVA) for continuous features.
When training the models, the hyperparameters were tuned
using grid search. For example, for SVM the kernel choice and
regularization strength were tuned, for GBT the coefficients of
L1 and L2 regularization terms and the learning rate were tuned,
and for LR the coefficients of elastic net regularization were
tuned.

Leave-one-subject-out cross-validation (LOSO CV) was used
for calculating the performance metrics, such as area under the
receiver operating characteristic (AUROC), sensitivity,
specificity, precision, and F1 score. LOSO CV was able to
evaluate the model’s performance on unseen patients, namely
the out-of-sample accuracy [23]. Model explanation techniques
were explored to study the relation between input features and
predicted outcomes. We used the SHapley Additive exPlanations
(SHAP) technique [28], which associates each feature with an
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importance score—the Shapley value. SHAP is an established
model-agnostic explanation approach that can be used to explore
models from any kind of machine learning [29].

Missing Data
There were three possible causes of missing data: (1) improper
wearing of the device, (2) lack of user compliance (not wearing
the device), and (3) loss of connectivity for longer than 7 days.
For patients with missing data, we applied a two-level
imputation method to the activity metrics collected by our
telemonitoring devices [17]. The data-level imputation was to
fill the missing data points in heart rate time series if the daily
data yield, defined as the fraction of the expected data points
that were successfully collected, was equal to or above the
threshold (10%). The imputed time-series data were then used
to compute the features [23]. We applied KNN imputation to
estimate the missing heart rate data based on recent step count
and heart rate data in a sliding window (eg, 5 minutes). For
those heart rate time series with a daily yield of less than 10%
but greater than 0%, we used feature-level imputation to directly
impute their corresponding statistical and semantic features.
For the feature-level imputation, we again applied KNN
imputation to the missing statistical and semantic features based
on other available features from the same participant on the
same day. Days with no data (daily yield of 0%) were discarded
in the analysis.

Model Performance Evaluation
To evaluate the effectiveness of the machine learning models
in predicting postoperative outcomes, defined by the modified
textbook outcome, we compared them with clinical patient
performance status assessment tools, including the ACS-NSQIP
SRC. Utilizing the ACS-NSQIP SRC as our baseline model,
we evaluated the performance and efficacy of this approach and
applied machine learning models to (1) patient clinical
characteristics (demographics, comorbidities, and clinical
presentation), (2) features derived from remotely collected

activity metrics, and (3) patient clinical characteristics + features
derived from remotely collected activity metrics. The
comparative evaluation of the “patient activity–only” and
“clinical characteristic–only” models assessed the predictive
power of activity metrics, while the performance of a combined
“patient activity + clinical characteristic” model, by design,
tested whether activity metrics and clinical records complement
each other to yield better results.

Results

A total of 54 patients were enrolled in the study, and 48 patients
completed it. Four patients had their pancreatectomy cancelled
on the day of surgery because of intraoperative evidence of
advanced disease, and 2 patients electively chose to withdraw
for nonmedical reasons. All patients had an independent
functional status. Of the 48 patients who completed the study,
29 (60%) were females and 19 (40%) were males, with an
average age of 63.2 (SD 11.6) years. Patients underwent three
different types of pancreatectomy, including
pancreaticoduodenectomy (n=41, 85%), distal pancreatectomy
(n=6, 13%), and total pancreatectomy (n=1, 2%). The surgeries
were performed open in 28 (58%) cases and minimally
invasively in 20 (42%) cases. Final surgical pathology was
adenocarcinoma (n=36, 75%), neuroendocrine (n=7, 15%),
benign disease (n=4, 8%), and metastatic renal cell carcinoma
(n=1, 2%).

In our cohort, 28 (58%) patients had a textbook outcome, with
the other 20 (42%) patients not achieving a textbook outcome.
Fourteen patients developed 19 severe complications (MAGS
score ≥3), including delayed gastric emptying (n=3), pancreatic
fistula (n=3), organ space infection (n=2), postpancreatectomy
hemorrhage (n=4), nonpancreatic anastomotic leak (n=1),
myocardial infarction (n=1), and other (n=5). Additionally, 11
patients required readmission to the hospital. See Table 1 for
univariate analyses of demographic and comorbidity features
stratified by textbook outcome in our cohort.
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Table 1. Patient characteristics.

P valueaPatients with textbook out-
comes (n=28)

Patients with complications
(n=20)

Characteristic

.0460.26 (31.02-84.02)67.24 (48.14-80.52)Age (years), mean (range)

.12Gender, n (%)

8 (29)11 (55)Male

20 (71)9 (45)Female

.86Race, n (%)

25 (89)19 (95)White

3 (11)1 (5)Non-White

.06Comorbidities, n (%)

8 (29)12 (60)≥5

20 (71)8 (40)<5

.45Tobacco use, n (%)

19 (68)11 (55)Never smoked

3 (11)1 (5)Active smoker with >10 pack years

1 (3.5)0Active smoker with <10 pack years

4 (14)7 (35)Past history of smoking with >30 pack years

1 (3.5)1 (5)Past history of smoking with <30 pack years

.48Medications, n (%)

6 (21)7 (35)≥5

22 (79)13 (65)<5

.07ASAb class, n (%)

1 (3.6)01

18 (64.3)7 (35)2

9 (32.1)13 (65)3

.5929.03 (19.00-48.07)27.99 (20.30-37.00)BMI (kg/m2), mean (range)

.02Prior surgery, n (%)

10 (36)15 (75)Yes

18 (64)5 (25)No

.38Operative approach, n (%)

14 (50)14 (70)Open

9 (32)4 (20)Laparoscopic

5 (18)2 (10)Robotic

.22Operation type, n (%)

23 (82)18 (90)Pancreaticoduodenectomy

5 (18)1 (5)Distal pancreatectomy

0 (0)1 (5)Total pancreatectomy

aP values were derived from chi-square tests for categorical variables and F tests for continuous variables.
bASA: American Society of Anesthesiologists.

Patient activity metrics were collected over an average of 25.9
days (range 6 to 153 days) before surgery. The average daily
yield of all patients, defined as the fraction of expected heart
rate readings per minute that were successfully collected in a
day, was 82.1% (SD 23.5%). High data availability was defined

as days with a yield greater than or equal to 50%. Based on this,
the average number of days per patient with high data
availability was 19 (range 2 to 102) and the average percentage
of days with high data availability per patient was 79.8% (range
14.8% to 100%). Patients took on average of 4162.1 (SD 4052.6)
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steps per day, had an average heart rate of 75.6 (SD 14.8) beats
per minute, and had an average sleep time series of 2 (SD 1),
which was a mean DFA of their sleep stages with 50-minute
windows. The average ACS-NSQIP SRC calculations for a
patient developing any complication was 27.3% (SD 6.4%),
developing a serious complication was 23.3% (SD 5.5%), and
being readmitted was 15.1% (SD 3.4%).

Utilizing the ACS-NSQIP SRC as our baseline model, we
evaluated the performance and efficacy of this approach and
applied machine learning models to (1) patient clinical
characteristics, which included demographics, comorbidities,
and clinical presentation; (2) patient activity with features

derived from remotely collected activity metrics; and (3) patient
clinical characteristics + patient activity with features obtained
or derived from both clinical records and activity metrics. Table
2 shows the performance comparison of these models at
predicting a textbook outcome. The predictive models were
trained with probabilistic outputs and then the classification
thresholds were adjusted to obtain a sensitivity of 0.9 in order
to ensure a high detection rate and allow an equitable
comparison. Our AUROC curves were 0.6333 for the
ACS-NSQIP SRC, 0.7054 for the patient clinical characteristics
model, 0.7027 for the patient activity model, and 0.7875 for the
patient clinical characteristics + patient activity model.

Table 2. Performance comparison of machine learning models trained with different data sources.

Metricsb

F1 scorePrecisionSpecificitySensitivityAUROCc curveModelParametera

0.56250.40910.03700.90000.6333ACS-NSQIP SRCd

0.60510.45580.23210.90000.7054LRePatient clinical characteristics

0.59920.44910.21070.90000.7027SVMfPatient activity

0.65450.51430.39290.90000.7875GBTgPatient clinical characteristics + patient activity

aParameters used for the models are summarized in Multimedia Appendix 1.
bThe metrics for the machine learning models represent the average across all leave-one-subject-out cross-validation folds.
cAUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic.
dAmerican College of Surgeons National Surgical Quality Improvement Program surgical risk calculator (ACS-NSQIP SRC) was used as the baseline
model for complications from pancreatoduodenectomy.
eLR: logistic regression.
fSVM: support vector machine.
gGBT: gradient boosted trees.

In our analysis, we observed that 15 out of 20 features with the
highest impact discovered by SHAP were from the best
performing GBT model trained on patient clinical characteristics
+ patient activity (see Table 3 for feature exemplars).

Finally, to determine if the amount of missing data affected the
performance of the classification model, the average number
of days with high data availability (again, defined as days with

a yield greater than or equal to 50%) for correctly classified
patients was compared with that for incorrectly classified
patients. The difference in the average number of days with
high data availability between correctly classified patients and
incorrectly classified patients was statistically insignificant (17
days, SD 10 days, versus 25 days, SD 25 days, respectively;
P=0.12). This suggests that the amount of missing data did not
affect the performance of the classification model.
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Table 3. Analysis of variance test statistics on the features extracted from Fitbit Inspire HR (Fitbit, Inc) data.

SHAPb

value

P valueF 46Patients with textbook out-
comes, mean (SD)

Patients with complications, mean
(SD)

Featuresa

Heart rate features

1.2694.00211.160313362.2921 (7545.2961)6744.5286 (5055.2469)Variance of local homogeneity

0.2338.122.532431.9996 (0.0004)31.9993 (0.0007)Mean of correlation

0.2214.171.908624.8816 (5.0493)22.7418 (5.3550)Mean DFAc of heart rate with 40-
minute window

0.2064.142.2724140.9836 (71.2032)202.1648 (192.6207)Mean of energy

0.1787.132.40061.1065 (0.4253)1.3182 (0.4978)Mean of skewness

0.1507.291.14647.3569 (3.6230)6.2318 (3.3540)Cosinor amplitude

0.1500.191.79779.9500e–7 (2.0791e–7)3.3737e–7 (8.8545e–7)Variance of correlation

0.1119.410.70412.4344 (0.6922)2.2616 (0.6844)Log Cosinor amplitude

0.0558.420.66405.6795 (2.4526)6.2530 (2.2063)Mean of kurtosis

0.0476.083.103517.6321 (11.8530)12.1549 (7.9180)Variance DFA of heart rate with 30-
minute window

Step features

0.2174.350.87980.5574 (0.3587)0.4669 (0.2638)Variance of daily sedentary bout

0.0930.025.37520.0689 (0.0368)0.1100 (0.0808)Mean of intradaily stability

0.0662.035.09690.2097 (0.0878)0.2948 (0.1653)Relative amplitude

0.0428.025.44690.0788 (0.0559)0.1341 (0.1034)Intradaily stability with 60-minute
window

Sleep features

0.0471.400.72942.9634 (0.2589)2.8834 (0.3767)Mean DFA of sleep stages with 50-
minute window

Categorical features

0.9024.034.832331.5393 (30.4855)50.8000 (27.5481)Neutrophils

0.3428.0078.13740.3571 (0.4792)0.7500 (0.4330)Prior surgery

0.2932.054.23789.6071 (0.6464)9.2450 (0.4955)Calcium

0.1522.025.80692.2857 (0.5249)2.6500 (0.4770)ASAd class

0.0419.102.81890.3571 (0.4792)0.6000 (0.4899)Hyperlipidemia

aStatistically significant features (P value <.05) are listed.
bSHAP: SHapley Additive exPlanations.
cDFA: detrended fluctuation analysis.
dASA: American Society of Anesthesiologists.

Discussion

Principal Results
Preoperative clinical evaluation and assessment for surgical
candidacy plays an essential role in postoperative outcomes.
Patients who are more physically fit for surgery are less likely
to experience complications. To better predict which patients
will have poor outcomes, several tools have been developed
and implemented over the years, including physical examination,
patient demographics, laboratory values, and risk calculators;
however, none of these are perfect. In this study, we used
wearable telemonitoring technology in conjunction with machine

learning to evaluate patient activity preoperatively and assess
its ability to predict surgical outcomes.

Our models included patient clinical characteristics, patient
activity, and patient clinical characteristics combined with
patient activity, which we then compared with predictions from
the ACS-NSQIP SRC. We found that all three of our machine
learning models outperformed the baseline estimations from
the ACS-NSQIP SRC. As shown in the results section, the
ACS-NSQIP SRC had an AUROC curve of 0.6333 for
predicting a textbook outcome after pancreatectomy, which is
consistent with previous reported findings of AUROC curves
in national samples [30]. Machine learning models created using
the same patient clinical characteristics utilized by the
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ACS-NSQIP SRC outperformed the ACS-NSQIP SRC, with
an AUROC curve of 0.7054 for LR. This was similar to machine
learning models that utilized only patient activity data collected
from telemonitoring (AUROC curve of 0.7027 for SVM). The
best results were achieved with machine learning models that
combined patient clinical characteristics with patient activity
data (AUROC curve of 0.7875 for GBT). This confirmed our
hypothesis that machine learning technology can outperform
the standard ACS-NSQIP SRC in predicting textbook outcomes
in patients who had a pancreatectomy. In addition, patient
activity metrics significantly improved the predictive power.

Within the machine learning model, we utilized SHAP scores
to identify features with the greatest impact. Specifically, within
heart rate features, the “variance of local homogeneity” in heart
rate was significantly correlated with higher SHAP values. This
suggests that particular attention should be paid to patients’
physiological status prior to surgery. Additionally, the “mean
of intradaily stability” and “relative amplitude” of steps taken
[18], which pertain to the subjects’ physical mobility, were also
significantly associated with higher SHAP values. The definition
and derivation of these features was described by Mao et al
[29]. Similar to the findings of previous studies [18,21-23],
incorporating patient activity data with patient clinical data
increased the performance of our machine learning models. The
patient clinical data that specifically improved the models’
performance included neutrophil levels, calcium levels, and a
history of prior surgery. The Rotterdam Study [31] found that
patients with an elevated neutrophil count in relation to
lymphocyte count (neutrophil to lymphocyte ratio) were
independently associated with increased morbidity and mortality.
Likewise, multiple authors have also shown age-related changes
in calcium metabolism and found that variations in absorption
of vitamin D, as well as a decreased intake of calcium, are
commonly seen in the elderly [32]; 26 (54%) of the patients in
this study were aged ≥65 years at the time of surgery.

Physical activity is a targetable and modifiable behavior that
has been shown to improve outcomes of cancer patients

undergoing chemoradiation [33-35]. Similarly, a meta-analysis
of 15 randomized controlled trials with more than 400 patients
showed that prehabilitation prior to major abdominal surgery
led to a significant reduction in overall and pulmonary morbidity
[33].

Based on our early results, we think that the combination of
patient activity metrics collected preoperatively using wearable
devices and machine learning models has the potential to reliably
predict operative risks. In addition, by objectively tracking
activity metrics and identifying areas of weakness, the data will
provide targets for preoperative optimization and allow surgeons
to more efficiently engage patients in their surgical care even
before they undergo a major procedure. The ultimate goal is to
decrease the likelihood of postoperative complications, which
we believe will have a particularly large impact on patients with
pancreatic cancer, a growing population with a high proportion
of elderly and frail patients.

Limitations
The study was limited by a small sample size, which could
potentially increase the risk of overfitting. However, as
discussed in the methods section, multiple precautions were
taken to reduce the effect of overfitting. We also acknowledge
the risk for selection bias, as we recruited patients with access
to a smartphone, which has the potential to exclude elderly
patients and patients from lower socioeconomic groups.

Conclusion
Machine learning models based on preliminary data outperform
standard ACS-NSQIP SRC estimates when used to predict a
textbook outcome after pancreatectomy. The highest
performance at this task was observed when machine learning
models incorporated patient clinical characteristics and activity
metrics collected with wearable telemonitoring technology. In
the future, this can provide physicians with real-time actionable
data that can be used to modify management of patients
undergoing pancreatectomy and develop interventions to
increase patient activity.
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Abstract

Background: The worldwide burden of musculoskeletal diseases is increasing. The number of newly registered rheumatologists
has stagnated. Primary care, which takes up a key role in early detection of rheumatic disease, is working at full capacity.
COVID-19 and its containment impede rheumatological treatment. Telemedicine in rheumatology (telerheumatology) could
support rheumatologists and general practitioners.

Objective: The goal of this study was to investigate acceptance and preferences related to the use of telerheumatology care
among German rheumatologists and general practitioners.

Methods: A nationwide, cross-sectional, self-completed, paper-based survey on telerheumatology care was conducted among
outpatient rheumatologists and general practitioners during the pre-COVID-19 period.

Results: A total of 73.3% (349/476) of survey participants rated their knowledge of telemedicine as unsatisfactory, poor, or
very poor. The majority of survey participants (358/480, 74.6%) answered that they do not currently use telemedicine, although
62.3% (291/467) would like to. Barriers to the implementation of telemedicine include the purchase of technology equipment
(182/292, 62.3%), administration (181/292, 62.0%), and poor reimbursement (156/292, 53.4%). A total of 69.6% (117/168) of
the surveyed physicians reckoned that telemedicine could be used in rheumatology. Surveyed physicians would prefer to use
telemedicine to communicate directly with other physicians (370/455, 81.3%) than to communicate with patients (213/455,
46.8%). Among treatment phases, 64.4% (291/452) of participants would choose to use telemedicine during follow-up. Half of
the participants would choose telecounseling as a specific approach to improve rheumatology care (91/170, 53.5%).

Conclusions: Before COVID-19 appeared, our results indicated generally low use but high acceptance of the implementation
of telerheumatology among physicians. Participants indicated that the lack of a structural framework was a barrier to the effective
implementation of telerheumatology. Training courses should be introduced to address the limited knowledge on the part of
physicians in the use of telemedicine. More research into telerheumatology is required. This includes large-scale randomized
controlled trials, economic analyses, and the exploration of user preferences.
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Introduction

The worldwide burden of musculoskeletal diseases is increasing
[1]. Growing life expectancy, widespread overweight, and a
frequent lack of exercise have caused a surge in musculoskeletal
disorders. Besides individual health burden, these chronic
diseases create a considerable financial burden for society
overall, as patients often take sick leave and early retirement
[2]. While increasingly effective treatments have been developed
and implemented, the number of newly registered
rheumatologists has stagnated [3], and the global need for
rheumatologists cannot be met [4]. General practitioners are
usually the first point of contact for patients and play an
important role in the early detection of rheumatic and
musculoskeletal diseases (RMDs). But primary care is also
affected by a shortage of staff and, in view of demographic
change, an increasingly demanding work burden [5,6]. A lack
of physicians has led to diagnostic delays for various
rheumatologic diseases [7] and a decrease in treatment efficacy
[8].

In recent decades, information and communication technologies
have entered health care. One field of application is
telemedicine, which is defined as follows [9]:

Telemedicine is the practice of medicine over a
distance, in which interventions, diagnoses,
therapeutic decisions, and subsequent treatment
recommendations are based on patient data,
documents and other information transmitted through
telecommunication systems.

The use of telemedicine in the provision of rheumatology care
(telerheumatology) could ease constraints on health care access
and the timeliness of care, bridge the workforce gap, and
improve access to care for underserved communities [10,11].
The effectiveness of telerheumatology could be equal or higher
than a standard face-to-face approach [12-16]. However,
evidence is lacking, and further studies are needed to determine
the best use of telerheumatology [16,17]. The current global
COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the need for
telerheumatology and could promote the use of innovative
solutions in clinical routines [18]. However, the effective
implementation of telerheumatology requires acceptance by
potential users.

The aim of this user-centered study was to assess the acceptance
by physicians of the implementation of telerheumatology and
to identify potential application areas in preparation for the
development of telemedical approaches.

Methods

This paper reports on findings from the analysis of data collected
as part of a cross-sectional, self-completed, paper-based survey
of German outpatient rheumatologists and general practitioners

from September to November 2018; the survey investigated
acceptance, opportunities, and obstacles to the implementation
of telemedicine.

The inclusion criteria for participants were that they had to be
(1) rheumatologists or general practitioners, (2) practicing in
ambulatory health care, (3) based in Germany, and (4) active
(ie, not retired and not in training).

Two health care researchers (FM and WM) and one experienced
rheumatologist (MW) designed the questionnaire. It was
pilot-tested on 5 rheumatologists and 5 general practitioners to
gauge the need to refine wording and format, and to check
whether predefined response options were exhaustive. Minor
revisions were made accordingly.

The questionnaire comprised 25 questions and was divided into
three mandatory sections:

1. Telemedicine: knowledge and use.
2. Telerheumatology.
3. Sociodemographic data.

Response categories were nominal or ordinal. The questionnaire
also contained several open questions.

The telemedicine: knowledge and use section included questions
about expertise and the use of telemedicine. Participants were
asked to rate their knowledge of telemedicine on a 6-point Likert
scale. Furthermore, inquiries were made into current
telemedicine use, willingness to use telemedicine, and barriers
to its use.

The telerheumatology section included questions about the
perceived usefulness of telerheumatology. This section also
included questions about preferences for particular uses of
telerheumatology, such as patient groups, application areas, and
specific tools.

Questions about sociodemographic and occupational
characteristics included age, gender, medical specialty, clinical
location, type of practice, and number of patients (quarterly).

The survey was sent to all rheumatologists (n=49) and general
practitioners (n=1820) in the federal state of Brandenburg,
Germany, and rheumatologists (n=39) and general practitioners
(n=487) in a nationwide reference group. The contact details
of potential participants in Brandenburg were provided by the
Brandenburg Association of Statutory Health Insurance
Physicians. The nationwide reference group consisted of
physicians from RHADAR (RheumaDatenRhePort GbR) and
cooperating rheumatologists and general practitioners.
RHADAR is an association of more than 25 rheumatologists
that share the aim of developing and improving digital
technology. The association also collects and analyzes
anonymized patient data to identify supply and demand for
rheumatology services. In total, 88 rheumatologists and 2307
general practitioners were contacted by mail.
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Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics for
Windows, version 22.0 (IBM Corp). Descriptive statistics
included quantities, percentages, median scores, and ranges for
ordinal variables.

The study was conducted in compliance with current data
protection regulations and the Helsinki Declaration. All study
participants were informed about the research project. Data
were anonymized before analysis. The ethics committee of the
Theodor Fontane Medical School in Brandenburg stated that
no written consent was necessary due to the noninterventional
study design.

Results

Overview
From September to November 2018, a cross-sectional,
self-completed, paper-based survey on telerheumatology was
filled in by German outpatient rheumatologists and general
practitioners. Of the 2395 questionnaires that were sent out, 497

(20.8%) were returned. Of the 497 responses, 12 (2.4%) were
excluded from the analysis because fewer than half the questions
were answered. The final response rate for rheumatologists was
55% (48/88) and for general practitioners it was 18.9%
(437/2307).

Sample Characteristics
Data for this study were obtained from 485 physicians (437/485,
90.1% general practitioners; 48/485, 9.9% rheumatologists)
(see Table 1). About half of the respondents were between 50
and 60 years old (228/474, 48.1%). Slightly more than half of
the participants were women (254/470, 54.0%). One-third of
the surveyed physicians worked in a town (154/474, 32.5%),
one-third worked in a provincial town (158/474, 33.3%), 17.9%
(85/474) worked in a city, and 16.2% (77/474) worked in a rural
area. Overall, 53.5% (252/471) of the physicians worked in a
single-handed practice and 46.5% (219/471) worked in a group
practice. Almost two-thirds of the surveyed physicians treated
over 4000 patients per year.

Table 1. Participant demographics.

Total, n (%)aP valueGeneral practitioners, n (%)aRheumatologists, n (%)aDemographic

Age (years)

474 (100).22427 (100)47 (100)Total

40 (8.4)36 (8.4)4 (9)<40

101 (21.3)85 (19.9)16 (34)40-50

228 (48.1)208 (48.7)20 (43)51-60

105 (22.2)98 (23.0)7 (15)>60

Gender

470 (100).17424 (100)46 (100)Total

254 (54.0)235 (55.4)19 (41)Female

216 (46.0)189 (44.6)27 (59)Male

Clinical location

474 (100)<.001427 (100)47 (100)Total

85 (17.9)62 (14.5)23 (49)City

154 (32.5)144 (33.7)10 (21)Town

158 (33.3)144 (33.7)14 (30)Provincial town

77 (16.2)77 (18.0)0 (0)Rural area

Type of practice

471 (100)<.001424 (100)47 (100)Total

252 (53.5)242 (57.1)10 (21)Single-handed

219 (46.5)182 (42.9)37 (79)Group

No. of patients treated (quarterly)

456 (100).14411 (100)45 (100)Total

19 (4.2)15 (3.6)4 (9)<500

147 (32.2)130 (31.6)17 (38)500-1000

290 (63.6)266 (64.7)24 (53)>1000

aPercentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding.
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Telemedicine: Knowledge and Use
A total of 73.3% (349/476) of respondents rated their knowledge
of telemedicine as 4 (unsatisfactory), 5 (poor), or 6 (very poor).
The minority (127/476, 26.7%) rated their knowledge of
telemedicine as 1 (very good), 2 (good), or 3 (satisfactory). The
majority (358/480, 74.6%) did not currently use telemedicine,

but 62.3% (291/467) answered that they would like to use it
(see Table 2). A total of 89.3% (259/290) of surveyed physicians
indicated that barriers prevented them from using telemedicine.
The top three obstacles to the introduction of telemedicine
according to respondents were the purchase of technology
equipment (182/292, 62.3%), administration (181/292, 62.0%),
and inadequate remuneration (156/292, 53.4%).

Table 2. Telemedicine: knowledge and use.

Total, n (%)aP valueGeneral practitioners, n (%)aRheumatologists, n (%)aQuestion and responses

How do you rate your own knowledge of telemedicine?

476 (100).14429 (100)47 (100)Total

20 (4.2)19 (4.4)1 (2)1 (very good)

42 (8.8)34 (7.9)8 (17)2 (good)

65 (13.7)56 (13.1)9 (19)3 (satisfactory)

119 (25.0)110 (25.6)9 (19)4 (unsatisfactory)

154 (32.4)138 (32.2)16 (34)5 (poor)

76 (16.0)72 (16.8)4 (9)6 (very poor)

Do you use telemedicine?

480 (100).15433 (100)47 (100)Total

122 (25.4)106 (24.5)16 (34)Yes

358 (74.6)327 (75.5)31 (66)No

Would you like to use telemedicine?

467 (100).45421 (100)46 (100)Total

291 (62.3)260 (61.8)31 (67)Yes

176 (37.7)161 (38.2)15 (33)No

Does anything prevent you from using telemedicine?

290 (100).26260 (100)30 (100)Total

259 (89.3)234 (90.0)25 (83)Yes

31 (10.7)26 (10.0)5 (17)No

What prevents you from using telemedicine? (multiple selections possible)

292 (100)261 (100)31 (100)Total

182 (62.3).19166 (63.6)16 (52)Purchase of technology equipment

181 (62.0).49160 (61.3)21 (68)Administration

156 (53.4).09135 (51.7)21 (68)Poor reimbursement

135 (46.2).80120 (46.0)15 (48)Data security

97 (33.2).3589 (34.1)8 (26)Lack of participation by colleagues

96 (32.9).4784 (32.3)12 (39)Technical comprehension of patients

57 (19.5).6152 (19.9)5 (16)Poor internet connection

aPercentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding or where multiple selections were possible.

Implementation of Telerheumatology
A total of 69.6% (117/168) of participants considered
telemedicine as usable in rheumatology (see Table 3).

When asked who should interact using telemedicine, 81.3%
(370/455) responded physician-physician, 46.8% (213/455)
responded physician-patient, and 25.7% (117/455) responded

physician-assistant (multiple replies were possible). The
preferred therapy phases for the use of telemedicine were
follow-up (291/452, 64.4%), initial contact (153/452, 33.8%),
and screening (133/452, 29.4%). Participants were asked to
indicate specific digital tools that could support rheumatology
care. The most frequently selected items were telecounseling
(91/170, 53.5%), telediagnostics (76/170, 44.7%), and video
consultations (67/170, 39.4%). These were followed by online
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appointment assignments (56/170, 32.9%), e-learning (55/170,
32.4%), patient apps (48/170, 28.2%), digital screening (36/170,

21.2%), wearable devices (20/170, 11.8%), telesurgery (7/170,
4.1%), and other tools (4/170, 2.4%).

Table 3. Implementation of telemedicine in rheumatology care.

Total, n (%)aP valueGeneral practitioners, n (%)aRheumatologists, n (%)aQuestion and responses

Is telemedicine usable in rheumatology?

168 (100).18125 (100)43 (100)Total

117 (69.6)85 (68.0)32 (74)Yes

51 (30.4)40 (32.0)11 (26)No

Which parties should establish communication via telemedicine? (multiple selections possible)

455 (100)410 (100)45 (100)Total

370 (81.3).88334 (81.5)36 (80)Physician-physician

213 (46.8).03185 (45.1)28 (62)Physician-patient

117 (25.7).38103 (25.1)14 (31)Physician-assistant

18 (4.0).00913 (3.2)5 (11)Other participants and combinations

57 (12.6).2154 (13.2)3 (7)No communication

At which stages can telemedicine support rheumatology care? (multiple selections possible)

452 (100)407 (100)45 (100)Total

133 (29.4).001110 (27.0)23 (51)Screening

153 (33.8).16142 (34.9)11 (24)Initial contact

291 (64.4).32259 (63.6)32 (71)Follow-up

45 (10.0).1938 (9.4)7 (16)Other stages

77 (17.1).9069 (17.0)8 (18)At no stage

Which tools could support rheumatologic care? (multiple selections possible)

170 (100)126 (100)44 (100)Total

79 (45.5).2155 (43.7)24 (55)Telecounseling

76 (44.7).5658 (46.0)18 (41)Telediagnostics

67 (39.4).5548 (38.1)19 (43)Video consultations

56 (32.9).0436 (28.6)20 (45)Online appointment assignments

55 (32.4).7840 (31.7)15 (34)e-Learning

48 (28.2).0831 (24.6)17 (39)Patient apps

36 (21.2).0221 (16.7)15 (34)Digital screening

20 (11.8).0411 (8.7)9 (20)Wearable devices

7 (4.1).304 (3.2)3 (7)Telesurgery

4 (2.4).272 (1.6)2 (5)Other tools

21 (12.4).7615 (11.9)6 (14)No tools

aPercentages do not add up to 100% where multiple selections were possible.

Discussion

Principal Findings
To the best of our knowledge, we have performed the largest
nationwide survey in Germany on the use of telemedicine in
adult rheumatology aimed at promoting and guiding the
implementation of telerheumatology.

Rheumatologists and general practitioners generally consider
the overall application of telerheumatology to be acceptable,
and two-thirds of the respondents would like to implement
telemedicine in their everyday practice. Rheumatologists
expressed an even greater willingness to use telemedicine than
general practitioners. Rheumatologists and general practitioners
welcomed a wide variety of approaches to telemedicine.
However, only a minority of physicians already used
telemedicine at the time the survey was conducted. Barriers to
its introduction, such as limited knowledge, administrative
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expenses, the purchase of technology equipment, and inadequate
reimbursement, were clearly identified by specialists and
generalists. The results provide information on how telemedicine
can support rheumatology care from the physician’s perspective.
Conservative and familiar communication formats, such as the
exchange of information with colleagues, were preferred to the
direct exchange of information with patients and assistants. This
was demonstrated by the high approval of the item
telecounseling. Although various telecounseling tools already
exist, their development for rheumatology applications is not
as advanced as in, for example, intensive care and cardiology.
This is reflected in the relatively small number of respondents
that were using telemedicine at the time of the survey.

Limitations
The average age of our sample is similar to that of German
physicians as a whole [19]. Women were slightly
overrepresented compared to the average [19], which may also
indicate that female physicians are more interested in telehealth.
Due to the small number of rheumatologists, this survey mainly
reports on the opinion of general practitioners. Although the
survey was directed at physicians from all over Germany, it was
primarily physicians from Brandenburg who participated due
to the recruitment strategy. We assume a self-selection bias and
a nonresponse bias, as the survey was probably mainly answered
by physicians who are interested in telemedicine and
rheumatology. To overcome this bias, we chose a paper-based
survey. An online survey may have increased the response rate
and reduced the effort for data management. However, we
assumed an online survey would have influenced response
behavior, in the sense of a positive bias toward users of
telemedicine. To answer the questionnaire, knowledge in the
field of telemedicine was required, as, for example, preferences
for specific tools were asked about. Considering the limited
knowledge of doctors in the field of telemedicine, response
biases are, therefore, likely. Furthermore, we assume that due
to rapid technical developments in the field, our predefined
response categories were not exhaustive. Only ambulatory
physicians were asked to participate in the survey, so the results
do not provide any information on the acceptance by patients,
hospital staff, or other professional groups other than outpatient
physicians. Lastly, the survey was conducted in pre-COVID-19
times, so further research on the development of acceptance of
telerheumatology use is highly needed.

Comparison With Prior Work
This work adds to the growing body of telerheumatology
knowledge [11-17] by providing detailed user preferences,
needs, and barriers. Hence, we believe that the results of this
study may help in the development of telemedicine solutions
that can be integrated into the clinical routine of patients with
rheumatic diseases.

In contrast to the results of a recent study that identified a
negative attitude toward digitization in the health care system
among physicians in Germany [20], our results indicated that
physicians have a positive attitude toward telemedicine. An
American Medical Association survey of 3500 physicians in
the United States found that fewer than 10% of rheumatologists
used telemedicine, which is significantly less than physicians

from other medical fields, such as radiologists (43%) [21], and
less than the percentage of rheumatologists that use telemedicine
according to our study (34%). Although most respondents
reckoned that telecounseling may support rheumatology care,
telecounseling is not used or is rarely used. In a nationwide
survey of digitization among German medical practices, only
1% of surveyed physicians responded that they use
videoconferences to communicate with other physicians. The
most frequent answers were email and no digital communication
at all [22]. In the survey on digitization in German medical
practices, security gaps in information technology (IT), the
considerable cost and effort involved in introducing digital
technologies, and an unfavorable cost-benefit ratio were
identified as the main obstacles to digitization from the
perspective of physicians [22]. Participants in our survey
attached relatively little importance to security gaps in IT, with
only 46.2% choosing data security as an issue that prevented
them from using telemedicine. Televisual consultations with
patients appear to have considerable potential in rheumatology
care, and especially in initial consultations [12]. However, only
a minority of participants in our survey favored the use of
telemedicine in initial consultations. This finding confirms the
results of a comparable study on veteran rheumatology care
from the United States [23]. Furthermore, only one-third of
those surveyed wished to use telemedicine in direct patient
contacts at all, which contrasts starkly with overall telemedical
developments in the health care system [16,17]. This is
unfortunate, as previous research has shown that patients with
rheumatoid arthritis consider telerheumatology to be a flexible
solution that increases the independence of health authorities
and raises personal knowledge [24]. Other studies indicate that
health care resulting from televisits is as effective as that
provided following in-person visits [25,26]. A qualitative study
also reports that patients would be willing to accept electronic
collection and sharing of patient-reported outcomes (PROs)
between clinical encounters if it facilitated communication with
health care providers and provided access to reliable information
on RMDs [27]. However, a recent study has shown that
rheumatologists are reluctant to study electronic PROs because
it would lead to a massive increase in their workload [28].

Mobile apps promise to accelerate diagnostic investigations and
improve monitoring and the outcomes of patients with RMDs
[29]. The small number of rheumatologists that supported the
use of apps to improve clinical routines (34%) contrasts with
previous research from 2018 in which 49% said they were
already using such apps [30]. One of the top reasons for the
reluctance of rheumatologists to use apps may be lack of
evidence [31]. The combination of electronic PROs [28] and
objective serology and genetic testing promises to result in the
earlier diagnosis of RMDs [32].

Our findings indicate that rheumatologists accept telemedicine
to a greater extent than general practitioners. Furthermore, the
preferences of rheumatologists differ from those of general
practitioners with regard to which specific tools could be
implemented into rheumatology care and when. These variations
may be related to differences in the two professions as well as
the distinct phases of the disease in which rheumatologists and
general practitioners encounter RMDs. We also analyzed
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differences in the acceptance and preferences of telemedicine
with regard to the age and gender of the physicians as well as
the type and region of their practices. No differences or only
small differences were found.

Perspectives for Telerheumatology
COVID-19 has demonstrated the importance of contactless
approaches in medical care. As early as 2018, when we
conducted the survey, rheumatologists and general practitioners
were willing to use telerheumatology. It is assumed that this
readiness has increased due to the pandemic, which is likely to
strongly accelerate the use of telemedicine as society adopts
new health care standards [18].

Nevertheless, the great potential of telemedicine is not being
fully reached. Further research into the implementation of
telerheumatology is desperately needed. This includes
large-scale randomized controlled studies on the effects and
health economic outcomes, as well as risks and adverse events,
of specific interventions.

As our results indicate that there will be no “one-size-fits-all”
solution in the realm of telemedicine, further research into the
perspectives and preferences of physicians, patients, and other
telemedicine users in rheumatology is essential. This may
provide the foundation for individual patient- and
physician-adapted telemedicine options and triage mechanisms

to select patients for either digital or analog consultations, as
appropriate [25,26].

As physicians reported barriers to the use of telemedicine, it
would appear that the structural framework is not yet in place
for the effective implementation of telerheumatology.
Considerable administrative effort and inadequate
reimbursement structures prevented the surveyed physicians
from using telemedicine. However, the greatest barrier was the
limited knowledge on the part of physicians on the use of
telemedicine, which highlights the need for the timely
introduction of low-threshold training courses.

Conclusions
Our study showed that rheumatologists and general practitioners
support the implementation of telerheumatology, and two-thirds
of respondents would like to implement telemedicine into their
clinical routine. Rheumatologists expressed an even greater
willingness to use telemedicine than general practitioners, with
respondents welcoming a variety of telemedicine approaches.
However, only a minority of the surveyed physicians currently
use telemedicine. Furthermore, most physicians regard their
knowledge of telemedicine as rather poor. The provision of
high-quality rheumatology care using telemedicine will require
urgently needed research as well as a reduction in existing
barriers and training for specialists and generalists.
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Abstract

Background: Convenient and quality family communication improves family functioning and well-being. Using mobile instant
messaging (IM) for family communication is increasingly popular, but its association with family functioning and family well-being
has not been reported.

Objective: The aim of this study was to examine the association of the use of family IM chat groups with family functioning
and well-being, and the mediating effect of family communication quality among Chinese adults in Hong Kong.

Methods: We analyzed data from the Family and Health Information Trend Survey (FHInTS), a territory-wide, probability-based
telephone survey conducted in 2017. The quality of family communication, family functioning, and well-being was assessed
using the Family Communication Scale; Family Adaptation, Partnership, Growth, Affection, and Resolve (APGAR) Scale; and
Family Well-Being Scale (family heath, harmony, and happiness), respectively. Respondents also reported the number of family
IM chat groups (0, 1, 2, ≥3), and numbers of IM messages received (<1, 1-2, 3-10, 11-20, >20) and sent (<1, 1-2, 3-10, 11-20,
>20) daily. The frequency of family IM chat interaction (range 0-8) was calculated by combining the number of messages received
from and sent to the family IM chat groups daily. Covariates included sociodemographic characteristics and the frequency of
family face-to-face communication (often, sometimes, seldom, or never). Data were weighted by sex, age, and education of the
general population. Adjusted β coefficients of family functioning and well-being in relation to having a family IM chat group,
and numbers of messages received and sent were calculated. The mediation effects of family communication on these associations
were assessed, controlling for the covariates.

Results: A random sample of 1638 Chinese adults (45.6% men; 78.1% aged 25 to 64 years) were interviewed (response rate:
74.4%). Female, younger age, being married or cohabiting, higher education, higher income, better family functioning, and
well-being were associated with having at least one family IM chat group (all P<.01). Higher scores of family communication,
family APGAR, and family well-being were associated with having more family IM chat groups and more messages received
from and sent to family IM chat groups daily (all P for trend <.01). More frequent family IM chat interaction was associated with
higher scores of family communication, family APGAR, and family well-being (β=.16-.83, all P for trend <.001). The associations
of family IM chat interaction with family functioning and well-being were moderately (51.0%-59.6%) mediated by family
communication.

Conclusions: Use of a family IM chat group was associated with higher family functioning and well-being, and the association
was partially mediated by family communication.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e18876)   doi:10.2196/18876
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Introduction

Family functioning includes the interactions and relationships,
adaptability, organization, and communication of the family
environment, and is the foundation for the physical and
psychosocial well-being of family members [1,2]. Family
well-being, usually conceptualized as “family life satisfaction,”
is the keystone of a harmonious society [3]. From a macro
perspective, social resources, including income, time, and
psychological and social capital, are determinants of family
functioning and well-being [4]. Individually, spending time and
having quality communication with family members improves
family well-being, as this allows family members to connect,
achieve fulfillment, and express and share attitudes and values.
Higher quality family communication improves cardiovascular
health, immune system, subjective well-being, and quality of
life [5,6]. Having poor family communication and relationships
increase the risks of depression, anxiety, loneliness, substance
abuse, and other psychological distress [7,8].

The development of information and communication
technologies (ICTs) has largely transformed interpersonal
communication [9]. Advanced ICT tools in smartphones, such
as voice messages, multimedia messages, and video calls, have
facilitated the rapid exchange of information or affect [10].
However, inappropriate use of ICTs has led to a wide array of
psychological problems, including decline in the size of social
circles and life satisfaction, and an increase in depression and
loneliness [11]. Specifically, entertainment usage, especially
gaming, is associated with emotional exhaustion, function
impairment, and relationship disruption [12]. A poor perceived
well-being can also result from a perceived waste of time in
excessive smartphone use [13]. Relationship fulfillment is
usually acquired from achieving common goals or relating to
others. As the most important social tie with effort to maintain,
family cohesion and satisfaction require interactions with both
high quantity and quality. Under the current busy social context,
communication through a smartphone, including phone calls
or text messages, has been associated with increased family
functioning and well-being, presumably via a positive and
effective experience of interactive connection [14-16].

Face-to-face communication has remained the dominant mode
of family interaction [17]. Telephone, as a traditional means of
remote communication, provides instant feedback across
geographical distance. Instant messaging (IM) apps (eg,
WhatsApp, WeChat), with access regardless of time, distance,
and cost restrictions, may function as better substitutes when
face-to-face communication is hard to achieve [18]. We
previously reported that more than half of the Hong Kong
population used IM for family communication in the 2012
household survey [19]. A higher well-being level was observed
among families using smartphones for communication [19].
Long working hours have left little time for family gatherings.
The increase in smartphone-mediated communication such as
mobile voice and video calls is related to closer and
higher-quality relationships, which are in turn related to greater

life satisfaction and well-being [20]. IM features help to
maintain real-time bonding and bridge social capital, which can
facilitate communication for higher perceived well-being
[19,20]. A group chat allows for all sources of information to
be synchronously exchanged among three or more participants,
and is now commonly used among classmates, coworkers,
friends, and family members [21]. As a common platform for
family life information sharing, an IM chat group can strengthen
family management (eg, parenting, childcare) and health
information transfer for improving family health [22,23].

Positive communication experiences are critical for the adaptive
functioning of family relationships by buffering against family
problems and difficulties [14]. Chinese culture values family
communication as an important embodiment of family cohesion
[24], which is considered to be vital for the family harmony,
happiness, and health (3Hs) that underlie family well-being
[3,25]. Lack of positive interaction, in conjunction with a
stressful work life, can be detrimental to family well-being [26].
In Hong Kong, smartphone penetration reached 88.6% in 2017
and almost all internet users (98.1%) use smartphones for
communication [27]. As a new approach for family
communication, there is a lack of research to determine whether
a family group chat is associated with well-being. Most of the
recent studies in this field have focused on IM use among
teenagers and adolescents with a small sample size [28,29];
however, IM users are increasing rapidly in all age groups [27].
Therefore, the aim of this study was to examine the associations
of family chat group usage with family functioning and
well-being in Hong Kong adults. We also tested whether the
above associations are mediated by improved quality of family
communication.

Methods

Sampling
We used data from the latest phase of the Hong Kong Family
and Health Information Trends Survey (FHInTS) conducted
from February to May 2017 under the Hong Kong Jockey Club
FAMILY project. The FHInTS was a probability-based
telephone survey that aimed to assess the use of ICTs in relation
to family relationships in the Hong Kong Chinese population.
Details of the research design have been reported elsewhere
[19,30,31]. The Public Opinion Programme (POP) of the
University of Hong Kong, one of the most reputable survey
agencies in Hong Kong, conducted the telephone interviews.
Respondents were Hong Kong residents aged 18 years or above
who could speak Cantonese. All interviews were conducted by
trained interviewers using a computer-assisted telephone
interviewing system. POP adopted a two-stage random sampling
method. First, the residential telephone directories that covered
about 76% of Hong Kong residents [32] were used to generate
a list of randomized household telephone numbers (seed
numbers) by a computer program. To capture the unlisted
telephone numbers, plus or minus one or two of the last digits
of the seed numbers were used to generate new numbers for
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random dialing. Invalid household numbers and nonresponses
(after 5 calls at different times and days of the week) were
excluded. In the second stage, the “next birthday” rule was used
to pick one eligible household resident with the closest next
birthday to the interview dates as the respondent for the survey.
Of the 4054 respondents who completed the interview (response
rate: 74.4%), a subset of 1638 (40.4%) respondents were
randomly selected to answer questions on the use of a family
IM chat group, family communication, family functioning, and
family well-being. Ethical approval was granted by the
Institutional Review Board of the University of Hong
Kong/Hospital Authority Hong Kong West Cluster. Verbal
informed consent was obtained and recorded verbatim in the
telephone survey.

Measurement
The interviewers read out the definition of family (ie, family
members who are related through biological, marital,
cohabitation, or emotional bonding) before the interview. To
assess the use of a family IM chat group, the respondents were
asked “Do you have a family group of 3 or more persons using
IM such as WhatsApp and WeChat group chat?” with response
options of “Yes” and “No.” Those who responded “Yes” were
further asked about the number of family IM chat groups they
have (1, 2, 3, or >3) and the number of messages they receive
from and send daily in the family IM chat groups separately
with responses categorized into “None,” “1-2 messages,” “3-10
messages,” “11-20 messages,” and “Over 20 messages.”

The quality of family communication was measured by the
Family Communication Scale (FCS) [33], which consists of 10
items on a one-dimensional scale focusing on positive family
communication skills between family members, such as clear
and congruent messages, empathy, supportive phrases, and
effective problem-solving skills. The FCS aims to gather
important aspects of family communication, including the level
of openness and honesty to exchange ideas, emotional tone of
the interactions, and affections and concerns for each other.
Each item is scored on a Likert scale of 1 (strongly disagree)
to 5 (strongly agree). All items are summed to give a total score
of 10 to 50, with a higher score indicating better family
communication. The internal consistency of the FCS in this
study was excellent (Cronbach α=.90).

The Family Adaptation, Partnership, Growth, Affection, and
Resolve (APGAR) scale consists of five questions assessing
the frequency of feeling satisfied with five family functioning
parameters on a 3-point Likert scale of 0 (hardly ever) to 2
(almost always) [34]. The statements used in the scale concerned
the emotion expression, communicative, and interactive
relationships between the respondents and their family, such as
“You were satisfied with the care of your family when you had
different emotions (including happiness, anger, sadness).” The
Chinese version of the Family APGAR has been widely used
in the Hong Kong population [35] and the Cronbach α in this
study was good (.86).

The Family Well-Being Scale developed based on our
qualitative interviews under the FAMILY project [3,36] consists
of three items of family 3Hs, each measured on a scale of 0 to
10 with a higher score indicating better family 3Hs [3,37]. A

composite score of family well-being (range 0-10) was the
average of the family 3Hs score. The internal consistency of
the 4 items was good with a Cronbach α of .89 in this study.

Sex, age, marital status (never been married, married or
cohabitating, divorced or separated, and widowed) and
socioeconomic status (SES), including education attainment
(primary or below, secondary, or tertiary or above) and monthly
household income (in Hong Kong dollars [HK $], in which US
$1=HK $7.80: ≤9,999, 10,000-19,999, 20,000-29,999,
30,000-39,999, ≥40,000, and unstable) of the respondents were
recorded. We also collected data on the frequency of face-to-face
family communication (often, sometimes, seldom, or never).

Statistical Analysis

The χ2 test was used to compare sociodemographic differences
and family relationship measurements between family chat
group users and nonusers. To improve the representativeness
of the sample, all data were weighted according to provisional
figures obtained from the Census and Statistics Department on
the sex-age distributions of the Hong Kong general population
in 2015 and the education attainment distribution in 2011. The
mean scores of the FCS, Family APGAR, and Family
Well-Being Scale were compared between respondents with or
without family IM chat groups and according to usage of the
family IM chat group. Multivariable linear regressions were
used to calculate the regression coefficient (β) of family
communication, family functioning, and family well-being in
relation to the use of the family IM chat group, adjusting for
age, sex, marital status, and SES (model 1). In model 2, we
additionally adjusted for the frequency of face-to-face family
communication. We created a composite variable for the
frequency of family IM chat interaction (range 0-8) by
combining the variable of the number of messages received
from and sent to the family IM chat groups daily for a mediation
test. The Baron and Kenny approach was used to examine the
mediating effect of family communication on the associations
of family IM chat interaction with family functioning and
well-being [38]. The Sobel test was used to determine whether
the mediating (indirect) effect was significant. Bootstrapping
with 1000 replications was used to calculate the 95% CI of the
indirect effect. All analyses were performed using STATA
version 15.0 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA). A
two-sided P value<.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

Of the 1638 respondents, just under half were men and the
majority were aged 25 to 64 years. Most of the respondents
were married or cohabitating, attained secondary or higher level
of education, and had a monthly household income of more
than HK $30,000 (Table 1). Almost all respondents
communicate with family members (98.6%, 1341/1360), with
the great majority often communicating face-to-face. Bivariate
analysis showed that respondents of female sex, younger age,
married or cohabitating, with higher education, higher income,
better family functioning, and better well-being were associated
with having at least one family IM chat group (all P<.01). The
frequency of family face-to-face communication was not
associated with the use of family IM chat groups (P=.14).
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Most respondents (72.0%, 1180/1638) had at least one family
IM chat group. Among those who have family IM chat groups,
92.0% (1083/1177) and 83.7% (987/1179) of the respondents
received and sent at least one message daily, respectively (Table
2). Compared with having no family IM chat groups (n=458),
having 3 family IM chat groups was associated with higher
mean scores (Multimedia Appendix 1), and was significantly
associated with a higher FCS level (mean 37.3 vs 39.5), family
APGAR (mean 5.4 vs 7.0), and family well-being (mean 7.1 vs
7.8) controlling for sociodemographic factors (Table 2).
Respondents with more family IM chat groups and who received
or sent more messages in family IM chat groups were positively
associated with a better quality of family communication, family
APGAR, and family well-being with dose-response associations
(all P for trend <.001). More frequent IM chat interactions
(received and sent messages combined) was significantly
associated with increased FCS, family APGAR, and family

well-being levels compared with those of respondents reporting
no use. The associations remained robust after additionally
adjusting for the frequency of family face-to-face
communication (Table 2).

The effect of a greater number of family IM chat groups,
received messages, sent messages, and chat interactions
(received and sent messages combined) on family functioning
and family well-being was largely attenuated after adjusting for
FCS (Table 3), providing support for FCS as a mediator. A
significant mediation effect of FCS on the above associations
(P for Sobel test <.001) was found independent of the frequency
of family face-to-face communication. Family IM chat
interaction accounted for 23.0% of the total effect on family
APGAR, and 59.6% of the total effect was mediated by FCS.
Similarly, FCS accounted for 51.0% of the 18% total effect of
family IM chat interaction on family well-being (P for Sobel
test <.001).
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Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics according to family instant message chat group use.

Total (N=1638)P valueHad family chat group
(n=1180), n (%)

No family chat group
(n=458), n (%)

Characteristic

Weighted, n (%)bCrude, n (%)a

<.001Sex

747 (45.6)641 (39.1)423 (35.9)218 (47.6)Male

891 (54.4)997 (60.9)757 (64.2)240 (52.4)Female

<.001Age (years)

170 (10.4)210 (12.8)156 (13.2)54 (11.8)18-24

662 (40.4)291 (17.8)241 (20.4)50 (10.9)25-44

618 (37.7)662 (40.4)525 (44.5)137 (29.9)45-64

188 (11.5)475 (29.0)258 (21.9)217 (47.4)≥65

.006Marital status

293 (17.9)422 (25.7)307 (26.0)115 (25.1)Never been married

1125 (68.7)1046 (63.9)770 (65.3)276 (60.3)Married or cohabitating

60 (3.7)55 (3.4)33 (2.8)22 (4.8)Divorced or separated

160 (9.8)115 (7.0)70 (5.9)45 (9.8)Widowed

<.001Education attainment

267 (16.3)245 (15.0)123 (10.4)122 (26.6)≤Primary

837 (51.1)713 (43.5)515 (43.6)198 (43.2)Secondary

534 (32.6)680 (41.5)542 (45.9)138 (30.1)≥Tertiary

<.001Monthly household income (HK$)c

170 (10.4)266 (16.2)138 (11.7)128 (28.0)≤9999

277 (16.9)230 (14.0)145 (12.3)85 (18.6)10,000-19,999

347 (21.2)287 (17.5)225 (19.1)62 (13.5)20,000-29,999

241 (14.7)205 (12.5)164 (13.9)41 (8.9)30,000-39,999

447 (27.3)456 (27.8)372 (31.5)84 (18.3)≥40,000

156 (9.5)194 (11.8)136 (11.5)58 (12.7)Unstable

.14Frequency of family face-to-face communication (n=1360)

976 (71.8)959 (70.5)598 (75.1)207 (68.5)Often

262 (19.3)280 (20.6)149 (18.7)68 (22.5)Sometimes

102 (7.5)93 (6.8)43 (5.4)23 (7.6)Seldom

19 (1.4)28 (2.1)6 (0.8)4 (1.3)Never

aSample size varied because of missing values.
bWeighted by the sex-age distributions of the Hong Kong general population in 2015 and the education attainment distribution in 2011.
cHK$: Hong Kong dollars; HK $7.8=US $1.
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Table 2. Association of the number of family instant message (IM) chat groups (N=1638) and use (N=1180) with family communication, family
functioning, and family well-being.

Family well-being (0-10), adjusted
β (95% CI)

Family functioninga (0-10), adjust-
ed β (95% CI)

Family communication quality
(10-50), adjusted β (95% CI)

Respondents, n (%)Variable

Model 2Model 1Model 2Model 1Model 2cModel 1b

Number of family IM groups

ReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReference458 (28.0)0

.11 (–.16 to .38).27 (.04 to .49)*.20 (–.55 to .96).70 (.17 to

1.24)**
.64 (–.88 to
2.15)

.82 (–.76 to
2.42)

356 (21.7)1

.21 (–.09 to .51).39 (.14 to

.64)**
.19 (–.62 to .99).52 (–.06 to

1.10)
.86 (–.75 to
2.48)

1.02 (–.67 to
2.72)

273 (16.7)2

.39 (.15 to

.64)**
.61 (.40 to

.82)***
1.09 (.43 to

1.75)***
1.40 (.91 to

1.89)***
2.04 (.72 to

3.35)**
2.39 (1.01 to

3.76)***
551 (33.6)≥3

.001<.001.001<.001.002<.001P for trend

Number of received IM from family chat groups/day

ReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReference94 (8.0)<1

.03 (–.36 to .43).25 (–.10 to .59).41 (–.84 to
1.66)

1.32 (.44 to

2.21)**
2.73 (.22 to

5.24)*
3.81 (1.21 to

6.40)**
338 (28.7)1-2

.35 (–.03 to .72).57 (.24 to

.90)***
.84 (–.35 to
2.03)

1.74 (.89 to

2.59)***
3.35 (.97 to

5.73)**
4.32 (1.85 to

6.78)***
533 (45.3)3-10

.78 (.28 to

1.28)*
.81 (.40 to

1.23)***
1.17 (–.39 to
2.72)

2.30 (1.26 to

3.33)***
5.39 (2.25 to

8.52)***
6.76 (3.53 to

10.01)***
110 (9.4)11-20

.79 (.30 to

1.27)*
.93 (.51 to

1.36)***
1.64 (.17 to

3.11)*
2.72 (1.66 to

3.79)***
4.96 (2.01 to

7.91)***
6.28 (3.23 to

9.32)***
102 (8.7)>20

<.001<.001.007<.001<.001<.001P for trend

Number of sent IM in family chat groups/day

ReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceReference192 (16.3)<1

.39 (.10 to

.68)**
.44 (.19 to

.69)***
.68 (–.19 to
1.56)

.80 (.17 to

1.43)*
2.46 (.70 to

4.22)**
2.70 (.86 to

4.53)**
503 (42.7)1-2

.57 (.27 to

.87)***
.68 (.42 to

.94)***
1.11 (.19 to

2.03)*
1.35 (.70 to

2.01)***
3.13 (1.27 to

4.99)***
3.83 (1.90 to

5.75)***
410 (34.8)3-10

1.34 (.79 to

1.89)***
1.24 (.77 to

1.72)***
1.11 (–.41 to
2.63)

1.71 (.57 to

2.86)***
5.32 (2.24 to

8.40)***
5.93 (2.61 to

8.19)***
49 (4.2)11-20

.62 (–.09 to
1.33)

.78 (.15 to

1.42)**
2.96 (.95 to

4.97)**
2.90 (1.33 to

4.47)***
3.50 (–.55 to
7.55)

4.34 (.11 to

8.57)*
25 (2.0)>20

<.001<.001.002<.001.001<.001P for trend

.15 (.09 to

.21)***
.16 (.11 to

.21)***
.27 (.10 to

.44)**
.36 (.23 to

.48)***
.69 (.34 to

1.04)***
.83 (.47 to

1.19)***
Frequency of family IM chat interactiond

aFamily functioning assessed on the Family Adaptability, Partnership, Growth, Affection, and Resolve (APGAR) scale.
bRegression model 1: adjusted for sex, age, education attainment, family income, and marital status.
cRegression model 2: additionally adjusted for the frequency of face-to-face family communication (often, sometimes, seldom, or never).
dComposite variable, frequency of family IM chat interaction (range 0-8), sum of the number of messages received from IM chat groups and number
of messages of sent in IM chat groups per day.
*P<.05; **P<.01; ***P<.001.
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Table 3. Adjusted indirect, direct, and total effects of the number of family instant message (IM) chat groups (N=1638) and use (N=1180) on family
functioning and family well-being mediated by family communication using the Sobel test.

Frequency of family IM chat

interactiona
Number of sent IM in family
chat groups/day

Number of received IM
from family chat groups/day

Number of family IM chat
groups

Variable

Family functioning

.23 (.06 to .40)**.45 (.12 to .78)**.34 (.05 to .63)*.33 (.13 to .54)**Total effect, adjusted βb

(95% CI)

.14 (.06 to .22)***.23 (.09 to .38)**.22 (.08 to .36)**.14 (.04 to .23)**Indirect effect

(through mediator), ad-
justed β (95% CI)

.09 (–.06 to .24).22 (–.09 to .52).12 (–.16 to .39).20 (–.01 to .40)Direct effect

(without mediator), ad-
justed β (95% CI)

59.651.864.940.4Proportion of total ef-
fect mediated (%)

Family well-being

.18 (.10 to .27)***.31 (.14 to .49)***.31 (.16 to .46)***.14 (.03 to .25)*Total effect, adjusted β
(95% CI)

.09 (.04 to .14)***.16 (.06 to .25)***.15 (.06 to .24)***.10 (.03 to .16)**Indirect effect, adjusted
β (95% CI)

.09 (.02 to .15)**.15 (.02 to .29)*.16 (.04 to .28)**.04 (–.05 to .14)Direct effect, adjusted
β (95% CI)

51.050.648.468.6Proportion of total ef-
fect mediated (%)

aComposite variable, frequency of family IM chat interaction (range 0-8), sum of the number of messages received from IM chat groups and number
of messages sent in IM chat groups per day.
bRegression model 2: adjusted for sex, age, education attainment, family income, marital status, and frequency of family face-to-face communication.
*P<.05; **P<.01; ***P<.001.

Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first study to report the
associations of family IM chat groups with family
communication, functioning, and well-being. Family interaction
has been strongly associated with family relationships and
well-being [5,39]. Our findings are in line with previous findings
on the use of IM for family communication predicting greater
positive relations and well-being [19]. Three-quarters (73.3%)
of the respondents had at least one family IM chat group and
almost all (93%) of the family IM chat group users received or
sent at least one message daily. Respondents with higher
education levels, higher household income, and younger age
were more likely to use IM for family communication, which
might be explained by their higher accessibility and acceptance
of new ICTs [19]. The associations remained robust after
adjusting for sociodemographic factors and the frequency of
family face-to-face communication. Having at least one family
chat group was significantly associated with better family
functioning and well-being. A dose-response effect of having
more family chat groups was found with better family
communication and relationships, in concordance with the
Chinese “big family” concept, which values the togetherness,
cohesiveness, and harmony of the family over individual
expression [40]. The adoption of family groups also responds
to a deep cross-cultural need to strengthen and maintain family

intimacy, and to establish a coherent identity, especially with
geographically separated families [40]. Although the information
on which family members were included in the family groups
was not collected, our results indicate that setting up family
chat groups may increase family cohesion and impose a better
family relationship.

The number of messages received (21.9% received over 10
messages daily) exceeded the number of messages sent (8.0%
sent over 10 messages daily), likely because messages sent in
group chats were received by more than one recipient.
Respondents with frequent group interaction might have more
concerns over family issues, be more eager to share family life
information, and have better management of family
relationships, thereby improving family well-being [14]. Prior
studies have reported that traditional methods of communication
(face-to-face and phone calls) were strongly associated with
family well-being [19,22]. Increasing reliance on ICTs in recent
years has changed and continues to transform the ways families
interact, exchange information, and communicate [41]. The
steep growth of IM users and the proliferation of IM app features
(eg, video calls, file transfer, news sharing, emoji) have provided
the most convenient communication ecosystem for society as
a whole [16,29].

The association between family group chat and family
well-being was partially mediated by quality communication.
Maintaining family well-being is increasingly challenging in
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modern societies with busy lifestyles, long work hours (Hong
Kong residents work an average of 45 hours a week), and poor
work-life balance [42]. People who can utilize effective
communication to maintain harmonious marital and family
relationships are often healthier and happier than those who are
in turbulent family relationships [39]. IM chat adds no time
demands for gathering, and may provide opportunity to balance
work and life conflicts. Group chats simulate a gathering
environment where users can effectively share family
information, deal with family problems, and provide support,
even from a far distance. Our results, if confirmed by
prospective data, could provide solid evidence that the use of
family chat groups should be encouraged, especially under a
busy society context.

Although specific information topics shared in family groups
were not determined in this study, IMs in family chat groups
may tend to be tailored to the needs of families rather than to
individuals as compared to one-on-one conversations. Family
members might be more inclined to share positive family
information, express concern and affection, and to respond to
and resolve personal or family problems in the chat groups,
which are considered the main aspects of family communication
quality, and are closely associated with strengthened family
bonds and psychological support [39]. Gratitude and happiness
expressed during family activities are positively associated with
family communication and well-being [43]. Using a synchronous
communication platform, IM group chat could facilitate family
information exchange [22], thereby contributing to improved
family functioning and well-being. Future qualitative studies
may consider capturing the detailed content of the group
conversation that contributes to family functioning and
well-being for guiding quality family communication.

Many studies have focused on adolescents or young adults with
respect to the use of IM and well-being owing to their higher
tendency of use [44]; however, a huge growing trend among
adults and elderly users of IM also requires research to
understand the possible individual and family implications [45].
In this sample of Chinese adults, almost half (45%) of older
adults (aged 65 or above) had no family chat group. One
explanation is their perceived and practical access barriers to
new technologies [46]. Lack of cognitive skills, information
literacy, and social support in the elderly are also responsible
for communication inequalities in a digitally dense society
[46,47]. We found no interactions between the younger (aged
18-64 years) and older (aged over 65 years) adults on the
association between family IM group chat with family
communication and family relationships (see Multimedia
Appendix 2), suggesting that communication with family

members through chat groups equally improved perceived
family relationships in the elderly as in the younger adults.
Loneliness, isolation, and suicide attempts are invading the
psychological health of the elderly, representing a huge public
health concern [48,49], especially for aging societies such as
Hong Kong [50]. Involving the elderly to use ICTs to
communicate could be practical and effective in maintaining
family connection; preventing family and social life isolation;
and sustaining a higher level of mental, family, and social
well-being.

This study has several limitations. First, landline telephone
directories were used to sample the potential respondents, which
excluded families with only mobile phones. Our recent landline
and online (randomly sampled from a population-representative
mobile panel) survey found similar characteristics in terms of
sex, age, socioeconomic background, and information seeking
[51]. Mobile phone and online surveys are therefore needed to
complement the findings. Second, recall bias in reporting the
number of family chat groups, and messages received and sent
in the groups daily could not be excluded. Third, due to the
cross-sectional survey design, we cannot rule out residual
confounding or reverse causality. Therefore, prospective studies
are needed to further confirm the associations and test for the
mediation effect we observed. Indeed, families with better
family relationships might tend to use IM group chat more
frequently to maintain contact. Nevertheless, the association
remained robust after controlling for the frequency of
face-to-face communication. Most studies on IM use have
focused on teenagers and adolescents owing to their higher
acceptance of new technologies and lower self-control to
behavioral addiction. We used simple measurements for the use
of family chat groups, and the content of messages was not
assessed, which warrants future investigation. We only
investigated the adult population, who have more concerns and
tend to pay much more attention to family relationships; thus,
whether the family IM group chat equally benefits the younger
generation remains unclear. Family health, harmony, and
happiness have been identified as determinants of family
well-being in Chinese culture [3,25]; however, the perceptions
of family well-being might be different in other countries, which
affects the generalizability of our findings. The validity of family
well-being was indirectly supported by the consistent results
with the FCS and family functioning scale, which are validated
scales frequently used in Western countries.

In summary, family IM chat use was associated with higher
family functioning and well-being, and the association was
partially mediated by family communication.
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Abstract

Background: Filling a prescription on the web has become an alternative to in-person pharmacies for individuals to access their
medications. However, the adoption of web-based filling has been gradual, and the use patterns remain to be unclear.

Objective: This study aims to estimate the trend and prevalence of web-based prescription-filling behavior and identify associated
factors among adults in the United States.

Methods: We used data from the US National Health Interview Survey (NHIS) from 2009 to 2018. Adult respondents (aged
≥18 years and over) self-reported their behavior of web-based prescription filling, which was defined as having filled a prescription
using the internet in the past 12 months during the survey year. We reported trends using weighted percentages adjusted by the
NHIS complex sampling design. We used descriptive statistics and multivariable logistic regression models to examine trends
and identify factors associated with web-based prescription-filling behavior.

Results: The estimated number of adults reporting web-based prescription-filling behavior significantly increased from 13,319,877
(13,319,877/225,217,942, 5.91%) in 2009 to 28,308,262 (28,308,262/246,611,125, 11.48%) in 2018 (P<.001). Those who were
more likely to report filling a prescription on the web were aged between 35 and 74 years, female, White, and frequent users of
the computer or internet; these adults also reported higher education, higher income, insurance coverage, and poorer health status.

Conclusions: Web-based prescription-filling behavior among US adults has increased significantly from 2009 to 2018. Health
care providers should be aware of the upward trend in the use of web-based pharmacies and ensure the clinical safety of web-based
prescriptions.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e23662)   doi:10.2196/23662
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Introduction

Health Information and Internet
The widespread use of the internet as a means of obtaining
health information and health care has a tremendous impact on
health care systems [1,2]. It is estimated that more than 70% of

internet users globally search for health information on the web
[3-5]. The prevalence of web-based pharmacy use has increased
over time [6,7]. Web-based pharmacies, which include
web-based ordering and mail delivery, have become an
alternative to obtaining prescription medications from in-person
pharmacies. For example, more than 14% of internet users in
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the United States reported that they had ever bought medicines
on the web [8]. According to data from the Health Information
National Trends Survey (HINTS), the percentage of people in
the United States who purchased medications on the web
increased from 9.1% in 2003 to 20.2% in 2013 [7].

Benefits and Concerns
Individuals may be increasingly interested in purchasing
prescription medications on the web for several reasons. First,
purchasing medication on the web is more convenient than an
in-person pharmacy because web-based pharmacies are available
24 hours a day. People who have difficulty traveling to a
physical pharmacy can more easily order medications on the
web from home [9,10]. Second, purchasing on the web is more
private and attractive for individuals who are concerned with
obtaining their medications publicly from a community
pharmacy [9,10]. Finally, given that the cost of prescription
medication continues to increase in the United States [11],
saving money is the leading reason for purchasing medication
on the internet, although mostly from foreign websites [12,13].

Despite the perceived benefits, there remain several concerns
regarding the use of web-based pharmacies to obtain
prescriptions. Underregulated or illegal web-based pharmacies
can sell medications that may contain the wrong dosage or active
ingredients or be past the expiration date or are not approved
by the US Food and Drug Administration [10,14]. The 2018
report of the National Association of Boards of Pharmacy
(NABP) showed that among the 11,943 web-based pharmacies
reviewed, the vast majority (95%) were found to be
noncompliant with relevant federal or state pharmacy laws [15].
Furthermore, less than 3.0% of the reviewed web-based
pharmacies were accredited by the NABP-verified internet
pharmacy practice sites [15].

Purchasing Medicines on the Web
Several previous studies have examined web-based purchasing
medications [1,8,16-22]. These studies have explored the
characteristics of purchasers using web-based pharmacies
[1,8,16,18-22], the experience of purchasing medications on
the web [16,17,19-21], reasons for purchasing medications on
the web [19,20,22], and patients’ tendency to disclose to their
health care providers that they purchase medications using
web-based pharmacies [8]. However, most of the previous
research has studied web-based medication-purchasing behaviors
from other countries [16,17,19,20,22] but not specifically from
the United States. Moreover, one difference between the United
States and many other countries is that prescription-only
medication can be purchased using web-based pharmacies that
are located within the United States [16,17,19,20,22]. Rules
vary by country, from very restrictive (no internet pharmacy
allowed) to allowing the purchase of prescription medication
from another country. For example, unlike the United States,
some other countries allow only nonprescription medications
to be purchased on the web [23]. Finally, the data obtained are
typically from specific hospitals [17,21] or community
pharmacies [16] or from mailed surveys of a specific sample
[20,22], not using a nationally representative survey design.
Only a few studies used nationally representative US data to
investigate web-based pharmacy use [1,8,18]. For example, one

study was conducted using the Medical Expenditure Panel
Survey (MEPS) to evaluate characteristics associated with
web-based pharmacy use [18], whereas another study was
conducted using the HINTS to evaluate the characteristics of
people purchasing medication on the web [8]. However, the
findings from the MEPS and HINTS studies were published 10
years ago, and more updated evidence is needed to understand
newer trends in the use of web-based pharmacies.

Objective
With the expansion of internet use [24] and the recent
COVID-19 pandemic [25], purchasing medications using
web-based pharmacies may be the new normal for individuals
to access their medications in the future. Therefore, it is
important to update the information available regarding the
prevalence and utilization patterns of people filling prescriptions
using web-based pharmacies. Using data from the National
Health Interview Survey (NHIS), which is a nationally
representative data set of the United States, provides this unique
opportunity. This study aims to (1) evaluate the trend and (2)
identify the characteristics associated with web-based
prescription-filling behavior among the US adult population.

Methods

Data Source
We used data from the US NHIS, from 2009 to 2018, which is
a cross-sectional household interview survey designed to track
health status, health care access, and health resource utilization
among the civilian noninstitutionalized population in the United
States. [26]. The NHIS was initiated in 1957 and is conducted
by the National Center for Health Statistics (NCHS), Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), which releases the
survey data annually [26].

The data in the NHIS were obtained through a complex sample
design involving stratification, clustering, and weighting. Given
the changes in the distribution of the US population, a new
sample design was implemented in 2016 [27]. The data of the
NHIS are collected from face-to-face interviews. Therefore, to
keep the data collection more manageable and cost-effective,
the sample was systematically selected using multistage
sampling technologies (survey data before 2016 NHIS) [28]
and geographically clustered sampling techniques (survey data
from 2016 NHIS) [27]. Multistage sampling technologies
partition the US population into several nested levels of strata
and clusters consisting of a sample of primary sampling units
(PSUs) [28]. Respondents were selected from the PSUs to form
the sample. Regarding the geographically clustered sampling
techniques, the sampling process started by dividing the United
States into many geographic areas. One geographic area included
1 or 2 strata, and 1 stratum contained many clusters of addresses.
Then, a specific number of clusters according to the size of the
strata would be selected for the NHIS sample [26,27].

We used data from the Household File, Family File, Person
File, and Sample Adult File from the NHIS for this study. From
2009 to 2018, the survey contained approximately 35,000
households, yielding about 87,500 respondents who participated
in the survey each year [26]. The number of respondents can
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be weighted to obtain estimates of the US population. The
response rates each year were 82.2%, 79.5%, 82.0%, 77.6%,
75.7%, 73.8%, 70.1%, 67.9%, 66.5%, and 64.2% [26].

In 2009, the NHIS started collecting data on the use of health
information technology in the Sample Adult File. A total of
5-10 questions, depending on the year, about using the internet
to search for health information, learn about health topics, fill
a prescription, schedule medical appointments, and email health
care providers were asked in a face-to-face interview [29]. The
NHIS did not release these data in 2010. More detailed
information about study design, interview procedure, data
editing, and survey questionnaires is available on the official
website.

Study Population
All respondents aged ≥18 years who participated in the survey
were included as the study population.

Study Outcome (Web-Based Prescription-Filling
Behavior)
The survey contained one question asking respondents if they
had ever filled a prescription on the internet during the past 12
months. In 2009, the question was formatted as, “Did you refill
a prescription on the internet in the past 12 months?” In the
2011 to 2018 surveys, the question was formatted as “DURING
THE PAST 12 MONTHS, have you ever used computers for
any of the following … Fill a prescription.” Respondents who
answered “yes” to the question were defined as fillers of
web-based prescription filling, and those who answered “no”
were enrolled as nonfillers of web-based prescription filling.

Covariates (Factors and Characteristics)
We used the Anderson Behavioral Model of Health Services
Use as a conceptual framework to identify factors associated
with the behavior of web-based prescription filling [30-32]. The
Anderson model is widely used to study health behaviors and
health service utilization [30-32]. According to the model,
factors that are associated with health behavior or health services
utilization can be classified into predisposing, enabling, and
need factors. In this study, we identified all the variables from
the Family Files, Person Files, and Sample Adult Files in the
NHIS and further divided them into 3 categories based on the
Anderson model.

Predisposing factors included age (range: 18-34, 35-49, 50-64,
65-74, and ≥75 years), gender (male and female), race
(non-Hispanic White, Hispanic, non-Hispanic Black,
non-Hispanic Asian, and non-Hispanic others), education (less
than high school, high school, college, and higher than college),
region (Northwest, Midwest, South, and West), marital status
(married or living with partner, divorced or separated or
widowed, and single or never married), work status (had job
and no job), frequency of computer usage (never, some days,
most days, and every day), and frequency of internet usage
(never, per day, per week, per month, and per year). Enabling
factors included family income (<US $35,000, US
$35,000-49,999, US $45,000-74,999, US $75,000-$99,999, and
≥US $100,000) and health insurance coverage (covered and not
covered). Needs factors included perceived health status

(excellent, very good, good, fair, and poor), mobility limitations
(yes or no), prescribed medication by doctors or health
professionals (yes or no), and drugs bought from another country
to save money (yes or no). It should be noted that some
variables, including frequency of computer usage, frequency
of internet usage, prescribed medication by doctors or health
professionals, and drugs bought from another country to save
money, were only recorded in the 2018 survey but not in the
2009 survey. Therefore, these variables can only be analyzed
using the 2018 survey data.

Statistical Analysis
A total of 3 major statistical analyses were performed in our
study. First, we estimated the annual weighted percentage of
web-based prescription-filling behavior among US adults from
2009 to 2018. To evaluate the trend change in web-based
prescription-filling behavior, we compared the prevalence
between 2009 and 2018. In addition to the overall trend of
web-based prescription-filling behavior, we also examined the
trends stratified by demographic subpopulation, including age,
gender, race, and education levels. Second, we compared
selected factors among respondents in 2009 and 2018 separately,
using descriptive statistics to identify changes in patterns of
web-based prescription-filling behavior. Wald chi-square tests
were used to compare the categorized characteristics between
web-based prescription fillers and nonfillers. Finally, we
conducted multivariable logistic regression to evaluate the
associations between factors and web-based prescription-filling
behavior among the study population in 2018.

The NHIS uses a complex sample design (stratification,
clustering, and weighting) to represent the US population.
Sampling weights are necessary for numbers from respondents
to produce representative national estimates [26]. The weight
is the person-level base weight, which is adjusted according to
poststratification and calibration by age, sex, race, and ethnicity
classes based on the 2000 US census for survey in 2009 to 2015
and the 2010 census for survey in 2016 to 2018 [26,28].

All statistical procedures were performed using SAS software
(version 9.4; SAS Institute). The SAS survey procedure (proc
surveymean, proc surveyfreq, and proc surveylogistic) was used
to perform the analyses after considering the stratification,
clustering, and weighting of the NHIS sample design to
represent the US population and prevent underestimation of
variances [33]. The two-sided test was used, and statistical
significance was set at P<.05. As the NHIS data are publicly
available and deidentified, this study was exempt from a full
ethical review by the Joint Institutional Review Board of Taipei
Medical University.

Results

Trend and Prevalence of Web-Based Prescription Fill
Figure 1 shows the trend of web-based prescription fill from
2009 to 2018 among adults in the United States. All the numbers
were weighted to obtain US population estimates. The estimated
number of respondents in the United States filling the
prescription on the web significantly grew from 13.3 million in
2009 to 28.3 million in 2018 (P<.001). The overall annual
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prevalence of web-based prescription filling was relatively
constant between 2009 (13,319,877/225,217,942, 5.91%) and
2014 (16,072,655/236,126,315, 6.81%) but increased from 2014
(16,072,655/236,126,315, 6.81%) to 2018
(28,308,262/246,611,125, 11.48%).

The trends for demographic subpopulations are shown in Figure
2. In subpopulations, trends in the prevalence of web-based
prescription-filling behavior were similar to the overall trend
in the general adult population. In the trend of web-based
prescription-filling behavior by age, respondents aged between
18 and 24 years and ≥75 years were the least likely to fill a
prescription on the internet. In contrast, respondents aged 35-74
years were more likely to fill prescriptions on the web, and the
percentage significantly increased during the past decade
(P<.001).

In terms of gender differences, the prevalence of web-based
prescription-filling behavior was consistently greater in women
than in men from 2009 to 2018. In both genders, the behavior
of web-based prescription filling significantly increased from
2009 to 2018 (P<.001). Among all ethnic groups, non-Hispanic
White respondents were most likely to fill the prescription on
the web, followed by non-Hispanic Asian respondents (P<.001).
The higher the education level, the more likely adults would
choose to fill a prescription on the web (P<.001). The prevalence
of web-based prescription-filling behavior for respondents with
a higher than college degree was consistently the highest among
adult respondents in the United States. In contrast, adults with
an education level less than high school were less likely to fill
a prescription on the web, and the percentage of use remained
consistently low from 2009 to 2018.

Figure 1. Trends in web-based prescription-filling behavior among US adults from 2009 to 2018. The prevalence of online prescription fill among
adults in the US was found to significantly increase from 2009 (N=13,319,877) to 2018 (N=28,308,262; P<.01). The National Health Interview Survey
did not release the data related to online prescription fill in the 2010 survey.
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Figure 2. Prevalence of web-based prescription-filling behaviors among adults in the United States by demographic variables, 2009 to 2018.

Characteristics of Study Populations
Table 1 shows the characteristics of the 2009 and 2018 study
populations. In both 2009 and 2018, several characteristics,
such as age (P<.001), sex (P=.003 in 2009 and P<.001 in 2018),
race or ethnicity (P<.001), education (P<.001), marital status
(P<.001), work status (P<.001), family income (P<.001), and
health insurance coverage (P<.001), were associated with a
higher probability of web-based prescription-filling behavior.
Moreover, variables including frequency of computer usage
(P<.001), frequency of internet usage (P<.001), prescribed
medication by doctors or health professionals (P<.001), and
having bought drugs from another country to save money
(P<.001) were found to be significantly associated with
web-based prescription-filling behavior in 2018.

Within each characteristic, respondents aged between 50 and
64 years, female, White, and who had higher education, higher
income, and insurance coverage were significantly more likely
to fill prescriptions on the web in both 2009 and 2018. In

addition, respondents who were married or lived with a partner
were significantly more likely to fill a prescription on the web
when compared with those who were divorced or widowed or
single or never married (10,012,769/138,405,448, 7.23% vs
1,659,300/38,520,573, 4.31% vs 1,632,904/48,049,055, 3.40%;
P<.001 in 2009; 19,956,831/147,945,646, 13.50% vs
3,757,131/40,811,170, 9.21% and 4,584,495/57,461,184, 8.00%;
P<.001 in 2018).

In terms of working status, respondents who had a job in the
past 12 months were more likely to complete the prescription
on the web than respondents without a job
(10,172,125/157,802,261, 6.4% vs 3,147,752/67,277,067, 4.7%;
P<.001 in 2009; 20,794,336/169,686,451, 12.3% vs
7,486,229/76,519,060, 9.8%; P<.001 in 2018). Perceived health
status and region were significantly associated with web-based
prescription filling in 2018 (P<.001 and P<.001, respectively)
but not in 2009. In 2018, the region was significantly different,
with people in the Midwest and West having a higher filling
behavior compared with people in the Northwest or the South.
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Table 1. Characteristics and a comparison between web-based prescription fillers and nonfillers in the past 12 months during the survey year: weighted

statistics in 2009 (n=1489; N=13,319,877)a and 2018 (n=2892; N=28,308,262)a.

20182009Variables

P valueNoYesP valueNoYes

Predisposing factors, weighted n (%)

<.001<.001Age (years)

66,865,684 (91.51)6,200,449 (8.49)66,471,375 (96.48)2,424,539 (3.52)18-34

52,483,963 (86.56)8,149,953 (13.44)59,175,765 (94.20)3,643,127 (5.80)35-49

53,550,362 (86.38)8,440,377 (13.62)51,100,111 (90.97)5,070,551 (9.03)50-64

26,381,215 (86.47)4,126,912 (13.53)18,729,467 (91.82)1,668,375 (8.18)65-74

19,021,639 (93.19)1,390,571 (6.81)16,421,347 (96.97)513,285 (3.03)75+

<.001.003Gender

107,766,068 (90.49)11,324,986 (9.51)102,970,784 (94.69)5,771,128 (5.31)Male

110,536,795 (86.68)16,983,276 (13.32)108,927,281 (93.52)7,548,749 (6.48)Female

<.001<.001Race

135,502,059 (85.99)22,072,419 (14.01)143,504,508 (92.62)11,436,419 (7.38)Non-Hispanic White

37,945,521 (93.95)2,444,137 (6.05)30,349,873 (97.56)759,766 (2.44)Hispanic

28,056,833 (93.24)2,033,915 (6.76)26,039,713 (97.79)589,266 (2.21)Non-Hispanic Black

13,773,476 (89.90)1,565,100 (10.20)10,057,804 (96.07)411,558 (3.93)Non-Hispanic Asian

3,024,974 (84.01)192,691 (5.99)1,946,167 (94.06)122,868 (5.94)Non-Hispanic others

<.001<.001Education

33,369,627 (96.81)1,098,243 (3.19)39,347,807 (98.59)563,916 (1.41)Less than high school

49,863,572 (93.06)3,721,460 (6.94)53,292,533 (96.05)2,189,184 (3.95)High school

40,928,096 (89.04)5,036,039 (10.96)42,561,073 (94.20)2,621,675 (5.80)College

86,765,573 (83.65)16,952,950 (16.35)70,847,409 (90.53)7,407,794 (9.47)Higher than college

<.001.43Region

38,483,459 (90.31)4,128,255 (9.69)37,027,777 (94.39)2,200,012 (5.61)Northwest

47,180,604 (86.90)7,115,471 (13.10)51,305,184 (94.04)3,250,003 (5.96)Midwest

81,307,356 (89.33)9,709,220 (10.67)76,000,333 (94.33)4,566,581 (5.67)South

51,331,444 (87.47)7,355,316 (12.53)47,564,771 (93.51)3,303,281 (6.49)West

<.001<.001Marital status

127,988,815 (86.51)19,956,831 (13.49)128,392,679 (92.77)10,012,769 (7.23)Married or living with partner

37,054,039 (90.79)3,757,131 (9.21)36,861,273 (95.69)1,659,300 (4.31)Divorced, separated, widowed

52,876,689 (92.02)4,584,495 (7.98)46,416,151 (96.60)1,632,904 (3.40)Single, never married

<.001<.001Work status (past 12 months)

148,892,115 (87.75)20,794,336 (12.25)147,630,136 (93.55)10,172,125 (6.45)Had job

69,032,831 (90.02)7,486,229 (9.78)64,129,315 (95.32)3,147,752 (4.68)No job

<.001—bFrequency of computer usage

46,114,456 (98.71)613,413 (1.31)——Never

24,531,551 (95.16)1,248,875 (4.84)——Some days

12,072,018 (88.38)1,587,924 (11.62)——Most days

134,817,997 (84.46)24,802,396 (15.54)——Every day

<.001—Frequency of internet usage

43,402,368 (98.71)565,220 (1.29)——Never
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20182009Variables

P valueNoYesP valueNoYes

131,380,588 (85.44)22,391,668 (14.56)——Per day

33,817,721 (88.78)4,275,620 (11.22)——Per week

2,415,606 (97.53)61,283 (2.47)——Per month

1,442,600 (84.70)260,601 (15.30)——Per year

Enabling factors, weighted n (%)

<.001<.001Family income (US $)

54,557,513 (94.21)3,354,653 (5.79)68,111,146 (97.49)1,752,244 (2.51)<35,000

22,311,049 (90.65)2,301,726 (9.35)28,937,754 (95.09)1,494,075 (4.91)35,000-49,999

33,558,936 (88.93)4,179,405 (11.07)37,486,119 (93.80)2,476,437 (6.20)45,000-74,999

26,227,420 (85.68)4,383,932 (14.32)23,884,329 (91.78)2,138,734 (8.22)75,000-99,999

60,133,071 (82.98)12,334,689 (17.02)39,788,717 (89.34)4,749,518 (10.66)≥100,000

<.001<.001Health insurance coverage

192,643,180 (87.58)27,309,470 (12.42)171,671,557 (93.07)12,790,369 (6.93)Covered

24,489,010 (96.35)927,280 (3.65)39,527,626 (98.71)516,217 (1.29)Not covered

Needs factors , weighted n (%)

<.001.25Perceived health status

61,394,808 (90.46)6,476,485 (9.54)60,522,896 (94.26)3,682,424 (5.74)Excellent

71,134,469 (87.12)10,517,116 (12.88)67,271,787 (93.62)4,582,321 (6.38)Very good

57,995,479 (88.23)7,737,178 (11.77)56,413,051 (94.10)3,539,990 (5.90)Good

21,392,785 (88.19)2,864,476 (11.81)20,595,996 (94.54)1,190,494 (5.46)Fair

6,278,595 (89.80)713,007 (10.20)7,033,584 (95.59)324,648 (4.41)Poor

.20.07Mobility limitations

14,233,084 (89.64)1,645,744 (10.36)11,866,412 (95.45)565,452 (4.55)Yes

204,004,900 (88.44)26,662,518 (11.56)200,021,362 (94.01)12,754,425 (5.99)No

<.001—Prescribed medication by doctor
or health professional

136,339,307 (84.23)25,516,673 (15.77)——Yes

81,750,890 (96.71)2,777,904 (3.29)——No

<.001—Bought drugs from another coun-
try to save money

3,159,455 (80.90)745,833 (19.10)——Yes

215,095,537 (88.64)27,555,721 (11.36)——No

aThe “n” here is the number of the respondents, and the “N” here is the weighted population of the respondents.
bThe following variables were not recorded in the 2009 survey: frequency of computer usage, frequency of internet usage, prescribed medication by
doctors or health professionals, and drugs bought from another country to save money.

Results From the Multivariable Regression Model
Table 2 shows the results of a multivariable logistic regression
model to evaluate the association between respondent
characteristics and web-based prescription-filling behavior
among respondents in 2018. After adjustment, respondents aged
between 35 and 74 years, female, higher education level, and
with health insurance coverage were significantly associated

with web-based prescription-filling behavior. In this adjusted
model, Hispanic and non-Hispanic Black individuals were found
to be significantly less likely to fill the prescription on the web
than non-Hispanic White individuals. Persons living in the
Midwest, South, and West were more likely to fill prescriptions
using web-based pharmacies than those living in the Northwest
of the United States.
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Table 2. Factors associated with web-based prescription-filling behavior among adults in the United States in 2018: results from the adjusted multivariable
logistic regression model.

Year (2018), odds ratio (95% CI)Variables

Predisposing factors

Age (years)

Refa18-34

1.27 (1.08-1.50)35-49

1.22 (1.03-1.44)50-64

1.38 (1.13-1.68)65-74

0.89 (0.68-1.17)75+

Gender

RefMale

1.38 (1.23-1.55)Female

Race

RefNon-Hispanic White

0.71 (0.57-0.89)Hispanic

0.72 (0.56-0.91)Non-Hispanic Black

0.83 (0.63-1.09)Non-Hispanic Asian

0.69 (0.36-1.30)Non-Hispanic others

Education

RefLess than high school

1.40 (1.04-1.89)High school

1.64 (1.21-2.21)College

2.26 (1.70-3.01)Higher than college

Region

RefNorthwest

1.51 (1.24-1.84)Midwest

1.30 (1.09-1.56)South

1.67 (1.36-2.04)West

Marital status

RefMarried or living with partner

0.86 (0.74-1.00)Divorced, separated, widowed

0.96 (0.81-1.14)Single, never married

Work status (past 12 months)

1.00 (0.87-1.15)Had job

RefNo job

Frequency of computer usage

RefNever

1.62 (1.06-2.50)Some days

2.65 (1.63-4.33)Most days

3.65 (2.38-5.62)Every day

Frequency of internet usage

RefNever

3.48 (2.11-5.73)Per day
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Year (2018), odds ratio (95% CI)Variables

3.24 (1.97-5.34)Per week

1.20 (0.41-3.52)Per month

3.26 (1.45-7.35)Per year

Enabling factors

Family income (US $)

0.78 (0.65-0.93)<35,000

1.02 (0.84-1.23)35,000-49,999

Ref45,000-74,999

1.12 (0.94-1.35)75,000-99,999

1.26 (1.08-1.48)≥100,000

Health insurance coverage

1.60 (1.19-2.14)Covered

RefNot covered

Needs factors

Perceived health status

RefExcellent

1.26 (1.09-1.46)Very good

1.39 (1.19-1.63)Good

1.80 (1.44-2.24)Fair

1.81 (1.27-2.58)Poor

Mobility limitations

1.23 (0.96-1.58)Yes

RefNo

Prescribed medication by doctor or health professional

4.74 (3.83-5.87)Yes

RefNo

Bought drugs from another country to save money

2.10 (1.51-2.93)Yes

RefNo

aRef: reference value.

Furthermore, the frequency of computer usage was also a
significant predictor of web-based prescription-filling behavior.
For example, respondents who used a computer for some days,
most days, and every day were all significantly more likely to
report that they filled a prescription on the web. Compared with
people with excellent health status, individuals with very good,
good, fair, and poor health status were 1.26, 1.39, 1.80, and 1.81
times more likely to fill the prescription on the web,
respectively. In addition, the probability of filling the
prescription on the web was 2.10 times greater in people who
had bought drugs from another country to save money. Finally,
unlike the results of the unadjusted analysis, marital status and
work status were not found to be significantly associated with
web-based prescription-filling behavior after adjustment.

Discussion

Principal Findings
To our knowledge, this is the most recent study to investigate
the trends and patterns of web-based prescription-filling
behavior among a nationally representative population of adults
in the United States. The results showed that the prevalence of
web-based prescription filling has significantly increased from
2009 to 2018. Individuals who filled a prescription on the web
were more often between the ages of 35 and 74 years, female,
White, of higher education, used the computer or internet
frequently, had insurance coverage, and had poorer health status.

The findings from the survey of HINTS showed that the trend
of obtaining medications or vitamins on the web increased from
2003 to 2013 [7]. Our study supported the findings from the
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HINTS survey and provided updated results of web-based
prescription-filling behavior among adults in the United States.

In our study, characteristics including age, gender, race,
education, income, and insurance coverage were found to be
associated with filling prescriptions using web-based
pharmacies. With regard to age, when compared with people
aged between 18 and 34 years, people aged between 35 and 74
years were significantly more likely to fill a prescription on the
web. The oldest group, those aged 75 years and older, was the
least likely to fill a prescription on the web. There is a steady
decrease in the prevalence of internet use by age. A previous
study that investigated internet use among older adults showed
that 82% of seniors aged 65-69 years used the internet, and the
prevalence diminished with age with 60% of those aged 65-79
years and 44% of those aged ≥80 years saying they used the
internet [34]. It is not surprising that older adults were least
likely to fill their prescriptions on the web compared with other
age groups, as these individuals usually have difficulties in
adapting to technology, which makes web-based prescription
filling less likely to become an alternative to obtaining
prescription medications in person.

Gender is a strong predictor of web-based prescription-filling
behavior. We found that the prevalence of web-based
prescription-filling behavior was consistently higher in women
than in men from 2009 to 2018. This may be because of the
tendency of females to adapt to behaviors of web-based health
technology use [35-39] and partially explained by the gender
difference in health perceptions and health service utilization
[35-39].

Those with higher income were also found to be more likely to
fill a prescription on the web. Higher income enables people to
access the computer and internet more easily, which makes
them more capable of filling prescriptions on the web. Insurance
coverage was also found to be associated with a higher
likelihood of web-based prescription filling. A survey conducted
in 1797 web-based pharmacy users and their reasons for use
found that people were encouraged or even compelled to use
mail-order pharmacies because of the requirement of certain
health insurance plans [21]. This might explain why health
insurance coverage was significantly associated with web-based
prescription filling in this study.

Educational status was found to be associated with web-based
prescription-filling behaviors. People with higher education
were significantly more likely to fill prescriptions on the web.
People with higher education often have higher health literacy,
which in turn may help them access the internet more easily
[40,41]. Better health literacy with higher education enables
these people to understand health information easily and choose
an alternative and convenient way to obtain prescriptions. In
addition, higher education is linked to higher income and
increases the likelihood of having a job that provides health
insurance with a high-deductible insurance plan to encourage
beneficiaries to fill a prescription on the web.

People with poor health status were found to be more likely to
fill a prescription on the web. Poor health status could potentially
result from having multiple health conditions. These individuals
may have many prescriptions, which increases the complexity

of the medication treatment. Web-based prescription-filling
behavior provides the convenience of pharmacy access, which
may explain the association between poor health status and a
greater likelihood of filling a prescription using a web-based
pharmacy. Previous research shows a varied relationship
between health status and web-based pharmacy use. A greater
burden of illness, as measured by the Charlson comorbidity
index, was associated with a greater likelihood of using a
web-based pharmacy [8,18], whereas another study using a
health status scale similar to the one used in this study found
no association [8]. Future research is needed to further
understand the association between perceived health status and
the behavior of web-based medication filling.

We also found that people who bought medications from another
country to save money were twice as likely to fill their
prescriptions on the web when compared with people who
reported that they never bought medication from another country
to save money. Our findings were consistent with a study from
the Canadian International Pharmacy Association survey, which
reported that saving money was the main reason that people
purchased medications on the web, and the purchases were
mostly from foreign websites [13]. Continuously rising
prescription medication costs in the United States is one reason
for the use of web-based pharmacies [11].

Clinical Implications
From a clinical perspective, the safety of web-based
prescriptions remains to be a major concern. A significant
number of unqualified and illegitimate pharmacies are active
on the web [14]. Furthermore, it is difficult to distinguish
between a legal and illegal web-based pharmacy, which makes
the safety of purchasing medications on the web even more of
an issue. In addition, a previous study showed that few
web-based pharmacy users disclose their use to health care
providers [8]. One important reason might be that health care
providers did not ask their patients about the experience of
web-based pharmacy use [42]. The findings from this study
confirm the need for health care providers to be aware of the
increased and prevalent use of web-based prescription-filling
behavior. In addition, health care providers should actively
inquire, discuss, and educate their patients on ways to identify
legal and qualified web-based pharmacies [8,17,43]. The
advantages and convenience of the internet will make web-based
pharmacy use even more prevalent in the near future.

Web-based prescription filling may be more in demand during
the current COVID-19 pandemic and future crises. Epidemic
prevention policies, such as quarantines and social distancing,
can make the traditional way of filling prescriptions difficult or
even impossible [25]. For example, a reduction in access to
traditional pharmacies may occur because of pharmacy closures
or quarantines of pharmacy staff, which could drive people to
seek an alternative and convenient way, such as web-based
pharmacies, to fill their prescriptions. Furthermore, different
patient groups may be disproportionately impacted. On the basis
of our findings, older people, minority people, and people with
low income and education were less likely to fill a prescription
on the web. Future studies should focus on further determining
the limitations of accessing web-based pharmacies and
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developing appropriate interventions. The use of web-based
prescription filling with mail order or home delivery among the
underserved population during the pandemic crises may be one
answer.

Strengths
The strengths of this study include the use of data from the
NHIS, which included a large, nationally representative sample
of the US noninstitutionalized population. This database allowed
us to update the trend of web-based prescription filling for a
decade (2009-2018) and to identify characteristics associated
with web-based prescription filling in a large cohort.

Limitations
However, our study has several potential limitations. First,
because the NHIS is a self-reported survey of respondents, recall
bias can exist. Second, the NHIS asked respondents if they filled
a prescription on the web but did not gather detailed information
on the medication filled in this manner. There was no
information about the class and type of medicine as well as
reasons for filling a prescription on the web. Future research
detailing the specific medications filled using web-based
pharmacies, including prescription and nonprescription products,
is warranted to further characterize patients’ use of web-based
pharmacies. Third, the medication distribution channels may
be disrupted during the pandemic. Patients with certain
medication needs, such as patients enrolled in narcotic treatment
programs who need methadone may have difficulty in
maintaining their treatment. Although filling methadone using
web-based sources is not an option at this time, further research
is warranted to evaluate the implications of the pandemic on
the drug dispensing and delivery system among certain groups

of patients. Fourth, due to the nature of the survey data set and
study design, only the association between predictor and
outcome variables can be made. Fifth, we did not investigate
the implication of disease condition on the web-based
prescription-filling behavior because the NHIS has only selected
disease states and not all disease states. However, disease
condition and severity can affect the behavior of filling a
prescription on the web. An individual with a certain disease
condition may be more likely to fill a prescription on the web
than an individual with a different disease condition. Future
research needs to investigate the association between web-based
prescription-filling behavior and disease condition or severity
by collecting primary data. Finally, confounding factors may
exist, specifically regarding insurance coverage. For example,
a patient’s likelihood of filling a prescription on the web can
result from his or her insurance coverage having lower copays
or out-of-pocket expenses when prescriptions are filled on the
web.

Conclusions
In conclusion, our findings indicate that the prevalence of
web-based prescription-filling behavior among US adults has
increased significantly from 2009 to 2018. Adults in the United
States who were aged between 35 and 74 years, were female,
were White, had higher education, were frequent users of the
computer or internet, and had higher income, insurance
coverage, and poorer health status were significantly more likely
to fill a prescription on the web. Health care providers should
be aware of the increased use of web-based pharmacies to fill
prescriptions and help educate patients about the appropriate
use of legitimate web-based pharmacies.
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Abstract

Background: The concept of digital social prescription usually refers to social prescriptions that are facilitated by using
technology. Tools that enable such digital social prescriptions may be beneficial in recommending nonmedical activities to people
with mental illness. As these tools are still somewhat novel and emerging, little is known about their potential advantages and
disadvantages.

Objective: The objective of this study is to identify the potential opportunities and challenges that may arise from digital social
prescriptions.

Methods: We developed a qualitative questionnaire that was disseminated through social media (Facebook and Twitter). A
purposive sample targeting digital mental health experts and nonexperts was approached. The questionnaire asked participants’
views about digital social prescription; the core elements linked with a definition of digital social prescription; and the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats associated with digital social prescription.

Results: Four core elements were recommended to define the concept of digital social prescription: digital, facilitate, user, and
social. The main strength identified was the possibility to rapidly start using digital social prescription tools, which were perceived
as cost-effective. The main weaknesses were their poor adherence and difficulties with using such tools. The main opportunities
were an increased access to social prescription services and the prevention of serious mental illness. The main threats were certain
groups being disadvantaged, patients being subject to unintended negative consequences, and issues relating to confidentiality
and data protection.

Conclusions: Although digital social prescriptions may be able to effectively augment the social prescriptions, a careful
consideration of practical challenges and data ethics is imperative in the design and implementation of such technologies.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e17438)   doi:10.2196/17438
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Introduction

Background
The idea of health care professionals prescribing activities to
their patients has been around since the 1990s when
contemporary exercise referral schemes were first created [1].
The term social prescription has since been defined as “a means
of enabling general practitioners (GPs) and other frontline health
care professionals to refer people to ‘services’ in the community
instead of offering only medical solutions” [2]. Social
prescribing services are typically offered by voluntary and
community sector organizations and usually involve a person
who supports people to access local activities [3]. Examples of
activities may range from traditional formalized programs such
as smoking cessation programs to exercise, cooking classes,
and befriending services [4-6]. The benefits of social prescribing
have previously been explored, with studies suggesting a
reduction in GP consultations and accident and emergency
department attendance when social prescribing services are

working well [7]. and a reduced requirement for psychiatrists
and mental health nurse consultations [8]. The term digital
social prescription has previously been described as “any digital
solution, technology, information or electronic system that
enables social prescribing” [9].

Digital technologies have become increasingly pervasive within
the society [10], and our dependence on interactive technologies
for the delivery of health care has been particularly important
during the global COVID-19 pandemic [11]. Interactive
technologies have successfully enabled changes in human
attitudes and behaviors [12,13], and the use of this technology
for social prescription could offer a health benefit to our modern
society. Currently, digital social prescription tools (DSPTs)
used in the United Kingdom are used for patients with physical
health comorbidities. DSPTs, such as those developed by
Evergreen Life [14] and Elemental [15], use electronic patient
records and community directory software to match nonmedical
activities that have been shown to benefit a patient’s medical
condition. The matching process involves using an algorithm
designed to match activities to a patient based on their
preferences, comorbidities, and locality. This process aims to
tailor nonmedical interventions to the needs and preferences of
the patient in a sophisticated and efficient manner.

Objective
The objective of this study is to collect the views of both experts
and the general public on digital social prescription while

focusing on the core elements that should base the concept of
digital social prescription and identify the potential benefits and
challenges that may arise from digital social prescriptions.

Methods

Study Design
This study includes a qualitative questionnaire (Multimedia
Appendix 1) with views of both experts and nonexperts on the
potential use of digital social prescriptions.

Instrument
The questionnaire started with a short introduction of digital
social prescriptions, including a diagram on how it might work
in practice. The questionnaire asked participants’views of digital
social prescription; the core elements linked with a definition
of digital social prescription; and the strengths, weaknesses,
opportunities, and threats (SWOT) associated with digital social
prescription.

Data Sampling and Collection
The instrument targeted digital mental health experts and
nonexperts. Experts were selected from a purposive sample of
researchers who had published in the Journal of Medical Internet
Research on a topic relating to digital mental health in the last
5 years and were contacted by email. Nonexperts were
approached through social media platforms (Facebook and
Twitter).

Data Analysis
We used content analysis [16] and the SWOT framework to
analyze responses from participants. SWOT frameworks are
commonly used in strategic analysis to analyze the internal
(strengths and weaknesses) and external (opportunities and
threats) factors relating to a project concept or idea [17]. The
first author (SP) coded all the material, and the third author
(MP) reviewed all the data to ensure the consistency and
credibility of the coding and grouping [18].

Results

Sociodemographic Data of Participants
Our sample consisted of 22 nonexpert participants and 22 expert
participants (Table 1).
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Table 1. Demographics of the sample.

Nonexpert, n (%)Expert, n (%)Demographics

Age (years)

2 (9)0 (0)0-20

14 (64)12 (55)20-30

4 (18)8 (36)30-40

1 (4.5)2 (9)40-50

1 (4.5)0 (0)50+

Gender

10 (45.5)8 (36)Male

12 (54.5)69 (59)Female

0 (0)23 (5)Nonbinary

Nationality

19 (86.5)6 (27)British

1 (4.5)4 (18)Canadian

1 (4.5)0 (0)Indian

1 (4.5)0 (0)Greek

0 (0)2 (9)Dutch

0 (0)8 (41.5)American

0 (0)1 (4.5)Australian

Occupation

8 (36)0 (0)Mental health professional (doctor, psychologist, or mental health worker)

12 (54.5)1 (4.5)Student

1 (4.5)21 (95.5)Researcher

1 (4.5)0 (0)Unemployed

Definition of Digital Social Prescription
Expert and nonexpert participants were asked to provide a
definition of digital social prescriptions. For both groups, the
responses gathered identified four core elements: (1) digital,
(2) facilitate, (3) user, and (4) social (Table 2).

As a result, the following definition is proposed: digital social
prescription refers to social prescriptions that have been

facilitated through the use of technology, such as mobile phone
apps or online platforms intended to benefit its users.

We used the terms digital social prescription tools and digital
platforms interchangeably to reflect the views of our
participants.

The findings from our SWOT analysis are reported in Textbox
1 and Textbox 2.

Table 2. Expert participants’ (N=22) and nonexpert participants’ (N=22) responses to the question “How would you define digital social prescription?”
grouped by core element.

Words from participants’ responsesParticipant type

SocialUserFacilitateDigital

Expert •••• Social prescriptionRecommended as a part of health careUseDigital
• ••Technology Prescribed by a clinicianFacilitate

•• Recommended to patientsWeb-based platforms

Nonexpert •••• Nonmedical activitiesSelfFacilitateTechnology
• •••App Social prescriptionPatientsLink

••• DoctorsAllowDigital platform
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Textbox 1. Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats analysis of responses from expert participants (n=22).

Strengths

• Time (n=13)

• Quick to start

• Quick to download

• Easy to use (n=11)

• Intuitive for users

• Easy to use

• Social connection (n=7)

• Social connection in local area

• Social connection in area

Weaknesses

• Loss of interest (n=15)

• Fatigue

• High drop-off rate

• Lack of continuity

• Hard to use (n=8)

• Technical difficulties to use

• Not acceptable to disadvantaged groups—lower socioeconomic groups, older people, and people with physical health comorbidities

• Authenticity of participation (n=1)

• Interference from bots and trolls

• Difficulty in remaining updated (n=4)

• Difficult to keep up with new technologies

• Difficulties with maintaining lists

Opportunities

• Improved access (n=15)

• Access for more people

• Greater access if done equitably

• Access to care for poorer groups in the society

• Access for hard-to-reach groups—poor mobility and poor socioeconomic groups

• Loneliness (n=7)

• Help to combat isolation

• Target loneliness

• Resource efficiency (n=2)

• Help to free up resources that can be redirected toward significant mental illness

Threats

• Privacy and confidentiality relating to data (n=14)

• Privacy of data

• Use and storage of data
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Widening the health gap (n=5)•

• Widen the gap between those who can afford technologies and those who cannot

• Digital divide exacerbating health inequalities

• Not accepted by establishment (n=1)

• Seen as a fad by traditional clinicians
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Textbox 2. Strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats analysis of responses from nonexpert participants (n=22).

Strengths

• Cost (n=17)

• Cheap or cost-effective

• Requires fewer human resources to be involved in the process as it uses an algorithm for matching

• Time (n=10)

• Quick

• Reduce the waiting time between patient expressing an interest and being able to start an activity

• User experience (n=9)

• System more transparent for patients as they can track their social prescribing referral throughout the process

• “On-demand” service

• Younger generations might find it easier to engage

• All that there is to offer in one place

• Local (n=8)

• Able to easily identify activities close to patient’s location

• Digital social prescribing will match patient with local activities, allowing patients to feel more connected to their community

• Easy to find available activities (n=5)

• Update activities quickly

• Greater variety of activities and easier to keep a register

• Efficiency (n=3)

• Less paperwork

Weaknesses

• Difficulty in using the tool (n=19)

• Difficulties in using it

• Older generation and very ill patients might find it difficult to use such tools

• Language barriers

• Poor engagement (n=14)

• People not turning up to activities

• People not using it over longer periods

• Not everyone understands the intended goal

• May not be culturally appropriate

• Lack of human connection (n=13)

• Patients feel they are not being listened to

• Patients might be distrustful, lack of link worker to help with building trust

• No function for support workers to provide guidance

• Patient expectations for the management of problem (n=10)

• “Tech solution” might put people off

• People may feel this is not an appropriate response

• Mismatch between patients’ expectations of an activity and the reality

• People might be offended that they are asked to use a digital app instead of being able to talk to a health care professional in the first instance
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Delay in appropriate management (n=1)•

• Delay in treatment

• Problems with maintaining lists of activities (n=3)

• Problems with social prescription—directories with activities are not free of errors or comprehensive

• Community centers are paper based

• Activities do not get listed

• Cost of keeping this system updated

Opportunities

• Greater access (n=20)

• Greater access to activities

• Allow for a more widespread uptake of social prescription

• Address loneliness and social connection (n=10)

• Improve social connections for those who are isolated

• Role in prevention (n=11)

• Potential role in prevention of mental health disorders through strengthening social connections

• Cheaper cost might mean rolled out earlier to help in prevention

Threats

• Patient protection from adverse unintended consequences (n=5)

• Those providing activities may not have the patients’ best interests

• No clear way that patients are being protected from outsiders

• Confidentiality and data protection (n=10)

• Data may be sold for profit

• Data may not be kept safe

• Hackers may access data

• Bias (n=10)

• Educated middle-class groups more likely to use technology to their advantage than those who need services

• Some groups may be favored over other either through the algorithm being inherently biased or access only being available in neighborhoods
who can afford to invest in a digital solution

• Not helpful for some groups (n=5)

• Not helpful for all mental health conditions

• Many people are not online and do not wish to be, some of the groups who need social prescribing the most are among these

Strengths
The expert group identified the main strength of DSPTs as being
quick to start, whereas the nonexpert group perceived the main
strength as their potential cost-effectiveness.

Both experts and nonexperts suggested that DSPTs would be
faster to use; the nonexpert group suggested that using a digital
platform would make the process of social prescription faster
partly through a reduction in paperwork for those prescribing
the activity. Both the expert and nonexpert groups commented
on DSPTs being easy to use and having an improved user

experience. Nonexpert participants suggested that reasons for
these included users being able to clearly track their referral
through the platforms, the platforms providing an on-demand
service, and that all activity information would be consolidated
in one place. They further suggested that younger people would
find this way of accessing services easier to navigate than
traditional methods. Both expert and nonexpert groups also
suggested that DSPTs could be used to help individuals feel
more connected to their local community.

The nonexpert group suggested that cost-effectiveness would
be a significant advantage of DSPTs, whereas none of the expert
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participants commented on their cost-effectiveness. The
nonexpert group suggested that although digital social
prescription would use an algorithm for matching patients, there
would be fewer people who would need to be involved in the
social prescription process, which may result in the process
being less costly.

Weaknesses
Experts identified the main weakness of DSPTs as having a
high dropout rate, whereas nonexpert groups were concerned
that certain groups would find technology particularly difficult
to use.

Both experts and nonexperts commented on the loss of interest
and high dropout rates of patients using DSPTs. One expert
suggested that patients may be fatigued with technology solving
problems, and nonexperts additionally suggested that patients
may not understand the point of DSPTs and may therefore not
be motivated to continue using it. Both experts and nonexperts
identified that DSPTs may be difficult for certain groups to use.
These groups included older people, people with physical health
disabilities, people from lower socioeconomic groups, and
people with cultural or language barriers. Both experts and
nonexperts also commented on the difficulty of maintaining the
updated lists of local activities.

Experts commented on specific issues related to the technology
used in facilitating digital social prescriptions. Experts
commented on the difficulty in health care services being able
to keep up with new developments in technology. They also
commented on the potential interference on platforms by bots
and trolls, which may affect the authenticity of participation.

Nonexperts raised concerns about DSPTs being inappropriate
for those experiencing serious mental illness or where activities
on offer may not be culturally appropriate. Several participants
commented on digital social prescriptions resulting in a possible
loss of human connection, perceived as inappropriate by patients
and their families. A delay in appropriate treatment has also
been cited as a potential weakness.

Opportunities
Both experts and nonexperts felt that the main opportunity
relating to digital social prescription was an increased access
to mental health care. Experts particularly felt that this may be
of particular benefit to hard-to-reach groups, including those
from poorer socioeconomic backgrounds or those with other
physical health comorbidities. Both experts and nonexperts
perceived DSPTs as a potential help to prevent loneliness and
improve social connection.

One expert commented on digital social prescription helping
with resource efficiency by freeing up resources that could be
directed to those experiencing significant mental illness.
Nonexperts considered DSPTs to play a role in the prevention
of mental health disorders.

Threats
Both experts and nonexperts were concerned with data
protection, confidentiality, and the potential monetization of
data. Both experts and nonexperts also commented on the

potential of bias resulting in a widening of health outcomes
among different groups of individuals. This may be due to
affluent middle-class individuals being the early adopters of
new technology or due to the algorithms used in the DSPTs
being inherently biased against certain groups. Nonexpert
participants also commented that digital social prescriptions
may be funded in certain areas, but this may not be the case in
other areas.

Nonexperts considered that some individuals who would benefit
from social prescription may not want to use new digital
technologies to access activities. They also note that digital
social prescriptions may not be beneficial for all mental health
conditions. Some participants expressed concern regarding
unintended consequences of digital social prescription; for
example, if the activity involved patients volunteering at a coffee
shop, then these patients may be exploited as free labor.

Experts additionally suggested that digital social prescriptions
may be seen as a fad by clinicians and rejected.

Discussion

Principal Findings
From the consultation of the various participants, our study
proposes a definition for digital social prescription: “Digital
social prescription refers to social prescription that has been
facilitated through the use of technology, such as mobile phone
apps and online platforms intended to benefit users.”

The main perceived benefits of DSPTs were improved access
to mental health care, fast adoption by users, and
cost-effectiveness. Other perceived benefits included improved
user experience, helping users feel more connected to their local
communities, and potential prevention of loneliness and serious
mental illness. There appeared to be significant crossover with
regard to the perceived benefits of DSPTs from both experts
and nonexperts. The main exception to this was
cost-effectiveness, which was considered a significant benefit
from nonexperts but was not commented on by the expert group.

The main challenge of DSPTs identified from our questionnaire
was a poor engagement with such tools and certain groups
finding the technology difficult to use. Other challenges include
the DSPT being viewed as inappropriate by both patients and
clinicians, certain groups being effectively excluded from using
these tools, unintended negative consequences for patients, and
concerns with confidentiality and data protection. Experts also
commented on the difficulty faced by health care providers in
keeping up with developments in technology and security, which
may include issues relating to data hacking and interference
from artificial intelligence–powered bots or trolls. The responses
to the potential challenges from DSPT between experts and
nonexperts were broadly similar; however, experts emphasized
the challenges of technology more than nonexperts.
Interestingly, almost all the expert respondents also commented
on the high dropout rates of DSPTs, which may reflect their
own experiences from working in the field and their concerns
with user engagement.
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Strengths and Limitations
To our knowledge, this is the first qualitative study to explore
the potential benefits and challenges of digital social prescription
and suggests a definition of digital social prescribing that
originated from such views. Our study compared the responses
of a purposively selected sample of experts in digital mental
health with those of nonexperts. The overall sample included a
range of different ages, genders, nationalities, and occupations.
By comparing the views of experts with nonexperts, we were
able to identify key similarities and differences in their
perspectives and views on digital social prescription, which,
for the most part, were largely similar.

The main limitation of this study was that it had a small sample
size. In addition, while focusing on incorporating views of
experts and nonexperts (ie, the general public), there might have
been other stakeholders, such as clinicians, patients, and
caregivers, who we have not particularly targeted in this study.
This would be an important area of further research, particularly
as the use of digital tools in health care has become more
prevalent. It is also worth noting that none of the expert cohort
were older than 50 years, which may skew the views provided.

Comparison With the Literature
The discussion of these findings was organized to reflect the
themes that emerged in our study. The themes that were
mentioned most frequently are discussed first.

It is important to note that as the majority of studies relating to
social prescription refer to nonpharmacological prescription of
exercise (exercise groups, gym programs, etc), most of the
available literature concerns nonmental health–specific social
prescription programs. Nevertheless, they provide a basis for
understanding some of the core discussions regarding
implementation and barriers to social prescription, which may
also be relevant to digital social prescribing for mental health.

A key benefit of DSPTs identified by both experts and
nonexperts was improved access to mental health care. Access
to mental health care is a significant issue worldwide. The Five
Year Forward View of Mental Health published in 2016
identified that approximately 15% of those with anxiety and
depression were being seen by Improving Access to
Psychological Therapy services [19]. The provision of services
in low- and middle-income countries is even more sparse, with
estimates suggesting that up to 90% of individuals living with
mental health disorders are receiving no mental health care [20].
Access to smartphones has been a global phenomenon, and
there has been a considerable interest in delivering mental health
care through mobile phone technology [21]. Young people have
been shown to adopt new technologies quickly and to use mobile
phone technology in the event of sickness, personal health crises,
or in response to health concerns of others [22]. In the United
Kingdom, a majority of mental health conditions are managed
through primary care, and it has been suggested that the use of
technology may allow for more options of self-referral with
automated or semiautomated interventions, thereby improving
access [23].

Cost-effectiveness was perceived as one of the main benefits
of digital social prescriptions by nonexpert participants in this

study. Cost-effectiveness and social prescriptions have been a
hotly debated topic over the past decade. Some studies have
indicated that social prescription may result in fewer hospital
and GP appointments, thereby translating into reduced costs for
the National Health Service [7]. However, critics have suggested
that there is a poor evidence for sustained improved health care
outcomes [24,25] and that social prescription programs that
have demonstrated positive health outcomes incur a higher cost
than traditional care [26]. A systematic review of physical
activity interventions in primary care showed that interventions
ranged from £304 (US $425) to £75,982 (US $106,346) per
quality-adjusted life year depending on the scheme intensity
[27]. Digital social prescription may provide a greater efficiency
in some respects to matching individuals with activities, but if
the bulk of the cost depends on how individual programs are
run, then the use of a digital platform may only have a marginal
effect on costs for social prescription programs.

One of the main barriers in assessing social prescription
programs is that the programs delivered by third-sector
organizations often have limited funding, and it is therefore
difficult to gather data on outcomes over a sustained period
[28]. It is likely that this same problem will exist with digital
social prescribing programs, as the activities that are matched
with patients would also be largely provided through third-sector
organizations.

Interestingly, the study participants did not comment on the
intrinsic benefits and functionality that technology may have
beyond being quick and easy to use. A review conducted by
Husk et al [29] did not identify speed and efficiency as important
factors leading to the successful use of social prescription
programs, and human factors such as support from their link
worker or practical support, such as free travel for activities,
mattered much more to participants. There may, however, be
opportunities provided by using digital means to access social
prescriptions. Hollis et al [30] described the potential of mobile
phone apps having embedded validated measures such as the
Patient Health Questionnaire-9 depression scale as well as the
option for patients to track their symptoms over time. With
respect to DSPTs, this may also mean that large amounts of
user data that can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of these
tools can be collected quickly and accurately.

Adherence to DSPTs was identified as the main challenge by
both experts and nonexperts. Indeed, adherence to traditional
social prescription programs has also been shown to be
challenging. Pavey et al [31] conducted a systematic review of
the uptake and adherence to exercise referral schemes, which
are the most common social prescription in the United Kingdom.
They identified that the pooled level of adherence to exercise
referral schemes was only 49% in observational studies and
43% in randomized controlled trials. In studies examining
factors that improve adherence to social prescription programs,
the relationship between navigators and patients has been shown
to be one of the most important factors facilitating social
prescription [32,33]. The skill of those conducting the activity
also appears to be an important factor for adherence [34,35] as
well as patients being able to see positive results from
undertaking activities [36]. Given the existing literature, one
can assume that a purely digital social prescription platform, in
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which there is no direct human contact, may result in even
poorer adherence. However, a digital platform may allow
participants to record key data, such as sleep and mood, and
improvements in these parameters may improve adherence.

Several barriers to using digital social prescriptions were also
described. Cultural and religious factors are likely to play an
important role in determining whether a social prescription will
be effective. In several cultures, seeking help for mental health
conditions can often be stigmatizing [37], and some activities
such as mixed-sex swimming may be seen as inappropriate in
the context of an individual’s culture. Language may also be a
significant barrier in allowing individuals to participate in a
prescribed activity if the DSPT is only available in English. In
addition, digital barriers were also described by participants.
Older people in the United Kingdom have been shown to
experience high rates of loneliness as compared with other
groups in the society [38]; however, official Office for National
Statistics data in 2019 showed that from those aged ≥75 years
who participated in the survey, less than half used the internet
[39]. Ethnicity has also been shown to contribute to the digital
divide, with studies showing that Black, minority, and ethnic
backgrounds are more likely to access computers outside their
own homes as compared with White individuals [40]. This
brings with it the challenge of ensuring adequate privacy in
engaging with internet-based content related to an individual’s
mental health.

Data protection and information sharing are important factors
to consider in digital social prescriptions. It also appears to be
a concern for consumers. In a 2017 survey, confidence in the
data security of technology companies declined from 31% in
2016 to 24% in 2017 [41]. Confidentiality is an important tenet
of medicine; however, in practice, there are many scenarios in
which information sharing between parties is necessary to
provide the best care for a patient. Guidelines relating to social
prescription have indicated that it is the responsibility of the
referrer to transfer any relevant information to the person
conducting the nonmedical activity [42]. Despite this, survey
data [41] have indicated that patients are much more averse to
sharing their data with nonphysicians, even if these parties are
integral to the delivery of patient care. Clear guidelines
explaining how data are used and stored would be required to
ensure that the consent from patients is valid. It would also be
necessary to consider how these security rules would be enforced
and what remedies should be offered to those affected by
security breaches.

Algorithmic programming is central to the apps that we use
today and is likely to be used in the development of a DSPT.
These algorithms might result in potential race discrimination,
gender discrimination, and ageism [43,44]. This may also be
an important consideration with regard to a DSPT. Existing
psychiatric risk assessment tools that have been shown to have
poor accuracy [45] may be integrated into digital social
prescribing software, further resulting in an effective
discrimination against certain groups. Furthermore, clinicians
who may be involved in designing these tools may introduce
their own biases, which could include greater patient restrictions,
particularly for those of certain ethnic backgrounds [46].
Organizations, including the Open Data Institute, are considering

the potential ethical implications arising from the use of digital
tools and have suggested the use of ethical frameworks such as
the Data Ethics Canvas [47] to address these issues.

Although there have been no known studies directly looking at
the unintended consequences of digital social prescription,
bridging the online and offline worlds can create risks, and in
cases where things might go wrong, liability may be an issue
for both clinicians and software developers. There has been
some discussion of the potential negative consequences relating
to social prescription [48], which includes patients becoming
stressed by the commitment required or becoming so consumed
in an activity that they neglect other key aspects of their life
and well-being.

Implications for Practice, Research, and Policies
DSPTs may be a helpful method for delivering nonmedical
activities to those with mental illness. There are various types
of DSPTs with their differences, although with a commonality
of providing patients with nonmedical activities that are
available in a patient’s local area. The use of such DSPTs may
result in greater accessibility of activities for patients and may
be more cost-effective than traditional social prescription
methods.

There are several challenges associated with digital social
prescriptions. First, digital social prescriptions may not be
appropriate for all patients. A careful consideration of
symptomatology and patient expectations must be considered
before making any universal recommendations. Barriers to using
digital social prescriptions are likely to exist. This may include
cultural and language barriers, difficulty with using the
technology due to unfamiliarity, or difficulty with using the
platform due to physical impairment. Cost may also be a
prohibitive factor. These barriers need to be studied in more
detail, and steps should be taken to improve access to digital
social prescriptions. Issues relating to patient confidentiality
and data protection are likely to arise in the development of
DSPTs. These issues should be considered at every stage of the
development and implementation of digital social prescription
programs.

Although digital social prescriptions may be of benefit to
patients, there is not enough evidence to substantiate this.
Research looking at short-term and long-term outcome
measures, such as clinical impact and cost-effectiveness, is
required to identify the true benefit. Given that adherence to
DSPTs was identified as the main perceived challenge, research
into how adherence may be improved would also be important.
On the basis of the data collected from this research, decisions
can be made as to whether DSPTs should be used more widely
in mental health care.

Conclusions
Digital social prescriptions may be able to provide important
opportunities and help to reduce the burden of distress in
patients. Important patient considerations ranging from the
appropriateness of an activity to patient discrimination will need
to be carefully considered in the design and implementation of
this technology. More evidence is needed to further support the
advancement of digital social prescribing, but with more
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rigorous research and respect for data ethics, this may be a significant advancement in 21st century medicine.
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Abstract

Background: Many diseases occurring in adults can be pinned down to early childhood and birth cohorts are the optimal means
to study this connection. Birth cohorts have contributed to the understanding of many diseases and their risk factors.

Objective: To improve the knowledge of the health status of Italian children early on and how it is affected by social and health
determinants, we set up a longitudinal, prospective, national-level, population-based birth cohort, the NASCITA study (NAscere
e creSCere in ITAlia). The main aim of this cohort is to evaluate physical, cognitive, and psychological development; health
status; and health resource use in the first 6 years of life in newborns, and potential associated factors. A web-based system was
set up with the aim to host the cohort; provide ongoing information to pediatricians and to families; and facilitate accurate data
input, monitoring, and analysis. This article describes the informatics methodology used to set up and maintain the NASCITA
cohort with its web-based platform, and provides a general description of the data on children aged over 7 months.

Methods: Family pediatricians were contacted for participation in the cohort and enrolled newborns from April 2019 to July
2020 at their first well-child visit. Information collected included basic data that are part of those routinely collected by the family
pediatricians, but also parental data, such as medical history, characteristics and lifestyle, and indoor and outdoor environment.
A specific web portal for the NASCITA cohort study was developed and an electronic case report form for data input was created
and tested. Interactive data charts, including growth curves, are being made available to pediatricians with their patients’ data.
Newsletters covering the current biomedical literature on child cohorts are periodically being put up for pediatricians, and, for
parents, evidence-based information on common illnesses and problems in children.

Results: The entire cohort population consists of 5166 children, with 139 participating pediatricians, distributed throughout
Italy. The number of children enrolled per pediatrician ranged from 1 to 100. The 5166 enrolled children represent 66.55%
(5166/7763) of the children born in all of 2018 covered by the same pediatricians participating in the cohort. The number of
children aged over 7 months at the time of these analyses, and for whom the most complete data were available upon initial
analyses, was 4386 (2226/4381 males [50.81%] and 142/4370 twins [3.25%]). The age of the mothers at birth of the 4386 children
ranged from 16 to 54 years. Most newborns’ mothers (3758/4367, 86.05%) were born in Italy, followed by mothers born in
Romania (101/4367, 2.31%), Albania (75/4367, 1.72%), and Morocco (60/4367, 1.37%). Concerning the newborns, 138/4386
(3.15%) were born with malformations and 352/4386 (8.03%) had a disease, most commonly neonatal respiratory distress
syndrome (n=52), neonatal jaundice (n=46), and neonatal hypoglycemia (n=45).

Conclusions: The NASCITA cohort is well underway and the population size will permit significant conclusions to be drawn.
The key role of pediatricians in obtaining clinical data directly, along with the national-level representativity, will make the
findings even more solid. In addition to promoting accurate data input, the multiple functions of the web portal, with its interactive
platform, help maintain a solid relationship with the pediatricians and keep parents informed and interested in participating.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03894566; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03894566
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Introduction

It is well known that many diseases occurring in adults can be
traced back to early childhood [1,2]. In fact, nearly all domains
of later health experience, including cardiovascular and
respiratory disease, cognitive decline, and psychological health,
have been associated with early life exposures [3]. Many
different factors in childhood play a role in future health
inequalities between individuals, from socioeconomic status to
parental care, to lifestyle factors, but the way they are related
is uncertain.

Birth cohort studies are studies that follow a group of newborns
for an extended period in order to assess possible associations
between exposures in early life and later health. Northern Europe
has a long-lasting tradition in birth cohorts [4,5], starting from
as far back as 1921 [6]. Findings from these studies have led to
important knowledge in different fields, contributing to the
understanding of multiple diseases and their risk factors [7,8].
These studies have also set the basis of our positive daily health
behaviors. The Avon Longitudinal Study of Parents and Children
(ALSPAC), for example, showed that eating oily fish during
pregnancy was associated with better eye and cognitive
development in children [9].

Numerous large- and small-scale birth cohorts have been set
up, also in the past decade, not only in Europe but all around
the world [10]. Characteristics vary greatly from one cohort to
another in terms of design, objectives, size, and duration of
follow-up.

Since 2003, several cohorts have also been carried out in Italy.
Most of them have general aims, with data collection limited
in time or to specific geographical contexts [11-19]. Italy is a
special country with a public, universal health care system that
should be equally accessible to all, but considerable health
inequalities exist [20,21]. Up to now, no national-level birth
cohort has been set up that included a large sample of the
pediatric population independent of socioeconomic status or
other types of limitation, such as gestational age. The Piccolipiù
cohort [17], for example, recruited newborns from northern and
central Italy; the NINFEA cohort [16] population was limited
to women who had enough knowledge of the internet to
complete online questionnaires; and the ICON cohort [19]
selected preterm newborns and enrolled additional newborns
of later gestational age.

In order to improve the knowledge of the health status of Italian
children early on and how it is affected by social and health
determinants, we set up a longitudinal, prospective,
national-level, population-based birth cohort, the NASCITA
study (NAscere e creSCere in ITAlia) [22]. Like many other
cohorts, it addresses multiple research questions [16,17].
NASCITA is unique, however, in terms of characteristics,
methodology, and population size. The findings will add
important evidence, in terms of epidemiological data, for the

development of specific prevention measures and interventions
to improve the health status of children.

The main aim of the NASCITA cohort is to evaluate physical,
cognitive, and psychological development, and health status
and health resource use during the first 6 years of life in a group
of newborns, and to evaluate potential associated factors.

The peculiarity of NASCITA is that data collection is designated
to the general pediatricians, fitting itself into the Italian public
health care system, as data reported in NASCITA are part of
those routinely collected by the family pediatricians at the
well-child visits. Furthermore, the data are equally distributed
throughout the Italian territory.

A website and web-based system [23] were set up in order to
host the cohort, provide ongoing information to pediatricians
and to families, and facilitate data input on the part of the
pediatricians. The system was also designed to optimize data
accuracy, minimize missing data, and permit data monitoring,
analysis, and reporting throughout the duration of the cohort.

This article describes the informatics methodology used to set
up and maintain the NASCITA cohort with its web-based
platform, and provides a general description of the participant
characteristics.

Methods

Cohort Organization
NASCITA is embedded in Italian pediatric primary care
practice. Data collection for the NASCITA cohort occurs for
the most part during the 7 well-child visits planned for each
child. The majority of the participating pediatricians are part of
the national Pediatric Cultural Association (ACP), an association
with about 2000 members consisting mainly of family
pediatricians and with which the coordinating center has
collaborated over the years. Participation was proposed to the
ACP and forms the basis of pediatrician participation in the
study. Pediatrician participation was voluntary and for free.
Collaboration was also expanded through contact with other
pediatric scientific societies and associations. Meetings were
held during 2018 to present the study to a group of pediatricians
acting as local representatives. Each representative then asked
other pediatricians working in their area (at the local health unit
or regional levels) to participate. Pediatrician enrollment was
monitored and discussed with the local representatives. A
scientific committee was set up to supervise the project, and
includes professionals and lay people from different fields of
expertise.

At the start of the study, there were 7960 cities/towns in Italy.
These were classified into 21 geographic clusters (Figure 1),
identified based on geographic and administrative criteria used
by the Italian National Statistics Institute (ISTAT) [24]. More
specifically, these take into consideration geographic area (north,
center, south), setting (urban, rural), and land characteristics
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(plain, mountain, sea). Four cities were also selected (Milan,
Rome, Bari, and Palermo), covering the different geographic
areas and the islands.

Enrollment of newborns began in April 2019 and ended in July
2020. Recruitment of the newborns (and their parents) took
place during the first routine well-child visit scheduled for all
newborns in Italy within their first 45 days of life. All newborns
assigned to the participating pediatricians were enrolled if
parental consent was given. Pediatricians chose when to begin
enrolling their newborns and continued to enroll for (at least)

a 1-year period. Follow-up of the children will continue until
at least the age of 6 years.

A minimum recruitment of 5000 newborns was calculated in
order to have enough power to study common childhood
exposures and outcomes.

In this article we present the characteristics of the children aged
over 7 months at the time of analyses in order to provide more
complete data, as pediatricians would have had time to fill in
most missing data for these participants.

Figure 1. The 21 geographic clusters, identified based on ISTAT geographic and administrative criteria. ISTAT: Italian National Statistics Institute.

Ethics
Parents were given oral and written information about the study
and a consent form to sign if interested in participating.
Pediatricians signed a consent form before participation as well.
Withdrawal from the study was guaranteed at any time to both
pediatricians and parents.

Data Collection
Italian health care is provided free or at a nominal charge
through a network of 148 local health units. The local health
units assign children to a family pediatrician until they are 6
years old, after which the children can be registered with a
general practitioner or remain with that pediatrician until they
are 14 years old. In Italy there are about 7500 family
pediatricians, for an average of 450,000 births/year [25], so
about 60 newborns/year are assigned to each pediatrician. All

children are scheduled 7 well-child visits at the pediatrician’s
office during their first 6 years of life to ensure necessary
preventive care and monitor a child’s growth and development.

Basic data are being collected and consist of data that are part
of those routinely collected by the family pediatricians at the
well-child visits. Some data will also be collected during each
extra contact with the enrolled children. Data collection also
involves parental data, such as medical history, characteristics
and lifestyle, indoor and outdoor environment, and
circumstances during pregnancy and around birth. Follow-up
data on children will cover different fields, including physical
and mental/cognitive development, nutrition and allergies,
environmental exposures, and preventable infectious diseases.
See Table 1 for a description of the main parts of the
questionnaire. Questions were added to allow the project, in a
second phase, to address specific areas such as nutrition,
environment, and nurturing care.
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Table 1. Main sections of the online questionnaires and description of the general data collected.

DescriptionSection

Name, place of birth, family data such as number of family members, sibling health, parental place of birth, allergiesPersonal data

Mother’s pregnancy data (including medicines, smoking and alcohol consumption, and reading out loud and lis-
tening to music), birth data (eg, newborn height, weight), perinatal medical history (eg, malformations, diseases,
transfer to an intensive care unit), breastfeeding status at discharge

Medical history

Medicines taken, anthropometric measures; breastfeeding status/weaning/nutrition; sleep data; age-appropriate
physical examination; vitamin D + K prophylaxis; psychomotor, neurologic, and cognitive development; general
health; paternal depression; language development; family habits (eg, smoking, reading out loud, listening to
music, nursery school, indoor and open-air activities); home proximity to traffic or to areas of intensive farming;
screen time

Visits 1-7

Type of contact (office, phone, home visit), diagnosis, medicines/specialist visits/examinations prescribedExtra visits

Vaccines received and adverse reactionsVaccination compliance

Reason for exit (transfer, pulled out of study, death)Exiting the cohort

Statistical Analysis
The analyses of the cohort data will evaluate specific research
questions related to the overall aims of the study, such as the
relationship between child development and the domains that
affect nurturing care during the preschool period including
health, nutrition, and caregiving routine; the association between
the well-being of children and parental adherence to the
recommendations for better child care and development; and
the differences between geographical settings in educational
and socialization opportunities available and in the care provided
by the family pediatricians.

Data are presented as frequencies, percentages, and mean (SD)
or median values. Percentages are based on denominators for
which missing values have been excluded. All data management
and analyses have been performed using SAS version 9.4 (SAS
Institute) and ArcMap version 10.5 (ESRI). More detailed
analyses will be performed, as specified in the protocol [22],
and reported in future articles.

Web Portal
A specific web portal for the NASCITA cohort study was
developed [23] with reserved sections for the coordinating
center, registered users, and participating pediatricians. The
web portal serves to assist pediatricians with data collection
and to provide findings and other information during the study
period to parents and pediatricians, also with the use of graphics

for the analyses and data collected, based on a successful
approach already reported by the coordinating center [26].
Selected sections of the portal have been translated into English.
See Figure 2 for the functions of the web portal and its
architecture.

Newsletters focused on child cohorts are periodically provided
in the pediatrician’s general area and contain bibliographic
information of the current biomedical literature. In the private
area, each participating pediatrician can access information
including cohort documents; frequently asked questions; the
study protocol; and pdf versions of the case report forms (CRFs);
as well as patient data for input/modification; interactive data
charts of his/her patients or of those of the entire cohort,
including growth curves (Figure 3); and data concerning
subsections of the cohort addressing areas such as nutrition and
environment in which he/she participates. The pediatrician’s
section on the web portal, together with individual telephone
calls with the pediatricians and online and in-person meetings
on the study’s progress and possible problems, serves to keep
pediatricians engaged in the study.

The information for the parents section contains a growing series
of cards, created in collaboration between health professionals
and parents, that provide evidence-based information on the
more common illnesses and problems in young children as well
as answers to common questions that parents have on child care.
This section also contains links to useful emergency telephone
numbers and information pages.
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Figure 2. Functions of the platform and its architecture.

Figure 3. Individual child’s data plotted on growth curve, as seen by the pediatrician.

Electronic Case Report Form
The CRF was created and tested together with a group of
pediatricians. An electronic CRF (eCRF) was then set up and
tested, again with the help of the pediatricians, before enrollment
began. More specifically, the pediatricians were asked to register

themselves and access the portal starting from January 2019 to
test it. The eCRF (Figure 4) was set up in such a way as to
facilitate the pediatricians’ input of data for the study and to
provide fast and efficient support for any problems or doubts
about data input. A “chat” section was consequently included
through which pediatricians can ask for support. The eCRF
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includes consistency and range checks to prevent internal
inconsistencies (eg, value ranges, fields with limited values,
and time ranges). Data are, in any case, monitored continuously
and irregularities resolved through email, chat, or phone contact
with the pediatricians.

The eCRF has been structured in a way that will permit data
collection to be expanded to cover the additional areas (eg,
nutrition) more thoroughly in a second phase; the different data
collection sections are, in fact, based on an XML definition that
can easily be implemented and modified [27].

The development engine of the eCRF has been made available
on Gitlab [28].

A test was performed with a group of pediatricians (including
those with less experience in using the computer) to assess the
additional amount of time it would take each pediatrician to
enter data for a patient throughout the duration of the study.
Entering data for the first follow-up visit took about 15 minutes.
Multiplying this by the average number of newborns per
pediatricians and, considering that after 3 months of the start
of the study the subsequent regular check-ups would begin, an
average of 3 hours a month in the first year was calculated, after
which the amount of time necessary would decrease.

Figure 4. eCRF screenshots: input for second visit.

Data Quality Control
A dashboard is dedicated to checking the completeness, or lack,
of the visits and displays a table listing the children for whom
data have been included by that pediatrician. Each column in
the table represents a specific visit and shows a series of colored
bells (green, yellow, or red) that indicate the completeness status

of the visit (Figure 5). When a pediatrician opens the data on a
specific visit, the system displays a list of the variables with
missing information in order to facilitate data completion.

Frequent reports will automatically be created to monitor
recruitment of pediatricians and children and the data inputted.
Individual and group reports will also be created for the
pediatricians and for the study’s scientific committee.
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Figure 5. eCRF dashboard for checking completeness of data on the visits for individual patients.

Data Security
The private area is accessible only through authentication by
pediatricians, who have been previously approved and enabled.
A specific role is assigned to them, for example, compiler.
Passwords must have at least eight characters and contain special
and uppercase characters. Each pediatrician with a compiler
role can insert their patients’ data. Sensitive data, such as name
and last name, are encoded and visible only to the compiler.
Once the data are saved, they are transmitted via secure HTTPS
protocol, and are stored in databases that can be accessed only
by authorized project staff (IT, statisticians). Back-ups are kept
for security and disaster recovery.

Results

Enrollment in the NASCITA cohort began on April 1, 2019,
and ended on July 31, 2020. The number of participating
pediatricians is 139 and the total number of children enrolled
is 5166. The pediatricians are distributed throughout Italy, with
68 in the north, 29 in the center, and 42 in the south. The 5166
children enrolled represent 66.55% (5166/7763) of the children
born in all of 2018 covered by these same pediatricians.

The total number of children aged over 7 months at the time of
these analyses was 4386. Of these children, excluding those
with missing data, 2226/4381 (50.81%) were male and 142/4370
(3.25%) were twins. The children were distributed throughout
Italy, with 2025/4386 (46.17%) in the north, 882/4386 (20.11%)
in the center, and 1479/4386 (33.72%) in the south. Table 2
reports the distribution of the number of these 4386 children
enrolled and the percentage of children born, by cluster and
geographic area, based on ISTAT data [24], and shows that

there are minimal differences. The number of children enrolled
per pediatrician ranged from 1 to 100 (mean 32 [SD 18.5];
median 30).

The age of the mothers at birth of the 4386 children ranged from
16 to 54 (mean 33 [SD 5.4] years; median 33 years, excluding
133 missing values), while the age of the fathers ranged from
17 to 69 (mean 36 [SD 6.3]; median 36, excluding 154 missing
values). Most of the newborn’s mothers (3758/4367, 86.05%)
were born in Italy; the 3 next most common countries were
Romania (101/4367, 2.31%), Albania (75/4367, 1.72%), and
Morocco (60/4367, 1.37%). For two-thirds of children
(2892/4320, 66.94%), the mothers were married or living in
civil union; for 1233/4320 children (28.54%), the mother was
living with the father; and for 167/4320 (3.87%), mothers were
single. Most of the children’s mothers had a university
(1813/4320, 41.96%) or high-school degree (1800/4320,
41.66%), followed by a middle-school diploma (675/4320,
15.63%) and an elementary (30/4320, 0.69%) level of education.
Family size (including the enrolled child) was grouped into 2,
3, 4, or >4 people, with half (2189/4311, 50.78%) of the families
being made up of 3 people, followed by 1567/4311 (36.35%)
made up of 4 people. Two-member families represented 1.43%
(62/4311) of the total. Concerning the pregnancies, 3741/4363
(85.74%) were physiologic pregnancies, while in the remaining
pregnancies gestational diabetes (203/622 mothers, 32.64%),
gestational hypertension (90/622, 14.47%), and preeclampsia
(41/622, 6.59%) were the most common diseases. Concerning
the newborns, 139/4340 (3.20%) were born with malformations
and 352/4335 (8.12%) had a disease, the 3 most common of
which were neonatal respiratory distress syndrome (n=52),
neonatal jaundice (n=46), and neonatal hypoglycemia (n=45).
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Table 2. Distribution of the number of children and the number of children born in each cluster and geographic area.

Difference between the third and
fourth columns, %

Births per year in Italya, n (%)Population enrolled, n (%)Children enrolled,
n (N=4386)

Distribution/Location

1.7911,267/467,640 (2.41)184/4386 (4.20)184Metropolis: Milan

5.1621,497/467,640 (4.60)428/4386 (9.76)428Metropolis: Rome

1.132214/467,640 (0.47)70/4386 (1.60)70Metropolis: Bari

0.225578/467,640 (1.19)62/4386 (1.41)62Metropolis: Palermo

–0.482243/467,640 (0.48)——bNorth: urban mountain

–2.8245,595/467,640 (9.75)304/4386 (6.93)304North: urban plain

0.0710,258/467,640 (2.19)93/4386 (2.12)93North: urban sea

–0.2025,274/467,640 (5.40)228/4386 (5.20)228North: rural mountain

2.11112,824/467,640 (24.13)1151/4386 (26.24)1151North: rural plain

0.115882/467,640 (1.26)60/4386 (1.37)60North: rural sea

–0.046330/467,640 (1.35)61/4386 (1.39)61Center: urban plain

–1.125339/467,640 (1.14)1/4386 (0.02)1Center: urban sea

–0.9213,887/467,640 (2.97)90/4386 (2.05)90Center: rural mountain

–1.5331,997/467,640 (6.84)233/4386 (5.31)233Center: rural plain

–0.8311,118/467,640 (2.38)68/4386 (1.55)68Center: rural sea

–0.684010/467,640 (0.86)8/4386 (0.18)8South: urban mountain

–0.2815,826/467,640 (3.38)136/4386 (3.10)136South: urban plain

3.7727,281/467,640 (5.83)421/4386 (9.60)421South: urban sea

–2.4621,932/467,640 (4.69)98/4386 (2.23)98South: rural mountain

–0.4647,026/467,640 (10.06)421/4386 (9.60)421South: rural plain

–2.8040,262/467,640 (8.61)255/4386 (5.81)255South: rural sea

———14Missing

aBased on data on the newborn population residing in the cluster on January 1, 2017. ISTAT demographic statistics data [24] referring to December
31, 2016, were used for clusters with missing data.
b—: not available.

Discussion

Considerations
The NASCITA cohort is based on community-level pediatric
practice, involving the family pediatricians directly, as very few
European cohorts do [29]. With their clinical practice,
pediatricians are most in contact with patients and can promote
study and action. Their involvement in child cohorts permits
the collection of prospective, community-level data and allows
them to contribute to optimizing both the quality of the data
collected and its re-investment back into the community as
health promotion interventions. In fact, pediatricians play a key
role both in educating families and in implementing curative
and disease prevention interventions through their routine
clinical practice. They are in the optimal position to influence
public health in general because adult health also depends on
habits embraced when young, and pediatricians can undoubtedly
influence children and their parents to adopt healthy lifestyles.
In order to give something back to the pediatricians participating
in the cohort, we have attempted to provide the pediatricians
with useful information and interesting data, such as the

interactive data charts of their patients. The system set up
through which pediatricians can easily and quickly contact the
cohort team for any questions or problems, and the periodic
meetings organized to update pediatricians on the cohort’s status
and to discuss any current issues or suggestions are additional
ways to show our appreciation for all their continuing efforts.
During the latest meeting we had with the participating
pediatricians, online in November 2020, we described the
enrolled population as it was just after enrollment closure and
the next steps. On this occasion several pediatricians provided
additional suggestions for improving input, resulting in the
message to all that their participation and efforts are ongoing
and continue to be acknowledged by the research team.

Recruitment of newborns took place over a period of 1 year for
each pediatrician. This time span permitted us to avoid
introducing bias related to the period of recruitment, for
example, by recruiting newborns born during one season as
opposed to another. The sample of children aged over 7 months
reflects the distribution of births in Italy in terms of both
geographic area (north, center, and south) and 21 clusters, based
on the ISTAT data. Collection of data at the national level will
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permit the identification of differences in health care quality,
such as those caused by socioeconomic inequalities present
between the north and south of Italy [30], and of differences in
family behaviors that influence child health status (eg, smoking
or reading out loud to children). Better identifying health
care–related inequalities will permit the channeling of resources
where they are most needed [31]. If funding is obtained, the
population enrolled could be expanded further.

As explained previously, the web portal has multiple functions
and is fundamental for several reasons. The innovative aspects
involve permitting the accurate input and monitoring of data
through the use of a tool that creates data collection based on
an xml definition, and providing pediatricians with interactive
charts of current data to share with the children’s parents.

This xml-based system allows a continuous and simple updating
of the CRF, saving a lot of time in the development and testing
phase. In addition, saving the data in the JavaScript Object
Notation (JSON) format allows greater flexibility in the database
structure which, therefore, does not need to be remodified at
each CRF update [32].

Furthermore, our idea for the future is to interconnect the portal
with apps for parents to use to access data and to provide
additional information.

Strengths and Limitations
This is one of a very limited number of child cohorts based on
the participation of family pediatricians, permitting the
collection of data by those directly involved with the children

and the implementation of findings to inform and help those
directly involved (the children and their families). Furthermore,
the large, representative population sample of newborns
throughout the country, which allows stratified trends based on
socioeconomic and geographic characteristics to be performed,
and the use of standard measurements for anthropometric and
neurocognitive parameters are among the strengths of this study.

A limit of the NASCITA cohort is that it does not collect
biological samples due to the costs of data collection and
storage, so it will not be able to evaluate genetic or
immunological factors, for example. Resources and efforts were
utilized, however, to achieve the largest population size possible
in order to have enough power to study relatively common child
exposures and outcomes. Another limitation is the potential bias
in the pediatrician population because participation was
voluntary and this may have led more motivated pediatricians
to participate than others.

Conclusions
The NASCITA cohort is well underway and its population size
will permit significant conclusions to be drawn. The key role
of pediatricians in obtaining clinical data directly, along with
the national-level representativity, will make the findings even
more solid. In addition to promoting accurate data, the multiple
functions of the web portal, with its expanding, interactive
platform, will help maintain a solid relationship with the
pediatricians and keep parents informed and interested in
participating.
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Abstract

Background: DESDE-LTC (Description and Evaluation of Services and DirectoriEs for Long-Term Care) is an international
classification system that allows standardized coding and comparisons between different territories and care sectors, such as
health and social care, in defined geographic areas. We adapted DESDE-LTC into a computer tool (DESDE-AND) for compiling
a directory of care services in Andalucia, Spain.

Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate the maturity of DESDE-AND. A secondary objective of this study is to show
the practicality of a new combined set of standard evaluation tools for measuring the maturity of health technology products.

Methods: A system for semiautomated coding of service provision has been co-designed. A panel of 23 domain experts and a
group of 68 end users participated in its maturity assessment that included its technology readiness level (TRL), usability, validity,
adoption (Adoption Impact Ladder [AIL]), and overall degree of maturity [implementation maturity model [IMM]). We piloted
the prototype in an urban environment (Seville, Spain).

Results: The prototype was demonstrated in an operational environment (TRL 7). Sixty-eight different care services were coded,
generating fact sheets for each service and its geolocation map. The observed agreement was 90%, with moderate reliability. The
tool was partially adopted by the regional government of Andalucia (Spain), reaching a level 5 in adoption (AIL) and a level 4
in maturity (IMM) and is ready for full implementation.

Conclusions: DESDE-AND is a usable and manageable system for coding and compiling service directories and it can be used
as a core module of decision support systems to guide planning in complex cross-sectoral areas such as combined social and
health care.
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Introduction

COVID-19 has dramatically exposed the cracks of otherwise
highly connected systems such as social and health services.
For example, nursing homes are both health-related
organizations and social housing facilities for highly vulnerable
people [1]. This connection was mostly hidden to service
planners until the patients’ and staff flows between hospitals
and nursing homes during COVID-19 unleashed “a perfect
storm” around the health and social care systems locally and
globally [2]. This pandemic has also shown the relevance of
computer modeling, care navigation systems, real-time
dashboards, and interactive decision support systems to guide
evidence-informed policy. However, to be effective, rapid
response digital systems should go beyond traditional semantic
interoperability across data sets, and move toward a common
coding and counting of service provision (availability, bed
capacity, and workforce) from a whole system’s perspective
(health, social, housing, employment, education, and justice)
[3-5]. This harmonization effort should follow a service
ecosystem approach [6] and focus on the comprehensive
assessment of the overall local and regional service availability
and capacity as it has also been underscored by the pandemic
[1]. The World Health Organization (WHO) Advisory
Committee on Health Research has pointed out to the importance
of developing useful policies based on evidence of the
availability of services in catchment areas [7,8]. This
cross-sectorial coding system of service provision should also
allow international comparison of social and health systems, as
this is essential to detect possible gaps in service capacity and
provision and to conduct comparative effectiveness studies.

However, the aggregation and comparison of services from a
whole system’s perspective is not an easy task, as shown by
previous developments in disability or functional dependency
in Europe [9,10], older adults [11], and mental health and
chronic care [12]. These attempts have been recently extended
to education [3] and justice [4] where similar problems have
been identified.

The difficulty of comparability between services across sectors
is related to a number of factors including [13-15] (1) the
geographic variability of care systems; (2) the
noncommensurability bias or lack of consensus on the units of
analysis for comparisons at macro (countries, regions), meso
(small health areas), and micro (individual services) levels [16];
(3) the terminological variability of the services and programs,
and the lack of a workable formal ontology of service provision
in the main health terminology systems such as SNOMED; (4)
and the low usability and comparability of official directories
or listings of services available at the regional or national level.
These factors highlight the importance of a consensus on the
taxonomy and classification of services analogous to that
existing for the classification of diseases, classification of
operations, and classification of health interventions (eg, in the

World Health Organization Family of International
Classifications [17]); and the importance of using instruments
for service assessment with published psychometric data that
may facilitate disambiguation and enhance semantic
interoperability in service assessment and monitoring.

DESDE-LTC (Description and Evaluation of Services and
DirectoriEs for Long-Term Care) is a standardized coding
system for care services to be used across sectors and tools such
as health and social directories, atlases of care, and decision
support systems [10,12,18,19]. This system identifies and codes
basic care teams (named Basic Stable Inputs of Care [BSIC])
as its main unit of analysis and applies a code to their main
activity called “Main Type of Care.” It provides local bottom–up
multisectoral coding [20] of care services across different target
groups and has been tested in mental health care [21,22],
intellectual disability [23], alcohol and drug abuse [24,25],
general disability [10], aging, and chronic or long-term care
[16,26]. DESDE-LTC has been translated into 9 languages and
applied in over 34 countries [27]. The information gathered
using this classification system has proven its usefulness for
designing decision support systems to guide regional mental
health planning in Spain [28] and Australia [29] when combined
with local information on the context of care (eg,
sociodemographic data), the use of resources (eg, activities,
interventions), and indicators of results [28,30].

Despite its uniqueness and tested psychometric properties, the
applicability of DESDE-LTC is limited due to the significant
effort in data gathering that requires surveys and direct
interviews to managers of local services, as well as an intensive
training for coders [15]. Mapping an urban health or social
district (eg, between 300,000 and 1 million inhabitants) takes
over 6 months and is a research-intensive task [31]. Therefore,
an automated version of this ontology system is needed for its
routinization in local and regional care planning.

This study evaluates the maturity of DESDE-AND, an online
computer system to produce a semiautomatic classification of
services for compiling standard directories of care based on
DESDE-LTC. “Maturity” has been defined in software
development as the potential capability of the process of
implementation of a new product and the consistency with which
it could be applied in projects throughout the target organization
[32]. The capability maturity model is used in business and
technology sectors for establishing life cycle and planning
sustainment and has been applied to the evaluation of the process
of implementation of medical products and in health care
research [33]. A secondary objective of this study is to show
the practicality of a new combined set of standard evaluation
tools for measuring the maturity of health technology products.
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Methods

Study Design
This study follows a co-design/hybrid approach. The co-design
process was based on information provided by a domain expert
panel and key end users. The initial expert panel consisted of
28 professionals from different social and health areas of the
regional public Agency for Social Services and Dependency of
Andalucia (ASSDA). This group included experts in information
technologies, policy planning, management, and service
research. Training on the DESDE-LTC coding and on the use
of the DESDE-AND prototype (version 0.0) was provided to
all the experts. From this group, 23 domain experts participated
in the panel discussion of the maturity study. The group of end
users included the managers of the 68 services that participated
in the demonstration study.

Setting
The tool has been designed in a collaboration partnership
between Psicost Research Association and the public ASSDA.
Within the regional Ministry of Equity and Social Policies of
Andalucia (Spain), ASSDA coordinates the social public and
private care and the welfare system for the 8.5 million
inhabitants living in this Spanish region [34]. The regional
government has full governance on planning, funding, and
managing its health and social care systems. Apart from social
services, the Ministry of Equity and Social Policies regulates
and manages a complex mix of health and social services for
specific target groups (eg, drug and alcohol, aging, disabilities)
as well as other support services such as housing, special
employment, and special education services. It also participates
in the interministerial agency of mental health involving the
departments of health and social services. The Social Services
Law [35] has made mandatory the development of the Social
Services Map of Andalucia, and recommends the
implementation of a “classification system for the different
types of services for planning and evaluation.” The tool has
been tested in the city of Seville (target area), with nearly
700,000 inhabitants.

Instruments
The DESDE-LTC is a tool developed from the European Service
Mapping Schedule [36,37]. This instrument presents a
hierarchical tree structure with 6 main service branches, at 6
levels of granularity, and its last version includes 124 possible
codes to describe the typology of each service assessed. The
tool is distributed into 4 sections. Section A includes the general
principles of evaluation and coding, the description of the
reference area, and the target population of the services to be
codified in the assessment process. Section B consists of a tree
that represents the hierarchical structure, the description of the
codes, and their identification by means of labels of the main
health care types. Section C collects the use of services (Basic
Stable Inputs of Care) in a reference area. Finally, section D
includes a service inventory that collects data on the main
characteristics of each service.

Implementation Maturity Model (IMM)
The implementation maturity model (IMM) uses the 5 maturity
levels from the capability maturity model to assess and
determine the degree of maturity of implementation processes
in software engineering [32,38]. In Level 1 (Initial), the
organizational capability process is not structured, and is
undefined and inconsistent; it largely relies on successes of
individuals. In Level 2 (Repeatable), the process has partially
consistent, successful processes; and Level 3 (Defined) has
standard and documented processes. In Level 4 (Managed), the
process is quantitatively managed, while the process is
Optimized in Level 5 [33]. From these definitions, the level of
maturity of the different aspects of the implementation process
can be confirmed, thus describing their strengths and
weaknesses, and also where improvements are needed. This
ordinal rating is designed for self-assessment of the process of
development of a product.

Technology Readiness Level (TRL)
Readiness is the level of preparedness for the application of a
new scientific knowledge for commercialization or generalized
use in the real world. The technology readiness levels (TRLs)
are a systematic measurement that supports assessments of the
maturity of a particular technology during the acquisition phase
of a program. Nine levels are considered [39]: TRL 1, Basic
principles observed and reported; TRL 2, Technology concept
and/or application formulated; TRL 3, Analytical and
experimental critical function and/or characteristic proof of
concept; TRL 4, Component and/or breadboard validation in
laboratory environment; TRL 5, Component and/or breadboard
validation in relevant environment; TRL 6, System/subsystem
model or prototype demonstration in a relevant environment;
TRL 7, System prototype demonstration in a space environment;
TRL 8, Actual system completed and “flight qualified” through
test and demonstration; TRL 9, Actual system “flight proven”
through successful mission operations.

Psicost Usability Checklist
The Usability Checklist consists of 15 items that assess
relevance (meaningfulness, novelty, and potentiality of the new
scientific knowledge to the target audience), acceptability (the
degree to which a new application or product is agreed or
approved by the target audience), functionality, security,
practicality (related to implementation, training requirements,
and complexity of evaluation, and the analysis, interpretation,
and reporting of the data), efficiency (practicality in relation to
effort, time, and costs), training, and agreement. It uses a
10-point Likert scale, in which 0 is none, and 10 is the maximum
score of each assessed variable. The questionnaire can be
adapted to the characteristics of any new tool and the target end
users. It has been used in the assessment of decision support
systems [30] and was adapted for the assessment of the
DESDE-AND in the target organization [15]. The usability
questionnaire allows the study of the feasibility of a tool in its
initial version, as well as the analysis of its final usability after
its pilot study.
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Adoption Impact Ladder (AIL)
The Adoption Impact Ladder (AIL) is an inventory for
evaluating the level to which the target organization has taken
the new knowledge or its application as its own. It uses a
quasi-ordinal scale with 7 categories, namely, (0) no adoption;
(1) awareness; (2) assimilation; (3) conversion (or translation);
(4) allocation; (5) provision; and (6) routinization (or
monitoring). It has been previously used in Australia for
assessing the impact on the practice of a state policy program
(Ed-LinQ Program in Queensland) [40], the international

dissemination of a classification of case management [41], the
adoption of the Spanish Disability Scheme by all the regional
agencies in Andalucia [42], and in the use of DESDE-LTC for
mapping mental health services in Spain [19]. Its validation
study in Spain has indicated high usability and good reliability
for assessing the impact of the adoption of multisectoral social
and health policies and plans [42].

Procedure
This study consists of 4 stages comprising 11 steps and 4
measurement instruments (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Stages of the DESDE-AND study methodology. AIL: Adoption Impact Ladder; IMM: implementation maturity model; TRL: technology
readiness level.

Stage 1: Co-design of the DESDE-AND Prototype
The tool was built as an online computer system that guides
“end users” step by step. The end user of this computer tool
was defined as the manager or other decision maker of a service
depending on the regional Ministry of Equality, Social Policies
and Conciliation of Andalucia.

The development of the computer tool used architectural
standards and was specifically programmed using JAVA. The
software developer company (Guadaltech S.L.) prepared the
user/administrator manuals, installation guides, implementation
manual, and source code.

Two additional computer modules were developed to explore
the combined use of DESDE-AND as a core module of a DSS
(a data export system linked to geographic information system
[GIS] for visualization and spatial analysis) and to assess its
usability.

Stage 2: Validation of the DESDE-AND Prototype
(Version 0.0)
The validation process of the DESDE-AND was part of level
4 of the technology readiness. A mini-Delphi panel of 23 domain
experts produced the expert’s knowledge base [43] on the
DESDE-AND prototype. During the proof-of-concept phase,
the experts conducted an assessment of the feasibility of the
prototype (ie, the usability during the development process).
The Psicost Usability Checklist was used to assess the feasibility
prototype after coding a set of case examples from the real
world. We calculated the averages of the scores of the different
domains of feasibility: relevance, acceptability, functionality,
security, practicality, efficiency, and agreement. The interrater
reliability was analyzed during the demonstration phase. Kappa
coefficients were calculated by comparing the coding made by
an expert in DESDE-LTC (alpha evaluator) and the 68 managers
of the services selected for the demonstration phase (beta
evaluators). Finally, we analyzed the predictive validity of the
codes obtained using DESDE-AND.
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Stage 3: Demonstration Study—DESDE-AND Version
0.1
This stage included a pilot study and the assessment of the
DESDE-AND practicability and manageability. The pilot study
was carried out in the Seville metropolitan area. A total of 188
services providing care authorized from the regional Ministry
of Equality, Social Policies and Conciliation of Andalucia were
identified in the target area and invited to participate in the
study. This list included 13 services located outside the target
area that provided types of care that were not available in the
city of Seville but that could be used by their residents. As much
as 73 services accepted to participate but 5 of them were not
able to complete the information requested. Finally, 68 services
participated in the demonstration study.

In order to perform the coding, the managers of the services
(end users) identified the basic social and health care units of
each service and automatically assigned them a “main type of
care” code according to the decision tree system offered. This
code was subsequently confirmed by the personnel responsible
for public administration.

The panel of experts carried out the analysis of the results of
the coding in the selected services, which allowed the
preparation of a report with recommendations for improvement
of the instrument.

The recommendations by the panel of experts allowed
modifications and improvements to be made for the development
of the instrument in its final version (version 1.0).

Stage 4: Impact Analysis
The Psicost Usability Checklist, which was first used to assess
the feasibility of the prototype by the 23 domain experts, was
completed at the end of the demonstration phase by the 68 end
users to assess the usability of the tool. The adoption by the
target organization was measured by 3 experts in service
evaluation and in the use of the decision support tools (FA-T,
MG-C, and JS-P). The level of adoption was assessed in the
individual services and in the target organization using AIL.

Every stage of the development process of the tool corresponded
to a TRL. At the completion of the final version (DESDE-AND
version 1.0), the group of domain experts assessed the level of
technological maturity reached by the tool (TRL), which was
compared with the one provided by the core team. Finally, the
overall level of maturity was assessed using the IMM.

Results

Stage 1: Co-Design of the DESDE-AND Prototype
The schemas and algorithms necessary for the development of
the computer-administered version 0.0 (prototype) were
designed in the first stage. The classification process used
specific question answering algorithms with 2 or more logical
answers in a decision tree. Subsequently, a user interface for
the web application was created with a user-friendly design,
using a set of images and graphic objects to represent the
available actions (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. User interface of DESDE-AND web application.

A modular system with minimal interconnection between
modules was used to develop the software and user interfaces.

The modular operability of DESDE-AND was tested with a
supplementary module designed for exporting georeferenced
information from the coding generated in the service inventory
to any GIS and online cartographic viewers. This has been used
to demonstrate the capacity of DESDE-AND data to be exported
to other modules within a composite decision support system.
GIS is the most common visualization system in DSS [44]. It

allows performing complex spatial analyses, such as context
studies (sociodemographic situation of the geographic
environment of the services), assessing the optimal location of
services and their accessibility. The results of the pilot study
were integrated into the open GIS of Google Maps.
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Stage 2: Validation of the DESDE-AND Prototype
(Version 0.0)
The feasibility of the tool was assessed using the Usability
Checklist. A total of 23 domain experts completed the
instrument (Figure 3). The “Relevance” items were rated high
(average score of 9). The “Acceptability” was relatively low,
with an average score of 6.57. Questions about “Functionality”
obtained an average score of 7.87. The items that assessed the

“Practicality” of the tool obtained an average rating of 7.3, while
“Efficiency” reached an average score of 7.57. Regarding the
need for prior training, 80% (19/23) of the experts considered
that the 68 service managers should have prior training at an
advanced level, and 57% (13/23) of the experts considered that
the advance training level should be also provided to the
personnel that classified the services. The experts had an average
agreement of 76.1%.

Figure 3. Experts’ responses to the usability questionnaire. Each cell represents the qualitative score or answer of a different expert, and the last column
shows the mean of their quantitative score by question and domain.
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The interrater reliability analysis was performed after the pilot
study in the 68 services. We assessed the coding concordance
between ratings provided by the 68 service managers and the
experts. The agreement was 0.89 with a Kappa index of 0.33
(95% CI). We also calculated the predictive validity of the tool
(sensitivity, specificity, and predictive values), and observed
high results in specificity (89.39%; 95% CI 81.21-97.58),
sensitivity (100%), and predictive value (100%).

Stage 3: Demonstration Study—DESDE-AND Version
0.1
The pilot study included 68 services that agreed to participate
and were classified using the DESDE-AND. The remaining
services did not respond to the request, because they were closed
or because they did not have adequate human or technical
resources. Six of them started the process but did not complete
the coding because they did not have personnel with basic
training in information technology and communication. The 68
coded services were designed for different target groups: child
and adolescents (n=5, 7%), older adults (n=40, 59%), persons
with disabilities (n=16, 24%), drug addiction problems (n=5,
7%), and community social services (n=2, 3%).

The assessment of usability of the final version of DESDE-AND
was performed by the service managers for the 68 services of

the pilot study. Average scores were 7.6 for relevance, 7.8 for
functionality, 7.8 for usability, 6.9 for efficiency, and 2.4 for
resistance of the staff to perform the coding. More than half of
the of the professionals (13/23, 57%) who coded the services
considered that training was necessary at the user level in order
to use the DESDE-AND.

We received 63 improvement suggestions and comments on
the prototype to produce version 0.1. Of these, 52
recommendations were accepted and, among them, the
corrections considered were performed to ensure gender
equality. Eleven proposals were discarded due to technical
issues, programming, or errors in the use of the tool.

The results of the pilot study in Seville were integrated into the
open GIS of Google Maps [45], allowing the geolocation of the
results of DESDE in any standard GIS system in the market.
Figure 4 provides a depiction of the actual digital tool: the online
directory of services, the classification using the DESDE coding
system, and the geolocation of the services in the catchment
area. This figure shows the importance of disambiguation in
social care before they are geolocated. There are services that
are officially identified with the same name that receive 2
different DESDE codes and are identified as different type in
the GIS.
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Figure 4. Screenshots of the web-mapping application (Google Maps) for the geographic visualisation of the services coded through DESDE-AND
tool for social care planning in Andalucia (Spain).

Stage 4: Impact Analysis
The level of adoption was assessed in the individual services
registered for the study as well as in the main target organization
(ASSDA) by 3 experts (FA-T, MRG-C, and JAS-P). According
to these experts, DESDE-AND reached an AIL level of 5
(impact on the budget, financing, and allocation of resources
for testing the tool in the target environment without routine
use within the organization).

The overall maturity level of the tool was moderate-high or
Managed (IMM 4): the process of implementing is documented

throughout the organization rather than per aspect, and projects
are carried out under the guidance of project operation standards
and an implementation strategy [38].

This process has generated a computer tool with a
semiautomated core module to obtain the standard directory of
the health and social services available in a given area, based
on an international classification.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
It uses a multiaxial system that allows typify entities into
differentiated groups using a string of codes or “axes”
corresponding to the main attributes of the entity from other
groupings in the same system [46]. This multiaxial system
classifies the services according to the geographical catchment
area, the target population, and the type of care provided
(residential care, day care, outpatient care, information,
accessibility, or self-help). It includes a file with detailed
information relating to each of the available services reducing
disambiguation and enhancing the semantic interoperability of
health and social care databases. The improvement of the
applicability and practicality ratings of DESDE-AND in
comparison with the ones obtained by the paper and pencil
version [15] indicates a better usability, although the actual time
for completion and updating the coding and mapping of care
districts will require a further analysis after routinization.

This classification can be used by managers with the expert
support provided by the computer tool, simplifying the complex
task of coding in real time, and unifying the taxonomic and
semantic criteria. It has been developed using a co-design
approach focused on end users (managers, planners, and other
decision makers) [47,48]. It ensures that the design satisfies the
users of the system by making improvements in the usability
and human performance, thus reducing previous training
requirements in length and intensity.

DESDE-AND is a system that allows various functions and
different levels of web surfing/navigation and use: (1) a simple
easy navigation for consumers; (2) a second advanced level of
web surfing for case managers to improve care continuity; and
(3) an advanced level that can be incorporated to decision
support tools for social and health planning. This tool facilitates
the analysis of health care ecosystems [6], covering the various
sectors, levels, and types of services involved in the care
provision of an area, as well as the local characteristics and the
drivers of the system (socioeconomic, demographic, legislative,
and political). This information is relevant for recognizing and
understanding the pattern of care provision, care gaps, unmet
needs, and duplications of any system [20].

This system has been developed using a co-design approach.
Co-design is largely used to improve service quality and delivery
[49], and can also be used for the purpose of policy making
[50,51]. Using co-design to inform policy making is particularly
important to mental health care as we recognize that co-creation
of well-being is critical and principal actors are vulnerable
[48,52]. Our study uses co-design to improve the quality of
indicators by accounting for contextual and environmental
factors as well as to foster knowledge transfer of decision and
policy making prior to policy design. By doing so, the system
can afford to inform and bridge the resource gaps between the
quality of service provision and the quality of decision and
policy.

The original instrument DESDE-LTC has demonstrated its use
in national and international comparisons of service directories

and atlases of health and social care [27]. As DESDE-AND
uses the same coding system, it will improve the comparisons
across jurisdictions. This is key for service research, traditionally
hampered by intrinsic problems in assessments of services [13].
This tool also facilitates the identification of complex patterns
of provision and differences in national and international health
and care research and monitoring [16,22,53]. It could improve
the analysis of associations between the level of availability of
services and sentinel indicators such as deprivation or social
fragmentation [54], suicide rates [55], family burden [56],
employment [57], or the cost of illnesses [58].

The information related to the coding of services can be exported
to a GIS. This modular function facilitates data filtering by
regions or provinces, municipalities, sectors of care, and types
of services. It enables rapid geo-positioning of services with
operational identification criteria and their specific
characteristics. Henceforth, DESDE-AND facilitates the
development of social and health care atlases of care [19].
Atlases are one of the visual tools currently being used for the
assessment and planning of health systems [44].

The basic information obtained also allows the development of
service indicators classified by geographic study areas, such as
rates of services availability per inhabitants, beds (placement
capacity), and professionals (workforce capacity); the analysis
of the diversity of care in an area; and the balance between
health and social care [30]. It could also be used to analyze
accessibility and optimal locations of services. Atlases using
the DESDE system have been made available in Spain [59],
Europe [22,60], Australia [31,61], and Chile [53].

The final implementation of the tool in Andalusia depends on
a series of regulatory steps. The Andalusian Social Services
Law of 2017 entails the Map of Social Services of Andalusia
and its update. The DESDE coding system will be included in
the next version of the map.

The Map of Social Services of Andalucia is in operation. It is
a computerized map of social services that allows the
geolocation of the centers and services in the Catalogue of Social
Services of Andalucia [62]. The inclusion of a field with an
international reference code for the standardized classification
of each center typology, such as DESDE-AND, constitutes an
example of possible practical applications of the tool in planning
social services in a certain area.

Finally, and as a secondary result, this study illustrates the use
of standard measures and instruments for the quantitative
assessment of maturity, a key phase in implementation research.

Limitations
First, this computer tool uses an internet-based algorithm
adapted to the specific conditions of the Autonomous
Community of Andalucia, and to the information data sets of
the Andalusian Social Services. The transferability to other
territories has not been tested. However, the study describes the
process and tools required to produce similar semiautomated
tools adapted to other environments. Second, there is a lack of
international agreement and guidelines for conducting impact
analysis of digital health care [63] and the domains of maturity
that require evaluation. We opted for the overall ordinal
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assessment of the maturity level (IMM [38]), complemented
by the ordinal rating of key domains of maturity instead of
conducting in-depth interviews to stakeholders. “Maturity” is
considered here as part of the “early implementation” phase
[64].

Although the maturity assessment instruments used in this study
were developed for self-rating and monitoring within
organizations, they can provide useful information on the
calibration of impact analysis across different projects, areas,
and sectors in health technology assessment. We used a mixed
approach combining evidence and expert knowledge, and by
applying a co-design process [65] selected a defined catchment
area using a health care ecosystem approach [20,66,67], and
identified the target organizations in this catchment area. The
maturity general rating [33] and the maturity domains selected
in this study are supported by previous literature in health care

technology assessment: the “TRL” (adopted by the European
Commission and Horizon programs) [39]; the “Usability” of
the Tool in a real world environment [15]; and its “Adoption”
by target organizations, as suggested by Health Quality Ontario
[66].

Conclusions
DESDE-AND is a usable and manageable computer tool for
guiding evidence-informed decision making in health and social
planning. This tool reduces ambiguity and increases semantic
interoperability in health and social care. It improves a previous
tool that has demonstrated its usability for detecting gaps and
inequities in the provision of health and social care.
DESDE-AND is a relevant contribution to establish a common
terminology, classification, and coding of health and social care
services in the national context, as well as a standardized
procedure for data collections and comparisons.
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Abstract

Background: Web-based patient education is increasingly offered to improve patients’ ability to learn, remember, and apply
health information. Efficient organization, display, and structural design, that is, information architecture (IA), can support
patients’ ability to independently use web-based patient education. However, the role of IA in the context of web-based patient
education has not been examined systematically.

Objective: To support intervention designers in making informed choices that enhance patients’ learning, this paper describes
a randomized experiment on the effects of IA on the effectiveness, use, and user experience of a patient education website and
examines the theoretical mechanisms that explain these effects.

Methods: Middle-aged and older adults with self-reported hip or knee joint complaints were recruited to use and evaluate 1 of
3 patient education websites containing information on total joint replacement surgery. Each website contained the same textual
content based on an existing leaflet but differed in the employed IA design (tunnel, hierarchical, or matrix design). Participants
rated the websites on satisfaction, engagement, control, relevance, trust, and novelty and completed an objective knowledge test.
Analyses of variance and structural equation modeling were used to examine the effects of IA and construct a theoretical model.

Results: We included 215 participants in our analysis. IA did not affect knowledge gain (P=.36) or overall satisfaction (P=.07)
directly. However, tunnel (mean 3.22, SD 0.67) and matrix (mean 3.17, SD 0.69) architectures were found to provide more
emotional support compared with hierarchical architectures (mean 2.86, SD 0.60; P=.002). Furthermore, increased perceptions
of personal relevance in the tunnel IA (β=.18) were found to improve satisfaction (β=.17) indirectly. Increased perceptions of
active control in the matrix IA (β=.11) also improved satisfaction (β=.27) indirectly. The final model of the IA effects explained

74.3% of the variance in satisfaction and 6.8% of the variance in knowledge and achieved excellent fit (χ2
17,215=14.7; P=.62; root

mean square error of approximation=0.000; 95% CI [0.000-0.053]; comparative fit index=1.00; standardized root mean square
residual=0.044).

Conclusions: IA has small but notable effects on users’ experiences with web-based health education interventions. Web-based
patient education designers can employ tunnel IA designs to guide users through sequentially ordered content or matrix IA to
offer users more control over navigation. Both improve user satisfaction by increasing user perceptions of relevance (tunnel) and
active control (matrix). Although additional research is needed, hierarchical IA designs are currently not recommended, as
hierarchical content is perceived as less supportive, engaging, and relevant, which may diminish the use and, in turn, the effect
of the educational intervention.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e15846)   doi:10.2196/15846
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Introduction

Background
Verbal and written patient education methods are often
supplemented with web-based education to improve patients’
ability to learn, remember, and apply health information. Such
improvements are needed because patients’ recall of traditional
education is generally poor [1-3], which negatively affects their
satisfaction with care, ability to self-manage, and emotional
well-being [4,5].

There are many options to engage patients with web-based
education, ranging from animations and interactive exercises
to tailored health advice [6]. However, for education to be the
most effective, patients must be able to use such functions
independently. An efficient information architecture (IA)
supports independent use [7,8], yet few studies have
systematically examined IA in the context of web-based health
education. To support intervention designers in making informed
choices that enhance patients’ learning, this paper describes a
randomized experiment concerning the effect of IA on the
effectiveness, use, and user experience of a patient education
website and the theoretical mechanisms that explain these
effects. In addition, the study explores the benefit of tailoring
IA to specific user profiles.

IA
IA concerns “the structural design of a shared information
environment” [9]. It describes “the way in which digital content
is organized and displayed, which strongly impacts users’ability
to find and use content” [10]. IA has a pervasive role in website
design because it affects the user’s ability to find information
with no or very limited training and helps save long-term costs.
Web-based environments with effective IAs are typically more
scalable, easier to maintain and update, and require fewer
redesigns [9]. Yet, despite the importance of IA, there is a lack
of primary research that examines IA specifically in the context
of web-based health education. A recent review on this subject
revealed that to date, only 1 study has empirically manipulated
IA in isolation from other design features [10]. This study,
conducted in 2012 by Crutzen et al [11] to examine web-based
hepatitis information, investigated whether providing users with
the opportunity to skip pages (or not) affected website use and
user perceptions of efficiency, effectiveness, and enjoyment. It
was found that an architecture that provided users with less
control over navigation increased both website use and
knowledge gain [11]. Although this study demonstrated that IA
influences web-based learning experiences, it examined only
one particular IA design (the tunnel). Therefore, we argue that
a more comprehensive examination of IA is required. For this
purpose, we used the taxonomy of 4 archetypes of IA by
Danaher et al [12,13]: tunnel, hierarchical, matrix, and hybrid
architectures. Hybrid architectures mix design elements of
tunnel, hierarchical, and matrix architectures. Each hybrid mix
may thereby present unique advantages and disadvantages that

cannot be readily understood before experimentation with the
nonhybrid IA designs. Therefore, this study focuses on the three
nonhybrid IA designs (ie, tunnel, hierarchical, and matrix) only.
The features, advantages, and disadvantages of each design are
outlined below, and additional examples of each IA design are
presented in the Methods section of this paper.

The tunnel IA design is the most common IA in health
interventions: 90%-100% of interventions for chronic illness
or mental health support include some form of tunneling [14].
In a typical tunnel, IA users follow a step-by-step approach to
access content in a predefined, sequential order. For example,
a website that only allows access to new material once users
have completed previous lessons can be considered to have a
tunneled design. A possible advantage of this IA is that it
reduces the complexity of information. However, it also reduces
the perceived control of users, which may decrease engagement
and lead to nonadherence and attrition [15]. The second IA
archetype is the hierarchical design. Hierarchical designs
organize content hierarchically, differentiating between major
and minor content. Typically, users are first provided with a
general overview of the major content present on the website.
For example, the official United States government website on
health organizes content by major topics such as “Health
Insurance,” “Medications,” and “Vaccines and Immunizations.”
After selecting the appropriate topic, users can explore nested,
minor content to review in detail. Assumed advantages of this
IA include increased control over content selection, familiarity,
and simplicity. However, usability may be limited when users
are unable to locate deeply nested content. The third IA concerns
the matrix design. This IA design presents all available content
on 1 home page or dashboard, thereby removing any
differentiation between major and minor content or predefined
sequential paths included in the hierarchical and tunnel designs,
respectively. This allows users to freely navigate content in
their preferred order and duration. Travel agency websites that
display all available travel options first and then allow users to
sort on date, price, or location are examples of matrix designs.
The matrix IA design is considered engaging yet disorienting
and is particularly appropriate for highly educated and
experienced users looking for enrichment [15,16].

What Explains the Effects of IA?
Many scholars have condemned the black box approach to
eHealth, which offers little understanding of the underlying
mechanisms through which web-based interventions (and the
tools, techniques, and strategies embedded in them) exert their
effects [13,14,17]. IA design has the same issue. Although there
are several assumed benefits (eg, increased usability and
increased user control) of each IA design, as outlined above,
there is no overarching conceptual model of IA effects. This
makes it difficult to determine how IA affects the user
experience of a health education website. Therefore, we examine
the following 5 aspects of the user experience: user engagement,
user perceptions of control, personal relevance, trustworthiness,
and novelty, which may be influenced by IA design in depth.
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These are depicted in the conceptual model (Figure 1). We do
not hold specific expectations regarding the main effects of IA
design but rather expect that each IA design may elicit a

different user experience in comparison with the other IA
designs, as detailed below.

Figure 1. Conceptual model of information architecture (IA). Solid arrows represent expected effects related to matrix IA design, dashed arrows
represent expected effects related to hierarchical IA design, and dotted arrows represent expected effects related to tunnel IA design.

User Engagement
First, we hypothesize that IA design affects user engagement.
User engagement is defined as “a quality of user experience
characterized by the depth of an actor’s investment when
interacting with a digital system” [18,19]. It is often
conceptualized as a multidimensional construct composed of
cognitive, affective, and behavioral components [20], which
means that engagement can both refer to a subjective experience
of flow and immersion as well as the actual act of using an
intervention [15]. Several recent reviews suggest that user
engagement is pivotal for creating an effective and enjoyable
web-based experience [15,21].

Our expectations regarding IA design as a determinant of
engagement are twofold. First, tunnel IA designs (in comparison
with hierarchical and matrix IA) are thought to increase
behavioral engagement because the sequential, predefined setup
allows researchers to persuasively guide users through the
web-based process, resulting in extended use [11,14]. In a study
of a web-based smoking cessation intervention, users who
viewed content in a set order accessed content more often and
for longer [22]. This indicates that tunnel IA design should

result in higher levels of behavioral user engagement. In
contrast, a more flexible matrix IA design may increase the
subjective experience of engagement by providing the user more
control over the interaction, as outlined below.

Perceived Active Control
As stated earlier, tunnel IA designs have been found to decrease
user perceptions of control [11]. User control is a “user’s ability
to voluntarily participate in and instrumentally influence a
communication” [23,24]. As matrix IA designs allow users to
both influence the selection of content and the order in which
content is consumed, this design is expected to increase
perceptions of user control. Active user control is a dimension
of interactivity [23,24], and interactive interventions, in turn,
are associated with a more engaging experience [6,25]. Possibly,
this is because users who are able to influence an intervention
instrumentally consider this to be an enjoyable experience or
become more emotionally invested in the intervention. It is
important to note here that perceived interactivity and control
appear to be more important than actual website interactivity
[26,27]. Together, this indicates that matrix IA designs may
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also improve (cognitive or affective components of) engagement
through increased user perceptions of control.

Perceived Personal Relevance
Perceived personal relevance refers to the extent to which people
feel that information is relevant to themselves and their situation
[28-30]. People are more motivated to process personally
relevant content, leading to deeper processing and greater
susceptibility to any persuasive attempts the content makes
[28,31,32]. Perceptions of relevance have also been linked to
educational enjoyment [33]. We expect that perceived personal
relevance may increase knowledge acquisition through the same
motivational pathway. Hierarchical and matrix IA designs are
the only designs that allow users to select content. We expect
that users, to some extent, select content based on what they
consider most personally relevant. Therefore, we hypothesize
that hierarchical and matrix IA designs (in contrast to tunnel
IA design) increase the perceived personal relevance of the
health information presented and that this leads to both greater
knowledge acquisition and greater satisfaction.

Perceived Trust
Perceived trust is a belief that influences whether a patient is
willing to engage with health education [34]. Trust in health
information is influenced by source, message, channel, and
recipient [35,36] as well as structural website features [37]. A
previous study on the credibility of health websites showed that
the presence of a navigation menu (as is included in most
hierarchical IA designs) increases perceived website credibility,
as it reinforces the notion that the website is produced by a
professional organization [37]. This type of heuristic evaluation
of information credibility can lead to a better experience on the
health website [38]. Therefore, we hypothesize that hierarchical
IA design positively influences participants’ trust in the health
information presented and, in turn, the knowledge and
satisfaction derived from the education.

Perceived Novelty
Finally, we considered perceived novelty as a potential
explanatory variable. As the tunnel IA design is the norm in
health interventions, other IA designs may offer more novel
ways to access health information. Novelty in the context of
interfaces can “act as a curiosity generating mechanism that
arouses the imaginations of users and captures their interest in

a site” [39]. Users pay greater attention and effort to novel media
[40], subsequently leading to a greater uptake of information.
Novelty has also been related to enjoyable experiences of flow
and engagement [18,38]. Therefore, we expect that the less
common IA designs (hierarchical and matrix) will increase user
perceptions of novelty and that increased novelty will improve
both user satisfaction and knowledge acquisition through
increased attention to the content.

Does One IA Design Fit All?
A final consideration in examining the effects of IA is the role
of individual preferences and capabilities. Many
recommendations regarding IA design take user characteristics
into account. For example, Lynch and Horton [16] describe
matrix IA designs (which they refer to as webs) as more suitable
for highly educated users with a high level of prior knowledge
about the content. It has also been suggested that perceived
control over website navigation may be more important to some
users than to others [11]. However, the influence of individual
differences on the effectiveness and experience of different IA
designs has not been empirically tested.

This study used a previously defined set of user profiles of
patients [41] who had undergone total joint replacement (TJR)
surgery to explore the potential benefit of tailored IA design
(Table 1). Each profile represents 1 of 3 ways through which
communicative preferences and capabilities may manifest in
patients. So-called managing patients prefer open, participative
communication, particularly regarding personal circumstances,
and have high capabilities and self-efficacy for understanding
and applying health information. In comparison, optimistic
patients have similar capabilities but find patient-provider
communication of lesser importance and only have a slight
preference for an open communicative style. Finally, modest
patients value both open information and emotional support but
have limited self-efficacy and skills in health communication.
With these profiles and the recommendations for each IA design
in mind, we hypothesize that users with higher preferences for
open communication (ie, managing patients) will prefer IA
designs that offer more control (ie, matrix), optimistic patients
will not prefer any IA design in particular, and modest patients
will prefer more supportive IA designs that guide them through
the educational content step by step (ie, tunnel).

Table 1. Description of communicative preferences and capabilities of three total joint replacement patient profilesa.

Modest profileOptimistic profileManaging profile

Moderate preference for open communicationModerate preference for open communicationHigh preference for open communication

Moderate preference for emotionally supportive
communication

Low preference for emotionally supportive
communication

High preference for emotionally supportive
communication

Low critical communication skillsModerate critical communication capabilitiesHigh critical communication capabilities

Low personal communication skillsModerate personal communication capabilitiesHigh personal communication capabilities

Low self-efficacy for health informationHigh self-efficacy for health informationHigh self-efficacy for health information

aPatient profiles are based on Groeneveld et al [41].
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Study Objectives
The aims of this study are threefold: (1) to test the effects of IA
in the context of a TJR surgery patient education website on
knowledge acquisition and satisfaction with web-based
education; (2) to test possible working mechanisms of IAs,
including user engagement, perceived user control, perceived
personal relevance, perceived trust, and perceived novelty; and
(3) to explore the potential of tailored IAs.

Methods

Design
In July 2018, we conducted a between-subjects experiment
comparing the knowledge and satisfaction gained from a patient
education website with three different IA designs. Ethics
approval for this study was obtained from the Human Research
Ethics Committee Delft University of Technology. Participants
provided written consent and signed a data processing agreement
formulated in concordance with the General Data Protection
Regulation.

Participants and Procedure
Participants were recruited using a Dutch web-based consumer
research service (respondenten.nl B.V.). Middle-aged to older
adults (40-80 years) with self-reported chronic hip or knee joint
complaints (including arthrosis, wear and tear, chronic
inflammation, birth deficits, or unknown causes) were eligible
for participation. To detect a small-to-medium effect

(f2=0.15-0.25) on satisfaction and knowledge using an α of .05
and a power of 0.80, a sample size between 159 and 432
participants was needed [42,43]. We aimed to recruit at least
100 participants per condition for a total sample of 300
participants. In total, we were able to enroll 235 participants,
of which the data of 215 participants were included in the
analysis (see the Results section). Participants received monetary
reimbursement (15 euro [US $18.2]) for their participation.

The complete experiment was conducted on the web via survey
software (Qualtrics). Each eligible participant was provided a
hyperlink to the survey. After providing consent, participants
filled out questionnaires regarding their communication
preferences and skills, health, anxiety, and coping behavior,
which were used to determine the patient profile [41].
Participants also stated the extent to which they already felt
knowledgeable about TJR surgery (part A). In part B,
participants were randomly assigned to 1 of 3 experimental
conditions using Qualtrics’ built-in randomizer. The allocation
sequence and assignments were concealed from all participants,
the researchers, and the consultant hired for participant
recruitment until all data were collected. Participants were
initially asked to focus on either the website’s design or its
content. After reviewing the website’s design, participants
reported satisfaction and user perceptions. They were then asked
to view the website for a second time while focusing on content.
Then, they completed a knowledge test designed for the purpose
of this study. The order of focus (design vs content) was
counter-balanced. Finally, participants shared their
sociodemographic information and received a code for
reimbursement (part C). Eligible participants who had not started

or completed the survey after 3 weeks were reminded via email
once.

Materials

Design Process
The three websites were designed between March and June
2018 by a design agency (Panton B.V.) specializing in the design
of products, services, and processes for health care under the
supervision of the first author. The lead designer provided
literature on IA [12] and was given access to patient profile role
descriptions and anonymized data about patients’
communication preferences and capabilities collected in an
earlier study (T Dekkers, PhD, unpublished data, February
2017). In June, prototypes of the websites were pilot tested. To
discuss progress and ensure accuracy and quality of health
information shared on the patient education websites, the design
team met with the first author 10 times throughout the design
process. At 2 points in the design process (after first
conceptualization and after the pilot tests), the design team also
met with the full research team, including an orthopedic surgeon.

Pilot Usability Study
Prototypes of the three websites were pilot tested with 7 patients
(age range 46-77 years) scheduled for TJR surgery and 7
informal caregivers (age range 42-76 years) in June 2018. The
pilot test focused specifically on usability of the websites rather
than effectiveness in terms of knowledge acquisition. Interested
patients present at the clinic for scheduled group-based patient
education were shown the prototypes after they provided written
consent. They first freely explored the websites while
mentioning aloud any (positive or negative) aspects that stood
out. Then, they were asked to find information about the first
checkup after surgery. This assignment was used to identify
usability issues and software bugs [44]. Finally, patients were
asked to report engagement using the User Engagement
Scale-Short Form (UES-SF, see Measurements section).
Throughout the pilot test, the cursor of the participants was
tracked using screen capture software (CamStudio Recorder
v2.7, Rendersoft Development). Screen captures were used both
to identify unclear navigational cues and to get an initial
impression of whether the users navigated through the IAs as
intended (eg, whether patients explored more pages in the matrix
design, made use of the table of contents in the hierarchical
design, and moved step by step using the next and prior buttons
in the tunnel design). The input of patients and caregivers was
shared with the lead designer and implemented in the following
iteration of the design. This led to significant improvements in
usability, including less scrollable text, more prominently
displayed contact information, vivid color accents, and larger
buttons.

Websites
All websites contained the same textual content based on an
existing patient education leaflet titled Instructions after an
outpatient Total Hip Prosthesis (THP; Instructies na een Totale
Heup Prothese [THP] in dagbehandeling) used by the local
hospital (Reinier de Graaf Gasthuis, the Netherlands). The leaflet
addressed practical concerns before and after outpatient THP
surgery, including preparation for surgery, pain, medication,
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and physiotherapy. All graphic design elements (including
photos, fonts, and color) were equivalent across websites.

The tunnel IA website design had a chronological sequential
ordering of topics presented as a timeline, starting with the day
of the operation and ending with the 3-month follow-up and
frequently asked questions. Navigation was limited to next and
previous buttons placed below the text and in the timeline.
Topics that were not yet accessible to the user were grayed out
(Figure 2). The hierarchical IA website design presented
participants with a choice menu in which they selected the phase

of their patient journey (eg, in the hospital and able to walk a
few steps). After selecting an option, users were presented with
topics grouped in a table-of-content menu. Participants could
further investigate their chosen topic using the menu and could
return to the home page using the buttons or navigation path
(ie, bread crumb trail). The matrix IA website design showed
all topics in tiles on the home page and provided no suggested
reading order. By clicking on the topic tiles or hyperlinks in the
body of text, participants could switch between topics. Offline
copies of the experimental websites are available on request by
contacting the first author.

Figure 2. Annotated screenshots of tunnel, hierarchical, and matrix information architecture (IA) design of a Dutch patient education website to prepare
patients for total joint replacement surgery. Tunnel IA: (A) next/previous buttons, (B) grayed-out text (not yet accessible), and (C) next/previous buttons.
Hierarchical IA: (D) table of contents, (E) major grouping by recovery phase, and (F) return to main menu. Matrix IA: (G) topic matrix and (H) hyperlink.
All screenshots depict the same content about pain and swelling (pijn en zwelling).

Measurements
The primary outcomes of interest are knowledge acquisition
and website satisfaction. Satisfaction with web-based education
captures both the attitude of patients toward website functioning
(eg, satisfaction with comprehensibility and with emotional
support derived from the website) as well as their affective
attitude (eg, satisfaction with website attractiveness) [45,46].
The secondary outcomes used to test the conceptual model
include user perceptions of engagement, control, personal
relevance, trust, and novelty. We also measured use by capturing

the total time spent on the website in minutes. Finally, we
collected short qualitative feedback forms on the perceived
advantages and disadvantages of the website.

Knowledge Acquisition and Satisfaction With Website
A total of 5 multiple-choice (MC) questions and 3 open
questions about (self-)care after TJR surgery were used to assess
knowledge acquisition. The questions were based on the
information provided on the websites and included, for example:
after the surgery, it is important to strengthen the muscles
surrounding the hip joint. Which ways to do so are
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recommended by orthopedic surgeons? Each question included
the following answer options: not been discussed, discussed,
but I cannot remember the details, a correct answer, and an
incorrect answer (distractor) [47]. For each correct MC answer,
participants scored 1 point, and for each open question, an
answer sheet was developed that assigned points from 0
(incorrect), 1 (partly correct), to 2 (fully correct). All points
were summed and converted to reflect the percentage of correct
answers (0%-100% correct).

Satisfaction with patient education was measured using the
Website Satisfaction Scale [45,46] comprising three subscales:
satisfaction with the (1) attractiveness, (2) comprehensibility
of the information, and (3) emotional support received from the
website. All items consisted of statements to which participants’
agreement was measured on a 5-point Likert scale (1=totally
disagree and 5=totally agree). Statements included the website
looks nice, the website is understandable, and the website give
ease of mind. Both the overall index score of satisfaction and
the separate subscales achieved excellent reliability (α=.82-.98).

User Perceptions of Engagement, Active Control,
Personal Relevance, Trust, and Novelty
We included 5 constructs to explore the theoretical mechanisms
through which (tailored) IAs may influence knowledge
acquisition and satisfaction. The first is user engagement, as
measured through the UES-SF [19]. We obtained permission
to translate this validated questionnaire to Dutch according to
the guidelines for cross-cultural adaptation of self-reported
instruments [48,49] (personal communication by HL O’Brien,
May 18, 2018). The instrument contains 12 questions, which
form 1 index score (α=.88), and 4 subscales: focused attention
(I was absorbed in this experience, α=.75), aesthetic appeal
(the website was attractive, α=.87), reward (using the website
was worthwhile, α=.71), and perceived usability (I felt frustrated
while using the website, α=.79; Multimedia Appendix 1
[18,19,50]). The other user perceptions of interest included
perceived active control (during the website visit, I could freely
decide what I wanted to see, 4 items, α=.96) [27], personal
relevance (the website was relevant to my situation, 2 items,
α=.83) [51], trust (the website is sincere and honest, 3 items,
α=.97) [34], and novelty (the website incited my curiosity, 3
items, α=.90) [50]. All questions were answered on a 5-point
Likert scale (1=strongly disagree and 5=strongly agree).

Statistical Methods

We conducted chi-square (χ2) and analyses of variance
(ANOVA) tests to check whether background characteristics
were evenly distributed over experimental conditions. To test
the main effect of IA, 2 ANOVA tests were conducted with
satisfaction and knowledge gain as dependent variables.
Follow-up pairwise t tests were performed to explore differences
between the IA designs, and these were all corrected using the
Bonferroni correction. Finally, ANOVA tests were performed

with the secondary outcomes (user perceptions) as dependent
variables, and the concept of tailored IAs was explored in a
two-way ANOVA with condition and profile as the independent
variables.

To construct a conceptual model of how IA influences
satisfaction and knowledge acquisition, we used structural
equation modeling. User perceptions of engagement, personal
relevance, active control, trust, and novelty (hereafter, mediating
variables) were regressed on IA. Satisfaction and knowledge
were regressed on IA and the mediating variables. To improve
the parsimony and fit of the model, we removed nonsignificant
paths. As our hypotheses suggest that IA design may influence
perceived control and subsequently user engagement, and
ultimately satisfaction and knowledge, we also constructed a
separate serial mediation model for this hypothesis specifically.

Model chi-square (χ2), comparative fit index (CFI), standardized
root mean square residual (SRMR), and root mean square error
of approximation (RMSEA) were used to determine model fit.

A model was considered to have a good fit when χ2 divided by
degrees of freedom ≤3 with P<.05, CFI≥0.95, SRMR≤0.09, and
RMSEA≤0.07 [52,53]. All analyses were conducted using R
version 3.5.1 [54] with α=.05.

Results

Participant Characteristics
We enrolled 235 participants, of which, 215 participants were
included in the analysis (Figure 3). A total of 20 participants
completed the survey on a mobile device, despite instructions
to view the survey and the websites on a laptop or personal
computer. As the layout and, thus, the information architecture
of the websites may appear distorted on mobile devices, these
participants were excluded from analysis. There were no
significant differences between the excluded participants
compared with the included participants with respect to
background characteristics, except for device use (P<.001).
Excluded participants used the personal computer less (47% vs
9% nonuse) and tablet devices more (89% vs 41% use). No
significant associations were found between background
characteristics and experimental conditions, indicating that
participants were evenly distributed over all three conditions.
All participant characteristics are reported in Table 2. On
average, participants were 57 years old (SD 7.7), female
(155/215, 72.1%), attained lower secondary education (95/215,
44.2%), and were employed or self-employed (118/215, 54.9%).
They used the internet daily (mean 3.2 hours, SD 2.1) mainly
on personal computers or laptops (91%) and mobile phones
(82%). Participants rated their overall health significantly lower
(69 out of 100) than the Dutch average of 81.5 for people aged
50-59 years [55,56] and experienced considerable
movement-evoked joint pain (mean 4.9, SD 2.3).
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Figure 3. Participant recruitment and follow-up diagram. IA: information architecture.
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Table 2. Participant characteristics (N=215).

ValueVariable

57.18 (7.70)Age (years), mean (SD)a

Sex, n (%)

155 (72.1)Female

60 (27.9)Male

Education, n (%)

3 (1.4)Primary education

95 (44.2)Lower secondary education

36 (16.7)Higher secondary education

81 (37.7)Tertiary education

Occupation, n (%)

83 (38.6)Employed

35 (16.3)Self-employed

37 (17.2)Retired

29 (13.5)Beneficiary

31 (14.4)Other or none

Relationship status, n (%)

132 (61.4)Married or long-term relationship

41 (19.1)Divorced

35 (16.3)Never married

5 (2.3)Widowed

2 (0.9)Other

Social supportb, n (%)

124 (57.7)Partner

75 (34.9)Friend

52 (24.2)Child

36 (16.7)Neighbor

34 (15.8)Family member

7 (3.3)Colleague

4 (1.9)Group (church or sports)

2 (0.9)Other

25 (11.6)No support

3.17 (2.14)Internet use in hours per day, mean (SD)c

Device useb, n (%)a

194 (90.7)Personal computer or laptop

175 (81.8)Phone

88 (41.1)Tablet

1.85 (0.92)Self-reported previous knowledge of hip replacement surgery, mean (SD)d

Patient profile, n (%)

90 (41.9)Optimistic

72 (33.5)Modest

53 (24.7)Managing
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aData were missing for 1 participant.
bParticipants could select multiple answers.
cData were missing for 10 participants.
dData were missing for 2 participants.

Effects of IA on Knowledge Acquisition and
Satisfaction
All three websites received predominantly positive feedback
via the open qualitative feedback forms; participants appreciated
that they were clear and organized. Multimedia Appendix 2
summarizes the qualitative feedback on advantages and
disadvantages for each IA. Table 3 and Figure 4 report the
overall effects of IA. IA did not directly affect knowledge

acquisition (F2,212=1.023; P=.36; ηp
2=0.010) or overall

satisfaction (F2,212=2.702; P=.07; η2=0.025). IA did have a

significant effect on satisfaction with emotional support

(F2,212=6.376; P=.002; η2=0.057). Post hoc analyses indicated
that participants were significantly less satisfied with the
hierarchical IA design (mean 2.86, SD 0.60) compared with the
matrix (mean 3.17, SD 0.69) and tunnel (mean 3.22, SD 0.67)
architectures. The hierarchical design was perceived as the least
favorable in general: users devoted less focused attention (mean
difference to tunnel −0.31; P=.03), saw the design as less novel
(mean difference to tunnel −0.33; P=.02 and mean difference
to matrix −0.36; P=.01) and less personally relevant (mean
difference to tunnel −0.44; P=.006), and found that it provided
the least active control (mean difference to matrix −0.32; P=.02).

Table 3. Knowledge acquisition, satisfaction, and user perceptions of patient education website by information architecture.

(η2)bP valueHierarchical IA (n=69)Matrix IA (n=71)Tunnel IAa (n=75)Outcome, mean (SD)

N/Ac.073.50 (0.48)3.65 (0.52)3.69 (0.52)Website satisfaction

N/A.503.61 (0.61)3.68 (0.65)3.73 (0.61)Attractiveness

N/A.794.17 (0.71)4.21 (0.59)4.24 (0.56)Comprehension

.057.002d2.86 (0.60)3.17 (0.69)3.22 (0.67)Emotional support

N/A.3647.3 (19.63)48.02 (19.75)51.64 (19.55)Knowledge acquisition

.028.047e3.48 (0.57)3.65 (0.55)3.71 (0.55)User engagement

.030.04f2.85 (0.79)3.00 (0.70)3.16 (0.75)Focused attention

N/A.083.52 (0.76)3.75 (0.68)3.76 (0.68)Esthetic appeal

N/A.063.58 (0.68)3.78 (0.57)3.81 (0.62)Reward

N/A.673.98 (0.78)4.05 (0.78)4.08 (0.68)Perceived usability

.035.02g3.63 (0.74)3.95 (0.65)3.84 (0.67)Perceived active control

.050.005h2.64 (0.86)2.73 (0.83)3.08 (0.86)Perceived personal relevance

N/A.213.78 (0.59)3.92 (0.57)3.94 (0.56)Perceived trustworthiness

.046.007i3.10 (0.76)3.46 (0.73)3.43 (0.75)Perceived novelty

N/A.444:59 (4:09)5:18 (4:15)5:53 (4:24)Time spent in minutes:seconds

aIA: information architecture.
bEffect size is only provided for significant differences.
cN/A: not applicable.
dHierarchical IA was significantly different from both tunnel IA (P=.02) and matrix IA (P=.02).
eHierarchical IA was significantly different from tunnel IA (P=.05).
fHierarchical IA was significantly different from tunnel IA (P=.03).
gHierarchical IA was significantly different from matrix IA (P=.02).
hTunnel IA was significantly different from both hierarchical IA (P=.006) and matrix IA (P=.04).
iHierarchical IA was significantly different from both tunnel IA (P=.03) and matrix IA (P=.01).
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Figure 4. Main effects of information architecture.

Model of IA Effects
The ANOVA tests demonstrated that the tunnel and matrix
designs performed significantly better than the hierarchical IA
design. To explain why tunnel and matrix IAs perform better
compared with hierarchical IAs, we selected the hierarchical
IA as the reference category in the mediation model.

The first mediation model (Model 1) specified that the effect
of IA on knowledge and satisfaction would be mediated by user
perceptions of engagement, active control, personal relevance,
trust, and novelty. Specification of complete mediation results
in a fully saturated regression model with zero degrees of
freedom, as the number of observations is equal to the number

of parameters [57,58]. Therefore, the first model was interpreted
based on the regression paths instead of the fit indices (Table
4). All pathways (of which the exact P values are provided in
Table 4) with P<.10 were considered in a second model (Model
2). For Model 3 and Model 4, we continued eliminating
pathways with a more stringent cut-off of P<.05.

Overall, models 2 to 4 all achieved similarly good fit (Table 5).
Model 4 (Figure 5) was selected as the final model, as it was
the most parsimonious (expressed by highest degrees of freedom
[59]). This model explained 74.3% of the variance in satisfaction
and 6.8% of the variance in knowledge and achieved excellent

fit (χ2
17,215=14.7; P=.62; RMSEA=0.000; CI 0.000-0.053;

CFI=1.00; SRMR=0.044).
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Table 4. Pathways included in mediation models 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Model 4Model 3Model 2P value (Model 1)Path estimate (Model 1)Outcome and predictor or mediator

User engagement

—c✓✓b.020.190Tunnel IAa

——✓.080.139Matrix IA

Perceived active control

——✓.070.142Tunnel IA

✓✓✓.0060.215Matrix IA

Perceived personal relevance

✓✓✓.0020.243Tunnel IA

———.540.048Matrix IA

Trust

——✓.090.133Tunnel IA

———.170.109Matrix IA

Perceived novelty

——✓.0070.208Tunnel IA

—✓✓.0040.225Matrix IA

Knowledge

✓✓✓.0450.226User engagement

———.960.006Perceived active control

———.220.089Perceived personal relevance

———.93−0.007Trust

———.95−0.006Perceived novelty

Satisfaction

✓✓✓<.0010.382User engagement

✓✓✓<.0010.273Perceived active control

✓✓✓<.0010.169Perceived personal relevance

✓✓✓<.0010.227Trust

———.600.026Perceived novelty

Knowledge

———.590.042Tunnel IA design

———.82−0.018Matrix IA design

Satisfaction

———.80−0.011Tunnel IA design

———.68−0.017Matrix IA design

Knowledge

———.190.031User engagement×matrix IA

———.95−0.001Perceived novelty×matrix IA

———.93−0.001Trust×matrix IA

———.580.004Perceived personal relevance×matrix IA

———.960.001Perceived active control×matrix IA

———.120.043User engagement×tunnel IA

———.95−0.001Perceived novelty×tunnel IA

———.93−0.001Trust×tunnel IA
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Model 4Model 3Model 2P value (Model 1)Path estimate (Model 1)Outcome and predictor or mediator

———.250.022Perceived personal relevance×tunnel IA

———.960.001Perceived active control×tunnel IA

Satisfaction

—✓✓.020.073User engagement×tunnel IA

——✓.090.039Perceived active control×tunnel IA

✓✓✓.010.041Perceived personal relevance×tunnel IA

———.110.030Trust×tunnel IA

———.610.005Perceived novelty×tunnel IA

——✓.090.053User engagement×matrix IA

✓✓✓.020.059Perceived active control×matrix IA

———.540.008Perceived personal relevance×matrix IA

———.180.025Trust×matrix IA

———.610.006Perceived novelty×matrix IA

aIA: information architecture.
bPathways indicated with a check mark were included in the model formulation.
cPathways indicated with an em dash were excluded in the model formulation.

Table 5. Fit statistics of mediation models 2, 3, and 4.

95% CIRMSEAcSRMRbCFIaχ2 divided by dfP valueChi-square (df)Model

0.000-0.0410.0000.02710.522.864.7 (9)Model 2

0.000-0.0570.0000.04210.833.6310.8 (13)Model 3

0.000-0.0530.0000.04410.864.6214.7 (17)Model 4

aCFI: comparative fit index.
bSRMR: standardized root mean square residual.
cRMSEA: root mean square error of approximation.
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Figure 5. Structural equation model of the effects of information architecture.

The model explains the effect of IA as follows: compared with
hierarchical IAs, health information presented in a tunnel IA is
perceived as more personally relevant (β=.18). This
subsequently increases user satisfaction (β=.17). Matrix IAs,
in comparison with hierarchical IAs, significantly increase the
active control users perceive to have over the health information
(β=.11), which also increases satisfaction (β=.27). Furthermore,
the model shows that next to user perceptions of personal
relevance and active control, user engagement and perceived
trust in the health information affect users’ satisfaction with a
patient education website. Although we hypothesized that
perceived novelty would also be affected by IA and affect
satisfaction and knowledge in turn, this was not the case. Finally,
we already established that IA design did not directly affect
knowledge acquisition. The model demonstrated that IA also
did not indirectly influence knowledge, as none of the tested
mediation pathways were significant. Knowledge acquisition

was influenced by user engagement (β=.26), but user
engagement itself was unaffected by IA.

Serial Mediation by Perceived Control and User
Engagement
The serial mediation model, including perceived control and
user engagement, confirmed that IA design did not significantly
predict satisfaction (P=.07) or knowledge (P=.36). However,
an indirect-only serial mediation by perceived control and user
engagement on satisfaction emerged for matrix IA designs
(β[indirect]=.052; z=2.053; P=.04) and hierarchical designs
(β[indirect]=−.063; z=−2.545; P=.01), where matrix IA
increased active control and subsequently user engagement and
satisfaction, whereas hierarchical design decreased active control
(Figure 6). Serial mediation was not present for tunnel IA
(P=.65) or for knowledge (Pmatrix=.10, Phierarchical=.06,
Ptunnel=.65).
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Figure 6. Serial mediation model of matrix information architecture effects on satisfaction via active control and engagement. IA: information
architecture.

Tailored IAs: Interactions With Patient Profile
Interaction effects between IA and patient profile indicated that
some IA designs were preferred more by users with specific

profiles (F4,206=2.646; P=.04; ηp
2=0.049). In the post hoc

analyses, a consistent difference was demonstrated between
participants of the managing profile and modest profile using

a tunnel IA design (Figure 7). Managing participants were
significantly more satisfied with the tunnel design (mean
difference to modest 0.489; P=.04), perceived it as more
attractive (mean difference to modest 0.673; P=.01) and
trustworthy (mean difference to modest 0.630; P=.009), and
found it to provide more active control (mean difference to
modest 0.764; P=.009).

Figure 7. Interaction effects between information architecture and patient profile.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
The aim of this study is to investigate how the organization,
display, and structural design of a website, that is, IA, influences
patients’ experience with web-based patient education and the
satisfaction and knowledge derived from the educational content.
We wanted to understand whether user perceptions of
engagement, control, personal relevance, trust, and novelty
could explain how IA affects satisfaction and knowledge.
Furthermore, we examined whether a user’s profile affected
which IA design was most effective or enjoyable to explore the
potential of tailored IA design. Research on IA in the context
of web-based health education has been sparse [10], which has
limited intervention designers’ ability to make informed design
choices that enhance patients’ experiences with web-based
education.

This study compared three IA designs: tunnel, hierarchical, and
matrix design. We found that in comparison with hierarchical
IAs, tunnel and matrix IAs slightly improve user satisfaction.
This effect may be explained by increased user perceptions of
personal relevance in the tunnel IA and increased perceptions
of control in the matrix IA. Contrary to our hypotheses and
earlier findings [11], no direct or indirect effects of IA on
knowledge acquisition or website use were found. However,
the findings did indicate that IA preferences differ between
patients with different user profiles. Specifically, patients with
a so-called managing profile, who prefer open communication
and have high communicative capabilities, are more satisfied
with health education that is presented in a tunnel IA.

Our finding that tunnel IA design specifically affects satisfaction
with emotional support is consistent with research showing that
tunneled education improved the emotional well-being of
patients with type 2 diabetes and chronic low back pain [60].
However, we did not replicate previous findings indicating that
tunneling increases the use of web-based health interventions
[11,22]. We did perceive a trend in this direction: participants
in the tunnel condition used the website longer on average.
However, this difference was not statistically significant. IA
design did not predict knowledge acquisition either, despite
previous findings indicating that tunneling improves knowledge
acquisition [11]. Instead, user engagement emerged as the only
predictor of knowledge acquisition. Some research on patient
education indicates that cognitive factors such as working
memory and cognitive load may be better predictors of
knowledge acquisition than the user experience variables
included in this study [61]. As IA design may facilitate cognitive
processes, for example, by presenting information in smaller
chunks as done in the hierarchical and tunnel designs, exploring
whether IA design influences cognitive factors may be a
worthwhile avenue for future studies that could help explain a
larger portion of the variance in knowledge acquisition. In
general, knowledge acquisition scores were low (47%-52%),
which is in contrast with earlier findings that show that
web-based patient education is effective for orthopedic patients
[62] even when websites are consulted just once [63]. However,
we are unsure whether these findings are due to inadequate

education offered or poor source material (which was not
changed when converted from paper to website) or because we
did not test knowledge before the experiment. Regarding the
latter, if participants had very little knowledge of TJR to begin
with, it may be that although attained knowledge levels were
low, they still represented decent knowledge acquisition. The
participants’ low self-reported knowledge of hip replacement
supports this assumption: 81% of participants said that they had
no or very limited prior knowledge. However, to fully answer
this question, future research on IA design including pre-post
measurements of health knowledge is needed.

The results of IA design on user engagement were mixed; the
matrix IA achieved the highest subjective (ie, self-reported)
engagement, but the tunnel IA was used the longest (albeit, not
significantly longer). This reflects the dichotomous nature of
engagement raised in the introduction, where engagement is
thought to include both a subjective component of immersion
and a behavioral component of use [15,64,65]. The findings
indicate that IA design affects both but that matrix IA designs
may be specifically suited for creating subjective experiences
of engagement in patients. Furthermore, as only subjective
self-engagement (and not duration of use) predicted actual
knowledge scores, a very tentative conclusion may be that it
might be more important to design engaging experiences rather
than to design patient education materials that are used the
longest. As most studies currently employ a the more use, the
better perspective regarding engagement, use, and adherence
to health interventions [66], this may require a different focus
of researchers and designers alike.

Finally, this study focused on three simple IA designs for
experimental clarity. Hybrid IAs that combine design elements
from different IAs could mitigate the disadvantages associated
with nonhybrid IAs. As users were most satisfied with matrix
and tunnel IAs, hybrid matrix-tunnel designs should be explored
further specifically. This study also identified that a large
proportion of older adults with self-reported joint complaints
use mobile phones (82%) and tablet devices (41%). As
web-based IA designs cannot be ported to smartphones [13],
IA designs suitable for health interventions distributed through
mobile devices should be explored further. Finally, the field of
IA has been affected considerably by the rise of recommender
systems (RSs). These machine-based learning and information
retrieval systems can predict and present relevant content, easing
requirements for an adequate IA to help users locate content
themselves. As this may diminish information overload [67],
the potential benefits of combining RS techniques and IA in
web-based health interventions warrant further research.

A secondary objective of this study is to explore the potential
of tailored IAs. We found that participants with the highest
information needs (so-called managers) preferred tunnel IAs.
This finding supports the idea that patients’web-based learning
experiences may be improved when IA is tailored to relevant
user characteristics. However, we did not envision beforehand
that the tunnel IA would actually match the managing profile.
Rather, we assumed that participants in this group would prefer
a matrix IA, as their skills, high self-efficacy, and preferences
for openness and participation are in line with the theoretical
ideal user of matrix IA websites [12]. According to the
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qualitative feedback, one reason why they may have preferred
the tunnel IA design instead is because it functioned as a
checklist. Completeness or comprehensiveness is 1 of the 5
quality criteria for health information [68], and reassurance that
all content had been covered may be particularly important for
patients with high information needs. A tendency of patients
with high information needs to actively seek out and ensure
they have all available information (ie, a monitoring style of
coping with threats) has been documented before in research
with older patients with cancer [69]. Perceived
comprehensiveness was not one of the mediators included in
this study, but the question of whether some patients value it
more than others, and which design elements may elicit
comprehensiveness specifically, may be worthwhile avenues
for future research. Finally, the patient profiles included in this
study provided insight into orthopedic patients’ skills and
preferences for general communication, not digital
communication, specifically. Effective use of eHealth requires
composite skills beyond basic literacy, such as being able to
operate search functions and knowing what information is
available on the web [70]. Therefore, it may be more accurate
to tailor IA design to eHealth literacy levels instead of a general
profile.

In any case, the incongruence between anticipated and actual
match of patient profile and IA design indicates that translating
stated preferences to a tailored design is complex. Although the
knowledge base on what works for whom is growing slowly,
it may be more beneficial in the meantime to offer users a choice
of IAs rather than dictating one design. Studies that explored
the benefit of tailoring the mode of health information (eg, text,
illustrations, audio-visual material) have successfully used
user-initiated tailoring when working with multiple interfaces
[71,72]. User-initiated tailoring requests users to customize a
website’s content and graphical user interface directly. Such
customizations improve users’ satisfaction, users’ attention, and
users’ ability to recall knowledge [71,72]. Possibly,
user-initiated tailoring may also be applicable to tailored IA
design if users are offered a choice of IA designs when they
first visit the website. A second consideration is to design IAs
that support many different styles of health information
processing. The work by Pang et al [73] on a website that was
purposely designed to support 4 (rather than 1) distinct health
information-seeking behaviors showed that users were more
engaged with these dynamic interfaces. The communality
between these studies is that users were not restricted or coerced
to use the website in a particular way but instead were able to
customize the experience to their self-determined preferences
and needs at the time of visiting. Although this design approach
may improve the fit between user and design, it may also
introduce new issues (such as motivating people to adjust
interfaces) that warrant further research. Yet, as more intricate
eHealth interventions are developed and examined, it should
be taken into consideration that these findings show that none
of the examined IA designs had serious negative effects on
satisfaction and knowledge acquisition and that although
advantages in terms of improved user experience were present,
they were small. The added value of highly customizable
interventions should, therefore, be examined in tandem with

the additional costs associated with developing multiple
interfaces.

Strengths and Limitations
This study was conducted among adults who had self-reported
joint complaints and may have viewed web-based education
differently than patients scheduled for TJR surgery. However,
previous studies have successfully tested health education
websites in similar populations [11,71,72], and the high
self-reported pain and lower health scores indicate that the study
sample had considerable health concerns. As such, the sample
can actually be considered a study strength as these individuals
were likely motivated to learn about orthopedic health. At the
same time, as the sample consisted solely of people with
orthopedic health concerns, we know little of the generalizability
of the findings of this study to other populations. Preferences
for IA design may differ when using health education for
purposes other than to prepare for TJR surgery (eg, to decide
between alternative treatment options or to obtain support in
managing a chronic illness), and additional research is needed
to explore this.

Another limitation was self-selection, as participants were able
to determine whether they wanted to join or leave the study.
Between invitation for participation and inclusion in the study,
37% of participants were lost to follow-up. Of particular concern
is that 6% of the sample dropped out after viewing the allocated
website, as they might have done so based on their (negative)
response to the website. This could make the study susceptible
to type I errors [74,75]. This problem could not be remedied by
intention-to-treat analysis due to the design of the experiment
in which the participants that had dropped out generated no
outcome data [75]. Therefore, we checked whether dropout was
associated with allocation to a specific website, which was not
the case. This made it unlikely that participants stopped because
they were discontent with the allocated website. Another issue
with self-selection was that participants could have been
exceptionally interested in and already knowledgeable about
TJR surgery. This would explain why we did not find any effects
on knowledge. However, both self-reported prior knowledge
of hip replacement and knowledge acquisition were generally
low. A final limitation is that we determined satisfaction and
knowledge gained from visiting the website once. As such, we
cannot draw conclusions about experience with the website over
time or knowledge retention after longer periods.

The strengths of this study include the experimental design.
Although randomized experiments of website features known
as A/B tests or web-based field experiments [76] are common
in industry, the method is not often used in academic research
on web-based health interventions. Various scholars have
advocated moving beyond the black box approach which
assesses only intervention efficacy. Testing specific features
can help understand the mechanisms by which web-based
interventions (do not) improve health outcomes [10,17,22]. By
experimentally manipulating one feature and assessing both
outcomes as well as mediating variables, this study takes a step
in that direction. Second, the study took a human-centered and
interdisciplinary approach to patient education design. The team
included interaction designers, clinicians, and psychologists
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and followed an iterative design process that involved patients
early via pilot studies to ensure the usability of all three variants
of the website. We believe that this commitment to developing
three distinct but comparable, usable, and enjoyable web-based
experiences has made it more likely that the effects on
satisfaction can be attributed to differences in IA alone.

Conclusions and Recommendations for Intervention
Design
Overall, our findings indicate that IA has small but notable
effects on users’ experiences with web-based health education
interventions, at least in the context of orthopedic patient
education. Tunnel IA design, in which users are guided through

sequentially ordered content, improves perceptions of personal
relevance and, in turn, user satisfaction. This design may be
specifically appropriate for patients with high information needs.
In contrast, providing users with more control over the way they
progress through a web-based health intervention via a matrix
IA design has positive effects on user perceptions of active
control, which also contributes to higher satisfaction. Although
additional research on IA design in different target groups and
interventions is needed, hierarchical IA designs are not
recommended at the moment, as hierarchical content is
perceived as less supportive, engaging, and relevant, which may
diminish the use and, in turn, the effect of the educational
intervention.
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Abstract

Background: The ongoing changes in population demographics increase the relevance of dignified aging across Europe.
Community-based health care (CBHC) organizations are necessary to provide sustainable strategies for organizing care for older
persons in need of support. To support the digitalization of these organizations, new business models and suitable web platforms
are necessary.

Objective: This study, which is part of the European Active and Assisted Living (AAL) project called “ICareCoops”, aimed
to explore concepts, approaches, and workflows of CBHC organizations to achieve a comprehensive understanding of extant
services offered and relevant requirements to support these services with information and computer technology (ICT) solutions.

Methods: A qualitative study with six focus groups (FGs) with 40 participants was conducted in Switzerland and Slovenia to
identify potential stakeholders’ needs and requirements for the user-centered development of a web platform. Data were collected
from three different stakeholder groups: (1) older persons in need of support as care receivers, (2) significant others of older
persons in need of support, and (3) managers or care providers of CBHC organizations. A semistructured interview guide with
open questions was used for data collection. FG sessions were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. Thematic content analysis
was used to analyze the content of the FG sessions. To assist with further web platform development, the responses of the FG
participants were translated into user stories to describe technical requirements.

Results: By analyzing the transcripts, five main categories were identified: (1) ICT usage behavior of users, (2) challenges of
web platform usage, (3) content and technical requirements for the web platform, (4) form and services of CBHC organizations,
and (5) rationales of CBHC organizations. The main issues identified were the need for seniors to have individual contact with
the CBHC organization and the possibility to coordinate routine services via the web platform, such as ordering meals-on-wheels
or booking a caregiver to accompany an older person to the doctor.

Conclusions: The majority of participants showed a lack of familiarity with the usage of ICT. Nevertheless, they were open-minded
regarding web platform usage to facilitate workflows and to benefit CBHC organizations. Cooperatives as an organizational
model demonstrate a high potential to address users’ needs. Therefore, the web platform offers an essential tool for innovative
health care models in the future. Searching for care services, contacting care providers, and communicating with care providers
was preferred via personal contact and seemed to be the key element for user acceptance and for the successful implementation
of a web platform like “ICareCoops” to support CBHC organizations.
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Introduction

Nowadays, older persons aged 65 years and older are still less
familiar than younger generations with information and
computer technology (ICT) usage. In Western societies, there
is still a remarkable generation gap. In addition to age, other
social and environmental determinants, such as reliable internet
access, play a role in the use of ICT. Nevertheless, the
percentage of ICT users among persons over 65 years has been
rising in recent years [1-3]. Older persons are more likely to
need support in daily life to stay at home independently because
of morbidity, immobility, or general frailty. In the coming years,
the proportion of the population aged 60 years and older will
increase worldwide, specifically one in five people will be aged
60 years or older in 2050 [4]. Because of this demographic
development, dignified and healthy aging and caregiving is
becoming a more relevant topic in the long-term perspective as
European health care systems are facing challenges of
sustainability and an increasing need of resources [4,5]. As a
consequence of these demographic changes, not only will the
demand for health care services for older persons in need of
support increase but a coordinated cooperation of services will
be necessary to maintain seniors’ autonomous living at home
[4,6]. In particular, ICT has a growing potential to provide
essential assistance for older persons in need of support in
finding and coordinating individual requirements for assistance
with living and health care services. These ICT tools still have
to be developed and implemented in a way that is consistently
user-friendly yet adaptable for evolving health care models
[6-8].

Besides public health care services, more and more nonprofit
organizations are becoming major players in delivering health
care services in communities [9-11]. Nonprofit organizations
are based on five criteria, which are (1) organized, (2) private,
(3) not profit-distributing, (4) self-governing, and (5)
noncompulsory [10]. These mainly community-based
organizations deliver a broad spectrum of social and
health-related services, such as providing informal counselling
and social support, building individual and community capacity,
coordinating health services, and supporting self-management
in older persons in need of support [12]. A well-known example
of a nonprofit organizational form, which also comprises
community-based health care (CBHC) services, are care
cooperatives. The difference between cooperatives and other
forms of enterprises is that profit-making and economic stability
are balanced by the interests of the community [13].
Cooperatives are autonomous associations of people who
voluntarily cooperate for their mutual social, economic, regional,
and cultural benefit. Cooperatives balance multiple stakeholders’
interests instead of shareholders’ interests alone [9].
Cooperatives as a person-centered business model can become
health care actors with the potential for large cost savings,

service improvement, and more sustainable cooperation between
those responsible for health care.

To date, care cooperatives in Europe have been established
mainly in Italy, Turkey, France, and Spain [14]. In Switzerland,
there are some care cooperatives (eg, Spitex, a Swiss nonprofit
outpatient care cooperative [15]) and medical centers in rural
areas. In the past, some of the cooperatives developed into good
practice examples, whereas others failed because of poor
communication, coordination, etc. Especially for these reasons,
ICT tools could have a large impact on improving their services,
addressing not only the concrete needs of older persons in need
of support but also the daily operations of such organizations.
Although the care cooperative model seems to be highly suitable
for CBHC services, in this study we did not focus on one
specific organizational form of CBHC service in the nonprofit
sector. Instead, we focused on different CBHC organizations
to identify the potential benefits of ICT support in their daily
operations. Web platforms are a useful tool, but to the authors’
knowledge they have not yet been broadly implemented in
CBHC organizations.

This study is part of a larger project, the European Active and
Assisted Living (AAL) project called “ICareCoops”, that is
targeted at CBHC organizations and aims to develop a web
platform [16] for implementing and managing CBHC services
for older persons in need of support. From the beginning, high
user acceptance of the web platform has been set as the project’s
focus. Therefore, a user-centered approach was chosen, which
is characterized by heavy involvement of future web platform
users. This user-centered design optimizes future ICT user
participation, and it is a common method to develop digital
health-related tools [17,18]. This study is one part of the web
platform development.

The objective of this study was to explore concepts, approaches,
and workflow processes of CBHC organizations and their
potential as care cooperatives. Specifically, we pursued a
two-part goal: (1) to achieve a comprehensive understanding
of extant services offered and relevant requirements including
risks and challenges of using ICT, and (2) to support these
services with ICT solutions, exemplified in two European
countries (Switzerland and Slovenia).

Methods

Study Design
To address the study’s goal, a user-centered design based on
participatory research was chosen. Moreover, by using focus
groups (FGs), a qualitative methodology was applied to identify
the most relevant requirements from the users’perspective. FGs
were useful to identify the needs of target groups and to gather
a broad spectrum of information and opinions from older persons
in need of support. In our case, stakeholders comprised the
following three groups: (1) older persons in need of support as
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care receivers of a CBHC service, (2) significant others of older
persons in need of support, and (3) managers or care providers
of a CBHC service in Switzerland or Slovenia. Discussing issues
with multiple participants of the same stakeholder group reveals
a broader variety of relevant aspects and useful ideas [19]. All
participants were informed about the project and provided
consent to participate in this study based on written and spoken
information. FGs were treated with full confidentiality, and
anonymity was maintained throughout the research process.

In qualitative studies, the role and reflexivity of the researchers
is an influencing factor during the entire research process.
Actions, perceptions, and especially context-relevant aspects
are important and considered in the studied field—in this study,
future users of web-based CBHC services for older persons in
need of support. In qualitative research, the subjective
perceptions of the researchers and users as a component of
knowledge are applied to understand complex contexts [20].

To address all objectives within this qualitative study, we chose
a mix of deductive and inductive approaches. The deductive
component consisted of applying a workflow model (Figure 1)
to demonstrate to the FG participants a potential template of a
web platform and to discuss the different processes of a
workflow within a CBHC organization in depth. Illustrating
this simplified workflow model should enable tech-novice FG
participants to discuss potential workflows that could be
supported with ICT tools. To comply with the user-centered
approach, the workflow model intentionally used everyday
speech and its design was kept simple. In addition, the inductive
component, with open-ended questions, facilitated gathering
further information about FG participants. Detailed information
on the data collection process is described further below under
the “Data Collection” subsection.

Figure 1. Workflow model of a community-based health care organization, including potential tools for support from a web platform. AAL: Active
and Assisted Living.

Sampling
For each FG, approximately 9 participants were invited by email
and phone to join the FG to represent the needs and expectations
of all three stakeholder groups. We considered differences in
the requirements between the two countries, in the characteristics
of the health care organizations (eg, year of foundation, size,
ICT use), and between different stakeholders (older persons in
need of support and their significant others and managers/care
providers). To avoid the predominance of input from
professionals, as well as mixing up knowledge and expectations
of managers/care providers and older persons in need of support,
the web platform requirements were discussed separately from
three perspectives. Among the stakeholders, a heterogeneous
group composition of participants was attained, allowing the
collection of richer information [19].

Recruitment Strategy
Participants from different economic and cultural backgrounds
were consecutively selected in Slovenia and Switzerland. Swiss
participants were recruited from the German-speaking region
of Switzerland. In Slovenia, organizations located around the
city of Ljubljana were contacted. In both countries, potential
participating CBHC organizations received information about
the project and were requested to distribute the invitation to
their members. Furthermore, we asked them to send managers
from an institution. We also ensured to include a variety of
technologically competent people. The intention was to gain a
better insight into the variety of workflows and requirements
needed for the envisaged web platform.

Ethical Approval
In Switzerland and Slovenia, ethical approval is required for
clinical trials—for extraction of biological material or collection
of health-related data [21,22]. This project is primarily
concerned with the technical development of a software solution.
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End users were invited to contribute to the process of
requirements engineering of software solutions. Given the
nonmedical context, ethical approval was not required for all
involved countries. Collected data were used exclusively for
generating software requirements and improving the prototype.
No risks or damages were foreseen during the end user FG
study. Personal data of the end users was anonymized, codified,
and stored in a secure place, guaranteeing access only to
authorized persons and safeguarding the right to privacy. The
software prototype does not contain any personal information
from end users. Informed consent highlighted the possibility of
research results being published in scientific journals or being
presented at conferences, always with the guarantee of
anonymity. All participants had an exit right and could withdraw
from the project at any time without giving a reason.

Data Collection
To gather sociodemographic data from our sample, participants
were asked to complete a questionnaire. During the FG process,
we followed a semistructured topic guide with four open-ended
questions. All four questions were based on scientific literature
searches, including best-practice models of workflows and web
platforms of CBHC organizations.

For this study, we developed a simplified workflow model as
a basis for discussion with the stakeholders (Figure 1). This
model comprised the most relevant four steps within the
workflow of a CBHC organization and expected stakeholder
requirements. Subsequently, we tried to combine the consecutive

workflows within the potential web platform of a CBHC
organization:

1. Need for care support: from a user perspective, the
workflow starts with an internet search.

2. Information: relevant information has to be presented on
the web platform concerning the organization (eg, name,
membership, region, services, etc).

3. Needs analysis: the workflow continues by contacting the
CBHC organization and making an appointment to assess
the demands of the user. In this step, we wanted to know
which kinds of ICT users would use (eg, email, telephone,
video call, apps, etc).

4. Allocation of services: after an assessment of needs, services
had to be selected and offered.

The model considered the three different stakeholder groups.
For all three target groups, needs for working and cooperating
in a CBHC organization with a variety of requirements (eg,
price checking, membership management, scheduling,
communicating with others, etc) were discussed.

This workflow model was one component of the FG topic guide.
Furthermore, the guide included an introductory section about
the project, study-specific open-ended questions pertaining to
users’ needs and expectations, time for further issues, and an
outlook of the following project steps.

Study-specific open-ended questions used to derive user-specific
requirements, expectations, and challenges related to ICT-based
support of a CBHC organization are illustrated in Table 1.

Table 1. Open-ended questions in the topic guide for focus groups from three perspectives.a

QuestionsTopic

Identify workflows including ICTb solutions • Which other services would be useful in your organization?
• If you think long term, which services could be relevant in the future?

Identify desirable ICT solutions • Which ICT supports do you think would be helpful to care organizations?
• Which functions should be possible?

Identify barriers to ICT usage • Which barriers/risks do you identify in the usage of ICT solutions? (eg, cultural,
ethical, legal—personal and general)

Identify potential of a care cooperative • Name the 2 to 3 most relevant advantages of founding a care cooperative from your
point of view.

aPerspectives of older persons in need of support as care receiver, significant others of care receivers, and managers or care providers of community-based
health care organizations.
bICT: information and computer technology.

Four researchers conducted the FGs—two in Switzerland and
two in Slovenia. One researcher acted as moderator and one
assisted by taking field notes. To guide the discussions and
focus on the topic, questions were presented as PowerPoint
slides. A duration of 2 hours for one session was not exceeded.
Each FG session was audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim
after receiving written consent from the participants. In all
transcripts, protocols, and case reports, names and personal data
were anonymized.

Data Analysis
Data were extracted by thematic content analysis based on
written transcripts, which was conducted in three steps,
characterized by an inductive and deductive strategy to receive
two different kinds of data (Figure 2). In step one, the deductive
data analysis, we aimed to obtain details about the workflows
of CBHC organizations. Statements and responses from FG
participants were summarized according to the topics in the
workflow model. In step two, the inductive data analysis,
information, new themes, and issues mentioned by FG
participants were first read in-depth, open codes were generated,
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and the data were condensed into concepts and categories.
Microsoft Excel 2010 was used for the structured data analysis.
In step three, user platform requirements had to be filtered
systematically for further web platform development. Based on
the results of steps 1 and 2, technically relevant results were
translated into user stories of the syntax “<as an> <I want to>

<so that>.” The user stories will be the basis for further technical
web platform development in the future and were not part of
this study, which focuses on an analysis of specific needs of
potential web platform users. User stories are a method that was
applied to gather user requirements for developing an agile web
platform [23].

Figure 2. Strategies and steps of focus group data analysis. CBHC: community-based health care; FG: focus group.

Quality Assurance and Trustworthiness
Data security regulations regarding data storage were observed
throughout the study. For data quality assurance, the
Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research
(COREQ) checklist was applied [24]. For peer review, a pretest
of the FG questions in the topic guide was conducted. Field
notes were collected by a second researcher. After each FG
session, both researchers reflected on the process for potential
improvements with a written debriefing. For peer review, a
second researcher coded 25% of the data from the transcripts.
The results were discussed in order to reach consensus on each
concept. All participants of the study received feedback in the
form of a plain-language summary of the study results via email.

Results

FG Sessions
In Switzerland and Slovenia, six FG sessions, each with a
maximal duration of 2 hours, were conducted with three target

groups: (1) older persons in need of support as care receivers
of a CBHC service, (2) significant others of older persons in
need of a CBHC service, and (3) managers or care providers of
a CBHC service. Of the 10 organizations who were invited,
70% (n=7) participated in the FGs by sending different
stakeholders: managers, care providers, older persons in need
of support, and significant others of older persons in need of
support.

Sociodemographic Data
In total, six FGs with 40 participants (32 women, 8 men) were
conducted. Personal characteristics indicated a large variety of
tech-savvy and non–tech-savvy people and formal and informal
care providers and receivers and their significant others.
Sociodemographic data of FG participants are presented in Table
2.
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Table 2. Sociodemographic data from the three target groups in the focus groups.

Characteristics of sampleAge (years), median
(range)

Females, n (%)Participants, nCountry of data collection and target
group

Switzerland

Tech-savvy and non–tech-savvy; formal and infor-
mal care receivers; potential care receivers; mem-
bers of CBHC organizations and non-members

75 (67-83)5 (71)7Older persons in need of support

Tech-savvy; informal care providers and potential
informal care providers for family members

64 (53-68)4 (57)7Significant others of older per-
sons in need of support

Tech-savvy and non–tech-savvy; informal care
providers; management members of CBHC organi-
zations

71 (65-80)5 (63)8Manager/care provider

70 (53-83)14 (64)22Total

Slovenia

Non–tech-savvy; basic education; low-income;
formal care receivers

72 (69-83)4 (100)4Older persons in need of support

Tech-savvy; informal care providers and potential
informal care providers for family members

37 (28-58)7 (100)7Significant others of older per-
sons in need of support

Tech-savvy and non–tech-savvy; informal care
providers; management members of CBHC organi-
zations

65 (59-79)7 (100)7Manager/care provider

64 (28-83)18 (100)18Total

67 (28-83)32 (80)40Switzerland and Slovenia (total)

Deductive Analysis of Organizations’ Workflows
Participants from the manager/care provider group mainly
agreed on the workflow model (Figure 1). Usually, older persons
in need of support call the organization by phone and ask for
services. In most cases, service providers initiate a personal
appointment with the service receiver to identify needs to
establish a personal, face-to-face relationship with the older
person in need of support.

To our understanding the first contact has to be free
of charge. [Relative of care receiver 03_Slo]

Personal contact is central to all of our members.
This will remain the most important rationale of
CBHC organization beyond the next ten years. [Care
provider 04_Swiss]

After determining the patient’s needs, the organization arranges
tailored services for the older person in need of support. The
FG participants recommended involving older persons in need
of support and their significant others in the decision-making
process for care services. A test period of services would be
beneficial for older persons in need of support. After this period,
they could decide whether to continue with the services or not.
Participants recommended that a contract should be signed
between older persons in need of support and CBHC

organizations to clarify arrangements, frequency of services,
and payment terms. In most organizations, a person in the role
of a distributor works in the office. Service users wished to have
a contact person in the organization who could coordinate the
requests and service offers. In a CBHC organization, a
distributor is required to monitor services, contact older persons
in need of support, and coordinate formal and informal care
providers. Moreover, the same person determines conditions
and deadlines of payments according to user needs and facilitates
communication among all stakeholders. A participant in the
provider FG in Switzerland emphasized, “The organization
would not work without a contact person who coordinates all
the stakeholders’ needs” [Care provider 02_Swiss].

Inductive Analysis
In the inductive analysis, five main categories were extracted
from open coding of data from the three stakeholder groups:
(1) ICT usage behavior of users, (2) challenges of web platform
usage, (3) content and technical requirements for the web
platform, (4) form and services of CBHC organizations, and
(5) rationales of CBHC organizations. Each category is
described in the following sections, including examples of codes.
The results of categories 1, 4, and 5 are illustrated in Table 3.
The results of categories 2 and 3 are presented separately in
Table 4 and Multimedia Appendix 1, respectively.
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Table 3. Subcategories and codes of three of the five main categories extracted from the study data.

CodesCategory and subcategories

ICTa usage behavior

Current ICT usage among older persons • ICT usage rises in the next 10-20 years
• No idea about options of ICT
• Significant others more familiar with ICT usage
• Small proportion of the elderly is familiar with ICT
• Open-minded attitude regarding ICT usage
• No information accessible without the internet

Current ICT usage among CBHCb organizations • Use of ICT via phones, Excel, and voicemails
• Computer cannot substitute a person or individualize the services
• Coordination of services is performed by people (ie, not possible without

them)
• ICT usage by managers of organizations, only by a few members

Usage of web platform • Benefit greater for managers of CBHC organizations
• Participants would be interested in using the web platform
• Future generations to benefit more

Form and services of CBHC organizations

Organizational form: association or cooperative • Associations as business models are more represented than cooperatives
• Liability problems are excluded in associations
• Associations allow spontaneous freedom of action
• No difference between associations and cooperatives

Current and desirable services of CBHC organizations • Independent counselling without the intention of selling something
• Carpools
• General practitioners and health professionals in care cooperatives
• Deposit of private data, such as patient’s provision or testaments
• Individual services adjusted to available budget
• Driverless vehicles (AALc project)
• Rental robots (AAL project)
• High-quality meals-on-wheels
• Support in emergency situations (eg, correct phone numbers, weekend

assistance)
• Coordination of professional care
• Expansion and optimization of palliative care

Possible concepts for the work of CBHC organizations • Simple neighborhood aid
• Mixed generations (mutual aid)
• Living concepts for mixed generations
• Older persons as informal caregivers (mutual aid)
• Refugees as informal caregivers

Rationales of CBHC organizations

Rationales together with older persons in need of support • Inhibition in asking for support (neighbors, family)
• Concerns regarding nursing homes
• Physical and mental limitations normal
• Demand required for internet usage
• Nonacceptance of support
• Societal changes, disruption of family structures
• Personal contact very important (prevent social isolation)
• Autonomy as long as possible

Rationales collaborating with care receivers/members of the or-
ganization

• Never say no to member requests
• Social contact is necessary for needs assessment
• Need to talk to someone, as social contacts decrease
• Personal conversations essential
• Care requires consideration of logistics (coordination is important)
• Social contacts arise spontaneously
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CodesCategory and subcategories

• No bureaucratic effort, less scheduling
• Motivated volunteers are available
• No exploitation of volunteers
• Recompense for volunteers (eg, time credit, tax reduction)

Rationales cooperating with volunteers

aICT: information and computer technology.
bCBHC: community-based health care.
cAAL: Active and Assisted Living.

Table 4. Subcategories and codes of main category 2: challenges of web platform usage.

CodesSubcategories

Common issues • Information overload on the internet (or on the web platform, respectively)
• Transmission time of the internet can be slow
• The knowledge gap in using the internet has to be filled in the target group
• Technical products (AALa project) and requirements change very quickly nowadays

Ethical issues • Protection of sensitive data has to be respected
• User awareness that the internet works in the same way as a monitoring system has to be raised
• Concerns about moneymaking with the web platform
• Health concerns have to be respected (people with dementia cannot use the platform and book services)

Financial issues • Not everyone can afford internet access
• Not everyone can afford the required hardware (smartphone, PC, tablet, AAL)
• Retired people cannot afford any additional expenditures (services, hardware)
• There has to be a wide range of payment options (credit card, PayPal, bank transfer)
• Risk for seniors of buying/ordering too much without control

Cultural issues • Not everyone has access to the internet (especially this target group)
• Some people refuse to use the internet/TV, etc
• Target group is afraid of the future regarding internet usage (and its possibilities)
• Owning a smartphone is more common than owning a computer (ie, apps would be more helpful than PCs)

aAAL: Active and Assisted Living.

ICT Usage Behavior of Users
In this category, the target groups’ current ICT usage behavior
was compiled. All statements concerning the issue of ICT usage
of seniors supplement this category.

Researchers recognized a great variance in tech-savviness among
participants. The user (older persons in need of support as care
receivers) FG in Switzerland was more tech-savvy than
managers or care providers. In contrast, the user group in
Slovenia did not have any experience in using ICT. Thus, all
FGs were conducted on a very different level of understanding
regarding the development of a web platform. Overall,
participants assumed that modern ICT cannot be used by
approximately 50% to 80% of older persons in need of support
because of lacking skills or familiarity with ICT usage. At
present, only a small sample of tech-savvy seniors would benefit
from such a web platform, although future generations may
benefit from the web platform. A period of about 10 to 20 years
is predicted for older persons in need of support to become
sufficiently tech-savvy to use a web platform.

Older persons in need of support would be interested in
improving their skills and therefore suggested courses as a
requirement for establishing this web platform. They also
assumed that care providers would benefit more from such a

web platform from a management and organizational point of
view.

The most common reported uses of ICT were phone calls for
making appointments, emails for confirmation of appointment
dates, and Excel spreadsheets to collect information about care
receivers/members/providers. CBHC organizations knew that
current ICT usage is very poor, but they did not have resources
to invest in this issue and were satisfied with their current state.
Most of the FG participants had difficulties in anticipating future
needs and providing innovative ICT solutions; however, they
all demonstrated an openness to using such a web platform if
it was user-friendly and easy to access and navigate.

Challenges of Web Platform Usage
Participants were asked to discuss challenges of using the web
platform. The identified barriers could be divided into four
subcategories: (1) common issues, (2) ethical issues, (3)
financial issues, and (4) cultural issues (Table 4). Low ICT
usage among the target group of seniors was seen as a main
challenge for the web platform; they would assume there to be
an information overload on the internet and would therefore
only use an easy and clearly arranged web platform.

If I go online and search, for example,
meals-on-wheels, I will find so much information and
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I can’t handle this information. I need only some
high-quality results in the region where I live. If the
web platform could filter this information for my
needs and was easy to use and clearly structured, I
would appreciate this web platform. [Care receiver
04_Swiss]

Furthermore, trust in data protection among the target group
was critical. They reported being afraid of storing sensitive data
on a web platform.

Content and Technical Requirements for the Web
Platform
As a main result of FG discussions, specific requirements for
the web platform were mentioned and could be retrieved. The
requirements covered common, technical, and content aspects
of the web platform in regard to hardware and mobile apps;
these requirements are summarized in Multimedia Appendix 1.

The ICT system should be very well built, and
someone should monitor it and organize the work.
For the care-providing organization, it is important
to have good visibility and access to data. [Care
provider 03_Slovenia]

All of the participants confirmed that there need to be people
in the background to organize and manage all of the services
and member requests; one participant in Switzerland called it
an “intelligent system” [Relative of care receiver 01_Swiss].
All participants were quite open-minded regarding hardware
and potential software solutions offered. They mentioned
possibilities such as fingerprint identification, voice-guided
tools, video calls, and video tutorials to explain the web
platform. In total, participants named 60 requirements, which
were then translated into user stories for further web platform
development in a separate step of the project. The separate step
is not part of this study. Examples of user stories include the
following:

I as a care provider have the option to contact the
care receiver via an app, so that it’s possible to
inform about changes in the schedule, etc.

I as a care receiver have video tutorials which explain
important information (service), so that I understand
and get an idea of the services offered or other
important information (how can I become a member,
how can I offer help…).

Overall, the idea of CBHC organizations working with such a
web platform was very well received, with the prerequisite that
it would be user-friendly and accessible without a high cost.

Form and Services of CBHC Organizations
This category includes information concerning the business
model of a CBHC organization comparing associations and
cooperatives. The main task of a CBHC organization as a service
provider is to fulfil the target group’s needs, which are also
described by this category. For care providers, the organizational
model of cooperatives is currently not widespread in
Switzerland. A widely used business model for existing
institutions is an association because it is easier to administer
(eg, regarding liability of partners). Differences between acting

as an association and acting as a cooperative in health care were
not obvious to FG participants.

It is easier to work as an association in Switzerland
than as a cooperative as legal form for various
reasons. [Care provider 01_Swiss]

Nevertheless, the motivation to work with cooperative principles
is untouched by this solution. Slovenian participants emphasized
that they did not have cooperatives in Slovenia, but they
assumed it was an engaging idea. In general, the suggestion of
care cooperatives was convincing to participants in both
countries.

The variety of current and desirable service offers in CBHC
organizations is very broad and ranges from collective buying
(eg, of medications) to assistance in housekeeping.
Organizations offer an endless number of different services,
except professional care. They do not offer health or nursing
care because this is provided by special health care
organizations. Participants mentioned the desire to simplify
health care by including professional care and practitioners to
coordinate all care services offered by CBHC organizations. To
give an impression of services offered, care organizations
brought information materials to the group sessions; their
services included mowing the lawn, accompanying someone to
the doctor, transportation services, and special training for
seniors, such as computer courses or universities for seniors. It
was also identified that seniors can rarely afford additional
expenditures, such as care services.

Therefore, the services have to be affordable even to
people with low incomes; usually they are co-financed
by municipalities. [Care provider 01_Slovenia]

Moreover, dissatisfaction with professional care in health care
organizations was revealed. Primarily for potential users of
CBHC organizations, some services should be strengthened,
such as high-quality meals-on-wheels, emergency aid at night
and on weekends, and regional information for seniors convened
at one place. In general, participants seemed to have a need for
information about any issues related to seniors located in one
place (eg, care, courses, communication, leisure, etc).

The CBHC organization could act as an information
center. [Relatives of care receiver 03_Swiss]

CBHC organizations should (1) inform users via different
channels (internet, telephone, in person, printed documents)
about any issues related to seniors; (2) provide customized
recommendations for care needs; and (3) store data about users
and transfer them to relevant stakeholders, such as care providers
or practitioners. Furthermore, ideas about AAL solutions were
suggested, such as robots to support housekeeping or fully
automated, driverless vehicles.

Participants discussed possible concepts for CBHC organizations
to involve retired people in the informal care of seniors as well
as intergenerational projects. Younger generations could assist
older persons in need of support, and older persons in need of
support could assist families in other areas of need (eg,
babysitting). Furthermore, living concepts, where seniors live
with younger generations in the same housing facility, were
mentioned as desirable.
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Rationales of CBHC Organizations
This category summarizes statements of the target groups about
fundamental principles to be considered in CBHC organizations,
as they seem to be of particular importance for collaboration
with older persons in need of support.

Participants mentioned rationales for the collaboration of CBHC
organizations with older persons in need of support; participants
reported that autonomy was desirable if possible. Therefore, a
decrease of physical and mental mobility is seen as an obstacle,
as it could potentially lead to a loss of autonomy. Nowadays,
family structures are supposed to be less stable and close so that
older persons in need of support do not require support from
the family.

I don’t want to disturb my children. They are very
busy with a lot of other things. [Care receiver
06_Swiss]

Beyond that, older persons in need of support worry about
moving to nursing homes. Here one can see a discrepancy
between the intention to live independently, the fear of
requesting support or moving to a nursing home, and the need
for support caused by a decrease in physical and mental
mobility. Participants confirmed that they needed support when
using the internet; they would probably need supervision when
using ICT.

Nearly all FG participants ranked having a personal contact
within a CBHC organization as the most important feature.
Older persons in need of support need to have a contact person
within the organization that they refer to. They assumed social
isolation would be a risk factor as ICT use increases.

It is not an exception that service providers and
mediators of the informal care organizations are the
only contact persons that seniors still have. [Care
provider 01_Swiss]

Booking “social contact” as a service offering is perceived as
taboo. For many, social contacts are to be established
spontaneously and not by booking an appointment. Participants
gave a clear definition of when personal contact to organizations
is required: as soon as the care service becomes intimate (ie,
someone coming into their house or taking over intimate care
services like hygiene).

A further principle of all participating care organizations
reported by participants is

… to provide as much support as possible to assist
members. Usually we don’t say NO to our members.
[Care provider 08_Swiss]

CBHC organizations tend to decline none of the requests of
their members. In their daily business, they feel challenged and
responsible for creating new solutions, also for nontypical and
nonstandard needs.

Participants confirmed that there are volunteers motivated to
act as informal caregivers, but efficient ways of collaboration
need to be established. This could be achieved by paying
overtime or monetary credits for volunteers. Collaboration
should work with small bureaucratic effort for volunteers.

Nonfeasible expenditure/investment would exclude this
important group of informal care givers.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This qualitative FG study aimed to explore concepts,
approaches, and workflows of CBHC organizations in order to
achieve a comprehensive understanding of existing services
offered and relevant requirements to support these services with
ICT solutions exemplified in two European countries. The Swiss
and Slovenian results are related to three stakeholder groups:
(1) older persons in need of support as care receivers of a CBHC
service, (2) significant others of older persons in need of support,
and (3) managers or care providers of a CBHC service. Results
from the deductive analysis of existing workflows of CBHC
organizations and the potential need of ICT support in the
different workflows will be discussed, as well as the results
from the inductive analysis based on five main categories: (1)
ICT usage behavior of users, (2) challenges of web platform
usage, (3) content and technical requirements for the web
platform, (4) form and services of CBHC organizations, and
(5) rationales of CBHC organizations.

To conclude, the idea of CBHC organizations delivering formal
and informal care is very popular and is recommended among
stakeholders. Participants emphasized personal contact between
members and CBHC organizations as a main rationale for CBHC
organizations. Social contact is seen as highly important to older
persons in need of support. The main challenge when using a
web platform such as the one being proposed will be the
knowledge gap in ICT usage among older persons in need of
support. Therefore, an age-appropriate web platform design and
seniors’ mistrust in data protection need to be addressed. ICT
usage will likely rise during the COVID-19 pandemic, but it
can also lead to even larger “digital divides” among older
persons in need of support.

Results of technical and content-based requirements for the web
platform showed the openness of potential users regarding
hardware and software solutions. FG participants emphasized
the importance of an “intelligent system” behind the web
platform in the form of a person or organization that coordinates
and leads the web platform. The workflow of a CBHC
organization proposed by the project group (Figure 1) was
largely acknowledged by FG participants. Furthermore, it can
be concluded that stakeholder results between different FGs
were widely congruent. Certainly, there were differences in the
aspects discussed, as there were three different stakeholder
perspectives, but they shared the same ideas about principles
of CBHC organizations, challenges of ICT usage, and the
content and technical requirements for the web platform. Major
differences in the issues mentioned by the different FGs were
noted in the results section and will be discussed further below.

ICT Usage and its Challenges
A main issue in the discussions about the web platform was the
lack of knowledge of ICTs and the habits and skills of older
persons in need of support with ICT applications. Apparently,
older persons in need of support as care receivers and managers
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or care providers of CBHC organizations could not imagine the
possibilities of ICT. One of the reasons why a third stakeholder
perspective—of the significant others of care receivers—was
needed in this study was because the younger generation is
expected to be more tech-savvy and will profit more from such
a web platform. In Switzerland, older persons in need of support
as care receivers confirmed that many of them were quite
familiar with using ICT daily for information seeking and
communication with family and friends. It was easier for them
to imagine a web platform that contains tools to support CBHC
organizations. A reason for high tech-savviness of Swiss older
persons in need of support could be that those interested in using
ICT may follow an invitation to a discussion on this topic rather
than care receivers who are unfamiliar with ICT. In Slovenia,
in contrast, the older persons in need of support were not
familiar with ICT usage. This helps to gain a broad
understanding of the variability of ICT usage among this target
group in Europe. Daily internet usage in Switzerland is slightly
above the European Union average [1].

Managers and care providers insisted on their current concepts
and workflows in their CBHC organizations and could not
imagine a web platform supporting and coordinating members
and care providers. Older persons in need of support were aware
of their knowledge gap and lack of practice in using ICT. They
were convinced that future generations would benefit from this
web platform. Moreover, they were open-minded and interested
in taking ICT courses to improve their skills. These results are
confirmed by the literature. In Switzerland, 41% of people aged
70 years and older use the internet, whereas 97% of people
younger than 30 years of age use it [1]. Internet use on a frequent
basis (several times a week) is common for 34% of people older
than 65 years [2]; the rate in this age group has more than
doubled within the last year and is increasing [2,25]. The United
States is often seen as a pioneer regarding modern technologies.
Already one-half of its population over 65 years uses the internet
[3], which can be seen as a prediction for Europe. According
to the Nielsen Norman Group [26], approximately 65% of
people in the United Kingdom aged 65 to 74 years are using
the internet. Older persons in need of support in Europe use the
internet primarily for seeking information. Bilateral
communication and social interaction via blogs, social networks,
and web communities are not yet common among older persons
in need of support living in Europe. Only about 10% of older
persons in need of support use web 2.0 tools [27]. However, in
the United States, 34% of people older than 65 years use social
networks for communicating with family and friends [3].
Therefore, it is not surprising that participants in this study are
not yet familiar with the potential of ICT. According to the
literature, web accessibility currently faces three key challenges:
(1) the web is growing faster than accessibility efforts progress;
(2) as content, presentation, and design of websites are getting
more sophisticated, so must technical skills; and (3) the rise of
user-friendly (social) web platforms enabled non–tech-savvy
people to share huge amounts of data online and most of them
are in inaccessible formats [28]. These aspects should be
considered when developing a web platform for older persons
in need of support.

Hence, FG participants revealed many challenges when using
this web platform. The main obstacles were ethical issues, such
as mistrust in data protection and privacy concerns; financial
issues, such as costs to purchase hardware and for internet
connection; cultural issues, such as age and the knowledge gap
for ICT usage; and common issues, such as the assumed
information overload on the internet. These findings can be
confirmed by the literature [29-31]. The study revealed
frustration by users, which can result from searching for
information—for example, when a Google search yields too
many results. Furthermore, mistrust in the search results was a
problem for users. They did not know how to select relevant
information. This means that resources and knowledge of quality
standards are currently lacking. These challenges of older
persons in need of support regarding internet searching are
congruent with the literature [8].

One additional factor was named in this study: participants
identified social isolation to be a risk for older persons in need
of support, which would rise with increased ICT usage. This
aspect was mentioned in the context of cooperatives and
challenges of using the web platform or ICT together.
Furthermore, participants were afraid of older persons in need
of support using apps to book a service or to talk to care
providers via Skype instead of through a personal, face-to-face
conversation. They confirmed that CBHC organizations or care
providers in some cases are the last remaining contact that care
receivers or older persons in need of support have. Therefore,
they ranked personal contact in a CBHC organization as the
most important component. They reported that booking personal
contact as a service feature was considered taboo. In the
literature, there is no agreement on whether social isolation and
loneliness increases or decreases as a result of internet use [32].
Various research results indicate that internet usage is connected
to a reduction of social isolation among older persons in need
of support and increased well-being [33-36]. A decrease in
loneliness and increase in social contacts were recently
confirmed as benefits of internet usage for people living in
assisted living communities [32]. These studies were mainly
conducted in the United States. The low rate of internet usage
behavior among older persons in need of support in Europe
could result in a lack of unawareness of the possibilities related
to ICT usage. Intensifying training classes for older persons in
need of support can promote ICT usage, especially
communication via web 2.0 tools. This could lead to a decrease
in social isolation among older persons in need of support. It
was especially important for the project team to obtain input
from potential web platform users. We were reassured that
CBHC services focus on individual contact. The anxiety of
older persons in need of support that social isolation may rise
with internet usage has to be considered. Recent research shows
opposite outcomes, which reveal improved well-being and a
decrease in social isolation [32]. Therefore, fostering an increase
in ICT usage in older persons in need of support and supporting
their growing ICT skills needs be an aim of today’s society.

Challenges for CBHC Organizations
In addition to issues related to ICT, stakeholders also identified
more general aspects regarding challenges for CBHC
organizations. Organizations involved in the study offer a wide
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range of services, from accompanying someone to the doctor
to mowing their lawn or cleaning their house. One of their
principles seems to be to find solutions for any requests from
their members or older persons in need of support. In both
countries, Switzerland and Slovenia, only informal care was
delivered by CBHC organizations. The reason might be the
existing structures in the health care system, where professional
care is delivered by special outpatient nursing services, such as
Spitex in Switzerland, which is paid by insurance companies,
the state, and care receivers [15]. The stakeholder group of
significant others of care receivers emphasized that one inclusive
organization, which offers and coordinates care services of care
receivers, would be preferable.

One further issue is the legal form of CBHC organizations.
Participants of this Swiss and Slovenian study were
predominantly CBHC organizations acting as associations
because only a few genuine care “cooperatives” exist in these
two countries [37,38]. The International Cooperative Alliance
defines a cooperative as an “autonomous association of persons
united voluntarily to meet their common economic, social, and
cultural needs and aspirations through a jointly-owned and
democratically controlled enterprise” [39]. Cooperatives as an
organizational form are less recognized in the health care sector
in Europe, despite some examples from Italy [40-42]. In
Switzerland and Slovenia, cooperatives in the health care sector
are still uncommon. Instead, associations act like cooperatives.
In Switzerland, for instance, an adaptation of the law would be
necessary to enable organizations to found cooperatives and
facilitate their work [10]. In Slovenia, the cooperative law was
adapted several times, most recently in 2009, when the European
cooperative legal order was introduced to Slovenian law [11].
This could be a potential explanation for the small number of
existing care cooperatives in Slovenia.

Limitations
While many helpful requirements and needs were identified to
develop the platform, some limiting aspects of the study have
to be considered. One aspect concerns the study design. The
overall framework of the project restricted the number of FGs
and involved countries. Nevertheless, the heterogeneity of the
countries was satisfying because Switzerland is, in contrast to
Slovenia, one of the leading countries concerning technology
in Europe. The majority of FG participants being women reflects
the societal phenomenon that women are still more involved in
caregiving, professionally and informally [43]. Therefore, the
FG sampling is assumed to be comparable with the status quo
of CBHC organizations. Based on these framing project
conditions, the criteria of saturation could not be applied for
data collection. Thus, the question cannot be answered whether
additional FGs from the same target groups and countries would
have yielded more or different information. In the end, one
could assert that the FGs revealed enough information because
we did not notice any additional information gain from Slovenia
compared with Switzerland.

Participants mainly agreed on the proposed workflow model,
which was the basis for the FG discussions. Nevertheless, this
abstract workflow was a complex model that was not easy to
understand for the participants. To compile the lessons learned,

more time is required to develop an in-depth understanding and
discussion of outcomes. Therefore, we focused the discussions
on the questions of the topic guide.

Conclusions
The study revealed a complex variety of results; some of the
major issues are summarized below:

• Workflows of CBHC organizations need to be simple and
congruent with the discussed workflow model (Figure 1):
• older persons in need of support and their significant

others need information presented in a user-friendly
way about the CBHC organization and their services;

• at best, relevant information about the needs of older
persons in need of support from a specific region needs
to be presented on the CBHC web platform; and

• older persons in need of support and care providers
need applications to establish contact with each other.
Potential tools can vary from telephone calls and
personal meetings to online video calls or chat
applications.

• Although an overall openness regarding ICT was identified,
ICT usage behavior varied enormously among FG
participants. This makes it even harder to develop
customized web platforms for this target group.

• Challenges of the potential web platform seem to be related
to general concerns, such as data protection, access to the
internet and ICT, and knowledge gaps in using ICT in the
target group.

• The organizational form of CBHC organizations as
associations is preferable because of low-threshold structure
and establishment. The form of cooperatives is not common
in the countries involved in this study.

• Rationales of CBHC organizations are quite clear: maintain
a user focus, respect autonomy of older persons in need of
support, and maintain personal contact between CBHC
organizations and older persons in need of support.

In summary, we conclude that the majority of current
stakeholders (older persons in need of support, significant others,
and managers/care providers) are not familiar or experienced
with ICT usage. Coming generations will contribute more
concrete ideas of useful requirements and will benefit more
from the web platform. For this reason, training for using the
web platform and for setting it up for the specific CBHC
organization will be offered. Older persons in need of support
seemed very open-minded regarding training for ICT usage;
therefore, existing offers of training should be intensified to
meet the demands of the older persons in need of support. Once
the target users are trained to use ICT, they can experience
benefits from the web platform, such as decreased social
isolation, independent living, and adequate user-oriented health
care services. Further research is required in this context.

The web platform has the potential to facilitate the foundation,
work, and collaboration of CBHC organizations in Europe.
Overall, personal contact is a main request of older persons in
need of support and managers and care providers; in Slovenia,
it was cited by almost all participants. Searching for care
services, contacting care providers, and communicating with
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care providers is preferred via personal contact and seems to be
the key element for user acceptance and for the successful

implementation of a web platform like “ICareCoops” [16] to
support CBHC organizations.
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Abstract

Background: Communication within the circle of care is central to coordinated, safe, and effective care; yet patients, caregivers,
and health care providers often experience poor communication and fragmented care. Through a sequential program of research,
the Loop Research Collaborative developed a web-based, asynchronous clinical communication system for team-based care.
Loop assembles the circle of care centered on a patient, in private networking spaces called Patient Loops. The patient, their
caregiver, or both are part of the Patient Loop. The communication is threaded, it can be filtered and sorted in multiple ways, it
is securely stored, and can be exported for upload to a medical record.

Objective: The objective of this study was to implement and evaluate Loop. The study reporting adheres to the Standards for
Reporting Implementation Research.

Methods: The study was a hybrid type II mixed methods design to simultaneously evaluate Loop’s clinical and implementation
effectiveness, and implementation barriers and facilitators in 6 health care sites. Data included monthly user check-in interviews
and bimonthly surveys to capture patient or caregiver experience of continuity of care, in-depth interviews to explore barriers
and facilitators based on the Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research (CFIR), and Loop usage extracted directly
from the Loop system.
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Results: We recruited 25 initiating health care providers across 6 sites who then identified patients or caregivers for recruitment.
Of 147 patient or caregiver participants who were assessed and met screening criteria, 57 consented and 52 were enrolled on
Loop, creating 52 Patient Loops. Across all Patient Loops, 96 additional health care providers consented to join the Loop teams.
Loop usage was followed for up to 8 months. The median number of messages exchanged per team was 1 (range 0-28). The
monthly check-in and CFIR interviews showed that although participants acknowledged that Loop could potentially fill a gap,
existing modes of communication, workflows, incentives, and the lack of integration with the hospital electronic medical records
and patient portals were barriers to its adoption. While participants acknowledged Loop’s potential value for engaging the patient
and caregiver, and for improving communication within the patient’s circle of care, Loop’s relative advantage was not realized
during the study and there was insufficient tension for change. Missing data limited the analysis of continuity of care.

Conclusions: Fundamental structural and implementation challenges persist toward realizing Loop’s potential as a shared system
of asynchronous communication. Barriers include health information system integration; system, organizational, and individual
tension for change; and a fee structure for health care provider compensation for asynchronous communication.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e25505)   doi:10.2196/25505

KEYWORDS

coordination of care; complexity; internet communication technology; collaborative care; implementation science; theory of
behavior; interprofessional team; patient engagement; social networking technology; user-centered design; Consolidated Framework
for Implementation Research; Quality Improvement Framework; Implementation Outcome Taxonomy

Introduction

Background
Collaboration is fundamental to the care of patients with
complex needs [1]. Optimal patient outcomes require integrated
cross-disciplinary expertise alongside patient and caregiver
engagement [2,3]. Effective communication within the circle
of care is essential for coordination, cooperation, collaboration,
safety, quality, and cost-effectiveness; yet poor communication
and fragmented care is too often the norm [2,3].

In this paper, we use the concepts of communication,
coordination, cooperation, and collaboration as defined by Fuks
et al [4] and as employed in Eikey et al’s [5] review of health
information technologies and collaboration. Communication is
the “exchange of messages and information among people;
coordination is the management of people, their activities and
resources; cooperation is the production taking place on a shared
workspace.” Collaboration encompasses communication,
coordination, and cooperation, but is much more than its parts
[4,5]. Collaboration includes “the development and testing of
rules of engagement and shared understanding that facilitates
how people work together” [4,5].

A key element of quality care is that patients and families
experience good continuity of care (COC); care that is connected
and coherent over time [6,7]. Because informational,
management, and relational continuity are aspects of COC,
effective communication among team members is likely to
improve the patient-level outcome of COC.

To promote effective communication, and to examine how this
relates to other aspects of collaboration and COC, we developed
Loop, a web-based, asynchronous clinical communication tool
formerly called My Team of Care (myTOC) [8]. Loop enables
private threaded communication among patients, their
caregivers, and their health care providers. In this paper, “teams”
refers to the members of these digital circles of care called
“Patient Loops.”

Loop emerged from the need to facilitate open communication
between all members of the circle of care, regardless of their
role, organizational affiliation, or geographic location. Loop
was developed using user-centered design principles. The
interface is intuitive [9], allowing patients and caregivers to
communicate with their various health care providers (HCPs)
in the Patient Loop in a flexible and timely way [10].

To date, although similar tools have been developed and taken
to market [11-14], no such tool has been successfully
implemented at scale. This raises the question of whether
communication tools such as Loop are useful and, if so, what
factors might impact their implementation and clinical
effectiveness and ultimate scalability.

A pilot randomized controlled trial (RCT) of Loop in patients
with advanced cancer demonstrated that Loop was intuitive and
usable by members of the patient care team and used as intended
for team-based communication in some Patient Loops. There
was a nonsignificant trend in improved patient self-reported
COC in the intervention group over the 3-month study period
[8]. Adoption was influenced by a complex set of system,
organizational, team, and individual factors, which is consistent
with evidence on determining factors associated with effective
implementation [15]. This study examines implementation
barriers or facilitators, while also exploring Loop’s clinical and
implementation effectiveness.

Implementation of eHealth Technologies
eHealth is defined as the application of information, computer,
or communication technology to some aspects of health or health
care [16]. The widespread use and integration of eHealth
interventions into routine care remains a challenge, and most
eHealth technologies linger within the confines of the academic
settings in which they are studied and are not sustained in
practice [17]. Implementation science can address this problem
by studying contextual factors [18], process [19], and
intervention effects that result in eHealth technologies that are
more externally valid, practical, and sustainable, while
identifying issues that are important to stakeholders and users.
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A theory-informed approach to studying eHealth technology
implementation addresses weaknesses reported in existing
studies, namely, that they are often based on one particular
technology, setting, or health condition, making it difficult to
access the available evidence that can inform implementation
planning [16]. A recent systematic review of 37 eHealth
technologies analyzed using the Consolidated Framework for
Implementation Research (CFIR) [15] as an organizing
framework recommended that eHealth technology
implementation should consider the following highly salient
factors: complexity, adaptability, compatibility, cost, and
champions. Identifying and monitoring of these barriers can
support implementation planning, inform the use of mitigating
implementation strategies, and improve implementation
effectiveness [20].

Implementation Frameworks
As there is no implementation science model that specifically
addresses eHealth technology, we utilized well-established
models of implementation to inform the process, factors, and
outcomes for this study. The Quality Improvement Framework
(QIF) [21] was derived from 25 implementation process
frameworks to foster high-quality implementation. The QIF
lays out 4 phases that serve as a useful blueprint for the
implementation process: phase 1, initial considerations for
readiness in the host setting; phase 2, creating a structure for
implementation; phase 3, offering the intervention and
monitoring ongoing structure; phase 4, sustaining the practice
and improving future applications.

The CFIR [15] is a determinant framework comprising 39 key
factors associated with successful implementation, structured
within 5 domains: intervention characteristics, inner setting,
outer setting, characteristics of individuals, and the
implementation process. Recent research by Barwick and others
[22,23] has identified a subset of factors found to be more salient
across contexts. This knowledge can streamline the assessment
of barriers toward more effective implementation.

Implementation outcomes [24] are distinct from clinical
outcomes and capture effects of deliberate actions to implement
interventions in new settings. Implementation outcomes have
3 important functions: (1) they serve as indicators of
implementation success; (2) are proximal indicators of
implementation processes; and (3) are key intermediate
outcomes in relation to clinical outcomes. Implementation
outcomes include acceptability, adoption, appropriateness, cost,
feasibility, fidelity, penetration, and sustainability. When
interventions fail to produce desired outcomes, it is important

to know if the failure occurred because the intervention was
ineffective (intervention failure) or whether it was implemented
incorrectly (implementation failure).

Objectives
The study examined the implementation and clinical
effectiveness of Loop across 6 health care settings. We assessed
clinical outcomes (COC, client participation in decision-
making), implementation outcomes (adoption, acceptability,
appropriateness, and feasibility), and explored implementation
barriers and facilitators. We hypothesized that an
implementation approach informed by the core principles of
implementation science (ie, process, factors, strategies,
outcomes, and implementation team) would lead to adoption,
and that higher Loop use would be associated with improved
patient COC. We anticipated identifying similar salient
determinant factors that have been documented across varied
study contexts and interventions. The study reporting adheres
to the Standards for Reporting Implementation Research
(Multimedia Appendix 1) [25].

Methods

Study Design
The study design was a hybrid type II, involving the
simultaneous testing of a clinical intervention and an
implementation strategy with the aim of more rapid translation
[26]. We used a mixed methods approach to examine the clinical
and implementation effectiveness of Loop at 6 health care sites
[26]. The study was approved by the Research Ethics Board of
Sinai Health System, University Health Network, and SickKids
Hospital, and was conducted in Toronto, Ontario, Canada, where
health care is provincially funded.

Loop Intervention
Loop enables private communication groups centered on a
patient, called Patient Loops (Figures 1 and 2). In each Patient
Loop, there are 2 streams of communication, one that includes
the patient and caregiver, and another that is for the health care
providers only [27]. Messages are threaded for ease of viewing
conversations. Messages may be tagged with customizable
labels (eg, hypertension, pain, lymphedema), and marked to the
attention of a specific member or members of the Patient Loop.
The latter action triggers a deidentified link to be sent to the
email of the intended recipient(s) [28]. Figures 1 and 2 depict
the Loop interface, and Figure 3 shows how Loop functionality
compares to other categories of eHealth tools.
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Figure 1. Screenshots of Loop optimized for a smartphone.

Figure 2. Screenshot of Loop on a computer screen.
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Figure 3. Comparison of Loop with other categories of eHealth tools.

Site Recruitment
Six clinical sites participated in this study. All sites were in
academic health organizations in Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Three clinical sites were recruited in the first roll-out, including
a regional palliative care program (Site 1) that provides
home-based palliative care, alongside home care organizations;
an academic family health program (Site 2) that provides
primary care to patients; and a brain metastases clinic (Site 3)
housed within an outpatient regional cancer center. These first
3 sites were approached during the knowledge translation
activities for the previous stages of the research program. For
this study, we reached out to health care colleagues in various
specialties to present the study aims to site leads. Once site leads
expressed interest in participating, we presented to the broader
clinical group at each site.

In a second roll-out, we recruited a pediatric blood and marrow
transplant (Site 4) program, and a pediatric palliative care
program (Site 5)—both pediatric sites are situated within the
same quaternary pediatric teaching hospital; and an outpatient
psychosocial oncology program (Site 6) at a regional cancer
center. The sites recruited in this second roll-out approached
us, having learned of the study from colleagues or the Loop
Research Collaborative. Five of the sites were specialized in
hematology-oncology, radiation-surgical oncology, psychosocial
oncology, or palliative care. The family medicine program was
included to examine Loop adoption in primary care. An
implementation champion was identified at each site. All
champions were clinicians, most had a leadership role, and they
engaged other HCPs at their site to elicit participation in the
study.

Recruitment of HCPs, Patients, and Caregivers
The implementation champion at each site identified initiating
HCPs (iHCPs) for recruitment. Additionally, study staff
identified and recruited iHCPs at implementation planning

activities described below. iHCPs then identified patients or
their caregivers who were screened for inclusion criteria. Once
the iHCP and the patient were registered in Loop, both were
asked to identify any additional HCPs from the patient’s circle
of care who could be invited to participate on the Loop. Study
staff or iHCPs invited additional HCPs via email, phone, and
in-person. There was no limit to the number of additional HCPs
invited to join the patient’s Loop, and all provided verbal
consent upon joining. Study staff followed a standard procedure
to invite and enroll participants. The Loop Help menu contains
videos for a Loop “quick start” guide.

Inclusion Criteria
Patients/caregivers from adult centers were included if (1) they
were aged 18 or older and had capacity to consent. Pediatric
patients (18 years or younger) could consent themselves, if
capable, otherwise their parent or guardian was consented; (2)
the patient or caregiver had internet access; and (3) there were
at least two HCPs involved in the patient’s care. An additional
criterion for patients recruited from adult centers was an Eastern
Cooperative Oncology Group (ECOG) Performance Status score
of 2 or less [29,30]. There was no comparable performance
status measure for pediatric patients.

Exclusion Criteria
Patients were excluded if they (1) they had a prognosis of less
than 6 months as determined by a physician, except for adult
and pediatric palliative care sites where it was difficult for
clinicians to identify those that met this criterion; or (2) had
cognitive impairment as determined by a physician or by study
staff using the Bedside Confusion Scale for adult patients [31].

Sample Size
No sample size calculation for clinical effectiveness was
possible due to the limited sample size of the feasibility trial.
Based on the previous study in ambulatory cancer and palliative
care [8], we anticipated it would be feasible to recruit 15 teams
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during the first wave of recruitment at 3 sites and 5 teams from
each additional site during the second wave, resulting in 60
teams or Patient Loops. Based on a 25% attrition rate at various
steps of enrollment, onboarding, and assembling the team, we
anticipated a total enrollment of 45 Patient Loops in this study.

Implementation Procedure
The initiating context for this implementation endeavor was
research. The intention was to provide Loop to participating
organizations with the aim of exploring implementation and
clinical effectiveness. We did not set out to implement Loop
within entire organizations. As such, we did not undertake
certain implementation activities such as developing
organizational implementation teams and ensuring sustainability,
as these are process elements key to program- or
organizational-level implementation. Previous research [32]
has identified that initiating context or impetus for the
implementation endeavor is important for implementation
process and sustainability.

Implementation Phase 1
Phase 1 occurred over 3-6 months and focused on understanding
the initial implementation considerations within each site (QIF
Phase 1) [21]. An assessment of needs, capacity, and readiness
was done at each site, led by study staff, and guided by the
Hexagon Tool [33]. The purpose of these meetings was to
explore process adaptations that might be required, clarify goals,
provide information about collaborative care and Loop, and to
establish buy-in for using Loop. We conducted workflow
observations to understand HCPs’ clinical workflows. Focus
groups and consultative meetings were held to introduce and
refine a tailored implementation plan for the study. HCPs at
each initiating site were invited to participate in the information
meetings where they were recruited as iHCPs, registered on
Loop, and baseline data were collected.

Implementation Phase 2
Phase 2 spanned 3-6 months and focused on infrastructure and
workflow adjustments for implementing Loop (QIF Phase 2)
[21]. Using the description drawn from the implementation
framework, site implementation champions were identified
among HCPs who expressed interest in this role, although no
formal role designation was made at the program level. Site
readiness assessments from phase 1 informed a general
implementation plan for each site, which was discussed with
site champions and HCPs for refinement. iHCPs at all sites were
asked to identify patients who met inclusion criteria. Patients
or, if appropriate, their caregivers were then consented, enrolled
in the study, and registered on Loop, creating a Patient Loop.
Patient participants could identify a caregiver to participate in
the study, who was also consented and joined the Patient Loop.
Patients and their iHCPs were asked to identify other members
of the patient’s circle of care (additional HCPs) who were
invited to join the Patient Loop and were verbally consented.
At the time of registration on Loop, study staff showed new
Loop users how to use Loop.

Implementation Phase 3
Phase 3 focused on initiating Loop use at the site and providing
ongoing supports [21]. Loop was available to each site and team

for up to 8 months, during which data were collected.
Implementation strategies were used to maintain user
engagement, including (1) monthly check-in phone calls with
participants to gather information on user experiences, provide
support, and troubleshoot Loop use; and (2) periodic audit and
feedback summaries on Loop uptake posted by study staff in
each Patient Loop at bimonthly intervals. Feedback summaries
were intended to remind users to use Loop and as a positive
peer pressure stimulus to encourage Loop use.

Implementation Phase 4
For this study, Phase 4 involved an ongoing process of reflection
on future applications for Loop [21] and was concurrent with
all phases. Study participants, implementers, and stakeholders
reflected on implementation process, Loop use, and
improvements. These reflections were captured during regular
interviews and periodic stakeholder consultations.

Data Collection

Participant Characteristics
Site characteristics were gathered during Phase 1 activities and
culminated in an implementation plan for each site. Baseline
data for participant characteristics included demographics,
internet preferences, performance status (Palliative Performance
Scale) [34], and Age-Adjusted Charlson Comorbidity Index
(ACCI) [35] for adult patient participants. In a sample of cancer
patients, ACCI scores have been categorized as mild (0-1),
moderate (2-3), and severe (≥4), corresponding to a significant
difference in survival rates [35]. For patients recruited from
adult centers, the iHCP determined if patients had high unmet
health or social needs as defined by Schaink et al [36]. Although
a Pediatric Comorbidity Index is being developed, there is
currently no validated measure of comorbidity or complexity
for pediatric patients [37].

Implementation Outcomes

Adoption

Adoption is defined as the intention, initial decision, or action
to try or employ an intervention or evidence-based practice [24].
In this study, adoption was operationalized as a function of
Loop use: (1) the number of patient care teams registered on
Loop, (2) the number of participants in each user category on
Loop, (3) the total number of messages by site, and (4) the
median number of messages per team per site. Loop use metrics
were collected from Loop software reporting and backend data
export at an interim point and at the end of the study, and by
participant self-report in the check-in interviews.

Acceptability

Acceptability is the perception among implementation
stakeholders that a given treatment, service, practice, or
innovation is agreeable, palatable, or satisfactory [24]. This was
assessed informally in the phase 1 preparatory meetings and
within the CFIR interviews.

Appropriateness

Appropriateness is the perceived fit, relevance, or compatibility
of the intervention for a given practice setting, provider, or
consumer; or perceived fit of the innovation to address a
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particular issue or problem [24]. This was assessed informally
in the phase 1 preparatory meetings and in the CFIR interviews
and monthly check-ins.

Feasibility

Feasibility is defined as the extent to which a new intervention
can be successfully used or carried out within a given setting
[24]. The feasibility of implementing Loop was assessed at the
site level with respect to number of sites approached; number
of sites who approached us with an interest in participating;
number of HCPs interested and recruited; number of HCPs who
identified patients for recruitment; number of patients,
caregivers, and additional HCPs recruited; and number of active
Patient Loops assembled.

Cost, fidelity, penetration, and sustainability were not measured
in this study. Fidelity to the intervention, or the extent to which
users adhered to the Loop tool as intended [24], did not apply
because as an eHealth technology, Loop does not have optional
multiple core components; rather, a message is sent or not.
Penetration and sustainability [24] were not relevant because
Loop was only made available to a discrete number of teams
for the purpose of this study, and there was no intention of full
implementation within each site as part of usual practice.

Barriers and Facilitators
Barriers and facilitators to Loop implementation were assessed
using individual interviews informed by implementation
outcomes [24] and CFIR [15] using 2 main qualitative
approaches. A brief (5-20 min) monthly check-in phone call
with patients, caregivers, and iHCPs was used to gather feedback
and troubleshoot implementation and technical issues.
Participants were asked about their Loop use over the previous
month, and their perception of its acceptability, accessibility,
usefulness, feasibility, including the impact of Loop use on
workflow, and their willingness to continue using Loop beyond
the study if given the opportunity. Study staff conducted and
captured monthly check-in content in fieldnotes. Check-in phone

calls were audio recorded and reviewed to support fieldnote
rigor.

Semistructured interviews based on the CFIR and adapted for
language and context were conducted by telephone to capture
HCP perspectives on implementation barriers and facilitators
(Multimedia Appendix 2). All CFIR domains and constructs
were included except for trialability, as this factor did not apply
in a research-initiated implementation endeavor. In addition,
given the role of patients in the use of Patient Loops, we
included a sixth domain related to Patient Beliefs and
Experiences to capture HCP perspectives on how patients
experienced Loop, which has been done in previous studies
[23]. The interview protocol was piloted with 2 HCPs and
revised for length, flow, and clarity. Interviews were conducted
with the site lead and an additional iHCP from each site who
were purposefully sampled to capture sites having higher and
lower Loop use. CFIR interviews were 30-60 minutes long,
conducted by 2 members of the research team experienced in
CFIR interviews and analysis (ES and RD), and supervised by
the implementation science lead (MB).

Clinical Outcomes
Clinical outcomes were collected at baseline and at 2-month
intervals from all patients or caregivers, either by phone or in
person using standardized measures administered via survey
(Table 1). Measures assessed patient or caregiver experience
of COC, symptom severity, and participation in decision making
and goal setting. Internally developed questionnaires measured
team effectiveness [38]. Details on circle of care
communications occurring outside the Patient Loop were
collected from iHCPs, patients, and caregivers at monthly
intervals using an internally developed social network
questionnaire and will be the focus of a separate paper. Clinical
effectiveness outcome measures were not collected from the
noninitiating (additional) HCPs to decrease respondent burden
and encourage enrollment on Patient Loops.

Table 1. Patient and caregiver outcome measures.

Administered toScoring detailsValidated inSurveyConstruct

Adult and pediatric pa-
tients and their care-
givers

Range: 0-100

Higher scores indicate high-
er continuity of care

Patients with cancerContinuity and Coordination
subscale, Picker Ambulatory
Cancer Care Scale [7]

Continuity of care experience
(COC)

Adult patientsRange: 0-90

Higher scores indicate high-
er symptom severity

Adult patients with cancerEdmonton Symptom Assess-
ment Scale (ESAS) [39,40]

Symptom severity

Pediatric patients and
their caregivers

Range: 0-60

Higher scores indicate high-
er levels of bother

Children with cancer and
hematopoietic stem cell
transplantation

Symptom Screening in Pedi-
atrics Tool (SSpedi) [41,42]

Symptom bother

Adult and pediatric pa-
tients and their care-
givers

Range: 0-100

Higher scores indicate more
positive responses

Discharged rehabilitation
patients

Client-Centered Rehabilita-
tion Questionnaire (CCRQ)
[43], CPDG domain

Client participation in decision
making and goal setting

(CPDG)a

aCPDG: Client participation in decision-making and goal setting domain of Client Centered Rehabilitation Questionnaire (CCRQ).
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Analysis of Participant Characteristics
Participant characteristics (patients, caregivers, and HCPs) are
described by site using frequencies, medians or means, SDs,
and ranges.

Analysis of Implementation Outcomes

Adoption
Loop adoption was dependent on the number of individuals in
each Patient Loop. A Patient Loop was considered active if it
included an iHCP and a patient or caregiver. We conducted a
subanalysis of the proportion of Loops with at least one
additional HCP as part of the care team assembled on Loop.

Monthly Check-in Interviews (Adoption, Acceptability,
Appropriateness, Barriers, and Facilitators)
Monthly check-in data were analyzed using hybrid
data-theory-driven content analysis [44] on MAXQDA 2018.2.
An initial codebook based on monthly check-in questions was
developed and iteratively revised throughout the analytic
process. The first phase of coding involved 6 members of the
project team (AH, MB, PW, StS, SaS, and BL) who
independently coded the same 3 monthly check-in interview
notes, followed by a discussion to achieve consensus and
identify revisions to the codebook. Each coder then rated the
same notes from 3 new interviews, which were again reviewed
for consensus and codebook revisions. The 6 coders continued
coding the remainder of the interview notes independently and
met regularly to discuss any new codes and issues related to
implementation. Following coding completion, 1 coder (AH)
reviewed monthly check-in notes from all sites, identified
common coding themes, and summarized excerpts using
data-driven content analysis [45]. In addition, some divergent
perspectives were analyzed to provide a range of perspectives.
Excerpts and summaries were discussed by the 6 coders to
achieve agreement on emergent summative statements. The
main coder (AH) then synthesized summative statements from
text segments within categories and further sorted and analyzed
all coded segments by site. A second reviewer (MB) reviewed
the summary tables, consisting of coding categories, exemplar
excerpts from the interview notes, and summative statements
by site.

CFIR Interviews (Acceptability and Appropriateness)
CFIR interviews were analyzed using an adapted rapid analysis
method [46]. ES conducted the interview while RD
simultaneously coded each interview against CFIR constructs
using a pre-set template. After each interview, ES checked her
notes against the audio recording for completeness, and then
RD sent her coded notes to ES to do a final check for accuracy
and completeness. In a second step, not part of the rapid analysis
method but consistent with previous CFIR research [47], ES
and RD independently assigned valence ratings to each construct
based on its strength (–2, –1, 0, 1, 2) and direction (negative or
positive) relative to Loop implementation. Disagreements on
valence ratings were resolved by discussion and consensus with
MB.

Implementation barriers and facilitators were compared within
and across sites and CFIR constructs were explored as a function
of high and low Loop use. Data overlap between CFIR
constructs and monthly check-in data were explored using a
mixed methods approach to achieve greater contextual
understanding [48].

Analysis of Clinical Effectiveness Outcomes
We report descriptive statistics (means, SD, and ranges) for
clinical outcome measures. We conducted an analysis of change
in score of the main outcome of the Continuity and Coordination
Subscale of the Picker (COC) between baseline and each
timepoint. We did an exploratory repeated measures analysis
of COC controlling for patient participation in decision making
(CPDG domain of Client-Centered Rehabilitation Questionnaire
[CCRQ]) and Loop use within the Patient’s Loop.

Results

Recruitment
A total of 57 HCPs and key informants took part in Phase 1
activities. We recruited 25 iHCPs across all sites who then
identified 266 patients as potentially meeting participation
criteria. Figure 4 charts the steps in participant recruitment
(patients or caregivers) from which Loops were formed.
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Figure 4. Patient recruitment flowchart.

Of the 147 patient participants (or caregivers in their lieu) who
were assessed and met screening criteria, 57 consented and 55
Loops were created, within which 51 patients participated in
data collection. Of the 55 Loops created, attrition resulted in 31
Loops completing the follow-up period. Patients and iHCPs
together identified 190 unique additional HCPs who were part
of the patient’s circle of care (some HCPs were included in
more than 1 Patient Loop). Research staff contacted each
identified additional HCP an average of 4 times, using phone
and email, to invite them to participate in the study. Of these
individuals, 96 (50.5%) consented to join a Loop. Of the
remaining additional HCPs, 47/190 (24.7%) did not respond to
invitations by the research team, 30/190 (15.8%) declined to
join, and 17/190 (8.9%) were unable to participate further in
the study as the referent patient had died. We did not monitor
reasons for declining to join.

Participant Characteristics
Baseline participant characteristics are presented in Tables 2
and 3. Of 51 patients for whom baseline data were collected,
59% (30/51) were female. Patients ranged in age from 1.4 to
90 years. Most patients had a cancer diagnosis (61%, 31/51),
although the primary diagnoses ranged from pediatric genetic
disorders to connective tissue diseases. For adult patients,
performance status was collected with the Palliative Performance
Scale, for which median scores ranged from 60% at Site 1 to
80% at Site 6. The minimum Palliative Performance Scale score
was 50% and the maximum score was 100% across all sites.
The median ACCI comorbidity score ranged from mild in
primary care patients to severe among home palliative care
patients, demonstrating variable morbidity–mortality within the
sample.
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Table 2. Patient and caregiver characteristics.

Overall sampleSite 6Site 5Site 4Site 3Site 2Site 1Characteristics

Participant, n

51115316106Patient

15351402Caregiver

Gender, n

Patient, n

307201173Female

20333533Male

11Other

Caregiver, n

50——4—1Female

43——0—1Male

Age (years), median (range)

52 (25-72)14.5 (1.4-17)17 (11-27)58 (29-73)62 (18-87)68 (58-90)Patient

65 (54-66)——39.5 (38-60)—73 (67-79)Caregiver

80 (70-100)——80 (60-100)90 (60-100)60 (50-80)Performance status,
median % (range)

51115316106Patient diagnoses, n

317401316Cancer

20413390Noncancer

2 (0-6)——5 (0-9)3 (0-9)6 (3-8)Age-Adjusted Charl-
son Comorbidity In-
dex (ACCI), median
(range)

Mild——SevereMildSevereSeverity (median)

319——1552Complexity, n

277——1352Multimorbidity

226——1222Resource utiliza-
tion

139——211Psychosocial is-
sues
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Table 3. Health care provider characteristics.

Overall sampleSite 6Site 5Site 4Site 3Site 2Site 1Characteristics

Health care provider, n

25432466Initiating HCPa

(iHCP)

9620196261411Additional HCP

iHCP gender

12321132Female

27111334Male

49.5 (33-54)37 (36-39)62 (62)40.5 (32-44)39 (32-67)41 (30-68)iHCP age (years), median
(range)

iHCP type, n

214—2456Physician

2—2————Clinical nurse special-
ist (CNS)

2—1——1—Nurse practitioner
(NP)

Psychiatry
(N=4)

Palliative
CNS (N=2);
palliative NP
(N=1)

Pediatric
hematolo-
gist/oncologist
(N=2)

Radiation on-
cology (N=3);
Neurosurgeon
(N=1)

Family physi-
cian (N=5); NP
(N=1)

Focused pallia-
tive care prac-
tice (N=6)

Clinical specialty

Role, n

2——1—1—Administrative direc-
tor

71——132Clinical programs di-
rector

25432466Clinical care

15 (6-19)13 (11-15)28 (24-32)14.5 (6-18)12.5 (4-38)10.5 (3-37)Years in health care, medi-
an (range)

Practice fee structure

64——11—Fee for service

10——1—36Alternate payment
plan

9—31221Salaried

————Fee for ser-
vice/alternate
funding plan
(n=1)

Capitated alter-
nate payment
plan (n=3)

—Other, academic, or
alternate funding plan

aHCP: health care provider.

For 4 of 6 sites (Sites 1, 2, 3, and 6), iHCPs were asked to assess
patient complexity based on the categories identified by Schaink
et al [36]. The majority of patients were identified as having
multimorbidity (87%, 27/31) and high resource utilization (71%,
22/31), while a minority were identified as having psychosocial
issues (42%, 13/31).

Although internet access was an inclusion criterion, 1 out of 51
patient reported no internet access. Almost all patients and
caregivers reported feeling “comfortable” or “very comfortable”
using computers, and most felt “comfortable or very
comfortable” using a smartphone. Of 51 patients or their
caregivers, 24 (47%) used email and 16 (31%) used text to

communicate with their HCPs; the remainder communicated
by phone, in-person, or by pager.

Implementation Outcomes

Adoption
Loop adoption was based on use statistics pulled from Loop’s
data server. Across all sites, the total number of participants,
including additional HCPs, who joined Patient Loops was 262,
with 52 Patient Loops created. The median number of HCPs
per Patient Loop was 4 with a range of 1-13 (Table 4). Overall,
228 Loop messages were sent by patients, caregivers, and health
care providers within the study period. A full breakdown of
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messages sent by user type and site is presented in Table 5.
Across sites, a median of 1 message and a maximum of 28
messages were sent within a single team. Quartiles were
calculated to characterize the number of messages as low,

medium, and high Loop use based on the number of messages
exchanged at each site: Q1 (low), Q2 (medium), and Q3 (high).
Patients were the most active users, posting nearly 50% of all
messages within Loop.

Table 4. Team composition by Patient Loop (team) and by site.

All sitesSite 6fSite 5eSite 4dSite 3cSite 2bSite 1aComposition

2623749141092726Membersg, n

5211531896Teams, n

HCPh per team

3.79 (2.44)2.09 (1.22)7.80 (4.32)3.33 (1.15)4.89 (0.96)2.00 (1.00)3.17 (2.14)Mean (SD)

4 (1-13)2 (1-4)7 (2-13)4 (2-4)5 (4-7)2 (1-4)2 (1-7)Median
(range)

437531855≥1 sec-
ondary HCP

Members per team

5.04 (2.62)3.36 (1.36)9.80 (4.32)4.67 (0.58)6.06 (1.11)3.00 (1.00)4.33 (2.16)Mean (SD)

5 (2-15)3 (2-5)9 (4-15)5 (4-5)6 (5-8)3 (2-5)3 (2-8)Median
(range)

aSix initiating HCPs were recruited from among 18 physicians within an expert palliative care program that has a large homecare component.
bSix initiating HCPs were recruited from among 12 physicians in an academic family medicine site.
cThree radiation oncologists and 1 neurosurgeon (iHCPs) were recruited from within a multidisciplinary program based in a regional cancer center,
which included additionally 2 neurosurgeons, 1 registered nurse (RN), 1 physician assistant (PA), and 1 fellow in training. The PA and Fellow participated
as additional HCPs on the Patient Loops.
dTwo out of 5 physicians, 4 patients, and 2 caregivers were recruited from a Pediatric Blood and Marrow Transplant program within a quaternary
pediatric hospital. Additionally, this program has 3 nurse practitioners (NPs) and 4 RNs.
eOne NP and 2 clinical nurse specialists were recruited as iHCPs from a pediatric palliative care program, which includes 5 physicians, 1 nurse practitioner,
and 2 clinical nurse specialists within a quaternary pediatric hospital.
fFour out of 9 psychiatrists were recruited. Additionally, this adult psychosocial oncology program located within a regional cancer center has 16 social
workers, 5 clinical psychologists, and 2 music/art therapists.
gIncludes patient, caregiver, and HCP members.
hHCP: health care provider.
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Table 5. Message frequency by site, user type, and Patient Loops (teams).

All sitesSite 6Site 5Site 4Site 3Site 2Site 1Message Frequency

22812269628039Messages (not includ-
ing research adminis-
trator), N

1 (0-28)0 (0-7)1 (0-18)4 (0-5)1.5 (0-28)3 (0-27)3.5 (0-22)Median (range)

Q2 (Med)Q2 (Med)Q1 (Lo)Q3 (Hi)Q3 (Hi)Q3 (Hi)Frequency quar-
tiles (Hi, Med,
Lo)

Messages sent by user type, n (%)a

318253014979854Total messages (in-
cluding research ad-
ministrator), N

101 (31.8)7 (28.0)0 (0.0)1 (7.1)28 (28.9)53 (54.1)12 (22.2)Patient

50 (15.7)1 (4.0)14 (46.7)3 (21.4)14 (14.4)0 (0.0)18 (33.3)Caregiver

77 (24.2)4 (16.0)12 (40.0)5 (35.7)20 (20.6)27 (27.6)9 (16.7)Health care
provider

90 (28.3)13 (52.00)4 (13.3)5 (35.7)35 (36.1)18 (18.4)15 (27.8)Research admin

335321075Teams ≥1 message, n

aThe sum of all messages, including those sent by the Research Admin, were used as the denominator when calculating the % in this section.

Participants also reported their time spent on Loop in the
monthly check-in interviews. We had 250 responses to the
question of “Loop use in the previous month”; of these, 95
(38.0%) responses reported “some Loop use” over the previous
month, and 155(62%) reported “no Loop use” over the previous
month. A participant likely responded at more than 1 timepoint
to this question, and therefore, these are not independent
responses.

Acceptability
Perception of Loop’s acceptability [24] as agreeable, palatable,
or satisfactory was explored in Phase 1 of implementation,
which centered on program composition and workflows, and
identification of a site champion who could facilitate buy-in
and recruitment. Using an iterative consultative planning
process, each site arrived at a decision to proceed or to not
proceed with Loop. Among the sites we initially approached,
one site did not proceed to Phases 2 and 3 due to competing
priorities with the roll-out of another eHealth tool. Among the
sites that proceeded to Phases 2 and 3, all participants perceived
Loop, the implementation plan, and study procedures as
acceptable. Perspectives on acceptability at midpoints and study
end are presented in the monthly check-in and CFIR interview
analyses below.

Appropriateness
Loop’s perceived fit, relevance, or compatibility for setting and
gap in care is reported in the monthly check-in and CFIR
analyses below.

Feasibility
The extent to which Loop was successfully used within a site
was operationalized by recruitment and use statistics, reported
in Tables 4 and 5. These data show that Loop was used in each
of the participating sites to some extent. It is important to note,

however, that sites were recruited within a research context,
and site participants may have been motivated to use Loop for
this reason.

Barriers and Facilitators

Monthly Check-In Interviews
Monthly check-in interviews captured barriers and facilitators
related to Loop use, ways in which Loop filled gaps in care,
opportunity to use Loop, team composition and patterns of
communication, Loop design and function, and overall
satisfaction with Loop. Field notes, reported as excerpted
first-person statements below, shed light on loop acceptability
and appropriateness.

Loop Use
Among barriers to Loop use, iHCPs, patients, and caregivers
reported that existing modes of communication, such as phone,
in person, and email were commonly used for medical care
needs. As such, participants did not perceive a relative advantage
[15] to using Loop for team-based communication, and medical
issues were not sufficiently complex to warrant the use of Loop.

It’s not necessary to add new people on Loop...We
have a system that is working well... Typically, just
calling the nurse practitioner and/or emailing the
nurse at the hospital works. I see the value in the Loop
system, but it’s not necessary for where I am at.
[Fieldnote, Parent Caregiver, Site 5, Month 2]

Gap in Care
Loop’s inclusion of patients in team communication was
perceived to be facilitative to Loop use and was identified as
fulfilling a gap in care.
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There is a strong advantage to having the patient in
the Loop and being privy to these conversations.
[Fieldnote, iHCP, Site 2, Month 1]

The iHCP quoted above expressed how communication is a
challenge, even when programs are part of the same organization
and located in the same building. The conventional transfer of
information via consult notes does not address this gap.
Additionally, iHCPs said that Loop addressed a collaboration
gap across the health care team. Patients also expressed that
collaboration, specifically, is critical but lacking in the care they
experience.

The collaborative care element is key, this is what is
missing from the patient’s experience of the health
system…it’s a crucial gap that Loop could fill, it’s
just getting people on board to use it. There needs to
be communication between different providers and
different sites. The lack of communication leads to
care being incredibly fragmented. [Fieldnote, Patient,
Site 6, month 6]

Several participants perceived Loop as having potential to
improve their medical care and to prevent the duplication of
communication and services. In addition, Loop could provide
a means to ask questions or provide updates that may not have
been communicated during in-person visits.

I found that providers were ‘duplicating’ some of the
same treatment issues and that maybe Loop could be
useful for this. [Fieldnote, Caregiver, Site 1, Month
4]

Everyone is on Loop so I am feeling better about not
needing to double up with messages. Anyone on the
Loop can prescribe if the patient needs something.
Any person on the Loop can do the duty needed, which
is 11 people on Loop. I find that at home, we have so
many services going on that one thing gets mixed up
and all of a sudden all the information is wrong and
I get stressed out. As a result, I feel like I am not sure
what’s going on. Loop could help. [Fieldnote,
Caregiver, Site 5, Month 2]

Opportunity to Use Loop
Participants across all sites frequently reported that no medical
situation arose during the data collection period that prompted
them to post a message in Loop. Patients were either medically
stable or in remission and, therefore not requiring active
treatment; or they were too sick to use Loop, admitted to hospital
or a palliative care unit. Patient and caregiver Loop use was
facilitated by instances when a specific situation arose, such as
an emergency department visit, a need to coordinate an
admission to long-term care, or to ask a question about
symptoms. In other instances, a patient or caregiver used Loop
to update the health care team, primarily about appointments
they had scheduled.

Team Composition and Patterns of Communication
Although some users reported that partial teams could still be
useful, assembling additional HCPs in a Patient’s Loop proved
challenging. Participants frequently stated that unless the

relevant team members were enrolled, Loop had limited
usefulness.

Loop on the other hand is very simple and easy. The
goal is to have one place for all the specialists; one
place they can go to communicate. I feel that if you
can’t get everyone to sign on, then it limits the
usefulness of Loop. [Fieldnote, Caregiver, Site 6,
month 1]

Participant messages that were left unreciprocated also posed
a barrier to Loop use.

After trying this and getting no response, I didn’t want
to use Loop more because I didn't want to feel that I
was badgering others. [Fieldnote, Patient, Site 6,
month 6]

Some iHCPs reported that they did not post messages unless
patients posted first, perceiving the patients or caregivers as
drivers of care-based communication. Of note, in at least one
instance, an adolescent patient stated that he would not post
messages in Loop unless the HCPs posted first. Patients and
caregivers whose messages were reciprocated indicated that
they were likely to use Loop again.

Design and Function
Loop’s user interface was generally considered to be simple
and intuitive, and the asynchronous nature of the messaging
useful for nonurgent messages, and thereby, likely to reduce
burden. Nonetheless, patients and caregivers who had access
to their hospital’s patient portal, which allows them to view
reports and test results, found the portal met many informational
needs, if not their communication needs. Some users expressed
that integration of Loop into the patient portal would be helpful.

I really, really, like the simplicity of Loop’s design,
and I feel that it is simple to access for those that
might not be tech savvy. [Fieldnote, Patient, Site 1,
month 2]

There was some confusion among participants about Loop’s
purpose and the types of messages that were appropriate to post.

I felt unsure about what concerns can be put on the
system. Right now, I generally send emails to my
HCPs regarding care plans. There are 12 members
in my Loop, but no activity. [Fieldnote, Caregiver,
Site 5, month 2]

iHCPs commonly believed Loop should ideally be integrated
into the hospital’s electronic medical record (EMR). Because
Loop requires its own login and is not embedded in the EMR,
its use was cumbersome and did not align with their existing
workflow, particularly if only a few of their patients were using
it.

Implementation Context
Given that research was the initiating context for the
implementation endeavor, research team members played key
roles in supporting implementation that would not be sustainable
otherwise. Study staff helped users to register on Loop,
explaining what tagging “attention to” someone means when
posting a message, and clarifying what kinds of messages were
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appropriate to post. Study staff posted bimonthly messages with
audit information such as the number of messages posted in the
participant’s Patient Loop, number of messages in the most
active Patient Loop across all sites during the same period, how
to use Loop, and updates about study.

Workflow and Compatibility
iHCPs had pre-existing processes or workflows that were
supported by administrative or other clinical staff. In some
settings, clinical administrative staff or trainees were tasked
with communicating with patients and other HCPs, which meant
HCPs did not experience the back and forth “telephone tag”
that is common when communicating with patients and other
HCPs. This removed some of these inefficiencies in
communication that we anticipated would be a stimulus for
Loop use. Furthermore, some iHCPs reported that they would
want an intermediary to function in a similar administrative or
facilitative role within Loop.

Other workflows relied on the patient (or family) to initiate
communication, as with the transfer of information between
organizations. In this situation, Loop’s advantage in reducing
the patient or caregiver’s responsibility for transmitting
information from HCP to HCP was not realized.

The patient is very helpful in communicating for
herself. For example, she acts as the focal point for
communication, prints out test results, and updates
for me and provides them at the beginning of a visit
for me to review. [Fieldnote, iHCP, Site 1, month 3]

Overall Satisfaction With Using Loop
Monthly check-in interviews provided feedback on participants’
satisfaction with Loop. Across all timepoints, 45 responses
indicated users were “somewhat satisfied” to “very satisfied,”
and 7 responses indicated users “somewhat dissatisfied” and
“very dissatisfied.” Satisfaction feedback was only elicited if
the participant had used the system in the previous month. We
inferred that any interview that did not have a response for
“satisfaction” or was coded as “unable to rate” had no Loop
use. The denominator for the satisfaction question was 279

responses, and do not reflect independent responses because
the same participants may have replied to this question at more
than 1 timepoint.

COVID-19 Pandemic
The pandemic restrictions began in March 2020 in Canada and
impacted recruitment and follow-up at Sites 4, 5, and 6. During
this time, a parent caregiver would have liked to use Loop to
check information about upcoming appointments, but at month
1, none of the additional HCPs had yet been assembled on their
Loop. One iHCP reported loving the idea of Loop but felt it
was difficult to build buy-in with other HCPs and patients during
the pandemic. All contact with patients and other HCPs had
shifted to virtual means and they found it hard to remember to
talk about Loop. Another shift was that the pandemic led to
removal of prior provincial restrictions on the use of alternative
forms of communication and most care encounters became
virtual. New billing codes for encounters by phone or
videoconferencing were introduced. This change resulted in
alternate methods of communication becoming incentivized
and presented an unanticipated barrier to Loop use.

CFIR Interviews
CFIR interviews served to identify contextual barriers and
facilitators according to this widely accepted determinant
framework. CFIR comments were captured for each construct
regarding its presence or absence in relation to supporting the
implementation of Loop. Sites 2 and 6 had only 1 CFIR
interview; sites 4 and 5 had 2 CFIR interviews; and sites 1 and
3 had 3 CFIR interviews. Notes for each site were summarized
by construct by ES and RD and discussed with MB. Valence
was rated for each construct by interview, but the mode could
not be calculated for 2 sites where only 1 HCP was interviewed,
and so valence is not reported numerically. Rather, coders
reviewed the construct summaries by site and coded them as to
whether they were perceived as supportive of implementation
or not (yes/no), and as being present or absent in Loop
implementation (+/-). Table 6 presents these findings: where
codes were mixed, this is noted, and where constructs did not
manifest in the interview, they are left blank.
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Table 6. Salient CFIRa constructs by site.

Site 6Site 5Site 4Site 3Site 2Site 1CFIR domains and constructs

221331Interviews, n

Q2 (Med)Q2 (Med)Q1 (Lo)Q3 (Hi)Q3 (Hi)Q3 (Hi)Message frequency quartiles (Hi,

Med, Lo)b

Intervention characteristics

Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)—Yes (+)Yes (+)Intervention source

Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Mixed——Evidence strength and quality

Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (–)MixedYes (+)Yes (–)Relative advantage

Yes (–)Yes (–)Yes (–)Yes (–)Yes (–)Yes (–)Adaptability

Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (–)Complexity

Outer setting

Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)MixedYes (+)Yes (+)Patient needs and resources

——————Peer pressure

—Yes (+)————Cosmopolitanism (no score)

Yes (+)Yes (+)—Yes (+)—Yes (+)External policies and incentives

Inner setting

MixedYes (–)Yes (–)Yes (–)Yes (–)Yes (–)Structural characteristics

MixedYes (+)—Yes (–)——Networks and communications

Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (–)MixedYes (+)Yes (+)Culture

Implementation climate

Yes (+)Yes (–)—MixedYes (+)Yes (+)Tension for change

Yes (–)Yes (–)Yes (–)Yes (–)Yes (–)Yes (–)Compatibility

Yes (–)—MixedYes (–)—Relative priority

Yes (–)——Yes (–)——Organizational incentives
and rewards

—Yes (+)—Yes (–)——Goals and feedback

Yes (+)MixedYes (+)MixedYes (+)Yes (–)Learning climate

Yes (–)—Yes (–)Yes (–)Yes (–)Leadership engagement

Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Available resources

Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Access to knowledge and infor-
mation

Characteristics of individuals

Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)MixedYes (+)Yes (+)Knowledge and beliefs about the
intervention

Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Self-efficacy

—Yes (+)Yes (+)———Individual stage of change (no
score)

—Yes (+)Yes (+)MixedYes (+)—Individual identification with or-
ganization (no score)

Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Other personal attributes

Process

MixedYes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Yes (+)Planning

Mixed—Yes (+)MixedYes (+)—Opinion leaders

—MixedYes (+)Yes (–)——Formally appointed internal im-
plementation leaders
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Site 6Site 5Site 4Site 3Site 2Site 1CFIR domains and constructs

—Yes (+)—Yes (–)Yes (+)—Champions

Yes (–)Mixed—Yes (–)——External change agents

MixedYes (+)Yes (–)Mixed——Executing

Yes (+)Yes (+)—Yes (–)Yes (+)Yes (+)Reflecting and evaluating

Characteristics of recipientsc

MixedYes (+)Yes (+)Mixed—Yes (+)Patient beliefs

Yes (–)Yes (+)——Yes (+)Yes (+)Patient experience

aCFIR: Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research.
bSee Table 4.
cNot original to CFIR.

Several CFIR constructs were perceived as supporting
implementation and as having manifested in Loop
implementation across most sites. These are annotated as “Yes
(+)” in Table 6.

Intervention Characteristics (Intervention Source and
Complexity)
Respondents were aware of and had positive regard for where
Loop originated, and this was perceived to be supportive of its
implementation. Loop was viewed as easy to use, which was
also facilitative for its implementation.

Outer Setting Characteristics (External Policies and
Incentives)
Respondents perceived the outer health system context as
supportive of tools that could improve communication within
the patient’s circle of care and saw this as supportive of Loop
implementation.

Inner Setting Characteristics (Culture, Available
Resources, Access to Knowledge, and Information)
Organizational culture was perceived as supportive of initiatives
to implement evidence-based interventions such as Loop.
Respondents felt they were well supported by the research team
and had access to requisite knowledge and information about
Loop in a way that supported implementation.

Characteristics of Individuals (Knowledge and Beliefs
About the Intervention, Individual Identification With
the Organization, Other Personal Attributes)
Respondents felt they were familiar with facts, truths, and
principles related to Loop, perceived their organization was
committed to evidence-based care, and possessed the requisite
tolerance of ambiguity, intellectual ability, motivation, values,
competence, capacity, and learning style.

Process (Planning, Reflecting, and Evaluating)
Respondents were aware of the plan in place to support Loop
implementation and perceived this as facilitative. They also
valued the opportunity to reflect on their experience and use of
Loop during the monthly check-in interviews, although they
were unsure as to how their reflections were used to inform
ongoing implementation.

Characteristics of Recipients (Patient Beliefs and Patient
Experience)
Respondents felt patients believed in the usefulness of Loop
and that, for the most part, their experience of using Loop was
positive.

Several CFIR constructs were perceived having the potential
to support implementation generally but were perceived as
absent with respect to Loop implementation across most
sites—indicated as Yes (–) in Table 6.

Intervention Characteristics (Relative Advantage and
Adaptability)
Respondents felt that although Loop had potential over
alternative solutions, this relative advantage was not realized.
They would have liked Loop to be adaptable to their workflow
and environment, specifically with respect to its integration
with the local EMR or patient portals.

Inner Setting Characteristics (Structural Characteristics,
Tension for Change, Compatibility, Relative Priority,
Organizational Incentives and Rewards, and Leadership
Engagement)
With respect to the structural characteristics of the implementing
organizations, respondents felt that Loop should ideally be
integrated with the EMR they were already using. The lack of
integration was perceived as a major barrier to Loop use as it
meant users had to take several extra steps to enter and extract
Loop information to put into the medical record.

Having more than one system to work with is always
going to be very awkward. [CFIR interview, iHCP,
Site 1]

The lack of integration between Loop and EMRs also emerged
as a barrier with respect to Loop’s compatibility with existing
workflows. These workflows are dictated by and facilitated
through the EMR; anything outside of the EMR is difficult to
manage.

It’s already complicated by the fact that nurses who
take care of the same patients, do not use the same
record-keeping system as I do... so there is already
additional work needed to fill this gap. [CFIR
interview, iHCP, Site 1]
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Tension for change was low across all sites, given the perception
that Loop was needed by only a small number of more complex
patients. Respondents noted a lack of organizational incentives
and rewards and limited involvement from organizational
leadership. Several changes would be needed to implement
Loop more effectively, including leadership engagement, use
of reminders, and elimination of multiple passwords across
various systems through integration with EMRs and portals.

Process (Formally Appointed Internal Implementation
Leaders and External Change Agents)
Most of the constructs related to engaging others in the
implementation process received mixed and largely negative
ratings. Respondents commented on the limited influence of
opinion leaders, champions, and external change agents.

We explored CFIR constructs found to be salient in this study
relative to other studies in which CFIR was assessed by

interview (see Table 7). Although 2 of the comparison studies
[22,49] compared high and low implementing sites, 2 studies
did not ([23] and this study). All 4 studies explored
implementation in different contexts and for different
interventions yet results for salient constructs are surprisingly
similar in at least two or more of the studies, which suggest that
several consistently robust constructs are commonly associated
with implementation. Highly salient constructs across studies
include relative advantage; patient needs and resources; external
policies and incentives; tension for change; available resources;
knowledge and beliefs about the intervention; and
implementation planning. Salient to at least two studies were
constructs of adaptability, complexity, structural characteristics,
culture, compatibility, leadership engagement, access to
information and knowledge, reflecting and evaluating, and
beliefs of the health care recipient.
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Table 7. Salient CFIRa domains across studies.

This study (2021)cBarwick et al (2015) [23]cVarsi et al (2015) [50]bDamschroder and Low-

ery (2013) [22]b
CFIR domains and constructs

Intervention characteristics

Yes (+)———Intervention source

Yes (+)———Evidence strength and quality

Yes (–)YesYesYesRelative advantaged

——Yes—Trialability

Yes (–)Yes——Adaptabilitye

Yes (+)Yes——Complexitye

Outer setting

Yes (+)YesYesYesPatient needs and resourcesd

—Yes——Cosmopolitanism

Yes (+)Yes—YesExternal policies and incentivesd

Inner setting

Yes (–)—Yes—Structural characteristicse

———YesNetworks & Communications

Yes (+)—Yes—Culturee

Implementation climate

Yes (+)YesYesYesTension for changed

Yes (–)—Yes—Compatibilitye

——YesYesRelative priority

———YesGoals and feedback

———YesLearning climate

Readiness for implementation

Yes (–)——YesLeadership engagemente

Yes (+)—YesYesAvailable resourcesd

Yes (+)Yes——Access to information and

knowledgee

Characteristics of individuals

Yes (+)YesYes—Knowledge and beliefs about the

interventiond

Yes (+)———Self-efficacy

Yes (+)———Individual identification with orga-
nization

Yes (+)———Other personal attributes

Process

Yes (+)—YesYesPlanning d

—Yes——Planning for sustainability

Yes (+)———Opinion leaders

——Yes—Formally appointed internal imple-
mentation leaders

—Yes——Champions
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This study (2021)cBarwick et al (2015) [23]cVarsi et al (2015) [50]bDamschroder and Low-

ery (2013) [22]b
CFIR domains and constructs

Yes (+)——YesReflecting and evaluatinge

Characteristics of intervention recipients

Yes (+)Yes——Patient beliefse

—Yes——Patient experience

aCFIR: Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research.
bRelated to constructs distinguishing between high and low implementers.
cRelated to constructs identified as salient for implementation success: (+) construct was present; (–) construct was absent.
dConstruct highly salient in more than 2 studies.
eConstruct highly salient in at least two studies.

Clinical Outcomes
The primary outcome of COC was the Picker COC for which
higher scores denote better COC. At baseline, the COC mean
(SD) was 48.62 (29.88) for 48 patients. At month 2, the mean
(SD) was 53.95 (29.18) for 19 patients. At month 6, the mean
(SD) was 60.71 (26.79) for 14 patients. The descriptive statistics
for all the surveys at each timepoint are presented in Table 8.
COC scores showed a significant (P<.001) mean change (SD)
of 24.23 (SD 26.01) in the positive direction at month 6 from

baseline; however, none of the other timepoints showed a
significant change in COC score and the rates of incomplete
data limit any inference (Table 9). Similarly, an exploratory
repeated measures analysis using generalized estimation method
with autoregressive (AR-1) covariance structure for adjusting
for repeated measures within patients with the outcome of COC,
controlling for CCRQ and number of messages per Patient Loop,
yielded no significant associations. We were unable to draw
conclusions from the survey data with regard to appropriateness.

Table 8. Patient Surveys: Summary Descriptive Statistics.

M8, n/mean (SD)M6, n/mean (SD)M4, n/mean (SD)M2, n/mean (SD)Baseline, n/mean (SD)Variable

5/55.00 (22.71)14/60.71 (26.79)13/52.88 (24.02)19/53.95(29.18)48/48.62 (29.88)COCa

———4/23.50 (4.12)6/22.50(12)SSpedib

ESASc

5/17.00 (14.58)14/17.71 (13.41)13/16.54 (11.54)16/16.25 (10.61)40/17.02 (11.76)Physical

5/8.60 (7.02)14/6.57 (6.93)13/6.31 (6.34)16/6.50 (6.34)40/6.25 (5.93)Emotional

5/4.20 (1.30)14/4.21 (3.07)13/4.62 (2.72)16/4.44 (2.61)40/4.33 (2.57)Well-being

5/29.80 (20.29)14/28.50 (22.60)13/27.46 (18.80)16/27.19 (17.21)40/27.60 (17.65)Total symptom
score

5/95.00 (5.43)13/82.40 (27.09)12/77.15 (8.85)19/83.77 (15.94)44/81.25 (18.05)CCRQd: CPDGe

aCOC: Picker Ambulatory Cancer Care Scale, Continuity, and Coordination subscale.
bSSpedi: Symptom Screening in Pediatrics Tool.
cESAS: Edmonton Symptom Assessment Scale.
dCCRQ: Client-Centered Rehabilitation Questionnaire.
eCPDG: Client Participation in Decision-making and Goal setting domain of CCRQ.

Table 9. Comparing patient baseline and follow-up COCa measurements.

P-valueComparison timepointsMean change in score (SD)NTimepoint

.246M2 to baseline10.97 (36.76)18M2

.402M4 to baseline10.00 (41.50)13M4

.006M6 to baseline24.23 (26.01)13M6

.112M8 to baseline18.50 (20.36)5M8

aCOC: Picker Ambulatory Cancer Care Scale, Continuity, and Coordination subscale.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
This hybrid type II mixed methods implementation study found
that gaps in communication and collaboration persist. In the
absence of a shared clinical communication tool, health care
providers have increasingly adopted email and texting with
patients and caregivers over the last decade, and this
virtualization has been accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic
[50-52]. Although participants acknowledged these forms of
communication have their disadvantages and they could see
potential in using Loop, this relative advantage was not realized
largely due to the lack of Loop integration with existing health
information systems (compatibility). There was a range of
message frequency observed, with sites #1, #2 and #3 showing
relatively more use than the others. These differences were not
reflective of different construct profiles at the sites. Participants
who used Loop were mostly satisfied. As in our previous study,
patients were more likely than HCPs to initiate communication
on Loop [8]. The implementation of Loop was done in the
context of research, rather than as an organizational change
initiative, and was therefore constrained in scope and time. The
lack of broad organizational engagement, relative priority, and
tension for change in the implementing organizations further
hampered Loop’s implementation. We were unable to make
inferences about Loop’s clinical effectiveness due to insufficient
follow-up and survey data.

Implementation Effectiveness
In the context of this research implementation of Loop, our
approach fell short in several ways and effective implementation
remained elusive. Several studies have demonstrated that
engaging local champions who sustain commitment and garner
organizational support facilitates successful practice change
[53-56]. Although we identified committed site champions,
their role was informal. Engagement efforts largely fell to
research staff and we did not seek to establish broad
organizational support for this time-delimited implementation
endeavor. This level of engagement was insufficient to influence
greater adoption of Loop; however, sample size limits the
conclusions we can draw. Moreover, it is likely that the lack of
Loop compatibility and nonintegration with local EMRs would
have proven to be a nonmodifiable barrier to implementation
despite more active engagement.

Phase 1 activities and CFIR interviews affirmed that Loop was
deemed acceptable at all sites. As in our previous pilot RCT
[8], we demonstrated the feasibility of implementing Loop
operationally, while once again experiencing challenges in
enrolling additional HCPs, and finding the optimal patient and
health care context (opportunity) to show the value of
team-based communication.

Lack of compatibility and relative advantage were key
implementation barriers in this study. Successful implementation
of a novel tool, particularly one that disrupts [57] existing
workflows, requires finding the optimal context and patient
population to achieve early gains. HCPs frequently expressed
that Loop ought to be integrated with the EMR used for charting.
Indirect integration or workarounds that involved exporting

messages as PDF and uploading them into the EMR were too
cumbersome. Adding to this technological conundrum is that,
in Ontario, as in many global jurisdictions, care teams straddle
multiple EMRs even within the same organization. Many
organizations must revert to custom nonscalable models for
third-party tool integration. Although the landscape is
shifting—for example, the 21st Century Cures legislation in the
United States promotes greater standards adoption including
HL7 FHIR [58]—this is far from the status quo in Canada.
Furthermore, communication standards, as one might use for
Loop, are not included in these health technologies, which are
focused on the exchange of discrete data such as laboratory
results, medications, or documents.

Some organizations have launched patient portals, but these too
differ from one organization to another, perpetuating information
silos. Of note, 2-way communication is not a standard feature
of all patient portals. Patients and caregivers who had access to
a patient portal felt that Loop would be more useful if it were
integrated with their patient portal. This integration makes sense
given that in both our Loop feasibility RCT and in this study,
patients and caregivers were more often the drivers of
communication. However, the prevailing institutionally tethered
models may limit the addition of crucial external team members.
Moreover, while patient portals with messaging capability have
been shown to improve patient satisfaction and increase the
“meaningful use” of data, few studies show that they improve
health outcomes [59]. The nature of portals is changing with
the emergence of institutionally agnostic commercial models
such as Apple’s Health Records entering the space, which may
offer an opportunity for communication in the patient’s circle
of care.

Although participants perceived Loop’s relative advantage over
existing communication channels, this advantage was not
actualized, presenting a key barrier [60-62] that would have
been difficult to address using deimplementation strategies [63].
Patients, caregivers, and HCPs are reluctant to use yet another
tool for communication. They would rather leverage Loop-like
functionality (security, organized storage, and retrieval of
clinical communication) in tools they already use to
communicate in the nonhealth care aspects of their lives.
However, none of the email platforms commonly in use provide
these functions. Moving to a new communication tool will
require realizing greater relative advantage, because efforts to
deimplement commonly used means of communication are
unlikely to work.

The Collaboration Space Model proposed by Eikey et al [5]
outlines the following processes related to collaboration:
workflow, communication, and information exchange [5]. The
model also proposes 2 outcomes related to collaboration:
maintaining awareness and establishing common ground.
Applying this model to our study, we observed that participants
who used Loop expressed that Loop had a mostly positive
impact on the processes of communication and information
exchange, and the outcome of maintaining awareness. Of note,
a number of participants did not use Loop. The predominant
perspectives were that Loop was disruptive of existing
workflow. Although there were instances of coordination and
cooperation occurring in Patient Loops, we did not observe an
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impact on the higher-order collaboration outcome of establishing
common ground. In addition to the barriers already discussed,
our study was not designed to focus on the requirements for
collaborative care in the context of a single site. In the absence
of being able to effect change in organizational processes and
structures, the adoption of Loop was hampered.

Clinical Effectiveness
Pooled survey data across all sites suggested an isolated
improvement in continuity and coordination of care from
baseline to month 6 but not at other timepoints. This should be
interpreted with caution because fewer than 50% of participants
completed survey responses beyond baseline.

Health System and Policy Environment
Since the start of the Loop research program in 2012, we have
navigated an ever-shifting landscape. Ontario’s health care
environment has experienced major policy changes in the past
3 years, including the restructuring of regional health authorities
(Local Health Integration Networks) into a new model of
networks of care called Ontario Health Teams. While this new
organizational structure may hold promise for the scaling of
eHealth solutions in the future, the transitional period has
resulted in deferred decision making. Although we cannot be
certain, these system changes may have impacted the progress
of our work in terms of informing policy and partnering with
provincial organizations for the sustainability of Loop beyond
the research program.

A relevant policy shift emerging from the COVID-19 pandemic
was the necessity of providing care outside the in-person visit,
and permission to communicate and bill for care using phone
and video. The perspectives that emerged during our study
suggest that the net effect of this system shift was unfavorable
for Loop use.

A larger structural issue is related to models of compensation
for physicians, nurses, and other HCPs that incentivize in-person
or synchronous virtual encounters. Physician fee for service,
capitated, and alternate payment plans likely impact the use of
Loop. Notably a recent study found very high rates of patient
and provider desire to engage in asynchronous messaging
preferentially versus using synchronous video or phone in a
primary care [64], capitated setting where the family physician
and patients accrue benefits without penalties. For physicians
working in the fee for service model, including most specialists,
there are no billing codes for asynchronous communication.
Similarly, there are different models of compensation for nurses.
As an example, in Ontario, home care nurses are required to do
a certain number of face-to-face visits under one model. The
nurses who participated in our study were salaried. All iHCPs
were affiliated with academic organizations, likely influencing
their willingness to participate in research. We were unable to
observe a difference in Loop adoption across different forms
of HCP compensation.

Some health system changes were facilitative for Loop. In 2019,
the College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario disseminated
4 interrelated policies for improving COC in Ontario [65]. While
this action raised COC as a priority, it focused mainly on
ensuring that physicians provide appropriate options for

after-hours care and reliable processes for effective transitions
in care. It is possible that compliance with these
recommendations will advantage use of asynchronous
team-based communication. However, these recommendations
have been met with resistance from various stakeholders and
their implementation and long-term impact remain uncertain.

Future Research, Health Equity, and Accessibility in
eHealth Tools
The challenges encountered in this study are common in studies
of eHealth tools, and more generally of implementing complex
interventions in complex settings. However, a compelling
finding was that Loop disrupted workflows and workarounds
that have developed in the absence of standardized tools for
communication. Loop could not transcend established
communication modalities despite their inability to enable team
communication and collaboration. Future research could
specifically focus on a health care region, integrate Loop with
existing eHealth tools, pilot a compensation structure for
asynchronous communication, deimplement or re-design optimal
communication workflows from the ground up, and support
requirements or conditions for collaboration to occur. In
addition, future research should examine the impact of eHealth
implementation on health disparities, which have been shown
to increase with the introduction of patient–provider messaging
tools [66]. Despite the considerable and seemingly intractable
barriers identified in this study, the trend toward more digital
communication in health care is inevitable and it is likely that
an interoperable system of communication and documentation
will emerge in time. It is important that tools such as Loop be
available and accessible to all, so that health inequities are not
further magnified.

Limitations
The research context of this implementation endeavor likely
introduced bias insofar as health care providers and patients
were possibly more inclined to use Loop to fulfill their
commitment as research participants. In addition to participant,
team, and site selection bias, we acknowledge the possible
researcher bias: the main reviewer (AH) for the qualitative
check-in analysis is also the lead for the Loop research program.

Recruitment may have been impacted by issues of equity and
access. Although smartphone and internet penetration are rising
in Ontario, increasing from 81.4% in 2010 [67] to 92.2% in
2018 [68] with 89.1% of Ontarians reporting having a
smartphone for personal use in 2018 [69], there are persisting
disparities in access among the rural and marginally housed
[70,71]. Given that internet access is a core component of Loop,
access is not equitable to all potential patients.

Beyond the anticipated patient attrition rates, there was an
unexpectedly low completion rate for clinical survey data
beyond baseline. This limited the inferences that could be made
about Loop’s clinical effectiveness. Participants from whom
we were unable to collect data may have been more likely to
talk about barriers to using Loop, and this too may have skewed
our qualitative analyses. The challenges in recruiting participants
at each of the sites limited our ability to mitigate attrition by
over-recruiting within the timelines of the study. As in the
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previous study, recruiting additional HCPs to participate on the
patient’s Loop team remained difficult and limited the use of
Loop among those already enrolled.

The COVID-19 pandemic resulted in dramatic changes to the
health care system in Ontario starting in March 2020, impacting
recruitment, relative advantage in light of encouraged use of
phone and email and permissible billing, and data collection in
the follow-up periods (Phases 2 and 3) at Sites 4, 5, and 6. In
the first 2 months of the pandemic, all research study recruitment
in Ontario was paused unless deemed essential to the health of
the participant or relevant to the pandemic. Although the impact
was felt on many levels including study staff workflow, the
main challenge was that the attention of many HCPs and health
care leaders was focused on planning for the health care
challenges posed by the pandemic.

The study was limited in being able to support the collaborative
requirements at each site. Therefore, a weakness of the study
was its focus on Loop without being able to substantively
support the structures and processes that would have allowed
us to impact collaboration.

Conclusions
This study highlighted the importance of system and
organizational context and several key determinants of effective
implementation. From the start of the Loop program of research,
regulatory guidelines have restricted the use of email and text
due to privacy concerns and created data silos within
organizations. Despite these restrictions and in the absence of
other practical tools for communication, there has been a steady

increase in the use of email, text, and other forms of messaging
to provide the care that patients need. The COVID-19 pandemic
shed light on the essential components of that care. Delivering
care became the priority and the regulatory guidelines became
pragmatic. The health system learned that a considerable
proportion of the care HCPs provide in person can be provided
virtually, by video or phone, if the HCP is compensated for this
mode of service delivery. If a rational approach to the regulatory
framework continues and health leadership prioritizes an
integrated digital infrastructure, we may yet achieve the goal
of care being provided by the right person, in the right place,
at the right time, and with the right tools.

Key facilitative factors again show themselves to be essential
for effective implementation. Perceived relative advantage only
goes so far, and this study demonstrates, yet again, that
compatibility, relative advantage, tension for change, and
engagement are essential implementation components that must
be realized.

Fundamental structural challenges remain for the
implementation and scaling of a shared system of asynchronous
communication, including digital integration and a fee structure
for compensation. If a new hybrid model of care emerges from
the pandemic, it is likely to de-emphasize in-person encounters
between patients and HCPs, disrupt existing workflows, and
allow the intentional design of new pathways for care that
prioritize team communication, access, and COC. Until these
changes manifest, effective implementation of Loop and similar
communication platforms will continue to be elusive.
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Abstract

Background: Researchers developing personal health tools employ a range of approaches to involve prospective users in design
and development.

Objective: The aim of this paper was to develop a validated measure of the human- or user-centeredness of design and
development processes for personal health tools.

Methods: We conducted a psychometric analysis of data from a previous systematic review of the design and development
processes of 348 personal health tools. Using a conceptual framework of user-centered design, our team of patients, caregivers,
health professionals, tool developers, and researchers analyzed how specific practices in tool design and development might be
combined and used as a measure. We prioritized variables according to their importance within the conceptual framework and
validated the resultant measure using principal component analysis with Varimax rotation, classical item analysis, and confirmatory
factor analysis.

Results: We retained 11 items in a 3-factor structure explaining 68% of the variance in the data. The Cronbach alpha was .72.
Confirmatory factor analysis supported our hypothesis of a latent construct of user-centeredness. Items were whether or not: (1)
patient, family, caregiver, or surrogate users were involved in the steps that help tool developers understand users or (2) develop
a prototype, (3) asked their opinions, (4) observed using the tool or (5) involved in steps intended to evaluate the tool, (6) the
process had 3 or more iterative cycles, (7) changes between cycles were explicitly reported, (8) health professionals were asked
their opinion and (9) consulted before the first prototype was developed or (10) between initial and final prototypes, and (11) a
panel of other experts was involved.
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Conclusions: The User-Centered Design 11-item measure (UCD-11) may be used to quantitatively document the
user/human-centeredness of design and development processes of patient-centered tools. By building an evidence base about
such processes, we can help ensure that tools are adapted to people who will use them, rather than requiring people to adapt to
tools.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e15032)   doi:10.2196/15032

KEYWORDS

patient-centered care; patient participation; health services research; validation studies as topic; surveys and questionnaires;
humans; user-centred design, human-centred design; user-centered design; human-centered design; co-design; instrument; scale;
index; patient and public involvement

Introduction

Many products and applications aim to support people in
managing their health and living their lives. These include
physical tools like wheelchairs [1] or eating utensils [2], medical
devices like insulin pumps [3] or home dialysis equipment [4],
assistive devices like screen readers [5] or voice aids [6], digital
applications like eHealth tools [7] or mHealth (mobile health)
tools [8,9], tools for collecting patient-reported outcome or
experience measures [10,11], patient decision aids [12], and a
variety of other personal health tools.

None of these tools can achieve their intended impact if they
are not usable by and useful to their intended users. Accordingly,
designers and developers frequently seek to involve users in
design and development processes to ensure such usability and
utility. In a previous systematic review of the design and
development processes of a range of personal health tools, we
documented that the extent and type of user involvement varies
widely [13]. Structured ways to describe this variation could
help capture data across projects and may serve to build an
evidence base about the potential effects of design and
development processes.

The systematic review was grounded in a framework of
user-centered design [14], shown in Figure 1, that we had
synthesized from foundational literature. In this framework, a
user is any person who interacts with (in other words, uses) a
system, service, or product for some purpose. User-centered
design is a long-standing approach [15], sometimes referred to
as human-centered design [16], that is both conceptually and
methodologically related to terms like design thinking and
co-design [17]. It is intended to optimize the user experience
of a system, service, or product [18-21]. While user-centered
design is not the only approach that may facilitate such
optimization, it served as a useful overall framework for
structuring the data reported in the papers included in our
systematic review. In our work, we define user-centered design
as a fully or semistructured approach in which people who
currently use or who could in the future use a system, service,
or product are involved in an iterative process of optimizing its
user experience. This iterative process includes one or more
steps to understand prospective users, including their needs,
goals, strengths, limitations, contexts (eg, the situations or
environments in which they will use a tool), and intuitive
processes (eg, the ways in which they currently address the issue
at hand or use similar systems, services, or products). The
iterative process also includes one or more steps to develop or

refine prototypes, and one or more steps to observe prospective
users’ interactions with versions of the tool.

Iivari and Iivari [22] noted that the different ways in which
user-centeredness is described in the literature imply four
distinct meanings or dimensions: (1) user focus, meaning that
the system is designed and developed around users’ needs and
capabilities; (2) work-centeredness, meaning that the system is
designed and developed around users’ workflow and tasks; (3)
user involvement or participation, meaning that the design and
development process involves users or users participate in the
process; and (4) system personalization, meaning the system is
individualized by or for individual users. Our definition of
user-centeredness and framework of user-centered design draw
most strongly upon the third of these (user involvement or
participation) as a means to achieve the first (user focus) and
fourth (system personalization). The second meaning
(work-centeredness) is less relevant here as it refers to paid
work in the original definition. However, it may be worth noting
the considerable work that people may need to undertake to
make health decisions or to live with illness or disability [23-26].

In our previous systematic review, we used the above framework
of user-centered design to extract and organize the extracted
data from 623 articles describing the design, development, or
evaluation processes of 390 personal health tools, predominantly
patient decision aids, which are tools intended to support
personal health decisions [13]. We documented a wide range
of practices, leading us to question whether it might be possible
to use this structured data set to develop a measure to capture
aspects of the user-centeredness of design and development
processes, similar to how other measures capture complex
concepts or processes that are not directly observable; for
example, social capital [27], learning processes [28],
health-related quality of life [29], and health care quality [30].
We posited that although a high-level summary of design and
development processes would not be able to capture nuances
within each project, it may nonetheless be valuable to be able
to capture information that would otherwise be difficult to
synthesize across diverse projects. Of the 390 included personal
health tools in our previous systematic review, 348 met our
prespecified criterion regarding sufficient information related
to the design and development processes, while the other 42
reported information only about their evaluation. Therefore, in
this study, using an existing structured data set describing the
design and development of 348 personal health tools, we aimed
to derive a measure of the user- or human-centeredness of the
design and development of personal health tools.
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Figure 1. User-centered design framework.

Methods

Validity Framework and Overall Approach
Guided by an established validity framework [31], we developed
and validated a measure using classical test theory. Classical
test theory is a set of concepts and methods developed over
decades [32-35] based on the earlier work of Spearman [36,37].
It posits that it is possible to develop items that each assess part
of a construct that we wish to measure but is not directly
observable; for example, patient-reported outcomes [38,39],
responsibility and cooperation in a group learning task [40], or,
in our case, the user-centeredness of a design and development
process. Classical test theory further posits that each item
captures part of what we wish to measure, plus error, and
assumes that the error is random. This means that as the number
of items increases, the overall error drops toward zero. Classical
test theory is simpler than other methods (eg, item response
theory, generalizability theory) and therefore satisfied the
criterion of parsimony, which refers to choosing the simplest
approach that meets one’s measurement and evaluation needs
[41].

The validity framework reflects consensus in the field of
measurement and evaluation about what indicates the validity
of a measure, particularly in domains such as education that
focus on assessment. Specifically, validity refers to the extent
to which evidence and theory support interpretations of the
score for its proposed use [31]. The validity framework therefore
proposes five ways in which a measure may or may not
demonstrate validity: its content validity, its response process,
its internal structure, its relationship to other variables, and the
consequences of the measure [31,42]. Because our aim was to
develop a new measure in an area with few metrics, our study
directly addresses the first three of these five. We discuss how

related and future research might inform the fourth and fifth
ways of assessing validity.

Content Validity
Content validity (point 1 in the validity framework [31]) refers
to how well items match the definition of a construct. To ensure
content validity of items, in our original systematic review, we
had used foundational literature [15,16,18,43-45]; held monthly
or bimonthly consultations in person and by teleconference over
the course of 2 years within our interdisciplinary group of
experts, including patients, caregivers, health professionals,
academic researchers, and other stakeholders; and consulted
with 15 additional experts outside the research team [13].
Discussions over the years of the project centered on the items
themselves as well as prioritization of items according to their
relevance within our conceptual framework.

Response Process
Response process (point 2 in the validity framework [31]) refers
to quality control when using a measure [42]. In our case, it is
the extent to which analysts are able to accurately and
consistently assign a value to each item in the measure. We had
refined the response process for each item through an iterative
process of data extraction and data validation. This included
consultation with 15 external experts and four rounds of pilot
data extraction and refinement of response processes across
randomly selected sets of five articles each time (total: 20
articles). We had also confirmed the accuracy of the extracted
data with the authors of the original articles included in the
systematic review and found very low rates of error [13].

Internal Structure
Internal structure (point 3 in the validity framework [31])
addresses to what extent items in a measure are coherent among
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themselves and conform to the construct on which the proposed
score interpretations are based. In our case, good internal
structure would indicate that although the items are distinct,
they are all measuring the same overall construct. We would
therefore be able to detect patterns reflecting this construct.
Specifically, processes that are more user-centered would score
higher, and processes that are less user-centered would score
lower. To assess this, we first identified which prioritized items
formed a positive definite matrix of tetrachoric correlations.
Tetrachoric correlations are similar to correlations between
continuous variables (eg, Pearson correlations) but instead
calculate correlations between dichotomous (ie, yes/no,
true/false) variables. A matrix can be thought of as something
like a table of numbers. A matrix of correlations is a square
matrix, meaning it has the same number of rows as columns,
in which any given row or column of the matrix represents a
vector made up of an item’s correlations with each of the other
items in the set. The diagonal of the matrix will contain values
of 1 because those cells represent each item’s correlation with
itself. Positive definite matrices are matrices that are able to be
inverted. For readers unfamiliar with matrix algebra, a useful
analogy may be that inversion is to matrices as division is to
numbers. Inversion is possible when the vectors (in our case,
vectors of tetrachoric correlations between potential items in
the measure) that make up the matrix are sufficiently
independent of each other. Matrix inversion is required to
conduct principal component analysis.

We identified the items to compose the set whose correlations
would make up the matrix by first rank ordering possible items
in the data set according to their priority in our conceptual
framework, using the expertise of our interdisciplinary team
(see the Patient Partnership section). We then built the matrix
in a stepwise fashion, adding items until the matrix of
correlations was no longer invertible. Then, based on classical
item analysis in which we required discrimination indices >0.2
[46-48], we formed a group of items with an acceptable value
of Kaiser’s measure of sampling adequacy (>0.6 [49]), meaning
that they share enough common variance to allow principal
component analysis. We then conducted this analysis with
Varimax rotation. Using the resultant scree plot and content
expertise based on our conceptual framework, we identified
components that explained sufficient variance in the data,
retaining items with loadings over 0.4 on at least one factor.
We also performed classical item analysis to assess the resultant
psychometric properties of the items in the measure. Finally,
we used confirmatory factor analysis with unweighted least
squares estimation to test our hypothesis of the existence of a
latent construct of user-centeredness explaining the variance in

the three components. In other words, we tested whether or not
our data suggested that the components we found in our analysis
shared a common root.

Applying the Measure Within the Data Set
We applied the resulting measure within the data set to examine
and compare scores for the two groups of projects within the
original study: patient decision aids, which could have been
developed in any way, and other personal health tools that
specifically described their design and development method as
user- or human-centered design. To explore potential changes
in design and development methods over time, we plotted scores
within the two groups according to the year of publication of
the first paper published about each project. To provide further
information about the distribution of scores within the data set
used to develop the measure, we calculated percentile ranks of
the scores within the data set, applying the definition of a
percentile rank that, for example, being in the 97th percentile
indicates that the score was higher than 96% of those tested
[50].

We conducted analyses in SAS, version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc)
and in R, version 3.3.2 (The R Foundation).

Patient Partnership
Patients and other stakeholders participated in every aspect of
the research for this project overall as members of the research
team. For the development of the measure, patient and caregiver
partners were most involved in the prioritization of items for
analysis.

Availability of Data and Materials
Data used in this study are available via Scholars Portal
Dataverse [51].

Results

Items Retained in the User-Centered Design 11-Item
Measure (UCD-11)
Out of 19 identified potential variables, we retained 11 items
in a three-factor structure explaining 68% of the variance in the
data, which refers to the variance within the 19 variables. The
Kaiser’s measure of sampling accuracy was 0.68, which is
considered acceptable [49]. Each item is binary and is scored
as either present or absent. Table 1 and Figure 2 show the 11
retained items and factor structure. The Cronbach alpha for all
11 items was .72, indicating acceptable internal consistency
[52].
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Table 1. Final measure with factor loadings.

FactorsExplanations and examplesItemsa

Other expert
involvement

Iterative respon-
siveness

Preprototype
involvement

——b0.82Such steps could include various forms of user research,
including formal or informal needs assessment, focus
groups, surveys, contextual inquiry, ethnographic obser-
vation of existing practices, literature review in which
users were involved in appraising and interpreting existing
literature, development of user groups, personas, user
profiles, tasks, or scenarios, or other activities

1. Were potential end users (eg, pa-
tients, caregivers, family and friends,
surrogates) involved in any steps to
help understand users (eg, who they
are, in what context might they use the
tool) and their needs?

——0.83Such steps could include storyboarding, reviewing the
draft design or content before starting to develop the tool,
and designing, developing, or refining a prototype

2. Were potential end users involved
in any steps of designing, developing,
and/or refining a prototype?

—0.78—Such steps could include feasibility testing, usability
testing with iterative prototypes, pilot testing, a random-
ized controlled trial of a final version of the tool, or other
activities

3. Were potential end users involved
in any steps intended to evaluate proto-
types or a final version of the tool?

—0.80—For example, they might be asked to voice their opinions
in a focus group, interview, survey, or through other
methods

4. Were potential end users asked their
opinions of the tool in any way?

—0.71—For example, they might be observed in a think-aloud
study, cognitive interviews, through passive observation,
logfiles, or other methods

5. Were potential end users observed
using the tool in any way?

—0.64—The definition of a cycle is that the team developed
something and showed it to at least one person outside
the team before making changes; each new cycle leads
to a version of the tool that has been revised in some small
or large way

6. Did the development process have
3 or more iterative cycles?

—0.87—For example, the team might have explicitly reported
them in a peer-reviewed paper or in a technical report. In
the case of rapid prototyping, such reporting could be,
for example, a list of design decisions made and the ratio-
nale for the decisions

7. Were changes between iterative cy-
cles explicitly reported in any way?

0.80——Health professionals could be any relevant professionals,
including physicians, nurses, allied health providers, etc.
These professionals are not members of the research team.
They provide care to people who are likely users of the
tool. Asking for their opinion means simply asking for
feedback, in contrast to, for example, observing their in-
teraction with the tool or assessing the impact of the tool
on health professionals’ behavior

8. Were health professionals asked their
opinion of the tool at any point?

0.75—0.49Consulting before the first prototype means consulting
prior to developing anything. This may include a variety
of consultation methods

9. Were health professionals consulted
before the first prototype was devel-
oped?

0.91——Consulting between initial and final prototypes means
some initial design of the tool was already created when
consulting with health professionals

10. Were health professionals consulted
between initial and final prototypes?

0.56——An expert panel is typically an advisory panel composed
of experts in areas relevant to the tool if such experts are
not already present on the research team (eg, plain lan-
guage experts, accessibility experts, designers, engineers,
industrial designers, digital security experts, etc). These
experts may be health professionals but not health profes-
sionals who would provide direct care to end users

11. Was an expert panel involved?

aAll items are scored as yes=1 and no=0. When assigning scores from written reports of projects, if an item is not reported as having been done, it is
scored as not having been done. The total score on the User-Centered Design 11-item scale (UCD-11) is the number of yes answers and therefore ranges
from 0 to 11.
bFactor loadings <0.40 are not shown. This is because loadings <0.40 indicate that the item does not contribute substantially to that factor.
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Figure 2. Items and scoring of the User-Centered Design 11-item measure (UCD-11).

The preprototype involvement factor included 2 items: (1)
whether prospective users (ie, patient, family, caregiver, or
surrogate users) were involved in steps that help tool developers
understand users, and (2) whether prospective users were
involved in the steps of prototype development. The iterative
responsiveness factor included 5 items: (3) whether prospective
users were asked for their opinions; (4) whether they were
observed using the tool; (5) whether they were involved in steps
intended to evaluate the tool; (6) whether the development
process had 3 or more iterative cycles; and (7) whether changes
between iterative cycles were explicitly reported. The other
expert involvement factor included 4 items: (8) whether health
professionals were asked for their opinion; (9) whether health
professionals were consulted before the first prototype was

developed; (10) whether health professionals were consulted
between initial and final prototypes; and (11) whether an expert
panel of nonusers was involved. As shown in Table 1, each of
the 11 items is formulated as a question that can be answered
by “yes” or “no,” and is assumed to be “no” if the item is not
reported. The score is the number of “yes” answers and therefore
ranges from 0 to 11.

Items Not Retained in UCD-11
The 8 items not retained due to a lack of sufficient explanation
of variance were whether or not: (1) the users involved were
currently dealing with the health situation, (2) a formal patient
organization was involved, (3) an advisory panel of users was
involved, (4) there were users who were formal members of the
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research team, (5) users were offered incentives or compensation
of any kind for their involvement (eg, cash, gift cards, payment
for parking), (6) people who were members of any vulnerable
population were explicitly involved [53], (7) users were recruited
using convenience sampling, and (8) users were recruited using
methods that one might use to recruit from populations that may
be harder to reach (eg, community centers, purposive sampling,
snowball sampling).

Classical Test Theory and Confirmatory Factor
Analysis Results
Classical item difficulty parameters ranged from 0.28 to 0.85
on a scale ranging from 0 to 1 and discrimination indices from
0.29 to 0.46, indicating good discriminating power [46-48].
This means that the items discriminate well between higher and
lower overall scores on the measure. Confirmatory factor
analysis demonstrated that a second-order model provided an
acceptable to good fit [54] (standardized root mean
residual=0.09; goodness of fit index=0.96; adjusted goodness
of fit index=0.94; normed fit index=0.93), supporting our
hypothesis of a latent construct of user-centeredness that
explains the three factors. This means that UCD-11 provides a

single score or a single number rather than multiple numbers,
and may therefore be used as a unidimensional measure. Had
we not observed a single latent construct, the measure would
have always needed to be reported with scores for each factor.

Scores Within the Data Set
As expected when applying a measure to the data set used to
develop it, scores within the data set were distributed across the
full range of possible scores (ie, 0 to 11). The median score was
6 out of a possible 11 (IQR 3-8) across all 348 projects. Median
scores were 5 out of a possible 11 (IQR 3-8) for the design and
development of patient decision aids, and 7 out of a possible
11 (IQR 5-8) for other personal health tools in which the authors
specifically described their design and development method as
user- or human-centered design. The 95% CI of the difference
in mean scores for patient decision aid projects compared to
projects that described their approach as user- or human-centered
design was (–1.5 to –0.3). Figure 3 shows scores over time
within the two groups. There were no discernable time trends
in UCD-11 scores.

Table 2 provides percentiles for each possible UCD-11 score
within the data set of 348 projects.

Figure 3. User-Centered Design 11-Item scale (UCD-11) scores by year of publication of the first paper describing a project. UCD refers to other
personal health tools explicitly naming user- or human-centered design as the guiding process. PtDA: patient decision aids.
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Table 2. Percentile ranks of the User-Centered Design 11-item scale (UCD-11) scores.

InterpretationPercentile rankUCD-11 score

The score is not higher than any other scores in the data set.0th0

The score is higher than 3% of scores in the data set.4th1

The score is higher than 7% of scores in the data set.8th2

The score is higher than 16% of scores in the data set.17th3

The score is higher than 26% of scores in the data set.27th4

The score is higher than 35% of scores in the data set.36th5

The score is higher than 48% of scores in the data set.49th6

The score is higher than 60% of scores in the data set.61st7

The score is higher than 73% of scores in the data set.74th8

The score is higher than 86% of scores in the data set.87th9

The score is higher than 94% of scores in the data set.95th10

The score is higher than 98% of scores in the data set.99th11

Discussion

Principal Results and Comparisons With Prior Work
Our study aimed to derive a measure of user-centeredness of
the design and development processes for personal health tools.
Applying a conceptual framework of user-centered design
allowed us to identify indicators of this construct and develop
an internally valid measure. This measure includes items that
address the involvement of users and health professionals at
every stage of a framework of user-centered design [14] as well
as the importance of designing and developing tools in iterative
cycles. Given the creative nature of design and development
and a wide range of possible tools, the items are high-level
assessments of whether or not particular aspects of involvement
were present or absent, not assessments of the quality of each
aspect.

To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first such validated
measure for health applications. Other broadly applicable
measures exist that assess the usability or ease of use of tools
(eg, the System Usability Scale [55,56]). However, this measure
assesses the quality of the resulting tool or system, not the
process of arriving at the end product. Process measures do
exist, for example, in software, consumer product development,
and information systems [57-59].

Barki and Hartwick [54] developed measures centered around
the design and development of information systems in
professional contexts, with items reported by users. The items
in their measures included “I was able to make changes to the
formalized agreement of work to be done during system
definition” and “I formally reviewed work done by Information
Systems/Data Processing staff during implementation.” Users
also indicated, for example, to what extent they felt the system
was needed or relevant to them. Our measure has some items
similar to the items in their user participation scale; however,
in our measure, users themselves do not need to indicate whether
or not a step occurred.

Kujala [58] offers a measure intended to assess the quality of
system specifications after these have been developed. Items
include “Customer or user requirements are completely defined”
and “The correctness of the requirements is checked with real
users,” assessed on a 4-point Likert scale, with responses ranging
from “disagree” to “agree.” This measure assesses the quality
of user research outputs, which should typically be generated
early in a project. In contrast, our measure offers a means of
measuring user involvement by the aspects of a design and
development process that were or were not done during the
entire process.

Subramanyam and colleagues [59] assessed user participation
in software development using data collected from time sheets
and surveys across 117 projects conducted over 4 years at a
large manufacturing firm. Projects often consisted of developing
manufacturing and supply chain software. They found that users
reported higher satisfaction in projects developing new software
when the demands on their time were lowest, whereas
developers reported higher satisfaction when users’ time spent
in the project was highest. Users in this case were employees
in the firm, who presumably had other work-related tasks to do
as well. Our measure differs from this approach in that we assess
involvement in a variety of steps as well as other factors (eg, 3
or more iterative cycles) rather than the total time spent by users.

In summary, our measure aligns somewhat with work from
other contexts to measure user-centeredness. The key difference
between our measure and previous measures is that ours assesses
the process of design and development rather than the quality
of the end product, is specific to the context of health-related
tools rather than that of information systems or more general
contexts, and may be reported or assessed by anyone with
sufficient knowledge of the design and development process
rather than requiring reporting by users. This latter difference
offers flexibility of administration and feasibility for assessing
the design and development of completed projects. However,
this also means that our measure does not capture the quality
of involvement, neither from the perspectives of those involved
nor in any sort of external way. Future research should compare
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the relationship—or lack thereof—between whether or not
specific steps occurred in a design and development process
and users’ perspectives on the quality of the design and
development process. We also suggest that future research
focused on the quality of the process might investigate how or
whether including experts in design improves the design and
development process and resulting tool. Previous research in
tools designed for clinicians has shown that including design
and human factors engineering experts generally increases the
quality of the tools, and also that the extent of improvement
varies considerably according to the individual expert [60].

In addition to the strengths of our study, the first external use
of our measure, conducted through advance provision of the
measure to colleagues, offered some additional promising
indications of its validity, specifically with respect to the fourth
and fifth items of the validity framework (relationship to other
variables and consequences of the measure) that were not
possible to assess in our study. Higgins and colleagues [61]
conducted a systematic review of 26 electronic tools for
managing children’s pain. They aimed to investigate the
characteristics of tools still available for patients and families
to use versus those that were no longer in use. They found that
higher UCD-11 scores were associated with the tools still being
available for use after the grant and project had ended [61].

Although case reports suggest that involving users in the design
and development of health-related tools can lead to more usable,
accepted, or effective tools [62,63], and, as mentioned above,
emerging evidence suggests that higher scores on our measure
are associated with more sustained availability of tools [61],
we lack definitive evidence about the extent to which increasing
user-centeredness may improve tools. It may be that there is a
point beyond which it is either not feasible or not a good use of
limited time and resources to increase involvement. For these
reasons, UCD-11 should be considered descriptive, not
normative.

Limitations
Our study has two main limitations. First, our data came from
published reports, not direct capture of design and development
processes. Although we have reason to believe the data are of
high quality given our rigorous data validation and low rates of
error [13], data from a systematic review of this nature may not
contain full details of design and development processes. We
chose to use these data because we believed they might offer
valuable insights across hundreds of projects. Another research
team might choose to draft a list of items from scratch, seek to
apply them to new design processes, and validate a measure
that way, one project at a time. Second, because our largest data

source came from reports of the design and development of
patient decision aids, our findings may be overly influenced by
practices in the field of shared decision making and patient
decision aids. We believe that this focus is appropriate for
increasing user-centeredness in the context of health care. Shared
decision making has been noted as “the pinnacle of
patient-centered care” [64] and patient-centered care has been
defined as “care that is respectful of and responsive to individual
patient preferences, needs, and values,” such that, “patient values
guide all clinical decisions” [65], a definition that aligns
precisely with the goals of shared decision making [66].
However, it is possible that, because patient decision aids are
intended to be used to complement consultation with a health
professional, this focus in our data may have led to overemphasis
on the role of health professionals in developing tools for use
by people outside the health system.

Using UCD-11
Our goal in developing UCD-11 was to offer a straightforward,
descriptive measure that can be used by teams as part of
reporting their own processes or alternatively by researchers
who may apply it to written reports of design and development
processes. UCD-11 is intended as a complement to—not a
replacement for—detailed descriptions of the design and
development processes of personal health tools and is intended
to be applied at the end of a project. As stated earlier, it is a
descriptive, not normative, measure. Although Higgins and
colleagues [61] offered evidence that higher UCD-11 scores
are associated with positive implementation outcomes of a
personal health tool, we do not have evidence that higher scores
necessarily indicate higher-quality design and development
processes.

Conclusions
Using a framework of user-centered design synthesized from
foundational literature, we were able to derive UCD-11, an
internally valid descriptive measure of the user-centeredness of
the design and development processes of personal health tools.
This measure offers a structured way to consider design and
development methods (eg, co-design) when creating tools with
and for patients and caregivers. Through measurement and
reporting, this measure can help collect evidence about user
involvement in order that future research might better specify
how we can make the best possible use of the time and effort
of all people involved in design and development. We hope this
measure will help generate structured data toward this goal and
help foster more creation of tools that are adapted to the people
who will use them, rather than requiring people to adapt to the
tools.
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Abstract

Background: Skill training in nursing education has been highly dependent on self-training because of Korea’s high student-faculty
ratio. Students tend to have a passive attitude in self-practice, and it is hard to expect effective learning outcomes with traditional
checklist-dependent self-practice. Smart glasses have a high potential to assist nursing students with timely information, and a
hands-free device does not interrupt performance.

Objective: This study aimed to develop a smart glass–based nursing skill training program and evaluate its usability and
feasibility for the implementation of self-practice.

Methods: We conducted a usability and feasibility study with 30 undergraduate nursing students during a 2-hour open lab for
self-practice of core nursing skills, wearing smart glasses for visualized guidance. The usability test was conducted using a 16-item
self-reporting questionnaire and 7 open-ended questions. Learning satisfaction was assessed using a 7-item questionnaire. The
number of practice sessions was recorded, and perceived competency in core nursing skills was measured before and after the
intervention. At the final evaluation, performance accuracy and time consumed for completion were recorded.

Results: Smart glass–assisted self-practice of nursing skills was perceived as helpful, convenient, and interesting. Participants
reported improved recollection of sequences of skills, and perceived competency was significantly improved. Several issues were
raised by participants regarding smart glasses, including small screen size, touch sensors, fogged lenses with masks, heaviness,
and heat after a period of time.

Conclusions: Smart glasses have the potential to assist self-practice, providing timely information at students’ own paces.
Having both hands free from holding a device, participants reported the convenience of learning as they could practice and view
the information simultaneously. Further revision correcting reported issues would improve the applicability of smart glasses in
other areas of nursing education.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24313)   doi:10.2196/24313
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Introduction

Advancements in life science and biotechnology have
transformed the hospital environment, and the need for qualified
health professionals has never been higher [1]. In most countries,
nurses comprise the largest proportion of the hospital workforce;
thus, nurse staffing with a sufficient number of skilled nurses
is essential for quality care [2]. It is the responsibility of nursing
schools at the undergraduate level to ensure quality care and
patient safety with a well-organized curriculum. Practical
training is as necessary as theoretical nursing education, and
the importance of nursing skill training has been well recognized
[3].

Acquisition of mastery in clinical nursing skills not only
improves the overall quality of patient care, but also leads to a
successful and confident nursing career [4]. Given the growing
need for better assurance of practical ability, the Korean
Accreditation Board of Nursing Education (KABONE) [5]
identified 20 core nursing skills in which nursing students are
expected to attain a good level of performance in their
accreditation process [6]. Although performance exams have
been widely implemented in other licensure examinations and
for nurse licensure in other countries such as Canada [7], nursing
education in Korea has fully relied on self-practice.

Regardless of the importance of skill training, challenges exist
for running educational training programs in Korea. Schools
lack the ability to accommodate necessary training because of
high student-teacher ratios, so self-practice has been introduced
as an alternative method for nursing skill training [8,9].
Considering the insufficient coaching and supervision,
educational strategies are needed to improve the effectiveness
and efficacy of this self-practice.

At present, students use a written checklist for self-practice,
which provides text-based descriptions for each step. However,
using these checklists without proper instruction from lecturers
means that there is a high risk that students will misconduct
their self-practice and repeat wrong performances. Prior studies
have indicated that text alone is limited in delivering messages
clearly when it contains complex issues [10,11]. The use of an
image, which may be worth a thousand words [12], can make
complex processes visible, which could effectively reduce the
cognitive load involved in acquisition of skills [13]. Knowing
that precise step-by-step implementation is essential, both
comprehensive understanding and perfect memorization of each
step would ensure excellent skill performance.

Visualization can be an effective solution, and its value for
better learning engagement and active learning has been used
recognized in education [14]. A benefit of visual representation
is that a complicated process can be memorized more easily
with graphically illustrated essential concepts. Currently, there
has been a growing interest in using extended reality (XR)
technology for training health care professionals [15]. With
improvements in technology involving wearable devices, such
as smart glasses, XR has been applied in many health care
training programs [16-19]. The findings of these studies showed
promising outcomes as effective alternatives to traditional
educational programs. XR technology allows for new learning

experiences via superimposition of holographic visualization
on what users see in the real world.

Previous studies found passive attitudes among students
participating in self-training programs, leading to a lack of
competency in future nursing practice [10,20]. Furthermore,
knowing that the training was insufficient, students lacked
competency after completion of this unattended training, causing
them anxiety and stress in nursing practice. XR technologies
could be a solution, effectively assisting students’ self-training
so that students are more likely to perceive that self-training is
well structured and of high quality. In addition, the burden on
faculty members to provide individual guidance can be
alleviated because instant correction, where students reflect on
timely information provided by smart glasses, is possible.
Effective delivery of visualized education materials via an XR
device could potentiate the learning experience without
excessive consumption of educational manpower for
supervision.

Along with visualization, timely information facilitates skill
acquisition and completion. It is necessary to provide the
experience of performing a true-to-life working process [21].
In addition, interacting with advanced technology could facilitate
students’ motivation for self-practice. Previous studies showed
that higher levels of attention and better learning engagement
were achieved when implementing XR in education [22-24].
Using smart glasses enhances users’engagement in performance
[25]. Smart glasses improve the efficiency of practice, helping
students master each skill with timely information without
compromising performance. For complex skills, favorable
consequences are expected to be higher, allowing students to
experience a sense of accomplishment, completing exercises in
a perfect manner, which would lead to improved competency
in core nursing skills.

Smart glasses using augmented reality (AR) have previously
been applied to support nursing care activities (eg, wound care
management, mass casualty triage classification, and central
line placement) [26]. These studies mostly focused on ease of
obtaining knowledge and advanced features assisting the smart
glasses’ performance. The positive implications of using smart
glasses to assist in nursing activities were assured. The purpose
of our study was to test the feasibility and usability of
implementing a core nursing skill training program that
combined visualization and XR technology for undergraduate
nursing students. We hypothesized that a smart glass–based
nursing skill training program would not only assist practice
but also induce active engagement of students into self-training.

Methods

Design of Graphical Images for Screens
We developed an XR image guide training program for 2 core
nursing skills, specifically, blood transfusion and intradermal
injection administration. Of the 20 core nursing skills listed,
these 2 skills were randomly chosen from those ranked high in
difficulty level, classified by KABONE according to the
procedures’ complexity. The numerous steps of these skills
were split into several graphical images to be displayed on smart
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glasses. Each graphical image transposed to the smart glasses
paralleled the text information in the original checklists. The
contents of the XR image guide training program are shown in
Table 1. The contents were developed and revised several times,
considering conciseness and adequacy, which involved expert
review by a team of 3 nursing faculty members (2 experts in
fundamental nursing and 1 in nursing informatics) and user
evaluation by nursing students. Students who participated in
this user evaluation were asked whether the meaning was well

delivered and could be recognized at a glance without
misunderstanding the graphical image. The image was drawn
as concisely as possible because of the small capacity of the
screen within smart glasses. The conformity between the final
version of the graphical image and text information in the
checklists was reviewed by 2 professors who had more than 5
years of teaching experience in the fundamental nursing
curriculum.

Table 1. Description of core nursing skills for smart glass–based self-practice.

Necessary equipment and suppliesCore taskSteps, nItem

Number of items: 18

Manikin, blood product, alcohol swab, 3-way stopcock,

gloves, IVa pole, tray, watch with a second hand, stetho-
scope, sphygmomanometer, thermometer, kidney basin,
recording paper, letter of consent, document needs sign,
containers for general medical and damageable waste, and
hand sanitizer.

1. Preparing equipment and supplies.

2. Connecting blood product and injecting at right
rate.

3. Noticing and warning for possible side effects.

4. Recording the nursing practice and patients’
conditions.

23Blood transfusion

Number of items: 12

Prescription, two 1-ml & 5-ml syringes, alcohol swab,
manikin, vial, ampoule of normal saline, tray, recording
paper, containers for general medical and damageable
waste, and hand sanitizer.

1. Preparing equipment and supplies.

2. Making diluted solution for AST.b

3. Administering of intradermal injection

4. Reading the results of skin test.

27Administration of
intradermal injection

aIV: intravenous.
bAST: antibiotic skin test.

Preparation for User Study With a Smart Glass–Based
Self-Training Program
A group of 5 students was given 2 hours of self-training and
shared 2 Vuzix smart glasses. Students were encouraged to use
the smart glasses at least once, with scheduled turns for the first
use. According to KABONE, the estimated time to complete
each skill was 10 minutes [5]. Before the beginning of their
practice, brief instructions regarding how to operate the smart
glasses (eg, content of the screen, how to find an item in the
menu, turning to the next image) were provided, and individual

students were given opportunities to wear the glasses and
practice for about 5 minutes. After 2 hours of self-training, a
performance test regarding accuracy and proficiency was
conducted by an educator who had more than 5 years of
experience in nursing education. During the test, the time for
performance completion was measured by a research assistant.

Each image slide consists of 2 or 3 zones (Figure 1): (1) heading
with sequence of the present step, (2) symbols and pictures
representing the required performance in the present step, and
(3) warning text that a step needs extra caution (when
necessary).
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Figure 1. Composition and contents of smart glass displays.

The graphical images appeared in the order of actions following
the sequence of the original text-based checklists. The 2 core
skills of blood transfusion and intradermal injection
administration were adapted to 23 and 27 screens, respectively
(Figures S1 and S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1).

Implementation of Our Smart Glass Application and
Interface Design
The Vuzix Blade has a display only in the right eye, the display
size is 480 × 853, and the shape of the display is a square.
Vuzix’s appearance is similar to that of ordinary glasses, and
it supports voice recognition and touchpads. It supports
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi networks and has a camera attached to
take photos and videos or engage in remote collaboration. It is
a stand-alone device that weighs 93.6 g and does not require
additional equipment. It has a screen saver, so users can use it
like a transparent glass in normal times and turn on the display
when they need information. The Vuzix Blade currently runs
Android 5.1, which supports application programming interface
(API) 22 for the target API. Developers can develop the software
using Java or Kotlin using Android Studio. Differences from
general Android programming include the voice recognition
API, touch interface API, and heads-up display API for graphical
user interface [27].

We set up our device as an always-on display. In general, smart
glass displays are on-demand displays that turn off the screen
after a certain period to save power. When information is only
available for a short time upon request, job performance declines
because of psychological pressure [28]. If the students had to
touch the touchpad or call a voice command every time they
requested information, it would waste their time, and they could
become exhausted by simple repetitive tasks. Thus, we turned
off the screen saver and kept the display on while the students
practiced.

The Vuzix Blade allows user interface elements to be navigated
with simple left/right/up/down navigation. The menu is
expressed in a square shape at the bottom of the screen. Students
can select a submenu by swiping and tapping the touchpad.
When a student chooses a submenu, the corresponding image
is displayed. We implemented a simple input method to reduce
malfunctioning when students use the touchpad. When selecting
a task in the list, they are only allowed to use the left/right swipe
and one-finger tap. When flipping the slide, only left/right
swipes were permitted. It was originally set up to swipe when
moving to the upper menu, but we assigned a two-finger tap
for moving to the upper menu.

Usability Test
Seventeen items were used for the quantitative usability test.
Items were developed based on previous studies in which
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relevant items were selected and revised to be aligned with the
purpose and methodology of this study. The study participants
reported perceived usefulness items and ease of use items on
5-point scales, from strongly disagree (1 point) to strongly agree
(5 points).

Learning Satisfaction
Level of satisfaction was assessed using 7 questions rated on a
scale of 1 (strongly disagree) to 10 (strongly agree). Developed
by Ji and Chung [29], questions were modified to fit the nursing
education program best. With a maximum score of 70, a higher
score indicates greater satisfaction with the education program.

Nursing Competency
Levels of perceived competency on 2 core nursing skills
(administration of intradermal injection and transfusion) were
assessed using a 10-point Likert scale. Developed by Han, Cho,
and Won [30], a higher score indicates a greater level of
competency for each skill.

Observation Data
During the 2-hour self-practice program, the overall number of
practice attempts and number of practice attempts wearing smart
glasses were observed and recorded by a research assistant.
Developed by KABONE, a standardized checklist was used to
measure the performance of 2 nursing skills (administration of
intradermal injection and transfusion). The checklist consists
of procedures of each skill, from preparing materials to writing
nursing records after completion of skills. Scoring ranged from
0 to 100; a higher score indicates more accurate and precise
performance without mistakes or omitted steps. At the nursing
skill performance examination, individuals’ time spent on
performance completion was measured and recorded by a
research assistant.

Qualitative Responses
Seven qualitative questionnaires were used to obtain
comprehensive and detailed information about students’
experiences using smart glasses for core skill nursing training.
The questionnaire included the following: (1) How did you find

the smart glass–based training in general? (2) Was this program
easy to use? Did you need additional instructions? (3) Was there
any content causing confusion or difficulties? (4) Did you
experience any difficulties while operating smart glasses? (5)
Do you think it will be helpful for your future clinical practice?
If so, how? (6) Would you make any recommendations that are
needed to improve this training program? (7) If you have any
other comments regarding this smart glass–based training
program, feel free to add them.

Ethical Considerations
The application of smart glass–based core nursing training for
undergraduate nursing students was approved by the institutional
review board (IRB no. MNUIRB-200326-BM-004-02) at a
national university in Korea. Informed consent was obtained
prior to obtaining the pretest data, and participants were told
that they could stop participating anytime they wanted.

Statistical Analysis
Quantitative statistical data analysis was conducted using SPSS
(version 25.0; IBM Corp). Mean, SD, frequency, and percentage
were calculated for the demographic data, observation data,
usability, and learning satisfaction survey. Paired 2-tailed t tests
were used to compare outcome measures preintervention and
postintervention, and an independent t test was conducted to
identify between-groups differences. Pearson correlation
analysis was conducted to determine the association between
variables. For the qualitative data, all responses were reviewed
and coded to identify common themes that were frequently
reported.

Results

Quantitative Findings
The mean age of the study participants was 22.70 years, and
63% (19/30) were female. Approximately two-thirds of
participants (22/30, 73%) reported possessing a moderate level
of competency in core nursing skills, and approximately 1 in
10 (3/28, 11%) had previous experience with AR (Table 2).
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Table 2. Demographic characteristics of study participants (N=30).

ValueCharacteristics

22.70 (1.39)Age (years), mean (SD)

Gender, n (%)

11 (37)Male

19 (63)Female

Academic grade, n (%)

4 (13)Good

18 (60)Fair

8 (27)Poor

Satisfaction with clinical placement, n (%)

21 (70)High

9 (30)Moderate

0 (0)Low

Core nursing skill competency, n (%)

8 (27)Good

22 (73)Fair

0 (0)Poor

Previous experience with augmented reality, n (%)

3 (11)Yes

25 (89)No

Participants were given 2 hours of open lab for self-practice of
2 core nursing skills. The number of practice attempts varied
between 5 and 9. Full usage of the smart glasses during the

self-practice open lab was observed and recorded. Participants
used smart glasses in their practice as little as 2 and as many as
6 times (Table 3).

Table 3. Number of practice attempts and smart glass use.

Mean (SD)RangeCategories

Practice attempts (total), n

3.30 (0.952)2-6Blood transfusion

3.73 (0.944)2-5Administration of intradermal injection

7.03 (1.25)5-9Total

Practice attempts wearing smart glasses, n

1.83 (0.747)0-3Blood transfusion

1.70 (0.651)0-3Administration of intradermal injection

3.53 (0.973)2-6Total

Regarding self-reported usability of the smart glass–based
self-practice program, the highest score was obtained for
question 11 (perceived interest) with a mean of 9.50 (SD 0.86).

Question 5 (screen resolution) scored the lowest with a mean
of 7.20 (SD 2.02). The degree of difficulties experienced with
devices was rated with a mean of 3.83 (SD 2.73) (Table 4).
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Table 4. Results of 16-item usability test (N=30).

Usability, mean (SD)RangeItem

Ease of use

8.10 (1.58)3-101. How convenient do you think the smart glass–based core nursing education program is?

8.77 (1.46)5-102. Was the initial education regarding the device and usage appropriate?

7.27 (2.26)3-103. Was the text information presented on the screen easy to read?

8.17 (1.90)4-104. Was the picture information presented on the screen clearly understood?

7.20 (2.02)4-105. Was the resolution of the screen good?

3.83 (2.73)1-106. Did you have any difficulties because of errors that occurred during the performance?

8.63 (1.22)5-107. Was the progression speed adequate?

8.53 (1.85)3-108. Was the location of the information on the smart glass appropriate? Consistent? Easy to see?

8.40 (1.48)6-109. Was it convenient to operate the smart glass?

Usefulness

9.07 (1.05)6-1010. Did the pictures and text information shown help you perform core basic nursing skills?

9.50 (0.86)7-1011. Was this type of educational program interesting?

8.90 (1.21)6-1012. Did you expect better scores using the smart glass training program?

8.77 (1.48)5-1013. Did you have a better understanding of core basic nursing techniques using augmented reality?

8.70 (2.00)3-1014. Would you recommend the smart glass–based core nursing education program to other friends?

8.77 (1.61)4-1015. Do you think smart glass core nursing education will be useful in clinical practice in the future?

8.87 (1.57)5-1016. Are you willing to use a smart glass for other core nursing skills in the future?

The overall score for learning satisfaction was 9.00 (SD 0.72).
The participants gave the highest rating to “It was an interesting
learning experience” (mean 9.60, SD 0.68) and the lowest rating

to “It was more effective than lecturer-based education” (mean
7.43, SD 1.81) (Table 5).

Table 5. Results of 7-item learning satisfaction score (N=30).

Mean (SD)RangeItem

9.60 (0.68)8-101. It was an interesting learning experience.

9.30 (0.88)7-102. Educational goals of this program were well-achieved.

9.47 (0.73)8-103. It was a meaningful learning experience.

7.43 (1.81)3-104. It was more effective than lecturer-based education.

9.27 (0.91)7-105. I actively engaged in learning.

9.23 (0.90)7-106. I felt satisfied with the educational program overall.

8.73 (1.46)3-107. I hope to use this educational program for other subjects.

9.00 (0.72)N/AaLearning satisfaction score (total)

aN/A: not applicable.

Paired 2-tailed t tests were used to analyze differences between
preintervention and postintervention competency of students
on 2 nursing skills. Statistically significant improvement was

achieved in both the skills after intervention (P<.001) as mean
scores increased from 7.23 (SD 1.17) to 8.90 (SD 0.85) and
6.17 (SD 1.64) to 8.50 (SD 0.97), respectively (Table 6).
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Table 6. Perceived competency in nursing skills before and after smart glass–based self-practice (N=30).

P valuet test (df)Mean (SD)Item, time

<.001−6.53 (29)Administration of intradermal injection

7.23 (1.17)Pre

8.90 (0.85)Post

<.001−7.00 (29)Blood transfusion

6.17 (1.64)Pre

8.50 (0.97)Post

The Pearson correlation test was conducted and identified
statistically significant negative correlations between the number
of practice attempts wearing smart glasses and performance
time (r=−0.666, P<.001). There was a statistically significant
positive correlation between the number of practice attempts
wearing smart glasses and learning satisfaction (r=0.404, P=.03)
(Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1). An independent t test
revealed statistically significant gender differences for usability
scores (ease of use, P=.049) and previous experience with
devices (ease of use, P=.02; usefulness, P=.002) (Table S2 in
Multimedia Appendix 1).

Qualitative Findings

Overall Experience of the Smart Glass–Based Skill
Training Program
In general, the majority of students found smart glass–based
skill training interesting (13/30, 43%) and convenient (8/30,
27%). About one in three participants (8/30, 27%) did not find
significant benefits of using smart glasses for self-practice, and
one participant reported, “It was interesting at first, but previous
text based learning fits better for me.” Resistance to learning
new technology was revealed, with participants saying, “I think
I had to make more effort to learn about the devices.”

With regard to smart glasses, a large number of participants
reported some degree of discomfort. There were touch
sensor–related issues (9/30, 30%), specifically, “The touch
sensor was too sensitive.” Others complained about the smart
glass screen, and participants said, “Small sized text and low
resolution caused eyestrain.”

Generally, participants responded that this smart glass–based
self-training has educational benefits. Some participants found
increased engagement in learning with new technology, saying
“I was fascinated by the smart glasses and practice became more
interesting using it.” Participants responded to the effectiveness
of visualized information, improving their memory of
educational content (n=7). Moreover, timely provision of
information was found to have significant positive benefits
(n=8): “Assisted by timely provided information, accurate and
seamless practice was ensured using smart glasses.”

Perceived Easiness
Overall, the participants considered smart glass–based training
to be very intuitive. Two out of three (20/30, 67%) reported
immediate adaptation to smart glasses, with one participant
saying “It was quite straightforward, I figured out how it works
right away.” One-third of participants expressed the need for

additional instructions, with one saying “I got confused with
device, especially the touch pad on the glasses did not make
sense for me.”

Recommendations
Several participants provided feedback regarding areas that
needed further improvement. In terms of the smart glasses,
participants raised the following issues: (1) touch sensor not
working properly while wearing latex gloves, (2) glasses easily
fogging while wearing a mask, (3) pain of double-layering
glasses for people with poor eyesight, and (4) discomfort due
to heavy weight and heat after a period of time (about 15
minutes). Regarding the training program content, participants
reported tediousness of the simple text and image, saying “I
expected something more entertaining like games.”

Discussion

Principal Findings
We explored the perceived usability and feasibility of smart
glass–based self-practice among undergraduate nursing students.
In general, the findings indicate that the participants had a
greater degree of interest in this new device. Although some
participants showed resistance to learning about the device,
most students were pleased with having new educational
methods to assist in their self-practice. This is closely linked to
the characteristics of the study population. Recent advances in
computing technology have transformed education, and the
current generation is accustomed to this continuous change [26].

The findings of this study revealed the positive effects of smart
glasses on engaging students in self-practice. Like self-practice,
where an active learning attitude is essential, smart glasses could
certainly provide a learner-centered education platform, allowing
learning at an individual’s own pace without restrictions of time
and supervisors [31]. This learner-centered approach enables
students to make the best use of learning materials. As a matter
of fact, participants who showed high levels of learning
satisfaction used the smart glasses more frequently. This
indicates that active participation is closely linked to the
attractiveness of education strategies, which would eventually
lead to learning satisfaction. Knowing that implementation of
smart glasses induced students’ interest in skill practice,
thoughtful consideration is required for nursing faculty
members, who should make efforts to identify applicable areas
where this technology can be used.
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The findings of this study indicate greater improvement in
perceived competency of performing blood transfusions. One
possible explanation is variability in individual skills. Blood
transfusion requires not only skillful performance but also
complex procedures that involve multiple confirmation process
(eg, physicians’ orders, blood continuants, lab examination
results, monitoring patients for side effects) [32] that frequently
cause low levels of competency among undergraduate nursing
students. Thus, by following guidance provided via smart
glasses, students may find the tasks easier to complete. In
addition, students would be better equipped with more complete
knowledge regarding the step-by-step processes of blood
transfusion, leading to increased competency.

In terms of number of uses, there was a positive correlation with
learning satisfaction and a negative correlation with time
consumed on performance completion. In addition, participants
responded to educational benefits, as a timely graphical image
assisted in improving their memory of the correct sequences.
This suggests that the use of smart glasses has great potential
to boost students’ abilities for task completion. This is in line
with previous studies on AR smart glasses, which assist health
professionals in enabling simultaneous performance of multiple
tasks [28,33]. One possible explanation is better cognitive
performance due to greater efficacy in information confirmation
provided via the glass screen and easy recollection of
graphic-based guidance. Similarly, fast-tracking (shortening)
the link between knowledge acquisition and actual practice or
even tightly coupling them concurrently could expand
individuals’ existing abilities. Although usage frequency is
closely related to students’preferences for this kind of learning,
cumulative evidence would easily induce active engagement.

Several responses involved feedback that needs further
consideration for the use of smart glasses to practice skills in
nursing education, including low resolution, lack of visibility
due to small-sized text, light smudging, perceived heaviness,
severe condensation when wearing masks, and pain and
discomfort for users wearing eyeglasses. Smart glasses have
been considered for clinical implementation such as medical
remote collaboration; thus, this is crucial information for future
studies. Tasks are (1) determining the optimal size of text for
users with poor eyesight, (2) identifying colors that cause light
smudging, and (3) comparing and selecting smart glasses that
are less likely to cause these issues. For example, the recently
developed Google Glass may overcome some of these
drawbacks with its advanced display, customizable hard case
(lighter version without lenses or version with a thicker and
solid frame), and lightweight form factor [34].

Findings of learning satisfaction outcomes revealed relatively
lower scores on the item: “It was more effective than
lecturer-based education.” This indicates a limitation of the
smart glass–based self-practice program. Although students’
practice was assisted by the smart glasses, it could not
sufficiently replace lecturer-based education. This implies the
need for additional strategies to meet the educational needs of
nursing skill training. Integration of prior educational strategies
could effectively reinforce the current version of smart
glass–based education.

The diverse features of smart glasses would more effectively
replace previous strategies used for self-practice in nursing
education. First, self-practice with video recording with
self-feedback or peer feedback, the effectiveness of which was
well established in a previous review study [35], could well be
administered using smart glasses in a simpler and more
convenient manner. Second, a demonstration from the lecturer
can also be delivered via a smart glass guidance system.
Inserting recorded videos or a series of photos in a GIF for
demonstration could well guide students’ acquisition of nursing
skills. Lastly, consideration for aligning procedural steps with
multimodal feedback, such as notification timer, sound, and
vibration effect, is needed. There is evidence that gamification
contributes to teaching and learning in nursing education [36],
and these features have a high potential to immerse learners in
self-training.

We conducted further statistical analysis (Tables S1 and S2 in
Multimedia Appendix 1) to identify the potential influence of
various user characteristics such as age, gender, and previous
experience with devices. Interestingly, female participants and
participants with no previous experience with AR devices
reported better usability of the current smart glass–based training
program. Previously, males were believed to be more willing
to use and adapt more quickly to new technologies [37], while
other studies observed no gender differences [38,39]. The
findings of this study partially align with those of a recent study
by Drin, Alamaki, and Soumala [40], which reported greater
interest among females toward new technology. Novelty effects
might be related to the lower usability scores of participants
with previous experience; this may be related to prior experience
negatively affecting attitudes toward the present experience
[41]. Another possible explanation is that students’ perceptions
of the current smart glass–based training program might be
influenced by their perception of the program itself. Since this
study was intended to promote self-practice for nursing skills,
a passive attitude toward training was reflected. Regardless of
gender, age, and previous device experience, students’
willingness and active attitude result in greater educational
benefits. Further investigation regarding influencing factors on
the user’s perception toward smart glasses and their applications
for education would offer a more comprehensive understanding
for future developers.

Limitations
This study was not without limitations. First, although this was
a pilot study focusing on usability and feasibility, the small
sample size restricted the interpretation of some of the results.
In addition, it is not possible to fully elucidate the effectiveness
of the smart glass–based training program. Examining usability
and feasibility, we did not thoroughly compare the effectiveness
of the smart glass–based training program to other existing
training programs that are prevalent in nursing education (eg,
smartphone video recording of self-practice). Given the finding
from this study that smart glasses can be a useful education
strategy, more thoroughly demonstrating the effectiveness with
future research would encourage faculties to actively incorporate
such devices into their education plans. Lastly, it is questionable
whether the Vuzix Blade is the best device for nursing skills
training, as new smart glasses are continuously released in this
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growing market. Thus, future research using a variety of smart
glasses with differing specifications that reflect factors that
caused discomfort and inconvenience in this study would offer
valuable information for educators considering the use of smart
glasses. Employing and comparing various AR presentation
types (eg, 3D content, data visualization, virtual characters) and
AR augmentation techniques (eg, multimodal, physical
feedback, sound augmentation) are worthy of further
investigation to elucidate optimal smart glasses–based practices.

Conclusion
The findings of this study suggest the use of smart glasses was
a useful educational strategy for assisting self-practice of skills

in nursing education. Given the benefits of timely information
and hands-free operation (hands free from holding a device),
participants reported positive experiences in general, including
a high level of interest and appreciation for the convenience of
this training program. Participants who had favorable views of
this technology-enhanced education were more likely to report
greater learning satisfaction, which shows great potential in
transforming a previously passive attitude to an active one.
Future revision reflecting the feedback from this study would
effectively foster a high level of skill competency among
undergraduate nursing students, engaging students in active
learning and reducing the burden on faculty members.
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Abstract

Background: Standardized patients (SPs) have been one of the popular assessment methods in clinical teaching for decades,
although they are resource intensive. Nowadays, simulated virtual patients (VPs) are increasingly used because they are permanently
available and fully scalable to a large audience. However, empirical studies comparing the differential effects of these assessment
methods are lacking. Similarly, the relationships between key variables associated with diagnostic competences (ie, diagnostic
accuracy and evidence generation) in these assessment methods still require further research.

Objective: The aim of this study is to compare perceived authenticity, cognitive load, and diagnostic competences in
performance-based assessment using SPs and VPs. This study also aims to examine the relationships of perceived authenticity,
cognitive load, and quality of evidence generation with diagnostic accuracy.

Methods: We conducted an experimental study with 86 medical students (mean 26.03 years, SD 4.71) focusing on history
taking in dyspnea cases. Participants solved three cases with SPs and three cases with VPs in this repeated measures study. After
each case, students provided a diagnosis and rated perceived authenticity and cognitive load. The provided diagnosis was scored
in terms of diagnostic accuracy; the questions asked by the medical students were rated with respect to their quality of evidence
generation. In addition to regular null hypothesis testing, this study used equivalence testing to investigate the absence of meaningful
effects.

Results: Perceived authenticity (1-tailed t81=11.12; P<.001) was higher for SPs than for VPs. The correlation between diagnostic
accuracy and perceived authenticity was very small (r=0.05) and neither equivalent (P=.09) nor statistically significant (P=.32).
Cognitive load was equivalent in both assessment methods (t82=2.81; P=.003). Intrinsic cognitive load (1-tailed r=−0.30; P=.003)
and extraneous load (1-tailed r=−0.29; P=.003) correlated negatively with the combined score for diagnostic accuracy. The quality
of evidence generation was positively related to diagnostic accuracy for VPs (1-tailed r=0.38; P<.001); this finding did not hold
for SPs (1-tailed r=0.05; P=.32). Comparing both assessment methods with each other, diagnostic accuracy was higher for SPs
than for VPs (2-tailed t85=2.49; P=.01).

Conclusions: The results on perceived authenticity demonstrate that learners experience SPs as more authentic than VPs. As
higher amounts of intrinsic and extraneous cognitive loads are detrimental to performance, both types of cognitive load must be
monitored and manipulated systematically in the assessment. Diagnostic accuracy was higher for SPs than for VPs, which could
potentially negatively affect students’ grades with VPs. We identify and discuss possible reasons for this performance difference
between both assessment methods.
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Introduction

Performance-Based Assessment With Standardized
Patients and Virtual Patients
Since the turn of the millennium, performance-based assessment
has become a mandatory part of medical licensure examinations
in various countries [1], complementing traditional assessment
formats, such as text vignettes, with methods including
standardized patients (SPs) and simulated virtual patients (VPs).
SPs have been used for performance-based assessment in health
care since the 1960s [2]. However, VPs have only recently
become more widely employed in this domain [3].

The term SPs refers to (trained) actors or real former patients
who act as if they display symptoms of a disease [4]. Usually,
students encounter several SPs in assessment settings to reliably
measure clinical variety [5]. Performance is then scored by a
trained faculty member or the SPs themselves using a rating
scheme. Although we will elaborate on the specific features
used for this assessment method later, it should be noted here
that organizing an assessment with SPs is relatively resource
intensive [6].

VPs are a type of computer simulation and typically include an
authentic model of a real-world situation that can be manipulated
by the participant [7]. VPs can use avatars or realistic videos
with SPs as stimuli and offer varying degrees of interaction [8].
Moreover, assessment through VPs can take place automatically,
and a recent study showed that such an automatic assessment
corresponds well to ratings from clinician-educators [9]. The
production of authentic VPs can frequently produce considerable
costs above $10,000 [10]. Although the initial production of
VPs is often more resource intensive than organizing SPs, this
assessment method is then permanently available and fully
scalable to a large audience.

Next, we summarize a conceptual framework. This framework
provides, on the one hand, a precise operationalization of
diagnostic competences. On the other hand, the framework
includes a research agenda that summarizes essential moderators
of performance that should be examined systematically in
research on simulation-based assessment.

A Framework for the Assessment of Diagnostic
Competences With Simulations
The framework developed by Heitzmann et al [10] to facilitate
diagnostic competences with simulations operationalizes
diagnostic competences in assessment settings as a disposition.
This disposition encompasses the components of diagnostic
knowledge, diagnostic quality, and diagnostic activities.
Diagnostic knowledge includes conceptual and strategic
knowledge [11]. Conceptual knowledge encompasses concepts
and their relationships. Strategic knowledge comprises possible
avenues and heuristics in diagnosing. Diagnostic quality consists
of components’ diagnostic accuracy and efficiency that can

serve as major outcome measures in empirical studies.
Diagnostic activities entail the actions of persons assessed during
the diagnostic process, such as evidence generation by asking
questions in history taking. The framework proposes that context
is an important moderator in assessment. Therefore, more
research on the effects of the assessment methods SPs and VPs
seems to be warranted. A meta-analysis on simulation-based
learning of complex skills [12] added to this framework that
authenticity should also be explored as an important moderator
in assessment and learning. Similarly, a meta-analysis on
instructional design features in simulation-based learning
indicated that certain types of cognitive load could be
detrimental to performance [13]. Therefore, it could be fruitful
to explore the relationship between cognitive load and diagnostic
competences within SP and VP assessments.

Perceived Authenticity and Diagnostic Competences
With SPs and VPs
There is a multitude of conceptualizations of authenticity. In
our study, we focus on perceived authenticity [14] because this
concept can be assessed entirely internally by learners’
judgment. Other related concepts such as thick authenticity [15]
and fidelity [16] can, at least to some extent, also be determined
externally.

According to a factor analysis by Schubert et al [14], perceived
authenticity—sometimes also called presence—comprises the
facets of realness, involvement, and spatial presence. Realness
describes the degree to which a person believes that a situation
and its characteristics resemble a real-life context [14].
Involvement is defined as a feeling of cognitive immersion and
judgment that a situation has personal relevancy [17]. Spatial
presence denotes the feeling of physical immersion in a situation
[14]. SPs are considered highly authentic because they are
carefully trained to realistically portray symptoms and allow
for natural interactions [18]. Empirical studies support this
claim, reporting high values of perceived authenticity for SPs
[19,20]. VPs also received rather high perceived authenticity
scores in empirical studies [21] but lacked some of the features
that may make SPs particularly authentic, such as high
interactivity in oral conversations. Thus, VPs could potentially
evoke lower perceived authenticity than SPs. Findings on the
effect of authenticity on diagnostic competences are mixed. On
the one hand, it has been argued that higher authenticity is
associated with higher engagement and better performance [22].
On the other hand, literature reviews [23,24] that compared the
relationship between perceived authenticity and clinical
performance in simulation-based learning only reported minimal
effects of authenticity. In addition, an empirical study [25]
showed that above a certain threshold, further increases in
perceived authenticity do not improve diagnostic accuracy.
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Cognitive Load and Diagnostic Competences With SPs
and VPs
Cognitive load theory posits that performance can be inhibited
through high situational demands that stress working memory
and attention [26]. The cognitive load consists of the following
3 different facets [27]: Intrinsic load results from the interplay
between certain topics and materials and the assessed person’s
expertise. Extraneous load is created exclusively by
characteristics of the assessment environment that strain memory
and attention without being necessary for performance. Germane
load refers to the cognitive load created through the assessed
person’s cognitive processes, including schema construction
and abstraction. Intrinsic and extraneous cognitive loads are
considered additive and can inhibit performance in complex
tasks [27]. Germane load, however, is theorized to bolster
performance [27]. A few primary studies from medical education
have already contrasted the cognitive load of different
assessment methods and reported their relationship with
diagnostic competences. Dankbaar et al [28] demonstrated that
intrinsic and germane cognitive loads were higher for a group
learning emergency skills with a simulation game than for a
group learning with a text-based simulation. Extraneous load
did not differ between these groups, and none of the groups
differed in performance. Haji et al [29] compared surgical skills
training with less complex and more complex simulation tasks.
The total cognitive load was higher in the more complex
simulation than in the less complex simulation, and cognitive
load was negatively associated with performance. As a result
of these findings, we can conclude that SPs and VPs generally
do not differ in different facets of cognitive load if the
assessment methods are of equal complexity, and the main
characteristics related to the facets are similar. The literature
summarized earlier also shows that intrinsic and extraneous
cognitive loads are negatively associated with diagnostic
competences.

Assessment Method and Diagnostic Competences
Before we discuss diagnostic accuracy and evidence
generation—2 important aspects of diagnostic competences—it
should be noted that diagnostic competences are only a part of
the broader concept of clinical reasoning. Clinical reasoning
emphasizes the process of diagnosing and encompasses the full
process of making clinical decisions, including the selection,
planning, and reevaluation of a selected intervention [30]. In
line with the conceptual framework by Heitzmann et al [10] for
facilitating diagnostic competences, diagnostic accuracy denotes
the correspondence between the learner’s diagnoses and the
solutions determined by experts for the same cases. According
to this framework, evidence generation (ie, actions related to
the gathering of data in a goal-oriented way) is also an important
quality criterion for the diagnostic process and a crucial aspect
of diagnostic competences.

Diagnostic Accuracy
Currently, there are only a few studies in the health care domain
that contrast assessments using VPs and SPs directly in one
experiment. Edelstein et al [1] investigated assessments with
SPs and computer-based case simulations in advanced medical
students using a repeated measures design. A moderate positive

correlation was found between diagnostic accuracy in the two
assessment formats that used different cases. Guagnano et al
[31] examined SPs and computer-based case simulations in a
medical licensing exam. Participants first completed the
computer-based case simulations and then completed the SPs.
The two assessment methods correlated positively with each
other. Hawkins et al [32] compared the assessment of patient
management skills and clinical skills with SPs and
computer-based case simulations in a randomized controlled
trial. Participating physicians completed both assessment
methods, and a positive correlation of diagnostic accuracy with
both assessment methods was reported. Outside the health care
domain, a meta-analysis of studies from different domains
reported a robust modality effect for students in problem-solving
tasks. Students who solved problems presented in the form of
illustrations accompanied by text were more successful than
students who solved problems presented merely in text form
[33]. Similarly, it seems reasonable to assume that one
assessment method could lead to higher diagnostic accuracy
than the other assessment method because of its different
characteristics. The described findings from the health care
domain tentatively indicate that SPs and VPs could result in
relatively equivalent diagnostic accuracy. Such a finding would
contradict the modality effect reported in other domains.

Evidence Generation
Comparable empirical studies on evidence generation for SPs
and VPs are lacking. Nevertheless, we can assume that the
quantity of evidence generation should be higher for SPs than
for VPs. The main reason for this is that students can ask
questions of SPs more quickly orally than by selecting questions
from a menu of options with VPs. Apart from this difference
in evidence generation between the 2 assessment methods, the
relationships between evidence generation and diagnostic
accuracy are interesting. The relationship between the quantity
of evidence generation and diagnostic accuracy is relatively
complex. The ideal amount of evidence generation may depend
strongly on the case difficulty, the diagnostic cues contained in
the evidence, and learner characteristics. For these reasons, the
framework by Heitzmann et al [10] for facilitating diagnostic
competences argues that the sheer quantity of evidence
generation is not a dependable quality criterion for the diagnostic
process. However, the quality of evidence generation is
hypothesized by Heitzmann et al [10] to be a rather dependable
quality criterion for the diagnostic process. This agrees with the
literature, as we know from studies on SPs using observational
checklists that the quality of evidence generation is positively
associated with diagnostic accuracy [34]. Moreover, one study
with specialists in internal medicine and real patients
demonstrated that asking specific questions in history taking
correlated positively with clinical problem solving [35].

Study Aim, Research Questions, and Hypotheses
We aim to compare the perceived authenticity, cognitive load,
and diagnostic competences in SPs and VPs. We also aim to
examine the relationships of perceived authenticity, cognitive
load, and quality of evidence generation with diagnostic
accuracy. Thus, we address the following 3 research questions:
To what extent does perceived authenticity differ across the 2
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assessment methods, and how is it associated with diagnostic
accuracy (RQ1)? We hypothesize that SPs induce higher
perceived authenticity than VPs (H1.1). Moreover, we expect
to be able to demonstrate with equivalence tests for correlations
(given in the Statistical Analyses section) that perceived
authenticity is not associated meaningfully with diagnostic
accuracy (H1.2). Next, is cognitive load equivalent for SPs and
VPs, and how is it related to diagnostic accuracy (RQ2)? We
assume to find equivalent cognitive load for SPs and VPs (H2.1).
Moreover, we expect that intrinsic and extraneous loads are
negatively related to diagnostic accuracy (H2.2-H2.3). To what
extent are the diagnostic competences components diagnostic
accuracy, quantity of evidence generation, and quality of
evidence generation equivalent or differ for SPs and VPs, and
how are they related to each other (RQ3)? We hypothesize that
SPs and VPs evoke equivalent diagnostic accuracy (H3.1). In
addition, we assume that the quantity of evidence generation is
higher for SPs than for VPs (H3.2). We also expect that the
quality of evidence generation is positively related to diagnostic
accuracy (H3.3).

Methods

Participant Characteristics and Sampling Procedures
A sample of 86 German medical students (with a mean age of
26.03 years, SD 4.71) made up the final data set. This sample
consisted of 63% (54/86) females and 37% (32/86) males.
Medical students in years 3-6 of a 6-year program with a good
command of German were eligible. Medical students in years
3-5 (44/86, 51%) were considered novices, as they were still
completing the clinical part of the medical school. Medical
students in year 6 (42/86, 49%) were regarded as intermediates

as they had passed their second national examination and worked
full time as interns in a medical clinic or practice. We provide
a detailed overview of participant characteristics across all
conditions and a CONSORT (Consolidated Standards of
Reporting Trials)–style diagram of participant flow in
Multimedia Appendix 1.

We collected data from October 20, 2018, to February 20, 2019,
in the medical simulation center of the University Hospital,
LMU Munich. We recruited participants via on-campus and
web-based advertising. Participants were randomly assigned to
conditions by the first author by drawing a pin code to log in
to an electronic learning environment without knowing the
condition assigned to the pin. In the final data collection
sessions, the conditions were filled by the first author with
random participants from specific expertise groups (novices vs
intermediates). This procedure was applied to achieve a
comparable level of expertise in all conditions. As expected,
the proportion of participants from different expertise groups
did not differ across conditions (χ²3=0.2; P=.99).

Research Design
The study used a repeated measures design with assessment
method (SPs vs VPs) as the key factor. In addition, we varied
the between-subjects factor case group (CG) order and
assessment method order. In total, students encountered 6
different cases. We provide an overview of the experiment in
Table 1. Details of the succession through cases and medical
content in the experimental conditions are provided in Table 2.
We attempted to ensure similar topics and difficulty for both
CGs by conducting an expert workshop and adapting cases
based on the experts’ feedback as part of creating the
experimental materials.

Table 1. General overview of the experiment.

Duration (min)Activity or testPart of the experiment

10BriefingPretest

40Conceptual knowledge test

40Strategic knowledge test

10—aBreak

70VPsb or SPscAssessment phase I (cases 1-3)

5—Break and change of modality

70VPs or SPsAssessment phase II (cases 4-6)

15Working memory testPosttest and debriefing

5End-debriefing

aNo activity or test takes place.
bVP: virtual patient.
cSP: standardized patient.
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Table 2. Succession through cases and medical content in the experimental conditionsa,b.

Condition 2BCondition 2ACondition 1BCondition 1ACases

CG A (VPs)CG B (SPs)CG B (VPse)CGc A (SPsd)1-3

CG B (SPs)CG A (VPs)CG A (SPs)CG B (VPs)4-6

aCase group A: (1) pulmonary embolism with lymphoma, (2) congestive heart failure with atrial fibrillation, and (3) hyperventilation tetany caused by
a panic attack.
bCase group B: (1) pulmonary embolism with coagulation disorder, (2) community-acquired pneumonia, and (3) hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy.
cCG: case group.
dSP: standardized patient.
eVP: virtual patient.

Procedure and Materials
Participants completed a pretest of conceptual knowledge and
strategic knowledge at the beginning of the experiment.
Afterward, participants took part in the assessment phase,
solving the first 3 cases with SPs and the next 3 cases with VPs
or vice versa. All cases were drafted by a specialist in general
practice and evaluated positively by an expert panel. The cases
were not adapted from real clinical cases but based on cases
from textbooks and symptoms reported in guidelines. A short
familiarization phase preceded each assessment phase and
included a motivational scale. For all cases in both assessment
methods, assessment time was held constant at 8 minutes and
30 seconds for history taking and 5 minutes for writing up a
diagnosis for the case in an electronic patient file. At the end
of the experiment, participants were debriefed. A more detailed
overview of the procedure can be found in Multimedia Appendix
2.

Assessment with SPs was conducted in a simulated emergency
room. All SPs were (semi-) professional actors who were
financially compensated; most had previous experience working
in an SP program. All SPs were extensively trained by an acting
coach and a physician, memorized their symptoms and scripts,
and were not aware of their patient’s diagnosis. Participants
first received prior information (eg, electrocardiogram and lab
results) and presentation of the chief complaint for each case.
Next, participants formulated and asked questions
independently, and the SPs responded. The interaction was
recorded on a video. After each case, the participants completed

a patient file, including measures of diagnostic accuracy and
other scales. A screenshot of this assessment method is provided
in Figure 1.

The assessment with the VPs was carried out in a simulated
assessment environment in a computer room. First, participants
received prior information and a video with a chief complaint
for each case. The participants then selected questions
independently from a menu with up to 69 history-taking
questions. The VP’s answer was streamed as a video, including
a recorded response by an actor. After each case, the participants
completed a patient file, including a measure of diagnostic
accuracy and other scales. A screenshot of this assessment
method is provided in Figure 1.

The VPs, patient file, and other measures were implemented in
the electronic assessment environment CASUS [36]. The
questions provided for the VPs were based on a structural and
topical analysis of history-taking forms by Bornemann [37] and
are displayed in Multimedia Appendix 3. According to this
analysis, physician questions in history taking can fall under
the 5 categories of main symptoms, prior history, allergies and
medication, social and family history, and system review.
Participants with SPs received empty history-taking forms for
all cases and time to formulate possible history-taking questions
during the familiarization phase, at which point participants in
the VPs only read all questions from the menu. Without this
additional structuring support in the SP condition, the
participants in the VP condition would have received additional
support in the form of a list of questions in the menu.
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Figure 1. History-taking with standardized patients and virtual patients.

Measures and Covariates

Perceived Authenticity
Perceived authenticity was operationalized as a construct with
the 3 dimensions of realness, involvement, and spatial presence
[14]. All 3 authenticity scales used a 5-point scale ranging from
(1) disagree to (5) agree and were taken from multiple validated
questionnaires [14,38-40]. The items were slightly adapted to
simulation-based assessment and are included in Multimedia

Appendix 4. A combined score for all 3 dimensions was built
by calculating the mean. This scale achieved a reliability of
Cronbach α=.88.

Cognitive Load
The cognitive load scale by Opfermann [41] used in this study
assessed the extraneous cognitive load with 3 items and germane
and intrinsic cognitive loads with 1 item each. A 5-point scale
from (1) very easy, (2) rather easy, (3) neutral, (4) rather hard,
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to (5) very hard was used. The scale is included in Multimedia
Appendix 4. A combined score for all 3 facets was built by
calculating the mean. This scale achieved a reliability of
Cronbach α=.88.

Motivation, Diagnostic Knowledge, and Other Control
Variables
We assessed motivation as a control variable because it could
differ between assessment methods and potentially affect
performance. The expectancy component of motivation was
assessed with a 4-item, 7-point scale adapted from Rheinberg
et al [42]. The motivation expectancy scale ranged from (1)
strongly disagree to (7) strongly agree. The value component
of motivation was measured with a 4-item, 5-point scale based
on a questionnaire by Wigfield [43]. The motivation value scale
ranged from (1) strongly disagree to (5) strongly agree. The full
scales are provided in Multimedia Appendix 4. Diagnostic
knowledge was also measured in this study but later not taken
into account in the analyses because it was similar in VPs and
SPs because of the repeated measures design. We measured
diagnostic knowledge using a conceptual and strategic
knowledge test. Both types of knowledge have been identified
as predictors of clinical reasoning [44]. The maximum testing
time was set to 40 minutes per test. More details on both
diagnostic knowledge tests are reported in Multimedia Appendix
4. Apart from this, demographic data were collected, including
participants’ sex, age, and expertise (year of medical school).

Diagnostic Competences

Diagnostic Accuracy
Diagnostic accuracy was assessed based on the answer to the
prompt “Please choose your final diagnosis after history taking”
from a long menu containing 239 alternative diagnoses. Two
physicians created a coding scheme for scoring diagnostic
accuracy in all cases (Multimedia Appendix 4). To do that, the
physicians rated all 239 alternative diagnoses for all cases and
resolved the disagreements until they reached full agreement.
One of the physicians was a specialist in general practice who
also drafted the cases. The other physician was a board-certified
doctor familiar with medical assessment through her dissertation.
The latter physician, who is also the second author of this paper,
then scored diagnostic accuracy based on the coding scheme:
1 point was allocated for the designated correct answer, 0.5
point for a partially correct answer, and 0 point for an incorrect
answer. Due to having only 1 rater to score the diagnostic
accuracy with the comprehensive coding scheme, a reliability
estimate cannot be reported. However, this is also not necessary
because the exact diagnostic accuracy score for all selectable
diagnoses included in the electronic assessment environment
was determined upfront in the coding scheme.

Evidence Generation
The second author classified the quality of evidence generation
by determining the essential questions relevant for the correct
diagnosis for each VP case (the coding scheme is given in
Multimedia Appendix 4). This process took part before looking
at the experimental data. All solutions were discussed with a
specialist in general practice, and all disagreements were
resolved. Student assistants transcribed all utterances recorded

in the videos of the SP encounters, and the electronic assessment
environment stored all selected questions during the VP
encounters. The R scripts automatically classified the log data
from the VPs using the coding scheme. Student assistants had
no medical background and were trained by the second author
to code the transcripts from the SP encounters. This task mainly
implied recognizing the intent of history-taking questions and
linking them, if possible, to the most similar question in the
coding scheme. After training the raters, 20% of this complex
and extensive SP data were coded by 2 raters to check interrater
agreement. This data set encompassed SP data from 18 of the
86 participants of our study with all three SP cases in which the
participants took part. Fleiss κ=0.74 demonstrated that
agreement was substantial, and the rest of the data were coded
by the same raters individually. The score for quantity of
evidence generation corresponded to the total number of
questions posed for each case. To calculate the score for quality
of evidence generation for each case, we counted the number
of relevant questions posed and divided this score by the number
of relevant questions that could potentially be posed.

Scale Construction
Diagnostic accuracy and evidence generation scales for each
assessment method and combining the 2 methods were built by
calculating the mean of the included cases. Case 1 in CS A was
excluded from all analyses because of high difficulty (mean
diagnostic accuracy 0.05, SD 0.18).

Statistical Analyses
This study answers the proposed research questions using
traditional null hypothesis significance testing (NHST) and
equivalence testing. In contrast to NHST, equivalence testing
can be used to investigate “whether an observed effect is
surprisingly small, assuming that a meaningful effect exists in
the population” [45]. For this type of test, first, the smallest
effect size of interest, that is, the threshold for a meaningful
effect, is specified based on the literature. The null hypothesis
that the effect is more extreme than the smallest effect size of
interest is then investigated. To do this, 2 separate 1-sided tests
(TOST; eg, t tests) are conducted [46]. These tests examine
whether the observed effect is more extreme than the specified
smallest effect size of interest. If both 1-sided tests are
significant, the null hypothesis that there is a meaningful effect
that is more extreme than the smallest effect size of interest is
rejected. Thus, equivalence is supported. For more convenient
reporting, only the t test with a higher P value is reported. In
cases in which equivalence cannot be supported, NHST is
performed for follow-up analyses.

All statistical analyses were performed using R version 3.6.1
[47]. The TOST procedure and the corresponding package
TOSTER [45] were used to conduct the equivalence tests. In
all statistical analyses, the alpha level was set to 5%; 1-tailed
tests were used where applicable. The Bonferroni-Holm method
[48] was used to correct P values for multiple comparisons in
post hoc and explorative tests.

For all equivalence tests, the smallest effect size of interest was
determined based on the discussed literature. For H1.2 and
related post hoc tests, the smallest effect size of interest was set
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to be more extreme than r=±0.20, which corresponds to the
effect size of small but meaningful correlations typically
encountered in the social sciences [49]. For H2.1 and related
post hoc tests, a meaningful effect was determined as an effect
of Cohen d=0.35. This effect size lies between a small effect
(Cohen d=0.20) and a medium effect (Cohen d=0.50) [49] and
occurs frequently in the social sciences. For H3.1, we
determined that a meaningful effect exists in the case of a
difference of ±0.125 points in diagnostic accuracy. This was
based on supposing a pass cutoff of 0.50 for diagnostic accuracy
(ranging from 0 to 1) and setting 4 equal intervals for the
hypothetical passing grades A-D.

Power Analysis
We conducted a priori power analysis for dependent samples t
tests (H1.1 and H3.2). This power analysis was based on a small
to medium effect of Cohen d=0.30, 2-tailed testing, an error
probability of 5%, and 80% power, resulting in a targeted sample
of 90 participants. Moreover, we carried out a priori power
analyses for 1-tailed correlations with r=±0.25, an error
probability of 5%, and 80% power (H2.2-H2.3 and H3.3). This
power analysis resulted in a planned sample size of 95
participants. A post hoc power analysis for the main equivalence
test (H3.1) with 86 participants, the observed effect of Cohen

d=0.26, and an error probability of 5% resulted in a power of
78%. All power analyses were conducted using G*Power
software [50].

Results

Descriptive Statistics and Analysis of Control Variables
Descriptive statistics are provided in Table 3. The perceived
authenticity variables were rated as very high for SPs and
relatively high for VPs. Cognitive load variables were reported
to be moderate in both assessment methods. The average
diagnostic accuracy was medium. The quantity of evidence
generation was higher for SPs than for VPs. The quality of
evidence generation was medium for both assessment methods.
Motivational variables were rated rather highly for both SPs
and VPs. A post hoc comparison showed that the value aspect
of motivation was higher for SPs than for VPs (2-tailed t83=2.89;
P=.01; Cohen d=0.31), whereas the expectancy aspect did not
differ between assessment methods (2-tailed t83=0.44; P=.66;
Cohen d=0.05). Participants demonstrated slightly above
medium performance on the conceptual and strategic knowledge
tests. Multimedia Appendix 5 provides an additional
visualization of the results using boxplots and bee swarm plots.
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics.

VPsb, mean (SD)SPsa, mean (SD)Both methods, mean (SD)Variable

3.23 (0.84)4.02 (0.67)3.62 (0.67)Perceived authenticityc

3.28 (1.07)4.13 (0.74)3.71 (0.79)Realnessc

3.61 (0.83)4.03 (0.73)3.82 (0.66)Involvementc

2.80 (1.05)3.89 (0.83)3.35 (0.80)Spatial presencec

2.90 (0.69)2.88 (0.74)2.88 (0.61)Cognitive loadc

3.14 (0.80)3.20 (0.78)3.18 (0.68)Intrinsic loadc

2.87 (0.76)2.82 (0.79)2.84 (0.65)Extraneous loadc

2.76 (0.84)2.73 (0.88)2.74 (0.76)Germane loadc

Diagnostic competences

0.41 (0.24)0.51 (0.28)0.46 (0.18)Diagnostic accuracyd

17.34 (4.21)29.01 (8.03)22.26 (4.88)Quantity of evidence generation

0.43 (0.13)0.37 (0.18)0.40 (0.11)Quality of evidence generationd

Control variables

5.05 (1.08)5.10 (0.88)5.07 (0.91)Motivation expectancy aspecte

4.34 (0.67)4.54 (0.54)4.44 (0.51)Motivation value aspectc

——f0.65 (0.14)Conceptual knowledged

——0.66 (0.15)Strategic knowledged

aSP: standardized patient.
bVP: virtual patient.
cScale range: 1-5.
dScale range: 0-1.
eScale range: 1-7.
fKnowledge was assessed before taking part in SPs and VPs.

Perceived Authenticity and Diagnostic Accuracy (RQ1)
A paired sample t test demonstrated that in line with hypothesis
H1.1, perceived authenticity was considered higher for SPs than
VPs in terms of the combined score (1-tailed t81=11.12; P<.001;
Cohen d=1.23). Post hoc tests showed that this was also the
case for realness (t80=8.83; P<.001; Cohen d=0.98), involvement
(t81=4.60; P<.001; Cohen d=0.51), and spatial presence
(t79=10.65; P<.001; Cohen d=1.19). Our expectation in H1.2
was that perceived authenticity would not be meaningfully
associated with diagnostic accuracy. The TOST procedure for
correlations showed that the relationship between diagnostic
accuracy and the combined perceived authenticity score (r=0.05;
P=.09) was outside the equivalence bounds of a meaningful
effect of r=±0.20. Post hoc equivalence tests demonstrated that
this also holds for the relationship of diagnostic accuracy with
realness (r=0.03; P=.06), involvement (r=0.07; P=.11), and
spatial presence (r=0.05; P=.08). Reanalyzing these correlations
with regular 1-tailed NHST tests also yielded nonsignificant
results for the combined score (P=.32), realness (P=.39),
involvement (P=.28), and spatial presence (P=.33). These results
mean that there is neither evidence for the absence of meaningful

correlations nor evidence for significant correlations. These
inconclusive findings may stem from the lack of statistical power
because of the relatively small sample size [45].

Cognitive Load and Diagnostic Accuracy (RQ2)
We hypothesized in H2.1 that we would find equivalent
cognitive load scores for SPs and VPs. Equivalence testing with
the TOST procedure for paired samples indicated that for both
assessment methods, the scores for combined cognitive load
(t82=2.81; P=.003) were significantly within the equivalence
bounds of an effect of Cohen d=0.35. Adjusted post hoc
equivalence tests showed that this is also the case for intrinsic
load (t82=−2.47; P=.008), extraneous load (t82=2.55; P=.01),
and germane load (t82=2.64; P=.01). We expected in H2.2-H2.3
to uncover negative correlations between diagnostic accuracy
and intrinsic cognitive load and extraneous load. As assumed,
intrinsic cognitive load (1-tailed r=−0.30; P=.003) and
extraneous load (1-tailed r=−0.29; P=.003) correlated negatively
with the combined score for diagnostic accuracy. Adjusted
explorative follow-up analyses showed that germane load
(r=−0.25; P=.010) and the total score for cognitive load
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(r=−0.31; P=.004) also correlated negatively with the combined
score for diagnostic accuracy.

Assessment Method and Diagnostic Competences
(RQ3)

Diagnostic Accuracy
In H3.1, we hypothesized finding equivalent diagnostic accuracy
scores for SPs and VPs. H3.1 was first examined by applying
a paired samples TOST procedure. According to our data, we
cannot reject hypothesis H3.1 that a difference in diagnostic
accuracy of at least ±0.125 points (1 grade) exists between the
2 assessment methods (t85=−0.60; P=.28). A follow-up 3-way
mixed design analysis of variance demonstrated that neither the
CG order nor the assessment method order (F3,82=2.49; P=.12;

η2=0.03, respectively, F3,82=0.02; P=.88; η2=0.01) had a
significant effect on diagnostic accuracy. The assessment
method itself, however, had a significant main effect (F3,82=6.30;

P=.01; η2=0.07), indicating that diagnostic accuracy was higher
for SPs than for VPs. The finding that diagnostic accuracy was
higher for SPs than for VPs also corresponds to the result of a
paired sample t test (2-tailed t85=2.49; P=.01; Cohen d=0.27).

Evidence Generation
H3.2 that students display an increased quantity of evidence
generation with SPs than with VPs was supported (1-tailed
t69=12.26; P<.001; Cohen d=1.47). However, in an explorative
follow-up analysis, we found no evidence that the quantity of
evidence generation was related to diagnostic accuracy (1-tailed
r=0.11; P=.15). This finding holds equally for SPs (r=−0.09;
P=.76) and VPs (r=−0.10; P=.82). Moreover, H3.3 that the
quality of evidence generation is positively related to diagnostic
accuracy in both assessment methods was not supported (1-tailed
r=0.18; P=.05). Corrected post hoc analyses showed, however,
that the quality of evidence generation was positively related
to diagnostic accuracy for VPs (r=0.38; P<.001); this finding
did not hold for SPs (r=0.05; P=.32). Additional post hoc
exploratory analyses revealed that the quality of evidence
generation was higher for VPs than for SPs (2-tailed t74=–2.47;
P=.02; Cohen d=0.29).

Discussion

Principal Findings
With regard to perceived authenticity, our results showed that
SPs and VPs achieved high scores on all 3 dimensions of
realness, involvement, and spatial presence. Despite this high
level of perceived authenticity in both assessment methods,
perceived authenticity was higher for SPs than for VPs on all
3 dimensions. This finding is in line with the literature, which
has long claimed that SPs achieve a very high level of perceived
authenticity [18-20]. Other studies on perceived authenticity
have so far focused on comparing formats such as SPs, video
presentations, and text vignettes and different levels of
authenticity within VPs [21]. Our study extends this literature
by directly comparing SPs and VPs with respect to 3 frequently
used perceived authenticity variables. This comparison seems
particularly relevant, as both assessment formats are becoming

increasingly popular. Our findings on the relationship between
perceived authenticity and diagnostic accuracy are mixed. The
equivalence test on correlations was not significant; therefore,
we could not confirm the hypothesis that perceived authenticity
is not meaningfully associated with diagnostic accuracy.
However, a regular correlation between perceived authenticity
and diagnostic accuracy that was calculated afterward was close
to 0. Taken together, these findings of nonequivalence and
nonsignificance indicate that we did not have sufficient power
to draw a conclusion [45]. Nevertheless, we have found some
indication that the correlation between perceived authenticity
and diagnostic competences is rather small. This finding is in
accordance with literature reviews [23,24], which reported small
correlations between perceived authenticity and performance.

With regard to cognitive load, we found that the combined score
is equivalent for SPs and VPs that use the same clinical cases.
This finding substantiates the literature suggesting that cognitive
load depends mainly on task complexity [29]. Moreover, the
fact that the extraneous load was equivalent for SPs and VPs
indicates that user interaction through a software menu does
not substantially increase cognitive load. This finding is
important because decreasing the cognitive load by allowing
for user input using natural language processing [21] is still
highly expensive. Our study also adds to the literature that the
level of cognitive load is similar in SPs and VPs as assessment
methods if the different types of cognitive load are
systematically controlled for during the design process. In
addition, we demonstrated that intrinsic and extraneous cognitive
loads correlate negatively with diagnostic accuracy. The finding
on intrinsic cognitive load corroborates that the interplay
between materials and the assessed person’s expertise is
associated with performance. The finding on extraneous
cognitive load shows that unnecessary characteristics of the
assessment environment can strain memory and attention and
be detrimental to performance in assessment settings. Together,
these findings fit well with the literature, which has repeatedly
reported negative effects of intrinsic and extraneous cognitive
loads on complex problem solving in medical education [27]
and other domains [51]. Our study unveils that a negative
relationship between intrinsic and extraneous cognitive loads
and performance in a simulation-based measure of diagnostic
competences already shows when overall cognitive load is
medium on average.

Our study found no evidence that diagnostic accuracy was
equivalent for SPs and VPs. In contrast, higher diagnostic
accuracy was achieved for SPs than for VPs. The small number
of studies comparing both assessment methods so far [1,31,32]
have reported medium correlations, not taking into account
different case content or testing time. Using the TOST procedure
as a novel methodological approach, our study contributes to
the literature by finding that grading was not equivalent, as
participants received a better hypothetical grade when the
simulation-based assessment was administered with SPs than
with VPs. On the one hand, we cannot rule out that this finding
may be explained by additional support from the actors in the
SP assessment. To avoid and mitigate such an effect, actors
were trained by an acting coach and a physician, memorized
their symptoms and scripts, and did not know the diagnosis of
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their case. Moreover, student assistants screened all SP
assessments, and no additional systematic support by actors
was discovered. On the other hand, this finding can be explained
by the lower appraisal of motivational value and the lower
quantity of evidence generation reported for VPs. Participants
solving VP cases may thus have been less engaged and may
have collected a smaller number of important diagnostic cues
that supported their diagnostic process.

Contrary to our expectations, the quality of evidence generation
was not positively correlated with the combined diagnostic
accuracy score. Closer inspection of the data revealed that the
quality of evidence generation was positively correlated with
diagnostic accuracy in VPs. This confirmed relationship is in
line with the theoretical assumptions of Heitzmann et al [10].
In SPs, however, the quality of evidence was not correlated with
diagnostic accuracy. This finding contradicts the theoretical
assumptions of Heitzmann et al [10] and empirical results from
studies using observational checklists with SPs [34] and real
patients [36]. There are 2 explanations for these conflicting
findings. First, the quality of evidence generation was, as an
exploratory follow-up t test indicated, higher in VPs than in
SPs. This higher quality of evidence generation could have been
caused by a slightly different process of history taking in both
assessment methods. Participants working with VPs selected
questions from a menu. In contrast, participants working with
SPs formulated questions during history taking freely. Second,
SPs could have offered additional support to assessed persons
who displayed a low quality of evidence generation, whereas
VPs reacted in a completely standardized way to all assessed
persons.

Limitations
One methodological limitation of our study might be the low
statistical power for the analysis of hypothesis H1.2 and related
post hoc analyses that addressed the relationship between the
perceived authenticity variables and diagnostic accuracy. This
lack of statistical power can primarily be attributed to our
investigation of whether a correlation of r=±0.20 or more
extreme exists. As recommended by Lakens [46], the smallest
effect size of interest was selected based on findings from the
literature. Specifying the smallest effect size of interest to be
larger would have increased power but not have contributed
findings from a valuable equivalence test to the literature. This
is the case because the literature already assumes a small effect
size [23,24].

One theoretical limitation of the study is that the results on
perceived authenticity may not generalize without restrictions
to other related concepts of authenticity. Shaffer et al [15] argue
that thick authenticity consists of four different aspects. An
authentic task, situation, or material should (1) exist in real life,
(2) be meaningful, (3) allow the learner to engage in professional
activities of the discipline, and (4) be conducted rather similar
in instruction and assessment. The authors assume that thick
authenticity can only be achieved when all aspects of
authenticity are adequate and that VPs could potentially achieve
similar authenticity to SPs. Hamstra et al [16] proposed
distinguishing fidelity using the terms physical resemblance
and functional task alignment. The authors report weak evidence

for the relationship between physical resemblance and
performance, and strong evidence for the relationship between
functional task alignment and performance. In our study, the
concepts of thick authenticity and fidelity were not measured
for two reasons. First, these concepts can, to some extent, only
be judged externally by experts. Second, the repeated measures
design of the study forced us to keep aspects such as thick
authenticity, physical resemblance, and functional task
alignment as similar as possible in SPs and VPs. Nevertheless,
we believe that the relationship between different authenticity
concepts and diagnostic competences still requires further
research. Future studies should attempt to untangle the
relationship between different authenticity concepts and
diagnostic competences by measuring these systematically.

Conclusions
Our findings on the relationship between perceived authenticity
and diagnostic accuracy contribute to the debate on the costs
and benefits of perceived authenticity in performance-based
assessments. These results relativize the importance of perceived
authenticity in assessment. Increasing the perceived authenticity
of assessment methods above a certain necessary threshold and
thus raising their costs [23] does not seem to be of much benefit.
Such spending could potentially squander a large share of the
medical education budget [52] that could be put to more valuable
use. Our results on cognitive load highlight its importance as a
process variable in assessment settings. Performance-based
assessment should thus attempt to reduce extraneous load and
control for intrinsic load to measure performance in a
standardized way that is still close to clinical practice [53].

Finally, the findings on diagnostic competences have some
practical implications if VPs are used as an alternative to SPs
in assessment. In particular, we found that VPs could lead to
lower diagnostic accuracy scores than SPs, which could, in turn,
negatively affect students’ grades. There are 2 different
mechanisms that could explain this finding: assessment with
SPs could overestimate true performance or assessment with
VPs could underestimate true performance. In accordance with
SPs overestimating performance, we could not rule out
additional support from the actors. In fact, the low,
nonsignificant correlation between the quality of evidence
generation and diagnostic accuracy in SPs, together with the
higher diagnostic accuracy in SPs, could indicate that actors
provided some additional support (eg, to participants who
displayed low quality of evidence generation). Careful training
[54] and screening thus seem to be of great importance to avoid
additional support from actors during SP assessment to match
the high level of standardization that VPs provide. The
mechanism of possible underestimation of performance with
VPs could be substantiated by the lower motivational value and
quantity of evidence generation discovered for VPs. We suggest
taking the following measures: students could be motivated
additionally in VP assessment by more interactive environments
(eg, using natural language processing) or providing automated
elaborated feedback directly after the assessment. Moreover,
the assessment time can be extended when menu-based VPs are
used in practice. This way, the quantity of evidence generation
could be raised to a level similar to that in the SP assessment.
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NHST: null hypothesis significance testing
SP: standardized patient
TOST: 2 separate 1-sided test
VP: virtual patient
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Abstract

Background: Globally, there is an excess of 68.5 million people who have been forced to leave their homes and seek sanctuary
elsewhere because of poverty, persecution, conflict, violence, and human rights violations. Although international humanitarian
responses usually focus on ensuring that the basic needs of these people are being met, there is growing attention on the role that
development-oriented interventions can play in the longer term. Higher education in a refugee context is one such intervention
that can equip refugees with the knowledge and skills they need to serve their communities and move forward.

Objective: This study aims to evaluate the outcomes and effectiveness of the University of Geneva InZone-Raft Basic Medical
Training Course in the Kakuma refugee camp in Kenya compared with a previous incarnation of the same course in the Dadaab
refugee camp in Kenya.

Methods: We used a quasi-experimental design to compare the posttest scores of both inequivalent student groups: control
group (n=18) and intervention group (n=16). Factors that influenced refugee students’ knowledge acquisition, the amount of
knowledge they acquired, and their academic outcomes were assessed, and the pedagogical evolution of the project is presented.

Results: We found that the Kakuma intervention course yielded better outcomes and was more effective in terms of learning
than the Dadaab control course. Of the 16 students who took part in the intervention course, 10 (63%) completed the program
successfully and received accreditation from the University of Geneva. We observed that they received new knowledge well and
scored higher on all learning modalities than those in the control course. Comparison of written and oral examinations between
the courses showed statistical significance for the intervention group in written and oral exams (two-tailed: P=.006 and P=.05;
one-tailed: P=.003 and P=.03, respectively). The Kakuma course was not effective in addressing electricity and internet access
problems, nor in reducing the challenge of tight deadlines in the syllabus. Pedagogical adjustments to the intervention course
improved student involvement, with higher participation rates in quizzes (10/11, 91%), and overall satisfaction and learning.

Conclusions: The intervention group—with an improved mode of delivery, better contextualized content, and further
interaction—reached a higher level of medical knowledge acquisition and developed more complex questions on medical topics
than the control group. The positive outcome of this project shows that given the right resources and support, refugees can
contribute to the improvement and development of health care in their communities. Nonetheless, a more focused effort is
necessary to meet the educational needs of refugee learners and better understand their living conditions.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e22345)   doi:10.2196/22345
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Introduction

Higher Education in Refugee Contexts
Academic discourse on the role of higher education has long
centered on liberatory or functional objectives seen through
humanistic or utilitarian lenses. Regardless of one’s ideological
stance on these matters, most academics agree that the mission
of higher education is multifaceted [1] and hinges on 3 important
goals: delivering education, generating new knowledge, and
engaging with society [2]. Through established pedagogical
systems and social institutions, human progress has harnessed
education to clear a pathway for those who participate within
its confines to better understand, learn, and succeed.

Although all 3 goals of higher education play a critical role in
constructing and understanding the world around us, the society
engagement role is the engine in which we instrumentalize,
form, govern, interact, and negotiate with the society or
community and the wider world in which we exist. Whether
economic, political, or social, societies in which higher
education and social engagement are a priority are generally
held to be successful and desirable places to live in [3]. In
societies in which they are absent or lacking, there are many
negative social implications, not just affecting theoretical future
human progress but also real life here and now.

Emergencies, fragile states, poverty-stricken communities and
refugee contexts are all places where higher education is absent,
lacking, underresourced, and underresearched. Higher education
in refugee contexts is a relatively new academic field of
pedagogical scholarship that focuses on the specifics and
outcomes of higher education in refugee communities. Growing
out of sustained global efforts in the latter half of the 20th
century and the early part of the 21st century to use primary
and secondary level education as a driver for development,
higher education in refugee contexts has been primarily rooted
within the global forced migration management system as it
attempts to contend with ever-growing populations of displaced
and desperate people. As an increasing number of people enter
the global forced migration system and/or come up through its
management infrastructure, higher education and its application
for human development is gaining traction as a key solution
that may provide hope for averting or deepening humanitarian
crises. Global initiatives such as the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs) for 2030 have firmly positioned higher education
as a policy direction [4]; however, little attention has been paid
to developing appropriate pedagogical models that work for
most of the globally displaced—refugees stuck in
underresourced and overburdened refugee camps in poor and
fragile states.

The Reality of the Globally Disposed
The global refugee and displaced population is currently in
excess of 68.5 million people, with one person forcibly displaced
every second [5]. Most (85%) of the globally displaced live in
low- and middle-income countries, with little access to basic
services such as education and health care [6]. Although this
unprecedented number grows daily, the very nature of the
conflicts and abuses driving these figures often results in refugee
populations spending excessive amounts of time—5 years or

more—in exile because of the protracted nature of the situations
in which they find themselves [7]. According to the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), nearly
16 million people (78% of the total world refugee population)
found themselves in protracted refugee situations in 2019—a
12% increase in figures from the previous year [8]. Through no
fault of their own, more young people are finding themselves
stuck in limbo-like situations in refugee camps close to conflict
zones for longer. Their dwindling life prospects, economic
disempowerment, vulnerability to health crises, and many other
social and political ills have given them less of a chance to live
the kind of lives they frequently glimpse at through foreign
movies and websites on their smartphones.

Recognizing the limiting life opportunities offered by refugee
camps, the desire of young people to advance their own lives,
and indeed the necessity of finding durable solutions to the
disruption that displacement brings, humanitarian responses
have begun to seek more sustainable approaches. High on the
international agenda is the move beyond immediate
humanitarian interventions toward development as a goal in
itself. The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development,
encapsulated by 17 SDGs, or a “blueprint for peace and
prosperity,” enunciated this new direction by stating that the
recognition “that ending poverty and other deprivations must
go hand-in-hand with strategies that improve health and
education, reduce inequality, and spur economic growth” [9].

Development Through Education or the Status Quo?
With greater emphasis being placed on role development in
finding durable solutions to displacement problems, the
education for development conversation has moved on from
the provision of primary and secondary education to include
the role that higher education can play in development. The call
for “lifelong learning opportunities for all” in SDG 4 [9] has
further added power to the argument that higher education can
provide a development solution for displaced populations.

Furthermore, higher education lies at the heart of the resilience
and empowerment discourse popular in forced migration
academia, policies, and practice. Education is often touted as
providing a sense of purpose amid the uprootedness of refugee
status and life constraints in refugee camps [10,11]. It is
championed for playing a vital role in facilitating endurance
and transitions for refugees by providing them with the skills
they need to increase their social capital and ability to adapt to
different and challenging contexts [12-15].

However, despite all the praise, the academic inquiry into the
role of higher education in refugee contexts is not always
positive. Critical academic approaches that take a more
liberatory focus question the impact of higher education in
propagating a system that keeps refugees contained and
oppressed. In addition, the evolution of higher education in
refugee contexts is often characterized as a neocolonial
enterprise. Critics point to most of the teaching and learning
programs accessible to refugees coming from Western
institutions [16], being noncontextualized for refugee contexts
and delivered through Western perspectives [17] via
Western-centric web-based education platforms [18].
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Accessing Higher Education
Although there may be many questions left to answer about the
purpose of higher education in refugee contexts and its
intersection with authority, power, and control, there is the
certainty that the pedagogical conditions that students in refugee
camps have to contend with do not match with the condition of
students elsewhere [19]. Some of the major obstacles they face
in participating in higher education programs include the
physical space where they find themselves, security issues that
emanate from states of fragility, and major resource deficits that
they experience [20]. Traditional brick and mortar higher
education institutions tend to be in urban areas and/or require
infrastructure that is not conducive to refugee camps and are
often out of reach of refugees. Advancements in communication
technology and web-based learning platforms have begun to
address these shortcomings by paving the way for other possible
solutions for bringing higher education to remote and
inhospitable refugee camps. Massive open online courses
(MOOCs; although problematic in themselves as they require
technical capacity and tend to be designed with nonrefugee
audiences in mind) and other web-based platforms—provided
there is a technical capacity in place—can offer learners in
refugee camps higher education opportunities they otherwise
would not have. However, opportunities aside, to be successful,
refugee students often require fortified scaffolding to support
their learning [20].

In a synthesis of the literature, Bawa has found that web-based
learning programs have a dropout rate of 40% to 80% in high
resource contexts [21]. In situations such as refugee camps,
where electricity is not always guaranteed, and computers and
the internet are rare and expensive commodities, web-based
learning may be a less than appropriate option [19]. On the other
hand, blended learning approaches may offer the necessary
support to ensure success for refugee learners. Although research
and the literature on the benefits of blended learning in refugee
camps are hard to come by, a pedagogical model, which has
been found to be successful (and central to this case study), is
the InZone collaborative blended learning model. This model
has been found to achieve a course completion rate of 82.6%
for refugee students who participated in higher education courses
in Kakuma and Azraq refugee camps between 2017 and 2018
[22]. The model is presented below.

Kakuma Refugee Camp
Located in the remote and arid Turkana state in North-Western
Kenya, the Kakuma refugee camp is home to over 197,341
refugees from around 20 different nationalities, representing
39% of all registered refugees in Kenya [23]. Nationalities
include South Sudanese, Somalians, Congolese, Ethiopians,
Burundians, Sudanese, Ugandans, Rwandans, and Eritreans
[24]. The camp was created in 1992 in response to the civil war
in Sudan, which saw 20,000 young boys (the lost boys of Sudan,
seeking sanctuary in neighboring countries [24]). Climate
conditions are extreme. Temperatures routinely reach 38° C
during the hot season, and rainfall is sparse. The camp is
administered by the UNHCR and the Kenyan state and follows
a containment policy with strict restrictions on movement in,
out of, and around the camp. It is divided into 2 operative areas:
Kakuma refugee camp and Kalobeyei integrated settlement.
Although relatively safe compared with other refugee camps in
the region, there are frequent security breaches [25]. Health care
in Kakuma is serviced by 4 small clinics and Kakuma Mission
Hospital, which has 62 beds [26]; however, overcrowding,
inadequate sanitation, and poor access to these basic health
services make Kakuma a dangerous place to live [27].

InZone-Raft Basic Medical Training Course
InZone, an academic and humanitarian program at the University
of Geneva, has been active in the Kakuma refugee camp for a
decade, where it enables accredited higher education courses
via a collaborative blended learning ecosystem. InZone has a
center (the learning hub) in Kakuma where students come to
access computers and Wi-Fi, meet with each other, and connect
to web-based courses from the University of Geneva. The
InZone learning ecosystem, which scaffolds the students, takes
a student-centered approach where learning materials and
lectures are delivered through the web and facilitated by a
refugee management team in a refugee camp. Students receive
pedagogical support from web-based tutors from the University
of Geneva, who meet the students through online tutorials, via
WhatsApp instant messaging, for a designated amount of time
each week throughout the course. Students are also supported
by trained onsite facilitators in the learning hub, who assist the
tutors in managing the class and the learning process. The
learning ecosystem is overseen by a course co-ordinator who
helps ensure the overall smooth running of the course. Figure
1 depicts the InZone collaborative learning ecosystem, with the
following explaining the role of each of its actors.
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Figure 1. InZone collaborative learning ecosystem.

Key Actor Roles and Responsibilities in the
Collaborative Learning Ecosystem
1. The lecturer delivers the course material over a learning

platform (eg, via MOOCs freely available on Coursera or
EdX), encourages the generation of new knowledge, and
evaluates the students’ learning. In the ecosystem, the
delivery of knowledge via a web-based platform enables
the transmission of information to the students, who through
discussions, group work, and so on acquire and develop
new knowledge.

2. The web-based tutor is a subject matter expert or peer with
a more advanced level of subject knowledge. The tutor
plays a pedagogical role in this collaborative learning
ecosystem by meeting the students regularly over an
information communication technology platform (eg,
WhatsApp) to stimulate new knowledge acquisition, discuss
the student’s progress, and offer advice on being a
successful learner. The web-based tutor also travels to the
camp to meet the students in person and deliver face-to-face
classes toward the end of the course.

3. The onsite facilitator provides onsite technical and guiding
support to learners, helping them access the learning
platform on location and navigate the physical learning
space. The onsite facilitator is a critical contact point in the
educational relationship among students and other members
of the collaborative learning ecosystem as they are in
frequent physical contact with the students.

4. The course co-ordinator has the overall responsibility for
the day-to-day running of the course and liaises with other
members of the learning ecosystem to ensure a smooth
operation.

5. The student is the focal point of the learning ecosystem.
This means that they are central to the collaborative learning
model, and the entire learning ecosystem is designed to
support their optimal learning by meeting their educational
needs and promoting progressive learner autonomy [22].

In 2017, following the successful implementation of a basic
medical training course in the Dadaab refugee camp in Northern
Kenya, InZone was approached by Kakuma refugee camp
authorities to develop a health care course for residents in the
camp. The impetus for developing the course was the hope that
locally trained refugees could partially fill the lack of staff in
the health care sector in the camp [28]. To do this, InZone
connected with the Raft telemedicine network at the University
of Geneva and created a basic medical training course that could
be enabled through InZone’s collaborative learning ecosystem
in the camp.

Using lessons learned from a similar medical education program
in Dadaab, the basic medical training course aimed to
contextualize the curriculum, use a pedagogical methodology
that best suits students’ needs, and ultimately prepare refugees
to integrate into the health care services in the camp.

Research on Higher Education in Refugee Contexts
As mentioned earlier, higher education in refugee contexts is
an emerging field of study, with little literature covering medical
pedagogy in refugee camps. To the best of the authors’
knowledge, little research has been carried out into which
pedagogies would best satisfy the needs of refugee learners and
the impact medical higher education can have on their
communities. This study aims to add empirical evidence to this
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emerging field of study by evaluating the InZone-Raft basic
medical training course across the 2 locations.

Research Objectives
The primary objective of this research project is to compare the
grades obtained by students in the Kakuma intervention course
with the grades of the students in the Dadaab control course.
This objective evaluates whether the students following a newer
educational method employed in Kakuma would have higher
scores in learning modalities (written and oral) than the control
group in Dadaab, who followed an older educational model.

The second objective of this research is to evaluate the
effectiveness of the new education model by quantifying the
amount of knowledge acquired in the 2 groups. It was postulated
that the Kakuma group would show an improvement in their
acquisition of basic knowledge throughout the course compared
with the control group in Dadaab.

The third objective of this research is to identify the confounding
variables that influenced the final grades and thus the acquisition
of new knowledge. It was assumed that external factors impact
the acquisition of knowledge, particularly in a crisis context,
and that these factors are common to the Kakuma and Dadaab
cohorts.

Research Questions
1. Did students who applied the newer contextualized blended

learning methodology in the Kakuma intervention course
obtain better posttest results than students who applied the
traditional methodology in the Dadaab control course?

2. Was the education model used in the intervention course
more effective in producing better periodical knowledge
acquisition at set points throughout the course than the
education model used in the control course?

3. What confounding variables may have influenced the
student’s posttest results in both groups?

Methods

Study Design
Owing to ethical considerations, it was not possible to divide a
cohort of refugee students for the purpose of this research.
Consequently, randomization was not possible, and the study
was conducted as a quasi-experimental study. The control group
was nonequivalent and recruited from another classroom that
was already following the older teaching model at the time this
study began.

Refugee camps challenged the practicality of the study, as
certain external factors could not be controlled. There are
numerous barriers related to access to education that are present
in refugee contexts and are therefore unavoidable. In this
specific environment, the quasi-experimental design has the
advantage of providing higher external validity by allowing the
experiment to be implemented directly without the need for
artificial modifications.

Inclusion Criteria and Sample Size
Participants were recruited over 2 months, from August to
September 2018, in the Kakuma refugee camp through the

InZone selection process. To be admitted to the course, the
applicant had to be a resident in the Kakuma refugee camp or
Kalobeyei integrated settlement (a nearby refugee–host
community settlement), own a high school diploma, satisfy the
proficiency requirements for the English language with a C
grade in the Kenyan high school state exam or equivalent, and
write a motivation essay (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Functions for power analysis were used to evaluate the
appropriate size of the intervention group [29]. The parameters
were set to a significance level of .05, a power of .8, with a
control group of 18 participants and an expected effect size of
1.2. The formula estimated the minimum sample size required
for the two-tailed and one-tailed t tests of 9 and 6 students,
respectively. With an estimated dropout rate similar to that of
the control group, at 33% (9/27), the recruitment was set with
a total of 16 students in the intervention group.

Intervention
The basic medical training course consisted of 3 modules.
Module 1 consists of an introduction to the major organ systems
of the human body. It covers the physiology and anatomy of 13
organ systems. Module 2 is more clinically oriented and teaches
basic illness physiopathology relevant to medical conditions in
sub-Saharan Africa. Module 3 is a case-based learning unit in
which students investigate the medical conditions of 9 patients.
The content of the modules was discussed and evaluated by a
multidisciplinary professional team composed of physicians, a
pedagogue, and a sociologist to ensure high quality of content
relevant to the refugee situation and consistent with the level
of a higher education course.

To avoid the additional costs and difficulties of sending teaching
materials to refugees and ensure almost instantaneous
deployment of the course, all materials were available on the
web at the University of Geneva’s Moodle learning platform
(Moodle Pty Ltd) [30] in which the students had access to 13
units divided by organ system. Each unit was built identically
with the corresponding Khan Academy videos (Khan Academy
Ltd) [31], chapters from the OpenStax e-book Anatomy and
Physiology [32], various additional documents to better
strengthen their understanding of the topic, and a list of key
concepts to be mastered for their final evaluation (Multimedia
Appendix 2).

Computers and free Wi-Fi were accessible in the learning hub
for the students to access at designated time slots throughout
the course to ensure equitable accessibility among all course
participants. Transport and meals at the hub were subsidized
by course funds for the same reasons. Huawei Media Pad T3
10 tablets were also allocated to the students so that they could
access preloaded learning materials offline outside of the
allocated access times at the learning hub. A student was
appointed as an onsite facilitator to assist in managing the
day-to-day activities of the class and assist web-based tutors
with lesson co-ordination.

At designated times each week, 2 medical students from the
University of Geneva tutored the students via WhatsApp using
structured web-based tutorials. These tutorials involved the
presentation of questions and discussion points on a WhatsApp
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forum at the start of each week. Students and tutors later
synchronously and asynchronously discussed these points and
questions throughout the week. On average, for module 1, one
system was studied each week with planning adjusted according
to any difficulties experienced by the students (eg, flooding
hindering students’ travel to the learning hub).

The procedure for the control group in the Dadaab refugee camp
was identical except that tablets and Khan Academy videos
were not provided to students.

Sampling
The study received 45 applications to take part in the new
education model in the Kakuma refugee camp. Following a
selection procedure carried out by InZone, a cohort of 16
students was recruited to participate in the InZone-Raft basic
medical training course, which ran from October 2018 to
February 2020. They took part in module 1 of the course from
October 2018 to February 2019.

Out of the 16 students who initially started the course, 12
completed it, 11 took a final written and oral exam, and 10
passed it. The reasons for dropping out of the course were family
problems (n=2), moving out of the refugee camp (n=1),
attending an alternative training course (n=1), and lack of
commitment because of relocation (n=1). A total of 11 students
were included in the intervention group for the statistical
analysis, as they presented themselves in the final oral and
written exam (Multimedia Appendix 3).

The control group consisted of 18 students from the cohort who
followed the previous education model from February 2017 to
February 2018 in the Dadaab refugee camp. Of the 27 students
initially recruited, 18 completed the course and were included
in the statistical analysis. Reasons for dropping out included
relocation of non-Somali refugees to Kakuma camp, return to
Somalia, relocation to other countries, and family problems [33]
(Multimedia Appendix 3).

Demographic data (age, sex, and country of origin) and
educational attainment data were collected from all participants
during the application process.

Measures and Instruments
The objectives of this quasi-experimental study focus on 3
particular aspects of module 1 that need to be measured in both
groups: (1) posttest results, (2) knowledge acquisition, and (3)
confounding variables.

Posttest Results
To ensure adequate measurement of student performance at the
end of the first module, tutors traveled to the respective refugee
camp to provide face-to-face revision classes for 2 days and a
day of summative evaluation, including a supervised written
exam and an oral exam. The written examination consisted of
53 multiple-choice questions and 18 development questions.
The oral examination consisted of 6 questions related to the
organ system described in a clinical situation and 2 additional
questions related to a different system. The content of the written
and oral examinations was discussed with the multidisciplinary

team to ensure it was representative of all the topics covered in
module 1, thus guaranteeing an adequate balance of questions.

Several methods have been used to ensure the highest possible
reliability in the measurement of student knowledge. The written
examination used multiple-choice questions to ensure
impartiality and was marked anonymously by 2 different experts,
and the marks were then cross-checked. The oral examinations
used a standardized assessment grid, and student performance
was assessed by 3 experts who were physically present at the
assessment (written exam: Cronbach α=.92, 95% CI 0.86-0.98;
oral exam: Cronbach α=.92, 95% CI 0.86-0.98) [34].

Quantitative data on written and oral examination results, final
grades, and critical thinking questions were collected directly
from the respective teachers for both cohorts at the end of
module 1.

Knowledge Acquisition
Quizzes were used to assess the students’progression at regular
intervals throughout the course (at the end of each unit of study).
These formative evaluations were divided into 3 levels of
difficulty and could be repeated, if desired; a multidisciplinary
team designed them to ensure that it assesses the acquisition of
the key elements of each organ system addressed.

To assess student satisfaction and give suggestions for
improvements, a web-based feedback survey was disseminated
to the students at the end of each study unit and at the end of
each module.

The quiz results and feedback for each unit were extracted from
Moodle in the csv (comma-separated values) format. The
module 1 course feedback was sent after the final exams to the
students who completed the course via Google forms and then
exported to Microsoft Excel.

Confounding Variables
To ensure sufficient internal validity, variables that could
influence posttest results such as average quiz scores, Moodle
logs, number of WhatsApp messages, time used to complete
the written examination, number of hours of study per week,
previous medical experience, and gender were taken into account
in the analysis and interpretation of total scores.

For the activity on the students’Moodle platform, the logs were
extracted from Moodle for each student. The WhatsApp
discussions between students were extracted directly from the
application as a text file. The collection of Moodle logs,
WhatsApp discussions, and critical thinking questions could
only be obtained from the Kakuma cohort for technical reasons.

Statistical Analysis
To protect the anonymity of the students, all names were coded
before performing the statistical analysis. All statistical tests
used an α of .05 as the significance level. R Studio [35] was
used as the main part of the analysis.

Posttest Results
A descriptive analysis was carried out for the results of the
written and oral examinations, the final score, and the quizzes
of module 1 [34] to evaluate the results of both groups. The
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mean and median were used as central indicators of dispersion
and expressed with a CI and a minimum and maximum value
to assess the range.

To demonstrate whether the students who participated in the
new method performed better than the control students, a
posttest analysis was performed to assess the impact of the
intervention, comparing the average between the 2 groups for
the written exam, the oral exam, the final score, and the specific
quiz questions with the overall statistics [36]. A one-tailed and
two-tailed Student t test was used, and the nonparametric
Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used when the distribution of
scores was not normal.

Knowledge Acquisition
Only the first attempt was taken into account for the individual
calculation of the average of each quiz. In addition, before the
calculation of the individual average in the quiz of module 1,
the 2 most extreme values of the individual quizzes were
removed [37].

Spearman correlations were used to look for patterns between
the quizzes and the final score to determine whether a method
was more effective in producing knowledge acquisition
throughout the course.

Confounding Variables
A WhatsApp discussion analysis [38] and text mining and
sentiment analysis on WhatsApp text were performed to assess
confounding variables that may influence student scores [39-42].
The student feedback was also evaluated [43].

Multiple regression analyses—with robust methods and variable
transformations to ensure normality—were used to assess any
confounding variables (including average results of the quizzes,
Moodle logs, the number of WhatsApp messages, the time they
used to complete the written exam, the number of hours per
week they studied, their previous experience in medicine, and
their gender) that might influence the final score in both groups
[44-48].

Ethical Considerations
This study was approved by the Swiss Ethics Committee on
research involving humans. The protocol number assigned was
2017-00632. Participants were informed of the purpose of the
research, the methods used, and that enrollment, successful
completion, or withdrawal from this program did not affect any
eventual resettlement or repatriation process.

Participation was voluntary, and all the participants provided
written informed consent. The WhatsApp Forum Guidelines for
InZone-RAFT Basic Medical Training code of conduct was also
accepted and signed by all students before using the WhatsApp
group (Multimedia Appendix 1). This study included qualitative
data from a small sample of a vulnerable population. These data
cannot be released to the public because of the potential risk of
identifying vulnerable refugees. Special requests for access to
the data were evaluated in collaboration with the Ethics
Commission of the University of Geneva.

Results

Sociodemographic Characteristics
In the control and intervention groups, women accounted for
27% (control: 5/18; intervention: 3/11) of the total students.
The country-of-origin data varied in both groups. In the
intervention group (Kakuma), the distribution of country of
origin was diverse among the students, with 18% (2/11) from
Burundi, 27% (3/11) from the Democratic Republic of Congo,
27% (3/11) from Southern Sudan, 9% (1/11) from Sudan, 9%
(1/11) from Ethiopia, and 9% (1/11) from Somalia. In the control
group, the representation was narrower, with 94% (17/18) from
Somalia and 6% (1/18) from the Democratic Republic of Congo.
Prior knowledge or experience in health-related areas was
present in 36% (4/11) of the intervention group and 39% (7/18)
of the control group. Age distribution could not be calculated
as, for sociocultural and political reasons, dates of birth are not
always recorded by families or they are artificially generated
by the asylum-granting authorities when individuals apply for
refugee status (Multimedia Appendix 3).

The homogeneity test concerning the sociodemographic
characteristics of the 2 groups showed no significant differences
and therefore were both considered homogeneous.

Posttest Results
For the written exam, with a possible total of 75 points, we
obtained a mean score of 38 (SD 14; 51%) points, a median
score of 35 (46%) points with a maximum score of 60 (80%)
points, and a minimum score of 13 (17%) points. A question in
the exam reached a perfect score (Q19), and 4 questions (Q28,
Q33, Q43, and Q45) obtained a percentage of correct answers
lower than 20% (2/11). For the oral exam, with a possible total
of 20 points, we obtained a mean score of 13 (SD 5.5; 67%)
points, a median score of 14 (70%) points with 1 perfect score,
and a lower score at 2 (10%) points, which represents a question
answered correctly. For critical thinking questions, with a
possible total of 8 points, we obtained a mean score of 4 (SD
2.6; 53%) points, a median score of 4 (50%) points, 1 perfect
score, and a minimum score of 1 (13%) point. If we combined
the oral and written examinations by weighting the results by
half between oral and written examinations, the mean percentage
was 59% (SD 21.9) and the median percentage was 56% (range
14%-88%). For the Dadaab cohort of students studying the same
course (control group), the mean percentage was 41%, median
was 40%, maximum grade was 71%, and minimum grade was
15% (absolute numbers were not available; Table 1). We noted
a significant difference between the previous cohort and this
cohort in the total score (two-tailed: P=.008; one-tailed: P=.004).
The comparison between the Dadaab and the Kakuma cohorts’
written and oral examinations showed statistical significance
for the intervention group in the written and oral exams
(two-tailed: P=.006 and P=.05; one-tailed: P=.003 and P=.03,
respectively), as shown in Table 1. Comparing the 5 identical
developmental questions on the written test between the Dadaab
and Kakuma cohorts yields a significant difference in means
for this year group (two-tailed: P=.03; one-tailed: P=.02).
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Table 1. Results by evaluation type for intervention and control groups.

Range (%)MedianP valueMeanEvaluation type

95% CIPercentageMedian
score

One-tailedTwo-tailed95% CIPercentageMean score
(SD)

Experimental group

17-8036-754635.003a.006a38-635138 (14)Written exam (total
possible score: 75
points)

10-10040-957014.03b.05b46-566713 (5.5)Oral exam (total
possible score: 20
points)

14-8843-8856d—c.004e.008e44-7459d—c (21.9Final results

13-10013-88504N/AN/Af32-75534 (2.6)Critical thinking
(total possible
score 8 points)

29-6938-66465N/AN/A40-56485 (1.3)Quiz results (total
possible score: 10
points)

Control group

0-5622-3931—gN/AN/A23-3830—gWritten exam

30-9340-5346—gN/AN/A43-5951—gOral exam

15-7136-4540—gN/AN/A34-4841—gFinal results

aComparison of written exam mean scores between groups (Student t test).
bComparison of oral exam means between groups (Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
cNot available.
dCalculated by combining written and oral examination results weighted by half.
eComparison of final results mean scores between groups (Wilcoxon signed-rank test).
fN/A: not applicable.
gAbsolute numbers not provided by teachers.

Knowledge Acquisition
The intervention cohort’s average for the 19 quizzes for module
1, with a possible total of 10 points each, had a mean score of
5 (48%) points, a median score of 5 (46%) points, a maximum
score of 7 (69%) points, and a minimum score of 3 points (29%;
Table 1). The median participation rate was 91% (10/11) of
students for the cohort. There was a positive correlation between
the quizzes and written scores (ρ=0.93; P<.001) and an even
stronger correlation with the total score (ρ=0.94; P<.001). A
total of 25 quiz questions used for the control cohort were reused
for the intervention cohort, and it was found that 4 quiz
questions had a statistically significant higher score for last
year’s group and 2 for this year’s group.

Confounding Variables

WhatsApp Forum
On the WhatsApp discussion forum, which comprised 21
members, the chat started on October 22, 2018, at 9:20 AM. In
total, 677 messages were sent to the participants (including 148
media messages). The most active day on the forum was October
28, with 23 messages sent, the most popular day for sending
messages was Saturday (n=112), and the preferred time for
texting was 11 AM (n=54; Multimedia Appendix 4).

The most active students were S10 (n=204), followed by S5
(n=57) and S12 (n=44), whereas those who answered the tutors’
questions the most were S10 (n=44), followed by S12 (n=12)
and S5 (n=9). Sentiment analysis of 10 different feelings was
performed using text mining techniques, and the most
representative sentiment was positive (n=516), followed by trust
(n=344), and the least representative was disgust (n=39;
Multimedia Appendix 5).

Feedback
In the feedback form, we found that the main source of learning
materials was the Khan Academy videos (n=11), followed by
the WhatsApp group forum (n=4).

Students accessed the InZone learning hub 5 times per week
(median) and studied 20 hours (median). In general, the feedback
was positive for the 11 students who finished module 1. The
level of the content (8/11, 73%), amount of information to learn
(8/11, 73%), and the level of English (9/11, 82%) were all
adequate for the students. An exception was that the students
felt the time available to study was too short for 7 (64%) of
them. The main obstacles highlighted for the course were access
to electricity (8/11, 73%) every day, internet access (7/11, 64%)
every day, and access/transport to the hub (6/11, 55%) every
day. Cultural barriers (10/11, 91%) never, lack of teaching
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support (6/11, 55%) never, lack of prior education (5/11, 45%)
never, lack of space to study (8/11, 73%) never, and money
(7/11, 64%) once a month were not identified as potential
barriers. Personal issues were more variable among the students
rarely (mode).

Multiple Linear Regression
Multiple linear regression was calculated to predict the final
score in the intervention group based on the average of the
quizzes, Moodle logs, the number of WhatsApp messages, the
time they used to complete the written exam, the number of
hours per week they studied, their previous experience in

medicine, and their gender. A significant regression model was

found (F3,7=23.89; P<.001), with an R2 adjusted to 0.87. The
participants’predicted final score was equal to 1.01−0.19 (exam
time)+0.28 (previous experience)−0.40(gender), where exam
time was measured in hours, previous experience was coded as
1=yes, 0=no, and gender as 1=woman, 0=man (Table 2). The
participants’ final score diminished by 19% for each extra hour,
previous knowledge increased the final score by 30%, and
women scored on average 40% less than men if all other
variables remained constant. Regression in control groups holds
the same conclusion and therefore is not detailed.

Table 2. Multiple linear regression to predict the final score in the intervention group.

P value95% CIEstimatesPredictors

<.0010.68 to 1.331Intercept

.02−0.33 to −0.04−0.19Written exam time

.0010.15 to 0.400.28Previous experience

<.001−0.54 to −0.27−0.4Gender

N/AN/Aa11Observations

N/A0.84 to 0.98.91R 2

N/A0.77 to 0.97.87R2 adjusted

aN/A: not applicable.

Discussion

Posttest Comparison Between the Cohorts
To evaluate the Kakuma students’ learning throughout the
course, we started by looking at their exams results. We grouped
the cohort into 3 main groups: a group with 3 students who
exceeded our expectations, a pre-eminent group that met the
minimum conditions, and a student who was behind the others.
The results follow a Gaussian distribution and reflect the
teachers’ initial assessment of the student’s level. In addition,
teachers were impressed by the complexity of the questions
asked by the students during revision sessions. In their opinion,
highly motivated students attained a level of medical knowledge
comparable with the first-year class in a medical school in the
West.

One of the main objectives of this study was to evaluate the
effectiveness of the new education model. If we consider the
average score for all students in both cohorts, we have a
significant difference in both two-tailed and one-tailed results
for the written exam, oral exam, and total score. Overall, we
can say that the Kakuma cohort had a better overall grade, but
a disparate comparison of exams is questionable. We cannot
exclude that this intervention cohort’s written or oral exam was
simpler than the control cohort in Dadaab.

As a result, we paid particular attention to specific questions in
the Moodle quiz. Of 29 identical questions, 4 were significantly
better for the control group and 2 for the intervention group.
This result does not confirm our initial hypothesis that the
intervention group scored better on average. However, on
average, we had a double participation rate compared with the

previous cohort, which can create a bias, as only the most
motivated students from the control cohort participated in
quizzes. Therefore, we looked further and considered the same
questions in the written exam. There was a significant difference
between the 2 scores in favor of the intervention group. In doing
so, the inequity in the response rate is eliminated and ensures
the same parameters. We interpret this improvement as
emanating from the learning videos and interactive quizzes,
making a difference to students’ knowledge acquisition. Khan
Academy videos give the effect of a live explanation, and
quizzes with progressive levels help motivate students to
learn—as testified by a participation rate close to 100%.

Improvement of Initial Knowledge Inside Groups
Determining whether the students had improved their initial
medical knowledge during the course was difficult to assess.
We inquired whether students had a background in the medical
field before studying the course in the feedback form. Our
analysis indicates that prior medical knowledge has a positive
impact on the score, and a correlation was found between
background knowledge and the final score in both groups. This
could reveal 1 of 2 conditions: either students with previous
health education learned something new or the group was too

small to demonstrate a correlation. In either case, as R2 adjusted
was large, the size of the cohort does not change the correlation
strength. Similarly, we compared the average of the quiz with
the final result, which revealed a strong correlation. In the
model, 87.3% of the final score variability was expressed as the
average of the quiz. The excellent results of quizzes and final
exams prove that their new knowledge was well received. We
also established correlations among the exam questions.
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Confounding Variables Regarding Final Scores
To identify any confounder that could enhance students’ total
scores, we first considered participation in the WhatsApp forum.
We found no direct correlation between the number of
WhatsApp messages posted by individual students and their
final scores. However, the top scorer, S12, was also the most
active on the WhatsApp forum, which came second for him as
a study resource. In any case, in this challenging environment,
we understand that not everyone has an electronic device and
that the smartphones used to access WhatsApp were probably
shared among students. However, we are reassured that the
WhatsApp group is an excellent cohesive tool that gives all
equal opportunities.

Second, we looked at the students’Moodle logs, which revealed
no correlation. This reflects the basic activity of the Moodle
platform but not engagement. With the new course organization
focused on Khan Academy videos, the Moodle platform was
relegated to be a tool where students could answer the quiz and
evaluate their progress.

Finally, we noticed a significant negative correlation for gender,
with women scoring 40% less than their male counterparts.
Indeed, “traditional mechanisms of protection and social norms
remain, but deviate substantially within the refugee context
including the attitude and the perception of the ‘proper’ role of
women. In some instances, this triggers a positive redefinition.
In other cases, however, traditional mechanisms of protection
and social norms remain in and this often results in
stigmatization of the refugee woman by her community” [49].

With this in mind, we acknowledge that the lack of or reduced
empowerment of female students negatively impacted their
performance in the oral exam. This difference was not realized
as strongly in the control group; the difference in score between
males and females was 4.6% (P=.40) and not significant [33].

Impact
Of all participants, 10 students received accreditation from the
University of Geneva (6 European Credit Transfer System
[ECTS] credits) for module 1 and 1 student received a certificate
of participation. Receiving ECTS credits allows students to
transfer these credits into other medical training programs. The
course has been discussed with local universities, and we aim
to develop cooperation and future education pathways to
advance students’ studies.

One of the main problems identified with the Dadaab cohort
project was the lack of critical thinking about the information
they were learning. During the oral exam for the Kakuma cohort,
we used a critical thinking question as a sensor to see if the
students could apply what they learned to a new situation, in
this case, a clinical problem. The results were presented as a
bimodal distribution, which means that there is a clear separation
of each student’s ability to process what they learned. Some
were perfectly capable of criticizing what they learned and using
the information in a different context. Others needed guidance
to do so, but they could be taught and learned. However, in a
different educational system where knowledge is imparted, it
is difficult to adjust the study approach.

This course also shows that there is flexibility in the learning
system. All content is accessible via the Moodle platform and
the tablets provided to the students at the start of the course. It
is possible to take the course in other difficult refugee contexts.
One of the students, for example, had to leave the camp and
continued to attend the course and participated in the WhatsApp
forum remotely. New resources and technologies could be
incorporated into the course to further improve accessibility,
which can be challenging in a refugee camp environment.

Finally, students told us orally and in their written feedback
about their hopes to have a positive impact on their
communities’ health. They expressed their desire to improve
the lives of the people around them by using their new
knowledge. After a meeting with the International Rescue
Committee (IRC), they confirmed that there is a need for more
people to work in Kakuma’s health care system. Consequently,
the IRC expressed a desire to hire medical students in the camp’s
clinical facilities. In response, teachers have oriented the end
of modules 2 and 3 to include some basic clinical gestures to
help them achieve their objectives.

Limitation and Future Direction
The dropout rate in the newer cohort in Kakuma (5/16, 31%)
was similar to that in the control group (9/27, 33%). The main
reason for dropping out given by the students was personal
reasons. In our view, although personal reasons cannot be
anticipated at the time of recruitment, we recommend more
clarity to the students before enrollment on the commitment
needed to finish the course successfully.

The main criticisms for module 1 in both cohorts were the
amount of time students needed to study. The multiplicity of
content and tight deadlines were challenging for students. Even
by making some schedule adjustments, the course is very
demanding, and in the unstable context of a refugee camp, it
can become difficult for some students to keep up with the
required pace. Access to electricity, the internet, and more
generally to the learning hub remains to be a problem for
students in Kakuma refugee camps. The use of tablets may have
been a way to ameliorate these challenges, with all the materials
preloaded on the tablets. Unfortunately, for various
security-related reasons, students could not take them home
with them to study in the evenings and weekend days (eg,
carrying valuable technology in the camp puts the students at
risk of being attacked and robbed).

As with all web-based and blended learning courses, maintaining
motivation is a challenge students face, which affects course
completion rates. The education model used in Kakuma
attempted to address this problem with a more interactive course
to promote greater student involvement. The change in strategy
to include students in the decision-making process and the
heightened role of the onsite facilitator appears to have had a
positive impact on the students’ overall performance.

Future Directions
Going forward, we recommend evaluating the long-term impact
of the program. A longitudinal study following the alumni to
measure their impact on their communities and the opportunities
they received would be a valuable resource for the growing field
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of higher education in refugee contexts. Such a study would
also help universities and other education providers operating
in refugee spaces to refine their offers and better serve refugee
students.

We also recommend that multiple courses are offered
simultaneously and in several camps so that more refugees can
attain the knowledge that they need to better ensure the health
and well-being of their communities. Randomization would
therefore be possible, thus ensuring greater internal validity. In
addition, the introduction of a preliminary examination to assess
the level of knowledge of course applicants more deeply would
allow better organization of classes along capacity lines.

Finally, we suggest that any future courses for refugee learners
consider the lived realities of refugee learners in refugee camps.
Course content needs to reflect refugee needs and not be merely
parachuted in via Western-centric digital modes. Blended
learning will work if there are sufficient support and
technological and pedagogical resources available for scaffold
learning. To help achieve this, we recommend finding solutions
so that students are safe and have greater access to technology.
For example, giving them individual tablets at the start of the
course and unlimited access to the learning hub could increase
course participation and learning. In addition, contextualizing
learning materials according to needs assessments and
heightening the pedagogical and pastoral role of onsite
facilitators will help to achieve better outcomes for all.

Conclusions
The InZone-Raft project has provided refugees in Kakuma and
Dadaab refugee camps with high-level basic medical training
in 2 of the most challenging environments in the world. We
found that by improving the mode of delivery, better
contextualizing content, and promoting more interaction between
the students and their teachers, the Kakuma student cohort
reached a high level of medical knowledge and was able to
develop complex questions on medical topics. Their results in

quizzes and final exams of their course prove that their new
knowledge was well received, and the education model was
more efficient than its earlier incarnation in the Dadaab refugee
camp.

As we move forward in developing and delivering medical
courses, those of us working with refugee learners need to pay
more attention to our students. Given the exponential growth
of the globally displaced in recent years, it is evident that the
demand far outweighs the supply. However, this cannot be an
excuse to cut corners and implement courses that do not work
in refugee contexts. Much more positive results are achieved
when refugees are acknowledged, included, and provided with
the resources they need.

The positive outcome of this project shows that given the right
resources and support, refugees have the capacity to contribute
to, improve, and develop health care in their communities.
However, to achieve this, a more concerted effort needs to be
made to meet the educational needs of refugee learners and
better understand the space in which they live. Higher education
for refugee context research is one of the keys to achieve this.
By better understanding the pedagogical dynamics that operate
in these spaces, we can move forward with successful programs
such as the InZone-Raft basic medical training course in
Kakuma refugee camps.

The basic medical training course has been the subject of many
requests from potential students and health care workers in
Kakuma, as there is a lack of adequate education programs
available in the camp. If there is the will to embrace it at the
forced migration management administration level, this medical
course could allow refugees to integrate into the health services
in the camp. The positive impact this would have on the health
and well-being of refugees in Kakuma could serve as inspiration
that refugees can be empowered through higher education to
serve and lead their own communities. Therefore, we
recommend that similar education programs be embraced and
implemented in refugee camps globally.
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Multimedia Appendix 1
InZone-Raft Basic Medical Training application form with an overview of the program, inclusion criteria, application form and
motivational essay, and WhatsApp forum guidelines.
[PDF File (Adobe PDF File), 291 KB - jmir_v23i3e22345_app1.pdf ]

Multimedia Appendix 2
The syllabus of Module 1 of the Basic Medical Training with unit number, names of organ systems, references of videos of the
Khan Academy, references of book chapters, absolute numbers of questions in quizzes, average of quizzes per level, and duration
of each unit in weeks.
[PDF File (Adobe PDF File), 92 KB - jmir_v23i3e22345_app2.pdf ]

Multimedia Appendix 3
Complete characteristics of the intervention and control group participants including gender, prior knowledge, origins, and absolute
frequency by group, mean, standard deviation, median, median absolute deviation, range, kurtosis, skew, and standard errors of
the final scores broken down by gender and prior knowledge in both groups.
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[PDF File (Adobe PDF File), 18 KB - jmir_v23i3e22345_app3.pdf ]

Multimedia Appendix 4
WhatsApp group analysis of the module 1 intervention cohort was performed using WhatsAnalyzer. It includes general statistics,
messages sent per user, messages sent on average during module 1, messages sent on average per day, messages sent on average
per hour, and the communication network between users.
[PDF File (Adobe PDF File), 251 KB - jmir_v23i3e22345_app4.pdf ]

Multimedia Appendix 5
Feelings were analyzed in the WhatsApp chat intervention by generating the global cloud, retrieving feeling words from the text,
counting feeling words by category, printing the feeling plot, and creating a global text mining cloud. In addition, a graphical
representation of the sentiment analysis is provided for 10 different sentiments in the WhatsApp intervention group.
[PDF File (Adobe PDF File), 145 KB - jmir_v23i3e22345_app5.pdf ]
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Abstract

Background: Gangstalking is a novel persecutory belief system whereby those affected believe they are being followed, stalked,
and harassed by a large number of people, often numbering in the thousands. The harassment is experienced as an accretion of
innumerable individually benign acts such as people clearing their throat, muttering under their breath, or giving dirty looks as
they pass on the street. Individuals affected by this belief system congregate in online fora to seek support, share experiences,
and interact with other like-minded individuals. Such people identify themselves as targeted individuals.

Objective: The objective of the study was to characterize the linguistic and rhetorical practices used by contributors to the
gangstalking forum to construct, develop, and contest the gangstalking belief system.

Methods: This mixed methods study employed corpus linguistics, which involves using computational techniques to examine
recurring linguistic patterns in large, digitized bodies of authentic language data. Discourse analysis is an approach to text analysis
which focuses on the ways in which linguistic choices made by text creators contribute to particular functions and representations.
We assembled a 225,000-word corpus of postings on a gangstalking support forum. We analyzed these data using keyword
analysis, collocation analysis, and manual examination of concordances to identify discursive and rhetorical practices among
self-identified targeted individuals.

Results: The gangstalking forum served as a site of discursive contest between 2 opposing worldviews. One is that gangstalking
is a widespread, insidious, and centrally coordinated system of persecution employing community members, figures of authority,
and state actors. This was the dominant discourse in the study corpus. The opposing view is a medicalized discourse supporting
gangstalking as a form of mental disorder. Contributors used linguistic practices such as presupposition, nominalization, and the
use of specialized jargon to construct gangstalking as real and external to the individual affected. Although contributors generally
rejected the notion that they were affected by mental disorder, in some instances, they did label others in the forum as
impacted/affected by mental illness if their accounts if their accounts were deemed to be too extreme or bizarre. Those affected
demonstrated a concern with accumulating evidence to prove their position to incredulous others.

Conclusions: The study found that contributors to the study corpus accomplished a number of tasks. They used linguistic
practices to co-construct an internally coherent and systematized persecutory belief system. They advanced a position that
gangstalking is real and contested the medicalizing discourse that gangstalking is a form of mental disorder. They supported one
another by sharing similar experiences and providing encouragement and advice. Finally, they commiserated over the challenges
of proving the existence of gangstalking.
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Introduction

Gangstalking is a novel persecutory belief system whereby those
affected believe they are being followed, stalked, and harassed
by a large number of people, often numbering in the thousands
[1,2]. In contrast to traditional forms of stalking that are usually
organized by a single person [3], those affected by gangstalking
are unable to identify a single person responsible for their
persecution and experience it as a widely distributed and
coordinated effort of co-conspirators. People who identify as
affected by gangstalking self-identify as targeted individuals.

Although specific experiences of gangstalking vary between
those affected, the various expressions of this polythetic belief
system include a number of common elements. In particular,
the campaign of harassment that affected individuals perceive
is frequently experienced as an accretion of innumerable
individually benign acts such as people clearing their throat,
muttering under their breath, or giving dirty looks as they pass
on the street. Perceived as deliberate, connected, and malicious,
intense distress is experienced as a cumulative effect of these
acts over a prolonged period. Individuals affected by
gangstalking are frequently unable to pinpoint a clear motive
for the harassment, which is a further source of perplexity and
distress. They frequently describe that the apparent goal is to
make them appear mentally ill, to cause them to be discredited
and disbelieved, and sometimes to encourage or precipitate their
eventual suicide.

Interest in gangstalking is increasing over time and the popular
press reports the activities of those affected with growing
frequency [4-7]. As shown in Figure 1, the popularity of the
Google search term gangstalking has increased steadily over
the past decade [8]. When targeted individuals present to clinical
attention, they are frequently diagnosed with psychotic illnesses
and the gangstalking is conceptualized as a persecutory
delusional system by psychiatric professionals. The gangstalking
belief system is similar to some other well-established
persecutory delusional belief systems, such as the Truman Show
delusion [9], where those affected believe that their lives are
surreptitiously being continuously recorded and produced into
a reality television show and that everyone or nearly everyone
they come into contact with is complicit in the deceit. As with
many stigmatized beliefs [10,11], individuals affected by
gangstalking reject the psychiatric formulation of their condition
and turn elsewhere for support.

Targeted individuals congregate in online fora where they can
speak openly of their concerns, flesh out their ideas, and
comment on each other’s experiences. These fora are a
nonclinical environment where those affected may express their

beliefs more openly and transparently without the fear of being
disbelieved or labeled as may be the case in clinical settings.
The internet has become an important source of health
information [12]. In addition to providing a platform for those
affected to find support, online fora may also serve as a crucible
where people flesh out, develop, and linguistically and
rhetorically construct the gangstalking phenomenon. It may
also serve as a medium of transmission of the ideas as with
other belief systems [13]. This study aims to describe how users
of an internet forum about gangstalking construct, support, and
contest the gangstalking belief system. It also seeks to describe
how they use language to navigate social relationships within
the context of the forum and as part of these processes.

Delusions are defined as fixed beliefs that are not amenable to
change in light of conflicting evidence [14]. An alternative
definition is that delusions are beliefs that are demonstrably
untrue or not shared by others and which are not ordinarily
accepted by other members of the person’s culture or subculture
[15]. However, attempts to precisely define delusions have
proven problematic and debate and controversy persist [16],
with some authors suggesting that pinning down delusions
definitively may be an impossible task [17]. For example,
superstitious beliefs resemble delusions and are widely held
among people who are not affected by mental illness [18]. Other
belief systems such as astrology, tarot, and parapsychology also
resemble delusional belief systems, yet people endorsing these
belief systems are not usually classified as experiencing
delusions. Although there are widely accepted hypotheses
regarding a biological underpinning of delusions, to date there
is insufficient evidence to support a clear mechanistic
explanation of them [19]. Moreover, the content of delusions
varies across place and time and appears to be heavily influenced
by prevalent cultural trends and symbols [20].

For these reasons, we regard persecutory belief systems and
their variants such as conspiracy theories, overvalued ideas, and
idiosyncratic belief systems as being socially constructed
[21,22]. One of the key tenets of social constructionism is that
knowledge is sustained by social processes [23]. This view
holds that it is through discourse that certain, dominant ways
of viewing and understanding particular phenomena come to
be regarded as truth, at the expense of other perspectives [24].
It is on this basis (ie, through discourse) that certain
psychological or embodied experiences come to be understood
and treated within a society as being either normal or
pathological and, by extension, those who experience that
phenomenon as either healthy, ill, or even deviant. In this paper,
we adopt a social constructionist approach to understanding the
roles that language, discourse, and other social processes play
in constructing the gangstalking phenomenon.
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Figure 1. Relative frequency of "gangstalking" as a Google search term.

Methods

The methodology adopted in this study can be described as
corpus-based discourse analysis. Corpus linguistics is largely
a methodology (but also a field of research) which involves
using computational techniques to examine recurring linguistic
patterns in large, digitized bodies of authentic language data.
Discourse analysis is an approach to text analysis which focuses
on the ways in which linguistic choices made by text creators
contribute to particular functions and representations. The
approach to corpus-based discourse analysis employed in this
study is derived from that described at length by Hunt and
Brookes [25] in a previous analysis of mental health–related
discourse in online fora.

This approach relies on a combination of 3 techniques from
corpus linguistics: keyword analysis, collocation analysis, and
manual examination of concordances. The first 2 techniques
are quantitative methods that use statistical techniques to sift
through a large body of text (known as a corpus) to identify,
respectively, words and word combinations that are notable due
to their high frequency or statistical salience [26]. The third
technique, concordancing, is essentially a way of viewing the
corpus data that allows users to inspect all instances of a given
word, word string, or collocational pairing in the corpus—in
context—and, if it is desired, to access the original corpus texts
in their entirety. Concordancing facilitates more qualitative
analysis of the patterns in a corpus. In this study, it is used to

follow up the identification of keywords and collocational
pairing, with the ensuing qualitative analysis trained on
identifying the wider discursive and rhetorical practices that the
keywords and collocates signal and through which the forum
users construe their relationships, identity, and experiences.

To obtain source texts for our corpus of forum interactions about
gangstalking, we used Google to identify support groups for
people experiencing gangstalking. We then focused on the
largest gangstalking forum on the internet in terms of number
of users, threads, and posts. The forum used to construct the
study corpus is organized into topics, each one of which has an
accompanying discussion which forms a thread. We used Python
3.0 code to extract 420 complete threads (225,936 words; see
Table 1). The data collected included all threads posted between
July 17, 2020, and September 2, 2020 (the date of collection).
Some threads that were posted and subsequently deleted by
their authors were not available for analysis. This was the case
for 80 of the 500 threads we sought to extract, which left 420
threads for analysis. The forum requires posters to successfully
solve a CAPTCHA before posting to prove they are human and
not a bot.

All of the data used in our analysis were posted on a public
forum, available to any internet user without having to subscribe
or log into the forum. The forum permits users to contribute
anonymously with a pseudonymous username that is not linked
to their offline identities. Our examination of the forum posts
constitutes what Eysenbach and Till [27] refer to as passive
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analysis. The institutional research ethics board at The Centre
for Addiction and Mental Health reviewed the proposed study
design and opined that it did not require formal approval.

To help preserve contributors’ anonymity, we term this corpus
the gangstalking internet corpus. At the time of data collection,
the gangstalking forum that we sampled had a total of
approximately 14,000 (exactly 13,598) members. To ensure
that forum members’ identities are protected as far as is possible,
no usernames or references to any other personally identifying
information will be reproduced in the data extracts cited in this
paper.

Our analysis began by using version 8 of the corpus analytical
software WordSmith Tools [28] to identify keywords in the
study corpus. Keywords are words that occur in the study corpus
with a statistically marked frequency when compared with a
reference corpus, which usually represents a norm or benchmark
for the type of language under study [29]. As our reference
corpus, we elected to use the spoken component of the updated
British National Corpus [30]—an 11-million-word corpus of
conversational British English sampled between 2012 and 2016.
This reference corpus was also used by Hunt and Brookes [25],
who demonstrated its utility for identifying keywords which
signal discursive and rhetorical practices in the context of online
fora.

Keyness was measured using a combination of the log-likelihood
and the log ratio statistic [31]. Log-likelihood is a confidence
measure. The higher the log-likelihood value assigned to a
keyword, the smaller the probability that the (statistically
marked) observed frequency of that word has arisen due to
chance or a sampling error, for example. Log ratio, by contrast,
is an effect size measure. The higher the log ratio score assigned
to a particular keyword, the larger the observed difference is
between its frequencies in the analysis corpus and the reference
corpus. We stipulated that keywords should have a
log-likelihood score of 15.13, indicating a confidence level of
99.99%. We also specified that a word had to be present in at
least 2.5% of forum posts (ie, 69 posts out of 2749) in order to
be identified as a keyword. We then ranked the resulting
keywords using the log ratio statistic [32]. We set a minimum
log ratio of 1.5 for a word to be included as a keyword. A log

ratio of 1.5 means that the word is 2.25 times as frequent in the
study corpus as in the reference corpus.

After identifying keywords, we grouped them into thematic and
semantic categories. We began with the categories defined by
Sheridan et al [2] in their content analysis of self-defined
gangstalking-affected individuals’ accounts of their subjective
experiences of the phenomenon and modified them to capture
the themes that emerged from our keyword list.

Following keyword categorization, we extracted collocates of
a select number of keywords of interest, in order to examine
the wider linguistic contexts within which those words tended
to occur in the forum posts. This step takes us beyond the
solitary items in the keyword output and begins to move toward
understanding the meanings and functions of words in context;
as Firth [33] puts it, “you shall know a word by the company it
keeps.” In this way, collocate analysis can identify the meanings
and associations that affected individuals attribute to different
aspects of gangstalking. We defined collocates as words
occurring within 5 words to the left or right of the search word
(this is the default in WordSmith Tools and had been found to
be productive for corpus-based discourse studies, eg, by Hunt
and Brookes [25]; Tables 2 and 3). Collocation was measured
and ranked using the cubed version of the mutual information

(MI) statistic (MI3). The MI3 statistic highlights collocational
pairings whose frequency is marked (ie, higher than would be
expected given the frequencies of the constituent words and the
size of the corpus overall). It is useful for corpus-based discourse
analysis, as it favors high-frequency collocational pairings which
are thereby particularly well established in the discourse [34].
For analyses of computer-mediated communication, this offers
the practical advantage that it does not place undue emphasis
on infrequent collocates that are typos or spelling errors.

Finally, keywords and collocational pairings of interest were
subjected to manual discourse analysis using concordance output
and, where beneficial, based on entire forum posts and those
which precede and follow them in the threads. As noted, the
objective of this stage of the analysis was to identify the
discursive and rhetorical practices through which the forum
contributors construed the gangstalking phenomenon and their
experiences of it.

Table 1. Profile of the gangstalking internet corpus.

Gangstalking corpusAttribute

420Total threads sampled

2749Total posts

6.54Mean posts per thread

225,836Total words

82.1Mean words per post
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Table 2. Top 5 collocates of gangstalking (5 left/5 right), ranked by MI3a.

MI3FrequencyCollocateRank

16.59107the1

14.7466and2

13.7041that3

12.3831you4

12.0925are5

aMI3: cubed version of the mutual information (MI) statistic.

Table 3. Top 5 lexical collocates of gangstalking, ranked my MI3a.

MI3FrequencyCollocateRank

10.3214people1

11.5312believe2

10.7712think3

10.3711One4

12.0411Real5

aMI3: cubed version of the mutual information (MI) statistic.

Results

Study Analysis Overview
As described in the previous section, we began our analysis by
obtaining keywords from our corpus of gangstalking forum
threads. We modified Sheridan and James [1] initial 24 thematic
categories of the gangstalking experience to 9 aggregate
keyword categories (Table 4): (1) conceptions of gangstalking,

(2) social and interpersonal concepts, (3) conceptualizations of
the individual, (4) mental and psychological processes, (5)
epistemic indicators, (6) extent of conspiracy, (7) technological
affordances employed in gangstalking, (8) words pertaining to
the internet, and finally, (9) grammatical words were categorized
together. Some words were assigned to multiple categories. For
example, the polysemous word state can refer to a state of mind.
It can also refer to a nation or political community. For this
reason, it was placed in 2 categories.

Table 4. Keyword categories.

Associated keywords ranked by log ratio score (frequencies [n] in brackets)Thematic/lexical category

Gangstalking (380), gangstalkers (148), perps (113), gangstalked (83), stalkers (152), stalked

(99), stalking (347), targeted (183), target (146), program (95), TIa (144), evil (91), control
(195), situation (88)

Conceptions of gangstalking

Harassment (161), victim (137), gang (278), torture (141), other (152), power (111), involved
(130), against (181), social (101), anyone (225), help (223), group (127)

Social and interpersonal concepts

Victim (137), individuals (98), individual (104), human (110), life (345), person (275),
someone (298), myself (115)

Conceptualizations of the individual

Fear (120), mental (128), state (102), believe (352), experience (121), crazy (110), mind
(276)

Mental and psychological processes

Evidence (128), information (129), believe (352), happening (94), real (190), reason (126),
seem (83), seems (100)

Epistemic indicators

Government (200), public (120), police (176), state (102), law (115), using (130), world
(240)

Extent of conspiracy

Technology (131), video (91)Technological affordances

https (411), www (242), com (271), lol (72), post (121)Internet related

etc (167), its (235), themselves (114), become (90), may (188), am (335), being (600), by
(795), their (851), also (415), most (293), without (131), will (741), since (122), case (92)

Grammatical

aTI: targeted individuals.
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Lexicalizing Gangstalking
The keywords belonging to the category Conceptions of
gangstalking illustrate that those affected employ various lexical
choices for constructing gangstalking in their forum posts.
Comparing raw frequencies, it is most commonly referred to
as gangstalking, which occurs 380 times in the corpus, and
stalking, which occurs 347 times. Gangstalking is the gerund
form of gangstalk, a portmanteau of gang and stalk. The word
is a neologism. It is not included in standard English language
dictionaries and indeed is absent from the updated Spoken
British National Corpus, which served as our reference corpus
for the keyword analysis above. Gangstalking is sometimes
lexicalized as the bigram gang stalking in our corpus (n=142
occurrences). The words stalking (n=347) and harassment
(n=161) were also used.

The term gangstalking served several different functions in our
corpus. In some instances, it serves as a progressive verb. In
other instances it is used as a gerund or as a present participle
and functions as an adjective. For example:

LIL WAYNE IS GANGSTALKING AND HARASSING
ME

The gangstalking scumbags at the bottom of the
hierarchy are usually exploited and disrespected
endlessly.

But they still play the childish gangstalking games.

While the first of these examples demonstrates that gangstalking
is conceived of as a process similar to harassment (and, in this
case, perpetrated by a famous musician), examples 2 and 3
demonstrate the way in which the existence of gangstalking is
frequently represented as presupposed and uncontroversial. That
is, the use of gangstalking as a descriptor of people or games
functions as an existential presupposition; the use of
gangstalking in this way presupposes it is. This implies that
gangstalking is a valid and real concept.

The determiner the is the most frequent collocate of gangstalking
in our corpus, occurring in the L1 position (ie, immediately to
the left of gangstalking) a total of 47 times in the corpus.
Lexicalizing gangstalking with the definite article the frames
it entirely as an entity external to the affected individual.
Moreover, use of the definite article indicates the verbal, as
opposed to the nominal, gerund which conceptualizes a specific
and actualized situation that is marked as identifiable [35]. The
forum serves as a site of discursive contest between 2 competing
worldviews. According to one, the concerns about gangstalking
reside within the affected individual as part of a medicalizing
discourse. In this paradigm, the experience of gangstalking may
be regarded as a chemical imbalance or psychological
disturbance. The countervailing view, by contrast, adopts a
credulous persecutory discourse and posits that the difficulty is
entirely due to the thoughts and behavior of malevolent others
located outside of the affected individual. Use of the determiner
the anticipates this contest and supports the latter view, which
is a minority discourse in psychiatric practice, but the majority
in this corpus.

Below are several examples of this construction.

Satan is definitely at work when it comes to the
gangstalking and he is using technology as well as
gang stalking perps as human vessels to get his will
accomplished.

Even I filed complaints to Federal, provincial, and
other organizations, the gangstalking increases.

The gangstalking was heavy. Every day. Every minute
of the day. I still didn’t know what it was. I thought
it was bullying, and I “”deserved“” it for being
different.

These comments speak about affected individuals’ concern that
the phenomenon is widespread, insidious, and centrally
coordinated. Much like the use of gangstalking as a
presupposition, these examples also demonstrate how
gangstalking is represented as taking place regardless of the
affected individual’s perceptions. This is achieved through the
linguistic process of nominalization, in which the process of
gangstalking is presented as a noun (the gangstalking). In the
second extract above (ie, Even I filed complaints …), for
instance, it is not that the affected individual perceives that the
gangstalking is becoming more intense or that they are being
gangstalked more frequently, rather their post expresses the
seemingly objective fact that their gangstalking has increased,
once again presenting the phenomenon as incontrovertible.

Representations of the gangstalking phenomenon invariably
include references to the perpetrators of the conspiracy as well
as affected individuals. In the gangstalking community, the
victims are usually known as targeted individuals. TI occurred
144 times in the data, targeted 183 times, and individuals 98
times, while targeted individual and targeted individuals
occurred a total of 86 times. Among those affected, the
perpetrators of gangstalking are known as perps. That word
occurred 113 times in the corpus.

The next most frequent collocate of gangstalking is the
coordinating conjunction and, which occurs most commonly
in the R1 position (ie, directly following the node).

I have gangstalking and direct energy
weapons/remote neural monitoring happening to me.

Can confirm Iran not exempt from gangstalking and
very advanced mind control technologies.

This gangstalking, and chronic chemical poisonings,
have taken a toll on my health.

Undoubtedly, these Government stalking worthless
punks could not afford nice cars, lavish homes, and
domestic fees, if they were not gangstalking and
research people’s brains 24/7.

As these examples attest, forum contributors use the conjunction
to situate the gangstalking behavior within a matrix of similar
persecutory and malicious behaviors. In this manner, members
of this community construct gangstalking as an individual
phenomenon that is intertwined with broader national and
international conspiracies. This includes 14 references to “direct
energy weapons” and 69 references to voice to skull (V2K)
communication technologies. As an online phenomenon, this
may also increase contact between individuals who experience
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gangstalking as an aspect of a persecutory delusion and members
of internet conspiracy cultures more generally.

Consistent with this claim, the most frequent keyword in our
analysis was https, appearing 411 times across 140 of the
comments. It was used in the context of URLs, pointing readers
to other resources on the internet that commenters used to
emphasize and elaborate on their ideas. This speaks to the
hyperlinked and connected nature of the internet and online
communities but also to the nature of gangstalking as a belief
system that has been popularized and shared through the
networked communication of the web.

Several of the keywords highlighted interpersonal themes. This
demonstrates that the gangstalking belief system is based on
malicious interpersonal interactions. Affected individuals
identify themselves as victim (n=137) and use the term gang
(n=278) to describe their tormentors. The words someone
(n=298) and anyone (n=225) are used to describe people
involved in the conspiracy. Both are indefinite pronouns and
allow for doubt about who they are describing. This may speak
to the inchoate nature of the belief system in which those
affected are certain that they are being targeted even if they
cannot always precisely pinpoint whom by.

Figures of Authority
One of the keyword categories pertains to the broad reach of
the conspiracy. These words identify powerful state actors.
Almost without exception, those affected cannot identify a single
person or agent who is responsible for their persecution. Some
affected individuals construe the gangstalking as being
retribution for a minor slight or altercation in the past. However,
they speak of agents of symbolic authority such as government
(n=200), police (n=176), and state (n=102) as either having an
organizing role or at least permitting and encouraging the
persecution.

Gangstalking definitely is coming from government,
but it is using the private sector to avoid detection.

The government has been using this technology to
target specific people and also experimentally torture
some people.

Since police is involved in this, there is very little we
can do about it and sueing them won’t help but don’t
let that deter you.

I have a history of being stalked by the police so, no,
I don’t ask them for help.

This formulation frames gangstalking as a process that is
occurring outside the affected individual. However, throughout
the corpus, contributors also refer to the alternative view that
gangstalking may be a psychological process. The keywords
believe, mental, mind, and experience all draw attention to the
epistemological and ontological challenges faced by those
affected: what is really happening and how can one be sure?
For example:

Do you actually believe in this?

They will not believe you. It would be crazy to believe
us without evidence.

Also, describing gangstalking will often sound
completely illogical - people will not believe the
government would spend that much time or money
on a person.

Individuals affected by gangstalking express concern about
being able to demonstrate the veracity of their experiences.
Evidence occurs 128 times in the corpus. It most frequently

occurs with the collocates collect (MI3=15.41) and gather

(MI3=14.18). Those affected post about the need, the challenges,
and the potential benefits of accumulating sufficient evidence
to conclusively demonstrate the veracity of the belief system:

If you are not presenting some form of evidence to
skeptics, you are wasting your time.

It sounds like you have the opportunity to gather
evidence and confirmation this is happening.

Faced with the risk of being disbelieved, being portrayed as
mentally ill is a central concern of those affected. A common
theme running through their accounts is that the very purpose
of the campaign is to discredit and stigmatize them by making
them appear chronically mentally ill. For example, the adjective
crazy occurs 110 times in the corpus with almost all instances
pertaining to their concerns about being labeled as mentally ill
and stigmatized:

Yeah it’s they ritual to drive you crazy so you act
weird so they can put you as crazy person so nobody
will listen to the abuse.

The trick is to be subtle so you don’t come across as
crazy or threatening.

I was told at the beginning they would make me look
crazy or lying so no one would believe it.

Throughout the corpus, individuals impacted by gangstalking
deal with the possibility and the assertion that they are affected
by mental illness. Throughout the corpus, those impacted deal
with this tension and the possibility that they are affected by
mental illness by representing craziness as the intended outcome
of gangstalking that they are actively resisting. Accordingly,
those affected rarely acknowledge that they have mental illness.
However, in some cases posters posit that other forum members
do.

You guys are actually insane...

Hey man you need serious mental help.

In other instances, posts note that it is actually the perpetrators
of gangstalking that are affected by mental illness:

Most Government gangstalkers dispatched to you,
have severe psychological problems, and are afflicted
with a serious mental illnesses.

It is not your fault for being gang stalked. Since
stalkers have mental illness or personality disorder
that fuels this behaviour.

In this manner, references to mental illness in the community
serve to insulate the majority of its members from the contention
that they themselves are affected by delusions. Mental illness
is seen as a characteristic of perps rather than targeted
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individuals or is attributed to a small number of community
members whose experiences are dismissed as too extreme.

The frequent use of the word seem (n=83) and its variations,
seems (n=100), seemed (n=24), and seemingly (n=13), could be
viewed as reflecting uncertainty relating to aspects of affected
individuals’ accounts of their gangstalking experiences.
However, tellingly, these linguistic markers of uncertainty did
not reflect any uncertainty relating to the legitimacy of
gangstalking itself. Rather, the forum members used seem and
its related forms to hypothesize about the nature of their own
or others’gangstalking experiences, as well as to theorize about
its effects on them as individuals. As the next example
demonstrates particularly well, such hypothetical scenarios tend
to err on the side of the gangstalking explanation for the
experiences being described, thereby arguably bolstering the
legitimacy of the phenomenon.

...what seemed to be the same man, although I
couldn’t get a good look at him.

It seems like once I feel a great level of peace, they
come around to bring me down.

Seems like you are being gangstalked by an actual
gang.

Discussion

It is well established that online social support confers mental
health benefits upon patients [36,37]. However, the contested
nature of gangstalking makes the role of this forum more
ambiguous. On the one hand, the forum offers a platform for
those affected by gangstalking to be heard and believed, in some
instances without the stigma of being labeled as mentally ill.
On the other hand, in some instances the forum may serve to
further reinforce a maladaptive belief system, drawing those
affected further into an echo chamber or down the rabbit hole
of conspiracy, reinforcing previously held beliefs and
discouraging them from seeking treatment.

Our analysis identified a lexicon comprising words that are
highly salient to members of the gangstalking community, many
of which are likely to be unfamiliar to outsiders. This includes
words like gangstalking itself, as well as words that label the
various actors in the gangstalking universe including targeted
individuals and perp. In addition, contributors use specialized
vocabulary to describe technological affordances such as V2K
to describe “voice to skull” technologies to broadcast sounds
into the minds of those affected. In addition to its communicative
function, using these words serves to validate and legitimize
forum contributors as members of the community [38].

The data depict the forum as a site of ontological discursive
contest between 2 opposing worldviews about the nature of
gangstalking. In one, it is seen as a widespread, crowdsourced
system of persecution involving many members of the
community, the government, police, and other figures of
symbolic authority. The countervailing view is that it is a
product of mental disorder and a figment of affected individuals’
imaginations. The linguistic practices in this corpus show that
gangstalking is lexicalized in various ways that take its existence
as given. In addition to constructing and representing

coordinated harassment as an objective state of affairs, the
nominalization of gangstalking also obscures the agent of the
harassment and the party affected by it. Contributors use seem
and its variants to hedge and capture a sense of uncertainty.
Further, though gangstalking includes a core set of beliefs [1,2],
individual expressions of the belief system vary from person to
person. The term gangstalking allows forum contributors with
varying experiences to have a common nomenclature to refer
to their experiences for the purposes of exchanging stories and
support with alike others. Moreover, it might be argued that the
label gangstalking provides the forum users with a means with
which to confer a sense of symbolic order over a set of otherwise
incoherent experiences, in the process perhaps granting them a
sense of control over it [39], or at the very least the linguistic
apparatus with which to convey their distress and seek out others
who are “in the same boat.”

Despite the potential value of labeling and naming a contested
phenomenon like gangstalking, it is nevertheless important to
note that many of the contributors to this also manifested a
concern about being labeled as mentally ill and generally
rejected such a formulation. Although the contributors
acknowledge that the distress caused by persecution, alienation,
and disbelief may be a source of psychological distress and
mental disorder, they also reject the formulation that the belief
system is itself a product of the mind. However, some
descriptions of gangstalking that are deemed too extreme are
labeled as pathological by other group members, which implies
that these members operate with a vaguely specified gradient
along which experiences of gangstalking may be classed as
being pathological at one end and not at all pathological on the
other.

Our analysis highlighted the interpersonal nature of the belief
system and affected individuals’ concern with interpersonal
processes. The gangstalking belief system is characterized by
malice perpetrated by a vast number of unnamed others. These
include private citizens and also official bodies such as police
and government.

These results have the potential to inform clinicians interacting
with patients who experience persecutory belief systems.
Building a therapeutic relationship to enable engagement is the
central process in therapy for psychosis [40]. Having a detailed
understanding of the belief systems held by people affected by
persecutory belief systems may be important in developing
empathy and building a therapeutic alliance. Cognitive
behavioral approaches to the treatment of persecutory belief
systems recommend that clinicians partner with patients to
critically evaluate and dispute delusional and other unhelpful
beliefs. Doing so requires a detailed understanding of the beliefs
and evidence for and against them. Our hope is that this study
may be helpful in that regard.

Our study focused on a particular persecutory belief system.
However, insights from this work may be applied more broadly
to other, related belief systems. This analysis is particularly
valuable because it is based on discussions taking place in a
nonclinical setting which arguably allows for more candid and
authentic communication, alleviating a potential “Hawthorne
effect” of data collected in clinical settings.
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Online fora such as the one examined here represent popular
avenues for health-related support and advice seeking. This is
likely the case, to an extent, for all health-related issues. Yet,
this is particularly relevant to contested health issues such as
gangstalking, whose contested clinical status may result in those
affected turning to peers rather than practitioners for advice and

social support. For practitioners seeking to learn about the belief
systems and (patient) community norms associated with
contested health issues, it therefore behooves them to become
acquainted with such online peer support contexts and the
linguistic routines (and associated discourses) that characterize
the interactions that take place within them.
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Abstract

Background: Successful management of gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) reduces the risk of morbidity in women and
newborns. A woman’s blood glucose readings and risk factors are used by clinical staff to make decisions regarding the initiation
of pharmacological treatment in women with GDM. Mobile health (mHealth) solutions allow the real-time follow-up of women
with GDM and allow timely treatment and management. Machine learning offers the opportunity to quickly analyze large quantities
of data to automatically flag women at risk of requiring pharmacological treatment.

Objective: The aim of this study is to assess whether data collected through an mHealth system can be analyzed to automatically
evaluate the switch to pharmacological treatment from diet-based management of GDM.

Methods: We collected data from 3029 patients to design a machine learning model that can identify when a woman with GDM
needs to switch to medications (insulin or metformin) by analyzing the data related to blood glucose and other risk factors.

Results: Through the analysis of 411,785 blood glucose readings, we designed a machine learning model that can predict the
timing of initiation of pharmacological treatment. After 100 experimental repetitions, we obtained an average area under the
receiver operating characteristic curve of 0.80 (SD 0.02) and an algorithm that allows the flexibility of setting the operating point
rather than relying on a static heuristic method, which is currently used in clinical practice.

Conclusions: Using real-time data collected via an mHealth system may further improve the timeliness of the intervention and
potentially improve patient care. Further real-time clinical testing will enable the validation of our algorithm using real-world
data.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e21435)   doi:10.2196/21435

KEYWORDS

gestational diabetes mellitus; mobile health; machine learning; algorithms

Introduction

Background
Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM), defined as glucose
intolerance with onset or first recognition during pregnancy [1],

increases the risk of morbidity in women and newborns.
Successful management of GDM reduces maternal
hyperglycemia and perinatal morbidity. Having a pregnancy
complicated by GDM is associated with a risk of developing
type 2 diabetes in the long term for women [2] and, later in life,
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for the offspring [3]. Standard clinical management for GDM
is lifestyle advice and pharmacological treatment [4,5].

The increased prevalence of GDM [6], combined with limited
resources available to the National Health Service (NHS) [7],
is challenging the optimal delivery of care to women with GDM
in the NHS.

GDM is usually diagnosed after 24 weeks of pregnancy,
providing only a short intervention period (typically around 10
weeks) to influence perinatal outcomes. Therefore, timely
identification of the need for pharmacological treatment is very
important.

In current clinical practice, blood glucose (BG) data are provided
by women in the form of paper-based diaries that are bought to
clinics for clinician review. Decisions regarding GDM
management therefore occur only during these reviews.

Benefits of Mobile Health
Access to real-time data recorded in electronic diaries could
enable between-clinic recognition of patterns in the data and
allow midwives to adjust medication in a timely fashion so that
women have more chance of tighter control of their BG readings,
facilitating improved clinical outcomes for the woman and her
baby.

Mobile health (mHealth; ie, internet-linked mobile devices to
monitor patients’ health) is well placed to facilitate this type of
care and provide health care providers access to a larger and
richer set of data on which to base their clinical decisions [8].

The use of mHealth by women with GDM can simplify their
daily routine and has been shown to provide an easy and
acceptable way of collecting, storing, and analyzing their data
to aid personal decision making [9,10].

Digitally monitored BG can also provide additional benefits to
clinicians by enabling real-time reviews and customized
feedback. Furthermore, using the collected data could lead to

the development of algorithms for the early identification of
the need for pharmacological treatment, allowing earlier
intervention, more frequent reviews, and potentially improved
outcomes.

Some studies have successfully used baseline characteristics to
predict the need for pharmacological treatment or maternal
outcomes. Among these studies, factors such as glucose
tolerance test results, maternal age, maternal BMI, ethnicity,
and previous pregnancy history were identified as predictors of
the requirement for pharmacological therapy [11-16].

Prediction of Pharmacological Treatment
Barnes et al [12] analyzed a cohort of 3317 women with GDM
to predict pharmacological treatment using variables from
electronic patient records. The authors validated their model
using data from different time periods (eg, 1992-2004 and
2005-2015) and multiple clinics (Bankstown-Lidcombe Hospital
Diabetes Centre and Liverpool Hospital Diabetes Centre). Their
algorithm was capable of a positive predictive value of 87.6%,
negative predictive value of 69.9%, sensitivity of 93%,
specificity of 99.4%, and the area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUC) value of 0.712 (95% CI
0.693-0.731). This study makes use of variables at diagnosis,
such as the oral glucose tolerance test and glycated hemoglobin
(HbA1c) results, to predict the need for pharmacological
treatment. In contrast to our study, the authors do not include
operational, real-time BG readings, which may be fundamental
to obtain better predictions.

Data collected by mHealth platforms (an example is given in
Figure 1) will enable the design of algorithms for the
identification of women at risk (stratification) and the early
detection of required pharmacological treatment (prediction).
By using machine learning (ML) to analyze data, it will be
possible to provide real-time feedback to women and clinicians
and allow the development of decision-supported processes for
the titration of medication therapy for hyperglycemia.
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Figure 1. Patient data sample illustrating blood glucose readings, 7-day average blood glucose (BG), medication information, and target range (green
shading). Both the dashed and solid circled lines represent medications. In this instance, the use of appropriate medication and dosage allows BG to
reach the target range. BG: blood glucose.

This paper aims to describe the application of ML techniques
to real-world data collected with an mHealth app to predict
future medication events. This study compares how the
predictive algorithm performs against standard heuristic
techniques currently employed in NHS trusts and provides initial
insights on future lines of work that will improve the existing
model.

Methods

Data Collection
The GDm-Health system (Sensyne Health, plc) was used in
research and clinical practice settings, and at the time of writing,
it is currently routinely used for clinical practice in 35 NHS
trusts.

The GDm-Health system was used to track (1) BG readings and
(2) adherence to medications prescribed by health care
professionals. Using the GDm-Health app, participants entered
their readings, tagged them with information identifying the
meal (eg, prebreakfast, postlunch, etc) and recorded information
concerning the dose of any medication taken. Whenever enabled,
wireless transfer from Bluetooth-enabled BG monitors was
used; as an alternative (eg, if there were issues with the wireless
transfer or use of a noncompatible meter), manual input of BG
readings was also employed.

The analysis was performed on fully anonymized data based
on established partnerships with these trusts.

For the analysis in this paper, one source of data was an
implementation study that included data from (1) John Radcliffe
Hospital, Oxford University Hospitals (OUH) NHS Foundation
Trust, and (2) Royal Berkshire Hospital, Royal Berkshire
Hospitals (RBH) NHS Foundation Trust.

This implementation study was performed by the Institute of
Biomedical Engineering at the University of Oxford and OUH.

Data from the research implementation were collected for the
period January 2016 to January 2019 for OUH and September
2014 to September 2019 for RBH.

A second larger set of data was generated by the anonymized
data set collected and curated by Sensyne Health, plc, via the
GDm-Health system. Anonymization was performed according
to guidelines [17] and using a publisher (Privitar, London,
United Kingdom).

Both data sets were analyzed in anonymized form.
Anonymization included the removal of identifiable information
(eg, given name, family name, NHS number) and transformation
of sensitive information (eg, date of birth was transformed into
age in years). In both instances (research and production
implementation), the systems were used for clinical management
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of women with GDM; therefore, this analysis corresponds to a
retrospective, secondary care–based cohort study of women
with GDM using the GDm-Health system (Figure 2 describes

the data flow that contributed to the data set used for the
analysis).

Figure 2. Data collection and anonymization flow. NHS: National Health Service; OUH: Oxford University Hospitals; RBH: Royal Berkshire Hospitals.

Pregnant women with GDM used the GDm-Health app to track
pre- and postprandial BG. All women with GDM during the
monitoring period were included in the analysis. Women with
type 1 and type 2 diabetes and Maturity onset diabetes of the
young (MODY) were excluded from the analysis.

GDM was diagnosed using a variety of methods, including the
International Association of Diabetes and Pregnancy Study
Groups criteria [18] and the National Institute for Health and
Care Excellence 2010 guidelines [19]. Clinical management
included hospital-based follow-up in antenatal clinics and remote
monitoring of BG readings using the GDm-Health app.
Monitoring and management of patients varied across sites and
included management via diet alone, metformin, insulin, or a
combination of the above.

Analysis
To develop an algorithm that could predict women in need of
pharmacological treatment, we identified 2 subgroups of interest:
the diet–diet group and the diet–drug group. Women belonging
to the first group did not have any prescribed medication;
therefore, they remained on lifestyle-based therapy throughout

their pregnancy. Those belonging to the second group
transitioned from lifestyle-based therapy to pharmacological
treatment (metformin and/or insulin). We identified patients as
belonging to this group when not taking any medication for at
least 14 days from the first day of use of the GDm-Health
system. If participants initiated pharmacological treatment before
the cutoff period (2 weeks), they were excluded from the
analysis as they would have initiated pharmacological treatment
too early.

By aligning data from all involved women to their respective
delivery date allows us to plot the average BG values regardless
of their meal tag and their standard error per day up to delivery.
Figure 3 shows the plot of the average BG per day up to the
delivery date, and at the same time it shows the number of
readings used to compute the statistics of the previous. One can
observe how both averages decrease toward the delivery date,
suggesting that treatment is successful in both groups. However,
the average BG value for those in the diet–drug group was
higher than that in the diet–diet group. This result points to the
importance of the BG value in deriving features to distinguish
women belonging to these 2 groups.
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Figure 3. Graph (a) shows the average and SE of blood glucose values per day corresponding to the 2 groups. Graph (b) indicates how many readings
per day were used to obtain the average in (a). In both cases, the number of days on the x-axis refers to the number of days to delivery. For the period
where the number of readings is high, 100 to 5 days to delivery, which roughly corresponds to the last 3 months, the average of the blood glucose values
for the 2 groups is clearly different.

Clinical Variables
To train a model that is capable of recognizing women belonging
to one of the 2 specified groups (diet–diet and diet–drug), we
trained an ML algorithm over a set of features (predictors) to
be extracted from the training periods associated with the 2
groups.

A list of relevant predictors, informed by clinicians, was drawn
up to summarize the monitoring period extracted from the data
of each group. Wherever possible, this set of predictors was
extended by considering the average and SD of variables over
the monitoring period to capture the level and variability of
each.
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Table 1 lists the set of predictors used for our analysis, together
with a detailed explanation of their nature, including the time
and the way in which they were recorded. The majority of
predictors describe the BG level at different times of the day

(eg, prebreakfast, postdinner); 2 identify a consecutive alerting
situation (eg, 3 days with high readings at the meal tag in a row),
and 2 describe demographics of the patient (age and BMI).

Table 1. Description of predictors used in this study.

How it was recordedWhen it was recordedHow it was expandedFeature

BGd data were recorded by partici-
pants through the GDm-Health mo-
bile app developed to help mothers-
to-be to keep track and manage their
BG throughout their pregnancy

Recordings were made according

to the GDMc management plan
each participant discussed with
their health care professional

Mean, SD, mina, maxb, linear regression coeffi-
cient

Breakfast readings

BG data were recorded by partici-
pants through the GDm-Health mo-
bile app developed to help mothers-
to-be to keep track and manage their
BG throughout their pregnancy

Recordings were made according
to the GDM management plan
each participant discussed with
their health care professional

Mean, SD, min, max, linear regression coefficientLunch readings

BG data were recorded by partici-
pants through the GDm-Health mo-
bile app developed to help mothers-
to-be to keep track and manage their
BG throughout their pregnancy

Recordings were made according
to the GDM management plan
each participant discussed with
their health care professional

Mean, SD, min, max, linear regression coefficientEvening meal read-
ings

BG data were recorded by partici-
pants through the GDm-Health mo-
bile app developed to help mothers-
to-be to keep track and manage their
BG throughout their pregnancy

Recordings were made according
to the GDM management plan
each participant discussed with
their health care professional

Mean, SD, min, max, linear regression coefficientAll readings (regard-
less of prandial tag)

BG data were recorded by partici-
pants through the GDm-Health mo-
bile app developed to help mothers-
to-be to keep track and manage their
BG throughout their pregnancy

Recordings were made according
to the GDM management plan
each participant discussed with
their health care professional

Variable indicating the number of prebreakfast
alerts in a 3-day consecutive period

Raised 3-day prebreak-
fast

BG data were recorded by partici-
pants through the GDm-Health mo-
bile app developed to help mothers-
to-be to keep track and manage their
BG throughout their pregnancy

Recordings were made according
to the GDM management plan
each participant discussed with
their health care professional

Variable indicating the number of alerts in a 3-
day consecutive period for each postprandial meal

Raised 3-day postpran-
dial

BMI is a derived variable from weight
and height. Both these variables were
recorded at the time of booking

Data were recorded at the first en-
counter with the health care profes-
sional

BMI at the time of bookingBMI

Variable derived, for privacy reasons,
from the date of birth recorded at
booking. Recorded as age in number
of months

Data were recorded at the first en-
counter with the health care profes-
sional

Age at the time of bookingAge

Data were manually recorded by the
health care professional

Data were recorded at the first en-
counter with the health care profes-
sional

Asian, Chinese, Pakistani, Bangladeshi, and other
ethnicities considered at risk for GDM

Ethnicity risk factor

Data were manually recorded by the
health care professional

Data were recorded at the first en-
counter with the health care profes-
sional

Previous GDM, high BMI, family history of dia-
betes, previous large-for-gestational-age baby,
ethnicity, polyhydramnios, glycosuria, macroso-

mia, missed OGTTe, unable to take OGTT, poly-
cystic ovaries

Risk factors

amin: minimum.
bmax: maximum.
cGDM: gestational diabetes mellitus.
dBG: blood glucose.
eOGTT: oral glucose tolerance test.

Data collected were first analyzed at the population level. BG
data distributions were inspected, and sensible (data-driven)

thresholds were established to filter out readings that considered
outliers. BG monitoring is highly affected by how the test is
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performed and the experience level of the user. Therefore,
inconclusive tests can lead to skewed BG values that are not
representative of the real BG levels, and such outliers must be
identified and removed to avoid bias in the training data. For
the BG level, the 95th percentile of all population data was
selected as the cutoff threshold, and values above this level were
excluded from the data set as outliers.

As we cannot assume that our analysis would be unaffected by
missing data (eg, we cannot guarantee that data are missing
entirely at random), variables with missing data were imputed
by substituting each missing feature with the values of the
population mean for that characteristic.

Development of an ML Model
Figure 4 shows the learning tasks considered. BG metrics and
medication information were available on the GDm-Health

platform. Medications are prescribed by health care
professionals and are collected and available on the GDm-Health
platform as self-reported information by women. Both the type
of medication and its dosage were captured in the platform;
however, only a binary representation (medication/no
medication) was used during the analysis. For the diet–drug
group, the training period considered corresponded to the week
before the first medication was administered. For the diet–diet
group, as it was challenging to identify a clear event and to train
over a range of data that represent the whole predelivery
monitoring period, a randomly selected week was chosen from
all the available ones. For the diet–drug group, we excluded
from the training week one day before the start of medication,
whereas there was no need for a gap day for the diet–diet group.
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Figure 4. For both (a and b) training and (c and d) validation, summary features are computed on 1 week’s data and a label is assigned according to
the group the data belong to (diet–drug and diet–diet). During training, (a) for women with a medication prescription (diet–drug), the week before the
first medication dosage is considered for training. A 1-day gap between the training week and the medication event is maintained. (b) For women with
no medication prescription (diet–diet), a random week is selected among all those available. During validation, (c) for women in the diet–drug group,
we used a similar approach to training and computed the features on the week before the first day of medication (leaving a 1-day gap before the medication
event). (d) For women in the diet–diet group, instead, we considered each week available for testing as an independent sample on which to perform a
prediction.

Validation was performed similarly to the training for the
diet–drug group, that is, based on features computed from the
week before the medication event. For the diet–diet group, all
available nonoverlapping weeks were independently considered.

For each of these, a set of features was generated with the
appropriate label for the diet–diet group.
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To develop the statistical model, we trained a logistic regression
model on training data and tested the output of the training
model on the held-out validation data.

We repeated this experiment on 100 different random
permutations of the main data set between training and
validation data using a 70% training and 30% validation split.
At each iteration, to avoid biasing the algorithm toward the
overrepresented class (diet–diet), this was randomly
downsampled to the number of women in the underrepresented
class (diet–drug). The validation set was not downsampled,
thereby retaining within it the class imbalance that would be
observable in real data. Before training, a lasso feature selection
step was performed on the training data and predictors deemed
important to this step were selected and used for training the
algorithm. The lasso MATLAB (MathWorks) function was
used with its alpha parameter set to .75 (corresponding to elastic
net regression) and using 5-fold cross-validation.

At each iteration, a different set of women would compose the
training and testing set, thus training is performed on subjects
who do not contribute data to the testing set.

The results of the test were evaluated by computing the receiver
operating characteristic curve (ROC), which plots the
false-positive rate (FPR) against the true-positive rate (TPR).
The AUC was also computed to permit the comparison of
different models and to provide a summary of the performance
of the algorithm. From the 100 repeated experiments, a summary
description of the ROC and AUC was obtained by calculating
percentiles at 5%, 50%, and 95%, providing the median ROC
curve and CIs at 5% and 95%, respectively.

To compute the ROC curves, risk groups were defined
automatically by the perfcurve function (MATLAB 2019a) by
varying the value of the decision threshold over the range of
values from 0 to 1 produced by the logistic regressor. Finally,
comparison with the standard of care was evaluated by
visualizing the performance of the current methodology against
the ROC curve. The current clinical heuristic states that
treatment should be considered if 3 or more consecutive BG
readings of the same meal tag are over the designated threshold.

Results

Data Description
Data from 12 trusts were collected from women being monitored
using the GDm-Health platform during 2019 (Sensyne Health,
plc data set) and from the Oxford University research data set
between 2014 and 2015.

A total of 3029 women were included in our data set at the time
of analysis. After excluding data from women with incomplete
demographic information (eg, missing weight and height) and
excluding data from women with insufficient BG data (eg,
women with fewer than 36 BG readings in the first week of
use), data from 1789 women were analyzed. After further
reduction and classification into one of the 2 groups of interest
for our analysis (diet–diet and diet–drug), the remaining group
of women (Figure 5) provided 411,785 BG readings (mean 230,
SD 181), of which 160,812 were tagged as breakfast readings,
117,887 as lunch readings, and 133,086 as evening meal
readings.

Figure 5. Consort diagram describing the data selection flow. Final groups are identified by the colored boxes.
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Among the 1789 patients, 39.12% (700/1789) women required
pharmacological treatment during their pregnancy, whereas the
remaining group was managed only through diet adjustments.

Analysis
The results of the analysis outlined in the Methods section are
summarized in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Experimental results. (a) ROC curves depicting the 5th and 95th centiles out of 100 repetitions of the classification experiment. (b) Histogram
showing the distribution of area under the curve values for all 100 experiments. (c) Top 10 variables out of 100 repeated experiments. (d) Precision-recall
curve depicting the 5th and 95th centiles out of 100 repetitions of the classification experiment. (a) Performance of the 3-day heuristic. Each dot represents
a different run out of 100 repetitions. Although straightforward to implement, the average performance of the heuristic does not provide the possibility
of customizing the algorithm to specific needs, such as increasing the true-positive rate at the expense of a higher false-positive rate. AUC: area under
the curve; ROC: receiver operating characteristic.

The ROC and AUC results of repeated experiments are shown
in Figure 6. Figure 6 also shows the results of the lasso feature
selection with the top 14 (top 10 in bold) and summarizes the
number of times each was deemed relevant. Figure 6
summarizes the precision-recall curves. Results from the
repetition of the validation step are described by the 5%, 50%,
and 95% ROC values percentiles; these provide the median
ROC curve and corresponding CIs, and the same is done for
the precision-recall curves in Figure 6.

The histogram of AUC values drawn from the ROC curves is
centered around a median value of 0.80, which supports the

potential for clinical evaluation of the proposed algorithmic
approach.

To evaluate the distribution of scores for a given model, we
selected one close to the median performance shown in Figure
6, 0.80 AUC. The selected model operates with 4 features (mean
of all BG values, mean of all prebreakfast BG values, max of
all postbreakfast BG values, and raised 3-day prebreakfast).
Figure 7 shows the distribution of scores for the 2 classes and
demonstrates how the model can distribute scores for both
classes, although an overlap is presented around the decision
boundary. For completeness, additional figures showing the
distribution of feature values are shown in the Multimedia
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Appendix 1 for true positive, true negative, false positive, and
false negative.

To compare performance with the standard of care, we evaluated
the algorithm against the 3-day heuristic currently used in the

trusts, considering that treatment should be considered when 3
or more consecutive BG readings of the same meal tag are over
the designated threshold.

Figure 7. Distribution of scores from a model close to median performance (area under the curve 0.80). The model uses 4 features to perform its
function. Although scores for the diet–diet group are clearly distributed on the left-hand side of the graph, the diet–med group presents higher variability.

As shown in Figure 6, the current heuristic performance is fixed
to an area and is nonconfigurable. However, the proposed
ML-based approach can make use of a different threshold (eg,
to classify differently the score of 0 to 1 output by the logistic
regression), thus allowing a change in the operating point of
the system and allowing for a larger TPR at the expense of a
slightly larger FPR. For example, from Figure 6, we could aim
at 80% TPR by increasing our FPR by 20%, thus providing the
possibility to the system to identify more women in need of
medications, at the added cost of few women who will probably
be screened by midwives and identified as false positives.

Discussion

The increased prevalence of GDM [6] and limited resources
available to the NHS [7] pose a problem to the already burdened
antenatal care services.

Predicting the need for pharmacological treatment could likely
benefit women diagnosed with GDM by improving glycemic
control, thereby leading to improved perinatal outcomes and
avoiding complications such as large-for-gestational-age
newborns or c-sections. Digital health technology such as
GDm-Health can provide the real-time monitoring required to
collect dense, longitudinal data sets and enable the delivery of
clinical decisions quickly and efficiently to patients. Algorithms
derived from real-world data obtained from GDm-Health could
help midwives to optimize their clinical decision making and
allow interventions, including medication, to be delivered
earlier.

Conclusions
In this study, we have used ML on a large, anonymized data set
from a population affected by GDM to design an algorithm
capable of detecting the need for pharmacological treatment.

The strength of our study lies in the use of a large, multisite,
real-world data set to validate our results. Predictors selected
by our ML algorithm match most of the predictors included in
the state of the art [11-16] and are enhanced by the use of risk
factors and other demographic information available as part of
routinely collected data by GDm-Health.

The logistic algorithm employed was experimentally tested
against LightGBM and Random Forest algorithms. However,
when applied to the same features and methodology, these
comparator algorithms did not significantly improve AUC
performance (both reporting a median of 0.81 AUC).

The aggregated results of the trained logistic regression models
achieved an average AUC of 0.80, which is significant to justify
future work to evaluate and validate this algorithm in real
clinical settings.

Some of the limitations of this study are very common to other
mHealth systems, including the challenge of user-reported data
such as medication and BG data, which may be inaccurate or
missing. However, in the case of GDm-Health data, user
retention and user adherence have been very high, with only
4% of profiles being excluded because of complete
disengagement with the system (117 women with no readings).

Given the longitudinal nature of this data set (ie, from 2014 to
2019) and the heterogeneous nature of each trust, women at
each trust could have been subject to different clinical
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management processes, adding to the complexity of the ML
task.

Nevertheless, we demonstrate that our algorithm predicts the
requirement for pharmacological therapy, and we show the
superiority of our approach against a heuristic currently
employed in clinical settings.

The very likely future introduction of ML algorithms to aid the
work of health care professionals and to support patients coping
with their conditions requires the validation of the technology
using real-world data sets such as the one provided by
GDm-Health. We intend to clinically validate the performance
of the algorithm further by evaluating its real-time performance
on a data set used for clinical operations. To that end, we will
first pursue a posthoc analysis on a subset of data not used to

design the algorithm and then deploy an implementation of the
algorithm alongside GDm-Health to monitor its real-time
performance (ie, predictions performed on a daily basis on
updated BG daily readings) against decisions performed by
health care professionals. Finally, repeated validation and
postmarket evaluation strategies will be employed to
continuously validate the algorithm against clinical decision
making made by health care professionals.

Future work may include new analyses of the GDm-Health data
set to include other variables that might identify a change in
clinical patient management (eg, including the trust name as a
predictor), considering variable lengths of predictive windows
(eg, computing features at 2, 3, or 4 weeks before a medication
event), or considering the problem as a time-to-event prediction
(via Cox proportional hazards, etc).
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Abstract

Background: People with complex needs, such as those experiencing homelessness, require concurrent, seamless support from
multiple social service agencies. Sonoma County, California has one of the nation’s largest homeless populations among largely
suburban communities. To support client-centered care, the county deployed a Care Management and Coordination System
(CMCS). This system comprised the Watson Care Manager (WCM), a front-end system, and Connect 360, which is an integrated
data hub that aggregates information from various systems into a single client record.

Objective: The aim of this study is to evaluate the perceived impact and usability of WCM in delivering services to the homeless
population in Sonoma County.

Methods: A mixed methods study was conducted to identify ways in which WCM helps to coordinate care. Interviews,
observations, and surveys were conducted, and transcripts and field notes were thematically analyzed and directed by a grounded
theory approach. Responses to the Technology Acceptance Model survey were analyzed.

Results: A total of 16 participants were interviewed, including WCM users (n=8) and department leadership members (n=8).
In total, 3 interdisciplinary team meetings were observed, and 8 WCM users were surveyed. WCM provided a central shared
platform where client-related, up-to-date, comprehensive, and reliable information from participating agencies was consolidated.
Factors that facilitated WCM use were users’ enthusiasm regarding the tool functionalities, scalability, and agency collaboration.
Constraining factors included the suboptimal awareness of care delivery goals and functionality of the system among the community,
sensitivities about data sharing and legal requirements, and constrained funding from government and nongovernment organizations.
Overall, users found WCM to be a useful tool that was easy to use and helped to enhance performance.

Conclusions: WCM supports the delivery of care to individuals with complex needs. Integration of data and information in a
CMCS can facilitate coordinated care. Future research should examine WCM and similar CMCSs in diverse populations and
settings.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24122)   doi:10.2196/24122
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Introduction

Background
Providing comprehensive services to vulnerable populations is
a complex task requiring effective and efficient collaboration
and resource alignment among various safety net agencies [1,2].
Care management processes are often complicated when such
organizations operate in information silos. These processes
often involve agencies such as health care, law, housing, and
law enforcement, which tend to work independently and lack
effective, seamless communication across agencies [3]. To
mitigate this growing challenge, synchronization of agencies
at different levels is required to successfully provide holistic,
client-centered care in an effective and timely manner. These
existing silos could be further addressed by using technology
as a common platform, which could serve as a reliable
information repository for data aggregation, reporting, and
exchange. Currently, limited evidence exists about the use,
benefits, and shortcomings of social management tools built on
advanced technologies.

Sonoma County is a large county in California, with over
500,000 residents [4] and a disproportionately large homeless
population compared with similarly sized communities [5]. The
2019 Sonoma County Homeless Census and Survey
Comprehensive Report [6] suggested that approximately 3000
homeless people live primarily in vehicles (29%) and emergency
shelters (25%); on streets (24%); and in various other shelters
(22%), such as tents, transitional housing, or abandoned
buildings [6]. This homeless crisis has been intensified by
natural disasters, most recently the Kincaid Fire (October 23 to
November 6, 2019), which threatened more than 90,000
structures and burned 77,758 acres, resulting in evacuations
throughout Sonoma County [7]. This critical situation was
recognized by the Sonoma County department leadership and

increased the need for a solution that could help address the
existing gaps by providing holistic, client-centered care for the
county’s residents with complex needs. In 2017, the board of
supervisors established a 3-step approach for achieving their
objectives by implementing the Accessing Coordinated Care
and Empowering Self-Sufficiency (ACCESS) [8] initiative to
identify the most vulnerable residents and provide them with
coordinated services. In efforts to establish a rapid response,
the interdepartmental multidisciplinary team (IMDT) was
created to coordinate cross-departmental services. The IMDT
mainly comprises personnel from each social service department
and eligibility specialists, who were hands-on Watson Care
Manager (WCM) users, and leaders and executives from
programs and services participating in the ACCESS initiative,
who engaged indirectly with the WCM system and its output
but were not hands-on users. Sonoma County partnered with
International Business Machines (IBM) to develop a Care
Management and Coordination System (CMCS) to support the
IMDT [9].

The primary objective of the CMCS is to successfully refer
vulnerable residents to the services they need most and foster
data sharing and collaboration among diverse care professionals
to optimize service delivery. The CMCS tool consists of 2
components: Connect360 and WCM. Connect360 is an
integrated data hub that receives data from participating agencies
and generates a comprehensive, client-specific record as a single
data source. These agencies include housing, human services,
justice, child support services, substance use disorders, mental
health, medical services, aging, and independence. WCM is the
front-end interface (our study focus) that displays the
consolidated client record to care providers. Using WCM, IMDT
members actively enter, aggregate, and render up-to-date
information, which enables them to develop integrated care
plans for vulnerable clients (Figure 1) [3].

Figure 1. The front-end interface of Watson Care Manager.
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Objectives
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the user-facing
component of WCM to better understand its usability and
perceived impact on service delivery processes at the Sonoma
County Department of Health and Human Services (SC DHHS).
We aimed to examine the role and perceived benefit of using
WCM in case management, identify factors facilitating or
impeding the use of WCM, and understand user acceptance of
WCM with regard to perceived usability and ease of use of
WCM.

Methods

Study Design
A mixed methods study, including observations, interviews,
and surveys, was conducted at SC DHHS in December 2019.
Purposive sampling was employed to recruit 2 sets of
participants from SC DHHS: (1) WCM end users, which
included eligibility specialists, and representatives from various
government, law enforcement, and community agencies and
(2) department leadership, which included individuals serving
in an executive or management capacity.

Data Collection
The IMDT meetings were observed by four research team
members (RR, CV, TB, and MS) with diverse backgrounds.
The semistructured interview guides included questions focused
on job role, initiation of client contact, client burden of care,
client interaction and engagement, WCM use, and interview
demographics. The interview guides used for WCM users and
department leadership are included in Multimedia Appendices
1 and 2, respectively. Interviews were conducted on-site and
over telephone; all were audio recorded, transcribed verbatim,
and saved using a Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act–compliant app Otter (version 2.1.17) [10].
Before each interview, the WCM users completed the
Technology Acceptance Model (TAM) [11] survey (Multimedia
Appendix 3) to assess the perceived usefulness (PU) and
perceived ease of use (PEOU) of WCM.

Data Analysis
Data were analyzed using thematic analysis based on grounded
theory [12]. Coding was performed sequentially on observations
and interviews by 4 research team members (RR, CV, TB, and
MM). One common transcript from each of the 3 data collection
methods (ie, observations, interviews of WCM users, and
department leadership interviews) was randomly selected and
independently coded to generate an initial set of codes. Coders
held 2 adjudication sessions to review codes and achieve
consensus. Once a consensus was reached, a final code book
for each transcript source, including interviews and observations,
was created and applied to the remaining transcripts. Coding
reliability was established through consensus among all coders.
Dedoose (version 8.3.18) [13] was used to support qualitative
data analysis.

Ethics Statement
All study participants gave written consent to participate in
personal audio-recorded interviews. The study was deemed as
exempt from human subjects research regulations by the
Western Institutional Review Board.

Results

In total, 3 IMDT meetings were observed; each meeting lasted
approximately 3 hours, and field notes were taken by each
observer. The WCM tool was used during these meetings, and
an example of the summary home page of the front-end interface
is shown in Figure 1.

Interviews were conducted with 8 WCM users and 8 department
leadership members. Of the 16 interviews, 13 were conducted
in person and 3 were conducted over the telephone. Interviews
with WCM users lasted for an average of 60 min; the longest
interview lasted approximately 130 min. Department leadership
interviews averaged approximately 40 min, whereas one
leadership interview with 2 individuals lasted for 140 min. The
study participant characteristics are aggregated and summarized
in Table 1.

Table 1. Descriptive characteristics of Watson Care Manager users and department leadership (N=16).

Technology skills (intermediate
skill level or higher), n (%)

Education (master’s de-
gree or higher), n (%)

Gender (fe-
male), n (%)

Age (years),
mean (SD)

Age (years),
range

Value, n
(%)

Participants

7 (88)5 (63)6 (75)47 (13.2)31-628 (50)WCMa users (n=8)

N/Ab6 (75)5 (63)51.6 (6.2)42-588 (50)Department leadership
(n=8)

aWCM: Watson Care Manager.
bN/A: not applicable.

Analysis of the transcripts resulted in a list of codes. For
reporting purposes, we included only the top 10 most frequently
applied codes stemming from the analysis of 3 transcript sources
(Multimedia Appendix 4).

The most granular-level codes were grouped as follows: (1)
WCM role and function in care management practices with

subthemes of data centralization and streamlined workflows
(eg, shared decision making and information aggregation), (2)
process influencing factors having subthemes of facilitators and
barriers (eg, community demographics and data privacy), and
(3) usability and satisfaction with subthemes overall usability
and specific tool functionalities (eg, interaction with the interface
and alerts; Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The 3 unifying supraordinate themes and the corresponding subthemes. WCM: Watson Care Manager.

Unifying Theme: WCM Role and Function in Care
Management Practices
Observations of IMDT meetings consistently suggested that
WCM was used as the main tool for data review, both by leaders
and users. WCM provided IMDT team members with an
opportunity to have a collaborative team discussion about a
client’s status and review the data before the IMDT meeting.
Despite its advantages, it was observed that 2 WCM users
continued to reference paper copies of case information as a
supplemental resource for facilitating updates and discussion.

Slight differences were observed between department leadership
and WCM users. Leadership primarily discussed the positive
impact WCM had on employees and department operations,
whereas users tended to discuss the impact of WCM in the
context of facilitating daily task accomplishments, establishing
client rapport, and strengthening existing relationships. Despite
these differences, these interviews revealed a praxis-based
approach whereby descriptions of task achievement were used
to illustrate how WCM supported larger goals. Analysis of all
the observations and interviews revealed 2 principal themes of
use: (1) data management and centralization and (2) streamlined
agency communication.

Subtheme: Data Management and Centralization
Both program leaders and hands-on users repeatedly referenced
the role of WCM as a data management tool to centralize client
information and serve as a platform to reliably retrieve and store
client information. In addition to progress-related updates, WCM
helped users to stay up to date on short-term, practical tasks
such as taking clients to probation or court hearings, delivering
public transit vouchers, or keeping medical follow-up
appointments. The following excerpt from the field notes
validated how WCM facilitated scheduling a client’s
appointment, thereby enhancing task performance efficiency:

During a client presentation, the case manager
requested a new medical appointment, and the nurse
made the medical appointment instantly. The
appointment was scheduled before the conversation
was even over. [Observation note]

WCM users routinely retrieved and documented case notes in
up to 7 different systems simultaneously before working in
WCM. Furthermore, documentation of client interactions in
multiple systems was necessary to meet state and federal
reporting requirements; however, they did not have a platform
to store or share case-specific information such as care plans or
client goals:

If Watson didn’t provide that service [providing a
platform across multiple systems], I’m doing what
I’ve been doing that is, I have seven systems, and I
work in those seven systems to gather information.
[Participant #6, user]

We also don’t have a place where our care plan is
currently living. And so Watson is the only place that
the care plan actually lives. The living document. So,
I think that is really important. [Participant #6, user]

I use it to go in and see what one of the other team
members have [already completed] when there is
something that needs to be done. To make sure that
anything that needs to be done for the benefit of the
client is being done. [Participant #4, user]

WCM not only helped in care delivery but also helped users
maintain their client’s enrollment in government support
programs through an alerts feature. Department leadership noted
that securing and maintaining such support is integral to helping
a client achieve stability but that it can sometimes be a burden
on client managers whose clients are often enrolled in several
programs with different requirements and renewal terms:
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Well, I kind of go back to what I was saying about
the alerts. If I missed the alert, and I didn't reach out
to the client and inform the client this is upcoming
[and] this has to be done, or you will lose the benefit
[and]to go through the process of trying to get that
benefit reestablished is a lengthy process. So, it helps
the client, and it helps me to know that I'm doing my
job. [Participant #4, user]

In addition, by aggregating client eligibility information, WCM
coordinated multiple application processes, allowing the client
to apply for multiple programs at one time. This coordination
reduced the cognitive burden on employees and helped reduce
unnecessary client effort by avoiding the need to constantly
obtain required documentation or navigate multiple application
procedures:

A lot of [applications and eligibility] interactions we
use Watson Care Manager. We can like coordinate
to get verification before my interview [with the
client]. So, at the time of the interview begins or the
time I meet the client like they can already have
everything ready so it’s like “here you go. Like I have
it and it's more straightforward my end that I can
approve them all one time and just collect the
application.” [Participant #2, user]

Department leadership interviews echoed the resulting benefits
of WCM by rendering data that are streamlined and centralized,
serving as a one-stop shop to learn about the client’s current
status and to plan out the next steps:

That’s one of the things that everybody has a great
help for with Watson, how we use that information,
bringing our respective data together, and work in a
more coordinated fashion. [Participant #15,
department leadership]

Subtheme: Streamlined Workflow and Communication
Streamlined workflow and communication emerged as common
subthemes, from interviews of both leaders and hands-on users.
WCM played an essential role in effective and efficient
communication not only within the agency but also between
other agencies. More specifically, agencies related to health
care, housing, and justice were able to communicate across silos
to address time-sensitive client needs. Examples included
understanding a client’s current health status and making timely
health care appointments, ascertaining the availability of housing
spaces based on individual needs, and verifying the parole status
of the client. Observations noted up-to-date exchange of
information between WCM users from different agencies,
resulting in a comprehensive, timely care delivery plan that
prioritizes clients’ needs and avoids potential adverse
repercussions:

Client released from jail to the crisis residential unit
and needs mental health services but refuses. Group
discussion around options, pathways – how to get
client to seek mental health. Probation officer
reminded the criticality of client’s compliance with
receiving mental health treatment since it was one of
the conditions of his parole. [Observation note]

During interviews, both WCM users and department leadership
discussed how WCM use and IMDT meetings facilitated
real-time discussions among the pertinent care providers from
the representative agency, enabling more informed, shared, and
efficient decision making. Both users and department leadership
highlighted specific descriptions of how case managers and
other client specialists were able to advocate for their clients.
Users also shared their prior experiences before the introduction
of WCM and described operating in silos and on different
information technology systems. They described the benefit of
provisioning a holistic, client-centered approach with a common
shared platform with specific case examples:

We could all talk about how the client is doing within
the shelter. And so the [parole officer and shelter
manager] worked with her on a plan...and everything
got better from there. We can have a shared
understanding. [Participant #6, user]

Effects on communication and coordination led to changes in
workflow processes, and they were described by one user as
follows:

A lot of [applications and eligibility] interactions we
use Watson Care Manager. We can like coordinate
to get verification before my interview [with the
client]. So, at the time of the interview begins or the
time I meet the client like they can already have
everything ready so it’s like, here you go. Like I have
it and it's more straightforward my end that I can
approve them all one time and just collect the
application. [Participant #2, user]

In addition to integrating data and alerts from multiple agencies,
WCM facilitated cross-program collaboration by providing a
shared vocabulary. This common language and shared context
fostered mutual understanding among agencies:

I mean we've spent many hours talking about like
really silly things but like things that are weirdly
fundamental for, like, one government agency talking
to another like, what does date of admission mean?
What does it mean to the jail, what does it mean to
behavioral health? Are we tracking the right date of
admission?... oh my god what a headache to have a
conversation but at the same time, like us,
understanding that one person's definition of this
thing is radically different from someone else's is
important. [Participant #6, user]

Unifying Theme: Process Influencing Factors
Facilitators and barriers influencing the implementation and
use of WCM were primarily identified through participant
interviews from both executives and the hands-on users of
WCM. During interviews, factors that shaped engagement with
WCM were described.

Subtheme: Facilitators Influencing WCM
Implementation and Use
WCM users from the IMDT and department leadership
discussed opportunities to expand WCM to additional groups
of clients in other US counties, apart from Sonoma County. The
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IMDT attendees acknowledged the benefits and value of WCM
and provided examples of how performance improvement
enabled client success.

...so, it helps the client, and it helps me to know that
I'm doing my job. [Participant #4, user]

It's just everything's there in your fingertips and you
just might have to scroll down a little bit, but
everything there...my success rate is so much
more...ultimately that's what matters so like improving
care, [I am] pretty satisfied with it. [Participant #2,
user]

Department leadership described their viewpoint on the role of
WCM in facilitating a collaborative environment. It was valuable
in helping their transformation toward a client-centered culture.
They also discussed WCM’s flexibility, which enabled diverse
departmental participation and improved care coordination.
Multiple agencies recognized the value of WCM’s role in
streamlining care delivery and facilitating efficiency. Finally,
this environment indicated a strong and widespread commitment
to collaboration and willingness to participate in WCM use:

Our ability to show that [WCM] is effective helps us
advocate for and leverage your resources. If they see
it as successful then they are willing to put more
resources into it. [Participant #15, department
leadership]

This work that you're [WCM] doing, and what has
been accomplished thus far with Watson - I think is
groundbreaking, and really has great potential to go
to scale. [Participant #15, department leadership]

In addition, users and department leadership highlighted the
unique aspects of Sonoma County that may have contributed
to WCM’s success in their client population. Notably, the
manageable, medium-sized county with active community-based
agency participation facilitated and maximized WCM’s utility
and resulting outcomes:

I think Sonoma is in a very good place in that we're
medium sized county and we, we have a lot of
community-based organizations that work with us are
already under contract and so it's probably more
possible in Sonoma County than anywhere to be
successful. [Participant #9, department leadership]

Subtheme: Barriers Influencing WCM Implementation
and Use
Currently, there is a lack of awareness and knowledge about
how the ACCESS initiative operates. Barriers exist and impede
its widespread adoption across other counties within California:

...so I think we have work to do, and a lot of that will
be about outreach! [Participant #9, department
leadership]

The concerns around data privacy and security and the
complexity of legal requirements also present implementation
challenges. Although leadership expressed the desire to
participate in the ACCESS initiative, they expressed concerns
about meeting strict federal and state reporting requirements on
data sharing in addition to their struggle in identifying
appropriate funding streams:

You know, we have these really, really, strict policies
on our data, so we’ve been able to do some match
where we’ve been able to get some cohort data and
then match it against our system, but we haven’t been
able to into the universal system and you know that’s
been a little frustrating. [Participant #9, department
leadership]

In user interviews, participants discussed the possibilities of
using WCM for simple data organization and commented that
they had fewer data systems and necessary log-in requirements:

I have like nine systems...that I use on a frequent
basis. And then I have to use the additional two or
three, four programs...So, with that and then I have
to use Watson Care Manager because there's not
much integration with that so I have to do three
different systems with my case notes, so you have
three different IDs and passwords you have to log in
and I have like 12. [Participant #2, user]

One user, however, voiced concern about duplicate efforts and
manual tasks required when WCM was not able to retrieve all
client-related data from various resources. They suggested that
improved integration was needed to make the processes more
efficient:

So, while at the moment it isn't frustrating or feeling
like an extra piece of work...it's just the system is not
set up right now. [Participant #3, user]

Unifying Theme: Usability and Satisfaction (Users’
Perspective)
Users’ perception of WCM was analyzed based on data from
observations, user interviews, and surveys. Perspectives on
usability, including both PU and ease of use, and satisfaction
are presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Responses from the Technology Acceptance Model survey.

Reported TAM score, median (minimum-
maximum)

Variable and TAMa survey questionsb

PUc

4 (3-7)Enables me to accomplish tasks more quickly than other products

5 (3-7)Improves my job performance

4.5 (2-7)Increases my productivity

4.5 (3-7)Enhances my effectiveness on the job

4.5 (3-7)Makes it easier to do my job

5 (3-7)I have found WCMd useful in my job

5 (4-5)Median PU

PEOUe

4.5 (2-7)Learning to operate was easy

5 (3-6)Easy to get to do what I want it to do

5 (3-7)Interaction is clear and understandable

5.5 (2-7)Flexible to interact with

6 (2-7)Easy for me to become skillful

5 (2-7)I found WCM easy to use

5 (4.5-6)Median PEOU

5 (4-6)Overall combined median

aTAM: Technology Acceptance Model.
bThe Technology Acceptance Model version used in this study had 12 questions, 6 assessing perceived usefulness and 6 assessing perceived ease of
use, and they were scored on a 7-point Likert scale where 1=extremely disagree and 7=extremely agree.
cPU: perceived usefulness.
dWCM: Watson Care Manager.
ePEOU: perceived ease of use.

Subtheme: Overall Perceived Usability and Satisfaction
Overall, WCM users found the system to be well suited for their
needs, serving as a one-stop shop for users by providing them
with client-related data under one coherent platform. Users
described WCM as being able to reliably house client
information and provide easy access to relevant, time-sensitive
information. Most importantly, WCM did not simply replicate
previously existing electronic or paper forms but dynamically
supported client care delivery by providing access to the latest
data on client status and progress-related updates. Interviews
also indicated the agility of WCM in allowing for rapid
customization and the creation of a tool personalized according
to their preferences.

TAM surveys were completed by WCM users and, on average,
took 10 to 15 min (Table 2).

User feedback also suggested that WCM was not being used to
its full potential and that specific WCM features were underused.
WCM users suggested that additional individualized training
might allow for better optimization of WCM capabilities:

...it's almost like having a Ferrari, and only knowing
how to drive a Ford. [Participant #4, user]

Subtheme: Usability Related to Specific Features
The alerts feature was one characteristic of the tool that was
valuable to WCM users. A benefits coordinator used the alerts
feature to notify managers about programs for which their client
was eligible, to set reminders for application deadlines, or to
notify regarding benefits renewal dates. Users described the
alerts as valuable reminders that helped them monitor and
maintain their clients’ enrollment and avoid coverage gaps.
Department leadership interviews also expressed agreement on
the benefits of the alert feature. Leadership noted that securing
and maintaining such support is integral to helping a client
achieve stability but is often a burden on client managers whose
clients are often enrolled in several programs with different
requirements and renewal terms:

Oh, yeah, I have one thing that I can put up as why
Watson Care Managers are so needed is to share the
information piece, and the alerts, put on that front
page of the summary page. [Participant #2, user]

Users also mentioned 2 other features that they thought were
useful. Both the summary (with demographics) page and the
availability of a clients’ picture facilitated with their tasks by
providing succinct, identifiable, and useful data:
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The one thing that I think is the most useful is when
you look at is the profile. The first thing is that
demographics that picture. The name, the date of
birth, the address and the phone number. That is my
everything I minded the most useful. [Participant #2,
user]

Findings from observations, interviews, and the TAM survey
indicated that users found WCM to be well suited for their
needs. A high level of PU (PU=5) and PEOU (PEOU=5) was
indicated as a result of the TAM survey, and WCM was
considered a reliable and useful tool that was easy to use and
helped improve participants’ overall productivity.

It should be noted that some WCM users indicated concern
about the lack of interface optimization, such as unnecessary
clicking and scrolling. The few users that reported this were not
familiar with the system, which influenced their ability to
efficiently perform tasks. This feedback was further supported
by the median TAM score of 4 (with a minimum-maximum
value of 3-7), especially for the responses around accomplishing
tasks quicker:

Part of it's about learning to use the system and part
of it's about minimizing clicks... [Participant #6, user]

Discussion

Principal Findings
Provision of effective, holistic, client-centered care for
vulnerable populations presents a complex challenge requiring
substantial collaboration and careful coordination. This study
provides unique insights into how a technology solution serves
as an essential anchoring tool in a case management model. It
enables data consolidation across agencies under one platform
and serves as a common communication channel. The tool
cultivated an environment of shared decision making and
strengthened relationships among agencies.

The CMCS data hub, comprising WCM and Connect360, helped
to retrieve and consolidate data in one shared place. It provided
case workers with most recent data, such as court dates, benefit
eligibility due dates, and doctors’ appointments for clients who
often need timely actions. According to users, WCM played a
valuable role in addressing the challenges unique to social work
with homeless populations where information is often transient,
including mobile phone numbers, addresses, and contact

information. WCM users and department leadership also
provided feedback on barriers, including lack of funding,
complex reporting structures, and limited awareness about the
ACCESS initiative. Despite these barriers, WCM was perceived
as a useful and easy-to-use tool associated with high user
satisfaction, as validated by observations, interviews, and TAM
responses.

The WCM tool was recognized for its high level of usability
and satisfaction. Key features included alerts, information
summary page with demographics, the client picture, and the
client list page, which served as an index to pull all the client
records stratified by priority status. The overall TAM score
results and the scores across the 2 dimensions of usefulness and
ease of use reinforced findings from the qualitative analysis.

Furthermore, the TAM survey results may suggest a greater
likelihood of future use of the WCM tool, consistent with
previous literature [14]. No association was observed between
the level of interaction, education, and self-perceived skills in
the technology when comparing these variables with TAM
results (Table 2), which is informative of its high usability as
scored consistently across diverse sets of users.

Limitations
Although these findings illustrate the capabilities of an advanced
technology-based tool (WCM) in enhancing the care delivery
processes within a county’s homeless population, the study is
not without limitations. These findings focused only on one
specific cohort of vulnerable, homeless individuals residing in
a single county. We also did not objectively measure the impact
of the tool on long-term client outcomes. Instead, the study
examined the perceived and observed usability and effects on
workflow from the perspectives of program leaders and
hands-on users. We did not incorporate client perspectives in
this study.

Conclusions
This mixed methods study provides a better understanding of
the public health impact that social care management tools such
as WCM may have on counties in need of care coordination.
Future research investigating the impact of WCM on outcomes
(eg, social, clinical, and economical) and the value of WCM
for additional communities and diverse subpopulations is
essential to build upon these existing findings.
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Multimedia Appendix 2
Interview guide for department leadership.
[PDF File (Adobe PDF File), 39 KB - jmir_v23i3e24122_app2.pdf ]

Multimedia Appendix 3
Technology Acceptance Model.
[PDF File (Adobe PDF File), 29 KB - jmir_v23i3e24122_app3.pdf ]

Multimedia Appendix 4
Top 10 frequently applied codes stemmed from the analysis of 3 sources of transcripts. ACCESS: Accessing Coordinated Care
and Empowering Self-Sufficiency WCM: Watson Care Manager WPC: Whole Person Care.
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Abstract

Background: eHealth applications not only offer the potential to increase service convenience and responsiveness but also
expand the ability to tailor services to improve relevance, engagement, and use. To achieve these goals, it is critical that the
designs are intuitive. Limited research exists on designs that work for those with a severe mental illness (SMI), many of whom
have difficulty traveling for treatments, reject or infrequently seek treatment, and tend to discontinue treatments for significant
periods.

Objective: This study aims to evaluate the influence of 12 design variables (eg, navigational depth, reading level, and use of
navigational lists) on the usability of eHealth application websites for those with and without SMI.

Methods: A 212-4 fractional factorial experiment was used to specify the designs of 256 eHealth websites. This approach
systematically varied the 12 design variables. The final destination contents of all websites were identical, and only the designs
of the navigational pages varied. The 12 design elements were manipulated systematically to allow the assessment of combinations
of design elements rather than only one element at a time. Of the 256 websites, participants (n=222) sought the same information
on 8 randomly selected websites. Mixed effect regressions, which accounted for the dependency of the 8 observations within
participants, were used to test for main effects and interactions on the ability and time to find information. Classification and
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regression tree analyses were used to identify effects among the 12 variables on participants’ abilities to locate information, for
the sample overall and each of the 3 diagnostic groups of participants (schizophrenia spectrum disorder [SSD], other mental
illnesses, and no mental illness).

Results: The best and worst designs were identified for each of these 4 groups. The depth of a website’s navigation, that is, the
number of screens users needed to navigate to find the desired content, had the greatest influence on usability (ability to find
information) and efficiency (time to find information). The worst performing designs for those with SSD had a 9% success rate,
and the best had a 51% success rate: the navigational designs made a 42% difference in usability. For the group with other mental
illnesses, the design made a 50% difference, and for those with no mental illness, a 55% difference was observed. The designs
with the highest usability had several key design similarities, as did those with the poorest usability.

Conclusions: It is possible to identify evidence-based strategies for designing eHealth applications that result in significantly
better performance. These improvements in design benefit all users. For those with SSD or other SMIs, there are designs that are
highly effective. Both the best and worst designs have key similarities but vary in some characteristics.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e23137)   doi:10.2196/23137

KEYWORDS

schizophrenia; severe mental illness; eHealth; eHealth design; website; usability; website design; website usability; fractional
factorial design

Introduction

Background
Schizophrenia spectrum disorder (SSD) and other severe mental
illnesses (SMIs) are commonly chronic, require ongoing
treatment and support to obtain optimal health, and reduce the
occurrence of symptom relapses and hospitalizations [1].
Unfortunately, treatments may not be sought, disengagement
from mental health services is common, and individuals’
impressions of these services are not always favorable.
Approximately 50% of those with a SMI do not seek mental
health treatment in any given year [2], and 75%-85% discontinue
their antipsychotic medications for a significant period during
any 2-year period [3]. In addition to medications, psychosocial
services (eg, case management, family psychoeducation, and
cognitive behavioral therapy) are key components of
evidence-based treatment for those with an SMI because they
improve well-being over and above medications alone [1,4].
However, for many, there is a lack of availability of
evidence-based and effective psychosocial services [5]. In
addition, and similar to medication use, noninitiation, poor
adherence, and discontinuation are common [5]. Unfortunately,
not receiving psychosocial services and/or medications is
associated with poorer outcomes, including increased risk of
relapse, hospitalization, suicide, and homelessness [1,6]. In one
study, 49% of those with an SMI did not seek treatment in the
past year, yet said they had a problem needing professional help
[2]. When individuals with a mental illness were asked why
they disengaged from treatment, they cited not being listened
to, unsympathetic providers, lack of participation in decisions,
and being dissatisfied with services [7]. Services that can
improve availability, can meet service users where they are in
terms of their needs and priorities, can be tailored to their
individual preferences, can be integrated with their lifestyles,
and can lead to improved patient-focused outcomes are needed.

The use of eHealth technologies is an innovative approach for
creating delivery models that can achieve these goals. They
have the potential to support services that are more widely
accessible, convenient, personalized, and able to adapt to the

needs of individual users. Unfortunately, although there are
many examples of success [8,9], the use of eHealth technologies
has not always been successful. Dr Eysenbach advanced the
Law of Attrition (Or: Why Do eHealth Users Discontinue
Usage?) [10]. In one of his cited examples, only 1% (12/1161)
of enrollees completed a 12-week panic disorder web program.
In another example, an open evaluation of MoodGym, a
proven-to-be-effective web-based intervention for depression,
99.5% of participants discontinued before completing the 5
modules. Although initial interest on the part of participants for
the interventions was high, enthusiasm was lost for several
reasons, including that the websites were too complex, not
intuitive, and had poor usability. The Law of Attrition by Dr
Eysenbach highlights the critical need to design highly usable,
intuitive eHealth interventions that are accessible even to those
with low technical and reading skills. Unfortunately, for those
with SMIs, who may have special cognitive needs, when eHealth
applications are created using design models for the general
public, the designs are ineffective, often to the point of being
unusable [11,12].

Dearth of Empirical Basis for Designing eHealth
Services
Due to insufficient research, there is a critical gap in the
knowledge base needed to design eHealth technologies for
individuals with SMI and those with cognitive impairments,
special cognitive needs, and/or low technology skills [13]. Some
sources for guidance do exist. A number of design guidelines
are inclusive of conditions relevant to SMI [13,14]. Commonly,
guideline recommendations are meant to be general enough to
apply across several health conditions and illnesses. As a
consequence, the recommendations can vary among guidelines,
even for a given population or group. For example, a synthesis
of recommendations from 20 existing guidelines [14], all of
which addressed individuals with conditions that included
cognitive impairments, identified only 3 recommendations that
were endorsed by more than 50% of the guidelines. These
recommendations, starting with the most frequently endorsed,
were to use pictures, icons, and symbols with the text; use clear
and simple text; and use consistent navigation and design on
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every page. Only the latter 2 recommendations are consistent
with the empirical base with SMI [11,12,15-18], although the
specifics of how to achieve these were not described. Another
common limitation is that because a guideline may be created
to cover a broad range of conditions, the recommendations may
be more appropriate for some than others. In the previous
example, the first and most commonly endorsed
recommendation has been found to be a poor design feature for
those with SSD and others with SMI [19,20].

There have also been recommendations based on empirical
usability studies. There is consistency in the findings for some
of these recommendations and inconsistency with others.
Currently, consistent recommendations include the use of large
navigation buttons [11,15,17,18]; text at a low reading level,
preferably fourth to fifth grade [11,12,15,18,20]; a shallow
navigational hierarchy [11,12,16-18,20]; explicit or concrete
wording of hyperlinks, labels, and headings [11,12,17]; pop-up
menus that appear via cursor hovering, to aid navigation [11,20];
and the language of intended users [12,16].

Recommendations that have been inconsistent include the font
size, of which some have found it is better to increase the size
over standard and use larger font [15,18,21], whereas others
have found using smaller font works best [20]. In this study,
we report that the effect of font size can be dependent on the
design environment and on whether the desired goal is to
improve the ability to find information or to reduce the time it
takes to find information, to use designs that are more exciting,
and to be able to grab users’ attention [22], whereas others have
found the opposite, that plain designs with little distracting and
superfluous content, images, or displays are best [19,20]. What
is most needed to improve eHealth designs for those with SMI,
as well as others, is evidence-based recommendations derived
from empirical usability investigations that collect valid
quantitative performance data. As the empirical foundations
expand, additional recommendations will emerge, and current
inconsistencies will be resolved.

Objective
We have conducted a research program focused on identifying
the design needs of individuals with SMI [12,17,20,23], as have
others [11,15,18,24]. On the basis of this evidence-base, we
selected a set of 12 eHealth screen design variables with the
potential to have the largest effects on usability for individuals
with SMI. The aim of this study is to examine the relative
influence of these 12 variables on the ability of users to navigate
websites. To accomplish this, we algorithmically specified the
designs and then created 256 websites for testing. These
websites systematically varied the 12 design variables via a

212-4 fractional factorial design [25], enabling an equivalent
representation of the 12 design variables in testing combinations
of the design. The final destination pages of all websites were
identical; only the designs of the navigational screens and
pathways were different. For analyses, participants were divided
into 3 diagnostic groups: those with a SSD diagnosis, those with
any other mental health diagnosis, and those with no mental
health diagnosis.

Methods

Participant Recruitment and Training
Participants were recruited via convenience sampling from the
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA) Pittsburgh Health Care
System and non-VA community mental health outpatient
treatment centers. The enrollment criteria were as follows: aged
at least 18 years, physical ability to read the screen of a computer
and use a mouse, and ability to read at a fifth-grade level. There
were no requirements for prior computer, mouse, internet, or
website use. This study was approved by the VA Pittsburgh
Healthcare System Institutional Review Board.

To screen for reading ability, participants completed the reading
subtest of the Wide Range Achievement Test. Data were
collected over 3 separate sessions. In the first session,
demographic data, questions about past computer use, and the
Structured Clinical Interview for the Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual of Mental Disorders-IV (DSM-IV) were administered
to all participants to assist in determining the presence of
DSM-IV Axis I mental disorders [26]. One of the questions was
to self-rate one’s level of computer understanding using a
5-point scale. In the analyses, this was used as a proxy for how
savvy participants were with technology. To simplify the
analyses, this was collapsed into 3 levels of self-rated expertise:
responses 1 and 2 represented low, 3 was moderate, and 4 and
5 were high. In the second session, a neurocognitive functioning
measurement battery was administered to evaluate basic
cognitive abilities. In the third session, participants were tasked
to find information on 8 different websites. To ensure that all
participants had the basic skills needed to navigate the websites,
each was taken through a brief tutorial (covering topics such as
mouse use, hyperlink text, pop-up menus, and page scrolling)
[12]. All individuals who met the eligibility criteria were able
to master these basic skills. Following this, the performance of
the tested websites was evaluated.

Design of the Websites and Selection of the 12
Variables
In total, 12 interface design variables (Table 1), each at 2 levels,
were used to algorithmically generate a full factorial design of

212 (ie, 4096) website designs. From these 4096 website designs,
we identified an algorithmically derived fractional set of 256
websites to create. That is, the design of each of the 256 websites

was specified via a sequential 212-4 fractional factorial [25],
which is a common industrial engineering experimental design.
We have been conducting a research program focused on
identifying the eHealth design needs of individuals with SMI
and have included in this program a focus on SSD. This research
program created an eHealth design model for those with SMI,
termed the flat explicit design model (FEDM) [12], which was
initially composed of 6 design variables. As the program
progressed, the FEDM grew to 18 design variables [17]. The
12 variables for this study were chosen to be the most influential
design variables, based on a literature and internet review of
design recommendations and our experiences creating and
evaluating eHealth applications for those with SMI [27], and
to be the most important from the 18 variables of the FEDM.
The reading level of website content was assessed using the
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Flesch-Kinkaid reading scale (as assessed by Microsoft Word)
[28]. The contents (ie, topics and final destination articles) were
taken from a previously created web-based intervention [27]

and were identical in all websites; only the navigational designs
of websites differed.

Table 1. The 12 website design variables.

Levels of dimensions in the factorial designDesign featureWording used for design feature

HighLow

≥5≤3Number of pages one needs to navigate to get from the home page to
a desired piece of information.

Navigational depth

≥14≤7Each hyperlink is counted as one link. They may be embedded in
standard text (ie, nonhyperlinked text) or stand alone, buttons (images,
icons, and logos) or tool bars, and pull-down/pop-up menus. This
variable is the total number of hyperlinks on a page.

Number of hyperlinks on a page

10Use of a pop-up menu to display the hyperlinks on the page.Pop-up menu

≥9≤7The grade level of links, labels, and text.Reading level

≥200<100Number of words on a page.Words per page

>1≤1Screen length of navigation pages (paging vs scrolling)Screen length

≥4≤2The number of separate areas on a page where users will find hyper-
links that can navigate the site.

Number of distinct navigation
areas

13 point10 pointThe size of the text used in the websiteFont size of body text

≥6≤3The number of words used in the hyperlinks to the application’s
contents.

Number of words per hyperlink

≥30This includes images, pictures, graphics (eg, color bars), and figures
on a page that are not hyperlinks. They are for decoration or illustra-
tion only.

Number of nonhyperlink graphic
elements on a page

10Navigational tool bars that are in the same area across all pages on a
website.

Constant navigational toolbar

≥6≤4A topic is an area devoted to one subject, purpose, or theme. For ex-
ample, it could be a welcome paragraph; a list of links to main topics
in the website (with or without introductory text); a list of links to
news about the latest research on a topic; or a place to enter data, such
as a search engine box.

Number of topic areas on a page

Website Design and Evaluation Procedures
Each subject was asked to find information on 6 specified topics,
on each of the 8 websites. Our previous experience indicated
that this level of effort would not overly tax anyone who met
our selection criteria. Given that we did not want fatigue to
influence the results during testing, we chose a relatively
conservative number. Example tasks were to find information
on what causes schizophrenia, how schizophrenia is treated,
and the side effects of medications used to treat schizophrenia.
Two steps were taken to eliminate a learning effect influencing
the results across the sample of participants. The order of the 6
tasks and the order of the 8 websites varied from individual to
individual. The task order for each website was assigned using
randomly permuted blocks of size 6. To vary the order of testing
of the websites across participants, the order was assigned using
randomly permuted blocks of 8. Testing occurred in a research
office. If a subject selected an item as his or her choice but the
item was not the target, he or she was informed and instructed
to continue searching for the item until the allotted task time
had expired (3 minutes). Tasks were timed unobtrusively using
a browser plugin that we had developed. When the time allotted
to complete a task expired, the computer screen automatically
went blank, and the next task was initiated. Recording of the

website usability testing was accomplished using applications
that we developed to operate with the Firefox internet browser.
To minimize testing anxiety, each participant was read a script
explaining that the procedures were to evaluate the websites
and not the participant and that there were no right or wrong
answers.

Participants’ abilities to locate the requested information (ie,
design effectiveness) and time to accomplish tasks (ie, design
efficiency) were analyzed to identify the design variables and
combinations of variables that created more or less usable
websites (ie, facilitate or inhibit use). The maximum time
allowed to look for information was 180 seconds per task. To
eliminate the over dispersion of times to success, the time data
were analyzed using the natural logarithms of seconds to find.

Statistical Analyses
Comparisons of baseline demographics across the 3 mental
health groups were completed with analyses of variance for
continuous measures and chi-square for categorical measures,
with exact tests as needed for small samples. Percentages of
success and times to success were averaged over each website.
Regression tree analyses were used to identify patterns of the
12 dimensions that led to more or fewer successes at finding
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the required information or more or less time to successfully
find the information.

Comparisons of performance across each of the 12 website
dimensions were performed first on the entire sample (n=222
participants for ability to find information and n=218 for time
to find information because 4 participants did not find any of
the targeted information) and then for each of the 3 diagnostic
groups separately, using classification and regression trees
(CART) for success (CART Salford Predictive Modeler v8.2)
[29]. The main effects were tested for all dimensions, and the
interactions indicated as potentially significant by CART were
tested with mixed effect regression models. Nesting of website
performance within an individual was included in the
regressions.

Regression tree procedures identify, among the predictor
variables, the most efficient variable for splitting the
observations into 2 groups. For example, it selected the 1
website dimension that best split higher performing websites
(in terms of number of tasks completed successfully) versus
lower performing websites. After the first split, each branch
(descendent group) was split by the most efficient predictor
variable within that diagnostic group. This created another level
of branching. The amount of branching that occurs can be
determined by specifying the number of observations in a
descendent group that stops the branching or the number of
branches desired. In this study, the tree was based on the
percentage of tasks within a website that were completed
correctly, and the branching was stopped with <12 person
observations per website. As regression tree analyses do not

account for multiple observations per individual subject, mixed
effect regressions that can account for multiple assessments
evaluated by the same individual were performed. The results
of the regression tree analyses were used to identify possible
interactions that would be tested in a multilevel model. Initial
regression analyses included the 12 dimensions and interactions
identified in the regression trees as well as the diagnostic
variables of the 3 groups. Backward stepped regressions were
used to remove the nonsignificant main effects and interactions.
These models also indicated that the differences between the 2
non-SSD groups were not significant at the main effect or
interaction effect level, and these 2 groups were combined and
served as the baseline diagnostic group.

Results

Sample Description
A total of 295 participants met the eligibility criteria (Figure
1). Of these 295 participants, 264 (89.5%) completed the first
and second data collection sessions for the study, and 226
(85.6%) completed the third session where the performance of
the websites was assessed. Of the 226 participants, 4 were
missing key demographic and/or computer experience
information, resulting in 222 (75.2%) of the original 295
participants for this report. On the basis of mental health
diagnoses, the 222 participants were placed in 1 of 3 diagnostic
groups: no mental illness (83/222, 37.4%), mental illness without
evidence of psychotic features (eg, depression and anxiety;
60/222, 27.0%), and SSD (79/222, 35.6%).
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Figure 1. Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials chart. WRAT: Wide-Range Achievement Test.

The 222 participants ranged in age from 23 to 75 years (mean
52.2, SD 9.2), and African Americans comprised 49.5%
(110/222) of the sample (Table 2). Those with SSD, when
compared with the other 2 groups, were more likely to be male,
less likely to be employed, and more likely to be retired or

disabled. In terms of technology, individuals with SSD were
less likely to have a computer available at home, more likely
to self-assess as having little or no computer understanding, and
less likely to self-assess as having high computer understanding.
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Table 2. Demographic and clinical characteristics split by diagnostic group (N=222).

Comparison of the 3 diagnos-
tic groups (P value)

No current mental health
diagnoses (n=79)

Mental illness other than
SSD (n=60)

SSDa (n=83)Demographic variable

.5851.6 (10.2); 23-7552.1 (8.6); 23-7253.1 (8.7); 29-71Age (years)b, mean (SD); range

.02Gender, n (%)c

50 (63)45 (75)69 (84)Male

29 (37)15 (25)14 (16)Female

.11Race, n (%)d

49 (51)24 (40)46 (58)White

39 (39)36 (60)35 (42)African American

.14Education level, n (%)e

31 (39)16 (27)39 (47)Less than or equal to high school
graduate

34 (43)33 (55)35 (42)Post high school training

14 (18)11 (18)19 (9)College degree or more

<.001Employment status, n (%)f

39 (49)23 (38)15 (18)Full or part time

40 (51)37 (62)68 (82)Retired/disability only

.06Self-reported computer understanding, n (%)g

19 (24)11 (18)31 (38)None/little

25 (32)22 (37)28 (34)Some

34 (44)27 (44)23 (28)Good/complete

.00644 (56)34 (57)28 (34)Computers available at home, n (%)h

aSSD: schizophrenia spectrum disorder.
bF2221=0.55.
cχ2

2=8.3.
dχ2

4=4.4.
eχ2

4=6.9.
fχ2

2=18.0.
gχ2

4=9.0.
hχ2

4=10.3.

Website Usability

All Participants Pooled
When all participants for the 256 websites were pooled, the
average rate of success at finding information was 33.2%. The
mean time to correctly find information was 49.0 seconds
(median 40, range 7-180). The SSD group, when separately

compared with the other 2 groups (ie, mental illness other than
SSD and no mental illness), had a lower success rate (P=.007
for each) and took longer to find information (P=.001 for each;
Table 3). All the 256 websites that were used in this study were
created specifically for the study. Consequently, no participant
had any experience with the websites they were tested on and
were seeing and using each website for the first time.
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Table 3. Overall performance (N=222).

SignificanceNo current mental health diag-
noses, n=79

Mental illness other than
SSD, n=60

SSDa, n=83Ability to find information

MedianMean (SD)MedianMean (SD)MedianMean (SD)

Median, P=.007b33.334.5 (30.3)33.337.8 (30.9)16.728.6 (29.4)Success rate at finding information
per website (%)

Mean, P<.001b35.3 (9.5-180)42.8 (30.9)35.3 (7.3-180)44.4 (31.1)51.1 (8-180)59.8 (38.0)Time to find information per web-
site (s)

aSSD: schizophrenia spectrum disorder.
bSignificance levels based on mixed models that accounted for nesting of websites within participants.

Which Design Variables Influence Ability to Find
Information: Mixed Regression Models, All
Participants
Mixed regression models were created to identify the variables
with main effects and interaction effects on the ability of
participants to successfully find information. One of the models
(Table 4, model 1) included the 12 design dimensions (Table
2) and the 3 diagnostic groups. In this model, the higher level
of each of the 6 design variables leads to worse performance:
higher navigational depth (≥5), higher number of hyperlinks on
a page (≥14), higher reading level (≥ninth grade), larger font
size (13 points), longer than 1 screen length of contents (ie,

contents that require scrolling to see all of it), and higher number
of navigation areas on a page (≥4); however, the higher level
of 1 design variable use of a pop-up menu to display hyperlinks
on a page improved performance. Having an SSD had a negative
influence on the ability to find information (although it must
be noted that this occurred within the 3-minute time limit
imposed on finding a given piece of information). There were
no significant differences between the other 2 diagnostic groups,
that is, the difference was between SSD and the other 2 groups
combined. A second mixed regression model (Table 4, model
2) was developed that included the self-rated measure of
participant computer understanding. With this variable in the
model, SSD (vs others) was no longer a significant variable.
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Table 4. Multivariable models of percentage of tasks completed successfully.

Significance (P value)95% CICoefficientVariables

Model 1: Design dimensions and diagnostic groups

Dimensions

<.001−0.348 to −0.289−0.318Navigational depth

<.001−0.108 to −0.060−0.083Hyperlinks per page

<.0010.032-0.0800.056Pop-up menu

.08−0.067 to 0.003−0.031Navigational depth×Navigational lists per page

<.001−0.073 to −0.026−0.050Reading level

.003−0.059 to −0.012−0.036Large font

.0080.012-0.0800.046Read level×large font

.10−0.044 to 0.004−0.020Words per page

.03−0.073 to −0.004−0.038Navigational depth×words per page

<.001−0.066 to −0.020−0.043Screen length

.030.003-0.0700.037Hyperlinks per page×screen length

.05−0.035 to 0.000−0.018Navigation areas per page

Diagnostic group

.01−0.104 to −0.013−0.059SSDa (vs others)

<.0010.563-0.6440.604Constant

Model 2: Design dimensions, diagnostic groups, and computer understanding

Dimensions

<.001−0.348 to −0.289−0.318Navigational depth

<.001−0.108 to −0.060−0.084Hyperlinks per page

<.0010.031-0.0800.056Navigational lists per page

.09−0.065 to 0.004−0.030Navigational depth×navigational lists per page

<.001−0.073 to −0.025−0.049Reading level

.002−0.059 to −0.013−0.036Large font

.0050.0125-0.0820.048Read level×large font

.09−0.045 to 0.003−0.021Words per page

.03−0.072 to −0.004−0.038Navigational depth×words per page

<.001−0.067 to −0.020−0.044Screen length

.030.005 to 0.0710.038Hyperlinks per page×screen length

.05−0.035 to 0.000−0.017Navigation areas per page

Diagnostic group

.28−0.110 to 0.032−0.039SSD (vs others)

Self-reported level of computer understanding

<.001−0.328 to −0.192−0.260None/minimal (vs high)

.01−0.112 to −0.019−0.066Some (vs high)

<.0010.467 to 0.1300.089None/minimal understanding×navigational depth

.24−0.016 to 0.0640.024Some understanding×navigational depth

<.0010.640 to 0.7350.687Constant

aSSD: schizophrenia spectrum disorder.
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Design Variables That Influence Time to Find
Information: All Participants
Mixed regression models were created to identify the variables
with main effects and interaction effects on the time it took
participants to correctly find information. One of the models
included the 12 design dimensions and 3 diagnostic groups
(Table 5, model 1). Five of the main effects were the same
variables as for the ability to find information (Table 4, model
1), and 4 of these at the higher level also had a negative effect
on the time it took to find information. These variables had a
negative effect on the time to find information: higher
navigational depth, higher number of hyperlinks on a page,
higher reading level, and pages longer than 1 screen length. The

fifth variable, larger font, positively influenced time to find
information, that is, reduced the amount of time needed. In
addition, the following 3 variables had a negative effect at their
higher levels: higher number of words per page (≥200), presence
of a tool bar, and more words per hyperlink (≥6). In addition,
SSD (vs others) was the only diagnostic group that entered the
model, and it had a negative effect.

A second mixed regression model was developed (Table 5,
model 2), which, in addition to the above variables, included
the self-rated measure of participants’computer understanding.
This entered the model as a significant variable. All of the other
variables and 2-way interactions from model 1 remained in the
model, including SSD.
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Table 5. Multivariable models of the time to correctly find information.

Significance (P value)95% CICoefficientVariables

Model 1: Design dimensions and diagnostic groups

Dimensions

<.0010.358 to 0.4790.418Navigational depth

<.0010.205 to 0.3960.300Hyperlinks per page

<.0010.131 to 0.2850.208Reading level

.01−0.263 to −0.029−0.147Reading level×hyperlinks per page

.14−0.019 to 0.1340.057Navigational lists per page

.020.017 to 0.1670.092Words per page

.06−0.219 to 0.003−0.108Words per page×hyperlinks per page

.0020.052 to 0.2400.146Toolbar

.01−0.247 to −0.027−0.138Navigational lists per page ×toolbar

.009−0.122 to −0.017−0.070Large font

.040.002 to 0.1060.054Screen length

.020.013 to 0.1700.092Words per hyperlink

.06−0.208 to 0.005−0.101Words per hyperlink×toolbar

Diagnostic group

<.0010.221 to 0.4730.347SSDa (vs others)

<.0013.090 to 3.3423.216Constant

Model 2: Design dimensions, diagnostic groups, and computer understanding

Dimensions

<.0010.371 to 0.4920.411Navigational depth

<.0010.208 to 0.3980.303Hyperlinks per page

<.0010.123 to 0.2760.200Reading level

.01−0.264 to −0.031−0.147Hyperlinks per page ×read level

.010.021 to 0.1710.096Words per page

.048−0.022 to −0.001−0.112Hyperlinks per page×words per page

.18−0.025 to 0.1290.052Navigational lists per page

.0020.055 to 0.2450.150Toolbar

.01−0.250 to −0.030−0.141Navigational lists per page×toolbar

.006−0.126 to 0.061−0.073Large font

.0020.050 to 0.2100.130Screen length

.020.019 to 0.1750.097Words per hyperlink

.06−0.211 to 0.003−0.104Words per hyperlink×toolbar

Diagnostic group

<.0010.140 to 0.3720.256SSD (vs others)

Self-reported level of computer understanding

<.0010.399 to 0.7120.555None/minimal (vs high)

<.0010.116 to 0.3970.257Some (vs high)

Screen length×self-reported level of computer understanding

.14−0.242 to 0.034−0.103None/minimal

.03−0.255 to −0.016−0.135Some

<.0012.804 to 3.0742.939Constant
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aSSD: schizophrenia spectrum disorder.

Designs That Increased or Reduced Usability in Terms
of Ability to Find Information: CART Data Analysis
Using All Participants and All Websites
The variable with the greatest influence on participants’abilities
to successfully find information was navigational depth (Figure
2). For designs with deep navigation (ie, a navigational depth
of ≥5 levels or screens), the average percent success was only

15%. For this subset, if in addition they had ≥200 words per
page, and ≥14 hyperlinks per page the success rate decreased
to 9%. This was the worst performing combination of the design
elements tested in this category. The performance of designs
with high navigational depth could be improved to a still
exceedingly poor 27% success rate by using <100 words per
page, ≤7 hyperlinks per page, and a pop-up menu to present the
hyperlinks on a page.

Figure 2. Classification and regression trees analyses of all participants.

For websites designed with shallow navigation (ie, navigational
depth ≤3 levels), the average success rate over all such designs
and all participants was 52% (Figure 2). In addition, if they had
≤7 hyperlinks per page (54%) and used a pop-up menu to present
the hyperlinks, the average success rate increased to 58%.

Of the designs with shallow navigational depth, the worst
performing design combination had ≥14 hyperlinks per page
(48%), ≥200 words per page (45%), and text with a reading
level that was greater than or equal to ninth grade (43%).

Participants With SSD

Which Designs Make Usability Worse?
For individuals with SSD (n=83), the average success rate for
all tested websites was relatively low (29%; Figure 3). The
average success rate for all designs with deep navigational depth
was only 12%. For these designs, if they had ≥14 hyperlinks
per page, it fell to 9%. This was the worst performing design
for this group of participants. Furthermore, other designs were
apparently worse, but there were not enough subjects for the
differences to be statistically significant.
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Figure 3. Classification and regression trees analyses participants with schizophrenia spectrum disorder.

The highest performing designs of those with deeper
navigational depth had a success rate of only 29%. This
improvement was achieved by having ≤7 hyperlinks per page
(15%), using a pop-up menu to present the hyperlinks on each
page (20%), and having <100 words per page. Using these
design elements in an overall poor design helped to improve
performance but only modestly, and these designs were still
quite poor.

Which Designs Make Usability Better?
The average success rate for designs with shallow navigational
depth was 47%. The best design within this set, with a success
rate of 51%, was achieved by using a pop-up menu to present
the hyperlinks. For websites with shallow navigation, the worst

performing designs had a success rate of 40%. This occurred
for websites with no pop-up menu and greater than or equal to
ninth-grade reading level.

Participants With a Mental Illness Other Than SSD

Which Designs Make Usability Worse?
The average success rate for all tested designs with individuals
with a mental illness other than SSD was 38% (Figure 4), and
for all designs with deeper navigational depth, it was 20%.
Performance was reduced to 17% for these latter designs if they
also had ≥200 words per page. If the deeper navigational depth
designs instead had <100 words per page, the success rate
increased to 23%, which was the best performing deep
navigational depth design for this group.

Figure 4. Classification and regression trees analyses of participants with a mental illness other than schizophrenia spectrum disorder.
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Which Designs Make Usability Better?
For all shallow navigational depth designs, the average success
rate was 55%. Performance increased to 68% in designs that
had page length ≤1 screen long (60%), that is, did not require
scrolling to see all of the contents, and that had ≤7 hyperlinks
per page. For websites with shallow navigation, the worst
performing designs had a success rate of 51%. This occurred
for designs where the page length was greater than one screen
in length.

Participants With No Mental Illness

Which Designs Make Usability Worse?
For participants with no mental illness, the average success rate
for all tested designs was 34% (Figure 5). For the deep
navigational depth designs, the average success rate dropped to
16%. The performance dropped further to a low of 8% for
websites having ≥14 hyperlinks per page (12%) and ≥200 words
per page. Within the set of websites that had a deep navigational
hierarchy, the best performing were those with ≤7 hyperlinks
per page, which achieved an average success rate of only 19%.

Figure 5. Classification and regression trees analyses of participants with no mental illness.

Which Designs Make Usability Better?
The websites with shallow navigational depth (ie, ≤3 levels)
had an average success rate of 52%. This is more than 3 (3.25)
times the average success rate of designs with deep navigation
(≥5 levels). The performance increased to 63%, if websites used
a pop-up menu to present the hyperlinks (56%), had ≤7
hyperlinks per page (60%), and displayed information on ≤1
screen length (ie, no scrolling was used). The worst performing
designs with a shallow navigational depth had a success rate of
48%. This occurred for websites with no pop-up menu.

Best and Worst Design Variables
Several design variables were commonly found in the best
performing designs (Table 6) for each of the 4 participant groups

(ie, SSD, mental illnesses other than SSD, no mental illness,
and all participants); however, only shallow navigational depth
was present in all 4 of these highest performing website designs.
Design elements that always had a positive effect on usability
were shallow navigational depth, presenting hyperlinks via a
pop-up menu, ≤7 hyperlinks per page, and presenting the
contents using a page length ≤1 screen long.

There were also several design elements that were commonly
found on the worst performing website for each of the 4
participant groups (Table 6). High navigational depth was the
only variable present in all 4 of these worst performing designs.
The design elements that when present always had a detrimental
effect on usability were high navigational depth, high words
per page (≥200), ≥14 hyperlinks per page, page length >1 screen
long, and high reading level (≥ninth grade).
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Table 6. Best and worst performing designs and design variables for finding information.

Design elementsParticipant group

The best performing websites had these design elements

Dimensions (overall success rate for the design)Diagnostic group

Low navigational depth (≤3 levels) and pop-up menu (79/154, 51%)SSDa

Low navigational depth (≤3 levels), page length ≤1 screen long, and ≤7 hyperlinks
per page (42/62, 68%)

Mental illness other than SSD

Low navigational depth (≤3 levels), pop-up menu, hyperlinks ≤7 per page, and page
length ≤1 screen long (26/41, 63%)

No mental illness

Low navigational depth (≤3 levels), ≤7 hyperlinks per page, and pop-up menu
(129/222, 58%)

All participants

The worst performing websites had these design elements

High navigational depth (≥5 levels) and ≥14 hyperlinks per page (15/166, 9%)SSD

High navigational depth (≥5 levels) and ≥200 words per page (19/112, 17%)Mental illness other than SSD

High navigational depth (≥5 levels), ≥14 hyperlinks, and ≥200 words per page (6/79,
8%)

No mental illness

High navigational depth (≥5 levels), ≥200 words per page, and ≥14 hyperlinks
(20/224, 9%)

All participants

The worst performing websites with low navigational depth (≤3 levels) had these design elements

No pop-up menu and high reading level greater than or equal to ninth grade (32/79,
40%)

SSD

Page length >1 screen long (64/125, 51%)Mental illness other than SSD

No pop-up menu (80/166, 48%)No mental illness

≥14 hyperlinks per page, ≥200 words per page, and high reading level greater than
or equal to ninth grade (46/107, 43%)

All participants

The best performing websites with high navigational depth (≥5 levels) had these design elements

≤7 hyperlinks per page, pop-up menu and <100 words per page (12/42, 29%)SSD

<100 words per page (29/125, 23%)Mental illness other than SSD

≤7 hyperlinks per page (27/141, 19%)No mental illness

<100 words per page, ≤7 hyperlinks per page, and pop-up menu (30/112, 27%)All participants

Variables that, when present, always had a positive effect on performance

Variable was also present in the best performing design for n of the 4 groups (the 3
diagnostic groups and all participants)

Variable

4Low navigational depth

3Pop-up menu used

3≤7 hyperlinks

2Page length ≤1 screen long

Variables that, when present, always had a negative effect on performance

Variable was also present in the worst performing design for n of the 4 groups (the
3 diagnostic groups and all participants)

Variable

4High navigational depth (≥5 levels)

2≥200 words per page

2≥14 hyperlinks per page

0 (none)Page length >1 screen long

0 (none)High reading level (≥ninth grade)

aSSD: schizophrenia spectrum disorder.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
Overall, one of the key findings is that by varying the designs
of eHealth applications in highly definable ways, it is possible
to improve the effectiveness of an application for users, in terms
of their success at finding information and time to find the
desired information. The best designs, when compared with the
worst, made a difference in the success of using a website, from
38% to 55% in the 3 diagnostic groups.

These data identify the depth of navigation, that is, the number
of screens one needs to navigate through to reach the desired
contents, as the most important variable for usability. This has
also been identified as important by others [11,12,18,20]. When
all participants’ data were pooled, the average success rate for
designs with a shallow hierarchy was 3.4 times higher than the
average for those with a deep hierarchy. The worst performing
design with a shallow hierarchy was still 2.5 times more
successful than the best design with deep navigation. This
principle was held across each of the 3 diagnostic groups as
well. Although we found that the design environment (ie, the
screen’s overall design) influenced the effects of several design
variables on usability, this was not the case for navigational
depth. Its influence was invariable. The presence of other design
elements influences how strong this effect is, but shallow is
always better than deep, all else being equal. This indicates that
a shallow navigational structure is an essential design feature
for usability; therefore, creating a shallow navigational structure
is an essential design challenge to address.

It should be noted that all participants were using these websites
for the first time; however, cognitive limitations can restrict
one’s ability to comprehend complex designs and create a mental
model of an application, even after repeated use [12]. Without
an accurate mental model, it is harder to become a savvy user.
Consequently, it is possible that the differences that were found
between the participant groups were minimal differences in
what might be found if the comparisons were made after
repeated website use.

Our previous research found that it was more effective to have
users scroll down a screen to obtain additional information than
to navigate to a new screen (ie, scrolling was superior to paging)
[17,20]. This study indicates that designs that used scrolling
were never the highest performing designs and tended to be
inferior to those that used paging. A recent design study found
that users state a clear preference for paging over scrolling [30].
The findings of this study are consistent with this preference.
As we have pointed out previously, scrolling is a poor design
choice, but our work indicates that, in some circumstances, it
may have certain advantages to paging, if paging significantly
increases the depth of navigation. Depth is the most important
single variable for usability, and this finding holds for all groups.
Although users prefer paging, it is more convenient, and makes
it less likely that content will be missed by users, adding pages
is potentially perilous to performance, particularly for less savvy
users who may be more likely to become confused or lost in a
deeper hierarchy. The design lesson may be that the best designs,
in terms of quantitative effectiveness and user preferences, will

minimize the need to scroll and will, at the same time, use a
shallow navigational structure that relies on paging.

This issue is relevant to other design elements, for example, the
number of hyperlinks on a page. The findings of this study were
clear; the lower number of links to contents, compared with the
higher number, contributed to a superior design. This study did
not attempt to determine whether there might be an optimal
number or range of navigation links on a page. The design
simply compared 2 disparate levels to determine whether this
might be an important design variable, and it was an important
design variable. Although using a higher number of links was
clearly inferior, the most important design element for users’
success was the number of screens they needed to navigate
through. Therefore, in any given design, there could be a
trade-off between the number of links on a screen and the
navigational depth. The evidence of this study as well as past
studies [17] indicate that having more links on a page, if it can
significantly reduce the number of pages a user must navigate
through, could be expected to be a more effective design choice,
all else being equal.

For this study, we created a single question to allow participants
to self-assess how savvy they felt they were with technology.
We have referred to this variable as computer understanding.
The computer understanding variable accounted for the effect
of SSD in the regression model of the ability to find information.
This indicates that it is not necessarily the characteristics of the
illness per se, but rather familiarity and skills with technology
that were a key reason for poorer performance by this group.
This may be caused by less use of associated technologies. It
is possible that those with SSD who have significant cognitive
challenges will have greater difficulty becoming savvy and/or
will benefit from having designs that specifically accommodate
their cognitive needs. This study and our prior work indicate
that specific design features can be helpful to those with SSD,
who may have special cognitive needs, while not reducing the
performance of others. A clear implication of the findings from
this study is that training with eHealth technologies should
improve less savvy individuals’ performance with technology.
This has been observed in our prior eHealth intervention studies
[27].

The findings of this study indicate that the design environment
can influence the impact of a design element, at least to some
extent. This indicates that there is not necessarily just one route
to designing a highly usable page or screen. However, the
highest performing pages did have key similarities, and there
were still noticeable differences in the usability between
alternative good designs, that is, no 2 alternative designs had
the same performance. This latter point supports the premise
that there are certain design principles that seem to be
fundamental to creating high-performance applications.

For all participants, when the measure of computer
understanding was included in the regression model for the time
required to find information, SSD (vs the other 2 diagnostic
groups) remained a significant variable in the model. This would
suggest that there is something in addition to how savvy one
may be with these technologies that influences the time it takes
to find information. This was not observed in the regression
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model describing the ability to find information, where SSD
(vs others) dropped out of the model, indicating that the
relevance of computer understanding was a factor that was
common to all groups combined. Deficits in processing have
been found by others [31], and our own data show (manuscript
in preparation) that the processing speed of those with SSD was
slower than that of the other groups in the study. This might
contribute to increasing the time that it takes to find information
but does not influence the ability to find information.

Limitations
There are several limitations that need to be considered when
interpreting these findings. Participants had to be able to read
at the fifth-grade level to enter the study. The design needs of
those with lower or even much higher reading levels may be
different. The sample may have been too small to detect
anything but main effects or very large interactions between the
variables. The experimental design was limited to an evaluation
of only 12 variables. Other variables may also be, and likely
are, important. As a segment of the participants had little or no
familiarity with technology, all participants were taken through
a brief training that showed them how to use a mouse and
demonstrated all of the website navigational elements they
would encounter. This likely improved the abilities of these
users and their performance compared with similar individuals
in the general public who would not have such training.

Clinical Implications
One of the keys to successfully engaging consumers with
eHealth treatments and services, particularly consumers with
SMI and special cognitive needs, is to provide intuitive
navigational designs. An evidence base of what works for
creating effective designs and what does not will facilitate
designs that can improve access, individualization, and treatment
engagement for consumers. This should allow for the creation

of eHealth services that are more usable; engaging; and,
therefore, effective.

Conclusions
Seven of the key variables that influence how effective eHealth
intervention designs are for those with and without mental health
disorders are navigational depth, number of hyperlinks per page,
presence of a pop-up menu, reading level, page length, the
number of words per page, and a participant’s skills with the
technologies.

Future Research
Future work would benefit from a larger sample to better
understand how these variables might interact with each other.
This could allow the identification of specific ways in which
the design environment interacts with design variables and
synergistic or antagonistic effects of variable combinations.
Each variable was studied at 2 levels only, which is common
in a factorial design. Additional research could narrow the range
of what is optimal. For example, a navigational depth of ≤3 was
far superior to ≥5 levels, but the difference between 1, 2, and 3
levels might be considerable. However, it was not determined
by these data. In addition, examination of variables other than
these 12 variables would be very useful. A missing piece of this
type of quantitative design research is user preferences for
alternative designs. Coupling performance with preferences
further advances the understanding of what works best for
whom. We found that our single self-rated computer
understanding question was very effective at measuring how
savvy users were with the technologies. We are preparing a
manuscript that fully describes this instrument and our findings.
In addition, we are preparing a manuscript of our findings about
the influence of the neurocognitive functions we collected from
each participant on the effectiveness of the various designs and
importance of the different design variables.
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Abstract

Background: Prolonged time of computer use increases the prevalence of ocular problems, including eye strain, tired eyes,
irritation, redness, blurred vision, and double vision, which are collectively referred to as computer vision syndrome (CVS).
Approximately 70% of computer users have vision-related problems. For these reasons, properly designed interventions for users
with CVS are required. To design an effective screen intervention for preventing or improving CVS, we must understand the
effective interfaces of computer-based interventions.

Objective: In this study, we aimed to explore the interface elements of computer-based interventions for CVS to set design
guidelines based on the pros and cons of each interface element.

Methods: We conducted an iterative user study to achieve our research objective. First, we conducted a workshop to evaluate
the overall interface elements that were included in previous systems for CVS (n=7). Through the workshop, participants evaluated
existing interface elements. Based on the evaluation results, we eliminated the elements that negatively affect intervention
outcomes. Second, we designed our prototype system LiquidEye that includes multiple interface options (n=11). Interface options
included interface elements that were positively evaluated in the workshop study. Lastly, we deployed LiquidEye in the real
world to see how the included elements affected the intervention outcomes. Participants used LiquidEye for 14 days, and during
this period, we collected participants’ daily logs (n=680). Additionally, we conducted prestudy and poststudy surveys, and
poststudy interviews to explore how each interface element affects participation in the system.

Results: User data logs collected from the 14 days of deployment were analyzed with multiple regression analysis to explore
the interface elements affecting user participation in the intervention (LiquidEye). Statistically significant elements were the
instruction page of the eye resting strategy (P=.01), goal setting of the resting period (P=.009), compliment feedback after
completing resting (P<.001), a mid-size popup window (P=.02), and CVS symptom-like effects (P=.004).

Conclusions: Based on the study results, we suggested design implications to consider when designing computer-based
interventions for CVS. The sophisticated design of the customization interface can make it possible for users to use the system
more interactively, which can result in higher engagement in managing eye conditions. There are important technical challenges
that still need to be addressed, but given the fact that this study was able to clarify the various factors related to computer-based
interventions, the findings are expected to contribute greatly to the research of various computer-based intervention designs in
the future.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e22099)   doi:10.2196/22099
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Introduction

Background
As computer technologies advance rapidly, an increasing
number of people spend their time in front of computer screens
and mobile phones. According to the current population survey,
89% of US households have a computer, which includes
smartphones, and 81% have a broadband internet subscription
[1]. There is also computer use increase in the workplace. It is
estimated that more than 75% of all jobs involve computer use
[2]. Before personal computers revolutionized the workplace,
office work had involved a range of activities, including typing,
filing, reading, and writing. Each activity was adequately varied
in the requirements of posture and vision, posing a natural
“break” from the previous activity.

However, the introduction of personal computers has combined
these tasks to where most can be performed without moving
from the desktop, thereby improving quality, production, and
efficiency, but also increasing computer-related health issues
[2].

Computer vision syndrome (CVS) is one of the typical
computer-related health issues [3-6]. Approximately 70% of
computer users have CVS-related problems. The American
Optometric Association defines CVS as the combination of eye
and vision problems associated with the use of computers. The
ocular complaints made by computer users typically include
eye strain, eye fatigue, burning sensation, irritation, redness,
blurred vision, and dry eyes, among others. The condition of a
person experiencing one or more of these ocular complaints as
a result of operating a computer and looking at a computer
monitor is generally referred to as CVS. Symptoms of CVS also
include extraocular symptoms, such as neck pain, back pain,
and shoulder pain [7,8]. All these symptoms negatively affect
the performance of everyday tasks, such as reading, driving,
and computer use, which lowers quality of life [9].

Designing an appropriate intervention involving eye rest is one
of the technology-based solutions to reduce the prevalence of
CVS [10-13]. Among the various forms of interventions, a
computer-based intervention is an appropriate form of
intervention for CVS [9]. A computer-based intervention offers
a great variety of options for assessing individuals, creating and
delivering customized health messages, and providing
individuals with the methods necessary to maintain or change
their health-related behaviors [14]. Maximizing benefits and
minimizing costs are important when designing health
interventions, including digital health interventions such as
computer-based interventions [15-19]. Inadequate design is one
of the reasons for increasing costs in the process of modifying
and re-evaluating interventions [19,20]. Therefore, a design
study for effective computer-based interventions should be
performed before introducing a prototype to users [21].

Objectives
In this study, we aimed to explore interface elements that affect
participation in a computer-based intervention helping the eye
resting behavior of users with CVS. For this, first, we
investigated effective interface elements in existing

computer-based interventions for users with CVS during a focus
group study. Second, to further investigate the effectiveness of
interface elements, we conducted a deployment study with our
prototype LiquidEye having multiple interface options. Interface
options included interface elements that were evaluated higher
than the average in the focus group study. To demonstrate how
the included elements affect user participation in eye resting
behavior, we deployed LiquidEye in the real world with 12
participants.

Methods

Study Procedure
This study included a focus group study and a deployment study.
To research existing computer-based interventions for vision
protection, screening was conducted before the focus group. In
this phase, researchers screened and listed the interface elements
from existing systems. In the focus group consisting of an
evaluation session and a redesign session, participants with CVS
(n=7) evaluated each element by discussing its pros and cons.
The evaluation session was conducted with a focus group
interview. In the redesign session, participants discussed
additional interface elements that could affect system
participation and all participants evaluated the elements. With
interface elements rated higher than the average, we developed
LiquidEye and conducted a deployment study with 12
participants.

Screening Existing Systems
During the screening phase, researchers aimed to list feasible
interface elements from existing systems. Our system selection
criteria were designed through a four-step procedure. In step 1,
we collected all previously studied systems regarding CVS in
the human-computer interaction community or other related
fields. There were systems such as EyeGuardian [22], EyePhone
[23], DualBlink [9], LiDAR [5], BlinkBlink [24], and
EyeProtector [25]. In step 2, apps from the app store or
web-based interventions were collected, such as
ProtectYourVision, RestOnTime, and EyeBreak. In step 3,
systems with all the intervening effects were collected and
preanalyzed by researchers. Finally, in step 4, three systems
were selected to include as many elements as possible and
minimize overlap between systems. Step 4 was conducted
because showing too many systems in one place could confuse
participants. In the end, three systems were included in the focus
group session. One was a prior academic prototype (Eye
Protector [25]) and two were obtained from a commercial app
store (Protect Your Vision [26] and Rest on Time [27]).

Phase 1: Focus Group Study
To evaluate and discuss interface elements in existing
computer-based interventions for CVS, we conducted a focus
group discussion. We recruited seven participants (three male
and four female participants; P1-P7) aged from 21 to 37 years
(Table 1). All participants reported that they had frequently
experienced CVS symptoms, such as blurred vision, dry eyes,
eye strain, headache, neck pain, and back pain [4,7]. Recruited
participants experienced at least three of these symptoms.
Additionally, they were using a computer for at least 3 hours a
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day. We recruited participants through the university’s online
community and clinical recruiting sites. Each participant was
given a US $30 voucher after completing the final session. The

focus group discussion consisted of two major sessions
(evaluation session and redesign session).

Table 1. Information of the participants in the focus group study.

Related symptomsAverage computer use per dayGenderAge (years)Participant number

Blurred vision, dry eyes, eye irritation, and neck and back
pain

≥4 hFemale29P1

Blurred vision, dry eyes, headache, and neck and back pain≥4 hMale28P2

Blurred vision, double vision, dry eyes, eye irritation,
headache, and neck and back pain

≥4 hFemale24P3

Blurred vision, dry eyes, eye irritation, headache, and neck
and back pain

≥2 hFemale22P4

Blurred vision, dry eyes, eye irritation, and neck and back
pain

≥3 hMale26P5

Blurred vision, dry eyes, and neck and back pain≥4 hFemale21P6

Blurred vision, double vision, and dry eyes≥4 hMale37P7

Evaluation Session
In this session, participants were asked to evaluate the interface
elements in existing systems with other participants. We
introduced the three intervention systems for CVS. For each
system, the included interface elements and their functions were
described to participants in detail with a simulation. Thereafter,
participants discussed each interface element in detail and
mainly discussed its acceptability, which is an important
consideration for health technologies and interventions [28].
Acceptable interventions make users more likely to engage and
adhere to the system. Participants evaluated the acceptability
of each interface element on a 7-point Likert scale.

Redesign Session
The objective of the redesign session was to explore additional
interface elements that were not included in previous systems.
Participants were instructed to draw their ideal intervention
system on a paper. They were told that they could take some of
the factors they evaluated in the previous session or add new
ones if needed. This enabled us to further discover and evaluate
new important elements that could not be considered in the
previous session. The participants drew what they thought was
a desirable system on a given blank sheet of paper. In this
session, participants were also instructed to focus on the
acceptability of the system. To consider as many factors as
possible, a researcher did not give participants a preannounced
time and waited until all participants had finished their drawings.
It took a total of 20 minutes. Thereafter, the participants
explained their desirable system and interface elements to other
participants and two of the authors (YJ and DH). Newly
suggested elements were listed by the authors, and participants
evaluated these elements as they did in the evaluation session.

Phase 2: Deployment Study

LiquidEye: Computer-Based Intervention for Users With
CVS
LiquidEye is a computer-based intervention system that helps
achieve an adequate amount of eye rest among users with CVS.

It helps users’ eye resting behavior by providing an intervening
screen with a black/white full-screen window. The goal of
LiquidEye is to minimize vision-related symptoms and prevent
the occurrence of vision-related symptoms. For this, LiquidEye
attempts to manage a user’s prolonged time of computer use,
which is one of the critical causes of CVS [7].

LiquidEye consists of multiple interface options. Interface
options include interface elements that were evaluated higher
than the average in the focus group study. As shown in Figure
1, users can select these options on the settings menu or can
adjust the degree of each interface element (frequency, size,
etc). Based on the user’s settings, LiquidEye intervenes in
prolonged computer use at the scheduled time with selected
interface elements.

Figure 2 shows example scenarios of LiquidEye. At the
scheduled time, a notification interface pops up and asks the
user to participate in eye rest (Figure 2A). Depending on the
user’s customized settings, this element can accompany
symptom-like visual effects. Users can choose among “start,”
“5 min later,” and “skip.” If the user clicks “start,” LiquidEye
records the user’s behavior as “1 (participated),” and if the user
clicks “skip,” it records the user’s behavior as “0 (did not
participate).” When the user clicks “5 min later,” the notification
window interface pops up 5 minutes later. If the user turns off
the notification window option, the eye resting scenario starts
without a notification interface. Before starting eye rest,
LiquidEye shows an instruction page that explains the need for
eye rest and how to use LiquidEye (Figure 2B) and provides
health information related to CVS (eg, less eye blinking can
cause CVS, foods with beta-carotene can help improve eye
conditions, etc) (Figure 2C). The instruction page and health
information are optional depending on the user’s customized
settings. During eye rest, the word “break” appears and the word
“look away” appears next and remains on the screen (Figure
2D). There is a timer in the middle that shows the remaining
time for the user’s eye resting behavior. Characters could be
presented on the screen depending on the option settings. After
the resting time, the user can receive a sound-based alarm
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(optional). If the user quits the LiquidEye window (button on
the top right) before the eye resting time is over, it records the
user’s behavior as “0 (did not participate).” If the user finishes
eye resting without quitting, LiquidEye shows the user’s eye

resting accomplishment report for the day (Figure 2E). A rotated
feedback message (compliment) can be sent to the user
depending on the settings (Figure 2F).

Figure 1. Settings menu of LiquidEye. In the settings menu, users can customize their interface options for LiquidEye.

Figure 2. Example scenarios of LiquidEye. The interface elements (A-F) in the example scenarios are customizable in the settings menu.
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LiquidEye was implemented on the MacOS system, and the
system was developed with Swift in Xcode 10.3 IDE. After the
development of LiquidEye, we conducted a 14-day real-world
study with 12 recruited participants.

Participants and Procedure
A total of 12 participants (seven male and five female
participants; A1-A12) aged from 22 to 40 years with CVS were
recruited (Table 2). They all had at least three CVS-related
symptoms and were using the computer for at least 3 hours a
day. Participants were recruited through an online community.
Participants in the focus group study did not overlap with
participants in the deployment study. LiquidEye was used by

participants for 2 weeks. Before participants started to use
LiquidEye, they visited our lab to participate in a prestudy
interview. Additionally, we helped participants to download
LiquidEye on their personal computers and check if LiquidEye
works properly on the device. To make participants use as many
elements as possible, we instructed participants to use the system
by changing the setting environment at least twice a day for an
everyday task. Moreover, each time they changed the settings,
they were asked to enter feedback for the previously used
interface elements on an automatically appearing feedback page.
Participants also visited the authors after the 14 days of
participation for a postuse interview.

Table 2. Information of the participants in the 14-day deployment study.

OccupationNumber of reported CVSa

symptoms

Average computer use per dayGenderAge (years)Participant number

Student4≥4 hFemale28A1

Data scientist4≥7 hMale31A2

Student4≥5 hFemale22A3

Student3≥3 hFemale24A4

Office worker3≥3 hMale23A5

Student3≥5 hFemale28A6

Data scientist3≥3 hMale28A7

Student4≥4 hMale24A8

Programmer3≥7 hMale30A9

Office worker3≥5 hMale33A10

Student3≥4 hFemale24A11

Office worker4≥3 hMale40A12

aCVS: computer vision syndrome.

Thematic Analysis of Qualitative Data
Qualitative data that were collected through semistructured
interviews and users’ real-time feedback during LiquidEye use
were integrated and analyzed. With these data, we conducted a
thematic analysis to increase understanding. To build up themes
from the data, we referred to the seven-element constructs of
the Theoretical Framework for Acceptability developed by
Sekhon et al [28]. These constructs consist of (1) affective
attitude (how an individual feels about the intervention), (2)
burden (perceived amount of effort that is required to participate
in the intervention), (3) ethicality (extent to which the
intervention has a good fit with an individual’s value system),
(4) intervention coherence (extent to which the participant
understands the intervention and how it works), (5) opportunity
cost (extent to which benefits, profits, or values must be given
up to engage in the intervention), (6) perceived effectiveness
(extent to which the intervention is perceived as likely to achieve
its purpose), and (7) self-efficacy (participants’ confidence that
they can perform the behaviors required to participate in the
intervention).

Statistical Analysis of Participation Depending on
Interface Elements
With the user data logs collected during LiquidEye use, we
conducted quantitative analysis. To investigate if each interface
element significantly affects user participation in eye resting
behavior suggested by the LiquidEye system (1: participated,
0: did not participate), multiple regression analysis was
conducted. Interface elements were analyzed as independent
variables, and participation was analyzed as a dependent
variable. We conducted statistical analyses using R software
(R Foundation for Statistical Computing).

Results

Results From Phase 1 (Focus Group Study)
Table 3 shows the list of interface elements evaluated in the
focus group study and their ratings, including newly suggested
interface elements in the redesign session during the focus group
discussion. We classified these elements into subthemes and
themes. During the classification process, we referred to the
behavioral intervention technology model that involves
frameworks integrating the conceptual framework into the
technological framework [29].
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Table 3. List and scores of interface elements that resulted from the focus group study.

Related systemsInterface elements (score)aSubthemesTheme

Rest on TimeInstruction (4.0)EducationBehavior change strategies

Protect Your VisionGoal selection (5.7)Goal settingBehavior change strategies

Rest on TimeParticipation (4.8)MonitoringBehavior change strategies

Rest on Time

Protect Your Vision

Descriptive message (4.0)

Comparative message (+) (4.2)

Evaluative message (+) (4.2)

Compliment message (4.8)

FeedbackBehavior change strategies

N/AbMonetary reward (+) (5.0)

Score reward (+) (4.2)

RewardBehavior change strategies

N/AHealth information (+) (6.0)Information deliveryElements

Rest on TimePopup (4.8)

Full screen (4.3)

NotificationElements

Protect Your Vision

Eye Protector

Rest on Time

Physical signal (−) (2.2)

Sound (4.0)

Screen based (6.2)

MediumCharacteristics

N/ARotated message (+) (6.0)ComplexityCharacteristics

Protect Your Vision

Eye Protector

An agent with robot appearance (4.0)

An agent with expert appearance (+) (5.2)

Spot effect (−) (2.8)

Flashing effect (−) (2.8)

Blurred effect (4.8)

Symptom-like effect (+) (5.7)

AestheticsCharacteristics

N/ACustomization (+) (6)User definedWorkflow

Protect Your Vision

Eye Protector

Rest on Time

20-20-20 (4.8)

60-5 (4.0)

Just-in-time (+) (4.2)

ConditionsWorkflow

aInterface elements with low effectiveness are marked with “−,” and interface elements newly added during the focus group discussion are marked with
“+.”
bN/A: not applicable.

Interface Elements With Low Effectiveness
Elements with low effectiveness (score below 4.0) were not
included in LiquidEye. Interface elements with low effectiveness
were visual effects of spot and flashing, and physical signal
popups at the scheduled resting time (marked with “−” in Table
3). The spot is a feature that involves a colored dot icon intended
to minimize interruption depending on the user’s condition.
Participant P6 made the following statement:

I don't think it's going to be noticeable. It only takes
up a small part of the screen.

The flashing effect was also discussed as below effective for
the same reason as the spot. For physical signals, such as
blowing wind toward the user’s eyes, it was discussed as
effective for grabbing the user’s attention, but most participants
rated it with a low score owing to its annoying interruption.

Newly Added Interface Elements
Additional interface elements were discussed in the focus group
discussion (marked as “+” in Table 3). Symptom-like effects

were suggested by participant P6. The participant made the
following statement:

If the visual effect in the screen-based intervention
come up with the CVS symptom like effects such as
blurred vision or black spot, it will increase
susceptibility to CVS, thus increase participation.

The reward element was suggested by participant P2, participant
P4, and participant P5. Participant P4 made the following
statement:

Like playing the game, the rewards of making virtual
money or getting high scores will affect not only early
acceptability but also motivation for long-term use.

For health information, participant P1, participant P5, and
participant P6 indicated the need for this element. Participant
P5 made the following statement:

Medical center does not usually give detailed
eye-resting instructions. If we can get health
information through this system, we can eventually
make more efforts to improve CVS related symptoms.
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Participant P2 and participant P6 suggested a character with an
expert-like appearance in the stage of eye resting instructions.
Participant P6 made the following statement:

Expert-like character will increase the credibility of
the information follows.

A just-in-time function was suggested from the paper prototype
of participant P4. Participant P4 made the following statement:

It would be more acceptable if the system has the
function of avoiding important time such as meeting
time.

A customization option was suggested by most of the
participants. Participant P1, participant P2, participant P4,
participant P5, and participant P6 added customization options
to their paper prototypes. Participant P6 made the following
statement:

Different people have different demands for designs
and functions, so it would be better if we could select
the elements at the beginning of the system use.

Rotation of messages in the system was suggested by participant
P1, participant P2, participant P3, participant P6, and participant
P7. Participant P1 made the following statement:

Rotated messages will make the system more useful.

Additional Comments
After listing all interface elements in the focus group discussion,
additional comments were collected to design LiquidEye. We
conducted a focus group interview to discuss how the final
elements (score above 4.0; to be implemented in LiquidEye)
should be customized for the users. There existed several
comments about varying frequency, varying interface size or
design, and adding customization options. We present these
results in line with the themes in Table 3.

For the education element (instruction on the system and how
to use it), participants anticipated that the presence of this
element matters more than how the element itself is organized.
Some participants said they do not need it at all, while others
said they want it to be for a specific period of time. Thus, two
options, one with and one without the element, were
implemented as customizable in LiquidEye.

For goal setting, which is setting resting frequency and the time
of the day, most participants insisted that it should be
customizable. In our case, reducing symptoms of CVS was our
major clinical aim. To prevent CVS caused by prolonged
computer use, clinical optometrists suggest users follow the
20/20/20 rule [30], which is that one should look at something
20 feet away for at least 20 seconds after 20 minutes of computer
use [31]. However, since it is not easy to follow these guidelines,
participants mentioned that they need flexibility with eye resting
frequency and time, depending on their context. Therefore, we
added an adjustable goal-setting element in our system.

Monitoring of participation was required or not depending on
the individual. Thus, two options, one with and one without this
element, were implemented as customizable in LiquidEye.

With regard to feedback, the kinds of feedback were not
distinguishable. However, there was a difference between
compliment feedback and others (descriptive message,
comparative message, and evaluative message) according to
most of the participants. Thus, we separated these two large
categories in the setting options (Figure 1) and rotated the
descriptive message, comparative message, and evaluative
message.

There were opinions that there was no need to adjust the reward
element depending on the context. If this element shows up in
the system, it needs to keep showing up. All participants agreed
that this element does not need to be customizable. Thus, it was
kept as a basic setting.

The information delivery element (delivering health information)
was required or not depending on the individual’s preference.
Thus, two options, one with and one without this element, were
implemented as customizable in LiquidEye.

For the notification window, the size of the window can
influence acceptability. Preference regarding the notification
element (popup and full screen) varied. Participants commented
as follows:

If my previous work environment is paused by the
system anyway, I rather prefer full-screen. [Participant
#P1 and participant #P6]

Interruption has to be as small as possible.
[Participant #P7]

On the settings page of the system (Figure 1), the following
four options were provided: full-screen notification window,
mid-size window, small message popup on the top right of the
screen, and none.

Physical signals, such as blowing winds, were eliminated from
our final list since they were rated below our borderline (score
4.0). In the end, only the sound element was implemented in
LiquidEye. Users can select the sound option or not in the
settings menu. Regarding message rotation, all participants
insisted that it is a necessary function for all time points.
Therefore, this was set as a basic function. For the aesthetic
element (presence of the character, color, etc), preferences varied
among the participants. For this reason, we made it customizable
for users. Users can select the color of the screen and the kind
of character they like or can eliminate it.

Statistical Analysis With User Data Logs From Phase
2 (Real-World Deployment)
With LiquidEye, which was developed based on the focus group
results, we collected user data logs during the 14 days of the
experiment (n=680). To investigate interface elements that
greatly affected the participation rate in the deployment, a
multiple regression analysis was conducted with the users’
overall data logs. Each interface element (total 14 elements)
was analyzed as an independent variable, and participation (1:
participated, 0: did not participate) was analyzed as a dependent
variable. Table 4 shows the results from the multiple regression
analysis. We present results in line with our themes and
subthemes defined above. The relevant elements included the
instruction page of the eye resting strategy, goal setting for eye
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resting, compliment feedback after completing eye resting,
mid-size popup window, and symptom-like visual effects that

provide an alarm for the eye resting time.

Table 4. Results of multiple regression analysis.

P valueZ valueStandard deviationEstimateInterface element (subthemes)Interface element (themes)

.08−1.730.6428−1.1114Intercept

.012.460.24690.6072Introduction pageEducation

.009−2.610.2550−0.6647Default settingGoal setting

.86−0.180.3730−0.0677Adjusted settingGoal setting

.63−0.480.3697−0.1785Participation reportMonitoring

.390.860.28570.2460Default messageFeedback

<.0013.770.34431.2977Compliment after eye restingFeedback

.02−2.300.2824−0.6490Health informationInformation delivery

.47−0.720.3571−0.2572Large-size windowNotification

.02−2.360.3766−0.8873Mid-size windowNotification

.08−1.770.3798−0.6731Small-size windowNotification

.261.120.22970.2580SoundMedium

.72−0.360.3529−0.1277Expert agentAesthetic

.71−0.370.3437−0.1270Robot agentAesthetic

.0042.880.27140.7817Symptom-like effects with a no-
tification window

Aesthetic

Discussion

Overview
Through two studies (ie, focus group study and deployment
study), we explored the interface elements of computer-based
interventions for CVS. Additionally, we collected real-world
user data by deploying LiquidEye with customizable interface
elements. With results from the deployment study, we could
analyze how interface elements included in LiquidEye affected
user participation with eye resting behavior. We will discuss
the results while suggesting design guidelines for
computer-based interventions for CVS.

Guidelines for Important Interface Elements
A summary of design guidelines for interface elements is
presented in Table 5.

Based on our results, we will discuss the effect of each interface
element on user participation with LiquidEye. We will also

share the user feedback from the 14-day experiment with
LiquidEye to discuss the results. We will first discuss the
interface elements that greatly affected participation in the eye
resting behavior, including the instruction page of the eye resting
strategy, goal setting for eye resting, compliment feedback after
completing eye resting, mid-size popup window, and
symptom-like visual effects that provide an alarm for the eye
resting time.

Regarding the instruction page, most participants agreed that it
helped a lot at the beginning of the experiment, but was no
longer needed after participants got used to it. As participants
mentioned, the adaptation level affects the consequences of the
interface element instruction page by increasing user
intervention coherence or increasing user burden. System
designers should consider how fast users adapt to the system
and, at the same time, how easy or hard the system has been
designed since these factors influence a user’s need for the
instruction page.
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Table 5. Summary of design guidelines for interface elements.

Summary of design guidelinesExample of interface element

(subtheme)

Interface element

(theme)

System designers should consider how fast users adapt to the system and, at the same
time, how easy or hard the system was designed since these factors influence the user’s
need for an instruction page.

Introduction pageEducation

System designers should consider the user’s willingness to manage the eye condition
since it decides a need for customization of goal settings. Default setting is the prede-
fined setting regardless of the user’s autonomy.

Default setting, adjusted setting
(customizable)

Goal setting

This element can be a double-edged sword for the motivation of the user. It can increase
or decrease the self-efficacy of the user depending on the level of participation.

Participation reportMonitoring

Depending on the context of the user, it can be either effective or ineffective. However,
the preference for this element was high among users.

Default message, compliment after
eye resting

Feedback

System designers should consider the user’s intention to manage the symptoms. If the
user intention is high, the need for health information is also high at most times.
However, low user intention can make users feel that this element is a burden.

Health informationInformation delivery

The size of the popup influenced the forcefulness of the computer-based intervention.
The full-screen notification with the high forcefulness was evaluated as most effective,
but, at the same time, a high burden. Mid-size notifications positively affected user
participation among other options.

Size of the windowNotification

The social context largely affected the user experience. Most of the participants insisted
that it does not need to be in the system.

SoundMedium

Most of the time aesthetic elements rarely affect user participation, except when they
strengthen the intervention effects by accompanying other intervention elements, such
as the notification window in our case.

Presence of characters (expert agent
or robot agent) or visual effects
(symptom-like effects)

Aesthetic

Goal setting for eye resting is another element that greatly
affects user participation in eye resting behavior. It was
interesting that the default setting for goal setting was relevant,
while the adjusted setting was not. The default setting is a
predefined setting based on the 20/20/20 rule (one should look
at something 20 feet away for at least 20 seconds after 20
minutes of computer use) [30] for preventing or reducing CVS
symptoms. Since the 20/20/20 rule is strict for long-time
computer users as they have to rest three times per hour, we
expected that customized settings (adjusted by users) would be
more effective at increasing the participation rate. However,
the customizable setting did not affect the user’s participation
rate according to our statistical data. From user feedback, we
found out that customizable goal setting (“adjusted” in Table
4) can result in increased effectiveness or increased burden
depending on the attitude of the user. Users evaluated the system
with the goal setting element more effectively when they were
willing to manage their symptoms compared with those who
were not willing to manage their symptoms. For example,
participant P7 with a low attitude level showed a negative
opinion. This participant made the following statement:

It is too annoying to set goals since I feel no need to
manage my symptoms.

Compliment feedback after completing eye resting greatly
affected user participation, but the qualitative results implied
that it can sometimes be a burden for users. In particular, what
users were doing right before the intervention affected the
consequences of the feedback element. Participant A6 made the
following statement:

I was working hard and then they told me to take a
rest. I want to go back to my working environment as

soon as the break is over. I don't feel like the extra
things which are annoying and unnecessary.

However, most participants said that this element plays a
positive role when they are not busy. Participant A5 made the
following statement:

Compliment feedback was really helpful. I always
turn this element on as my basic setting. It makes me
feel good!

Regarding the interface element notification window, the
mid-size popup window was related to user participation. The
element was implemented in LiquidEye with four options
(small-size popup, mid-size popup, full-screen popup, and no
popup). Most of the participants insisted that the size of the
popup influenced the forcefulness of LiquidEye. The full-screen
popup with high forcefulness was evaluated as the most
effective, but, at the same time, as having a high burden.
Participant A10 made the following statement:

If I make up my mind to take a break anyway, I'd
rather be forced to do it on time.

On the other hand, participant A6 made the following statement:

Small pop-up is barely noticeable, which makes me
miss the participation.

Based on user feedback during and after the deployment study,
we could infer that a mid-size popup window could be an
alternative for the full-screen window and the small-size window
with low effectiveness.

Another relevant interface element was symptom-like visual
effects that provide an alarm for the eye resting time. An
interesting opinion about this element was that its effectiveness
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depends on the size of the window and how often the effect is
being rotated. Participant A9 made the following statement:

When it comes to this element, how much it grabs my
attention matters. When it accompanies a full-screen
popup window, it does not grab additional attention,
because the popup window already fills my whole
screen. However, when it accompanies small or
middle size popup window, it strengthens the system
to grab additional attention.

Guidelines on Other Interface Elements
We are going to discuss additional findings on other interface
elements even though they were not found to be relevant. They
did not show significance, but monitoring the user’s participation
and making a report on daily progress (“monitoring” in Table
4) can increase or decrease the self-efficacy of the user
depending on the level of participation. Participant A3 made
the following statement:

When I participated a lot, it was helpful for motivation
but when I participated less, it was a burden to see.

Additionally, participant A2 made the following statement:

I just want it to show me the number of times I
participated, not the rate of participation. It only gets
lower if I do not participate in 100 percent.

The effectiveness of health information seems to depend on the
intention to manage the symptoms. It could be effective if users
are highly willing to manage their symptoms. Participant A11
made the following statement:

Getting this information makes me feel like I'm taking
good care of my eyes. I spent more time thinking
about my eyes.

However, for those who have a low intention of participating
in eye resting behavior, health information could be a
bothersome interface element. Participant A2 expressed the
following negative opinion:

Whether it is health information or anything else, a
lot of text could be the burden to use the system.

When it comes to a sound-based alarm (“sound” in Table 4),
the social context largely affected the user experience. Most of
the participants insisted that it does not need to be in the system.
Participant A5 made the following statement:

I did not use it at least once since I always use my
computer in my workplace.

Few participants mentioned that it can be assistive but it must
be optional.

For the character-like agent (“expert agent” and “robot agent”
in Table 4), there rarely existed comments from users.
Participant A1 made the following comment:

It is barely noticeable. It does not affect my
participation.

Additionally, users could customize their interfaces in the
LiquidEye settings menu by themselves. This function of
customization can increase effectiveness, but can be a burden
depending on the clinical goal of the user. Most of the

participants were satisfied with the customization options.
Participant A4 made the following statement:

Depending on whether it is night or day, the desired
setting is different since we are usually doing
important things during the daytime and less
important things during the nighttime.

On the other hand, participant A7 made the following statement:

It is a burden to change the options frequently. I want
it to just recommend me the best option which is not
very disturbing.

Avoiding work interruption was one of the major issues
regarding user context. On the other hand, there is a need for a
“right-on-time” intervention when it comes to clinical
management of eye health. Participant A5 made the following
statement:

I want it to show up right on time which is a most
effective way for my eye health.

However, most participants agreed with the idea that LiquidEye
needs to avoid critical moments (eg, sharing the monitor with
colleagues in the middle of a conference). Participant A4 made
the following statement:

Adding the do-not-disturb function to the LiquidEye
will make the system more acceptable.

Application to Other Clinical Symptoms
For developing our computer-based intervention, CVS was
chosen as our condition of interest. Before expanding our results
to other clinical domains that require computer-based
interventions, designers or system developers should consider
the below-mentioned steps.

First, when choosing interface elements for computer-based
interventions, the initial thing to do is feature the clinical aim
and the usage aim [29,32]. System designers need to decide on
these aims and the intervention medium before they choose the
interface elements. Depending on the clinical aim and target
behavior, the intervention medium can be different, which means
that a computer-based intervention is not the best medium for
all cases.

Second, understanding the target clinical group is crucial [33].
Even if the same interface element is being used, implementation
strategies have to differ depending on users’ unique features.
Elements should be applied depending on the users’ personal
and health behavior–related factors, such as attitude, behavior
intention, and ultimate health goals. If the target user group is
too heterogeneous, a computer-based intervention can be an
option since it offers a great variety of options for assessing
individuals, creating and delivering customized health messages,
and providing individuals with the methods necessary to
maintain or change their health-related behaviors [14].

Third, the evaluation of a computer-based intervention has to
be completed before final implementation in a large population.
Even when two computer-based interventions use the same
framework, the consequences can be different. In our study, we
evaluated the interface elements in LiquidEye with statistical
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analyses to better understand the consequences of choosing the
interface elements.

If designers take all of the above points into consideration, our
work is expected to decrease the cost of choosing interface
elements in computer-based interventions by minimizing trial
and error, even when implemented in other clinical domains.

Conclusions
To reduce the prevalence of CVS in computer users, designing
appropriate interventions that induce eye rest is one of the
technology-based solutions. In this study, we suggested design
implications to consider when designing a computer-based
intervention for CVS. The sophisticated design of a customizable
interface can make it possible for users to use the system more
interactively, which can result in higher engagement. Among
the various interface elements that are being implemented in

computer-based interventions for CVS, we found that the
instruction page of the eye resting strategy, goal setting for eye
resting, compliment feedback after completing eye resting,
mid-size popup window, and symptom-like visual effects that
provide an alarm for the eye resting time greatly affected user
participation in the eye resting behavior. We manually defined
how these elements affected user participation based on the
framework of acceptability. In a further study, we will explore
the opportunities of automated technologies, such as facial
expression recognition [34], deep sentiment analysis [35], and
gaze-tracking algorithms [36], to detect positive or negative
user experiences with the computer-based intervention. There
are important technical challenges that still need to be addressed,
but given the fact that this study was able to clarify the various
factors related to computer-based interventions, the findings
are expected to contribute greatly to the research of various
computer-based intervention designs in the future.
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Abstract

Background: Young transgender women (YTW) are a key population for HIV-related risk reduction, yet very few interventions
have been developed to meet their needs. Mobile health interventions with the potential for both efficacy and wide reach are a
promising strategy to reduce HIV risk among YTW.

Objective: This study aims to adapt an efficacious group-based intervention to a mobile app, Project LifeSkills, to reduce HIV
risk among YTW, and to test its acceptability and usability.

Methods: The group-based intervention was adapted to a mobile app, LifeSkills Mobile, with input from an expert advisory
group and feedback from YTW collected during user-centered design sessions. A beta version of the app was then tested in a
usability evaluation using a think-aloud protocol with debriefing interviews, recordings of screen activity, and assessments of
usability via the Post-Study System Usability Questionnaire (PSSUQ) and the Health Information Technology Usability Evaluation
Scale (Health-ITUES).

Results: YTW (n=8; age: mean 24 years, SD 3 years; racial or ethnic minority: 7/8, 88%) provided feedback on the app prototype
in design sessions and then tested a beta version of the app in a usability trial (n=10; age: mean 24 years, SD 3 years; racial or
ethnic minority: 8/10, 80%). Both usability ratings (Health-ITUES: mean 4.59, SD 0.86; scale range: 1-5) and ratings for satisfaction
and accessibility (PSSUQ: mean 4.64, SD 0.90; scale range 1-5) were in the good to excellent range. No functional bugs were
identified, and all mobile activities were deployed as expected. Participant feedback from the usability interviews indicated very
good salience of the intervention content among the focal population. Participants’ suggestions to further increase app engagement
included adding animation, adding audio, and reducing the amount text.
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Conclusions: We conclude that the LifeSkills Mobile app is a highly usable and engaging mobile app for HIV prevention among
YTW.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e21839)   doi:10.2196/21839

KEYWORDS

transgender persons; HIV; mobile app; mHealth; mobile phone

Introduction

Background
HIV prevalence is disproportionately high among transgender
women. Meta-analyses of previous studies indicate that the
prevalence of laboratory-confirmed HIV infection among
transgender women in the United States is between 19% and
28% [1,2], a level that is more than 30 times the odds of
HIV-infection among the general population of adults of
reproductive age. Younger and racial minority transgender
women are particularly susceptible. A recent HIV testing
initiative that involved over 1800 transgender women from 23
cities found the highest percentage of confirmed HIV
seropositivity among Black transgender women (prevalence
ratio: 3.13; 95% CI 1.45-6.78) [3]. In a previous study analyzing
data from the local testing of over 500 transgender women (with
no known previous positive HIV test results) in Miami, San
Francisco, and Los Angeles, the highest number of cases was
found among young transgender women (YTW) aged between
20 and 29 years (ie, 45%) [4].

Despite the high rates of HIV infection among transgender
women, there are few interventions that have been developed
specifically to address their underlying mechanisms of sexual
risk [5]; only 2 interventions of sufficient scientific rigor and
quality are included in the Center for Disease Control and
Prevention’s Compendium of HIV prevention interventions [6].
These two interventions include our LifeSkills group–based
HIV prevention intervention for YTW aged between 16 and 29
years [7] and the Couples HIV Intervention Program, a
face-to-face counseling intervention for adult transgender
women and their partners [8]. Given the prevalence of HIV
infection among YTW and the dearth of evidence-based
interventions, there is a need to continue to develop and test
HIV prevention interventions for YTW that are both efficacious
and scalable.

Development and Testing of the LifeSkills Intervention
The LifeSkills intervention addresses the specific structural,
developmental, and interpersonal challenges of HIV prevention
among YTW [9,10]. It is based on empowerment theory [11-14]
and was developed using a community-engaged approach to
address the everyday social and structural drivers of risk among
YTW [15-18]. The intervention promotes HIV-related
information (education), motivation to reduce risk, and
behaviora l  sk i l l s ,  cons i s ten t  wi th  the
Information-Motivation-Behavioral skills model, one of the
most parsimonious models of HIV-related behavior change
[19-23], with the greatest utility for those at very high HIV risk
[24].

The LifeSkills intervention was tested in a 2-city randomized
controlled trial (RCT) and found to be efficacious with high
rates of satisfaction. The RCT was conducted between 2012
and 2016 among 190 sexually active YTW [25]. The LifeSkills
group had a 39.8% greater mean reduction in condomless sex
acts (vaginal or anal) at 12-month follow-up compared with
preventive care arm (0.71 vs 1.40; risk ratio: 0.60; 95% CI
0.50-0.72; P<.001) [7]. In addition, participants in the
intervention arm reported high satisfaction with the curriculum:
98% of participants indicated they would refer a friend to receive
LifeSkills [7]. However, some participants reported barriers to
the uptake of the intervention, including problems attending
group-based sessions because of competing priorities, difficult
travel from other areas of the city or suburban locations, and
scheduling conflicts. In addition, some participants expressed
safety concerns regarding frequent travel to the study site, not
because the site locations were unsafe but because travel on
public transportation is often unsafe for YTW [26]. Furthermore,
similar to group-based supportive therapy, a group-based HIV
risk reduction intervention is not suitable for all who might
benefit from it because of shyness, personality clashes, and the
perception of lack of confidentiality.

Given these findings, we sought to extend the potential reach,
accessibility, and privacy of the intervention via adaptation to
a mobile app. Mobile health (mHealth) approaches (eg, health
intervention via smartphones, tablet computers, or other mobile
devices) for HIV prevention have the advantage of simple
interface for users, accessibility anywhere internet access is
available, and relative affordability and have been promoted
specifically to reach stigmatized and disenfranchised populations
[27,28]. A review of 62 HIV-specific mHealth studies found
that most target HIV-positive adults (45%) and feature alerts
and reminders (60%) as a primary health promotion strategy
[27]. The findings suggest the potential for positive effects on
health promotion across the HIV care continuum [27,28].
Although no HIV studies have specifically focused on HIV
prevention among YTW, in a review of evidence for another
key population, men who have sex with men, Schnall et al [29]
found evidence that mHealth approaches, particularly web-based
videos and education modules, show significant effects for both
the reduction of HIV risk behavior and promotion of HIV
testing. They also found that few mHealth approaches focus on
the most recent biomedical prevention strategies, such as
pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP), postexposure prophylaxis
(PEP), and Treatment as Prevention (TasP). More specifically,
evidence suggests that web-based interactive and educational
approaches among youth aged between 13 and 29 years [30,31]
are efficacious for delaying sexual initiation and increasing
knowledge of HIV and sexually transmitted infections and
condom self-efficacy [32]. In addition, gaming components of
HIV-specific mHealth interventions are becoming increasingly
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important, particularly among youth, because they are designed
to be fun and may increase interaction and engagement, creating
opportunities for learning [33].

This study aims to adapt the LifeSkills group–based intervention
to a mobile platform and test its usability in the focal population,
YTW aged between 16 and 29 years.

Methods

Overview
Extensive formative work to develop the LifeSkills intervention
content was completed together with YTW [9]. Thus, our
approach in this study was to adapt the original content to a
mobile app. The adaptation of the LifeSkills Mobile app is based
on best practices for the adaptation of evidence-based
interventions and user-centered design [9,34]. Although focused
primarily on new populations or settings, recommended
adaptation strategies for evidence-based HIV prevention
interventions include iterative processes, multiple methods and
informants, and the preservation of core intervention
components [35-37]. Thus, our adaptation process sought to
preserve the components of the original intervention (ie,
empowerment, information, motivation, and behavioral skill
building), add biomedical prevention content (PrEP and TasP),
and maintain its look and feel (eg, stories and scenarios of YTW)
and unifying themes (ie, House of LifeSkills), while using an
iterative, multimethod process with input from various key
sources.

In this study, we adapted the in-person, group-based LifeSkills
to mobile app and tested it in 3 phases: (1) prototype
development, (2) design sessions and app development, and (3)
usability testing (Multimedia Appendix 1).

The institutional review board at Ann & Robert H. Lurie
Children’s Hospital of Chicago approved all study procedures,
and written consent was obtained from all study participants.

Prototype Development
In the first phase of the adaptation process, we translated the
group-based intervention curriculum, which consisted of 6
sessions (4-5 activities each), into a paper-and-pencil app
prototype with input from our group of 6 investigators and the
study coordinator, who have extensive expertise in transgender
health, youth-centered intervention development, HIV
prevention and related behavioral intervention development
efforts, and app development and informatics. In addition, 2
former facilitators of the group-based LifeSkills intervention
served as community consultants to the project to inform the
translation of the behavioral activation components (eg,
activities, games, and scenarios) and look and feel to mobile
app format. The development of the prototype occurred
iteratively, with each draft reviewed in monthly meetings with
the advisory group. The primary focus of prototype development
was to maintain the core themes and activities of the original
intervention, to draft interactive mobile activities to replace
group-based activities, and to create engaging characters (to
replace group facilitators). The end product was a
paper-and-pencil prototype, which served as a blueprint of
content for building the app.

Design Sessions and App Development
The draft paper-and-pencil prototype was provided to our
software collaborator, One Cow Standing, as the first step in
the app-building process. Wireframes were developed by One
Cow Standing based on the prototype and the draft images of
app characters and scenarios.

The draft prototype and images were then presented to the end
users during the design sessions. Participants were identified
and recruited from a registry of participants in previous studies.
Individuals were eligible for design sessions based on (1) age
between 16 and 29 years, (2) self-identity as transfeminine, (3)
a history of condomless anal or vaginal sex, and (4) English
speaking. We divided the prototype content into 3 subsections
(of approximately equal length) and asked participants to review
one-third of the content activity-by-activity, such that each
subsection was reviewed by at least two participants. For each
activity, we asked participants a set of semistructured questions
focusing on user-centered aspects of adaptation to mobile, for
example, whether they found the mobile app activities engaging
(if so, why, and if not, why not), whether they understood the
activity content (ie, wording, phrasing, and instructions), if they
found it effective (ie, did it raise your awareness, motivate you,
and introduce new skills), perceptions of the images and
graphics, coverage of topics (ie, missed anything important),
and any additional feedback or suggestions. Feedback from
these sessions was recorded in extensive written notes for
analysis. Data were rapidly analyzed for key actionable themes
(eg, content to remove, revise, and add) [38], which were
translated to modifications in the prototype.

We then implemented the app build in a series of design sprints
over a 5-month period. Design sprints are time-constrained,
phased periods in which specific programming work is
completed, reviewed, and revised. In each sprint, programming
of content was followed by testing of functional components
and review of graphics and images by an abbreviated team of
4 alpha testers (LK, JH, and 2 community consultants), followed
by discussion in weekly meetings with One Cow Standing. This
process was facilitated by overlaying the test version of the app
with BugHerd software (Splitrock Studio) [39], which was used
to pinpoint functional bugs and areas in need of design
improvements or modifications, with items placed in action
queues to track completion. The final review was conducted by
the entire advisory group of investigators in the last sprint with
feedback and revision. The end product of this phase was a beta
version of the app ready for usability testing.

Usability Testing
We performed usability testing on the beta version of the app
to identify violations of usability principles and any potential
obstacles to use. Eligibility for this phase of testing was the
same as for design sessions; individuals who had participated
in design sessions could also participate in usability testing,
which provided an opportunity for feedback on the execution
of design suggestions. Usability testing is an iterative process
that involves testing the app and then using results to change
the app to better meet users’ needs. The usability testing phase
was guided by the Health Information Technology Usability
Evaluation Model (Health-ITUEM) to evaluate mHealth
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technology [40], which includes a focus on quality, perceived
usefulness, perceived ease of use, and user control.

We planned to execute at least two rounds of usability testing
to identify potential problems and then correct and test the app,
with rounds of testing added as needed to resolve all issues.
Through a think-aloud protocol [41], each participant was asked
to perform tasks that closely mirror the intended end use of the
app. We used Morae software (TechSmith Corporation) [42] to
record the interview audio and screenshots of the problem areas.

Participants completed a brief demographic and technology use
survey and then rated the app’s usability using validated
instruments, including the Health Information Technology
Usability Evaluation Scale (Health-ITUES) [43,44] and
Post-Study System Usability Questionnaire (PSSUQ) [45]. The
Health-ITUES evaluates tasks or expectations relevant to our
usability dimensions, including impact, usefulness, ease of use,
and user control. The PSSUQ measures accessibility and
satisfaction. Both scales were rated on a 1- to 5-point scale,
with higher scores indicating higher usability. We also measured
satisfaction using the Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (CSQ)
[46], which includes questions on overall quality and
expectations. We measured acceptability with questions related
to the use of language and the appeal of activities and artwork.
These ratings were analyzed using measures of central tendency
and dispersion.

Qualitative Data Collection and Analysis
At the end of the think-aloud session, we asked for additional
open-ended feedback on perceptions of the app in a brief,
semistructured interview. Interview data were analyzed using
a thematic analysis approach [47,48] to identify key themes
related to our usability dimensions, particularly perceptions of
information quality, intention to use the app, satisfaction with
the content, and potential impact of HIV risk reduction.

Results

Prototype Development
The original LifeSkills intervention consists of 6 group-based
sessions (4-5 activities each), which were shortened and
consolidated and then translated to a paper-and-pencil prototype
consisting of the following 4 app-based modules: module 1:
TransPride; module 2: Breaking Down Barriers; module 3:
Educating Yourself, and module 4: Protecting Yourself. For the
mobile app, we consolidated 2 modules in the original
intervention (communication and respect, which introduces
assertiveness skills training, and skill building, which applies
these skills) into 1 mobile module, Breaking Down Barriers
(module 2), which includes both training and application and
eliminates some redundancy in the original intervention. Table
1 lists the general themes and intervention targets reflected in
each module and the associated theoretical constructs. In
addition, a unifying concept used in the original intervention,
The House of LifeSkills, was maintained in the mobile version.
This theme incorporates the language and symbols of the urban
house and ball communities. The house and ball communities
developed organically among largely gay, transgender, and
gender-nonconforming youth of color in response to
homelessness and family rejection, as a means of support as
well as self-expression in the form of dance and other forms of
performance art. The house and ball communities provide
alternative family support in the face of the marginalization
experienced by many urban transwomen [49,50]. In the
LifeSkills intervention, the house and ball communities are a
point of reference, as an example of the role of mentorship,
community, and friendship within the transgender community.
Symbols and language are used (sparingly) to contextualize the
LifeSkills intervention as providing similar mentorship. All the
primary themes, intervention targets, and theoretical constructs
from the original LifeSkills intervention were maintained in
LifeSkills Mobile.

Table 1. LifeSkills Mobile themes, intervention targets, and constructs.

Theoretical constructsIntervention targetThemeModule

Empowerment and motivationSelf-concept, self-esteem, and sense of self in the
context of societal marginalization

TransPride1

Skill building (effective communication and gaining access
to resources)

Communication in the context of discrimination
and violence

Breaking Down Bar-
riers

2

Information (HIV and sexually transmitted infection risk
and injection risk) and skill building (condom and needle
use)

Risks and benefits associated with sexual behavior
and gender transition

Educating Yourself3

Motivation (attitudes, norms, and intentions for safer sex)
and behavioral skills (discussing sex and condoms with
sexual partners and negotiating sexual safety, the context
of drug and alcohol use, and sex work)

Social context, experiences of abuse and violence,
sexual risk, and substance use

Protecting Yourself4

Design Sessions and App Development

Design Sessions
The prototype was reviewed in design sessions by 8 members
of the target population of YTW (age: mean 24 years, SD 3
years; range 21-28 years; racial or ethnic minority: 7/8, 88%).

The sessions lasted 75 minutes on average. User-specific themes,
including engagement, understanding, effectiveness, perceptions
of the images and graphics, and coverage of topics, are presented
in detail below, with representative comments from participants.

With regard to engagement, participants were largely in
agreement that the gaming approach with stickers and trophies
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was fun, with one participant, a 24-year-old Black woman (D1),
noting that they motivated her to keep going through the
activities. In terms of understanding the content, participants
described scenes and scenarios as realistic, relatable, and
accurate. To improve understanding, participants suggested the
use of street names for some of the illicit drugs in addition to
the use of formal names (eg, T and Tina for methamphetamine
and leaf and weed for marijuana). In terms of perceived
effectiveness, participants commented that the salience and
resonance of the content increased its effectiveness. For
example, a 21-year-old woman who identified as gender
nonconforming (D7) noted that the focus on content related to
hormone use and other transition-related treatments would
address common misconceptions. In addition, two participants,
a 27-year-old multiracial woman (D5) and a 21-year-old White
woman (D8), recommended that indicators of unhealthy
relationships (in addition to the content on indicators of healthy
relationships) be added because of the direct threat they
represent to some transgender women (eg, abuse and physical
violence) to increase its effectiveness. The perceptions of images
and graphics were largely positive. Participants liked the images
of characters and the artwork. For example, participants had
mostly positive comments about the inclusiveness of gender
expression depicted among characters (eg, early transition,
gender variant, and feminine). In terms of coverage of topics,
participants had positive comments about the addition of
information on PrEP and PEP, noting that basic and accurate
information on these topics is needed. In terms of additional
comments and suggestions, one recurring theme was the
perception that the app would improve the accessibility of the
intervention to the target population of YTW. For example, a
25-year-old Black woman (D3) stated that the app “would be
good for those who might not be comfortable coming to a
group...Now I’m looking at a screen, I can go back to it...It’s
going to be dope.”

A 21-year-old multiracial woman (D4) shared that the app would
reach young women who did not know about the original
LifeSkills groups or other resources. She stated:

Everyone is on their phone. So [the app] can reach
people that didn’t even know that any of this was
going on.

Overall, the findings from this phase suggested successful
adaptation of the content to the mobile prototype with some
suggestions for improved language and additions to content.
The prototype was updated with these changes to inform the
full development of the alpha and beta versions of the app.

Design Sprints
LifeSkills Mobile is a web app developed for mobile use (ie,
not a native app intended for distribution through app stores).
The decision to develop a web app was based on the higher cost
of developing native apps and the additional complications
posed by native apps, including distribution rules through app
stores that change frequently. A web app is cross-platform and
does not require platform-specific modifications, thereby
increasing flexibility. Although browsers cannot use all the
native features of a mobile device, they can present rich and
engaging content and use device features, such as the camera

(which is used in module 1). There are also no design elements
in LifeSkills Mobile that require native app features. Finally,
because it is not platform specific, it can reach a wider audience
as all modern mobile devices have web browsers and are not
limited to mobile phones for use; it can be accessed via a tablet
or desktop computer.

The LifeSkills Mobile intervention was designed using
JavaScript as the underlying programming language for both
the client and server portions of the app. JavaScript is a
cross-platform language that runs on all major operating
systems. It is also the de facto programming language of the
World Wide Web. This allows the code to be uniform and
consistent as well as to easily make updates and modifications.
The server component consists of a representational state
transfer app program interface developed in Node.js (OpenJS
Foundation) [51] using the Express framework. The database
is MongoDB (MongoDB Inc) [52]. The web client interface
was developed using the Vue.js (Vue.js) [53] framework.

Table 2 lists the final set of activities associated with each
module in the beta version of the app. Module 1: TransPride
sets the tone for the entire intervention and is devoted to
empowerment themes. It includes transgender-specific success
stories and a structured activity to create a participant’s own
aspirational story (Icon Promo) and finally a goal setting activity
that is updated throughout the intervention. Module 2 focuses
on effective communication to meet basic needs
(Communication Styles) and applies it to a scenario of escalating
violence (Assertiveness Under Pressure), an activity to
deconstruct and activate basic aspects of communication (both
verbal and body expression), and a second scenario in a clinical
care setting in the context of transspecific discrimination (Health
care Barriers to create awareness of situations, triggers, feelings,
and actions). Similarly, module 3 includes activities to raise
awareness of sexual, injection, and other risk and practice correct
steps for condom and injection use. Module 3 also includes
information and resources specific to PEP and PrEP as well as
HIV transmission, HIV care, medication adherence, and TasP.
In module 4, specific contexts of risk are addressed, including
relationship contexts (eg, power dynamics), challenges to skill
building (eg, disclosure, substance use, commercial sex work,
and partner selection and negotiation), and ending with an action
plan to activate goals set and reviewed throughout the
intervention.

The intervention activities, which consisted of scenarios,
educational material and games, and role plays, were adapted
to a mobile format using automated responses, drop-down
menus, comics, and gamification to engage participants. For
example, the app allows the user to input their own goals via
drop-down menus, which differ based on personal experience
and circumstances; these goals are challenged throughout the
intervention by scenarios that differ between individuals (eg,
substance use and involvement in sex work). Gamification is
the use of game-like rewards and incentives to increase
motivation and sustain intervention engagement over time [54].
We used two elements of gamification: (1) educational games
and (2) persuasive games [55]. Education games are small games
or minigames that use elements such as drag-and-drop, speed,
and memory. Simulation was used for role-playing, in which
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participants had to envision themselves in different roles and
choose the correct actions and dialogs to solve a task [56].
Persuasive games are used to motivate participants; participants
have a tally bar (Multimedia Appendix 2) and supportive
messages to motivate them to complete LifeSkills. Participation
is incentivized with stickers for each activity and trophies for

completion of modules. The YTW characters represent diverse
gender presentations, racial or ethnic backgrounds, and HIV
statuses. Similar to the group-based version of LifeSkills, these
characters present scenarios to open each session and motivate
participation in the next session.

Table 2. LifeSkills Mobile app modules and activities.

Activity titleActivity numberModule

Welcome to LifeSkills Mobile1Welcome

Icon Promo (Pride)2TransPride

Why LifeSkills? (Risk and Protection)3TransPride

Get Your Life! (Setting Goals)4TransPride

Communication Styles5Breaking Down Barriers

Assertiveness Under Pressure6Breaking Down Barriers

Health care Barriers7Breaking Down Barriers

Jeopar-T (Transition)8Educating Yourself

HIV True False9Educating Yourself

Bucket List! (Low, Medium, High Sex Risk)10Educating Yourself

Condom Use Steps11Educating Yourself

Safer Injection Steps12Educating Yourself

Healthy Relationships13Protecting Yourself

Disclosure14Protecting Yourself

What are Your Boundaries15Protecting Yourself

In The Mix (Alcohol, Drugs)16Protecting Yourself

Sex Work and One Night Stands17Protecting Yourself

Setting Good Boundaries18Protecting Yourself

Red Flag Green Flag (Partner Negotiation and Selection)19Protecting Yourself

Action Plan (Accomplishing Goals)20Protecting Yourself

Usability Testing
The beta version of the app was completed, and usability
evaluation was conducted among end users (n=10; age: mean
24 years, SD 3 years; range 21-28 years; racial or ethnic
minority: 8/10, 80%; ever traded sex: 6/10, 60%; ever homeless:
10/10, 100%; General Educational Development/high school
diploma or less: 7/10, 70%). Of 10 participants, 7 completed
the design sessions. Of 10 participants, 9 indicated they use the
internet almost constantly, and the same number (9/10)
participants reported using the internet via smartphone or
handheld device. A total of 5 participants completed the first
round of usability testing, followed by an additional 5
participants who completed the second round of testing.

Usability ratings were in the good to excellent range
(Health-ITUES: mean 4.59, SD 0.86), including on subscales
for impact, usefulness, ease of use, and user control. Satisfaction
and accessibility on the PSSUQ was also strong (mean 4.63,
SD 0.90; range 1-5). On the CSQ, half of the participants rated
the overall quality of the app as good and half as excellent. In
total, 9 of the 10 participants indicated that they would definitely
refer a friend to use the app.

No functional bugs were identified in either round of testing,
and all activities were deployed as expected. Small errors in
grammar, language, or image placement were identified by
participants in the first round of testing, which were corrected
for redeployment in the next iteration of usability testing. In
addition, although there were no functional bugs identified, 2
activities, activity number 10 (Bucket List!) and number 17
(Sex Work and One Night Stands), caused confusion during
completion in round 1 of testing. For activity number 10, items
describing sexual acts are categorized by participants as low,
medium, or high risk; however, participants reported confusion
about how to categorize some risk behaviors. Brief definitions
of each risk category were added for clarification. For activity
number 17, strategies to protect oneself in contexts of
commercial sex work are matched to risk contexts; however,
participants expressed difficulty making matches because of
perceived overlap in strategies. For this activity, redundancy in
strategies was eliminated, and language was edited for clarity.
With these changes, the intervention was redeployed with
subsequent participants in round 2 of testing, with no further
reports of problems understanding and completing the activities.
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Qualitative Findings
The analysis of substantive feedback and suggestions from
participants in usability interviews formed 5 major categories
related to (1) the House theme and characters, (2) the language
and tone of the intervention, (3) the content and features, (4)
the audience, and (5) how they might engage with the app. We
review each of these themes in detail below, with representative
comments from the participants.

House Theme and Characters
Most women responded positively to the House theme and look
of the characters. In addition to making it more engaging and
interesting, women also stated that they thought the characters
looked realistic and relatable and that drew them in. A
26-year-old Black woman stated:

I like the characters. I like the words they’ve chosen
to use. It’s like, I feel like they’re speaking out to me...
I feel like it gets me. Yeah, I like the connection of
this app. [U4]

A 23-year-old Black woman (U10) stated about the
housemother: “she reminded me of myself.” Although most
participants expressed positive feedback about the House theme,
several noted that for YTW who were not familiar with the
house and ball communities, it might be confusing.

Language and Tone
Women offered positive feedback regarding the language used.
Many participants stated that they liked that the app used terms
and phrases they used and that it had a casual, conversational
tone. Regarding using slang terms for sexual acts, a 25-year-old
Black woman stated:

I actually like that because it’s giving me the real
deal...It’s kind of like we all talk, you know...So to
actually see this on the app, it makes it more exciting.
Like, “Oh, now it’s talking my language.” [U3]

A 29-year-old Black woman (U1) stated that the language “made
me feel real. It made me feel like I could connect to it.”

Regarding using language that is specific to the transgender
community, a participant stated:

I love how they talk about the T a lot. “Girl, watch
the T.” [U4]

Overall, women shared that the tone and relatable language
made them feel comfortable and affirmed. A participant stated:

I haven’t seen an app that was dedicated to us that
actually felt like was for us. This actually feels like
it’s for us and it actually felt like somebody is listening
to us, they’re hearing us, and they want to get our
thoughts on how we can better ourselves. They want
to help us better ourselves. That’s what it feels like
when I was doing the lessons in this app. [U4]

Participants shared that they also appreciated that the app talked
openly about sex work because it was realistic and would make
people who were engaged in sex work feel more comfortable.
A 21-year-old person who identifies as gender nonconforming
stated:

I like the fact that you all have a client—like the sex
workers and stuff. [U7]

They went on to state:

I guess that making people feeling more comfortable
about talking about stuff like that...You all know
what’s really going on and stuff like that.

Regarding an activity related to drug use, participants shared
that they thought the tone came across as nonjudgmental and
informative. A participant stated:

I thought you were just like informative and
educational. You didn’t make it seem like it was bad
to do drugs. It’s okay to do them, but you informed
us on the effect that it have on the body and stuff like
that. [U4]

Content and Features
In general, women shared that they liked the app because they
learned something new. A participant said:

This is just one level that I’m on, and you’ve already
hit me somewhere because I’ve already seen three
things that I can apply to my everyday life. [U4]

Women shared that the content was very important for
transgender women. A multiracial 27-year-old woman stated:

I actually think you guys are touching a lot of topics
that we don’t, in the community ourselves, don’t talk
about sometimes... Just like discrimination period. I
don’t see a lot of young people having those
conversations... But it’s teaching you that you can
overcome it and it’s giving you more positivity and
helping you to understand your life personally. [U2]

Participants also shared that they liked the features and
interactive nature of the app. Participant U2 stated:

It’s actually really interactive and fun. I like it. I could
see me playing it.

Participant U4 said:

I really like everything about the app. It’s interesting
and I find it fun. It’s like a game I’m playing, but
educational. You can play a game, and you can learn
at the same time. So, I like it.

Many also shared that they felt motivated by earning stickers
and trophies, and they liked how they looked.

Negative feedback about the content included that there was
too much text on each page, suggesting that textual content
should be edited or broken up into separate pages. They also
suggested the inclusion of images of the characters or other
images on every page to hold the user’s interest. In addition,
several participants suggested that having audio of the
housemother’s voice would be more engaging.

Audience
Women shared that they thought the app would be helpful for
younger transgender women, including women who were still
in high school or aged less than 18 years. Participant U9 said:
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There are a lot of different things that would have
been very, very good for me to know when I was
younger that I did not that were in here.

A 24-year-old Black woman (U6) stated that, to her, the app
seemed too juvenile, but that it would be good for younger girls.
U10 shared that she thought the app would be especially helpful
for younger girls who are just transitioning and coming out and
are more impressionable. She stated:

I really think it would have a bigger effect from 14 to
age 18.

App Engagement
Participants in this study only completed portions of the app;
several stated that they would do it in chunks, whereas others
said they might complete the entire app in one sitting. Participant
U2 stated:

I’d do like, four or five [activities] at a time and come
back later on, like in an hour and do four or five more.

A 21-year-old multiracial woman (U5) said that she would only
spend 30 minutes at a time but would return to it throughout
the day. Participant U9 stated:

I’d probably go through the whole thing in one sitting,
and then just want to be able to reference things in
the future.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In summary, in the usability testing of the LifeSkills Mobile
app, we found no functional bugs, and all mobile activities
deployed as expected. Participant feedback in the usability
interviews indicated very good salience of the intervention
content for the focal population.

To adapt the intervention, we used multiple methods and
informants, including input from substantive experts,
transgender women who had previous experience in the delivery
of the in-person intervention, and members of the target
population. This expertise was critical to reducing the length
of the intervention for mobile deployment while also
maintaining the core intervention targets, activities, and themes.
The success of the development of the initial prototype, with
fidelity to the original intervention components, was reflected
in the largely positive comments from design session
participants, who had relatively few critiques of its content and
structure.

The process of building the app, characterized by intensive
design sprints with iterative development and testing sprints by
members of our advisory group and consultants, led to a bug-free
beta version of the app, as demonstrated by the findings of the
usability trial. Among testing by 10 YTW, we found no
functional bugs and high usability ratings. Substantive input
from YTW included improving the clarity of language and
reducing the amount of redundancy in 2 activities, which
resulted in improved performance.

The LifeSkills Mobile app is characterized by user-centered
design features. The advantages of mobile delivery include

standardized delivery of content, which increases fidelity, but
also flexibility to tailor content to subgroups, giving control of
some aspects of content to the user. These features allow more
flexibility in the delivery of content than was possible in the
in-person group-based intervention.

Taken together, qualitative and quantitative findings suggest
that the LifeSkills Mobile app met the usability expectations of
the Health-ITUEM [40] for quality, perceived usefulness,
perceived ease of use, and user control. In general, feedback
from participants in the usability interviews was largely positive
and validated the app themes, intervention content, engagement
strategies, and language and tone. Perhaps most importantly for
engagement and uptake of the app, comments and feedback
from semistructured interviews regarding the app activities and
content, conducted as part of the usability trial, indicate
resonance and salience among YTW. This indicates the success
of the app in reflecting the real-life contexts and scenarios faced
by YTW. It is important to note that the use of terms and their
understanding, particularly slang terms, may differ by group
(eg, age, race, and ethnicity) and may also change over time.
Thus, it is important to monitor any problems with
understanding and relevance and update the app as needed for
future use.

In addition, participants reported positive impressions of the
gamification approach, and the House theme of the app was
generally well received. We recognized that this theme might
not be applicable or relatable to all YTW. Although a unifying
theme, as in the group-based LifeSkills intervention, it is used
subtly and mostly symbolically as a tool to communicate the
idea of positive mentoring; therefore, direct involvement in or
even knowledge of the house and ball communities is generally
not necessary to understand its meaning.

LifeSkills Mobile is among the first mHealth interventions that
have been developed to meet the specific and unique needs of
YTW to reduce sexual risk for HIV acquisition and transmission.
It joins other such mHealth initiatives, focusing on transgender
women, which are in the development or testing phases [57-60].

Limitations
The LifeSkills intervention content was developed with and for
a largely ethnic minority YTW at high risk for HIV acquisition
or transmission; thus, the LifeSkills Mobile app may not appeal
to YTW at lower risk. In addition, the app may be particularly
effective for younger transwomen, as noted by users. The
reasons for this are that the app includes transition-related topics,
including access to medical care and tips for safer hormone
injections, which are especially important for those who are
still in the process of gender transition. However, these tips are
important at any age, even after transition, particularly in the
context of HIV prevention because of the risk associated with
needle use. YTW aged between 16 and 20 years were recruited
for this study but were not included in our final sample. The
lack of inclusion of YTW aged between 16 and 20 years limits
our ability to generalize with confidence to this younger age
group. The small sample size limits generalizability. However,
the original intervention content, which forms the core of the
mobile app, was developed and tested among transgender
women aged between 16 and 29 years in 2 previous studies
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[7,10]. Dynamic app content, including audio, video, and
animation, have not yet been added to the app because of
resource limitations but are planned for a future iteration.
Similarly, the next version of the app will include the
implementation of security features, including usernames and
passwords, necessary for log-in and browser time-outs. We plan
to test the efficacy of LifeSkills Mobile in a future RCT.

Conclusions
Overall, the adaptation and usability findings indicate that the
LifeSkills Mobile app is a highly usable and engaging mobile
app to address HIV prevention and related mechanisms of risk
among YTW.
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Abstract

Background: Effective and efficient participant recruitment is a key determinant of the success of a research program. Previously
reported recruitment strategies have displayed variable success rates in studies on women with polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS).

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate the effectiveness and cost per participant of the recruitment strategies that we used in
a prospective randomized controlled trial to examine the effects of exercise training among inactive women with PCOS, who are
aged 18-40 years.

Methods: The 4 recruitment methods we used were as follows: (1) referral by health care providers or by word of mouth, (2)
media (eg, local newspaper stories and radio interviews), (3) Facebook advertisements, and (4) unpaid advertisements including
posters and websites. The proportions of potential, eligible, and enrolled participants recruited with each method were determined
and compared using tests of proportion. The time investment and cost per participant enrolled were calculated for each recruitment
strategy.

Results: Of 200 potential participants screened, 98 (49%) were recruited from unpaid advertisements (posters and websites),
70 (35%) from Facebook advertisements, 16 (8%) by referral, and 16 (8%) from traditional media (newspaper and radio). Every
potential participant was recruited from separate means (ie, no participant was approached through more than one recruitment
method). A total of 109 (54.5%) women were deemed eligible for participation in the trial, and 60 (30.0%) were enrolled. The
proportion of potential participants who completed the trial was higher for those recruited from traditional media than from
Facebook advertisements (n=7/16, 44% vs n=13/70, 19%, respectively; P=.03) or unpaid advertisements (n=7/16, 44% vs n=13/98,
13%, respectively; P=.002). The cost per participant was Can $18.21 (US $14.46) for Facebook advertisements and Can $43.88
(US $34.85) for unpaid advertisements. There were no direct trial costs for referrals or traditional media.

Conclusions: For this trial, each method was important for recruiting inactive women with PCOS because no participant reported
learning about the trial through more than one method. Unpaid advertisements and Facebook advertisements helped recruit the
largest number of participants in the trial, the former resulting in a higher cost per participant than the latter.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03362918; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03362918
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Introduction

Polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS) is a common endocrine
disorder that affects up to 1 in 5 women of reproductive age
[1]. Lifestyle interventions including exercise training and
dietary modifications are encouraged for the management of
PCOS [2], yet the optimal exercise prescription is unknown [3].
To address this issue, we designed a randomized controlled trial
to evaluate the effect of 2 forms of exercise
training—high-intensity interval training (HIIT) and continuous
aerobic exercise training (CAET)—on the reproductive,
anthropometric, and cardiometabolic outcomes of women of
reproductive age living with PCOS compared to those in a
no-exercise control group.

The ability to recruit participants effectively while
simultaneously meeting the inclusion and exclusion criteria of
a research program in a timely manner is a key determinant of
the trial’s ultimate success. Previous trials among women with
PCOS employed various strategies to recruit participants,
including referrals by health care providers, web-based
advertisements, posters, and Facebook advertisements, all of
which have displayed variable effectiveness [4-6]. Qualitative
studies have reported that advertising on social media platforms
and posting flyers at gynecology clinics might be effective
strategies to recruit women living with PCOS to participate in
a research study [7]. While advertising on social media platforms
has been identified as a potentially effective recruitment strategy,
the relative cost per participant from using Facebook
advertisements to recruit women with PCOS has not been
compared with that of more traditional strategies such as
physician referrals and paid advertisements.

This study aimed to compare the success of 4 strategies used
to recruit physically inactive women of reproductive age living
with PCOS to a behavioral intervention trial.

Methods

Study Design
We conducted a single-center prospective randomized controlled
trial to assess the effect of 2 forms of exercise
training—high-intensity interval training (HIIT) and continuous
aerobic exercise training (CAET)—on the reproductive,
anthropometric, and cardiometabolic health markers in women
with PCOS compared to those in a no-exercise control group
[8]. The study period was 15 months and comprised 3 phases:
(1) a 3-month run-in phase to assess baseline reproductive

function; (2) a 6-month intervention phase where participants
were randomized into HIIT, CAET, or no-exercise control
groups; and (3) a 6-month follow-up phase. The run-in and
intervention phases required daily assessment of menstrual
status and ovulation. During the intervention phase, the
participants randomly assigned to exercise training were
prescribed 3 exercise sessions per week. The Conjoint Health
Research Ethics Board of the University of Calgary and Alberta
Health Services (REB17-1574) approved the study, and all
participants provided written informed consent.

Participants
Physically inactive women with PCOS between the ages of 18
and 40 years were recruited in this study. The exclusion criteria
were as follows: (1) taking medication that interferes with
ovulation (eg, estrogens, progestins, glucocorticoids, metformin,
gonadotropins, clomiphene citrate, or letrozole), (2) participating
in regular exercise training for >40 minutes per week, and (3)
having medical conditions that prevent them from receiving
exercise training. Potential participants were initially screened
through a telephone call on the basis of the inclusion and
exclusion criteria and then through screening investigations
including blood tests and electrocardiography. On meeting all
trial inclusion and exclusion criteria, potential participants were
invited for an in-person assessment and enrolled in the trial.

Recruitment Strategies
Recruitment for the trial was carried out between December
2017 and December 2018 in Calgary (Alberta, Canada) through
4 recruitment strategies simultaneously: Facebook
advertisements, unpaid advertisements, traditional media, and
referrals.

Facebook Advertisements
In total, 3 paid Facebook advertisements were used during trial
recruitment. Each advertisement featured a cropped image of
an individual performing exercise training and was captioned
with the following phrase: “Can exercise help with Polycystic
Ovary Syndrome (PCOS)?” with a click-through to a landing
page that featured details on trial eligibility. The advertisements
were consistent with Facebook’s advertising policy [9]. The
advertisements were targeted in accordance with location (ie,
Calgary) and demographics (ie, women aged 18-40 years). We
did not target advertisements on the basis of interests, behaviors,
or connections. The first 2 advertisements were run for 2 weeks
each in April and July 2018 (Figure 1) and the final
advertisement was run for 1 week in September 2018.
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Figure 1. Facebook advertisement run in July 2018.

Unpaid Advertisements
We used printed posters and websites. The printed posters
featured an image of several individuals cycling indoors, and
the title read: “Do you have Polycystic Ovary Syndrome
(PCOS)? Would you like to become more physically active?”
They were displayed locally on public poster boards at various
sites including coffee shops, grocery stores, university campuses,
public libraries, and recreation centers. Information regarding
the trial was also posted on the following websites: (1) the
University of Calgary research services office website [10]; (2)
the O’Brien Institute of Public Health, Cumming School of
Medicine, University of Calgary website [11]; and (3)
ClinicalTrials.gov [12].

Traditional Media
Several research team members involved in the trial were
interviewed about the trial for a University of Calgary
publication “UToday.” A member of the research team
participated in broadcast interviews about the trial on 2 local
radio stations.

Referrals
Local endocrinologists, gynecologists, family physicians,
personal trainers, dieticians, and naturopaths were provided
with information about the trial to disseminate to their patients

who might meet the eligibility criteria of the trial. Participants
were also recruited through word of mouth.

Recruitment Costs
Over the course of recruitment for the trial, costs incurred
directly by the trial for each recruitment strategy were recorded.
The time that trial team members spent on each of the
recruitment methods was approximated and multiplied by the
hourly compensation rate of the research assistant (Can $25
[US $19.86]). The cost of poster printing was estimated.

Statistical Analysis
The number of potential participants recruited through each
recruitment method was determined. The proportions of
potential participants who were eligible for enrollment, enrolled,
randomized, and completed the trial was calculated for each
recruitment method (Table 1). Tests of proportion were used to
compare between-group differences. The time investment per
enrolled participant was calculated by dividing the total number
of hours spent on a recruitment strategy by the number of
participants enrolled using that strategy. For each recruitment
strategy, the cost per participant was determined by dividing
the total cost of the recruitment strategy by the total number of
participants enrolled using that strategy. Statistical significance
was set at P<.05. The analysis was conducted using STATA
(version 15.1, StataCorp).
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Table 1. Outcome measure definitions.

DefinitionOutcome measure

The number of potential participants recruited to the trial.Participants recruited

The number of potential participants who were eligible to be enrolled in the trial divided by the
total number of participants recruited.

Proportion of participants eligible for enrollment

The number of participants who were enrolled in the trial divided by the total number of partici-
pants recruited.

Enrolled in the trial

The number of participants who completed the 3-month run-in phase and then randomized divided
by the total number of participants recruited.

Randomized

The number of participants who completed the 9-month trial divided by the total number of
participants recruited.

Completed the trial

The total number of hours spent on a recruitment strategy divided by the number of participants
enrolled using that strategy.

Time investment per participant

The total cost of a recruitment strategy divided by the total number of participants enrolled using
that strategy.

Cost per participant

Results

Results Summary
Of the 200 potential participants screened for this pilot trial, 98
(49%) were recruited from unpaid advertisements, 70 (35%)
from Facebook advertisements, 16 (8%) from traditional media,
and 16 (8%) through referrals (Table 2). We observed no
between-group differences in the proportion of participants who
were eligible for enrollment or those who were enrolled in the
trial. The proportion of potential participants who completed

the 3-month run-in phase and then randomized was significantly
greater for those recruited from traditional media than for those
recruited from Facebook advertisements (n=7/16, 44% vs
n=5/70, 24%, respectively; P=.03). The proportion of potential
participants who completed the trial was significantly greater
for those recruited from traditional media than for those recruited
from Facebook advertisements (n=7/16, 44% vs n=13/70, 19%,
respectively; P=.03) or unpaid advertisements (n=7/16, 44% vs
n=13/98, 13%, respectively; P=.002). No participants reported
learning about the trial from more than 1 recruitment method.

Table 2. Recruitment and completion of an exercise trial for women with polycystic ovary syndrome in Calgary (Alberta, Canada) in 2017-2020
(N=60).

ReferralcTraditional mediabFacebook advertise-
ments

Unpaid advertise-

mentsa
All recruitment
methods

Condition

16167098200Recruited, n

10 (63)8 (50)39 (56)49 (50)109 (55.0)Eligible for enrollment, n (%)

7 (44)7 (44)21 (30)25 (26)60 (30.0)Enrolled in the trial, n (%)

6 (38)7 (44)15 (21)19 (19)47 (24.0)Randomized, n (%)

4 (25)7 (44)13 (19)13 (13)37 (19.0)Completed the trial, n (%)

27.8 (3.1)27.2 (5.5)31.0 (4.4)29.2 (5.2)29.5 (4.9)Age of the enrolled participants
(years), mean (SD)

7 (100)6 (86)18 (86)23 (92)54 (90.0)Employed, n (%)

2 (29)2 (29)15 (71)18 (72)37 (62.0)Had a partner, n (%)

0 (0)1 (14)5 (24)3 (12)9 (15.0)Had ≥1 child, n (%)

0 (0)0 (0)2 (10)4 (16)6 (10.0)Current smoker, n (%)

1 (14)1 (14)7 (33)7 (28)16 (27.0)Former smoker, n (%)

aUnpaid advertisements included printed posters and websites.
bTraditional media included radio interviews and a published interview.
cReferrals included referrals from health care providers and word of mouth.

Cost of Recruitment
For Facebook advertisements, the research team members spent
approximately 15 hours in preparing the advertisements and
liaising with Facebook personnel for advertisement approval.
The time investment was 0.2 hours per enrolled participant. In

terms of cost, each of the 3 advertisements cost Can $300 (US
$238.30), adding up to a total of Can $900 (US $714.89), and
the time-based compensation per research assistant was Can
$375 (US $297.87; 15 hours at Can $25 [US $19.86] per hour).
The cost per participant enrolled in the trial from Facebook
advertisements was Can $18.21 (US $14.46).
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Costs for unpaid advertisements were incurred for the time spent
by the research team on developing posters (~10 hours at Can
$25 [US $19.86] per hour), distributing them (~150 hours at
Can $25 [US $19.86] per hour), and printing them (Can $300
[US $238.30]). The time investment per enrolled participant
was 1.6 hours. The cost per participant enrolled in the trial from
unpaid advertisements was Can $43.88 (US $34.85).

The trial incurred no direct costs for traditional media and
referrals. For recruiting participants from traditional media, a
study investigator (JLB) spent 3 hours. The time investment
per enrolled participant was 0.2 hours. For referrals, the time
investment was approximately 0.1 hours per enrolled participant
for 2 hours invested by the study investigators.

Discussion

Principal Findings
A combination of 4 strategies facilitated successful participant
recruitment in this pilot randomized controlled trial among
women of reproductive age living with PCOS. Each of these
methods was useful in meeting the participant recruitment target.
Unpaid advertisements and Facebook advertisements yielded
the greatest number of potential participants, while traditional
media was most successful in recruiting participants who
completed the trial. The cost per enrolled participant and the
time investment by members of the research team was lower
for Facebook advertisements than for unpaid advertisements.

The published data on the effectiveness of recruitment strategies
for women with PCOS are conflicting. One study examining
the effect of diet on weight loss and the risk of endometrial
cancer in women with PCOS only recruited 11 of 40 desired
participants through multiple recruitment strategies including
flyers posted in a specialty clinic, referrals by health care
providers, and the inclusion of trial information on a clinic’s
website [4]. Furthermore, Pastore and Dalal [6] evaluated the
effect of acupuncture in 70 women living with PCOS recruited
from among 89 participants as their estimated cohort size, in
36 months. They reported that continual enrollment required
multiple recruitment strategies including posters, emails, website
listings, direct mail, physician referrals, and traditional
advertising in the form of TV, radio, and newspapers. Similarly,
we found that multiple concurrent recruitment strategies were
necessary to achieve our recruitment target.

Facebook advertisements were used successfully as a
recruitment strategy in a previous trial involving women with
PCOS [5], which used several recruitment strategies including
Facebook advertisements, online advertisements, referrals, and
flyers. Of these, Facebook advertisements yielded the highest
proportion of potential participants. In our experience, Facebook
advertisements were effective in recruiting potential trial
participants in 5 weeks of running the advertisements; however,
they recruited a lower proportion of potential participants than
unpaid advertisements. A recent systematic review [13]

examining the role of Facebook advertisements in participant
recruitment reported that when compared with traditional
recruitment methods including the television, radio, and print
media, Facebook advertisements had shorter recruitment periods
and lower costs and may have allowed for the inclusion of
hard-to-reach demographics including young women.

In our trial, sole dependance on referrals from health care
providers would not have been effective in recruiting the number
of participants required for this trial. Over 12 months, only 16
potential participants were referred by health care providers.
Women living with PCOS often only present for PCOS
diagnosis and management if they are concerned by one or more
symptoms such as difficulty losing weight, hirsutism, or
infertility [14]. They may also prefer immediate treatment for
those symptoms and thus may be reluctant to engage in a clinical
trial that excludes women taking medical therapy that may affect
ovulation. These women may also be motivated to engage in a
lifestyle program that involves exercise training as a part of
active management of PCOS and might be less likely to enroll
in a trial where they may randomly be assigned to a no-exercise
control group for 6 months.

Strengths and Limitations
The notable strength of this study is its provision of detailed
data on the comparative success of recruitment strategies used
in a pilot randomized controlled trial involving women of
reproductive age living with PCOS. There are several limitations
to consider when reviewing our results. First, participants who
were recruited through word of mouth were not asked
specifically how the individual who informed them about the
study learned about it. Thus, the reach of our other recruitment
strategies (unpaid advertisements, Facebook advertisements, or
traditional media) may have been underestimated. Second, we
did not use paid traditional media advertisements (ie, television,
radio, or newspapers) in our pilot trial, which may be used in a
larger trial; therefore, we could not compare the relative success
of our recruitment strategies with that of traditional paid media
advertisements. Finally, we did not collect data on race,
ethnicity, or socioeconomic status to explore the effectiveness
of each recruitment strategy on the basis of these variables.
Future studies are needed to explore the effect of participant
recruitment strategies on participant diversity.

Conclusion
In conclusion, all 4 recruitment strategies used in this trial were
important for recruiting women living with PCOS, which was
evident from the finding that none of the participants was
recruited through more than 1 strategy. Facebook advertisements
and unpaid advertisements yielded the largest number of
participants enrolled in the trial. Facebook advertisements were
more cost-effective and required less time investment than
unpaid advertisements. In future trials, multiple concurrent
recruitment strategies should be used to increase participant
recruitment.
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Abstract

Background: Appendicitis is a common surgical problem among the young adult population, who are likely to use the internet
to obtain medical information. This information may determine the health-seeking behavior of an individual and may delay
medical attention. Little is known regarding the quality of patient information on appendicitis on the internet, as this has not been
previously studied.

Objective: The aim of our study was to identify the quality of information regarding appendicitis on websites intended for the
public.

Methods: We conducted a systematic review of information on appendicitis available online using the following 4 search terms
in google: “appendicitis,” “appendix,” “appendectomy,” and “appendicectomy”. The top 100 websites of each search term were
assessed using the validated Ensuring Quality Information for Patients (EQIP) tool (score 0-36).

Results: A total of 119 websites met the eligibility criteria for evaluation. The overall median EQIP score for all websites was
20 (IQR 18-22). More than half the websites originated from the USA (65/119, 54.6%), and 45.4% (54/119) of all websites
originated from hospitals, although 43% (23/54) of these did not mention qualitative risks from surgery. Incidence rates were
only provided for complications and mortality in 12.6% (15/119) and 3.3% (4/119) of all websites, respectively.

Conclusions: The assessment of the quality and readability of websites concerning appendicitis by the EQIP tool indicates that
most sites online were of poor credibility, with minimal information regarding complication rates and mortality. To improve
education and awareness of appendicitis, there is an immediate need for more informative and patient-centered websites that are
more compatible with international quality standards.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e22618)   doi:10.2196/22618
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Introduction

In the modern era, the increasing accessibility and availability
of information has promoted the internet as the primary source

for patient information. The access to countless sources of
information can cater to every need by providing jargon-free
material for the wider public while making details available for
those who seek in-depth knowledge. Thus, many patients search
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online for medical information on their symptoms prior to
consulting medical professionals, many of whom subsequently
self-diagnose based on these online sources [1,2]. Consequently,
access to online medical information is critical to their
decision-making process. However, with many sites containing
potentially irrelevant or incorrect information, their credibility
and reliability may present a barrier against seeking early
medical help [3]. Furthermore, the use of unreliable websites
may undermine patient relationships with health care
professionals; at best, trust in healthcare may be affected, and
at worst, presentations delayed by misinformed self-diagnoses
may lead to poorer outcomes [4].

With a lifetime incidence of 8%, appendicitis is an affliction
that is common enough to be familiar to the general public [5].
Hence, appendicitis, a leading cause of acute abdominal pain,
and appendicectomy, its treatment, are likely to be terms that
are searched by patients seeking further information. It has been
shown that through providing education via high quality
information on appendicitis and its risks, awareness and
outcomes may be improved [6,7]. In order to make informed
and competent health decisions, safe, reliable, and easily
accessible information is essential; thus, the variable quality of
internet patient resources warrant an evaluation of the quality
and readability of this medical information.

The original Ensuring Quality Information for Patients (EQIP)
tool is a checklist of 20 items used to assess written health care
information [8]. Various aspects are considered, such as clarity
of information, quality of written work, and website design.
The EQIP tool has been used to evaluate information sources
related to gallstone disease, transplant surgeries, eczema,
liposuction, and, more recently, COVID-19 [9-13],
demonstrating its applications across various disciplines and
information types. We assessed the top-indexed websites related
to appendicitis and appendicectomy using the modified EQIP
tool for evaluation. The objective of our study was to evaluate
the quality of information found on the top-searched websites
that aim to provide patients with information on appendicitis.

Methods

Eligibility Criteria, Information Sources, and Data
Selection
The most popular search engine, Google [14-16], was used to
obtain a database of websites. Other search engines were not
used in this study, as this would only lead to duplicate results.
The searched terms were “appendix,” “appendicitis,”
“appendicectomy”, and “appendectomy”. These were obtained
using the Google AdWords Keyword Planner [17]. Formation
of the database, analysis, and eligibility assessment of the
websites were performed between September 2019 and February
2020. Previous work has suggested that patients limit their
searches to well within the first 100 hits; therefore, the hits on
each page were obtained until this target was reached [10]. The
inclusion criterion was any website with information intended
for patients. Websites were excluded if the literature was
intended for scholars in scientific journals or if they were in a
language other than English. Furthermore, links which directed
individuals to purely video content or which were used for

marketing purposes were also excluded. Upon exclusion, 119
websites were identified as eligible for analysis.

Website Scraping
To obtain the URL database from the top 100 hits for each
search engine, a website scraping tool was developed. This
reduced the amount of time required for cutting and pasting
links to the database. The custom Hypertext Preprocessor (The
PHP Group) tool was designed to make HTTP requests to the
search engines, mimicking the requests web browsers make
when using a search engine. This tool made repeated requests,
logging all of the hits per page with a target of 100 unique
URLs. During this process, any duplicates were automatically
removed within the individual search. If there were more hits
on a page after the target of 100 websites was reached, these
websites were also collected. The tool was run using a server
based in Texas in the United States, although no preferences
were chosen to limit searches to certain geographical areas.

Data Entry
Each website was assessed independently by 4 assessors, SAG,
KSF, KHF, and LL, all of whom are fluent in English. To assess
each website, a Google Form containing the 36 EQIP items was
used to evaluate criteria through yes, no, or “N/A” responses.
Assessors also recorded the country of origin and the following
source types: academic center, encyclopedia, health department,
hospital, industry, news service, patient group, practitioner,
professional society, or other. After the initial round of data
entry, the websites were reassessed by another assessor, and
any contradictory results were resolved by consensus.

EQIP Tool
The original EQIP tool has been expanded to 36 criteria to
provide a more robust and effective analysis of patient
information. The modified EQIP tool sets out to satisfy the
patient information collaboration guidelines of both the British
Medical Association (BMA) [18] and the International Patient
Decision Aids Standards (IPDAS) [19]. The modified EQIP
tool consists of 36 items split into 3 domains: content (items
1-18), identification (19-24), and structure (items 25-36). Similar
to previous studies, only yes or no options were provided for
each item to avoid assessor subjectivity in partial answers. The
option for “N/A” was also included if items were not relevant
for the type of source. Websites which scored above the 75th
percentile were deemed high-scoring websites.

Additional Items Describing Mortality and
Complication Rates of Surgery and Emergency
Information
Questions were added to the Google Form to assess the variation
in reported complication and mortality rates published by
differing sources. The additional questions identified those
websites that included rates for mortality and complications,
and recorded the values given. Furthermore, a question was
added to identify websites that included advice in the case of
an emergency.

Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables are reported as median and IQR and
categorical variables as numbers and proportions in percentages.
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Continuous variables were compared with the Mann-Whitney
and Kruskal-Wallis tests where appropriate. Proportions were
compared with the Fisher exact test or chi-square test where
appropriate. All P values were 2-sided and considered
statistically significant when P<.05. A decision was made to
dichotomize the EQIP score by using the 75th percentile as a
cutoff point for discriminating high-scoring from low-scoring
websites, as previously described and defined [9]. Statistical
analysis was performed using R version 3.3.2 (The R Project
for Statistical Computing, GNU General Public License version
2) and R Studio version 1.0.44 (RStudio) with the graphical
user interface, rBiostatistics.com alpha version [20].

Results

Gathering of Websites With Information on
Appendicitis and Its Management
To obtain a database of websites for analysis, the unique hits
from each page using the search terms (“appendix,”
“appendicitis,” “appendicectomy,” and “appendectomy”) were
gathered. The workflow of this is shown in Figure 1. Although
a target of 100 websites per term was used, additional hits on
the last page of each search were gathered if they were unique,
resulting in a total of 435 websites. Duplicate results obtained
between search terms and websites failing to meet inclusion
criteria were removed, resulting in 119 websites for analysis.

Figure 1. Workflow for identification of websites eligible for analysis.

Overall Quality of the Websites According to the
Modified EQIP Tool
The distribution in EQIP score between all websites meeting
inclusion criteria is shown in Figure 2. The country of origin
and source of information for the database are shown in Table
1. Hospitals were the most common source of information,
accounting for 45.4% (54/119) of the database, and 52% (28/54)
of websites by hospitals originated from the United States. The
country with the most websites was the United States,

representing 54.6% (65/119) of the total, of which 26% (17/65)
were high scoring. This represented 61% (16/26) of the total
high-scoring websites. The distribution of EQIP scores by
country of origin with more than one website is shown in Figure
3. Websites from the United Kingdom demonstrated the greatest
variance in scores ranging from 9-28 with a median of 18
(Figure 3). Overall EQIP scores from countries with only 1
website were 24 for New Zealand, 19 for South Africa, 16 for
Singapore, and 15 for India.
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Figure 2. EQIP score of all websites assessed with patient information regarding appendicitis. High-scoring websites (EQIP score >75th percentile)
are indicated by darker shadowing and labeling. EQIP: Ensuring Quality Information for Patients.

Table 1. Descriptive analysis of websites included in the study grouped by country of origin and source of information (N=119). 

Articles, n (%)Parameters 

Country

10 (8.4) Australia 

4 (3.4) Canada 

1 (0.8) India 

1 (0.8) New Zealand 

1 (0.8) Singapore 

1 (0.8) South Africa 

36 (30.3) United Kingdom 

65 (54.6) United States

Source of information

5 (4.2) Academic center 

6 (5.0) Encyclopedia 

14 (11.8) Industry 

12 (10.1) Health department 

54 (45.4) Hospital 

19 (16.0) News service 

1 (0.8) Patient group 

8 (6.7) Professional society 
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Figure 3. Distribution of EQIP scores per country of origin with more than one website. Boxplots represent median (within box) and IQR (lower and
upper lines). EQIP: Ensuring Quality Information for Patients.

 

Complication rates were included in 12.6% (15/119) of websites
and varied between 0.2%-26%. Mortality rates were included
in 3.3% (4/119) of websites and ranged between 0.001%-1.8%.
Emergency advice was provided in 44.5% (53/119) of websites.

EQIP Content Data
The items for the content domain of the EQIP tool are shown
in Table 2. The median score achieved was 9 (50%), and the
maximum score obtained was 16 (89%) of a possible 18 (Table
3). All of the high-scoring websites provided a description of
the medical problem (item 3), definition of the purpose of
intervention (item 4), and description of the qualitative risks
and complications of appendicectomy (item 6; Table 2).

High-scoring websites were found to describe how
complications are handled (item 12) and provided details of
other sources of reliable information (item 17) in 77% (20/26)
and 73% (19/26) of cases, respectively; this was significantly
less in the low-scoring websites (P<.001; Table 2). IQRs for
the content domain are included in Table 3.

Among all websites (including low scoring), 95.7% (114/119)
failed to address the costs and insurance issues related to
appendicectomy (item 15). Furthermore, 97.4% (116/119) and
86.5% (103/119) of websites failed to describe the quantitative
benefits (item 8) and risks (item 10) of appendicectomy,
respectively (Table 2). Of note, 23 of the 54 hospital-published
sources (43%) did not include any description of the qualitative
risks and complications of surgery (item 9).
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Table 2. Breakdown of results for the content domain (items 1-18) of the modified Ensuring Quality Information for Patients tool (N=119).

P value95% CIORaWebsites scoring points for domain items, n (%)Content domain item

Low scoring
(n=93)

High scoring
(n=26)

Overall
(N=119)

.140.78-11.302.6063 (68)22 (85)85 (71)1. Initial definition of which subjects
will be covered

.26N/AN/A67 (72)23 (88)90 (76)2. Coverage of the previously defined

subjects (N/Ab if the answer is “no” for
item 1)

.58N/AN/A89 (96)26 (100)115 (97)3. Description of the medical prob-
lem/treatment/procedure

.20N/AN/A84 (90)26 (100)110 (92)4. Definition of the purpose of the inter-
ventions

.690.88-6.222.3231 (33)14 (54)45 (38)5. Description of treatment alternatives
(conservative management)

.021.12-331.817.6671 (76)25 (96)96 (81)6. Description of the sequence of the
interventions and surgical procedure

.0041.58-456.7510.6365 (70)25 (96)90 (76)7. Description of the qualitative bene-
fits for the patient

.120.38-455.587.491 (1)2 (8)3 (3)8. Description of the quantitative bene-
fits to the patient

<.001N/AN/A50 (54)26 (100)76 (64)9. Description of the qualitative risks
and complications

<.0012.51-34.138.826 (6)10 (38)16 (13)10. Description of the quantitative risks
and complications

.0031.61-66.237.1558 (62)24 (92)82 (69)11. Addressing quality-of-life issues

<.0015.05-55.2115.5216 (17)20 (77)36 (30)12. Description of how complications
are handled

.031.06-7.752.8524 (26)13 (50)37 (31)13. Description of the precautions that
the patient may take

.0021.76-72.157.8256 (60)24 (92)80 (67)14. Mention of warning signs that the
patient may detect

.990.02-9.550.894 (4)1 (4)5 (4)15. Addressing medical intervention
costs and insurance issues

.011.37-530.5611.2720 (22)9 (35)29 (24)16. Specific contact details for hospital
services (N/A if not hospitals)

<.0012.98 - 27.498.5622 (24)19 (73)41 (35)17. Specific details of other sources of
reliable information/support

<.001166.47-8.7733.654 (4)16 (62)20 (17)18. Coverage of all relevant issues for
the topic (summary item for all content
criteria)

aOR: odds ratio.
bN/A: not applicable.
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Table 3. Analysis of EQIP scores obtained for each domain and overall.

Overall EQIPd,eStructure datacIdentification databContent dataaStatistic

20839Median

9303Minimum

2910616Maximum

18728Quartile 1

229411Quartile 3

4223IQR

aTotal possible score for content=18.
bTotal possible score for identification=6.
cTotal possible score for structure=12.
dTotal possible score=36.
eEQIP: Ensuring Quality Information for Patients.

EQIP Identification
In the identification domain, the median score obtained was 3
(50%), and the maximum score obtained was 6 (100%; Table
3). Two websites, both of which were high scoring (overall
score >75th percentile) obtained maximum points for this
section. High-scoring websites were significantly better (58%,
15/26) than low-scoring websites (20%, 19/93) in providing a

short bibliography of the evidence base for the information
(P<.001; item 23; Table 4). IQRs for the identification domain
are included in Table 3.

Furthermore, 97.4% (116/119) of all websites failed to include
a statement about how patients were involved or consulted in
the document’s production (item 24), and 68.0% (81/119) did
not explicitly provide names of the persons or entities that
financed the document (item 22; Table 4).
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Table 4. Breakdown of results of the identification domain (items 19-24) and structure domain (items 25-36) of the modified Ensuring Quality
Information For Patients tool (N=119).

P value95% CIORaWebsites scoring points for domain items, n (%)Item

Low scoring
(n=93)

High scoring
(n=26)

Overall (N=119)

Identification domain

.0021.63-33.205.9752 (56)23 (88)75 (63)19. Date of issue or revision

.99N/AN/Ab91 (98)26 (100)117 (98)20. Logo of the issuing body

.031.08-22.283.9861 (66)23 (88)84 (71)21. Names of the persons or entities
that produced the document

.350.55-4.211.5428 (30)10 (38)38 (32)22. Names of the persons or entities
that financed the document

<.0011.90-14.915.2219 (20)15 (58)34 (29)23. Short bibliography of the evi-
dence-based data used in the docu-
ment

.120.38-55.587.491 (1)2 (8)3 (3)24. Statement about whether and
how patients were involved/consult-
ed in the document's production

Structure domain

.990.28-14.421.4483 (89)24 (92)107 (90)25. Use of everyday language and
explanation of complex words or
jargon

.990.06-70.721.1435 (38)20 (77)55 (46)26. Use of generic names for all
medications or products (N/A if no
medications described)

.460.44-149.953.3382 (88)25 (96)107 (90)27. Use of short sentences (<15
words on average)

.120.79-16.652.9567 (72)23 (88)90 (76)28. Personal address to the reader

.99N/AN/A91 (98)26 (100)117 (98)29. Respectful tone

.99N/AN/A91 (98)26 (100)117 (98)30. Clear information (no ambigui-
ties or contradictions)

<.0013.53-143.7415.5940 (43)24 (92)64 (54)31. Balanced information on risks
and benefits

.99N/AN/A90 (97)26 (100)116 (98)32. Presentation of information in a
logical order

.520.40-18.911.9480 (86)24 (92)104 (87)33. Satisfactory design and layout
(excluding figures or graphs; see
next item)

.700.30-20.621.8524 (26)10 (38)34 (29)34. Clear and relevant figures or
graphs (N/A if absent)

.990.07-3.590.6910 (11)2 (8)12 (10)35. Inclusion of a named space for
the reader’s notes or questions

.19N/AN/A0 (0)1 (4)1 (1)36. Inclusion of a printed consent
form contrary to recommendations
(N/A if not from hospitals)

aOR: odds ratio.
bN/A: not applicable.

EQIP Structure
The median score obtained for the structure domain was 8
(66%), and the maximum score obtained was 10 (83%) of a
possible 12 (Table 3). All high-scoring websites used a
respectful tone (item 29), presented clear information (item 30),

and delivered information in a logical order (item 32).
High-scoring websites were found to include balanced
information on risks and benefits (item 31) more frequently
(24/26, 92%) than low-scoring websites (40/93, 43%; Table 4).
In addition, 89.9% (107/119) of all websites failed to include a
named space for readers’ questions, and 71.4% (85/119) failed
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to include clear and relevant figures or graphs (item 34; Table
4). IQRs for the structure domain are included in Table 3.

Top 3 Websites According to the EQIP Tool
The websites scoring above the 99th percentile (EQIP score of
28) are shown in Table 5. The top-ranked resource, which scored
29 out of 36, was produced by the American College of

Surgeons, displaying a comprehensive guide for patients to
understand appendicitis and its management. Bupa health
insurance and Medical News Today, each with a with an EQIP
score of 28, were tied for the second ranking. All 3 sources
provided information on symptoms, details of the procedure,
preoperative and postoperative instructions, and guidance on
complications.

Table 5. Websites scoring above the 99th percentile (EQIP score of 28).

Overall EQIPd,eStructure datacIdentification databContent dataaReferenceOrganization

2910415[21]American College of Surgeons

288416[22]Medical News Today

289712[23]Bupa

aTotal possible score for content=18.
bTotal possible score for identification=6.
cTotal possible score for structure=12.
dTotal possible score=36.
eEQIP: Ensuring Quality Information for Patients.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Based on our analysis, the quality of patient information
regarding appendicectomy was shown to be of a moderate level,
as reflected by the median overall score of 20 (IQR 18-22).
Generally, websites tended to score well in the structure domain,
reflected by the median score of 8 (IQR 7-9). This domain
focuses on the ability of websites to display their information
in a clear and logical manner. As technology is improving, it is
becoming easier to produce websites and leaflets to a higher
visual standard with minimal computer literacy. This presents
a new challenge to patients with limited clinical understanding,
as websites of poorer quality may appear similar to high quality
sources of information. The increase in total EQIP score due to
higher marks being obtained from the structure domain from
the improvement of website quality is a phenomenon which has
also been seen in regards to COVID-19 [13].

In the identification domain, high-scoring websites were better
than low-scoring websites at providing a bibliography of the
evidence base, potentially suggesting that these were written
by individuals with experience in academia. It is therefore
unsurprising that high-scoring websites more often included
the names of the persons that produced the document.
Contrastingly, the majority of websites (68.0%, 81/119) both
high- and low-scoring, failed to include the names of the persons
or entity that financed the document.

As appendicitis commonly affects younger individuals, it is
possible that the decision to go to hospital is being made by a
parent or guardian of the patient. This decision may be the result
of a combination of factors, such as the severity of symptoms
experienced by the patient, the health beliefs of the parent or
guardian, and the quality of any information they may seek.
Delays in presentation to hospital may increase the risk of
complications, such as rupture; therefore, it is important that
information regarding complications and warning signs is clearly
described. Despite this clear need for quality, the scores achieved

for the content domain were generally low. Only 67.2% (80/119)
of websites mentioned warning signs to detect appendicitis,
although 44.5% (53/119) of the websites did provide some form
of advice in case of emergencies.

Hospitals contributed 45.4% (54/119) to the total database of
websites, but 43% (23/54) of these failed to the specify
qualitative risks of complications after surgery. It is also
concerning that only 30.2% (36/119) of all websites provided
a description of how complications may be handled. Over half
of the websites (52%,28/54) from hospitals originated from the
United States, possibly reflecting a degree of hesitancy by
private hospitals to include information that may adversely
affect customer decisions. This is further supported by the low
number of websites reporting the incidence rate of
complications. Although mortality rates are low for appendicitis,
it is disappointing that this information was only provided by
4 websites, as this should be standard practice with the aim to
fully inform patients.

To the best of our knowledge this is the only study to date to
evaluate patient information regarding appendix surgery;
therefore, it is not possible to evaluate how the EQIP tool
compares to other scoring systems used for this condition.
However, the EQIP tool has been described previously when
evaluating the quality of information for gallstone disease
(median EQIP score 15, IQR 13-18) [9], for clefts of the lip and
palate (median EQIP score 19, IQR 16-22) [24], for bariatric
surgery (median EQIP score 17, IQR 15-19) [25], for
phalloplasty (median EQIP score 17.5, IQR 13-21) [26], for
Dupuytren disease (median EQIP score 16, IQR 13-19) [27],
for breast augmentation (median EQIP score 15, IQR 13-17)
[28], donor information for living liver transplantation (median
EQIP score 16, IQR 13-20) [10], and for COVID-19 (median
EQIP score 18, IQR 15-20) [13]. The median score and IQR of
this study are slightly higher than those in these studies. This
may suggest that the general quality of information for
appendicitis on the internet is higher than that of the previously
studied diseases; however, this relatively high quality is likely
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due to the points gained in the structure domain in comparison
to previous studies. The maximum score obtained in this study
was 29, which was only achieved by 1 website and was still
considerably lower than the maximum possible score of 36.

The first and second highest EQIP scores were achieved by
websites from the United States and the United Kingdom,
respectively. The United Kingdom also had the lowest-scoring
website and lowest median among countries with more than
one website. This indicates that the high-scoring websites in
the United Kingdom are diluted by a majority of poor quality
websites. The IQR range of scores for websites originating from
Canada and Australia were much smaller, suggesting that,
although there are fewer websites, they are generally of a higher
quality.

Limitations
There were a number of limitations for this study. Identification
of search terms with Google AdWords Keyword Planner only
provides commonly used search phrases by the wider public
and may not be able to truly predict the search patterns of
individuals seeking health information. Another limitation is
that only websites in English language were evaluated; thus,
the conclusions drawn might not be representative of patient
websites in other languages. Furthermore, we have described
the use of the EQIP in relation to appendicitis although the tool
was not originally created for this specific purpose, and therefore
this may be considered as a limitation. However, as the EQIP
tool has previously been shown to be robust and effective for
a number of surgical conditions [9,10,26,28], it is reasonable
to expect this to also hold true for appendicitis. One may argue
that there is no clear reason for why tools such as EQIP exist
to evaluate patient information. The purpose of this tool is to
enable a method of categorizing information so that we may
learn what areas can be improved upon to produce patient
information websites of higher quality. Our next step is to use
the information gathered from this paper to design a website
that will include information which has been found to be

regularly omitted from previous work. Using solely the Google
search engine introduced another limitation, as it is possible
that the search engine had listed results not simply by popularity,
but also by the geographical location of the requesting computer.
Therefore, although geolocation features were disabled, the
websites extracted could have still been centered around a
particular location or continent, preventing a truly representative
analysis of the top websites used globally. Finally, it is important
to note that the findings of this study act as a snapshot of a
particular point in time when the search was used; however,
while search engine results do change over time, we consider
the findings of this study to be representative of the information
available to patients.

Conclusions
In conclusion, the internet has become an essential source of
information for our society. Our study showed that despite a
growing body of web-based resources on appendicitis and
appendicectomy, the currently available websites are generally
of poor quality and inform patients inadequately. Although the
clinicians responsible for each patient can provide patients with
important, accurate, and relevant clinical information, the ability
to direct patients to trustworthy internet resources may lead to
better patient education and long-term outcomes. Online
information is playing an increasingly significant role in
patients’attitude and can potentially affect willingness to accept
and comply with medical advice [29]. With emergencies such
as appendicitis, it is paramount to make emergency guidance
widely available, especially when websites may be a patient’s
first point of contact for information. Health care professionals
should strive to educate patients on how to navigate and appraise
internet-based resources in order to access the highest quality
of information. Many studies have also identified similar
problems and have not acted upon them, thus highlighting the
urgent need to establish high quality websites and specific
information evaluation tools to ensure the optimal patient
education for a disease as common as appendicitis.
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Abstract

Background: A large proportion of surgical patient harm is preventable; yet, our ability to systematically learn from these
incidents and improve clinical practice remains limited. The Operating Room Black Box was developed to address the need for
comprehensive assessments of clinical performance in the operating room. It captures synchronized audio, video, patient, and
environmental clinical data in real time, which are subsequently analyzed by a combination of expert raters and software-based
algorithms. Despite its significant potential to facilitate research and practice improvement, there are many potential implementation
challenges at the institutional, clinician, and patient level. This paper summarizes our approach to implementation of the Operating
Room Black Box at a large academic Canadian center.

Objective: We aimed to contribute to the development of evidence-based best practices for implementing innovative technology
in the operating room for direct observation of the clinical performance by using the case of the Operating Room Black Box.
Specifically, we outline the systematic approach to the Operating Room Black Box implementation undertaken at our center.

Methods: Our implementation approach included seeking support from hospital leadership; building frontline support and a
team of champions among patients, nurses, anesthesiologists, and surgeons; accounting for stakeholder perceptions using
theory-informed qualitative interviews; engaging patients; and documenting the implementation process, including barriers and
facilitators, using the consolidated framework for implementation research.

Results: During the 12-month implementation period, we conducted 23 stakeholder engagement activities with over 200
participants. We recruited 10 clinician champions representing nursing, anesthesia, and surgery. We formally interviewed 15
patients and 17 perioperative clinicians and identified key themes to include in an information campaign run as part of the
implementation process. Two patient partners were engaged and advised on communications as well as grant and protocol
development. Many anticipated and unanticipated challenges were encountered at all levels. Implementation was ultimately
successful, with the Operating Room Black Box installed in August 2018, and data collection beginning shortly thereafter.
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Conclusions: This paper represents the first step toward evidence-guided implementation of technologies for direct observation
of performance for research and quality improvement in surgery. With technology increasingly being used in health care settings,
the health care community should aim to optimize implementation processes in the best interest of health care professionals and
patients.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e15443)   doi:10.2196/15443

KEYWORDS

patient safety; implementation science; quality improvement; health personnel; operating rooms

Introduction

Over 50% of unintentional harm to hospitalized patients occurs
in the operating room [1]. A large proportion of these incidents
are preventable [1-3]. However, there has been no substantial
reduction in patient safety events in recent years despite
numerous advances in surgical and anesthetic practice and the
proliferation of practice interventions [2,4]. Without tools that
can be used to systematically observe health care provider
performance in clinical practice and provide relevant and timely
feedback, many interventions have been limited to the simulation
environment [5-8]. Though valuable, simulation has many
limitations and there is consensus that direct observation in the
workplace is an extremely valuable method to assess clinical
performance and to determine whether knowledge and skills
transfer to practice [9].

The Operating Room Black Box was developed as a
technological tool to address the need for a comprehensive
understanding of clinical performance in the operating room.
The Operating Room Black Box captures synchronized audio,
video, patient, and environmental clinical data in real time,
similar to black boxes in aviation [10]. Data captured by the
Operating Room Black Box are subsequently analyzed by expert
raters and software-based algorithms [10]. Accordingly, this
makes it possible to study intraoperative performance without
the need to be physically present in the operating room and to
do so in a systematic way across a high number of surgical
cases. This innovation maximizes opportunities to learn from
and improve everyday practice. This leading-edge innovation
also offers much needed transparency in a clinical environment
that has traditionally been elusive [10,11].

When introducing tools to facilitate direct observation of clinical
performance [12], particularly those that involve audio-video
recording, there are many potential implementation challenges
at the institutional, clinician, and patient level [12,13]. For
example, there may be legal and ethical considerations, impact
on workflow, and concerns about privacy, confidentiality, and
evaluation [13]. Like any new health care technology,
implementation may also have negative or unintended
consequences if not undertaken systematically and sensitively
[14]. Although much work has been done to establish best
practices for implementing technology in health care, it has
focused on the implementation of medical devices [15,16],
electronic patient records [17-20], and simulation-based
education technology [21,22]. Other studies have implemented
technology for assessing performance, such as smartphone apps,
and measured its impact without describing the implementation
process [23]. There remains little implementation guidance

regarding audio-video recording technologies designed to assess
performance, especially in the operating room context.

With increasing calls for direct observation of clinical skills as
part of postgraduate education and continuing professional
development [24,25], it is essential to understand how tools
designed for this purpose may be successfully implemented. In
this paper, we outline the systematic approach to Operating
Room Black Box implementation undertaken at our center. Our
aim is to contribute to the development of evidence-based best
practices for implementing innovative tools to directly assess
performance in the operating room, using the case of the
Operating Room Black Box.

Methods

Context
The Ottawa Hospital is one of Canada’s largest hospitals with
a total of 1202 beds across 3 campuses. At the time of the study,
there were 12,003 employees at the Ottawa Hospital along with
1481 physicians and midwives, 4440 nurses, 1194 residents and
fellows, and 2201 researchers. Every year, approximately 35,000
surgical cases are performed at the Ottawa Hospital.

Overview of Project Development and Implementation
The first phase of the project was a preimplementation period
where the research team met with the hospital leadership and
the developers of the Operating Room Black Box to determine
feasibility and to establish an initial implementation plan. The
research team also developed draft protocols for the first series
of studies that would be conducted with Operating Room Black
Box data and prepared funding applications to support
implementation of the Operating Room Black Box and the
planned research. The second phase of the project was the
implementation period. The research team launched an
information campaign to inform local stakeholders about the
Operating Room Black Box and worked with the developers
and local clinical managers, facility planning and support service
staff, and information service technicians to install the
technology.

We used a patient engagement approach to ensure that the
project remained patient-centered at all times. Qualitative
research was conducted throughout the project to inform and
refine implementation strategies and to prospectively address
challenges arising during the process.
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Preimplementation Period: Understanding Individual
Stakeholder Perceptions With the Theoretical Domains
Framework
To identify key issues to consider in Operating Room Black
Box implementation, we conducted semistructured interviews
with surgical patients, perioperative clinicians, and hospital
administrators. The Theoretical Domains Framework (TDF)
was used to inform interview guide development and data
analysis. The TDF is comprised of 14 theoretical domains
derived from behavior change theories that are relevant to
behavior change (eg, knowledge, beliefs about capabilities,
environment/resources) [26,27]. As one of the most commonly
used frameworks in implementation research, the TDF is suitable
for investigating potential barriers and facilitators to a particular
behavior. In our case, we explored whether stakeholders (ie,
patients, clinicians, administrators) would support research
using the Operating Room Black Box.

A full description of the methodology has been published
elsewhere [28]. Briefly, participants were recruited across each
of the 3 campuses of our center, either in-person (patients) or
via email (clinicians and administrators). Interviews were
conducted by 2 trained interviewers who met regularly to discuss
emerging themes as sample size was determined using the
concept of data saturation. Saturation was defined as conducting
a minimum of 8 interviewers per stakeholder group plus an
additional 3 without the emergence of any new theme. In the
case of hospital administrators, saturation was defined as
conducting a minimum of 5 interviews plus an additional 3,
given the small number of administrators at our center.
Interviews were recorded, transcribed, deidentified, and
imported into a qualitative analysis software (Nvivo 11, QSR
International). Direct content analysis of the interviews was
conducted in duplicate by 2 independent coders using a coding
strategy based on the TDF. Data units (ie, several lines of text)
were coded into themes within each of the TDF domains. Belief
statements were generated based on these themes in order to
represent common meaning across participant responses [27].
Domain relevance (ie, whether the domain/belief should be
considered during implementation) was determined based on
the perceived impact of the beliefs, the presence of conflicting
beliefs within a specific domain, and the relative frequency of
the beliefs across participant interviews [28]. Disagreements
were resolved through consensus or consultation with a third
researcher. Members of the research team with expertise in
using the TDF along with practicing operating room clinicians
reviewed the identified themes in order to ensure credibility of
the data [29].

Implementation Period: Identifying Barriers and
Facilitators Across Individual and Organizational
Levels With the Consolidated Framework for
Implementation Research
The consolidated framework for implementation research
(CFIR) [30] is a conceptual framework based on published
implementation theories and reported studies. It includes 5
domains and 39 constructs that can be used “as a practical guide
for systematically assessing potential barriers and facilitators
in preparation for implementing an innovation” [30]. As a

pragmatic model for implementation [31], the CFIR is
specifically designed “to guide systematic research that supports
rapid-cycle evaluation of the implementation of health care
delivery interventions and produces actionable evaluation
findings intended to improve implementation in a timely
manner” [32].

As part of our systematic approach to implementation, we
documented all aspects of the implementation process. All steps
of the implementation were described and diagrams were
generated to summarize each phase, including research ethics,
legal and contract review, organizational parties involved,
procurement, installation, data flow, consent, and information
campaign strategies. This documentation provided an
easy-to-follow reference point to share with stakeholders and
to ensure all parties shared a common understanding of the
implementation processes. We then used these documents to
systematically identify themes relevant to implementation of
the Operating Room Black Box across all stakeholder levels
within the local context of our hospital. Barriers and facilitators
were classified according to the CFIR. Direct content analysis
of implementation documents was carried out by a member of
the research team (SL) to identify and classify themes within
the 5 CFIR domains: characteristics of the intervention,
characteristics of the individuals involved, inner setting, outer
setting, and process of implementation. Identified themes were
then confirmed by 2 additional members of the research team
(SB and CE).

Using the CFIR allowed us to prospectively develop strategies
to overcome certain barriers and leverage facilitators at the
systemic, organizational, and individual levels. In this way, we
could address the practical needs of the stakeholders in charge
of implementation of the Operating Room Black Box in our
hospital as they arose.

Patient Engagement Approach
To ensure that the Operating Room Black Box implementation
was patient-centered, we worked closely with the Strategy for
Patient-Oriented Research (SPOR) unit located at the Ottawa
Methods Centre as well as the Patient and Family Advisory
Council (PFAC) in the hospital. These existing groups provided
our team with resources such as relevant training materials,
which allowed us to conduct patient engagement using best
practices. SPOR provided us with support on grant development,
patient-advisor onboarding, and patient-engagement-evaluation
surveys. We elected to recruit 2 patient advisors with lived
surgical experience to the research team. PFAC aided in the
recruitment of patient advisors and supported logistics for our
patient-engagement activities and to overcome logistical barriers
(eg, food vouchers and parking passes). While these practical
details may not always be considered by research teams when
engaging patients, they help to facilitate sustainable long-term
collaboration with patients. We planned to engage patients in
all key aspects of the implementation process, from developing
communication materials to reviewing grant applications and
study protocols. This would set the stage for continued patient
involvement as our research using the Operating Room Black
Box began.
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Results

Preimplementation Period
The overall implementation timeline and key activities are

shown in Figure 1. The results of our experience of our
implementation process are discussed below, including
challenges and solutions to implementation of the technological
tools studied, namely, the Operating Room Black Box.

Figure 1. Implementation process map. IS: information services; OHRI: Ottawa Hospital Research Institute; OR: operating room; PFAC: Patient and
Family Advisory Council; PISS: Privacy and Information Security Steering committee; PMO: project management office; REB: research ethics board;
SPOR: strategy for patient-oriented research; TDF: theoretical domains framework; TOH: The Ottawa Hospital.

Seeking Support From Hospital Leadership
In December 2015, the principal investigator (SB) met with a
key senior leadership team member to discuss the Operating
Room Black Box concept. Next, in January 2016, the principal
investigator presented the Operating Room Black Box concept
to the corporate perioperative committee, which gathered key
institutional clinical leaders in surgical specialties, nursing, and
anesthesiology. The committee approved the idea of an
Operating Room Black Box pilot and agreed to further consider
this innovation for implementation in 1 operating room.

Overview of Stakeholder Engagement Activities
We conducted consultation meetings and presentations for
various stakeholder groups in addition to dissemination activities
such as an e-newsletter. These activities took place on 23 formal
occasions over a 12-month period, among many additional

informal meetings. Various members of the core research team
were involved in each activity, which was key to connecting
with different audiences. Over 200 participants have been
involved in these activities, indicating the wide reach of our
implementation process at our hospital. Activities involved a
wide range of stakeholders—from the Research Ethics Board
(REB), who were essential to determining our approach to
consent, to the Health Records and Patient Advocacy
departments, who would respond to any patient’s request for
their Operating Room Black Box recording. Multimedia
Appendix 1 reports details on stakeholder engagement activities.

Privacy, Confidentiality, and Ethics
The Operating Room Black Box collects highly sensitive data
both from the patient and the health care providers’perspective.
Privacy, confidentiality, and consent were top priorities. To
develop an optimal ethical plan, we engaged clinicians, patients,
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and the Ottawa Health Science Network Research Ethics Board
(OHSN-REB). The result was an approach to consent that would
depend on the type of study involved (Figure 2). For
observational studies that collected no personal identifiers and

where the patient is not the subject of the research question, an
implied consent approach is used. For interventional studies or
studies that collect personal identifiers (eg, demographic
information), a written informed consent is used.

Figure 2. Operating Room Black Box Research Program approach to consent.

The REB required that the implied consent approach was
associated with an extensive hospital-wide information
campaign. Information is first delivered to patients and clinicians
prior to the surgery (through posters and pamphlets in the
preoperative assessment unit, visited by patients in the weeks
prior to their surgery, and institutional email). There is also a
sign on the door of the room where the Operating Room Black
Box is installed, and the confirmation of recording has become
part of the preoperative team safety briefing. Patients and
clinicians have 4 opportunities to opt out of being recorded
before or within 48 hours of the surgery. It was also determined
with the REB that critical situations would always be included
as they represent important opportunities for learning and it
would not be possible to determine who was in the room, given
the high number of health care providers who would enter and
leave the area, all of them wearing surgical masks. Of course,
providers could still withdraw their recording up to 48 hours
afterwards.

Building Frontline Support and a Team of Champions
Through informal discussions, the principal investigator—a
staff anesthesiologist and researcher —shared information about
the Operating Room Black Box and the research vision with
colleagues in anesthesiology, nursing, surgery and perioperative
clinical managers and department heads. Motivated individuals
from each provider group who were supportive of the idea were
invited to become research collaborators and clinician
champions. We recruited 10 clinician champions in total,
representing nursing, anesthesia, and surgery. These champions
facilitated implementation by communicating pertinent
information about the project and the technology to their

colleagues and informally building support within their
professions. With the assistance of our clinician champions, we
also developed an internal website. The website hosted a
frequently asked questions page, research information page,
newsfeed, and a video featuring champions discussing the
purpose and importance of the Operating Room Black Box
research program.

Using a participatory and collaborative approach, our
collaborators and champions contributed to the development of
grant applications and study protocols via integration of their
professional experience and perspectives. This approach aimed
to strengthen our relationship with the collaborators while
encouraging them to take ownership of the project through
research engagement. As clinician champions, these individuals
continued to discuss the Operating Room Black Box concept
with their colleagues and were key to relaying important
information to frontline staff. Champions helped to answer
questions on the frontline and generate support.

Stakeholder Perceptions: TDF Interview Results
Our qualitative study of stakeholder perceptions regarding the
Operating Room Black Box was approved by the OHSN-REB,
Protocol #20170117-01H. This study was reported separately
elsewhere [28]. In short, interviews were conducted with 15
patients across 3 hospital campuses (5 patients each), 17
perioperative clinicians, and 9 hospital administrators. Overall,
patients and administrators had positive perceptions toward the
Operating Room Black Box. Patients viewed the technology as
a tool for their safety and as something to be expected at a
teaching hospital that they trusted. Still, they expressed the
importance of being provided with clear information on the
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Operating Room Black Box research prior to their surgery.
Administrators indicated support for the Operating Room Black
Box based on its perceived fit with the institutional mandate
and the expectation that using the device for research would
lead to improvements in patient safety culture, processes of
care, and outcomes. They also emphasized the importance of
appropriate implementation and ensuring the recordings were
not used punitively. Compared to patients and administrators,
health care providers reported more mixed perceptions toward
the Operating Room Black Box. Feelings ranged from
enthusiastic support for the potential of the Operating Room
Black Box to feeling skeptical or threatened. Many questions
were raised about its purpose, logistical implications, and
potential negative impact on the dynamics in the operating room.
A desire for more information was repeatedly expressed.
Clinicians were most concerned about privacy/confidentiality
and possible medicolegal repercussions. Still, many reported
that the Operating Room Black Box fit with their role as health
care providers, aligned with institutional values, and was
necessary for progress and learning. Providers also expressed
their willingness to participate in the research because of their
trust in the principal investigator. Based on the results of this
study, we created an internal website with a “Frequently Asked
Questions” page to provide more information to stakeholders,
addressing their unique concerns and drawing on the perceived
benefits of the Operating Room Black Box that they highlighted
during the interviews.

Patient Engagement Results
Our collaboration with 2 patient advisors (ML and LP) began
with the co-design of terms of reference, established between
the patient advisors and the research team. The advisors were
asked to assist in the development of the project and to
collaborate with the research team in the development of a
communications strategy. From the aforementioned interviews,
the research team found 82 themes in the preliminary analysis.
The researchers then presented patient advisors with a reduced
number of 34 themes based on the frequency each was
mentioned and perceived importance. From these, the patient
advisors isolated the top 10 key themes that they determined
important to convey to surgical patients and family/caregivers
through communication materials that would be part of
Operating Room Black Box implementation. The patient
advisors collaborated in pairing patient messages with relatable
graphic images and wording. This initial design session provided
a framework for an informational patient poster (Multimedia
Appendix 2) and pamphlet (Multimedia Appendix 3), which
were then created through an iterative review process and
interdisciplinary collaboration (eg, clinicians, researchers,
hospital communications team, patients). Patient advisors
ensured that the information and format would be relevant and
easily understood by a lay audience, and their feedback
influenced both the design of the materials and their placement
in the care pathway (ie, made available to patients before the
day of surgery). The materials created are currently available
to patients in various locations at The Ottawa Hospital
campuses. Of note, the design session followed an established
design thinking process, which is a solution-focused
methodology that employs divergent and convergent thinking

of practical and creative solutions for the problems [33].
Together with the patient partners, we developed a study
protocol and grant proposals for engaging patients in surgical
safety research. The patient advisors provided a valuable
perspective of how best to engage with patients prior to surgery
and insight on communicating patient perspectives to hospital
staff through newsletters and our internal website. Finally, the
patient advisors engaged with the local media, the hospital
newsletter, and the broader research community to share their
experiences of being involved in Operating Room Black Box
implementation and research projects.

Multi-Level Barriers and Facilitators: CFIR Results
Below, we report the implementation barriers and facilitators
identified within each of the 5 major domains of the CFIR:

1. Characteristics of the intervention: This domain is composed
of core components (the essential and indispensable
elements of the intervention) and adaptable periphery
(adaptable elements, structures and systems related to the
intervention and the targeted organization) [31]. The lack
of published evidence on the use of this intervention and
its potential cost may impede certain organizations from
adopting the Operating Room Black Box. At the same time,
however, the Operating Room Black Box is highly
adaptable and testable on a small scale in the hospital, and
there is no other alternative solution to compete against it.
These conditions made it favorable to implement the
intervention.

2. Outer and inner settings: The outer setting refers to the
economic, political, and social context surrounding an
organization, whereas the inner setting refers to the
structural, political, and cultural context surrounding the
implementation process. The Operating Room Black Box
had a favorable outer setting in that the hospital
acknowledged patient safety as a top priority and has a close
network with other hospitals who have adapted the same
technology. In addition, the concept of the Operating Room
Black Box supports the CanMEDS Physician Competency
Framework [34], which is a well-recognized framework in
the Canadian physician population. With regard to the inner
setting, there was a favorable culture to support research
as well as strong leadership engagement. The team also
conducted an information campaign to create an
implementation climate that facilitated access to information
and boosted the receptivity of the involved individuals to
the Operating Room Black Box. Barriers in the inner setting
included competing with other existing projects for budget
and resources and the lack of a working model between the
hospital and its research institute. As a result, significant
time was invested by the Research Manager to liaise
between the 2 institutions. The Research Manager
subsequently worked with the Vice President of Innovation
and Quality at the hospital to improve the processes in the
future.

3. Characteristics of the individuals involved: This domain
describes the perceived control, attitudes, norms, and
intentions of individuals impacted by the intervention—in
this case, surgical patients and staff. An interview study
was conducted prior to Operating Room Black Box
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implementation to study the perceptions of these
individuals. It was found that patients had positive beliefs
toward the use of Operating Room Black Box to improve
patient safety, and staff identified themselves with the
hospital’s commitment to improve patient safety and care,
both of which contributed to a receptive environment during
implementation. The interviews also revealed some
questions and misconceptions from staff about the
intervention, which were used to develop key messages for
the information campaign.

4. Process of implementation: This domain describes the active
change process used to promote individual and
organizational use of the intervention. It is composed of 4
essential activities: planning, engaging, executing, and
evaluating. The Operating Room Black Box implementation

revealed several major barriers related to planning, for
instance, a lack of clear administrative process to follow
for the implementation of innovation in the hospital, making
it challenging to develop a comprehensive implementation
plan. However, the team had built strong collaborations
with the hospital’s capital project team and clinical
departments, which greatly facilitated an effective
engagement process and execution of the intervention.

The CFIR framework allowed us to assess current context
through identifying major barriers and facilitators associated
with implementing the Operating Room Black Box in a hospital
setting. We were able to develop corresponding strategies to
overcome certain barriers and play our strengths at the systemic,
organizational, and individual levels. Details of barriers and
facilitators using the CFIR tool are reported in Table 1.
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Table 1. Barriers and facilitators to Operating Room Black Box implementation at the institutional level according to the consolidated framework for
implementation research.

Additional detailsDomain, facilitators and barriers

Characteristics of the Operating Room Black Box intervention

Facilitators

The research team secured grant funding for the purchase of the device.
Long term maintenance is expected to be minimal.

Adaptability: The platform is a highly adaptable. Its use can be
tailored to local needs.

Operation of the system is simple and completely unobtrusive.Trialability: The platform is implemented on a small scale (one
operating room only) and is easily reversible.

N/AaRelative advantage: There is no other existing intervention that
could achieve the desired details and minimal intrusiveness of-
fered by the platform.

Barriers

Each institution has its own rules and structures related to information
technology, which limited the team’s ability to draw on the experiences
of other centers.

Evidence of strength and quality: New technology that lacks
supporting evidence on its use to improving patient care.

Before the approval of the project, there was no way for the research team
to estimate costs associated with implementing the Operating Room Black
Box at our institution.

Costs: There are costs associated with the purchase, installation,
and maintenance of the equipment.

Outer setting

Facilitators

There was a general positive environment in the outer setting that promotes
the use of technology in improving patient care.

Patient needs: Improving teamwork has been identified as a sus-
tainable and practical way to promote patient safety.

Evidenced by successful implementation of the Operating Room Black
Box nationally and internationally.

Peer pressure: The platform has been successfully implemented
in 4 other hospitals in Ontario.

The lack of other alternatives to collect the same level of data in such an
unobtrusive way also makes the Operating Room Black Box a favorable
option.

Cosmopolitanism: Collaboration with experienced implementers
to share best practices.

N/AExternal policy and incentives: The concept of Operating Room
Black Box supports the CanMEDS Physician Competency
Framework.

Inner setting

Facilitators

Letters of support were received from the Chief Executive Officer and
numerous department heads to secure grant funding to purchase the device.

Culture: Organizational commitment to support research to im-
prove patient care.

We established our network of support through early engagement with
the senior leadership team (1 year prior to funding received).

Readiness for implementation, leadership engagement: Overall
strong support and commitment from leadership.

Our information campaign included emails, posters, internal website,
presentations at rounds, pamphlets, excerpts in internal newsletters,
stakeholder meetings, etc.

Access to knowledge and information: A comprehensive infor-
mation campaign was in place to inform affected patients and
clinicians of the intervention and how it would not affect their
care.

We have a structured opt-out process, which allows patients and clinicians
to decline being recorded at 4 different time points. This strategy aims to

Implementation climate: The information campaign also aimed
to promote positive momentum toward better practice and care
through increased transparency and open discussions.

Integration of Operating Room Black Box recording with existing
work process.

Patient advisors engaged early in the project design.

increase transparency and to build a trusting relationship. This approach
was developed in collaboration with clinician representatives and the Re-
search Ethics Board.

Barriers

Lack of within-institution communication.Readiness for implementation, available resources: Concurrent
budget cutting and other competing projects at the institutional
level.
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Additional detailsDomain, facilitators and barriers

The research institute’s contract office faced many challenges related to
the lack of an internal working model to collaborate with the hospital’s
contract office and to determine who will be leading the negotiation of
the project’s contract component. The Operating Room Black Box involves
both research and clinical practice and therefore required approvals from
both the Research Ethics Board and hospital administration. However,
there was no standard procedure for the research team to follow.

Networks and communications: Lack of a working model between
the hospital and research institute for implementation of new
technology into clinical practice.

Characteristics and attitudes of clinicians, patients, and senior leadership

Facilitators

Interviews with 15 surgical patients across the hospital’s 3 campuses
confirmed support and appreciation for the Operating Room Black Box.

Knowledge and beliefs about the intervention: Patients are open
to the initiative.

Interviews with 17 perioperative clinicians and 9 hospital administrators
identified a desire for progress and improving patient care (paper under
final peer review). Patient advisors supported implementation.

Individual identification with organization: Shared staff commit-
ment to improve patient safety and care.

Barriers

The interviews conducted also revealed that clinicians had many questions
and misconceptions related to the use of the technology.

Knowledge and beliefs about the intervention: Clinician skepti-
cism regarding the value of new technology and perceived lack
of trust in hospital management.

Operating Room Black Box implementation process

Facilitators

A peer-to-peer approach in communicating

Operating Room Black Box progress was particularly useful.

Engaging: Collaboration with the hospital’s capital project team
on the installation.

Rather than sending out Operating Room Black Box communications
through the research team, we collaborated with project champions and
department leaders, who helped distribute Operating Room Black
Box–related information.

Engaging: Use of an information campaign to ensure that all af-
fected patients and clinicians are well informed.

We believed that people were more responsive and felt more comfortable
expressing their questions or concerns to their professional peers than to
the research team directly. The research team ensured that any expressed
concerns were addressed and that any required opt-out paper work was
filled out, hence promoting a positive environment to discuss the Operating
Room Black Box with professional peers, while minimizing the extra
burden on our project champions.

Executing: Use of soft launch to stress test the data collection
protocol.

Standardization of communication process for anticipated patient
inquiries.

N/APlanning and engaging: Kick-off meeting and regular newsletters.

N/AEarly and ongoing engagement of patient advisors

We created a one-page process flow map and training materials to ensure
that key actors and assessors were aware of the “big picture,” and the re-
search team filled in the gaps when questions were raised.

Communication strategy developed and accounted for various
audiences.

Barriers

N/APlanning: Lack of knowledge of administrative process in the
hospital.

Unawareness of new committees and services that need to be
informed of the Operating Room Black Box

N/AExecuting: Participants are free to opt out from the program,
making it impossible to predict participation rate.

Implementation limited to some (not all) clinicians, creating
multiple workflows for the same process.

Hidden costs.

aN/A: not applicable.

Implementation Period
The Operating Room Black Box implementation process was
initially anticipated to be 6 months but it took 15 months due
to unanticipated institutional barriers. A solution had to be found

to each of these barriers, drawing upon implementation
facilitators related to our planned research with the Operating
Room Black Box and the technology tool installation. To allow
for installation, the operating room in which the Operating Room
Black Box was to be installed was closed for 7 days. The
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Operating Room Black Box was installed on June 29, 2018. On
the door of the operating room, a sign informing all individuals
that the device was present in that operating room was displayed
(Multimedia Appendix 4). Following installation and testing,
recording commenced in August 2018. Study data collection
began in January 2019.

Discussion

This paper summarizes our approach to implementation of the
Operating Room Black Box at a large academic Canadian center.

This approach may be useful to guide implementation of
technological tools for direct observation of clinical performance
at other centers. Specifically, our approach highlights the utility
of engaging stakeholders early in the implementation process
and identifying barriers and facilitators across individual and
organizational levels. Key strategies for successful
implementation of technological tools for observing clinical
performance, based on our experience with the Operating Room
Black Box, are summarized in Textbox 1.

Textbox 1. Key strategies for successful implementation of the technological tools for direct observation of clinical performance.

• Engage stakeholders at the earliest phase and throughout the implementation process

• Assess all potential associated costs in advance of implementation

• Apply for installation funding

• Engage stakeholders at all levels (patients, frontline clinicians, hospital administrators, research, ethics, privacy, information technology, etc)

• Identify champions across professions

• Develop a user-centered communication and implementation plan (ie, tailored to patients and health care providers of local institution)

• Learn and map the local organization and roles and responsibilities across departments (eg, which offices need to be informed and involved)

• Include a “buffer” period in project timelines in case of unexpected delays

• Draw on implementation theory (eg, Theoretical Domains Framework, Consolidated Framework for Implementation Research)

• Develop collaborative research partnerships

• Document the implementation process

• Develop a patient engagement plan

When considering introducing technological tools for direct
observation of performance in a clinical context, it is
instrumental to engage with key stakeholders and funding
agencies as early as possible in order to procure all necessary
resources for implementation. Although we accounted for the
cost of the tool itself, we did not anticipate several secondary
costs associated with the project (eg, engineering time for
modifications to the operating room, operating room closure
during installation). Thus, it is critical to consider all potential
costs prior to engaging in implementation of any technological
tool in order to improve efficiency and reduce additional costs.

The partnerships we developed across stakeholder groups proved
to be critical in obtaining all required approvals, finding
solutions to barriers, and acquiring sufficient human and
financial resources. Stakeholder engagement is a best practice
that is applicable across technological tools. This is supported
by the broader literature on implementing technology in health
care [35] as well as guidelines in medical education for
implementing methods of directly observing clinical practice
[36]. In the case of the Operating Room Black Box, stakeholder
engagement was central to the implementation success,
particularly as challenges were encountered across multiple
levels, from individual consent processes to regulatory systems.

During our implementation of the Operating Room Black Box,
we simultaneously sought support from both senior leadership
and frontline clinicians and made sure to listen to and
incorporate feedback whenever possible. This facilitated a
collaborative and solution-focused implementation approach.

For example, our implied consent model emerged from
consultation with the OHSN-REB, patients, clinical leaders,
and frontline clinicians. Engaging frontline clinicians through
a formal qualitative study and finding clinician champions also
played a significant role during implementation, as concerns
could be proactively addressed. Providing various opportunities
for stakeholders to be heard and for stakeholders to receive
information also helped to reduce any resistance that may have
initially been present. Building a solid frontline support team
may therefore be essential to creating positive momentum during
the implementation phase of any technological tool. This type
of approach could also facilitate knowledge translation and
dissemination of results from the data gathered.

Beyond our collaboration with perioperative clinicians of all
professions, administrators, and researchers, a second notable
strength of our implementation approach was patient
engagement. While patient engagement in other areas of health
care has been well-documented [37], there is a clear knowledge
gap regarding patient engagement in surgical patient safety
research. This is problematic, in particular, given that patients
are most vulnerable and unable to advocate for their own needs
while under anesthesia. Our partnership with our patient advisors
was essential for making our information campaign
patient-centered and for aligning research priorities with those
of patients. Significant efforts were made to plan for patient
engagement activities, including detailing roles and
responsibilities, timelines, level of effort, contributions,
outreach, and evaluation. These evaluations allowed regular
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assessments to occur throughout the project and indicated both
a positive experience by all team members and a meaningful
impact on the project. Patient advisors also attended various
local and international conferences, which helped to build
momentum across institutions that are using or planning to use
the Operating Room Black Box, fostering future collaborations
to engage patients in surgical safety research on a larger scale.

Using technology for direct observation of clinical performance
has many potential benefits for both patients and health care
providers [11,38]. For example, data from the Operating Room
Black Box system can be used to enhance training by learning
from safety threats and resiliency supports. This, in turn, may
improve processes of care and patient outcome. Of course, there
are legal aspects of video and audio capture in health care, which
warrant discussion. Although health care providers may have
concerns about medicolegal risks, consultations with legal
experts suggest recorded data would be protected under the
Healthcare Quality Improvement Act, 1986 (HCQIA) in the
United States and the Quality of Care Information Protection
Act, 2016 (QCIPA) in Canada. The HCQIA protects medical
professionals from prosecution for conduct that undergoes peer
review, while QCIPA allows quality improvement matters,
including critical incidents, to be openly discussed among health
professionals. Essentially, each of these pieces of legislation
aim to further improve the quality through open communication

without fear of reprisal. As with any new form of data collection,
time is needed to continue to study and address its implications.
That being said, as long as technology such as the Operating
Room Black Box continues to be implemented by and for
frontline health care providers in partnership with patients, it is
likely to result in innovative quality improvement that
simultaneously protects operating room teams, hospitals, and
patients—all working together toward the same common goal
of quality of care.

We recognize that the approach described in this paper
represents the implementation experience of a unique
technological tool at 1 large academic Canadian center only and
that there may be center-specific factors, which may be
important to explore prior to implementation. Nonetheless, the
overall general approach and documentation process that we
report in this paper may be useful to other centers aiming to
implement technological tools for direct observation of clinical
performance in the operating room.

In conclusion, this paper represents the first step toward
evidence-guided implementation of technologies for direct
observation of performance for research and quality
improvement in surgery. With technology increasingly being
used in health care settings, the health care community should
aim to optimize implementation processes in the best interest
of health care professionals and patients.
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Abstract

Background: Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) with vigorous study designs are vital for determining the efficacy of
treatments. Despite the high internal validity attributed to RCTs, external validity concerns limit the generalizability of results
to the general population. Bias can be introduced, for example, when study participants who self-select into a trial are more
motivated to comply with study conditions than are other individuals. These external validity considerations extend to e-mental
health (eMH) research, especially when eMH tools are designed for public access and provide minimal or no supervision.

Objective: Clustering techniques were employed to identify engagement profiles of RCT participants and community users of
a self-guided eMH program. This exploratory approach inspected actual, not theorized, RCT participant and community user
engagement patterns. Both samples had access to the eMH program over the same time period and received identical usage
recommendations on the eMH program website. The aim of this study is to help gauge expectations of similarities and differences
in usage behaviors of an eMH tool across evaluation and naturalistic contexts.

Methods: Australian adults signed up to myCompass, a self-guided online treatment program created to reduce mild to moderate
symptoms of negative emotions. They did so either by being part of an RCT onboarding (160/231, 69.6% female) or by accessing
the program freely on the internet (5563/8391, 66.30% female) between October 2011 and October 2012. During registration,
RCT participants and community users provided basic demographic information. Usage metrics (number of logins, trackings,
and learning activities) were recorded by the system.

Results: Samples at sign-up differed significantly in age (P=.003), with community users being on average 3 years older (mean
41.78, SD 13.64) than RCT participants (mean 38.79, SD 10.73). Furthermore, frequency of program use was higher for RCT
participants on all usage metrics compared to community users through the first 49 days after registration (all P values <.001).
Two-step cluster analyses revealed 3 user groups in the RCT sample (Nonstarters, 10-Timers, and 30+-Timers) and 2 user groups
in the community samples (2-Timers and 20-Timers). Groups seemed comparable in patterns of use but differed in magnitude,
with RCT participant usage groups showing more frequent engagement than community usage groups. Only the high-usage group
among RCT participants approached myCompass usage recommendations.

Conclusions: Findings suggested that external validity concerns of RCT designs may arise with regards to the predicted magnitude
of eMH program use rather than overall usage styles. Following up RCT nonstarters may help provide unique insights into why
individuals choose not to engage with an eMH program despite generally being willing to participate in an eMH evaluation study.
Overestimating frequency of engagement with eMH tools may have theoretical implications and potentially impact economic
considerations for plans to disseminate these tools to the general public.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e18348)   doi:10.2196/18348
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Introduction

Well-designed randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are widely
seen as the gold standard for determining treatment efficacy as
random assignment to either a treatment or control group allows
for the isolation of the treatment effect from both known and
unknown confounding factors [1]. Although the importance of
RCTs in establishing internal validity is undisputed, researchers
have pointed out the external validity concerns of RCTs [2].
These concerns relate to participant selection, attention,
retention, researcher contact, and specifics and frequency of
data collection—all of which can limit the generalizability of
findings to the general public.

Such external validity considerations may be even more justified
when considering those RCTs that evaluate e-mental health
(eMH) programs, which are designed to deliver effective,
scalable mental health care in the community [3-6]. For example,
RCTs of eMH programs often selectively recruit from online
communities [7] and provide a level of direction for adhering
to usage recommendations (eg, reminders) that users in the
general public will not encounter, particularly in self-guided
eMH programs. These top-down practices affecting user attrition
have been described as “push factors” [8]. RCT participants
may also be particularly motivated to follow the research
protocol and have researcher contact, which likely differs from
how the general public experience an eMH program.
Furthermore, deterministic approaches to evaluating eMH
program effectiveness do not necessarily reflect the
ever-changing eMH landscape [5]. As Sieverink and colleagues
[9] pointed out, RCTs lack the ability to inform about processes
(ie, how behavior evolves between the pre-, post-, and follow-up
assessments) or which program components (or combination
thereof) contribute to improvements in mental health outcomes.
It is therefore pivotal for eMH interventions to show that the
treatment effects initially shown in RCTs can translate into
real-world benefits in practicable ways.

Despite the need for eMH programs to be applicable to
real-world conditions, information on the external validity of
eMH treatment outcomes is not widely available. In a recent
systematic review of digital interventions addressing comorbid
depressive symptoms and substance use, only 1 of the 6 studies
examined reported on the comparability of the sample used to
the wider population [10]. Similarly, in a review paper of mobile
apps promoting physical activity, Blackman and colleagues [11]
found that all mobile health intervention studies considered
(N=20) reported on treatment effectiveness, but only 4 of these
studies reported on how representative the study sample was
for the target population.

This problem extends to eMH program design. A considerable
body of research examining the effects of different eMH design
features on behavioral changes has not addressed the question
of how applicable these findings are once the programs are
disseminated [3]. Although at least some studies address
limitations to the generalization of eMH trial findings, studies

examining how or if study protocols influence eMH engagement
behaviors are rare. Arguably, whether or not a study protocol
influences participant behavior constitutes another important
factor in establishing the external validity of eMH findings [4].
One comparison between RCT and real-world uptake was
undertaken with moodgym, an eMH program aimed at reducing
anxiety and depression. It showed that public registrants were
less likely than RCT participants to complete the recommended
number of treatment modules [12]. Interestingly, however,
symptom reductions over time were comparable between both
RCT and community user groups, raising the question of
whether a reduced protocol may yield similar benefits.

This short paper attempts to deepen the discussion on the
influence of the RCT environment on eMH engagement
behavior by presenting engagement patterns of RCT participants
and community users of an eMH tool, called myCompass, side
by side. Our aim is to explore whether patterns of program
engagement differ between RCT participants who receive usage
recommendations as part of being involved in an evaluation
study versus users in the general community who receive the
same usage recommendations only on the myCompass
homepage. The goal of this paper is to examine engagement
rather than outcomes; therefore, we are presenting cluster
analysis findings that help visualize behavioral patterns rather
than quantify differences in health and well-being.

Methods

Program Description
The present analyses are based on the first version of
myCompass, an eMH program that was available to all
Australians between 2011 and 2018. myCompass is hosted and
run by the Black Dog Institute, and funded by the Australian
Department of Health. Version 1 of this self-guided program
offered online mental health resources and activities to address
mild to moderate symptoms of depression, anxiety, and stress.
Core functionalities of myCompass were the daily tracking and
learning activities components. The tracking function allowed
users to track up to 3 moods, behaviors, or cognitions (eg,
sadness, alcohol consumption, worry) in real time. Users
indicated their current states on an interval scale from low (0)
to high (10). Another main function of myCompass was learning
activities. Learning activities were a set of 14 modules which
aimed at aiding beneficial behaviors such as goal setting, sleep
quality, or managing fear and anxiety. Each module was split
into 2 to 3 sessions to promote skill-building exercises over the
course of several days and took about 10 to 15 minutes to
complete online.

Samples
Our study considered engagement data from 2 distinct samples:
(1) an RCT participant sample and (2) a naturalistic community
sample of general public users who freely adopted myCompass.
All participants and users registered to version 1.0 of
myCompass between October 2011 and October 2012. Trial
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participants and community users freely registered either to the
research study or directly to the myCompass website. Trial
recruitment took place through multiple avenues, such as social
media posts on Facebook and announcements on the Black Dog
Institute volunteer research register [13], while the myCompass
website could be found spontaneously through internet search
engines. RCT participants and general public users received the
same usage recommendations on the myCompass home page
of completing at least 2 modules and using the tracking function
once a day (see Figure 1). All users, independent of whether or
not they were part of the research study, set the frequency of
program use reminders in line with their own preferences on
the myCompass website. However, only research participants
were able contact research staff.

The RCT sample comprised 231 participants allocated to the
eMH treatment group for the initial evaluation study of
myCompass [13]. Exclusion criteria for entering the study were
being younger than 18 or older than 75 years, not possessing

an internet-enabled mobile phone, not having access to a
computer with internet and email, and showing either minimal
or severe symptoms of depression and anxiety as determined
by symptom scores on the Depression Anxiety and Stress Scale
[14].

The community sample comprised 8391 adults who registered
for myCompass on their own accord. Community members
needed to provide a valid email address and mobile phone
number to verify their willingness to register to the program.
As part of the profile setup within the myCompass program,
RCT participants and community users alike completed
assessments of common mental health symptoms, which formed
the basis for tracking recommendations made by the program
[13]. If scores indicated severe distress (ie, depression, anxiety,
or a stress scores of 8 or higher out of 10) or suicidal ideation,
the sign-up process was terminated and individuals were
redirected to the Black Dog Institute website with information
on how to seek immediate support.

Figure 1. Screenshot of myCompass homepage with usage recommendations.
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Measurement of User Engagement
We selected 4 usage metrics to assess user engagement. These
were number of logins, number of logged trackings (irrespective
of how many items were tracked at any one time), number of
learning activities started, and number of learning activities
completed.

Statistical Analysis
All analyses were conducted in SPSS version 25 (IBM Corp).
Participants using myCompass as part of the RCT and those in
the community sample were initially compared using chi-square
and t tests. We then conducted 2 two-step cluster analyses to
determine distinct usage groups within the RCT participant and
community user samples. A two-step cluster analysis allows
for the detection of naturalistic (ie, not hypothesis-driven)
groupings within a data set by way of examining distances
between data points (step 1). Based on these distance
calculations, an algorithm (step 2) determines the number of

groupings or clusters for each data set. In the current analysis,
we selected the log-likelihood distance measure and the Schwarz
Bayesian information criterion statistic to determine the most
appropriate number of clusters.

Results

Demographic Information
Data were available for 8622 users of myCompass. Table 1
shows the basic demographic information and online
engagement behaviors of individuals taking part in the
myCompass RCT and those signing up to myCompass via the
program’s website. Although both groups had similar gender
ratios (RCT: 160/231, 69.6% female; general public: 5563/8391,
66.30% female; P=.30), community users were on average 3
years older than RCT participants (P=.003). Notably, all average
access and engagements statistics were higher for RCT
participants than for general public users (all P values <.001).

Table 1. Mean, SD, and between-group statistics on demographic information and usage behavior through 49 days (N=8622).

dP valuesF testCommunity sample (n=8391), mean (SD)RCTa sample (n=231), mean (SD)Variable

0.20.0039.0741.78 (13.64)38.79 (10.73)Age (years)

N/A.301.07b1.66 (0.47)1.70 (0.46)Female (%)

1.01<.001229.213.90 (6.91)11.26 (15.78)49-day logins (n)

1.24<.001343.482.57 (5.95)11.26 (10.42)49-day trackings (n)

0.71<.001113.810.53 (0.85)1.14 (1.62)49-day modc started (n)

1.57<.001555.850.12 (0.53)1.02 (1.53)49-day mod completed (n)

aRCT: randomized controlled trial.
bChi-square statistic.
cmod: modules.

Two-Step Cluster Analyses
A number of RCT participants allocated to the myCompass
group did not proceed to register to myCompass (73/231, 31.6%)
and therefore did not provide any engagement data. To make
the RCT group more comparable to the general public sample
(where each person registered to myCompass and provided
engagement data), we removed these participants from the
sample used for the cluster analysis. Table 2 shows the results
of the cluster analysis among RCT participants who were
allocated to myCompass for the duration of the 7-week
intervention period. The cluster analysis yielded 2 distinct user
groups among the RCT participants. Results of a multivariate
analysis of variance confirmed significant cluster group
differences on all 4 usage variables (all P values <.001; see

Table 2), indicating that the clustering procedure was successful
in establishing distinct user groups.

The first and larger user group (114/158, 72.2%) were
“10-Timers” who logged into their assigned program around 9
times (mean 8.84, SE 2.01) and used myCompass mainly for
tracking (mean 7.77, SE 1.83) rather than completing learning
activities (mean 0.23, SE 0.21). The second user group (44/158,
27.8%) were “30+-Timers”, who logged into myCompass every
other day (mean 36.20, SE 1.71). When the 30+-Timers logged
on, they used the program’s tracking function (mean 34.59, SE
1.56) in addition to starting and completing around three
learning activities (modules started: mean 3.36, SE 0.19;
modules completed: mean 2.67, SE 0.18) over the course of 7
weeks.
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Table 2. Cluster analysis groupings of 158 myCompass randomized controlled trial participants’ usage behaviors and multivariate analysis of variance
testing of the significant difference between clusters.

P valuesF test (1, 156)30+-Timers (n=44), mean (SE)10-Timers (n=114), mean (SE)Nonstarters (n=73), mean (SE)Variables

.025.8241.40 (8.09)37.08 (10.71)38.79 (10.73)aAge (years)

.620.241.66 (0.48)1.70 (0.46)1.70 (0.46)aFemale (%)

<.001184.5336.20 (1.71)8.84 (2.01)N/ALogins (n)

<.001214.7334.59 (1.56)7.77 (1.83)N/ATrackings (n)

<.001145.223.36 (0.19)0.77 (0.22)N/AModb started (n)

<.001156.732.67 (0.18)0.23 (0.21)N/AMod completed (n)

aDemographic information on Nonstarters is included for informational purposes and was not part of the analysis.
bmod: modules.

Table 3 presents the results of the cluster analysis in the general
public. Similar to findings among RCT participants, the
community sample cluster analysis yielded 2 distinct clusters
that differed across all usage variables (all P values <.001). The
vast majority of general public users (7681/8391, 91.54%) were
“2-Timers” or individuals who entered myCompass
approximately twice (mean 2.25, SE 0.17) and used the tracking
function once (mean 1.13, SE 0.14). The average module
completion neared zero in this group (mean 0.03, SE 0.02).

The second and considerably smaller group were the
“20-Timers” (710/8391, 8.46%) who used myCompass
consistently. Members of this group logged in on average 22
times (mean 21.82, SE 0.16) and used the tracking function the
majority of the time (mean 18.06, SE 0.14) over a 7-week
period. In addition, 20-Timers started about 2 modules (mean
1.98, SE 0.03) and completed 1 (mean 1.07, SE 0.02) during
this time.

Graphical representations of the cluster solutions can be found
in Figures S1 and S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Table 3. Cluster analysis groupings of 8391 myCompass general public users usage behaviors and multivariate analysis of variance testing of the
significant difference between clusters.

P valuesF test (1, 8389)20-Timers (n=710), mean (SE)2-Timers (n=7681), mean (SE)Variables

.034.5942.83 (13.33)41.70 (13.67)Age (years)

.780.081.67 (0.47)1.66 (0.47)Female (%)

<.00113803.5521.82 (0.16)2.25 (0.17)Logins (n)

<.00114057.6018.06 (0.14)1.13 (0.14)Trackings (n)

<.0013145.511.98 (0.03)0.40 (0.03)Modules started (n)

<.0013670.391.07 (0.02)0.03 (0.02)Modules completed (n)

Discussion

This paper presents findings on individual usage behaviors for
an Australian eMH tool, either as part of an RCT or as an
open-access tool freely adopted by the general public.
Exploratory findings reveal that the same number of usage
groups emerged in both data sets: a large “lower-intensity”
usage group and a smaller “higher-intensity” usage group.
However, our findings revealed interesting differences between
the 2 data sets that warrant consideration. First, the general
community group tended to be older than the RCT group and
overall used the eMH program significantly less frequently
based on all usage metrics. Of further note, a considerable
number of individuals registered to myCompass directly and
were not part of the research trial. This could be because
participation in a research study is more time intensive, as
research volunteers are required to complete psychometric
measures in addition to using the eMH tool. It is also possible
that only a relatively smaller number of individuals were
exposed to the research trial recruitment calls, while a greater

number of interested individuals were able to discover the
myCompass website using internet search engines.

Second, although the cluster analytical findings revealed 2
behavioral groups across both samples, the magnitude of usage
was higher in the RCT sample for both usage groups. For
example, the low-usage group in the RCT logged in an average
of 9 times, while the low-usage group in the general community
logged in only about twice on average. The high-usage group
in the RCT sample was, again, not only higher in magnitude
(about 35 logins on average as opposed to about 20 logins in
the general community), but also proportionally bigger than
that in the community sample. Specifically, 27.8% (44/158) of
RCT users were identified as frequent users (30+-Timers),
whereas only 8.46% (710/8391) of general public users were
identified as such (20-Timers). Accordingly, the 30+-Timers
RCT group completed the recommended 2 or more learning
activities and came closest to the tracking recommendations of
49 logged trackings, whereas the 20-Timers community sample
group clearly did not meet the tracking or learning activity
recommendations. Thus, only the high-usage RCT group could
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be described as “adhering” to the learning activity
recommendations, and no group adhered to the tracking
recommendations.

Our findings add weight to Cavanagh’s [4] concerns about
external validity in eMH trials, suggesting that inferences about
real-world engagement from RCT data indeed should be made
with caution. Although sample composition and usage patterns
were comparable between the RCT and general community
users, generalizing from the RCT sample would have
overestimated the magnitude of real-world program engagement.
One potential reason for this could be the differing motivation
for eMH adoption. In our study, RCT participants seemed to
be more motivated to use the eMH program and to use the core
functionalities more consistently than were users in the general
public. It is possible that, beyond the willingness to participate
in mental health research, the aims stated in the Participant
Information Statement inadvertently attracted individuals who
were interested in the topic of eMH and therefore more
motivated to engage with an eMH tool in general and with the
activities recommended to them in particular. On the other side
of the behavioral spectrum, we uncovered a unique set of
individuals in the RCT population who were willing to
participate in the RCT but did not proceed to register to the
online mental health tool (ie, Nonstarters). These participants
were not representative of the community population because
they did not encounter the eMH tool at all.

Our study is unique in that we contrasted RCT and general
public behavioral patterns for the same eMH program during
the same time period, maximizing the comparability of users’
eMH experience while minimizing the influence of historical
factors. However, some limitations of our analyses warrant
consideration. First, our analytic techniques only allowed for a
limited number of engagement variables, but many other
variables, such as the number of tracking reminders a user sets,
could have provided us with a more detailed picture of eMH
engagement behavior. Second, we were only able to study those
users who actually engaged with the core functionalities of the
program repeatedly; therefore, our findings largely reflect
individuals motivated to adopt an eMH program. Third, the data
reported in this paper were collected between 2011 and 2012
and certainly would have made a timelier contribution then.

Technological advances since this time include improvements
in interface design and user experience features, such as
chatbots, gamification, and virtual reality [15,16]. However,
these relatively more high-tech solutions have yet to be fully
integrated into the digital mental health landscape [16]. Thus,
we believe that the general knowledge and discussion derived
from this analysis, which inspected usage behaviors along
common metrics such as logins, module usage, and mood
monitoring, still bears relevance today. Fourth, the observed
effect may be limited in scope. It is possible that the findings
presented in this paper only apply to unguided eMH
interventions. Usage patterns may differ for eMH programs that
provide therapist assistance, which generally facilitates
engagement [17]. Last, we did not examine the significance of
differences observed across samples. This short paper focused
on eMH engagement rather than outcomes, as our goal for this
study was to reignite a discussion of the real-world applicability
of eMH engagement data derived from RCT findings.

In summary, our findings suggest that eMH engagement in
RCTs likely matches the type of eMH engagement in real-world
users, but may overestimate the magnitude of such engagement.
This could be an important consideration for eMH researchers,
designers, and policy makers, as they implement eMH tools
after efficacy is established. We recommend that future eMH
trials examine whether participant selection and per protocol
instructions affect usage behavior, and if so, that due
consideration be given to this in implementation planning.
Similarly, those planning a wide-scale rollout of new eMH tools
should consider which aspects of the original trial may help in
promoting usage and whether similar methods can be used in
the real world. Ecological validity in eMH engagement science
is also relevant to theoretical investigations of how eMH tools
improve individuals’ well-being. Mechanisms of change
established in RCTs must be practicable in the real world for
eMH to deliver on its promise of effective and scalable mental
health care. Ultimately, the goal of improving eMH engagement
science is to set realistic expectations of eMH benefits—both
health and economic—and understand how to maximize these.
The more accurately we can speak to eMH engagement, the
more fruitful both eMH science and policy will be going
forward.
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Abstract

Background: Web-based interventions are effective for several psychological problems. However, recruitment, adherence, and
missing data are challenges when evaluating these interventions.

Objective: This study aimed to describe the use patterns during the commencement phase, possible retention patterns (continuation
of data provision), and responses to prompts and reminders among participants in 2 randomized controlled trials (RCTs) evaluating
web-based interventions.

Methods: Data on use patterns logged in 2 RCTs aiming to reduce symptoms of anxiety and depression among adult patients
recently diagnosed with cancer (AdultCan RCT) and patients with a recent myocardial infarction (Heart RCT) were analyzed.
The web-based intervention in the AdultCan trial consisted of unguided self-help and psychoeducation and that in the Heart trial
consisted of therapist-supported cognitive behavioral therapy. In total, 2360 participants’ use patterns at first log-in, including
data collection at baseline (ie, commencement) and at 2 follow-ups, were analyzed. Both the intervention and comparison groups
were analyzed.

Results: At commencement, 70.85% (909/1283) and 86.82% (935/1077) of the participants in AdultCan and Heart RCTs,
respectively, logged in and completed baseline data collection after receiving a welcome email with log-in credentials. The median
duration of the first log-in was 44 minutes and 38 minutes in AdultCan and Heart RCTs, respectively. Slightly less than half of
the participants’ first log-ins were completed outside standard office hours. More than 80% (92/114 and 103/111) of the participants
in both trials explored the intervention within 2 weeks of being randomized to the treatment group, with a median duration of 7
minutes and 47 minutes in AdultCan and Heart RCTs, respectively. There was a significant association between intervention
exploration time during the first 2 weeks and retention in the Heart trial but not in the AdultCan trial. However, the control group
was most likely to retain and provide complete follow-up data. Across the 3 time points of data collection explored in this study,
the proportion of participants responding to all questionnaires within 1 week from the prompt, without a reminder, varied between
35.45% (413/1165) and 66.3% (112/169). After 2 reminders, up to 97.6% (165/169) of the participants responded.

Conclusions: Most participants in both RCTs completed the baseline questionnaires within 1 week of receiving the welcome
email. Approximately half of them answered questions at baseline data collection outside office hours, suggesting that the time
flexibility inherent in web-based interventions contributes to commencement and use. In contrast to what was expected, the
intervention groups generally had lower completion rates than the comparison groups. About half of the participants completed
the questionnaires without a reminder, but thereafter, reminders contributed to both baseline and follow-up retention, suggesting
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they were effective. Strategies to increase commencement of and retention in eHealth interventions are important for the future
development of effective interventions and relevant research.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24590)   doi:10.2196/24590

KEYWORDS

log data analysis; use pattern; retention; dropout; attrition; online intervention; online data

Introduction

Background
Web-based interventions are efficient for mental health problems
such as symptoms of anxiety, depression, and posttraumatic
stress [1-4], with effects lasting up to 3 years after treatment
[5-7]. However, studies evaluating web-based interventions
struggle with low use, where some participants never log in or
commence the intervention at all [8,9] and where retention rates,
that is, the continuation of participant data provision, vary
between 17% and 98% [10-13]. The problem of low retention
has been continuously reported in relation to web-based
interventions and research and has even been discussed in terms
of the law of attrition [13]. Although this problem is not unique
to eHealth, the complexity of the field makes attrition almost
inevitable, and it is thus important to highlight, measure, and
discuss its determinants to be able to improve future eHealth
interventions and research, for example, regarding usability,
efficacy, and increased acceptability [13]. Disease severity [14],
symptoms of anxiety [15], technical issues, lack of motivation,
time constraints, the complexity of the intervention, low
expectations of its efficacy, compatibility with participants’
profiles, and current needs [13,16] have been reported by
participants as reasons for noncommencement and low retention
[8,17-21]. Demographic variables such as younger age, higher
level of education, and female gender are often associated with
increased retention in web-based intervention studies [22].

In web-based intervention trials, it is possible to track
participants’activities in the intervention by logging use patterns
with high precision, including recording every click a participant
makes on the web-based platform when working with the
intervention and answering questionnaires [23]. Automatized
and standardized reminders via emails or text messages are
often used to support retention at low cost and with minimal
effort [12]. Previous findings indicate that the majority of
participants in randomized controlled trials (RCTs) evaluating
a web-based intervention perceived reminders as harmless, well
accepted, and useful, but the effectiveness of reminders in
increasing retention in this type of intervention has seldom been
evaluated systematically [24,25]. Log data could be valuable
for analyzing the patients’ use patterns in web-based
interventions and their overall utility [26,27].

Aim and Research Questions
The overall aim of this study is to describe use patterns of
participants in 2 RCTs evaluating web-based interventions
aimed at reducing symptoms of anxiety and depression in adult
patients with cancer (AdultCan trial [28]) and patients who
recently had a myocardial infarction (Heart trial [8]) when (1)
logging in to the portal for the first time for completing baseline

questionnaires (ie, commencement), (2) completing
questionnaires at the first and second follow-ups (ie, retention),
and (3) responding to prompts and reminders to fill in
questionnaires (ie, responses).

Research Questions Regarding Commencement
The research questions regarding commencement were as
follows:

• How many potential participants completed the baseline
questionnaires and how many left it incomplete?

• Was there a difference in sex or age between those who
completed the baseline questionnaires and those who did
not?

• How many days after invitation did the participants
complete the baseline questionnaires and how many logged
in more than once before completing them?

• How long did it take to complete the baseline questionnaires
and at what time of the day were the questionnaires
completed?

Research Questions Regarding Retention
The research questions regarding retention were as follows:

• How long did the participants explore the intervention after
randomization and how many completed follow-up 1 and
follow-up 2?

• Was there a difference between those allocated to treatment
versus those not regarding completion of follow-up
questionnaires?

• Was there an association between exploring activity during
the first 2 weeks and completion of follow-up
questionnaires?

Research Questions Regarding Prompts and Reminders
The research questions regarding prompts and reminders were
as follows:

• How many participants completed questionnaires at
follow-up 1 and 2, respectively, after being prompted to do
so, and how many responded to questionnaires at follow-ups
1 and 2, respectively, after being reminded one or two
times?

Methods

Design
The study had a longitudinal and descriptive correlational design
and used secondary data analysis. The primary analysis of the
efficacy of the interventions has been reported elsewhere [8,28].
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Setting
The Uppsala University Psychosocial Care (U-CARE) program
has the overarching goal of promoting psychosocial health
among patients struck by somatic diseases and their significant
others [23].

The 2 RCTs explored in this study, AdultCan [28] and Heart
[8], were conducted via the U-CARE portal (hereafter, portal),
a secure web portal developed within U-CARE.

In the AdultCan trial, a stepped-care (consisting of 2 steps)
web-based intervention was evaluated. The first step, available
for 24 months for each participant, consisted of information,
psychoeducation, and self-help material including texts, video
lectures, discussion forums, and the possibility for participants
to ask questions about cancer and its treatment and get answers
from experts. Participants still reported anxiety and depression
after access to the first step, and after 1, 4, or 7 months, they
were offered a second step consisting of 10 weeks of
therapist-supported internet-based cognitive behavioral therapy
(iCBT) [28]. Log data collected via the portal during the first
step of the intervention were analyzed in this study.

In the Heart trial, a web-based intervention consisting of 14
weeks of therapist-supported iCBT, including self-help material,
homework assignments, web-based contact with a therapist,
and peer support via a discussion forum, was evaluated. The
intervention included 10 modules, for example, behavioral
activation, cognitive restructuring, exposure, and problem
solving. Participants could choose which modules to work with
and receive weekly therapist support [8].

Participants
Log data from 1283 participants in the AdultCan trial and 1077
participants in the Heart trial were analyzed. In the AdultCan

trial, the inclusion criteria were patients with newly (within 6
months) diagnosed breast, prostate, or colorectal cancer as well
as patients with recurrence of colorectal cancer (within 6 months
of diagnosis) at 3 hospitals in Sweden. Exclusion criteria were
inability to read and understand Swedish, cognitive disability
(eg, dementia or psychosis), a constant need for care (Karnofsky
score<40), short expected survival (<3 months), severe
depression or suicide risk with regard to answers on the
Montgomery-Åsberg Depression Rating Scale-Self-Report
(MADRS-S) measure, and participation in a competing clinical
trial including prostate cancer patients receiving radiotherapy.

In the Heart trial, inclusion criteria were >7 on one or both of
the Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale (HADS) subscales.
Exclusion criteria were scheduled for coronary artery bypass
surgery; inability to use a computer, internet, email, or mobile
phone; unable to read Swedish; expected to live <1 year;
anticipated to show poor compliance (eg, substance abuse);
self-reported severe depression or suicidal ideation; MADRS-S
item 9>3; and participation in another behavioral intervention
trial. Detailed information about the methods used in the
AdultCan and Heart RCTs is provided elsewhere [8,28]. In this
study, participants who provided informed consent and were
added to the portal were considered as participants.

Procedure
In both studies, participants who self-reported symptoms of
anxiety and/or depression above the cut-off >7 on any of the
subscales of the HADS were randomized to either the treatment
group or the control group. In the AdultCan trial, those scoring
below the cut-off on both subscales were assigned to a reference
group that was followed longitudinally. Details of the procedure
at commencement and data collection in the AdultCan and Heart
trials are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. The procedure at commencement and follow-up data collection in AdultCan and Heart trials.

Phase, Studies

Heart trialAdultCan trial

Commencement

•• Eligible persons were informed about the study at a regular hospital

visit shortly after discharge from the hospital after an MIb. Poten-
tial participants were then contacted again 8 weeks after the MI
by the study staff via telephone.

Eligible persons were informed about the study at a regular hospital
visit or by telephone within 6 months after being diagnosed with
cancer.

• After providing written informed consent, participants received a
welcome email with log-in credentials to the portal for baseline
questionnaires.

• After providing written informed consent, participants received a
welcome email with log-in credentials to the portal for baseline
questionnaires.• Participants were informed that if all baseline questions were not

answered within 24 h, they would have to restart from scratch. • Participants were informed that if all baseline questions were not
answered within 24 h, they would have to restart from scratch.• If participants did not complete the 14 baseline questionnaires

within 7 days, they received a reminder via SMS and email. • If participants did not complete the 13 baseline questionnaires
within 7 days, they received a reminder via SMS and email.• If participants did not complete the baseline questionnaires within

14 days, they received a second reminder via SMS and email. • If participants did not complete the baseline questionnaires within
14 days, they were reminded by study personnel via telephone.• If participants had still not completed the baseline questionnaires

30 days after the prompt, study personnel contacted them, if possi-
ble, by telephone and reminded them to respond to the question-
naires.

• Participants scoring above the cut-off on HADS were randomized
to the treatment or control group in the portal. The log-in session
where a participant is randomized is called the “randomization
session.”• Participants scoring above the cut-off on HADSa were randomized

to the treatment or control group in the portal. The log-in session
where a participant is randomized is called the “randomization
session.”

• Participants randomized to the treatment group got immediate
access to the intervention via the portal.

• Participants scoring below the cut-off were assigned to the reference
group and were asked to answer questionnaires at selected time
points.

• Participants randomized to the treatment group got immediate access
to the first step of the intervention via the portal.

Retention, prompts, and reminders

•• Follow-up 1: 5 weeks after randomization, participants were asked
to complete 4 questionnaires.

Follow-up 1: 2 weeks after randomization, participants were asked
to complete 1 (control group) or 2 (treatment group) questionnaires.

•• Follow-up 2: 14 weeks after randomization, participants were
asked to complete 14 questionnaires.

Follow-up 2: 1 month after randomization, participants were asked
to complete 4 (reference group), 8 (control group), or 10 (treatment
group) questionnaires. • At follow-up 1 and 2 participants were prompted via email and

SMS to log in and complete questionnaires.• At follow-up 1 and 2 participants were prompted via email and SMS
to log in and complete the questionnaires. • If participants did not complete the questionnaires within 7 days

after the prompt, they received a first reminder via SMS and email.• If participants did not complete the questionnaires within 7 days
after the prompt, they received a first reminder via SMS and email. • If participants did not complete the questionnaires within 14 days

after the prompt, study personnel contacted them via telephone
and reminded them to respond to the questionnaires.

• If participants did not complete the questionnaires within 12 days
after the prompt, they received a second reminder via SMS and
email.

aHADS: Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale.
bMI: myocardial infarction.

Participants logged in to the portal with double authentication,
entering username, personal password, and a temporary 5-digit
code that they received in an SMS. A log-in session ended when
a participant logged out of the portal or was inactive for more
than 20 minutes.

In the Heart trial, at the second reminder, participants were
offered to use paper forms to answer questionnaires at follow-up
1 and 2, which 27 and 46 participants did at the 2 follow-ups,
respectively. Thus, the web-based completion rate is only a part
of the total completion rate in the Heart trial.

Data and Data Collection
Log data from the full duration of the AdultCan and Heart trials
were collected from April 16, 2013, to April 28, 2017, and were
exported from the portal by a system developer. The data were

reviewed by a second system developer. In addition, the
researchers performed random checks and reviewed any
inconsistencies.

Log data refers to records of real-time actions performed by
each user, and mouse clicks and keyboard strokes are logged
as user actions with time stamps. In this study, log data at
commencement, during the 2-week period following
commencement, and at 2 consecutive follow-up time points
within the RCTs AdultCan [28] and Heart [8] were collected
via the secure portal developed within U-CARE.

Variables
The variables used to answer the research questions are
presented in Table 2.
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Table 2. Variables used in the study.

ValuePhase and study variables measured

Commencement

y/naParticipant commencing answering questionnaires at baseline

y/nParticipant completing answering questionnaires at baseline

db;h:minTime from the welcome email sent from the portal with log-in credentials to participant’s first log-in

min:sDuration of participant first log-in

h:minTime of the day when the participant first logged in

Mo-SucDay of week when the participant first logged in

y/nWhether the participant’s first log-in ended with a click by the participant on the log-out button or if the participant
was automatically logged out after being inactive (passive log-out)

Retention

y/nParticipant explored the intervention in randomization session (treatment group only)

y/nParticipant explored the intervention within 14 days after randomization (treatment group only)

min:sLength of time the participant explored the intervention within 14 days after randomization (treatment group only)

y/nParticipant completed all questionnaires at follow-up 1 and 2

Response to prompts and reminders

0-2Number of prompts and/or reminders sent to participants at the 3 data collection time points

ay/n: yes or no.
bd: day.
cMo-Su: Monday to Sunday.

The following portal activities were defined as exploring the
intervention: any click in the library, forum, chat, diary, FAQ,
ask an expert, using the internal message system, and the iCBT
program.

Self-reported demographical data were collected at baseline.

Missing Data
Missing data were mostly because messages, such as prompts
and reminders, from the portal were not logged properly, as a
result of a temporary technical error in the early phase after
launching the studies. The welcome emails with log-in
credentials were erroneously logged for 5 and 7 participants in
the respective studies, and reminders to log in to the portal to
answer questionnaires at baseline were erroneously or
insufficiently logged for 118 and 50 participants from the
AdultCan and Heart RCTs, respectively, with missing data as
a result. The corresponding figures for the first follow-up were
76 and 19, and for the second follow-up, 112 and 18. In the
Heart trial, 68, 24, and 42 participants were not reached by
telephone for reminders at baseline, first, and second follow-up,
respectively. The country of birth was not reported by one
participant. When investigating exploration, 10 participants in
the AdultCan trial and 7 in the Heart trial had missing data.

Statistical Analysis
Descriptive statistics were used to examine and report all
variables. Medians were used when the frequency distributions

were skewed. Pearson chi-square test was used to examine
potential differences between the numbers of participants
exploring the intervention among participants who completed
the baseline (completers) and those who did not complete the
baseline (noncompleters) in the respective study groups. The
Mann-Whitney U-test was used to examine potential
associations between time used to explore the intervention and
if participants completed the data collections in the respective
studies. Actual P values are reported. All analyses were based
on complete data, that is, no imputations were performed.

Data were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics V25.0 and
STATA v 15.1.

Results

Patient Characteristics
Participants in the AdultCan and Heart trials who completed
baseline questionnaires had a mean age of 61 years (SD 10.6)
and 62 years (SD 8.1), respectively, and at least 90.29%
(1665/1844) were born in Sweden, and more than 44.74%
(825/1844) had some university education. In the AdultCan
trial, the proportion of female participants was more than double
that in the Heart trial (for more details, Table 3).
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Table 3. Characteristics and commencement data of participants.

Heart trialAdultCan trialCharacteristics and commencement data

Did not complete
BL question-
naire(n=142)

Completed BL question-
naire(n=935)

Did not complete
BL question-
naire(n=374)

Completed BL question-

nairea (n=909)

62.4 (9)62.2 (8)62.5 (11)61.3 (11)Age (years), mean (SD)

34 (23.9)220 (23.5)207 (55.3)525 (57.8)Women, n (%)

N/A846 (90.5)N/Ab819 (90.1)Born in Sweden, n (%)

Highest level of education, n (%)

N/A190 (20.3)N/A184 (20.2)Elementary school

N/A349 (37.3)N/A296 (32.6)High school

N/A185 (29.8)N/A193 (21.2)University ≤3 years

N/A211 (22.6)N/A236 (26.0)University >3 years

Study group, n (%)

N/A696 (74.4)N/A664 (72.9)Reference group

N/A122 (13.0)N/A121 (13.3)Control group

N/A117 (12.5)N/A124 (13.6)Treatment group

Log-ins for noncompleters BL questionnaire, n (%)

33 (23.2)N/A83 (22.2)N/A≥1 log-ins

109 (76.8)N/A291 (77.8)N/ANo log-ins

N/A3;21:57 (0;00:02-18;10:32)N/A6;11:59 (0;00:01-59;04:44)Time to first log-in (d;h:min), median (range)

N/A37:43 (00:19-326:48)N/A44:08 (00:31-180:06)First log-in duration (min:s), median (range)

aBL: baseline.
bN/A: not applicable

Commencement
A total of 70.85% (909/1283) of participants in the AdultCan
trial and 86.82% (935/1077) of participants in the Heart trial
completed all questionnaires at baseline (Table 3). Moreover,
6.47% (83/1283) of the participants in the AdultCan trial did
not complete all baseline questionnaires after being logged in
at least once, and 22.68% (291/1283) of participants did not log
in at all. In the Heart trial, these numbers were approximately
half (Table 3). The median response time, from receiving the
welcome email to the first log-in, was slightly more than 6 days
in the AdultCan trial and almost 4 days in the Heart trial. Of
those who completed all questionnaires at baseline, 24.9%
(226/909) in the AdultCan trial and 23.7% (222/935) in the
Heart trial logged in more than once before completing the
baseline questionnaires. Of those who completed all

questionnaires at baseline, 73.0% (664/909) in the AdultCan
trial and 74.4% (696/935) in the Heart trial were allocated to
the reference group and not randomized. The median duration
of the first log-in, from the first to the last click, was 44 minutes
and 38 minutes for the AdultCan and Heart trials, respectively.
At baseline, 54.3% (494/909) of the participants in the AdultCan
trial and 35.8% (335/935)of the participants in the Heart trial
logged out of the portal by a click. No differences in age or
gender were found between participants who completed the
baseline questionnaires and those who did not.

The times when the participants logged in for the first time are
illustrated in Figure 1. In the AdultCan trial, 54.8% (498/909)
of the first-time log-ins were on weekdays between 8 AM and
5 PM, representing normal office hours. The corresponding
figure for the Heart trial was 52.2% (488/935).
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Figure 1. The time of day and day of week for participants’ first log-in.

Retention
A total of 73.7% (84/114) of those randomized to treatment in
the AdultCan trial and 70.3% (78/111) of those in the Heart
trial explored the intervention within the session when they
completed baseline questionnaires and were randomized to the
treatment group. Thereafter, within a 14 day-period after
randomization, separate from the randomization session, 29.8%

(34/114) of the participants in the AdultCan trial and 72.1%
(80/111) of the participants in the Heart trial explored the
intervention at least once. The median total time participants
were exploring the intervention during the first 14 days after
randomization was 7 minutes for the AdultCan trial and 47
minutes for the Heart trial (Table 4). Figure 2 provides a detailed
description of the distribution of total time spent exploring the
intervention.

Table 4. Number of participants in the treatment group exploring the intervention within 14 days after randomization and their time spent on exploring.

Heart trial (n=111)AdultCan trial (n=144)Measures of exploration

103 (92.8)92 (80.7)Exploring the intervention, n (%)

47:14 (00:22-486:06)6:58 (00:01-461:40)Total time spent exploring the intervention (min:s), median (range)

Figure 2. Total time spent in exploring the intervention within 14 days after randomization by number of participants in the treatment group in AdultCan
and Heart trials.
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Overall, the questionnaires were completed using the web-based
platform by 44%-85% of the participants in the different study
groups (treatment, control, and reference group) at the 2
follow-ups (Table 5). In the Heart trial, more participants in the
control group compared with the treatment group completed

the questionnaires using the web-based platform both at
follow-up 1 and follow-up 2. No differences between the groups
were found in the AdultCan trial at follow-up 1, but at follow-up
2, the reference group completed the questionnaires the most
and the treatment group the least (Table 5).

Table 5. Web-based completion rates for the follow-ups for the AdultCan and Heart trials.

Heart trialAdultCan trialFollow-up completion

P valueaTreatment
(n=117), n (%)

Control (n=121),
n (%)

P valueaTreatment
(n=124), n (%)

Control
(n=121), n (%)

Reference, n
(%)

.00280 (68.3)104 (85.2).7982 (66.1)82 (67.7)N/AcCompleting FUb1

<.00152 (44.4)96 (78.7).00590 (72.6)94 (77.7)558 (84)Completing FU2

aP values from chi-square tests.
bFU: follow-up.
cN/A: not applicable.

When combining total exploration time, the first 14 days with
retention, completing follow-up 1 and follow-up 2 were
positively associated with the exploration time for the first 14
days after randomization in the Heart trial but not with any of
the follow-ups in the AdultCan trial (Table 6). When dividing
participants in the Heart trial into an active and a passive

treatment group, based on a median split in exploration time
(median 47 minutes and 14 seconds), 55% (30/55) in the passive
treatment group compared with 80% (45/56) in the active group
and 85.2% (104/122) in the control group completed follow-up
1. At follow-up 2, the corresponding figures were 31% (17/55),
55% (31/56), and 62.3% (96/122).

Table 6. Total time exploring the intervention during the first 14 days cross-tabled with completion of follow-up measures.

Heart trial (n=111)AdultCan trial (n=114)Follow-up

P valuebDiff.Did not complete
web-based fol-
low-up

Completed using
web-based inter-
vention

P valuebDiff.aDid not complete
web-based fol-
low-up

Completed web-
based follow-up

Follow-up 1

36 (32)75 (68)39 (34)75 (66)n (%)

<.00146:4423:53 (00:22-
486:05)

70:37 (00:23-
353:40)

.55−0:4507:20 (00:01-
76:05)

6:35 (00:01-
461:40)

Total time spent explor-
ing the intervention
(min:s), median (range)

Follow-up 2

63 (57)48 (43)31 (27)83 (73)n (%)

.00542:1334:03 (00:23-
486:05)

76:16 (00:22-
353:40)

.463:264:08 (00:02-
75:05)

7:34 (00:01-
461:40)

Total time spent explor-
ing the intervention
(min:s), median (range)

aDiff.: difference in median times between those who completed web-based follow-ups and those who did not.
bP values from Mann-Whitney U-tests.

Response to Prompts and Reminders
Across the 3 data collection time points explored in this study,
the proportion of participants responding within 7 days from
the prompt without a reminder was between 36% and 66%.
Within 5 days of the first reminder, sent out via SMS and email,
an additional 40%-86% of the remaining participants responded.

In the AdultCan trial, the second reminder, sent via SMS and
email, generated between 36% and 50% additional responses
from the remaining participants. In the Heart trial, the second
reminder, via telephone, generated 34%-69% additional
responses among those who had not responded so far (Table
7).
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Table 7. Responses to reminders at baseline and the 2 follow-ups.

HeartAdultCanTime of response

FU2FU1BaselineFU2FUa1Baseline

n (%)Nn (%)Nn (%)Nn (%)Nn (%)Nn (%)N

74 (41.3)179109
(64.5)

196550
(57.3)

959442
(55.5)

797112
(66.2)

169413
(35.5)

1165Response after prompt, n (%
of all)

44 (41.9)10550 (57.5)87209
(51.1)

409151
(42.5)

35549 (86.0)57299
(39.8)

752Response to the first re-
minder, n (% of remaining)

23 (37.7)6116 (43.2)37137
(68.5)

20099 (48.5)2044 (50.0)8162
(35.8)

453Response to the second re-
minder, n (% of remaining)

38 (21.2)17921 (10.7)19663 (6.6)959105
(13.2)

7974 (2.4)169291
(25.0)

1165No response, n (% of all)

aFU: follow-up.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The results show that at commencement, most recruited and
consenting participants logged in and completed the baseline
questionnaires. Most nonresponders did not log in at all. In
contrast to previous studies [29] that have indicated that age
and gender are related to attrition, no difference in gender or
age was found between the participants who finished baseline
and those who did not. This may be partly because of age
heterogeneity. Fewer participants in the AdultCan trial than
those in the Heart trial completed the baseline questionnaires.
This could have many reasons, such as recruitment procedure,
intervention type, disease severity, and so on. Most participants
in the AdultCan trial were undergoing active cancer treatment
at the time of inclusion, whereas the focus of participants in the
Heart trial was on secondary prevention. Most participants who
completed the baseline questionnaires completed the
questionnaire within 1 week of receiving the welcome email
with log-in credentials from the portal.

One argument for using web-based interventions is that they
can be accessed at any time. Although most participants had
their first log-in on weekdays and during the day, 45%-48% of
the participants chose to commence the studies outside common
office hours when face-to-face psychological support is usually
not offered. The log-in times were similar in the 2 studies
regarding time of day and day of the week and also similar to
what has been reported in other studies [30]. It is known that
the time of day and the day of week people prefer to answer
surveys are related to sociodemographic and health
characteristics [31]. As internet interventions are flexible in
time, they may be able to reach patients in need at convenient
times.

Most participants opened at least one item of the intervention
directly after being randomized to treatment. Furthermore, in
the Heart trial, 72% of the participants explored the intervention
in separate sessions during the following 14 days. This was
more than that in the AdultCan trial. Median time logged in
during the first 14 days was also longer in the Heart trial than
in the AdultCan trial. This was expected owing to the
intervention formats, as the Heart trial was a therapist-supported

iCBT intervention, whereas the AdultCan trial offered self-help
psychoeducation without individual support during the first 2
weeks examined in this study. In addition, therapist-supported
iCBT was restricted to 10 weeks, whereas self-help
psychoeducation in the AdultCan trial was available for 24
months. However, the overall intervention use over the first 2
weeks was relatively low. Persuasive features such as feedback
have been suggested to increase use [32] and were available in
the Heart intervention. However, the participants had to log in
without any specific prompts to notice the feedback.

Most participants (66%-85%) were retained in the studies and
answered the follow-up questionnaires. When comparing
completion rates between the study groups, the control group
in the Heart trial had a higher rate than that in the treatment
group at both follow-ups. A similar pattern was evident in the
AdultCan trial at follow-up 2, where the reference group had
the highest completion rate and the treatment group the lowest.
Although the more active treatment participants in the Heart
study also had a higher completion rate than those who were
less active, the active participants were still less likely to
complete the follow-ups than the control group. This was an
unexpected finding. It may be that participants felt obliged to
contribute to a certain amount and that those participating in
the intervention thought they had filled their quota even before
the follow-up questionnaires. To the best of our knowledge,
there are no previous systematically summarized studies
reflecting on such patterns.

Prompts and reminders for completing questionnaires were sent
via SMS and email. Most participants answered the
questionnaires after the prompt without any reminders. However,
the following 2 consecutive reminders were useful in increasing
the response rates, not only when executed via telephone calls
but also via SMS and email. The results are in line with previous
research showing that reminders contribute to the overall
response rate [33] and that participants find reminders acceptable
and useful [25]. In the Heart trial, participants were offered
paper forms as a secondary response alternative at the second
reminder, which should be considered when interpreting the
sometimes very low retention rates.
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Strengths and Limitations
The log data collected for this study allowed for a unique
possibility of exploring these aspects that are important for the
success of web-based interventions. Using participants in 2
web-based intervention studies gave us a large sample size of
2360 participants. There are several differences between the
studies, making them difficult to compare; hence, they are
described as separate cases with few comparisons. However,
the results were similar, and the 2 cases provided cumulative
information for the exploration of use patterns. Another strength
is that both studies recruited clinically and consecutively,
resulting in a sample from all patients, not only self-selected
highly motivated participants in web-based interventions. We
believe that a more detailed log data on participants’use patterns
could improve the development of future web-based
interventions.

The second reminder at follow-up 1 and 2 in the Heart trial was
made by telephone. To maximize responses, participants were
offered to answer the questionnaire by pen and paper if they
were reluctant to log in and answer via the portal. However, as
this study focuses on use patterns, the questionnaires filled in
by pen and paper answers were not considered. However, they
have been reported in the Heart main study outcomes [8].

All data were logged using the portal. Researchers decided what
to log beforehand but did not influence the data during data
collection. There are some missing data, especially regarding
reminders, and the data were not logged properly when the study
commenced. However, the quality of the data extracted and
analyzed in this study was high and reliable.

Conclusions
Although use patterns differed slightly between the 2 studies,
some general conclusions can be drawn. Most people who
consented to participate in the study commenced by completing
the baseline questionnaires within 1 week. Although many
participants answered the questionnaires on the portal during
office hours, approximately half of them did so during the
weekend or in the evenings, suggesting that flexibility
contributes to commencement and use. Participants in the study
treatment groups tended to have lower completion rates for the
follow-up questionnaires than those in the control or reference
groups. This unexpected finding would be interesting for further
investigations. Reminders were important to improve the
completion rate of questionnaires at baseline and at follow-up.
A second reminder was effective in increasing the completion
rate. To summarize, our results show that log data provide a
rich source of information for a better understanding of use
patterns in web-based intervention and retention in eHealth
trials. We found that commencement and retention are related
to, among other things, flexibility, study design features, and
reminders. Our results not only largely support previous findings
but also indicate some unexpected user patterns to be
investigated further. Refined logging and complementary
interviews could potentially provide an even better
understanding of these behavioral patterns. As we learn more
about users’ detailed behaviors, we need improved intervention
design and data collection that use the strengths and weaknesses
of the internet format.
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Abstract

Background: Language mapping during awake brain surgery is currently a standard procedure. However, mapping is rarely
performed for other cognitive functions that are important for social interaction, such as visuospatial cognition and nonverbal
language, including facial expressions and eye gaze. The main reason for this omission is the lack of tasks that are fully compatible
with the restrictive environment of an operating room and awake brain surgery procedures.

Objective: This study aims to evaluate the feasibility and safety of a virtual reality headset equipped with an eye-tracking device
that is able to promote an immersive visuospatial and social virtual reality (VR) experience for patients undergoing awake
craniotomy.

Methods: We recruited 15 patients with brain tumors near language and/or motor areas. Language mapping was performed
with a naming task, DO 80, presented on a computer tablet and then in 2D and 3D via the VRH. Patients were also immersed in
a visuospatial and social VR experience.

Results: None of the patients experienced VR sickness, whereas 2 patients had an intraoperative focal seizure without consequence;
there was no reason to attribute these seizures to virtual reality headset use. The patients were able to perform the VR tasks. Eye
tracking was functional, enabling the medical team to analyze the patients’ attention and exploration of the visual field of the
virtual reality headset directly.

Conclusions: We found that it is possible and safe to immerse the patient in an interactive virtual environment during awake
brain surgery, paving the way for new VR-based brain mapping procedures.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03010943; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03010943.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24373)   doi:10.2196/24373
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Introduction

Brain mapping by direct electrical stimulation (DES) during
awake craniotomy is currently a standard procedure that reduces
the risk of permanent neurological deficits and increases the

extent of tumor resection and the success of epilepsy surgery
[1]. This technique aims to temporarily inactivate a discrete
brain area using DES while the patient performs a task. If the
patient’s performance in the task decreases during inactivation,
then the region of the brain explored is considered eloquent for
the task and is preserved.
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Verbal language, which is controlled by the dominant
hemisphere, is widely mapped in this way [2]. Other cognitive
functions, such as visuospatial cognition and nonverbal
language, including facial expressions and eye gaze, which play
an important role in social interaction, have been explored by
only a few groups [3]. One of the main reasons for the lack of
mapping these functions is the difficulty in adapting classic
bedside neuropsychological tasks to awake surgery conditions.
In particular, the patient must give an unambiguous answer
within 5 seconds, which is the maximum duration of DES.
Therefore, there is a need for new tools, allowing complex
neuropsychological evaluations, that are compatible with the
restrictive environment of an operating room and awake brain
surgery procedures.

A few years ago, we began exploring the feasibility of testing
cognitive functions during awake craniotomy by immersing the
patient in virtual situations with a virtual reality headset (VRH).
We have developed several different approaches using different
types of headsets and software. The first virtual reality (VR)
tasks were developed with the aim of preventing postoperative
hemianopsia and unilateral neglect [4]. However, the risk of
VR sickness or VRH-induced seizures raised concerns for all
screen-based video games [5-8]. Therefore, we performed an
initial study evaluating the tolerance of a wireless, low-cost,
high-quality, and customizable device: the Samsung Gear VR
combined with a Samsung S7 smartphone [9]. This trial, on 30
patients, showed that VRH use and immersive virtual
experiences were both feasible and safe for patients undergoing
awake craniotomy and brain mapping using DES. Various VR
experiences were tested, including a picture-naming task, DO
80 [10] and, a social VR task, vTime, simulating virtual social
interactions with an avatar piloted by a neuropsychologist, who
also wore a VRH [11]. Toward the end of this safety study, a
new VRH with higher performance, the HTC VIVE (HTC
Corporation), including an eye-tracking device, was released.
Therefore, we decided to prolong the study, including 15 more
patients using this new device, to analyze the feasibility of using
eye tracking during awake craniotomy. Furthermore, during the
initial trial, we experienced some limitations to the use of the
social VR task vTime, precisely because of the lack of control
of all potent nonverbal language cues, including facial
expressions and eye gaze. Therefore, we decided to pursue our
efforts to explore visuospatial cognition and nonverbal language
during awake surgery by developing an interactive VR task
capable of analyzing these functions simultaneously. The
possibilities and limitations of this new visuospatial and social
VR experience are presented in this paper.

Methods

Study Design
We performed a single-center, prospective, and open-label study,
and the study protocol was evaluated and approved by the
Agence Nationale de Sécurité du Médicament et des produits
de santé, the local ethics committee, and Commission Nationale
de l'Informatique et des Libertés. All patients signed a written
informed consent form before inclusion in the study. This study
was registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT03010943). As

indicated above, an amendment was requested and accepted to
assess the feasibility of using eye tracking with a VRH during
awake craniotomy and to explore the possibilities and limitations
of the visuospatial and social VR experience. During the
extension of the study, we continued to use questionnaires
completed by the patient and medical professionals to assess
tolerance (discomfort, nausea, vomiting, and
visual-vestibular-somatosensory conflict) and satisfaction
(Multimedia Appendix 1). The occurrence of
electroencephalogram (EEG) modifications (afterdischarge) or
intraoperative seizures (IOSs) was also recorded.

The inclusion criteria were as follows: patients aged >18 years
hospitalized for a brain tumor near language and/or motor areas
(determined by neuropsychological evaluation and resting-state
functional magnetic resonance imaging [fMRI]) in the left or
right hemisphere who gave written informed consent. The
exclusion criteria were all contraindications for awake surgery
(cognitive impairment, whether related to the surgical lesion,
aphasia, or morbid anxiety). A total of 15 patients were included
in the extension study.

Virtual Reality Headset
This study was performed with a Tobii Pro VR Integration, an
eye-tracking retrofitted HTC VIVE wired to a computer
connected to a neuronavigational system (Brainlab). The VRH
has a visual field of 110°, an adjustable interpupillary distance,
a latency <20 milliseconds, a refresh rate of 90 Hz, a resolution
of 2160×1200 pixels, and adjustable focus. The VRH includes
the eye-tracking systems developed by Tobii Pro for research
purposes (Tobii Pro), which collects various types of eye
movement data, such as gaze origin and direction, pupil position,
and absolute pupil size with an accuracy of 0.5° visual angle at
a rate of 120 Hz. What the patient sees in the VRH is visualized
on one of the screens of the neuronavigational system.

VR Tasks
The picture-naming task, DO 80, was implemented in the VRH
in 2 versions [10]. The first version, in 2D (2D VR), included
the same images as the classical naming task DO 80 presented
with a computer tablet (an image with the sentence “this is...”).
The second version included the same items but in 3D (3D VR),
rotating in a virtual, empty space (Figure 1). The object-naming
task is simple, making it possible to identify various types of
errors, and is the most widely used task for language mapping
[12,13].

The new visuospatial and social VR experience that we have
developed uses animated synthetic characters (avatars; Figure
2). The scene shows 5 avatars in front of a landscape
background. The avatar in the center has his eyes closed and
the others in the 4 quadrants of the visualized VRH field are
looking in different directions. Patients were asked to search
for the avatar staring at them. Less than a second (0.6 seconds)
after visual contact is established, the avatar expresses a dynamic
facial emotion that the patient is asked to identify and describe:
joy, surprise, or anger. If the patient stares at the wrong avatar,
a dynamic facial emotion is nevertheless initiated. Facial
expressions were enacted by an actor and then transferred onto
the avatars with a professional tool from the game or cinema
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industry [14]. For each test performed with this VR task, the
medical team can follow the gaze of the patient directly,
materialized as a green point on one of the screens of the
neuronavigational system. This eye tracking reveals whether
patients have difficulties exploring the space, have difficulties

locating the face of the avatar looking at them, or fail to
recognize the facial emotion. At the end of each test, the gaze
layout, the time to perform the task, and the answer given by
the patient were recorded (Figure 2).

Figure 1. (A) Patient wearing the virtual reality headset. (B) and (C) Example of the item “phone” in the DO 80 naming task presented in 2D (B) and
3D (C) with the virtual reality headset. The green spot indicates the patient’s gaze.
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Figure 2. Left: view of the operating room during the procedure. (A) Head of the patient wearing the virtual reality headset; (B) application of direct
electrical stimulation to the exposed brain; (C) screen showing what the patient sees in the virtual reality headset, his gaze materialized by a green spot;
(D) neuronavigational system showing brain white matter fascicles and the position of the electrode. Right: example of a layout after the virtual reality
task simulating a visuospatial and social experience. (E) The image that is visualized and analyzed on the screen (C). The movement of the patient’s
gaze is visualized as a blue line (with the starting point in green and the endpoint in pink). The green box indicates the avatar making eye contact. The
white arrow indicates the avatar on which the patient focuses for more than 0.6 seconds (triggering the expression of a dynamic facial emotion). In this
example, the patient identified the avatar making eye contact in 2.53 seconds and indicated the emotion expressed 3.77 seconds later.

Operative Procedure
The procedure has been described in detail elsewhere [9]. Before
surgery, all patients underwent a neuropsychological evaluation
and fMRI and were trained in the use of VR tasks in the context
of awake surgery. General anesthesia was administered via a
laryngeal airway mask during surgery. Patients were positioned
in a supine or lateral position, according to the location of the
tumor, with a rigid pin fixation of the head. The scalp was

infiltrated with a local anesthetic. Once the craniotomy, guided
by neuronavigation, was completed and the dura had been
opened, after infiltration, the patient was woken up. EEG signals
were recorded with a four-plot subdural electrode (four-channel
Eclipse neurovascular workstation, Medtronic XOMED, Inc).
DES was performed with a bipolar electrode (tip-to-tip distance:
5 mm), delivering a biphasic current (parameters: 60 Hz,
1-millisecond single-pulse duration, and current amplitude from

1 mA-8 mA). Stimulation was applied to every 1 cm2 of the
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exposed cerebral cortex. If a functional cortical area was
identified, a minimum margin of 1 cm was observed during the
resection. We continued monitoring movement and/or
spontaneous language during tumor resection, and a second
mapping with subcortical electrostimulation was performed if
necessary.

Brain mapping for language was performed with the
picture-naming task, DO 80, using a computer tablet. Sites were
identified as language sites if interference (speech arrest,
anomia, dysarthria, semantic or phonemic paraphasia, or delayed
naming >5 seconds) was detected in at least 3 meticulous tests
(not necessarily consecutively) and were tagged on the cortex.
A second round of mapping was then performed using the VRH,
with the 2D DO 80 and then with the 3D DO 80 task.
Differences in responses were carefully noted. Depending on
the location of the tumor, other tests were proposed on a
computer tablet (spontaneous speech production, counting,
reading, etc).

The visuospatial and social VR experience with avatars was
included in brain mapping by DES when considered necessary
to test these functions. In other situations, this VR task was
proposed for patients without DES, generally during the closure
period. The 4 quadrants of the visual field and all emotions (joy,
surprise, or anger) were presented randomly to the patient. As
for language mapping, a site was identified as eloquent if
interference through DES (difficulties exploring the space,
difficulties locating the avatar making eye contact, or failure to
recognize the facial emotion, resulting in a delay or lack of
response from the patient) was detected 3 times. Once the task

was completed, the gaze layout, the time to perform the task,
and the patient’s answer were recorded (Figure 2).

The entire procedure was performed in the presence of an
engineer and a neuropsychologist. Heart rate, blood pressure,
and EEG signals were recorded continuously during the
procedure. Spontaneous or stimulation-induced afterdischarges
recorded on EEG, were defined as 2 consecutive spikes or sharp
waves distinct from background activity. Any drug
administration differing from that laid out in the predefined
protocol was noted. Tolerance was also assessed with a
questionnaire completed by the patient, the anesthetist, the
neuropsychologist, and the neurosurgeon.

Results

Baseline characteristics of the 15 patients are presented in Table
1. A total of 15 patients (8 men and 7 women) with a median
age of 52 years (range 25-73 years) underwent the procedure;
2 of the patients were left-handed, and 13 were right-handed.
The tumor was in the left hemisphere in 11 patients and the
right hemisphere in 4 patients. Patients were initially
hospitalized for seizures (9/15, 60%), aphasia (1/15, 7%), or
alexia (1/15, 7%). The tumor was discovered through monitoring
of the primary cancer in 27% (4/15) of the patients. The mean
tumor diameter was 38.6 millimeters (range 25-50 millimeters).
Tumors were located in the frontal lobe (8/15, 53%), parietal
lobe (4/15, 27%), temporoparietal junction (2/15, 13%), or
frontotemporal insular cortex (1/15, 7%). The lesions were grade
2 oligodendroglioma (1/15, 7%), anaplastic oligodendroglioma
(2/15, 13%), anaplastic astrocytoma (6/15, 40%), glioblastoma
(3/15, 20%), or metastasis (3/15, 20%).
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Table 1. Baseline characteristics of the 15 patients and the virtual reality tasks they performed.

Brain mappingPreoperative trainingLobeHemisphereDiagnosisHandednessAge (years)SexPatient

Task 1 and task
2

Task 1a and task 2bParietalLeftMetastasisLeft68Male1

Motor and task
2

Task 1 and task 2FrontalRightOligodendroglioma
II

Right41Male2

Motor and task
1

Task 1FrontalLeftAstrocytoma IIIRight25Female3

MotorTask 2FrontalRightOligodendroglioma
III

Right66Female4

Motor and task
1 and task 2

Task 1 and task 2FrontalRightAstrocytoma IIILeft39Male5

Task 1Task 1TemporoparietalLeftGlioblastomaRight60Female6

Task 1 and task
2

Task 1 and task 2FrontalLeftOligodendroglioma
III

Right48Male7

Task 1Task 1ParietalLeftGlioblastomaRight53Female8

Task 1Task 1 and task 2FrontalLeftGlioblastomaRight68Male9

Task 1 and task
2

Task 1 and task 2FrontalLeftMetastasisRight73Male10

Motor and task
1

Task 1 and task 2ParietalLeftAstrocytoma IIIRight47Female11

Task 1Task 1 and task 2TemporoparietalLeftMetastasisRight61Male12

Task 1 and task
2

Task 1 and task 2ParietalLeftAstrocytoma IIIRight43Male13

Task 1Task 1 and task 2Frontotemporal
insular

LeftAstrocytoma IIIRight53Female14

Task 2Task 2FrontalRightAstrocytoma IIIRight41Female15

aTask 1: DO 80 (tablet, 2D virtual reality, and 3D virtual reality).
bTask 2: visuospatial and social virtual reality experience.

Only 3 patients had experienced VR before inclusion. Before
surgery, 13 patients were trained with the DO 80 task (tablet,
2D VR, and 3D VR), and 12 patients were trained with the VR
task simulating a visuospatial and social experience (Table 1).
No preoperative difficulties were observed with the DO 80 task,
but 2 patients (patients 4 and 12) experienced difficulties with
visuospatial and social VR tasks. In particular, they encountered
problems in finding the avatar looking at them. For these 2
patients, this task was not applied during awake surgery (Table
1).

The mean duration of surgery was 4 hours and 23 minutes (range
3 h and 6 min-5 h and 30 min), with a mean duration of the
awake phase of 2 hours and 20 minutes (range 25 min-4 h). The
mean intensity of DES was 1.9 mA (range 1-4 mA), and the
mean total duration of VRH use per patient was 11 minutes in
2 to 4 sessions.

For the 13 patients for whom brain mapping was performed for
language, the same language eloquent areas were identified,
regardless of the DO 80 presentation used (computer tablet, 2D
VR, or 3D VR). However, for 1 patient (patient 13), the results
were unclear in some areas for DO 80 on the computer tablet
(hesitation or delay in denomination) that clearly were not
eloquent according to assessment with the VRH. Eye tracking
was functional, making it possible to trace the gaze of the patient

during the task. During the DO 80 task, we noted that patients
did not read the sentence “this is...,” instead saying it
automatically.

Among the 10 patients who were able to perform the
visuospatial and social VR experience without difficulty before
surgery, 7 patients performed this task during brain mapping
by DES and 2 patients (patients 11 and 14) during closure
without DES (Table 1). For 1 patient (patient 9), it was not
possible to present the task at the end of surgery because of
hemostasis problems. Without DES, the mean time taken to
identify eye contact was 2.3 seconds (range 2.0-2.5 seconds),
and the mean time taken to recognize and verbalize the facial
emotion was 3.2 seconds (range 2.6-4.4 seconds; total time for
the task: 5.5 seconds, range 4.9-7.0 seconds). This total time is,
in reality, shorter because the test is stopped manually once the
patient’s response has been heard. For 2 patients (patients 2 and
15), DES of an area in the right hemisphere disturbed visual
exploration and delayed avatar identification.

Despite the discomfort associated with the awake surgery
procedure, none of the patients experienced vertigo or any
vegetative signs of VR sickness. EEG modifications
(afterdischarge or spike-and-wave) were observed in 27% (4/15)
of the patients during the standard brain mapping procedure
(without VRH). The same abnormalities persisted during brain
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mapping+VRH in 3 of these patients. IOSs occurred in 13%
(2/15) of the patients. Epilepsy was the first sign for these
patients and neither of these two patients displayed EEG
modifications during the brain mapping procedure. The IOSs
observed were short motor seizures, disappearing rapidly after
cortical irrigation with iced saline. IOSs occurred during DES,
before using the VRH for one patient and during the VR task
for the other.

According to the questionnaire completed after surgery by the
patient, the neurosurgeon, and the anesthetist, the use of the
VRH was not an issue during surgery. During 1 operation, the
neuropsychologist found it difficult to position the VRH. All
participants agreed to continue studying this approach.

Discussion

Principal Findings
VR is a domain with growing applications in the field of
neuroscience. This computer technology generates realistic
images, sounds, and other sensations that simulate a user’s
physical presence in a virtual or imaginary environment. A
person using a VRH can look around the artificial world, move
within it, and interact with virtual features or items. As such,
VRH provides a unique opportunity to combine the naturalness
of everyday interactions with the experimental controls required
during brain mapping procedures, paving the way for new brain
mapping procedures for complex cognitive functions.

The extension of our initial prospective trial confirmed that
VRH with eye tracking and immersive virtual experiences was
safe for patients undergoing awake craniotomy and brain
mapping using DES. None of the patients experienced VR
sickness and we observed no sympathetic nervous activity
reported for this syndrome [15-20]. On the basis of our personal
experience and published data, we are convinced that this good
tolerance was because of patient preparation and training
[21-23]. In total, in the 2 studies (45 patients), we observed
afterdischarges in 17 (38%) patients and IOSs in 11 (24%)
patients, rates within the range reported in previous studies:
71% for afterdischarges [24] and 3.4% to 31% for IOSs [25-29].
The IOS rate cannot be explained by the use of VRH, as most
seizures occurred before its implementation. Thus, these seizures
are more likely to be owing to our brain mapping procedure,
which always began with positive motor stimulation to calibrate
DES intensity. Consistent with our hypothesis, a recent review
showed that patients with positive mapping (detection of the
functional cortical area) are at a higher risk of IOSs [30].
Patients with preoperative seizures were also found to be more
susceptible to intraoperative or postoperative seizures; 8 of the
11 patients with intraoperative IOSs in our 2 studies fell into
this category. Another explanation would be the use of
perioperative EEG: there is some controversy concerning the
effect of brain activity monitoring on the occurrence of IOSs.
Nossek et al [31] compared the occurrence of IOSs in the
presence and absence of electrocorticogram (ECoG) use and
found that the use of ECoG was associated with an increase in
the occurrence of IOSs. The authors suggested that this was
probably because the surgeon tends to increase stimulation more
liberally when ECoG is used than when it is not.

All these data indicate that the use of a VRH during brain
mapping in awake surgery does not specifically increase the
rate of IOSs. Nevertheless, we recommend several precautions
to prevent seizures during the use of a VRH for brain mapping
procedures, including a well-trained team and, although there
is no consensus regarding its usefulness, intraoperative
monitoring of brain electrical activity.

This trial also demonstrated the feasibility of using eye tracking
in patients undergoing awake craniotomy and brain mapping
using DES. One of our apprehensions was the potential
interference caused by devices in the operating room emitting
infrared light, such as the neuronavigation system for tracking
gaze. No such interference was observed and we were able to
track eye movements on one of the screens of the
neuronavigational system. Eye tracking revealed that the patients
never read the sentence “this is...” associated with the image in
the DO 80 VR task. This observation suggests that the patient
said the sentence automatically, focusing only on the naming
task. In the future, it would be interesting to develop a new VR
task through a VRH with eye tracking for the specific
exploration of reading. We recognize that eye-tracking sensors
can be used in combination with regular computer screens or
tablets. However, the eye tracker in the VRH, which combines
features of both mobile and remote setups, prevents the risk of
losing calibration and improves the success rate for
measurements of eye positions and movements. Furthermore,
the use of a VRH immerses the patient in the VR task, which
is completely isolated from the surrounding operating room.

This trial also explored the possibilities and limitations of the
visuospatial and social VR experiment developed with animated
synthetic avatars. Avatars are perceived in a similar manner to
real human beings and can be used to explore the complex
processes of nonverbal language, empathy, and theory of mind
[32]. Moreover, avatars enable researchers to manipulate, in a
selective manner, variables that cannot be independently
investigated in naturalistic situations, allowing precise control
of not only the intensity, kinetics, and type of emotion but also
of facial physiognomy, race, sex, and age as a function of the
paradigm used. Tasks for use in awake surgery must take about
5 seconds, corresponding to the duration of DES. During this
period, the maximum number of faces that can be analyzed in
a visual field of 110° is limited, even if faces have the spatial
advantage of capturing attention, reflecting their particular
saliency, as well as their social value. Therefore, we decided to
include 5 avatars, 1 in the center and the others in the 4
quadrants of the visualized field, to allow sufficient spatial
exploration. The simulated social interaction involves the
patients making visual contact with an avatar looking at them
and describing the automatically triggered facial emotion of the
avatar or their feelings about the desire for communication or
social contact expressed by the avatar. Direct gazes between 2
people are known to constitute a significant, engaging social
signal in all cultures. Decoding the movement of gaze plays an
important role in predicting intentions and can be regarded as
an important element in the theory of mind [33-36]. The
patient’s eye-tracking data were used for real-time control of
the virtual character’s emotional behavior in response to the
participant’s gaze. We showed that this VR experience was
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compatible with the brain mapping procedure, with answers
obtained within the maximum time allowable for DES. We
observed that DES in some areas of the brain disturbed the
answer to the test. Through eye tracking and patients’ answers,
it was possible to attribute these failures to difficulties in
exploring the space, identifying eye contact, or recognizing the
facial emotion expressed or the associated mental state. A
prospective study (ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04288505) is
currently underway to determine the specificity and sensitivity
of this new visuospatial and social VR task before its
introduction into routine use for exploring the neural substrates
of visuospatial and social functions during awake brain surgery.
Several established pencil-and-paper tests are being used to
determine its performance, including the bells test [37] for
visuospatial attention functions and the Ekman test [38] and the
Reading the Mind in the Eyes test [39] for social cognitive
functions.

Limitations
One of the difficulties in the field of VR research is the rapid
progress of technology and the regular release of new VRHs.
At the beginning of our research on the use of VR in the
operating room, intending to detect hemianopsia and unilateral

neglect during DES, we used the Oculus VRHs DK1 and DK2
(visual field 100°, resolution 1280×800 pixels, and refresh rate
60 Hz; Oculus) [4]. For the tolerance study, we chose to use a
wireless low-cost, high-quality, customizable device: the
Samsung Gear VR combined with a Samsung S7 smartphone
(Android platform; visual field 96°, resolution 1440×1280
pixels, and refresh rate 60 Hz) [9]. However, before the
completion of this study, new VRH models, including an
eye-tracking system, became available. We chose to prolong
the study with a higher-performance VRH, the HTC VIVE
(larger visual field 110°, better resolution 2160×1200 pixels,
and higher refresh rate 90 Hz) combined with an eye-tracking
device (Tobii Pro SDK) capable of tracking the full HTC VIVE
field of view and measuring the pupil.

Conclusions
This study extended an initial prospective trial designed to
confirm the feasibility and safety of VRH use and immersive
virtual experiences for patients undergoing awake craniotomy
and brain mapping using DES. Its added value lies in using a
latest generation VRH, including eye tracking and a VR task
designed to simultaneously test visuospatial and social functions.
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Abstract

Background: Existing health education and communication research routinely measures online channel use as a whole by, for
example, evaluating how frequently people use the internet to search for health information. This approach fails to capture the
complexity and diversity of online channel use in health information seeking. The measurement of generic online channel use
may cause too much error, and it lends no support to media planning in public health promotion campaigns or scholarly research
involving online channel use.

Objective: This study intends to present a thorough picture of patterns of online health information channel use and classify
the use of various types of online health information channels, including WeChat, microblogs, web portals, search engines, mobile
apps, and online forums. Under the framework of the risk information seeking and processing model, this study also analyzes
the differences in individuals’ motivations for channel selection to offer further evidence to validate the classification scheme.

Methods: This study sampled 542 Chinese internet users in Beijing. The average age of the respondents was 33 years, female
respondents accounted for 52.0% (282/542) of the sample, and the average monthly income ranged from US $900 to $1200. The
study surveyed the use of 13 commonly used online health information channels and various sociopsychological factors associated
with online health information seeking.

Results: This study derived 3 categories of online health information channels: searching, browsing, and scanning channels. It
was found that the use of online searching channels was affect driven (B=0.11; β=0.10; P=.02) and characterized by a stronger
need for health knowledge (B=0.09; β=0.01; P<.001). The use of browsing channels was directly influenced by informational
subjective norms (B=0.33; β=0.15; P=.004) and perceived current knowledge (B=0.007; β=0.09; P=.003). The use of scanning
channels was mainly influenced by informational subjective norms (B=0.29; β=0.15; P=.007).

Conclusions: The results of this study suggest that health communication practitioners and scholars may consider measuring
the use of internet, new media, or online media more precisely instead of simply asking the public about the frequency of online
channel use or internet use in the acquisition of health information. Scholars and practitioners may consider measuring the use
of online health information channels by using the 3-category scheme described in this study. Future research is encouraged to
further explore how people process health information when using different online channels.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24945)   doi:10.2196/24945
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search; browse; scan; health information seeking; channel selection; health information; health education; health communication;
online media
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Introduction

Background
People across the globe increasingly name online channels as
one of their top choices when acquiring health information and
knowledge [1], which accordingly attracts scholarly attention.
Most existing studies treat online channels as a whole by, for
example, evaluating how frequently people use the internet to
search for health information [2,3]. In this study, online health
information channels refer to online communication media and
applications that collect health information and knowledge from
sources, repackage them, and then distribute them to people [4].
However, terms such as “new media,” “online media,” and
“internet” are very generic. Treating the internet as a whole
does not reflect the complexity and diversity in the use of online
health information channels [5]. Therefore, the first goal of this
study is to survey the use of various types of online health
information channels, thus presenting a more nuanced picture
of the use of online health information channels.

In addition to describing the channel use frequencies, the second
goal is to classify the use of various online health information
channels into different categories from the perspective of
information-seeking behaviors, which differs from the existing
division method. When there is a need to analyze online
channels separately, health communication researchers routinely
divide online health information channels into news portals
(such as news websites and health websites) and social media,
as in the case of the Health Information National Trends Survey.
This classification scheme is based on the differences in the
diversity of content creators, platform structure, and connections
between users [6], which is inherently the perspective of the
platform designers and operators rather than the users. However,
this perspective is increasingly incompatible with
consumer-centered health communication campaign design,
which assumes that satisfying individual needs is the key to
effective campaigns [7]. In the era of the internet, it is more
noticeable that individuals select communication channels to
meet their felt needs [8]. Given that individual needs drive
different styles of information-seeking behaviors, such as
searching, browsing, and scanning [9,10], the development of
an information-seeking, behavior-based channel classification
scheme can be potentially more helpful for contemporary health
communication researchers and practitioners, who would be
able to use fewer measurement items while increasing the
validity of the measurement in both academic and formative
research of health information channel use. The development
of such a scheme is also feasible because different channel types
can fulfill different information-seeking strategies [11].

Third, this study examines the factors associated with online
health information channel selection under the framework of
the risk information seeking and processing (RISP) model,
which depicts the various sociopsychological factors behind
information seeking and processing [12]. The results of the
study can contribute to the literature on RISP by explaining the
variance in channel selection, which is a crucial part of
information seeking that is underexplored [13].

Literature Review

Classification of Online Channel Use and Health
Information–Seeking Behaviors
With the rise of the internet and mobile phones, people in
countries like the United States and China frequently search for
health information on the internet [14,15]. Additionally,
evidence collected in multiple countries revealed that people
who search for health information use various types of online
channels, such as search engines, health web portals, social
networking sites, and online support groups [14,16,17].

This study intended to pinpoint the underlying patterns by
classifying the use of online health information channels into
clusters based on health information acquisition behaviors,
which differs from the existing division method from the
perspective of platform designers and operators. Current
research on health information seeking suggests 3 types of
behaviors: searching, browsing, and scanning [9,10]. People
acquire health information mainly through 2 routes, active
seeking and scanning [9]. Active seeking refers to an intentional
process of acquiring health information, which implies more
active efforts in health information seeking [9,18]. Research in
library and information science and health informatics implies
that active seeking can be further divided into searching and
browsing, which vary in the degree of specificity of information
seeking [19]. In health information, searching, which is directed,
refers to users searching the internet for answers related to
specific diseases or symptoms [10,20]. Browsing, which is
undirected and motivated by curiosity, refers to users browsing
health information without the intent to acquire knowledge
about specific diseases or symptoms, consuming health
information regularly and habitually, and following the structure
and layout of information prepared by the publisher of the
website or account [10,20]. In contrast, scanning is defined as
a process in which people both encounter health information or
knowledge while engaged in tasks unrelated to health and make
a decision to process it [9], which is an effort less active than
active seeking [21].

Different channel types can fulfill different information-seeking
strategies because of the interface designs and functionalities
of these channels [11]. According to interviews before data
collection, people generally use a specific online channel to
engage in the primary information acquisition activity. However,
one particular channel can be suitable for more than one type
of health information acquisition behavior. For instance, web
portals can apply to both browsing and scanning, so web portals
fall into both categories in this study. From what has been
discussed above, the following research question was proposed:
What are the patterns of online health information channel use?

Health Information Channel Selection and RISP
As opposed to many existing channel choice studies that
emphasize the influences of channel characteristics (eg, ease of
use, interactivity, privacy, and media scale) [22,23], this study
explains the channel choice using an audience-centered approach
because channel use depends on audience needs, particularly
their psychological needs [4,24,25]. Specifically, the study used
RISP as the theoretical model, which combines theories such
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as the heuristic-systematic model and the theory of planned
behavior [12,26-29]. RISP was chosen for two other reasons.
First, RISP has often been applied in the context of health risks,
such as environmental health [30], vaccines [31], and clinical
trial enrollment [32]. Second, channel choice can reflect
different combinations of information-seeking and processing
strategies, two major dependent variables in RISP. Different
types of online health information channel use vary in
information-seeking strategies (routine [nonactive] vs nonroutine
[active]) [11,33] and may result in differences in information
processing (heuristic vs systematic) [12]. In RISP, a combination
of the 4 attributes in information seeking and processing results
in a fourfold typology: (1) routine (ie, habitual, ritual) seeking
with heuristic processing, (2) routine seeking with systematic
processing, (3) nonroutine seeking with heuristic processing,

and (4) nonroutine seeking with systematic processing [12]. In
reference to the abovementioned conceptual definitions of
browsing, searching, and scanning, channel choice based on
information-seeking strategies may represent different
combinations of information-seeking and processing strategies,
thus making RISP an ideal theoretical framework. For instance,
searching (active but directed) is similar to nonroutine seeking
with systematic processing.

RISP studies primarily focus on the following key predictor
variables: information insufficiency, informational subjective
norms, perceived hazard characteristics, affective responses,
relevant channel beliefs, and perceived information-gathering
capacities. Figure 1 shows the conceptual model consisting of
predictor and outcome variables.

Figure 1. Conceptual model. The lines between current knowledge and negative affect and information sufficiency threshold were added for the purpose
of statistical control. Thus, these lines are unmarked. H: hypothesis.

Information insufficiency refers to the perceived cognitive need
for additional information, which is the perception of a gap
between one’s existing knowledge and a level of knowledge
sufficient to handle risks confidently (information sufficiency
threshold) [12,33]. Previous studies confirm that information
insufficiency leads to active information seeking and systematic
processing [34,35]. Additionally, perceived knowledge is
essentially the complement to the sufficiency threshold link for
purposes of assessing regressed change and difference scores;
RISP meta-analyses and marketing research suggest that current
knowledge accounts for a substantial amount of variance in
information seeking [36] and systematic processing [37-39].
Since previous RISP studies did not directly examine channel
choice, 2 sets of hypotheses without directions were proposed
for the 2 variables:

• H1: Controlling for current knowledge, the information
sufficiency threshold is related to the use of searching sites
(H1a), browsing sites (H1b), and scanning sites (H1c).

• H2: Current knowledge is related to the use of searching
sites (H2a), browsing sites (H2b), and scanning sites (H2c).

Perceived information-gathering capacity refers to one’s
perceived abilities to acquire and process risk-related
information [26,29,33], which is positively associated with
current knowledge and information seeking [30,40]. Motivated
by information insufficiency or pressure from social norms to
seek information, people may need confidence that they are
able to perform information-seeking tasks [41]. Thus, the
following were proposed:

• H3: Current knowledge is positively associated with
perceived information-gathering capacity.
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• H4: Perceived information-gathering capacity is related to
the use of searching sites (H4a), browsing sites (H4b), and
scanning sites (H4c).

Perceived hazard characteristics are one’s cognitive evaluation
of the nature of hazards [33]. Perceived hazard characteristics
include personal control, trust in risk management, perceived
threats to personal values, and risk judgment [12,33]. However,
this study focused on the perceived probability of contracting
a disease (short for perceived risk afterwards) because most
people are unlikely to have serious diseases. Previous RISP
studies have found that risk judgment can potentially increase
the level of negative affect [12,41,42], which further contributes
to more information seeking and processing via one’s
information insufficiency level or directly [40]. Thus, the
following was proposed:

• H5: Perceived risks are positively associated with negative
affect.

Affective responses are induced by risk perception and can lead
to a higher level of information insufficiency [12]. Negative
affect was found to influence information-seeking behaviors
directly [40]. Thus, the following were proposed:

• H6: Negative affect is positively associated with the
information sufficiency threshold.

• H7: Negative affect is related to the use of searching sites
(H7a), browsing sites (H7b), and scanning sites (H7c).

Informational subjective norms are the perceived
socioenvironmental influence on an individual’s subjective
assessment of information held to handle a given risk and
motivation to seek and process information [33]. Informational
subjective norms consist of two dimensions, injunctive and
descriptive [35], which have been found to influence information
seeking [36,43]. Thus, the following were proposed:

• H8: Informational subjective norms are positively associated
with the information sufficiency threshold (H8a) and current
knowledge (H8b).

• H9: Informational subjective norms are related to the use
of searching sites (H9a), browsing sites (H9b), and scanning
sites (H9c).

Relevant channel beliefs refer to people’s beliefs about channels
that carry risk-related information, including their
trustworthiness and usefulness, that could influence information
seeking and processing either as a main effect or as a moderator
[12,33]. Thus, the following was proposed:

• H10: Relevant channel beliefs are related to the use of
searching sites (H10a), browsing sites (H10b), and scanning
sites (H10c).

Methods

Sample
This study used survey data collected in 2015 because, according
to the surveys by the China Internet Network Information Center
in 2015 and 2020, penetration rates of major new media
applications related to this study (search engines, news
applications, and mobile communication apps, including
WeChat and microblogs) did not change much between 2015
and 2020. The survey targeted residents in Beijing because
Beijing had China’s highest internet penetration rate in 2015,
at 76.5% [44], which partially excludes the problem of the
physical digital divide. Given its vibrant internet activities and
high economic level (including gross domestic product per
capita), which is comparable to developed countries, the choice
of Beijing residents as the sample renders the results useful for
scholars in Western countries such as the United States, where
most health communication studies take place.

The researchers hired Sojump, a Chinese online panel company,
to collect the data because this study only focused on internet
users, which allowed the researchers to remove those without
internet access and thus the problem of the digital divide. This
study used quota sampling to draw participants, which is
common for online panel surveys [45]. The quota sampling
scheme used age group and gender as the criteria in designing
subgroups (an equal number of respondents in the 8 subgroups).
Age in this study was divided into the categories of 18 to 25
years, 26 to 30 years, 31 to 40 years, and 41 years and older.
The researchers oversampled people older than 30 years because
that age is positively related to perception of health risks, which
may elicit health information seeking. In the panel, 170,000
participants were from Beijing. For this study, Sojump randomly
sent survey invitations in September 2015 to 9500 people within
the panel who were registered and confirmed as from Beijing.
The data collection process lasted for 10 days and resulted in a
sample size of 542. The average age of the respondents was 33
years old, female respondents accounted for 52.0% (282/542)
of the sample, and the average monthly income ranged from
US $900 to $1200.

Dependent Variables
The outcome variable was the extent to which an individual
uses a particular online channel to obtain health information,
and this was measured on a 7-point scale. According to
preliminary in-depth interviews with Chinese health
communication practitioners and users, the researchers
pinpointed 9 types of commonly used online health information
channels. Given that one channel can be suitable for more than
one type of information acquisition behavior, the researchers
measured the frequencies of 13 types of online health
information channel use (Table 1).
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of online channel use in Beijing, China (N=542).

Meana (SD)Category and online health information channels

Browsing channelsb

4.58 (1.92)WeChatc official accounts (ie, health-related official accounts, similar to Facebook pages)

4.22 (2.05)Microblogs (ie, health microblogs, similar to Twitter)

3.85 (1.91)Web portals (ie, health section, similar to Yahoo)

3.72 (1.98)Online professional health sites (similar to WebMD)

3.67 (2.05)Mobile phone health apps

3.61 (2.02)Online forums (ie, forums related to a particular disease or health problem)

Searching channelsb

5.29 (1.64)Search engines

4.61 (1.84)Online encyclopedia sites

4.51 (1.85)Question-and-answer sites

Scanning channelsd

5.12 (1.66)WeChat Moments (similar to Facebook News Feed)

4.52 (1.67)Web portals (ie, nonhealth sections)

4.38 (1.81)Microblogs (ie, nonhealth microblogs)

4.06 (1.82)Online forums (ie, nonhealth forums)

aScale of 1 to 7: 1=never, 7=very often.
bBrowsing channels and searching channels are the channels for active seeking.
cWeChat is China’s largest mobile messenger service and its functionality is similar to Facebook.
dScanning channels are the channels for incidental exposure, passive exposure, and routine seeking.

When wording the question items, the researchers took into
account whether a channel was for active seeking or incidental
exposure (scanning). For active-seeking channels, the survey
participant was asked, “Over the past year, to what extent have
you used the following channel to acquire information or
knowledge related to generic health, disease
prevention/treatment and healthy living?” [9]. For scanning
channels, the survey participant was asked “Over the past year,
to what extent did you accidently pay attention to information
or knowledge related to generic health, disease
prevention/treatment and healthy living while engaged in media

tasks other than health information search?” [9]. As shown in
Table 1, search engines (active) and WeChat Moments
(incidental exposure, similar to Facebook News Feed) were the
2 most frequently used channels (search engines: mean 5.29,
SD 1.64; WeChat Moments: mean 5.12, SD 1.66). Online health
forums and mobile health apps were the 2 least used channels
(health forums: mean 3.61, SD 2.02; health apps: mean 3.67,
SD 2.05).

Predictor Latent Variables
This study measured 7 RISP predictors. Table 2 lists specific
survey question items and their descriptive statistics.
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Table 2. Descriptive statistics of RISP predictor variables (N=542).

Mean (SD)Variables and questions

Information insufficiencya (1-100 scale)

59.88 (17.13)Perceived current health knowledge:

Estimate your knowledge of health, with 1=knowing nothing and 100=knowing everything you could possibly
know about health maintenance.

73.27 (20.56)Sufficiency threshold:

This time, using that same scale, estimate how much knowledge you think you need on health maintenance.

Information subjective norms (1-5 scale)b

3.78 (0.88)Injunctive:

My family expects me to seek health knowledge.

3.62 (0.94)Injunctive:

My friends expect me to seek health knowledge.

3.53 (0.86)Descriptive:

People in my life whose opinions I value seek health knowledge.

Perceived risk (1-5 scale)c

2.51 (1.09)My health may face problems in the next year.

2.44 (1.18)In the next year, I may possibly suffer from diseases that may impact my job or life.

2.20 (0.97)In the next year, I am confident about my health (reverse coding).

Negative affect (1-5 scale)d

3.11 (1.05)How much of the following do you feel about your health?

Not worried…Very worried

2.71 (1.14)How much of the following do you feel about your health?

Not anxious…Very anxious

Relevant channel beliefs (1-5 scale)e

3.53 (0.74)To what extent do you trust health information on web portals?

3.46 (0.82)To what extent do you trust health information on social media?

3.45 (0.92)To what extent do you trust health information on mobile phone apps?

Perceived information-gathering capacities (1-5 scale)f

3.39 (1.06)It is difficult to find health knowledge (reverse coding).

3.37 (1.07)I don’t know where to find health knowledge (reverse coding).

3.38 (1.23)I have a hard time understanding health knowledge (reverse coding).

33.01 (9.19)Age

52.0 (—)Gender (female), %

3.76 (1.51)Income

aIn the questionnaire, the item “current knowledge” was presented first, followed by the item “sufficiency threshold.”
bα=.70.
cα=.81.
dα=.79.
eα=.61.
fα=.82.

Information insufficiency was assessed using 2 items: perceived
current health knowledge and information sufficiency threshold
[12]. In the analysis, information insufficiency’s influence on
health information seeking was evaluated by modeling the

information sufficiency threshold when controlling for the
self-assessment of current health knowledge.

Informational subjective norms included injunctive and
descriptive norms [35]. The former refers to important others’
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attitudes toward one’s behaviors, while the latter refers to
important others’ behaviors. A total of 3 items were used.

Perceived risks evaluated one’s self-assessed probability of
suffering from diseases or encountering health problems, which
is consistent with previous RISP research [36]. This construct
consisted of 3 items with a 5-point scale.

Negative affect assessed one’s negative feeling related to their
health status [36]. It consisted of 2 items.

Relevant channel beliefs evaluated one’s belief that online
channels are capable of supplying trustworthy information [35].
In this study, the 3 items specifically tapped into the dimension
of trust, since Chinese online media are often criticized for
containing misinformation related to health.

Perceived information-gathering capacities assessed one’s belief
that they are capable of accessing and understanding health
information [35]. Three 5-point items were used to measure this
concept.

Results

Overview
The researchers analyzed the data using structural equation
modeling techniques. Initially, the researchers reduced the use
of 13 online channels into 3 groups of variables, which were
used as endogenous variables [32]. Then, the structural model
was built. The lavaan package in R was used to test hypotheses.

Measurement Model
Three measurement models were constructed and compared
(Multimedia Appendix 1 illustrates the specific measurement
model–building procedures). The third measurement model had
the best model fit (Table 3). The third measurement model
classified the 13 channel use variables into 3 groups: browsing,
searching ,and scanning channels. Additionally, the third
measurement model correlated the error terms of 6 pairs of
variables of channel use that have moderate to high levels of
correlation due to shared technical platforms (Multimedia
Appendix 2). For instance, people who prefer health sections
of web portals are likely to have the habit of using web portals,
which raises their chances of encountering health messages
when using web portals for tasks unrelated to health.

Table 3. Model fit statistics.a

SRMRdCFIcRMSEAbχ2/dfChi-square (df)Model

Measurement model

0.0590.860.0723.791149.1 (303)Model 1: Baseline (2-factor)e

0.0520.900.0623.06904.8 (296)Model 2. Revised (3-factor)f

0.0490.940.0472.20638.0 (290)Model 3: Revised + correlated error

Structural model

0.0810.910.0562.69923.0 (343)Model 1: Baseline conceptual

0.0830.910.0552.65931.7 (351)Model 2: Revised

aRecommended cutoff points for model fit indices [46-48]: SRMR of <0.08; RMSEA of <0.08; CFI of >0.90 (ideally CFI of ≥0.95); χ2/df of <3. Hu
and Bentler [47] suggest a 2-index presentation strategy, recommending a RMSEA of 0.06 or lower and a SRMR of 0.09 or lower.
bRMSEA: root mean square error of approximation.
cCFI: comparative fit index.
dSRMR: standardized root mean residual.
e2-factor: active seeking and scanning channels.
f3-factor: searching, browsing, and scanning channels.

The results from the measurement model suggested that the use
of online health information channels can be divided into 3
categories: browsing, searching, and scanning channels (Table
1). Browsing channels consist of health sections of web portals
(B=1.00; β=0.72; P<.001), professional health sites (B=1.01;
β=0.70; P<.001), microblogs (B=1.01; β=0.67; P<.001),
WeChat official accounts (B=0.91; β=0.64; P<.001), mobile
health apps (B=1.08; β=0.73; P<.001), and online health forums
(B=1.09; β=0.75; P<.001).

Searching channels include search engines (B=1.00; β=0.65;
P<.001), online encyclopedia sites (B=1.35; β=0.79; P<.001),
and question-and-answer sites (B=1.35; β=0.78; P<.001).

Scanning channels encompass incidental exposure to health
information on web portals (B=1.00; β=0.73; P<.001),
microblogs (B=1.02; β=0.69; P<.001), WeChat Moments
(B=0.68; β=0.50; P<.001), and online forums (B=1.14; β=0.76;
P<.001).

Structural Model
The bottom of Table 3 presents the model fit indices for the
structural model. Two structural models, conceptual and revised
(removing the nonsignificant paths), were compared. The
popular model fit indices were roughly the same. The revised
model (Figure 2) was retained, since the likelihood test
suggested that the 2 competing models were not significantly
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different (Δχ2
1=8.7, P=.37). Figure 2 presents test results of H1

to H10.

H1 examined the extent to which the information sufficiency
threshold was associated with online channel choice. According
to the results, the information sufficiency threshold was
positively associated only with the use of the online searching
channel (B=0.09; β=0.01; P<.001) and was negatively related
to the use of online browsing channels (B=–0.004; β=–0.064;
P=.03). H1a and H1b were supported. However, the information
sufficiency threshold was not related to the use of scanning
channels, and H1c was not supported. H2 analyzed in what way
current knowledge was related to online channel selection. It
was found that current knowledge was only positively associated
with the use of online browsing channels (B=0.007; β=0.09;
P=.003), not searching (H2a) and scanning (H2c) channels.
Thus, only H2b was supported.

H3 examined the positive association between current
knowledge level and perceived information-gathering capacities
and was supported (B=0.01; β=0.19; P<.001). H4 examined the
relationship between perceived information-gathering capacities
and online channel selection. It was found that perceived
information-gathering capacities had negative associations with
online scanning channel use (B=–0.39; β=–0.26; P<.001). Thus,
H4b was supported. Conversely, perceived information was not
related to the use of online searching and browsing channels,
and H4a and H4b were not supported.

H5 predicted the positive association of perceived risks with
negative affect, and it was supported (B=0.44; β=0.43; P<.001).

H6 predicted that negative affect would be positively associated
with the information sufficiency threshold. However, this was
not supported. H7 examined the extent to which negative affect
was associated with channel choice. The results suggested that
negative affect was positively associated only with online
searching channel use (B=0.11; β=0.10; P=.02) and not the use
of the other 2 types of online channels. Thus, only H7a was
supported.

H8a and H8b tested the positive relationship between
informational subjective norms and the information sufficiency
threshold and current knowledge, both of which were supported.
The results suggested that informational subjective norms were
positively associated with the information sufficiency threshold
(B=7.58; β=0.23; P<.001) (H8a) and current knowledge
(B=4.95; β=0.18; P<.001) (H8b). H9 examined the relationship
between informational subjective norms and online channel
selection. The results revealed that informational subjective
norms were directly related to online browsing (B=0.33; β=0.15;
P=.004) (H9b) and scanning channels (B=0.29; β=0.15; P=.007)
(H9c). However, informational subjective norms did not have
a direct association with the use of searching channels (H9a).

H10 tested whether relevant channel beliefs were related to
online channel use, which was supported. Additionally, the sizes
of the coefficients were roughly the same (for searching channels
[H10a]: B=1.28; β=0.58; P<.001; for browsing channels [H10b]:
B=1.79; β=0.63; P<.001; for scanning channels [H10c]: B=1.66;
β=0.66; P<.001).

Figure 2. Revised model. The numbers in parentheses are standardized coefficients and the numbers preceding the parentheses are unstandardized
coefficients.
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Discussion

Overview
This study described how people in Beijing, China, use online
channels to acquire health information. The results suggested
that the 13 commonly used online health information channels
can be divided into 3 categories: browsing, searching, and
scanning channels (Table 1). These were also corroborated by
the underlying motivational mechanism.

Diverse Use of Online Health Information Channels
This study found that Chinese people use online health
information channels to different extents. Along with search
engines, China’s largest messenger service, WeChat (WeChat
Moments, a type of scanning channel), was reported as one of
the 2 most frequently used channels. Other frequently used
channels included WeChat official accounts (similar to Facebook
pages), online encyclopedia sites, question-and-answer sites,
microblogs (browsing and scanning), and web portals
(scanning). The descriptive statistics clearly show that although
search engines were the most frequently used, the importance
of social media in online health information acquisition in China
outweighs that of the channels run by institutions, which is in
line with previous studies that found that people in East Asia
prefer social media when seeking health information [17].

Patterns of Online Health Information Channel Use
The confirmatory factor analysis further revealed that the use
of online health information channels can be classified into 3
categories. From the perspective of the theory of channel
complementarity [8], the variable clustering pattern may hint
that people use different online channels with similar functions
complementarily to obtain health information. Search engines,
online encyclopedias, and question-and-answer sites are grouped
together. When people use search engines, they use specific
keywords to actively search for information related to specific
health concerns. Online encyclopedia sites are user-generated
reference “books” in which people also commonly use specific
keywords to query information. Additionally,
question-and-answer site users with specific questions in mind
actively solicit answers from fellow users, which is similar in
nature to user behaviors on search engines and online
encyclopedias. Therefore, search engines, online encyclopedias,
and question-and-answer sites are online searching channels
that users mainly use to search for answers related to health
concerns. An alternative explanation might be that, from
researchers’ anecdotal observations, search engines in China
often return top results linking users to online encyclopedia
sites and question-and-answer sites, which suggests that these
two types of sites successfully apply search engine optimization
strategies.

Web portals (eg, health sections), official accounts on WeChat,
microblogs (eg, health microblog accounts), professional health
sites, mobile health apps, and online health forums are combined
into a separate group: online browsing channels. The content
and layout of the content on the first 5 online channels are
commonly prepared by professional editors; users normally
follow the structure of information prepared by the publisher

[10]. It is also noted that online health forums join the other 5
channels mentioned earlier. While online health forums allow
users to solicit answers about specific questions, many users
are usually spectators scrolling through the posts and threads
of others. Thus, the use of online health forums is more similar
to the use of health sections of web portals than the use of search
engines and question-and-answer sites.

Updates on WeChat Moments and microblogs, web portals (eg,
general news section), and online forums not related to health
are grouped together as online scanning channels. Users
encounter health information on these channels when engaged
in tasks other than active health information seeking.

Differences in Sociopsychological Mechanisms for
Channel Choice
This study further pinpointed the variation in motivation to use
different types of health information channels from the
perspective of RISP [12,33] and showed the validity of RISP
in explaining information channel selection. The differences in
sociopsychological mechanisms for channel selection
corroborated the validity of the results generated by
confirmatory factor analysis.

The use of searching channels, including search engines,
question-and-answer sites, and online encyclopedia sites, is
motivated by the intention to acquire more health knowledge
(information sufficiency threshold) and by negative affect.
Additionally, online searching channel use is indirectly caused
by perceived risks via negative affect and indirectly influenced
by informational subjective norms via the information
sufficiency threshold. An individual who chooses search engines
to search for specific disease-related keywords to reduce
uncertainties is likely to feel threatened by health problems and
have a stronger need for health knowledge.

The use of online scanning channels, including WeChat
Moments, microblogs, online forums, and web portals, is driven
primarily by informational subjective norms. An individual who
pays attention to health information or knowledge on online
scanning channels is unlikely to be concerned about their health
status or increasing their knowledge. The use of online scanning
channels to obtain health knowledge is attributed more to
pressure from the individual’s interpersonal social network.

Similar to the use of online scanning channels, the use of online
browsing channels is also directly driven by influence from
one’s social network. Additionally, informational subjective
norms predict the use of browsing channels via current
knowledge. Browsing content on online professional health
sites, for instance, does not necessarily mean that an individual
can immediately benefit from the content read. Only if the
individual understands the potential long-term benefits of that
information or knowledge can they take the time to process the
information. A higher level of current knowledge may help
individuals be aware of the long-term benefits of health
knowledge accruement. In other words, the use of browsing
channels is comparable to reading lengthy books, while the use
of searching channels is similar to looking up the definition of
a term in a dictionary.
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Interestingly, information-gathering capacity was negatively
associated with the extent to which respondents used scanning
channels. Being able to locate health knowledge might prevent
users from using scanning channels because they might believe
in other, more efficient routes of obtaining health information,
such as those under the category of searching or browsing
channels.

Practical Implications
The results of the study suggest that health communication
practitioners and scholars should measure “internet,” “new
media,” and “online media” more precisely instead of simply
asking the public about the frequency of internet use in health
information acquisition. The measurement of generic internet
use may cause too much error, and it lends no support to media
planning in a public health promotion campaign.

More importantly, as contemporary health care consumers reside
in a multichannel environment [49], health communication
practitioners and scholars may consider developing more
appropriate methods of classifying these channels to better
manage them. As mentioned above, this study devises a new
classification scheme based on health information–seeking
behaviors. Practitioners may consider categorizing online
channels using the new scheme generated by this study, which
may better cater to the needs of individuals planning
consumer-centered health communication campaigns.

The channel choice pattern and underlying sociopsychological
mechanisms generate useful insights to improve health
information strategies as well. We found that the use of online
searching channels was uniquely driven by the need for more
health knowledge and by stronger negative affect. In other
words, people who use search engines, online encyclopedias,
and question-and-answer sites may readily accept the answers
found through these channels and use the knowledge to guide
their health behaviors if they find the answers plausible.
However, these 3 types of channels are often dominated by
nonmedical professionals and possibly contain misinformation
[50], so professional health agencies may consider establishing
closer partnerships with these channels.

It was found that the use of online browsing channels was
uniquely driven by self-reported current knowledge level, which
implies that people with higher health literacy are more likely

to choose browsing channels. Since most browsing channels
are run by institutions, these channels and websites should focus
on the provision of more advanced health knowledge. The basics
should be left to sites such as online encyclopedias.

This study also found that the likelihood of using online
scanning channels was primarily influenced by informational
subjective norms. Additionally, health culture, which makes
health a shared value, is beneficial to people’s health behaviors
[51]. This means that if we could build a culture of health
conducive to the habitual acquisition of health knowledge, users
would be likely to process at least some health information
encountered on online scanning channels. However, it should
be noted that scanning channels may also contain a considerable
amount of health content generated by nonprofessionals.
Accuracy of online health information is always a concern [50],
so practitioners should involve themselves as much as possible
in such channels.

Limitations and Future Studies
This study is not without limitations. Constrained by budgets,
this study used an online panel to collect data. Although the
sample covered a range of age groups, this study did not sample
enough older adults, which to some extent limited the
generalization of the results to the entire population.
Additionally, online panels consist of respondents who are paid
to respond to the survey questions. These respondents may differ
from the general population, which may bias the results of the
study.

Since this study revealed that motivations behind using different
types of channels differ, future studies may further explore the
differences in the impacts of online channel use on health
knowledge gains and behavioral changes. Moreover, future
research is advised to further explore how people process
information when using different types of online health
information channels. The fourfold typology of information
seeking and processing suggests that different
information-seeking strategies may possibly entail different
styles of information processing. Researchers do not examine
online health information channel use and selection for the sake
of merely understanding channel selection; instead, the ultimate
goal of such research is to have a better understanding of how
different channel choices influence changes in people’s
cognition, attitudes, and behaviors.
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Abstract

Background: Web-based question and answer (Q&A) sites have emerged as an alternative source for serving individuals’
health information needs. Although a number of studies have analyzed user-generated content in web-based Q&A sites, there is
insufficient understanding of the effect of disease complexity on information-seeking needs and the types of information shared,
and little research has been devoted to the questions concerning multimorbidity.

Objective: This study aims to investigate seeking of health information in Q&A sites at different levels of disease complexity.
Specifically, this study investigates the effects of disease complexity on information-seeking needs, types of information shared,
and stages of disease development.

Methods: First, we selected a random sample of 400 questions separately from each of the Q&A sites: Yahoo Answers and
WebMD Answers. The data cleaning resulted in a final set of 624 questions from the two sites. We used a mixed methods approach,
including qualitative content analysis and quantitative statistical analysis.

Results: The one-way results of ANOVA showed significant effects of disease complexity (single vs multimorbid disease
questions) on two information-seeking needs: diagnosis (F1,622=5.08; P=.02) and treatment (F1,622=4.82; P=.02). There were also
significant differences between the two levels of disease complexity in two stages of disease development: the general health
stage (F1,622=48.02; P<.001) and the chronic stage (F1,622=54.01; P<.001). In addition, our results showed significant effects of
disease complexity across all types of shared information: demographic information (F1,622=32.24; P<.001), medical diagnosis
(F1,622=11.04; P<.001), and treatment and prevention (F1,622=14.55; P<.001).

Conclusions: Our findings present implications for the design of web-based Q&A sites to better support health information
seeking. Future studies should be conducted to validate the generality of these findings and apply them to improve the effectiveness
of health information in Q&A sites.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e21642)   doi:10.2196/21642
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Introduction

Background
Reports from the Pew Research Center indicate that an
increasing number of people use web-based services to obtain
health information, rising from 25% of Americans in 2000 to
72% in 2014 [1]. Users look for specific diseases and treatments
or other people with similar health problems, usually to diagnose
themselves or others. These web-based resources range from
general search engines to specific sites devoted to health
information. One potential resource that could meet the health
information needs of many internet users is question and answer
(Q&A) sites.

Web-based Q&A sites allow health information consumers
(HICs) to post questions for other users to answer [2]. Q&A
sites may focus on specific topics or be more general in nature.
Another characteristic distinction between different types of
Q&A sites is whether the posted answers are curated by experts
(expert curated) or by other users (community based). In an
expert-curated site, experts are considered an essential part of
the community and their answers are ranked first, followed by
answers posted by other contributors. In a community-based
site, HICs seek support from peers with similar conditions, and
the answers are featured typically based on the total number of
community votes.

The motives of users participating in Q&A sites, especially in
the long term, have been explained based on social theories [3].
According to the social exchange theory, individuals exchange
valuable resources through contacts to receive something that
benefits both parties [4]. This reciprocity encourages social
interactions in a co-operative fashion between individuals, even
when the rewards are not tangible. Individuals may also share
information with someone believing that a third party could
offer similar help in the future when needed, and this is termed
generalized reciprocity [3]. Beyond finding solutions to their
problems, those who seek information possess other benefits
such as meta-knowledge (becoming aware of further resources
such as people, databases, or documents), problem
reformulation, acknowledgment and legitimation from respected
people, and validation of their plans or solutions [5]. HICs who
participate in web-based Q&A communities want to better
understand their condition and receive treatment options from
professionals [6], evaluate their health with regard to risks and
prevention of further disease [6], or communicate with patients
who share similar experiences [7].

Several studies have examined the information-seeking
behaviors of HICs based on the characteristics of their questions
and information needs [8,9]. A study examining cancer-related
topics on Yahoo Answers found that HICs provided rich
information about their problems, emotions, social relationships,
and life situations in their questions [8]. The findings not only
highlighted the complexity of health-related issues but also
indicated that there are multiple reasons why people would
search on the web for answers. In HICs with cancer, for
example, those who post during their cancer diagnosis or
treatment ask mainly for advice. Survivors seemed to share
personal narratives, and terminal patients sought

acknowledgment and validation of their choices [8]. In addition,
previous studies have demonstrated that the language used by
HICs is based not only on controlled vocabularies developed
for lay consumers, such as consumer health vocabularies, but
also on the terminology used by health professionals, such as
SNOMED Clinical Terms [9,10]. Another stream of research
focused on understanding web-based health questions by
extracting the linguistic features of the text. For example, a
study examined health questions on the topic of eating disorders
in Yahoo! Answers for linguistic style and sentiment [11].

One major limitation of previous studies is that they focused
on single-disease entities in isolation, such as cancer [8,12,13]
or diabetes [9]. These are complex diseases that require careful
management, especially when they are associated with the
presence of other diseases. The population of patients with
multiple chronic conditions, also known as multimorbidity, has
increased immensely over the past few decades [14].
Multimorbidity negatively impacts a patient’s quality of life,
hospitalization, and mortality [15]. Patients with multimorbidity
face unique challenges because they are expected to distinguish
between the symptoms of different diseases and make sense of
the abundance of information obtained from different web-based
health resources [16,17]. Despite the rapid growth of online
health communities, most of these communities cater to the
management of single chronic diseases and are not responsive
to the needs of HICs with multimorbidity [16,18,19]. The effect
of disease complexity in its entire spectrum (single and multiple
diseases) on information-seeking needs and types of information
shared by HICs appears to be only partially investigated in the
literature.

Objectives
This study aims to investigate health information sharing in
web-based Q&A platforms with a specific focus on the effect
of disease complexity, namely the characteristics of
multiple-disease health questions as compared with
characteristics of single-disease health questions. There is little
understanding of the effect of disease complexity on the
characteristics of health questions, and we do not know how
deeply these differences run. More specifically, this paper aims
to answer the following research questions: Are there any
differences between questions relating to a single disease
compared with those relating to multimorbidity in web-based
Q&A platforms? How deep do these differences run in terms
of information-seeking needs, types of information shared, and
stages of disease development?

Methods

Disease Topic Selection
We chose kidney disease as the health topic. According to
statistics from the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive
and Kidney Diseases, kidney disease ranges from simple
conditions, such as small stones, to more serious illnesses such
as chronic kidney disease, the prevalence of which is estimated
to be 14% in the general population [20]. Chronic kidney disease
has significant complications such as high blood pressure,
cardiovascular disease, anemia, weak bones, poor nutritional
health, and neuropathy [21]. At the same time, other chronic
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conditions increase the risk of chronic kidney disease, such as
diabetes and high blood pressure. Thus, multimorbidity among
patients with kidney disease is extremely high, which would
inevitably have a significant impact on their ability to identify,
evaluate, and manage their health [22-26].

Q&A Sites
We collected data from an expert-curated Q&A site, WebMD
Answers, and a community-based site, Yahoo! Answers.
WebMD is one of the most influential web-based health sites
[27,28], and users were able to post questions for certified health
experts to answer in the Q&A section, which covered more than
900 health topics. We collected all posts from August 2008 until
the closure of WebMD Answers in 2018 and its successor, that
is, the Questions & Answers A-Z section that offers preset
answers and questions.

Yahoo! Answers features health as one of the top-level
categories; therefore, it was selected as a community-based
Q&A site. Since its creation in December 2005, Yahoo! Answers
has become a popular internet reference site worldwide, and it
is the most frequented community Q&A site in the United States.
As of June 2019, the site ranked ninth in global internet traffic
and engagement over the past 90 days and seventh in the United
States [29]. We collected data from this site for a period of 9
years (2006-2015).

Sampling Process, Data Collection, and Preparation
Given the selection of kidney disease, we screened questions
based on the following key terms: kidney, kidney infection,
kidney stone, kidney cancer, kidney disease, chronic kidney
disease, dialysis, kidney failure, renal artery stenosis, and renal
cell carcinoma. These key terms were selected as they directly
refer to kidney conditions or early signs of chronic kidney
disease [30]. Using an application programming interface, we
sampled 400 random questions from Yahoo! Answers and 400
questions from WebMD related to the abovementioned
kidney-related key terms.

We manually removed noise such as advertisements, irrelevant
questions (non–kidney-related, nonhuman subjects, or student
projects), or posts that did not have an actual question. After
cleaning, we had 316 questions from Yahoo Answers and 308
from WebMD Answers. In total, the data cleaning process
resulted in a final set of 624 questions. For each of the included
questions, we extracted the title, descriptions, date of posting,
categories under which the questions were posted, number of
answers, and the answers themselves.

The data sets contained both qualitative (the actual content) and
quantitative information (such as dates of posting and replies,
demographics of participants, topic, and length and number of
questions). In this study, we focused on the questions
themselves. Therefore, a mixed methods approach was necessary
for this analysis.

Content analysis is widely used as a qualitative research method
for analyzing questions and answers from web-based Q&A
websites [3]. The content of each post is coded into a set of
categories, and analysis is performed based on these categories
and their frequencies. In this study, we used directed content

analysis, where the analysis started with findings from previous
research as guidance for the initial codes [31]. The qualitative
data were transformed into quantitative data through deductive
analysis based on predetermined frameworks and themes and
were then analyzed quantitatively. Quantitative data analysis
allowed for comparisons of groups and for examining the effect
of covariates, in this case, disease complexity.

Dependent Variables and Independent Variables
The independent variable was disease complexity, with two
levels: single and multiple (multimorbidity). We measured the
variables based on the number of diseases described in the health
questions. The health question was labeled as single if it was
related to a single disease (kidney only) and otherwise labeled
as multiple. We considered the following dependent variables:
information-seeking needs, stages of disease development, and
types of shared information.

We contextualized the health questions by adapting relevant
findings from a previous study on health information seeking
[32]. The three main areas of interest for our analysis included
health information–seeking needs, stages of disease
development, and information shared (personal and medical).
Importantly, in recognition that chronic diseases are more
complex, we introduced a comprehensive disease development
stage by adapting a framework of chronic illness development
[33]. We coded the stages of disease development using the
following Zhang and Corbin frameworks, and the coders were
asked to decide which disease stage the health questions are
related to. The information-seeking needs and types of
information shared included several variables coded as binary
(present or absent). The following are detailed descriptions of
our coding schema.

Information-Seeking Needs
HICs ask health-related questions to address specific information
needs [32]:

• Symptom: to gain an understanding of the symptoms of a
kidney or any other related disease.

• Diagnosis: to confirm the nature of a certain disease.
• Causes: to figure out the causes of the disease.
• Prognoses: to inquire about the hypothetical effect of a

disease.
• Treatment: to explore treatment alternatives to kidney

disease.
• Supplements and lifestyle: to explore lifestyle and diet in

people with kidney disease and use different supplements.
• Information sources, medical profession, and related types

of information: to look for medical experts in the field and
any kind of resources to fulfill HIC information needs.

• Drug interaction: to ask for more details about unfavorable
and unexpected signs, symptoms, or diseases associated
with the use of a drug without any judgment about the
causality or relationship to drug use.

• Similar experiences: to connect to patients with similar
conditions.
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Stage of Disease Development
Diagnosing and treating a disease or condition is an ongoing
process. HICs at different stages in this process often have
different levels of information needs [13]. HICs may also display
different information-seeking behaviors based on the nature and
extent of their needs. We adopted a disease development model
consisting of 8 stages [32]: (1) being healthy; (2) self-diagnosed
as being ill; (3) before having a medical test or checkup; (4)
after being diagnosed or self-diagnosed as ill; (5) before
treatment (such as surgery or medication); (6) during treatment
(including medications or exercise); (7) after treatment; and (8)
when the disease becomes chronic or reaches the terminal stage.

Multimorbidity is strongly associated with chronic disease.
Accordingly, we also drew on the stages of chronic illness in
understanding the questions of HICs who are chronically ill.
To this end, stages of disease development were extended to
include the chronic illness trajectory framework [33] for
clinician use in nursing care and chronic illness management.
This trajectory framework was built based on the idea that the
course of chronic conditions varies and changes over time. It
consists of 9 stages [33]: (1) pretrajectory, before disease onset;
(2) trajectory onset, appearance of symptoms and diagnosis; (3)
stability, condition and symptoms are under control. Everyday
life is unaffected, illness management is home-centered, and
hospitalization is not required; (4) unstable, condition and
symptoms are not under control. Everyday life is disrupted.
However, care remains to be centered at home; (5) acute,
symptoms or complications require hospitalization or other
measures. Everyday life activities are cut back or severely
curtailed; (6) crisis, a life-threatening situation that requires
emergency care. Everyday life is placed on hold; (7) comeback,
a return to everyday life activities, possibly with changed ability
for everyday life activities; (8) downward, decline associated
with increased disability and trouble controlling symptoms,
requires adaptation in everyday life activities; and (9) dying,
death of the patient.

Types of Information Shared
HICs provide demographic and medical information in their
questions that represent their understanding of their diseases
and communicate their information needs to others [32].
Demographic information included age, gender, ethnicity,
weight, location, and profession. Medical information includes
symptoms, medical tests, treatment, time of treatment, lifestyle,
drugs, personal and family medical history, insurance, and time
in hospital.

To facilitate question analysis, we developed a web-based
annotation system. Two annotators coded the questions
independently, with one having a medical degree. Each coder
was asked to determine whether any of the categories in the
coding schema was present or absent in the question. The
questions were split randomly between the coders with 20%
overlap to check for intercoder agreement. A comparison
between the two sets of coding results showed that the intercoder
agreement over the overlapping data was 87.9%. Discrepancies
in the coding results were discussed and resolved among the
coders, who then used the results of this discussion to review
and revise the overall questions until they reached an agreement.

Results

Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics for the data sets are presented in Table 1.
Among the questions, 85.1% (531/624) involved single diseases
and 14.9% (93/624) involved multimorbidity. Specifically, the
single-disease questions accounted for approximately 50.6%
(316/624) of questions from Yahoo! Answers and 49.3%
(308/624) questions from WebMD Answers, respectively;
multimorbid accounted for approximately 8.0% (50/624) of
questions on Yahoo! Answers and 6.9% (43/624) on WebMD
Answers, respectively. We performed one-way analysis of
variance (ANOVA) to test the effect of disease complexity on
the selected characteristics of the posted questions. The analysis
was followed up with Tukey honestly significant difference test
to examine the differences between different values of the
variables.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the data sets and analysis of variance results of disease complexity.

P valueF test (df)Multimorbidity (n=93; 14.9%), mean (SD)Single (n=531; 85.1%), mean (SD)Variable

Types of information needs

.191.72 (1,622)0.08 (0.27)0.12 (0.33)Symptom

.281.16 (1,622)0.14 (0.35)0.19 (0.39)Cause

.02a5.08 (1,622)0.12 (0.32)0.22 (0.41)Diagnose

.02a4.82 (1,622)0.26 (0.44)0.16 (0.37)Treatment

.251.31 (1,622)0.17 (0.38)0.13 (0.33)Prognoses

.231.42 (1,622)0.06 (0.25)0.04 (0.19)Drug

.590.29 (1,622)0.15 (0.36)0.13 (0.34)Lifestyle

.191.66 (1,622)0.05 (0.23)0.03 (0.17)Similar

.311.03 (1,622)0.09 (0.28)0.06 (0.23)Source

.261.26 (1,622)0.28 (0.45)0.23 (0.42)Others

Stages of disease development

<.001b48.02 (1,622)6.51 (2.59)3.92 (3.43)Health stages of questions

<.001b54.01 (1,622)2.4 (1.87)1.04 (1.6)Chronic stages

Type of personal information shared

<.001b32.24 (1,622)0.48 (0.5)0.21 (0.41)Demographic

<.001b11.04 (1,622)0.58 (0.5)0.4 (0.49)Medical diagnosis

<.001b14.55 (1,622)0.44 (0.5)0.25 (0.43)Treatment and prevention

aSignificant as P<.05.
bSignificant as P<.001.

Types of Information Needs
The ANOVA results (Table 1) showed a significant effect of
disease complexity on two information-seeking needs: diagnosis
(F1,622=5.08; P=.02) and treatment (F1,622=4.82; P=.02).
However, disease complexity did not have any effect on other
types of information-seeking needs such as symptoms (P=.19),
causes (P=.28), prognosis (P=.25), drug interactions (P=.23),
lifestyle (P=.59), similar experiences (P=.19), source (P=.31),
and others (P=.26).

The post-hoc comparison showed that the single-disease
questions tend to include more diagnostic information (mean
0.22, SD 0.41; P=.02 than the multimorbid counterpart, whereas
the multimorbid questions tend to contain more treatment-related
information than single-disease ones (mean 0.26, SD 0.44;
P=.02).

Stages of Disease Development
There were statistically significant differences in the health
stage (F1,622=48.02; P<.001) and chronic stage (F1,622=54.01;
P<.001) between the two levels of disease complexity.
Specifically, multimorbid questions included questions more
frequently at health stages of questions (mean 6.51, SD 2.59;
P<.001) and at advanced or chronic stages of illness (mean 2.4,
SD 1.87; P<.001).

Types of Information Shared
The ANOVA results revealed the effects of disease complexity
on the types of information shared, including demographic
information (F1,622=32.24; P<.001), medical diagnosis
(F1,622=11.04; P<.001), and treatment and prevention
(F1,622=14.55; P<.001). Specifically, questions from multimorbid
HICs are more likely to provide demographic information such
as age, ethnicity, and weight (mean 0.48, SD 0.5; P<.001) in
their questions compared with single-disease HICs (mean 0.21,
SD 0.41; P<.001). In addition, multimorbid HICs are more
likely to include information relating to diagnosis (mean 0.58,
SD 0.5; P<.001) and information relating to treatment and
prevention (mean 0.44, SD 0.5; P<.001).

Figures 1 and 2 present two illustrations of information sharing
in health questions. In the single-disease question (Figure 1),
the HIC sought a possible diagnosis by sharing a list of
symptoms. However, the question contained a minimal amount
of demographic and medical information including medical
diagnosis or information relating to treatment and prevention.
In the multidisease question (Figure 2), the HIC shared some
personal information, including demographics, medical
diagnosis, treatment, and multimorbidity, and is seeking very
specific information relating to diagnosis and lifestyle.
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Figure 1. Illustrations of information seeking and sharing behavior in single-disease health questions.

Figure 2. Illustrations of information seeking and sharing behavior in multi-disease health questions.

Discussion

Principal Findings and Explanations
This research aims to investigate whether disease complexity
affects information-seeking needs, stages of disease
development, and the type of shared information on Q&A sites.
Our empirical data analysis results revealed several significant
effects.

Questions relating to single diseases were more likely to include
questions about diagnosis when compared with multimorbid
questions. This is not in line with medical care assumptions that
underdiagnoses are a real threat to managing patients with
multiple chronic conditions [34], who may not be allocated
sufficient time for assessment in clinics. The results are also
surprising if we consider the challenges involved in making
sense of the plethora of symptoms and the complex interaction
between different diseases. The reasons behind this are not clear,
as there are no differences in the number of question posts
asking about two related topics: symptoms and causes. Disease
complexity was not found to have an effect on any other type
of information needs, including symptoms, causes, prognoses,
drugs, lifestyle, similar experiences, sources, and others.
Potentially, patients with multimorbidity may have a better
understanding of the diagnostic pathways and are content with
the information they already know. In addition, the finding of
this study supports that multimorbid HICs asking about

treatment more frequently than single-disease HICs. This is in
line with previous research assuming that people with major
illnesses, such as cancer, ask mainly for advice; survivors seem
to share personal narratives; and terminal patients seek
acknowledgment and validation of their choices [8]. Similarly,
multiple chronic conditions may require more complex
management.

Another major finding is the disease stage. Multimorbid
questions focused more frequently on advanced stages of disease
development. We provide several alternative explanations for
this finding. First, HICs at a later stage of a chronic disease may
need more information to validate their choices, such as looking
for detailed clinical information, which experts cannot do for
various reasons. Patients might understand that care is patient
centered, and it is common for treatments to differ, especially
across different states or countries. In addition, patients at later
stages may require more general information, such as lifestyle,
for which peers can serve as great information sources.

Disease complexity was found to play a major role in
determining the types of information shared on web-based Q&A
sites. In particular, the multimorbid HICs included more
demographic and medical information in their questions, which
included information related to diagnosis and information
relating to treatment and prevention. Although the management
of chronic disease is a highly collaborative process between
patients and providers, the work that patients must take on
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during the various stages of chronic disease progression is
immense [35,36]. Multimorbid HICs ask for additional
information about management and treatments of their diseases,
further highlighting their active involvement in health
self-management.

Contribution and Design Implications
This study makes several novel scientific contributions to health
consumer informatics. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first study to empirically investigate the effects of disease
complexity on the types of information shared in two Q&A
sites. In addition, this is the first study to examine the disease
stages of HICs with respect to disease complexity. Overall, this
study provides a comprehensive examination of a wide variety
of question characteristics, which is unique among studies on
web-based health Q&A sites.

This study used mixed methods that combine qualitative and
quantitative methods to understand health information–seeking
behavior in web-based Q&A sites. In addition, the study
considered two common types of Q&A sites, community based
and expert curated, for analyzing health information–seeking
behavior.

Unlike previous studies that view information sharing and
information seeking as two conflicting goals [37-39], the
findings of this study suggest that information sharing can
facilitate information seeking in online health communities.
Previous studies have focused more on individual motivations
and intentions to share information but less on the actual sharing
behaviors and the content of sharing [40]. In addition, we
extended previous theories of information-seeking behavior by
accounting for the dynamics of information needs; in other
words, the process of information seeking can vary with the
stages of disease development.

Our research findings have several implications for improving
web-based Q&A sites. The information needs of HICs with
chronic diseases may also change over time as their disease
evolves, such as substantial disruptions to their everyday lives.
As a result, effective support from peers who share similar
characteristics and experiences would be very helpful. It is worth
noting that HICs with a chronic disease grow their knowledge
as they continuously manage their conditions and take more
responsibility for their illnesses [33]. However, there is a lack
of research investigating how the use of web-based information
evolves as HICs gain experience moving through a chronic
disease trajectory. How to design systems for HICs with chronic
diseases that can not only support them in managing their own
evolving health conditions and related knowledge but also
enable them to help others with similar conditions are important
questions for future research.

This study provides strong evidence that multimorbid HICs
share both demographic and medical information when they

seek health information on the web. Although web-based Q&A
sites encourage the exchange of a significant amount of health
information, these sites can benefit from improving the
organization of information for community reuse. For instance,
these sites could better support HICs with specific information
needs by organizing the questions based on specific types of
information needs, such as diagnosis, treatment, and side effects,
and by encouraging them to share their demographic and
medical information without compromising their personal
privacy.

Limitations and Future Directions
Our study has several limitations. As far as the data sources are
concerned, we collected health questions from two types of
Q&A sites. Thus, caution should be exercised when generalizing
the findings to other Q&A sites. For instance, Twitter has been
used for Q & A in the health context. It would help enrich the
Q&A literature to build a tweets data set on health Q&A and
use it to validate the findings of this study. In addition, multiple
disease questions had a much smaller proportion as opposed to
a single-disease question in this study. Furthermore, we have
chosen to focus on health topics on the kidney disease. Although
the findings of this study are expected to be extensible to other
chronic diseases, they still require empirical validations. In
addition to the health questions, which is the focal point of the
analysis in this study, the Q&A sites also provide other types
of information such as user profiles, comments, answers, and
ratings. Integrating information from these multiple dimensions
is expected to achieve a deeper understanding of the web-based
behavior of HICs. On the other hand, the disclosures of
increasing amount of personal health information may raise
privacy concerns. Thus, how HIC trade-off between information
needs and information disclosure is an interesting question for
future research. The qualitative approach used in this study
helps uncover the contextual characteristics of questions, which
however is difficult to scale. Text mining has the potential to
address the limitation by automating this process. The data
generated through this study can serve as the training data for
building text-mining models.

Conclusions
Multiple disease or multimorbidity questions seem to play a
major role in the stages of disease development and types of
information shared, highlighting a deeper understanding of the
complexities of their conditions. Regarding the types of
information needs, multimorbidity has a minor implication
related to treatment. It is also the case of single-disease questions
that seem to be relevant only for types of information needs in
terms of diagnosis. This study is a valuable first step in
investigating the effects of multimorbidity on different types
of information shared in two Q&A sites. The findings present
implications for designing web-based Q&A sites to better
support health information seeking.
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Abstract

Background: Evidence-based medicine has been regarded as a prerequisite for ensuring health care quality. The increase in
health care professionals’ adoption of web-based medical information and the lack of awareness of alternative access to
evidence-based online resources suggest the need for an investigation of their information-searching behaviors of using
evidence-based online medical databases.

Objective: The main purposes of this study were to (1) modify and validate the internet-specific epistemic beliefs in medicine
(ISEBM) questionnaire and (2) explore the associations between health care professionals’ demographics, ISEBM, and intention
to use evidence-based online medical databases for clinical practice.

Methods: Health care professionals in a university-affiliated teaching hospital were surveyed using the ISEBM questionnaire.
The partial least squares-structural equation modeling was conducted to analyze the reliability and validity of ISEBM. Furthermore,
the structural model was analyzed to examine the possible linkages between health professionals’ demographics, ISEBM, and
intention to utilize the evidence-based online medical databases for clinical practice.

Results: A total of 273 health care professionals with clinical working experience were surveyed. The results of the measurement
model analysis indicated that all items had significant loadings ranging from 0.71 to 0.92 with satisfactory composite reliability
values ranging from 0.87 to 0.94 and average variance explained values ranging from 0.70 to 0.84. The results of the structural
relationship analysis revealed that the source of internet-based medical knowledge (path coefficient –0.26, P=.01) and justification
of internet-based knowing in medicine (path coefficient 0.21, P=.001) were correlated with the intention to use evidence-based
online medical databases. However, certainty and simplicity of internet-based medical knowledge were not. In addition, gender
(path coefficient 0.12, P=.04) and academic degree (path coefficient 0.15, P=.004) were associated with intention to use
evidence-based online medical databases for clinical practice.

Conclusions: Advancing health care professionals’ ISEBM regarding source and justification may encourage them to retrieve
valid medical information through evidence-based medical databases. Moreover, providing support for specific health care
professionals (ie, females, without a master’s degree) may promote their intention to use certain databases for clinical practice.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e20030)   doi:10.2196/20030
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Introduction

Evidence-Based Medicine
Evidence-based medicine, defined as an integration of the best
available external evidence, individual clinical expertise, and
patient preferences in making optimal decisions for patient care,
remains a major concern for health care professionals, public
health practitioners, and medical educators [1-3]. Applying the
most efficacious treatment integrated with evidence-based
medicine will maximize the quality and quantity of life of
individual patients [1]. Practicing evidence-based medicine may
promote rapid updating of knowledge, improve expected patient
care, and have positive effects on doctor-patient relationships
[4-6].

As the internet provides a broad range of web-based medical
information for health care professionals in their daily practice,
their web-based medical information–searching behaviors have
become an issue of great interest [7,8]. The internet has become
the most frequently used resource for obtaining medical
information in clinical practice [9], while also being considered
as an evidence-based medical tool [10]. Evidence-based online
medical databases may support convenient access for health
care professionals to search for and retrieve evidence-based
medical information in clinical contexts [3,11,12]. Using
evidence-based online medical databases to improve patient
care is regarded as a legitimate clinical role of health care
professionals [11]. Information literacy, that is, awareness and
evaluation of the evidence sources, is also regarded as a
necessary competency of health professionals in evidence-based
practice [13].

Information-Searching Behaviors
In spite of the help that web-based medical information provides
in clinical decision making, its quality and credibility is an issue
of concern, thereby suggesting the need to browse medical
databases such as PubMed to cross-check web-based information
and retrieve the best evidence [14]. Retrieving and applying
information from evidence-based biomedical websites in clinical
contexts is essential for health care professionals to improve
patient care [2,15]. Most nurses and physicians (93%) who used
evidence-based online medical databases believed that their use
may help improve patient care [11]. Physicians with high usage
of authoritative information sources, including scientific
web-based databases such as PubMed and scientific digital
journals, possess high fulfilment in meeting information needs
and perceive themselves as having medical practice competency
[7]. Clinicians’ use of evidence-based electronic knowledge
resources has positive effects on their behaviors and on patients’
outcomes [16].

Although a large proportion of nurses use Google (80.2%),
thereby making Google a regularly utilized electronic
information resource, they seldom use web-based medical
databases such as MEDLINE (19.8%) and Cochrane (1.1%)
[9]. Moreover, there is a tendency for physicians to use
nonauthoritative information sources such as Wikipedia,
Facebook groups, and YouTube when retrieving web-based
medical information [7]. Even though a majority of the health
care professionals positively value the promotion of

evidence-based medicine, they may not be aware of
evidence-based medical information available online and may
lack the ability to access validated evidence-based resources
[3,17]. Further, medical students adopt less sophisticated
information-searching strategies than their counterparts in
general universities, thereby suggesting that additional training
in searching for information on the internet is warranted [18].

Regarding the demographics of evidence-based online medical
database users, the more senior the health care professionals
are, the less likely they are to access evidence-based medical
information on the internet [17]. Moreover, nurses require
training in evidence-based practice, in particular, senior nurses
with work experience of more than 5 years [19]. The age and
educational level of physicians and nurses are also considered
as important factors in predicting their usage of evidence-based
online medical databases [11,20]. Regarding gender, male
physicians are more likely than female physicians to employ
web portals to search for medical information [20]. Thus, there
are associations between the usage of internet-based medical
resources and user characteristics such as gender, work
experience, and academic degree [17,19,20].

Epistemic Beliefs and Medical Information Searching
on the Internet
Epistemic beliefs, a construct with multiple dimensions relating
to the nature of knowledge and the way of knowing, have been
defined as personal cognitions, including certainty of knowledge,
simplicity of knowledge, source of knowledge, and justification
for knowing [21]. Understanding how medical learners perceive
and acquire medical knowledge (ie, their epistemic beliefs about
medicine) has been considered an important issue in medical
education [22,23]. Examining the relationship between epistemic
beliefs and medical learning has potential for improving medical
education [23]. Additionally, epistemic beliefs are regarded as
an influential factor in searching on the internet [24,25]. While
solving ill-structured problems through web-based information
searching, the activation of epistemic beliefs may help learners
who possess complex epistemic beliefs to use advanced search
strategies, evaluate information quality, and search for
alternative views [24]. Research on epistemic beliefs has focused
on its role in processing diverse and conflicting information on
the internet [26-28].

With respect to medical information searching, epistemic beliefs
have also been defined as a determinant factor in dealing with
controversial medical information and making health-related
decisions [25,29-31]. Research on the navigation behaviors of
adults without a university education showed that while
searching for health-related issues on the internet, beliefs
regarding justification for multiple resources and the reliability
of web-based knowledge were positively related to the time
spent on the objective webpages and recommended postsearch
health decisions [31]. However, the lack of research on the
influences of epistemic beliefs on health care professionals’
medical information–searching behaviors needs to be noted and
explored.

Owing to the context-sensitive nature of personal epistemology,
it has been suggested that beliefs about knowledge and knowing
should be investigated in a specific context (eg, web-based
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searching) and measured with a context-specific instrument
[27,28]. To evaluate epistemic beliefs in an internet-based
environment, the construct and measurement of internet-specific
epistemic beliefs have been developed to assess individual
beliefs regarding internet-based knowledge and knowing [32].
In addition, the construct validity of internet-specific epistemic
beliefs measurement has been rigorously examined and its
relationships with web-based information search activities have
been extensively explored [33-35]. Based on the four-dimension
theory of personal epistemology developed by Hofer and
Pintrich [21], the dimensions of the internet-specific epistemic
beliefs questionnaire (ISEQ) were originally constructed by
Bråten and his colleagues [32]. Additionally, the ISEQ was
utilized to examine the roles of internet-specific beliefs in
web-based health information searching behaviors and web
search activities on a medical issue [31,35].

The Chinese version of the internet-specific epistemic beliefs
questionnaire (C-ISEQ), adapted from ISEQ and translated into
Chinese, was utilized to measure university students’ beliefs
regarding internet-based knowledge and knowing in Taiwan
[33]. The C-ISEQ has been rigorously modified and validated
as having acceptable reliability and appropriate validity,
denoting a four-dimension model with 12 items related to beliefs
in certainty of internet-based knowledge, simplicity of
internet-based knowledge, source of internet-based knowledge,
and justification for internet-based knowing [33,34]. In addition,
the C-ISEQ has been utilized to examine the relationships
between internet-specific epistemic beliefs and web-based
information-searching behaviors for course-related questions
[33,36].

There are disciplinary differences in epistemic beliefs across
domains [37,38]. For example, students of science and
psychology have different views on certainty, source,
justification, and truth of knowledge [37]. Furthermore, the
domain specificity of epistemic beliefs has been referred to and
explored, thereby showing the influential role of scientific
epistemic beliefs in learning science [39,40]. With respect to
medical education, medical students’medicine-related epistemic
beliefs may be related to their approach to learning medicine
[22]. Presumably, when investigating web-based search
behaviors in the context relating to a specific domain, there is
a need to consider individuals’ epistemic beliefs in terms of
their context specificity (eg, internet-specific) and their domain
specificity (eg, medicine-related) simultaneously. Owing to a
deficiency of epistemic beliefs measurement for both
internet-based and medicine-related contexts, there is a need to
develop an instrument to measure the internet-specific epistemic
beliefs in medicine (ISEBM).

Research Objectives
Clinicians’ lack of intention to access evidence-based medical
information sources remains a challenge [13,17]. The behaviors
of health care professionals in searching web-based evidenced
resources and evaluating the reliability of the retrieved
information have become an issue of concern and have been
increasingly examined [3,12,13,41]. Based on the help of
advanced epistemic beliefs in skilled search strategies and valid
information evaluation [28,42], there may be a presumable

relationship between health care professionals’epistemic beliefs
and their intention to search for evidence-based medical
information in web-based biomedical databases. Considering
the context, as well as the domain specificity of web-based
medical information searching [32,38], the first purpose of this
study was to modify and validate a measurement to assess
internet-specific and medicine-related epistemic beliefs, which
have not been previously researched. Previous studies targeted
laypeople rather than health care professionals in exploring the
relations between internet-specific epistemic beliefs and
web-based medical information searching activities [31,35]. To
the best of our knowledge, no research has focused on health
care professionals’ epistemic beliefs in medicine and their
relationship with evidence-based medicine. Therefore, the
second purpose of this study was to explore the relationship
between health care professionals’ ISEBM and their intention
to use evidence-based online medical databases such as
MEDLINE and Cochrane while retrieving medical information
on the internet. In sum, the main research questions of this study
are as follows:

1. Is the instrument utilized in this study valid and reliable for
measuring health care professionals’ beliefs regarding
internet-based medical knowledge and knowing?

2. What are the relationships between health care professionals’
internet-specific beliefs about medicine and their intention to
utilize evidence-based online medical databases?

Methods

Recruitment
In 1 university-affiliated teaching hospital in Taiwan, this study
purposefully recruited health care professionals with work
experience of more than 6 months. All the participants in this
study voluntarily responded to the survey. Before answering
the questionnaire, they read the cover statement that stated the
confidential nature of this survey and were informed that they
were free to withdraw from the study. The return of the finished
questionnaire was regarded as their consent to participate.

Measures

ISEBM
Considering the same language and the cultural context, the
C-ISEQ was adopted from the previous work of Chiu et al to
develop the major measure of this study, namely, the ISEBM
questionnaire [33]. In addition, the items of internet-specific
epistemic beliefs developed in the work of Bråten et al were
retrieved and included in the ISEBM questionnaire [32].
According to the suggested process, the questionnaire
development was conducted in the following steps [43]. First,
the construct of internet-specific beliefs was defined and
discussed before the development of the questionnaire to ensure
the content validity of the questionnaire. Then, the wording of
each item of the ISEBM was carefully modified to assess
individuals’ internet-specific epistemic beliefs about web-based
medical knowledge and knowing. Next, the ISEBM was checked
by experts to confirm the face validity. Finally, the statistical
estimates of reliability and validity were calculated via the use
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of the structural equation modeling (SEM) technique to examine
the validation of the ISEBM.

Originating from the theoretical constructs of C-ISEQ [33], the
ISEBM questionnaire was constructed with 4 dimensions,
namely ISEBM-CE (certainty), ISEBM-SP (simplicity),
ISEBM-SO (source), and ISEBM-JU (justification). With regard
to the domain-specific nature of epistemic beliefs, the specificity
of domain knowledge should be considered while developing
the measurement of epistemic beliefs in certain domains [38].
To take the specificity of medicine into consideration, a total
of 18 items of internet-specific epistemic beliefs retrieved from
prior studies [32,33] were revised with wordings to specify the
internet-specific epistemic beliefs relating to web-based
searching for medical information. As suggested by researchers,
the face validity should be initially established when using
borrowed measurements to develop a new instrument [43]. Prior
to the analysis of construct validity through the statistical
technique, 2 experts in medicine and information education
evaluated the content and meaning of each item and asserted
the face validity of ISEBM.

The four-dimension ISEBM consists of 18 items measured with
a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5
(strongly agree). The higher scores of certainty, simplicity, and
source dimension represent the more naïve beliefs in the
internet-based knowledge, that is, the respondents are more
likely to believe that the knowledge retrieved from the internet
is certain, simple, and accurate. On the contrary, higher scores
on the justification dimension denote that the respondents
possess the sophisticated belief that the internet-based
knowledge claims should be carefully justified. The concepts
of each dimension are illustrated in the following paragraph.

The certainty of internet-based knowledge in medicine measures
beliefs that the medical knowledge found on the internet is
certain and true. Respondents with high scores on certainty,
indicating naïve beliefs, are less likely to doubt the certainty of
medical knowledge found on the internet. Simplicity of
internet-based knowledge in medicine assesses beliefs that the
internet-based medical knowledge is simple and specific. A
high score on simplicity implies the naïve view that the internet
contains simple and detailed medical knowledge. Source of
internet-based knowledge in medicine evaluates beliefs that the
internet is a good source that offers correct and essential medical
knowledge. Respondents with high scores, showing naïve views
on source, are more likely to believe that the internet contains
good and accurate medical knowledge. Justification for
internet-based knowing in medicine examines the extent to
which respondents believe that the medical claims on the internet
should be evaluated and justified. Respondents with high scores
on justification, demonstrating sophisticated epistemic views,
believe that the internet-based medical claims should be
critically evaluated against other sources.

Demographic Variables
In addition to the ISEBM questionnaire, the participants’gender,
years of working experience, and academic degree were included
in the structural model of SEM and were regarded as
independent variables. The female participants were treated as
the reference group and coded as 0, while the male participants

were coded as 1. Years of work experience was treated as a
continuous variable, indicating the actual years of clinical work
experience. Academic degree was coded as a 2-type categorical
variable, including bachelor’s degree level (coded as 1) and
master’s degree level (coded as 2). Regarding the dependent
variable, intention to use evidence-based online medical
databases was a single item measured with a 5-point Likert scale
ranging from 1 (impossible) to 5 (extremely possible). It was
retrieved and modified from prior studies, which investigated
health care professionals’ willingness to perform web-based
learning activities [44]. While answering this item, the
participants indicated the extent to which they may employ the
evidence-based online medical databases such as MEDLINE,
Cochrane, and UpToDate when retrieving web-based medical
information to answer medical problems in clinical contexts.

Statistical Analysis
With respect to the participants’ demographics, descriptive
analyses, cross-tabulation analysis, and one-sided t test analyses
were conducted using the software SPSS version 22 (IBM Corp).
Following the guidelines of the SEM analytic approach
recommended by Hair et al [45], the measurement model of the
ISEBM instrument and the structural model of the research
hypotheses were examined via partial least squares-structural
equation modeling (PLS-SEM) analysis. The PLS-SEM model
was sequentially analyzed and interpreted in 2 stages. In the
first stage, the factor loadings, composite reliability, average
variance explained, and the Fornell-Lacker criterion [46] for
the measurement model of the ISEBM instrument were
evaluated to test the reliability and validity of the instrument.
Following the two-step procedure recommendation, some
measure items with inadequate estimates were deleted to reach
an acceptable model fit [47]. In the second stage, the structural
model (ie, path correlation analysis) was assessed to examine
the relations among participants’ demographics (ie, work
experience, gender and academic degree), ISEBM, and intention
to use evidence-based online medical databases. The software
SmartPLS3 was utilized to perform the PLS-SEM analyses. P
values less than .05 were regarded as significant loadings and
statistically significant relationships between variables.

Results

Participants
This study adopted the paper-and-pencil survey approach. The
data were collected from March to June 2018. After deleting 4
cases with major missing values, the data from a sample of 273
health care professionals with clinical work experience of more
than 6 months in one university-affiliated teaching hospital was
employed in the following calculation. The group comprised
84 physicians, 45 nurses, 57 pharmacists, 63 therapists, 18
medical technologists, and 6 nutritionists. Among them, 172
(63.0%) were females and 101 (36.9%) were males. Their
average age was 29.57 years (range 20-65 years) and their
average work experience was 4.60 years (range 0.5-37 years).
Regarding their academic degrees, 50 participants possessed a
master’s degree, while 223 held a bachelor’s degree. All
participants included in this study voluntarily responded to the
survey. Moreover, informed consent was obtained from the
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participants. With respect to further analysis of the participant
data, please refer to the statistical analyses reported in
Multimedia Appendix 1.

PLS-SEM Analysis of the Measurement Model
After deleting 6 items with loadings smaller than 0.5 and 1 item
with a loading higher than 0.95, the 4-dimension model
containing 11 items with significant loadings ranging from 0.72
to 0.92 was identified as a reasonable measurement model. The
composite reliability values ranged from 0.89 to 0.94, indicating

that the reliability was fairly good (larger than 0.7). Further, the
average extracted values ranged from 0.70 to 0.84, suggesting
acceptable convergent validity (larger than 0.5) [48]. Table 1
represents the details of the measurement items, factor loadings,
reliability, and validity indices. In addition, as shown in Table
2, based on the Fornell-Lacker criterion, the square root of
average variance explained for each factor was higher than the
corresponding interfactor correlations ranging from 0.02 to 0.62,
showing evidence of adequate discriminant validity [46,48].

Table 1. Results of loadings, reliability, and convergent validity analysis.

α valueRho valueAverage variance explainedComposite reliabilityLoadingItems, subitems

.760.770.810.89ISEBM-CEa

0.88ICE1. I could find accurate answers to medical
problems on the internet.

0.91ICE2. I am most confident that I have understood
medical problems when I have used the internet as
a source of medical information.

.900.900.830.94ISEBM-SPb

0.90ISP1. The internet provides abundant details about
medical topics.

0.92ISP2. The internet offers simple and specific knowl-
edge regarding medical topics.

0.91ISP3. The internet includes a lot of specific

information related to medical issues.

.820.870.700.87ISEBM-SOc

0.71ISO1. Most medical information can be found on the
internet.

0.87ISO2. The internet involves various sources, which
provide the correct answers to medical questions.

0.91ISO3. The internet contains information sources of-
fering most medical knowledge.

.910.930.840.94ISEBM-JUd

0.92IJU1. I would compare information from various
sources to evaluate the trustworthiness of medical
knowledge retrieved from the internet.

0.91IJU2. I would judge the logicality of the medical
knowledge that I find on the internet.

0.92IJU3. For the same topic, I would check more sources
to evaluate medical knowledge available on the inter-
net.

aISEBM-CE: certainty of internet-specific epistemic beliefs in medicine.
bISEBM-SP: simplicity of internet-specific epistemic beliefs in medicine
cISEBM-SO: source of internet-specific epistemic beliefs in medicine.
dISEBM-JU: justification of internet-specific epistemic beliefs in medicine.
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Table 2. Results of the discriminant validity analysis.a

ISEBM-JUeISEBM-SOdISEBM-SPcISEBM-CEbFactors

———f0.90ISEBM-CE

——0.910.41ISEBM-SP

—0.840.390.62ISEBM-SO

0.920.180.490.02ISEBM-JU

aThe correlations between factors are below the diagonal, while the square root values for average variance explained estimates (in italics) are presented
on the diagonal.
bISEBM-CE: certainty of internet-specific epistemic beliefs in medicine.
cISEBM-SP: simplicity of internet-specific epistemic beliefs in medicine.
dISEBM-SO: source of internet-specific epistemic beliefs in medicine.
eISEBM-JU: justification of internet-specific epistemic beliefs in medicine.
fNot applicable.

Path Correlations of the Structural Model
The structural model, combined with the measurement model
of ISEBM, intention to use evidence-based medical databases,
and demographic variables, including years of work experience,
gender, and academic degree, was analyzed with PLS-SEM to
evaluate the path coefficients between the variables. The values
of variance inflation factor for independent variables ranged
from 1.03 to 1.87, showing that there was no problem of
collinearity [48]. In addition, the PLS-SEM results showed
reasonable model fitness with root-mean-square error of
approximation (RMSEA) of 0.071 [45].

The path coefficients are presented in Figure 1. The source of
internet-based knowledge in medicine has a negative correlation
(path coefficient –0.26, P=.01) between intention to use
evidence-based online medical databases, while justification
for internet-based knowing in medicine has a positive correlation
(path coefficient 0.21, P=.001) with such intention. Regarding
the demographics, gender (male) and academic degree (master’s
degree) were positively correlated to such intention with
coefficients of 0.12 (P=.04) and 0.15 (P=.004), respectively. In

all, the R2 value for intention was 0.13, while the adjusted R2

value was 0.10.

Figure 1. The partial least squares-structural equation modeling results for the measurement model and structural model. Intention indicates health
care professionals’ intention to utilize the evidence-based online medical databases. With respect to gender, male is coded as 1 while female is coded
as 0. Regarding academic degree, master’s degree is coded as 2 while bachelor’s degree is coded as 1. *P<.05, **P<.01. ISEBM-CE: certainty of
internet-specific epistemic beliefs in medicine; ISEBM-SP: simplicity of internet-specific epistemic beliefs in medicine; ISEBM-SO: source of
internet-specific epistemic beliefs in medicine; ISEBM-JU: justification of internet-specific epistemic beliefs in medicine.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study advances the understanding of epistemic beliefs in
web-based information-searching contexts and explored the

role of internet-specific epistemic beliefs in utilizing
evidence-based online medical databases. With respect to the
medical issue in web-based searching contexts, there have been
a small number of studies that have investigated the
internet-specific beliefs of laypersons rather than those of
medical professionals [31,33,49]. Due to the widespread
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utilization of the internet for searching for and locating medical
knowledge in daily clinical practice [8,20], it is important to
understand health care professionals’ internet-specific epistemic
beliefs, which play an influential role in their web-based
information-searching behavior [24,26]. Assisting them with
effective usage of web-based resources is important to improve
patient care [8].

ISEBM and Intention to Use Evidence-Based Online
Medical Databases
Individuals with sophisticated epistemic beliefs (rather than
naïve beliefs) are more likely to use advanced information search
strategies to evaluate the quality of web information by checking
alternative sources [24]. In addition, beliefs regarding
justification for multiple sources are positively related to deep
web search activities [31]. As expected, the results of SEM with
path analysis showed that naïve beliefs regarding the source of
internet-based medical knowledge had a negative relationship
with the intention to use evidence-based online medical
databases, that is, those health care professionals who believed
that the internet is a good source of accurate and essential
medical information were less likely to search for evidences
from evidence-based online medical databases. On the contrary,
sophisticated beliefs regarding justification for internet-based
knowing in medicine had a positive relationship with intention
to use evidence-based online medical databases. In other words,
health care professionals who held beliefs that there is a need
to justify web-based medical information by checking alternative
sources were more likely to employ evidence-based online
medical databases.

Consistently, it was indicated that source and justification play
an essential role in web-based information searching to explore
an ill-structured task. Specifically, the credibility of an electronic
source and the criteria for the justification of the knowledge
were frequently referred to when participants epistemically
reflected during their web-based searching [27]. In particular,
the source of knowledge is the most epistemic reflection during
the web-based information search for a controversial topic.
Obviously, the arousal of individuals’epistemic beliefs in source
and justification is relatively important for improving their
web-based searching behavior [24]. Accordingly, improving
health care professionals’ internet-specific beliefs regarding
credibility of source and rule of justification may inspire them
to access evidence from web-based medical databases.

Previous studies have shown that promoting the searching skills
for retrieving and evaluating web-based medical information is
essential for clinical health care professionals [8,11,14,50].
Besides training in internet search skills, there is a crucial need
to elevate health care professionals’ beliefs regarding
internet-based knowledge and knowing in the medical domain.
This study confirms the importance of improving epistemic
beliefs to guide appropriate medical information behaviors
[25,30]. Possessing advanced epistemic beliefs may stimulate
information seekers to employ advanced strategies to evaluate
the quality of web-based information [24]. Therefore, knowing
health care professionals’ internet-specific beliefs can help
medical educators improve their web-based medical

information–seeking behaviors and assist them in evaluating
and retrieving the best evidence for clinical decision making.

Demographics and Intention to Use Evidence-Based
Online Medical Databases
In addition to the influence of internet-specific epistemic beliefs
on the intention to utilize the evidence-based medical databases,
the demographics of health care professionals, including gender
and academic degree, revealed a significantly influential role
in the intention to search evidence-based online medical
databases. Regarding the gender-related issue, gender
differences in the use and perceptions of the internet remain a
major concern when discussing web-based information-seeking
behaviors [34,51]. Consistently, a gender difference was found
in the intention to use web-based medical databases for
evidence. Therefore, there is a need to investigate female health
care professionals’needs for web-based information and to help
them locate appropriate information in relation to
evidence-based medicine. Finally, in accordance with other
research studies, the results of this study showed that academic
degree was an influential factor in the intention to use
evidence-based online medical databases, that is, participants
with a master’s degree were more likely to search for evidence
on medical databases. Perhaps their research training in their
graduate courses gave them experience in searching web-based
medical databases. Physicians’ additional research degrees and
research practice activities are associated with their
evidence-based medicine competency [5]. Therefore, improving
the knowledge of published research evidence and increasing
participation in research training may be of potential benefit to
conducting web-based searching for evidence-based medicine
[6,52].

Limitations
This study has several major limitations that should be
acknowledged. First of all, the generalizability of the study
findings is limited. The participants surveyed were health care
professionals in only 1 university-affiliated teaching hospital
although it is a large-scale medical center. Second, the
participants answered the paper-and-pencil questionnaire by
themselves. Thus, self-reported bias may have occurred. Third,
web-based medical databases are not the only reliable source
of evidence-based medical information. Other alternative
information sources of evidence-based medicine such as
scientific, medical, health and nursing journals available in print
cannot be underestimated and should be further studied. Fourth,

the results of the structural model analysis showed a small R2

value of 0.13. In addition to the predictors included in the
structural model shown in Figure 1, in future studies, there may
be some other variables, which can be treated as predictors,
moderators, as well as mediators in health care professionals’
intention to use evidence-based online medical databases.
Finally, the RMSEA value of 0.071 revealed unsatisfactory
model fit compared to the recommended threshold of 0.005 and
below [53].

Conclusions
Evidence-based medicine plays a determinant role in health
care quality. The internet has been regarded as an
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evidence-based medical tool. Although the internet has become
the most utilized resource for web-based medical information,
health care professionals seldom access the validated
evidence-based online medical databases. This study advances
the knowledge on personal epistemic beliefs and their

relationship with web-based information searching in clinical
practice. Further, the results of this study provide suggestions
for improving health care professionals’ intention to utilize the
evidence-based online medical databases.
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Abstract

Background: Despite the increasing number of youth seeking health information on the internet, few studies have been conducted
to measure digital health literacy in this population. The digital health literacy instrument (DHLI) is defined as a scale that
measures the ability to operate digital devices and read and write in web-based modes, and it assesses seven subconstructs:
operational skills, navigation skills, information searching, evaluating reliability, determining relevance, adding self-generated
content to a web-based app, and protecting privacy. Currently, there is no validation process of this instrument among adolescents.

Objective: This study aims to explore the usability and content validity of DHLI.

Methods: Upon the approval of institutional review board protocol, cognitive interviews were conducted. A total of 34 adolescents
aged 10-18 years (n=17, 50% female) participated in individual cognitive interviews. Two rounds of concurrent cognitive
interviews were conducted to assess the content validity of DHLI using the thinking aloud method and probing questions.

Results: Clarity related to unclear wording, undefined technical terms, vague terms, and difficult vocabularies was a major
issue identified. Problems related to potentially inappropriate assumptions were also identified. In addition, concerns related to
recall bias and socially sensitive phenomena were raised. No issues regarding response options or instrument instructions were
noted.

Conclusions: The initial round of interviews provided a potential resolution to the problems identified with comprehension and
communication, whereas the second round prompted improvement in content validity. Dual rounds of cognitive interviews
provided substantial insights into survey interpretation when introduced to US adolescents. This study examined the validity of
the DHLI and suggests revision points for assessing adolescent digital health literacy.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e17856)   doi:10.2196/17856

KEYWORDS

adolescent; digital health literacy; ehealth literacy; cognitive interview

Introduction

Background
According to the recent report by the International
Telecommunications Union, the majority of the world
population (93%) resides within reach of mobile broadband (or
internet) service [1]. Within this population, it is estimated that
53.6% people–approximately 4.1 billion people—are connected
to the internet and have internet access at home [1]. In recent
years, digital devices such as mobile phones, tablets, and

portable computers have become essential tools in health care.
Digital devices have become a medium for improving and
facilitating health and well-being, and providing access to health
care services for individuals and across populations [2]. The
public uses these devices to obtain health-related information
on the web and communicate with people using email and social
media platforms [3]. In addition, web- and app–based tools aid
digital devices in becoming increasingly resourceful in
delivering health education and interventions, and empowering
users [4]. Given the growth of technology, digital
technology-based interventions provide opportunities to improve
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access to care and create positive health outcomes by enhancing
patient engagement and self-management skills using tailored
programs and interactive features [5,6].

In particular, youth spend significant time using digital devices
such as mobile phones and portable tablets, not only in their
daily lives but also for obtaining health-related information and
participating in social media for peer support and self-care
[3,7,8]. Adolescents in our era are digital natives who are
comfortable with and attracted to technology and the use of
digital devices. It has been reported that teens have a high
demand for and openness to the use of digital devices for their
health and self-care behavior [8-10]. However, despite general
knowledge, they still need to be educated about the specific use
of these devices, especially in terms of understanding and
deciphering the surplus of content on the web. Thus, it is
important to consider digital health literacy and provide proper
education and interventions to enhance skills in maneuvering
and making decisions based on the information found on the
web; this is expected to improve the ability to appropriately use
digital devices in the context of health, as they are closely related
to mobile health usability and may influence the outcomes of
digital-based health care intervention and education.
Subsequently, as a high percentage of information is provided
on the web for youth—and they are inclined to use digital modes
of communication—, such efforts would influence young
people’s health behaviors and create positive outcomes [11-15].

To capture how youth interpret digital health information and
use multiple digital devices for health, the notion of digital
health literacy is most frequently defined as the ability to find
and understand health-related information on the web and to
write and post interactive features on the internet [16]. Digital
health literacy is similar to the concept of eHealth literacy,
which refers to the ability to read and write in web-based modes
requiring multiple components from information, science, health,
media, and computer literacy [17-20]. Unlike eHealth literacy,
which merely focuses on the ability to read and write
information on the web based on health 1.0 skills, digital health
literacy expands these concepts by including the skills needed
to write and post health-related messages on the web based on
health 2.0 skills [17]. The terms health 1.0 and health 2.0
originated from the concept of web 2.0 in the domain of health,
and health 2.0 indicates advanced technology involving patient
empowerment and involvement, sharing information, and social
networking [21]. This is important given the development of
social media features and web-based discussion threads, which
not only require the ability to search for health-related
information, understand the information, and apply it
appropriately but also to write and post their own information
on the web [22].

Given the importance of understanding and applying health
information on the web, health researchers have made efforts
to develop instruments to assess digital health literacy. However,
most of these instruments have only focused on specific aspects
of digital health literacy, particularly with regard to health 1.0
skills. For instance, Rapid Estimate of Adolescent Literacy in
Medicine-Teen [23] assesses the literacy level to correctly
pronounce health-specific terms but does not include an
assessment of the understanding of those terms. Newest Vital

Sign focuses on understanding numeric information in the
context of health [24]. The eHealth Literacy Scale assesses
young people’s perceived health literacy regarding finding,
assessing, and understanding electronic health information but
does not assess the ability to write messages or posts on the web
or manage digital devices [17,25]. Digital Health Literacy
Assessment Tool assesses adolescents’ ability to find and assess
health-related information on the web [26,27].

Objectives
Considering the limitations of the existing instruments, the
digital health literacy instrument (DHLI) [16] assesses an
expanded concept of digital health literacy, assessing seven
skills: (1) operation skills, (2) navigation skills, (3) information
searching, (4) evaluating reliability, (5) determining relevance,
(6) adding self-generated content, and (7) protecting privacy,
which were identified as necessary skills needed for
health-related internet use [16,28]. This instrument, designed
for adult users, offers many components relevant to the
assessment of digital health literacy based on health 2.0 skills.
We will use a DHLI, which is an instrument developed to assess
digital health literacy, as a model for our research focused on
the adolescent population. The scale comprises 21 self-reported
items for adults. It was originally developed in Dutch and
translated into English, and the developers conducted cognitive
interviews to ensure its validity in adults [29,30]. Thus, its
reliability and validity are supported for the Dutch adult
population [16]. The internal consistency of the total scale
(Cronbach α=.87) and the subscales (Cronbach α=.70-.89) was
supported, but the value for the privacy protection subscale
(Cronbach α=.57) was low. A test-retest analysis was conducted,
and intraclass correlation coefficients for the total scale and
subscales ranged from .49 to .81 [16]. Confirmatory factor
analysis supported the 7 constructs. Correlations with significant
associations were reported for age, education, internet use,
health-related internet use, self-reported health status, health
literacy, and eHealth to support validity of the instrument [16].

Although digital health literacy is an important concept, there
are limited instruments available for adolescents. The lack of
existing instruments that effectively assess adolescents’ digital
health literacy has led to a limited understanding of young
people’s comprehension skills and the ability to use the internet
and digital devices for health-related purposes [27].
Unfortunately, this reduces the chances of successful results of
prevalent adolescent health education and health promotion
programs with digital devices. On the basis of these concerns,
we aim to explore usability and assess the validity of DHLI
using cognitive interviews among US adolescents (aged 10-18
years). Cognitive interviews are an essential step in ensuring
the validity of the questionnaire development process. Cognitive
interviews provide a chance to find sources of errors in survey
research and allow for exploration of the understanding of the
questionnaire among the target population [28]. Thus, the
findings of this study will contribute to modifying DHLI and
tailoring the instruments targeting adolescents in the United
States.
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Methods

Research Design
After approval from the affiliated university, cognitive
interviews were conducted. Parent consent forms and minor
assent forms were obtained. Concurrent cognitive techniques
have been used [31]. Two interviewers were trained for the
cognitive interviews with adolescents. The first author, who
had experience conducting cognitive interviews related to
previous works, provided the essential literature on cognitive
interviews, including books, example articles, and an interview
guide, to the other research team members (2 interviewers). The
research team members read the selected books and articles,
after which the first author guided the interview process step
by step. We used the training procedure suggested by Willis
[32]. The research team members met regularly (>3 times)
during the 2 weeks of training sessions until the interviewers
felt comfortable with and confident about the procedures and
were able to conduct the interview on their own. The teach-back
method, in which a trained interviewer teaches and prompts the

training interviewer as guided, was used, allowing for a
standardized process. After each interview, we listened to each
other’s interview audio recordings and provided feedback and
suggestions for improvement when necessary. In addition, we
met on a weekly basis and discussed elements of the interview
process, such as clarifying procedures, resolving any obstacles,
and discussing probing questions. The interview process
consisted of one-on-one individual interviews, and the audio
was recorded.

Participants
A total of 34 adolescents completed the interviews. The sample
was composed of 50% (n=17) females and 50% (n=17) males
aged between 10 and 18 years. The ethnic background included
White Americans (n=15, 44%), African Americans (n=11, 32%),
Latino (n=3, 9%), and Asian Americans (n=5, 15%). The mean
age of the participants was 13.47 (SD 2.39) years. Table 1
provides detailed demographic information of the respondents.
Participants were recruited via flyers posted during summer at
the youth community centers and universities where adolescents
often visit for summer camp programs.

Table 1. Demographics of the recruited adolescents (N=34).

Participants, n (%)Variables

Gender, n (%)

17 (50)Female

17 (50)Male

Race, n (%)

15 (44)White American

11 (32)Black or African American

3 (9)Latino or Hispanic

5 (15)Asian American

13.47 (2.39)Age (years), mean (SD)

School achievement, n (%)

3 (9)Much better than average

16 (47)Better than average

14 (41)Average

1 (3)Much worse than average

Literacy level, n (%)

8 (24)Much better than average

13 (38)Better than average

13 (38)Average

Health insurance type, n (%)

4 (12)Private

7 (21)Government-sponsored

23 (68)Does not know

Free lunch at school, n (%)

21 (62)Yes

13 (38)No
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We used a quota sampling approach for sample selection
[32,33]. We aimed to recruit a similar proportion of male and
female participants (50% each). Recruitment also accounted for
the racial and ethnic composition of the US population. For
example, according to the census data from 2018, the US
population was 61% White, 13% Black or African American,
17% Latino or Hispanic (17%), 5% Asian, 1% American Indian
or Alaska Native, and 1% Native Hawaiian or other Pacific
Islander. We attempted to recruit participants corresponding to
the number of participants for each racial and ethnic group.
Among our participants, there was a slightly higher percentage
of Black or African Americans and Asian Americans and a
lower percentage of White Americans and Latino or Hispanics
than we had intended. We could not recruit participants from
American Indian, Alaska Native, Native Hawaiian, or other
Pacific Islander groups. In addition, we recruited from all age
groups, resulting in at least 3% of all participants in each age
group from 10 to 18 years.

Data Collection
Each face-to-face interview was conducted in English and lasted
for 30 minutes to 1 hour. Before each interview, the researcher
explained the purpose and process of the interview to the
participants. In the first round, 22 interviews were conducted.
On the basis of the findings from the first round of interviews,
the research team analyzed the data and made a suggested
revision to the instruments. In the second round, we conducted
12 interviews with the original and revised items. According to
Willis [33], 12-15 is a good target number of interviews for
each round. However, we felt the need to include more than 15
interviews to ensure a diverse population of adolescents,
especially those of various ages [33]. Therefore, we had 22

participants. We stopped recruiting participants when saturated
themes emerged, which indicated that no more new issues or
themes arose during the interviews.

The participants read each item and were encouraged to think
aloud with regard to each item. The researcher then asked
probing questions based on the previous literature [32,34]. All
interview files were transcribed verbatim.

Data Analysis
The researchers listened to the audio recordings, and the
transcribed data were coded based on the Miles and Huberman
approach [35]. Using the Miles and Huberman approach, we
followed a deductive approach to analyze the interview data.
We formulated a clear research question and used the theoretical
framework to guide the study. This approach was chosen
because of the reasoning that the nature of our study would
benefit from this analytic approach with the existing framework
and facilitate the assessment of the instrument’s content validity
in a more structured way. We initially conducted descriptive
coding by labeling each unit of meaning related to specific
issues raised for each questionnaire item. Guided by the Willis
[32] framework, we established the following main categories:
reading, instruction, clarity, assumptions, knowledge or memory,
sensitivity or bias, response categories, and other problems
[32-34]. The following categories and subdomains of the Willis
[32] framework (Table 2) were used to ensure the instrument’s
content validity when organizing the codes. In addition, the
framework provides clear categories with subdomains, which
are important for ensuring content validity in a survey
development process based on user feedback from existing
questionnaires. The authors checked for any emergent codes in
the data, but none were found.
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Table 2. Results of cognitive interviews.

Revised itemsOriginal itemCategory and
subdomains

Clarity

Wording

Do you find it difficult to know who will read the message?a5a. Do you find it difficult to judge who can read along?

Technical terms

Do you use the buttons or links on websites?1c. Do you use the buttons or links and hyperlinks on websites?

When typing a message online (eg, to your doctor; on a website;
blog; or on social media such as Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat,
or Instagram) how easy or difficult is it for you to...

4. When typing a message (eg, to your doctor, on a forum or on
social media such as Facebook or Twitter) how easy or difficult
is it for you to...

When you write a message on a website, blog, or social media,
how often...

5. When you post a message on a public forum or social media,
how often...

Vague

Decide whether the information is written for advertisement
(eg, by people trying to sell a product).

2e. Decide whether the information is written with commercial
interests (eg, by people trying to sell a product).

Decide if the information you find relates to you (eg, school
homework, exercise, and eating habits).

2g. Decide if the information you found is applicable to you.

Apply the information you find in your daily life (eg, school
homework, exercise, and eating habits).

2h. Apply the information you found in your daily life.

Do you share your private information (eg, name or address,
location, and school information)?

5b. Do you (intentionally or unintentionally) share your own
private information (eg, name or address)?

Do you share someone else’s private information (eg, name or
address, location, and school information)?

5c. Do you (intentionally or unintentionally) share some else’s
private information?

Difficult vocabulary

Use the keywords or search term to find the information you
are looking for.

2b. Use the proper words or search query to find the information
you are looking for.

Decide whether the information is trustworthy or not.2d. Decide whether the information is reliable or not.

Decide if the information you found relates to you (eg, school
homework, exercise, and eating habits).

2g. Decide if the information you found is applicable to you.

Clearly write your question or health-related worry.4a. Clearly formulate your question or health-related worry.

Assumption

Inappropriate assumptions

Use the keyboard of a computer, or a tablet, or a phone (eg, to
type words).

1a. Use the keyboard of a computer (eg, to type words).

Use the mouse or a touchpad (eg, to put the cursor in the right
field or to click).

1b. Use the mouse (eg, to put the cursor in the right field or to
click).

When typing a message online (eg, to your doctor; on a website;
blog; or on social media such as Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat,
or Instagram) how easy or difficult is it for you to...

4. When typing a message (eg, to you doctor, on a forum or on
social media such as Facebook or Twitter) how easy or difficult
is it for you to...

When you write a message on a website, blog, or social media,
how often...

5. When you post a message on a public forum or social media,
how often...

Knowledge

Apply the information you find in your daily life (eg, school
homework, exercise, and eating habits).

2h. Apply the information you found in your daily life.Recall

Sensitivity/bias

Socially acceptable

Do you share your private information (eg, name or address,
location, and school information)?

5b. Do you (intentionally or unintentionally) share your own
private information (eg, name or address)?

Do you share someone else’s private information (eg, name or
address, location, and school information)?

5c. Do you (intentionally or unintentionally) share some else’s
private information?
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aPlease see the text in italics for the revised phrases.

Results

Overview of the Results
We conducted 34 cognitive interviews across 2 rounds to
evaluate clarity, assumptions, knowledge, and sensitivity or
bias in the items. Subthemes that emerged from the 4 categories
included wording, technical terms, vagueness, difficult
vocabulary, inappropriate assumptions, recall, and being socially
acceptable. The initial round of interviews provided a potential
resolution to comprehension and communication problems. We
determined the need to propose a modification when participants
repeatedly brought up similar issues during the initial round.
Subsequently, the research team modified the items using
collaborative clinical judgment. We had no specific quantitative
cut-off points (eg, the minimum percentage of participants who
raised each issue) because no such numbers are suggested in
the literature, given that most cognitive interviews involve a
small number of participants. When the minimum percentage
of the participants who raised the same issue during the initial
round (n=22) for the modified items was calculated, it was 18%
(n≥4). During the modification phase, the researchers reflected
on the participants’ responses and suggestions. For instance,
modifications were made by adding examples that were
reflective and inclusive of current technological devices (eg,
mouse vs mouse and touchpad). Most issues that indicated the
need for improvement in the areas of clarity, assumptions, and
knowledge emerged during the first round, whereas the second
round provided a more confirmatory process, prompting
improvement in content validity. Examples of changes for each
category are presented in Table 2.

Clarity

Wording
Clarity of the items requires wording that is most appropriate
to best explain a question being asked. We defined problematic
wording as that which is seemingly lengthy, awkward,
ungrammatical, or contains complicated syntax for the
respondents. For instance, half of the respondents in round 1
(11/22, 50%) expressed awkwardness in the word to judge in
the item 5a: “When you post a message on a public forum or
social media, how often do you find it difficult to judge who
can read along?”

When asked to interpret in their own words, many found the
item difficult to comprehend and stated that it did not make
sense even after reading it several times. A respondent stated:

I think I'm just getting confused at do you find it
difficult to judge the community along – who's your
– what is it asking?

In addition, participants expressed confusion by the phrase who
can read along. In round 2, we provided 3 options: wordings
in the item that remained the same and later ones that replaced
to judge with to know and to decide. To know was better received
by the majority (over 8/12, 65%) of the respondents.

Technical Terms
The original items included undefined, unclear, or complex
terms that were either redundant or needed more examples that
best catered to the adolescent population. Over half of the
respondents (13/22, 59%) struggled to define the term hyperlinks
(item 1c); hence, it was removed. Likewise, several participants
(7/22, 32%) had varied definitions of forum (item 4), ranging
from a form/document to a place where professionals gather.
Hence, the word forum was replaced with websiteorblog.
Moreover, the participants (7/22, 32%) found Facebook and
Twitter as examples of social media networking websites in the
original survey (item 4) to lack relatability and suggested the
inclusion of Snapchat and Instagram.

Vague
Vagueness can be a linguistic and nonlinguistic mechanism that
enables readers to interpret questions based on their own
understanding. This leads to interpreting the question in multiple
ways, deciding what is to be included or excluded, or being
selective based on their own definition, all of which prohibits
a clear understanding. In round 1, many respondents (14/22,
64%) verbalized that commercial interests would be hard to
pinpoint, especially if no examples were to be provided (item
[2e]):

When you search the internet for information on
health, how easy or difficult is it for you to decide
whether the information is written with commercial
interests? [eg, by people trying to sell a product]

Respondents communicated that either replacing commercial
interest with advertisement or shortening the question to “...do
the commercials influence you during web-surfing” would yield
more accurate responses.

Similarly, respondents (4/22, 18%) suggested the inclusion of
examples that were more specific to children and adolescents
to yield better responses. Hence, examples such as school
homework, exercise, eating habits was added to item 2g and
2h, and location, school information were added to item 5b,
and 5c, respectively. In round 2, respondents were probed on
their confidence in providing an accurate understanding of these
items, and they showed a better understanding with these
examples. A respondent provided feedback by stating:

I like how you put the examples. I think that really
helps. Because someone else can completely
understand what that means. I think you just feel like
ah like this is all about my homework. All this helped
me to choose what food to eat. So I think it was really
important for the examples. That really helps.

Difficult Vocabulary
Text comprehension can be influenced by the quantity and
location of difficult vocabulary in a given statement.
Respondents (10/22, 45%) felt that words such as applicable
(item 2g) and formulate (item 4a) could be replaced with easier
words. This was especially evident with younger respondents
(aged 10-12 years) who did not understand what the words
meant but vaguely tried to guess in their own ways. Suggestions
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were taken into consideration for round 2. With changes in
round 2, all participants (n=12) expressed no difficulty in
understanding. In addition, the proper words described in item
2b were confusing to the respondents (4/22, 18%). This was
taken into consideration in round 2, and options were provided
that replaced proper words with key words, appropriate (key)
words, or correct (key) words. All options were provided, and
most of the respondents (9/12, 75%) found key words to be an
easier option for conveying the meaning embedded in the item.

In round 1 of cognitive interviews, several participants (11/22,
50%) indicated that the word reliable is understandable, but
replacing it with trustworthy would be easier to understand, as
it is more commonly used by their age group. In addition, more
than half of the respondents (12/22, 55%) reported difficulty
with the vocabulary—the query. Many had difficulty rephrasing
the word or the item, as also described by one of the older
respondents:

I understand and I know what a search query is. It
just throws me off a little bit because it's not a very...
it's not commonly used jargon for most people that I
interact with. So that threw me off a little bit when
you first read it to me. [Aged 18 years, female]

The search query was then replaced with term for round 2, and
all respondents (n=12) were able to comprehend the item with
ease.

Assumptions: Inappropriate Assumptions
Survey questions require wording or phrases that do not make
assumptions or draw conclusions about the respondent or his
or her circumstances. For instance, the original survey of item
1a asks, “How easy or difficult is it for you to use the keyboard
of a computer (eg, to type words)?” Early in round 1 of cognitive
interviews, 18% (4/22) of the respondents suggested adding a
computer, tablet, or phone, as teens nowadays increasingly use
a phone or tablet more than a computer. When asked to apply
the question to the individual, another respondent replied:

I use my fingers to type on the, on my phone, and my
tablet, and stuff.

Hence, touch pad was added to the original item 1b, “How easy
or difficult is it for you to use the mouse (eg, to put the cursor
in the right field or to click)?”, and was rephrased to mouse or
touch pad in round 2. In addition, contrary to the general belief,
many younger respondents in the study stated that although they
possess a social media account, they do not use them regularly.

Knowledge: Recall
The ability to answer survey questions appropriately and
precisely requires respondents to be able to recall instances in
their lives to answer the question. For instance, 18% (4/22) of
the respondents found the original survey item 2h, “When you
search the internet for information on health, how easy or
difficult is it for you to apply the information you found in your
daily life?” to be difficult to answer, as a respondent quotes:

I feel like it's asking a lot because we might not
encounter information one day but if you do it a week
from now, you still would remember it so you could
use it later, so it's not really, you can't really answer

the question because you don't know until you run
across the information, like that's really a good fact.
You remember it and you use it later on.

This item was revised to read “apply the information you find
in your daily life” by changing found to find. This emphasized
perceived real-life applicability, as opposed to the actual
application, to reduce recall bias and enhance the item’s validity.
However, we were unable to gather feedback on this change
during the second round because we came up with this idea
after all interviews.

In addition to having difficulty defining what daily entails,
respondents felt that adding examples that pertain to the question
could help them recall better and more quickly. In round 2, we
added “(eg, school homework, exercise, eating habits)” at the
end of item 2h.

Sensitivity or Bias: Socially Acceptable
We probed the respondents in an effort to understand whether
the survey questions were sensitive in nature or wordings
implicated bias. In answering the question about the frequency
of sharing private information (eg, name or address)
unintentionally and intentionally, most of the respondents
confidently responded with never. However, when probed
regarding the information and posts by their friends or
themselves in their social media networking websites or apps,
several respondents (4/22, 18%) recanted their response from
never to sometimes, which may indicate potential bias and
sensitivity in this question. A respondent stated:

You don’t know everybody on social media but
majority of people you do know. So like if you say
going to the mall then maybe your friend might
comment, “I want to come along.” But you don’t
know who is seeing it. So it is kind of private but we
don’t think of it like that. But like if you really sit
down and think about it then you can understand. But
if we are typing, we are just like putting it up for our
friends to see and not for everybody - but it is social
media so everybody is going to see it. Like their name,
their age, like what school they go to. But I’ve been
seeing a lot of like – because I only know the 8th
grades and 9ths so everybody go to different high
schools and stuff but so they’ll be like oh such and
such guys have been to this school or this school so
yeah.

The privacy issue is pertinent when discussing digital health
literacy, as youth often forget how much private information
about themselves or others they expose or disclose when posting
a public message. We suggested deleting intentionally or
unintentionally from the original item to reduce potential
sensitivity or bias related to differences between intentional and
unintentional incidences of privacy breeches and clarify the
item.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study conducted cognitive interviews on the DHLI
originally developed for adults in Dutch to tailor it to adolescents
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in the United States. Cognitive interviews were conducted to
assess content validity and identified issues based on four
categories: clarity, assumptions, knowledge or memory, and
sensitivity or bias. On the basis of the following issues, we made
suggested revisions to the original items and received feedback
in the second round of interviews.

Given that this instrument was originally developed for adults
in Dutch and translated into English, clarity was the main issue
found. We identified difficult vocabularies, technical terms, and
wordings and vague expressions, which prevented a clearer
understanding of each item. This finding suggests that
back-translation may be necessary to ensure cultural validity in
translating instruments.

Given that the digital world is rapidly evolving, some terms are
likely to be outdated and may not reflect the current trends. For
example, the original items include mouse and computer and
did not include touch pad or tablet, which suggests that this
type of instrument needs to reflect the rapidly changing trend
of technology development. This has emerged concerning
social-media-related questions. Adolescents did not use
Facebook as much as other social media networking websites,
such as Snapchat or Instagram. As trending websites and apps
tend to evolve rapidly, instruments such as DHLI need to be
able to reflect fast-changing trends in a timely manner.

Moreover, social media use or web searches may not be
considered as frequent activities among some adolescents,
particularly the younger population, which could lead to a
potential threat to validity. Thus, we may not assume that all
adolescents use social media or the internet for health-related
purposes. It is also important to provide specific examples that
reflect the context or activities familiar to adolescents when
developing items, which will make the items more relevant to
adolescents. For example, homework, school information, and
eating habits would be examples that could be relevant to
adolescents and could be added to the items.

Limitation and Suggestions for Future Research
This study has some limitations. Although we included 34
participants and aimed at diversity (age, sex, and race or
ethnicity) in recruitment, the study included a slightly higher
percentage of minority groups (African American, Hispanic,
and Asian Americans). In addition, all participants were
recruited from the same region (an eastern state in the United
States), which may have decreased the generalizability of the
findings. Future studies may also need to include participants
who may not go to school or for whom English may not be their
first language.

In addition, we admit that the developmental span varies even
among adolescents across age. Thus, further differentiation may
need to be considered—altering the questions to younger and
older adolescents to consider their developmental stage and
contextual factors and to develop more valid instruments.

Although the DHLI comprehensively assesses the skills
necessary for digital health literacy, we only used the part of
the scale that is based on the self-report. We were not able to
tailor and test the 7 performance-based items in this cognitive
interview because those items were provided by Dutch websites.
This part of the scale is important to provide insightful
understanding of digital health literacy by allowing the
assessment of participants’performance level. It will be difficult
to use these items as they are, but it will be important to develop
this type of performance-based test for adolescents in the United
States.

Another limitation is that this study focused on exploring the
instrument’s content validity based on cognitive interviews with
adolescent users. Thus, based on the feedback we obtained from
adolescents, providing quantitative data on the revised
instrument’s reliability and construct validity for adolescents
is necessary for future studies. In addition, the suggested
revisions are based only on adolescents’ feedback on the
translated scale. We made considerable efforts to preserve the
original items as much as possible because of the validity and
reliability established in previous studies. Nonetheless, further
modifications may be necessary to enhance the scale’s reliability
and validity. For example, the original version of question 5
does not specifically contain the word health. Although the item
presumes that the respondents know the questionnaire’s purpose
and that the item asks about health-related contexts, such an
assumption may threaten the scale’s validity. Further
improvements might increase the scale’s validity, as might
exploring the revised instrument with experts.

Implications for Practice
In practice, health care professionals who develop interventions
using the internet or digital devices may be able to assess digital
health literacy levels among adolescents. Thus, the initial level
of digital health literacy can be considered in the delivery of
such interventions or education, and the program can be tailored
based on the level of literacy [36]. This is a necessary step
considering that digital device-based interventions have great
advantages and have been beneficial for improving health in
various contexts and have been particularly helpful given the
nature of attractiveness to adolescents.

Conclusions
This study fills the important gap in research by exploring the
validation of a DHLI for adolescents. Digital health literacy is
an important skill that needs to be assessed, enhanced, and
considered in the digital era. On the basis of cognitive
interviews, the validity of the instrument assessing
comprehensive digital health literacy skills was tested, and the
items for adolescents with suggested revisions were provided
(Multimedia Appendix 1). This will allow for the provision of
tailored health education and promotion programs based on
individual digital health literacy levels, and personalized effort
will increase the chances for better health outcomes for this
population.
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Abstract

Background: Health information is often communicated through the internet. It is vital for the end user to have a range of
digital skills as well as understand the information to promote their health. There is a valid and reliable 8-item instrument, the
Electronic Health Literacy Scale (eHEALS), that evaluates these skills. The number of Arabic-speaking people migrating to
Sweden and to other parts of the world is increasing due to unstable military and political situations in their countries of origin.
Poor health and limited health literacy have been described in this population in Sweden. Still, to our knowledge, an Arabic
version of eHEALS has not been tested for validity or reliability. Thus, Arabic-speaking populations in Sweden cannot be included
in studies measuring eHealth literacy, which does not support equal treatment in health care.

Objective: The aim of this study was to translate and adapt the original English eHEALS version into Arabic and to evaluate
its psychometric properties.

Methods: The eHEALS was rigorously translated, adapted, and evaluated for content validity. We conducted prospective
psychometric evaluation with natively Arabic-speaking participants living in Sweden. Construct validity, factor structure, internal
consistency, and test-retest reliability were evaluated using Spearman correlation, principal component analysis, Cronbach α,
and weighted quadratic Cohen κ, respectively.

Results: The study population consisted of Arabic-speaking participants (n=298; age: mean 41.8 years, SD 10.5). Construct
validity was supported with weak and moderate correlations. Principal component factor analysis revealed a one-factor structure.
Internal consistency was high (Cronbach α=0.92); test-retest reliability was acceptable (weighted quadratic Cohen κ=0.76).
Evaluation indicated that eHealth literacy threshold values should be dichotomized (limited and sufficient) rather than trichotomized
(inadequate, problematic, and sufficient).

Conclusions: The Arabic version of eHEALS, a unidimensional scale that is valid and reliable for measuring eHealth literacy
among natively Arabic-speaking people in Sweden, was found to be acceptable and feasible in a general population.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24466)   doi:10.2196/24466
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Introduction

Arabic is 1 of 6 official languages of the United Nations and
the official language of more than 20 countries. Unstable
political and military situations have led to forced displacement
for many people in some of these countries. In 2019, Arabic
was one of the most widely spoken languages among refugees
[1] (ie, someone who has been forced to flee their country
because of persecution, war or violence; has a well-founded
fear of persecution for reasons of race, religion, nationality,
political opinion or membership in a particular social group;
and that most likely cannot return home or are afraid to do so
[2]) worldwide. Most refugees (approximately 6.6 million) came
from Syria, which is also the most common country of origin
for refugees overall. In Sweden, approximately 200,000
refugees, of which most were Syrian, speak Arabic [3]. A large
number of refugees had less than good self-assessed health [4,5]
and impaired psychological well-being [4-7]. Smoking, physical
inactivity, and obesity (or being overweight) were also quite
common [5]. At the same time, up to 73% of Arabic speaking
refugees in Sweden refrain from seeking necessary health care,
due to language problems, having the idea that help will not be
given, or a lack of knowledge about where to go [4,5,7].
Arabic-speaking refugees from Iraq and Syria are
overrepresented in the COVID-19 infections in Sweden [8],
partly due to a lack of information [9].

One social determinant that may partly contribute to people’s
health is health literacy [10], which “is linked to literacy and
entails people’s knowledge, motivation and competences to
access, understand, appraise and apply health information in
order to make judgements and take decisions in everyday life
concerning health care, disease prevention and health promotion
to maintain or improve quality of life during the life course
[11].” Studies show that approximately 60% of all
Arabic-speaking refugees in Sweden have limited health literacy
[4,5,12], a proportion that has been found among Syrian refugees
in Turkey as well [13]. Among Arabic-speaking refugees in
Sweden, associations have been found between limited health
literacy and poor self-assessed health and between impaired
psychological well-being and having refrained from seeking
health care [14]. Furthermore, associations have been found
between limited health literacy and poor communication, as
well as with perceptions of receiving little new knowledge and
help from the health examination for asylum seekers [4].

A specific form of health literacy is eHealth literacy which “is
the ability to seek, find, understand, and appraise health
information from electronic sources and apply the knowledge
gained to addressing or solving a health problem [15].” The
term eHealth (ie, electronic health) came into use in the year
2000, but there is no clear definition of it [16]. The internet is
an important resource for health-related information and health
services. To navigate and find this information requires a range
of digital skills [17], which is challenging for both patients and
health care staff [18]. Another potential challenge is limited
language proficiency, which can result in lower understanding
of health information and instructions [14,19,20]. Furthermore,
there are different types of online health information of varying
quality that people need to compare and evaluate. There are

also rapid changes in both care routines and technology, and
health information is updated frequently—yesterday’s health
information may not be good practice today [15] or may not
even be in practice at all.

To be able to draw conclusions about limited eHealth literacy
among people who have migrated from countries where another
language is spoken, and consequently, may have limited
competencies in the official language of the country in which
they live, a reliable and valid questionnaire is needed in a
language in which they are fluent. The 8-item eHealth Literacy
Scale (eHEALS) measures a broad range of eHealth literacy
skills [15,21] on a 5-point Likert scale (from strongly agree to
strongly disagree) eHealth literacy is classified using the sum
score as inadequate, 8-20; problematic, 21-26; or sufficient,
27-40 [17]. The eHEALS is available in a range of languages
[15,17,22-28] but not yet in Arabic. Psychometric testing of
eHEALS indicates that it is a reliable and valid instrument
[15,17,27,29-31] but also that its validity requires further
investigation [28] and that the newly adapted thresholds need
to be confirmed [17]. Consequently, the aim of this study was
to translate and adapt the eHEALS into an Arabic version and
to evaluate its psychometric properties.

Methods

Study Design and Participants
This was a prospective psychometric evaluation study that
included 3 phases: translation, content validity testing, and
psychometric evaluation. Data collection for phases 1 and 2
took place in April 2019, and data collection for phase 3 took
place from May to September 2019 [32]. The project was
approved by the Regional Ethical Review Board in Stockholm,
Sweden (No. 2019/5:1) and was conducted in accordance with
the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki and its subsequent
amendments. All participants were informed in verbal and
written formats about the purpose of the study, its procedures,
and that participation was voluntary and withdrawal was
possible at any time. The participants were given the guarantee
that their information would be kept confidential and stored
securely.

Phases

Translation
The translation process was guided by the COSMIN
(Consensus-Based Standards for the Selection of Health
Measurement Instruments) study design checklist for
Patient-reported outcome measurement instruments [33].
Permission was obtained from the creator of the eHEALS [15].
One translator, multilingual in Arabic, English, and Swedish
and with Arabic as their native language, translated the original
English version of eHEALS into Arabic. The translator was not
a professional translator but had a high reputation in translating
health surveys. Instructions to the translator were that plain
language should be used and that a young person should easily
be able to understand the translation; in other words, that the
items should be short, easy to understand, and not contain
difficult words [34]. The focus was on maintaining the meaning
of the items but also to make them easy to understand and
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answer for people of varying educational and health literacy
levels.

The translated eHEALS (Arabic) version was compared with
the Swedish version (Sw-eHEALS [17]) to ensure that the
Arabic version was in line with both original English and
Swedish versions. The translator and one researcher went
through each item together to verify its content, the use of plain
language, and similarity. Some simplifications and adjustments
of the language were made.

Four individuals who were fluent in Arabic, English, and
Swedish were recruited to form a committee to examine the
quality of the translation [35]—2 members had previous
experience in translating health survey questions to Arabic, one
of whom was also an experienced educator working with
individuals who have migrated to Sweden, and 2 members had
experience in health communication as nurses, one of whom
also worked as a research assistant in this study. The committee
members worked independently and were given the Arabic
translation, the original English, and the Swedish versions of
eHEALS and asked to comment on spelling, grammar, whether
plain language was used, and to what extent the Arabic version
was consistent with the other 2 eHEALS versions. Feedback
and suggestions for improvement were received by email. One

of the researchers and the research assistant discussed the
feedback, which resulted in some minor changes in the wording
of items and response options. The English-version term health
resources was translated as health information in Arabic, partly
because the meaning of the word better matches and partly
because it is more common in everyday Arabic. Health
resources has also been translated as health information in the
Swedish version of eHEALS [15,17].

The Arabic version was then tested by 6 Swedish- and
Arabic-speaking laypeople (Table 1) recruited purposively and
through snowball sampling [36] by one of the researchers and
the research assistant. Written and verbal information about the
study was provided, and a mix of gender, age, and educational
levels was sought. Based on the feedback from the participants,
one of the researchers and the research assistant discussed
changes that might improve the Arabic version; thereafter, the
research assistant made some modifications, which consisted
mainly of grammar corrections and determining which word
should be in bold. Finally, a professional translator was given
the Arabic version with the English and Swedish versions, in
order to compare the 3 versions. The translator’s verdict was
that the Arabic version matched the other 2 versions in terms
of purpose and content.

Table 1. Demographics of the test group (n=6).

ValueCharacteristics

Gender, n

3Male

3Female

38 (24-52)Age (in years), mean (range)

Country of birth, n

2Syria

1Iraq

1Algeria

1Palestine

1France

16 (1-30)Number of years lived in Sweden, mean (range)

Educational levels, n

110-12 years

5Graduated from university

Content Validity
Ar-eHEALS (Multimedia Appendix 1) content validity, the
degree to which the content of an instrument is an adequate
reflection of the construct that it is meant to measure [34,37],
was evaluated through individual interviews with the test group
composed of the 6 Swedish- and Arabic-speaking laypeople
who participated in phase 1. The participants were told to think
aloud during as they completed the Ar-eHEALS questionnaire
and indicate whether anything felt problematic. They were also
asked to argue how they were reasoning when answering the
each of the 8 items.

The meaning of health information was interpreted differently;
some participants mentioned public health information (available
on, for example, Sweden’s 24-hour helpline 1177 and Family
Life, a parent forum on the internet). Other participants
mentioned health information in scientific articles and reports
addressed to health care professionals. In some cases, health
information from friends and health care was mentioned (ie,
information that was not available on internet).

The importance of, and difficulty with, health information source
criticism was raised in connection with 4 out of 8 items (items
1, 3, 7, 8); participants concluded that talking to and getting
information directly from a doctor was best. Whether or not a
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user had education in health or health care was brought up by
some participants, in connection with 2 out of 8 items (items 6
and 8), as a factor regarding to what extent the user agrees with
the statement (ie, assessing and using health information
appropriately). Participants’ reasoning about each item
corresponded with the response alternative they chose and what
the item aimed to measure. Five out of 8 items (items 3-7) were
perceived to be closely related to the item immediately preceding
the item to which they answered, which in turn made it difficult
to distinguish between them. The participants mostly chose the
same response alternative for the items that they thought were
similar. However, all items were experienced as short and easy
to understand, despite the similarities mentioned above. The
response alternatives were perceived as good and no changes
were made to the questionnaire after the content validity
evaluation.

Psychometric Evaluation

Participants, Settings, and Data Collection

A sample size of 300 was considered to be appropriate [33,38].
The inclusion criteria for participation were age 18 years or
older, a native speaker of Arabic, and available on the day of
the data collection. The first author visited 9 different arenas:
courses in civic orientation for newly arrived refugees in
Sweden, fast tracks from newly arrived academics at
universities, an Arabic language school, a theatre, a parent
support groups, and 2 informal Arabic-language networks in

order to recruit a range (gender, age, and educational levels) of
participants Of the 335 people invited to take part in the study,
2 declined to participate due to illiteracy or lack of computer
skills, and 35 were excluded from the study because they lacked
a valid eHEALS sum score, which resulted in a study population
of 298 participants (Figure 1).

To analyze test-retest reliability of Ar-eHEALS and
HLS-EU-Q16, 49 participants were invited to answer the
questionnaire twice with a 1-week interval. As the sample size
needed for test-retest is much smaller than for testing many
other forms of validity, a sample size of 25 people for the retest
was considered appropriate [39]. However, in order to recruit
a range and account for attrition, 49 people were asked to
participate in the test-retest. To minimize dropout, participants
in the test-retest groups were recruited in 2 of the groups having
regular weekly meetings. To be able to compare answers from
the test and the retest on individual level, the participants marked
their questionnaires with a code consisting of the first 3 letters
of their mothers’ names and the year she was born. There was
thus no need to print personal numbers and the participants
remained anonymous. Of the 49 people who were asked to
participate in the test-retest group, 18 people were not present
at the second measurement or did not fill in the personal code
to enable paring with the first questionnaire, and 5 people had
at least 1 invalid Ar-eHEALS sum score; therefore, a total of
31 participants were included in the test-retest analysis (Figure
1).

Figure 1. Data collection flowchart.
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Study Questionnaires and Additional Questions

Participants were given the Ar-eHEALS questionnaire, the short
version of the Arabic version of the Health Literacy Survey
European Questionnaire (HLS-EU-Q16) [40], questions about
demographic information (age, gender, education levels, country
of birth, and years lived in Sweden) and questions about health
and use of the internet. The HLS-EU-Q16 consists of 16 items
measuring comprehensive health literacy—perceived personal
skills in finding, understanding, judging, and applying health
information in order to maintain and improve health [40]. The
items were answered on a 4-point Likert scale ranging from
very difficult to very easy. A sum score (ranging from 0 to 16)
was calculated, and self-perceived comprehensive health literacy
was classified into 3 levels: 0-8, inadequate, 9-12, problematic,
and 13-16, sufficient [40]. The general self-perceived health
question “How do you assess your overall health status?” had
“very poor, poor, fair, good, or very good” as response options
[14,32,41,42]; the question “How useful is the Internet in
helping you make decisions about your health?” had “not useful
at all, not useful, unsure, useful, or very useful” as response
options and was used to measure the usability of the internet.
Importance of the internet was measured by the question “How
important is it for you to be able to access health resources on
the Internet?” with “not important at all, not important, unsure,
important, and very important” as response options [15,17].
The question “How often do you use the Internet?” had “every
day (or almost every day), several days a week, around once a
week, less than day a week and never (or almost never)” as
response options [17,28].

Psychometric Testing

The psychometric testing was guided by COSMIN guidelines
[33,34,37,43]. Construct validity is the degree to which results
from an instrument are consistent with a hypothesis [33]. In
previous studies on health literacy, positive associations have
been found between limited health literacy and high age
[17,44-47], poor health [14,17,45,48-50], and low levels of
education [17,47,51,52]. The hypotheses used in this study to
evaluate the construct validity were that there is a negative
correlation between Ar-eHEALS sum score and age, and there
is a positive correlation between Ar-eHEALS level and
education as well as between Ar-eHEALS and self-perceived
general health. Other hypotheses were based on our earlier
psychometric evaluation of the Swedish version of eHEALS
[17], showing positive correlations between Ar-eHEALS versus
interest in and level of internet use [17], the HLS-EU-Q16 sum
score, and items A, K, L, and M in HLS-EU-Q16 focusing on
health literacy and the Internet.

To confirm the factor structure of Ar-eHEALS principal
component factoring analysis was used [53]. Cronbach α was
used to assess the average correlation for the sum score of
Ar-eHEALS [33].

Test-retest reliability (longitudinal reliability) was examined
by calculating weighted quadratic Cohen κ coefficients [33,37].

To examine floor and ceiling effects (ie, the number of
participants who choose the lowest or highest possible scores
when answering), the proportion of participants who had chosen
different answer alternatives was calculated. If more than 15%

of a study population had chosen the lowest or highest possible
score, floor or ceiling effects could be considered to be a
problem [43].

The Ar-eHEALS scores were categorized according to range
as inadequate (8-20), problematic (21-26), and sufficient
(27-40). A dichotomization was also performed according to
range: limited (8-26) and sufficient (27-40) [17].

Statistical Analysis

Data are presented as mean, standard deviation, number,
percentage, or range. Spearman rank was used to analyze the
correlation between the mean sum Ar-eHEALS score and the
following: HLS-EU-Q16, self-perceived health, level of
education, and age. A correlation coefficient magnitude between
0 and 0.1 was considered to be negligible, between 0.1 and 0.39
was considered to be weak, between 0.4 and 0.69 was considered
to be moderate, between 0.7 and 0.89 was considered to be
strong, and between 0.9 and 1.0 was considered to be very strong
[54]. Cronbach α with a range of 0.70 to 0.95 was considered
acceptable [34,55]. The weighted quadratic Cohen κ coefficient,
with an accepted value of ≥0.70, was used to measure test-retest
reliability [34,56]. To test thresholds, The Friedman test was
used to analyze differences between Ar-eHEALS and
HLS-EU-Q16 in terms of numbers of patients with inadequate,
problematic, and sufficient health literacy; the Wilcoxon
signed-rank test was used to analyze the threshold for limited
(ie, inadequate and problematic) and sufficient health literacy.
The chi-square test was used to analyze differences in gender,
and the student t test was used to analyze differences in age.
The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to analyze differences
in educational levels, general self-perceived health, and
Ar-eHEALS levels between participants with the same levels
of health literacy on both the Ar-eHEALS and HLS-EU-Q16
compared with those with different levels. All data were
analyzed using SPSS statistical software (version 24.0 for
Windows; IBM Corp). Two-tailed P values <.05 were
considered significant.

Results

Participants
The mean age was 41.8 years (SD 12.5), there was a higher
proportion of males (180/292, 61.6%), 75% (222/296) had at
least 10 years of education, and 66.4% (198/298) perceived
their own general health as good or better (Table 2). On average,
the participants had lived in Sweden for 9 years (range 0-38,
SD 8.2). Less than half (111/289, 38.4%) had sufficient health
literacy, and the mean sum score of Ar-eHEALS was 28.1 (SD
6.1). Most participants reported that they use the internet almost
every day (255/297, 85.9%), that they think the internet is useful
or very useful (205/298, 68.8%), and that the internet is
important or very important (205/296, 69.2%). No statistically
significant differences regarding gender (P=.19), age (P=.22),
or education level (P=.93) could be found between participants
who were included and those who were excluded due to missing
Ar-eHEALS sum scores. Nor was any pattern of structural
problems found, in terms of difficulty in responding to certain
items.
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Table 2. Demographics of the respondents with a valid eHEALS sum score and the test-retest group.

Test-retest group (n=31)All (n=298)aCharacteristics

Gender, n (%)

9 (29.0)112 (38.4)Male

22 (71.0)180 (61.6)Female

Age in years

47.8 (10.0)41.8 (12.5)Mean (SD)

30-6821-77Range

Country of birth

13 (41.9)179 (60.1)Syria

11 (35.5)65 (21.8)Iraq

0 (0)14 (4.7)Sudan

5 (16.1)40 (13.4)Other country

Number of years lived in Sweden

11.2 (10.9)9.4 (8.2)Mean (SD)

1-300-38Range

Highest education level, n (%)

1 (3.2)5 (1.7)None

2 (6.5)24 (8.1)1-6 years

5 (16.1)45 (15.2)7-9 years

6 (19.4)65 (22.0)10-12 years

17 (54.8)157 (53.0)Graduated from university

General self-perceived health, n (%)

1 (3.2)6 (2.0)Very poor

0 (0.0)19 (6.4)Poor

13 (41.9)74 (24.9)Fair

12 (38.7)127 (42.8)Good

5 (16.1)71 (24.9)Very good

HLS-EU-Q16b, n (%)

4 (13)64 (22.1)Inadequate

10 (32)114 (39.4)Problematic

17 (55)111 (38.4)Sufficient

Ar-eHEALSc

27.8 (7.1)28.1 (6.1)Mean (SD)

10-408-40Range

Frequency of internet use, n (%)

1 (3.2)5 (1.7)Never

0 (0.0)5 (1.7)Less than 1 day 1 week

0 (0.0)7 (2.4)Approximately 1 day a week

3 (9.7)25 (8.4)Several days a week

27 (87.1)255 (85.9)Every day

Usability of the internet, n (%)

1 (3.2)8 (2.7)Not useful at all
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Test-retest group (n=31)All (n=298)aCharacteristics

3 (9.7)21 (7.1)Not useful

3 (9.7)62 (20.9)Unsure

16 (51.6)126 (42.6)Useful

8 (25.8)79 (26.7)Very useful

Importance of the internet, n (%)

2 (6.5)11 (3.7)Not important at all

2 (6.5)18 (6.1)Not important

6 (19.4)62 (20.9)Unsure

13 (41.9)120 (40.5)Important

8 (25.8)85 (28.7)Very important

aMissing responses (gender, n=6; age, n= 11, number of years lived in Sweden, n=77; highest education level, n=2; HLS-EU-Q16, n=9; frequency of
internet use, n=1; importance of the internet, n=2) were not included in the denominator when calculating percentages.
bHLS-EU-Q16: Health Literacy Survey European Questionnaire.
cAr-eHEALS: eHealth Literacy Scale.

Construct Validity
No correlation was found between the Ar-eHEALS sum score
and age. A weak positive correlation was found between
Ar-eHEALS and the following: education level, self-perceived

health, frequency of internet use, and item A in HLS-EU-Q16.
A moderate positive correlation was found between Ar-eHEALS
and the following: usability of the internet; importance of the
internet, HLS-EU-Q16 sum score; and items K, L, and M in
HLS-EU-Q16 (Table 3).

Table 3. Spearman correlations between the Ar-eHEALS sum score and demographic characteristics, questions, and questionnaires.

P valueSpearman ρVariable

.19–0.10Age

<.0010.25Education level

<.0010.30Self-perceived health

<.0010.43Usability of the internet

<.0010.42Importance of the internet

.010.14Frequency of internet use

<.0010.45HLS-EU-Q16a sum score

<.00010.31HLS-EU-Q16 item A: Find information on treatments of illnesses that concern you

<.0010.41HLS-EU-Q16 item K: Judge if the information on health risks in the media is reliable

<.0010.44HLS-EU-Q16 item L: Decide how you can protect yourself from illness based on information in the media

<.0010.46HLS-EU-Q16 item M: To understand information in the media on how to get healthier

aHLS-EU-Q16: Health Literacy Survey European Questionnaire, 16-item.

Reliability

Internal Consistency
Factor analysis showed that the Kayser-Meyer-Olkin measure
of sampling adequacy for the analysis was good (0.88, P<.001).

Principal component analysis resulted in a one-factor solution
with an initial eigenvalue of 5.0, accounting for 62.7% of the
variance. The scree plot also showed a one-factor structure. All
items had accepted loadings ranging from 0.63 to 0.86 (Table
4). Cronbach α=0.92 was considered acceptable as it was within
the acceptable range of 0.70 to 0.95.
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Table 4. Principal component analysis and weighted quadratic Cohen κ for the Arabic version of the eHealth Literacy Scale sum score or individual
items.

Weighted quadratic Cohen κFactor loadingsVariable

0.76N/AbeHEALSa sum score

0.780.63Item 1: I know what health resources are available on the Internet

0.730.83Item 2: I know where to find helpful health resources on the Internet

0.830.86Item 3: I know how to find helpful health resources on the Internet

0.620.83Item 4: I know how to find helpful informationc on the Internet

0.680.83Item 5: I know how to use the health informationc I find on the Internet
to help me

0.470.78Item 6: I have the skills I need to evaluate the health resources I find on
the Internet

0.640.79Item 7: I can tell high quality health resources from low quality health
resources on the Internet

0.470.77Item 8: I feel confident in using information from the Internet to make
health decisions

aAr-eHEALS: Arabic version of the eHealth Literacy Scale.
bN/A: not applicable.
cThe term health resources was used instead of health information, which is used in the original version [15].

Test-Retest Reliability
A total of 31 participants with a mean age of 47.8 years (SD
10.0) were included in the test-retest; 29.0% (9/31) were male,
74.2% (23/31) had at least 10 years of education, and 54.8%
(17/31) perceived their own general health as good or better
(Table 2). The majority (17/31, 54.8%) had sufficient
comprehensive health literacy, and the mean sum score of
Ar-eHEALS was 27.8 (SD 7.1). Most participants reported that
they use the internet almost every day (27/31, 87.1%), that they
think the internet is useful or very useful (24/31, 77.4%), and
that the internet is important or very important (21/31, 67.7%).
Test-retest reliability of the Ar-eHEALS sum score was
acceptable (Cohen κ=0.76, P<.001). At the items level,
test-retest reliability was acceptable for 4 of 8 items (Cohen
κ=0.73-0.83; Table 4).

Floor and Ceiling Effects
No floor and ceiling effects were found for the Ar-eHEALS;
3.7% (11/298) had the highest possible sum score, and 1.0%
(3/298) had the lowest possible sum score.

Thresholds
When comparing numbers of participants with inadequate,
problematic, and sufficient health literacy (HLS-EU-Q16) with
eHealth literacy (Ar-eHEALS), there were statistically
significant differences depending on which scale was used
(P<.001). Higher proportions of inadequate (64/289, 21.5%)
and problematic (114/289, 39.4%) were found for health literacy
than were found for eHealth literacy; inadequate (26/289, 8.9%)
and problematic (83/289, 28.7%). The opposite was found for
sufficient health literacy (111/289, 38.4%) compared to
sufficient eHealth literacy (180/289, 62.2%). When
dichotomizing Ar-eHEALS and HLS-EU-Q16 into limited
(inadequate and problematic combined) and sufficient health
literacy, there was a significantly greater proportion of
participants who scored the same level of health literacy on both
questionnaires compared to participants who had different levels
(same: 184/289, 63.7%; different: 105/289, 36.3%; P<.001;
Table 5). There were no significant differences in age (P=.52),
gender (P=.20), educational level (P=.77), or general
self-perceived health (P=.11) between these 2 groups.

Table 5. Distribution of participants scoring sufficient resp. limited health literacy and e-health literacy and participants scoring different levels depending
on which questionnaire.

eHealth literacy (Ar-eHEALSb), n (%)cHealth literacy (HLS-EU-Q16a)

SufficientLimited

87 (30.1)91 (31.5)Limited

93 (32.2)18 (6.2)Sufficient

aHLS-EU-Q16: Health Literacy Survey European Questionnaire.
bAr-eHEALS: eHealth Literacy Scale.
cPercentage of all participants with responses (n=289).
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Discussion

Principal Findings
The results of this psychometric evaluation support the use of
Ar-eHEALS to measure the self-reported eHealth literacy of
Arabic-speaking people living in Sweden. The majority of the
participants (179/298, 60.1%) came from Syria, which reflects
the general population of the newly arrived refugees in Sweden
[57]. The translation process is of great importance, especially
when measuring a phenomenon such as eHealth literacy, in
order to take cultural adaptation into consideration. Kalfoss [58]
pointed out that some of the difficulties encountered in the
translation process may be due to the forward translations where
the words are translated too closely (ie, word-for-word
translation, meaning that the translation focused on the words
and not the meaning of the question). This was an aspect in our
translation process regarding the word health resources. Even
though a lot of effort was invested in this translation, it was
obvious that the word that replaced health resources (ie, health
information) was interpreted differently by the participants
during the evaluation of content validity. However, health
information is a more common term in everyday Arabic than
health resources, and the translators indicated that health
information is a more appropriate concept in Arabic. The creator
of the original [15] was also contacted; we were informed that
there have been similar problems with the concept when
translating it into other languages.

Translating, adapting, and validating a questionnaire for practice
or research is a time-consuming process that requires careful
planning and a rigorous methodological approach to produce a
reliable and valid measure of the concept of interest in the target
population [58]. In the translation process, it is necessary to
ensure that the forward translator has expertise in the specific
topic (ie, in this case the target population) and in the construct
[33]. In this study, only one forward translator was used.
However, the committee that examined the quality of the
translation consisted of 4 people who were multilingual in
Arabic, English, and Swedish, with experience in translating
health surveys, data collection in Arabic, health communication,
or in education for people who have migrated. Lastly, the
translation process involved laypeople and an expert for
feedback on wording. This step is particularly important when
an understanding of the items is vital, for example, in a
questionnaire measuring literacy skills such as that measuring
eHealth literacy in our study.

In the psychometric evaluation, the Ar-eHEALS and the
Sw-eHEALS [17] were found to have a one-factor structure (ie,
unidimensionality). The eHEALS was originally proposed to
have a one-factor structure [15], which has been supported by
substantial evidence which has been supported by substantial
evidence irrespective of which test theory—classical or
modern—was used [22,24-26,28,59-63]. The unidimensionality
indicates that all the items measure a single underlying construct,
in this case eHealth literacy. One can argue that confirmatory
factor analysis should be more appropriate; however, principal
component factoring analysis loadings are sometimes closer
approximations of the true factor loadings than the loadings

produced by confirmatory factor analysis. Another difference
between is that confirmatory factor analysis explains a
correlation matrix, whereas principal component factoring
analysis identifies the major sources of variation in data. [53].
However, the sample size for this study (n=298) was appropriate,
since a sample size ≥100 participants is appropriate for
conducting psychometric evaluations such as internal
consistency analysis [33].

According to the context-specific nature of eHealth literacy
skills [15], a moderate correlation was found between eHealth
literacy measured by Ar-eHEALS sum score and health literacy
measured by HLS-EU-Q16 sum score and 3 of the 4
HLS-EU-Q16 items focusing on health literacy and the internet.
This is in line with the findings of previous studies [17,64]
showing a relationship between eHealth literacy and health
literacy. There was a moderate correlation between the
Ar-eHEALS and perceptions of the usability (ρ=0.43) and
between the Ar-eHEALS and perceptions of the importance of
using the internet (ρ=0.42), and there was a weak correlation
(ρ=0.30) between Ar-eHEALS and self-perceived health, in
line with findings for Sw-eHEALS [17]. A weak correlation
between the Norwegian version of eHEALS and health status
has been reported [64]; however, the question about
self-perceived health used in this study has not yet been
validated. On the other hand, it has been argued that
self-perceived health is credible indicator reflecting a person’s
subjective general perception of health [41].

Ar-eHEALS demonstrated a high reliability (Cronbach α=0.92),
which is in line with finding for other language versions of
eHEALS (Cronbach α ≥0.88) [22,24,26,59-63] and moderate
stability over time (weighted quadratic Cohen κ=0.76 coefficient
for Ar-eHEALS), which was acceptable and higher than that of
the Norwegian eHEALS (Cohen κ=0.61) [64] but lower than
of the Swedish version of eHEALS (Cohen κ=0.86) [17].

Use of inadequate, problematic, and sufficient levels, as
previously used for Sw-eHEALS [17], could not be confirmed
for the Ar-eHEALS. However, when dichotomizing the
threshold into sufficient and limited, the thresholds seemed to
be relevant. One can argue that for a short questionnaire such
as eHEALS with 8 items, 3 threshold levels is too many and
may threaten the sensitivity and specificity of the questionnaire.
The most important purpose must be to identify those individuals
and groups who suffer from limited eHealth literacy.
Nevertheless, the threshold levels for eHEALS require further
evaluation in other populations and in other language versions
[17].

The purpose of our study was to develop an Arabic version of
eHEALS in order to include Arabic-speaking individuals living
in Sweden in future eHealth literacy research. We do believe
that more knowledge about associations between eHealth
literacy and health outcomes, about to what extent disease
prevention and health care efforts are beneficial for
Arabic-speaking Swedish residents with different levels of
eHealth literacy, may be important in efforts to reduce health
inequalities. Since approximately 315 million people worldwide
are Arabic speaking, we also think that Ar-eHEALS can be used
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globally, if further validated in the specific country and context
in which it is to be used.

Limitations
This study was not without limitations. One limitation is that 5
out of 6 participants in the content validity test group had
university degrees. People with lower levels of education might
understand and interpret the items differently. Another limitation
is that it is not clear to what health information referred (whether
it represented the Arabic or Swedish concept of health
information). We suggest that in future use of the Arabic
version, the concept of heath information should be specified.
The sample included in this study may not be representative of
all Arabic-speaking individuals in Sweden. However, the
participants included were recruited from different arenas, and
included different ages, genders, and levels of education.
Furthermore, there were some item for which information was

missing, such as for number of years lived in Sweden (77/298,
25.8% missing). One reason for this could be that those
respondents were born in Sweden and therefore did not find it
relevant to answer this item. Because this missing information
was considered to not influence the psychometric evaluations
and because all items in the Ar-eHEALS were answered, we
decided to include these questionnaires in the analysis.

Conclusion
The Ar-eHEALS has rigorously and successfully been translated
and culturally adapted for an Arabic-speaking population in
Sweden. The psychometric testing showed that the Ar-eHEALS
is valid and reliable and can be used to assess eHealth literacy
among Arabic-speaking people in Sweden. Furthermore, it
indicates that sum scores should be dichotomized (into sufficient
and limited eHealth literacy), but further evaluation is needed.
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Abstract

Background: Documentation burden is a common problem with modern electronic health record (EHR) systems. To reduce
this burden, various recording methods (eg, voice recorders or motion sensors) have been proposed. However, these solutions
are in an early prototype phase and are unlikely to transition into practice in the near future. A more pragmatic alternative is to
directly modify the implementation of the existing functionalities of an EHR system.

Objective: This study aims to assess the nature of free-text comments entered into EHR flowsheets that supplement quantitative
vital sign values and examine opportunities to simplify functionality and reduce documentation burden.

Methods: We evaluated 209,055 vital sign comments in flowsheets that were generated in the Epic EHR system at the Vanderbilt
University Medical Center in 2018. We applied topic modeling, as well as the natural language processing Clinical Language
Annotation, Modeling, and Processing software system, to extract generally discussed topics and detailed medical terms (expressed
as probability distribution) to investigate the stories communicated in these comments.

Results: Our analysis showed that 63.33% (6053/9557) of the users who entered vital signs made at least one free-text comment
in vital sign flowsheet entries. The user roles that were most likely to compose comments were registered nurse, technician, and
licensed nurse. The most frequently identified topics were the notification of a result to health care providers (0.347), the context
of a measurement (0.307), and an inability to obtain a vital sign (0.224). There were 4187 unique medical terms that were extracted
from 46,029 (0.220) comments, including many symptom-related terms such as “pain,” “upset,” “dizziness,” “coughing,” “anxiety,”
“distress,” and “fever” and drug-related terms such as “tylenol,” “anesthesia,” “cannula,” “oxygen,” “motrin,” “rituxan,” and
“labetalol.”

Conclusions: Considering that flowsheet comments are generally not displayed or automatically pulled into any clinical notes,
our findings suggest that the flowsheet comment functionality can be simplified (eg, via structured response fields instead of a
text input dialog) to reduce health care provider effort. Moreover, rich and clinically important medical terms such as medications
and symptoms should be explicitly recorded in clinical notes for better visibility.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e22806)   doi:10.2196/22806
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Introduction

Background and Motivations
Electronic health record (EHR) systems have been widely
adopted in clinical settings over the past decade [1]. These
systems have provided many benefits that include, but are not
limited to, improving quality of care [2], reducing prescription
errors [3], and facilitating biomedical research [4]. Despite such
benefits, documentation burden has been recognized as a
negative artifact of adopting EHR systems. For instance, it was
shown that primary care clinicians spent more than 50% of their
time in front of an EHR system, thus reducing their time in
interactions with patients [5]. In another study, it was reported
that ophthalmologists spent approximately 3.7 hours per day
using EHRs [6]. It has also been shown that nurses, one of the
largest EHR system users, enter approximately 640 flowsheet
data entries during a 12-hour shift, nearly one data point every
minute in acute care [7]. In addition, in a web-based survey
conducted in the Nursing Quality and Care Forum, 78% of the
participants confirmed that documentation in EHRs is
time-consuming and difficult to complete, and 68% suggested
that such documentation contributed little value to patient care
[8].

Documentation burden originates from various factors, such as
the complex functionalities of EHR systems (which itself is
partially due to increasingly sophisticated health care routines),
increase in the amount of data being collected, and the challenge
of prioritizing the information scattered in different locations
in an EHR system [9]. The US Department of Health and Human
Services has released strategies to reduce the burden of using
health information technology (and EHRs in particular) [10],
noting that the causes of documentation burden are many and
complex and must be addressed on several levels by EHR
vendors, regulatory agencies, insurers, and health care
organizations themselves. In particular, one of the proposed
strategies is to simplify documentation requirements for
evaluation and management by streamlining Medicare Physician
Fee Schedule final rules.

In addition to policy changes, it has been suggested that
alternative recording strategies could reduce documentation
burden. In one study, a smartwatch app with voice recognition
was designed to help nurses record discussions during patient
care, which could subsequently be uploaded to the EHR system
[11,12]. A more recent study suggested that clinical
documentation based on a collaborative wiki could provide
opportunities to reduce documentation burden [13]. Other

proposals include using artificial intelligence apps for
auto-generation (eg, for treatment planning or summarization
for radiation oncology [14]) or motion sensors and cameras to
automatically populate EHR data (eg, in emergency care [15]).
However, these approaches are limited in that most are in a
prototype phase and are unlikely to be ready for implementation
in the near future. Although it has been shown that using medical
scribes (individuals who specialize in transcribing information
during encounters into EHRs in real time) can reduce the
documentation burden for physicians [16,17], scribes require a
significant amount of training and clear coordination with
physicians. In addition, the presence of a scribe might cause
uncomfortable conversations during physician-patient
encounters.

An alternative solution, with the potential for an immediate
effect, is to customize the functionalities of an existing EHR
system. For instance, it was shown that turning off certain
interruptive notifications could help reduce EHR alert fatigue
[18,19]. However, before doing this, it is necessary to investigate
the functionality that is going to be customized to minimize
negative consequences. In addition, organizations are beginning
to examine free-text comments in EHRs, particularly those
found in nursing flowsheets where the intent is to provide a
place for succinct and standard responses.

Free-Text Comments in Flowsheets
Flowsheets are standardized tools in EHR systems that are
helpful in documenting longitudinal patient information (eg,
assessments, observations, and routine care) in a grid-type
format [20]. In each flowsheet entry, a health care provider can
enter values into a cell from provided lists or types in numerical
values such as blood pressure (BP) or temperature. Additional
free-text comments can be entered into a flowsheet cell, but this
is not mandatory. By default, the comments (if any) are hidden
behind an icon within the flowsheet entry. Health care providers
can review a comment by clicking or hovering over the icon to
open the comment display dialog. Figure 1 depicts a screenshot
of a vital sign flowsheet with comments entered for BP.
Although the flowsheet comments are optional, some health
care providers find them useful and make an extra effort to
provide them [21]. However, comments may introduce a
documentation burden stemming from limitations in the existing
EHR functionality. Given that flowsheet comments are made
accessible in a nonobvious manner, we believe that their content
can be leveraged to design more effective strategies for
efficiently recording them.
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Figure 1. Example of a vital sign comment that is entered in the Epic system. © 2020 Epic Systems Corporation.

Research Objectives
In this study, we seek to investigate the nature of flowsheet
comments and their contribution to the documentation burden.
In particular, we focused on the vital signs in flowsheets and
extracted all their related comments written in 2018 in Epic,
the EHR system that is in use at the Vanderbilt University
Medical Center (VUMC). Specifically, we investigated the
following research questions (RQs):

• RQ1: How often are the free-text comments in vital sign
flowsheet entries made and by whom?

• RQ2: What are the general topics communicated in these
comments?

• RQ3: Are there any specific medical terms mentioned in
these comments?

Investigating the first question provides insight into how often
health care providers use the flowsheet comment functionality.
Answering the latter 2 questions provides insight into potential
improvements to this functionality in an EHR system. Without
an understanding of how often this feature is used and the
purpose it serves, it is difficult to identify potential
improvements to reduce the need to add documentation beyond
the expected and standard response in a flowsheet cell. If
medical terms or concerns are being added to essentially hidden
flowsheet comments, organizations can identify system usability
enhancements to better capture patient issues that need to be
addressed.

Methods

Data Preparation
In this study, we collected all vital signs and their comments
(if present) that were recorded in flowsheets between January
1, 2018, and December 31, 2018, at VUMC. We focused on 5
specific vital signs that are commonly collected for routine
clinical use in both the inpatient and outpatient settings: body
temperature (Temp), BP, oxygen saturation (SpO2), pulse rate
(Pulse), and respiration rate (Resp). For each vital sign flowsheet
entry, we collected the user ID, user role, documented time, and
the free-text comment entered. Our study did not involve any
patients and was designated as exempt from human subject
research under a VUMC Internal Review Board protocol.
Multimedia Appendix 1 presents the number and percentage of
other types of vital signs.

Commenting Statistics and Temporal Trend
To investigate RQ1, for each vital sign, we captured the total
number of unique users who entered at least one value in the
flowsheet (total users), the number of unique users who made
at least one comment (users commenting), the total number of
flowsheet entries (total entries), the number of entries with
comments (entries with comments), and the median number of
words in the comments (comment length). We also showed the
temporal trend by illustrating the number of comments of each
vital sign that were generated weekly in 2018. In addition, we
counted the number of comments per user role and ranked them
based on their comment volume in descending order. We report
the top-ranked roles that together generate at least 90% of all
the comments.
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Topic Modeling
To gain insights into what was communicated in these
comments, we had to rely on an efficient method to summarize
such a large volume of free texts. Topic modeling is a
computational method for discovering the latent topics that
occur in a collection of documents. To apply this technique, we
first manually cleaned the comments by replacing commonly
misspelled words with canonical representations. For example,
we replaced rnnotifed with rn notified. After data cleaning, we
applied latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), specifically its
implementation in the Gensim Python package (version 3.8.0),
to identify topics. LDA is a common topic modeling technique
in natural language processing to infer 2 distributions from a
large number of documents. The first distribution describes the
probability that a topic is sampled to form a document. The
second distribution describes the probability that a term is
sampled from a topic. We used the first distribution to determine
the popular topics mentioned in vital sign comments and the
second distribution to explain what a specific topic is talking
about.

As LDA is an unsupervised learning method, we applied the
coherence score (specifically, Cv with a default sliding window
of 110) to optimize the number of topics. The coherence score
measures the extent to which the most relevant terms (with the
highest probabilities) in a topic coexist with each other in either
an external data set or the documents that are applied to train
topic modeling. The higher the coherence score, the more
interpretable the topics. In this study, we treated each vital sign
as a single document and trained LDA models for 2 to 30 topics
(with a step size of 1) using all the vital sign comments. Each
candidate model was trained 10 times based on a different
random seed. Although the best practice is to select the model
that achieves the largest coherence score [22], there may be
multiple LDA models that achieve coherence scores that are
not significantly different from each other. As such, we
empirically chose a model from these candidates that has (1) a
large average coherence score, which leads to high
interpretability; (2) a small SD, which tends to generate a stable

model; and (3) a small number of topics, which reduces the
chance of overlaps between topics.

Medical Terms Extraction
LDA is often effective at characterizing what is generally
discussed in documents because it estimates the probabilities
from term frequency (where a higher frequency indicates a
larger probability). However, this technique is limited in that it
is not oriented to represent detailed information, which is
particularly a concern when relevant terms are rare. On the basis
of this fact, we further applied Clinical Language Annotation,
Modeling, and Processing (CLAMP, version 1.6.0), a toolkit
that incorporates named-entity recognition algorithms, to
identify medical terms with respect to 3 categories, that is,
problems, treatments, and laboratory tests, as defined in CLAMP
[23]. Examples of such terms are presented in the Results
section. We use these medical terms to supplement the topics
to gain a better understanding of the content of comments.

Results

Summary Statistics
During the 1-year study period (2018), there were a total of
209,055 free-text comments entered into flowsheets to further
explain the data values entered for vital signs. Table 1 shows
the basic statistics of the collected data. It can be seen that
63.33% (6053/9557) of the users who entered any vital signs
made at least one comment in the vital sign flowsheet entries.
Although BP received the second smallest number of flowsheet
entries, it had the largest proportion of users who made
comments and the largest number (proportion) of entries with
comments. Similarly, Temp had the smallest number of total
flowsheet entries but the second largest proportion of entries
with comments. In contrast, Pulse and Resp had the smallest
number (proportion) of users who made comments and the
smallest proportion of entries with comments. Among these 5
vital signs, SpO2 had the largest number of vital sign entries.
In total, 0.69% (209,055/29,995,045) of the vital sign entries
received additional comments.

Table 1. Data summary statisticsa.

Total entries, nEntries with comment, n (%)Total users, nUsers commenting, n (%)Type

5,268,477107,413 (2.04)90584733 (52.25)BPb

7,898,69916,814 (0.21)90813066 (33.76)Pulse

5,994,77710,883 (0.18)81322346 (28.85)Respc

7,058,50738,819 (0.55)81183614 (44.52)SpO2
d

3,774,58535,124 (0.93)82383631 (44.08)Tempe

29,995,045209,055 (0.69)95576053 (63.33)Total

aNote that the users can document multiple types of vital signs. As a result, the total number of unique users is the union, as opposed to the sum, of the
set users associated with a vital sign.
bBP: blood pressure.
cResp: respiration rate.
dSpO2: oxygen saturation.
eTemp: body temperature.
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Figure 2 shows the histogram of the comment length (the
number of words) for each vital sign. From the figure, it can be
seen that for almost all the comments, the number of words was
less than 15. Although most comments were short (with a

median number of words of 2), the number of all the words used
in these comments was still 697,340, owing to the large data
volume.

Figure 2. Histogram of comment length for each type of vital sign. BP: blood pressure; Pulse: pulse rate; Resp: respiration rate; SpO2: oxygen saturation;
Temp: body temperature.

Comments Stratified by User Role
Figure 3 depicts the user roles that generated at least 90% of
the comments for each vital sign. It can be seen that the user
roles that were most likely to compose comments were
registered nurse, technician, and licensed nurse. Although
medical assistant and nursing student were among the top-ranked

user roles, they generated a substantially smaller number of
comments. It can also be seen that the user role registered nurse
generated the largest number of comments for Temp, SpO2,
Resp, and Pulse, whereas the user role technician generated the
largest number of BP comments. The user role licensed nurse
generated the second largest number of SpO2 comments.

Figure 3. User roles with the largest number of comments per vital sign. Only the user roles that together generated at least 90% of the comments for
each vital sign are shown. Registered Nurse and Technician are two user roles that generated the largest number of vital sign comments. BP: blood
pressure; Pulse: pulse rate; Resp: respiration rate; SpO2: oxygen saturation; Temp: body temperature.
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Figure 4 shows the number of comments for each vital sign in
each week in 2018. Although the number of BP comments had
a slightly increasing trend, the other 4 vital signs had a relatively

constant number of comments for each of the 52 weeks. This
suggested that the commenting phenomenon was quite stable
in this clinical setting.

Figure 4. The temporal patterns of the number of comments for each type of vital sign. BP: blood pressure; Pulse: pulse rate; Resp: respiration rate;
SpO2: oxygen saturation; Temp: body temperature.

Topic Analysis
On the basis of our criteria, we empirically generated 13 topics
from the flowsheet comment (see Multimedia Appendix 1 for
details on how 13 topics were selected). Table 2 shows the
topics, their most relevant terms, and the probability distribution.
The relevant terms were selected based on their probability rank
(in descending order) within a topic. For example, “notify,”
“uto” (unable to obtain), “fussy,” and “move” were the most
relevant terms in topic T8, indicating that a related measurement
might not be obtained. Owing to the overlap between topics

(eg, though a manual review), we further categorized these
topics into 5 groups by examining the topic words and the
associated comments (eg, examining the comments with the
largest distribution of a particular topic). The percentage of each
group was calculated by summing the percentage of each topic
within the group. From the table, it can be seen that most
comments communicated the notification of a result to health
care providers (0.347), the context of a measurement (0.307),
and an inability to obtain a vital sign (0.224). The other 2 topics
corresponded to the measurement method (0.071) and
simultaneous filling (0.051).
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Table 2. Topics generated from vital sign commentsa.

Group distribution (probability)Topic distribution (probability)Most relevant wordsLabel for group and
topic

0.347Notification

0.106notify, rnb, nurse, lie, standing, manually, informed,
<NAME>, trach, <NAME>

T1

0.090nurse, notify, call, high, pressure, heat, primary, hfovc, report,
warmer

T3

0.076notify, rn, nurse, elevated, <NAME>, abnormal, supine,
<NAME>, <NAME>, <NAME>

T9

0.075notif, team, mdd, bedside, notifed, order, ccte, page, monitor,

npf

T6

0.307Context

0.092room, airT13

0.080arm, ptg, nch, blanket, place, warm, apply, hugger, bair, babyT4

0.075post, bath, tempi, stand, sit, minj, provider, eoik, inform, careT12

0.060patient, give, sleeping, tylenol, pain, med, state, liter, due,
floor

T7

0.224Unable to obtain

0.084patient, uto, fussy, move, crying, kicking, agitate, screaming,
unit, moving

T8

0.072patient, refuse, vital, sleep, asleep, time, mom, awake, defer,
request

T2

0.068patient, move, cry, upset, good, attempt, uto, obtain, kick,
uta

T11

0.071Measure method

0.071manual, cuff, bpl, unable, nurse, check, arm, temp, read,
recheck

T10

0.051Simultaneous filing

0.051datum, user, filing, simultaneous, previous, doppler, predose,

cchdm, unnotifed, present

T5

aTopic T13 only has 2 words with positive probabilities, whereas the probability of all the other words was zero and are thus not displayed. The names
in T1 and T9 are replaced with <NAME> for anonymity.
brn: registered nurse.
chfov: high-frequency oscillatory ventilation.
dmd: doctor of medicine.
ecct: critical care team.
fnp: nurse practitioner.
gpt: patient.
hnc: nasal cannula.
itemp: body temperature.
jmin: minute.
keoi: evidence of insurability.
lbp: blood pressure.
mcchd: critical congenital heart disease.

To better understand each topic, we showed the comment
samples, their dominant topics (the topic with the largest
probability), and topic percentages in Table 3. It should be noted
that the names of health care providers mentioned in some
notification-related samples were replaced with <NAME> for

anonymity. Although the meanings of the samples were
straightforward and clearly linked to the associated topic groups,
there are still several observations that we want to highlight
here. First, despite the short length, the content of comment
samples contained rich information, some of which was beyond
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the vital signs themselves. For example, some samples in the
context and notification topic groups included information
regarding medications (eg, nitro paste and BP meds). This
confirmed the necessity of conducting a further medical term
analysis to obtain more insights into this type of information.
Second, the unable to obtain topic group mainly documented

why a measurement was not obtained. Finally, after a close
examination of the comments with T10 (simultaneous filing
topic group) as the dominant topic, we found that this topic
might refer to a conflicting input of a vital sign between an
automatic interface and a health care provider.

Table 3. Examples of comments for each topica.

Topic distribution (probability)TopicTopic group

Notification

0.182T1“Notified <NAME>, RN and <NAME>, MSN”

0.139T3“Nurse notified that pressure is high”

0.147T9“<NAME>, RN and Professor <NAME> notified”

0.204T6“Paged neuro stroke team about BP, team ordered nitro paste”

Context

0.135T13“Room air, baseline oxygen sat 87% on room air preop”

0.183T4“Eating cold food and has heating pad under back/arm area”

0.170T12“Transfusion ended. No s/sx of blood tXXXransfusion reaction”

0.135T7“Patient has not taken her BPb meds today”

Unable to obtain

0.143T8“uto, patient fussy, moving”

0.184T2“Mom refused vitals, requests patient not be disturbed until wakes”

0.151T11“Patient upset, no BP obtained, multiple attempts”

Measure method

0.181T10“Manual BP (arm measured 31 cm, used adult size cuff)”

Simultaneous filing

0.161T11“Paced simultaneous filing. User may not have seen previous data”

aThe dominant topic (eg, the topic with the largest probability) in each topic group is shown in the Topic column, and the corresponding probability is
shown in the Topic Distribution column.
bBP: blood pressure.

Figure 5 shows how each topic group is represented in each
vital sign. Specifically, we used the dominant topic to determine
which topic group a comment is assigned to and then counted
the number of comments in each topic group for each vital sign.
For example, all the 4 comment samples under Notification in
Table 3 were assigned to this topic group because their dominant
topics (T1, T3, T6, and T9) belonged to Notification (Table 2).

It can be seen that some topic groups are specific to certain vital
signs. For example, notification was the dominant topic group
in BP and Resp, whereas context was the dominant topic group
in SpO2. In addition, Pulse had notification and unable to obtain
as dominant topic groups, whereas temp had context and
notification as dominant topic groups.
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Figure 5. Distribution of topic groups in each vital sign. Each comment is assigned to the topic group that its dominant topic belongs to. BP: blood
pressure; Pulse: pulse rate; Resp: respiration rate; SpO2: oxygen saturation; Temp: body temperature.

Medical Term Extraction
We applied CLAMP to generate 4187 unique medical terms or
phrases that were found in 22.02% (46,029/209,055) of all vital
sign comments. Of these comments, 7.66% (16,023/209,055)
contained treatment-related keywords, 8.66% (18,095/209,055)
contained test-related keywords, and 7.16% (14,978/209,055)
contained problem-related keywords. Multimedia Appendices
2-4 depict the word clouds of the medical terms in each
category. The terms bp and fussy covered 30.47% (5814/19,080)
and 24.68% (3941/15,966) of all the test- and problem-related
medical terms, respectively. Given their dominance, they are
not reported in Multimedia Appendices 2 and 3. From the figure,
we can see that test-related medical terms were mainly related
to vitals, which intuitively makes sense because this study
focused on vital sign comments. However, there were other
tests, such as magnetic resonance imaging, which were
mentioned in these comments. The problem-related terms
included many symptom-related terms such as “pain,” “upset,”
“dizziness,” “coughing,” “anxiety,” “distress,” and “fever.”
Treatment-related terms included “tylenol,” “anesthesia,”
“cannula,” “oxygen,” “motrin,” “rituxan,” “bair hugger blanket,”
and “labetalol.”

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study has several notable findings. First, we found that
63.33% (6053/9557) of the EHR users who recorded vital signs
in flowsheets also entered at least one comment, and most of
these users were either (registered) nurses or technicians.
Although only 0.69% (209,055/29,995,045) of the 5 types of

vital sign entries received comments, there were approximately
210,000 comments. Furthermore, our topic analysis showed
that these comments mainly corresponded to how the vital signs
were measured, any issues encountered while taking the vital
signs, or notifications to health care providers. Further inspection
of the medical terms indicated that there were still many test-,
problem-, and treatment-related data that were recorded in these
comments. These nurses and technicians clearly felt the need
to capture more information than the simple numeric value that
the flowsheet required, as documented in a study that examined
the flowsheet comments for 201 patients who experienced
cardiac arrest [21]. However, despite its potential usefulness,
our findings suggest that there are better alternative solutions
for effective information recording.

Documentation Burden of Flowsheet Comments
First, although only a small proportion of flowsheet vital sign
entries had comments, when considering a median typing speed
of 30 words per minute [24], the composition of 700,000 words
in 210,000 comments still implies approximately 23,333 minutes
(389 hours) of comment documentation. Although, on average,
each user spent about 1 minute to document, the time used for
writing such comments was substantial for some Epic users
because the 5 vital signs were only a small fraction of all the
different types of flowsheet entries. This raises the question: Is
it necessary to retain such functionality in the EHR system?
Some studies have shown that patients who died tended to
receive more vital sign comments than other patients [25,26].
However, it is unclear if such an association is useful in practice
because it might be the severity of the condition that led to a
higher volume of vital sign comments. Alternatively, it is still
helpful to simplify the commenting functionality to save the
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users’ effort in this circumstance. According to our topic
analysis, most comments were related to either notification
(0.347), the context of performing a measurement (0.307), or
notification (0.224). Although context might provide additional
information about a measurement, it is unclear whether
recording that a health care provider was notified about a
measurement contributes to the understanding of a patient’s
health condition. A deeper review of the identified topics could
help determine the need for configuration improvements to the
system. For instance, are comments related to notification
entered to address potential litigation or is there a true concern
for the patient’s condition? Are there other signs of patient
deterioration? Are comments related to the context of the vital
signs already documented elsewhere in a more appropriate
location? Are comments related to the inability to take a
patient’s vital signs fulfilling the nursing mantra of if it’s not
documented, it’s not done and a potential legal consequence?
Unfortunately, there has been little investigation into the
motivation for recording notifications.

Visibility of Medical Information in Comments
In addition, the medical term analysis raises another question:
Should such medical information be recorded in flowsheet entry
comments? In EHRs, this information should at least be recorded
in clinical notes, which ensures that such information could be
referred to in the future. However, flowsheet comments are not
displayed or automatically pulled into any clinical notes. Rather,
the only way to review an existing comment is to locate the
flowsheet on the correct date and open the comment display
dialog. As such, we suspect that flowsheet comments are seldom
reviewed by other health care providers, except the user who
made them. Although this needs to be verified (eg, which might
be possible through a review of the EHR access logs), it was
reported that 5.6% of the alert comments regarding potentially
very important clinical safety issues were overlooked [27].
Furthermore, a study showed that only 16% of nursing notes
were read by physicians and 38% were read by other nurses
[28]. As such, it appears that the flowsheet entry comments
might not be in a proper place to store medical-related
information. Although only a fraction of notes are examined by
others, recording such information in clinical notes seems a
better approach to record the information and access it in the
future.

Potential Changes to EHR Design
Finally, based on this analysis, we believe there are at least two
ways by which this functionality could be better oriented toward
a user-centered design. First, the ability to enter free-text
comments in a flowsheet row can be removed from the EHR
system. Although this may save health care providers’ time and
effort, it should only be considered after a careful examination
of the utility of this functionality, an endeavor that is beyond
the scope of this investigation. Second, we suspect that one
possible explanation for recording notification is related to the
potential for future lawsuits. This notion was highlighted in an
interview with 5 acute care nurses, all of whom agreed that
notification comments in a flowsheet help to cover them legally
[21]. If this information must be stored, then it can be designed
using structured response fields (eg, in the form of a simple

checkbox) such that users do not have to click the comment
entry icon, open a dialog box, and then enter comments. This
design should be suitable for capturing when a measurement is
reliable or unable to obtain as well. Moreover, any
medical-related information should be recorded in clinical notes
for future reference. We believe that such a design will be much
more efficient and ensure that important information can be
easily reviewed in the future. However, we acknowledge that
a user-centered design approach would help understand the need
for, as well as how to improve, the functionality.

Limitation and Future Work
Despite the merits of this work, there are several limitations
that we wish to highlight, which could guide future research.
First, we only examined the data from a single clinical
environment, which may limit the generalizability of our
findings. However, this functionality exists across all Epic
implementations and is therefore likely to be a widespread
phenomenon. Second, we only examined vital sign comments;
thus, it is unclear if these findings would hold with other types
of flowsheet entries. Third, we only focused on the dominant
topic when analyzing the distribution of topic groups within
each vital sign. Owing to the brevity of flowsheet comments,
topic modeling strategies that are explicitly oriented to handle
texts of shorter length should be considered in future
investigations. Fourth, we replaced only the misspellings for
certain frequent terms. Correcting the spelling errors and
resolving aliasing issues (ie, when 2 terms correspond to the
same underlying concept) for the entire vocabulary may improve
the quality of topic modeling, but determining the best approach
to use is beyond the scope of this investigation. Future work
may also consider extracting concepts based on specific nursing
terminologies in addition to the general medical terms to
interpret the comments from a nursing perspective. In addition,
it might be beneficial to investigate how the use of comments
varies across patient characteristics and settings (eg, comments
made during a hospital encounter vs those made outside of a
hospital encounter). Moreover, we only examined the comments
based on their content. To fully understand this functionality
and information, potential future work includes examining the
motivation of recording notification in comments, the extent to
which such comments would be accessed by other health care
providers, and the association between the content of flowsheet
comments and patients’ health-related behaviors or outcomes.

Conclusions
Documentation burden is a recognizable issue when modern
EHR systems are increasingly adopted in health care. One
potential solution to reduce such burden is to simplify the
existing functionalities of an EHR system. In this study, we
examined the nature of vital sign comments in flowsheets using
the data generated in the Epic system at VUMC. We found that
most of the comments were related to the notification of a result
to health care providers, the context of a measurement, and an
inability to obtain a vital sign. We also extracted many medical
terms (eg, symptoms or medications) from these comments.
Considering that flowsheet comments are not displayed or
automatically pulled into any clinical notes, we believe that
such functionality can be simplified via structured response
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fields instead of a text input dialog to reduce health care provider effort.
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Abstract

Background: eHealth applications are constantly increasing and are frequently considered to constitute a promising strategy
for cost containment in health care, particularly if the applications aim to support older persons. Older persons are, however, not
the only major eHealth stakeholder. eHealth suppliers, caregivers, funding bodies, and health authorities are also likely to attribute
value to eHealth applications, but they can differ in their value attribution because they are affected differently by eHealth costs
and benefits. Therefore, any assessment of the value of eHealth applications requires the consideration of multiple stakeholders
in a holistic and integrated manner. Such a holistic and reliable value assessment requires a profound understanding of the
application’s costs and benefits. The first step in measuring costs and benefits is identifying the relevant costs and benefit categories
that the eHealth application affects.

Objective: The aim of this study is to support the conceptual phase of an economic evaluation by providing an overview of the
relevant direct and indirect costs and benefits incorporated in economic evaluations so far.

Methods: We conducted a systematic literature search covering papers published until December 2019 by using the Embase,
Medline Ovid, Web of Science, and CINAHL EBSCOhost databases. We included papers on eHealth applications with web-based
contact possibilities between clients and health care providers (mobile health apps) and applications for self-management,
telehomecare, telemedicine, telemonitoring, telerehabilitation, and active healthy aging technologies for older persons. We
included studies that focused on any type of economic evaluation, including costs and benefit measures.

Results: We identified 55 papers with economic evaluations. These studies considered a range of different types of costs and
benefits. Costs pertained to implementation activities and operational activities related to eHealth applications. Benefits (or
consequences) could be categorized according to stakeholder groups, that is, older persons, caregivers, and health care providers.
These benefits can further be divided into stakeholder-specific outcomes and resource usage. Some cost and benefit types have
received more attention than others. For instance, patient outcomes have been predominantly captured via quality-of-life
considerations and various types of physical health status indicators. From the perspective of resource usage, a strong emphasis
has been placed on home care visits and hospital usage.

Conclusions: Economic evaluations of eHealth applications are gaining momentum, and studies have shown considerable
variation regarding the costs and benefits that they include. We contribute to the body of literature by providing a detailed and
up-to-date framework of cost and benefit categories that any interested stakeholder can use as a starting point to conduct an
economic evaluation in the context of independent living of older persons.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24363)   doi:10.2196/24363
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Introduction

Background and Motivation
The use of information and communication technologies in
health care is regarded as an important piece of the puzzle of
increasing health care costs and demand [1], particularly if it
targets older persons with substantial health care costs [2].
Induced by an aging population that stays home longer, an
increase in self-management, and a changing role of informal
caregivers, the demand for health care delivery, and the role of
technology are changing rapidly. To contain health care costs
and maintain the quality of care and living, governments direct
policies to stimulate eHealth to increase and support
self-management [3]. In this study, eHealth is defined in line
with the description by Eysenbach [4] and the different
taxonomies described by Oh et al [5]: eHealth is at the
intersection of medical informatics, public health, and business
and offers health services to support care delivery, manage care,
promote prevention, and educate; it is delivered or enhanced
through the internet and related technologies (eg, domotics,
wearables, and sensors). In the domain of older persons living
at home, we define eHealth as web-based contact possibilities
between the clients and health care providers and applications
for self-management, telehomecare, telemedicine,
telemonitoring, and telerehabilitation.

eHealth has shown to be valuable in promoting medication
adherence and improving self-management in the population
of older persons [6]. In addition, eHealth can be used to monitor
clinical signs, collect health information, support users in
activities related to their health, and promote a healthy lifestyle
or arrange remote consultations [7-10]. Growing internet access,
increasing use of mobile apps, and current technology trends
create opportunities for novel services and new forms of health
care through eHealth [11,12]. Governments are also increasingly
funding initiatives that replace traditional care with alternatives
that use information and communication technologies to
remotely monitor and deliver health care services. Primary
funding motivation is economic in nature—promoting
preventive measures to avoid costly consequences and stimulate
efforts to increase access to care [13].

Although eHealth is frequently considered a promising
development, these applications are not without considerable
costs. eHealth equipment must be purchased, and systems must
be operated and maintained. Data recorded by eHealth should
be monitored. However, frequently, the stakeholder who benefits
from the application is not the same stakeholder who is paying
for it. Costs and benefits affect different stakeholders and
potentially also at different points in time; therefore, the
economic interests of stakeholders are often not aligned. From
the health provider perspective, such an investment does not
make an economic sense, whereas it might be highly valuable
from a societal perspective, considering the total benefits and
costs regardless of where they occur. Any assessment of the

value of an eHealth application, therefore, requires considering
multiple stakeholders in a holistic and integrated assessment of
all costs (ie, the direct and indirect and short- and long-term
costs) and all benefits (ie, the direct and indirect and short- and
long-term gains) of an eHealth application. This rationale
represents the core of economic evaluations in health care [14].
Economic evaluations in health care come in different forms
such as cost-effectiveness analyses (CEAs), cost utility analyses
(CUAs), and cost-benefit analyses (CBAs). Regardless of the
type, they have in common considering both costs and benefits,
that is, what we have to give up and what we will gain. The
main difference is the way in which gain is incorporated: CEAs
consider a one-dimensional measure of the gain, which only
allows for a comparison of programs with the same effect
measures. CUAs assess gain through utility, frequently in
quality-adjusted life years, which is comparable between health
programs. CBAs assess the gain monetarily, that is, costs and
outcomes are directly on the same scale [14,15].

Research Objective
If an interested stakeholder wants to conduct an economic
evaluation, that is, apply such an evaluation to a specific case,
he or she must first identify the relevant cost and benefit
elements. For this identification step, the body of literature can
serve as a valuable source of information. Currently, it is unclear
what types of information are available in the literature about
the relevant cost and benefit elements of eHealth. Therefore,
we conducted a scoping review to systematically map the
literature in this area and to develop an up-to-date framework
for conducting all-inclusive economic evaluations of eHealth
applications that support independent living of older persons.

Methods

Scoping Review
Our research methodology was drafted using the PRISMA
(Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-analysis) protocols, specifically for scoping reviews.
Among other things, scoping reviews are appropriate for
identifying key characteristics and factors related to a concept
[16]. Consequently, they lend themselves naturally to our
research objectives.

Search Query and Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria
For this study, we identified papers published until December
2019 using the Embase, Medline Ovid, Web of Science, and
CINAHL EBSCOhost databases. Additional papers were
identified by scanning the references of the identified papers
(indicated as other sources in the PRISMA flowchart in Figure
1). An experienced librarian developed search strings with some
unique features to combine search terms effectively [17,18] and
conducted the search. Our search terms are derived from the
inclusion and exclusion criteria specified later, and the complete
search query is provided in Multimedia Appendix 1.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of paper selection.

The inclusion and exclusion criteria were specified to guide the
identification process. We included original papers that were
peer reviewed, had an empirical or prescriptive nature, and were
written in English. Research protocols, commentaries, and
editorial papers were excluded from the study. We also excluded
reviews to avoid duplicate findings and avoid relying on the
review’s interpretation of the cost and benefit labels. Concerning
the patient population, we included papers that focused on
patients with an average age of at least 65 years and who were
living independently at their usual place of residence. Studies
were excluded if they considered nonolder persons (ie, infants,
adolescents, and a sample mean age younger than 65 years) or
if the patient population received care in any institutionalized
form (ie, hospitals, nursing homes, rehabilitation clinics, and
hospice). In terms of the eHealth application, we focused on
eHealth applications with web-based contact possibilities
between clients and health care providers, including mobile
health (mHealth) apps, and applications for self-management,
telehomecare, telemedicine, telemonitoring, telerehabilitation,
and active healthy aging technologies for older persons. Papers
with the following technologies were excluded: papers
describing technology not connected to the internet (eg,
implantable cardioverter defibrillator) and papers on health
information systems, electronic health records, robotics, and
telephone consults only. To obtain a comprehensive overview,
we did not use a strict definition of economic evaluation and
did not constrain our search to particular types of economic
evaluations. The only constraint on which we relied was that
economic evaluations required both costs and benefits.
Therefore, we included papers that measured at least one
monetary aspect and one benefit of eHealth applications in any
shape or form (eg, medical expenditures and analyzing clinical

effects). Papers that only described or analyzed costs at an
aggregated level or (clinical) effects were excluded.

Screening and Eligibility
Initially, 2 of the authors (SS and HE) screened a small sample
simultaneously to align the assessment. Subsequently, SS and
HE conducted abstract and title screening, with each screening
half of the identified references. The studies were labeled not
relevant or potentially relevant based on the inclusion criteria.
A random sample of the references was blindly double-checked
by AW and RH. The random set has been created by selecting
every 10th article from the set of annually ordered articles.
Interrater reliability was evaluated using the Cohen kappa (κ)
index, which is a robust statistic useful for interrater reliability
testing [19]. This double screening yielded a fair overlap
between the assessments by SS or HE and AW or RB (Cohen
κ index=0.28). After realigning the inclusion and exclusion
criteria and rescreening all of the references with previous
disagreements (conducted by AW), substantial improvements
in the alignment were achieved (Cohen κ index=0.75).

In the next screening round, SS and HE conducted the screening
based on full texts, and both authors went independently through
all of the references initially labeled as potentially relevant.
This double-blind screening yielded a substantial overlap
(Cohen κ index=0.64). SS and HE discussed all of the references
for which their assessments diverged and thus resolved
disagreements.

Data Extraction and Categorization
Two authors (SS and HE) extracted the following information
from the studies: patient population, country, type of eHealth
intervention, type of analysis that the papers report performing,
the specific cost types that the studies considered, and the
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specific benefits, gains, and consequences that the studies
included. Subsequently, we categorized the costs and benefits.
We started with 4 categories pertaining to (1) implementation
activities for the eHealth application, (2) operating and
maintenance activities for the eHealth application, (3) processes
of health care delivery, and (4) outcomes. While extracting the
information, we further refined these categories depending on
activities, stakeholders, and institutions such that the
subcategories were mutually exclusive but sufficiently broad
to capture related items.

Results

Study Selection
The search and screening processes are shown in Figure 1. The
database and manual searches resulted in 1799 papers. After
the first round of removal of duplicate papers and title and
abstract screening, the remaining 201 papers were subjected to
full-text reading. After the second step, 55 papers met our
inclusion criteria and were included in the final set for analysis.
The included references were published in the 2000-2019 time
frame, with 5 included papers from the first 5-year period
(2000-2004), 12 between 2005 and 2009, 17 between 2010 and
2014, and 21 between 2015 and 2019.

Patient Characteristics
The patient characteristics were rather broad; however, most
studies focused on chronic or cardiovascular diseases. Of the
55 references, 13 had a patient population with various chronic
health problems [13,20-31]. Cardiovascular problems received
specific attention in 17 studies [32-48]. In 10 studies, the focus
was on chronic obstructive pulmonary disease [49-58], and in
2 studies, the focus was on chronic skin problems [59,60]. Other
studies considered diabetes [61], age-related macular
degeneration [62], post-knee arthroplasty patients [63],
Parkinson disease [64], and terminal patients [65]. Five studies
did not specify any health conditions or diseases [66-70]. Of
the 55 studies, 3 focused on mental and behavioral disorders
such as anxiety [71], dementia [72], and depression [73].

Country
The studies in English were geographically clustered, with 26
studies conducted in North America, among which 20 occurred
in the United States [20-23,25-28,30,31,33,34,37,38,42,61,
62,64,67,68] and 6 in Canada [29,40,49,51,63,66]. Among the
22 studies conducted in Europe, they were spread across
countries, with 5 studies conducted in England and the United
Kingdom [24,41,43,44,53]; 3 each in Denmark [50,52,58], Italy
[32,45,55], the Netherlands [35,39,72]; 2 each in Austria [46,60]
and Germany [47,54]; and 1 each in France [59], Spain
(although not explicitly stated in the paper) [57], Norway [70],
and Sweden [69]. Finally, 4 studies took place in Australia
[36,56,71,73] and 3 in Asia, among which 2 were in Japan
[13,65] and 1 in Taiwan [48]. With the study in Taiwan being
the only one conducted in a country that is not a part of the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development,
there was a strong emphasis on economically strong countries
with aging populations.

Type of eHealth Interventions
The majority of included studies focused on telemonitoring or
remote monitoring involving the measurement of vital statistics
and the transmission of patient data followed by an
assessment—either automatically or manually—and triggering
action by health care professionals if required
[22-25,27-30,32-35,38-43,45-51,53,54,56,57,62,65,68,70]. In
addition, other eHealth forms included in our review related to
video consultations and virtual visits [20,21,23,30,
37,42,48,55,59,61,63,64,69]; deployment of sensor technology
to analyze behavioral patterns and wireless transmitters
[13,26,48,61,66,67,70,72]; email messaging services and web
portal access [44,69,71,73]; online disease management courses
or resources [44,71,73]; internet-delivered cognitive behavioral
therapy [71,73]; remotely supervised rehabilitation activities,
such as assistant mHealth [36,52,58]; and digital data
transmission [60]. Note that some studies blended various
eHealth forms and applications and that there was some
ambiguity in the terminology, with telehealth often being used
interchangeably with telemedicine, telemonitoring, or remote
monitoring. The specific eHealth interventions analyzed in the
studies are described in Multimedia Appendix 2 [13,20-73].

Type of Analysis
The included studies indicated various types of analysis. In total,
18 studies reported CEAs [24,25,27,34,35,39-41,44,46,
50,53,54,59,60,70,71,73], 2 studies combined CEAs with
clinical or budget impact analyses [48,62], 2 studies reported
CUAs [36,52], and 1 study reported a CBA [13]; 8 studies
denoted the evaluation as cost analysis [26,45,61,63,67-69,72],
the term cost minimization was used in 4 studies [29,49,51,65],
and 1 study reported relying on cost consequence analysis [43].
The remaining 17 studies stated that they evaluated a range of
cost and outcome measures [21,23,28,30-33,37,38,42,47,
55-58,64,66], and 2 studies relied on case studies to outline
benefits, saving, expenditures, and outcomes [20,22].

Of the 55 included studies, 8 relied on Markov modeling and
simulation models with a time frame of 1 year [40,65], 5 years
[13,34], 10 years [43,62], 20 years [35], up to 30 years [41].
Only a few studies without Markov modeling explicitly stated
the time frame of the economic evaluation, with 1 study
capturing a period of multiple weeks [63] and 6 studies with a
1-year time frame [24,39,44,45,50,54]. The remaining 40 studies
did not indicate the time frame explicitly, and the period of data
collection was, if applicable, used as a proxy for the time frame:
1-6 months [22,25,36-38,42,51,56,57,60,66], 7-12 months
[28,29,48,52,58,59,64,67-69,71-73], 13-18 months [20,21,31,
53], 19-24 months [27,49,61], and beyond 24 months
[26,30,32,33,46,47,55,70]. In 1 study, the period of data
collection was insufficiently described [23].

Specific Cost and Benefit Types
When we consider eHealth applications, what direct and indirect
costs and benefits (or consequences) might be relevant to
consider? Tables 1-3 provide an answer by outlining the
different cost and benefit types that the studies included in our
review considered. Table 1 shows the eHealth intervention costs
categorized into implementation and operating activities. Table
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2 provides an overview of the consequences of eHealth and
focuses on resource usage. Finally, Table 3 depicts eHealth

consequences in terms of outcomes categorized by stakeholder
group.

Table 1. Intervention costs of eHealth applications.

ReferencesConsidered by
number of studies

Intervention costs

Implementation activities

[13,22-25,29-31,35-37,39-41,44,47,50-53,55,56,59,61,63,65,66,69-73]32Device purchase (monitoring equipment, videoconferencing
equipment, etc)

[13,24,29,50,51,59,72]7License or software or initial fee purchase

[13,24,29,34,35,38,50-53,55,61,63,65,66,69,70,72]18Equipment installation

[24,25,29,35,44,50,52,53,61,70]10Training or education of operators

[30,36,40,52,63]5Technician travel time to install equipment

Operating activities

[13,24,26,28,29,35,37,39,40,43,50,51,53,55,59,65,66,68,69]18Maintenance (server, host, call center, or station)

[24,29,31,35,37,38,43,50,55,59,61,68,71-73]15Periodic fees (for licenses, insurance, etc)

[13,24,29,32,34-36,38,40,41,44,50,53,55-57,61-63,65,66,69-73]26Medical staffing: reviewing or assessing or intervening

[13,24,29,39,40,50,51,53,61,63,66,68,69,72]14Nonmedical staffing: technical support

[24]1Technician travel time to maintain equipment
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Table 2. Intervention consequences—resource usage.

ReferencesConsidered by the
included studies, n

Intervention consequences

eHealth usage by patient

[20,22,23,25,30-32,35,37,39,44,45,51,56,61,64,70]17Televisits: number or duration of visits

Health resource usage by patient—community health services or primary care

[39,44,46,53,55,59,60,64,67]9Travel time or transportation costs (eg, for ambulance)

[24,28,31,35,39,40,44,50,52,55-57,59,68,71,73]16General practitioner: number or duration of visits

[24,44]2Walk-in center: number or duration of visits

[24,39,52,59,63]5Physiotherapist: number of sessions

[24,39]2Psychologist: number of sessions

[24,39,44,50]4Community nurse: number or duration of visits

[21-25,28-32,34,37-39,49-51,55-57,61,64-67,69,72]27Home care: number or duration of visits

[24]1Meals on wheels

Day services

[24,69]2Day care

[67]1Same-day surgeries

Institutionalized care

[50,54]2Rehabilitation clinics: number or duration of admissions

[27,62,67,69,70,72]6Skilled nursing facilities: number or duration of admissions

[24,67]2Long-term care: number or duration of admission

[21,35]2Hospice: number or duration of admissions

Hospital use

[21,24,27-29,31,33,35,37-39,42,49,50,52,53,55-57,67,68]21Emergency department: number of visits

[21,24,27,28,34,35,40,43,45,46,48,50,52-54,56,59,60,62,67,68]21Outpatient clinic: number or duration of visits to specialists

[21,24,25,27-31,33,34,36-59,65-68,70,71,73]40Hospital: number or duration of admissions

[55,57]2Intensive care unit: Admissions

Drug treatment and laboratory diagnostics

[21,24,31,38,39,43,44,50,52,54,55,59,62,67,71,73]16Medication, prescriptions, or medical supplies

[66,67]3Laboratory
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Table 3. Intervention consequences—stakeholder outcomes.

ReferencesConsidered by the
included studies, n

Intervention consequences

Patient or client outcomes

[30,32-34,43,44,46,47,54,55,59-61,68]14Physical health status (mortality, morbidity, cardiovascular events, exac-
erbations, etc)

[22-24,66]4Psychological health status (anxiety, depression, or empowerment)

[24,35,36,39-41,44,50,52,62,71,73]12QALYsa

[24,28,33,37,38,42,47,56,61,64,66]11Quality of life (if not measured in QALYs but differently)

[31]1Setting-specific quality of care indicators

[20,23,25,29,31,40,51,66]8Satisfaction (with the device or eHealth service)

[22,28,30,37,61]5Satisfaction (in general)

[57,65,69]3Patient experience or perceived benefits

[72]1Well-being

[26]1Time spent in the usual place of residence

[30]1Transfer to a different level of care

[44,62]2Time absent from work (productivity loss or loss of income)

[43,47]2Device-related technical events

Professional caregivers

[20,25]2Satisfaction with the device

[30]1Satisfaction in general

[20,25,28,30-32,49,51,56,63,65,70]11Travel time to patient’s home

Informal caregivers

[62,70]2Time absent from work (productivity loss)

[66]1Burden

[72]1Well-being

Transfer payments

[69]1Attendance allowance (recipients receive payments to manage their own
health)

[69]1Respite care (payments made to relieve informal caregivers from providing
care)

aQALYs: quality-adjusted life years.

Level of Integration
Although Tables 1-3 provide an extensive overview of cost and
consequence aspects already considered in previous studies,
they indicate that there is diversity in how many different aspects
the studies have considered. For all the studies, we determined
whether they included at least one element of implementation
costs, operating costs, and consequences such as eHealth and
resource usage, patient outcomes, professional caregiver
outcomes, and informal caregiver outcomes. The studies had
different foci and different levels of integration, as outlined by
the diversity in Figure 2. Each study is represented by 1 bar

decomposed into the cost and consequence subcategories
considered in the study. The group of 28 studies on the left
considered at least one implementation and one operating
activity, in addition to the consequences of the eHealth
intervention [13,24,29,31,34-41,44,50,51,53,55,56,59,61,63,
65,66,69-73]. The middle group of 13 studies contains either
implementation or operating activities, in addition to
consequences [22,23,25,26,28,30,32,43,47,52,57,62,68]. Finally,
the 14 studies on the right do not consider implementation and
operating activities but only focus on the consequences
[20,21,27,33,45,46,48,49,54,58,60,64,67].
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Figure 2. Level of integration in 55 included studies (represented as bars).

Prominent and Lacking Features
Tables 1-3 also show that some components have received more
attention than others. Concentrating on the different
consequences, we observed the following: If patient outcomes
are considered, the focus lies on physical outcomes
[30,32-34,43,44,46,47,54,55,59-61,68] and quality of life or
quality-adjusted life years [24,35,36,39-41,44,50,52,62,71,73].
Productivity loss because of time absent from work received
less attention, with only 4% (2/55) of the studies incorporating
it [44,62]; however, this outcome is understandable given that
our review focused on the population of older persons, which
predominantly no longer participates in the labor market. In
terms of resource utilization, there is a strong emphasis on home
care visits, indicated by 49% (27/55) of the included studies
[21-25,28-32,34,37-39,49-51,55-57,61,64-67,69,72], and
hospital usage covered, indicated by 73% (40/55) of the included
studies [21,24,25,27-31,33,34,36-59,65-68,70,71,73]. This
outcome can be explained by many of the included studies
relying on remote monitoring or virtual visits to substitute for
home care visits or to prevent exacerbations that lead to hospital
admissions.

Comparing the consequences for professional caregivers and
informal caregivers, it becomes obvious that certain elements
are missing across all included studies. For instance, 4% (2/55)
of the included studies considered the satisfaction of professional
caregivers (in general or with the device) [20,25]; however, the
satisfaction of informal caregivers was not captured in any of
the included studies. Similarly, for professional caregivers, 20%
(11/55) of the included studies captured the travel time to
patients’ homes [20,25,28,30-32,49,51,56,63,65,70]; however,
this aspect was neglected for informal caregivers. Conversely,
for informal caregivers, emotional burden and well-being were
captured by 4% (2/55) of the included studies [66,72], whereas
none of the included studies focused on these 2 aspects for
professional caregivers.

Our final observation relates to the research and development
(R&D) costs of eHealth applications. In fact, none of the
included studies considered R&D costs, which is understandable
from the perspective that these costs have already been spent
by the time that the eHealth application is set up and running.
However, it implicitly assumes that R&D costs only occur
before the eHealth intervention is set up and that there is no
ongoing refinement.

Discussion

Principal Findings
We conducted this review to establish a framework of costs and
benefits considered in the economic evaluations of eHealth
applications that support the independent living of older persons.
Our search identified 55 papers that conducted economic
evaluations. All of the identified papers focused on independent
living of older persons in their role as patients with one or more
chronic conditions. The identified papers considered a range of
different types of costs and benefits. Costs pertain to
implementation activities and operating activities related to
eHealth applications. Benefits (or consequences) can be
categorized according to stakeholder groups, that is, patients,
caregivers, and health care provider organizations. These
benefits can be further divided into stakeholder-specific
outcomes and resource utilization. Some cost and benefit types
have received more attention than others. For instance, patient
outcomes are predominantly captured via quality-of-life
considerations and various types of physical health status
indicators. From a resource utilization perspective, a strong
emphasis is placed on home care visits and hospital usage. One
reason for this emphasis is the frequency in which studies focus
on remote monitoring to prevent unnecessary hospital
admissions or to substitute for home care visits.

Our data extraction also revealed a set of elements that have
not been considered across all of the identified papers, including
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travel time and satisfaction of informal caregivers, emotional
burden and well-being of professional caregivers, and last but
not least, the R&D costs of the eHealth application. The reasons
why these aspects have been neglected can be manifold: they
might have been irrelevant from the perspective from which the
economic evaluation was carried out, they might have been
unobservable because of long time lags beyond the time frame
of the evaluation, or it might have been infeasible to capture
and quantify these aspects because of methodological obstacles
or data unavailability. That the initial R&D costs of the eHealth
applications have not been considered can be justified with the
sunk cost argument—by the time that the evaluation takes place,
the R&D costs have already been spent. In this sense, the
eHealth application is considered a static technology. In the
longer run, however, the eHealth application might require an
upgrade to comply with new laws and regulations, for reasons
pertaining to data privacy, data security, data storage, or
improvements in usability. Whether these upgrade costs are
indeed relevant for future economic evaluations depends on the
perspective and time frame.

Like any other technology, eHealth applications are subject to
change. Fueled by the increasing availability of data, changes
in law and regulations and improved usability, new fields, and
areas of applications might emerge. Our framework is based on
eHealth applications currently in place. Future eHealth
applications might generate costs and benefits that are different
from the eHealth applications on which our framework is based.

Implications for Research and Practice
Economic evaluations of eHealth applications are gaining
momentum, as indicated by the increasing number of
publications and reviews [74,75]. Health economic frameworks
and principles are described, and the steps to measure costs and
benefits are emphasized [14,15]. Our review directly connects
to the measurement aspect by focusing on its first step, that is,
the identification of costs and benefits. We contribute to the
body of literature by providing a detailed and up-to-date
framework of cost and benefit categories.

If we consider eHealth, there are many stakeholders involved,
such as patients, eHealth suppliers (formal and informal)
caregivers, funding bodies, health authorities, and so on.
Notably, these stakeholders are likely to attribute different values
to eHealth applications because they are affected differently by
their costs and benefits. This fact has consequences for
investment and funding decisions, and it has long been argued

that decision making remains hampered by the lack of reliable
cost and benefit estimations [14,15]. To obtain reliable cost and
benefit estimates, our framework could be of help by providing
a starting point for the identification process. Our framework
can support this goal; however, the measuring and valuing
process must be context-specific and tailored to the case at hand.
How to value components that, for instance, do not lend
themselves naturally to being quantified in countable units, such
as the feeling of safety [76], is worthy of study in itself and
beyond the scope of our review. The variety that we observe in
terms of costs and consequences considered in the economic
evaluations and the type of analysis performed and the extent
to which the costs and consequences are integrated indicates
that the field has not yet reached consensus on a standard
procedure for determining eHealth value. Whether and to what
extent the observed variety is actually linked to the quality of
the economic evaluation is an interesting avenue for future
research.

Financial costs directed to patients or informal caregivers might
be an obstacle to using the eHealth service or application or
continuation of usage of these services, especially in countries
where mandatory health insurance coverage is lacking. Although
a recent study in the Netherlands identified finance as a factor
not significantly related to intention to use medical apps among
older persons [77], future studies should focus on how the costs
are covered and who should pay for the direct or indirect costs
of eHealth.

Conclusions
A holistic and reliable value assessment of eHealth applications
requires a profound understanding of the applications’ costs
and benefits. The first step in measuring costs and benefits is
identifying the relevant costs and benefit categories that the
eHealth application affects. We conduct a scoping review to
support this identification process by providing an overview of
the direct and indirect costs and benefits that economic
evaluations have incorporated so far. Our cost-and-benefit
framework is particularly useful in the context of eHealth
applications that support the independent living of older persons.
As this patient group is expected to be increasingly targeted to
contain health care costs, expanding the scope of eHealth
applications to broader populations, rather than only diagnosed
patient groups, and assessing the value of eHealth technologies
are of the utmost importance for making well-informed
investment and funding decisions.
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Abstract

The majority of digital health interventions lean on the promise of bringing health and self-care into people’s homes and hands.
However, these interventions are delivered while people are in their triggering environments, which places competing demands
on their attention. Individuals struggling to change or learn a new behavior have to work hard to achieve even a minor change
because of the automatic forces propelling them back to their habitual behaviors. We posit that effort and burden should be
explored at the outset and throughout the digital intervention development process as a core therapeutic mechanism, beyond the
context of design or user experience testing. In effort-focused conceptualization, it is assumed that, even though goals are rational
and people want to achieve them, they are overtaken by competing cognitive, emotional, and environmental processes. We offer
the term effort-optimized intervention to describe interventions that focus on user engagement in the face of competing demands.
We describe design components based on a 3-step process for planning an effort-optimized intervention: (1) nurturing effortless
cognitive and environmental salience to help people keep effort-related goals prominent despite competition; (2) making it as
effortless as possible to complete therapeutic activities to avoid ego depletion and self-efficacy reduction; and (3) turning the
necessary effortful activities into sustainable assets. We conclude by presenting an example of designing a digital health intervention
based on the effort-optimized intervention model.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24905)   doi:10.2196/24905

KEYWORDS

behavior change; digital health; mental health; addiction; intervention; behavioral health; effort; salience; persuasive design

Introduction

Effort is physical, mental, or emotional exertion in an attempt
to meet a goal. The effort exerted by an individual depends on
the interplay between internal (eg, cognitive ability, motivation)
and external (eg, social and environmental) facilitators and the
barriers between an individual and their desired objective [1,2].
Substantial research has highlighted that reducing the effort
needed to achieve an objective will increase the likelihood of
achieving that objective in contexts ranging from consumer
behavior to friendship [3]. The modern consumer technology
industry has essentially been built on the premise of reducing

the complexity and number of steps needed to reach desired
objectives. Subsequently, the majority of digital health
interventions have leaned on the promise of bringing health and
self-care into people’s homes and hands, overcoming the barriers
to traditional services such as distance to a clinic, transportation,
childcare, and more [4-8].

Despite the fact that digital interventions have significantly
expanded their reach, with tens of millions of app downloads,
the retention rates across the range of digital interventions
remain very poor, with only 4% of behavioral health app users
continuing use after 15 days [9]. Subsequently, findings suggest
that user engagement with a digital intervention is 4 times higher
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under trial in comparison with the use of the same intervention
in the real world [10]. A recent report [11] on the use of
MindSpot, an Australian digital mental health service may shed
light on this phenomenon—the researchers reported an increase
in the proportion of users looking for confidential assessment
and a substantial decrease in the proportion of users looking for
a traditional course-based internet intervention [11]. This
suggests that many users are expecting far shorter therapeutic
encounters such as microinterventions [12] compared with what
would have been traditionally expected from users engaging
digital health interventions.

We propose that a primary challenge with user engagement in
digital interventions is that individuals who are struggling to
change must work hard to achieve even a minor change because
of the automatic forces propelling them back to their habitual
behaviors [13-15]. Substantial literature has emphasized the
continuum of automatic processes driving psychological distress
and effortful processing fostering psychological health [16,17].
Not surprisingly, those with severe addiction and mental health
disorders typically require a higher level of care (eg, inpatient
care) to reduce the severity of symptoms in a controlled
environment where recovery is the most salient cue. In effect,
individuals have the headspace to work on their goals without
being bombarded by environmental cues [18].

An effort-focused intervention model changes our
conceptualization in the sense that we assume that goals are
rational and that people want to achieve them. However,
competing events in people’s lives either require less effort or
are more salient. As the next generation of digital health
interventions is developed, we argue that an exploration of effort
and burden should form the baseline for intervention
development.

Existing Literature on Effort Reduction

The fields of user experience, heuristic evaluation, and
persuasive design focus on principles such as user control,
simplicity, predictability, and satisfaction specifically designed
to increase engagement [19-21]. The outputs of these efforts
range from autofill opportunities to 1-click shopping and
frictionless feeds. In behavioral economics, effort reduction is
often achieved with a default option [22]. For example, in their
seminal paper on organ donation, Johnson and Goldstein [23]
posited that one of the mechanisms of increased donations is
that “making a decision often involves effort, whereas accepting
the default is effortless.” Environmental engineering theory,
popularized by books [24], and seminal studies [25] on
manipulating availability and access to different foods have
revealed that reducing cognitive effort by making healthier
choices available and unhealthy choices more burdensome to
obtain improves healthy behaviors significantly and
unconsciously. Underlying gamification presents perceived
effort reduction by enhancing reward and reinforcement while
pursuing a goal in a fun and engaging way [26]. Subsequently,
a recent review [27] has shown that clinical applications that
reduce the effort required from participants to engage in a
desired response decrease self-injurious behavior, decrease pica,
and increase appropriate eating.

These approaches are used often in the digital behavior change,
supplemented by targeted persuasive intervention design for
behavior change. For example, the Fogg model introduced the
concept of the trigger into social-cognitive theory [28,29], that
is, triggers presented at the right time in the right context reduce
cognitive effort and increase motivation. More comprehensive
taxonomies and persuasive models have been developed to
identify core elements of behavior change interventions that
drive engagement. For example, Oinas-Kukkonen and Harjumaa
[30] developed a set of principles to build sustainable
interventions that include concepts such as tunneling and choice
reduction to foster engagement. Michie and colleagues [31]
have developed a set of core behavior change principles, in
which effort-reduction is implied, to guide intervention
development heavily focused on learning theory and shaping
behavior.

One of the reasons text-messaging interventions are acceptable
may not be because they are just-in-time interventions, but
rather, because individuals do not have to do anything except
passively receive a text message once they sign-up.
Text-messaging interventions have higher engagement over
time than app-based interventions for perhaps no other reason
than their effortlessness. For example, after 10 months of being
signed up for the Text4Baby SMS intervention, 74.4% of
mothers were still receiving messages [32]. To further increase
sustained engagement the study [32] reported that “the extra
step required to update the service with the birth date is being
removed in case this has been a barrier to maintaining
participation.”

We are not positing that the focus on effort reduction is a new
phenomenon. We are suggesting that effort reduction is often
overlooked by our field as we develop interventions from the
outset and at every stage of intervention engagement. The
theories described above such as tunneling, persuasive design,
and gamification are methods that reduce effort as a passive
result of the optimal state rather than by the design goal of
fostering such a state. If we focus on gamification alone, for
example, we may miss opportunities for effort reduction at every
stage of the behavior change process; however, if we focus on
effort reduction, gamification will likely be included as one task
within a larger effort-optimized intervention model.

Effort Optimized Intervention Model:
Fostering Effortful Behavior by Making it
as Effortless as Possible

We offer the term effort-optimized intervention to describe
interventions that focus on generating engagement with
processes of therapeutic change in the face of competing
demands. Here engagement refers to the time window of the
intervention itself which may vary—mostly stretching from
days to months [12]—and refers to the notion that the user has
to engage with the intervention for the targeted time window
for it to reach a desired impact. Understanding effort
optimization starts with the question “what is the lowest burden
method to trigger behavior change?” For example, if one is
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trying to reduce arousal before bedtime, interventions may
require a range of engagement levels (Figure 1).

Exploring the continuum of required effort enables the selection
of interventions that meet individuals where they are in terms
of motivation, ability, and barriers [28]. A person with almost
no self-efficacy in changing a behavior may easily change the
display options on their mobile phone to reduce blue light after
8 PM but may be unlikely to engage in guided paced breathing.
At the same time, there may be no barriers to creating additive
models of effortful engagement for those who are motivated
and engaged. Unfortunately, the majority of effort targets for

behavioral and mental health have fallen on the higher end of
the spectrum. As a result, we are required to optimize effortful
behaviors in times when we cannot make them fully effortless
or passive.

We describe a 3-step process in the design of an effort-optimized
intervention sequence, involving (1) nurturing salience to
increase the chance of desired behaviors occurring in the face
of competition; (2) making it as effortless as possible to
complete therapeutic activities in order to avoid ego depletion
and self-efficacy reductions; and (3) turning the necessary
effortful activities into sustainable assets.

Figure 1. Effortless to effortful intervention examples.
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Nurturing Salience to Increase the
Chance of Desired Behaviors Occurring
in the Face of Competition

Background: What Makes a Therapeutic Target More
Salient?
Salience refers to how much a certain object, either internal or
external, is prominent in one’s mind. Salience can be triggered

via a range of experiences—from an intense emotional event
that becomes deeply encoded in memory to ongoing subtle cues
embedded in one’s daily routines over long periods of time. For
the purposes of this paper, we discuss the latter trigger. (We use
the term trigger to refer to the broad category of digital stimuli
designed to prompt desired actions and reactions from users
[33].) An object’s salience can be defined based on its
availability, whether it is actionable, and how much it is linked
to a reward. (Table 1 contains a summary of components
described with the body of this manuscript.)

Table 1. Summary of the effort-optimized intervention 3-step design process and related components.

ExampleExplanationComponent

Nurturing salience

Just-in-time text messaging or push notifications about the
targeted task; using implementation intentions to mark
dinner as an environmental cue for a parent to conduct a
family gratitude exercise

How easy is it to think about the goal compared to compet-
ing demands at a desired time point?

Increasing task or goal
availability

Embedding a simple step-by-step app guidance for parents
learning what to do in the face of their child’s panic attack

Triggering a step-by-step script to convey exactly what to
do to foster the automaticity of the script during the task

Creating an actionable
script

Offering a meaningful immediate reward through the app
such as celebration of a successful running exercise

A cognitive process that includes an automatic motivational
component that links a person’s desires to a rewarding
stimulus to create a feedback loop toward behavior change

Incentive salience for a
task or goal

Changing the delivery medium of inspirational motivational
messages from text, video, and audio across a program

Avoiding habituation by not presenting similar stimuli over
and over again and varying the affective impact on the in-
dividual

Optimizing novelty

Making the completion of therapeutic activities as effortless as possible

A mobile app beginning running distance at 0.5 km and
gradually stepping the user up to 5 km

Determining small and achievable goals, and moving for-
ward in small steps

Setting graded tasks

When it takes more time for the user to acquire a skill, they
receive additional features from the program prior to
moving forward.

Adapting to the user’s state based on passive data tasks
they care about and past failures and successes

Setting dynamically
tailored tasks

Taking a photo of a meal through the app which analyzes
it to document calorie intake; automatically triggering
changes to screen color temperature based on time of day

Keeping all relevant tools available in-house; making it as
easy as possible to perform the activity

Reducing the effort re-
quired to engage in
therapeutic activities

Turning effort into assets

Presenting effortful activities the user conducted (eg, user
reports on socializing with a friend) and how these activities
are helpful (eg increase life satisfaction other time)

Turning effort into assets by documenting and reflecting
on aspects users care about during the therapeutic process;
once assets are made, users are inclined to keep investing
so that their assets will not go to waste

Documenting and re-
flecting on past effort-
related activities in a
meaningful way

Upon reporting a positive interaction with their child, par-
ents are asked to celebrate investing effort in becoming
better parents

Helping people acknowledge the link between the effort
they just exerted and their commitment to the therapeutic
process

Turning effort into a
meaningful narrative

Encouraging users who finished an online learning on
coping with depression by stressing out how this activity
shows their commitment to feeling better

Embedding a narrative in which the reward is the respect
for asserting effort beyond skills acquisition

Reframing effort as
positive

Availability is the ease with which one is able to think about
the target object at a given time point. A simple way to
manipulate an object’s availability is to trigger it using
just-in-time mobile reminders or environmental triggers [33].
Critically, availability can be manipulated cognitively by
priming people to think in a certain manner at a given time
point, thus creating automaticity [34]. Presenting a certain object
can prime a goal-directed behavior in the direction of the desired
target, whether it be by using words associated with homophobia
to increase implicit antigay bias [35], holding a warm object to

increase altruism [36], or using the words “substance abuser”
or “person with a substance-use disorder” to manipulate
individuals’ assumptions about whether someone should go to
jail or to treatment [37]. These examples are congruent with the
notion that creating cognitive prominence can trigger
goal-directed behaviors without having to overtly instruct
someone to be more mindful of a goal. Availability can also be
triggered overtly through motivational reminders and
environmental cues embedded in just-in-time digital
interventions [38]. The end goal is to increase goal availability
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during an effortful decision by reducing the amount of effort
needed to retrieve the information.

An object is actionable when the person knows exactly what to
do to achieve the desired outcome and how to do it at a given
time point. The steps must become salient so that some action
can be taken when goal-striving is triggered. Implementation
intentions are priming methods that create if–then statements
to trigger attention for a future desired outcome by making the
association between a trigger and the resulting step-by-step
behavior more immediate and less effortful [39,40].
Implementation intentions consist of a basic 2-step process to
increase actionable behavior toward a goal, for example, (1)
“when I sit down for dinner” (trigger); (2) “I will ask everyone
to talk about one thing they are grateful for before I put the first
bite in my mouth” (script). Other examples include online
graphic illustrations and scenario-based scripts [41] to
accompany text guidance. Using graphics targets different
memory mechanisms and can help make a script more accessible
from multiple pathways.

The rewarding aspect, defined as incentive salience, is a
cognitive process that includes an automatic motivational
component that links a person’s desires or actions to a rewarding
stimulus [42]. Incentive salience creates a feedback loop by
which promise of the reward drives a person’s attention. When
it comes to behavior change in a person’s natural environment,
we assume that the reward for maladaptive behaviors such as
parents yelling at their kid to “shut up” will be immediate
(silence). Changing a person’s behavior to adopt better practices
requires significant effort and the promise of long-term rewards
(eg, reducing behavior problems). Technological advances such
as immersive virtual reality experiences, neurostimulation, and
even actively targeting incentive salience by manipulating
immediate rewards can create a reward-based feedback loop
for behavior change. Immediate rewards can be produced by
rewarding the attempt at the behavior and not the outcome (eg,
making sure the parents understand that they are being evaluated
based on their responses and not based on their child’s behaviors
and immediately celebrating their successes in improving their
daily practices).

When we teach or ask the user to conduct a new internal (eg,
cognitive reframing) or external (eg, exposure) therapeutic
process or activity, the quality of our digital message delivery
also affects how salient the targeted process will be in the user’s
mind. The more immersive, tangible, relatable, and personally
tailored the message is, the more salient the targeted process
will be. For example, when teaching a user to conduct an
exposure paradigm, using automated scenario-based learning
with video tutorials and relatable figures will be more immersive
cognitively than explanations with texts; a text correspondence
through an automated system that asks several questions and
then provides personalized feedback and personalized
motivational messaging that are meaningful in one’s life will
be emotionally more salient than general statements.
Furthermore, because stimulus quality plays a significant role
in drawing the user’s attention, we must think about how to
avoid habituation by not repeatedly presenting similar stimuli
[43]. In effect, using novelty, such as changing the delivery

medium, message type, and content, is key to maintaining user
attention over time.

Finally, because the developers’ goal is to design an
effort-related intervention sequence that is sustainable in
people’s lives, they have to think about embedding these
activities in an environmental context that will then serve as a
natural environmental cue [44]. This enables the desired activity
to be automatically triggered without having to draw attention
to it—a requirement in the first steps of process acquisition. For
example, when a desired positive interaction is to share a funny
story with their child, parents could be prompted to do this
during dinner. In this case, the developer views dinner time as
an environmental cue.

From a public health perspective, when an individual is required
to engage with a digital health intervention, it also means that
unhealthy cognitions become more salient in the individual’s
mind—they are available, rewarding, and actionable—otherwise,
this person would not need an intervention. Therefore,
examining the interaction between salience, effortful behavior,
and motivation can help us to understand the type of salience
manipulation needed in a particular intervention sequence.

Promoting Desired Activities
Figure 2 presents a model that describes the probability of an
activity occurring in the face of competing activities as a
function of effort, motivation, and salience. This
conceptualization follows Fogg’s [28] work on determining the
probability of a behavior occurring following a trigger based
on the relationship between ability and motivation. We use
effort instead of ability to stress the importance of subjective
experience, which can fluctuate mainly due to levels of effort
expenditure prior to a task and the available ego strength
available to complete a task.

As shown in Figure 2, the probability of a behavior occurring
is based on the relationship between effort and motivation.
Activities located on the same curve have the same probability
of occurring either because they are less effortful or because
they are more motivating. Furthermore, if 2 prompted events
compete over resources (eg, whether parents either yell at their
kids or take deep breaths and try to calmly educate them), the
activities located on a higher curve have a higher probability of
occurring (that is, B will have a higher chance of occurring than
A). Salience plays a crucial role in this process. Manipulating
the salience of the desired activity (ie, making it more available,
rewarding, and actionable) has the potential to increase the
chances of the activity occurring in the face of competition by
making the activity either more motivating or less effortful.

Availability increases the effortlessness of the targeted behavior
because, in one’s subjective experience, there are fewer
competing or available activities. For example, having a playlist
on the way home from work that includes a 1-minute audioclip
that discusses the desired pre-evening activity makes it more
available in the person’s mind when they arrive home than other
activities.

Actionability increases both effortlessness and motivation. For
example, parents are presented with a tangible video that teaches
them step-by-step what to do when their child misbehaves
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(scenario-based learning), then they must confirm their
understanding using a worksheet in which they write their own
step-by-step process for the exact targeted behavior and print
it out, and later that week, when their child acts in a certain way,
they can easily identify the event and know exactly what to do.
Consequently, they need to exert less effort to identify the trigger
and decide on the action.

Incentive salience involves making the reward clear, tangible,
and relatable. For example, a parent drives home from work

and is prompted to listen to a 1-minute motivational audioclip
on the significance of playing together with their child—an
audioclip that also directs them to reflect on their time playing
with their parent and how meaningful it was. The novelty and
emotional activation of this exercise increases the prominence
of the reward and the availability of the desired behavior (which,
as suggested, also reduces the effort exerted when performing
this activity).

Figure 2. The probability of an activity occurring in the face of competition as a function of effort, motivation, and salience. The blue curves are
probability curves.

Making the Completion of Therapeutic
Activities as Effortless as Possible

Overview
Developing models that are available, actionable, and rewarding
require some effort at the outset of the behavior change process
in order to reduce the effort exerted during daily goal-directed
behaviors. This approach must also be accompanied by making
the tasks themselves as effortless as possible.

Setting Graded and Dynamically Tailored Therapeutic
Activities as Targets
The literature points to the importance of setting graded tasks,
determining small and achievable goals, and moving forward
in small steps as the user succeeds in prior steps [45]. Breaking
a distal goal into achievable subgoals increases self-efficacy
[46], which has been shown to be an important factor in
determining whether a task will be initiated and successfully
performed. From a behavior change standpoint, when using
graded tasks, less effort is required for each activity. This

increases the user’s ability to engage in the task, thereby
increasing the chances that the triggered activity will occur
[28,40,44]. Critically, the use of graded tasks also involves
improvement of the user’s skills or condition in such a way that
the next task becomes less effortful to achieve, as highlighted
in shaping paradigms [47]. For example, when an untrained
user is triggered by an app to run 5 km for the first time, the
amount of effort required to complete this activity may be very
high. However, if the user is triggered to run 1 km several times
and then 3 km in a graded manner, the amount of effort related
to running 5 km might be as little as it was to run 1 km for the
first time.

One psychological technique that is not very common in digital
interventions (though it could be easily incorporated) is the
presentation of an artificial step prior to a subsequent step that
otherwise might demand too much effort to complete. For
example, when parents are taught to present an appropriate
nonharsh consequence in the event of their child’s disobedience
[48,49], this step may feel like a giant leap, thus demanding
plenty of effort in the parents’ mind. We may, therefore, create
another step of setting expectations for which parents are
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directed to sit with their child prior to changing the way they
react to them and to simply present the fact that they are going
to do whatever they can to help them, meaning the rules of the
house are going to change. This strategy enables parents to
acquire self-efficacy in a small manner prior to anything else
and could be easily incorporated in an adaptive digital program.

As implied, the adaptive nature of the tasks involves taking the
user’s state into account. User level of motivation is a
moderating factor in determining the amount of effort the person
is able to exert. Motivation is expected to fluctuate during the
intervention based on prior successes and failures [50]. Users
who encounter difficulties may require a different task or path
than those who found the task easy to complete based on the
interplay between self-efficacy, motivation, and goal
achievement. Monitoring activities and user condition will
enable the task to be dynamically tailored such that the effort
required at any given moment is adequate. For example, adaptive
goal interventions change the goal based on the user’s successes
or failures in achieving the goal, such as by increasing the
number of weekly drinks allowed in a drinking moderation
intervention when goals are not being met or, conversely, by
changing to abstinence if moderation is being met with repeated
failures. The real-time adaptation of the digital intervention is
effort-optimized to meet the user’s goals, motivation, and
commitment [51].

Reducing the Effort Required to Engage in
Therapeutic Activities
Developers can help to make therapeutic activities less effortful
by reducing the cognitive and environmental effort required to
successfully complete each activity [52-54]. Keeping all the
relevant tools for completing a targeted activity within a digital
component reduces the cognitive and environmental effort
needed to search for those tools elsewhere [55]. It will be easier
for users to follow a diet if the diet app makes all the information
about the diet, the availability of support groups, and tools to
document calorie intake available in-house [55].

Another aspect to consider is whether each tool makes it as easy
as possible to conduct the desired activity [56,57]. For example,
it would be easier for users to document their calorie intake if
they could simply take a photograph of the meal and have the
caloric results calculated automatically. Similarly, when training
a behavior increases performance, a system can help to reduce
the effort required for the training by providing the means to
rehearse it [30]. Think, for example, of a person who is trying
to overcome social phobia through graded tasks and who is now
being asked to chat with a person they do not know in a
nonjudgmental environment. In such an instance, providing an
option of a click-button within the digital platform to connect
them with a trained peer [58] would directly reduce the effort
required.

Turning Effort Into Assets

An effort-optimized intervention does not mean that there is no
effort on the part of the user. Indeed, effort contributes to
sustainable change because the effort people are choosing or
willing to make and the way they perceive it substantially impact

the therapeutic process, intervention gains, and future effort
capacity. Humans think in narratives with players, good and
evil, conflicts, and dramatic changes in the plot [59]. Stories
create structure because they have an inner rationale that
corresponds with the past-present-future tenses, which enables
people to predict the future based on the past. Therefore, people
are built to create meaning based on their present experiences
in a way that rationally fits with their past story and future
direction, as captured in their identity, role in the world, and
desires [59].

Effort is a very important ingredient in this process because the
effort exerted for an activity will be used to create a meaning
that mostly fits within the story we tell about ourselves.
Experiments on cognitive dissonance theory and placebo effects
strengthen this notion by showing that people who are asked to
put more effort into an assignment later perceive it as being
more meaningful to them [60]; meanwhile, people who pay
more find a placebo to be more helpful [61]. Furthermore,
several studies have suggested that people prefer to exert effort
on a task when they are motivated to enhance their feelings of
relatability, ownership, and control over the potential outcome.
A notable example involves a US company that produced instant
cakes (“just add water”) in the 1940s targeting women
maintaining their households. The product did not sell very well
until the company removed some ingredients from the mix,
such as eggs and milk, which required the baker to do more
work during the baking process. It seemed that, with the
increased effort, the baker felt greater ownership over the result
and more deserving of the compliments for their work [62].
This phenomenon is described by Ariely as the Ikea effect—a
cognitive bias that leads us to place higher value on things that
we help to create [62].

To summarize, effort is a crucial ingredient in the way we create
meaning because the amount of effort we invest in an activity
impacts the extent to which we build meaningful stories around
that activity. Specifically, the more effort we invest in
something, the more meaningful we find it and the more
committed we are to it. To take a literary example, when the
Little Prince tries to explain to the fox what makes his rose
different from the thousands of roses that appear to be identical,
“It is the time you have wasted for your rose that makes your
rose so important,” he asserts [63].

Understanding this dynamic is key, as interventions that focus
only on effort reduction and do not help people to feel that they
have choice, acknowledge their work, and therefore, create
meaning around the effort-based behaviors may fail in helping
people to stay on the beneficial pathway when new challenges
arise. In digital health interventions, people’s efforts can be
translated into assets by helping them to acknowledge the
meaning of their work. In this way, we reframe effort as
something positive by stressing that the effort exerted shows
the user’s commitment to and ownership of the therapeutic
process. This shift toward a growth mindset and meaning-based
acceptance can be embedded in all our work to increase
effortlessness and decrease efficacy reductions based on an
outcome mindset.
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People’s efforts can be turned into investment by documenting
the aspects they care about during the therapeutic process
[55,64]. Because users have already invested in the activity and
created some assets, they are more inclined to move forward
and keep investing in this path so that their assets will not go
to waste. We stress that the desired documentation should be
connected to aspects that are highly meaningful in people’s
lives, mostly within a social context, such as the time they got
to spend with loved ones because they successfully executed
an intervention’s task.

These three components of nurturing salience, reducing effort
to engage in therapeutic activities, and shifting the meaning of
effortful behavior to become an asset can be embedded in both
new and existing digital interventions. Whether it be by creating
a simple visual diagram of the goal of a lesson at the beginning
of a module, playing music in the background randomly to keep
users engaged while completing a task, or including a narrative
of an effortful journey during periods of declining motivation,
we can reduce the effort needed for users to achieve positive
outcomes. In turn, this will enable users to achieve their goals
without taking away from the core therapeutic skill components
of many interventions.

Designing a Digital Health Intervention
Sequence Based on the Effort-Optimized
Intervention Model

To further clarify the effort-optimized intervention model and
how to design a digital intervention sequence accordingly, we
provide an example using common intervention content in parent
training programs for young children with disruptive behavior
disorders [65-67] aimed at increasing the positive interactions
between parent and child. For brevity, we only discuss the
aspects of effort optimization during skill acquisition time, not
other important aspects such as persuasive design or the
therapeutic alliance nurtured between the user and the program
[52,68-70]. Our baseline is a standard digital parent training
intervention in which parents complete a short interactive
module about positive parenting practices. Parents are instructed
to increase the positive interactions at home and then directed
to the next module a week or two later, depending on success.

Planning an effort-optimized intervention begins with defining
the task, considering how it might be perceived by the
participant, and identifying competing activities or challenges.
In our example, the task is to increase positive interactions when
the parent and child are in the same surrounding (eg, at home).
For parents, it can be difficult to foster positive interactions
because it is not always highly enjoyable at first, especially for
those who have not naturally exercised such practices before;
parents might not have clear ideas about such interactions and
how easily they can be incorporated on a daily basis.
Furthermore, such interactions are not necessarily linked to a
tangible clear reward. We offer a few common competing events
which may require less effort than nurturing a positive
interaction with the child (although they are not based on
empirical studies, it is important to use clear examples here for
didactic reasoning)—by letting a child play a mobile app or
watch television which requires much less effort, parents may
find that playing with their own mobile device requires less
effort and is rewarding in the sense of passing the time, and
while parents may have some house chores or work they can
do later, finishing them early offers a clear reward. Based on
these challenges, developers can use the effort-optimized
intervention framework to increase the chances of the desired
activity being completed in the face of competition. As shown
in Table 2, each concept informs the design of the intervention
in a way that is directly related to increasing the chances that
users will reach their objective despite competition. First,
realizing that parents may want to have positive interactions
with their child but lack good ideas, we offer these ideas in a
concrete way (eg, ideas for what to discuss in the evening).
Second, as we believe that parents may find letting their child
watch television to be more rewarding than interacting, we have
to address this competing activity both directly by helping
parents emotionally connect to the difference between the two
activities and indirectly by making the desired activity more
salient in their mind. Third, we must acknowledge the parents’
effort in order to create assets that help them feel good about
the investment they have made. These considerations result in
many new features that are not incorporated in a standard online
module-based training environment.
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Table 2. Features increasing parent–child positive interactions based on the effort-optimized intervention framework.

PlanComponent

Nurturing salience

Triggers with relevant content (eg, ideas for what to discuss during dinner) sent in the hour before parents
are home from work

Priming parents to ask themselves about opportunities for positive interactions in the face of competing
events (eg, thinking that their child would prefer to watch television instead and so not trying) through
consistent but variable triggers, such as text questions, motivational scripts, and other minimal cues

Increasing the task’s availability

Triggers connecting tangible rewards to the desired activities: “Think of your best memories with your
parent. You putting some effort into playing with your child is something that will be far more memorable
to you and him/her than times when you both watched separate screens.”

Directing parents to celebrate their positive interactions with their kids and to report on it using a mobile
app

Rewarding consistent attempts at behavior over outcomes through the platform (eg, the outcome is engaging
in the behavior, not their child’s behavior)

Rewarding/incentive salience

A tailored list of positive interactions with brief step-by-step instructions based on an online questionnaire
parents were asked to complete.

Creating an actionable script

Sending all triggers above using different delivery mediums (text, audio, and video), timing (time of day,
day, special events), and personas (instructor, peers, celebrity testimonial)

Optimizing novelty

Directing parents to find one positive activity to conduct during dinner, such as a gratitude exercise that
can be trigged through the mobile device in the right time

Embedding tasks based on natural
environmental cues

Making the completion of therapeutic activities as effortless as possible

Asking parents to pick their preferred activities from an list of relevant activities, which automatically creates
their own table that is then available on the website and as a printed version

Setting graded tasksa

Creating a task list based on efficacy and effort. For example, if the parents report very low efficacy or past
failures, a first step may be directing parents to sit with their child when the child is watching television
and initiating a conversation

Setting dynamically tailored tasksa

Turning effort into assets

Documenting reports in an accumulated manner on the home page of the app or website that offers rewards
based on the level of engagement (eg, the amount of quality time reported so far). If not engaged, simple
motivational statements replace effortful behavior rewards

Documenting and reflecting on past
effort-related activities in a meaning-
ful way

Implementing automated feedback, which presents a narrative of them doing whatever they can to be good
parents. For example: “the effort you invested today in trying to play with your kid shows how well you
are committed to improve your relationship. You should be proud of yourself.”

Turning effort into a meaningful
narrative; reframing effort as posi-
tive

aReducing the effort required to engage in therapeutic activities is embedded in this component as well.

Further Considerations, Future Directions,
and Conclusions

Research and implementation of the effort-optimized
intervention model demand that considerable attention be paid
to some specific aspects. From a theoretical perspective, we
need to learn more about what prevents people from performing
desired behaviors at the individual level, even when they want
to achieve them [2,71]. Studying such instances will enable
developers to design user-centric products with relevant
effort-optimized intervention sequences. Another line of research
could focus on how people sustain beneficial behaviors over
time, and more precisely, when and how competing events
emerge and what people experience at these times. This
knowledge will enable us to understand whether new triggers
need to be incorporated into a future time window in order to
avoid depletion. Finally, we need to learn how to develop
effort-optimized intervention sequences so that they are not
intrusive and thus eventually diminish people’s desire and
tendency to self-manage their situation.

The mechanistic study of effort reduction has been explored
more in the consumer social media and commerce sectors in
the form of A/B testing paradigms. In such paradigms, small
changes to the user experience are repeatedly tested to optimize
engagement, as small changes often lead to massive shifts in
engagement (eg, “like” button, frictionless feed, page load time).
While there are significant differences among these activities
that require little effort with little meaningful long-term
reward—and potentially significant negative consequences over
time—their success highlights that, to create positive change,
our attention as interventionists needs to shift to increase the
3% to 6% engagement rate in health applications. This is
especially true given that research has revealed very few
differences in outcomes between interventions with differing
content or behavior change targets [72]. Effort-optimized
intervention paradigms are designed to ensure that equal weight
is placed on the content of our interventions and on how we
engage and sustain individuals using common processes that
adapt to meet individual needs, both in terms of what people
need and how they consume and integrate it into their lives.
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Abstract

Background: With the development of health care–related mobile apps, attempts have been made to implement remote
patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs). In order for remote PROMs to be widely used by mobile apps, the results should
not be different depending on the location; that is, remote PROM results performed in locations other than hospitals should be
able to obtain reliable results equivalent to those performed in hospitals, and this is very important. However, to our knowledge,
there are no studies that have assessed the reliability of PROMs using mobile apps according to the location by comparing the
results performed remotely from the hospital and performed at the outpatient visits.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to evaluate the reliability of remote PROMs using mobile apps compared to PROMs
performed during outpatient follow-up visits after arthroscopic shoulder surgery.

Methods: A total of 174 patients who underwent arthroscopic rotator cuff repair completed questionnaires 2 days before visiting
the clinic for the 1-, 2-, 3-, 6-, and 12-month follow-ups (test A). The patients completed the questionnaires at the clinic (test B)
using the same mobile app and device for the 1-, 2-, 3-, 6-, and 12-month follow-ups. Test-retest comparisons were performed
to analyze the differences and reliability of the PROMs according to the period.

Results: Comparisons of tests A and B showed statistically significant differences at 1, 2, and 3 months (all Ps<.05 except for
the ASES function scale at 3-months) but not 6 or 12 months after surgery (all Ps>.05). The intraclass correlation values between
the two groups were relatively low at the 1-, 2-, and 3-month follow-ups but were within the reliable range at 6 and 12 months
after surgery. The rate of completion of tests A and B using the mobile app was significantly lower in the group older than 70
years than in the other groups for all postoperative periods (P<.001).

Conclusions: PROMs using mobile apps with different locations differed soon after surgery but were reliably similar after 6
months. The remote PROMs using mobile apps could be used reliably for the patient more than 6 months after surgery. However,
it is to be expected that the use of mobile app–based questionnaires is not as useful in the group older than 70 years as in other
age groups.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e20989)   doi:10.2196/20989

KEYWORDS

patient-reported outcome measures (PROMs); location; remote PROMs using mobile application; smartphone; mobile phone;
follow-up loss
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Introduction

Background
With the dramatically increased penetration rates worldwide
[1], at 81% in the United States and 95% in South Korea [2],
smartphones are becoming increasingly indispensable in
everyday life [3]. A variety of mobile apps for information,
communication, education, and entertainment purposes have
been developed for smartphones [3], including mobile health
care systems. Seto et al [4] developed a mobile phone–based
telemonitoring program for patients with heart failure following
acute decompensation. Denono et al [5] suggested that
postoperative mobile apps after ambulatory lumbar discectomy
were effective tools for spine surgeons.

With the development of health care–related mobile apps,
attempts have been made to implement remote patient-reported
outcome measures (PROMs). Skrepnik et al [6] assessed the
impact of a novel smartphone app compared with standard
follow-up on mobility following treatment with intra-articular
injection in patients with knee osteoarthritis. Armstrong et al
[7] evaluated the effect of home monitoring via a mobile app
on the number of in-person visits following ambulatory surgery.
Most studies reported that patients found mobile apps for remote
follow-ups to be convenient, safe, and highly satisfactory [4-8].
Reliable remote follow-ups by mobile health care systems have
several advantages over face-to-face follow-ups. In general,
follow-up durations of at least 12 months to several years are
required for reliable clinical study findings after surgery [9,10].
However, maintaining high rates of long-term follow-up is
challenging due to poor patient compliance [10,11]. Remote
follow-ups using mobile PROMs are also efficient in terms of
health care costs compared to outpatient visits [12]. Considering
the difficulty in long-term follow-up [10], the reduction in
outpatient follow-ups, and the reduced health care costs [12],
PROMs using mobile apps performed outside of clinics may
be good alternatives. In order for remote PROMs to be widely
used by the mobile app, the results should not be different
depending on the location; that is, remote PROM results
performed in locations other than hospitals should be able to
obtain reliable results equivalent to those performed in hospitals,
and this is very important. However, to our knowledge, there
are no studies that have assessed the reliability of PROMs using
mobile apps according to the location by comparing the results
performed remotely from the hospital and performed at the
outpatient visits.

Goal of This Study
Therefore, this study evaluated the reliability of remote PROMs
using mobile apps compared to the PROMs performed by the
same mobile apps during outpatient follow-up visits after
arthroscopic shoulder surgery. We also analyzed the tendencies
in differences with increasing time after surgery and observed

the PROM participation rates of patients according to the
follow-up periods with repetitive test-retest studies. We
hypothesized that the results of the PROMs would be similar
between those measured in outpatient clinic visits and those
measured remotely using mobile apps.

Methods

Patients and Study Design
205 consecutive patients who underwent arthroscopic rotator
cuff repair by a single surgeon were initially considered for this
study between April 2018 and April 2019. Patients diagnosed
with large or massive rotator cuff tears were excluded because
of the difference in their rehabilitation schedules. Patients with
dementia, mental retardation, illiteracy, or inability to use
electronic devices were excluded because of the difficulty in
completing questionnaires using electronic equipment. After
exclusion, the remaining 174 patients (92 men and 82 women)
prospectively conducted the test-retest comparisons, which were
performed 5 times each to assess the results after surgery. The
patients were instructed to complete questionnaires (visual
analog scale [VAS], American Shoulder and Elbow Society
[ASES] scale [13], and Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and
Hand [DASH] scale [14]) at other locations (test A) 2 days
before visiting the clinic for the 1-, 2-, 3-, 6-, and 12-month
postoperative follow-ups. Using the same app and electronic
devices, namely, their mobile phones, each patient completed
the same questionnaires at the clinic (test B) at 1, 2, 3, 6, and
12 months after surgery (Figure 1). The patients received mobile
messages linked to an app for an electronic PROM system
(Proscore, Incheon, South Korea). All patients who visited our
clinic answered the same questionnaires with the mobile app
before treatment. The timing of mobile messaging was
determined to be 48 hours before the clinic visit based on a
previous systematic review that reported test-retest reliability
[15]. Of the 174 patients, test A (PROMs completed via the
mobile app installed on the mobile phone of each patient 2 days
before the clinic visit) was completed by 148 at 1 month, 135
at 2 months, 106 at 3 months, 77 at 6 months, and 59 at 12
months. All 174 patients visited our clinic at 1 month after
surgery. However, the rates of outpatient visits with patients
completing test B using the same app and electronic devices
(the mobile phone of each patient) decreased over time, with
170 visiting at 2 months, 142 at 3 months, 112 at 6 months, and
95 at 12 months after surgery (Figure 1). All patients underwent
the same course of rehabilitation. An abduction brace was
applied for 4 weeks after surgery. Passive range of motion
exercises were allowed from 4 to 8 weeks after surgery. Active
range of motion exercises were conducted 8 weeks after surgery.
This study, including the subject selection and data collection,
was conducted under the approval of the Inha University
Hospital Institutional Review Board (IRB INHA 2019-09-024)
in accordance with the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki.
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Figure 1. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the study. ASES: American Shoulder and Elbow Society; DASH: Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and
Hand; VAS: visual analog scale.

Scale Definitions and Measures
The VAS score is measured ranging from 0 to 10, with scores
of 0 and 10 indicating “no pain” and “worst pain imaginable,”
respectively. The ASES scale [13] consists of two subscales,
namely, pain (1 item) and function (10 items). Each subscale
is transformed to scores ranging from 0 to 50, based on patient
responses. The sum of the two scales is the total score on the
ASES scale, with a score of 100 points indicating perfect
conditions of the shoulder. This study analyzed the total ASES
scale score as well as the scores for the two subscales. The
DASH scale comprises 30 items (21 on daily activities, 5 on
symptoms, 3 on participation, and 1 on confidence in ability)
[14]. Higher scores indicate worse upper limb function. We
used an electronic PROM system (Proscore, Incheon, South
Korea) available as an app for electronic devices that measures
VAS, ASES scale, and DASH scale scores at locations other
than the clinic. In this system, patients touched the answer on
the screen instead of marking their responses on original paper
questionnaires using a writing instrument. This change from
paper-based to electronic-based measures is minor, according
to the Food and Drug Administration guidelines [16].

Statistical Analyses
The data are expressed as means (standard deviations) or
medians (ranges). Paired t tests (2-tailed) were used to evaluate
differences between the answers for tests A and B; more
specifically, the average score with standard deviations of the
scale’s scores was calculated and analyzed using paired t tests.

We also calculated the average absolute value of the differences
between tests A and B. Intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs)
were calculated to estimate reproducibility and reliability
between tests A and B. Statistical significance was indicated
by P<.05. All statistical analyses were performed using IBM
SPSS Statistics for Windows, version 19.0 (IBM Corp, Armonk,
NY).

Results

The demographics of patients undergoing rotator cuff surgery
are summarized in Table 1.

The average scores and absolute values of the differences
between tests A and B are shown in Table 2 and Figure 2 for
the 1-, 2-, 3-, 6-, and 12-month postoperative results. At 1, 2,
and 3 months after surgery, test B showed significantly better
outcomes compared to those of test A (Ps<.05), except for the
ASES function subscale (P=.06 at 3 months). All parameters
did not show statistically significant differences (all Ps>.05)
between tests A and B at 6 and 12 months after surgery. The
average absolute differences in VAS, ASES total, and DASH
scores between tests A and B were 1.68, 14.72 and 11.28 points
at 1 month after surgery, respectively. In most of the scales, the
differences in the average and absolute differences gradually
decreased with time after surgery. At 12 months after surgery,
the average absolute value differences in VAS, ASES total, and
DASH scores between tests A and B were greatly reduced (0.32,
5.48, and 4.46 points, respectively).
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Table 1. Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics (N=174).

ValueCharacteristic

59.38 (10.9)Age (years), mean (SD)

82 (47.1)Gender, female, n (%)

Side, n (%)

97 (55.7)Right

77 (44.3)Left

11.18 (13.74)Symptom duration (months), mean (SD)

Tear size, n (%)

96 (55.2)Small

78 (44.8)Medium
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Table 2. Mean (standard deviation) for each scale by 1-, 2-, 3-, 6-, and 12-month postoperative data analyzed by paired t test or Wilcoxon signed rank
test (N=174).

Absolute differencesbP valueDifferencesTest B, mean (SD)Test A, mean (SD)PODa and scale

POD 1 month

1.68 (1.23)<.0011.271.96 (1.16)3.23 (1.69)VASc score

14.72 (10.07)<.001−10.5460.56 (14.85)50.02 (11.78)ASESd total

11.28 (7.53)<.001−4.9034.32 (11.73)29.42 (8.85)ASES pain

7.53 (6.26)<.001−5.6426.24 (7.51)20.60 (6.40)ASES function

12.94 (9.35)<.00110.1953.82 (11.92)64.01 (10.57)DASHe

POD 2 months

1.25 (1.04)<.0010.841.60 (1.17)2.44 (1.62)VAS score

13.85 (9.41)<.001−8.8063.68 (12.89)54.88 (15.93)ASES total

10.88 (8.28).003−3.4135.96 (9.35)32.55 (12.85)ASES pain

8.40 (6.46)<.001−5.3927.72 (8.52)22.33 (7.62)ASES function

9.49 (6.93)<.0015.9248.34 (11.81)54.26 (9.82)DASH

POD 3 months

1.28 (0.95).030.701.54 (1.05)2.24 (1.64)VAS score

11.43 (9.10).01−4.4267.15 (11.62)62.73 (12.05)ASES total

7.87 (6.36).02−2.3136.88 (8.00)34.57 (9.93)ASES pain

6.60 (5.35).06−2.1130.27 (7.37)28.16 (6.82)ASES function

8.86 (7.06)<.0014.7443.36 (12.32)48.10 (9.26)DASH

POD 6 months

0.46 (0.59).130.180.88 (0.70)1.06 (0.54)VAS score

8.78 (7.09).09−2.9177.19 (13.20)74.28 (12.15)ASES total

5.90 (5.94).21−2.2839.35 (7.83)37.07 (8.86)ASES pain

5.26 (4.82).30−0.6437.84 (9.69)37.20 (7.82)ASES function

7.73 (4.94).483.5433.10 (9.54)36.64 (10.95)DASH

POD 12 months

0.32 (0.47).490.060.77 (0.58)0.83 (0.56)VAS score

5.48 (3.76).17−1.1879.96 (10.94)78.78 (9.07)ASES total

3.81 (3.75).24−0.7642.45 (5.67)41.69 (6.53)ASES pain

3.47 (2.80).32−0.4337.51 (8.87)37.08 (7.32)ASES function

4.46 (3.74).191.0530.29 (7.66)31.34 (8.81)DASH

aPOD: postoperative duration.
bAbsolute differences are calculated by taking the greater value minus the smaller one between tests A and B.
cVAS: visual analog scale.
dASES: American Shoulder and Elbow Society Shoulder Index.
eDASH: Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand score.
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Figure 2. Mean (standard deviation) for each scale used in this study. Data presented for 5 tests by postoperative duration (N=174). ASES: American
Shoulder and Elbow Society; DASH: Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand; VAS: visual analog scale.

To estimate the reproducibility and reliability between tests A
and B, ICC values were calculated for each scale and subscale
(Table 3). The VAS scale and ASES pain subscale showed
relatively low ICC values compared to those of the other scales.
The lowest ICC value for the VAS scale was observed at 1
month after surgery (0.51, moderate reliability). The low ICC
values for the ASES pain subscale were observed at 1, 2, and
3 months after surgery (0.47, 0.46, and 0.47, respectively; poor

reliability). Moderate ICC values were observed for the ASES
function subscale at 1, 2, and 3 months after surgery (0.50, 0.53,
and 0.67, respectively). At 6 months after surgery, all parameters
showed good ICC values (0.77 for VAS, 0.83 for DASH scale,
0.80 for ASES function subscale, 0.78 for ASES pain subscale,
and 0.78 for ASES total scale). Regarding the DASH scale, a
good ICC value was observed at 6 months after surgery (0.83).
The highest ICC values for all parameters were observed at 12
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months after surgery. VAS score, ASES pain subscale, and
DASH scale showed good ICC values at 12 months after surgery
(0.81, 0.76, and 0.87, respectively). The ASES function scale

and the ASES total scale showed excellent ICC values at 12
months after surgery (0.91 and 0.90, respectively).

Table 3. Intraclass correlation coefficient values for each scale (N=174).

Postoperative duration (months)Scale/subscale

126321

0.810.770.620.670.51VASa pain

ASESb

0.760.780.470.460.47Pain 

0.910.80.670.650.54Function 

0.90.780.580.530.5Total 

0.870.830.710.720.57DASHc total

aVAS: visual analog scale.
bASES: American Shoulder and Elbow Society Shoulder Index.
cDASH: Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand score.

The rates of outpatient visits and completions of tests A and B
according to the period for each age group are shown in Table
4. At 1 month, all 174 patients visited our clinic. However, with
time after surgery, the number of outpatient visits gradually
decreased. No significant differences in the numbers of

outpatient visits were observed in terms of age (P=.60, .54, .91,
and .70 for 2, 3, 6, and 12 months after surgery, respectively).
The rate of completion of tests A and B using the mobile app
was significantly lower in the group older than 70 years than
in the other groups for all postoperative periods (P<.001).

Table 4. Visit rate and test-retest response rate by age at each postoperative period.

P valueAge (years), n (%)Rates by postoperative
period (months)

Total

(N=174)

≥70

(n=38)

60-69

(n=52)

50-59

(n=51)

<50

(n=33)

Outpatient visits (visit rate)

—174 (100)38 (100)52 (100)51 (100)33 (100)1

.60170 (97.7)37 (97.4)50 (96.2)51 (100)32 (97.0)2

.54142 (81.6)28 (73.7)44 (84.6)42 (82.4)28 (84.8)3

.91112 (64.4)26 (68.4)34 (65.4)32 (62.7)20 (60.6)6

.7095 (54.6)21 (55.3)30 (57.7)29 (56.9)15 (45.5)12

Test-retest responses (response/visit rate)

<.001148 (85.1)21 (55.3)47 (90.4)48 (94.1)32 (97.0)1

<.001135 (79.4)17 (45.9)43 (86.0)45 (88.2)30 (93.7)2

<.001106 (74.6)8 (28.6)36 (81.8)37 (88.1)25 (89.3)3

<.00177 (68.7)7 (26.9)25 (73.5)26 (81.2)19 (95.0)6

<.00159 (62.1)5 (23.8)19 (63.3)22 (75.9)13 (86.7)12

In this study, 36 of 174 patients (20.7%) completed all follow-up
visits (1, 2, 3, 6, and 12 months after surgery) and also
completed tests A and B (completely implemented group). We
also performed comparisons between tests A and B in this group
to determine the average difference for each scale (Table 5).
The ICC values between tests A and B in the completely
implemented group (n=36) were similar to those for all 174
patients (Table 6). At 1, 2, and 3 months after surgery, test B
showed significantly better outcomes than those of test A
(Ps<.05), except for the ASES pain subscale and DASH scale.
No parameter differed significantly between tests A and B at 6

and 12 months after surgery. The average absolute value of the
differences for the VAS, ASES total, and DASH scores between
tests A and B were 1.50, 15.97, and 10.28 points, respectively,
at 1 month after surgery. In most of the scales, the average and
the absolute differences gradually decreased with time after
surgery. All parameters showed poor or moderate ICCs at 1, 2,
and 3 months after surgery but showed moderate or good values
at 6 months and peaked at 12 months after surgery for all
parameters. The VAS score, ASES pain subscale, and ASES
total scale showed good ICCs at 12 months after surgery (0.80,
0.82, and 0.88 respectively), while the ASES function scale and
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the DASH scale showed excellent ICCs at 12 months after surgery (0.92 and 0.90, respectively).

Table 5. Mean (standard deviation) for each scale by 1-, 2-, 3-, 6-, and 12-month postoperative data analyzed by paired t test or Wilcoxon signed rank
test in the completely implemented group (N=36).

Absolute differencesbP valueDifferencesTest B, mean SD)Test A, mean (SD)PODa and scale

POD 1 month

1.50 (1.02).0091.171.88 (1.06)3.05 (1.58)VASc score

15.97 (9.92)<.001−11.9563.19 (13.11)51.24 (10.84)ASESd total

10.28 (7.35).02−5.7035.97 (10.33)30.27 (9.01)ASES pain

8.10 (5.97)<.001−6.2527.21 (7.23)20.96 (7.18)ASES function

13.41 (8.86)<.0019.2755.48 (11.39)64.75 (12.68)DASHe

POD 2 months

1.47 (1.05).0040.861.55 (1.22)2.41 (1.61)VAS score

14.81 (9.99)<.001−9.8166.75 (9.08)56.94 (12.20)ASES total

10.01 (7.36).03−3.4537.78 (8.49)33.33 (13.09)ASES pain

8.14 (5.26)<.001−5.3728.97 (7.42)23.60 (6.75)ASES function

9.54 (9.15)<.0017.0147.19 (10.20)54.20 (9.82)DASH

POD 3 months

1.23 (1.09).010.701.54 (1.052.24 (1.64)VAS score

12.73 (9.82).02−4.6467.15 (11.62)62.51 (12.07)ASES total

7.77 (6.80).07−2.3136.88 (8.00)34.57 (9.93)ASES pain

7.54 (5.51).03−2.3330.26 (7.37)27.93 (6.65)ASES function

8.85 (6.81).184.7443.36 (12.32)48.10 (9.26)DASH

POD 6 months

0.53 (0.60).120.180.88 (0.70)1.06 (0.54)VAS score

9.16 (7.17).18−2.9177.19 (13.20)74.28 (12.15)ASES total

5.69 (6.67).09−2.2839.35 (7.83)37.07 (8.86)ASES pain

5.51 (5.09).73−0.6437.84 (9.69)37.20 (7.82)ASES function

6.49 (4.36).283.5433.10 (9.54)36.64 (10.95)DASH

POD 12 months

0.36 (0.48).170.060.77 (0.58)0.83 (0.56)VAS score

4.67 (3.39).16−1.1879.96 (10.94)78.78 (9.07)ASES total

3.61 (3.50).15−0.7642.45 (5.67)41.69 (6.53)ASES pain

3.38 (3.07).56−0.4337.51 (8.87)37.08 (7.32)ASES function

3.61 (2.52).411.0530.29 (7.66)31.34 (8.81)DASH

aPOD: postoperative duration.
bAbsolute differences are calculated by taking the greater value minus the smaller one, between tests A and B.
cVAS: visual analog scale.
dASES: American Shoulder and Elbow Society Shoulder Index.
eDASH: Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder, and Hand score.
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Table 6. Intraclass correlation coefficient values for the completely implemented group (N=36).

Postoperative duration (months)Scale/subscale

126321

0.800.760.530.540.45VASa pain

ASESb

0.820.780.540.560.53Pain 

0.920.810.580.50.56Function 

0.880.810.570.520.56Total 

0.900.840.530.600.56DASHc total

aVAS: visual analog scale.
bASES: American Shoulder and Elbow Society Shoulder Index.
cDASH: Disabilities of the Arm, Shoulder and Hand score.

Discussion

The results of this study revealed that the PROMs varied
depending on the location for the initial 1-, 2-, and 3-month
follow-ups after arthroscopic shoulder surgery. However, at 6
months or more after surgery, the PROMs using the mobile
apps showed similar results regardless of location. The ICC
analysis also showed a tendency toward relatively low values
for 1, 2, and 3 months postoperatively according to the PROM
location, while high values were recorded at the 6- and 12-month
follow-ups. These findings indicated that PROMs performed
using mobile apps at 6 months after surgery were adequately
reliable and reproducible regardless of location. Therefore, the
use of remote PROMs via mobile apps may be more valuable
for follow-ups at 6 months or more after surgery, when the rate
of follow-up loss is increased.

Most scales showed different outcomes for test B compared to
those for test A at the initial 1, 2, and 3 months postsurgery.
However, at 6 and 12 months after surgery, none of the scales
differed significantly between tests A and B. The absolute values
of the differences were also greatly reduced with time, and the
reliability as assessed by ICC was adequately high after 6
months. These outcomes are consistent with those of previous
studies on the test-retest reliability of PROMs. Chahal et al [17]
reported good reliability of PROM for knee joint–specific
questionnaires in a test-retest study conducted 6 months after
multiligament knee injury. Bramming et al [18] reported that a
PROM (forgotten joint score-12) showed high relative reliability
in a test-retest study conducted at 6 months after hip arthroscopic
surgery. The differences in follow-ups performed in the first 3
months postsurgery might be due to variability in patient
conditions during the acute phase following surgery.
Additionally, the differences may have decreased over time due
to patients getting used to the test items by repeatedly
performing PROMs. The absolute values of the differences
between the two tests were also noteworthy, given that the
purpose of this study was to measure the difference between
outpatient and remote mobile apps. The absolute values of the
differences for each scale were relatively high at the 1-, 2-, and
3-month follow-ups. However, at the 6- and 12-month
follow-ups, all parameters showed reduced absolute differences.

These results also reinforce the reliability of the remote PROMs
compared to outpatient PROMs for long-term follow-ups.

Clinical studies on patient outcomes after surgery generally
require at least 12 months to several years of follow-up for
recognition as reliable clinical studies [9,10]. To avoid biases
in clinical studies using PROMs performed at the clinic, it is
important to minimize loss to follow-up to the hospital [19,20].
However, maintaining high rates of long-term follow-up is
challenging due to poor patient compliance [10]. Cronin et al
[21] showed that 40% of patients with orthopedic trauma did
not complete 90 days of follow-up. Zelle et al [19] also reported
that patients with undifferentiated orthopedic trauma showed
high rates (>70%) of noncompliance in the initial 6 months
postsurgery. Considering that patients' compliance with
outpatient follow-up decreases over time after surgery [21], the
reliability of PROMs via mobile apps regardless of the location
for long-term follow-up after surgery is meaningful as these
PROMs may be an option to assess patient condition without a
need to travel to the hospital.

Even in terms of the cost benefits and efficient follow-ups for
patients [12], the reliability of remote PROMs is also important.
Higgins et al [22] compared a conventional in-person visit
follow-up group (conventional group) to a non–face-to-face
follow-up group using a mobile app (mobile app group) for 6
weeks after anterior cruciate ligament reconstruction. The
mobile app group had 0.36 clinic visits during the study period,
compared to 2.44 visits in the conventional group. The mobile
app group spent Can $211 (US $166.16) less over 6 weeks than
the other group. Thus, in terms of cost burden, remote PROMs
may also have advantages over outpatient visits if the
assessments are reliable.

Due to the recent infectious disease epidemics of COVID-19
[11], it is difficult to expect patients to comply with outpatient
follow-ups in the absence of an emergency [23]. Remote
PROMs are particularly valuable [11] as medical staff and
national health care system resources are focused on a particular
infectious disease [24-26]. Recent guidelines from the Journal
of Bone and Joint Surgery [27] recommend the assessment of
all planned elective or nonemergency surgical procedures and
clinical visits to determine whether they can be postponed or
canceled. If remote PROMs are reliable, they can be effective
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and highly utilized for reducing patient visits [11] and allow
efficient distribution of the national health care system capacity
when infectious disease outbreaks occur.

This study used an electronic PROM system (Proscore, Incheon,
South Korea) available for mobile phones. The correlation
between electronic measuring systems and conventional
paper-and-pencil methods is reportedly reliable [28]. The
compliance of patients for completing scoring tools using
electronic systems is generally better than that for
paper-and-pencil methods because it is more convenient and
quicker [29]. However, older patients may not prefer performing
PROMs with electronic devices because of less exposure to and
familiarity with electronic devices compared to younger patients
[29]. In this study, the rate of outpatient visits did not differ
significantly by age; however, the rates of test-retest completion
for both PROMs at outpatient visits and remote PROMs using
mobile apps were statistically significantly lower in patients
older than 70 years than those in other groups for all
postoperative periods (P<.001). Instructions for the use of
smartphone devices and apps must be provided to the elderly
in order to use PROMs via mobile apps at locations other than
hospitals.

Test-retest assessments to evaluate the reliability of tools are
generally conducted once for comparisons. However, this study
conducted test-retest comparisons 5 times each to determine
the tendencies with increasing time after surgery, which is a
strength of this study. The limitations of this study were its
inclusion of only patients who underwent arthroscopic rotator
cuff repair. However, this could also be considered a strength
as confounding variables due to many disease entities are
reduced. Several diseases and treatment options for the shoulder
joint, including intra-articular injection for frozen shoulder,
reverse total shoulder arthroplasty for rotator cuff arthropathy,
and other disease categories, might be candidates for further
study.

In conclusion, PROMs performed using mobile apps in different
locations showed varied results soon after surgery but were
similar after 6 months, with reliable ICC values. The remote
PROMs using mobile apps could be used reliably for the patient
more than 6 months after surgery. However, it is to be expected
that the use of mobile app–based questionnaires is not as useful
in the group older than 70 years as in other age groups.
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Abstract

Background: Artificial intelligence (AI) methods can potentially be used to relieve the pressure that the COVID-19 pandemic
has exerted on public health. In cases of medical resource shortages caused by the pandemic, changes in people’s preferences for
AI clinicians and traditional clinicians are worth exploring.

Objective: We aimed to quantify and compare people’s preferences for AI clinicians and traditional clinicians before and during
the COVID-19 pandemic, and to assess whether people’s preferences were affected by the pressure of pandemic.

Methods: We used the propensity score matching method to match two different groups of respondents with similar demographic
characteristics. Respondents were recruited in 2017 and 2020. A total of 2048 respondents (2017: n=1520; 2020: n=528) completed
the questionnaire and were included in the analysis. Multinomial logit models and latent class models were used to assess people’s
preferences for different diagnosis methods.

Results: In total, 84.7% (1115/1317) of respondents in the 2017 group and 91.3% (482/528) of respondents in the 2020 group
were confident that AI diagnosis methods would outperform human clinician diagnosis methods in the future. Both groups of
matched respondents believed that the most important attribute of diagnosis was accuracy, and they preferred to receive combined
diagnoses from both AI and human clinicians (2017: odds ratio [OR] 1.645, 95% CI 1.535-1.763; P<.001; 2020: OR 1.513, 95%
CI 1.413-1.621; P<.001; reference: clinician diagnoses). The latent class model identified three classes with different attribute
priorities. In class 1, preferences for combined diagnoses and accuracy remained constant in 2017 and 2020, and high accuracy
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(eg, 100% accuracy in 2017: OR 1.357, 95% CI 1.164-1.581) was preferred. In class 2, the matched data from 2017 were similar
to those from 2020; combined diagnoses from both AI and human clinicians (2017: OR 1.204, 95% CI 1.039-1.394; P=.011;
2020: OR 2.009, 95% CI 1.826-2.211; P<.001; reference: clinician diagnoses) and an outpatient waiting time of 20 minutes (2017:
OR 1.349, 95% CI 1.065-1.708; P<.001; 2020: OR 1.488, 95% CI 1.287-1.721; P<.001; reference: 0 minutes) were consistently
preferred. In class 3, the respondents in the 2017 and 2020 groups preferred different diagnosis methods; respondents in the 2017
group preferred clinician diagnoses, whereas respondents in the 2020 group preferred AI diagnoses. In the latent class, which
was stratified according to sex, all male and female respondents in the 2017 and 2020 groups believed that accuracy was the most
important attribute of diagnosis.

Conclusions: Individuals’ preferences for receiving clinical diagnoses from AI and human clinicians were generally unaffected
by the pandemic. Respondents believed that accuracy and expense were the most important attributes of diagnosis. These findings
can be used to guide policies that are relevant to the development of AI-based health care.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e26997)   doi:10.2196/26997

KEYWORDS

propensity score matching; discrete latent traits; patients’ preferences; artificial intelligence; COVID-19; preference; discrete
choice; choice; traditional medicine; public health; resource; patient; diagnosis; accuracy

Introduction

Artificial intelligence (AI) technology, which is also called
machine intelligence technology, has been used in various fields,
such as automation, language, image understanding and analysis,
and genetic algorithm research. AI technology can perform
better than a human when it comes to performing particular
tasks, and such technology has the potential to replace several
traditional human occupations. This is the result of continuous
advances in medicine, neuroscience, robotics, and statistics. In
the medical and health care field [1], AI technology has many
widespread applications, and the use of such technology has
resulted in a wide range of opportunities for the future. For
instance, machine learning technology has been used to analyze
medical big data and electronic health records, conduct computer
vision research, facilitate natural language processing, and
develop intelligent robots [2]. In addition, AI technology has
helped address the masses’ demands for increasing the number
of clinician services [3].

As of November 13, 2020, the novel COVID-19 disease has
spread in over 217 countries [4] and territories across the world.
The disease has also resulted in tremendous threats and
challenges to public health security systems worldwide. The
COVID-19 outbreak has pushed the medical systems and
resources of numerous countries to the brink of collapse.
Diagnostic AI technology, which includes diagnostic machine
learning technology, has started to play a role in relieving the
burden that the pandemic has placed on the public health system
and easing the shortage of medical resources. At the start of the
COVID-19 outbreak, the medical AI team of the Alibaba
Academy for Discovery, Adventure, Momentum, and Outlook
rapidly developed a set of AI diagnostic technologies that could
interpret the computed tomography images of patients with
suspected COVID-19 (ie, new COVID-19 cases) within 20
seconds, with an accuracy of 96% [5]. In the fight against the
epidemic [6], digital technologies such as cloud computing,
artificial intelligence, and blockchain technologies have played
a vital role.

The combination of AI technology and human
clinician–operated convolutional neural networks [7] has greatly

improved the efficiency and accuracy of diagnosis methods and
substantially reduced diagnosis times and outpatient queuing
times. In 2014, app developers from around the world made a
total of US $663.8 million by selling AI health care apps, and
their revenue is expected to reach US $666.2 million in 2021
[8]. However, there are various uncertainties with regard to
preferences for different diagnostic methods among patients
(ie, men and women) from high-income areas and low-income
areas in China. Furthermore, there have been no studies that
assess patients’ preferences for AI clinicians and human
clinicians before and during the COVID-19 pandemic period,
and analyze the aspects of patients’ decision-making behaviors
during different periods of time.

This study aimed to compare people’s preferences for AI
diagnoses and traditional diagnoses (ie, human clinicians’
diagnoses) before and during the COVID-19 pandemic. We
assessed two groups of respondents with similar demographic
characteristics. We recruited one group in 2017 and the other
group in 2020 to learn whether people’s preferences for AI and
traditional human clinicians were affected by the pressure of
the COVID-19 pandemic. We performed propensity score
matching (PSM) to match the two groups. We also conducted
a discrete choice experiment (DCE) to quantify and measure
peoples’preferences for different diagnosis methods and identify
factors that disrupted and impacted peoples’ decision-making
behaviors.

Methods

Overview
We designed a web-based questionnaire to collect participants’
demographic information and investigate patients’ preferences
for different diagnosis strategies (Multimedia Appendix 1). In
brief, the questionnaire included 7 similar hypothetical scenarios.
Respondents were asked to choose a preferred diagnosis strategy
for each scenario.

We used the PSM method to match two different groups of
respondents (ie, the 2017 group and the 2020 group) with similar
demographic characteristics. In addition, we used multinomial
logit (MNL) models [9,10] and latent class models (LCMs) [11]
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to evaluate and investigate respondents’preferences for different
diagnosis strategies. We also compared the preferences of the
matched respondents from the 2017 group to those of the 2020
group to identify heterogeneity or homogeneity in preferences
for diagnosis attributes.

Selection of Attributes and Levels
Individuals could choose different levels of health care services
for each diagnosis attribute. Patients from the outpatient queues
of The First Affiliated Hospital of Jinan University (Guangzhou
Overseas Chinese Hospital) and The First Affiliated Hospital
of Sun Yat-sen University were randomly selected for this study.
Each patient was prompted to hypothesize which diagnosis
methods or attributes had a large impact on their decision (ie,
the methods/attributes that were of prominent importance to
each participant).

After assessing patients’ hypotheses and related literature
[12-14], we included the following six diagnosis attributes and
their respective levels in our questionnaire experiment: (1)
diagnostic method (levels: clinician diagnosis, AI and clinician
diagnosis, and AI diagnosis); (2) outpatient waiting time before
the start of the diagnosis process (levels: 0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and
100 minutes); (3) diagnosis time (levels: 0, 15, and 30 minutes);
(4) accuracy (ie, the rate of correct diagnosis; levels: 60%, 70%,
80%, 90%, and 100%); (5) follow-up after diagnosis (ie, whether
a doctor can conduct follow-ups at any time; levels: yes or no);
and (6) diagnostic expenses (levels: ¥0, ¥50, ¥100, ¥150, ¥200,
and ¥250; a currency exchange rate of ¥1=US $0.16 is
applicable). Attributes and their respective levels are presented
in Textbox 1.

Textbox 1. Diagnosis attributes and their respective levels in this discrete choice experiment.

Diagnostic method

• Description: the diagnosis method that patients prefer

• Levels: clinician diagnosis, artificial intelligence and clinician diagnosis, and artificial intelligence diagnosis

Outpatient waiting time

• Description: the amount of time that patients wait in a queue before the diagnosis process

• Levels: 0 minutes, 20 minutes, 40 minutes, 60 minutes, 80 minutes, and 100 minutes

Diagnosis time

• Description: the amount of time before a patient obtains a diagnosis

• Levels: 0 minutes, 15 minutes, and 30 minutes

Diagnostic accuracy

• Description: the rate of correct diagnosis

• Levels: 60%, 70%, 80%, 90%, and 100%

Follow-up after diagnosis

• Description: case tracking and follow-ups after diagnosis

• Levels: Yes and no

Diagnostic expenses

• Description: the cost of diagnosis

• Levels: ¥0, ¥50, ¥100, ¥150, ¥200, and ¥250 (a currency exchange rate of ¥1=US $0.16 is applicable)

DCE Instrument Design and Questionnaire
With regard to the design our DCE instrument, we used the
fractional factorial design method [15,16] to identify the optimal
number of treatment scenarios. This process was conducted
with Lighthouse Studio version 9.8.1 (Sawtooth Software). In
practice, it is not always feasible for respondents to choose
among all of the possible combinations of attributes and levels
(ie, full factorial design). The full factorial design of the DCE
instrument had 3240 different combinations (ie, 3 × 6 × 3 × 5
× 2 × 6 = 3264), which is an unreasonable number of options
to present to respondents. Thus, the fractional factorial method
was essential in designing the DCE instrument. This method is

based on the following two principles [15-17]: (1) orthogonality,
which, in terms of the DCE, means that each attribute level
should have little to no correlation with other attribute levels;
and (2) balance, which means that each attribute should appear
an equal number of times. After considering these principles,
we provided 6 random questions and 1 fixed question to each
respondent in the DCE.

The DCE questionnaire contained 2 parts. The first part required
the respondents to fill in their demographic information, such
as age (ie, 18-20, 21-25, 26-30, 31-35, 36-40, 41-45, 46-50,
51-55, 56-60, 61-65, 66-70, 71-75, 76-80, and 81-85 years), sex
(ie, male or female), and educational level (ie, primary school
student, primary school graduate, middle school student, middle
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school graduate, high school student, high school graduate,
undergraduate, bachelor’s degree, graduate student, master’s
degree, postgraduate student, and doctorate degree). The second
part required the respondents to consider seven different
scenarios. For each scenario, respondents were to imagine that
they were in an outpatient queue waiting for a diagnosis. They
were then asked to choose a preferred diagnosis strategy. At the
end of the questionnaire, respondents were required to estimate
the number of years (ie, 5 years, 10 years, 15 years, 20 years,
30 years, 40 years, or never) it would take for AI clinicians to
surpass human clinicians. The scenarios and the options for the
different types of clinicians are presented in Multimedia
Appendix 2.

Data Collection
In October 2017 and August 2020, we sent our website link to
people of different age groups by using various social media
platforms, such as WeChat (Tencent Inc) and QQ (Tencent Inc).
People could use the link to access the DCE questionnaire,
which was the same for each participant. To increase the
response rate, we provided incentives (ie, a lottery for a Fitbit
watch and cash prizes) for completing the questionnaire.

At the beginning of the questionnaire, we provided a brief
background on the applications of AI in medicine. This included
information on the potential advantages and disadvantages of
AI clinicians and traditional clinicians, and the purpose of our
DCE. The questionnaire only took 5-10 minutes to complete.
Respondents had to click the “Agree to take the survey” button
to start filling out the questionnaire. Once respondents clicked
the “Agree to take the survey” button, they were notified that
they willingly chose to participate in this study. Respondents
were also notified that their privacy was protected by the law.

PSM
PSM is a regression method for identifying treatment group and
control group patients with similar basic characteristics. This
method is prevalently used in the study of impact factors and
causal effects, such as those in medical treatments, policy
decisions, or case studies. PSM involves the following five steps
[18]: (1) estimating propensity scores; (2) choosing a matching
algorithm; (3) checking for overlap/common support; (4)
estimating the quality and effects of the matching results; and
(5) conducting a sensitivity analysis. The mathematical theory
for PSM is primarily based on the Roy-Robin model [19-21].
Our objective was to perform a PSM analysis in which
participants who were recruited in 2017 were treated as the
treatment group, and participants who were recruited in 2020
were treated as the control group. Participants’ PSM data are
provided in Multimedia Appendix 3 [18]. We matched the
respondents in each group according to their demographic
characteristics, such as age, sex, and educational level. All
demographic information was coded as dummy variables; for
instance, male respondents were coded as “1,” and female
respondents were coded as “0.”

Matching Algorithm
Although there are various matching algorithms [18], we used
the nearest neighbor [22] algorithm because it was appropriate
for identifying individuals in one group that best matched the

individuals in another group. Another merit of the nearest
neighbor algorithm is that it can differentiate between
individuals in the control group and individuals in the treatment
group, which guarantees that all treated individuals are
successfully matched. Therefore, the nearest neighbor algorithm
provides the most information on treatment groups and control
groups. Additionally, we conducted a 1:1 matching analysis,
which effectively reduces confounding bias [23] and improves
research efficiency and credibility.

Statistical Analysis

MNL Model
There are various analysis models that can be used to conduct
DCE-related statistical analyses, such as random effects binary
probit and logit models, MNL models, and mixed logit models
[16,24]. The theoretical model for a DCE is based on the random
utility model (Multimedia Appendix 4) [16]. We assumed that
respondents’ choices would maximize the utility of each
question in the DCE questionnaire. The overall utility of
decision makers is based on fixed utility and random utility,
which are unobservable. We assessed respondents’ preferences
by analyzing their comments. This allowed us to identify random
utilities that could not be identified by analyzing a question.

We used the MNL model to analyze people’s preferences for
different attribute levels. Our independent variable only
accounted for attributes that were related to health care plans;
it did not account for any information that was related to
participants. The MNL model was used to analyze respondents’
health care plans, which were chosen based on the relative
importance of the plans’ attributes and the “none” option. The
coded value of each participants’ chosen health care plan was
calculated based on participants’ coded responses to questions
about queuing times, diagnosis times, and diagnostic costs. We
used a maximum likelihood approach to analyze MNL model
data.

The results from the MNL model were determined by the
options for health care plans, as the data for this attribute were
grouped before analysis. In the MNL model, “effect” is
synonymous with “utility.” Therefore, positive MNL model
coefficients indicated that individuals preferred one level of
service over other levels for the same attribute. The MNL model
in this study was based on a similar logistic regression model.
The MNL model–based observations correlated with those in
blocks that corresponded with the same individual. Instead of
having 1 level line per individual like in the classical logit
model, the MNL model had 1 level line per attribute level of
interest (ie, for each individual). For example, in this study, we
analyzed three types of diagnoses (ie, clinician diagnoses, AI
and clinician diagnoses, and AI diagnoses), and each type had
its own characteristics. However, an individual could only
choose 1 of the 3 types of diagnoses. As per the characteristics
of the MNL model, all three options were presented to each
respondent, and all respondents could choose their preferred
option. We reported the odds ratios (ORs) of respondents’
preferences for different attribute levels.
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LCM
We used an LCM [11] to create different classes for individuals
with similar preferences. The purpose of the LCM was to
identify correlations among explicit variables, create the fewest
number of classes, and achieve local independence. An LCM
initially assumes that the null model is the hypothesized model
and that local independence exists among explicit variables.
Afterward, the LCM increases the number of latent categories
in the null model and uses a maximum likelihood approach to
create various models, which are based on parameters’
limitations. The LCM then tests the hypothesized model and
observed data, compares the hypothesized model to the other
models, and identifies the most appropriate model. Although
there are different types of model information evaluation criteria,
Akaike information criteria [25] and Bayesian information
criteria [26] are the most prevalently used criteria for selecting
LCMs. After the model was created, observed data were
classified into the appropriate latent classes.

Willingness to Pay
Willingness to pay (WTP) is an efficient metric for measuring
how much an individual is willing to sacrifice (ie, economic
sacrifices) to choose one diagnosis attribute level over another
(ie, the reference attribute level). We analyzed participants’
WTP to identify homogeneity and heterogeneity in participants’
preferences.

Software
Propensity score matching was conducted with Stata 16
(StataCorp LLC), and the MNL model and LCMs were created
with Lighthouse Studio version 9.8.1 (Sawtooth Software).

Results

Data Collection
Of the 1520 individuals who visited our DCE website in 2017,
1317 (86.6%) completed the questionnaire and were included
in the analysis. Of these 1317 respondents, 1317 (100%) were

aged 18-85 years, 731 (55.5%) were female, and 1115 (84.7%)
believed that AI clinicians would surpass or replace human
clinicians.

Of the 874 individuals who visited our new DCE website in
2020, 528 (60.4%) completed the questionnaire. Of these 528
participants, 272 (51.5%) were female and 482 (91.3%) were
confident that AI diagnoses were better than traditional
diagnoses.

General PSM and MNL Model Results
Of the 1317 respondents who were recruited in 2017, 528
(40.1%) were matched (ie, via PSM) to the 528 respondents
who were recruited in 2020. The PSM procedure is presented
in Figure 1, and the demographic characteristics of respondents
before and after PSM are presented in Table 1. The general
MNL model results for the 2017 and 2020 groups are presented
in Table 2, which shows estimated average preference weights
(ie, effect weights), P values, ORs, and 95% confidence
intervals. Generally, individuals in the 2017 and 2020 groups
believed that accuracy was the most important diagnosis
attribute (Figure 2). The weighted importance value of accuracy
was 38.53% in the 2017 group and 40.55% in the 2020 group.
Respondents believed that diagnosis time was the least important
attribute (weighted importance in 2017: 2.69%; weighted
importance in 2020: 1.16%). Additionally, individuals in the
2017 and 2020 groups preferred to receive combined diagnoses
from both AI and human clinicians over AI-only diagnoses or
human clinician–only diagnoses (2017: OR 1.645, 95% CI
1.535-1.763; 2020: OR 1.513, 95% CI 1.413-1.621; reference:
clinician diagnosis; Table 2). In addition, the ORs for the levels
of diagnosis accuracy increased as the accuracy increased, which
indicated that people will always prefer diagnosis methods with
high accuracy. For instance, in the 2017 group, 100% accuracy
had an OR of 5.043 (95% CI 4.534-5.609). In the 2020 group,
100% accuracy had an OR of 5.263 (95% CI 4.734, 5.852). The
preferences of the matched respondents in the 2017 group were
very similar to those of the respondents in the 2020 group.
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Figure 1. Propensity score matching procedure.

Table 1. Demographic characteristics of nonmatched and propensity score–matched respondents.

Propensity score–matched respondentsNonmatched respondentsBaseline matching characteristics

P value2020 group (n=528),
n (%)

2017 group (n=528),
n (%)

P value2020 group (n=528),
n (%)

2017 group
(n=1317), n (%)

.97<.001Sex

256 (48.48)250 (47.35)256 (48.48)586 (44.5)Male

272 (51.52)278 (52.65)272 (51.52)731 (55.5)Female

.69<.001Age (years)

348 (65.91)379 (71.78)348 (65.91)1106 (83.98)<35

180 (34.09)149 (28.22)180 (34.09)211 (16.02)≥35

.13<.001Highest education level

336 (63.64)385 (72.92)336 (63.64)1033 (78.44)Primary school graduate to
undergraduate

192 (36.36)143 (27.08)192 (36.36)284 (21.56)Bachelor’s degree to doctorate
degree
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Table 2. General results of the multinomial logit model. Data on propensity score–matched respondents’ preferences for diagnosis attributes in 2017
and 2020 are reported (N=528).

2020 group2017 groupAttributes and levels

Odds ratio (95% CI)P valueEffect coefficientOdds ratio (95% CI)P valueEffect coefficient

Diagnosis method

Reference.12−0.05Reference<.001−0.15Clinician

1.51 (1.413-1.621)<.0010.361.64 (1.535-1.763)<.0010.35Artificial intelligence and
clinician

0.78 (0.725-0.833)<.001−0.310.95 (0.885-1.016)<.001−0.20Artificial intelligence

Outpatient waiting time (minutes)

Reference.010.15Reference<.0010.310

1.12 (1.013-1.245)<.0010.260.82 (0.741-0.914).030.1220

0.85 (0.762-0.942).72−0.020.71 (0.639-0.789).57−0.0340

0.71 (0.640-0.788)<.001−0.200.67 (0.606-0.748).12−0.0860

0.71 (0.640-0.789)<.001−0.200.54 (0.482-0.595)<.001−0.3180

Diagnosis time (minutes)

Reference.57−0.02Reference.190.050

1.01 (0.946-1.084).83−0.010.89 (0.834-0.957).06−0.0715

1.05 (0.980-1.122).430.030.98 (0.912-1.046).530.0230

Diagnosis accuracy (% accuracy)

Reference<.001−0.83Reference<.001−0.8360

1.52 (1.365-1.684)<.001−0.411.62 (1.458-1.802)<.001−0.3570

2.25 (2.033-2.487).72−0.022.47 (2.235-2.737).160.0780

3.51 (3.169-3.891)<.0010.433.18 (2.867-3.526)<.0010.3290

5.26 (4.734-5.852)<.0010.835.04 (4.534-5.609)<.0010.79100

Follow-up after diagnosis

Reference<.0010.19Reference<.0010.20Yes

0.69 (0.656-0.715)<.001−0.190.67 (0.620-0.698)<.001−0.20No

Diagnosis expenses (¥a)

Reference<.0010.36Reference<.0010.420

0.88 (0.782-0.989)<.0010.230.87 (0.769-0.976)<.0010.2850

0.83 (0.738-0.935)<.0010.180.65 (0.576-0.730).82−0.01100

0.65 (0.580-0.736).30−0.060.67 (0.599-0.760).660.03150

0.58 (0.510-0.648)<.001−0.190.52 (0.459-0.585)<.001−0.24200

0.41 (0.366-0.468)<.001−0.520.41 (0.363-0.465)<.001−0.47250

aA currency exchange rate of ¥1=US $0.16 is applicable.
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Figure 2. General estimated weighted importance of diagnosis attributes in 2017 and 2020.

Overall WTP
In 2017, respondents were willing to pay ¥13.99 to receive
combined diagnoses from AI and human clinicians.
Additionally, people were not willing to pay for longer
outpatient waiting times, but they were willing to pay for higher
diagnosis accuracy (ie, ¥1.60 per 1% increase in accuracy). In
2020, respondents were willing to pay ¥0.79 to receive combined
diagnoses from AI and human clinicians instead of

clinician-only diagnoses. Compared to respondents’ WTP for
certain diagnosis methods in 2017, respondents’ WTP in 2020
was lower. Furthermore, similar to the 2017 group, respondents
in the 2020 group were also not willing to pay for longer
outpatient waiting times. However, they were willing to pay for
higher diagnosis accuracy.
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LCM Results
After comparing the Akaike information criteria, Bayesian
information criteria, and Akaike/Bayesian information criteria
of the various potential classes, we chose three classes that were
the most appropriate for the matched respondents in the 2017
and 2020 groups. The proportions of matched respondents from
the 2017 group in each of the three classes were 43.2% (class
1: 228/528), 42.2% (class 2: 223/528) and 14.6% (class 3:
77/528). The proportions of matched respondents from the 2020
group in each of the three classes were 44.8% (class 1: 237/528),
48.2% (class 2: 254/528) and 7% (class 3: 37/528).

With regard to class 1 (n=228), Figure 3 shows that matched
respondents in the 2017 group believed that diagnosis method
was the most important attribute (weighted importance: 32.95%),
followed by diagnosis expenses (weighted importance: 18.14%).
In class 2, matched respondents from the 2017 group believed
that diagnosis accuracy (weighted importance: 49.92%) and
diagnosis expenses (weighted importance: 19.84%) were the
most important attributes. In class 3, matched respondents from

the 2017 group believed that diagnosis accuracy (weighted
importance: 25.66%) and diagnosis expenses (weighted
importance: 23.21%) were the most important attributes. In
class 1, the respondents from the 2020 group believed that
diagnosis expenses (weighted importance: 29.99%) and
diagnosis method (weighted importance: 28.99%) were the most
important attributes. In class 2, the respondents from the 2020
group believed that diagnosis accuracy (weighted importance:
52.34%) was the most important attribute, followed by diagnosis
expenses (weighted importance: 14.44%). In class 3, the
respondents from the 2020 group believed that diagnosis
expense (weighted importance: 36.21%) was the most important
attribute, followed by diagnosis accuracy (weighted importance:
32.84%). It was obvious that the three factors that respondents
believed were the most important were diagnosis accuracy,
diagnosis expenses, and diagnosis methods. In some classes,
respondents believed that diagnosis method was the most
important attribute. However, respondents typically believed
that diagnosis accuracy was the most important attribute and
diagnosis expense was the second most important attribute.
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Figure 3. Weighted importance of diagnosis attributes in 2017 and 2020, as determined by the latent class model.

According to our ORs for classes 1 and 2, the respondents in
the 2017 group (Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 5) preferred
the combined diagnosis method (class 1: OR 2.479, 95% CI
0.997-2.743; class 2: OR 1.204, 95% CI 1.039-1.394) over the
other two methods. This was not true for respondents in class
3. Respondents in classes 1 and 3 preferred an outpatient waiting
time of 0 minutes, and respondents in classes 1 and 2 preferred
a diagnosis time of 0 minutes. Respondents across all classes
preferred a diagnosis cost of ¥0. Furthermore, respondents in

the 2017 group (ie, those in all classes) preferred high diagnosis
accuracy (eg, 100% accuracy in class 3: OR 4.899, 95% CI
3.631-6.611). Respondents in all classes believed that follow-ups
after diagnosis were important.

In classes 1 and 2, the respondents from the 2020 group (Table
S2 in Multimedia Appendix 5) preferred the combined diagnosis
method (class 1: OR 1.135, 95% CI 0.997-1.293; class 2: OR
2.009, 95% CI 1.826-2.211). This was not true for class 3.
Respondents in class 2 preferred an outpatient waiting time of
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20 minutes (OR 1.488, 95% CI 1.287-1.721). Additionally,
similar to the 2017 group, the respondents in the 2020 group
(ie, those in all classes) preferred high accuracy. Follow-ups
after diagnosis were important to the respondents in the 2020

group (ie, those in all classes). The strength of respondents’
preferences is visually presented in Figure 4; preference strength
was quantified by calculating the preference weight (ie,
coefficient) of each attribute’s level.

Figure 4. Preference weights stratified by year (ie, 2017 and 2020) and class (ie, classes 1, 2, and 3), as determined by the latent class model.

We found that respondents’ WTP was highly consistent with
the corresponding ORs of each attribute. In classes 1 and 2, the
respondents from the 2017 group (Table 3) were willing to pay
for the combined diagnosis method. This was not true for class
3. Additionally, in class 3, the respondents from the 2017 group
were the only respondents who were willing to pay for longer
diagnosis times. The respondents from the 2017 group (ie, those
in all classes) were willing to pay for higher diagnosis accuracy
and follow-ups after diagnosis.

In classes 1 and 2, the respondents from the 2020 group (Table
4) were willing to pay for the combined diagnosis method. This
was not true for class 3, in which respondents were willing to
pay more for the AI diagnosis method. The respondents from
the 2020 group (ie, those in all classes) were willing to pay for
shorter outpatient waiting times, higher diagnosis accuracy, and
follow-ups after diagnosis.
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Table 3. Respondents’ WTPa in 2017.b

WTP in class 3 (n=77), ¥
(US $)

WTP in class 2 (n=223), ¥
(US $)

WTP in class 1 (n=228), ¥
(US $)

Overall WTP (N=528), ¥
(US $)

Attribute

Diagnosis method

0.31 (0.05)−0.22 (−0.04)−3.03 (−0.48)−13.99 (−2.24)Artificial intelligence
and clinician

1.22 (0.20)0.25 (0.04)−0.52 (−0.08)1.50 (0.24)Artificial intelligence

0.53 (0.09)0.96 (0.15)0.62 (0.10)8.92 (1.43)Outpatient waiting time

−0.44 (−0.07)0.07 (0.01)0.07 (0.01)−0.57 (−0.09)Diagnosis time

−1.20 (−0.19)−2.85 (−0.46)−0.44 (−0.07)−1.14 (−0.18)Diagnosis accuracy

0.62 (0.10)0.95 (0.15)1.22 (0.20)11.32 (1.81)Follow-up after diagnosis

ReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceDiagnosis expenses

aWTP: willingness to pay.
bNegative currency values refer to the amount that respondents were willing to pay for another level.

Table 4. Respondents’ WTPa in 2020.b

WTP in class 3 (n=37), ¥
(US $)

WTP in class 2 (n=254), ¥
(US $)

WTP in class 1 (n=237), ¥
(US $)

Overall WTP (N=528), ¥
(US $)

Attribute

Diagnosis method

−1.31 (−0.21)−1.33 (−0.21)−0.17 (−0.03)−0.79 (−0.13)Artificial intelligence
and clinician

−1.62 (−0.26)0.42 (0.07)0.54 (0.09)0.48 (0.07)Artificial intelligence

0.61 (0.10)0.19 (0.03)0.70 (0.11)0.38 (0.06)Outpatient waiting time

0.06 (0.01)0.004 (0.001)−0.04 (−0.01)−0.05 (−0.01)Diagnosis time

−5.65 (−0.90)−0.44 (−0.07)−3 (−0.48)−1.60 (−0.26)Diagnosis accuracy

2.31 (0.37)0.25 (0.04)1.46 (0.23)0.73 (0.12)Follow-up after diagnosis

ReferenceReferenceReferenceReferenceDiagnosis expenses

aWTP: willingness to pay.
bNegative currency values refer to the amount that respondents were willing to pay for another level.

According to the LCM, which stratified data according to sex,
male respondents in the 2017 group (Figure 5) believed that the
most important attribute was diagnosis accuracy (weighted
importance: 39.14%), followed by diagnosis expenses (weighted
importance: 21.39%). Female respondents in the 2017 group
also thought that diagnosis accuracy (weighted importance:
37.41%) and diagnosis expenses (weighted importance: 20.74)
were the most important attributes. Male respondents in the
2020 group thought that diagnosis accuracy (weighted

importance: 36.74%) was the most important attribute, followed
by diagnosis expenses (weighted importance: 23.84%).
Additionally, female respondents in the 2020 group believed
that diagnosis accuracy (weighted importance: 41.69%) was
the most important attribute, followed by diagnosis expenses
(18.96%). The LCM for male and female respondents in the
2017 and 2020 groups showed that there was no obvious
heterogeneity among these respondents’ preferences.
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Figure 5. Weighted importance of diagnosis attributes in 2017 and 2020, as determined by the latent class model, which stratified data according to
sex (ie, male and female respondents).

Discussion

Principal Results
In this study, we collected information on people’s preferences
for AI-based diagnosis by analyzing two different groups of
individuals who were recruited in 2017 and 2020 (ie, before
and during the COVID-19 pandemic). We used the PSM method
to match two groups of respondents with similar demographic
characteristics (ie, age, sex, and educational level). After
comparing the demographically similar respondents in the 2017
and 2020 groups, we did not find any substantial differences in
respondents’ preferences. Diagnosis accuracy and diagnosis
expenses were the most important factors that influenced
respondents’ preferences.

The success of a DCE questionnaire always depends on the
response rate. In other words, people who actively click the
website link and complete the questionnaire are essential for
expanding sample sizes and the scope of a study. By using the
PSM method, we were able to easily assess whether people’s
preferences during normal times changed during unusual times
(ie, the COVID-19 pandemic).

In this study, we used two different models—the MNL model
and the LCM. Both models have various advantages and
drawbacks with regard to quantifying respondents’preferences.
According to the general PSM logit model, respondents in both
groups consistently believed that accuracy was the most
important diagnosis attribute, regardless of their preferences for
diagnosis methods. Moreover, diagnosis expense was an

important factor that influenced respondents’ decisions in both
2017 and 2020. Respondents believed that this attribute was the
second most important attribute. The limited accessibility and
availability of medical resources are big problems in China,
especially in several rural areas of China. These problems are
the result of insufficient medical insurance distribution [27,28]
and the country’s low per capita income.

We found that people’s preferences for different diagnoses were
largely similar. This indicates that people’s decisions and their
preferences for different diagnoses are not considerably affected
by pandemic-related factors. However, according to our LCM,
there was slight heterogeneity in the preferences of different
groups of respondents (eg, male and female respondents). This
heterogeneity was not observed in the logit model. Although
the weighted importance of accuracy remained consistent across
all classes, it might not be the most important factor that affects
people’s decisions. In class 1, the respondents from the 2017
and 2020 groups believed that diagnosis expense was the most
important factor that affected their decisions, followed by
diagnosis method. Based on the LCM results, male respondents
in the 2017 and 2020 groups believed that diagnosis accuracy
was the most important attribute to consider when choosing a
diagnosis strategy.

With regard to attribute levels, we found that respondents
typically preferred to receive a combined diagnosis from both
AI and human clinicians over a diagnosis from a single source
(ie, AI diagnoses or human clinician diagnoses). This is
understandable, since respondents typically believed that
diagnosis accuracy could be improved by combining different
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modes of diagnosis. Additionally, it should be noted that several
respondents preferred longer diagnosis and outpatient queuing
times. Although no studies have reported that diagnosis time
and outpatient time correlate with diagnosis accuracy, it is
possible that some patients prefer waiting for a doctor over
receiving a quicker diagnosis, as they may believe that waiting
results in more accurate diagnoses. The low accessibility and
high price of AI services are important issues, especially in rural
or low-income areas. Therefore, before pricing an AI
technology–based service, it is advisable to survey residents
and analyze their disposable income. With regard to residents
in rural areas, governments should consider adding AI diagnoses
to health insurance plans or related subsidy projects. Another
AI diagnosis factor that should be considered is accuracy, since
companies should only promote and advertise products/services
with a high accuracy. When an AI technology–based service
enters the market, relevant users should consider combining AI
technology with human wisdom during the early stage of market
penetration. Therefore, in the future, AI diagnosis technology
developers should focus on improving diagnosis accuracy and
reducing the cost of diagnoses to make such technology
accessible to a wide range of patients.

Limitations
Our study has several shortcomings and limitations, especially
with regard to our data collection process. It was clear that our

small sample size limited the power of our analyses.
Additionally, our sample might not be representative of the
entire Chinese population. Furthermore, the
deployment/distribution of AI technology–based medical
services is limited, especially in rural areas [29] and areas that
consist of uneducated residents. Thus, there are still many
obstacles to overcome before AI technology becomes popular;
many developments are still needed to popularize conceptual
projects.

Conclusion
Our study shows that respondents’preferences for AI clinicians
in 2017 did not substantially differ from those in 2020.
Therefore, people’s preferences for AI diagnoses and clinical
diagnoses were unaffected by the COVID-19 pandemic.
However, preferences for high diagnostic accuracy and low
diagnosis expenses were evident, regardless of people’s
preferences for diagnosis methods, waiting times, and follow-up
services.

In summary, affordability and accuracy are the two principal
factors that should be considered when promoting AI-based
health care. The combination of AI-based and professional
health care will be more easily accepted by the general public
as AI technology develops.
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Abstract

Background: More than 17 million people worldwide, including 360,000 people in the United Kingdom, were diagnosed with
cancer in 2018. Cancer prognosis and disease burden are highly dependent on the disease stage at diagnosis. Most people diagnosed
with cancer first present in primary care settings, where improved assessment of the (often vague) presenting symptoms of cancer
could lead to earlier detection and improved outcomes for patients. There is accumulating evidence that artificial intelligence
(AI) can assist clinicians in making better clinical decisions in some areas of health care.

Objective: This study aimed to systematically review AI techniques that may facilitate earlier diagnosis of cancer and could
be applied to primary care electronic health record (EHR) data. The quality of the evidence, the phase of development the AI
techniques have reached, the gaps that exist in the evidence, and the potential for use in primary care were evaluated.

Methods: We searched MEDLINE, Embase, SCOPUS, and Web of Science databases from January 01, 2000, to June 11, 2019,
and included all studies providing evidence for the accuracy or effectiveness of applying AI techniques for the early detection of
cancer, which may be applicable to primary care EHRs. We included all study designs in all settings and languages. These searches
were extended through a scoping review of AI-based commercial technologies. The main outcomes assessed were measures of
diagnostic accuracy for cancer.

Results: We identified 10,456 studies; 16 studies met the inclusion criteria, representing the data of 3,862,910 patients. A total
of 13 studies described the initial development and testing of AI algorithms, and 3 studies described the validation of an AI
algorithm in independent data sets. One study was based on prospectively collected data; only 3 studies were based on primary
care data. We found no data on implementation barriers or cost-effectiveness. Risk of bias assessment highlighted a wide range
of study quality. The additional scoping review of commercial AI technologies identified 21 technologies, only 1 meeting our
inclusion criteria. Meta-analysis was not undertaken because of the heterogeneity of AI modalities, data set characteristics, and
outcome measures.

Conclusions: AI techniques have been applied to EHR-type data to facilitate early diagnosis of cancer, but their use in primary
care settings is still at an early stage of maturity. Further evidence is needed on their performance using primary care data,
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implementation barriers, and cost-effectiveness before widespread adoption into routine primary care clinical practice can be
recommended.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e23483)   doi:10.2196/23483

KEYWORDS

artificial intelligence; machine learning; electronic health records; primary health care; early detection of cancer

Introduction

Background
Cancer control is a global health priority, with 17 million new
cases diagnosed worldwide in 2018. In high-income countries
such as the United Kingdom, approximately half the population
over the age of 50 years will be diagnosed with cancer in their
lifetime [1]. Although the National Health Service (NHS)
currently spends approximately £1 billion (US $1.37 billion)
on cancer diagnostics per year [2], the United Kingdom lags
behind comparable European nations with their cancer survival
rates [3].

In gatekeeper health care systems such as the United Kingdom,
most people diagnosed with cancer first present in primary care
[4], where general practitioners evaluate (often vague)
presenting symptoms and decide on an appropriate management
strategy, including investigations, specialist referral, or
reassurance. More accurate assessment of these symptoms,
especially for patients with multiple consultations, could lead
to earlier diagnosis of cancer and improved outcomes for
patients, including improved survival rates [5,6].

There is accumulating evidence that artificial intelligence (AI)
can assist clinicians in making better clinical decisions or even
replace human judgment, in certain areas of health care. This
is due to the increasing availability of health care data and the
rapid development of big data analytic methods. There has been
increasing interest in the application of AI in medical diagnosis,

including machine learning and automated analysis approaches.
Recent studies have applied AI to patient symptoms to improve
diagnosis [7,8], to retinal images for the diagnosis of diabetic
retinopathy [9], to mammography images for breast cancer
diagnosis [10,11], to computed tomography (CT) scans for the
diagnosis of intracranial hemorrhages [12], and to images of
blood films for the diagnosis of acute lymphoblastic leukemia
[13].

Few AI techniques are currently implemented in routine clinical
care. This may be due to uncertainty over the suitability of
current regulations to assess the safety and efficacy of AI
systems [14-16], a lack of evidence about the cost-effectiveness
and acceptability of AI systems [14], challenges to
implementation into existing electronic health records (EHRs)
and routine clinical care, and uncertainty over the ethics of using
AI systems. A recent review of AI and primary care reported
that research on AI for primary care is at an early stage of
maturity [17], although research on AI-driven tools such as
symptom checkers for patient and clinical users are more mature
[18-21].

The CanTest framework [22] (Figure 1) establishes the
developmental phases required to ensure that new diagnostic
tests or technologies are fit for purpose when introduced into
clinical practice. It provides a roadmap for developers and policy
makers to bridge the gap from the development of a diagnostic
test or technology to its successful implementation. We used
this framework to guide the assessment of the studies identified
in this review.
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Figure 1. The CanTest Framework [22].

Objectives
Few studies of AI-based techniques for the early detection of
cancer have been undertaken in primary care settings [17].
Therefore, the aim of this systematic review is to identify AI
techniques that facilitate the early detection of cancer and could
be applied to primary care EHR data. We also aim to summarize
the diagnostic accuracy measures used to evaluate existing
studies and evaluate the quality of the evidence, the phase of
development the AI technologies have reached, the gaps that
exist in the evidence, and the potential for use in primary care.
As many commercial technological developments are not
documented in academic publications, we also performed a
parallel scoping review of commercially available AI-based
technologies for the early detection of cancer that may be
suitable for implementation in primary care settings.

Methods

Search Strategy and Selection Criteria
This study was conducted in accordance with PRISMA
(Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-analysis) guidelines [23], and the protocol was registered
with PROSPERO (an international prospective register of
systematic reviews) before conducting the review
(CRD42020176674) [24]. All aspects of the protocol were
reviewed by the senior research team.

We included all primary research articles published in
peer-reviewed journals, without language restrictions, from
January 01, 2000, to June 11, 2019. Studies were included if
they provided evidence around the accuracy, utility,

acceptability, or cost-effectiveness of applying AI techniques
to facilitate the early detection of cancer and could be applied
to primary care EHRs (ie, to the types of data found in primary
care EHRs) [22]. We included AI techniques based on any type
of data that were relevant to primary care settings, including
coded data and free text. We included all types of study design,
as we anticipated that there would be few relevant randomized
controlled trials. We kept our search terms broad to not miss
relevant studies and carefully considered evidence from any
health care system to assess whether the evidence could be
applied to primary care settings.

As our aim is to identify AI techniques that would be applicable
in primary care clinical settings, we excluded studies that
incorporated data not typically available in primary care EHRs
in the early diagnostic stages (eg, histopathology images,
magnetic resonance imaging, or CT scan images). We also
excluded studies that only described the development of an AI
technique without any testing or evaluation data, studies that
did not incorporate an element of machine learning (ie, with
training and testing or validation steps), studies that used AI
techniques for biomarker discovery alone, and studies that were
based on sample sizes of less than 50 cases or controls. Machine
learning techniques and neural networks have been described
since the 1960s [25,26]; however, they were initially limited
by computing power and data availability. We chose to start
our search in 2000, as this was when the earliest research
describing the new wave of machine learning techniques
emerged [27].

We searched MEDLINE, Embase, SCOPUS, and Web of
Science bibliographic databases, using keywords related to AI,
cancer, and early detection. We extended these systematic
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searches through manual searching of the reference lists of the
included studies. We contacted study authors, where required.
Where studies were not published in English, we identified
suitably qualified native speakers to help assess these studies.
We performed a parallel scoping review to look for
commercially developed AI technologies that were not identified
through systematic searches, thus unpublished and not
scientifically evaluated. This included manually searching
commercial research archives and networks (eg, arXiv [28],
Google [29], Microsoft [30], and IBM [31]), reviewing the
computer-based technologies identified in 3 recent reviews
[19-21], and manually searching for further technologies
mentioned in the text or references of the studies and websites
included in these reviews.

Following duplicate removal, 1 author (OJ) screened titles and
abstracts to identify studies that fit the inclusion criteria. Of the
titles and abstracts, 17.42% (1838/10,456) were checked by 2
other authors (SS and NC); interrater reliability was excellent
at 96.24% (1769/1838). Any disagreements were discussed by
the core research team (OJ, SS, NC, and FW), and a consensus
was reached. Three reviewers (OJ, SS, and NC) independently
assessed the full-text articles for inclusion in the review. Any
disagreements were resolved by a consensus-based decision.

Data Analysis
Data extraction was undertaken independently by at least two
reviewers (OJ, SS, and NC) into a predesigned data extraction
spreadsheet. The research team met regularly to reach consensus
by discussing and resolving any differences in data extraction.
One author (OJ) amalgamated the data extraction spreadsheets,
summarizing the data where possible.

The main summary measures collected included sensitivity,
specificity, positive predictive value (PPV), negative predictive
value (NPV), area under the receiver operating characteristic
(AUROC) curve, and any other diagnostic accuracy measures

of the AI techniques. Secondary outcomes include the types of
AI used, the type of data used to train and test the algorithms,
and how these algorithms were evaluated. We also collected
data, where identified, on cost-effectiveness and patient or
clinician acceptability.

Risk of bias assessment was undertaken for all full-text papers
by 2 independent researchers (OJ and NC) using the quality
assessment of diagnostic accuracy studies-2 (QUADAS-2)
critical appraisal tool [32]. OJ assessed all studies, and 50%
(40/79) of them were cross-checked by NC. Any disagreements
in the assessment were resolved by consensus discussion.

The studies identified were heterogeneous, employing various
AI techniques and using different outcome measures for
evaluation. Hence, a meta-analysis of the data was not possible,
and we chose to use a narrative synthesis approach, following
established guidance on its methodology [33]. We aimed to
summarize the findings of the identified studies using primarily
a textual approach, while also providing an overview of the
quantitative outcome measures used in the studies. Once data
extraction was completed, we explored the relationships that
emerged within the data.

Full details of our review question, search strategy, inclusion
or exclusion criteria, and data extraction methodology are
described in Multimedia Appendices 1 [1-5,7-9,11-13,34-38]
and 2, and the full list of excluded studies is provided in
Multimedia Appendix 3 [34,39-114].

Results

A total of 13,004 articles were identified in database searches
(including 2548 duplicates), and 793 articles underwent full-text
review. Of the 79 articles that were related to EHRs, 16 met the
inclusion criteria and were included in this analysis (Figure 2),
representing the data of 3,862,910 patients. No articles identified
through other sources or reference lists met the inclusion criteria.
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Figure 2. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-analysis) flow diagram for studies included in the review. AI: artificial
intelligence.

Tables 1 and 2 show the main study characteristics for the 16
included studies, including the modality of AI used.
Supplementary information on the variables included in the AI
techniques is available in Multimedia Appendix 4 [34,39-53].
We categorized the variables included into the following
categories: demographics, symptoms, comorbidities, lifestyle

history, examination findings, blood results, and other. Most
studies (n=13) described the initial development and testing of
an AI technique [39-51]. Three studies validated the AI
technique developed by Kinar et al [48] in independent data
sets from 3 different countries (Israel, United States, and United
Kingdom) [34,52,53].
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Table 1. Study details including modality of artificial intelligence and adopted comparison or control.

Comparison or controlModality of artificial
intelligence

CancerAuthors’ originStudy

OtherNot statedSpecialistHistopathology

Development studies

1d——cXbWONN-MLBaLung cancerJordan and

India

Alzubi et al, 2019
[39]

2g; 3hX——BPNNe; LRfPancreatic

Cancer

TaiwanChang et al, 2009
[40]

4k—XXANNi; CVTj; LRColorectal

Cancer

United

Kingdom

Cooper et al, 2018
[41]

2; 5m—X—BPANNlColorectal

Cancer

United

Kingdom

Cowley et al, 2013
[42]

2——XSVMn; DTo; K-NNpLeukemiaGaza, PalestineDaqqa et al, 2017
[43]

——XXMLP-ANNqLung cancerPolandGoryński et al, 2014
[44]

2; 6rX——BPANNLung cancerUnited StatesHart et al, 2018 [45]

2; 3——XBPNNProstate cancerUnited StatesKalra et al, 2003
[46]

2—XXBPNN; CVT; SVM;
DT

Any cancerChinaKang et al, 2017
[47]

3; 6—XXDT/RFs; GBMt; CVTColorectal

Cancer

Israel and

United States

Kinar et al, 2016
[48]

——XXCARTu; RF; LR;
CVT

Colorectal

Cancer

The

Netherlands

Kop et al, 2016 [49]

2; 3—X—DNNv; RFMultiple diseases
and cancers

United StatesMiotto et al, 2016
[50]

3—XXMLP-ANNCMLw and lym-
phoproliferative
disorders

IranPayandeh et al, 2009
[51]

Validation studies

——XXDT/RF; GBM; CVTColorectal

Cancer

United

Kingdom

Birks et al, 2017
[52]

——XXDT/RF; GBM; CVTColorectal

Cancer

United StatesHornbrook et al,
2017 [34]

——XXDT/RF; GBM; CVTColorectal

Cancer

IsraelKinar et al, 2017
[53]

aWONN-MLB: weight optimized neural network with maximum likelihood boosting.
bX: corresponding control used in this study.
cNot used in this study.
d1: previously developed artificial intelligence methods.
eBPNN: back propagation neural network.
fLR: logistic regression.
g2: other artificial intelligence methods developed by this author.
h3: other statistical (ie, non-artificial intelligence) techniques.
iANN: artificial neural network.
jCVT: cross-validation techniques.
k4: colonoscopy.
lBPANN: back propagation artificial neural network.
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m5: primary care clinicians.
nSVM: support vector machine.
oDT: decision tree.
pK-NN: K-nearest neighbor.
qMLP-ANN: multilayer perceptron artificial neural network.
r6: screening tests (eg, low-dose computed tomography scan and fecal occult blood test).
sRF: random forest.
tGBM: gradient boosting model.
uCART: classification and regression trees.
vDNN: deep neural network.
wCML: chronic myeloid leukemia.

The study authors originated from a variety of countries,
including the United States (n=5), countries in the Middle East
(n=5), Europe (n=5), and Asia (n=3), with some studies
involving multiple countries. The AI techniques were most
commonly developed to identify colorectal cancer (n=7)
[34,41,42,48,49,52,53], although they also addressed lung cancer
(n=3) [39,44,45], hematological cancers (n=2) [43,51],
pancreatic cancer (n=1) [40], prostate cancer (n=1) [46], and
multiple cancers (n=2) [47,50].

Neural networks were the dominant technique employed (n=10)
[39-42,44-47,50,51], with many neural network subtypes
mentioned. The study by Miotto et al [50] was the only study
to include a processed form of the free text notes in the data

used by the AI technique, although the work described by Kop
et al [49] was developed in a subsequent study to include clinical
free text data [115].

The majority of studies (n=9) used a combination of
histopathological diagnoses and expert opinion as the control
for their study [34,41,44,47-49,51-53]. The clinical control
group was unclear in 2 studies [40,45]. Many studies used
multiple AI techniques and then compared them with each other
(n=8) [40,42,43,45-47,49,50]. Some studies used non-AI
techniques, such as logistic regression and screening tests, as
comparators for the performance of the AI technique that was
being developed [40,41,45,46,48-51].
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Table 2. Study details: patient variables.

Patient variablesStudy

OtherbOther blood
tests

FBCaExaminationLifestyleComorbiditiesSymptomsDemographicsSexAge

Development studies

X———XXX——dXcAlzubi et al,
2019 [39]

—XX—XXX—XXChang et al,
2009 [40]

X——————XXXCooper et al,
2018 [41]

X———XXX———Cowley et al,
2013 [42]

——X———————Daqqa et al,
2017 [43]

XXXXXXXXXXGoryński et al,
2014 [44]

———XXX—XXXHart et al, 2018
[45]

—X—X—XXX—XKalra et al,
2003 [46]

XXXX————XXKang et al,
2017 [47]

——X—————XXKinar et al,
2016 [48]

XXXXXXX—XXKop et al, 2016
[49]

XX—XXXXX——Miotto et al,
2016 [50]

——X———————Payandeh et al,
2009 [51]

Validation studies

——X—————XXBirks et al,
2017 [52]

——X—————XXHornbrook et
al, 2017 [34]

——X—————XXKinar et al,
2017 [53]

aFBC: full blood count.
bMore detail on other variables included is available in Multimedia Appendix 4.
cX: corresponding variable used in this study.
dNot used in this study.

Most of the studies (n=12) included blood test results, all
suitable for use in primary care settings. Age was also commonly
included (n=12). Other variables used were sex (n=10),
demographics (n=5), symptoms (n=7), comorbidities (n=8),
lifestyle history (n=7), examination findings (n=6), medication
or prescription history (n=3), spirometry results (n=2), urine
dipstick results (n=1), fecal immunochemical test results (n=1),
x-ray text reports (n=1), and referrals (n=1).

Table 3 shows the study designs and populations. Most studies
used data sets originating from specialist care settings (n=7)
[39,40,42-44,46,51], with only 3 studies using solely primary
care patient data [41,49,52]. Kinar et al [48] included a
follow-up validation study based on the health improvement
network (THIN) database, also using primary care data. Several
studies used a mixture of primary and secondary care patient
data (n=5) [34,47,48,50,53].
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Table 3. Study population and study design.

Testing set
(patients)

Training set
(patients)

Disease negative
population (patients)

Disease positive
population (patients)

Database usedPopulation from
health care setting

Study details

Development studies

1000N/Sa1200 in total; num-
bers of disease posi-

1200 in total; num-
bers of disease posi-

Wroclaw Thoracic Surgery
Centre

Specialist careAlzubi et al,
2019 [39]

tive and negative
unclear

tive and negative
unclear

117234157b194“a certain medical center”Specialist care (un-
clear)

Chang et al,
2009 [40]

N/SN/S1261549NHSc Bowel Cancer
Screening Programme com-
parative study [116]

Primary careCooper et al,
2018 [41]

100777703742-week wait colorectal refer-
rals to Castle Hill Hospital

Specialist careCowley et al,
2013 [42]

N/SN/S20002000Complete Blood Count test
repository, European Gaza
Hospital

Specialist careDaqqa et al,
2017 [43]

489790103Patients treated at Kuyavia
and Pomerania Centre of
pulmonology

Specialist careGoryński et al,
2014 [44]

146,719342,347488,418649National Health Interview
Survey

Other (survey)Hart et al, 2018
[45]

144218N/S348Men whose samples were
tested at 6 sites in the United

Statesd

Specialist careKalra et al,
2003 [46]

N/SN/S1650650Database of Ci Ming Health
Checkup Center

MixedKang et al,
2017 [47]

139,205466,107463,6702437Maccabi Health Services

EMRsf linked to the Israel
Cancer Registry

MixedKinar et al,

2016 [48]e

N/SN/S263,87912926 anonymized data sets from
3 urban regions, each cover-

ing a GPg recording system

Primary careKop et al, 2016
[49]

76,214200,000276,214 patients
with 78 diseases

276,214 patients
with 78 diseases

Mount Sinai Data Ware-
house

MixedMiotto et al,
2016 [50]

132360N/S450Blood test results from pa-
tients at the Taleghani Hos-
pital

Specialist carePayandeh et al,
2009 [51]

Validation studies

N/AN/Ah2,220,1085141Clinical Practice Research
Datalink

Primary careBirks J et al,
2017 [52]

N/AN/A16,195900Kaiser Permanente North

West EHRi system, Kaiser
Permanente Tumor Registry

MixedHornbrook et
al, 2017 [34]

N/AN/A112,451133Maccabi Health Services
EMRs, linked to the Israel
Cancer Registry

MixedKinar et al,
2017 [53]

aN/S: not stated.
bCases of acute pancreatitis.
cNHS: National Health Service.
dHospitals included: Northwest Prostate Institute Seattle, the University of Washington Seattle, the Johns Hopkins Hospital Baltimore, Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Institute New York, Brigham and Women’s Hospital Boston, and The University of Texas MD Anderson Cancer Center
eNB: this study also included a small validation study in the Health Improvement Network database in the United Kingdom (n=25,613)
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fEMR: electronic medical record.
gGP: general practitioner.
hN/A: not applicable
iEHR: electronic health record.

Almost all the studies used different data sets, with the exception
of the Maccabi Health Services EHR, which was used in 2
studies [48,53]. The data set sizes ranged from 193 to 2,225,249
patients, with a mean of 241,585 (SD 555,953), median of 3,150,
and IQR of 267,237 patients. The wide range is primarily due
to the large data set used by Birks et al [52]. Of the 13
development studies, 3 provided no information on the control
population used [39,46,51]. Five of the development studies
did not provide full information on how they partitioned their
data set for the training and testing of the algorithm
[39,41,43,47,49]. Five studies appeared to have independent
training and testing data sets, with most split in ratios ranging
from 60:40 to 70:30 [40,44-46,50].

Three studies [34,52,53] validated a previously developed AI
technique [48] in independent data sets. Kinar et al [48] reported

both the initial development of an AI technique and a subsequent
validation study in an independent data set. The study by Cooper
et al [41] was the only study that developed an AI technique
based on prospectively collected clinical data, with the data
originating from a pilot study of fecal immunochemical testing
by the NHS Bowel Cancer Screening Programme [116].

Table 4 summarizes the main reported outcome measures.
Specificity (n=11), AUROC (n=11), and sensitivity (n=10) were
the most frequently reported; others included PPV (n=6), NPV
(n=5), diagnostic accuracy (n=4), and odds ratios (n=3).
Specificity results range from 80.6% [45] to 100% [51],
sensitivity results from 0% [51] to 96.7% [40], and AUROC
results from 0.55 [45] to 0.9896 [44].
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Table 4. Outcome measures.

Outcome measures for each modality of AIaCancer typeStudy

Development studies

Lung cancerAlzubi et al, 2019 [39] • Specificity: 92%, Accuracy: 93%
• False positive rate: 9%, F-1 score: 92%

Pancreatic cancerChang et al, 2009 [40] • Sensitivity: BPNNb 88.3%, genetic algorithm LRc 96.7%, stepwise LR 96.7%
• Specificity: BPNN 84.2%, genetic algorithm LR 82.5%, stepwise LR 73.7%
• AUROCd: BPNN 0.895, genetic algorithm LR 0.921, stepwise LR 0.882

Colorectal cancerCooper et al, 2018 [41] • Sensitivity: 35.15% (at FITe threshold 160 µg g-1)
• Specificity: 85.57%
• PPVf: 51.47%, NPVg: 75.19%, AUROC: 0.69, cancer detection rate: 10.66%

Colorectal cancerCowley et al, 2013 [42] • Sensitivity: 90%
• Specificity: 96%
• PPV: 62%, NPV: 99%

LeukemiaDaqqa et al, 2017 [43] • Sensitivity: SVMh 69.7%, K-NNi 60.0%, decision tree 62.4%
• Specificity: SVM 81.5%, K-NN 82.8%, decision tree 87.1%
• PPV: SVM 71.3%, K-NN 68.1%, decision tree 76.1%
• NPV: SVM 80.4%, K-NN 74.1%, decision tree 87.1%
• Accuracy: SVM 76.82%, K-NN 72.15%, decision tree 77.3%
• F-measure: SVM 70%, K-NN 60%, decision tree 67%

Lung cancerGoryński et al, 2014
[44]

• AUROC: 0.9896

Lung cancerHart et al, 2018 [45] • Sensitivity: ANNj 75.30%
• Specificity: ANN 80.60%
• AUROC: ANN 0.86, RFk 0.81, SVM 0.55

Prostate cancerKalra et al, 2003 [46] • Specificity: 92%
• AUROC: 0.825

Any cancerKang et al, 2017 [47] • Sensitivity: DNNl 64.07%, SVM 54.46%, decision tree 60.00%
• Specificity: DNN 94.77%, SVM 95.27%, decision tree 91.50%
• AUROC: DNN 0.882, SVM 0.928, decision tree 0.824
• Accuracy: DNN 86.00%, SVM 83.83%, decision tree 83.60%
• Using fuzzy interval of threshold with DNN achieves sensitivity 90.20%, specificity

94.22%, accuracy 93.22%

Colorectal cancerKinar et al, 2016 [48] • Specificity: Testing set 88% overall (at a sensitivity of 50%). Higher for proximal
colon tumors. Validation set 94% (at a sensitivity of 50%)

• AUROC: Testing set 0.82, validation set 0.81
• ORm 26 at false +ve rate of 0.5% (testing set), OR 40 at false +ve rate of 0.5%

(validation set). Algorithm identified 48% more CRCn cases than gFOBTo

Colorectal cancerKop et al, 2016 [49] • Sensitivity: CARTp 53.9%, RF 63.7%, LR 64.2%
• PPV: CART 2.6%, RF 3%, LR 3%
• AUROC: CART 0.885, RF 0.889, LR 0.891
• F1-score: CART 0.049, RF 0.057, LR 0.058.
• Drugs for constipation most important predictor of CRC, followed by iron deficiency

anemia
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Outcome measures for each modality of AIaCancer typeStudy

• Specificity: 92%
• AUROC: 0.773 for classification of all diseases (cancer and other diagnoses). Rectal

or anal cancer 0.887, liver or intrahepatic bile duct cancer 0.886, prostate cancer
0.859, multiple myeloma 0.849, ovarian cancer 0.824, bladder cancer 0.818, testic-
ular cancer 0.811, pancreatic cancer 0.795, leukemia 0.774, uterine cancer 0.771,
non-Hodgkin lymphoma 0.771, bronchial or lung cancer 0.770, colon cancer 0.767,
breast cancer 0.762, kidney or renal pelvis cancer 0.753, brain or nervous system
cancer 0.742, Hodgkin disease 0.731, cervical cancer 0.675

• Accuracy index: 0.929 overall for classification of all diseases
• F-score: 0.181 for classification of all diseases
• Deep patient obtained approximately 55% correct predictions when suggesting 3 or

more diseases per patient, regardless of time interval

Multiple diseases and can-
cers

Miotto et al, 2016 [50]

• Sensitivity: CML 0%, lymphoproliferative disorder 0%
• Specificity: CML 100%, lymphoproliferative disorder 99.2%
• PPV: CML 0%, lymphoproliferative disorder 0%
• NPV: CML 99.2%, lymphoproliferative disorder 100%
• Error % for convoluted neural network 0.33, error % for LR 0.78

CMLq and lymphopro-lifer-
ative disorders

Payandeh et al, 2009
[51]

Validation studies

• AUROC: analyzed at various time intervals before diagnosis, 3-6 months 0.844, 18-
24 months 0.776

Colorectal cancerBirks et al, 2017 [52]

• Sensitivity: 0-180 days (test to diagnosis): 50-75 years: 34.5%, 40-89 years: 39.9%;
181-360 days: 50-75 years: 18.8%, 40-89 years: 27.4%

• AUROC: 0.80, OR: 34.7 at 99% specificity, 19.7 at 97%, 14.6 at 95%, 10.0 at 90%

Colorectal cancerHornbrook et al, 2017
[34]

• Sensitivity: 17.0% at 1% +ve rate, 24.4% at 3% +ve rate
• PPV: 2.1% at 1% +ve rate, 1.0% at 3% +ve rate
• NPV: 99.9% at 1% +ve rate, 99.9% at 3% +ve rate
• OR: 21.8% at 1% +ve rate, 10.9% at 3% +ve rate

Colorectal cancerKinar et al, 2017 [53]

aAI: artificial intelligence.
bBPNN: back propagation neural network.
cLR: logistic regression.
dAUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic.
eFIT: fecal immunochemical test.
fPPV: positive predictive value.
gNPV: negative predictive value.
hSVM: support vector machine.
iK-NN: K-nearest neighbor.
jANN: artificial neural network.
kRF: random forest.
lDNN: deep neural network.
mOR: odds ratio.
nCRC: colorectal cancer.
ogFOBT: guaiac fecal occult blood test.
pCART: classification and regression trees.
qCML: chronic myeloid leukemia.

We looked for other secondary outcomes, including
implementation barriers to AI techniques in primary care
settings, but did not find any evidence related to patient or
clinician acceptability or cost-effectiveness.

Table 5 shows the outcomes of the risk of bias assessment using
the QUADAS-2 tool. The studies demonstrated a wide range
in quality; however, no studies were excluded based on their
risk of bias assessment. The identified limitations were
acknowledged in the relative contribution of the studies to the
conclusions of the review.
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Table 5. Critical appraisal results using the Quality Assessment of Diagnostic Accuracy Studies-2 tool.

Applicability concernsRisk of biasStudy

Reference
standard

Index testPatient

selection

Flow and
timing

Reference
standard

Index testPatient

selection

cbaAlzubi et al, 2019 [39]

Birks et al, 2017 [52]

Chang et al, 2009 [40]

Cooper et al, 2018 [41]

Cowley et al, 2013 [42]

Daqqa et al, 2017 [43]

Goryński et al, 2014 [44]

Hart et al, 2018 [45]

Hornbrook et al, 2017 [34]

Kalra et al, 2003 [46]

Kang et al, 2017 [47]

Kinar et al, 2016 [48]

Kinar et al, 2017 [53]

Kop et al, 2016 [49]

Miotto et al, 2016 [50]

Payandeh et al, 2009 [51]

aHigh risk.
bLow risk.
cUnclear risk.

Table 6 summarizes the computer-based technologies identified
in our parallel scoping review of commercial AI technologies.
We identified 21 commercial computer-based technologies. Of
these, 11 were clinician-facing differential diagnosis
technologies that did not appear to be integrated into the EHR
[117-127]. Ten of the technologies were linked to, or integrated
into, the EHR in some way [8,128-136]. Nine of the technologies
did not use AI algorithms incorporating an element of machine
learning, as was required in our inclusion criteria [118,120-127].
It was also not clear from the websites and studies of 3 further
technologies whether they met our AI inclusion criteria

[117,130,134]. There were 8 technologies that met our inclusion
criteria for AI (Abtrace [128], Babylon [8], Cthesigns [129],
Isabel [131], Medial EarlySign [132], symcat [119], symptomate
[135], and the unnamed technology evaluated by Liang et al
[136]). Only the Medial EarlySign tool was evaluated for its
performance in the diagnosis or triage of potential cancer [132];
4 of the studies developing and validating this technology were
included in this systematic review [34,48,52,53]. Cthesigns is
specifically designed to aid the early diagnosis of cancer but
has not been the subject of any studies we could identify [129].
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Table 6. Summarizing scoping review of commercial artificial intelligence technologies.

<50 cas-
es or
controls

Not pri-
mary re-
search

Not pub-
lished

Early re-
search

Not early de-
tection or di-
agnosis

Not pri-
mary care
based

Not can-
cer

Not AIaTechnology identified (origin) websites and associated
academic studies

Abtrace (United Kingdom)

——Xc—————bAbtrace website [128]

Babylon (United Kingdom)

————————Babylon health website [8]

———XXXX—Zhelezniak et al [137]

———XXXX—Douglas et al [138]

XXXX—Smith et al [139]

————X—X—National Health Service 111 powered by Babylon -
Outcomes Evaluation [140]

————X—X—Middleton et al [141]

Cthesigns (United Kingdom)

——X—————Cthesigns website [129]

Diagnosis Pro (United States)

————————No website identified

——————XN/CdBond et al [117]

DocResponse (United States)

——X————N/CDocresponse website [130]

DxPlain (United States)

———————N/CDxplain website [118]

—X—X———XBarnett et al [142]

——————XXBarnett et al [143]

——————XXBauer et al [144]

—————XXXBerner et al [145]

X—————XXBond et al [117]

———X———XElhanan et al [146]

—————XXXElkin et al [147]

X————XXXFeldman et al [148]

—————XXXHammersley et al [149]

————X——XHoffer et al [150]

———X———XLondon et al [151]

Iliad (United States)

————————No website identified

—————XXXBerner et al [145]

X————XXXElstein et al [152]

X————X—XFriedman et al [153]

X————X—XGozum et al [154]

X————X—XGraber et al [155]

X————X—XHeckerling et al [120]

X——————XLange et al [156]

—X——————Lau et al [157]

X————XXXLi et al [158]
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<50 cas-
es or
controls

Not pri-
mary re-
search

Not pub-
lished

Early re-
search

Not early de-
tection or di-
agnosis

Not pri-
mary care
based

Not can-
cer

Not AIaTechnology identified (origin) websites and associated
academic studies

X————XXXLincoln et al [159]

X————XXXMurphy et al [160]

X————XXXWolf et al [161]

Internist-1 (United States)

————————No website identified

X————XXXMiller et al [121]

X————X—XMiller et al [122]

Isabel (United Kingdom)

————————Isabel healthcare website – Isabel pro [131]

——————X—Bond et al [117]

——————X—Ramnarayan et al [162]

——————X—Ramnarayan et al [163]

——————X—Carlson et al [164]

—X——————Graber et al [165]

——————X—Graber et al [166]

——————X—Ramnarayan et al [167]

——————X—Bavdekar et al [168]

——————X—Ramnarayan et al [169]

——————X—Semigran et al [20]

——————X—Meyer et al [170]

Meditel (United States)

————————No website identified

—————XXXBerner et al [145]

—————XXXHammersley et al [149]

—————XXXWaxman et al [171]

X————XXXWexler et al [123]

Medial Early sign (United States/Israel)

————————Earlysign website [132]

————————Kinar et al [53]e

————————Birks et al [52]e

————————Hornbrook et al [34]e

—————X—Goshen et al [172]

——————X—Zack et al [173]

——————X—Cahn et al [174]

Multilevel Diagnosis Decision Support System (Spain)

————————No website identified

X—————XXRodriguez-Gonzalez et al [124]

Online webGP (United Kingdom; later became eConsult)

————————Emis health online-triage website [175]f

————————Hurleygroup website [176]g
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<50 cas-
es or
controls

Not pri-
mary re-
search

Not pub-
lished

Early re-
search

Not early de-
tection or di-
agnosis

Not pri-
mary care
based

Not can-
cer

Not AIaTechnology identified (origin) websites and associated
academic studies

————X—XXEdwards et al [133]

————X—XXCarter et al [177]

————X—XXCowie et al [178]

Pepid (United States)

———————N/CPepid website [125]h

—————XXXBond et al [117]

Problem Knowledge Couplers (PKC; United States)

————————No website identified

————X——XApkon et al [126]

Quick Medical Reference (QMR) (United States; developed from Internist-1)

————————No website identified

X————X—XArene et al [179]

X————X—XBacchus et al [180]

X————X—XBankowitz et al [181]

—————XXXBerner et al [145]

X——————XBerner et al [182]

X————X—XFriedman et al [153]

X————X—XGozum et al [154]

X————X—XGraber et al [155]

X————X—XMiller et al [122]

—————X—XLemaire et al [183]

Reconsider (United States)

————————No website identified

—————XXXNelson et al [127]

Symcat (United States)

——X—————Symcat website [119]

Symptify (United States)

——X————N/CSymptify website [134]

Symptomate (Poland)

——X—————Symptomate website [135]

Unnamed

————————No website identified

—————XX—Liang H et al [136]

aAI: artificial intelligence.
bNot applicable or no data.
cStudy excluded for the reason specified in the column label.
dN/C: not clear.
eThese studies met the inclusion criteria of the systematic review and were therefore included.
fEdwards et al [133] suggests that this Egton Medical Information Systems (EMIS) application is powered by the eConsult system.
gCarter et al [177] suggests that this is the group who developed webGP.
hSeveral published studies are linked in the research section of the website, none involved use of the differential diagnosis or decision support tools.
Some case studies audited the use of these tools.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
We identified 16 studies reporting AI techniques that could
facilitate the early detection of cancer and could be applied to
the types of data found in primary care EHRs. However,
heterogeneity of AI modalities, data set characteristics, outcome
measures, conduct of these studies, and quality assessment
meant that we were unable to draw strong conclusions about
the utility of these techniques in primary care settings. There
was a notable paucity of evidence on performance using primary
care data. Coupled with the lack of evidence on implementation
barriers or cost-effectiveness, this may help explain why AI
techniques have not been adopted widely into primary care
clinical practice to date. The study by Kinar et al [48] and its
subsequent validation in independent data sets [34,52,53],
including primary care data sets, is a valuable example of a
staged evaluation of an AI technique from early development,
via validation data sets, to evaluation in the population for
intended use [22]. The work by Kop and collaborators
[49,115,184] also represents a good example of the staged
development of an AI technique, with sequential peer-reviewed,
published evaluations at each stage.

We also identified 21 commercial AI technologies, many of
which have not been evaluated and reported in peer-reviewed,
published studies. Many other technologies that were
patient-facing and designed for the triage of symptoms were
identified but had not been applied to EHRs. Eight of these
technologies appeared to be based on newer machine learning
AI techniques, with the majority appearing to be driven by
knowledge-based decision tree algorithms. Only one of the
identified technologies has been evaluated specifically for
cancer, although it may be more efficacious for these
technologies to be very general in scope and to be widely used,
rather than to have a narrow focus on cancer alone. With wider
adoption, these technologies have a greater potential for raising
patient and clinician awareness of cancer. However, it remains
important to fully understand their diagnostic accuracy and
safety, including for the triage of potential cancer symptoms.
AI technologies applied to EHRs are potentially useful for
primary care clinicians; however, they need to be designed in
a way that is appropriate for the type and origin of the data found
in primary care EHRs and to have been thoroughly and
transparently evaluated in the population the technology is
intended for.

Strengths and Limitations
The strengths of this systematic review include the following:
a broad and inclusive search strategy to avoid missing studies;
guidance of an international expert panel in the development
of the protocol and search strategy; independent screening,
quality assessment, and data extraction processes; followed
PRISMA guidance; and a parallel scoping review for
commercial AI technologies. As only a few heterogeneous
studies were identified, it was not possible to synthesize the
data and evaluate the utility of these AI techniques. Furthermore,
only one commercially available AI technology was identified
via the systematic review. Many of the technologies identified

in the parallel scoping review lacked sufficient academic
detailing and evidence for their accuracy or safety. This is a
rapidly evolving research area, which will require further review
over time.

Conclusions
Worldwide, there is a great deal of interest in AI techniques and
their potential in medicine, not least in the United Kingdom
where politicians and NHS leaders have publicly prioritized the
incorporation of AI into clinical settings. Our findings support
those of Kueper et al [17], namely, that although some AI
techniques have good initial validation reports, they have not
yet been through the steps for full application in clinical practice.
Validation using independent data is preferable to splitting a
single data set [185] and could be the next step in the
development of many AI techniques identified in this review.
Much of the research is at an early stage, with variable reporting
and conduct, and requires further validation in prospective
clinical settings and assessment of cost-effectiveness after
clinical implementation before it can be incorporated into daily
practice safely and effectively [186].

Consensus is required on how AI techniques designed for
clinical use should be developed and validated to ensure their
safety for patients and clinicians in their intended settings. Good
internal and external validity is required in these experiments
to avoid bias, most notably spectrum bias [187] and
distributional shift [16], and to ensure that the appropriate data
are used to develop the AI technique in keeping with its
anticipated clinical setting and diagnostic function. The CanTest
framework provides an outline for further studies aiming to
develop this evidence base for AI techniques in clinical settings;
to prove their safety and efficacy to commissioners, clinicians,
and patients; and to enable them to be implemented in clinical
practice [22]. Prospective evaluation in the clinical setting for
which the AI technique is intended is essential: AI aimed at
primary care clinics must be evaluated in primary care settings,
where cancer prevalence is low compared with specialist
settings, to accurately evaluate their future performance
[187,188]. Further research around the acceptability of AI
techniques for patients and clinicians and their cost-effectiveness
will also be important to facilitate rapid implementation. Once
these AI techniques are ready for implementation, they will
require careful design to ensure effective integration into health
information systems [189]. Data governance and protection
must also be addressed, as they may present significant barriers
to the implementation of these technologies [190,191].

In conclusion, AI techniques have the potential to aid the
interpretation of patient-reported symptoms and clinical signs
and to support clinical management, doctor-patient
communication, and informed decision making. Ultimately, in
the context of early cancer detection, these techniques may help
reduce missed diagnostic opportunities and improve safety
netting. However, although there are a few good examples of
staged validation of these AI techniques, most of the research
is at an early stage. We found numerous examples of the
implementation of AI technologies without any or sufficient
evidence for their accuracy or safety. Further research is required
to build up the evidence base for AI techniques applied to EHRs
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and to reassure commissioners, clinicians, and patients that they
are safe and effective enough to be incorporated into routine

clinical practice.
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Abstract

Background: The increasing development of artificial intelligence (AI) systems in medicine driven by researchers and
entrepreneurs goes along with enormous expectations for medical care advancement. AI might change the clinical practice of
physicians from almost all medical disciplines and in most areas of health care. While expectations for AI in medicine are high,
practical implementations of AI for clinical practice are still scarce in Germany. Moreover, physicians’ requirements and
expectations of AI in medicine and their opinion on the usage of anonymized patient data for clinical and biomedical research
have not been investigated widely in German university hospitals.

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate physicians’ requirements and expectations of AI in medicine and their opinion on the
secondary usage of patient data for (bio)medical research (eg, for the development of machine learning algorithms) in university
hospitals in Germany.

Methods: A web-based survey was conducted addressing physicians of all medical disciplines in 8 German university hospitals.
Answers were given using Likert scales and general demographic responses. Physicians were asked to participate locally via
email in the respective hospitals.

Results: The online survey was completed by 303 physicians (female: 121/303, 39.9%; male: 173/303, 57.1%; no response:
9/303, 3.0%) from a wide range of medical disciplines and work experience levels. Most respondents either had a positive
(130/303, 42.9%) or a very positive attitude (82/303, 27.1%) towards AI in medicine. There was a significant association between
the personal rating of AI in medicine and the self-reported technical affinity level (H4=48.3, P<.001). A vast majority of physicians
expected the future of medicine to be a mix of human and artificial intelligence (273/303, 90.1%) but also requested a scientific
evaluation before the routine implementation of AI-based systems (276/303, 91.1%). Physicians were most optimistic that AI
applications would identify drug interactions (280/303, 92.4%) to improve patient care substantially but were quite reserved
regarding AI-supported diagnosis of psychiatric diseases (62/303, 20.5%). Of the respondents, 82.5% (250/303) agreed that there
should be open access to anonymized patient databases for medical and biomedical research.

Conclusions: Physicians in stationary patient care in German university hospitals show a generally positive attitude towards
using most AI applications in medicine. Along with this optimism comes several expectations and hopes that AI will assist
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physicians in clinical decision making. Especially in fields of medicine where huge amounts of data are processed (eg, imaging
procedures in radiology and pathology) or data are collected continuously (eg, cardiology and intensive care medicine), physicians’
expectations of AI to substantially improve future patient care are high. In the study, the greatest potential was seen in the
application of AI for the identification of drug interactions, assumedly due to the rising complexity of drug administration to
polymorbid, polypharmacy patients. However, for the practical usage of AI in health care, regulatory and organizational challenges
still have to be mastered.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e26646)   doi:10.2196/26646

KEYWORDS

artificial intelligence; AI; machine learning; algorithms; clinical decision support; physician; requirement; expectation; hospital
care

Introduction

While a balance between the increasing amount of documented
data on the one hand and the demographic change and aging
populations on the other hand challenges our health care
systems, big data and artificial intelligence (AI) in medicine
offer a huge potential to relieve physicians from the increasing
complexity of today’s health care and information overload
when treating patients [1,2]. Over the last decade, research on
AI in medicine and biomedicine and the number of publications
in these fields have substantially increased [3,4]. Research has
come up with promising AI developments in general machine
learning (ML) algorithms, for manifold applications to predict
clinical events, to improve diagnoses accuracy as well as
treatments, and to reduce the burden of disease [5,6].
Well-known examples for AI in medicine are the application
of deep learning as a subfield of ML in medical imaging for
disease detection from x-rays [7]. Thus, it is expected that AI
in medical practice will meet higher expectations of medical
treatment and physicians and will increase the efficiency of
clinical care. AI is perceived as the next big thing that will
sustainably change medicine towards precision and personalized
medicine [8] and change health care and with it, the role of
physicians. It is believed that physicians will not be replaced
by AI, but AI will make lives easier and focussed where human
interaction is really required.

Big Data and AI in Medicine: Definition and
Application Areas
An ever-increasing amount of medical data is being recorded
by monitoring patient care devices, enabling big data analysis
in health care [9]. This paves the way for the application of
different ML techniques like deep learning [7], traditional
shallow neural networks, support vector machines, and random
forests, which are specific models for using AI in practice [10].
Besides conventional ML techniques, deep learning in particular
offers advantages for understanding and manipulating the highly
relevant class of data, especially for images, language, and
speech recognition [11]. However, while deep learning is
superior for specific applications, it has limitations for other
applications where conventional ML techniques are superior
[12]. Examples include cases where large datasets are not
available to study a specific medical condition, as deep learning
generally requires a large dataset to perform well in practice.

Despite its widespread use, a holistic definition of the term
“artificial intelligence” is challenging. This can be partly
explained by the fact that it is a “high-level” term, often not
mentioning concrete ML algorithms or models in a clear context.
Examples of AI in medicine are AI applications to support
diagnostic procedures, predict the course of the disease [13-17],
enhance the potential of clinical decision support [18], and
support the management of hospital workflows [19,20]. Thereby,
AI offers the possibility to support physicians in delivering
high-quality medicine and increasing medical care efficiency.

Preconditions for AI Development for Health Care
One essential precondition for the development of AI in medical
practice is data availability to develop and train the algorithms.
Therefore, the creation of research databases with consolidated
anonymized patient data, ideally from multiple locations making
clinical routine data available for so called “secondary usage,”
is desirable. One very prominent example of such a database is
the freely accessible critical care database MIMIC-III (Medical
Information Mart for Intensive Care) [21]. After accepting a
data use agreement, researchers are granted unrestricted access
for analysis. Since its publication in August 2015, the respective
publication was cited more than 850 times, showing the great
interest in this database and its wide scientific usage [22].
Nevertheless, due to different health care systems and
information systems used for patient care, the structure and
content of patient data from German hospitals are not in
accordance with data from US hospitals. Consequently, there
is an urgent need to establish research databases that are
applicable to the situation in Germany.

Challenges of Big Data and AI in Medicine
Today, the widespread practical implementation of AI and
AI-based decision support into hospital care has not yet become
reality [23]. Especially in radiology and other medical imaging
procedures, vendors of medical technology have predominantly
integrated some kind of AI (eg, ML algorithms) into their
products [24]. In addition, in the field of medical prediction,
there are cases that have already been applied to electronic
health records to complete prospective verification studies
[25,26]. Cabitza et al [27] described the sociotechnical elements
that must be mastered to successfully implement potentially
effective AI in real-world clinical settings, which they call the
“last mile” gap of AI implementation. Further multifaceted
technical, regulatory, social, and human factors hinder the
practical application of AI in clinical care [23].
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Tremendous efforts have already been made to evaluate AI in
health care and AI-enabled clinical decision support [28].
However, only a few medical AI applications are really used in
clinical practice. As physicians are supposed to be the primary
users of AI in medicine, there is a need to investigate physicians’
requirements and expectations for future developments of AI
in health care. In addition, regulatory questions, like the liability
for medical errors, must be regulated if AI is to be used in
physician practice and patient care [29].

Another often observed challenge in applying AI is the
availability of sensitive patient datasets due to General Data
Protection Regulation constraints, mostly when AI is used
beyond just one health care organization. In this context,
federated ML [30] is a promising approach to obtain powerful,
accurate, safe, robust, and unbiased models by enabling multiple
organizations to train collaboratively without the need to
exchange or centralize datasets. Also, a federated ML approach
can be useful where datasets within one organization might not
be enough to train good models (eg, rare diseases). In this
context, transfer learning approaches [31] are feasible, too,
whereby medical AI models are created using a pretrained,
state-of-the-art AI model from a different larger medical dataset
or otherwise openly available data (eg, ImageNet dataset).

Both are not often applied in Germany today. To address the
multifaceted complexity of AI, the purpose of our study was to
evaluate the general perception towards AI in medicine among
physicians, but also towards concrete application and the opinion
on the usage of anonymized patient data for (bio)medical
research and AI development.

To achieve this, we developed a web-based survey for
physicians in German academic hospitals. The results should
also help researchers and data scientists to better understand
physicians’ needs regarding AI systems and to boost their use
in clinical care.

Methods

Study Design, Data Collection, and Recruitment
For the survey's conceptualization, open and explorative
interviews were carried out with 3 junior and 3 senior
physicians. The results were structured and then utilized to
frame the survey questions in German. These questions were
integrated into an open web-based survey (LimeSurvey) to be
conducted among our study population in 8 German university
hospitals consisting exclusively of physicians from the full range
of medical disciplines. The local ethics committee and local
data protection officer did not express objections to the
operationalization of the web-based survey. On the first page
of the survey, we informed the participants about the length,
purpose, and expected time to fill in the questionnaire. As
participants were free to participate and contribute to the study,
we regarded the survey's completion as consent for the usage,
analysis, and publication of the collected survey data. For
verification and functionality validation, we performed a test
phase of the online survey with 25 anesthesiologists and critical
care physicians in June 2019. Minor adaptations were added in
the final survey version before its link was sent to physicians

in 8 university hospitals via email by local persons in charge.
The survey was available for 19 weeks from June 2019 till
October 2019. Within the data collection period, no content
modifications nor bug fixes were necessary, and we did not
identify any unforeseen events like system errors or server
downtime.

The survey was separated into 2 sections. The first section was
comprised of questions about AI in medicine, and the second
contained general biographical questions.

A translated, English version of the survey is attached in
Multimedia Appendix 1. We only included completely filled
out questionnaires in the statistical analysis. However, this might
include some questions that were not answered (no response).

The questions about AI in medicine are separated into 3 sections:
(1) personal opinion about AI in health care (Q1.1-Q1.16; Q4),
(2) fields of application of AI in medicine (Q2.1-Q2.25), (3)
usage of anonymized patient data for research purposes
(Q3.1-Q3.4)

The question groups 1, 2, and 3 were phrased as single-choice
questions asking physicians about their personal view on given
statements using a 4-point Likert scale without a neutral option.
The first set of questions (Q1.1–Q1.16) in the survey explored
the attitudes towards AI in medicine. The second set of questions
focused on fields of AI application in medicine. In total, 25 AI
applications were given, and physicians were asked to rate if
the proposed applications could substantially improve patient
care in the future. The third set of questions explored physicians'
opinions on the secondary usage of anonymized patient data
for research purposes (eg, for AI development for medical
practice). Physicians were asked whether they agreed or
disagreed with the statements on the usage of anonymized
patient data for clinical and biomedical research. Finally, we
asked physicians how positively or negatively they evaluated
the use of AI in medicine on a 5-point Likert scale. This question
(Q4) was assigned to the first section, “Personal opinion about
AI in health care.” Biographical answers were mostly
conceptualized as closed-ended, single-choice questions (eg,
demographic questions), but were also presented as multiple
choice questions (eg, medical discipline and predominant
workplace).

Statistical Analysis
For the statistical analysis, we stratified the potential fields of
AI applications in medicine into 6 categories: (1) imaging
procedures, (2) other diagnostic procedures, (3) intensive care
unit (ICU)/anesthesia, (4) medication and therapy, (5) workflow
support and education, (6) prognosis assessment (Textbox 1).
Here, we partly reference peer-reviewed publications of AI
algorithms, comparing AI algorithms with physicians cited by
Topol [32]. In addition, we categorized the 33 medical
disciplines into 6 categories for further subgroup analysis (see
Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 2). We analyzed most of the
data descriptively using graphics produced by the R packages
sjPlot [33] and ggplot2 [34]. Where appropriate in the survey
data analysis, we conducted Kruskal-Wallis tests to investigate
the relationship between AI rating and biographical data. All
analyses were conducted in R version 4.0.3 [35].
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Textbox 1. Categories of artificial intelligence (AI) applications in stationary hospital care.

• 1. Imaging procedures

1.1 Analysis of x-rays, computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance tomography (MRT), sonographies [36-38]

1.2 Analysis of histopathologic fine cuts [39,40]

1.3 Analysis of endoscopic pictures or videos [41-43]

1.4 Analysis of dermatologic reflected light microscopy [44,45]

• 2. Other diagnostic procedures

2.1 Analysis of electroencephalography (EEG)/electrocardiography (ECG) [46,47]

2.2 Diagnosing rare diseases [48,49]

2.3 Triage in emergency care [50,51]

2.4 Diagnosing psychiatric diseases [52,53]

2.5 Subspecification of hematologic diseases [54-56]

• 3. Intensive care unit (ICU)/anesthesia

3.1 Early alarm of the deterioration of patient status [57]

3.2 Reduction of false alarms in intensive care medicine [58]

3.3 Automatic mechanical ventilation [59,60]

3.4 Support of parenteral or enteral nutrition [61]

3.5 Automatic anesthesia administration [62]

• 4. Medication and therapy

4.1 Oncologic therapy planning [18,63]

4.2 Antibiotic stewardship [64]

4.3 Identification of drug interactions [65-67]

4.4 Medication for geriatric patients [68]

4.5 Medication for pediatric patients [69]

• 5. Workflow support and education

5.1 Education and training of medical students and physicians [70]

5.2 Workflow support in stationary hospital care [19,20]

5.3 Medical recording or discharge letters [71,72]

• 6. Prognosis assessment

6.1 Prediction of effects of therapeutic interventions [73]

6.2 Assessment of prognosis of malignant diseases [13-15]

6.3 Assessment of prognosis of nonmalignant diseases [16,17]

Results

Demographic and Professional Characteristics
The online survey was finished by 121 (121/303, 39.9%) female
and 173 (173/303, 57.1%) male physicians (no response: 9/303,
3.0%). Their mean length of clinical work experience was 12.7
years. In particular, physicians from the age groups of 25-34

years (98/303, 32.3%), 35-44 years (103/303, 34.0%), and 45-54
years (69/303, 22.8%) participated. Physicians from a wide
range of medical disciplines and from all proposed clinical
hierarchical levels took part in the survey (Table 1).
Additionally, all proposed operational areas (hospital ward,
operating theater, outpatient clinic, ICU, office, laboratory,
functional area, others areas) are represented in the survey (Table
1).
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Table 1. Demographic and professional characteristics.

Values (n=303)Characteristic

Age range (years), n (%)

1 (0.3)18-24

98 (32.3)25-34

103 (34.0)35-44

69 (22.8)45-54

21 (6.9)55-65

3 (1.0)>65

8 (2.6)No response

Gender, n (%)

121 (39.9)Female

173 (57.1)Male

9 (3.0)No response

Current occupation, n (%)

101 (33.3)Assistant physician

49 (16.2)Medical specialist

108 (35.6)Senior physician

28 (9.2)Clinic director

6 (2.0)Others

11 (3.6)No response

Medical field or discipline, n (%)

75 (24.8)Anesthesiology/intensive care medicine

53 (17.5)Internal medicine

25 (8.3)Pediatrics

22 (7.3)Surgery

14 (4.6)Neurology

12 (4.0)Dermatology

10 (3.3)Microbiology, virology, infectiology

10 (3.3)Psychiatry and psychotherapy

8 (2.6)Psychosomatic medicine and psychotherapy

8 (2.6)Neurosurgery

7 (2.3)Ophthalmology

7 (2.3)Pathology

5 (1.7)Otorhinolaryngology

5 (1.7)Child and adolescent psychiatry and psychotherapy

5 (1.7)Laboratory medicine

5 (1.7)Radiology

5 (1.7)Urology

43 (14.2)Other disciplines/ specialization

Predominant workplace, n (%)

123 (40.6)Hospital ward

106 (35.0)Operating theater

100 (33.0)Outpatient clinic
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Values (n=303)Characteristic

89 (29.4)Intensive care unit

50 (16.5)Office

33 (10.9)Laboratory

30 (9.9)Functional area

15 (5.0)Others

12.7 (9.3)Clinical professional experience (years), mean (SD)

Physicians’ Attitudes Towards AI in Medicine
A majority of physicians reported either a positive (130/303,
42.9%) or a very positive attitude (82/303, 27.1%) towards AI
in medicine (Q4; see Multimedia Appendix 3), representing
more than two-thirds of the respondents; 18.2% (55/303) rated
it neutral, and just 5.6% (17/303) rated it either negative or very
negative.

As described in the Methods, we categorized the first question
group into 3 subcategories. The first category focused on the
rules and regulatory requirements of AI in medicine (see Figure
1). We found strong agreement (ie, “rather applies” and “fully
applies”) among physicians (276/303, 91.1%) for a scientific
evaluation before the implementation of an AI-based system.
Furthermore, the requirement for special “AI training” for
physicians before usage of an AI-based decision support system
was clearly favored (207/303, 68.3%).

Figure 1. Rules and regulatory requirements of artificial intelligence (AI) usage in medicine.

The statements regarding the responsibility for AI decisions
and the influence of algorithms' lack of logical comprehensibility
returned a much less clear picture with answers split nearly in
half.

In the second subcategory of questions, “effect of AI on medical
treatment” (see Figure 2), respondents mostly agreed with the
statement “The future or medicine will be shaped by a mix of

human and artificial intelligence” (273/303, 90.1%). Most
physicians also expected a reduction of malpractice through the
use of AI (204/303, 67.3%). At the same time, a majority didn’t
expect (ie, “doesn’t apply at all” and “rather doesn’t apply”)
that AI would give them more time for their patients (203/303,
67.0%) or that they would play a minor role in the treatment of
patients (219/303, 72.3%).
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Figure 2. Effect of artificial intelligence (AI) on medical treatment.

The third subcategory of questions (see Figure 3) focussed on
the effect of AI in physicians’ work. Here, respondents agreed
that the usage of AI in health care would increase physicians’
dependence on computer systems (267/303, 88.1%). They also
agreed that AI-based decision support systems would change
their work as a physician (264/303, 87.1%). The clear majority

also anticipated a change of physicians’ job requirements
(252/303, 83.2%). For the statement “Usage of AI prevents
doctors from learning to correctly assess a patient,” agreement
and disagreement were roughly evenly distributed (agreement:
146/303, 48.2%; disagreement: 144/303, 47.5%).

Figure 3. Effect of artificial intelligence (AI) on physicians’ work.
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The Kruskal-Wallis test revealed no significant difference in
the personal rating of AI between the current occupations of
assistant physician, medical specialist, senior physician, and
clinic director (H3=6.39, P=.09; see Multimedia Appendix 4).
We could also not find a strong association between the AI

score and the medical discipline groups described in the Methods
section (H5=5.92, P=.31; see Multimedia Appendix 5).

As expected, we found a significant association between the
personal rating of AI in medicine and the self-reported technical
affinity level (H4=48.3, P<.001; Figure 4).

Figure 4. Personal rating of artificial intelligence (AI) stratified by technical affinity score.

AI in Medicine: Fields of Application With the
Potential to Improve Clinical Practice
In the second section of the survey, we asked the physicians for
their appraisal of the potential of AI in medicine to improve
clinical care in various fields of application. In total, 25 AI
applications were proposed. As described in the Methods
section, we also stratified the applications for analysis into 6
categories (Textbox 1, Figure 5).

In the first category, “AI for imaging procedures,” a large
majority of physicians agreed that all proposed applications had
the potential to improve patient care substantially in the future.
There was especially high agreement among respondents for
the potential of AI to enhance the analysis of x-rays, computed
tomography, magnetic resonance tomography, and sonographies
(263/303, 86.8%). However, there was less agreement for the
future potential of AI in the analysis of endoscopic images and
videos (194/303, 64.0%) than for the other applications.

In the second category, “AI for other diagnostic procedures,”
most physicians expected patient care to be improved
significantly by using AI for the analysis of
electroencephalograms and electrocardiograms and

subspecification of hematologic diseases (257/303, 84.8%).
Only a minority of respondents saw a role of AI in the diagnosis
of psychiatric diseases (62/303, 20.5%) and in triage in
emergency care (142/303, 46.9%).

The application of AI for ICU and anesthesia was assessed in
the third category of AI applications for medicine. The majority
of physicians agreed that all applications would improve patient
care, even though the agreement for the potential of automatic
anesthesia administration (172/303, 56.8%) was rated much
lower than for the application of AI for an early alarm of the
deterioration of patient status (267/303, 88.1%).

Furthermore, in the fourth and fifth categories “AI for
medication and therapy” and “AI for workflow support and
education,” respectively, a majority of respondents expected an
improvement of daily practice through the listed AI applications.
While AI's potential for the identification of drug interactions
was outstandingly high (280/303, 92.4%), fewer physicians
were convinced that AI for oncology therapy planning will
advance patient care (199/303, 65.7%). Also, workflow support
in stationary hospital care was expected and rated as beneficial
for patient care in the future (240/303, 79.2%).
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Figure 5. Artificial intelligence (AI) applications and potential for the future of medicine. CT: computed tomography; ECG: electrocardiogram; EEG:
electroencephalogram; MRT: magnetic resonance tomography.

In the sixth category, regarding usage of AI for prognosis
assessment, therapeutic interventions, and prognosis of
malignant and nonmalignant diseases, we received lower
agreement than in most other categories regarding an expected
improvement in patient care.

In sum, in almost all categories of AI applications in medicine,
physicians saw a high potential to improve patient care. A
ranking of all proposed applications across all categories of

applications with the highest number of answers for ”rather
applies” and “fully applies” can be found in Table S2 in
Multimedia Appendix 2. A short version, including the
highest-rated applications and the lowest-rated potential to
improve patient care in the future, is presented in Table 2. This
table shows that the most frequently mentioned application to
improve patient care was “Identification of drug interactions.”
On the other side of the scale, the 2 least often mentioned AI
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applications with potential for the future of health care were the
usage of AI for “diagnosis of psychiatric diseases” and for
“triage in emergency care.” Beside those applications, there

were also high numbers of “no responses” for specific
applications like the application of AI for “Subspecification of
hematologic diseases” (No response: 64/303, 21.1%).

Table 2. Applications with the highest-rated and lowest-rated potential to improve patient care in the future.

Responses of “rather applies“ or “fully
applies“, n (%)

Field of applicationArtificial intelligence (AI) applicationRating

280 (92.4)Medication and therapyIdentification of drug interactions1

267 (88.1)ICUa/anesthesiaEarly alarming of deterioration of patient status2

263 (86.8)Imaging proceduresAnalysis of x-rays, CTb, MRTc, sonographies3

257 (84.8)Other diagnostic proceduresAnalysis of ECGsd and EEGse4

[...]

177 (58.4)Prognosis assessmentAssessment of prognosis of nonmalignant diseases22

172 (56.8)ICU/anesthesiaAutomatic anesthesia administration23

142 (46.9)Other diagnostic proceduresTriage in emergency care24

62 (20.5)Other diagnostic proceduresDiagnosis of psychiatric diseases25

aICU: intensive care unit.
bCT: computed tomography.
cMRT: magnetic resonance tomography.
dECG: electrocardiogram.
eEEG: electroencephalogram.

Personal Opinion of Physicians on the Secondary Usage
of Anonymized Patient Data for Medical Research
In the third group of questions, we investigated physicians'
attitudes on the secondary usage of anonymized patient data for
medical data research, which in sum, was positive for the
majority of respondents (see Figure 6). Solely for the question

regarding balancing better treatment of diseases versus
individual data protection, controversial answers were given.
Most physicians thought that anonymized patient data should
be freely available in Germany for research purposes (250/303,
82.5%), and 83.2% of respondents (252/303) agreed or fully
agreed that they wished to be able to use anonymized patient
data for their own research.
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Figure 6. Attitude on the usage of (anonymized) patient data for medical research.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In our study, we could demonstrate that most physicians reported
a positive or a very positive attitude towards AI in medicine.
Physicians expect that AI will be used in clinical practice for
various applications and will substantially improve patient care.
There was agreement among the majority of physicians that AI
will change their work as a physician. Participants also had a
positive attitude towards using anonymized patient data for
research purposes as a precondition for the development of
algorithms for medical practice. Nevertheless, the usage of AI
in medicine in today’s clinical practice in hospitals and health
care in Germany is rare.

Shaw et al [74] investigated the challenges of implementing AI
in health care compared with other technologies, suggesting
that AI implementation in medicine poses novel difficulties.
Specific hurdles to be mastered are the absence of
interoperabilitiy standards and missing regularities in cases of
AI-driven, wrong decisions [23].

To overcome the problem of missing interoperability and
improve access to health care data for clinical and biomedical
research in Germany, the Ministry of Research and Education
has initiated the German Medical Informatics Initiative to make
clinical health data from patient care available for medical
research [75]. Four consortia (Smart Medical Information
Technology for Healthcare [SMITH] [76], Medical Informatics
in Research and Care in University Medicine [MIRACUM]
[77], HiGHmed [78], and Data Integration for Future Medicine
[DIFUTURE] [79]) that include all German university hospitals

are conceptualizing, developing, and operating so-called data
integration centers in the university medical centers to make
health care data from health information systems accessible for
medical research. Beyond that, the initiative aims to create the
regulatory framework and prerequisites for the secondary usage
of routine health care data for (bio)medical data research [75].

Physicians’ Attitudes Towards AI in Medicine
Physicians participating in our survey had a positive attitude
towards the usage of AI in medicine. Nevertheless, they
emphasized the need for scientific proof prior to broad
implementation of AI-based systems. Besides the obligatory
medical device instruction for AI in medicine, physicians want
to have dedicated professional training to use AI in medicine.
Another precondition for clinical usage of AI is clarity about
the legal liability for its usage, especially when the basis of AI
recommendations might not be easy to comprehend at once.
Our survey's controversial answers to legal and regulatory
questions show that rules and regulatory requirements are either
not clear or nonexistent. Sullivan and Schweikart [29] described
the complexity of legal responsibilities of health professionals
and technology manufacturers, especially if the AI technology
recommendations are not explainable. The authors highlighted
one major problem: If the reasoning for recommendations is
unknown, the AI is a black box, and there is a need for new
legal solutions for AI usage in medicine.

While most physicians expect the future of medicine to be
characterized by the combination of human and artificial
intelligence, AI has already been proven to be able to outperform
human physicians in specific tasks [80]. Nevertheless, human
intelligence also learns from AI systems. As a restriction, the
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authors think that an AI system making fully autonomous
decisions would be neither desirable nor acceptable for the
public.

Therefore, a hybrid solution of human and artificial intelligence
can form a symbiotic relationship. Physicians expect that AI
will significantly impact them and introduce changes for their
daily work. This also includes the dependency of physicians on
computer systems and new job requirements for physicians. Yu
et al [81] described that AI can improve the quality of care by
reducing human error and reducing human fatigue from a routine
clinical task, but will probably not reduce physicians' workload,
because medical guidelines might suggest higher frequencies
of examinations for vulnerable patients. The authors Magrabi
et al [28] described the challenges of evaluating AI-based
decision support and AI's practical implications for medical
practice. Due to the actual small number of AI applications,
there is only little evidence to describe the concrete implications
of AI for the clinical work of physicians. Nevertheless, it can
be expected that analogously to the variety of AI applications
in medical disciplines, physicians’ work will change according
to the task supported by the AI application. However, we see a
general urgent need to integrate AI in medical education and
professional training curricula [82,83].

Fields of AI Application With the Potential to Improve
Clinical Practice
Currently, AI usage in medicine is one of the most promoted
topics in medicine as a new technology that will fundamentally
change physicians’ clinical practice [32,84]. On the one hand,
there are enormous expectations on AI-based decision support
systems for better diagnosis, treatment, and clinical
documentation facilitation. On the other hand, only a few AI
applications have passed the regulatory requirements and have
been implemented in clinical routine practice [85]. Participants
in our study were optimistic that most proposed AI applications
for medicine would improve patient care substantially in the
future. The majority rated 23 of 25 applications positively, and
14 of these applications were evaluated by more than 70% of
respondents to substantially enhance patient care. The highest
potential was given for the AI application “identification of
drug interactions,” while the AI application for “diagnosis of
psychiatric diseases” received the least positive evaluations.
We assume that due to the increasing complexity of medication
administration, physicians hope to be supported by AI-based
decision support systems to avoid drug interactions especially
when treating polymorbid, polypharmacy patients. The low
rating of AI’s potential for psychiatric diseases is remarkable
as there are several AI applications for this medical field as
described for ML in recent publications [52,53]. Respondents
in the study population might not yet be completely informed
about all potential AI applications, like in this context as well
as the application of AI for speech or voice analysis using a
recording.

Recently, Laguarta et al [86] from the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology successfully developed and applied an AI model
for diagnosing COVID-19 using only cough recordings,
achieving a COVID-19 sensitivity of 98.5% with a specificity
of 94.2% (area under the curve: 0.97). For asymptomatic

subjects, the AI model achieved a sensitivity of 100% with a
specificity of 83.2% [86]. The press release about the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology Open Voice approach
and the application of AI for voice analysis for the diagnosis of
COVID-19 will contribute to informing physicians and the
general population about less-known applications of AI for
health care. To give physicians a basic understanding of AI for
medical practice as well as its limitations and opportunities,
Meskó and Görög [84] published a guide for medical
professionals in the era of AI.

Table 2 shows that those applications using (sensor-based)
continuously collected data in particular (eg, in ICUs or
cardiology and neurology, imaging and video diagnostic
procedures) and AI applications for workflow support were
considered promising to substantially improve future patient
care. In this context, Rush et al [87] argued that the data-rich
ICU environment has massive AI usage potential. We can see
that those fields were rated with high potential for future
medicine improvement where information technology usage is
high and structured data are documented. Less agreement among
respondents was reached for fields with less structured data like
therapeutic interviews in psychiatry.

Personal Opinion of Physicians on the Secondary Usage
of Anonymized Patient Data for AI Development and
Other Research Purposes
Access to clinical research databases like the MIMIC database
is an elementary precondition for AI development for medicine.
We found very positive attitudes towards the secondary usage
of anonymized patient data for clinical and biomedical research.
The fact that many researchers are positive about the
anonymization and disclosure of their data after research can
be a solution to the lack of publicly open medical data.
Physicians’ attitudes are in line with the general movement of
science and engineering to make research data “findable,
accessible, interoperable, and reusabile”—according to the FAIR
data principles [88,89]. A European initiative applying the FAIR
data principles is the European Open Science Cloud (EOSC),
providing services to find and reuse each other’s research objects
under optimal and well-defined conditions [90]. The EOSC-Hub
offers a wide selection of freeware services for researchers (eg,
in the fields of data management, storage, data sharing,
discovery, processing, and analysis) under one federated identity
security system [90].

For the question addressing the trade-off between individual
data protection and improvement of medical diagnosis or
therapy, no unified opinion nor tendency was found. To avoid
such issues, various privacy-preserving technologies have been
developed for clinical and biomedical research, such as record
linkage, synthetic data generation, and genomic data privacy
[91]. Price and Cohen [92] described the legal and ethical
challenges of big data for data privacy and how to handle patient
data for the best conception of health privacy. The authors
concluded that “Privacy underprotection and overprotection
each create cognizable harms to patients both today and
tomorrow,” highlighting the enormous complexity of privacy
in big data research.
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Strengths and Limitations
We conducted a web-based survey among hospital physicians
about their opinion of AI applications for different fields of
applications and the attitudes of physicians towards the
secondary usage of patient data for medical research. To our
knowledge, this is the first survey to interrogate physicians’
expectations and opinions of AI usage in medicine across
German university hospitals. Yet, we did not investigate the
usability of specific AI-based applications or decision support
systems in our survey.

A limitation of our online survey is possible recruitment bias,
as participating physicians may have had a particular interest
or were involved in research on AI in medicine. The majority
of respondents reported a positive attitude towards AI in health
care. In addition, we found a positive association between
self-reported technical affinity and attitude towards AI in
medicine (Figure 4). Therefore, participants in our survey might
have a more positive attitude towards technology and AI in
health care than the whole population of physicians in German
university hospitals. Even though physicians from almost every
medical discipline participated in our survey, 42.2 % (128/303)
were internal medicine and anesthesia department clinicians.
This might have had an impact on the rating of the potential of
AI application to improve health care in the future (Figure 5,
Table 2). In consequence, AI applications performing tasks,
which are common in these dominating disciplines, like
identification of potential drug interactions and usage of
continuous patient data monitoring could have received higher
ratings than in a fully balanced population. Further studies on
the usability and added value of AI applications in health care
are needed prior to implemention in hospitals and medical
practice in general. According to Magrabi et al [28], a rigorous
initial and ongoing evaluation is essential for the safety and
effectiveness of AI integration in sociotechnical settings like
health care. Due to the huge variety and high complexity of AI
applications, this paper may not take all regulatory issues into
account.

Conclusions
Most physicians expect that medicine's future will be
characterized by a combination of human and artificial
intelligence. The participating physicians evaluated that most
of the proposed AI applications will substantially improve
patient care in the future. The highest potential is given to AI
applications using sensor-based, continuously collected data
like electrocardiogram and electroencephalogram or continuous
patient monitoring in ICUs, imaging procedures in diagnostics,
and workflow support. Physicians have the greatest expectation
in the use of AI for the identification of drug interactions,
reflecting the rising complexity of drug administration. Thus,
future clinical AI users in hospitals seem to be ready for this
new technology's clinical usage. We expect that AI applications
will support imaging diagnostics and that AI applications for
sensor-based, continuously collected data will be used in health
care in the near future. In other medical disciplines with less
standardization of data processing and collection, like in the
German outpatient sector, AI applications will be developed
and used in clinical practice later.

In general, the secondary usage of patient data and open access
to databases for medical research were seen very positively by
the physicians in our survey. Researchers in clinical and
biomedical research would like to benefit from better access to
research databases to generate new insights for improved patient
care. Thus, initiatives like the German Medical Informatics
Initiative, EOSC, and FAIR data principles will improve data
usage from clinical care for clinical and (bio)medical research
and facilitate researchers’ access to clinical research data. In
turn, that will fundamentally enhance the conditions of clinical
data analysis and, as a consequence, enable better and
personalized treatments for patients. Nevertheless, before new
AI applications are implemented in clinical practice, the
regulatory, legal, and ethical challenges must be mastered.
Legislators and regulators must create the necessary framework
for anonymous patient data exchange for clinical care and
research, development of medical AI applications, and finally,
its practical bedside use by physicians in health care.
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Abstract

Background: Stroke is an important clinical outcome in cardiovascular research. However, the ascertainment of incident stroke
is typically accomplished via time-consuming manual chart abstraction. Current phenotyping efforts using electronic health
records for stroke focus on case ascertainment rather than incident disease, which requires knowledge of the temporal sequence
of events.

Objective: The aim of this study was to develop a machine learning–based phenotyping algorithm for incident stroke ascertainment
based on diagnosis codes, procedure codes, and clinical concepts extracted from clinical notes using natural language processing.

Methods: The algorithm was trained and validated using an existing epidemiology cohort consisting of 4914 patients with atrial
fibrillation (AF) with manually curated incident stroke events. Various combinations of feature sets and machine learning classifiers
were compared. Using a heuristic rule based on the composition of concepts and codes, we further detected the stroke subtype
(ischemic stroke/transient ischemic attack or hemorrhagic stroke) of each identified stroke. The algorithm was further validated
using a cohort (n=150) stratified sampled from a population in Olmsted County, Minnesota (N=74,314).

Results: Among the 4914 patients with AF, 740 had validated incident stroke events. The best-performing stroke phenotyping
algorithm used clinical concepts, diagnosis codes, and procedure codes as features in a random forest classifier. Among patients
with stroke codes in the general population sample, the best-performing model achieved a positive predictive value of 86% (43/50;
95% CI 0.74-0.93) and a negative predictive value of 96% (96/100). For subtype identification, we achieved an accuracy of 83%
in the AF cohort and 80% in the general population sample.

Conclusions: We developed and validated a machine learning–based algorithm that performed well for identifying incident
stroke and for determining type of stroke. The algorithm also performed well on a sample from a general population, further
demonstrating its generalizability and potential for adoption by other institutions.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e22951)   doi:10.2196/22951

KEYWORDS

stroke; natural language processing; electronic health records; machine learning

Introduction

Stroke is a syndrome involving a rapid loss of cerebral function
with vascular origin [1]. The loss of function can result in deep
coma or subarachnoid hemorrhage. There are two broad

categories of stroke: hemorrhagic and ischemic stroke [2].
Hemorrhage is caused by bleeding within the skull cavity, while
ischemia is characterized by inadequate blood to supply a part
of the brain. Stroke identification is an important outcome for
various cardiovascular studies [3-5]. However, a challenge with
stroke ascertainment is the inconsistent use of International
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Classification of Diseases (ICD) codes [6], which may result
in inaccurate code-based ascertainment of cases [7]. Therefore,
the time-consuming process of electronic health record (EHR)
abstraction remains the gold standard of stroke ascertainment
[8,9].

Machine learning has recently gained popularity for its ability
to classify patients or make predictions on various aspects of
diseases. In contrast to manually curated algorithms based on
domain expertise, machine learning is a data-driven approach
that can be trained on large data sets to identify and leverage
complex feature relationships and improve classification and
prediction tasks thereby. In terms of stroke, machine learning
algorithms have been applied to predict future stroke cases [10],
mortality and recurrent strokes [11,12], and treatment outcomes
[13,14]. Most existing phenotyping algorithms have been
developed to only differentiate between cases and noncases of
diseases [15-18]; however, ascertaining incident disease (ie,
first occurrence of disease) in a population is a more difficult
task [8,19,20]. A recent study by Ni et al [21] examined potential
predictive features of stroke occurrence including demographic,
clinical, and diagnostic characteristics of patients. The authors
found that diagnostic tests for stroke, such as computed
tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
contributed to most of the model performance, and that the
optimal feature set included imaging findings, signs and
symptoms, interventions, emergency department assessments,
findings from angiography and carotid ultrasound tests, ICD
codes, substance use (smoking, alcohol, and street drugs)
characteristics, and demographics. However, features such as
signs and symptoms, substance use characteristics, and
demographics may not be specific enough for disease
ascertainment, as there is a high prevalence of strokelike
symptoms among people without a diagnosis of stroke [22]. In
addition, incorporating too many features in the model may
result in overfitting without appropriate regularization. Another
study [7] also used ICD and Current Procedural Terminology
(CPT) [23] codes as features to classify positive, possible, and
negative stroke cases. However, stroke-related clinical concepts
(including both disease name concepts and symptom concepts)
in unstructured clinical notes were not included in this model.

Rapid adoption of EHRs has enabled secondary use of the EHR
data in epidemiological research [24-26]. Previous studies noted
the existence of bias using a single type of EHR data (ie,
diagnosis codes) [27-29]. To avoid this bias, the Electronic
Medical Records and Genomics (eMERGE) consortium [30,31]
has piloted the development of EHR-based phenotyping
algorithms using multiple types of EHR data [32-34]. This has
given rise to a number of phenotyping algorithms that use both
structured EHR data (eg, demographics, diagnosis and procedure
codes, laboratory test results, and medications) and unstructured
EHR data (eg, clinical notes, imaging reports, and discharge
summaries) [35-38]. However, the eMERGE consortium
algorithms are typically focused on identifying cases and
noncases rather than characterizing a new-onset (ie, incident)
disease in a population. Moreover, extracting information from
unstructured clinical text is a nontrivial task that involves natural
language processing techniques [39-41].

In our paper, we address existing challenges for stroke
ascertainment, specifically for incident stroke. Our research
objective is to develop and validate a machine learning–based
phenotyping algorithm to identify incident stroke and detailed
stroke subtypes based on three major EHR-derived data
elements: clinical concepts extracted from clinical notes; ICD,
Ninth Revision (ICD-9) diagnosis codes; and CPT procedure
codes.

Methods

This study was approved by the Mayo Clinic Institutional
Review Board (no. 17-008818) and is in accordance with the
ethical standards mandated by the committee on responsible
human experimentation. The data that support the findings of
this study are available from the corresponding author upon
reasonable request.

Study Design
This was a predictive modeling study that used observational
cohort data for training and validation. We employed an atrial
fibrillation (AF) cohort, in which all incidences of stroke were
manually ascertained in a previous study [4], to train and test
our phenotyping algorithm for the date of incident stroke events.
We then evaluated the generalizability of our algorithm in a
general population cohort.

The AF Cohort
The AF cohort comprised a patient population from Olmsted
County, Minnesota, USA [4,42]. Olmsted County is an area
relatively isolated from other urban centers with only a few
providers delivering most care to residents, primarily Mayo
Clinic and Olmsted Medical Center [43-45]. Extracting all health
care–related events was completed through the Rochester
Epidemiology Project (REP), a records linkage system [43,44].
The REP is a records linkage system that allows retrieval of
nearly all health care utilization and outcomes of residents living
in Olmsted County. The electronic indexes of the REP include
demographic information, diagnostic and procedure codes,
health care utilization data, outpatient drug prescriptions, results
of laboratory tests, and information about smoking, height,
weight, and body mass index. ICD-9 codes and the Mayo Clinic
electrocardiograms were obtained among adults aged ≥18 years
from 2000 to 2014 to ascertain AF. Patients were identified by
the presence of an ICD-9 code for stroke through March 31,
2015, and then validated by manual review of the EHR. Strokes
were classified as ischemic strokes/transient ischemic attack or
hemorrhagic strokes [4,46]. The first (incident) event of each
type of stroke after the incident AF date was ascertained,
regardless of whether a patient had a prior stroke. The AF cohort
included 4914 validated patients with AF, 1773 of whom were
screened for a possible stroke. Table 1 shows the cohort
characteristics. Manual abstraction of the EHR validated the
stroke code in 740 patients. Manual ascertainment of stroke and
the dates of the events were used as a gold standard to train and
test the stroke algorithm.
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Table 1. Atrial fibrillation cohort characteristics.

Screened (n=1773)Cohort (n=4914)Measure

Gender, n (%)

869 (49.01)2309 (46.99)Female

904 (50.99)2605 (53.01)Male

Age at diagnosis of AFa (years), mean

8076Female

7470Male

27,24327,243ICD-9b diagnosis codesc, n

aAF: atrial fibrillation.
bICD-9: International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision.
cICD retrieval was from AF incidence date to March 31, 2015. AF validations were from 2000 to 2014.

Candidate Predictive Features
The proposed algorithm aimed to identify first (incident) stroke
events within a certain time frame. The three major data
elements we used were clinical concepts, ICD-9 codes, and CPT
codes. To align with the manual review process, only codes and
clinical notes from the AF incident date to March 31, 2015,
were retrieved and processed. In our analyses, we constructed
different models by varying the inclusion of CPT codes and
symptom-related clinical concepts in the model feature set and
compared different models’ performances.

Both ICD-9 and CPT codes were extracted from the REP
database. Clinical concepts were identified from the major and
secondary problem list section of Mayo Clinic EHR, and from
clinical notes from other REP sites using a natural language
processing system, MedTagger [47]. Expert-provided vocabulary
was adopted from a previous study [48] to extract clinical
concepts from unstructured clinical notes. MedTagger enables
a series of natural language processing processes, including
regular expression matching and positive, negative, or probable
identification with ConText [49,50], and is insensitive to upper
and lower case. MedTagger is also able to determine if the
extracted clinical concepts are referring to the patients or their
family members, or if the extracted clinical concepts are in
present tense and thus are referring to a current event rather
than a past medical condition. We considered only documents
with positive, present-tense stroke mentions that were referring

to patients themselves. Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1 lists
clinical concepts for 2 major stroke subtypes and stroke-related
symptoms. Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1 lists ICD-9
codes for 2 stroke subtypes and stroke-related symptoms. Table
S3 in Multimedia Appendix 1 lists the CPT codes used in the
stroke algorithm.

Clinical concept dates were determined by the date of the
clinical notes from which clinical concepts were extracted, while
ICD-9 and CPT code dates were extracted from the REP. Each
visit was characterized by clinical concepts, ICD-9, and CPT
codes within a 60-day window. The visit date was determined
by the earliest date of any of the 3 elements in the 60-day
window. If visit dates were within a 60-day window of a
confirmed stroke incidence date, they were considered positive
instances; otherwise, they were considered negative instances.
Figure 1 demonstrates an example with an incident stroke on
July 4, 2004. All visits were extracted and included in our data
set if there was at least one key word or code during a 60-day
window. Nurse abstractors reviewed every visit sequentially
until they determined the incidence date to be July 4, 2004. All
subsequent visits after a positive stroke incident were not
reviewed and thus were not included in our analyses. Since the
confirmed stroke incidence date fell in the date range of the
third visit (June 24, 2004-August 22, 2004), we considered the
combination of codes and clinical concepts in this visit to be
predictive of a positive stroke incidence.

Figure 1. Inclusion of clinical concepts and codes on a patient visit timeline. CPT: Current Procedural Terminology; ICD-9: International Classification
of Diseases, Ninth Revision.
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Data Analysis
After incident stroke was confirmed, visits afterwards were not
reviewed by abstractors and thus excluded from our overall data
set. Figure 2 shows the workflow of the algorithm training and
testing process. We created a data set with 9130 confirmed visits
(with stroke vs nonstroke labels) among the 1773 patients. In
total, there were 746 stroke visits and 8384 nonstroke visits.
The stroke incidence count (n=746) was larger than the number
of patients with confirmed stroke incidence (740) because
incidence dates for different subtypes of stroke (ischemic stroke/

transient ischemic attack and hemorrhagic stroke) were all
recorded, such that patients might have had multiple incidence
dates. We included data from a randomly selected 79.98% of
our screened patients (1418/1773 patients; 7253 visits) as a
training set and the remaining 20.02% of our screened patients
(355/1773 patients; 1877 visits) were retained as an independent
testing set. Due to the outcome imbalance in the data set
(positive:negative ratio of about 1:10), we used the synthetic
minority oversampling technique [51] to create oversampled
training data sets with an oversampling percentage of 1000%.

Figure 2. Stroke algorithm training and testing workflow. AF: atrial fibrillation.

We considered two machine learning classifiers, logistic
regression and random forest [52], to train our phenotyping
models. Logistic regression served as a baseline modeling
algorithm. Random forest was also chosen because of its high
performance with structured input features and better model
flexibility. We also considered the influence of feature groups
by varying the inclusion of CPT codes and symptom terms in
the input feature set. The hyperparameter tuning of the machine
learning models was performed using 10-fold cross-validation.
The performance metrics adopted for the machine learning task
in the test set were precision, recall, and F score. The
oversampling and machine learning modeling training and
testing processes were implemented in Weka 3 (University of
Waikato) [53]. Additional statistical summaries were performed
using the R statistical software version 3.6.2 (The R Foundation

for Statistical Computing). Quantitative variables are
summarized as means, while nominal variables are expressed
by counts and percentages.

Validation Cohort
We evaluated the generalizability of our model on a sample
from a general population cohort of 71,429 patients. This cohort
consisted of individuals sampled in Olmsted County, Minnesota
on January 1, 2006, with an age ≥30 years and with no prior
history of cardiovascular disease. We applied the best
performing model based on the leave-out test set to this entire
population cohort to generate incident stroke predictions. We
then randomly selected 50 patients from those who had no
stroke-related features (ie, de facto negative stroke predictions),
50 patients from those who were shown to have negative stroke
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predictions, and 50 patients from those who were shown to have
positive stroke predictions and a predicted incident stroke for
evaluation. This verification-based sampling strategy allowed
for estimates of positive and negative predictive values (PPVs
and NPVs, respectively) by conditioning on algorithm
predictions. Under these conditions (n=50), the half-width of
the 95% Wilson score CI for the PPVs and separate NPVs would
be approximately 0.1 for a true value of 0.85.

All 150 patient cases were reviewed by 1 nurse abstractor to
confirm incident stroke, which served as our gold standard. We
recorded model prediction outputs on all patient visits in the
150-patient validation set. We combined visit-level true
predictions to generate patient-level incidence predictions by
saving only the earliest date of positive predictions as stroke
incidences. We compared patient-level incidence predictions
with our gold standard. True prediction in our evaluation meant
the date of the predicted incident stroke was within 60 days of
the abstracted stroke date. A 2 x 2 confusion matrix was used
to calculate performance scores for prediction evaluation. Model
performance metrics included PPV and NPV using manual
evaluation as the gold standard and patient-level predictions to
calculate true positives, false positives, true negatives, and false
negatives. The uncertainty of these performance estimates was
calculated using Wilson score 95% CI for proportions.

In addition, we developed heuristic rules to distinguish stroke
subtype (ischemic stroke/transient ischemic attack or
hemorrhagic stroke) of each identified stroke incidence by

analyzing the composition of keyword or code input feature
sets (in a window of 60 days). We counted the number of
keywords or codes for each ischemic stroke/transient ischemic
attack and hemorrhagic stroke. If an input feature set contained
more keywords or codes for ischemic stroke/transient ischemic
attack, then this incidence was considered an ischemic stroke
incidence; otherwise, it was considered a hemorrhagic stroke
incidence. We only evaluated correct incident stroke predictions
from the previous step in the evaluation data set with manually
ascertained subtypes as the gold standard. Accuracy was
calculated to measure performance of the subtype identification.

Results

Model Selection and Subtype Identification
Table 2 shows the algorithm performance measured on the test
set for 8 models run on 4 input combinations and 2 classifiers
(logistic regression and random forest). The random forest
classifier outperformed the logistic classifier regardless of the
feature sets used. Inclusion of CPT codes as features improved
the performance for the random forest model with F score
increased from 0.836 (Model 3) to 0.905 (Model 1). However,
in the logistic model, the inclusion of CPT codes slightly
improved the F score from 0.772 (Model 4) to 0.793 (Model
2). Using comparisons to all features (Model 1 and 2) and
excluding the symptom terms (Model 6 and 7) achieved better
F score (values italicized in Table 2).

Table 2. Stroke algorithm performance.

F scoreRecallPrecisionClassifierCPTbClinical conceptICD-9aModel

0.9050.9060.912Random forestYesSymptoms + disease conceptsYes1

0.7930.7950.807LogisticYesSymptoms + disease conceptsYes2

0.8360.8450.835Random forestNoSymptoms + disease conceptsYes3

0.7720.7770.791LogisticNoSymptoms + disease conceptsYes4

0.9150.9150.920Random forestYesDisease-only conceptYes5

0.7960.7980.809LogisticYesDisease-only conceptYes6

0.8460.8470.856Random forestNoDisease-only conceptYes7

0.7630.7670.779LogisticNoDisease-only conceptYes8

aICD-9: International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision.
bCPT: Current Procedural Terminology.

Model Generalizability
Table 3 shows the distribution of stroke features in the AF cohort
and the general population cohort. The AF cohort had a higher
proportion of stroke-related codes and concepts. Results from
the evaluation of the 150 selected patient records are presented
in Table 4. Prediction performance corresponded to a PPV of

0.86 (95% CI 0.74-0.93), an NPV without ICD codes of 1.00
(95% CI 0.92-1.00), and an NPV with codes of 0.92 (95% CI
0.90-0.98). No strokes were observed among patients with no
eligible stroke ICD codes. For subtype characterization, we
achieved an accuracy of 80% (95% CI 0.68-0.89) in the general
population sample.
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Table 3. Patient feature distribution post-AF.

Olmsted County cohort
(N=71,429), n (%)

AF cohort total
(n=4914), n (%)

AF nonscreened
(n=3141), n (%)

AFa screenedStroke feature distribution

No stroke (n=1033),

n (%)

Stroke (n=740),

n (%)

2726 (3.82)1033 (21.02)0 (0)379 (36.69)654 (88.37)ICD-9b+CPTc+CCd

1018 (1.42)662 (13.47)0 (0)596 (57.70)66 (8.92)ICD-9+CPT

48 (0.067)21 (0.43)0 (0)12 (1.16)9 (1.22)ICD-9+CC

1595 (2.23)167 (3.40)167 (5.32)0 (0)0 (0)CPT+CC

194 (0.27)57 (1.16)0 (0)46 (4.45)11 (1.49)ICD-9

17,433 (24.40)1736 (35.33)1736 (55.27)0 (0)0 (0)CPT

566 (0.79)11 (0.24)11 (0.35)0 (0)0 (0)CC

47,849 (66.99)1227 (24.97)1227 (39.06)0 (0)0 (0)None

aAF: atrial fibrillation.
bICD-9: International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision.
cCPT: Current Procedural Terminology.
dCC: clinical concepts.

Table 4. Generalizability analysis results from the Olmsted County cohort.

Stroke algorithm prediction (N=150)Gold standard

Positive (n=50)Negative (n=100)

Predicted no stroke (n=50)No ICD-9a codes (n=50)

4340Stroke

74650No Stroke

aICD-9: International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The rapid expansion of information available in EHRs opens
new opportunities to combine structured and unstructured data
for research. Advances in machine learning methods and tools
facilitate the combination of multimodal clinical data for
effective development of phenotyping algorithms. However,
performance of stroke electronic phenotyping algorithms varies
by stroke subtypes [25] and phenotyping tasks (ie, case vs
noncase or incident stroke phenotyping). Our previous study
showed that when naïve ICD codes with clinical concept
matching were used, stroke incidence identification had a PPV
of 60.6% while case-versus-noncase identification had a much
higher PPV of 88.7% [20].

In this study, we included clinical concepts extracted from
clinical notes along with ICD-9 and CPT codes for incident
stroke ascertainment. The rationale to add CPT codes is that
diagnosis of stroke usually needs to be confirmed by imaging
evidence and will probably be followed by therapeutic
procedures. Thus, the addition of CPT codes in the model could
potentially help to reduce the information redundancy effect by
distinguishing between past and current events recorded in
clinical notes. Our algorithm closely resembles the ascertainment
process (chart review) of clinicians, which uses multiple types

of EHR data (eg, diagnoses and procedure codes, unstructured
clinical notes) in a parsimonious manner. Due to the redundancy
and temporal ambiguity in unstructured clinical notes, we needed
to construct a data set with sufficient and interpretable features
from multimodal clinical data.

We found that the random forest generated better results, while
the addition of CPT codes improved overall performance. This
may be because imaging procedures, especially head CT or
MRI, are critical in the diagnosis of stroke. Therefore, CPT
codes of such procedures can be important indicators for
distinguishing between incident and historical events. In
addition, ICD codes and therapeutic procedures can vary
significantly between incident and recurrent events. Meanwhile,
we observed that the additions of stroke-related symptom
concepts were not helpful for the phenotyping task. This may
be due to the fact that our stroke incidence ascertainment
depends largely on the ubiquitous nature of many stroke-related
symptoms: they may be stroke-related but not necessarily stroke
specific. Additionally, ascertainment requires well-documented
evidence, such as imaging or imaging reports. Without properly
recorded evidence, patients are not likely to be ascertained as
stroke.

Our generalizability evaluation demonstrates that models trained
using a specific disease cohort for incident stroke ascertainment
can generalize well to a general patient population. This is very
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encouraging given there are many existing patient cohorts
available. Secondary use of these patient cohorts would be a
cost-effective way for developing machine learning–based
phenotyping algorithms. The study also illustrates that
incorporating structured EHR data, such as CPT codes, can
effectively distinguish incident stroke mentions from historical
events in the clinical notes.

One limitation of our study is the dependence of domain experts
to provide relevant clinical concepts, ICD-9 codes, and CPT
codes. In the future, we will explore advance feature engineering
approaches to identify those relevant concepts or codes
automatically or semiautomatically. We are also aware that our
imbalance cohort data and oversampling strategies might have
introduced overfitting. Although our evaluation in the general
population proved the performance of the algorithm, in the
future, we can adopt a case–control matching strategy to deal
with imbalanced data and mitigate the potential overfitting issue.
In addition, new treatment strategies (mechanical thrombectomy)

to treat stroke have been in the market in recent years, and thus
the features used in our algorithm could have different weights
for predictions of events in different temporal settings. A more
precise strategy could consider using different features for
prediction tasks in different time frames, where variations in
clinical knowledge and care path have been considered.

Conclusions
In conclusion, the high prevalence of stroke and the lack of an
efficient algorithm to confirm incident stroke events necessitate
the development of an effective and interpretable algorithm to
identify incident stroke occurrences. In this paper, we described
our efforts to develop and validate an EHR-based algorithm
that accurately identifies incident stroke events and goes beyond
typical case-versus-noncase stroke identification. Our
algorithm’s good performance in a general population sample
demonstrates its generalizability and potential to be adopted by
other institutions.
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Abstract

Background: Social media platforms provide an easily accessible and time-saving communication approach for individuals
with mental disorders compared to face-to-face meetings with medical providers. Recently, machine learning (ML)-based mental
health exploration using large-scale social media data has attracted significant attention.

Objective: We aimed to provide a bibliometric analysis and discussion on research trends of ML for mental health in social
media.

Methods: Publications addressing social media and ML in the field of mental health were retrieved from the Scopus and Web
of Science databases. We analyzed the publication distribution to measure productivity on sources, countries, institutions, authors,
and research subjects, and visualized the trends in this field using a keyword co-occurrence network. The research methodologies
of previous studies with high citations are also thoroughly described.

Results: We obtained a total of 565 relevant papers published from 2015 to 2020. In the last 5 years, the number of publications
has demonstrated continuous growth with Lecture Notes in Computer Science and Journal of Medical Internet Research as the
two most productive sources based on Scopus and Web of Science records. In addition, notable methodological approaches with
data resources presented in high-ranking publications were investigated.

Conclusions: The results of this study highlight continuous growth in this research area. Moreover, we retrieved three main
discussion points from a comprehensive overview of highly cited publications that provide new in-depth directions for both
researchers and practitioners.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24870)   doi:10.2196/24870

KEYWORDS

bibliometric analysis; machine learning; mental health; social media

Introduction

Background
Artificial intelligence (AI) has permeated various daily sectors
that are directly related to our lives [1,2]. With this trend, AI
for health, which refers to applying AI to real-world health care,
has become one of the most important social issues at present
[3,4]. With privacy and security as the bedrock of AI-based
health care, there have been many attempts to employ AI and

its applications in health care services [5,6]. As a representative
example, Rizwan Malik, a radiologist in the United Kingdom,
adopted a unique AI-based chest X-ray system to reduce patient
waiting time in the COVID-19 pandemic scenario [4].
Furthermore, Microsoft [2] has invested approximately US $20
million to aid the collaboration teams of health care
professionals and data science/AI experts in COVID-19–related
research.
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Extensive efforts have been put forward to employ AI
technologies in health care services in addressing issues related
to physical health, involving several medical centers,
researchers, and organizations, as well as for mental health as
a rapidly growing social issues. Although mental health is a
pervasive and comprehensive issue, its detection and exposure
are challenging. The World Health Organization estimates that
approximately 1 billion people worldwide have mental disorders
[7]. Moreover, 264 million people have been globally affected
by depression, a common mental disorder [8]. However, more
than 75% of people in underdeveloped countries (ie, low-income
countries) suffering from mental disorders do not receive any
treatments [7]. Several scholars have also revealed that
individuals who suffer from mental disorders tend to prefer
sharing their personal information and seeking assistance to
reduce their concerns through online channels rather than with
medical providers such as counselors or therapists [9-11].

Considering this tendency, social media represents a supportive
tool for these individuals [11], where users are allowed to
generate content, share information, and communicate [12].
Many researchers have attempted to explore the large-scale
user-generated content in social media by means of machine
learning (ML), which is a robust data-engineering technique,
to analyze hidden information and knowledge on mental health.
Therefore, we provide a theoretical background of related studies
in the following subsections.

Related Review Papers
Higgins et al [13] define a systematic review as

a study that is composed of a search for scientific
publications related to various topics in accordance
with systematic guidelines including the search
queries, the scientific databases, and the assessment
criteria.

With this concept, several prior mental health studies have
investigated how to utilize ML in social media datasets. For
instance, Seabrook et al [14] examined a systematic approach
to provide an overview of prior research that focused on
depression and anxiety in social media contexts between 2005
and 2016 with 8 identified databases. To objectively evaluate
and summarize the literature, each case was evaluated by three
unique dimensions: how to include psychological/cognitive
measures, how to use external measurements for mental health
criteria, and how to collect user activities in social media.
Subsequently, 70 cases were selected, examined, and reviewed
for both the implications and future directions regarding the
application of ML to mental health in social media.

In addition to a systematic review approach, a scoping review
may be performed, which is defined as “a type of research
synthesis that aims to map the literature on a particular topic or
research area and provide an opportunity to identify key
concepts” [15]. This implies that a scoping review provides a
bird’s eye view of key concepts in specific research areas, main
sources, findings, and implications. For instance, Shatte et al
[16] adopted a scoping review approach including 300 papers
that focused on ML and big data applications in mental health,
and concluded that the majority of these papers considered

depression, schizophrenia, and Alzheimer disease as their main
mental illnesses. Moreover, 89% of the papers analyzed utilized
supervised learning approaches such as support vector machine
(SVM), naïve Bayes, or decision trees to examine their selected
illness.

Chancellor et al [17] also performed a thematic discourse
analysis on 55 scientific papers with the goal of predicting
mental health status in social media, and demonstrated that
interdisciplinary researchers have different perspectives toward
users’ datasets; these perspectives were classified as
“human-centered machine learning” (HCML). Based on these
findings and the concept of HCML, Chancellor and De
Choudhury [18] subsequently categorized a total of 75 papers
with five discourses: disorder/patient, social media, scientific,
data/ML, and person. Based on this categorization, a total of
75 cases in which mental health status was assessed using social
media datasets within 41 conference/journal papers published
from 2013 to 2018 retrieved through academic databases (eg,
ACM Digital Library and Google Scholar) were reviewed with
respect to data annotation methods, data collection/quality
management, preprocessing procedures, feature selections,
model selection, and verification.

As presented in numerous prior studies, ML and mental health
in social media have gained exponential attention in both
practical and academic fields. Thus, we aimed to perform a
bibliometric analysis to provide an overview and recent trends
of this field.

Related Bibliometric Analyses
Bibliometric analysis is an extensive and widely used approach
“to shed light on the processes of written communication and
of the nature and course of development of a discipline” [19].
A bibliometric analysis thus allows researchers to understand
the trends of specific research areas with several primary
publications, including collaboration relations [20,21], core
research themes [20], and scientific techniques [22].

Several scholars have performed bibliometric analyses on
AI/ML in health care areas, including public and mental health,
as well as in areas of specific mental illnesses. For example,
dos Santos et al [22] performed a bibliometric analysis of data
mining and ML techniques applied to public health issues based
on papers published between 2009 and 2018 retrieved from
three academic databases: Web of Science (WoS), Scopus, and
ScienceDirect.

In the case of depression specifically, Tran et al [23] used a
bibliometric approach to examine AI applications presented in
publications indexed in WoS, evaluated the productivity of AI
research through statistical analyses, and performed an
exploratory factor analysis on the contexts of paper abstracts to
present the most relevant and popular research issues. Moreover,
Wang et al [24] performed a bibliometric analysis of natural
language processing in various medical research areas including
papers retrieved from PubMed data engines published from
1999 to 2018.

With respect to social media, several bibliometric analyses have
closely evaluated relevant publications and their effects on
society. As a representative example, Chen et al [20] adopted
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both quantitative and statistical approaches with the WoS
database to detect specific events in social media within the
period of 2009-2017, investigated the number of publications
and degree of collaboration, and further used clustering analysis
to identify the main research themes. Another bibliometric study
conducted by Sa’ed et al [21] focused on social media in
psychology over 12 years based on records retrieved from WoS,
and identified bibliometric indicators, including international
collaboration/research networks.

Based on this background, the use of ML in medical fields and
social media has been extensively explored using bibliometric
approaches with notable implications and future directions.
Therefore, this is an appropriate time to provide more detailed
observations on ML with respect to the relation of specific
medical areas with social media. Specifically, we examined the
trends of research using ML for mental health in social media
by employing (1) a bibliometric analysis to determine the
publication distributions on sources (journals or conferences),
authors, institutions, countries, research subjects, and author
keywords; and (2) a trend review analysis to determine the
distributions of citation numbers, along with a comprehensive
review of highly cited publications.

With these approaches, we aimed to identify overall research
trends of this area in a quantitative manner, and to qualitatively
identify the key methodologies used on diverse social media

platforms. These findings can shed light on the recent trends in
the field and highlight more detailed directions of future research
areas.

Methods

Data Collection
We collected papers from two citation databases, Scopus and
WoS. Scopus is one of the largest citation repositories that
covers scientific journals, conference proceedings, and books.
WoS stores high-quality publications evaluated by three main
indices: Science Citation Index Expanded (SCIE), Social
Sciences Citation Index (SSCI), or Art & Humanities Citation
Index (A&HCI).

Relevant publications were obtained when the terms included
in the search query appeared in the title, abstract, or keywords.
We defined the search query of each topic based on prior
research on ML, social media [17], and mental health [25]. We
excluded papers that were not written in English or were
categorized as other document types (Figure 1). As a result, a
total of 565 papers published from 2016 to 2020 were obtained
on July 21, 2020. To cover rapidly changing trends in ML areas,
we also considered the year 2020, which is still open for new
issues. The complete list of included publications is provided
in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Figure 1. Representative data collection procedure.

Analysis Methodologies
A bibliometric analysis includes the distribution exploration of
publication and research subject, as well as citation quantities.
Both the Python programming language and Microsoft Excel
were employed to perform statistical analyses of the retrieved
papers. We first analyzed the publication distributions of papers
with several categories (eg, sources, countries, institutions,

authors, and research subjects). We also performed a network
analysis of frequently used keywords. Moreover, to identify the
research trends in this area, we performed trend review analyses
with highly cited papers covering the following topics: (i) ML
techniques, (ii) specific mental illnesses, and (iii) social media.
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Results

Publication Distribution Analysis

Overall Publication Trend
The continuous growth of publications from 2016 to 2020 (until

July 2020) is illustrated in Table 1. In 2016, two papers were
retrieved from WoS and 33 papers were retrieved from Scopus.
The publication count demonstrates rapid growth in 2019 with
43 publications retrieved from WoS and 166 publications
retrieved from Scopus. Considering the retrieved date (July
2020), we expect that more papers would be retrieved in the
remainder of 2020 up to the present.

Table 1. Number of publications per year.

Publication count, n (%)Year

Web of Science (N=115)Scopus (N=450)

2 (1.7)33 (7.3)2016

16 (13.9)68 (15.1)2017

21 (18.3)88 (19.6)2018

43 (37.4)166 (36.9)2019

33 (28.7)95 (21.1)2020

Productive Publication Source
We considered several document types, including not only
journal articles but also conference proceedings and book
chapters. Tables 2 and 3 present the publication sources with
high counts in Scopus and WoS, respectively. Lecture Notes in
Computer Science was the most productive publication source

in Scopus, followed by CEUR Workshop Proceedings, Neural
Computing and Applications, and Journal of Medical Internet
Research with more than 20 publication counts each. Journal
of Medical Internet Research was selected as the most
productive publication source in WoS with 15 publication
counts, followed by IEEE Access.

Table 2. Top publication sources in Scopus (N=450).

Publication count, n (%)SourceRank

35 (7.8)Lecture Notes in Computer Science1

25 (5.6)CEUR Workshop Proceedings2

22 (4.9)Neural Computing and Applications3

16 (3.6)Journal of Medical Internet Research4

13 (2.9)Advances in Intelligent Systems and Computing5

9 (2.0)ACM International Conference Proceeding Series6

9 (2.0)International Journal of Innovative Technology and Exploring Engineering6

7 (1.6)IEEE Access8

5 (1.1)Communications in Computer and Information Science9

5 (1.1)Frontiers in Psychiatry9

5 (1.1)International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health9
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Table 3. Top publication sources in Web of Science (N=115).

Publication count, n (%)SourceRank

15 (13.0)Journal of Medical Internet Research1

7 (6.1)IEEE Access2

3 (2.6)BMJ Open3

3 (2.6)Computers in Human Behavior3

3 (2.6)Frontiers in Psychology3

3 (2.6)IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering3

3 (2.6)International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health3

2 (1.7)BMC Medical Informatics and Decision Making8

2 (1.7)Cyberpsychology Behavior and Social Networking8

2 (1.7)Journal of Information Science8

2 (1.7)Journal of Intelligent information Systems8

2 (1.7)Multimedia Tools and Applications8

2 (1.7)NPJ Schizophrenia8

2 (1.7)Scientific Reports8

2 (1.7)Social Science Computer Review8

2 (1.7)Translational Behavioral Medicine8

Predominant Countries
More than 30 countries were identified as the predominant
nations performing research in this field in Scopus (n=59) and

WoS (n=39). Table 4 illustrates the top productive countries
based on the number of publications. The United States was the
most productive nation in both databases, followed by China
and India.
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Table 4. Top productive countries.

Publication count, n (%)CountryRank

Scopus (N=450)

146 (32.4)United States1

66 (14.7)India2

63 (14.0)China3

34 (7.6)United Kingdom4

22 (4.9)Canada5

18 (4.0)Spain6

17 (3.8)Australia7

16 (3.6)Germany8

14 (3.1)Taiwan9

13 (2.9)France10

13 (2.9)Netherlands10

Web of Science (N=115)

52 (45.2)United States1

25 (21.7)China2

12 (10.4)United Kingdom3

11 (9.6)Australia4

6 (5.2)Spain5

5 (4.4)Canada6

5 (4.4)India6

5 (4.4)Saudi Arabia6

4 (3.5)South Korea7

4 (3.5)Taiwan7

Productive Institutions
There were 391 different institutions associated with the 565
publications. The top-ranked institutions are presented in Table

5. Harvard University in the United States emerged as the most
productive institution in WoS (13 publications), whereas
Tsinghua University in China was selected as the most
productive organization in Scopus (21 publications).
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Table 5. Top productive institutions.

Publication count, n (%)Institution

Web of Science (N=115)Scopus (N=450)

3 (2.6)21 (4.7)Tsinghua University

4 (3.5)12 (2.7)Georgia Institute of Technology

13 (11.3)14 (3.1)Harvard University

5 (4.4)13 (2.9)University of Pennsylvania

6 (5.2)14 (3.1)Chinese Academy of Sciences

3 (2.6)6 (1.3)Johns Hopkins University

—a6 (1.3)King’s College London

3 (2.6)6 (1.3)University of Toronto

3 (2.6)6 (1.3)National Tsing Hua University

1 (0.9)5 (1.1)Northwestern University

—5 (1.1)Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique

—5 (1.1)Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam

—5 (1.1)The University of Arizona

1 (0.9)5 (1.1)National University of Singapore

3 (2.6)5 (1.1)Deakin University

1 (0.9)5 (1.1)University of New South Wales

—4 (0.9)Ministry of Education China

—4 (0.9)Delhi Technological University

1 (0.9)4 (0.9)Cornell University

—4 (0.9)Radboud University Nijmegen

—4 (0.9)Russian Academy of Sciences

—4 (0.9)Microsoft Research

1 (0.9)4 (0.9)The University of Utah

—4 (0.9)Universidad Autónoma de Madrid

—4 (0.9)University of Rochester

3 (2.6)4 (0.9)University of Chinese Academy of Sciences

2 (1.7)4 (0.9)Université du Québec à Montréal

2 (1.7)4 (0.9)King Faisal University

—4 (0.9)University of Texas System

—4 (0.9)Asia University Taiwan

a—:no related records.

Predominant Authors
The top 20 researchers contributing to the field are listed in
Table 6 based on their number of publications. Twelve
researchers are affiliated to US-based organizations and five
belong to Chinese institutions. The institutions of productive

authors include not only several academic institutions but also
some well-known hospitals such as Zucker Hillside Hospital.
The most productive researcher was Professor Munmun De
Choudhury, affiliated with Georgia Institute of Technology (15
publications), followed by Professor Sharath Chandra Guntuku
from the University of Pennsylvania.            
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Table 6. Top 20 productive authors.

Publication count, n (%)CountryInstitutionAuthor

Web of Science
(N=115)

Scopus
(N=450)

4 (3.5)11 (2.4)United StatesGeorgia Institute of TechnologyM De Choudhury

4 (3.5)5 (1.1)United StatesUniversity of PennsylvaniaSC Guntuku

3 (2.6)4 (0.9)Saudi ArabiaKing Faisal UniversityHF Ahmad

3 (2.6)4 (0.9)United StatesGeorgia Institute of TechnologySK Ernala

3 (2.6)4 (0.9)United StatesUniversity of PennsylvaniaLH Ungar

2 (1.7)5 (1.1)United StatesUniversity of PennsylvaniaT Nguyen

2 (1.7)5 (1.1)United StatesUniversity of MarylandS Venkatesh

2 (1.7)4 (0.9)United StatesZucker Hillside HospitalML Birnbaum

2 (1.7)4 (0.9)United StatesUniversity of UtahM Conway

2 (1.7)4 (0.9)ChinaTsinghua UniversityL Feng

2 (1.7)4 (0.9)AustraliaDeakin UniversityD Phung

—a6 (1.3)ChinaTsinghua UniversityJ Jia

—6 (1.3)ChinaChinese Academy of SciencesT Zhu

3 (2.6)2 (0.4)United StatesUniversity of PennsylvaniaRM Merchant

2 (1.7)3 (0.7)AustraliaUniversity of New South WalesH Christensen

2 (1.7)3 (0.7)United StatesZucker Hillside HospitalJM Kane

2 (1.7)3 (0.7)ChinaTsinghua UniversityQ Li

2 (1.7)3 (0.7)United StatesZucker Hillside HospitalAF Rizvi

2 (1.7)3 (0.7)ChinaNational Tsing Hua UniversityCY Shen

2 (1.7)3 (0.7)United StatesUniversity of PennsylvaniaL Ungar

a—: no related records.

Productive Research Subjects
The top 10 research subjects of each citation database are given
in Figure 2. Among them, computer science was the most pivotal
research subject in both databases (46, 40% in WoS; 292, 65%

in Scopus). In Scopus, medicine (111, 25%), and engineering
and mathematics (90, 20%) accounted for more than 10% of
the total publications. In WoS, medical informatics (24, 21%),
health care sciences services, engineering, and psychology
constituted more than 10% of total publications.

Figure 2. Publication count of top 10 research subjects.
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Author Keyword Co-occurrence
Along with research subjects, we investigated the keywords
derived by the authors, which represent the main research topics
of the publications [26]. The keyword co-occurrence is

visualized using a network graph (Figure 3), which is a
well-known bibliometric methodology, in which each node is
a keyword, while an edge between two nodes indicates the
co-occurrence of two words. After building a network graph,
we excluded edges with less than 3 co-occurrences.

Figure 3. Keyword co-occurrence network graph; the color map on the right side represents the degree centrality.

Note that the keywords with a high frequency reflect the scope
of the research area, which includes social media, ML, natural
language processing, and mental health. In particular, in the
case of mental health–related words, depression was the most
frequently presented keyword, followed by suicide, consumer
health information, social support, and stress detection. The
main research methodologies of papers included natural
language processing, sentiment analysis, classification, text

mining, and stress detection in the ML field. Twitter and Reddit
were identified as the most widely investigated social media
platforms in this area.

As there are several approaches of text analysis using natural
language processing techniques in this field, we believe that
future studies may provide hybrid approaches using both textual-
and visual-based data collected from several types of social
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media data. In addition, validating ML models trained on mental
health–related social media data in clinical settings needs to be
further investigated.

Overview of Highly Cited Publications

Publication Citation Quantities
The annual number of citations is presented in Table 7. Along
with publication distributions, the annual number of citations
has been consistently increasing. Up to July 21, 2020, more
than 900 and 400 annual citations were recorded in Scopus and
WoS, respectively.

Table 7. Number of citations per year.

Citation count, nYear

Web of ScienceScopus

1142016

321122017

1203492018

34110002019

4209382020

Comprehensive Analysis of Highly Cited Papers
We evaluated the overall academic output through bibliometric
analysis. Due to the lack of observations in the content of the
publications, as mentioned in previous studies [20,27], we
extensively observed and reviewed the top five most highly
cited papers per year to identify the comprehensive research
methodologies in the field (Table 8). After excluding 7
duplicated papers, 39 papers were selected. Subsequently, a

two-round filtering procedure was performed to determine
whether a specific paper meets the following criteria: (i)
addressing specific mental illness, (ii) using an ML technique,
and (iii) utilizing datasets of social media. There were 15 papers
that met these criteria. Subsequently, three experts in ML,
medical services, and computer science, respectively,
participated in the second-round filtering procedure. Following
this, 10 papers that satisfied these criteria were selected.

Table 8. Overview of the top 5 most cited papers by year.

Reviewed papers (N=10), nTop-cited papers (N=39), nYear

Conference paperArticleConference paperArticle

12252016

03062017

02092018

01282019

01162020

An overview and the research methodologies of the 10 highly
cited publications are listed in Table 9, which are categorized
according to the data source: Twitter (n=4 publications),

Instagram (n=3), Facebook (n=3), Reddit (n=3), Weibo (n=2),
and other online community (n=1).
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Table 9. Summary of research methodologies employed in highly cited publications.

Machine learningData Descrip-
tion

Mental
Health

ReferenceData Source

ResultsAnnotationOutputFeatureModel

10-fold cross
validation

(AUCa=0.83)

Manually anno-
tated 2047
tweets with top-
ic, stigma, and

Related to
mental ill-
ness or bipo-
lar disorder

Term frequen-
cy-inverse docu-
ment frequency

Logistic regres-
sion

1,270,902
tweets includ-
ing bipolar or
mental health-
related words

Mental ill-
ness, bipolar
disorder

Budenz et al
[28]

Twitter

social support
messaging

Accuracy 0.74,
recall 0.96, pre-

Manually anno-
tated 3263

Related to
suicide

One-hot-vector
mapped to pre-
trained GloVe

CNNb, SVMc,
extra trees, ran-
dom forest, lo-

1,962,766
tweets includ-
ing 21 suicide-
related key-
words/phrases

SuicideDu et al [29]Twitter

cision 0.78, F1
0.83

tweets and
trained classifi-
er to select
3000 additional

Twitter embed-
ding

gistic regres-

sion, Bi-LSTMd

suicide-related
tweets

5-fold cross-
validation

(Pearson
r=0.24); trained

Qualtrics sur-
vey; fill out the
demographic
questions and
Cohen 10-item
Stress Scale

StressLIWCf, latent
Dirichlet alloca-
tion topic model-
ing, stress lexi-
con, user en-
gagement

Linear regres-
sion with sever-
al regularization
methods (eg,
ridge, elastic-

net, LASSOe

and L2 penal-
ized SVMs)

601 users’
Facebook and
Twitter posts

Psychologi-
cal stress

Guntuku et
al [30]

Facebook,
Twitter

on Facebook
and Twitter,
tested on Twit-
ter

5-fold cross val-
idation (accura-

MTurk survey

- fill out the
standard social

Social net-
work mental
disorders

Social interac-
tion, personal
profile, duration

Decision tree
learning, SVM,
logistic regres-

sion, DTSVMg,

3126 users' In-
stagram and
Facebook data

Social net-
work mental
disorders
(eg, cyber-
relationship

Shuai et al
[31]

Facebook,
Instagram

cy0.78 for Insta-
gram and 0.83
for Facebook)

network mental
disorder ques-SNMDDh

addiction, in- tionnaires; pro-(newly pro-formation fessional psychi-posed model;overload, atrists labeledtensor tech-and net com-
pulsion)

users having a
social network
mental disorder

nique for deriv-
ing latent fea-
tures)

Recall: 0.697;
precision:

MTurk survey;
Center for Epi-

DepressionNumber of
comments and

Random forest
classifier

43,950 users’
Instagram im-
ages

DepressionReece and
Danforth
[32]

Instagram

0.604; F1:
0.647

demiologic
Studies Depres-
sion Scale to

likes, number of
faces in photo-
graph, 3 color

measure depres-
sion level

properties (hue,
saturation, val-
ue)

10-fold cross
validation

(F1>0.80)

30 volunteers
manually anno-
tated the stres-
sor events and
subjects

12 stressor
events (eg,
marriage, fi-
nancial, ill-
ness,
school), 6

CNN features
or word vector
representations
with hand-craft-
ed features

SVM, softmax
regression, gra-
dient-boosted
decision tree,

LASSO-MTLi,

L2-MTLj, cA-

SO-MTLk

1 billion Weibo
posts

StressLin et al [33]Weibo

stressor sub-
jects

leave-one-out
cross-valida-

Survey and psy-
chological test

Suicide risk,
emotional

Simplified Chi-
nese-LIWC

SVM974 partici-
pants’ Weibo
posts, suicide

Suicide risk,
depression,
anxiety,
stress

Cheng et al
[34]

Weibo

tion: suicide
probability
(AUC=0.61,

tools (ie, Sui-
cide Probability
Scale, Depres-

distress (de-
pression,
anxiety,
stress),

WSC

probability,
Weibo suicide
communication
(WSC), depres-
sion, anxiety,
and stress.

P=.04), severe
anxiety
(AUC=0.75,
P<.001)

sion Anxiety
Stress Scales-
21)
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Machine learningData Descrip-
tion

Mental
Health

ReferenceData Source

ResultsAnnotationOutputFeatureModel

Accuracy:
91.8% (binary
classification
task), 79.8%
(multiclass clas-
sification task)

N/AmMental
health

Word vector
representation
(16 vector size)

CNN, FFl, lin-
ear regression,
SVM

1,014,660 postsBipolar,
schizophre-
nia, anxiety,
depression,
self-harm,
suicide
watch, addic-
tion, crip-
pling alco-
holism, opi-
ates, autism

Gkotsis et al
[35]

Reddit

10-fold cross
validation

(AUC=0.94)

Examining pub-
lic self-stated
data and using
data donated
through Our-
DataHelps.org

Suicide riskOne-hot-vector
mapped to pre-
trained GloVe

LSTM with at-
tention

197,615 posts
from 418 users

Suicide riskCoppersmith
et al [36]

Facebook,
Twitter, In-
stagram,
Reddit

AUC=0.94 with
the community
on eating disor-
ders

N/AMental
health sub-
reddit (eg,
Abuse,
Anorexia,
Anxiety,
Bipolar disor-
der, Cutting,
Death,
Drugs, Eat-
ing disor-
ders, Insom-
nia, Pain,
Self-injury,
and Suicide)

Linguistic fea-
tures of LIWC;

topics by LDAn

MTL620,060 posts
from 78,647
users

Mental
health

Saha et al
[37]

Online Com-
munity -
Live Journal

aAUC: area under the curve.
bCNN: convolutional neural network.
cSVM: support vector machine.
dBi-LSTM: bidirectional long short-term memory.
eLASSO: least absolute shrinkage and selection operator.
fLIWC: Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count.
gDTSVM: decision tree support vector machine.
hSNMDD: social network mental disorder detection.
iMTL: multitask learning.
jl2-MTL: multitask learning considering l2 loss.
kcASO-MTL: clustered alternating structure optimization multitask learning.
lFF: feed-forward.
mN/A: not applicable.
nLDA: latent Dirichlet allocation.

In the case of Twitter, Budenz et al [28] analyzed 1,270,902
tweets by searching bipolar and mental health terms. Before
using a logistic regression analysis to classify whether a specific
tweet was asking for any help or included terms associated with
mental illness stigma, they repeatedly performed a series of
sentiment analyses on 2047 randomly sampled tweets. The
results obtained through 10-fold cross-validation procedures
showed an average area under the curve (AUC) of 0.83 when
the term-frequency inverses document frequency weighted
vector was employed as the input source.

Twitter tweets were also used to predict an association with
psychological stressors, as one of the major causes of suicide.
To prevent suicidal behaviors [29], the authors retrieved
1,962,766 tweets based on 21 suicide-related keywords,
manually annotated labels of a subset of 3263 tweets, and
labeled the other 3000 tweets based on ML classifiers. A Twitter
corpus–pretrained GloVe vector was employed to convert each
token into a vector as an input of the convolutional neural
network (CNN). The CNN model achieved an F1-score of 83%,
which outperformed SVM, extra trees, and other ML algorithms.
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In addition, stress level, as one of the pervasive causes of mental
health conditions, was predicted on social media platforms,
including Twitter and Facebook [30]. Linguistic characteristics
were extracted from a total of 601 users’ social media posts
using the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) tool,
latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA), and stress lexicon. To predict
stress, the authors applied linear regression with regularization
methods, and validated the model performance based on
sociodemographic variables (eg age, gender, race, income, and
education) and social media language using the Pearson
correlation coefficient (r). The content analysis indicated
significant differences in language expressions among social
media platforms.

Shuai et al [31] collected posts from both Facebook and
Instagram to detect social network mental disorders (SNMD),
which include several side effects such as cyber-relationship
addiction or net compulsion. They developed and employed
SNMD questionnaire items to classify each participant into
specific types of SNMD. Among more than 3100 participants,
389 respondents were regarded as having SNMD. Social
interaction, personal profile, and duration extracted by each
participant’s social activity logs were employed as input features
of ML models. The proposed model, which was organized by
new tensor techniques and latent features, achieved more than
83% accuracy in identifying whether a specific user has SNMD.

One of the notable approaches in this area is a visual-oriented
approach. Reece and Danforth [32] employed 43,950 images
from 166 Instagram users to detect posts related to depression.
Based on the results of the Center for Epidemiologic Studies
Depression Scale questionnaire (CES-D), a total of 71 users
revealed that they experienced depression. Moreover, both
Instagram usernames and history were collected from crowd
workers who responded to the CES-D. They extracted metadata
(eg, the number of comments, “likes”), color properties (eg,
hue, saturation, value), and the total number of faces from the
collected photographs to investigate whether users suffer from
depression.

Based on the guidelines of De Choudhury et al [38], Reece and
Danforth decided to integrate the users’ recent posts presented
on a specific (single) day rather than using their entire posts.
Through a random forest classifier, they achieved a relatively
high recall score of identifying the target class at 70% in 100
observations. The results indicated that the photos posted by
depressed users were more likely to be bluer, grayer, and darker,
and to receive fewer likes. However, as a limitation of the study,
they pointed out that depression is a form of general clinical
status, indicating a need for fine-tuning the questionnaires for
specific diagnosis.

Lin et al [33] collected approximately 1 billion tweets from the
Chinese social media platform Weibo, and proposed ML
multitask models to detect both stressor events and six subjects.
The event was categorized into 12 different labels, including
marriage, financial, illness, and school. Each tweet was first
labeled as stress-related. The tweets were categorized into one
of the stressor events and subject categories by 30 volunteers.
The performance of classifying a stressor event or subject was
represented with various classifiers such as SVM, softmax

regression, and gradient decision. The model performance was
not clearly presented; however, it was stated that the F1-score
reached over 80% in the event detection task.

A mental illness is often accompanied by another mental illness
as a so-called “comorbidity,” which refers to the simultaneous
presence of one or more mental or physical disorders. From this
viewpoint, Saha et al [37] developed a joint learning model,
which was generated by multitask learning to simultaneously
identify co-occurring social media communities related to mental
health with consideration of the correlation between the
communities. Based on 620,060 posts of 78,647 users in 247
online communities, 12 major mental health–related topics were
employed in the categorization standards from “Live Journal”
(eg, Abuse, Anorexia, Anxiety, Bipolar disorder, etc). Using
these data, two features were extracted as inputs: language style
(from the LIWC) and topics (from the results of LDA). In
general, the proposed model outperformed single-task learning
[39] and multitask learning [40] for 9 out of 12 and 8 out of 12
categories, respectively. Moreover, the model achieved an AUC
of 0.94 with the community on eating disorders.

Cheng et al [34] utilized Weibo data to assess the levels of
suicide risk and emotional distress such as depression, anxiety,
and stress. For this purpose, the researchers completed an
internet survey and gathered 974 respondents’ Weibo posts, the
scores of mental health (ie, suicide probability, depression,
anxiety, and stress) through psychological investigation tools,
and Weibo Suicide Communication (WSC), which examined
whether respondents had told others that they wanted to commit
suicide through Weibo over the past 12 months. SVM was
applied for a binary classification of five suicide risk factors
(suicide probability, depression, anxiety, stress, and WSC),
including 72 linguistic features of Simplified Chinese-LIWC
from the respondents’ Weibo posts as independent variables.
The model efficiently classified the respondents having a high
suicide probability (AUC=0.61, P=.04) and severe anxiety
(AUC=0.75, P<.001) among those who had WSC with
leave-one-out cross-validation procedures.

Gkotsis et al [35] collected user-oriented data from the Reddit
community to develop deep-learning models for classifying
posts according to mental disorder topics. After an expert panel
made a decision on whether a specific post contains mental
health–related issues, they collected 10,146,60 posts and
extracted 11 mental disorder themes, including a nonmental
health conditions. To classify whether a specific post belongs
to one of the mental health topics, they employed a CNN model
with two parallel classification approaches: binary and multiclass
classifications. The word vectors of each token extracted from
post texts were used as input. The results of the model
demonstrated that the CNN classifier showed 91.8% and 79.8%
accuracy in binary and multiclass classification tasks,
respectively.

Early estimation of a person’s suicide risk is also an important
issue in our society. In accordance with this point, Coppersmith
et al [36] employed social media data to predict the level of
suicide risk using a long short-term memory (LSTM) model.
Two different datasets were collected: one from donated data
through OurDataHelps.org, which included social media data
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of suicide victims (eg, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter), and the
other from Harman Dredze [41], which provided Twitter data
from users who mentioned their past suicide attempts in tweets.
A total of 197,615 posts from 418 users were obtained. Based
on the pretrained GloVe embeddings to feed sequences of word
vectors into the bidirectional LSTM model, an AUC of 0.94
was achieved through 10-fold cross-validation procedures.

Discussion

This study involved a bibliometric analysis on the publications
related to ML and mental health in social media from 2015 to
2020 with two citation databases, WoS and Scopus, as well as
a trend review analysis. Although several prior studies have
investigated mental illness, the majority of these studies
employed both clinical and physical health care approaches.
Along with these studies, social media is considered as one of
the most important spaces for effectively and efficiently
addressing individuals’ mental health issues [42]. Furthermore,
with rapidly improved ML and big data techniques, both the
significance and importance of employing social media and
online communications are being consistently emphasized.

Rapidly and consistently increasing publication and citation
numbers indicate that there is growing attention and interest in
this research area. Among several publication venues, Lecture
Notes in Computer Science (Scopus) and Journal of Medical
Internet Research (WoS) were the most productive publication
sources in this field. Moreover, Harvard University and Georgia
Institute of Technology in the United States, and Tsinghua
University and the Chinese Academy of Sciences in China were
listed as the most vigorous institutes. For individual researchers,
Professor Munmun De Choudhury from Georgia Institute of
Technology emerged as the most productive and well-known
researcher in this field, with 15 publications to her credit.
Regarding publications, using social media data in predicting
depression was Prof De Choudhury’s first step in this area [38],
which allowed her affiliated nation (United States) to be the
most productive country in this field. Computer science,
medicine, and medical informatics were identified as the core
research subjects, along with several other related subjects such
as psychology, social science, and neuroscience. This suggests
that this research area tends to require integrated or
multidisciplinary approaches for gaining a better understanding
of each research topic. In addition, the keyword co-occurrence
network graph highlighted the representative ML techniques
and social media for this multidisciplinary area.

Subsequently, we conducted a trend analysis review on highly
cited articles, and notable research trends were identified. The
highly cited articles tended to employ user-generated content
in diverse forms, including text, images, and other metadata,
for specific mental disorders. Because no ground truth labels
exist for users who have mental disorders, the majority of studies

adopted a crowdsourcing survey with a medical-oriented
approach and consideration of the participants’ agreements in
using their social media accounts [30-32,34]. Moreover, several
scholars have employed user-oriented features, including users’
demographic profiles and activity logs, in social media (eg,
comments, likes) to arrive at both academic and practical
contributions [30,31].

Based on the employed approaches with several highly cited
articles, three main implications for discussion can be derived.
First, the majority of the articles stated privacy and ethical issues
as key considerations in using ML for specific mental illness
in social media [23,30,32,36]. Although they met both research
ethical guidelines and participants’ agreements in using their
social media data, there were notable adverse reactions from
several participants in sharing their social media information
[32]. Moreover, compared to other issues in this area, both
privacy and ethical issues are considered to be real issues
requiring more academic and practical work [23]. Thus,
researchers must make efforts to effectively consider these
threats, which can negatively affect data providers and leave
room for abusing ML techniques. Second, because there is
potential for misclassified ground truth data, there should be
more detailed and systematic examinations in building the early
stage of datasets [28,29,34,36]. Third, because users’
expressions on social media can consistently change over time,
time-oriented approaches with differing perspectives toward
users’ activities and expressions should be considered in
providing a better understanding in this area [32].

Considering these discussion points, a few limitations of this
study remain. Although we employed WoS and Scopus as our
subjects, which are both widely used academic databases
globally, there can be other medical-oriented databases that may
provide more significant academic and practical information.
Moreover, considering more recent and applicable statistical or
natural language processing techniques (such as exploratory
factor analysis [23] or topic modeling [20,23]), future research
should aim at obtaining deeper and comprehensive knowledge
with more creative and significant approaches through various
data sources of each article.

With the increase of AI applications in real-word health care
settings [1], there have been numerous attempts to overcome
the limitations of offline consultations such as wearable fitness
trackers [43], mobile health apps [44], and conversational agents
for patients’mental health and wellness [1,45]. Moreover, since
the use of social media has been widely adopted in health care
[46], we believe that our analysis may trigger all stakeholders
to further consider how to employ ML approaches toward mental
health in social media. In addition, when applying social media
data to clinical settings, there is a need to address different
characteristics of social media platforms by utilizing the
substantial research background.
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Abstract

Background: Parents’ use of mobile technologies may interfere with important parent-child interactions that are critical to
healthy child development. This phenomenon is known as technoference. However, little is known about the population-wide
awareness of this problem and the acceptability of artificial intelligence (AI)–based tools that help with mitigating technoference.

Objective: This study aims to assess parents’ awareness of technoference and its harms, the acceptability of AI tools for
mitigating technoference, and how each of these constructs vary across sociodemographic factors.

Methods: We administered a web-based survey to a nationally representative sample of parents of children aged ≤5 years.
Parents’ perceptions that their own technology use had risen to potentially problematic levels in general, their perceptions of their
own parenting technoference, and the degree to which they found AI tools for mitigating technoference acceptable were assessed
by using adaptations of previously validated scales. Multiple regression and mediation analyses were used to assess the relationships
between these scales and each of the 6 sociodemographic factors (parent age, sex, language, ethnicity, educational attainment,
and family income).

Results: Of the 305 respondents, 280 provided data that met the established standards for analysis. Parents reported that a mean
of 3.03 devices (SD 2.07) interfered daily in their interactions with their child. Almost two-thirds of the parents agreed with the
statements “I am worried about the impact of my mobile electronic device use on my child” and “Using a computer-assisted
coach while caring for my child would help me notice more quickly when my device use is interfering with my caregiving”
(187/281, 66.5% and 184/282, 65.1%, respectively). Younger age, Hispanic ethnicity, and Spanish language spoken at home
were associated with increased technoference awareness. Compared to parents’ perceived technoference and sociodemographic
factors, parents’ perceptions of their own problematic technology use was the factor that was most associated with the acceptance
of AI tools.

Conclusions: Parents reported high levels of mobile device use and technoference around their youngest children. Most parents
across a wide sociodemographic spectrum, especially younger parents, found the use of AI tools to help mitigate technoference
during parent-child daily interaction acceptable and useful.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e19461)   doi:10.2196/19461
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Introduction

Technology Interference in Responsive Parenting
Parent and caregiver behaviors that foster healthy, nurturing
environments during early childhood produce significant,
cost-effective benefits across the life course well into adulthood
[1-3]. Exposure to such environments during the infant and
toddler years—including verbally rich interactions,
affective-emotional caregiver behaviors (eg, returning the baby’s
gaze, positive touch), and the maintenance of the child’s focus
of interest—is associated with positive cognitive, linguistic,
physical, and socioemotional health outcomes [4-6]. However,
over the past decade, a new threat to these environments has
emerged: the use of mobile technologies by parents during active
caregiving [7-9]. In fact, recent studies suggest that this
parenting technoference is associated with reduced adult
responsiveness and early child behavior problems [8-10].
Furthermore, these risks to subsequent lifelong health may be
highest in low-income households, which disproportionately
rely on mobile technology for access to the web and social
support [11].

Early Childhood Parenting Interventions
Interventions most effective in supporting long-term outcomes
for children focus on helping parents foster nurturing
environments during early childhood [12-15]. Many of these
interventions include technological support for wider
dissemination or the use of digital technologies as a mode of
implementation.For example, the use of audio-detection
technology to improve the quality of early childhood literacy
environments is used by the Language ENvironment Analysis
(LENA) word count device to monitor the linguistic
development of young children and provide feedback to parents
[16-19]. In another example, the Video Interaction Project
provides live coaching feedback to parents based on 5-minute
videos of parent-child interactions during regularly scheduled
well-child visits [20,21]. However, the moderating effects of
such parenting interventions on technoference have not yet been
studied. Furthermore, human, financial, and technological
constraints limit their scalability.

Augmenting Parenting Interventions With Artificial
Intelligence–Based Tools
Emergent artificial intelligence (AI) capabilities—including
noninvasive visual and audio monitoring tools that use trained
algorithms to automatically detect certain human
behaviors—may enable more efficient and scalable behavioral
observation to augment interventions that support key nurturing
parenting behaviors. In fact, in both research and commercial
applications, this has proven to be successful; wearable devices
support adult lifestyle changes (eg, physical activity), and more
recently in hospital settings, computer vision is being employed
to promote adherence to patient care protocols such as hand
hygiene and patient mobilization [22,23]. Given the increasing
presence of mobile devices in the parent-child environment,

AI-based technology may be an important tool for identifying
and implementing interventions that help parents reduce
technology interference in their relationships with their young
children. However, little is known about the acceptability of
using AI tools to further identify and mitigate the effects of
parent technoference.

Acceptability of New Technology
One of the most common models used to understand and
measure the acceptability of new technology in general, and in
health care in particular, is the technology acceptance model
(TAM). Originally developed in the context of the adoption of
workplace technology tools, the TAM posits that the perceived
usefulness (PU) and the ease of use of a new technology
determine its acceptability, which in turn influences the intention
to use and actual use of the new technology [24-26]. In addition,
the literature on the acceptability of health- and behavior-related
technology, such as wearables, telemedicine, and mobile health
apps, emphasizes that individual sociodemographic factors such
as age, gender, and income also play important roles and should
be considered in any early technology-based intervention
development processes [27-30]. More specifically, there is some
evidence that parental engagement in technology-assisted
parenting interventions may be higher for younger parents, with
mixed findings on whether lower- or higher-income parents are
more likely to use these interventions [14].

A review of parental engagement in psychological interventions
for their children indicated that beliefs about the severity of the
problem may influence engagement with the treatment [31].
Furthermore, the widely used Health Belief Model (HBM)
suggests that parents who are more aware of their susceptibility
to the problem of technoference would be more accepting of
solutions for addressing it [32]. Similar to the TAM, the HBM
also suggests that the more useful parents perceive AI-based
tools, the more likely they will be to adopt them. However,
these theories have not yet been tested in the emerging context
of technoference and AI-based tools to reduce it.

Study Goals
Given these gaps, the overall purpose of this exploratory study
is to investigate the magnitude and potential determinants of
the acceptability of AI-based tools for assisting parents in
reducing parenting technoference. In particular, the goals were
to assess (1) parental perceptions of their own technoference
and its harms, (2) the acceptability of AI-based tools to reduce
the negative effects of technoference, (3) the variation in
acceptability and technoference across sociodemographic
factors, and (4) the relative importance of parents’ perceptions
of their own technoference and sociodemographic factors in
relation to acceptability.

Methods

Design
We conducted a cross-sectional observational study using a
population-based survey on the web of US parents of children
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aged ≤5 years. The survey was developed for the Amazon
TurkPrime (now called CloudResearch) platform for recruitment
and administration through the Prime Panels service. Prime
Panels is a research participant recruitment platform developed
as a step up from Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), in that it
includes a set of validated attention and language comprehension
screening questions [33,34]. The survey was pilot tested for
comprehension on a convenience sample of 4 mothers from the
San Francisco Bay Area. The survey was then translated into
the Spanish language by a trained, bilingual research associate
and back-translated from Spanish to English by another
independent, trained bilingual research associate; differences
between the original and back-translated versions were resolved
in Spanish by a third bilingual research coordinator. Participants
could choose to complete the survey in Spanish or English.
Recruitment began on May 24, 2019, and ended on June 13,
2019. All procedures were approved by the Stanford Human
Subjects Research Office (Institutional Review Board protocol
number 50428).

Participants
Eligibility criteria were adults aged >18 years, with primary
caregiving responsibility for at least one child aged <5 years in
the household. Exclusion criteria included the inability to read
English or Spanish or completion of the survey outside the
United States. Using the Prime Panels sampling frame, we aimed
to recruit a sample representative of the US population, with
>25% respondents self-reporting an underrepresented minority
status (Hispanic, Black, and Asian or Pacific Islander), >25%
with educational attainment less than a college degree, and
>15% monolingual Spanish speakers.

Survey Items
The survey consisted of items adapted from existing validated
surveys covering the following domains: parenting and child
behavior priorities, parents’perceptions of their technology use,
parents’ perceptions of their technology use in the presence of
their child (technoference), the acceptability of AI-based tools
to help reduce parenting technoference, and sociodemographic
factors. The full survey can be found in Multimedia Appendix
1.

Primary Outcome
The primary outcome was technology acceptance, defined as
the acceptability and perceived utility of an AI-based tool for
reducing parenting technoference and measured by averaging
responses to the following items having 6-point Likert scale
response options (strongly disagree to strongly agree): (1)
“Using a computer-assisted coach while caring for my child
would help me be more aware of my device use around my
child,” (2) “Using a computer-assisted coach while caring for
my child would improve my interactions with my child,” (3)
“Using a computer-assisted coach while caring for my child
would help me be a better parent,” (4) “Using a
computer-assisted coach while caring for my child would help
me notice more quickly when my device use is interfering with
my caregiving,” (5) “Using a computer-assisted coach while
caring for my child would help me keep my attention focused
on my child,” and (6) “Using a computer-assisted coach while

caring for my child would be useful to me.” The items were
preceded by the following statement:

Some electronic devices are currently being designed
to HELP you have a better connection with your
child—by coaching you or giving you meaningful,
real-time feedback. Imagine such a
“computer-assisted coach,” which you could use in
your home to get feedback on your use of electronic
devices while caring for your child. The
computer-assisted coach would automatically analyze
computer vision and other data to provide the
feedback. Whenever you want, you could turn this
computer-assisted coach on or off.

These items were adapted from the PU scale of the TAM
(TAM-PU) [24-26,35].

Secondary Outcomes and Independent Variables
Problem technology use was defined as the extent to which
parents perceived that their mobile technology use had risen to
a problematic level and was measured using a previously
validated scale [9], which averaged responses to the following
three items: “When my mobile electronic device alerts me to
indicate new messages, I cannot resist checking them”; “I often
think about calls or messages I might receive on my mobile
phone”; and “I feel like I use my mobile phone too much.” The
response options for all three items were on a 6-point scale
ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree. Finally,
perception of parenting technoference was measured based on
a previously validated index [9], which summed the count of
dichotomized responses to the following questions across each
of the 6 device types (television, computer, smartphone, tablet,
other handheld devices [eg, iPod], and video game device): “In
a typical day, how many times does each of the following
devices interrupt a conversation or activity between you and
your child?” Possible responses in our survey used a 5-point
scale (never, 1 time, 2 times, 3 times, and 4 or more times) and
were dichotomized to 0 times versus 1 or more times.

Sociodemographic characteristics included self-report of age,
sex, race or ethnicity, language spoken at home (English or
Spanish), marital status, number of children, education level,
working status, and income level. A proxy measure of the
geographic region in which the participant resided was derived
from the longitude and latitude values of the survey respondent’s
computer captured by Amazon TurkPrime. The geographic
region was categorized into the 4 US census regions defined by
the West, South, Northeast, and Midwest.

Data Analysis
Survey responses were first analyzed to assess their distribution.
Data quality assessments were conducted to identify speeders
(those who answer unreasonably fast) and straightliners (those
who answer with identical values for each survey item in a
block). We defined speeders as anyone who finished the survey
at an average speed of less than 2 seconds per question, and we
defined straightliners as anyone who had a standardized scale
point variation value of −3.79 [36,37]. The internal consistency
of the problem technology use and technology acceptance scale
was assessed using the Cronbach α. The Cronbach α was not
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calculated for parenting technoference, given that it is a sum of
items not necessarily expected to be related [9].

Descriptive statistics were used to address goals 1 and 2, and
bivariate analyses were conducted to address goal 3. Given that
goal 4 was simply to explore relative, independent associations
between independent variables represented by problem
technology use, parenting technoference, and sociodemographic
factors and the dependent variable technology acceptance rather
than to determine multiple causal pathways, we selected multiple
regression analysis as the most straightforward, parsimonious
way to accomplish this goal [38]. A screening criterion of P<.15
was used to determine the sociodemographic characteristics
sufficiently associated with the technology acceptance outcome
to be entered into the multiple regression models. This P value
was selected for the purposes of screening as it has been shown
that model-building strategies using a .05 criterion often result
in the omission of covariates known to be important [39,40].

Multiple linear regression was conducted on full (all
sociodemographic covariates) and reduced (only covariates
meeting the screening criteria) models. Effect size was estimated
using Cohen d values or odds ratios (continuous and categorical

independent variables) and η2 values, representing the
proportion of total variance in the technology acceptance
outcome explained by each independent variable [41].

Mediation analysis was conducted to further investigate the
relative importance of the roles played by problem technology
use in general and the more specific parenting technoference
measure in influencing technology acceptance. The purpose of
the mediation analysis was to help assess whether to focus
potential behavior change levers on perceived excessive
technology use in general and/or technology interference in
parenting specifically. All analyses were conducted using the
R version 3.5.3 (R Core Team).

Results

Sample
The initial sample of consenting participants meeting the
inclusion criteria consisted of 305 survey respondents. Data
quality analyses to identify and remove speeders and
straightliners resulted in a final analytic sample of 280
observations.

The mean age of the respondents in the final analytic sample
was 33 (SD 8) years. In total, 79.2% (222/280) of respondents
were female (Table 1), 14.8% (14/270) self-identified as
Hispanic, 8.9% (24/270) self-identified as Black, and 5.9%
(16/270) self-identified as Asian. Approximately one-third
(81/280, 28.9%) of the participants reported less than a high
school education, and 13.9% (39/280) spoke a language other
than English at home.
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Table 1. Descriptive statistics for the study sample (N=280).

Valuesa,bCharacteristics

33 (8)Age (years), mean (SD)

Gender, n (%)

222 (79.2)Female

57 (20.4)Male

1 (0.4)Other

Race, n (%)

184 (68.1)White

24 (8.9)Black

40 (14.8)Hispanic

16 (5.9)Asian

6 (2.2)Other

Language spoken at home, n (%)

241 (86.1)English

39 (13.9)Other

Children, n (%)

108 (38.6)1

172 (61.4)>1

Education, n (%)

81 (28.9)Less than high school

65 (23.2)Some college

134 (47.9)Higher than or equal to a college degree

Income (US $), n (%)

57 (20.4)<25,000

68 (24.3)25,000-49,999

65 (23.2)50,000-74,999

49 (17.5)75,000-100,000

41 (14.6)>100,000

Geographic area, n (%)

57 (20.4)Midwest

49 (17.5)Northeast

117 (41.8)South

57 (20.4)West

aTotal sample size differs across characteristics due to missing values.
bSome percentages add up to slightly less than 100% because of missing values.

Descriptive Statistics and Bivariate Associations

Technology Acceptance
Approximately two-thirds of the respondents (184/282, 65.2%
and 175/283, 61.8%, respectively) agreed with the statements
“Using a computer-assisted coach while caring for my child
would help me notice more quickly when my device use is

interfering with my caregiving” and “Using a computer-assisted
coach while caring for my child would help me be more aware
of my device use around my child.” The internal consistency
of the technology acceptance scales was high, with a Cronbach
α of .94 (Table 2). The mean level for the technology acceptance
outcome was 3.53 (SD 1.29) on a 6-point scale, where higher
values represent higher levels of acceptance.
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Table 2. Bivariate associations between sociodemographic characteristics and technology acceptance, problem technology use, and parenting
technoference.

P valueTechnology acceptanceP valueParenting technoferenceP valueProblem technology
use

Measure

N/A.94N/AN/AN/Aa.80Cronbach α

N/A3.53 (1.29)N/A3.03 (2.07)N/A3.72 (1.32)Overall, mean (SD)

.07−0.11.05−0.12.04b,c−0.12Age of parent (years; ρ)

.04c.99.20Sex, mean (SD)

3.46 (1.25)3.03 (2.03)3.67 (1.28)Female

3.79 (1.42)3.05 (2.25)3.89 (1.51)Male

.11.13.17Education, mean (SD)

3.34 (1.45)3.23 (2.12)3.51 (1.39)Less than high school

3.42 (1.12)2.58 (2.07)3.68 (1.22)Some college

3.69 (1.25)3.11 (2.04)3.86 (1.33)Higher than or equal to a col-
lege degree

.23.02c.03cRace or ethnicity, mean (SD)

3.43 (1.34)2.82 (2.0)3.63 (1.36)White non-Hispanic

3.78 (1.25)4.0 (2.11)3.67 (1.32)White Hispanic

3.72 (1.13)2.96 (2.16)4.14 (1.02)Black

3.89 (1.16)3.23 (2.18)4.32 (1.21)Otherd

.92.005c.50Language at home, mean (SD)

3.52 (1.3)2.88 (2.03)3.69 (1.33)English

3.6 (1.2)3.92 (2.16)3.88 (1.27)Other

.14.91.11Income (US $), mean (SD)

3.54 (1.29)2.91 (1.98)3.93 (1.08)<25,000

3.24 (1.15)2.96 (2.28)3.45 (1.38)25,000-<49,999

3.5 (1.39)3.2 (2.01)3.64 (1.42)50,000-<74,999

3.79 (1.15)2.98 (2.11)3.64 (1.12)75,000-<100,000

3.7 (1.44)3.07 (1.97)4.06 (1.54)≥100,000

.23.90.75Children at home, mean (SD)

3.64 (1.24)3.06 (2.1)3.66 (1.41)1

3.46 (1.31)3.01 (2.06)3.75 (1.27)>1

.96.76.78Geographic region, mean (SD)

3.53 (1.29)2.91 (1.96)3.76 (1.19)Midwest

3.54 (1.28)3.02 (2.16)3.86 (1.23)Northeast

3.48 (1.31)2.95 (2.08)3.66 (1.37)South

3.6 (1.27)3.3 (2.13)3.67 (1.45)West

aN/A: not applicable.
bP values calculated using the t-test, the Mann-Whitney test (for 2 categories) or the Kruskal-Wallis test (for >2 categories).
cP values of <.05.
dIncludes Asian, Pacific Islander, and other. Others excluded from test because of sparsity.

Problem Technology Use
In total, 62.5% (177/283) of the parents agreed with the
statement “When my mobile electronic device alerts me to

indicate new messages, I cannot resist checking them.” The
problem technology use scale had high internal consistency,
with a Cronbach α of .8 (Table 2). The mean level of perceived
problematic mobile device use in general for parents in our
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sample was 3.72 (SD 2.07) on a 6-point scale where a higher
score was more problematic (Table 2).

Parenting Technoference
Around 75.6% (214/283) of the parents reported that
smartphones interfered in their parent-child interactions at least
once daily. Parents in our sample reported a mean of 3.03
devices (SD 2.07) interfering in their interactions with their
child on a daily basis (Table 2).

Sociodemographic Factors
Age, sex, race/ethnicity, and language in the home were all
significantly associated with at least one of the primary measures
(Table 2). In particular, younger parents perceived that they had
a greater level of problem technology use in general and
parenting technoference in particular and were more accepting
of a technology-based tool to help reduce these problems. Males
were slightly more accepting of technology-based solutions to
reduce parenting technoference. Parents identifying as Black
reported higher levels of problem technology use in general,
whereas those identifying as Hispanic reported higher levels of
parenting technoference. Parents who reported that they speak
a language other than English (overwhelmingly Spanish) at
home had higher levels of perceived parenting technoference.
There was no significant association between parents’ reported

technology use and their educational attainment, annual income,
or geographic region (Table 2).

Multiple Regression and Mediation Analyses
Controlling for sociodemographic factors, the association
between parents’ acceptance of technology-based tools to
combat technoference in parent-child interactions and their
perceptions of their own problem technology use was high, with

a large Cohen d effect size [41] of 0.98 (P<.001) and an η2 value
of 27% of the total variance explained (Table 3). The effect size
for the association between technology acceptance and parenting

technoference was 0.51 (P<.001), with an η2 value of 6% of
the variance explained (Table 3). None of the sociodemographic
factors measured were significantly associated with technology
acceptance in the regression models, once parents’ own
perceptions of their problem technology use and parenting
technoference were accounted for. The results of mediation
analyses (Figure 1) indicate that the relationship between
problem technology use and technology acceptance did not have
a strong, indirect component that was mediated through the
more specific parent technoference construct. The magnitude
of the indirect effect was only 0.08, compared with 0.42 for the
direct effect of problem technology use on technology
acceptance, with 16% of the total effect mediated through
technoference.

Table 3. Results of the final reduced regression model with technology acceptance as the outcome.

Partial η2 value (%)P valueOR (95% CI)Cohen dRegression estimateVariable

27<.001bN/Aa0.980.42Problem technology use

6<.001bN/A0.510.14Parenting technoference

2.48N/A−0.09−0.006Age of parent (years)

2.18Sex

N/AN/AN/AFemale

1.24 (0.9, 1.71)0.22Male

3.30Education

N/AN/AN/ALess than college degree

1.16 (0.87, 1.54)N/A0.15College degree

2.33Income (US $)

N/AN/AN/A<25,000

0.9 (0.61, 1.32)N/A−0.1125,000-<50,000

0.97 (0.65, 1.45)N/A−0.0350,000-<75,000

1.35 (0.88, 2.07)N/A0.375,000-<100,000

0.97 (0.60, 1.56)N/A−0.03>100,000

aN/A: not applicable.
aP<.05.
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Figure 1. Results of the mediation analysis. Mean effect sizes and SDs are shown.

Discussion

In this national survey of parents of young children, we found
high levels of acceptance for AI-based coaching tools designed
to help reduce threats from parenting technoference to the
nurturing environments needed in early childhood to ensure a
healthy developmental trajectory to adulthood. This acceptance
was most strongly related in regression models to 2 factors:
perceived problematic parent technology use in general and
perceived level of technoference in the parent-child relationship
in particular. In comparison, none of the sociodemographic
factors we examined explained a statistically significant portion
of the variance in the acceptance of AI-based coaching tools

once the factors measuring perceptions of their own
susceptibility to the problem of technoference were considered.

Although we found no studies to date on the acceptability of
AI-based parenting tools to compare with our results, our
findings are somewhat consistent with those of related literature
on the acceptability of AI tools in general and for
technology-based tools in health care in particular. For example,
in one recent study of factors influencing the use of in-home
voice assistants, only household size, but not age and gender,
influenced usage. In a study of physical activity–monitoring
wearable devices, females were found to be slightly more
accepting (higher PU) than males [42]. A review of
technology-based parenting interventions concluded that
although younger parents may be more open to parenting
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interventions, they may appeal to a wide range of income levels
[14].

Although we were unable to find published studies reporting
on the direct relationship between parenting technoference and
age, gender, race, and income, the finding that younger parents
had higher perceived levels of problem technology use and
parenting technoference is consistent with the findings from
studies on the relationship between smartphone addiction and
age [43,44]. Given that technoference and problem technology
use are higher in younger parents, whom we also found to be
more open to AI-based tools to mitigate technoference, we
suggest that young parents should be the focus of future research
and development in this area. However, the lack of a significant
association between perceived device use and acceptability and
education or income level suggests that the ubiquity of mobile
devices is making parenting technoference a broad public health
problem requiring scalable solutions.

The finding that parents’perceptions of their own technoference
and problematic technology use explained by far the largest
proportion of variance in acceptability of AI-based tools to
reduce parenting technoference may reflect the robustness of
the HBM, in which our technoference measure corresponds to
parents’ perceptions of their own susceptibility to this problem
[32]. Thus, helping parents increase their awareness of their
own technoference should be considered as a potential lever for
increasing the acceptability of scalable AI-based interventions
to mitigate this threat to early childhood development.

Finally, the finding from regression and mediation analyses that
the most important factor influencing acceptability of AI tools
to reduce technoference was parents’ perceptions of general
technology overuse compared with their perceptions of how
much their technology interfered with their parenting warrants
further investigation. AI-based coaching tools or any
technology-augmented tools to help reduce parent technoference
might be able to focus simply on reducing parents’ overall
problematic technology use. In addition, further research is
needed to uncover other characteristics of parents who view
themselves as having problematic digital device use, given that
we did not identify strong relationships between the
sociodemographic factors we examined and the parent problem
technology use construct.

The levels of perceived parent problematic use of technology
and perceived amount by which technology interfered with daily
parent-child interactions were higher in this study than in the
first study reporting on these measures. In particular, in our
study, parents reported an average of 3.03 (SD 2.07) devices

interfering daily, compared with 2 devices in a previous study
[9]. This is likely because the measurements in that study were
taken between 2014 and 2016; secular trends toward increasing
awareness of problematic technology use in general and
technology interference in parenting in particular have occurred
since then.

Limitations
The limitations of this study include those commonly associated
with web-based surveys. Parents responding to web-based
surveys may be more accepting of technological interventions
than parents who do not respond to web-based surveys, resulting
in selection bias. Furthermore, although social desirability bias
may have resulted in a desire to downplay one’s technology use
during active parenting, previous research suggests that
web-based surveys are no more susceptible to this type of bias
than human-administered surveys [45].

Another limitation is that our sample had far more females
(222/280, 79.2%) than are representative of the US population.
This could have been because the survey focused on parenting
topics. Our sample was not representative of the US population
in other ways. Compared with the 2018 American Community
Survey, the study’s respondents reported slightly lower income
levels and slightly higher education levels; fewer spoke a
language other than English at home, and fewer were ethnic
minority respondents [46]. In addition, we were not able to
assess the degree of bias that resulted from parents who were
approached but elected not to participate and the observations
that had to be dropped because of data quality criteria.

Finally, the interpretation of some scales is limited by a lack of
established national standards. For example, no guidelines exist
for determining a sufficiently high level of technology
acceptance using the TAM-PU scale.

Conclusions
AI-based tools may be acceptable to use as coaching aids to
help a wide sociodemographic range of parents improve their
attentiveness while caring for their young children, especially
in the face of technoference from their own use of mobile
devices. Designers and developmental specialists should work
together to develop and test AI-based tools to reduce parenting
technoference, with an initial focus on younger parents. Future
investigations should validate whether it is sufficient to focus
AI-based parenting supports to combat technoference on parents’
general overuse of digital technology rather than their specific
problems with technoference and to identify other factors that
influence the acceptability and utility of these supports.
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Abstract

Background: Studies have shown that artificial intelligence achieves similar or better performance than dermatologists in
specific dermoscopic image classification tasks. However, artificial intelligence is susceptible to the influence of confounding
factors within images (eg, skin markings), which can lead to false diagnoses of cancerous skin lesions. Image segmentation can
remove lesion-adjacent confounding factors but greatly change the image representation.

Objective: The aim of this study was to compare the performance of 2 image classification workflows where images were either
segmented or left unprocessed before the subsequent training and evaluation of a binary skin lesion classifier.

Methods: Separate binary skin lesion classifiers (nevus vs melanoma) were trained and evaluated on segmented and unsegmented
dermoscopic images. For a more informative result, separate classifiers were trained on 2 distinct training data sets (human against
machine [HAM] and International Skin Imaging Collaboration [ISIC]). Each training run was repeated 5 times. The mean
performance of the 5 runs was evaluated on a multi-source test set (n=688) consisting of a holdout and an external component.

Results: Our findings showed that when trained on HAM, the segmented classifiers showed a higher overall balanced accuracy
(75.6% [SD 1.1%]) than the unsegmented classifiers (66.7% [SD 3.2%]), which was significant in 4 out of 5 runs (P<.001). The
overall balanced accuracy was numerically higher for the unsegmented ISIC classifiers (78.3% [SD 1.8%]) than for the segmented
ISIC classifiers (77.4% [SD 1.5%]), which was significantly different in 1 out of 5 runs (P=.004).

Conclusions: Image segmentation does not result in overall performance decrease but it causes the beneficial removal of
lesion-adjacent confounding factors. Thus, it is a viable option to address the negative impact that confounding factors have on
deep learning models in dermatology. However, the segmentation step might introduce new pitfalls, which require further
investigations.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e21695)   doi:10.2196/21695

KEYWORDS

dermatology; diagnosis; artificial intelligence; neural networks; image segmentation; confounding factors; artifacts; melanoma;
nevus; deep learning
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Introduction

Deep learning models have achieved impressive results in
dermoscopic image skin cancer classification, as exemplified
by a range of studies on binary and multiclass classification
tasks [1-5]. The creation of open-source dermoscopic image
databases [6-8] has enabled much of the current research in this
area by facilitating the training and evaluation of deep learning
models. Supervised learning is commonly used, where the deep
learning model is trained on labeled training data (eg,
dermoscopic image plus its corresponding diagnosis), and it
continually optimizes its internal parameters. This produces an
inferred function that ideally classifies previously unseen data
correctly based on a valid strategy (eg, in the case of skin
lesions, based on relevant biological and structural features).
However, it is not uncommon for deep learning models to learn
spurious correlations within the training data. As a result, these
models fail when evaluating data not exhibiting the respective
correlations. In image analysis, such correlations are often
introduced by visual artifacts, which act as confounding factors
and have been observed to result in performance degradation
[9,10]. A recent dermatology study showed that skin markings
significantly interfered with the correct diagnosis of nevi by
deep learning convolutional neural networks (CNNs) by
increasing the melanoma probability scores and consequently,

the false-positive rate [11]. Besides skin markings with
stains/ink, a variety of artifacts are encountered in public and
proprietary dermoscopic image databases, such as dark image
corners, gel bubbles, color charts, ruler marks, or skin hairs (see
Figure 1).

A variety of strategies have been proposed to tackle confounding
factors such as digital hair removal, image cropping, or image
segmentation [12]. In image segmentation, an image is
partitioned into 2 or more regions so that each region can be
analyzed on its own. Dermoscopic image segmentation usually
partitions the image into foreground (lesion) and background
(surrounding skin, see Figure 1). This preprocessing approach
has the advantage that it not only simplifies the representation
of the image but also removes the surrounding artifacts.
Theoretically, the image fed to the deep learning model after
segmentation consists mainly of the lesion, which presumably
contains the most information but the least confounding factors.

In this study, we therefore determined if and how image
segmentation affects skin lesion classification performance of
deep learning–based algorithms. We compared the performance
of 2 workflows: one where skin lesion classifiers were trained
by a traditional end-to-end approach on unsegmented
dermoscopic images and one where classifiers were trained by
a two-step approach on images that have undergone prior
segmentation.

Figure 1. Typical artifacts encountered in dermoscopic image databases. Panels A-D show an exemplary range of artifacts often found in dermoscopic
images, which are (left to right) color charts and hair, text, ruler markings, and marker ink. Panels E-H show how a corresponding segmented image
could look like, with the surrounding artifacts removed but artifacts within the lesion (Panel E) still visible.

Methods

Study Design
Binary classifiers (nevus vs melanoma) were trained on 2
different data sets and on unsegmented or segmented images,
respectively, resulting in 4 separate types of classifiers. All
classifiers were evaluated on a test set (n=688) consisting of 1

holdout component (n=200) and 3 external components (n=488).
For each classifier type, 5 training and testing runs were
performed in order to obtain robust performance estimates,
which encompass the stochastic nature of the training process
(see Figure 2). Ethics approval was waived by the ethics
committee of the University of Heidelberg, as images were open
source and anonymous.
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Figure 2. Flowchart of the study design. A training data set consisting of images from 2 different sources was either segmented or not segmented and
split into 2 smaller partitions based on image origin (HAM or ISIC). An individual classifier was then trained on each of the 4 training sets and evaluated
on a multi-source test set, which underwent a preprocessing step that equaled the training data preprocessing. Training and evaluation were repeated a
total of 5 times for a more robust measure. HAM: human against machine data set; ISIC: international skin imaging collaboration data set; PH2: hospital
Pedro Hispano data set; PROP: proprietary data set.

Data Sets
Dermoscopic images for developing the segmentation model
were obtained from task 1 of the International Skin Imaging
Collaboration (ISIC) 2018 challenge [7,13]. This data set is
already split into a training, validation, and test set by the
challenge organizers and contains dermoscopic lesion images
together with a binary image mask, which partitions the image
into a background (areas outside the primary lesion) and
foreground (areas inside the primary lesion). This mask
represents the “ground truth” with respect to the correct
partitioning of the images. Dermoscopic images for developing
the skin lesion classifiers were obtained from 2 sources: from
part 3 of the ISIC 2017 challenge [6] and from the human
against machine (HAM) data set [7]. Both data sets are mutually
exclusive, with the HAM data set showing considerably fewer
artifacts than the ISIC data set. Duplicated images within the
HAM data set were removed prior to splitting the data set into
the training, validation, and test set. The ISIC 2017 challenge
data set had already been split by the challenge organizers.

Two additional external data sets were used for classifier
evaluation. The first data set is publicly available and contains
dermoscopic images acquired at the Dermatology Service of
Hospital Pedro Hispano (PH2), Matosinhos, Portugal [8]. The
second data set is proprietary (PROP) and contains dermoscopic
images acquired from the Department of Dermatology and
Allergy, University Hospital, LMU Munich, Munich and from
the Department of Dermatology, Heidelberg University,
Mannheim. Both data sets also contain some of the artifacts
observed in ISIC and HAM, such as black image corners, rulers,
or skin markings. As PH2 also contains binary image masks
from dermatologists, this data set was also used for the
evaluation of the segmentation model. Details on the training,

validation, and test set composition are listed in Table S1 of
Multimedia Appendix 1.

Segmentation Model and Classifier Development
For image segmentation, a CNN in the form of a U-Net was
employed [14]. The model’s raw output, which consists of a
binary image mask, was further automatically processed by
removing noise, closing holes, and replacing empty masks. Skin
lesion classifiers were generated using a ResNet50 architecture,
which was pretrained on ImageNet. For details on segmentation
model and classifier development, refer to the supplementary
methods (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Analysis
The segmentation model’s performance was evaluated using a
thresholded mean Jaccard index, a score between 0 and 1, which
measures the similarity between the ground truth mask and the
model’s output mask. The threshold was based on the ISIC 2018
challenge and set to 0.65, meaning that any lower scores were
set to 0. The performance for each individual classifier was
measured using balanced accuracy as the primary endpoint,
with sensitivity, specificity, and area under the receiver
operating characteristic curve (AUROC) as secondary endpoints.
As we repeated each classifier training and evaluation step 5
times, metrics were first computed for each individual classifier
and then averaged to obtain a mean performance measure.
Performance comparisons were carried out between the
preprocessing methods (ie, segmented vs unsegmented) and not
between the underlying training data sets (ie, not HAM vs ISIC).
Thus, we compared HAM segmented to HAM unsegmented
and ISIC segmented to ISIC unsegmented but not HAM
segmented to ISIC segmented. Statistical significance was
evaluated for the primary endpoint by using a two-sided
McNemar test and considered significant at P<.005 (Bonferroni
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correction by a factor of 10) to account for multiple testing when
comparing the individual segmented HAM/ISIC classifiers to
unsegmented HAM/ISIC classifiers for each of the 5 runs
(one-on-one comparison). P values are listed only for significant
runs.

Results

Segmentation Model Performance
The thresholded Jaccard index on the ISIC holdout test set for
the segmentation model after mask postprocessing was 0.75
and increased to 0.81 on the external PH2 set.

Classifier Performance
The overall balanced accuracy was numerically higher for the
unsegmented ISIC classifiers (78.3% [SD 1.8%]) than for the

segmented ISIC classifiers (77.4% [SD 1.5%]). This was
significantly different in 1 out of 5 runs (P=.004). When trained
on HAM, the segmented classifiers showed a higher overall
balanced accuracy (75.6% [SD 1.1%]) than the unsegmented
classifiers (66.7% [SD 3.2%]). This difference was significant
for 4 out of the 5 classifiers (P<.001). A subanalysis of the
performance on the holdout and external test set component
shows that segmented classifiers had a numerically higher
overall balanced accuracy on the external component than
unsegmented classifiers, regardless of the data set source (see
Table 1). The reverse trend was observed for the holdout
component. AUROC followed the same trends as mean balanced
accuracy.

Table 1. Overview of the balanced accuracy and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve for each type of classifier across the holdout,
external, and overall test set.

Trained classifiersTest set components, metric

ISIC unsegmented (%)ISICb segmented (%)HAM unsegmented (%)HAMa segmented (%)

Holdout

80.0 (2.6)77.1 (1.5)89.4 (0.9) c87.6 (1.4)Balanced accuracy, mean (SD)

0.89 (0.1)0.839 (0.008)0.964 (0.002)0.95 (0.006)AUROCd, mean (SD)

External

77.6 (1.7)78.2 (1.6)57.6 (4.1)69.9 (1.3)Balanced accuracy, mean (SD)

0.851 (0.018)0.874 (0.005)0.647 (0.025)0.765 (0.011)AUROC, mean (SD)

Overall

78.3 (1.8)77.4 (1.5)66.7 (3.2)75.6 (1.1)Balanced accuracy, mean (SD)

0.862 (0.014)0.856 (0.005)0.763 (0.02)0.841 (0.008)AUROC, mean (SD)

aHAM: human against machine data set.
bISIC: International Skin Imaging Collaboration data set.
cThe italicized data indicate the higher metric when comparing between classifiers trained on a segmented/unsegmented version of the same data set.
dAUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.

ISIC classifiers (regardless of preprocessing) show a comparable
balanced accuracy across the holdout and external test set
components, resulting in a similar balanced accuracy for the
overall test set. In contrast, the segmented HAM classifiers
show a substantially higher overall balanced accuracy to the
unsegmented HAM classifiers. This better overall balanced
accuracy stems from a visible performance difference on the

external test set component, which is largely driven by a drop
in the balanced accuracy for PH2. Here, the balanced accuracy
of unsegmented HAM classifiers was 63.2% (SD 7.1%)
compared to 84.4% (SD 2.9%) for the segmented HAM
classifiers (see Table 2). Equivalent tables showing the results
for the metric sensitivity and specificity are found in Table S2
and Table S3 of Multimedia Appendix 1.
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Table 2. Overview of the balanced accuracy and area under the receiver operating characteristic curve for each type of classifier across the external
test set’s 3 individual components.

Trained classifiersExternal test set components, metric

ISIC unsegmented (%)ISICb segmented (%)HAM unsegmented (%)HAMa segmented (%)

HAM/ISICc

76.5 (1.8)74.1 (3.6)58.9 (3.1)61.0 (1.3) dBalanced accuracy, mean (SD)

0.851 (0.022)0.827 (0.019)0.636 (0.023)0.628 (0.005)AUROCe, mean (SD)

PH2f

83.7 (0.8)86.4 (1.3)63.2 (7.1)84.4 (2.9)Balanced accuracy, mean (SD)

0.912 (0.018)0.947 (0.007)0.894 (0.021)0.928 (0.022)AUROC, mean (SD)

PROPg

74.6 (2.8)68.7 (1.6)75.7 (4.2)71.1 (1.8)Balanced accuracy, mean (SD)

0.814 (0.015)0.88 (0.025)0.857 (0.034)0.825 (0.033)AUROC, mean (SD)

aHAM: human against machine data set.
bISIC: International Skin Imaging Collaboration data set.
cIf classifiers were trained on HAM images, the first external test set component consists of ISIC and vice versa.
dThe italicized data indicate the higher metric when comparing between classifiers trained on a segmented/unsegmented version of the same data set.
eAUROC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.
fPH2: hospital Pedro Hispano data set.
gPROP: proprietary data set.

Additional Analyses
Some additional analyses were carried out based on the obtained
results. As the unsegmented HAM classifiers showed poor
performance on PH2 with high sensitivity (95.5% [SD 1.9%])
but low specificity (30.9% [SD 13.6%], Table S3 of Multimedia
Appendix 1), their performance was again evaluated on cropped
unsegmented PH2 images. As the PH2 data set consists of
images with predominantly black corners (see Figure 3), we
speculated that these could be artifacts, which caused the drop
in performance. We therefore manually cropped all unsegmented
PH2 images just enough so that any black corner was removed.
On cropped PH2 images, specificity increased to 65.8% (SD
8.3%) at almost unchanged sensitivity of 93.5% (SD 3%),
resulting in an overall mean balanced accuracy of 79.6% (SD
3.8%). As the unsegmented ISIC classifiers showed a
comparable performance to the segmented ISIC classifiers, there
was no reason to assume that these classifiers are also negatively
influenced by black image corners. However, when its
performance was evaluated on cropped PH2, sensitivity

decreased from 82% (SD 2.9%) (unsegmented) to 67.5% (SD
5.7%) (cropped) with specificity increasing from 85.4% (SD
2.8%) to 89.4% (SD 1.7%), resulting in a change of mean
balanced accuracy from 83.7% (SD 0.8%) to 78.4% (SD 3.6%).

As ground truth segmentation masks were available for the PH2
data set, PH2 images were experimentally segmented using
these masks instead of the masks produced by the segmentation
model and subsequently used for evaluation. These masks were
produced by an expert dermatologist; therefore, a similar
performance was expected. However, segmented HAM and
ISIC classifiers showed a lower balanced accuracy for PH2
images when processed by the ground truth masks (82% [SD
2.2%] and 76.1% [SD 2.9%], respectively) as opposed to the
segmentation model mask (84.4% [SD 2.9%] and 86.4% [SD
1.3%], respectively). This change resulted from a drop in
specificity from 80.2% (SD 3.8%) and 82.4% (SD 5.0%) to
76.5% (SD 5.6%) and 63.2% (SD 9.7%) at almost constant
sensitivity (88.5% [SD 5.1%] and 90.5% [SD 3.7%] vs 87.5%
[SD 5.0%] and 89.0% [SD 5.1%], respectively).
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Figure 3. Exemplary predictions of a classifier trained on unsegmented HAM (left) and ISIC (right) images and evaluated on unsegmented and cropped
PH2 images. The target class (ground truth) for each lesion is displayed to the left, with the classifier’s output probability for the target class on top. An
output probability larger than 50% corresponds to a correct classification, which is also indicated by a blue frame, whereas an orange frame denotes an
incorrect classification. HAM: human against machine data set; ISIC: international skin imaging collaboration data set; PH2: hospital Pedro Hispano
data set.

Discussion

Overview of the Study
In this study, we established and compared the performance of
2 classification workflows. The first workflow did not include
a preprocessing step, and training and test set images were
unmodified. The second included preprocessing where images
were segmented prior to classifier training and evaluation. For
training, we used 2 distinct training data sets (HAM and ISIC)
and established the performance on a multi-source test set. Our
findings show that while performance is highly dependent on
the source of the training and test set, segmentation does not

lead to an overall decrease in the performance of a ResNet50
architecture and may even lead to an improved classifier, which
is presumably at a decreased risk to suffer from common
lesion-adjacent confounding factors.

Principal Results
The overall comparable performance of classifiers trained on
segmented and unsegmented images shows that classifiers are
able to distinguish melanoma from nevus images based largely
on the lesion itself without requiring the surrounding skin area
for additional information. This is not unexpected as visual
inspection by dermatologists also mainly focuses on global and
local features within the lesion, although features such as
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increased vascularization of the surrounding skin and lesions
on sun-damaged or aged skin are associated with a higher risk
of skin cancer and can thus be used as cues. While segmentation
requires an extra step compared to end-to-end classification, it
may be worthwhile as proper segmentation removes potential
preexisting confounding factors surrounding the lesion (albeit
not within the lesion, eg, hairs, overlapping rulers). Given the
prevalence and large variety of artifacts in public dermoscopic
databases such as ISIC, such measures are warranted to
counteract the possibility of the classifier incorporating
confounding factors in its decision process. For example, gentian
violet skin markers were previously shown to be associated
with a higher melanoma probability by a CNN approved for
use as a medical device in the European market [11]. As artifact
perception by a CNN-based classifier is dependent on the
constitution of the underlying training data, this finding is not
necessarily applicable to other CNN-based classifiers but
highlights the negative impact of artifacts that may manifest
themselves in a variety of ways. In this study, we hypothesize
that classifiers trained on unsegmented HAM and ISIC images
correlate black image corners with the occurrence of melanoma,
albeit to varying degrees. Both unsegmented classifiers were
evaluated on unsegmented and cropped PH2 images, where
cropping completely removed the black corners (see Figure 3).
In both cases, specificity increased when using cropped PH2
images. Sensitivity remained almost unchanged for the HAM
classifiers and decreased for the ISIC classifiers, suggesting
that classifiers trained on either training set associate black
image corners with melanoma, but weigh its importance
differently. Alternatively, it cannot be ruled out that the observed
performance change stems from the cropping process, which
introduces resolution changes, image distortions, and the
removal of potentially relevant biological information if parts
of the lesion are cropped out. However, given the one-sided
performance increase (ie, for specificity) for classifiers from
both data sets and the large prevalence of black image corners
in the HAM and ISIC training data, a correlation is not unlikely.

As the segmentation step lies upstream of the classifier training
and evaluation steps, the latter two are highly dependent on the

output quality of the former. While the model employed in this
study achieved a threshold Jaccard index lower than the score
obtained by the ISIC 2018 challenge winners (0.75 vs 0.80), a
general visual inspection of the segmentation masks suggested
sufficient quality (ie, lesions visible with large portions of the
background adequately removed). Further evaluation of its
performance on an external data set (PH2) indicated that the
segmentation model generalizes well and can be employed for
segmenting images from external data sets. Assuming that
classifier performance is partially indicative of segmentation
performance, the segmentation model generalized adequately
for HAM and PH2 images (known of course for the latter
already due to the ground truth masks, but confirmed here
again). In contrast, classifiers trained on segmented images
performed worse on PROP with low mean balanced accuracies.
Given that classifiers trained on unsegmented images did not
suffer from this issue, insufficient segmentation masks are a
possible candidate for the problem. This is, however, difficult
to verify due to the nonexisting ground truth masks. This
illustrates that the performance of segmented classifiers is
ultimately tied to the performance of the segmentation model.

In practice, identifying and fixing obviously faulty segmentation
masks manually at test time should be feasible but may not be
sufficient. As seen for the analysis of the PH2 set, where model
segmentation masks were compared to ground truth
segmentation masks, classifier performance may be strongly
influenced by the precise way that the segmentation is done,
with small differences causing large negative effects (see Figure
4). Training sets of automatically segmented images could
contain their own kind of artifacts introduced by the automated
segmentation process. We speculate that masks produced by
the segmentation model have distinctive visual characteristics
based on its training set and postprocessing methods. For
instance, a certain amount of the adjacent skin may be included
or the segmentation creates unique borders (eg, smoothness of
edges). Any classifier trained on images with such segmentation
masks might pick up on such subtleties and become susceptible
to segmentation masks of a different variety.
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Figure 4. Exemplary predictions of a classifier trained on unsegmented HAM (left) and ISIC (right) images and evaluated on PH2 images with different
segmentation masks. PH2 images in the SM column were segmented using the segmentation model. PH2 images in the GT column were segmented
using dermatologist-generated ground truth segmentation masks. The target class (ground truth) for each lesion is displayed to the left, with the classifier’s
output probability for the target class on top. An output probability larger than 50% corresponds to a correct classification, which is also indicated by
a blue frame, whereas an orange frame denotes an incorrect classification. GT: ground truth; HAM: human against machine data set; ISIC: international
skin imaging collaboration data set; PH2: hospital Pedro Hispano data set; SM: segmentation model.

Future Work and Limitations
While the study aimed at only comparing the performance of
2 classification workflows where classifiers were trained on
segmented/unsegmented images, there is notable performance
variation dependent on the training and test sets. While the
HAM training set contained more unique melanoma lesions
(514 vs 374, Table S1 of Multimedia Appendix 1), the ISIC
training data set contained more images of biopsy-verified
lesions and thus, probably more borderline cases. These distinct
features may be advantageous or detrimental for classifier
performance on any given test set. Future work should address

the issue of faulty segmentation masks and closely investigate
the potential artifacts arising from an upstream segmentation
step. As classification was done in a binary instead of a
multi-class setting due to limited data availability, these findings
might not generalize to a multi-class setting. Furthermore,
performance was only shown here for 1 architecture; thus,
generalizability to similar architectures, while expected, is not
guaranteed.

Conclusion
Skin lesion classifiers trained and evaluated on segmented
images have an overall comparable performance to classifiers
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trained and evaluated on unsegmented images that show the
exact same lesion. In addition, segmentation comes with the
added benefit of removing lesion-adjacent artifacts, which may
act as confounding factors. However, this benefit comes at a

cost, as classifier performance is tied to the segmentation quality.
Further, image segmentation may introduce new pitfalls. Hence,
further investigation is required to elucidate the effects of
segmentation observed in this study.
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Abstract

Background: Misuse of substances is common, can be serious and costly to society, and often goes untreated due to barriers
to accessing care. Woebot is a mental health digital solution informed by cognitive behavioral therapy and built upon an artificial
intelligence–driven platform to deliver tailored content to users. In a previous 2-week randomized controlled trial, Woebot
alleviated depressive symptoms.

Objective: This study aims to adapt Woebot for the treatment of substance use disorders (W-SUDs) and examine its feasibility,
acceptability, and preliminary efficacy.

Methods: American adults (aged 18-65 years) who screened positive for substance misuse without major health contraindications
were recruited from online sources and flyers and enrolled between March 27 and May 6, 2020. In a single-group pre/postdesign,
all participants received W-SUDs for 8 weeks. W-SUDs provided mood, craving, and pain tracking and modules (psychoeducational
lessons and psychotherapeutic tools) using elements of dialectical behavior therapy and motivational interviewing. Paired samples
t tests and McNemar nonparametric tests were used to examine within-subject changes from pre- to posttreatment on measures
of substance use, confidence, cravings, mood, and pain.

Results: The sample (N=101) had a mean age of 36.8 years (SD 10.0), and 75.2% (76/101) of the participants were female,
78.2% (79/101) were non-Hispanic White, and 72.3% (73/101) were employed. Participants’ W-SUDs use averaged 15.7 (SD
14.2) days, 12.1 (SD 8.3) modules, and 600.7 (SD 556.5) sent messages. About 94% (562/598) of all completed psychoeducational
lessons were rated positively. From treatment start to end, in-app craving ratings were reduced by half (87/101, 86.1% reporting
cravings in the app; odds ratio 0.48, 95% CI 0.32-0.73). Posttreatment assessment completion was 50.5% (51/101), with better
retention among those who initially screened higher on substance misuse. From pre- to posttreatment, confidence to resist urges
to use substances significantly increased (mean score change +16.9, SD 21.4; P<.001), whereas past month substance use occasions
(mean change −9.3, SD 14.1; P<.001) and scores on the Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test-Concise (mean change −1.3,
SD 2.6; P<.001), 10-item Drug Abuse Screening Test (mean change −1.2, SD 2.0; P<.001), Patient Health Questionnaire-8 item
(mean change 2.1, SD 5.2; P=.005), Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7 (mean change −2.3, SD 4.7; P=.001), and cravings scale
(68.6% vs 47.1% moderate to extreme; P=.01) significantly decreased. Most participants would recommend W-SUDs to a friend
(39/51, 76%) and reported receiving the service they desired (41/51, 80%). Fewer felt W-SUDs met most or all of their needs
(22/51, 43%).
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Conclusions: W-SUDs was feasible to deliver, engaging, and acceptable and was associated with significant improvements in
substance use, confidence, cravings, depression, and anxiety. Study attrition was high. Future research will evaluate W-SUDs in
a randomized controlled trial with a more diverse sample and with the use of greater study retention strategies.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04096001; http://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04096001.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24850)   doi:10.2196/24850

KEYWORDS

artificial intelligence; conversational agent; chatbot; addiction; substance misuse; treatment; acceptability; feasibility; craving;
psychoeducation; psychotherapeutic; mobile phone

Introduction

Misuse of substances is common, can be serious and costly to
society, and often goes untreated due to barriers to accessing
care. Globally, 3.5 million people die from alcohol and illicit
drug use each year [1]. The disease burden of alcohol and illicit
drug addiction is the highest in the United States [2]. Over 20
million Americans (aged 12 years and older) had a substance
use disorder (SUD) in 2018, 73% had an alcohol use disorder,
40% had an illicit drug use disorder, and 13% had both alcohol
and illicit drug use disorders [3]. Approximately half (47%) of
Americans with an SUD had a co-occurring mental illness.
Treatment of depression and anxiety, the most common
psychiatric comorbidities among patients with SUDs, may
reduce craving and substance use and enhance overall outcomes
[4].

In 2018, less than 1 in 5 individuals with a SUD received
addiction treatment [3]. Alcohol and illicit drug misuse and
addiction cost the United States over US $440 billion annually
in lost workplace productivity, health care expenses, and
crime-related costs [5]. Potential effects on individuals include
an array of physical and mental health problems, overdose,
trauma, and violence [5].

Web-based interventions and digital health apps may reduce or
eliminate common, significant barriers to traditional SUD
treatment (eg, stigma; financial, time, and transportation
constraints; lack of access to qualified providers; challenges
navigating complex treatment systems; and low perceived
utility) [6]. Preliminary evidence suggests that digital SUD
interventions affect substance use behavior [6,7] and have the
potential to reduce the population burden of SUDs. To date,
most digital SUD interventions have been delivered on a web
platform, rather than via mobile apps. The widespread use of
smartphones makes app-based intervention delivery a viable
and scalable medium. In 2019, about 8 out of 10 White, Black,
and Latinx adults owned a smartphone [8]. Although
lower-income adults were less likely to own a smartphone than
higher-income adults, they were more likely to rely on
smartphones for internet access [9]. In a 2015 survey, 58% of
mobile phone owners reported downloading a health app [10].
Texting is the most widely and frequently used app on a
smartphone, with 97% of Americans texting at least once a day
[11].

Automated conversational agents can deliver a coach-like or
sponsor-like experience and yet do not require human
implementation assistance for in-the-moment treatment delivery.

As recent meta-analytic work suggests, conversational text-based
agents may increase engagement and enjoyment in digitized
mental health care [12], whereas most general mental health
care apps face difficulty sustaining engagement with high
dropout [13,14]. Conversational agents can provide real-time
support to address substance use urges, unlike traditional
in-person frameworks of weekly visits. The scale potential of
conversational agents is unconstrained, immediate, and available
to users in an instant [12]. Being nonhuman based also reduces
perceived stigma. A study found that people were significantly
more likely to disclose personal information to artificial
intelligence when they believed it was computer- rather than
human-monitored [15]. Users can develop a strong therapeutic
alliance in the absence of face-to-face contact [16], even with
a nonhuman app [17]. Digital environments can promote honest
disclosure due to greater ease of processing thoughts [16] and
reduced risk of embarrassment [17]. Finally, although
conversational agents can present in different modalities,
including text, verbal [18,19], and animation [20-25],
preliminary research on modality for psychoeducation delivery
specifically found that text-based presentation resulted in higher
program adherence than verbal presentation [26].

Evidence for conversational agent interventions for addressing
mental health problems is growing quickly and appears
promising with regard to acceptability and efficacy [27].
Developed as a mental health digital app, Woebot is a text-based
conversational agent available to check in with users whenever
they have smartphone access. Using conversational tones,
Woebot is designed to encourage mood tracking and to deliver
general psychoeducation as well as tailored empathy, cognitive
behavioral therapy (CBT)–based behavior change tools, and
behavioral pattern insight. Among a sample of adults (N=70)
randomly assigned to Woebot or an information only control
group, Woebot users had statistically and clinically significant
reductions in depressive symptoms (F1,48=6.03; P=.02) after 2
weeks of use, whereas those in the control group did not.
Engagement with the app was high (averaging 12 interactions
within 14 days) [18].

However, the efficacy of conversational agents for treating
SUDs remains unknown. Woebot’s app-based platform and
user-centered design philosophy make it a promising modality
for SUD treatment delivery; it offers immediate, evidence-based
tailored support in the peak moment of craving. An informal
poll of Woebot users (in July 2018) indicated that 63% had
interest in content addressing SUDs; 22% of surveyed users
reported having 5 or more alcoholic drinks in a row within a
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couple of hours (ie, binge use) [28], and 5% endorsed using
nonprescription drugs.

Although the efficacy of automated conversational agent digital
therapeutics for SUDs is still untested, such products are
commercially available, and few consumers are aware that the
products lack evidence [29]. This study aims to adapt the
original Woebot for the treatment of SUDs (W-SUDs), and test
the feasibility, acceptability, and preliminary efficacy in a
single-group pre-/posttreatment design.

Methods

Study Design
In a single-group design, we examined within-subject changes
in self-reported substance use behavior, cravings, confidence
to resist urges to use substances, mood symptoms (depression,
anxiety), and pain from pre- to posttreatment. Intervention
engagement data were collected from the Woebot app during
the 8-week treatment period. Acceptability ratings were
collected within the app and within the posttreatment survey.
The study procedures were approved by the Institutional Review
Board of Stanford Medicine.

Sample Recruitment
Participants were recruited via the Woebot app, social media
(eg, Facebook and Nextdoor), Craigslist, and Stanford staff and
student wellness listservs. In addition, study flyers were posted
in the San Francisco Bay Area, and email invitations were sent
to participants from previous studies. Recruitment materials
included the URL on a webpage describing the study for people
with substance use concerns. Informed consent was required to
screen for eligibility. Those who screened as eligible were asked
to provide informed consent for participation in the study.

Inclusion criteria were all genders, aged 18 years to 65 years,
residing in the United States, screening positive on the 4-item
Cut down, Annoyed, Guilty, Eye opener-Adapted to Include
Drugs (CAGE-AID) [30] (ie, score of 2 or higher), owning a
smartphone for accessing Woebot, available for the 8-week
study, willing to provide an email address, and English literate.
The CAGE-AID has demonstrated validity, with high internal
consistency in screening for problematic drug and alcohol use;
a cutoff point of 2+ on the CAGE-AID has a sensitivity of 70%
and specificity of 85% for identifying individuals with SUDs
[30]. Study exclusion criteria were current pregnancy, history
of severe alcohol or drug-related medical problems (eg, delirium
tremens, seizure, liver disease, and hallucinations), opioid
overdose requiring Narcan (naloxone), current opioid misuse
without medication-assisted treatment, or attempted suicide
within the past year.

For this study, the target sample size was 50 participants;
however, due to a high level of response and efficiency,
enrollment was more than double our recruitment goal. Between
March 27, 2020 and May 6, 2020, 3597 individuals were
screened for study participation, with 3422 ineligible and 175
eligible individuals. Figure 1 shows the reasons for study
exclusion, most frequently residing outside of the United States
(2566/3433, 74.75%) and endorsing fewer than 2 criteria on the
CAGE-AID (1397/3433, 40.69%). Of the 175 eligible
participants, 141 provided informed consent to participate in
the study, of whom 128 completed the baseline survey. The
analytic sample consisted of 101 participants who ultimately
registered with W-SUDs and initiated use. Among the 101
participants enrolled, 11 (10.9%) reported previous use of the
Woebot app.

Figure 1. Study consort diagram. CAGE-AID: Cut down, Annoyed, Guilty, Eye Opener-Adapted to Include Drugs; DTs: delirium tremens; EOT: end
of treatment; ETOH: ethyl alcohol; HTN: hypertension; MAT: medication-assisted treatment; OD: overdose; Woebot-SUDs: Woebot for the treatment
of substance use disorders.
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Procedures
Those who provided informed consent and enrolled were asked
to use W-SUDs for 8 weeks. Assessments were administered
via Qualtrics at the beginning and end of the 8-week treatment
period. Participants received a US $25 Amazon gift card at the
end of the study for completing the posttreatment assessment.

W-SUDs Intervention
Described in detail previously [18], Woebot is an automated
conversational agent that delivers CBT in the format of brief,
daily text-based conversations. The Woebot program is deployed
through its own native apps on both iPhone and Android
smartphones or devices. The app onboarding process introduces
the automated conversational agent, explains the intended use
of the device, how data are treated, and the limitations of the
service (eg, it is not a crisis service). The user experience is
centered around mood tracking and goal-oriented, tailored
conversations that can, depending on user input and choice,
focus on CBT psychoeducation, application of psychotherapeutic
skills for change (eg, thought-challenging), mindfulness

exercises, gratitude journaling, and/or reflecting upon patterns
and lessons already covered. Each interaction begins with a
general inquiry about context (eg, “What’s going on in your
world right now?”) and mood (eg, “How are you feeling?”) to
ascertain affect in the moment. Additional therapeutic
process-oriented features of Woebot include delivery of
empathic responses with tailoring to users’ stated mood(s), goal
setting with regular check-ins for maintaining accountability,
a focus on motivation and engagement, and individualized
weekly reports to foster reflection. Users become familiar with
Woebot, which is a friendly, helpful character that is explicitly
not a human or a therapist but rather a guided self-help coach.
Daily push notifications prompt users to check in.

We adapted W-SUDs, drawing upon motivational interviewing
principles, mindfulness training, dialectical behavior therapy,
and CBT for relapse prevention. Sample screenshots from the
W-SUDs app are shown in Figure 2. In total, the W-SUDs
intervention was developed as an 8-week program with tracking
of mood, substance use craving, and pain, with over 50
psychoeducational lessons and psychotherapeutic skills.

Figure 2. Sample screenshots of the Woebot for substance use disorders app: a psychoeducational lesson called Misinformation, the core conversational
panel (featuring the Lesson Misinformation), and psychotherapeutic skills for behavior change and mood tracking.

CBT evidence-based, guided self-help treatments have ranged
in length from 2 to 12 weeks [31-34], and the National Institutes
for Clinical Excellence describes guided self-help as including
6 to 8 face-to-face sessions [35]. Early responsiveness to SUD
treatment is predictive of long-term outcomes [36], and brief
addiction treatments are efficacious [37]. Brief intervention can
minimize potential dropout, a problem common to SUD
treatment; [38] therefore, we designed W-SUDs as an 8-week
treatment.

Woebot is not designed to address active suicidal ideation or
overdose, and this was stated in the study informed consent. In
addition, Woebot conversationally informs first-time users that
it is not a crisis service. Woebot also has safety net detection
that uses natural language processing algorithms to detect and
flag several hundred possible harm-to-self phrases (including

some misspellings and slang phrases) with 98% accuracy
(sensitivity=97 and specificity=99; Woebot Health, unpublished
data, September 2020). Woebot detects crisis language (eg,
“want to cut myself”) and asks to confirm it with the user. If
the user confirms, Woebot offers resources (eg, 9-1-1, suicide
crisis hotlines), carefully curated with expert consultation.
Woebot data indicate that users do not use Woebot for crisis
management; approximately 6.3% trigger the safety net protocol,
with 27% of those confirming that it is indeed a crisis when
Woebot asks to confirm (ie, the true positive rate).

Assessments
Demographic items were assessed at pretreatment; substance
use, mental health, and pain measures were administered at pre-
and posttreatment; serious adverse events and W-SUDs
feasibility and acceptability were assessed at posttreatment; and
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W-SUDs use data were collected via the Woebot app over the
8-week intervention. Demographic items included self-reported
sex, race and ethnicity, age, marital status, employment status,
residential zip code, and sheltering-in-place status given the
COVID-19 pandemic.

The Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test-Concise
(AUDIT-C), a widely used 3-item self-report measure based on
the 10-item original AUDIT [39], assessed hazardous or harmful
alcohol consumption in the past 3 months. A score of 4+ for
men and 3+ for women indicated significant problems with
alcohol consumption. The AUDIT-C has been found to be a
valid screening test for heavy drinking and/or active alcohol
abuse or dependence [39]. The Drug Abuse Screening Test-10
(DAST-10), a 10-item self-report measure adapted from the
28-item DAST [40], assessed consequences related to drug
abuse, excluding alcohol and tobacco in the past 3 months. The
last item of the DAST-10 regarding medical problems resulting
from drug use was not reassessed because it was an exclusion
criterion in the study screener; hence, the total possible range
for the sample was 0-9, not 0-10. Total scores of 3+ indicated
significant problems related to drug abuse. The DAST-10 has
moderate test-retest reliability, sensitivity, and specificity [40].
For the AUDIT-C and DAST-10 measures at posttreatment, the
reference period was the past 2 months, to reflect the period of
intervention. Craving was assessed with a single item asking,
“In the past 7 days, how much were you bothered by cravings
or urges to drink alcohol or use drugs?”, with response options
of not at all (0), a little bit (1), moderately (2), quite a bit (3),
and extremely (4). The Brief Situational Confidence
Questionnaire [41], a state-dependent measure, assessed
self-confidence to resist the urge “right now” to drink heavily
(self-defined) or use drugs in different situations reported on
visual analog scales (100 mm lines) anchored from 0% “not at
all confident” to 100% “totally confident.”

The Patient Health Questionnaire-8 item (PHQ-8), an 8-item
scale, assessed depressive symptoms [42], and the Generalized
Anxiety Disorder-7 item (GAD-7), a 7-item scale, assessed
symptoms of generalized anxiety disorder [43]. Both the PHQ-8
and GAD-7 have good internal consistency and demonstrated
convergent validity with measures of depression, stress, and
anxiety. A total of 2 items assessed the history of therapy (ever
and current) for mental health or substance use concerns.
Lifetime psychiatric diagnoses were assessed using 10 items
plus a write-in option for others. A single item assessed currently
taking prescribed medications for a psychiatric diagnosis.

The treatment feasibility and acceptability of W-SUDs were
assessed posttreatment using the Usage Rating
Profile-Intervention (URP-I) Feasibility (6 items) and
Acceptability (6 items) scales [44], the 8-item Client Satisfaction
Questionnaire-8 questions (CSQ-8) [45], and the 12-item
Working Alliance Inventory-Short Revised (WAI-SR) [46].
The URP-I item response options ranged from strongly disagree
to strongly agree; the items were summed for a total score within
each scale, with one feasibility item reverse coded. The CSQ-8
items have 4-point rating scales with response descriptors that
vary. Internal consistency exceeds 0.90, and the total sum score
ranges from 8 to 32, with higher total scores indicating higher
satisfaction. The WAI-SR has three 4-item subscales, with

5-point rating scales, that reflect development of an affective
bond in treatment and level of agreement with treatment goals
and treatment tasks. Serious adverse events occurring in the 8
weeks after the start of the study were assessed for
hospitalization related to substance use, suicide attempt, alcohol
or drug overdose, and severe withdrawal (eg, delirium tremens).
Positive endorsements were followed up with questions about
the timing, diagnosis, and resolution. If additional details were
needed to determine whether the event was study related, a team
member reached out to the participant. Serious adverse events
were reported to the study’s Data Safety Monitoring Board
(DSMB) within 72 hours of the team learning of the event.

Participants’ W-SUDs app use, including days of app use,
number of check-ins, and number of messages sent, was
collected via the Woebot app, as were module completion rates,
lesson acceptability ratings indicated on a binary scale (ie, a
thumbs up or thumbs down emoticon), and mood impact after
tools utilization (ie, feeling same, better, or worse after
completion). In addition, on a daily basis, the W-SUDs app
assessed mood, cravings or urges to use, and pain.
In-the-moment emotional state was reported through emoji
selection with a default menu of 19 total moods, including
options for negative (angry, sad, and anxious), positive (happy
and content), and average mood (okay), with an additional
ability to type in free text emotion words and/or self-selected
emoji expressions. Cravings were assessed as not at all (0), a
little bit (1), moderately (2), quite a bit (3), or extremely (4).
Physical pain was rated on a scale of 0 to 10.

Data Analyses
Descriptive statistics (means and frequencies) were used to
describe the sample and examine the ratings of program
feasibility and acceptability. Paired samples t tests and McNemar
nonparametric tests examined within-subject changes from pre-
to posttreatment on measures of substance use, confidence,
cravings, mood, and pain. Change scores were calculated (pre-
minus posttreatment), and bivariate correlations were used to
examine associations between changes in AUDIT-C and
DAST-10 scores and changes in use occasions, confidence, and
depression and anxiety scores. t tests were conducted to examine
changes from pre- to posttreatment in substance use, confidence,
mood, and pain by whether participants were currently in
therapy or taking psychiatric medications. Posttreatment survey
completion was 50.5% (51/101), with better retention among
those with a higher CAGE-AID score at screening (γ=0.37;
P=.02). Retention was lowest among those with a CAGE-AID
score of 2 (7/26, 27%) and higher for those scoring 3 (22/38,
58%) or 4 (22/37, 59%). Retention was unrelated to participant
demographic characteristics, previous use of Woebot, psychiatric
diagnoses, primary problematic substance, depressive symptoms,
pain, cravings, confidence, substance use occasions, AUDIT-C
scores, or DAST-10 scores (all P values>.102). Missing data
on individual survey items was minimal. In a single instance,
a participant’s average score values were imputed when missing
1 item on the PHQ-8. Participants were prompted to report
craving and pain ratings within the W-SUDs app on a daily
basis. The data were aggregated so that if participants provided
multiple ratings within a day, the scores were averaged. To
examine changes over time, generalized estimating equation
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linear models were run with week entered as a factor, setting
week 1 as the reference category.

Results

Sample Characteristics
Table 1 presents the baseline characteristics of the participants.
According to zip code, the sample was drawn from 31 US states,

and at baseline, nearly all participants (99/101, 98.0%) reported
sheltering in place during the COVID-19 pandemic. Most
(73/101, 72.3%) reported a lifetime psychiatric diagnosis, most
commonly generalized anxiety disorder (49/101, 48.5%) and
unipolar depression (45/101, 44.6%), with 47.5% (48/101)
reporting multiple lifetime psychiatric diagnoses; few (6/101,
5.9%) reported a SUD diagnosis, 43.6% (44/101) were currently
taking psychiatric medication, and 25.7% (26/101) were
currently in therapy.
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Table 1. Sample characteristics at baseline (N=101).

Value, n (%)Mean (SD); rangeVariable

N/Aa36.8 (10.0); 19-62Age (years)

Sex

76 (75.2)N/AFemale

25 (24.8)N/AMale

Race and ethnicity

79 (78.2)N/ANon-Hispanic White

4 (4.0)N/AHispanic/Latinx

4 (4.0)N/ANon-Hispanic Black/African-American

3 (3.0)N/ANon-Hispanic Asian-American

7 (6.9)N/AMultiethnic

4 (4.0)N/AOther or missing

Marital status

54 (53.5)N/AMarried or cohabitating or partnered

14 (13.9)N/ADivorced or separated or widowed

33 (32.7)N/ASingle or never married

Employment status

62 (61.4)N/AEmployed full-time

11 (10.9)N/AEmployed part-time

12 (11.9)N/AUnemployed, job-seeking

16 (15.8)N/AOther (eg, retired, disabled, homemaker, and student)

COVID-19 situation

99 (98.0)N/ASheltering in place, lockdown, quarantined

2 (2.0)N/ANo restrictions

Lifetime psychiatric diagnoses

45 (44.6)N/AUnipolar depression

10 (9.9)N/ABipolar or manic depression

49 (48.5)N/AAnxiety disorder

19 (18.8)N/APosttraumatic stress disorder

15 (14.9)N/AAttention deficit hyperactivity disorder

12 (11.9)N/AOther (eg, obsessive compulsive disorder, eating disorder, and personality disorder)

6 (5.9)N/ASubstance use disorder

48 (47.5)N/AMultiple psychiatric diagnoses

28 (27.7)N/ANo lifetime psychiatric diagnoses

Therapy experience

30 (29.7)N/ANever

45 (44.6)N/AFormerly

26 (25.7)N/ACurrently

44 (43.6)N/ACurrently taking psychiatric medication

N/A10.8 (5.8); 0-24Patient Health Questionnaire-8 item depression (possible range 0-24)

54 (53.5)N/A10+ moderate-to-severe

N/A9.6 (5.7); 0-21General Anxiety Disorder-7 item anxiety (possible range 0-21)

47 (46.5)N/A10+ moderate-to-severe
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Value, n (%)Mean (SD); rangeVariable

N/A20.4 (22.3); 0-80Pain intensity in the past 7 days (possible range 0-100)

Pain interfere with normal work in the past 30 days

60 (59.4)N/ANot at all

23 (22.8)N/AA little bit

9 (8.9)N/AModerately

7 (6.9)N/AQuite a bit

2 (2.0)N/AExtremely

Primary substance

69 (68.3)N/AAlcohol

20 (19.8)N/ACannabis

7 (6.9)N/AStimulants or cocaine

5 (5.0)N/AOther (eg, club drugs, pain killers, and sedatives)

37 (36.6)N/AIndicated multi-substances

Past 30 days of substance useb (days), mean (SD) and n (%) reporting any past 30-day use

88 (87.1)19.4 (9.2); 1-30Alcohol

50 (49.5)19.4 (12.2); 1-30Cannabis

19 (18.8)5.3 (5.3); 1-15Sedatives

10 (9.9)2.0 (1.2); 1-5Hallucinogens

10 (9.9)21.9 (11.0); 2-30Prescription stimulants

5 (5.0)3.6 (4.0); 1-10Cocaine

4 (4.0)22.5 (13.1); 3-30Methamphetamine

4 (4.0)5.8 (3.3); 2-10Inhalants

5 (5.0)12.4 (15.2); 1-30Prescription opioids

0 (0)0 (0); 0Street opioids

N/A31.8 (17.7); 0-76Number of substance use occasions in the past 30 days

N/A5.5 (3.1); 0-12Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test-Concise (possible range 0-12)

18 (72)5.2 (3.2); 0-11Men (% with score 4+, clinical range)

59 (78)5.5 (3.1); 0-12Women (% with score 3+, clinical range)

N/A3.0 (2.6); 0-8Drug Abuse Screening Test-10 item (possible range 0-10)

56 (55.4)N/A% with score 3+, clinical range

Bothered by cravings in the past 7 days

7 (6.9)N/ANot at all

31 (30.7)N/AA little bit

33 (32.7)N/AModerately

23 (22.8)N/AQuite a bit

7 (6.9)N/AExtremely

Current confidence scoresc (possible range 0%-100%)

N/A38.5 (30.1); 0-100Negative emotional

N/A50.9 (33.4); 0-100Negative physical

N/A60.5 (31.7); 0-100Positive emotional

N/A54.1 (34.2); 0-100Testing personal control

N/A41.1 (28.7); 0-100Urges and temptations
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Value, n (%)Mean (SD); rangeVariable

N/A44.4 (30.9); 0-100Interpersonal conflict

N/A49.2 (33.4); 0-100Social pressure

N/A46.0 (31.2); 0-100Positive social

N/A48.1 (22.1); 0-100Overall confidence average score

aN/A: not applicable.
bSix participants reported no substance use in the past 30 days at baseline. The mean days of use were calculated among those who reported any use of
that substance in the past 30 days.
cValues presented are percentages.

Substance Use at Pretreatment
Self-identified primary problematic substances were alcohol
(69/101, 68.3%), cannabis (20/101, 19.8%), stimulants or
cocaine (7/101, 6.9%), and other (5/101, 4.9%). Over a third
(37/101, 36.6%) indicated problems with multiple substances.
Most (88/101, 87.1%) reported use of alcohol in the past month;
among past month drinkers, alcohol use averaged 19.4 of the
past 30 days. About half (50/101, 49.5%) reported use of
cannabis in the past month, among users averaging 19.4 of the
past 30 days. Less common was use of sedatives (19/101,
18.8%), hallucinogens (10/101, 9.9%), and prescription
stimulants (10/101, 9.9%) in the past month. None of the
participants reported use of street opioids in the past month.
Combining reported days of use across substances, the number
of use occasions in the past 30 days averaged 31.8 (SD 17.7)
with a wide range of 0-76. At baseline, AUDIT-C scores
averaged 5.5 (SD 3.1) for the overall sample, with 72% (18/25)
of men and 78% (59/76) of women scoring in the clinical range.
DAST-10 scores averaged 3.0 (SD 2.6), with 55.4% (56/101)
scoring in the clinical range. Nearly two-thirds (63/101, 62.4%)
of the sample reported being bothered in the past 7 days by
moderate-to-extreme cravings or urges to drink alcohol or use
drugs. Participants’ confidence in 8 domains to resist urges to
use substances ranged from an average of 60.5% (SD 31.7) for
positive emotional states to 38.5% (SD 30.1) for negative
emotional states, with an overall average of 48.1% (SD 22.1)
and a wide range of 1%-100%.

W-SUDs Use and Within-App User Feedback
Among the full sample (N=101), for the 8-week treatment
period, participants’ use of W-SUDs averaged 15.7 days (SD
14.2; median 10; IQR 20) or 2.0 times per week, with an average
of 600.7 user sent messages (SD 556.5; median 360; IQR 763)
or 75.1 messages per week and engagement on average with
12.1 modules (SD 8.3; median 9; IQR 12.5), which consist of
psychoeducational lessons and psychotherapeutic tools for mood
and behavior change. An indicator of intervention engagement
over time, Multimedia Appendix 1 shows the percentage of

participants actively sending messages by treatment week and,
among those participating each week, their average number of
messages. The types of conversations vary in length; therefore,
the total number of messages sent does not necessarily reflect
the richness of content reviewed. In addition, the individuals in
each week are not necessarily the same across weeks. For
example, someone could have sent messages in weeks 2 to 4
and 6 to 7 but not in weeks 5 or 8. The sample completed an
average of 7.9 psychoeducational lessons (SD 7.6; median 4;
IQR 12). Lesson completion rates were highest (>50%) for
content concerning COVID-19, urge surfing, and SUD labels
and lowest (<5%) for content concerning sleep and grief. Lesson
acceptability ratings were high across the board, with 94.0%
(562/598) of completed lessons receiving thumbs up.
Participants used an average of 4.3 tools (SD 1.4; median 4;
IQR 1). Mood impact after tool utilization, denoting in-vivo
mood modulation, was predominately positive (better=70%,
same=24%, and worse=6%). In total, 14 of the 101 users
(13.9%) completed all of the psychoeducational lessons in
W-SUDs before the end of the 8-week intervention period.

W-SUDs Mood, Craving, and Pain Ratings
A total of 1571 mood ratings were entered into the W-SUDs
app by 90 of the 101 (89.1%) participants, with each participant
entering on average 17.5 mood ratings (SD 16.1; median 10;
IQR 25.3) or 2.2 per week. A total of 1399 craving and 1403
pain ratings were entered into the W-SUDs app by 87 of the
101 participants (86.1%), with each participant providing an
average of 16.1 ratings (SD 14.8; median 9; IQR 21) for cravings
and 16.1 ratings (SD 14.9; median 9; IQR 21) for pain. Table
2 shows the number of participants providing craving ratings
for each week and summarizes the generalized estimating
equation model analyzing craving ratings over time. Compared
with week 1, craving ratings were significantly lower at weeks
4 through 9. By weeks 8 and 9, craving ratings were reduced
by approximately half of the sample’s mean rating at week 1.
In contrast, pain ratings did not differ significantly by week and
over the 9 weeks averaged 2.3 (SD 2.1), on a scale of 0 to 10.
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Table 2. Participants’ (N=101) craving ratings from week 1 to week 9 reported in the Woebot for the treatment of substance use disorders (W-SUDs)
app.

95% CIExp (B)P valueWald X2 (df)SEβCraving, mean (SD)bValue, na (%)Variable

RefRefRefRefRef0d1.59 (0.11)82 (81.2)Week 1c

0.761.080.90.251.35 (1)0.09−.111.48 (0.12)69 (68.3)Week 2

0.58-1.010.77.063.59 (1)0.14−.271.32 (0.14)55 (54.5)Week 3

0.50-0.950.69.025.33 (1)0.16−.381.21 (0.17)48 (47.5)Week 4

0.36-0.660.49<.00121.21 (1)0.16−.710.88 (0.15)39 (38.6)Week 5

0.38-0.830.56.0048.46 (1)0.20−.581.01 (0.21)32 (31.7)Week 6

0.37-0.810.54.0029.19 (1)0.20−.610.98 (0.18)30 (29.7)Week 7

0.30-0.690.46<.00113.84 (1)0.21−.780.81 (0.19)24 (23.8)Week 8

0.32-0.730.48.00111.62 (1)0.21−.730.86 (0.2)20 (19.8)Week 9e

aNumber of participants reporting their craving at least once each week with response options of not at all (0), a little bit (1), moderately (2), quite a bit
(3), or extremely (4).
bModel estimated marginal means (SD).
cWeek 1 is the reference group to which all other weeks are compared.
dSet to zero as the reference category.
eWoebot for the treatment of substance use disorders is offered as an 8-week treatment; however, participants could continue to use the app.

Changes Pre- to Posttreatment
Table 3 shows scores for the participants who completed
assessments at both pre- and posttreatment. In paired sample t
tests, confidence scores overall and in all 8 domains significantly
increased from pre- to posttreatment (all P values<.05). In
addition, significant reductions were observed from pre- to
posttreatment in past month substance use occasions, AUDIT-C
and DAST-10 scores (overall and among those in the clinical
range at pretreatment), and PHQ-8 depression and GAD-7
anxiety scores (all P values<.05). A McNemar test indicated
significant reductions in cravings, with more participants
reporting little to no cravings and fewer reporting
moderate-to-extreme cravings from pre- to posttreatment
(P<.001). Reports of pain intensity and pain interference with
work did not change significantly from pre- to posttreatment.

A greater decline in the AUDIT-C score was associated with
greater reductions in use occasions (r=0.48), PHQ-8 depression
(r=0.36), and GAD-7 anxiety (r=0.34) scores and with increases
in confidence (r=−0.39; all P values<.02). A greater decline in
the DAST-10 score was associated with greater reductions in
PHQ-8 depression (r=0.40; P<.01) but not with the number of
use occasions (r=0.10), confidence (r=−0.12), or GAD-7 anxiety
(r=0.21).

Of the 14 t tests, only 1 was statistically significant as to whether
participants currently in therapy or taking psychiatric
medications showed greater pre- to posttreatment changes in
substance use (use occasions, AUDIT-C, and DAST-10),
confidence, mood (PHQ-8 and GAD-7), or pain. The finding
was that participants currently in therapy reported greater
reductions from pre- to posttreatment in depressive symptoms
(n=16; mean change −4.7, SD 4.5) than those not currently in
therapy (n=35; mean change −0.9, SD 5.1; t49=2.55; P=.01).
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Table 3. Pre- to posttreatment changes in substance use and mental health measures (n=51).

P valuet test (df)PosttreatmentPretreatmentVariable

<.001−4.72 (50)20.1 (17.8)29.5 (14.0)Substance use occasionsa, mean (SD)

Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test-Concise, mean (SD)

<.001−3.58 (50)4.0 (3.2)5.3 (2.9)Full sample

<.001−3.92 (38)4.9 (3.2)6.7 (2.0)At-risk at pretreatmentb

Drug Abuse Screening Test-10 item, mean (SD)

<.001−4.25 (50)1.7 (2.4)2.9 (2.7)Full sample

<.001−5.00 (26)3.1 (2.6)5.3 (1.5)At-risk at pretreatmentb

Confidence scores (0%-100%), mean (SD)

<.0013.86 (50)56.3 (27.9)37.2 (28.4)Negative emotional

.0013.41 (50)64.8 (30.7)49.2 (31.1)Negative physical

.0042.98 (50)75.2 (26.8)61.7 (28.2)Positive emotional

.032.42 (50)63.4 (30.6)51.7 (31.0)Testing personal control

<.0015.52 (50)57.5 (28.6)37.9 (23.6)Urges and temptations

<.0014.62 (50)61.2 (31.1)40.9 (28.2)Interpersonal conflict

.0013.64 (50)63.4 (33.7)43.8 (32.5)Social pressure

.0013.56 (50)60.8 (30.2)45.5 (31.6)Positive social

<.0015.62 (50)62.8 (22.4)46.0 (19.3)Overall confidence average score

Bothered by cravings in the past 7 days, n (%)

.013dN/Ac27 (53)16 (31.4)Not at all or a little bit

.013dN/A24 (47)35 (68.6)Moderately or quite a bit or extremely

.982−0.02 (50)24.2 (22.0)24.3 (22.2)Pain intensity in the past 7 days, mean (SD)

Pain interfere with work in the past 30 days, n (%)

1.00dN/A40 (78)40 (78.4)Not at all or a little bit

1.00dN/A11 (22)11 (21.5)Moderately or quite a bit or extremely

.005−2.91 (50)8.6 (5.1)10.7 (5.3)Patient Health Questionnaire-8 item depression, mean (SD)

.001−3.45 (50)7.8 (5.3)10.1 (5.7)General Anxiety Disorder-7 item anxiety, mean (SD)

aReflects number of days of use summed across substances.
bAnalyses run for the subgroup of participants scoring in the clinical range at pretreatment, which are scores of 4+ for men and 3+ for women on the
Alcohol Use Disorders Identification Test-Concise and scores of 3+ on the Drug Abuse Screening Test-10 item.
cN/A: not applicable.
dP value obtained with McNemar’s test.

Serious Adverse Events
Among the 51 participants who completed the posttreatment
assessment, 1 reported a serious adverse event. An individual
reported hospitalization for treatment of sepsis secondary to
switching from smoking to injecting illicit drugs, shortly before
or at the start of study participation, and was deemed by the
DSMB to be unrelated to study involvement.

Feasibility and Acceptability Ratings
Table 4 shows the mean scores and ranges of the 4 feasibility
and acceptability measures completed posttreatment. On the
individual CSQ-8 items, the majority (35/51, 69%) indicated
that they would return to the program, reported that interactions

with W-SUDs helped them deal more effectively with their
problems (35/51, 69%), were mostly or very satisfied overall
(36/51, 71%), were satisfied with the amount of help received
(37/51, 73%), rated the quality of interaction on W-SUDs as
good or excellent (39/51, 76%), would recommend W-SUDs
to a friend (39/51, 76%), and received the kind of service they
wanted (41/51, 80%). A lower percentage of participants stated
that W-SUDs met most or all of their needs (22/51, 43%). Scores
for the 3 WAI-SR subscales, with identical response options,
differed significantly from each other in pairwise t test
comparisons (all P values<.05), with the highest ratings on
development of an affective bond to Woebot, followed by
agreement on the tasks of treatment and then agreement on the
goals of treatment.
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Table 4. Woebot for the treatment of substance use disorders (W-SUDs) posttreatment feasibility and acceptability ratings (n=51).

Mean (SD); rangeMeasure

Usage Rating Profile-Intervention (12 items, possible range 12-72)

28.5 (5.7); 11-36Feasibility (6 items, range 6-36)

25.6 (7.3); 6-36Acceptability (6 items, range 6-36)

23.2 (5.5); 8-31Client Satisfaction Questionnaire (8 items, possible range 8-32)

40.8 (12.5); 12-60Working Alliance Inventory-Short Revised (12 items, possible range 12-60)

12.4 (4.4); 4-20Goal agreement (4 items, range 4-20)

13.0 (4.8); 4-20Task agreement (4 items, range 4-20)

15.4 (4.2); 4-20Affective bond formation (4 items, range 4-20)

CSQ-8 satisfaction scores did not differ by any measured
participant characteristics, including sex, race or ethnicity,
marital and employment status, age, primary substance of abuse,
or history of a psychiatric diagnosis. CSQ-8 satisfaction scores
also did not differ by baseline measures of depression, anxiety,
pain, craving, confidence, substance use occasions, AUDIT-C,
or DAST-10 scores. Non-Hispanic White participants had higher
URP-I-Acceptability ratings (F1,50=8.32; P=.006) and higher
WAI-SR scores (F1,50=5.08; P=.03) than participants from other
racial or ethnic groups. In addition, URP-I-Acceptability ratings
were higher among participants who reported
moderate-to-extreme craving at baseline (F1,50=5.21; P=.03).
Finally, older age (r=0.36; P=.01) and reporting of
moderate-to-extreme impairment due to pain at baseline
(F1,50=4.36; P=.04) were associated with higher
URP-I-Feasibility ratings.

A greater reduction in substance use occasions from pre- to
posttreatment was significantly associated with higher WAI-SR
(r=−0.37; P=.008) and URP-I-Acceptability (r=−0.30; P=.03)
scores. An increase in confidence to resist urges to use
substances was also associated with higher scores on the
WAI-SR (r=0.30; P=.03), URP-I-Acceptability (r=0.33; P=.02),
and CSQ-8 (r=0.28; P=.045). Changes in AUDIT-C, DAST-10,
depression, and anxiety measures were not associated with
acceptability and feasibility ratings.

Discussion

Principal Findings
W-SUDs, an automated conversational agent, was feasible to
deliver, engaging, and acceptable and was associated with
significant improvements pre- to posttreatment in self-reported
measures of substance use, confidence, craving, depression, and
anxiety and in-app measures of craving. The W-SUDs app
registration rate among those who completed the baseline survey
was 78.9% (101/128), comparable with other successful mobile
health interventions [47]. As expected, the use of the W-SUDs
app was highest early in treatment and declined over the 8
weeks. Study of engagement with digital health apps has been
growing, with no consensus yet on ideal construct definitions
[48-50]. Simply reporting the number of messages or minutes
spent on an app over time may undermine clarity and genuine
understanding of the type and manifestation of app utilization

related to clinical outcomes of interest [51]. Further research in
this area is warranted.

The observed reductions from pre- to posttreatment measures
of depression and anxiety symptoms were consistent with a
previous evaluation of Woebot conducted with college students
self-identified as having symptoms of anxiety and depression
[18]. Furthermore, in this study, treatment-related reductions
in depression and anxiety symptoms were associated with
declines in problematic substance use. Declines in depressive
symptoms observed from pre- to posttreatment were greater
among the participants in therapy.

This study also examined working alliance, proposed to mediate
clinical outcomes in traditional therapeutic settings [52].
Traditionally, working alliance has been characterized as the
cooperation and collaboration in the therapeutic relationship
between the patient and the therapist [53-55]. The role of
working alliance in relationally based systems and digital
therapeutics has been previously considered [16,17,56]; the
potential of alliance to mediate outcomes in Woebot should be
further validated in future studies adequately powered to
examine mediators of change.

Measures of physical pain did not change with the use of
W-SUDs as reported in pre- and posttreatment measures or
within the app; however, the sample’s baseline ratings of pain
intensity and pain interference were low. Although not a direct
intervention target, pain was measured due to the potential for
use of substances to self-treat physical pain and the possibility
that pain may worsen if substance use was reduced, which was
not observed here.

Within-app lesson completion and content acceptability were
high for the overall sample, although there was a wide range of
use patterns. Most participants used all facets of the W-SUDs
app: tracked their mood, cravings, and pain; completed on
average over 7 psychoeducational lessons; and used tools in the
W-SUDs app. Only about half of the sample completed the
posttreatment assessment, with better retention among those
screening higher on the CAGE-AID. That is, those with more
severe substance use problems at the start of the study, and
hence in greater need of the intervention, were more likely to
complete the posttreatment evaluation. None of the other
measured variables distinguished those who did and did not
complete the posttreatment evaluation. This level of attrition is
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commensurate with other digital mental health solution trial
attrition rates [47,57].

Comparison With Previous Work
By addressing problematic substance use, including but not
limited to alcohol, the W-SUDs intervention supports and
extends a growing body of literature on the use of automated
conversational agents (or chatbots) and other mobile apps to
support behavioral health. A systematic review of mobile and
web-based interventions targeting the reduction of problematic
substance use found that most web-based interventions produced
significant short-term improvements in at least one measure of
problematic substance use [6]. Mobile apps were less common
than web-based interventions, with weaker evidence of efficacy
and some indication of causing harm (ie, inadvertently helping
users increase, rather than decrease, their blood alcohol level
while partying). However, mobile interventions can be
efficacious. Electronic screening and brief intervention
programs, which use mobile tools to screen for excessive alcohol
use and deliver personalized feedback, have been found to
effectively reduce alcohol consumption and alcohol-related
problems [58]. However, rigorous evaluation trials of digital
interventions targeting nonalcohol substance use are limited
[7]. Furthermore, although a systematic review concluded that
conversational agents showed preliminary efficacy in reducing
psychological distress among adults with mental health concerns
compared with inactive control conditions [27], this is the first
published study of a conversational agent adapted for substance
use.

Study Strengths
Study strengths include study enrollment being double the initial
recruitment goal, reflecting interest in W-SUDs. Most
participants reported lifetime psychiatric diagnoses, and
approximately half of the participants endorsed current
moderate-to-severe levels of depression or anxiety. W-SUDs
was used on average twice per week during the 8-week program.
From pre- to posttreatment with W-SUDs, participants reported
significant improvements in multiple measures of substance
use and mood. The delivery modality of W-SUDs offered easy,
immediate, and stigma-free access to emotional support and
substance use recovery information, particularly relevant during
a time of global physical distancing and sheltering in place.
More time spent at home, coupled with reduced access to
in-person mental health care, may have increased enrollment
and engagement with the app. Although further data on
recruitment and enrollment are warranted, these early findings
suggest that individuals with SUDs are indeed interested in
obtaining support for this condition from a fully digitalized
conversational agent.

Limitations and Future Directions
This study had a single-group design, and the outcomes were
short term and limited to posttreatment, thus limiting the strength

of inferences that can be drawn. The sample was predominately
female and identified as non-Hispanic White, and the majority
were employed full-time. Non-Hispanic White participants
reported higher program acceptability on 2 of the 4 measures
compared with participants from other racial or ethnic groups.
Future research on W-SUDs will use a randomized design, with
longer follow-up, and focus on recruitment of a more diverse
population to better inform racial or ethnic cultural
programmatic tailoring, using quotas to ensure racial or ethnic
diversity in sampling. Notably, although recruited from across
the United States, nearly all participants (99/101, 98.0%) were
sheltering in place at the time of study enrollment due to the
COVID-19 pandemic, which may have affected substance use
patterns and mood as well as interest in a digital health
intervention. Notably, however, alcohol sales in the United
States increased during the COVID-19 pandemic [59]. The
primary outcomes of substance use, cravings, confidence, mood,
and program acceptability were standard measures with
demonstrated validity and reliability. The limitations were that
all were self-reported, and acceptability measures were not
open-ended or qualitative. Few participants were misusing
opioids, likely due to study exclusion designed to mitigate risk,
namely, the requirement of engagement with medication-assisted
treatment and no history of opioid overdose requiring Narcan
(naloxone). Notably, nearly 1400 people with interest in a
program for those with substance use concerns were excluded
due to low severity on the CAGE-AID screener. Worth testing
is the utility of digital health programs for early intervention on
substance misuse that is subsyndromal.

Building upon the findings of this study, future research will
evaluate W-SUDs in a randomized controlled trial with a more
racially or ethnically diverse sample, balanced on sex and
primary problematic substance of use; will employ greater
strategies for study retention (eg, increased incentives, obtaining
phone contact details, and sending more outreach reminders);
and will be conducted during a period with less restrictions on
social contacts and physical mobility. Randomized controlled
evaluations of conversational agent interventions relative to
other treatment modalities are required [27,60].

Conclusions
This study is the first empirical evaluation of an SUD-focused
digital therapeutic delivered via a fully automated conversational
agent. The therapeutic approach is acceptable, feasible, and
safe. The study observed significant reductions in substance
use and cravings in the context of population-level shifts in the
pattern of substance use during a global pandemic. The
scalability and accessibility of an automated program coupled
with the growing problem of substance use suggest the potential
for an engaging and effective therapeutic to reduce the burden
of SUDs. Further research is needed to quantify the adoption
potential and population impacts of an efficacious digital
therapeutic conversational agent for SUD treatment.
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Abstract

Background: HIV disproportionately affects young men who have sex with men (YMSM) in the United States. Uptake of
evidence-based prevention strategies, including routine HIV testing and use of pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP), is suboptimal
in this population. Novel methods for reaching YMSM are required.

Objective: The aim of this study is to describe the development and evaluate the feasibility and acceptability of the MyChoices
app, a mobile app designed to increase HIV testing and PrEP use among YMSM in the United States.

Methods: Informed by the social cognitive theory, the MyChoices app was developed using an iterative process to increase
HIV testing and PrEP uptake among YMSM. In 2017, beta theater testing was conducted in two US cities to garner feedback
(n=4 groups; n=28 YMSM). These findings were used to refine MyChoices, which was then tested for initial acceptability and
usability in a technical pilot (N=11 YMSM). Baseline and 2-month postbaseline assessments and exit interviews were completed.
Transcripts were coded using a deductive approach, and thematic analysis was used to synthesize data; app acceptability and use
data were also reported.

Results: The MyChoices app includes personalized recommendations for HIV testing frequency and PrEP use; information on
types of HIV tests and PrEP; ability to search for nearby HIV testing and PrEP care sites; and ability to order free home HIV and
sexually transmitted infection test kits, condoms, and lube. In theater testing, YMSM described that MyChoices appears useful
and that they would recommend it to peers. Participants liked the look and feel of the app and believed that the ability to search
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for and be pinged when near an HIV testing site would be beneficial. Some suggested that portions of the app felt repetitive and
preferred using casual language rather than formal or medicalized terms. Following theater testing, the MyChoices app was
refined, and participants in the technical pilot used the app, on average, 8 (SD 5.0; range 2-18) times over 2 months, with an
average duration of 28 (SD 38.9) minutes per session. At the 2-month follow-up, the mean System Usability Scale (0-100) score
was 71 (ie, above average; SD 11.8). Over 80% (9/11) of the participants reported that MyChoices was useful and 91% (10/11)
said that they would recommend it to a friend. In exit interviews, there was a high level of acceptability for the content, interface,
and features.

Conclusions: These data show the initial acceptability and user engagement of the MyChoices app. If future studies demonstrate
efficacy in increasing HIV testing and PrEP uptake, the app is scalable to reach YMSM across the United States.

Trial Registration: Clinicaltrials.gov NCT03179319; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03179319

International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR2-10.2196/10694

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e25107)   doi:10.2196/25107

KEYWORDS

HIV; men who have sex with men; pre-exposure prophylaxis; pilot study; mobile apps; mobile phone; mHealth

Introduction

Background
HIV incidence remains high in the United States among young
men who have sex with men (YMSM). In 2018, more than 20%
of new HIV infections in the United States were among young
people aged between 13 years and 24 years, with YMSM
accounting for 83% of newly diagnosed HIV infections in this
age group [1]. New HIV infections also disproportionately
impact men who have sex with men (MSM) of color. In 2018,
more than half (52%) of the new diagnoses of HIV among MSM
aged between 13 years and 24 years were seen among Black
individuals and 27% were identified among Latinx individuals
[1]. In addition to experiencing a high HIV incidence, a higher
proportion of YMSM living with HIV do not know that they
are infected in comparison with their adult peers [2,3].
Moreover, individuals aged between 13 years and 24 years are
less likely to be linked to HIV care upon diagnosis and present
lower levels of viral suppression in comparison with older
individuals [2,4,5]. Consequently, YMSM will have delays
seeking effective treatment and are more likely to transmit HIV
to others [6].

Overwhelming evidence shows that routine HIV testing and
expanded use of pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) would
drastically reduce the population burden of HIV [7-13];
however, uptake of both interventions is suboptimal among
young adults. For example, although the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention recommends that sexually active MSM
be tested for HIV at least annually [14], data suggest that nearly
half of YMSM reported not being tested for HIV in the past
year and one-third reported they had never been tested [15]. In
addition, PrEP awareness and uptake are low among younger
people [16,17]. For example, only 5% of MSM aged between
18 years and 24 years with PrEP indications reported ever using
PrEP, compared with 14% of those aged 25 years and more
[18]. Furthermore, only 0.1% of PrEP prescriptions in the United
States were given to individuals aged under 18 years [19].
Moreover, young individuals have lower levels of adherence to
and retention in PrEP care after initial prescription [20-23],

decreasing the impact of PrEP on HIV prevention among this
group.

Risk taking, behavioral experimentation, and confronting a host
of difficult choices regarding identity formation are all part of
the normal developmental trajectory of adolescence and young
adulthood [24]. In addition, beliefs about invincibility, sensation
seeking, and the still-developing cognitive processes of
adolescents may have a role in increased HIV risk-taking
behaviors and a lower prioritization of prevention strategies for
this age group [25-27]. Developing innovative ways to intervene
to increase engagement in HIV prevention behaviors among
youth is crucial, particularly interventions that are accessible
and responsive to the diverse needs of youth.

Smartphones are used by nearly all youth in the United States,
across race and social class, and as such are a direct way to meet
youth where they are [28]. In addition, the use of mobile phone
apps by YMSM is nearly ubiquitous; apps may offer unique
opportunities for public health interventions, and previous
studies have demonstrated the feasibility and potential efficacy
of this approach [29,30]. In a systematic review of various
mobile health (mHealth) interventions, Muessig et al [29] noted
that internet- and mobile–based interventions can increase
dissemination of HIV prevention interventions to wider
populations while also providing consistency and lower cost in
intervention delivery once fully developed. In addition, mHealth
tools could promote behavior change and improve aspects of
the HIV care continuum, including linkage to care, retention in
care, and adherence to both PrEP and antiretrovirals [30,31].
As such, a mobile phone app that aims to increase HIV testing
and PrEP uptake among YMSM has the potential to provide
greater access to and uptake of these prevention services for
this population.

MyChoices App
The development of the MyChoices app has been described
previously [32]. In brief, MyChoices is a social cognitive
theory–driven mobile app adapted from HealthMindr, an HIV
prevention app developed through an iterative process for adult
populations of MSM [33-35]. MyChoices built upon the initial
framework and was subsequently adapted for youth by an
interdisciplinary team of researchers with input from a diverse
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sample of YMSM at every stage of adaptation and refinement.
The goal of the app is to increase HIV testing and PrEP uptake
among YMSM in the United States by supporting goal setting,
increasing self-efficacy, and enhancing self-regulation [36,37].
Key features of the MyChoices app include facilitation of the
development of HIV testing plans with personalized
recommendations; inclusion of reminder systems for HIV testing
and GPS-enabled maps with local HIV and sexually transmitted

infection (STI) testing locations and PrEP providers; ability to
order free condoms, condom-compatible lubricants, and at-home
HIV and STI test kits; and sexual health information using a
variety of media (eg, videos, Graphics Interchange Format
[GIF], infographics, frequently asked questions [FAQs], and
quizzes) [32]. Figure 1 shows the MyChoices app home screen
and the testing plan feature.

Figure 1. MyChoices app screenshots.

Methods

Study Population
Eligible participants were cisgender men who were aged 15-24
years; did not have an HIV test in the past 3 months;
self-reported being HIV uninfected or HIV status unknown at
screening; owned an iOS or Android mobile phone and were
willing and able to download the MyChoices app; were able to
understand, read, and speak English; were not taking PrEP; and
had self-reported evidence of being at risk for HIV acquisition
(details on risk criteria are given in the study by Biello et al
[32]).

Through the University of North Carolina/Emory Center for
Innovative Technology (iTech) [38], a part of the National
Institutes of Health’s Adolescent Medicine Trials Network for
HIV/AIDS Interventions [39], participants were recruited across
2 sites: Boston, Massachusetts (study site: Fenway Health), and
the Bronx, New York City (study site: the Adolescent AIDS
Program at Montefiore). Recruitment methods included posting
on social media (eg, Craigslist, social networking ads, and gay

networking mobile apps); distributing posters, flyers, and palm
cards about the study; direct outreach at local venues frequented
by YMSM (eg, community-based organizations, schools, bars,
health fairs, and balls); and clinic-based recruitment.

Theater Testing for App Refinement
After an initial prototype of the MyChoices app was developed
through multiple rounds of formative research with YMSM
[33,40], we conducted theater testing with 28 YMSM in 4
groups across the 2 iTech sites (5-8 participants per group).
Theater testing allows for groups of participants to interact with
the product being tested and provide feedback in situations that
approximate real-life experiences and has been used commonly
in mHealth app development [33,35,41,42]. Testing was
conducted in a private room at each site by a research staff
member who had training in qualitative methods and group
facilitation. All participants completed a written informed
consent or assent process before data collection commenced.
Participants completed a brief demographic and behavioral
questionnaire before theater testing to contextualize the group
data collected. During theater testing, participants interacted
with the MyChoices app prototype and provided feedback on
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the functionality, appearance, and usability of the platform. We
also asked participants to comment on ways to maximize
acceptability (eg, update language and improve flow) and to
identify the components of the app that were liked or disliked
and aspects that could be improved to increase HIV testing and
PrEP uptake among YMSM. Groups lasted 60 minutes to 90
minutes and were audio recorded and professionally transcribed
verbatim. Participants received US $50 as reimbursement for
their time.

Members of the iTech Analytic Core [43] reviewed transcripts
for quality and identified emergent themes. We then used
Dedoose Version 8.0.35 (SocioCultural Research Consultants,
LLC) software to apply the final codes to all transcripts.
Thematic analysis involved using a primarily deductive approach
to synthesize data coded for app acceptability, particularly
around functionality, appearance, usability, and potential for
improving HIV testing and PrEP uptake [44,45]. Findings are
illustrated in the following sections using representative quotes.
These data were used to refine the app before the initiation of
the open technical pilot.

Technical Pilot to Assess Feasibility and Acceptability
of the MyChoices App
Once the MyChoices app had been refined, a technical pilot
with 11 YMSM across the 2 iTech sites was conducted to assess
the initial feasibility and acceptability and to identify any final
areas for improvement. Eligible participants (mentioned earlier)
attended a visit at the study site, at which they completed a
web-based behavioral and psychosocial assessment, which
included measures to assess sociodemographics (ie, enrollment
city, age, race or ethnicity, educational status, and insurance
status), sexual behaviors (ie, frequency of condomless anal sex),
HIV testing history, and PrEP awareness. Study staff then
assisted youth with app download and provided them with brief
instructions on the purpose of the MyChoices app and an
overview of how to use it; participants were encouraged to use
the app over the course of 2 months.

At month 2, the participants completed a web-based assessment.
In addition to the measures collected at baseline, we assessed
the acceptability of the MyChoices app using the System
Usability Scale (SUS) [46]. SUS is a validated 10-item measure

that assesses the subjective usability of a system or, in this case,
an app [46]. SUS has been extensively used in mHealth research
and provides reliable results even with small sample sizes [47].
It is scored from 0 to 100, and a score of ≥50 indicates that the
app is acceptable [48]. Feasibility was assessed using app
analytics to determine whether the app was used, how often it
was used, and what components were used most and least
frequently.

Finally, we conducted exit interviews with participants to obtain
feedback on app functionality, technical performance, errors
and software bugs encountered, overall experiences using the
app, feedback for further refinement, and subjective impact of
the app on HIV testing and PrEP uptake. Exit interviews were
conducted by study staff on the web using videoconferencing
technology that was compliant with the Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act. Interviews were transcribed
and analyzed using the same approach outlined above.

Participants received US $50 for completing the baseline visit,
US $25 for the 2-month assessment, and US $50 for the exit
interview.

The study procedures were reviewed and approved by the
University of North Carolina Institutional Review Board (IRB)
as a single IRB-of-Record. IRB authorization agreements with
all participating research entities were enacted. The MyChoices
protocol is registered at ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT03179319).

Results

Findings From Theater Testing
Table 1 provides the characteristics of the 28 YMSM who
participated in theater testing. Participants’ ages ranged from
16 years to 24 years, with a mean age of 20 years. YMSM of
color made up 57% (16/28) of the sample, and 57% (16/28) of
the participants were still in school.

A total of four key themes emerged from theater testing, and
thus, we structure the presentation of our results to highlight
these findings: (1) general utility and acceptability of the app,
(2) feedback and suggestions for user interface, (3) opinions on
language, and (4) suggestions for additional content and features.
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of participants in theater testing of a novel HIV prevention app for HIV prevention in young men who have sex
with men in Boston, Massachusetts, and the Bronx, New York City, 2019 (N=28).

ValuesCharacteristics

20 (2.0)Age (years), mean (SD)

10 (15.4)Number of condomless anal sex acts in the past 6 months, mean (SD)

Study site, n (%)

15 (54)Boston, Massachusetts

13 (46)The Bronx, New York City

7 (25)Hispanic or Latinx, n (%)

Race, n (%)

10 (36)Black

12 (43)White

6 (21)Multiracial or other

16 (57)Currently in school, n (%)

Highest level of education completed, n (%)

4 (14)Less than high school

8 (29)High school diploma or graduate equivalency degree

13 (46)Some college, or technical or vocational school

3 (11)Four-year college graduate or more

24 (86)Currently has health insurance, n (%)

19 (68)HIV test in the past 3 months, n (%)

26 (93)Heard of PrEPa before the study, n (%)

Ever used internet or apps for the following (not mutually exclusive), n (%)

15 (54)Tracking health behaviors

13 (46)Getting information about HIV or other STDsb

15 (54)Getting other health or medical information

21 (75)Sending reminders

aPrEP: pre-exposure prophylaxis.
bSTD: sexually transmitted disease.

General Utility and Acceptability of MyChoices
Participants described that an HIV prevention app needs to be
perceived as useful to its target audience and that they saw value
in MyChoices. The participants described:

Yeah, I feel like perceived value...in terms of repeated
use, you sort of have to make sure that people get into
using it for like reminders or like plans. Otherwise,
there’s no reason to go back. Otherwise it’s just like
an information center that you could find on the
Internet, you know? [White, gay, age 21 years,
Boston]

I think like this app is very, very helpful and useful.
Like I like how the questions are not too personal.
Like they’re the same questions that doctors would
ask you. And I like how you can take a survey and it
shows when you should get tested, like every three
months or something like that. And the ordering, I
think that is very smart. And the location, that is very

smart too. And I just like – I like this app overall.
[Black, gay, age 16 years, the Bronx]

Although participants acknowledged that they could find similar
information from other sources, they appreciated that the
information on MyChoices came from a reliable source because
of its association with the study and clinic and that using the
app was a better avenue for ascertaining health information than
searching the internet for resources they could not be sure were
accurate:

I think the idea of this app is great. Giving MSM, you
know, PrEP information and PEP [post-exposure
prophylaxis] information and easier ways to access
different locations and information is great, you know,
because a lot of us aren’t as educated on these topics
and aren’t—don’t have these resources. And using
the Internet, it’s way harder to access the information
just by looking it up on Bing or Google than, you
know, the app just gives it to you, you know?...It
definitely gives you a lot of information that you
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wouldn’t have access to otherwise. [Afro-Latinx,
bisexual, age 20 years, the Bronx]

Participants identified a number of features that they believed
would be most useful, including the ability to order free HIV
or STI test kits, condoms, and lubricant; being able to create
personalized HIV testing plans with the location finder; and
being able to ask questions to a health professional through the
app:

I would say that this is the most immediately pertinent
thing for me that I’ve seen in the app so far. I think
that it’s really important to have a plan when it comes
to getting tested and to know, like have a schedule
and things like that. [Specific identity unknown]

The map features are working well here...when it’s
full screen I really like it. I love using maps for
everything in my life. And I love seeing like where I
am and where I could go. [White, queer, age 22 years,
Boston]

Suggestions for User Interface
Many participants liked the look and feel of the app, noting that
it was nondescript enough to sufficiently maintain privacy:

You don’t want it [the app] to be something that
someone just scrolling through your homepages will
be like, “Oh, that’s what that is.” [an HIV prevention
app] It [the app] doesn’t really show that particularly.
[White, gay, age 24 years, Boston]

Participants appreciated the wide range of media types, including
colorful icons, GIFs, videos, and text. One participant described
a GIF related to accessing PrEP:

I feel like they're great animations to, you know—it
simplifies what it actually is. It’s showing you what
you're doing. Like, the individual, it shows you coming
from your house, going to the doctor’s office and then,
you know, talking to the doctor. [Afro-Latinx/Asian,
age 23 years, the Bronx]

However, others expressed that the colors and format made the
app appear basic:

I think it looks sort of basic and plain. Particularly
maybe just because of the white background...It makes
it look a bit sort of less mature like this and less
formal. Which is perhaps not the vibe I’d look for in
a health app. [Asian, gay, age 21 years, Boston]

Some participants suggested that portions of the app felt
repetitive and could be better streamlined and organized:

I think there are too many icons. Because I tapped
the “my activity” button and that led me to ordering
condoms. So I think if the choices were more
simplified, I think I would understand a little bit more
about what I can do with the app. [White, gay, age
21 years, Boston]

Conversely, others felt that obtaining similar information in a
variety of different ways was helpful and a strength of the
MyChoices app:

I think that it’s good to kind of have like a no wrong
door approach to it where you can get to it in a
variety of ways. [White, gay, age 20 years, Boston]

Feedback on Language
Some participants felt that the language used was appropriate
and made them trust the source:

And, yeah, I just think overall like it was actually
really medically-driven too which I like that. It kept
it very professional. [Latinx, pansexual, age 18 years,
the Bronx]

However, others felt that the language used to present the
information was too academic and included too much science
jargon:

Just, I have a part about comfortability. I think I want
to feel comfortable when I'm using it...This is just
something friendly, it’s supposed to be a guide or
resource. It’s not supposed to scare me or freak me
out. [Black, queer, age 19 years, the Bronx]

Participants appreciated the places in the app that allowed them
to personalize the language so that they could decide what type
of language—more or less direct, more or less casual—suited
them personally. They also felt that personalization of the
language also protects against privacy and confidentiality
concerns because you “can put whatever you want”:

But the on screen notification is cool. I mean, it’s
gonna be more options. It depends. Everybody’s
different, so everybody has a different preference to
what they, how they like to be notified.
[Afro-Latinx/Asian, age 23 years, the Bronx]

Suggestions for Content and Features
In addition to feedback on the current MyChoices prototype,
participants provided suggestions on additional content and
functions that might enhance the acceptability and utility of the
app. One participant suggested including a section on how to
talk to your partner about PrEP:

I think that another resource that would be helpful
on this page would also be talking to your partners
about PrEP...If you’re having sex with multiple
partners regularly then it might something to be like
how to tell your partner that you are on PrEP. Or
how to possibly suggest to a partner that going on
PrEP might be a good option. [White, gay, age 24
years, Boston]

Participants also felt that getting tested for HIV, and even talking
about HIV, can produce a lot of anxiety and that the app could
include more information about what to do if you do get a
reactive test to assuage some of those fears:

...there should be something in there, like a section
that should say, “Oh, if you do have it [HIV],”
resources about that, about going to get help, like,
there would be something that could help you get that.
[Afro-Latinx, gay, age 20 years, the Bronx]

Similarly, participants described their belief that many young
people were still misinformed and lacked adequate knowledge
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about HIV. As such, they suggested including more basic
information about HIV in the app:

...If we want to make this really accessible and make
sexual health like an accessible topic, you sort of need
to go back to basics, and be like, “Here is what HIV
is, here’s what happens, here’s what it is not, here’s
how to treat it.” And that sort of basic information,
I think would really helpful to keep people going back
to, “This taught me a lot,” you know. [White, gay,
age 19 years, Boston]

In addition to new content, participants included suggestions
for new features. For example, we described a potential feature
that would use geofencing to notify a user when they are near
an HIV testing location and they are due for an HIV test
according to their created test plan. Participants were excited
about this option, saying “that’s pretty cool” and “that’s a cool
feature.”

Participants also suggested additional tools for interacting with
health professionals, including allowing HIV testing sites to
provide results directly through the app:

Part of me wished that if – so let’s say, you got tested
from [Health Center] and there was a way [Health
Center] could coordinate so that your results just like
pop-up in the app, like you don’t have to put it
manually and that is like your way of receiving them,
too. So it is all in one place and you don’t do it
manually...And they just like get a push notification
like, “Your results are in!” And that’s like – you go
in and you just like find out that way. [White, gay,
age 21 years, Boston]

Participants also appreciated information about postexposure
prophylaxis (PEP) but felt that the need for immediate action
warrants easier access to this information:

It would’ve been great if like within this app there is
like an, “I’ve just had unprotected sex. What do I
do?” You know, because I think for it to come up only
in the part about PEP is like, you know – or for it to
be like the check-in and then, oh, in the past 72 hours,
what if it has been like more than that 90 hours or

something, because I didn’t like really, you know,
have that time to like be checking a quiz. [Black, gay,
age 20 years, Boston]

Summary of Changes Made to MyChoices After Theater
Testing
As noted earlier, the participants saw the value in the content
and functionalities of the MyChoices app. They believed that
the suggestions that came from brief quizzes were useful, that
the testing plan would be helpful to encourage regular testing,
that the PrEP information was instructive, and that being able
to order HIV or STI test kits and safer sex supplies would be
beneficial. However, participants also provided suggestions on
how to build on and improve some of these components. As a
result of these suggestions, before initiating the technical pilot,
we refined some of the language in the app, updated GIFs and
icons, and streamlined the flow through the app. Moreover, we
expanded app functionalities to include (1) a geolocator function
that pings individuals when they are near a testing site and due
for HIV testing based on their personalized testing plan, (2) the
Need PEP?! button that is available at the bottom of every
screen on the app to directly connect participants with
information about PEP and locations where it is available, (3)
additional videos to demonstrate how to use the home testing
kits, and (4) emails that are sent to users after downloading the
app to introduce them to key features that they may have
otherwise missed. Some suggestions made by participants were
unable to be implemented into the app, although they were noted
as potential ways to enhance future iterations, including
receiving test results from clinics through the app, adding a
real-time chat feature, syncing reminders with phone calendars,
and being able to schedule HIV testing or PrEP appointments
through the app.

Findings From the Technical Pilot
The open pilot enrolled 11 participants (Boston, n=6; the Bronx,
n=5), and retention at the 2-month follow-up was 100%.
Participants’ ages ranged from 15 years to 23 years, with a
median age of 19 years. YMSM of color made up 91% (10/11)
of the sample (Black, non-Hispanic, n=5; Hispanic or Latinx,
n=5; Table 2).
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Table 2. Baseline demographic characteristics of participants in the technical pilot of a novel HIV prevention app for HIV prevention in young men
who have sex with men in in Boston, Massachusetts, and the Bronx, New York City, 2019 (N=11).

ValuesCharacteristics

18.8 (2.7)Age (years), mean (SD)

4.0 (6.8)Number of condomless anal sex acts in the past 6 months, mean (SD)

Study site, n (%)

6 (55)Boston, Massachusetts

5 (45)The Bronx, New York City

4 (36)Hispanic or Latinx, n (%)

Race, n (%)

7 (64)Black

3 (27)White

1 (9)Multiracial or other

Sexual orientation, n (%)

7 (64)Gay or homosexual

4 (36)Bisexual

2 (18)Same gender loving

1 (9)Queer

8 (73)Currently in school, n (%)

Highest level of education completed, n (%)

3 (27)Less than high school

6 (55)Some college, or technical or vocational school

2 (18)4-year college graduate or more

11 (100)Currently has health insurance, n (%)

9 (82)Currently has primary care provider, n (%)

HIV test, n (%)

0 (0)In the past 3 months

3 (27)Ever

STIa test, n (%)

0 (0)In the past 3 months

6 (55)Ever

9 (82)Heard of PrEPb before the study, n (%)

2 (18)Discussed PrEP with a health care provider before the study, n (%)

Interested in taking PrEP, n (%)

8 (73)Somewhat or very or extremely interested

3 (27)A little interested

aSTI: sexually transmitted infection.
bPrEP: pre-exposure prophylaxis.

App Feasibility
Participants in the technical pilot accessed the app, on average,
8 times (SD 5.0; range 2-18) over 2 months, with an average
duration of 28 minutes per session (SD 38.9). Across all
participants, the cumulative time spent in the app ranged from
1.8 minutes to 20.5 hours, with an average of 4 hours and 39
minutes (SD 7 hours). All participants used the test plan feature

(11/11, 100%; average number of accesses to this feature 20.2,
SD 18.2; range 1-63), and nearly all participants (10/11, 91%)
used MyChoices to order HIV or STI self-testing kits and safer
sex supplies (average number of accesses 22.6, SD 29.8; range
0-85). Most participants (7/11, 64%) used the app to locate HIV
or STI testing centers or PrEP providers (average number of
accesses 5.3, SD 5.8; range 0-17), and 4 participants (4/11, 36%)
accessed the FAQ feature of the app to access information about
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HIV prevention and PrEP (average number of accesses 1.5, SD
3.0; range 0-9).

App Acceptability
At the 2-month follow-up, the mean SUS (0-100) score was 71
(SD 11.8), which is considered above average. Almost all
participants (9/11, 82%) agreed that MyChoices was useful,
73% (8/11) were very satisfied with MyChoices, and 91%

(10/11) said that they would recommend it to a friend who
needed help with getting HIV tests or accessing PrEP. Nearly
all participants (9/11, 82%) reported that they would be very
likely (2/11, 18%), likely (4/11, 36%), or somewhat likely (3/11,
27%) to use the MyChoices app if it were to become publicly
available. The utility of MyChoices for HIV testing and PrEP
was also highly rated (Table 3).

Table 3. Utility of the MyChoices app for HIV prevention in young men who have sex with men in Boston, Massachusetts, and the Bronx, New York
City, 2019 (N=11).

Valuesa, n (%)Dimension

10 (91)MyChoices motivated me to get tested for HIV

9 (82)MyChoices helped me understand whether PrEPb would be a good fit for
me

8 (73)MyChoices assisted me in getting tested for HIV

7 (64)MyChoices helped me understand my risk for getting HIV

5 (45)MyChoices assisted me in getting started on PrEP

5 (45)MyChoices motivated me to get on PrEP

aNumber (percentage) of participants in the technical pilot who indicated that they strongly agreed or agreed with each of the statements.
bPrEP: pre-exposure prophylaxis.

The most highly rated features of the MyChoices app in terms
of helpfulness were the ability to order self-testing kits and safer
sex supplies (10/11, 91%), PrEP information (10/11, 91%), HIV
or STI and PrEP locator (9/11, 82%), and personalized testing
plans (8/11, 73%). Less helpful features were the check-in
quizzes (6/11, 55%) and testing reminders (5/11, 45%). Finally,
participants agreed that the MyChoices app had a beneficial
impact on their lives in the following ways: getting tested and
knowing their HIV status (8/11, 73%) improved their
understanding of the risk of HIV (7/11, 64%), feeling good
about helping others or community (6/11, 55%), getting access
to medical care (6/11, 55%), receiving assistance for getting on
PrEP (5/11, 45%), and improving personal relationships (4/11,
36%).

Exit Interviews
All 11 participants completed follow-up exit interviews. Overall,
there was a high level of acceptability of the content, interface,
and features. Participants commented on the relevant
information presented in the app, one participant noting that
“[they] learned a lot about PEP and PrEP” and noted that the
app facilitated their scheduling a PrEP counseling appointment
with their primary care provider. Another participant noted that
they “didn’t know anything about [PrEP] until [they] used the
app.” Furthermore, the feature to schedule PrEP appointments
“was the best part for [them]” because “it shows you, like, you
are and, like, the different centers, testing centers around you,
the different communities around you.” The participant endorsed
how the app helped him feel more connected to the community
where they lived. Another participant highlighted how the app
provided him with helpful information about health clinics in
his area, of which he was unaware despite living in the
neighborhood “a good portion of [his] life.”

Participants also provided suggestions to improve the app and
provided specific feedback on additional resources and features
that they found interesting and potentially helpful. One
participant suggested including a myth busting section in the
app to offset false information spread on the web about sexual
health. A few participants also noted that some of the
information in the app remains repetitive. One participant
suggested defining PrEP differently in different areas of the app
to reduce repetition and to mitigate a potential lack of
understanding of health information.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study describes the findings from two phases of formative
data collection (theater testing of the MyChoices mobile app
prototype and the technical pilot of MyChoices fully functional
app) to create a mobile app to increase HIV testing and PrEP
uptake among young MSM in the United States. HIV prevention
apps are proliferating; however, using evidence-based methods
for intervention development, including community-centered
approaches with iterative feedback from the community, is
essential to maximize their impact and reach [35,49], and few
HIV prevention apps for youth have been developed and tested
using the approaches described in this paper.

In the context of previously reported findings about preferences
for mobile HIV prevention apps in young people, our findings
support and extend previous reports by providing a sample
including a higher proportion of teenage participants, confirming
some aspects of previous reports, and documenting some novel
findings. Like others [50-52], we found that youth valued having
an app that presents credible information relevant to their health
and interests in direct and understandable language and the
value of having educational information available. Notably,
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other qualitative studies of preferences for HIV prevention or
HIV management eHealth tools have identified some themes
that did not emerge from the youth who participated in our
study. For example, other researchers have found youth
preferences for features that allow them to interact with other
youth [53], and young MSM in other studies reported concerns
about privacy and confidentiality of data [54]. Young MSM
have also raised questions about what the scope of sexual health
apps should be, with some suggesting that related health issues,
such as substance use, could be included in a mobile app
resource [52]. Our participants also provided suggestions for
developing geospatial tools to guide users to prevention services.
These issues, which have been rarely reported in other studies,
may have emerged from our participants because geospatial
tools are becoming more refined and younger people have grown
up relying on smartphones as a primary source of navigation.
Due to the younger age of our participants compared with many
previous studies and because our data were collected more
recently, youth expectations around enhanced navigation and
geolocation services may be seen as emerging expectations for
mobile prevention apps.

Theater testing revealed high levels of interest in the content
provided through MyChoices, with youth indicating that the
availability of this type of information is both lacking and
necessary. Although youth have access to huge amounts of
health information through the internet and report using the
internet frequently to access this type of information [55,56],
they do not always know what to trust [57,58]. In theater testing,
youth indicated that one of the major strengths of the app was
to have access to a wide range of sexual health information in
one place, in multiple formats, that they knew they could trust.
In addition, the app’s usability score is comparable with the
HealthMindr app on which MyChoices was based, although it
had a higher proportion of people who would recommend it to
friends [33]. This may suggest a successful adaptation for
YMSM.

In addition to the content, the features of the MyChoices app
were also broadly seen as favorable and useful. In both theater
testing and the technical pilot, the most popular features included
ordering free HIV and STI self-testing kits, condoms, and lube;
ability to search for nearby HIV testing and PrEP care sites;
and PrEP information provided in multiple formats (ie, text,
videos, GIFs, and infographics). This suggests that YMSM are
open to accessing multiple means of HIV prevention support
and that providing a large toolbox of HIV prevention options
using diverse modalities is essential for reaching this group at
the highest risk for HIV acquisition [59].

Although there was consensus on the importance of the content
and utility of the features of MyChoices, there was a wide range
of views on preferences for the user interface. Some participants
appreciated that the language and presentation of information
was more formal, as it was viewed as more trustworthy and
legitimate. However, others felt that the interface was bland and
potentially even anxiety producing and that more casual
language would render the app more relatable. This dichotomy
highlights the ongoing difficulty in developing an app that aims
to reach large populations; although YMSM in the United States

are a subpopulation of a larger group, they are not a monolith
and will have diverse needs and preferences [60-62]. In addition,
with technology constantly changing and advancing, mobile
apps must be flexible and responsive to these changes in
technology and end user preferences [63,64].

Limitations
These results should be interpreted in light of the following
limitations. First, the technical pilot was small and used a
nonrandomized design, and as a result, it was not powered or
designed to evaluate efficacy. Sample sizes for technical pilots
are often determined based on practical considerations rather
than inferential statistical power calculations [65]. Still, the
evaluation of feasibility and acceptability of behavioral
interventions in open pilot studies is an important part of the
intervention development process and helps inform subsequent
randomized controlled trials (RCTs) to evaluate the efficacy of
the intervention [66]. Second, social desirability bias may have
led participants in the theater testing and technical pilot to speak
more positively about their experience of the app during focus
groups and exit interviews. To minimize the potential for these
biases, participants were continuously reminded that there were
no right or wrong answers and that it was important to provide
honest responses. Third, for both phases of the study, individuals
were enrolled in the Bronx, New York City, and Boston,
Massachusetts, only, potentially limiting the generalizability of
the findings. Future studies should expand to other regions of
the country and outside of large metropolitan areas, particularly
in the South, where the HIV epidemic is spreading most rapidly
among young Black MSM. Finally, in both phases of the study,
participants had to report sexual risk for HIV, no current PrEP
use, and no recent HIV testing. This allowed us to ensure that
we received input from those at the highest risk and from those
who may benefit the most from the app; however, it also limits
the generalizability of our findings to less risky populations.

Conclusions
HIV incidence in the United States remains disproportionately
high among YMSM, compared with other risk and demographic
groups. YMSM are also less likely than their adult peers to
know that they are infected with HIV, highlighting an imminent
need to increase routine HIV testing and expand access to HIV
prevention interventions, including PrEP. Smartphone use is
ubiquitous in the United States, and mobile apps offer an
opportunity to reach YMSM “where they’re at.” mHealth apps
have proliferated in recent years; however, only a limited
number have been theory-driven and developed using
evidence-based methods for intervention development. These
data from theater testing and a technical pilot show the initial
promise, feasibility, and acceptability of the MyChoices app to
improve HIV testing and PrEP uptake among YMSM in the
United States. The next step involves further pilot testing using
an RCT design to determine more accurate effect size estimates;
a full-scale RCT efficacy trial; and ultimately, if efficacious,
an implementation study to ensure it is disseminated in such a
way that maximizes its reach and utility. At each step, iterative
evaluation and refinement based on the reflections and
experiences of YMSM will be prioritized.
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Abstract

Coincident with the tsunami of COVID-19–related publications, there has been a surge of studies using real-world data, including
those obtained from the electronic health record (EHR). Unfortunately, several of these high-profile publications were retracted
because of concerns regarding the soundness and quality of the studies and the EHR data they purported to analyze. These
retractions highlight that although a small community of EHR informatics experts can readily identify strengths and flaws in
EHR-derived studies, many medical editorial teams and otherwise sophisticated medical readers lack the framework to fully
critically appraise these studies. In addition, conventional statistical analyses cannot overcome the need for an understanding of
the opportunities and limitations of EHR-derived studies. We distill here from the broader informatics literature six key
considerations that are crucial for appraising studies utilizing EHR data: data completeness, data collection and handling (eg,
transformation), data type (ie, codified, textual), robustness of methods against EHR variability (within and across institutions,
countries, and time), transparency of data and analytic code, and the multidisciplinary approach. These considerations will inform
researchers, clinicians, and other stakeholders as to the recommended best practices in reviewing manuscripts, grants, and other
outputs from EHR-data derived studies, and thereby promote and foster rigor, quality, and reliability of this rapidly growing
field.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e22219)   doi:10.2196/22219

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; electronic health records; real-world data; literature; publishing; quality; data quality; reporting standards; reporting
checklist; review; statistics

Introduction

What should researchers and clinicians conclude about the recent
high-profile retractions of COVID-19 studies based on electronic
health record (EHR) data? It is impressive that two publications
involving patients with COVID-19, one in The Lancet [1] and
the other in the New England Journal of Medicine [2], were
determined to be unsound and were retracted in less than 2
months from publication, as these journals’ review processes
and quality checks are among the most rigorous in the world.
Yet, upon closer inspection by those of us familiar with
EHR-based research, there were many flaws to these studies
involving data quality issues and a lack of transparency that
should have been more readily identified during the peer and
editorial review process. This is not to say that in-depth
statistical analysis might not have eventually uncovered concerns
but rather to point out incongruities and anomalies unique to
EHR-based studies that should immediately raise concerns to
experienced biomedical informaticians, much like an
experienced contractor explaining to a homeowner why a
competing bid is too good to be true.

In this viewpoint, we present six key questions that are necessary
to consider when appraising EHR-based research, especially
for research studies investigating the pandemic:

1. How complete are the data?
2. How were the data collected and handled?
3. What were the specific data types?

4. Did the analysis account for EHR variability?
5. Are the data and analytic code transparent?
6. Was the study appropriately multidisciplinary?

In particular, we focus on general aspects of these questions
that are crucial to study and data quality and validity of and
interpretability of the results and that are broadly applicable to
many stakeholders, including researchers and clinicians, in order
to optimize the review of submitted manuscripts, published
studies, and grant applications containing preliminary data.
These desiderata were compiled by the 96 members of the
Consortium for Clinical Characterization of COVID-19 by EHR
(4CE)—a self-assembled group of collaborating hospitals
focused specifically on studying the clinical course of patients
with COVID-19 using EHR-based data—most of whom are
biomedical informaticians—across 7 countries. 4CE members
were invited to contribute their specific key concerns to a shared
checklist. This list was then pared down into a less technical
list for a more general audience. We excluded those items that
are generally considered to be good biostatistical practices (eg,
manual review of sample data sets, detecting and understanding
outliers [3,4]) to present EHR-specific concerns to a broad
biomedical audience. We also excluded recommendations that
are contained within the Reporting of Studies Conducted Using
Observational Routinely Collected Health Data (RECORD)
statement [5,6], which are not specific to EHR-derived data.
Finally, we did not focus on the specific limitations of
EHR-derived studies, which have been amply documented [7,8],
or on the methods to minimize the impact of these limitations,
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as this viewpoint is not focused on reviewing specific
methodological options for investigators using EHR-derived
data, which has been reviewed in detail previously [9-11]. We
acknowledge that there are many other criteria that can inform
evaluations of EHR-based studies, but we have purposefully
limited this discussion to those issues that are most relevant to
a general audience, centered on studies investigating the
pandemic.

Data Completeness

There are several statistical tests to query data completeness
and methods for incorporating missing data [12,13], but here
we describe the reasonable expectations for such completeness
with knowledge of current, state-of-the-art EHR usage. A
publication that is specific about which data were obtained from
the EHR (eg, specific laboratory tests or billing codes) is more
credible than a study that simply claims it obtained 100% of
the EHR data (as did the two recently retracted publications
[1,2]). The range of data types from EHRs is extensive and
highly varied; each data type requires its own specific quality
control and transformations to standard terminologies. For
example, laboratory measurements alone can have as many as
hundreds of thousands of local codes at a large health care
system such as the Veterans Health Administration. In many
cases, these data require some level of manual record review to
assure data quality and completeness.

Similarly, if a study reports a deidentification procedure, it must
describe the details of said procedure. The goals of the
deidentification process determine the nature of the
deidentification process and the associated regulatory
requirements. For example, US hospitals can meet HIPAA
(Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) standards
[14] if they require obfuscation of the counts of patients with
rare clinical presentations below a specified prevalence threshold
and if they employ date shifting. Knowledge of these methods
is essential to analyzing and interpreting the derived data.

Some data types are represented theoretically in the EHR but
in practice are only recorded occasionally. For example,
standardized codes for smoking history or a family history of
specific diseases exist but their underuse is well known. Thus,
one cannot assume that the lack of smoking history codes
equates to the patient being a nonsmoker. In such scenarios,
one must provide an explicit description of the management of
missing/null values. Many data elements, such as a complete
pulmonary function test, exist in a fragmented form, scattered
across different fields in the EHR, and are difficult to extract
reliably. In addition, clinical notes allow clinicians greater
qualitative expressivity on some of the above values, like
smoking history, where they are documented more frequently
but not consistently. The quality criteria for reporting narrative
content from clinical notes are further addressed below.

Many clinical states are not represented explicitly in the EHR
but can be inferred (often referred to as computational
phenotypes). When a publication refers to hyperlipidemia,
readers should ask themselves whether the hyperlipidemic
phenotype is assessed from one or more lipid laboratory tests,
billing diagnostic codes, prescription of lipid-lowering

medication, or a combination of the above. It is important to
document if only structured codes were used or if the phenotype
was defined based on information extracted from clinical notes
by using natural language processing (NLP) or manual chart
review. Either a table describing these phenotypic methods or
a reference to a public set of definitions (eg, Phenotype
Knowledgebase, PheKB [15]) or a published algorithm with
reported accuracy (as seen, for example, in Zhang et al [16] and
Ananthakrishnan et al [17]) can provide transparency and
precision to these EHR-driven computational phenotypes. The
lack of this transparency should be a warning sign. If onset time
or temporal trends of clinical events are used as outcomes, it is
important to provide sufficient details on how the data were
used to derive these outcomes, how granular time was
incorporated (eg, by day, 24-hour period, or hour/minute), and
to comment on their accuracy, since EHR data are particularly
noisy with regards to capturing the timing of events [18,19].

If one uses EHR data to obtain population estimates (eg,
prevalence of a complication per 100,000 patients), then
additional information should be provided so that readers can
determine which subset of patients from that population a given
hospital’s EHR can capture. For example, if the EHR captures
a patient’s hospitalization for heart failure, will the EHR also
capture the preceding or subsequent outpatient clinic visits
related to that hospitalization? With health maintenance
organizations, such as Kaiser Permanente, that is much less of
a concern, but many hospitals operate in a patchwork system
where the patient’s data are spread across multiple
heterogeneous EHRs that do not necessarily communicate. In
our recent COVID-19 study [20], we found many instances in
which patients with COVID-19 were transferred from another
hospital; unless that other hospital was part of our consortium,
it was impossible to have a complete record of their COVID-19
clinical course. It is also important to recognize that a given
EHR may not fully capture the clinical course of certain patients,
such as those infected with SAR-CoV-2 who have mild
symptoms and are discharged home from the emergency room.
In these instances, integration of EHR data with data from other
sources (eg, primary care providers’ offices or nursing homes)
may increase the reliability of analysis, although in practice this
is rare and such integration methods have to be well
documented. EHR systems may also fail to capture acute events
that occur outside of the system, especially in the coded data.
Leveraging NLP data from the clinical notes can potentially
recover partial information if the patient has follow-up visits
within that particular system.

Data Collection and Handling

Often the units of measurement and the codes used for data
elements like laboratory tests, medications, and diagnoses are
not the same across hospitals and may even differ within the
same health care system or change over time. Single analytic
concepts (eg, the troponin T test) can balloon into dozens of
local codes at each hospital, since these tests may be performed
at different diagnostic laboratories, each with its own distinct
codes or with different technologies over time. Therefore, they
have to be “harmonized,” or mapped, to agreed-upon standard
terminologies and scales [21]. Even when they are the same,
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their meaning can differ based on population or practice
differences (eg, which sensitive troponin test is used or which
reference range defines a test result being normal, or in children
rather than in adults, whose normative values often change
across the age range) [7]. In both instances, readers should
expect that the specific procedures for harmonization or
site-specific semantic alignment are described adequately in the
Methods section (or via supplementary materials). A summary
of this process can become increasingly complex within the
usual confines of a Methods section for multisite and
international studies where, by necessity, the site-by-site
variability is high.

Data Type

There are large methodological divides and divergent ethical
challenges between codified data (eg, discrete laboratory values
such as serum glucose) and narrative text (eg, discharge
summary) from which characterizations are obtained using NLP.
While both data types have their own limitations, methods that
incorporate both can greatly improve the sensitivity and/or
specificity of the clinical characterizations and phenotyping of
a group of patients. For example, signs and symptoms are often
not codified discreetly or consistently (eg, not entered into the
EHR’s Problem List) but are written in the clinical notes.
Similarly, outpatient medication documentation in clinical notes
does not necessarily represent accurately the medications that
the patient is actually taking, but prescriptions entered into the
EHR may. Combining both codified and NLP data can
substantially improve sensitivity and/or specificity and ideally
one should always use this complementarity [22-24]. For
example, only about 10% of pregnant women with suicide
ideation have related codes and vast majority of the cases are
only documented in the notes [25]. However, the ability to
extract NLP data and the accuracy of those data may be limited
by each institution’s informatics infrastructure and expertise as
well as local institutional review board (IRB) constraints.
Furthermore, NLP application to clinical narrative text is
relatively new and more prone to large variability in the quality
of the obtained characterizations. Particularly in countries with
different languages, the NLP techniques and their performance
may vary widely. For this reason, readers should expect a
reference to the specific NLP methods used and their
performance characteristics on data of the sort that the study
collected and analyzed. For example, if someone describes the
use of an NLP approach on discharge summaries in intensive
care units in Italy, but the provided citation was validated only
for use in outpatient notes written in English, readers can be
legitimately concerned about the accuracy and validity of the
patient characterizations in that study. Furthermore, if a study
claims very high accuracy, readers should expect a report (or
citation of a report) that shows an expert review of the NLP
method validated against a representative sample confirming
the claimed performance.

Robustness Against EHR Variability

Beyond any variation in human biology across countries and
continents, different styles of practice, and how different

reimbursement schemes influence styles of practice and use of
EHRs, have a very large impact on the nature of EHR data.
Therefore, a multinational study should at least acknowledge
these differences as a limitation or explicitly attempt to account
for them in the analyses. For example, in COVID-19–related
research, it has become increasingly apparent that there is an
association between patient race/ethnicity and their risk for
acquisition of and complications from COVID-19. However,
this association is much less detectable in EHR data, as, for
example, it is mostly invisible in data from Europe because
several countries forbid collecting self-reported race in the EHR.
Even in the United States, the coding of different ethnicities or
multiracial identification is not standardized. In addition, some
countries have far more comprehensive primary care EHR data
sharing, whereas others (like the United States) cannot aggregate
data systematically and consistently across major health care
centers.

Transparency

In order to ensure patients’ rights to privacy, patient-level data
can rarely be shared outside an institution. In many EHR-driven
studies, the code to extract data from a source EHR can be
protected by confidentiality agreements with the EHR vendor
and is thus difficult to share. Nonetheless, the code or algorithm
for creating the variables used for analyses should be provided
even if the detailed data extraction procedures are not shared
because of commercial restrictions. Running the code on
synthetic data sets that follow a standard data model can
demonstrate code functionality and facilitate code reuse [26].
The code used to conduct statistical analyses and create
visualizations—after data extraction—should also be shared in
public repositories to enable other researchers to follow each
step of the analysis and provide further transparency. While
there are significant challenges to sharing patient-level data,
one can share intermediate results and aggregate distributions
to increase transparency and understand between-institution
differences [27]. One should archive the data used for analyses,
along with the associated data extraction codes, at the local
institution to ensure reproducibility. Authors should also make
the deidentified data available—either publicly in a repository
or by request. While only a small fraction of readers typically
look at the code, whether referenced on a file server or shared
as supplementary methods, the availability of the code provides
reassurance and validation that the study utilized proper
methodologies.

Multidisciplinary Approach

There may come a time when data can be aggregated
automatically from multiple EHR environments to answer a
particular question without relying on a human to understand
the particular idiosyncrasies of each institution’s data and EHR
system. Until that day, effective EHR data set analysis requires
collaboration with clinicians and scientists who have knowledge
of the diseases being studied and the practices of their particular
health care systems; informaticians with experience in the
underlying structures of biomedical record repositories at their
own institutions and the characteristics of their data; data
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harmonization experts to help with data transformation,
standardization, integration, and computability; statisticians and
epidemiologists well versed in the limitations and opportunities
of EHR data sets and related sources of potential bias; machine
learning experts; and at least one expert in regulatory and ethical
standards. Data provenance records should already exist to
ensure compliance with privacy standards, so that authors can
readily point to these processes and reference institutional
officials who grant data access similarly to IRBs. In our
experience, we often have an interdisciplinary team participate
in the process of establishing the research question and study
design, defining the data elements, and determining what
analyses can be performed given the available data. It is also
important that people with complementary skills work together
to review and interpret the results [28]. Each of these steps is a
major contribution deserving of authorship. Just as a population
genetics study reporting across countries often has dozens of
authors, so do we expect multihospital EHR-driven studies to
acknowledge and name the individuals as authors and in doing
so provide accountability for the dozens of procedures, checks,
and balances necessary for the reliable extraction of EHR patient
data. Consequently, contribution statements should list explicitly
the responsibilities of each author with regard to study
conceptualization and design, data extraction, data
harmonization, data integration, data analysis, results
interpretation, and regulatory and ethical oversight. Additionally,
although reputation is sometimes overvalued, having no
reputation or at least a track record of appropriate success should
trigger greater attention to documenting the process to reach
the same level of trust. Unlike a mathematical proof, simple

inspection of the data may be insufficient and will become
increasingly so in the era of data generated by machine learning
algorithms purposefully built for the task of conditioning data
to appear real. Trust and accountability become essential
companions to transparency and clarity during the EHR analytic
process.

Conclusion

Similar to publications from the early days of the genomic
revolution, which initially included extensive sections on DNA
sequencing validation, methods, reagents, and conditions that
became progressively briefer as trust was built and the methods
commoditized, comprehensively and transparently reported
methods of EHR data extraction and transformation are at least
as important as subsequent statistical analysis and interpretation.
We need to be open and transparent about the inherent
limitations of the data and the analyses. We should also
acknowledge alternative interpretations of the results (eg, outlier
prescribing practices in one country that confound the apparent
effects of that drug in that country). Extra caution is also needed
in how we draw causal inferences from EHR data, especially
given the noisiness and incompleteness of the data in addition
to several sources of bias, though application of a causal model
framework and specific causal inference methods may help
mitigate some of these concerns. The recommendations we have
outlined here (see Table 1 for our 12-item checklist) do not
substitute for a durable research infrastructure that would enable
tracking EHR data provenance along explicit source, ownership,
and data protocols, which would allow for rigorous and routine
quality assurance in the use of EHR data [29].
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Table 1. 12-item checklist to assess electronic health record (EHR) data–driven studies.

ConcerningReassuringItem

100% of the EHR said to be extracted or no specifi-
cation of which subsets of the EHR data were ob-
tained

Reporting the precise definition of the domains and/or subsets
of EHR data extracted for the study cohort and the informa-
tion system sources

Defining study cohort/data extrac-
tion

Only a statement that deidentification was performedSpecific deidentification algorithm documented with acknowl-
edgment of analytic consequences/limitations

Deidentification

Referencing data types like family/social history
without explaining how they are obtained through
NLP or exceptional codified data practice

For data types represented poorly in EHR codified data, ei-

ther NLPa is deployed on the EHR clinical notes or additional
data sources (eg, self-reported questionnaires) are used.
Procedures to deal with missing values should also be made
explicit

Defining clinical variables/data
type–specific omissions/limita-
tions

Clinical phenotypes are used in the study without
specifying how they were derived from the EHR data

Computational phenotypes that are more than just a specific

native EHR variable (eg, hyperlipidemia vs a specific LDLb

measurement) are either defined in the study or a citation is
given to algorithmic phenotype definitions

Phenotypic transparency

Direct estimates of prevalence or incidence from
EHR frequencies without justifying that generaliza-
tion

Study heavily cautions on using prevalence/incidence esti-
mates from the EHR data or refers to empirical estimates on
how much of a patient’s entire health care is captured in that
particular EHR

Generalizing EHR findings to the
population/population denomina-
tor

Mention structured data without specifying the clini-
cal forms or data models. Mention coded data without
mentioning coding systems

Clinical forms or data models implemented in health care
information systems are shared or clearly described. This
includes the coding systems used

Data collection

Mention of harmonization methods without specify-
ing which ones and what problems were identified
and addressed/overcome

Data transformation process shared or clear description of
which methods were used to harmonize data to a standardized
terminology, scale units, and account for different local usage

Data transformation/harmoniza-
tion

Harmonization efforts for codified and textual data
treated as if they are the same process. Lack of
specificity in describing the NLP algorithm and per-
formance

If textual data are used in the study, then specification of
which clinical notes, in what language, with which NLP al-
gorithm with either an explanation of or a citation to that
algorithm’s validation, sensitivity, and specificity for com-
parable data

Textual vs codified data

No description of process for turning text or nonstan-
dard coded data into standard coded data; use of
crowd-sourced coders (eg, graduate students or Me-
chanical Turk) without mention of quality assurance
processes

Qualifications of coders described, formal coding criteria
described or at least mentioned, intercoder reliability mea-
sured and reported

Manual coding of data

A study says they adjusted for regional or country
differences in practice or EHR documentation but
do not describe how they do it

A study describes how they adjust for (or exclude) differ-
ences that are due to variation in practice, regulation, and
clinical documentation through the EHR from site to site

Regional and global variation

Code is not shared or only “shared on demand”Analytic code is deposited in a public repository or study-
specific public website

Sharing analytic code

Health care system sources not named or local health
care system site collaborators not named

Authorships for all parts of the extraction-through-analysis
pipeline with precision as to each contribution

Acknowledge a multidisciplinary
team

aNLP: natural language processing.
bLDL: low-density lipoprotein.

Finally, in crises such as the COVID-19 pandemic, we need to
recognize that many studies can contribute to our understanding
of what is happening to our patients and how our practices might
affect patient outcomes. Overly generalized conclusions will
likely strain the boundaries of what can be reasonably inferred
from the kinds of data currently obtained through EHRs.

Recommendations that flow from overly broad claims may
irreversibly harm stakeholders, including patients and clinicians.
Increased reader awareness of EHR-derived data quality
indicators is crucial in critically appraising EHR-driven studies
and to prevent harm from misleading studies, which will ensure
sustainable quality in this rapidly growing field.
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Abstract

Background: 16p13.11 microduplication syndrome has a variable presentation and is characterized primarily by
neurodevelopmental and physical phenotypes resulting from copy number variation at chromosome 16p13.11. Given its variability,
there may be features that have not yet been reported. The goal of this study was to use a patient “self-phenotyping” survey to
collect data directly from patients to further characterize the phenotypes of 16p13.11 microduplication syndrome.

Objective: This study aimed to (1) discover self-identified phenotypes in 16p13.11 microduplication syndrome that have been
underrepresented in the scientific literature and (2) demonstrate that self-phenotyping tools are valuable sources of data for the
medical and scientific communities.

Methods: As part of a large study to compare and evaluate patient self-phenotyping surveys, an online survey tool, Phenotypr,
was developed for patients with rare disorders to self-report phenotypes. Participants with 16p13.11 microduplication syndrome
were recruited through the Boston Children's Hospital 16p13.11 Registry. Either the caregiver, parent, or legal guardian of an
affected child or the affected person (if aged 18 years or above) completed the survey. Results were securely transferred to a
Research Electronic Data Capture database and aggregated for analysis.
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Results: A total of 19 participants enrolled in the study. Notably, among the 19 participants, aggression and anxiety were
mentioned by 3 (16%) and 4 (21%) participants, respectively, which is an increase over the numbers in previously published
literature. Additionally, among the 19 participants, 3 (16%) had asthma and 2 (11%) had other immunological disorders, both of
which have not been previously described in the syndrome.

Conclusions: Several phenotypes might be underrepresented in the previous 16p13.11 microduplication literature, and new
possible phenotypes have been identified. Whenever possible, patients should continue to be referenced as a source of complete
phenotyping data on their condition. Self-phenotyping may lead to a better understanding of the prevalence of phenotypes in
genetic disorders and may identify previously unreported phenotypes.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e21023)   doi:10.2196/21023
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Introduction

16p13.11 microduplication syndrome is a rare chromosome
duplication syndrome associated with copy number variation
(CNV) at the chromosome 16p13.11 locus. The syndrome has
high variability in phenotype. Clinical case reports have shown
that patients with 16p13.11 microduplication (dup16p13.11)
may experience intellectual disability, speech delay, and
emotional and behavioral disorders like
attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) and autism
spectrum disorder (ASD) [1-4]. Other neurodevelopmental
phenotypes related to this CNV include perinatal hypotonia and
feeding difficulties, gross motor delay, epilepsy, and
schizophrenia [1,3,5]. Abnormal brain magnetic resonance
imaging findings have also been described [1-4]. Additional
medical conditions related to 16p13.11 microduplication include
cardiovascular disease, as well as a range of congenital
abnormalities of varying severity including pulmonary stenosis,
coarctation of the aorta, thoracic aortic aneurysm dissection,
hypermobile joints, hand/foot deformities, microcephaly and
macrocephaly, umbilical hernia, and vision problems such as
strabismus, myopia, and amblyopia [4,5].

There are considerable challenges in predicting the clinical
outcomes of those with 16p13.11 microduplication. For one,
there is incomplete penetrance in which both affected and
unaffected members from the same family have been found to
carry the same CNV, while de novo cases also occasionally
occur [2-5]. In addition, variable expressivity of the
dup16p13.11 phenotypes may occur as a result of the size of
the duplication, reportedly ranging from several kilobases to a
few megabases. A majority of the known 16p13.11
microduplications include duplication of the gene NDE1, which
has long been suggested as the primary candidate gene for the
neurological and behavioral phenotypes in affected patients
[1,4,6-8].

A potentially powerful approach to understanding the complex
phenotypic spectrum of 16p13.11 microduplication syndrome
is to collect phenotypic data from patients themselves (or their
caregivers), as they experience the symptoms and effects of
their condition. GenomeConnect, the National Institutes of
Health–funded Clinical Genome Resource (ClinGen) patient
registry, developed a patient self-phenotyping survey, which
asks patient-friendly questions that have been mapped to a set

of high-level human phenotype ontology (HPO) terms [9-11].
HPO is a standardized vocabulary of phenotypic abnormalities
encountered in human disease, whereby symptoms and
characteristic phenotypic findings (a phenotypic profile) are
captured using a logically constructed hierarchy of phenotypic
terms [12,13]. An alternative method for self-phenotyping is
for patients to generate HPO terms for their condition directly.
Our group developed a “layperson” HPO survey called
“Phenotypr“ to capture patient phenotypes by translating most
standard HPO terms into layperson language that would be easy
for patients to comprehend and use (eg, a layperson term for
“hypotonia” would be “muscle weakness”) [14,15]. We tested
the GenomeConnect and Phenotypr surveys computationally
and in patients with known rare diseases.

Here, we describe the results of a subset of participants in the
larger study who had 16p13.11 microduplication syndrome and
completed the Phenotypr survey. The primary aim was to
determine if there were self-identified phenotypes that were
underrepresented in previous reports of patients with 16p13.11
microduplication syndrome.

Methods

Recruitment
Participants were the caregivers, parents, or legal guardians of
individuals with 16p13.11 microduplication or the affected
individuals themselves, and were aged 18 years or older.
Individuals with 16p13.11 microduplication were recruited
through the Boston Children’s Hospital online 16p13.11
Participant Registry. Individuals who had previously joined the
Registry and self-reported a 16p13.11 microduplication
diagnosis were sent an informational email about the Phenotypr
study. In addition, a blurb about the study that included research
team contact information was posted on 16p13.11
microduplication Facebook groups, and potential participants
contacted us directly. Participants received a US $15 Amazon
gift card for completing the Phenotypr survey. Participants
provided chromosomal microarray reports to confirm diagnoses.
The study was approved by the Boston Children’s Hospital
Institutional Review Board.
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Phenotypr Survey Development
We developed Phenotypr as a freely available tool that allows
patients to record their conditions in layperson and medical
HPO terms (see examples of the completion process in Figures
1-3). In Phenotypr, patients first selected the body systems
affected by their condition. Seventeen body system options were
provided, such as “Growth,” “Ears/Hearing,” and
“Brain/Nervous System.” Participants then typed out their
symptoms into the symptom search tool, with search result
filters applied based on the body systems that they had selected.
Tips for entering symptoms were provided, such as reminders
to be as specific as possible and include conditions not local to
a certain body part (eg, sensitivity to pain). Phenotypr
autocompleted each entry with the layperson HPO term, as well
as the standard HPO term, and partitioned the terms into

anatomically specific sections. The survey ended with a brief
demographics form and open-text feedback boxes. Once the
survey was complete, the list of the standard HPO terms that
corresponded to the layperson HPO terms was downloadable
in PDF format.

Phenotypr consisted of a back-end administrative tool for
updating ontology versions, user and administrative permissions,
and support for alternative implementations; a front-facing
public site; and a back-end relational Research Electronic Data
Capture (REDCap) database for securely housing the data [16].
Ontology autocomplete features were implemented by
processing the HPO and loading structured data into an Apache
Solr search engine [17]. The user interface was implemented
as a single page application with Vue.js [18].

Figure 1. Data entry for Phenotypr: relevant body system selection.
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Figure 2. Data entry for Phenotypr: symptom search tool.

Figure 3. Example of downloadable Phenotypr output.

Data Collection
Study administrators added participants along with their unique
identification number and email address into a secure REDCap
database. Participants were then sent an email that contained

an invitation and unique link to fill out Phenotypr. The
Phenotypr survey was administered via an external web interface
and took participants approximately 10 to 15 minutes to
complete (Figures 1-3). Each user was assigned a unique token
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that was carried through to make sure the data were tied to that
user. Survey data entered into Phenotypr by participants were
temporarily saved in a local Boston Children’s Hospital
database.

Two scripts (jobs) were run once every day. The first script
imported the newly entered participant information from Boston
Children’s Hospital’s internal instance of REDCap and synced
it into the local database. The second script exported the survey
data (that was filled in by the participant) from the local database
into the REDCap instance. The REDCap database included all
of the questions that were asked on the external web form. Thus,
REDCap provided a secure way to analyze data, create
participants, send reminder emails, and manage users. 

Deidentified data were exported into an Excel spreadsheet for
further analysis and sharing.

Results

Nineteen participants enrolled in the study and completed the
survey. The caregiver, parent, or legal guardian filled out the
Phenotypr survey in 15 of 19 cases. In the other four cases, it
was not reported whether the respondent filled out the survey
on behalf of themselves or as a caregiver, parent, or legal
guardian (Table 1). Table 1 lists the phenotypic characteristics
of our cohort as reported in Phenotypr (see Multimedia
Appendix 1 for a complete table of phenotypic features).

In order to assess the initial accuracy of the Phenotypr tool, a
comparison was conducted between the 16p13.11

microduplication syndrome phenotypes that were present in our
cohort and those in a recent case report with a larger sample
size [4] (Table 2). Moreover, we compared our cohort to all
previously published cases of dup16p13.11 CNV and discovered
several underrepresented phenotypes, which are summarized
in Table 3 [1,3-5,19].

At least one of the phenotypes mentioned in previous
publications, such as delayed speech, learning/intellectual
disability, ASD, sleep disorder, and feeding difficulties [1-5],
was reported by a majority of the Phenotypr participants (10/19
[53%] cases with at least one phenotype; Table 1). Meanwhile,
aggression, which has not been widely reported in previous
16p13.11 microduplication literature, was reported by three
families (Table 3).

Additionally, 4 out of 19 (21%) cases mentioned anxiety or
anxiety-related behaviors, which is higher than the prevalence
of anxiety reported by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (approximately 7% in US children aged 3-17 years)
[20].

Finally, 5 out of 19 (26%) participants reported immune- and/or
autoimmune-related disorders, including severe T-cell
immunodeficiency in one patient and “autoimmune
encephalopathy and corresponding antibody positivity” in
another. Three cases reported asthma, a broadly recognized
autoimmune disease, with one individual also having
co-occurring hypothyroidism [21].
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Table 1. Selected phenotypic features in 19 cases of 16p13.11 microduplication syndrome.

Presented cases (patient numbers)Characteristic

19181716151413121110987654321

N/A93N/A18<1N/AN/Aa67<1514121428310Age (years)

Growth

−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−+c−−bGrowth abnormality

−−−−−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−Muscle weakness

−−−−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−Tall stature

Development

−−−−−−−−−+−−−−+−−+−Delayed speech

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−+−+−Developmental regression

−−−−−−−−−−+−−−+−−−−Intellectual disability

−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−−Mild global DDd

Neurological and mental

−−−−−−−−−−−+−−+−−−−Specific learning disability

−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−−−−Dyslexia

−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−−Cognitive impairment

−−−−−−−−−+−−−+−+−−−Hypotonia

−−−−−−−−−+−−−−+−−−−Poor fine motor coordination

−−−−−−−−−−−−++−−−−−Tics

−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−−Spasticity

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−++−−−Dysarthria

−−−−+−−−−−−−+−−−−−−Anxiety

−−−−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−Depression

−−−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−ODDe

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−+−−−−ADHDf

+−−−−−−−−+−+−−−−−−−Seizure

−−−−−−−−++−−−++−−−−ASDg/autistic behavior

−−−−−−−−−++−−++−−−−Sleep disturbance

−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−−Parasomnia

Behavior

+−−−−−−−−−−−−−+−−−−Behavioral abnormality

−−−−−−−−−+−−−−+−−−−Impulsiveness or violence

−−−−−−−−−+−+−−+−−−−Aggression

−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−−Abnormal eating

−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−−Self-mutilation

−−−−−−+−−+−−−−−−−−−Abnormal fear/anxiety

−−−−−−−−−+−−−−+−−−−DMDDh

Sensory

−−−−−−−−−−−−+−−+−−−Sensory impairment

−−−−−−−−−+−−+−−−+−−Hearing impairment

−−−−−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−Tinnitus

−−−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−Astigmatism
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Presented cases (patient numbers)Characteristic

19181716151413121110987654321

Immunity

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−+−−Abnormality of the immune system

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−+−−Severe T-cell immunodeficiency

−−−−−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−Autoimmune antibody positivity

−−−−−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−Autoimmune encephalopathy

Cardiac and respiratory

−−−−+−−−−−−−−−−−−−−Arrhythmia

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−+−−Bradycardia

+−+−+−−−−−−−−−−−−−−Asthma

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−+−−−Chronic lung disease

−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−−Neonatal respiratory distress

−−−−−+−−−−−−−−−−−−−Breathing dysregulation

Feeding difficulties

−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−+−−−Gastrostomy tube feeding in infancy

−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−−−−−Dysphagia

−−−−−−−−−+−−−−−+−−−Feeding difficulties

aN/A: not applicable.
bFeature absent or undisclosed.
cFeature present.
dDD: developmental delay.
eODD: oppositional defiant disorder.
fADHD: attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder.
gASD: autism spectrum disorder.
hDMDD: disruptive mood dysregulation disorder.
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Table 2. Comparison of the self-phenotyping cohort with the published cohort in the study by Allach El Khattabi et al [4].

Presented cases (N=19)Cases in the study by Allach El Khattabi et al [4] (N=45)Feature

3/195/45Hypotonia

2/195/45Feeding difficulties

Neurodevelopmental features

3/1932/45Developmental delaya

2/1919/45Motor delayb

3/1935/45Speech delay

2/1930/45Learning disabilities

4/1924/45ASDc

3/19—dAggression

4/19—Anxiety

3/1910/45Seizures

4/198/45Sleep disorderse

Craniofacial features

1/191/23Microcephaly

Abnormal extremities

Hands

1/191/22Long fingers

Eyes

1/196/45Strabismus

1/194/45Myopia

1/191/23Amblyopia

1/191/22Nystagmus

Immunological disorders

2/19—Immunodeficiency and autoimmune diseases

Others

3/19—Asthma

1/19—Hypothyroidism

1/191/22Umbilical hernia

3/191/23Hearing lossf

1/192 testicular ectopia and 1 cryptorchidismAbnormality of the male genitalia

aIncluding “developmental regression” and “mild global developmental delay.”
bCorresponding to “poor fine motor coordination.”
cASD: autism spectrum disorder.
dNot available.
eIncluding “sleep disturbance” and “parasomnia.”
fCorresponding to “hearing impairment.”
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Table 3. Comparison of the self-phenotyping cohort with published case reports for anxiety, aggression, asthma, and immunological disorder phenotypes.

Cases in this
study (N=19)

Cases in the study
by Allach El Khat-
tabi et al [4] (N=45)

Cases in the
study by Loureiro
et al [19] (N=4)

Cases in the study
by Nagamani et al
[3] (N=10)

Cases in the study
by Ramalingam et
al [1] (N=8)

Cases in the
study by Hannes
et al [5] (N=5)

Phenotype

4/19—1/4c—1/8b—aAnxiety

3/19——1/10—1/5Aggression

3/19—————Asthma

2/19—————Immunological disordersd

aNot available.
bCo-occurring with autism spectrum disorder and attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder.
cCo-occurring with autism spectrum disorder and hyperactivity.
dIncluding “abnormality of the immune system,” “severe T-cell immunodeficiency,” “autoimmune antibody positivity,” and “autoimmune encephalopathy.”

Discussion

Principal Findings
This cohort of 19 16p13.11 microduplication cases expands the
knowledge of an increasingly concerning syndrome. It supports
the role of many clinical features that have been previously
described, including growth and behavioral disturbances,
seizures, and a spectrum of neurological characteristics (Table
1). Further, the frequency of anxiety and aggression in the cohort
illustrates the potential utility of self-phenotyping and
nonhypothesis-driven phenotyping tools as informative data
sources. The amount of immune disorders reported is also an
interesting finding worthy of further investigation. The incidence
rate of asthma in the cohort (3/19, 16%) was higher than that
in published reports from the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention in 2018 (about 1/13, 8%) [22]. Taken together, these
results imply the possibility of a broader impact of the genotype
on the immune system.

Limitations
A limitation of this study is ascertainment bias. The participants
were located in geographic areas where they had increased
access to clinical microarray technology and formal medical
diagnosis, and presented with severe enough phenotypes that
the families had sought joining an online registry to participate
in research; therefore, it is possible that this cohort is more
severely impacted than 16p13.11 microduplication cases in the
general population. Patients and families dealing with unique
presentations may also be more incentivized to participate in
research and use an internet self-phenotyping tool. That said,
published studies may also have had similar biases, as they were
recruiting participants with otherwise unexplained phenotypes,
who went on to have chromosomal microarray testing, thus
limiting our assessment on the presence of normal variation.
Another limitation comes from the fact that for four out of 19
respondents, the individuals did not indicate whether they were
filling out the survey as an individual with 16p13.11
microduplication syndrome or as a caregiver. This can add
variability in the responses and cause information bias from
surrogate interviews [23].

Comparison With Prior Work on 16p13.11
Microduplication
New phenotypes associated with the dup16p13.11 CNV have
been continuously discovered and reported since the syndrome
first came to light in 2007 when Ullmann et al initially identified
the 16p13.11 microduplication and believed it predisposed
patients to ASD and intellectual disability [2]. Subsequently,
further studies have indicated that the 16p13.11 microduplication
is likely to be involved with a wide spectrum of
neurodevelopmental disorders [1,24-27]. We hereby identified
two neuropsychiatric disorders, anxiety and aggression, as
supplementary evidence to the underrepresented cases in prior
reports, and we underline a probable high occurrence of these
two phenotypes in patients with dup16p13.11. As shown in
Table 3, only two cases of anxiety have been previously
reported; one by Ramalingam et al (1/8 patients) [1] in 2011
and another by Loureiro et al (1/4 patients) [19] in 2017.
Although one case was inherited and the other occurred de novo,
both aforementioned cases were associated with ASD or ADHD,
which aligns with literature that anxiety is a common condition
in patients with ADHD and ASD [28,29]. In our cases, however,
just one individual with anxiety had co-occurring ASD, whereas
the remaining three cases of anxiety appeared independently.
Meanwhile, aggression was also noted in three family reports,
and it has gone largely unreported since Hannes et al first
described a case of aggression in a patient with dup16p13.11
in 2009 [5], and another case was reported in the study by
Nagamani et al in 2011 [3]. Furthermore, a potential correlation
between 16p13.11 microduplication and a range of
immunological disorders, specifically autoimmune conditions,
was uncovered in multiple individuals in our cohort.

Aggressive behavior is one of the most common reasons for
mental health referrals in children and adolescents [30-32], and
can co-occur with a broad array of psychiatric and neurological
illnesses, including ASD, intellectual disability, ADHD, conduct
disorder, oppositional defiant disorder, disruptive mood
dysregulation disorder, schizophrenia, epilepsy, anxiety,
depression, and sleep disorders [33,34]. While impulsive
aggression may not indicate any specific disorder, it is an
important marker of severity for many psychiatric diseases [35].
For example, aggression level may affect the decision to initiate
or increase medication dosage in pediatric ADHD treatment
[36]. Regardless of the controversy over whether to consider
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impulsive aggression as an independent categorical diagnosis
like a disorder [37] or a measurable symptom secondary to some
other diagnostic entity like fever or pain [32,38], it can greatly
impact an individual’s development and health, or even lead to
high economic and medical burden for families and communities
[39-41]. This paper does not aim to address the dispute over the
clinical perception of aggression by joining any side or to unduly
correlate 16p13.11 microduplication with the aggression
phenotype. Instead, we hope to draw more attention to the
repeatedly mentioned and thus important phenotypes that are
self-reported by the patient families and call for more focus on
related research and therapeutics.

The potential connection between neuropsychiatric disorders
and autoimmunity/immunological dysfunction has received
growing interest over the past decades. For instance, a
nationwide population-based prospective cohort study in
Denmark used a longitudinal registry to find that autoimmune
diseases and infection raised the risk for subsequent mood
disorder [42]. Another well-covered example is the bidirectional
relationship between psychosis and autoimmune disorders [43],
specifically schizophrenia and celiac disease, between which
positive correlations have been suggested through studies of
epidemiology, genetics, and immunology [44,45]. Notably, the
discovery of autoimmune encephalitis and the disruptive
autoantibody mechanisms behind it provided more direct proof
of etiological linkage [46-49]. Autoimmune encephalitis is an
abrupt inflammatory brain disease characterized by a variety of
neuropsychiatric symptoms, such as cognitive and behavioral
alterations, seizures, anxiety, and sleep disturbances [50,51],
and responds to immunotherapy treatment in many cases
[52,53]. Among all the possible causative autoantibodies, one
of the most discussed is the N-methyl-D-aspartate receptor
(NMDAR) antibody. The NMDAR antibody targets a certain
subunit of NMDAR, a synaptic and neuronal cell membrane
protein, and has been revealed to play a role in the development
and progression of schizophrenia [47,54-57] and ASD [58-61].
Given the long-lasting belief that ASD is largely genetic [62-66],
our finding of several individuals with dup16p13.11 CNV who
have immunity-related diseases and neuropsychiatric symptoms,
especially a case with both ASD and autoimmune
encephalopathy plus corresponding antibody positivity, supports
the medical field’s current views and may influence future
studies that seek to understand genetic origin.

It is worth noting that new associated phenotypes may emerge
even for established genetic diseases as more scientific research
is conducted and the demographic profiles of patient populations
shift. For example, though the first case of Down syndrome was
reported in the 19th century, it was not until the last two decades
that individuals with Down syndrome were identified as having
an increasing risk of early-onset Alzheimer disease as they age;
many individuals with Down syndrome start to develop
Alzheimer disease pathology in their 30s and approximately
two-thirds have dementia by the age of 60 years [67,68]. Due
to advancements in health care and social support, the life
expectancy of the Down syndrome population has greatly
improved, with the average age of death in developed countries
now approaching 60 years [69]. A similar increase in knowledge
has occurred regarding Turner syndrome, which was first

described in the 1930s and is one of the most common genetic
disorders [70,71]. Some patients with Turner syndrome who
carried a mosaic 46, XY karyotype or an abnormal Y
chromosome were recently found to have a higher risk of
developing gonadoblastoma and other gonadal tumors owing
to the widespread use and easy availability of polymerase chain
reaction technology [7,72]. For genetic diseases with variable
presentations and complex genotypes, such as Down syndrome
and Turner syndrome, it may be too early to announce that all
phenotypes have been exhaustively discovered and included.

We do not claim that Phenotypr is a substitute for clinician
phenotyping, and it is unlikely that participants will be able to
describe some of the highly technical aspects of their disorders
in clinical terminology. Therefore, we do not consider the
underreporting of some phenotypes in Phenotypr to be notable.
In contrast, phenotypes that were repeatedly mentioned by
participants but have not been well discussed in the literature
are worthy of further investigation. It is possible that patients
and families are not mentioning these phenotypes in clinic visits
or that their existing concerns are not being fully understood.

Conclusions
In this study, we utilized the Phenotypr tool to collect
self-phenotyping data from 19 16p13.11 microduplication
syndrome cases, with the aim of identifying underrepresented
phenotypes in the current scientific literature. A number of
phenotypes were highlighted, including aggression, anxiety,
and a range of immunological disorders. In addition to the
typically recognized phenotypes, dup16p13.11 CNV showed a
stronger predisposition to aggression and anxiety compared to
previously reported cases, as both phenotypes were mentioned
by multiple Phenotypr participant families (4/19, 21%).
Moreover, we found that three out of four cases with anxiety
did not have co-occurring ASD or ADHD, which differed from
two other published cases [1,28]. An interesting case that
involved ASD and autoimmune encephalopathy with
corresponding antibody positivity was also identified using
Phenotypr. These findings illustrate some important hypotheses.
First, aggression and anxiety may be more common than
previously understood in 16p13.11 microduplication cases.
Second, anxiety may appear independently as a result of
dup16p13.11 CNV instead of being accompanied with ASD or
ADHD. Third, immune and autoimmune disorders might be
phenotypes of 16p13.11 microduplication, and dup16p13.11
CNV might play a genetic role in the association between
autoimmune encephalopathy and ASD. Fourth, in consideration
of the incomplete penetrance and varied expression of this
syndrome in a broad spectrum of neuropsychiatric disorders,
patients and their clinicians should be aware of all possible
phenotypes to ensure that treatment is as effective as possible.
Fifth, HPO and layperson HPO profiles acquired through patient
self-phenotyping can serve as a valuable data source for the
exploration of underreported phenotypes in the scientific
literature, especially for rare disorders with variable
presentations.

Future work will apply Phenotypr to additional 16p13.11
microduplication cases and correlate phenotypic results to the
size of the duplicated interval and the genes involved. We also
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look forward to adopting Phenotypr as a complementary data source in other genetic cohort studies of rare diseases.
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We read with great interest the study by Downey et al [1], which
examined the clinical utility and practicality of introducing a
wearable, wireless patch device for continuous vital signs
monitoring in surgical inpatients. As surgical trainees, we
frequently rely on the recording of patients’ vital signs on
observation charts and the use of early warning scores. These
systems are in place as a safety mechanism to highlight acutely
unwell patients and those at risk of clinical deterioration [2].
However, we are also all too familiar with the limitations posed
by current methods of collecting and communicating this critical
information, and there is a real need for further improvements
in both of these areas [3]. 

Having a continuous monitoring device poses a number of
potential benefits. First, by having many more data points
clinicians can more accurately define long-term trends for each
patient. Even more importantly, deterioration can be highlighted
much sooner than currently permitted due to the 5-6–hour

intervals between “observation rounds”—but will this result in
information overload? It is easy to capture information, but this
can be misleading, and overinterpretation of incidental or minor
alterations in vital signs may lead to unnecessary additional
investigations for a patient. Furthermore, although data are being
collected continuously, nursing staff can only check this at
discrete time points due to other jobs and ward responsibilities.
Therefore, staff may nevertheless fail to recognize unwell
patients at the earliest time point. This is evidenced by the fact
that it still took an average of 626 minutes to initiate treatment
for sepsis in the patient cohort with continuous monitoring,
despite the UK national guidelines for the management of sepsis
stating that antibiotics should be administered within 1 hour of
the patient first being suspected to have sepsis [4].

We understand that the software initially overwhelmed nursing
staff with false alerts, which highlights the important yet
challenging balance to make between false alerts and detecting
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significant clinical changes. We would be interested to
understand what parameters were used for the vital signs alerts,
and whether these parameters were standardized across all
patients or relative to the individual patient’s baseline vital signs.
Furthermore, does the alert system indicate the severity of the
trigger?

There is also the consideration of how practical it is for patients
to wear such devices continuously around their chest.
Anecdotally, we know that patients who are advised to wear
TED (thromboembolism-deterrent) stockings as part of venous
thromboembolism prophylaxis are often found to have removed
them “temporarily” due to discomfort or to have a shower, with
subsequent difficulty putting them back on. We can envisage
similar factors affecting the wearing of these devices for vital
signs monitoring; for example, they may be removed if they
interfere with clinical examination of the chest, or again due to
comfort or personal hygiene reasons. We already anticipate this
happening as the study noted that 24% of patients did not wear
the wireless patch for the whole length of their admission. This
means that as well as providing training for nurses, doctors and
indeed patients themselves would also need to be trained in how
to position the devices on the chest to ensure they are placed
back correctly if removed for whatever reason.

One solution to minimize the impact of wearing such devices
would be to reserve them for use out of hours. Typically, this
is when wards are minimally staffed and clinicians are
individually responsible for a far larger number of patients,
leading to a more significant need to highlight deteriorating
patients [5]. During this time, patients are typically less active

therefore there would be fewer false alarms, for example, from
increased heart rate due to patients mobilizing, and with patients
unlikely to be showering overnight, which would result in
reduced chances for the need to remove or replace the device.
Within normal working hours, nurses and doctors have a much
greater presence in the ward; therefore, concerns regarding
unwell patients are more likely to be raised in a timely manner.
Thus, it may be that during the day, current methods of
intermittently collecting vital signs data will continue to suffice;
this would also reduce the interference of wearing the device
with activities such as showering or being clinically examined.

We recommend that future studies control for the time of day
when the clinical deterioration occurred. By analyzing separately
the time to treat sepsis both in hours and out of hours for the
continuously monitored and intermittently monitored groups,
it would be possible to identify more objectively whether there
is a particular time of day where continuous vital signs
monitoring renders the greatest clinical benefit over intermittent
monitoring.

This paper [1] has identified a sensible and considered solution
to the issue of collecting and communicating vital signs data
on surgical inpatients. Despite further work being required to
streamline the implementation of this system into clinical use,
we commend the authors on their innovative device. We hope
this technology will soon help to improve clinical outcomes
and look forward to seeing a study with a more significant
population size, and thus greater power, to enable stronger
conclusions to be drawn from the results.
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Related Article:
 
Correction of: https://www.jmir.org/2021/2/e18750/
 

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e28358)   doi:10.2196/28358

In “Using the Patient Portal Sexual Health Instrument in Surveys
and Patient Questionnaires Among Sexual Minority Men in the
United States: Cross-sectional Psychometric Validation Study”
(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(2):e18750) four errors were noted.

In the originally published paper, the “greater than or equal to”
symbol (≥) was missing in three places in tables and in one
place in the main text due to an XML conversion error. The
following corrections have been made:

In Table 1, under “Age (years),” “40” has been corrected to
“≥40”.

In Table 5, under “Age category,” “40” has been corrected to
“≥40”.

In Table 6, under “Age category,” “40” has been corrected to
“≥40”.

In the section “AMIS-PPSHI Scores,” the symbol was missing
in the following sentence:

However, scores were marginally higher among
participants with a Kessler 6-item psychological
distress scale (K6) score13.

This has been corrected to:

However, scores were marginally higher among
participants with a Kessler 6-item psychological
distress scale (K6) score≥13.

The correction will appear in the online version of the paper on
the JMIR Publications website on March 5, 2021, together with
the publication of this correction notice. Because this was made
after submission to PubMed, PubMed Central, and other full-text
repositories, the corrected article has also been resubmitted to
those repositories.
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In “Association Between Institutional Social Media Involvement
and Gastroenterology Divisional Rankings: Cohort Study” (J
Med Internet Res 2019;21(9):e13345) the authors noted one
error.

In the originally published paper, the name of author Loren
Galler Rabinowitz was displayed incorrectly as surname “Galler
Rabinowitz” and given name “Loren.” This has been changed
to the correct format of surname “Rabinowitz” and given names

“Loren Galler.” Accordingly, the citation for this author will
be corrected from “Galler Rabinowitz L” to “Rabinowitz LG.”

The correction will appear in the online version of the paper on
the JMIR Publications website on March 29, 2021, together
with the publication of this correction notice. Because this was
made after submission to PubMed, PubMed Central, and other
full-text repositories, the corrected article has also been
resubmitted to those repositories.
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properly cited. The complete bibliographic information, a link to the original publication on http://www.jmir.org/, as well as this
copyright and license information must be included.
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In “Associations Between Digital Health Intervention
Engagement, Physical Activity, and Sedentary Behavior:
Systematic Review and Meta-analysis” (J Med Internet Res
2021;23(2):e23180) a character display error was noted in 3
tables.

The “gamma” symbol (γ) was not properly rendered in 5 places
in the paper due to an XML conversion error.

In Table 4, row “Rebar et al,” column “Association”:

=0.51 (95% CI −1.77 to 2.72); P>.05

has been corrected to:

γ=0.51 (95% CI −1.77 to 2.72); P>.05

In Table 5, row “Rebar et al, Time,” column “Association”:

=2.33 (95% CI 0.09 to 4.64); P<.05

has been corrected to:

γ=2.33 (95% CI 0.09 to 4.64); P<.05

and:

=0.51 (95% CI −1.77 to 2.72); P>.05

has been corrected to:

γ=0.51 (95% CI −1.77 to 2.72); P>.05

In Table 5, row “Rebar et al, Logins,” column “Association”:

=3.18 (95% CI 1.15 to 5.07); P<.05

has been corrected to:

γ=3.18 (95% CI 1.15 to 5.07); P<.05

and:

=2.04 (95% CI 0.29 to 3.84); P<.05

has been corrected to:

γ=2.04 (95% CI 0.29 to 3.84); P<.05

The correction will appear in the online version of the paper on
the JMIR Publications website on March 29, 2021, together
with the publication of this correction notice. Because this was
made after submission to PubMed, PubMed Central, and other
full-text repositories, the corrected article has also been
resubmitted to those repositories.
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In “Opportunities and Challenges for Digital Social Prescribing
in Mental Health: Questionnaire Study” (J Med Internet Res
2021;23(3):e17438) the authors noted three errors.

In the originally published article, affiliation 1 was not applied
to author Mariana Pinto da Costa, and the affiliation “Centre
for Mental Health, University Health Network – Toronto
General, Toronto, ON, Canada” was not added for author Gerry
Craigen.

The author's affiliation section was originally published as
follows:

Shivani Patel1, MRCPsych; Gerry Craigen2, MD;

Mariana Pinto da Costa3,4, MD; Becky Inkster5,6,
DPhil
1South London and Maudsley NHS Trust, London,
United Kingdom
2Department of Psychiatry, Faculty of Medicine,
University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada
3Institute of Psychiatry, Psychology and
Neuroscience, King’s College London, London,
United Kingdom
4Institute of Biomedical Sciences Abel Salazar,
University of Porto, Porto, Portugal

5Department of Psychiatry, University of Cambridge,
Cambridge, United Kingdom
6Finance and Economics Programme, The Alan
Turing Institute, London, United Kingdom

The corrected author's affiliation section appears as follows:

Shivani Patel1, MRCPsych; Gerry Craigen2,3, MD;

Mariana Pinto da Costa1,4,5, MD; Becky Inkster6,7,
DPhil
1South London and Maudsley NHS Trust, London,
United Kingdom
2Department of Psychiatry, Faculty of Medicine,
University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada
3Centre for Mental Health, University Health Network
– Toronto General, Toronto, ON, Canada
4Institute of Psychiatry, Psychology and
Neuroscience, King’s College London, London,
United Kingdom
5Institute of Biomedical Sciences Abel Salazar,
University of Porto, Porto, Portugal
6Department of Psychiatry, University of Cambridge,
Cambridge, United Kingdom
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7Finance and Economics Programme, The Alan
Turing Institute, London, United Kingdom

In the “Data Analysis” section, a correction has been made to
clarify the author order referenced in the text.

The following sentence appeared in the originally published
manuscript:

The first author (SP) coded all the material, and the
second author (MP) reviewed all the data to ensure
the consistency and credibility of the coding and
grouping [18].

This sentence has been corrected to:

The first author (SP) coded all the material, and the
third author (MP) reviewed all the data to ensure the
consistency and credibility of the coding and grouping
[18].

The correction will appear in the online version of the paper on
the JMIR Publications website on March 29, 2021, together
with the publication of this correction notice. Because this was
made after submission to PubMed, PubMed Central, and other
full-text repositories, the corrected article has also been
resubmitted to those repositories.
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In the originally published paper, the footnotes under Table 3
were incorrect.

The footnotes originally appeared as follows:

bO: not included in the questionnaire
cX: included in the questionnaire

These have now been corrected to the following:

bO: included in the questionnaire
cX: not included in the questionnaire

The correction will appear in the online version of the paper on
the JMIR Publications website on March 03, 2021, together
with the publication of this correction notice. Because this was
made after submission to PubMed, PubMed Central, and other
full-text repositories, the corrected article has also been
resubmitted to those repositories.
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In “Effects of COVID-19 Emergency Alert Text Messages on
Practicing Preventive Behaviors: Cross-sectional Web-Based
Survey in South Korea” (J Med Internet Res 2021;23(2):e24165)
the authors noted an error in authorship.

In the originally published article, the order of authors was
incorrectly listed as follows:

Myoungsoon You, Minjung Lee

The authorship list has been corrected to:

Minjung Lee, Myoungsoon You

The correction will appear in the online version of the paper on
the JMIR Publications website on March 18, 2021, together
with the publication of this correction notice. Because this was
made after submission to PubMed, PubMed Central, and other
full-text repositories, the corrected article has also been
resubmitted to those repositories.
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In “COVID-19 Discourse on Twitter in Four Asian Countries:
Case Study of Risk Communication” (J Med Internet Res
2021;23(3):e23272) the authors noted one error.

In the originally published article, the caption of Figure 10 was
incorrectly described. It read as follows:

Daily topic trends in Vietnam based on the number
of tweets.

This has been corrected to:

Daily topic trends in India based on the number of
tweets.

The correction will appear in the online version of the paper on
the JMIR Publications website on March 29, 2021, together
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly impacted mental health and well-being. Mobile mental health apps
can be scalable and useful tools in large-scale disaster responses and are particularly promising for reaching vulnerable populations.
COVID Coach is a free, evidence-informed mobile app designed specifically to provide tools and resources for addressing
COVID-19–related stress.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to characterize the overall usage of COVID Coach, explore retention and return usage,
and assess whether the app was reaching individuals who may benefit from mental health resources.

Methods: Anonymous usage data collected from COVID Coach between May 1, 2020, through October 31, 2020, were extracted
and analyzed for this study. The sample included 49,287 unique user codes and 3,368,931 in-app events.

Results: Usage of interactive tools for coping and stress management comprised the majority of key app events (n=325,691,
70.4%), and the majority of app users tried a tool for managing stress (n=28,009, 58.8%). COVID Coach was utilized for ≤3 days
by 80.9% (n=34,611) of the sample whose first day of app use occurred within the 6-month observation window. Usage of the
key content in COVID Coach predicted returning to the app for a second day. Among those who tried at least one coping tool on
their first day of app use, 57.2% (n=11,444) returned for a second visit; whereas only 46.3% (n=10,546) of those who did not try
a tool returned (P<.001). Symptoms of anxiety, depression, and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) were prevalent among app
users. For example, among app users who completed an anxiety assessment on their first day of app use (n=4870, 11.4% of users),
55.1% (n=2680) reported levels of anxiety that were moderate to severe, and 29.9% (n=1455) of scores fell into the severe
symptom range. On average, those with moderate levels of depression on their first day of app use returned to the app for a greater
number of days (mean 3.72 days) than those with minimal symptoms (mean 3.08 days; t1=3.01, P=.003). Individuals with
significant PTSD symptoms on their first day of app use utilized the app for a significantly greater number of days (mean 3.79
days) than those with fewer symptoms (mean 3.13 days; t1=2.29, P=.02).

Conclusions: As the mental health impacts of the pandemic continue to be widespread and increasing, digital health resources,
such as apps like COVID Coach, are a scalable way to provide evidence-informed tools and resources. Future research is needed
to better understand for whom and under what conditions the app is most helpful and how to increase and sustain engagement.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e26559)   doi:10.2196/26559
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Introduction

Impact of COVID-19 on Mental Health and Well-Being
In the United States, the COVID-19 pandemic has led to over
500,000 deaths, millions of job losses, and disruption of nearly
every aspect of daily life. COVID-19 has also negatively
impacted mental health and well-being globally [1-3]. One-third
of American adults report a high level of psychological distress
due to the pandemic [4].

Several studies now indicate that an unprecedented mental health
crisis is underway. In a poll conducted by Harris [5] on behalf
of the American Psychological Association, nearly 8 in 10 adults
said the pandemic is a significant source of stress in their lives.
The prevalence of depression symptoms among adults in the
United States has risen from 8.5% of the population prior to the
COVID-19 pandemic to 27.8% in the midst of the pandemic
[6]. Researchers from the US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention found that 40% of respondents of a survey
administered in June 2020 endorsed at least one adverse mental
or behavioral health condition including symptoms of
depression, anxiety, posttraumatic stress, or having started or
increased substance use to cope with stress or emotions related
to COVID-19. Over 10% of respondents reported seriously
considering suicide in the previous 30 days [7]. Furthermore,
there appears to be a bidirectional relationship between
COVID-19 and psychiatric disorders, such that having a
psychiatric disorder is associated with a greater likelihood of
contracting COVID-19, and contracting COVID-19 is associated
with an increased risk of receiving a psychiatric diagnosis [8].

Digital Mental Health as a Strategy for Addressing the
Mental Health Impact of COVID-19
Digital mental health options are needed to help address the
mental health effects of COVID-19 as well as the secondary
impacts of the pandemic, such as fear of contracting the virus,
financial stress related to job loss, loss of childcare, or the need
to balance work with remote education. Mobile mental health
apps are a promising strategy for addressing mental health
impacts of the pandemic because of their potential scalability,
reach, and utility, particularly during a time when in-person
care may not be accessible due to social distancing and safety
regulations. High-quality, accessible, and sustainable apps have
been identified as part of an integrated “blueprint” for digital
mental health services during the pandemic [9]. They may be
a particularly useful tool for reaching a large number of
individuals from highly impacted populations at risk for
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) or other mental health
conditions, including those who have contracted COVID-19
and frontline health care workers [10].

Apps are a particularly appealing medium because of their
potential reach. Individuals rarely turn off mobile devices [11],
making apps available 24/7. Additionally, in the United States,
81% of adults own smartphones, with few differences among

sociodemographic groups [12]. This reach is important because
the pandemic has a disproportionate and complex impact on
Black, Indigenous, people of color (BIPOC), people from
low-income backgrounds, and women [13], and it is clear that
vulnerable groups are at greater risk for behavioral and mental
health consequences [6,7,14]. Systemic disadvantage with
respect to social determinants of health, such as lack of internet
access and reduced educational opportunities, has been
associated with increased COVID-19 mortality rates [15]. Free,
evidence-informed apps, such as COVID Coach, that are
developed by government or not-for-profit entities and made
specifically to address such systemic barriers, can contribute to
a digital mental health safety net for vulnerable individuals.
Beyond the ability to reach many people, apps have been shown
to be useful adjunctive resources for a range of mental health
concerns, including anxiety and depression [16] and PTSD [17].

Creation of the COVID Coach App
In response to the anticipated mental health impact of the
COVID-19 pandemic, and as part of the Veterans Affairs’ (VA)
“Fourth Mission” to help during times of national emergencies
and support public health, the National Center for PTSD created
COVID Coach (Multimedia Appendix 1). COVID Coach is a
free, publicly available mental health app designed to help
people cope with stress, find resources, and track mental health
over time. It is intended to be simple to use, does not require
an internet connection or data plan to access primary content,
and all recommended activities and resources are low in cost
or free to users. COVID Coach is one of only a few public
mental health apps available for specifically addressing mental
health concerns stemming from or exacerbated by COVID-19,
and it is the newest in a suite of free mental health apps designed
to support mental health [18,19].

COVID Coach is based upon the model of the empirically
supported PTSD Coach app [20], which has been identified as
a potential approach for the behavioral and mental health impact
of COVID-19 [21]. COVID Coach provides app users with
many of the features of PTSD Coach, including tools for coping
with challenging situations and managing stress,
psychoeducation, tracking of mental health symptoms, and
quick access to support networks and crisis resources. COVID
Coach also provides symptom management tools adapted for
life during the pandemic (eg, sleep struggles; isolation; stress;
sadness; and indoor, socially distanced activities), goal-setting,
and over 50 unique psychoeducational topics about managing
COVID-19–related concerns (ie, staying well, staying balanced,
staying together, staying safe, and staying healthy). The app
was released at the end of April 2020 and has been promoted
as part of the VA’s response to the pandemic and highlighted
as an important resource [22].

Evaluating COVID Coach in the Context of a Public
Health Disaster
Mobile mental health apps can be useful tools in large-scale
disaster responses [23], and their use has been indicated
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specifically within the context of the COVID-19 pandemic (eg,
[24,25]). However, the utility of standalone apps “in the wild”
can be limited by poor engagement and high attrition (eg,
[26,27].) A host of challenges renders it difficult to conduct
formal research and evaluation on disaster mental health
interventions and resources [28]. Accordingly, there is often
insufficient data on when, how, and why individuals utilize
disaster mental health resources to help guide policy and
budgetary allocation. Although COVID Coach has been well
received in the general population, usage of the app, particularly
the key content areas, and retention have not yet been formally
evaluated.

Objective
This study utilized anonymous mobile analytics data to
characterize the overall usage of an app designed specifically
to provide tools and resources for addressing COVID-19–related
stress, explore retention and return usage, and assess whether
the app was reaching individuals that may benefit from mental
health resources. Three key aims guided the study: (1) describe
general usage trends between May 1, 2020, and October 31,
2020 (a key period of time during the pandemic), and identify
how frequently specific types of key app content were used (ie,
coping tools, psychoeducation, self-assessments, and accessing
resources); (2) explore usage patterns, with a particular focus
on understanding how usage of key content on the first day of
use may be related to return use and retention; and (3)
characterize baseline mental health and well-being among
COVID Coach users.

Methods

COVID Coach Mobile App Description
COVID Coach, available for Android [29] and iOS [30], is an
app designed specifically for the COVID-19 pandemic to
provide users with interactive, evidence-informed tools for
coping with stress and anxiety, information about how to stay
well, stay connected, and navigate challenges, self-monitoring
mental health symptoms and goals, and resources to discover
and connect with various types of verified and vetted support.
The app can be used independently or in conjunction with
professional mental health care but is not a replacement for
therapy. Users are not required to create an account or log in to
access any of the content, and the app is fully compatible with
assistive software technologies (eg, VoiceOver or TalkBack).

Mobile Analytics Data
COVID Coach collects anonymous information about app use
for the purposes of quality improvement. Fully nonidentifying,
anonymous, and encrypted event sequences were stored using
JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format on a remote
GovCloud server that meets VA security and privacy
requirements. Data are accessible from VA App Connect
software, which has been approved for use under the VA’s
Technical Reference Model [31]. Upon first launch of the app,
a unique, randomly generated 32-character (256-bit) code is
assigned to that particular app installation. Completely
anonymous usage data, such as screens selected, button presses,
and other nonidentifying patterns, are collected and associated

with this install code. Install codes serve as a proxy for app
users since the unique identity of each app user cannot be
determined. Each in-app event contains a timestamp (in
Coordinated Universal Time [UTC]) that corresponds to when
the event actually occurred, but data are only transmitted to the
server when the app is in use and connected to Wi-Fi or utilizing
a data plan.

Procedures
For the purpose of this study, mobile analytics data with
timestamps between May 1, 2020, and October 31, 2020, were
extracted from the research server on November 4, 2020.
Between May 1 and October 31, 3,368,931 in-app related events
were captured (Android: n=847,260; iOS: n=2,521,612) across
49,297 unique install codes (Android: n=12,938; iOS:
n=36,359).

Measures

App Use Metrics
Daily active users and monthly active users were measured by
the total number of app users that used COVID Coach on a
given day or at least once within a given month. Overall,
frequencies for key content usage were computed for each of
the four key sections in the app: Manage Stress (tried a tool),
Learn (viewed a learn topic), Mood Check (created and rated a
goal or completed an assessment), and Find Resources (viewed
at least one specific subsection within Find Resources). These
frequencies were computed for all key events and for all app
users that had activity during the observation window (May 1,
2020, through October 31, 2020). Based on a rationale similar
to Kwasny and colleagues [32], we decided a priori that
frequency of use within the observation window would be
measured in terms of unique days of use, rather than sessions
or visits because of the variability in establishing the end of an
app session, within and across platforms. Additionally, all app
users were categorized according to whether their first day of
app use occurred during the observation window (first-time
users) or prior to the start of the observation window. Thus, all
analyses related to distinct days of app use, return usage, and
patterns of usage by day of use focused only on app events
associated with first-time users. Among all first-time users,
distinct days of app use within the observation window were
calculated, as well as retention days (the number of days
between the first day of use and the last day of use) and the
number of days between the first day of use and the second day
of use (for all individuals who used the app for at least 2 distinct
days). For each first-time user, completion of tasks within each
of the four key content areas were totaled, by each distinct day
of use. First-time users who completed one or more assessments
on their first day of app use were identified as “baseline”
assessment completers.

In-App Assessments
Four assessments are available within the Mood Check section
of COVID Coach. These assessments can be accessed and taken
at any time by app users.

The Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-Being Scale (WEMWBS)
[33] is a measure to assess the feelings and functional aspects
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of positive mental health. COVID Coach contains the 14-item
version of the scale, with each item measured on a Likert-type
scale ranging from 1 (“none of the time”) to 5 (“all of the time”).
For each item, respondents are asked to consider how they have
been feeling over the past 2 weeks. Total score is obtained by
summing all items. Scores of less than 42 are indicative of low
well-being [34]. The scale was found to be a valid and reliable
tool for measuring mental well-being in diverse populations
and across project types, and has adequate internal reliability
(α=.89) [35].

The Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7 (GAD-7) [36] is a measure
to screen for GAD and assess severity of GAD symptoms. The
scale consists of 7 items, each measured on a Likert-type scale
ranging from 0 (“not at all”) to 3 (“nearly every day”), and total
score is obtained by summing all items. For each item,
respondents are asked to consider how they have been feeling
over the past 2 weeks. Anxiety symptom severity is categorized
as: minimal (total score=0-4), mild (total score=5-9), moderate
(total score=10-14), and severe (total score=15 or higher). The
scale has acceptable internal reliability and good psychometric
properties, including among general population samples [37].

The Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9) [38] is a measure
to assess the severity of depression symptoms. The scale consists
of 9 items, each measured on a Likert-type scale ranging from
0 (“not at all”) to 3 (“nearly every day”), and total score is
obtained by summing all items. For each item, respondents are
asked to consider how they have been feeling over the past 2
weeks. Depression symptom severity is categorized as: minimal
(total score=0-4), mild (total score=5-9), moderate (total
score=10-14), moderately severe (total score=15-19), and severe
(total score=20 or higher). The scale has acceptable internal
reliability (α=.86-.89) and overall sound psychometric properties
across settings [39].

The Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Checklist (PCL-5) [40] is a
measure to assess symptoms of PTSD. The scale consists of 20
items, each measured on a Likert-type scale ranging from 0
(“not at all”) to 4 (“extremely”), and total score is obtained by
summing all items. In COVID Coach, the PCL-5 is administered
with only a brief introduction, followed by the assessment items.
For each item, respondents are asked to consider how they have
been feeling over the past month. Initial research suggests that
total scores of 31 to 33 (or higher) are indicative of probable
PTSD. For this study, we use 33 as the cut-off for significant
PTSD symptoms. The PCL-5 was found to be reliable and valid
in both veteran [41] and civilian populations [42].

Analyses
SQLPro Studio (Hankinsoft Development, Inc) was used for
all data preprocessing and extraction. SAS University Edition
(SAS Institute) software in conjunction with Oracle’s VirtualBox
were used for all data analyses. We calculated descriptive

statistics for key content usage, retention, and baseline levels
of mental health symptom severity and levels of well-being.
Chi-square analyses were conducted to understand differences
in returning to the app for a second day of use based on key
content usage on the first day of app use and baseline mental
health symptoms. We ran separate chi-square analyses for each
predictor. Independent samples t tests were conducted to
examine differences in total unique days of app use and total
manage stress tools utilized among app users who completed
an assessment on their first day of app use compared to those
who did not. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted
with a Tukey test for post hoc analysis to examine differences
in baseline WEMWBS scores, by month, among users who
completed a well-being assessment on their first day of app use.
Regression analyses were conducted to examine the relationship
between baseline mental health symptoms and unique days of
app usage.

Results

Reach and Reception
The app was released at the end of April 2020, and as of October
31, 2020, it has been downloaded 143,097 times. It is highly
rated on both the Apple App Store (4.8 out 5 stars) and the
Google Play Store (4.7 out of 5 stars). Users had the opportunity
to provide written reviews along with star ratings. The majority
of written reviews were overwhelmingly positive, with
comments such as “Beautifully calming…,” “a necessity for
our new normal,” “one of the best free apps I’ve found,” and
“this is amazing… it has all you may need… mood trackers,
resources, meditation-not too frilly, just important.” Notably,
due to Google’s restrictions on mobile apps related to
COVID-19 (including hiding certain results for apps among
searches containing “COVID”), COVID Coach has been
installed at a ratio of over 3:1 for iOS compared to Android
mobile devices.

Daily and Monthly Active Users
The number of daily active users spiked in May 2020 (mean
1205.77, SD 615.70), shortly after the app’s release. The number
of daily active users has leveled off but remained stable with
average daily active users of 778.67 (SD 161.16), 752.03 (SD
152.07), 712.71 (SD 141.85), 682.83 (SD 150.83), and 611.35
(SD 128.60), respectively, during the months of June, July,
August, September, and October 2020 (Figure 1). Although
timestamp information is only captured in UTC, there appears
to be a consistent, weekly pattern of usage such that the app is
used more during the week than on weekends. The number of
monthly active users followed a similar pattern as daily active
users. The number of monthly active users peaked in May but
remained steady through October 2020, at approximately 11,000
unique app users per month.
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Figure 1. Daily active COVID Coach users, from May 1, 2020, through October 31, 2020.

Key Content Usage
Within the observation window (May 1, 2020, through October
31, 2020), there were 49,297 unique app users and 462,651 app
events associated with the four key content areas (Manage
Stress, Learn, Mood Check, and Find Resources). Table 1
provides an overview.

Of the four key sections of the app, the Manage Stress section,
which contains tools for coping with stress and anxiety, was
the most utilized. Across the observation window, there were
325,691 total tool use events (70.4% of all key events), among
28,009 unique install codes (56.82% of all unique install codes).

Within the Manage Stress section, app users can directly select
individual tools from a list of all tools, or they can have a tool
recommended to them by selecting from one of seven possible
challenges related to the pandemic: (1) coping with stress, (2)
feeling lonely, (3) creating space for myself, (4) feeling sad or
hopeless, (5) handling anger and irritability, (6) navigating
relationships, and (7) sleep struggles. Across all app users,
48.5% (n=23,885) selected at least one challenge. Among this
group of app users, challenges related to coping with stress were
the most commonly selected (n=12,696, 53.2%), followed by
sleep struggles (n=9308, 39.0%) and feeling lonely (n=9153,
38.3%).

Table 1. Overall key content usage among all COVID Coach users within the observation window (between May 1, 2020, and October 31, 2020).

Totals per app user, mean
(SD); range

Key events, n (%)bUnique app users, n (%)aKey content area (specific in-app action)

11.63 (30.33); 1-2124325,691 (70.4)28,009 (56.8)Manage Stress (tried at least one tool)

5.15 (8.09); 1-26752,123 (11.3)10,124 (20.5)Learn (viewed at least one topic)

3.54 (12.52); 1-100847,821 (10.3)13,510 (27.4)Mood Check (entered and rated at least one goal or completed
at least one assessment )

3.93 (7.82); 1-32937,016 (8.0)9418 (19.1)Find Resources (viewed at least one specific subsection)

aTotal number of unique app users during the observation window=49,297. Percentage of total app users. Percentages in this column will not sum to
100% because app users could have completed actions across the four types of key content areas.
bTotal key app events during the observation window=462,651. Percentage of total key app events.

Overall, the psychoeducation content within the Learn section
of the app was consumed less frequently and by fewer users
than the Manage Stress tools. Within the observation sample,
there were 52,123 unique learn topic views (11.3% of all key
events), among 20.5% of all app users (10,124/49,297). Four
out of the five most viewed topics appeared in the first
subsection within Learn (Staying Well).

In total, core activities within the Mood Check section comprised
10.3% (47,821/462,651) of all key events. Across the
observation window, 27.4% of all app users (13,510/49,297)

submitted at least one goal success rating or completed at least
one of the four available assessments in the Mood Check section.
There were 10,253 submitted goal success ratings across 2285
app users (4.6% of the total sample), and 37,568 completed
assessments across 13,223 unique app users (26.8% of all users).

Across the eleven subsections within Find Resources, 19.1%
(9418/49,297) of all app users viewed the resource pages 37,016
times across the observation window, representing 8% of all
key events. Notably, although not the most frequently viewed
subsection, Crisis Resources (which includes direct links to
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phone lines, text support, and online chat for services such as
the National Suicide Prevention Lifeline, Crisis Text Line, and
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration’s
Helpline) was visited 3297 times (8.9% of all Find Resources

visits) among 2131 unique users. Table 2 presents detailed
information about key events within each of the four key
sections.

Table 2. Detailed key content usage among all COVID Coach users within the observation window (between May 1, 2020, and October 31, 2020).

Key app events, n (%)bUnique app users, n (%)aKey content area

Manage Stress: top 5 most frequently used tools

18,493 (4.0)7041 (14.3)Ambient Sounds (an audio-only tool with no narration)

16,011 (3.5)7870 (16.0)Deep Breathing (an audio-guided exercise)

12,480 (2.7)6721 (13.6)Change Your Perspective (a tool with tips for how to replace negative thoughts with more
helpful ones)

11,599 (2.5)6037 (12.2)Muscle Relaxation (an audio-guided exercise focused on relaxing distinct core body parts)

9767 (2.1)5718 (11.6)Grounding (a tool with tips on how to stay connected to the present moment and surround-
ings)

Learn: top 5 most frequently viewed topics

2811 (0.6)2131 (4.3)Prioritizing Yourself, Right Now

2281 (0.5)1856 (3.8)Managing Irritability

1817 (0.4)1506 (3.1)Finding Humor

1813 (0.4)1442 (2.9)Finding Calm

1511 (0.3)1184 (2.4)Sleep

Find Resources: top 3 most frequently viewed sections

6451 (1.4)2927 (5.9)Finding Local Resources (for locating state-specific COVID-19 guidelines and information)

6223 (1.3)3176 (6.4)Meeting Your Needs (for basic needs support)

3748 (0.8)2461 (5.0)Mobile Apps to Support Mental Health (information about other free apps to support
mental health)

Mood Check: completion of assessments, by type

11,732 (2.5)7698 (15.6)Track Mood (PHQ-9c)

11,649 (2.5)8115 (16.5)Track Anxiety (GAD-7d)

8860 (1.9)6151 (12.5)Track Well-Being (WEMWBSe)

5327 (1.2)3568 (7.2)Track PTSDf Symptoms (PCL-5g)

aTotal number of unique app users during the observation window=49,297. Percentage of total app users.
bTotal key app events during the observation window=462,651. Percentage of total key app events.
cPHQ-9: Patient Health Questionnaire-9.
dGAD-7: Generalized Anxiety Disorder-7.
eWEMWBS: Warwick-Edinburgh Mental Well-Being Scale.
fPTSD: posttraumatic stress disorder.
gPCL-5: Posttraumatic Stress Disorder Checklist-5.

Return Usage and Retention
Among the 49,297 app user install codes present in the
observation window, 86.8% (n=42,783) of COVID Coach users
had their first day of app use occur within the observation
window. Thus, for the analyses presented in this section, usage
patterns will be restricted to only the app users and events
associated with those whose first day of app use occurred during
the observation window.

Nearly half of COVID Coach users used the app for a single
day (n=20,793, 48.6%), and an additional 32.3% (n=13,818)

used the app for 2 or 3 days in total. Less than 2% of the sample
(n=709) used the app for 15 or more distinct days (Table 3). On
average, across all app users with ≥2 distinct days of app use
(n=21,990), the number of days retained was 42.44 (SD 44.40,
median 25, range 1-179). On average, the number of days
between the first day of app use and the second day of app use
was 14.65 (SD 24.52, median 4, range 1-176). Although the
majority of app users who returned to the app for at least a
second day returned within 14 days, there was variability,
including users whose second day of use occurred over 90 days
after the first (see Table 4 for a detailed analysis among users
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whose first month of use occurred in May, June, or July so that returns within a 90-day or longer window could be examined).

Table 3. Total number of distinct days of COVID Coach use, by month of first app use.

Frequency of users per distinct day, n (%)Month of first app use

≥15 days7-14 days4-6 days3 days2 days1 day only

348 (2.26)1049 (6.81)2137 (13.87)1891 (12.28)3406 (22.11)6573 (42.67)May

137 (2.40)372 (6.51)770 (13.49)693 (12.14)1205 (21.10)2533 (44.26)June

100 (1.66)362 (6.01)737 (12.23)640 (10.62)1246 (20.68)2939 (48.79)July

76 (1.23)314 (5.09)698 (11.32)648 (10.51)1267 (20.54)3165 (51.31)August

43 (0.83)190 (3.66)503 (9.70)548 (10.57)1119 (21.58)2783 (53.66)September

5 (0.12)58 (1.35)273 (6.36)306 (7.13)849 (19.79)2800 (65.25)October

709 (1.66)2345 (5.48)5118 (11.96)4726 (11.05)9092 (21.25)20,793 (48.6)All

Table 4. Analysis of days between first and second app use among COVID Coach users with at least 2 distinct days of app use, by month of first use.

First return after
more than 90
days, n (%)

First return
within 61-90
days, n (%)

First return
within 31-60
days, n (%)

First return
within 15-30
days, n (%)

First return
within 8-14
days, n (%)

First return
within 7 days, n
(%)

Users that re-
turned at least
once, n

First month of app use

436 (4.94)391 (4.43)870 (9.85)1107 (12.54)1071 (12.13)4956 (56.12)8831May

115 (3.62)118 (3.71)298 (9.38)457 (14.38)403 (12.68)1786 (56)3177June

50 (1.62)130 (4.21)232 (7.52)366 (11.86)385 (12.48)1922 (62.30)3085July

Differential Day 2 Return Rates Based on Day 1 Key
Content Usage
On both the first and second days of app use (see Table 5 for
an overview of usage), many app users tried at least one tool
within the Manage Stress section (46.80% [n=20,222] on the
first day, 41.85% [n=9202] among individuals who returned to
the app for a second day). Usage of the key content in COVID
Coach predicted returning to the app for a second day.

Of those who tried at least one Manage Stress tool on their first
day of app use, 57.2% (n=11,444) returned for a second visit;
whereas only 46.3% (n=10,546) of those who did not try a tool
returned (P<.001). Among those who viewed at least one Learn
topic on their first day of app use, 58.8% (n=3292) returned for
a second day of use; whereas only 50.3% (n=18,698) who did
not view a learn topic returned (P<.001). With respect to the
Mood Check section, 57.2% (n=4892) of app users that
completed at least one goal rating or one assessment activity
returned for a second day of use, compared to 50.0% (n=17,098)

of users who did not complete any Mood Check activities
(P<.001). Lastly, among app users who viewed at least one
specific Find Resources subsection, 57.4% (n=3014) returned
for a second day of app use, compared to only 50.6% (n=18,976)
of users who did not view any resources returned (P<.001).

Additionally, usage patterns among individuals who completed
an assessment on the first day of app use were significantly
different than those who did not complete an assessment on
their first day. On average, individuals who completed at least
one assessment on their first day of app use utilized COVID
Coach for more unique days within the observation window
(mean 3.29 days, SD 5.44) compared to individuals who did
not complete an assessment on the first day (mean 2.66 days,
SD 4.37; P<.001). Similarly, individuals who completed at least
one assessment on their first day of app use utilized, on average,
significantly more Manage Stress tools within the observation
window (mean 9.2 tools, SD 24.6) compared to individuals who
did not complete an assessment on the first day (mean 5.8 tools,
SD 19.3; P<.001).
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Table 5. Comparison of key content area usage, by first and second day of app use.

App usersNumber of key content areas accessed

Second day of app use (n=21,990), n (%)First day of app use (n=42,783), n (%)

All four key areas

192 (0.9)650 (1.5)Completed at least one action within all four key content
areas

Two to three key areas

3143 (14.3)7953 (18.6)Manage Stress (with one or two other key areas; tried at least
one tool and completed another action within one or two
other key areas)

405 (1.8)1129 (2.6)Two or three key areas (excluding Manage Stress; completed
at least one action within two or more of the Learn, Mood
Check, or Find Resources sections)

One key area

5867 (26.7)11,419 (26.7)Manage Stress only (only tried at least one tool)

1355 (6.2)2677 (6.3)Mood Check only (only completed at least one goal rating
or assessment)

660 (3.0)1196 (2.8)Find Resources only (only viewed at least one resource
subsection)

485 (2.2)805 (1.9)Learn only (only viewed at least one learn topic)

No key area actions

9883 (44.9)16,954 (39.6)Did not complete an action within any of the four key areas

Characterizing Baseline Mental Health Among COVID
Coach Users
Baseline well-being among individuals using COVID Coach
appeared to be relatively low and decreased over time. Among
app users who completed a WEMWBS assessment on their first
day of app use (n=3558, 8.32% of all users whose first day of
app use occurred during the observation window), average
well-being scores, by month, were all less than 42, which has
been used as a cut-off to identify low well-being [34]. These
average baseline scores decreased over time, with app users
who completed their first WEMWBS on their first day of app
use in September 2020 (n=416; mean 38.7, SD 0.04) or October
2020 (n=341; mean 38.1, SD 9.50) demonstrating significantly
lower average well-being scores than app users who completed
their first WEMWBS on their first day of using the app in May
2020 (n=1361; mean 41.2, SD 9.65).

Symptoms of anxiety, depression, and PTSD were prevalent
among app users. For all app users who completed a GAD-7
assessment on their first day of app use (n=4870; 11.4% of
users), 12.8% (n=625) had scores suggesting minimal anxiety
(total score=0-4), 32.1% (n=1565) endorsed mild levels of
anxiety (total score=5-9), 25.2% (n=1225) indicated moderate
levels of anxiety (total score=10-14), and 29.9% (n=1455) of
scores fell into the severe symptom range (total score=15 or
higher).

Among app users who completed a PHQ-9 on their first day of
app use (n=4548, 10.6% of users), 16.5% (n=749) had scores
suggesting minimal depression (total score=0-4), 28.9%
(n=1312) endorsed mild levels of depression (total score=5-9),
25.0% (n=1136) indicated moderate levels of depression (total

score=10-14), 17.5% (n=795) endorsed moderately severe levels
of depression (total score=15-19), and 12.2% (n=556) of scores
fell into the severe symptom range (total score=20 or higher).

Unlike the GAD-7 and the PHQ-9, the PCL-5 does not have
symptom severity categorizations. However, among app users
who completed a PCL-5 on their first day of app use (n=2064,
4.8% of users), the majority of individuals who completed the
assessment (n=1234, 59.8%) had a total score ≥33, which is
consistent with significant PTSD symptoms.

Baseline Mental Health Characteristics and Return
Usage
Baseline PTSD symptoms predicted returning to the app for a
second day. Among individuals with a baseline PCL-5 score of
33 or greater, 62.5% returned to the app for a second day of
use, compared to only 56.4% of individuals with scores below
33 (P=.006). Neither symptom severity for anxiety or depression
nor levels of well-being were predictive of return usage.

We conducted regression analyses to examine the relationship
between baseline mental health symptoms and unique days of
app usage. Depression and PTSD symptoms were predictive of
the total number of unique days of app use. With respect to
depression symptoms, we utilized the group with minimal
symptoms as the reference group in comparison to those with
mild, moderate, moderately severe, and severe symptoms. On
average, those with moderate levels of depression on their first
day of app use returned to the app for a greater number of days
(mean 3.72 days) than those with minimal symptoms of
depression (mean 3.08 days; t1=3.01, P=.003). Individuals with
mild, moderately severe, and severe depression did not
significantly differ from the reference group. Although the
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difference in usage between moderately severe and minimal
symptom severity categories was not statistically significant, it
was trending in the predicted direction. With respect to PTSD
symptoms, individuals with baseline PCL-5 scores indicating
significant PTSD symptoms utilized the app for a significantly
greater number of days (mean 3.79 days) than those with
subthreshold symptom levels (mean 3.13 days; t1=2.29, P=.02).

Discussion

Principal Findings
This exploration of COVID Coach usage among the general
population suggests that mobile apps may have the reach and
accessibility necessary to be a useful medium for disseminating
mental health information and resources to individuals
experiencing stress related to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Between May 1, 2020, and October 31, 2020, the app was used
by nearly 50,000 individuals, and daily active usage has
remained steady over time. In addition to the total number of
individuals reached, the key content within the app was utilized
in over 450,000 instances. The stress management tools were
most frequently used with over 28,000 users utilizing individual
tools over 300,000 times. Further, each of the other three key
content areas in the app were accessed tens of thousands of
times by tens of thousands of users. This reach and scalability
of COVID Coach across the general population is an example
of how digital mental health tools can become successfully
integrated into disaster response strategies. From a public mental
health perspective (eg, [43]), being able to rapidly deploy
evidence-informed tools and reliable health information via a
free, accessible, and secure app is a way for the federal
government to contribute to a digital mental health safety net
and reduce barriers to accessing mental health resources.

Importantly, COVID Coach appears to be reaching individuals
in need of mental health resources. On average, among app
users who completed assessments during their first day of use,
well-being was low, and the majority of individuals were
indicating greater than minimal symptoms of anxiety,
depression, and PTSD. Additionally, among app users who
identified challenges they are facing, the majority reported
difficulties with managing stress, troubles with sleep, and
feelings of loneliness. We cannot determine if individuals
utilizing COVID Coach are representative of the general
population, but elevated levels of anxiety, depression, and
posttraumatic stress are consistent with other research conducted
during the pandemic [6,7,44]. Individuals with significant PTSD
symptoms at baseline were more likely to return to the app for
a second day of app use. On average, individuals with significant
PTSD symptoms used the app for a greater number of days than
those with subthreshold symptoms, and individuals with
moderate depression used the app for more days than those with
minimal symptoms. Greater usage among individuals with
moderate depression symptoms is consistent with previous
research [45].

Although overall app utilization data suggested considerable
reach, engagement proved to be less consistent. Our analyses
revealed that the majority of COVID Coach users (80.9%)

utilized the app on ≤3 days. This finding is consistent with
research indicating that self-management apps for mental health
are often not used over extended periods of time [26,27,46].
However, as noted by Ng and colleagues [47], there is a need
for more standardized reporting of measures related to user
engagement and retention. The average number of retention
days, as well as the number of days between days of use, suggest
that the app may not be something that individuals use on a
daily basis, but rather during moments of distress or need. This
type of usage is consistent with the overall design of COVID
Coach as a self-management tool, which does not provide any
guidance on how often or when to use the app.

This research also provides some guidance on how engagement
might be encouraged in future app versions. In general, app
users that completed actions within the key content areas on the
first day of app use were more likely to return for a second day
of app use. More specifically, users that completed an
assessment on the first day of app use were significantly more
likely to use the app for a greater number of days and to use a
greater number of stress management tools than app users who
did not complete an assessment on the first day of app use.
These findings suggest that finding ways to motivate users to
complete actions within key areas on their first day of app use,
particularly tools and assessments, may be one way to enhance
engagement and retention. For example, having
recommendations for a tool or assessment to try, easily
accessible from the app home screen, may encourage users to
try a specific in-app activity. Additionally, the onboarding
sequence could include a few brief questions to help tailor in-app
recommendations to the user’s intentions and preferences, and
guide them through the process of setting customized goals for
using the features within the app most relevant to them. Lastly,
finding ways to regularly disseminate and highlight new app
content (eg, managing stress around prolonged distance learning,
vaccine information) may encourage users to return to the app
more frequently.

Limitations
Because COVID Coach does not collect any identifying
information, we cannot say anything about the populations that
we have reached, other than what we can characterize based
upon in-app actions. Future research that permits collection of
identifying information is needed, particularly given the
disproportionate impact the pandemic has had on vulnerable
groups of people. A Spanish version of COVID Coach has
recently been released, and plans for data collection on app
usage within Spanish-speaking populations are underway.

Additionally, we utilize the unique install codes as a proxy for
an individual user. We assume that most individuals do not
delete and reinstall the app multiple times. However, if an
individual were to download COVID Coach on more than one
mobile device, or delete it and reinstall, each of those
installations would be assigned a unique install code, and would
appear as a new user.

Although the app includes assessments for individuals to
self-monitor well-being and symptoms of anxiety, depression,
and PTSD, it is difficult to reliably measure change in these
constructs via the app, due to the naturalistic nature of this study
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and the changing landscape of the pandemic over time. It is
important to highlight that even though a score of 33 or higher
on the PCL-5 is suggestive of PTSD, the assessment questions
in the app do not ask app users to respond to the questions while
focusing on a particular traumatic incident, so caution in
interpreting the meaning of these scores is warranted. Because
the PCL-5 refers to “the stressful experience” in each item, in
the context of COVID Coach, the PCL-5 may be capturing
overall levels of distress. While desirable, we also did not have
a way to measure other potential proxy variables of interest such
as coping self-efficacy, perceived helpfulness of the app,
improved opinions about mental health care, or reduction in
stress related to enhanced support access, as these cannot be
determined solely by in-app usage data.

Future research is needed to better understand who is interested
in public mental health apps like COVID Coach, what their
primary goals are for using the app, which outcomes are most
useful in understanding engagement patterns, and how
successful usage is defined. For example, someone may use the
app only once, find the exact resource they need, and not use
the app again, whereas someone else may be experiencing
significant stress, use tools in moments of distress, and track
mental health symptoms on a weekly basis. Findings from this
type of research could be used to advance the science of mobile
mental health and also be directly applied to a suite of publicly
available apps that have been downloaded over 4 million times
and are in widespread use across the VA, the largest health care
organization in the United States.

Conclusions
As the mental health impacts of the pandemic continue to be
widespread and increasing, digital health resources, such as

apps like COVID Coach, are a scalable way to provide
evidence-informed tools and resources. We believe that this is
the first evaluation of a mobile mental health app designed
specifically for use during the COVID-19 pandemic. This work
shows that tens of thousands of people are accessing the app,
with a particular focus on the tools for stress and coping. Such
rapid uptake of a public mobile mental health app is
unprecedented and signals perceived value. Specially, the
findings from this evaluation suggest that apps may play a
helpful role in providing mental health resources in the context
of a public health disaster.

Future research should attempt to elucidate for whom and under
what conditions the app is most helpful, and how to increase
and sustain engagement. Additional areas of focus should
include how to optimize the app for populations impacted by
disparities related to mental health literacy, digital literacy, and
stigma around mental health care. As noted by many mHealth
(mobile health) scholars [48-50], there is no reason to believe
that digital mental health care and blended options will disappear
after the pandemic, so it is important to find strategies for
increasing reach and optimizing for engagement within
self-management tools. These strategies must also attend to
issues of health inequities [48,49,51]. Due to the scale of the
crisis, the pandemic may have opened the door to conversations
about mental health, and apps may be a helpful first step in
providing tools, accurate information, and connecting people
with reliable resources. Those in government and nonprofit
organizations may be able to provide these kinds of tools as a
way to contribute to a digital mental health safety net and help
alleviate mental health disparities.
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Abstract

Background: During the COVID-19 pandemic, one way to reduce further transmissions of SARS-CoV-2 is the widespread
use of contact tracing apps. Such apps keep track of proximity contacts and warn contacts of persons who tested positive for an
infection.

Objective: In this study, we analyzed potential barriers to the large-scale adoption of the official contact tracing app that was
introduced in Germany on June 16, 2020.

Methods: Survey data were collected from 3276 adults during the week the app was introduced using an offline-recruited,
probability-based online panel of the general adult population in Germany.

Results: We estimate that 81% of the population aged 18 to 77 years possess the devices and ability to install the official app
and that 35% are also willing to install and use it. Potential spreaders show high access to devices required to install the app (92%)
and high ability to install the app (91%) but low willingness (31%) to correctly adopt the app, whereas for vulnerable groups, the
main barrier is access (62%).

Conclusions: The findings suggest a pessimistic view on the effectiveness of app-based contact tracing to contain the COVID-19
pandemic. We recommend targeting information campaigns at groups with a high potential to spread the virus but who are
unwilling to install and correctly use the app, in particular men and those aged between 30 and 59 years. In addition, vulnerable
groups, in particular older individuals and those in lower-income households, may be provided with equipment and support to
overcome their barriers to app adoption.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e23362)   doi:10.2196/23362
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Introduction

Since the outbreak of COVID-19, millions of people worldwide
have been infected with SARS-CoV-2 [1]. In the absence of an
effective vaccine or cure, societies across the globe are testing
various combinations of measures to contain the spread of the

virus [2]. Many countries have introduced lockdowns to reduce
the number of new infections to a level that allows national
health systems to treat all patients effectively despite the
additional influx of seriously ill people [3].

While lockdowns have proven effective at reducing the spread
of the virus, they have a major impact on the economy and
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social life [4,5]. A less economically damaging measure is
contact tracing, where persons who have been in close proximity
of someone known to be infected are quarantined until they can
be confirmed not infected (ie, tested negative) or, if confirmed
infected (ie, tested positive), until they are not contagious
anymore. In Germany, this task has been performed by officials
in local public health departments, who through personal
conversations with infected persons, have been collecting
proximity contacts to inform them of their potential infection
and to implement quarantines [6].

To grant some relief to this labor-intensive system and to
account for regionally strewn sudden new outbreaks, scientists
have been discussing app-based contact tracing as a
supplementary measure [7]. Once installed on a smartphone, a
contact tracing app warns users when they have been in close
contact with an infected person and may advise them to go into
quarantine and get tested for infection. Thus, if adopted widely,
apps may allow for a more efficient tracing of infection chains.

On June 16, 2020, 141 days after the first diagnosis of
COVID-19 in Germany [8], the federal government and the
Robert Koch Institute (RKI) (ie, the German center for disease
control and prevention) launched their official COVID-19
contact tracing app [9,10]. Simulations estimate that for the app
to contain the epidemic, at least 56% of a country’s population
needs to use the app and comply with the app’s
recommendations [11], although lower uptake rates are also
effective in reducing the number of infections [12]. This paper
examines to what extent this goal is likely to be achieved in
Germany by providing answers to the following research
question: What proportions of the general population aged 18
to 77 years in Germany (1) have access to the devices required
to install the official contact tracing app, (2) are able to install
it, and (3) are willing to install the app, use it, and act according
to its recommendations?

Our predictions show that the adoption rate of 56% needed to
contain the epidemic will be missed by a considerable margin.
However, contact tracing apps may still be effective if specific
subgroups adopted them at a higher rate. In particular, if a high
proportion of persons who are frequently in contact with persons
outside their household (ie, potential spreaders) adopted the
app, its spread may be significantly curbed. In a similar vein,
if a high proportion of persons who are likely to get severely
ill from the disease (ie, vulnerable groups) adopted the app,
health workers may be able to treat them early on and, thus,
decrease the impact of COVID-19. Therefore, we investigate
adoption rates among these two population subgroups by asking
the following research questions:

1. What proportions of potential spreaders (1) have access to
the devices required to install the official contact tracing
app, (2) are able to install it, and (3) are willing to install
the app, use it, and act according to its recommendations?

2. What proportions of persons with high vulnerability to a
serious infection (1) have access to the devices required to
install the official contact tracing app, (2) are able to install
it, and (3) are willing to install the app, use it, and act
according to its recommendations?

The official COVID-19 contact tracing app in Germany, the
Corona-Warn-App, can be downloaded from the Apple App
Store or Google Play free of charge and installed on iPhones,
with iOS version 13.5 or higher, and Android smartphones, with
Android version 6.0 or higher [9,10]. The app can be installed
by the same person on multiple devices. Once installed, the app
detects other app users in proximity by exchanging encrypted
ID numbers between devices using Bluetooth Low Energy
technology. The ID numbers change constantly and are stored
locally on the device, relying on a decentralized approach for
data storage. The user’s geolocation is not tracked. The app
automatically informs users when they have been in contact
with someone confirmed infected with SARS-CoV-2 and
provides behavioral recommendations, including domestic
quarantine and tests for SARS-CoV-2. The identity of the person
using the app remains anonymous. An app user with a positive
test result can enter this result into the Corona-Warn-App. By
doing so, all proximity contacts are automatically notified of
their own potential infection. Users can deactivate and reactivate
the COVID-19 exposure notifications at any time or can
completely uninstall the app. Using the Corona-Warn-App is
voluntary and meets the European Union General Data
Protection Regulation [13,14].

There are several potential barriers that may prevent people
from using an app [15,16]. An initial barrier is access to a
smartphone capable of installing the desired app and access to
the internet [17,18]. In the case of the Corona-Warn-App,
persons additionally need a smartphone with an iOS or Android
operating system [9,10]. Among smartphone users with
compatible devices, a second barrier is their ability to carry out
the tasks required to operate the app [19]. The
Corona-Warn-App requires the user to have the ability to
download and install the app and to handle Bluetooth [9,10]. A
final potential barrier is a person’s willingness to use the contact
tracing app. A key correlate of this barrier in Germany seems
to be privacy concerns regarding the sharing of personal data
and distrust in unfamiliar technology and processes running in
the background [20,21].

The effectiveness of contact tracing apps not only hinges on
access, ability, and willingness to use such an app, but also on
how individuals use the app. People need to carry their
smartphone with them throughout the day, regularly recharge
the smartphone batteries, keep their smartphone turned on, and
keep the contact tracing feature activated so that the app can
detect proximity contacts at all times. For some activities,
however, people usually do not take their phone with them; for
example, while exercising. As a result, the contacts during these
periods are not being tracked. In addition, app-based contact
tracing is subject to technical limitations, such as
Bluetooth-based measurement errors, which may cause errors
in the contacts detected [22].

COVID-19 exposure apps have been developed in many
countries [23-25]. The MIT Technology Review’s Covid
Tracing Tracker currently lists 47 countries with available or
soon-to-be available contact tracing apps [23], yet installation
rates across countries are low. For example, there were only
22.4 million app downloads in Germany as of November 12,
2020, around 5 months after its introduction, compared to a
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population of 83.2 million [10], even though an early Oxford-led
study suggested high support for contact tracing apps of 74.8%
across five countries: France, Germany, Italy, the United
Kingdom, and the United States [26]. However, the Oxford
study comes with a major caveat: the predictions were based
on nonprobability online samples, which are known to be
self-selective and severely overrepresent technologically
interested persons; thus, they do not accurately represent likely
behaviors in those countries’ populations [27]. The selective
nature of the data may, therefore, explain the discrepancy
between the high support for the apps in the Oxford study and
observed installation rates.

Methods

Data
To allow for timely and accurate population predictions of the
adoption of the Corona-Warn-App, we based our analyses on
data collected close to the launch of the app and on a probability
sample of the general population aged 18 to 77 years. In this
section, we describe key aspects of our data collection according
to the Checklist for Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys
(CHERRIES) [28].

The data were collected in the Mannheim Corona Study (MCS)
[29]. The MCS was implemented within the German Internet
Panel (GIP), a long-standing, offline-recruited, probability-based
online panel of the general adult population in Germany. GIP
sample members were recruited in 2012, 2014, and 2018. The
2012 and 2014 recruitments were based on area probability
samples with full address listings and face-to-face recruitment
interviews [30]. Persons in households without internet and/or
computer access were provided with user-friendly devices,
internet connections, and/or information technology support to
enable their participation in the panel [31]. The 2018 recruitment
was based on a probability sample drawn from municipal
population registers and initial postal invitations. Sample
members were informed about the scope of the study, the
investigator, as well as how their data would be stored, and they
consented to their participation and data storage.

A subsample of the GIP was invited to participate in the MCS
that was conducted for 16 weeks from March 20 to July 10,
2020. The MCS was fielded with a rotating daily panel design.
Each week the same MCS sample members were invited via
email to participate in the study on the same day of the week
and were re-interviewed on a variety of social, psychological,
and economic topics [29]. They were sent a personalized link
to the survey or were able to log in to the study website using
their username and password to access the survey. Upon survey
completion, respondents received an incentive of €2 (US $2.40).
Our study on the Corona-Warn-App, which was launched on
June 16, 2020, was implemented within the MCS in week 13
(ie, June 12 to 19, 2020). The questionnaire from that week
contained 44 pages, with one item per page. Respondents were
able to change their answers using a back button on most pages.
Prior to fielding the study, the usability and technical
functionality of the questionnaire was tested. A total of 5427
persons, aged 18 to 77 years, were invited to participate in our
study, of which 3276 responded (60.4%).

To correct for a potential overrepresentation of persons with
higher digital affinity [32], all predictions were weighted with
a two-stage weighting procedure. Our weighting accounted for
potential coverage, sampling, and nonresponse biases of the
online data collection [33,34]. At the first stage, we estimated
a response propensity weight, which projected the characteristics
of the MCS respondents to the GIP recruitment samples. The
weighting characteristics for the 2012 and 2014 samples
included computer and internet access within the household;
weighting characteristics for the 2018 sample included frequency
of internet use, intensity of internet use, computer use,
smartphone use, tablet use, and importance of up-to-date
technology. At the second stage, we estimated a raking weight,
which extrapolated the characteristics of the MCS respondents
to the general population according to the Mikrozensus, that is,
official statistics provided by the German Federal Statistical
Office [35]. The weighting characteristics included age, gender,
marital status, highest level of education, household size, and
federal state. Missing values on the weighting variables were
imputed with a chained-equations algorithm [36]. The final
weight was trimmed for values greater than 4 and values less
than 0.25. Despite the weighting procedure, our analyses were
still likely to overestimate the app adoption rate in the general
population, which we further address in the Discussion section.

Measures

Access, Ability, and Willingness
We measured adoption rates and potential barriers to adoption
in sequential sets of survey questions and estimated (1) the
population’s access to and use of compatible smartphones, (2)
their ability to install and correctly use the app, and (3) their
willingness to adopt the app and act according to its instructions.

Through three questions, we estimated people’s access: “Do
you personally use a smartphone?”; if yes, “Which of the
following types best describes your smartphone?” and “How
often do you carry your smartphone with you when you leave
the house?” (see Multimedia Appendix 1). We defined persons
as having access to the app if they own an iPhone or Android
phone and carry it with them at least most of the time when they
leave the house. We did not differentiate between operating
system versions and were, thus, likely to overestimate access
to the app. However, research about the distribution of operating
system versions installed on smartphones in Germany suggests
that the large majority of Android smartphones and iPhones
have the version installed that is required for the
Corona-Warn-App to work [37,38].

People’s ability to use the app was measured through four
questions: “Do you know how to install an app, i.e. an additional
program, on your smartphone?”; if no or not sure, “Do you
know anyone who could help you with installing the
Corona-Warn-App on your smartphone, e.g. family, friends, or
neighbors?”; “Do you know how to activate Bluetooth on your
smartphone?”; and if no or not sure, “Do you know anyone who
could help you with the activation of Bluetooth on your
smartphone, e.g. family, friends, or neighbors?” (see Multimedia
Appendix 1). A limitation of the two questions about the
potential help of family, friends, or neighbors is that they do
not differentiate between the usual situation before the
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COVID-19 lockdown measures came into effect and the present
situation: while some individuals may generally know plenty
of people who can assist them with technology-related issues,
they may not be able to meet these people due to the lockdown
measures. However, since infection rates fell in June 2020 and
the lockdown measures were gradually lifted, this limitation
likely ceased to affect adoption rates during the summer. We
defined persons as able to use the app if they know how to install
an app or have someone who can help them with it, and if they
know how to activate Bluetooth on their smartphone or have
someone who can help them with it. Since access is a necessary
condition for being able to install the Corona-Warn-App on a
smartphone, persons who were defined as not having access
were also defined as not being able to use the app.

Finally, we measured people’s willingness to correctly use the
app through four questions: “Would you install the official
Corona-Warn-App on your smartphone when it is available?”;
if at least probably not install, “Would you follow the request
of the Corona-Warn-App and go into domestic quarantine as a
precaution?”; “Would you comply with the request of the
Corona-Warn-App and get tested for the virus?”; and “Would
you enter the test result into the Corona-Warn-App if you were
tested positive for the virus?” (see Multimedia Appendix 1).
We defined persons as willing to correctly use the app if they
are probably or definitely willing to install the app, if they are
probably or definitely willing to quarantine if requested, if they
are probably or definitely willing to get tested if requested, and
if they are probably or definitely willing to enter their own test
result into the app if they were tested positive. Since access and
ability are necessary conditions for being willing to install the
Corona-Warn-App on their smartphone, persons who were
defined as not having access or not being able to use the app
were also defined as not being willing to correctly use the app.

Potential to Spread SARS-CoV-2 and Potential to Be at
Risk of COVID-19
Two variables from the MCS and GIP data collection classified
persons according to their potential for spreading the virus:
number of social contacts within the past 7 days and
employment situation, both collected from the MCS in week
13 (see Multimedia Appendix 1). The resulting variable has the
following categories:

1. Met socially with other persons several times in the past 7
days and worked full time outside the home.

2. Met socially with other persons several times in the past 7
days but did not work full time or did not work outside the
home.

3. Met socially with other persons once or less often in the
past 7 days but worked full time outside the home.

4. Met socially with other persons once or less often in the
past 7 days and did not work full time or did not work
outside the home.

In addition, two variables from the MCS and GIP data collection
classified persons according to their potential for being
vulnerable to a serious infection: being aged 60 to 77 years,
collected from the GIP, and having any health condition that,

according to the RKI, may be correlated with an increased risk,
collected from the MCS in week 13 (see Multimedia Appendix
1). The resulting variable has the following categories:

1. Aged 60 to 77 years and with at-risk health conditions.
2. Aged 60 to 77 years but without at-risk health conditions.
3. Aged 18 to 59 years but with at-risk health conditions.
4. Aged 18 to 59 years and without at-risk health conditions.

Although participants were not required to respond to all
questions in the MCS survey, the amount of missing data was
low for frequency of social contacts (8 missing values), work
outside home (1 missing value), and health condition (5 missing
values).

Analytical Strategy
First, we reported overall rates of Corona-Warn-App adoption,
distinguishing the three levels of potential barriers: access,
ability, and willingness. Subsequently, we estimated separate
adoption rates by the potential to spread SARS-CoV-2 and the
potential to be vulnerable to COVID-19. All estimations were
weighted as described above to enable reliable population
predictions. Adoption rates across subgroups were reported by
means of the predicted probabilities of a logistic regression, not
including any covariates. Using the margins command in Stata
16.0 (StataCorp LLC), predicted probabilities were computed
to conduct chi-square tests of differences in adoption rates across
subgroups. Finally, we examined whether the introduction of
the Corona-Warn-App during our data collection period
influenced people’s willingness to install and use the app. For
this purpose, we estimated a logistic regression for willingness
on a dummy variable identifying whether our data were collected
before or after the publication of the Corona-Warn-App,
controlling for key sociodemographic characteristics (see
Multimedia Appendix 1).

Results

For the overall rate of adoption of the Corona-Warn-App, we
estimated that 37.9% of the population in Germany aged 18 to
77 years have access to, are able to, and are willing to install
the app (see Figure 1 and Multimedia Appendix 2). Asked
whether they would be willing to go into domestic quarantine
and get tested when requested to do so by the app, these rates
reduce to 34.9% and 37.3%, respectively. If tested positive,
37.6% of the population aged 18 to 77 years would be willing
to enter the test result into the app.

Whereas a lack of willingness is the foremost barrier to app
adoption, access also plays a considerable role. Only 91.8% of
the population aged 18 to 77 years uses a smartphone, 88.5%
uses one with a compatible operating system, and 85.0% carries
it with them most or all of the time when outside the house. An
inability to install apps and handle Bluetooth further reduces
potential adoption rates to 81.3% and 81.8%, respectively.

Next, we examined whether higher adoption rates were achieved
among the relevant subgroups of potential spreaders (see Figure
2 and Multimedia Appendix 3) and the potentially vulnerable
(see Figure 3 and Multimedia Appendix 4).
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Figure 1. Predicted adoption rates by access, ability, and willingness (N=3276). Error bars represent 95% CI.

Figure 2. Predicted adoption rates by potential to spread SARS-CoV-2 (access: N=3267; ability: N=3267; willingness: N=3266). Error bars represent
95% CI.
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Persons with a high potential to spread the virus (ie, met socially
several times last week and worked full time outside the home:
91.8%) are significantly more likely to have access than those
with a medium potential to spread the virus (ie, met socially
several times last week and did not work full time outside the
home: 83.0%; and met socially once or less often last week and
worked full time outside the home: 85.9%). Persons with a
medium potential to spread the virus are, in turn, significantly
more likely to have access than persons with a low potential to
spread the virus (ie, met socially once or less often last week
and did not work full time outside the home: 77.4%). The same
pattern of significant group differences was found for ability
(90.7% vs 81.9% and 84.4% vs 75.2%). However, in predicting
the overall adoption rates (ie, access + ability + willingness),
we did not find any significant group differences (ie, met
socially several times last week and worked full time outside
the home: 31.0%; met socially several times last week and did
not work full time outside the home: 37.0%; met socially once
or less last week and worked full time outside the home: 32.6%;
and met socially once or less last week and did not work full
time outside the home: 35.2%). In fact, the pattern does not
deliver support for the hope that the contact tracing app may be
more effective in the subgroup with a high potential to spread
the virus, with similarly low overall adoption rates for those
with a high potential to spread SARS-CoV-2 compared to those
with a medium or low potential.

When examining the characteristics of those with a high
potential to spread SARS-CoV-2 but unwilling to install and
correctly use the Corona-Warn-App, we found that the large

majority (68%) are between the ages of 30 and 59 years, with
an additional 22% between 18 and 29 years and 10% between
60 and 77 years. Furthermore, most of these individuals are
male (67%), with an intermediate (42%) or higher education
(40%) as opposed to a lower education (18%). Only 10% feel
personally threatened by COVID-19, while a majority (65%)
think that the economic damage of the measures taken by
governments to fight the pandemic is greater than their benefit
for society. Interestingly, privacy concerns do not seem to be
the driving factors that influence their decision to not adopt the
app, since only 13% indicated they are very concerned about
their privacy.

Regarding potential vulnerability, we observed an age effect on
access and ability (see Figure 3 and Multimedia Appendix 4).
The older age groups (ie, aged 60-77 years, with at-risk health
conditions; and aged 60-77 years, without at-risk health
conditions) are significantly less likely than younger age groups
(ie, aged 18-59 years, with at-risk health conditions; and aged
18-59 years, without at-risk health conditions) to use a
compatible smartphone (62.4% and 63.2% vs 87.1% and 91.8%)
and to be able to install and use the app (60.6% and 59.7% vs
85.8% and 90.6%), with very large differences independent of
at-risk health conditions. In predicting the overall adoption rates
(ie, access + ability + willingness), we did not find any
consistent significant differences across vulnerability groups
(ie, aged 60-77 years, with at-risk health conditions: 35.9%;
aged 60-77 years, without at-risk health conditions: 34.7%; aged
18-59 years, with at-risk health conditions: 41.3%; and aged
18-59 years, without at-risk health conditions: 30.6%).

Figure 3. Predicted adoption rates by potential vulnerability to COVID-19 (access: N=3270; ability: N=3270; willingness: N=3269). Error bars represent
95% CI.
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When examining the characteristics of those with a high
vulnerability to COVID-19 who do not have access and are
unable to use the app, we found that the majority (43%) are
older than 70 years, with an additional 28% between 60 and 64
years and 29% between 65 and 69 years. Most of these
individuals are living in lower-income households, with a
monthly net income between €0 (US $0) and €1999 (US $2414)
(41%) or between €2000 (US $2415) and €2999 (US $3623)
(39%), as opposed to those living in higher-income households
(ie, between €3000 [US $3624] and €3999 [US $4830]: 11%;
and €4000+ [US $4831+]: 10%).

Finally, when examining whether persons who were interviewed
before the introduction of the Corona-Warn-App showed
different adoption rates than persons interviewed after the app
launch, we found no significant differences (see Multimedia
Appendix 5).

Discussion

The official contact tracing app by the German federal
government and the center for disease control and prevention,
RKI, was introduced on June 16, 2020. The Corona-Warn-App
was heavily advertised by government officials and health
representatives as an effective way to contain the spread of
SARS-CoV-2. According to epidemiological models, however,
56% of the population needs to adopt the app for it to contain
the epidemic [11].

Our study shows that the 56% target mark will likely be missed
by a considerable margin. For the population aged 18 to 77
years, our estimations predict an overall adoption rate of 34.7%.
The largest barrier is people’s willingness to install and correctly
use the app; however, access to a compatible smartphone and
the ability to install the app also play roles. Given the age groups
covered in our study, we consider this an optimistic estimate.
For cohorts aged 78 years and over and children, the adoption
rates are likely considerably lower.

Persons with the highest potential to spread the virus (ie, with
frequent social and work contacts) are more likely to have access
and the ability to use the app (90.7%) than the average in the
population aged 18 to 77 years (81.0%). Overall, persons with
a high potential to spread the virus are no more likely to adopt
the app than persons with fewer social and work interactions.

Persons at risk to fall seriously ill or die from an infection (ie,
those aged 60 to 77 years with at-risk health conditions) have
significantly reduced access and ability to use the app (60.6%)
compared to the average in the population aged 18 to 77 years
(81.0%). Those who can use the app, however, are
overwhelmingly willing to do so. As a consequence, persons
with high vulnerability to COVID-19 are equally likely to adopt
the app as are less vulnerable groups.

Overall, the findings imply a pessimistic view on the
effectiveness of app-based contact tracing to contain the
COVID-19 pandemic in Germany, with low adoption rates in
the general population and issues of selectivity across subgroups
as noted by Klingwort and Schnell [22]. In addition to low
uptake in the general population, vulnerable groups who would
benefit from an efficient contact tracing approach have limited

smartphone coverage and limited ability to use the app.
Furthermore, those with a high potential to spread SARS-CoV-2
who would have the necessary devices and abilities to install
the app are predominantly unwilling to do so. Even though, as
Hinch et al [11] pointed out, uptake rates of contact tracing apps
lower than the 56% target may still contribute to a reduction in
the number of infections, Germany will miss the 56% target by
a huge margin and would do well investing in additional routes
of tracing potentially infected individuals.

Our study was conducted during the week the Corona-Warn-App
was introduced in Germany. This enabled us to implement a
questionnaire that considers all technological and data privacy
specifications of the actual app. The findings also allow us to
formulate actionable policy recommendations. First, we
recommend targeting information campaigns at groups with a
high potential to spread the virus but who are unwilling to install
and correctly use the Corona-Warn-App, in particular men and
those aged between 30 and 59 years, to encourage them to adopt
the app. Our second recommendation is to invest further
resources to provide vulnerable groups of the population, in
particular older individuals and those in lower-income
households, with the necessary devices and assistance to
overcome their specific barriers to app adoption.

This study is not free from limitations. First, the data were
collected from an online panel. Although individuals without
computer or internet access were provided with the necessary
equipment and support, and weights were used in all analyses
to correct for coverage and nonresponse biases, we cannot rule
out that the data still overrepresent individuals with an interest
in technology. When invited to the MCS, panel members had
already completed online surveys over the course of at least 2
years. They are, thus, more likely to be interested in digital
technologies, such as the Corona-Warn-App, than their
counterparts who dropped out of the online panel.

Second, we can expect panel members who agreed to participate
in the MCS and be interviewed every week on topics related to
the COVID-19 pandemic to be more interested in contributing
to a better understanding of the social impacts of the pandemic
and possibly be more concerned than the average citizen. Such
traits may also affect their willingness to install a contact tracing
app.

Third, our analyses are limited to individuals aged between 18
and 77 years. We are, thus, missing sizable population groups:
those aged 0 to 10 years make up 10% of the general population
in Germany, those aged 11 to 17 years constitute 6%, and those
aged 78 years or older make up 9% [39]. The youngest age
group might be disregarded in an estimation of the effectiveness
of the Corona-Warn-App since they predominantly move within
small, defined social circles and are unlikely to carry
smartphones with them at all times. The age group of 11 to 17
years is likely to have a high potential to spread SARS-CoV-2
but possibly low interest in adopting the Corona-Warn-App,
whereas the oldest age group is highly vulnerable to COVID-19
and is also likely to have low app adoption rates because of
limited smartphone access. As a result of all of these limitations,
our predicted adoption rates are an optimistic view of the
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situation. True values in the general population are likely to
paint an even more pessimistic reality.

Fourth, our study is based on reported hypothetical behavior
rather than actual behavior. Although hypothetical measures of
willingness to install an app are subjective and may be subject
to various response errors, such as social desirability or recall
errors [40], these measures were shown to be correlated with
actual behavior in previous studies [15,16,20,41]. In weeks 14
to 16 of the MCS, fielded between June 19 and July 10, 2020,
we also collected data about whether people installed the
Corona-Warn-App on their smartphone. The results suggest
that the actual installation rate is very similar to the app adoption
rate estimated in this paper: by July 10, 2020, almost 1 month
after the app was introduced, 36% (95% CI 34%-38%) of the
population between 18 and 77 years had installed the app, 55%
(95% CI 53%-58%) had not installed the app, 1% (95% CI
1%-2%) had installed the app but had uninstalled it since then,
and 7% (95% CI 6%-8%) did not use a smartphone. We also
compared the responses about hypothetical and actual
willingness to install the app among 2877 survey respondents
who completed the questions both in week 13 and week 16 of
the MCS survey, combining the categories app not installed;
app installed, but uninstalled since then; and don’t use a
smartphone. The results show a correlation of r=0.6 (P<.001),

which gives us confidence that the hypothetical measures used
in this paper are rather accurate.

A potential avenue of future research would be to study whether
the use of such a contact tracing app changes people’s behavior.
After the installation, individuals’behavior may become riskier
(eg, less compliant toward social distancing measures), since
the app may give them a feeling of security. If such a behavior
is prevalent in the population, this may further reduce the
effectiveness of app-based contact tracing.

Regarding data availability, the GIP data used in the analyses
of this article are freely available as part of the GIP Scientific
Use Files. They can be requested from the GESIS Data Archive
for the Social Sciences (GESIS-DAS) [42]. The MCS data are
envisioned to be published as Scientific Use Files by the end
of 2021 at the latest. Until then, these data can be accessed at
the Onsite Data Access facilities of the GIP Secure Data Center
located at the Collaborative Research Center Political Economy
of Reforms (SFB 884), University of Mannheim, B6 30-32,
Mannheim, Germany. Researchers wishing to make use of the
Onsite Data Access facilities may contact
secretary@reforms.uni-mannheim.de. Researchers wishing to
get access to the analysis code may contact the corresponding
author.
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Abstract

Background: Vaccines are one of the most important achievements of modern medicine. However, their acceptance is only
partial, with vaccine hesitancy and refusal representing a major health threat. Influenza vaccines have low compliance since
repeated, annual vaccination is required. Influenza vaccines stimulate discussions both in the real world and online. Social media
is currently a significant source of health and medical information. Elucidating the association between social media engagement
and influenza vaccination is important and may be applicable to other vaccines, including ones against COVID-19.

Objective: The goal of this study is to characterize profiles of social media engagement regarding the influenza vaccine and
their association with knowledge and compliance in order to support improvement of future web-associated vaccination campaigns.

Methods: A weblink to an online survey in Hebrew was disseminated over social media and messaging platforms. The survey
answers were collected during April 2020. Anonymous and volunteer participants aged 21 years and over answered 30 questions
related to sociodemographics; social media usage; influenza- and vaccine-related knowledge and behavior; health-related
information searching, its reliability, and its influence; and COVID-19-related information searching. A univariate descriptive
data analysis was performed, followed by multivariate analysis via building a decision tree to define the most important attributes
associated with vaccination compliance.

Results: A total of 213 subjects responded to the survey, of whom 207 were included in the analysis; the majority of the
respondents were female, were aged 21 to 40 years, had 1 to 2 children, lived in central Israel, were secular Israeli natives, had
higher education, and had a salary close to the national average. Most respondents (128/207, 61.8%) were not vaccinated against
influenza in 2019 and used social media. Participants that used social media were younger, secular, and living in high-density
agglomerations and had lower influenza vaccination rates. The perceived influence and reliability of the information on social
media about COVID-19 were generally similar to those perceptions about influenza.

Conclusions: Using social media is negatively linked to compliance with seasonal influenza vaccination in this study. A high
proportion of noncompliant individuals can lead to increased consumption of health care services and can, therefore, overload
these health services. This is particularly crucial with a concomitant outbreak, such as COVID-19. Health care professionals
should use improved and targeted health communication campaigns with the aid of experts in social media. Targeted communication,
based on sociodemographic factors and personalized social media usage, might increase influenza vaccination rates and compliance
with other vaccines as well.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e25977)   doi:10.2196/25977
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Introduction

Background
Influenza is an acute, viral infectious disease characterized by
high fever, cough, runny nose, muscle pain, joint pain, and
severe exhaustion [1]. It is associated with multiple
complications, including hepatitis, encephalitis, muscle tissue
destruction, renal impairment, and secondary bacterial infection
(ie, pneumonia, sinusitis, and, in children, middle ear infection)
[2]. Although vaccines are one of the most important
achievements of modern medicine, their acceptance among the
population is only partial; this lack of compliance has been
identified by the World Health Organization (WHO) as one of
the major threats to public health. A wide variety of
communication channels are now being used to improve
worldwide vaccine responsiveness. There is a need to improve
the efficacy of online communication, which is currently a
significant source of health and medical information [3].

According to the WHO, every year around 1.5 billion people
suffer from seasonal influenza, of whom 3 to 5 million have a
serious illness, sometimes requiring hospitalization, and 650,000
die [1]. However, the percentage of the population who comply
with seasonal vaccination against it is relatively low [4,5]. For
example, in Israel, around 25% of the population are vaccinated
against influenza each winter [6]. The second type of influenza
relates to major changes in viral antigens occurring every few
decades and, thus, leads to new influenza strains that are
unfamiliar to the human immune system, causing a worldwide
epidemic, called a pandemic, with tens of millions of sick
patients and millions of deaths [1]. This occurred with the 1918
influenza pandemic, in which about one-third of the world’s
population was ill and 50 to 100 million people died [7-9].

Over the last decades, the internet has supported the monitoring,
prediction, and surveillance (ie, infoveillance [10-12]) of
epidemics and the behavior of the population, specifically in
the context of influenza [13-15]. Furthermore, valuable
information is discoverable, like early warnings of disease
outbreaks, dissemination tracking, and resilience [16]. Social
media and social networking services (SNSs) are powerful
internet-based communication tools [17,18]. Each SNS has a
variety of functionalities and goals. Facebook is a grand
public-focused polyvalent platform. LinkedIn focuses on
professional networking. Instagram, Flickr, and Pinterest deal
with video and picture sharing. Twitter and Tumblr allow for
blogging and microblogging. Reddit provides news aggregation,
web content rating, and blogging services. Telegram is primarily
used for instant and broadcast messaging to an unlimited number
of subscribers over dedicated channels. Social media and SNSs,
in particular, are also well known for disseminating
evidence-based health care information and recommendations
[14]. However, efficient and effective health-related information
must be monitored and controlled for both quality and reliability
[19], and confidentiality, privacy, and ethics of contacts between

health care information customers and providers [20]. The social
media impact must be understood in the field of health
communication [21,22]. Accordingly, the development of
relevant policies is needed [23,24] for reducing the risk and
impacts of the misinformation epidemic or the infodemic spread
on media, and for building the appropriate capacities to support
eHealth and science literacy [25,26]. There is a crucial need for
public health decision makers who are concerned with disease
literacy to give the health information providers appropriate
tools for efficiently disseminating the information, taking into
account possible personal and environmental influences [12].

Vaccination against influenza is a significant and cost-effective
protective mechanism for reducing the disease burden related
to its morbidity and mortality [5]. Nevertheless, at the population
level, its coverage is insufficient due to factors influencing
vaccination decisions and hesitancy, such as risk-benefit
misperception or accessibility to the health care system [27]. A
major contribution to these factors is communication, involving
both social and mass media, family, friends, and health care
professionals [28]. More specifically, social media could affect
the compliance of the population to vaccination guidelines [27].
For example, those who advocate against vaccines use social
media to disseminate their messages on a large scale, increasing
vaccine hesitancy or refusal in the population [29].

Concerning the new COVID-19 vaccines, evaluating the
relationship between the population’s perception of and
compliance with the vaccine against influenza is important.
Therefore, this will contribute to creating effective means of
online communication to improve vaccine acceptance [30-33].

Aims and Objectives
Social media and SNSs have been used to improve vaccine
response worldwide. However, they are also a forum for vaccine
opponents and spreading of fake news. Understanding social
media engagement, influence, and reliability is a critical point
for improving the efficacy of advertising and publicity policies
on social media. Our primary aim is to support the design and
the implementation of future eHealth strategies and interventions
on social media to increase the quality of targeted
communication campaigns and the influenza vaccination rates
[6,34-36]. Our main objective is to describe and characterize
profiles regarding influenza vaccination and their association
with social media engagement, influence, and reliability. We
specifically focus on the Israeli population in this study. The
findings of this research may then support vaccination
campaigns against COVID-19.

This cross-sectional survey-based research is led by three
hypotheses:

1. The use of social media influences the vaccination
compliance of health care customers.

2. Influenza vaccination compliance is affected by social
factors and by perceptions, reliability, and influence of
information from social media.
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3. The perceived influence and reliability of information from
social media about SARS-CoV-2 or COVID-19 is similar
to that regarding influenza.

Our goal is to identify sociodemographic and social media
engagement attributes affecting influenza vaccination
compliance. This research characterizes the differences between
individuals vaccinated or not vaccinated against influenza during
the 2019 season [37]. We attempt to understand whether there
is a link between seasonal vaccination against influenza and
social media engagement, influence, and perception of reliability
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

This survey was granted ethical approval by the Ethics
Committee of the Faculty of Technology Management of the
Holon Institute of Technology (TM/2/2020/AB/002). The
information provided by the participants during the survey are
stored in a secured, encrypted manner, with restricted access
provided by the institution of the principal researcher (AB).

Methods

Overview
We performed a cross-sectional survey of volunteers and
anonymous Hebrew speakers over the internet about their online
social network habits and their behavior concerning influenza
vaccination. The survey was conducted over 14 days, between
April 14 and 28, 2020, coinciding with the end of the seasonal
influenza outbreak as well as the second month of the
COVID-19 pandemic in Israel. Israel is a country in which a
high percentage of the population uses the internet. With more
than 80% of the population having at least one account on an
SNS [38], it is among the highest in the world and is
continuously increasing. Facebook is the leading social media
platform used in Israel and the percentage of its users is
continuously growing (eg, in April 2020: 62.87%; in August
2020: 86.47%) [39].

Upon consent, 213 participants were instructed to complete a
30-question survey asking about their usage and perception of
health information available on social media, its reliability, and
its influence on their compliance to vaccinate against influenza
(see Multimedia Appendix 1) [40,41].

The survey was hosted on an Israeli website for the management
of surveys in Hebrew—the IMKFORMS system—and its
address was disseminated by publishing it on SNSs (ie,
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn) and instant messaging
platforms (ie, WhatsApp and Telegram) and by sending its link
via email to personal and professional contact lists.

The questionnaire included five subsets of questions, each with
a specific focus:

1. Sociodemographics (9 questions), including gender, age
range, relationship status, number of children, area of
residence, country of birth, religious affiliation, education,
and monthly income.

2. Social media usage (2 questions), including the
self-estimated daily amount of social media use and the
types of involvement on different social media platforms.

3. Influenza and vaccine-related knowledge and behavior (5
questions), including vaccine status in 2019, knowledge
about the influenza vaccine, reasons for taking the seasonal
influenza vaccine, and chronic disease in the family.

4. Health-related information searching and publishing, its
reliability, and its influence (9 questions), including
confidence in sources of information and searching for
information, reliability and influence, and types and
intensity of involvement on different social media platforms
regarding health, vaccines, and influenza.

5. COVID-19- and vaccine-related information searching and
publishing, its reliability, and its influence (5 questions),
including sources and searching for information, reliability
and influence, and types and intensity of involvement on
different social media platforms regarding the COVID-19
pandemic.

The questions dealing with social media usage, reliability, and
influence were in the form of matrix point rating multiple-choice
questions with 4-point Likert scales.

Data Analysis
By using the exclusion criteria, we removed the full answer sets
of responders who declared residence outside Israel or who did
not answer at least one of the sociodemographic questions. We
redefined some categories to facilitate the data analysis by
working with groups comprising, as much as possible, the largest
number of similar answers (eg, age groups, relationship status,
number of children, area of residence, country of birth,
education, and social media activity, reliability, and influence).
Descriptive statistics such as frequencies and proportions were
computed. Chi-square tests and Fisher exact tests were used to
compare categorical variables. Cronbach α was used to measure
the internal reliability of social media usage, reliability, and
influence (Cronbach α=.949). The categorical variables were
presented as numbers and percentages. Statistical significance
was considered with a 2-sided P value of .05 or less. However,
the borderline values have not been considered as not being
significant in the evaluation [42]. To promote the effective
focusing of communication to encourage vaccination against
influenza, a set of factors were considered. Building a decision
tree allowed, in this case, the definition of target profiles and
the overcoming of Simpson's paradox, which may limit the
quality of the decision support provided to decision makers.
This phenomenon describes situations in which a trend appears
in some groups of data but disappears when these groups are
aggregated and vice versa [43]. Therefore, these learning
classifiers allow nonlinear interactions between attributes and
are easily interpretable. The decision tree for predicting
vaccinated and unvaccinated profiles [44] was built by
considering attributes with P≤.10 that were used in further
multivariate analysis.

The data analysis was performed with R, version 4.0.2 (The R
Foundation). The psych package [45] was used for computing
the internal consistency of reliability of the answers to the matrix
multipoint scale questions. The compareGroups package [46]
was used for statistical computations. The rpart package [47]
was used for the decision tree processing [48].
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The manuscript adheres to reporting standards, including the
Checklist for Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys
(CHERRIES) and the Strengthening the Reporting of
Observational Studies in Epidemiology (STROBE) guidelines
[49-51].

Results

Study Population

Overview
The population of survey participants (see Table 1) includes
207 individuals after applying the exclusion criteria on 213 total

responders. A substantial proportion of the participants were
female (126/207, 60.9%), between the ages of 21 and 40 years
(47/207, 71.0%), in a relationship (156/207, 75.4%), with 1 to
2 children (101/207, 48.8%), and living in central Israel
(130/207, 62.8%). Additionally, the majority of survey
participants were Israeli natives (116/207, 56.0%), had a secular
affiliation (144/207, 69.6%), possessed higher education
(182/207, 87.9%), and had a salary near the national average
(81/207, 39.1%), which is around 12,000 New Israeli Shekels
per month (US $3092.78) [52]. Regarding demography of social
media usage and vaccination status, the majority of respondents
were not vaccinated against influenza in 2019 (128/207, 61.8%)
and used social media (119/207, 57.5%).
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Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics of the survey population.

Vaccinated in 2019Social media userAll participants

(N=207), n (%)

Characteristic

P valueNo (n=128), n
(%)

Yes (n=79), n
(%)

P valueNo (n=88), n
(%)

Yes (n=119),
n (%)

N/Aa<.001Vaccinated in 2019

N/AN/AN/A—b48 (55)31 (26.1)79 (38.2)Yes

N/AN/AN/A—40 (45)88 (73.9)128 (61.8)No

<.001N/ASocial media user

—88 (68.8)31 (39)N/AN/AN/A119 (57.5)Yes

—40 (31.2)48 (61)N/AN/AN/A88 (42.5)No

.11.07Gender

—56 (43.8)25 (32)—28 (32)53 (44.5)81 (39.1)Male

—72 (56.2)54 (68)—60 (68)66 (55.5)126 (60.9)Female

.11.002Age category (years)

—36 (28.1)12 (15)—14 (16)34 (28.6)48 (23.2)21-30

—58 (45.3)41 (52)—36 (41)63 (52.9)99 (47.8)31-40

—23 (18.0)15 (19)—24 (27)14 (11.8)38 (18.4)41-50

—9 (7.0)6 (8)—8 (9)7 (5.9)15 (7.2)51-60

—2 (1.6)5 (6)—6 (7)1 (0.8)7 (3.4)≥61

.008.04Relationship status

—40 (31.2)11 (14)—15 (17)36 (30.3)51 (24.6)Not in a relationship

—88 (68.8)68 (86)—73 (83)83 (69.7)156 (75.4)In a relationship

.03.009No. of children

—44 (34.4)14 (18)—15 (17)43 (36.1)58 (28.0)0

—56 (43.8)45 (57)—48 (55)53 (44.5)101 (48.8)1-2

—28 (21.9)20 (25)—25 (28)23 (19.3)48 (23.2)3-6

.53.02Residence

—83 (64.8)47 (59)—64 (73)66 (55.5)130 (62.8)Center

—45 (35.2)32 (41)—24 (27)53 (44.5)77 (37.2)Periphery

.82.002Country of birth

—73 (57.0)43 (54)—61 (69)55 (46.2)116 (56.0)Israel

—55 (43.0)36 (46)—27 (31)64 (53.8)91 (44.0)Aboard

.03.21Religious affiliation

—94 (73.4)50 (63)—55 (63)89 (74.8)144 (69.6)Secular

—25 (19.5)15 (19)—21 (24)19 (16.0)40 (19.3)Traditional

—5 (3.9)12 (15)—10 (11)7 (5.9)17 (8.2)Religious

—4 (3.1)2 (3)—2 (2)4 (3.4)6 (2.9)Other

.99.71Education (years)

—16 (12.5)9 (11)—12 (14)13 (10.9)25 (12.1)≤12

—112 (87.5)70 (89)—76 (86)106 (89.1)182 (87.9)>12

.75.28Monthly gross income (NISc)

—23 (18.0)10 (13)—9 (10)24 (20.2)33 (15.9)5001-10,000

—46 (35.9)35 (44)—39 (44)42 (35.3)81 (39.1)10,001-20,000
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Vaccinated in 2019Social media userAll participants

(N=207), n (%)

Characteristic

P valueNo (n=128), n
(%)

Yes (n=79), n
(%)

P valueNo (n=88), n
(%)

Yes (n=119),
n (%)

—19 (14.8)9 (11)—12 (14)16 (13.4)28 (13.5)20,001-25,000

—13 (10.2)7 (9)—6 (7)14 (11.8)20 (9.7)25,001-30,000

—16 (12.5)9 (11)—12 (14)13 (10.9)25 (12.1)≥30,001

—11 (8.6)9 (11)—10 (11)10 (8.4)20 (9.7)Did not disclose

.45.90Do you or a family memberd

have a chronic disease?

—55 (43.0)39 (49)—39 (44)55 (46.2)94 (45.4)Yes

—73 (57.0)40 (51)—49 (56)64 (53.8)113 (54.6)No

aN/A: not applicable; irrelevant test.
bP values were calculated for categories and not for individual subcategories.
cNIS: New Israeli Shekel; the currency exchange rate at the time of publication was US $1 for NIS 3.88.
dUp to a second degree.

Social Media Users
There were significantly fewer social media users vaccinated
against influenza in 2019 (31/109, 26.1%; P<.001) compared
to nonusers (48/88, 55%). In both groups, the responders were
predominantly female (users: 66/119, 55.5% vs nonusers: 60/88,
68%; P=.09) and in a relationship (83/119, 69.7% vs 73/88,
83%; P=.04). However, the social media users were globally
younger, 21 to 40 years old (97/119, 81.5% vs 50/88, 67%),
whereas the nonusers were older, aged between 31 and 60 years
(68/88, 77%). Similarly, the former group often had no children
(36/118, 80.6%), whereas the nonusers had children in most
cases (73/88, 83%). Still, most respondents lived in central Israel
(66/119, 55.5% and 64/88, 73%), but residents of the periphery
used significantly more social media than those living in the
center (53/119, 44.5% vs 24/88, 27%; P=.02). Additionally, in
the survey population, Israeli natives used social media
significantly less than immigrants (55/119, 46.2% vs 64/119,
53.8%; P=.002).

Furthermore, the proportion of people of traditional or religious
affiliation who did not use social media was higher than their
proportion in the group of users (31/88, 35% vs 26/119, 21.8%;
P=.21). The level of education, declared monthly gross income,
and experience of chronic disease by themselves or by a family
member did not appear to be a determinant of overall social
media use (P=.28, P=.71, and P=.90, respectively).

Vaccinated Versus Unvaccinated in 2019
The percentage of respondents vaccinated against influenza in
2019 was significantly (P<.001) higher in the group of social

media nonusers than in the users’ group (48/79, 61% vs 31/79,
39%); inversely, the percentage of unvaccinated respondents
was higher in the group of social media users (88/128, 68.8%
vs 40/128, 31.2%). Furthermore, the proportion of vaccinated
people was higher when the responders were in a relationship
(68/79, 86% vs 88/128, 68.8%; P=.008) and had children (65/79,
83% vs 84/128, 65.7%; P=.03). The degree of religious
affiliation provided critical insight into this study. The secular
participants in the survey represented a higher proportion of
unvaccinated people (unvaccinated: 94/128, 73.4% vs
vaccinated: 50/79, 63%), while those with religious affiliations
were more compliant (unvaccinated: 5/128, 3.9% vs vaccinated:
12/79, 15%). Similar to the use of social media, influenza
vaccination was not associated with chronic disease, personally
or among family members (P=.45).

Social Media Usage and Vaccination Status
The participants in the survey were asked to specify which social
media platforms they used actively (ie, publishing or reacting
to posts), passively (ie, reading posts), or not at all (see Figure
1 and Multimedia Appendix 2). The participants declared using
Facebook (115/207, 55.0%), Instagram (81/207, 39.1%),
LinkedIn (60/207, 28.9%), Telegram (36/207, 17.4%), and
others (ie, Twitter, Tumblr, Reddit, Flickr, and other social
media platforms) as a whole (38/207, 18.4%). More accurately,
Facebook, Instagram, and Telegram users were significantly
(P=.001) less vaccinated in 2019. The use of LinkedIn or other
unspecified social media platforms was not significantly
associated with vaccination status (P=.30 and P=.14,
respectively).
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Figure 1. Social media usage and vaccination status against influenza in 2019.

Moreover, no significant difference was observed between the
groups regarding the belief that the vaccine against influenza
caused the disease (between 62.0% and 68.0%; P>.47),
nonetheless a majority of participants knew that the influenza
vaccine is an attenuated or inactivated virus (150/207, 72.5%).

Reasons for Receiving the Influenza Vaccine in 2019
The reasons for receiving the annual influenza vaccine varied
from one individual to another (see Figure 2 and Multimedia
Appendix 3). The participants vaccinated in 2019 (79/207,
38.2%) were divided into social media users (31/79, 39%) and
nonusers of social media (48/79, 61%). The proportion of yearly
vaccinated individuals was similar in both groups (14/31, 45%
vs 23/48, 48%). Receiving a reminder from a health maintenance
organization (HMO) seemed to significantly influence the

compliance with vaccination for the group of individuals who
were not vaccinated annually (6/7, 86%; P=.09 vs 9/11, 82%;
P=.06). Among those who have discussed the issue with
relatives, seen advertisements in the media, or gotten
information via social media, some differences were noticeable.
The social media users seeing advertisements may have been
influenced by these communication tools and took the vaccine
in 2019 in contrast to previous years (4/9, 44%). A relatively
high proportion (14/79, 18%) of individuals were vaccinated
in 2019 but had not been vaccinated annually. This may be
associated with the COVID-19 pandemic and the worry that it
induced [53]. Moreover, a majority of the responders who were
not vaccinated yearly received the vaccine after a discussion
with relatives when they were not social media users (7/8, 88%
vs 3/6, 50%; odds ratio 7.0, 95% CI 0.50-97.75; P=.15).

Figure 2. Reasons for receiving the influenza vaccine in 2019. The plot shows all participants and stratification by social media use and vaccination
against influenza in 2019. HMO: health maintenance organization.
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Searching for and Publishing Information Related to
Health, Specifically to Influenza Vaccines
Social media is the main source of information and news
consumption [54,55]. Anyone can post content and thus publish
“information” (see Multimedia Appendix 4). No significant
differences were observed in health information–related
searches, influenza vaccine–related posting, and
COVID-19-related posting (P>.30). However, declared behavior
was significantly associated with vaccination against influenza
and with the search for influenza vaccine– and
COVID-19-related information (22/79, 28% vs 11/128, 8.6%;
P<.001, and 26/79, 33% vs 23/128, 18.0%; P=.02, respectively),
as well as publishing of health-related information (46/79, 58%
vs 56/128, 43.8%; P=.06). These results show that vaccinated
individuals were more active and involved in their health
management by searching for and sharing relevant information.

Reliability, Influence, and Confidence Perceptions of
Influenza-, Vaccine-, and COVID-19-Related
Information on Social Media Platforms
The survey participants were asked to report their perceptions
of reliability, influence, and confidence of influenza-, vaccine-,
and COVID-19-related information available on the social media
platforms (see Multimedia Appendices 5 and 6). The proportion
of participants with no opinion was relatively high (at least
118/207, 57.0%) and higher than that in the social media
nonusers group (88/207, 42.5%). The no opinion answer was
not considered as a full lack of positioning but rather as a lack
of use, knowledge, or understanding of a platform. It seems that
the social media users were not aware of the impacts of these
platforms on their behaviors. Facebook received the highest
score of reliability (71/207, 34.3%; P=.06 and 74/207, 35.7%;
P=.003) and the score was higher in the nonvaccinated group
(50/128, 39.1%). The influence of the information about the
influenza vaccine was not considered as being substantial
(53/207, 25.6%). For COVID-19, the results were different:
two-thirds of the participants, not vaccinated and having an
opinion, were influenced by the information appearing on social
media.

The users’ trust in the source of information is crucial. The
majority of participants had confidence in governmental and
health organizations (overall: 155/207, 74.9%; vaccinated:
65/79, 82%; nonvaccinated: 38/128, 29.7%). Interestingly, the
participants generally had less confidence in health care
professionals as a source of influenza vaccine–related
information (overall: 84/207, 40.6%; vaccinated: 39/79, 49%;

nonvaccinated: 45/128, 35.2%; P=.06). These two sources
represent those with the highest levels of trust and, as such, the
highest levels of influence. One-third of the participants were
confident in scientific publications (70/207, 33.8%). Moreover,
the information provided by relatives had some credibility
(17/207, 8.2%). The pharmaceutical industry and the vaccine
opponents’ information were strongly rejected (>97.6%).

Multivariate Analysis
The multivariate analysis consisted of building decision trees
enabling the classification of individuals to be vaccinated or
unvaccinated against influenza and so defining target profiles
for increasing vaccination engagement. As presented in the
univariate analysis (Multimedia Appendices 2-7), multiple
decision trees were built with the subsets of attributes (see
Multimedia Appendix 8) without considering the P values, with
and without using the COVID-19-related set. The decision trees
were built using a training data set of 66.2% (137/207) randomly
selected records and their prediction capabilities were tested on
the rest (70/207, 33.8%).

One decision tree was built with all attributes with P≤.10 and
with the exclusion of the COVID-19-related attributes (56/70,
80% of the test samples were rightly classified as vaccinated or
not). The root of this decision tree was due to another reason
as the reason given for being vaccinated in the 2019 season. In
the overall survey, this represented 18% (14/79) of the
vaccinated individuals or 6.8% of the responders (14/207).
Moreover, the same group reported that they were not vaccinated
annually (see Multimedia Appendix 3). To build a decision tree
that supports efficient decision making by the domain expert,
this attribute did not allow the targeting of a specific
subpopulation. Hence, the increase in the number of people
vaccinated may be due to fear of the pandemic [53] and the
popular misunderstanding of the differences between seasonal
influenza and SARS-CoV-2 (ie, the COVID-19 pandemic) [33].

Consequently, two decision trees were built without the due to
another reason attribute: the first was built on all attributes with
P≤.10, and the second further excluded the COVID-19-related
attributes as inputs. The same decision tree was generated (see
Figure 3), with an overall performance of 76% (53/70 of the
test sample were rightly classified as vaccinated or not). The
difference in the classification performances of the trees with
the declaration due to another reason or without it was 4%
(3/70). This means that the majority (11/14, 79%) of the
individuals vaccinated for this reason were rightly classified
even without taking it into account.
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Figure 3. Decision tree predicting vaccinated individuals based on all survey attributes with P≤.10 and without the due to another reason attribute.
HMO: health maintenance organization.

Not focusing particularly on COVID-19 did not have an impact
on classification. This supports our main objective, which was
to characterize profiles of vaccination engagement in a simple
and generalizable way.

The root of the proposed decision tree (see Figure 3) was a
reason for obtaining the seasonal vaccine and it was a nonsocial
attribute: I got a reminder from my HMO (11/137, 8.1% of the
training set; P=.08). This reminder was sent by HMOs via SMS
and the majority of those who received it were compliant and
vaccinated (see Figure 3 and Multimedia Appendix 4).

The next node involved discrimination between Facebook users
and nonusers (node Facebook User). The group of individuals
engaged with this social media platform were less vaccinated
than its nonusers. However, they actively searched for
information related to influenza vaccines (ie, Search Influenza
Information); thus, their health literacy seemed to positively
influence vaccination compliance (9/70, 7%; P=.07).

On the other hand, the Facebook nonusers were then split by
their religious practice (ie, Religiosity). The individuals who
were not vaccinated because they did not receive an HMO
reminder and were also not users of Facebook were, for the
majority, vaccinated if they were religious or had another level
of practice, meaning neither secular nor traditional (7/137,
5.1%; P=.05). In the last node, those not in a relationship were
more likely not to be vaccinated (9/137, 6.6%; P=.07).

The majority of those who identified as secular or traditional,
were in a relationship, and searched for influenza vaccine
information were also vaccinated (10/137, 7.4%; P=.07). Those
who did not search for information but were confident in the
information provided by health care practitioners also showed
good compliance (13/137, 9.6%; P=.10). Surprisingly, those
who were not confident, and who had no children or more than

3 children, were often vaccinated (7/137, 5.1%; P=.05), while
parents of 1 or 2 children were less often vaccinated (13/137,
9.6%; P=.10).

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study aimed to quantify the contribution of social media
and its perceived reliability to modern health care customer
behavior, thus highlighting the centrality of these media
platforms to influence treatment and, specifically, compliance
with influenza vaccination [56,57]. The most important outcome
of this study is building a decision tree that is based on our
findings and supports a multivariate and integrative viewpoint.
It is actually reasonable that various interacting links exist
between the seasonal vaccination against influenza and social
media engagement, influence, and reliability in Israel during
the COVID-19 pandemic [39]. Indeed, being or not being a user
of social media or searching for information about the influenza
vaccine present strong associations with vaccination status.
Nevertheless, the vaccination reminders sent by the HMO are
one of the most crucial factors in vaccination compliance.

The results show that the use of social media influences
vaccination compliance in the Israeli population. This is
correlated with sociodemographic factors and with perceptions
of influence and reliability of information from social media.
Indeed, social media users were less frequently vaccinated than
nonusers. More accurately, this group was composed of younger
people with secular affiliations living in the center of the country
(ie, high-density agglomeration) and were less vaccinated.

According to the data collected during the survey, social media
is largely used in Israel by young (ie, <40 years old), urban (ie,
specifically, living in densely populated central Israel), and
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more highly educated people. This research highlights that social
media users and the majority of the nonvaccinated population
are the younger population who also acknowledge their
confidence in the reliability and influence of social media,
concurrent with their low confidence in the information
disseminated by governmental and health organizations and
health professionals.

The perceived influence and reliability of the information on
social media about COVID-19 are similar, in general, to those
perceptions of the information about influenza. Accordingly,
the risk of nonadherence to recommendations by governmental
and health organizations to reduce the spread of these pandemic
viruses (ie, hygiene measures, distancing, and vaccination) may
be similar. Notably, while both parameters are relatively
significant, the nonvaccinated subpopulation searches for
information regarding influenza vaccination substantially less
than information regarding SARS-CoV-2 or COVID-19. Social
media platforms were used during the survey period by local,
national, and international agencies (ie, governmental and health
care organizations) to provide up-to-date facts, guidance, and
directives to the public [58]. With this in mind, and considering
the 2019-2020 influenza season time frame [37], 6.8% (14/207)
of the respondents sought out the influenza vaccine, deviating
from their habits.

Strengths and Limitations
A major limitation of this study is that it was based on an online
survey written in Hebrew and disseminated over the internet
via social media, primarily to Israeli residents. This method
limited the type of individuals who responded to the survey and
the generalization of the results. Moreover, even though about
half of the survey responders were not Israeli natives, the
Hebrew language of the survey rendered it inaccessible to
nonfluent Hebrew speakers (eg, new immigrants, residents who
have not learned the language, and non-Hebrew speakers of the
Arab sector). Furthermore, as the survey was disseminated over
the internet, particularly by publication on social networks, it
did not include representation of the ultra-Orthodox sector,
which represents around 12% of the Israeli population. It is,
therefore, suggested that similar studies be performed in other
locations and using diverse languages. Still, Israel is recognized
as one of the countries with high, and continuously increasing,
penetration of internet and social media [38,39].

Regarding the strengths of the study, the seasonal influenza
outbreaks and pandemics with the need for repeated vaccinations
are an excellent model for understanding the behavior of the
population, its risk perception [59], its fear [60], and the
consequences of information fatigue [61]. Social media supports
the dissemination of a constant flow of information from
numerous sources. In the context of influenza and COVID-19,
these sources are institutional and professional news channels,
in parallel with mass populations who can easily share their
opinions and information over any social media platform.
Crisis-related communication uses social media to
“communicate, self-organize, manage, and mitigate risks” and
“make sense of the event” [62] in a rapid manner and on
influential channels [63].

Indeed, social media and the internet, in general, are defined as
common sources of information on measles and its vaccine.
Similar to the findings of this study, use of social media is also
associated with erroneous knowledge and noncompliance with
vaccination recommendations against measles [64].

Health communication countermeasures must be developed to
increase the efficiency of campaigns for vaccination [64]. They
must be dynamically adapted over all the communication
channels in order to increase engagement for influenza and other
vaccines, thereby reducing the potential additional overload on
health care organizations [65,66].

Conclusions
Social media is currently a leading and user-centered source of
health information. The information available about influenza
and the vaccines against it appears reliable and influences its
readers, and this is significantly correlated with seasonal
influenza vaccination compliance. Accordingly, it is crucial to
improve the targeting of health communication campaigns in
social media in order to increase compliance.

A high proportion of noncompliant and, therefore, nonvaccinated
individuals can lead to increased consumption of health care
services and an overload of the system. Therefore, in the
COVID-19 era, and similarly to other epidemics and pandemics,
health care services are overwhelmed by an excess of sick
patients. Consequently, efficient communication actions with
the individual, familial, and societal spheres; education on the
benefits of vaccination; and education on the risks associated
with infection are essential.

A future intervention must be efficiently implemented by
developing new health communication processes, considering
vaccinated and nonvaccinated individual profiles defined in a
periodically updated way by building, for example, specific
decision trees as proposed in this research (see Figure 3). This
must be based on improving the health communication flow on
social media, in near-real time, by monitoring and adapting
targeted campaigns for facing rapid information changes in the
internet sphere (eg, breaking news and fake news) [67].

Furthermore, most of the participants in this research were
young. Nowadays, social media and social networks are used
across the population regardless of, for example, age, gender,
relationship status, education, religious affiliation, and country
of residence. Consequently, social media–based health
communication aiming to increase treatment compliance and,
more accurately herein, influenza vaccination must take into
account sociodemographic variables at a local level for
efficiently and effectively targeting individuals to be motivated
to vaccinate. This means delivering information to social media
users in language that is easy to understand, in the languages
spoken by various native and immigrant communities in the
country, to ensure that the information reaches all residents.
Additionally, the use of reminders, similar to those on SMS,
should be generalized to social media by utilizing tailored
advertisements [68,69].
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Abstract

Background: In view of repeated COVID-19 outbreaks in most countries, clinical trials will continue to be conducted under
outbreak prevention and control measures for the next few years. It is very significant to explore an optimal clinical trial management
model during the outbreak period to provide reference and insight for other clinical trial centers worldwide.

Objective: The aim of this study was to explore the management strategies used to minimize the impact of the COVID-19
epidemic on oncology clinical trials.

Methods: We implemented a remote management model to maintain clinical trials conducted at Beijing Cancer Hospital, which
realized remote project approval, remote initiation, remote visits, remote administration and remote monitoring to get through
two COVID-19 outbreaks in the capital city from February to April and June to July 2020. The effectiveness of measures was
evaluated as differences in rates of protocol compliance, participants lost to follow-up, participant withdrawal, disease progression,
participant mortality, and detection of monitoring problems.

Results: During the late of the first outbreak, modifications were made in trial processing, participant management and quality
control, which allowed the hospital to ensure the smooth conduct of 572 trials, with a protocol compliance rate of 85.24% for
3718 participants across both outbreaks. No COVID-19 infections were recorded among participants or trial staff, and no major
procedural errors occurred between February and July 2020. These measures led to significantly higher rates of protocol compliance
and significantly lower rates of loss to follow-up or withdrawal after the second outbreak than after the first, without affecting
rates of disease progression or mortality. The hospital provided trial sponsors with a remote monitoring system in a timely manner,
and 3820 trial issues were identified.

Conclusions: When public health emergencies occur, an optimal clinical trial model combining on-site and remote management
could guarantee the health care and treatment needs of clinical trial participants, in which remote management plays a key role.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e26799)   doi:10.2196/26799

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; clinical trials; management strategy; information technology

Introduction

COVID-19 was recognized as a global pandemic on March 11,
2020 [1,2]. Efforts to stem the spread of SARS-CoV-2 led to
isolation measures and travel restrictions that have severely
hindered the smooth conduct of clinical trials [3]. Participants

may no longer be able to visit the hospital to receive treatment
[4], resulting in protocol deviations. The regular monitoring
and auditing of trials may also be affected [5], leading trials to
be postponed or terminated; this in turn can delay marketing of
drugs and even lead to the scrapping of development plans for
new drugs. Several studies from several countries have reported
obvious decreases in the numbers of participants newly enrolled
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in trials, and many oncology clinical trials were suspended in
April 2020 in several countries [6-8].

It seems likely that as COVID-19 outbreaks repeatedly occur
in many countries, clinical trials will continue to be conducted
under public health emergency conditions for some time to
come. The conduct of oncology clinical trials will be particularly
challenging, given that such trials usually require many
follow-up visits and sophisticated monitoring of complex disease
courses [9,10]. Therefore, insights into how to optimize
oncology clinical trial management during public health
emergencies are urgently needed.

This study examined the experiences of Beijing Cancer Hospital
in its efforts to conduct anticancer drug trials through two
COVID-19 outbreaks in 2020. During the first outbreak from
February to April 2020, the hospital implemented a series of
modifications in participant management and monitoring,
including remote drug administration, remote visits, and remote
trial monitoring. Relying on data processing and application
platform (DPAP) technology, remote trial monitoring enables
clinical research associates and inspectors to monitor trial data
at any time and in any place, regardless of geographical and
time constraints. At present, remote trial monitoring is rare in
China and other countries. Here, we analyzed how the
COVID-19 epidemic affected ongoing clinical trials and whether
the hospital’s modifications to trial management during the
epidemic helped ensure the smooth conduct of these trials
through the second outbreak from June to July 2020. Our
experiences may be relevant to other countries as they seek to
ensure the functioning of clinical trials during the COVID-19
epidemic and other public health emergencies.

Methods

This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Beijing
Cancer Hospital, which waived the requirement for informed
consent for the participants because those individuals had
already provided written informed consent for their medical
data to be analyzed and published in an anonymized format for
medical research purposes.

Study Assumption
During public health emergencies, combining on-site and remote
clinical trial management models could guarantee the health
and treatment needs of clinical trial participants.

Study Design
During the COVID-19 epidemic, the ultimate goal of the
management measures was to ensure the treatment of the
participants and the implementation of the trials while avoiding
the spread of the disease. In this case, remote management was
the determinant of strategy effectiveness. Therefore, in addition
to the COVID-19 infection rate of the participants, we selected
the indicators that were important to the trials and the

participants: protocol compliance rate, rate of loss to follow-up,
rate of participant withdrawal, rates of disease progression and
mortality, and detection rate of monitoring problems.

Clinical trials that were ongoing at the hospital from February
1, 2020, were eligible to be enrolled in the study. The following
data were collected through July 31, 2020: numbers of outpatient
and inpatient visits, numbers of enrolled participants, visits that
were not performed according to protocol, participants who
were not administered according to protocol, losses to follow-up,
withdrawals, cases of disease progression, and deaths. These
data allowed us to assess the clinical trials during the first
COVID-19 outbreak from February to April 2020 and during
the second outbreak from June to July 2020. The corresponding
data during the periods from February to April 2019 and June
to July 2019 were also collected. Data were extracted from the
hospital information system (HIS) and clinical trial management
system (CTMS). We also collected data regarding the use of
the remote monitoring system from February 01, 2020, to July
31, 2020, including the frequency of use, number of trials
checked, and number of participants checked.

Statistical Methods
To assess the impact of the COVID-19 epidemic on the conduct
of clinical trials at our hospital, we compared the trial data from
February to April 2020 and June to July 2020 with data from
February to April 2019 and June to July 2019, respectively. To
assess the effects of our hospital’s modifications to the clinical
trials after the first COVID-19 outbreak, we compared the trial
data obtained during February and July in 2020. All statistical
analyses were performed using SPSS, version 22.0 (IBM
Corporation). Categorical data were reported as frequencies or
percentages, and differences were assessed for significance
using the chi-square test.

Results

Impact of the COVID-19 Outbreak on Clinical Trials
at Beijing Cancer Hospital
On July 31, 2020, 572 trials of investigational drugs were being
conducted at Beijing Cancer Hospital. More than 50% of all
trials (303/572, 53.0%) were affected by the COVID-19
outbreak, including 65 international trials and 238 domestic
trials. Of the 303 affected trials, 91 were phase 1 trials,
accounting for 56.9% (91/160) of ongoing phase 1 trials. Only
28 new patients were enrolled each month through the two
outbreaks, which was 6 times fewer than the monthly enrollment
in 2019, and the numbers of various types of protocol deviations
were higher than for the same period in 2019. The most frequent
deviations were “dosing out of window” and “visit out of
window.” Due to the outbreak, 42 participants withdrew from
trials and 39 were lost to follow-up. The impact of the
COVID-19 outbreak on the clinical trials at our hospital is
summarized in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The impact of the COVID-19 outbreak on clinical trials at our hospital. (A) Distribution of product phases affected by the outbreak. (B)
Protocol violations from February to April 2020 compared to February to April 2019. (C) Protocol violations from June to July 2020 compared to June
to July 2019.

Modifications to Clinical Trial Management During
the First COVID-19 Outbreak

Remote Trial Approval and Initiation
Starting in February 2020, the hospital implemented
information-communication technology to reduce human
interactions during clinical trials. The hospital connected its

CTMS to an external network so that staff could conduct
numerous trial-related activities on the web, including trial
review, application for ethics approval, review of collaboration
agreements to conduct trials, quality control, and other filings.
Trial sponsors and contract research organizations were able to
review trials using the same system. Software was also
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developed to allow our hospital and principal investigators to
initiate new trials if justified.

Remote Trial Monitoring
A remote monitoring system, relying on DPAP technology,
integrating various business systems of the hospital, such as the
HIS, electronic medical record, laboratory information system,
picture archiving and communication system, and radiology
information system, was implemented to allow monitors to

conduct virtual “site visits” under a virtual private network
(VPN). Monitors could check all the medical treatment data of
the participants in hospital as authorized and receive a panoramic
data view of the participants under the dimensions of medical
treatment, examination, medical records, and medical orders.
Figure 2 shows the remote monitoring technology roadmap,
and Figure 3 shows a screenshot of a panoramic view of a
participant’s data in the remote monitoring system.

Figure 2. The remote monitoring technology roadmap. CRA: clinical research associate; DPAP: data processing and application platform; EMR:
electronic medical record; GAP: gatekeeper; HIS: hospital information system; LIS: laboratory information system; PACS: picture archiving and
communication system; RIS: radiology information system; VPN: virtual private network.

Figure 3. Screenshot of the panoramic view of a clincial trial participant in the remote monitoring system.

Remote Visits and Treatment of Participants
Trial participants who were able to return to hospital upon the
resumption of trials were tested for SARS-CoV-2 infection
based on nucleic acid detection. Hospitalized participants were

examined for COVID-19 symptoms by chest computerized
tomography. Beds were placed with sufficient distancing.

Trial participants who could not return to hospital were “visited
remotely”: the principal investigator of the trial was located an
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appropriate hospital that was relatively close to the participant’s
residence. Priority was given to hospitals that were also
participating in the trial, followed by hospitals that had been
certified by the National Medical Products Administration to
be following good clinical practice [11]. Trial investigators
remotely reviewed examination results through email or fax,
and they generated the corresponding medical records, which
were stored on a cloud-based platform from July 2020.

Trial medications for oral use were sent to these participants if
the trial investigator judged that the drug treatment could
continue based on the participant’s examination results.
Medications were sent by mail using the hospital’s standard
operating procedures for mailing of investigational products
during major public health emergencies. The participants sent
back relevant data by mail.

In some cases, trial participants originally scheduled for
intravenous drug administration were switched to oral
administration of an equivalent medication (eg, etoposide) to
allow remote drug treatment. These protocol changes were
enacted only after discussion among the trial investigators and
ethical approval from the hospital. If the originally scheduled
intravenous drug administration could not be switched to oral
administration, participants received the trial medications
intravenously at an appropriate local hospital (see above), after
local staff had been trained by trial personnel from Beijing
Cancer Hospital. Participants’medical records were transferred,
as necessary, from Beijing Cancer Hospital to the local hospital.
Figure 4 depicts the pathway for remote treatment of trial
participants.

Figure 4. Schedule of the panoramic view of a clinical trial participant's visits and treatments according to modified clinical trial management procedures
implemented from February 01, 2020.

Comparison of Clinical Trial Data Between the First
and Second COVID-19 Outbreaks
During the first outbreak from February 1 to April 30, 2020, 18
new trials were remotely initiated, and 45 participants were
newly enrolled. Moreover, during the second outbreak from
June 1 to July 31, 2020, 56 new trials were remotely initiated
and 103 participants were newly enrolled, which are nearly
double the numbers of trials and enrollments in the first
outbreak. By July 31, 572 trials for investigational drugs

involving 3718 participants were ongoing at Beijing Cancer
Hospital. Between February and July 2020, no infections were
recorded among participants or trial staff, and no major
procedural errors occurred.

Analysis of the numbers of visits by inpatients and outpatients
to Beijing Cancer Hospital for participation in clinical trials
showed that both types of visits decreased in February,
coinciding with the first COVID-19 outbreak (Table 1).
Thereafter, both types of visits continuously increased and had
nearly returned to pre-epidemic levels by July (Figure 5).
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Table 1. Data on participant visits within clinical trials during the two COVID-19 outbreaks in 2020.

Monthly average for the indicated periodCategory

Second outbreak (June to July)First outbreak (February to April)

17091212Return visits to hospital for outpatient examination or treatment

791509Hospitalizations

109340Remote visits

97281Drug shipments to participants

210Participants changed from intravenous to oral administration

616Participants transferred to another hospital (times)

1650Internet-based diagnostic visits and treatments

28792368Completed visit/medication (times)

31693097Total required visits/medication (times)

Figure 5. Outpatient and inpatient status of clincial trials at Beijing Cancer Hospital during the COVID-19 epidemic, January 2020 to July 2020.

During the latter part of the first outbreak, 1941/9291 visits with
participants (20.89%) were conducted remotely, oral
medications were mailed directly to participants, or the
participants were treated intravenously at carefully selected
local hospitals. The protocol compliance rate was 76.46%.
During the second outbreak (June to July), the protocol
compliance rate was significantly higher at 90.85% (2879/3169,
P<.001) (Table 2). Loss to follow-up was significantly smaller
during the second outbreak than during the first (7/3718, 0.19%
vs 32/3570, 0.89%, P<.001), as was participant withdrawal

(6/3718, 0.16%, vs 36/3570, 1.00%, P<.001). In contrast, the
rates of disease progression and mortality did not differ
statistically between the two outbreaks (Table 2). Thus, the
clinical trials at our hospital remained stable across both
COVID-19 outbreaks, and the rate of compliance for the entire
period was 85.24% (16007/18778).

During the whole outbreak period, the infection rate of
SARS-CoV-2 among personnel involved in clinical trials was
0, and the error rate in the clinical trials was 0.
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Table 2. Clinical trial outcomes.

P valueValue, n/total (%)Outcome

Second outbreakFirst outbreak

<.0012879/3169 (90.85)2368/3097 (76.46)Protocol compliance

<.0017/3718 (0.19)32/3570 (0.89)Loss to follow-up

<.0016/3718 (0.16)36/3570 (1.00)Withdrawals

.8688/3718 (2.37)88/3570 (2.34)Disease progression

.0868/3718 (1.83)48/3570 (1.33)Mortality

Effects of the Measures on Trial Quality During the
COVID-19 Epidemic
By July 31, 2020, 176 clinical research associates from 76
sponsors or clinical research organizations had used the remote
monitoring system to monitor 1318 participants in 228 trials
conducted in 16 departments of Beijing Cancer Hospital. The
total number of log-ins to the system was 10,470, and the median
number of monitoring visits was 23 (range 1-729). The total
number of issues logged in the remote monitoring system was
3820, corresponding to an average of 16.75 per trial and 2.90

per participant. The most frequent findings were errors or
omissions on case report forms (950/3820, 24.87% of all issues),
lack of compliance with planned trial visits (849/3820, 22.23%
of all issues), and lack of compliance with protocol
administration (713/3820, 18.66% of all issues). The rate of
findings with remote monitoring between original records,
informed consent, adverse events, and investigational drugs in
2020 were significantly lower than the rate during the same
period in 2019 (P<.001), but the two monitoring approaches
were similar in terms of case report forms, concomitant
medication, and biological samples (P>.05) (Table 3).

Table 3. Clinical trial–related events detected during on-site monitoring in 2019 and remote monitoring in 2020.a

P valueValue per capita, n (%)Error or omission in a trial event

On-site monitoring in 2019 (n=1120)cRemote monitoring in 2020 (n=1318)b

.91805 (71.88)950 (72.08)Case report forms

<.001579 (51.69)849 (64.42)Visits not conducted per protocol

<.001279 (24.91)713 (54.10)Drug not dosed per protocol

<.001643 (57.41)513 (38.92)Adverse events

.15401 (35.80)435 (33.00)Concomitant medications

<.001874 (78.04)154 (11.68)Original record

.02159 (14.20)146 (11.08)Biological samples

<.001119 (10.63)33 (2.50)Other drug problems

<.001119 (10.63)27 (2.05)Informed consent

aData were compared for the same trials for the period of February to July in 2019 or 2020.
bTotal errors/emissions=3820; 289.83% cumulative for all events.
cTotal errors/emissions=3978; 355.18% cumulative for all events.

Discussion

The COVID-19 outbreak is a major global public health
emergency, and at its beginning, authorities were taken by
surprise [12]. Our analysis of clinical trials at Beijing Cancer
Hospital from the beginning of the COVID-19 epidemic showed
that 53.0% of investigational drug trials were affected,
particularly phase I clinical trials, which involve more extensive
interventions. During the first outbreak (February to April 2020),
the rate of “dosing out of window” was 6 times higher than the
rate during the same period in 2019, while the rate of “visits
out of window” was 3 times higher than in 2019. This is
especially true of clinical trials of anticancer drugs, which
usually require drug administration every 1-2 weeks, and most
trials require regular sample collection and patient examinations.

These protocol deviations could severely compromise the quality
of the trial data as well as the safety and interests of participants
[13].

While regulatory authorities in the United States, European
Union, and China as well as other associations have guidelines
for clinical trial conduct and management during the COVID-19
epidemic [14-17], implementing them in hospitals is not always
straightforward. At Beijing Cancer Hospital, discussions were
conducted among trial participants, trial investigators, members
of the hospital’s Ethics Committee, and trial sponsors to develop
modifications to the standard management of the clinical trials
and participant visits to protect the health and safety of
participants as well as the integrity of the trial. These discussions
and the ensuing measures were documented in real time and
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archived at the hospital and in the records of the Ethics
Committee.

Starting from the middle of the first COVID-19 outbreak, our
hospital resumed clinical trials with a series of measures to
reduce virus transmission: diagnostic visits and treatment were
conducted by appointment only or via the internet; participants
were visited remotely; drugs were mailed to participants,
including replacement of intravenous treatments with oral
treatments that could be mailed; and participants were sent to
local hospitals, protecting them from infection during travel to
the clinical trial center. To encourage participants to return to
the hospital for treatment during the second outbreak, we
subjected them to nucleic acid tests and provided beds with
adequate separation. Only 50% of beds in each ward were
available to patients. These measures may help to explain why
more participants returned to the hospital during the second
outbreak than during the first. All these measures led to higher
protocol compliance rates during the second COVID-19
outbreak than during the first, as well as lower rates of loss to
follow-up and withdrawal.

Internet diagnostics and treatment are a new direction in the
medical industry, and our experience suggests that this approach
can be effective for conducting clinical trials during public
health emergencies. Quality control standards are needed to
ensure high-quality treatment comparable to that with in-person
medicine. To that end, China and other countries have issued
regulations and policies to standardize internet diagnostics and
treatment [18-20].

Just as internet-based approaches can bring trial clinicians and
participants together safely, remote monitoring can allow trial
auditors and sponsors to perform necessary reviews. Already
in 2019, the US Food Drug and Administration had encouraged
sponsors to use remote monitoring for early detection of
problems in clinical trials [21], and several national and other
agencies have since encouraged remote monitoring in response
to the COVID-19 pandemic [14-17]. At Beijing Cancer Hospital,
approximately 40% of clinical trials were remotely monitored
from February to July 2020, and these activities identified 16.75

issues per trial. Our experience supports the expanding reliance
on remote trial monitoring to safeguard patients and trial quality.

Clinical trials in China and abroad face challenges due to the
COVID-19 pandemic [22]. Our experience supports the idea
that appropriate software and network infrastructure can allow
medical facilities to conduct clinical trials effectively [23-25],
while properly archiving, managing, and sharing the large
amount of data generated [26]. It may even be possible to bypass
some aspects of participant follow-up by using smartphones or
other wearable devices that can automatically transmit
participant data [27]. Conducting a remote clinical trial depends
on having a complete information management system,
infrastructure for fast and safe delivery of medicines, and a safe,
seamless system for managing and transferring trial data.

Remote trial management at Beijing Cancer Hospital can still
be improved. For example, we were unable to use the remote
informed mode due to technical limitations. Insufficient
personnel and delays in data transmission during the epidemic
in 2020 contributed to data errors or omissions on case report
forms, which accounted for 24.87% of all issues. The system
of remote monitoring and automatic collection of clinical trial
data should be improved, particularly the extraction of data
from paper records.

This study was necessarily retrospective, which increases the
risk of selection and information bias. As the pandemic
continues, it may be advisable to launch relevant prospective
studies to assess the efficacy and efficiency of measures to
ensure the smooth conduct of clinical trials during a public
health emergency.

Conclusion
Clinical trials have been greatly impacted during the current
public health emergency of the COVID-19 pandemic. By using
information technology, Beijing Capital Hospital was able to
ensure the smooth conduct of hundreds of oncology clinical
trials. This success was due to a clinical trial management model
combining on-site and remote trial approval, initiation, visits,
administration, and monitoring. Our experience provides a
reference for clinical trial management under the current
pandemic and in future public health emergencies.
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Abstract

With the relative ubiquity of smartphones, contact tracing and exposure notification apps have been looked to as novel methods
to help reduce the transmission of COVID-19. Many countries have created apps that lie across a spectrum from privacy-first
approaches to those that have very few privacy measures. The level of privacy incorporated into an app is largely based on the
societal norms and values of a particular country. Digital health technologies can be highly effective and preserve privacy at the
same time, but in the case of contact tracing and exposure notification apps, there is a trade-off between increased privacy measures
and the effectiveness of the app. In this article, examples from various countries are used to highlight how characteristics of
contract tracing and exposure notification apps contribute to the perceived levels of privacy awarded to citizens and how this
impacts an app’s effectiveness. We conclude that finding the right balance between privacy and effectiveness, while critical, is
challenging because it is highly context-specific.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e25726)   doi:10.2196/25726
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Introduction

Many countries around the world have released contact tracing
and exposure notification apps in an attempt to help combat the
spread of COVID-19 [1,2]. However, the technologies used,
adoption rates, and potential impact of the apps have been
extremely varied across countries. Moreover, each country has
developed contact tracing apps that meet the level of privacy
required for their citizens. Often, increased privacy has been
deemed a fair trade-off for a decrease in the potential
effectiveness of the app.

Privacy-Related Characteristics of
COVID-19 Apps

Although privacy laws provide a foundation that can inform
the design and implementation of exposure notification and true
contact tracing apps [3], it is the types of technologies used (eg,
quick response [QR] codes, GPS, Bluetooth Low Energy) and
the way they are applied within those legal frameworks that
determine the level of privacy afforded to citizens. The
important distinction between contact tracing apps and exposure
notification apps is that the former collects tracking data so that
public health authorities can determine who individuals have
been in contact with, as well as the location and time of the
contact. On the other hand, exposure notification apps collect
only the data required to determine if an individual may have
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been in close contact with someone who has been identified as
being positive for COVID-19, which provides significantly
more privacy. Table 1 expands upon research by Liu and Guo
[4], which was published in the initial months of the pandemic.
Specifically, it presents privacy-related characteristics of

COVID-19 apps in various countries. The examples have been
selected to demonstrate a spectrum of privacy-related features
in countries where information about their apps is publicly
available, as well as to demonstrate that the optimal balance
between privacy and effectiveness may be culturally dependent.

Table 1. Privacy characteristics of COVID-19 contact tracing and exposure notification apps.

Approximate
adoption rate, %
(month of report-
ing)

Centralized or decen-
tralized data storage

Consent for
data sharing
required

App data
bound by pri-
vacy laws

TechnologyVoluntary or
mandatory

App name (month of
launch)

Country

21.6 (July 2020)
[6]

CentralizedYesYesBluetooth [5]VoluntaryCOVIDSafe (April 2020)
[5]

Australia

~64 (April 2020)a

[8]

Information not foundNoYesMay use GPS or
records of individ-
ual’s location

Voluntary (re-
quired to
move around
cities)

HealthCode (February
2020) [7]

China

~15 (December

2020)a,b [10]

DecentralizedYesYesBluetoothVoluntaryCOVID Alert (July 2020)
[9]

Canada

1.4 (July 2020)
[6]

Centralized
(pseudonymized con-
tact identifiers)

YesYesBluetoothVoluntaryCorona-Warn-App (June
2020) [11]

Germany

Information not
found

DecentralizedYesYesBluetooth and ge-
ofencing technol-
ogy using wrist-
bands

Mandatory for
14-day home
quarantine

StayHomeSafe (April
2020) [12]

Hong
Kong

Information not
found

DecentralizedYesYesQRc codesVoluntaryLeaveHomeSafe
(November 2020) [12]

Hong
Kong

10.7 (July 2020)
[6]

DecentralizedYesYesBluetooth, QR
codes, location
alert through
push notifications

VoluntaryNZ COVID Tracer App
(May 2020) [13]

New
Zealand

Information not
found

CentralizedYesYesApp seeks con-
sent to access
Bluetooth, GPS,
and camera

Mandatory for
individuals
with COVID-
19; voluntary
for others

Social Monitoring (April
2020) [14]

Russia

70 (December
2020) [16]

CentralizedNot for in-
fected per-
sons

YesBluetoothVoluntary (re-
quired to
move around
the city)

TraceTogether (March
2020) [15]

Singa-
pore

Information not
found

CentralizedYesYesBluetooth, GPS,
credit card trans-
actions, surveil-
lance cameras,
and others

Required for
new arrivals
for 2 weeks
(telephone
calls are alter-
native option)

Self-Quarantine Safety
Protection (March 2020)
[17]

South Ko-
rea

~2 (end of Febru-
ary 2020, 3
weeks after roll-

out)a [18]

DecentralizedNoYesGPS, uses data
from public gov-
ernment sources

VoluntaryCorona 100m (February
2020) [18]

South Ko-
rea

4.9 (July 2020)
[6]

CentralizedInformation
not found

Information
not found

GPSVoluntaryTawakkalna (May 2020)
[19]

Saudi
Arabia

40 (October
2020) [21]

Centralized (noniden-
tifiable information)

YesYesBluetooth 4.0 or
higher

VoluntaryNHS COVID-19
(September 2020) [20]

United
Kingdom

aEstimated adoption rate based on number of downloads divided by the country’s entire population.
bIn Canada, the app was rolled out in Ontario first; as of December 2020, only 9 of the 13 provinces and territories had adopted the app.
cQR: quick response.
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Privacy Measures Related to Adoption

Beyond the inherent value of privacy as a human right and as
a protection against bias and stigma, the intent of increasing an
app’s privacy measures is to broaden its adoption. This has been
confirmed by studies conducted since the start of the pandemic,
which have demonstrated the important role of trust and
perceived privacy in influencing the adoption and use of
COVID-19 apps [22-24]. The perception of privacy is not only
determined by a user’s interpretation of existing safeguards (eg,
the underlying technology, whether the app is voluntary, and
the degree of data centralization), but also requires those details
be effectively communicated to citizens, which is not always
the case. For example, an analysis of COVID-19 app privacy
policies concluded that improvements to the readability of
privacy policies could lead to increased usage [25].

Modelling by a research group at Oxford has indicated that the
pandemic can be stopped if about 60% of the population uses
the app. Lower adoption rates of 15% would still reduce
infection and deaths by about 8% and 6%, respectively [26]. At
the time of writing, Singapore and China have been able to
reach the 60% threshold, while many other countries have
reported adoption rates greater than 15%, including Ireland,
Canada (ie, Ontario, where the app was first launched),
Germany, and Iceland (the first country in Europe to launch
their app) [27].

While adoption rates are affected by numerous nuanced factors,
they are likely highly influenced by three broad categories of
privacy-related factors highlighted in Table 1. First, apps that
are mandatory would presumably result in higher adoption rates
than voluntary apps. For example, although use of the apps in
Singapore and China is technically voluntary, the apps are
required for citizens to move around freely in cities, which may
have resulted in the high adoption rates of those apps.
Specifically, citizens in China are unable to move freely within
cities and enter establishments without showing their
color-coded individual QR codes at checkpoints. A color code
(green, yellow, or red) is assigned depending on the user’s travel
history and health status, with green allowing unrestricted
movement, and yellow and red indicating different quarantine
requirements [28].

Second, the technology employed in the apps will largely dictate
how intrusive the apps are to an individual’s privacy. Public
transparency about the technology used may also increase
confidence in the use of the app. To increase adoption, some
countries—including Canada, Germany, and the United
Kingdom—have opted to use the well-documented and highly
vetted Google and Apple Exposure Notification application
programming interface (API), which enables the swapping of
anonymous identifier beacons (ie, random strings of numbers
that are frequently changed) between phones in close proximity
via Bluetooth Low Energy [29]. This provides a very high level
of privacy because no identifiable data is transmitted. Other
countries, such as China, have opted for technology that tracks
the location of individuals (eg, GPS), which may be a deterrent
to their use. Local Chinese governments have developed their
own apps with algorithms that assign the color code, but little

information has been made available on the details of how the
algorithms work [28]. As another example, in South Korea, all
people coming into the country are required to quarantine for
two weeks and to download the “Self-Quarantine Safety
Protection” app, which tracks a person’s movement via GPS to
monitor compliance with isolation procedures (telephone calls
are an option if someone does not have a smartphone) [30].
After the two-week quarantine period, the app tells the user that
they are able to delete the app from their phones. In addition,
Corona 100m is a voluntary app in South Korea that was built
by a private developer after the government made certain data
about patients with COVID-19 freely available [31]. The Corona
100m app shows the location of people infected with the virus,
the date the infection was confirmed, and the nationality, sex,
and age of the infected person. Alerts are sent to users when
they are within 100 meters of the latest tracked location visited
by someone positive for COVID-19. Data used by the app comes
from smartphone location logs, credit and debit card
transactions, and an extensive network of surveillance cameras
[32].

Third, data governance in terms of privacy laws related to the
app data, user consent for data sharing, and centralization of
data storage are also important factors that can impact citizens’
comfort level with using the apps. Countries with data
governance laws and policies that protect privacy, such as the
United Kingdom and Canada, appear to have relatively good
adoption rates. On the other hand, a lower adoption rate was
reported in Saudi Arabia, where it is not clear if the apps are
bound by privacy laws and whether consent for data sharing is
required. Some countries have centralized the storage of data
into a database controlled by a public health authority, while
others have decentralized data storage (ie, data is stored only
on an individual’s smartphone). While a centralized data storage
system could provide added value through the ability to analyze
the data for trends and adoption information, decentralized
systems may invoke more trust in the app, which could drive
up adoption. Germany’s exposure notification app was initially
developed to support a centralized approach, but was met with
much criticism, leading to a change to a decentralized model
[33].

The Privacy Versus Effectiveness
Trade-Off

The trade-off between privacy and effectiveness is apparent at
both the individual and system level. For example, apps
leveraging the Google and Apple Exposure Notification API,
which was designed with a privacy-first approach, do not
provide users with the identity of the person with COVID-19
that they were in close proximity to, or information about the
location or time of the potential exposure beyond the fact that
it was within the past 14 days. Therefore, the user is provided
with little context to determine the actual risk (eg, whether
personal protective equipment was used) and how long they
should be exercising extra precaution to reduce the risk of
transmission of the virus.

The limited collection of data and decentralized systems that
are used to protect privacy also hinder the ability of governments
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to analyze aggregate data, including demographics, time stamps,
and geolocalization, which could inform the design and
implementation of more targeted public health strategies.
Specifically, COVID-19 apps that prioritize effectiveness over
privacy could aggregate reliable demographic information about
potentially exposed users that is grounded in a specific place
and time. In its absence, governments and public health officials
must largely rely on information gathered when patients positive
for COVID-19 interact with the health system (which is almost
always temporally dissociated from the time of infection) or
human-driven contact tracing, which relies on citizens’ recall
and willingness to report accurate information. While useful,
these data may be less reliable and comprehensive compared
to data collected via a COVID-19 app, thus limiting the data’s
ability to inform the types of targeted interventions that could
simultaneously decrease the spread of COVID-19 and avoid
the negative societal consequences of more generalized
lockdowns.

Furthermore, the lack of detailed and centralized data limits
evaluations of the effectiveness of these apps. For instance,
many exposure notification systems will only be able to
determine the number of downloads and the number of users
who have chosen to identify themselves as positive for
COVID-19 through the app. It is not known whether the user
has since deleted the app or has chosen to turn off Bluetooth.
Other unknowns include how many people have been notified
of a potential exposure, how many people chose to be tested
because of an alert, and how many people tested positive for
COVID-19 earlier than they would have otherwise due to an
alert. In these situations, there is mainly anecdotal effectiveness
evidence of users getting alerted about an exposure, getting
tested, and then modifying their behavior to reduce the
transmission of the virus. Evidence of the effectiveness of the
app can help drive adoption of the app, as well as inform future
implementations of and improvements to the app. Furthermore,
the perception that the app is effective may incentivize
individuals to download and use the app, which in itself would
presumably increase its effectiveness.

Other Factors Impacting the Adoption of
COVID-19 Apps

In addition to privacy concerns, a barrier to adoption is the
inability for some to download the app. While the proportion
of people who own smartphones is high and increasing (upwards
of 80% in some countries), there is still a considerable number
of people who do not own smartphones [34]. In addition, a
criticism of using the Google and Apple Exposure Notification
API is that it works only on phones that were released in the
past five years or so, which could have the effect of excluding
lower-income communities that may have particularly high
rates of COVID-19 transmission [35]. Singapore’s innovative
solution to help reach citizens that are unable to download the
TraceTogether app was to distribute a device called the

TraceTogether token, which works by swapping identifier
beacons via Bluetooth, similar to the app [36].

There are other methods that have been used to try to increase
adoption of voluntary exposure notification apps. One is to
incorporate features in the app to increase its perceived value
[37]. For example, some exposure notification apps can provide
COVID-19 test results. In the United Kingdom, the NHS
COVID-19 app has features such as ordering COVID-19 tests,
receiving test results, regional risk score alerts, symptom
recorders, and a self-isolation countdown and advice [38].

A second way to increase adoption of these apps is through
social influence and media campaigns. In Canada, influential
brands and high-profile individuals like athletes have partnered
to promote the use of the COVID Alert app [39]. New Zealand
has used humor and creativity in their efforts to inform citizens
about the NZ COVID Tracer app, and the pandemic more
generally, through comedic skits with well-known television
personalities and a call for filmmakers to submit short videos
[40]. Opportunities to communicate the privacy safeguards as
well as personal and societal benefits should also be explored
in these campaigns.

Finally, reducing user effort by making the app easier to
download and use may also increase adoption. For example,
during the launch of the COVID Alert app in Ontario, Canada,
a government alert was sent to smartphones regarding the app,
with information on how to download the app, which runs in
the background after setup without further user interaction.

Conclusion

With increased privacy, there are inherent trade-offs in the
effectiveness of COVID-19 contact tracing and exposure
notification apps. The effectiveness of the apps might be
impossible to evaluate fully due to the lack of collected data,
especially for apps with privacy-first approaches, as well as
confounding factors like community lockdowns. However,
given the assumption that higher adoption translates into
increased effectiveness, broadening adoption of voluntary apps
is a goal of many countries, which can be achieved through
several techniques. These include investing in a promotional
campaign that may involve hiring a professional marketing firm,
partnering with high-profile personalities to endorse the app,
and increasing ease of app download via smartphone alerts by
the government that link to the app. While the level of privacy
required for a COVID-19 contact tracing and exposure
notification app will depend on factors including whether it is
voluntary, the underlying technology, and degree of data
centralization, translation of those important safeguards into a
user’s perception of privacy will occur within the context of the
norms and values of their country. Therefore, striking the right
balance between privacy and effectiveness requires careful
consideration, especially as the urgency to reduce transmission
of the virus evolves based on fluctuating case numbers and
vaccination efforts.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic continues to ravage and burden hospitals around the world. The epidemic started in
Wuhan, China, and was subsequently recognized by the World Health Organization as an international public health emergency
and declared a pandemic in March 2020. Since then, the disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic have had an unparalleled
effect on all aspects of life.

Objective: With increasing total hospitalization and intensive care unit admissions, a better understanding of features related
to patients with COVID-19 could help health care workers stratify patients based on the risk of developing a more severe case
of COVID-19. Using predictive models, we strive to select the features that are most associated with more severe cases of
COVID-19.

Methods: Over 3 million participants reported their potential symptoms of COVID-19, along with their comorbidities and
demographic information, on a smartphone-based app. Using data from the >10,000 individuals who indicated that they had
tested positive for COVID-19 in the United Kingdom, we leveraged the Elastic Net regularized binary classifier to derive the
predictors that are most correlated with users having a severe enough case of COVID-19 to seek treatment in a hospital setting.
We then analyzed such features in relation to age and other demographics and their longitudinal trend.

Results: The most predictive features found include fever, use of immunosuppressant medication, use of a mobility aid, shortness
of breath, and severe fatigue. Such features are age-related, and some are disproportionally high in minority populations.

Conclusions: Predictors selected from the predictive models can be used to stratify patients into groups based on how much
medical attention they are expected to require. This could help health care workers devote valuable resources to prevent the
escalation of the disease in vulnerable populations.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e25696)   doi:10.2196/25696
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic, caused by SARS-CoV-2, continues
to burden medical institutions around the world by increasing
total hospitalization and intensive care unit (ICU) admissions
[1-9]. A better understanding of symptoms, comorbidities, and
medications used for pre-existing conditions of patients with
COVID-19 could help health care workers identify patients at
increased risk of developing a more severe case of the disease
[10,11]. Here, we have used self-reported data (symptoms,
medications, and comorbidities) from 11,194 users of the
COVID-19 Symptom Tracker app [12] to identify previously
reported and novel features predictive of patients being admitted
to a hospital. Despite the previously reported association
between age and more severe disease phenotypes [13-18], we
found that a patient’s age, sex, and ethnic group were minimally
predictive when compared to the patient’s symptoms and
comorbidities. The most important variables selected by our
predictive models were fever, the use of immunosuppressant
medication, the use of a mobility aid, shortness of breath, and
fatigue. It is anticipated that early administration of preventative
treatment in patients with COVID-19 who exhibit a high risk
of a severe disease signature may prevent disease progression.
Therefore, the variables found could provide clinical decision
support.

Methods

Cohort
The COVID-19 Symptom Tracker is a smartphone app to which
individuals from the United Kingdom and United States can

submit their symptoms daily [19-22]. A total of 3,643,842 users
had signed up for the app as of November 1, 2020 [12]. A user
can make entries in the app and record features such as
symptoms, comorbidities, medications taken for pre-existing
conditions, and demographics. Users can log entries whether
they have tested positive for COVID-19 or not. They can also
create multiple entries per day or one entry every few days.
Data from March 24, 2020, to November 1, 2020, were accessed
from The Health Data Research Hub for Respiratory Health, in
partnership with Secure Anonymised Information Linkage
(SAIL) Databank. There were users from both the United States
and the United Kingdom, but we only used the UK population
to maintain the homogeneity of the data set (Figure S1 in
Multimedia Appendix 1). The US population was small and
could have a different disease expression than that caused by
the virus strain in the United Kingdom. Therefore, we excluded
the small US population.

For the study cohort, we extracted all users who tested positive
for COVID-19 (n=11,194). Of those users who were positive
for COVID-19, some cases were severe enough to require
seeking treatment at a hospital (hereinafter referred to as seeking
treatment) while others managed their disease at home (Figure
S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1). The features we used in all
subsequent models are listed in Tables 1-4. All features were
binary except for age and BMI, which were continuous, and
shortness of breath, fatigue, race, and gender, which were
categorical.
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Table 1. Features of symptoms investigated in relation to whether a user was seeking treatment. All features were binary except for shortness of breath
and fatigue, which were categorical.

Admitted into hospital setting (N=558), n (%)Managed at home (N=10,636), n (%)Symptoms

Fever

155 (29.0)2761 (26.4)1

80 (15.0)42 (0.40)N/Aa

Persistent cough

255 (47.7)5429 (52.1)1

80 (15.0)0 (0.0)N/A

Diarrhea

178 (33.3)2944 (28.3)1

80 (15.0)0 (0.0)N/A

Delirium

137 (25.6)1888 (18.1)1

80 (15.0)0 (0.0)N/A

Skipped meals

218 (40.7)3967 (38.1)1

80 (15.0)0 (0.0)N/A

Abdominal pain

129 (24.1)2452 (23.5)1

83 (15.5)116 (1.11)N/A

Chest pain

129 (24.1)2452 (23.5)1

83 (15.5)116 (1.1)N/A

Loss of smell

217 (40.6)6251 (60.0)1

83 (15.5)95 (0.9)N/A

Headache

250 (43.0)4326 (41.5)1

83 (15.5)95 (0.9)N/A

Sore throat

158 (29.5)3862 (37.1)1

94 (17.6)344 (3.30)N/A

Unusual muscle pains

168 (31.4)3442 (33.1)1

116 (21.7)1215 (11.7)N/A

Shortness of breath

80 (15.0)0 (0.0)N/A

219 (40.9)6771 (65.0)No

156 (29.2)2945 (28.3)Mild

65 (12.1)626 (6.01)Significant

15 (2.8)71 (0.7)Severe

Fatigue

80 (15.0)0 (0.0)N/A
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Admitted into hospital setting (N=558), n (%)Managed at home (N=10,636), n (%)Symptoms

210 (39.3)5922 (56.9)No

178 (33.3)3712 (35.6)Mild

67 (12.5)779 (7.5)Severe

aN/A: data not available or missing.

Table 2. Features of comorbidities investigated in relation to whether a user was seeking treatment. All features were binary.

Admitted into hospital setting (N=558), n (%)Managed at home (N=10,636), n (%)Comorbidities

Has diabetes

48 (9.0)370 (3.6)1

1 (0.2)26 (0.2)N/Aa

Has heart disease

40 (7.5)209 (2.0)1

1 (0.2)26 (0.2)N/A

Has lung disease

122 (22.8)1446 (13.9)1

1 (0.2)26 (0.2)N/A

Is a smoker

21 (3.9)294 (2.8)1

265 (49.5)5241 (50.3)NA

Undergoing chemotherapy

12 (2.2)29 (0.3)1

244 (45.6)5184 (49.8)N/A

Has kidney disease

19 (3.6)91 (0.9)1

1 (0.2)26 (0.2)N/A

Housebound

102 (19.1)538 (5.2)1

0 (0.0)19 (0.2)N/A

Uses a mobility aid

77 (14.4)183 (1.8)1

0 (0.0)19 (0.2)N/A

Limited activity

137 (25.6)886 (8.5)1

1 (0.2)26 (0.2)N/A

aN/A: data not available or missing.
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Table 3. Features of demographics investigated in relation to whether a user was seeking treatment. Age and BMI were continuous features, while race
and gender were categorical.

Admitted into hospital setting (N=558)Managed at home (N=10,636)Demographics

Gender, n (%)

219 (40.9)2981 (28.4)Female

316 (59.1)7455 (71.6)Male

Race, n (%)

29 (5.4)519 (5.0)UK Asian

9 (1.7)116 (1.1)UK Black

1 (0.2)56 (0.5)UK mixed, White/Black

4 (0.7)116 (1.1)UK mixed, other

472 (88.2)9346 (89.7)UK White

4 (0.7)43 (0.4)UK Chinese

8 (1.5)89 (0.8)UK Middle Eastern

5 (0.9)97 (0.9)Other

3 (0.6)33 (0.3)Prefer not to say

47.8 (18.8)40.2 (13.6)Age (years), mean (SD)

27.9 (8.2)26.3 (6.9)BMI, mean (SD)

Table 4. Features of medication history investigated in relation to whether a user was seeking treatment. All features were binary.

Admitted into hospital setting (N=558), n (%)Managed at home (N=10,636), n (%)Medication

Takes corticosteroids

62 (11.6)719 (6.9)1

1 (0.2)26 (0.2)N/Aa

Takes immunosuppressants

65 (12.1)287 (2.8)1

1 (0.2)26 (0.2)N/A

Takes any blood pressure medications

93 (17.4)721 (6.9)1

54 (10.1)1022 (9.8)N/A

aN/A: data not available or missing.

Data Processing
We used comorbidities, demographics, and symptoms to predict
whether a user would seek treatment using predictive models.
For data preprocessing, we first divided the patients with
COVID-19 into two groups: (A) negative for seeking treatment,
including patients who were positive for COVID-19 who were
strictly at home, without ever having to be admitted to a hospital
setting (n=10,636) and (B) positive for seeking treatment,
including users who were positive for COVID-19 who reported
being in a hospital setting (n=558). The average age of group
A was 40.2 (SD 13.6) years compared to 47.8 (SD 18.8) years
for group B. For group A, we used comorbidities, demographics,
and symptoms recorded in the patient's last entry, and for group
B, we used the same features as recorded in the patient’s last
entry prior to the entry where the patient indicates seeking
treatment (scenario 1). This means that for users who sought

treatment, we used the time point right before a user indicated
seeking treatment in a hospital setting and the features at that
time point were used for analysis. For users who were always
at home, we used the last time point and the features at that time
point for analysis (Figure S2, top panel, in Multimedia Appendix
1). In what we call scenario 2, for users who were seeking
treatment, if a user indicated that he/she had a feature in any of
his/her entries before the day of seeking treatment, we labeled
that feature as positive for that user. For users who were always
at home, if he/she had a given feature in any entry, we labeled
that feature as positive for that user (Figure S2, bottom panel,
in Multimedia Appendix 1). Such processing only applied to
symptoms since they can change daily, but not to comorbidities,
pre-existing medication use, or demographic information.
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Imputations
Patients often neglect to report all available fields, so we used
the multiple imputations method to impute missing values, a
standard procedure to predict missing data using all other
features (besides the outcome) that are not missing [23-25].
Multiple imputations were used to impute missing values.
Instead of imputing the missing value with a single value,
multiple imputations repeatedly sample the data n times and
impute the missing values n times. Different types of data
require different imputation methods. We used predictive mean
matching for continuous numerical data (age, BMI), polytomous
regression for unordered categorical data (gender, race),
proportional odds model for ordered categorical data (fatigue,
shortness of breath), and logistic regression for binary data (all
other features). The predictive variables for the different
methods would be all other independent variables, while the
outcome would be the missing variable. The most stringent
process would only impute the training set, but there were not
enough complete instances to have both positive and negative
cases; therefore, we imputed the training and testing sets
together. Multiple imputations produce n imputations, and we
pooled n imputed matrices together to form a larger training
set. Some variables had a large percentage of missing values,
as seen in Figure S3, bottom panel (Multimedia Appendix 1).
Such variables produced wide ranges of distribution from one
imputation to another that are too different from the original
distribution (Figure S3, top panel, in Multimedia Appendix 1).
Therefore, those variables were removed from the data sets.
The final set of variables are all present in Tables 1-4.

Imbalanced Classification
Class imbalance was a problem in our data set, where the
minority class (individuals who sought treatment) constituted
about 5% of the total COVID-19 population. Upon examining
the distribution modality of our data set and discovering that
the minority class is multimodal, we decided to use sampling
methods to balance the data set and a binary classifier in the
next section [26]. The sampling method we employed randomly
undersamples the majority class and oversamples the minority
class until the data is balanced and the total number of instances
is equal to the original number of instances. Such a sampling
method was applied in the following predictive model.

Predictive Modeling
We performed an Elastic Net regularized binary classification
to select for the most important features in predicting users who
needed to seek medical treatment. The data set was divided into
10-fold cross-validation with 10 training and test sets (with a
ratio of 70:30). In each of the cross-validations, the resampling
method was applied to the training set. Parameters were then
tuned for the Elastic Net classifier using the training set,
producing the best predictive performance and the most
parsimonious number of features. Two parameters can be tuned
in Elastic Net, alpha (α) and lambda (λ). Alpha is the mixing
parameter, indicating how much least absolute shrinkage and
selection operator (LASSO) and Ridge regularization should

contribute to the model, while lambda is the amount of shrinkage
or regularization the model should apply as a whole. A series
of alpha is used in each cross-validation in a grid search with
values ranging from 0.0 to 1.0 in steps of 0.05. The alpha that
produces the highest area under the receiver operating
characteristic curve (AUROC) at the minimum lambda is
chosen. For scenario 1, the best alpha is 0.1. Two common
lambdas are generally used: the lambda that gives the best
performance (lambda.min) or the lambda with the fewest
features selected that is within one standard error of the
best-performing lambda (lambda.1se). We used lambda.1se,
the most generalizable model, to avoid overfitting and selecting
the most salient variables. From each of the cross-validations,
a slightly different set of features were selected even though
the features with the highest coefficients were relatively
consistent. To account for the slight inconsistencies, the final
set of features consists of features that were selected in all 10
cross-validations. The final set of features were used to predict
estimated probabilities in the 10 test sets and calculate
subsequent performance metrics.

Software
Analyses were all carried out in R (version 4.0.3). Packages
used are listed as follows. For imputation, we used MICE
(Multiple Imputation by Chained Equations; version 3.13.0).
Imbalanced data set sampling was performed with ROSE
(Random Over-Sampling Examples; version 0.0-3). For Elastic
Net, we used glmnet (Lasso and Elastic-Net Regularized
Generalized Linear Models; version 4.1).

Results

Elastic Net Results
We were able to predict users seeking treatment with relatively
good accuracy. The average cross-validated area under the
receiver operating characteristic curve (cvAUC) for the training
set at the optimal parameters was 0.752 (SD 0.021). An example
of the lambda path from one Elastic Net training is shown in
Figure 1A, with the most parsimonious model selecting 16
features. Using the final set of features selected (Figure 1C) to
calculate estimated probabilities and the area under the curve
(AUC) on the 10 test sets, a similar accuracy was obtained, with
an average AUC of 0.745 (SD 0.033). An example of AUC on
the test set is shown in Figure 1B. The most important variables
of this signature as selected by our predictive algorithm were
fever, the use of immunosuppressant medication, the use of a
mobility aid, shortness of breath, and severe fatigue. Age had
a relatively small regression coefficient, indicating that
pre-existing clinical conditions and symptom presentation are
much stronger predictors of seeking treatment. Unexpectedly,
BMI was not selected as a significant predictor. Finally, female
gender was negatively associated with seeking treatment. Elastic
Net regression was also applied to scenario 2. The prediction
performance is comparable to scenario 1, and the selected
features were also very similar (Figure S6 in Multimedia
Appendix 1).
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Figure 1. Elastic Net regression predictive performance and selected variables. We used Elastic Net regression where the outcome of seeking treatment
or not was regressed on features in Tables 1-4. An example performance in terms of cross-validation AUC for Elastic Net classification on the training
set across different values of lambda is shown in the top left. The final set of features selected from the Elastic Net model was applied on a holdout test
data set and the resulting AUC is shown in the top right. The most important features selected by the Elastic Net model are shown at the bottom. Negative
coefficients indicate a negative association with outcome and vice versa. AUC: area under the receiver operating characteristic curve; ROC: receiver
operating characteristic; SOB: shortness of breath.

Logistic Regression Results
We next estimated the odds ratio from logistic regression using
scenario 1 (Figure S4 in Multimedia Appendix 1). The most
important features are consistent with the Elastic Net results.
The modeling from logistic regression and Elastic Net regression
using scenario 1 and 2 all selected similar features that are
predictive of the outcome, lending robustness to the results.

Longitudinal Analysis
To better understand the fluctuations in the symptoms selected
by the Elastic Net model, we then analyzed the symptoms in a
longitudinal manner. We examined a window of time beginning

20 days before the patient goes to a hospital setting (for positive
cases), and 20 days before the last entry (for negative cases);
the results are shown in Figures 2-4. For each day, we estimated
the frequency of each symptom for the positive and negative
groups. Day 0 for the positive group corresponds to the day
when the user seeks treatment, and day 0 for the negative group
corresponds to the last entry. Figure 2 shows positive and
negative groups of binary variables. Figure 3 shows categorical
variables of fatigue and shortness of breath for the positive
group, and Figure 4 shows fatigue and shortness of breath for
the negative group. A linear regression line is superimposed for
each group where the frequency is regressed on the days.
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Figure 2. We analyzed all Elastic Net regression–selected symptoms for a 20-day window in a longitudinal manner, where day 0 for the positive group
corresponds to the day when the user seeks treatment, and day 0 for the negative group corresponds to the last entry. The frequency of users having
each feature for each day was plotted. A linear regression line where the frequency is regressed onto the days is plotted. The slopes and intercepts are
labeled. Binary features of both positive and negative groups are plotted.

Figure 3. Categorical features of fatigue and shortness of breath are plotted for the positive group in longitudinal analysis.
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Figure 4. Categorical features of fatigue and shortness of breath are plotted for the negative group in longitudinal analysis.

Slope and intercepts are shown for comparison and their
significance is evaluated using the likelihood ratio test (Figure
S7 in Multimedia Appendix 1). The likelihood ratio test was
used to compare whether there are statistically significant
differences between the slopes of positive and negative cases
in the trajectory analysis. Linear regression was used to quantify
the association between days and frequency of each selected
symptom in positive and negative cases. The likelihood ratio
test was used to compare the linear regression model, where
only the frequency of the feature was the independent variable,
and the linear regression model, where the frequency of the
feature and whether cases are positive or negative were the
independent variables. The null hypothesis is that a linear model
with only frequency of the feature as the independent variable
is the superior model. The alternative hypothesis is that the
superior model is the model with frequency of features and
whether cases are positive or negative as independent variables.
Rejection of the null hypothesis suggests that knowing the
positive or negative cases predicts better frequency of the
feature; therefore, the positive and negative cases are statistically
different.

All differences between the two groups were significant except
for mild fatigue. The slopes of the positive group were steeper
than in the negative group in all the symptoms except for
diarrhea, which indicates that the positive group had an
increased frequency of symptoms that are indicative of severe
COVID-19 cases as the disease progressed, while the frequency
of the symptoms for the negative group stayed relatively stable.
Not surprisingly, all the intercepts for the positive group are
higher than for the negative group except for mild fatigue,
further indicating that there are higher frequencies of
COVID-19–related symptoms in users who were seeking
treatment.

Age-Related Variables
To understand the age effects better, given that age has little
significance in predicting the outcome, we analyzed the
association between age and the other features selected. We
conducted an experiment where we divided all the users who
were positive for COVID-19 into three age groups: young,
middle-aged, and older adults (aged <30 years, 30< aged <50
years, and aged >50 years, respectively). Running univariate
logistic regression where the outcome of seeking treatment is
regressed onto each feature selected by the Elastic Net model
shows that the coefficients of the features do not vary
substantially between age groups (Figure S5 in Multimedia
Appendix 1). Such results suggest that the features’ association
with the outcome is not dependent on age.

SARS-CoV-2 has been shown to cause more severe disease in
older adults [27]. Even though age was not a major contributor
to the prediction of COVID-19–related treatment seeking, we
explored whether age was associated with other features selected
by the model. In conjunction, we also examined other
demographic variables, such as race, BMI, and gender. We
conducted multivariate logistic regression models where each
of the features selected by the Elastic Net model was regressed
on the demographic variables analyzed (Figure 5). Age was
associated with 10/13 of the predictive features (P<.01). The
most age-correlated features were use of a mobility aid, limited
activity, blood pressure medication use, and immunosuppressant
medication use. This indicates that age-related phenotypes in
this cohort are associated with seeking treatment due to
COVID-19. This emphasizes the fact that despite age, any
population that expresses the features selected from our model
could be susceptible to a more severe form of COVID-19.
Understanding vulnerable young populations that are
biologically older than their chronological age and exhibit
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features that are generally associated with the older population could help identify susceptible young populations.

Figure 5. Multivariate logistic regression where each Elastic Net regression–selected feature is regressed onto demographic information such as age,
BMI, gender, and race. Coefficients are plotted in a heat map. Only statistically significant associations are plotted. Age has a significant but weak
association with many selected features. Users who identified as Black in the United Kingdom have many positive associations with high coefficients.
Sig: significant.

In addition to age, being of Black ethnicity was associated with
a number of features selected by the Elastic Net, such as a high
frequency of delirium, limited activity, and blood pressure
medication use. However, whether this is associated with
socioeconomic status or an innate biological difference in people
of African descent needs further investigation. The gender
feature was a predictor of seeking treatment (Figure 1) but was
not significantly correlated with any of the predictive features,
suggesting that the sex of an individual affects other aspects of
disease severity not evaluated in this study.

Discussion

In this paper, we used Elastic Net classifier to identify features
that are pertinent to users seeking medical treatment for
COVID-19. A relatively small effect of the loss of smell feature
associated with mild disease outcomes was found (Figure 1).
Such findings have also been reported in recent studies [28,29].
Female gender also had a negative correlation with seeking
treatment, consistent with recent findings in large populations
[30,31]. In our data, gender did not correlate strongly with any
features, indicating that there may be factors other than
comorbidities or symptoms that enable females to have a better
prognosis. Underlying immunological differences in females

[32-35] could lead to the mounting of a better immune response
and neutralization of the virus more efficiently than in men.

From our analyses, we have found features that are predictive
of people having a severe enough case of COVID-19 to be
admitted into a hospital setting. However, there are some
features where additional research would help elucidate the
mechanism behind their correlation. For example,
immunosuppressant use was a major predictor of a patient
seeking treatment; however, from the data, we cannot investigate
whether patients taking these drugs are more prone to severe
COVID-19 because of underlying autoimmune or
autoinflammatory disease or because of the direct effect of the
drug on the suppression of the inflammatory response. If the
latter was true, immunosuppressant use might be ameliorating
severe disease phenotypes that are frequently caused by cytokine
storms [36], which could be attenuated by the use of
immunosuppressant medication.

Besides the need for additional research into the mechanism
behind some of the features associated with a more severe
disease state, time is an important variable that is not explored
in depth in this paper. A Cox survival analysis would be
informative; however, the start time of each user is inconsistent,
making the application of Cox survival analysis inappropriate.
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Some users’ first entries already indicate testing positive for
COVID-19, with symptoms suggesting that they are already in
the middle of the disease course, while others slowly develop
symptoms and test positive for COVID-19 later in time.

There are also limitations to a mobile app and using whether
users seek treatment as a proxy to accurately capture “severity.”
Those who are able to manage their disease at home are
considered less severe than those who sought treatment in a
clinical or hospital setting. Such a proxy is different from the
more formal severity scale developed by the World Health
Organization. It is also conceivable that the sickest may not log
their symptoms. However, we believe that self-reported data
can provide more insight into when individuals with COVID-19
are sick enough to seek medical attention and what features are
related to the change from self-care to medical treatment. Such
higher resolution insight can provide those who have COVID-19
with warning signs of progressively worsening disease.

Age has been shown to be important in the severity of
COVID-19 [13]. In our results, age shows a slight positive
correlation with users seeking treatment. The difference between
the average age of those who sought treatment and those who
did not was relatively small, consistent with age not being a
strong predictor. It is possible that the older population was less
likely to use a smartphone app, leading to underrepresentation
of the sick older population in our data set. To explore such a
possibility, we accessed publicly available data on the age
distribution of those infected with COVID-19 in the United
Kingdom from March-September 2020 [37]. There is a bimodal
distribution in the general UK population, with peaks at 50 and
80 years (average age of 57.6 years), while we only see a
unimodal distribution in our data set, with the peak at 50 years

(average age of 44.3 years; Figure S8 in Multimedia Appendix
1). A chi-square test comparing the COVID-19–positive
population aged >60 years in the Tracker App versus the
COVID-19–positive population aged >60 years in the UK
general population also showed that there is a statistically
significant difference (P<.001). This could explain the
discrepancies between the small coefficient of importance for
age in our model compared to previous literature, which were
mostly published before September 2020, where age is a major
factor in disease severity. Furthermore, the fact that
age-associated variables outperform age in the prediction of a
patient seeking treatment could also indicate that biological age
or immunological age [38,39] may be appropriate measures for
assessing an individual's prognosis. Chronological age is not a
good representation of the condition of an individual. Biological
age has been shown to be associated with all-cause mortality
and susceptibility to diseases and may therefore be a more
appropriate measure of how healthy an individual may be and
how he/she might respond to COVID-19.

In conclusion, we identify age-dependent and age-independent
sets of symptoms and comorbidities predictive of patients with
COVID-19 seeking treatment. Our analyses show features that
predict disease severity in advance, which could be used to
predict severe cases of COVID-19 even in younger individuals
who may not be labeled as high risk. A continued rise in the
number of cases, as many societies struggle to balance reopening
the economy and “flattening the curve,” places an enormous
burden on health care systems around the world. Knowing the
signs of possible severe cases, including the ones derived in
this study, could help health care systems devote resources to
intervening in potentially severe cases before they become costly
to manage.
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Abstract

Background: Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic in late 2019, its far-reaching impacts have been witnessed
globally across all aspects of human life, such as health, economy, politics, and education. Such widely penetrating impacts cast
significant and profound burdens on all population groups, incurring varied concerns and sentiments among them.

Objective: This study aims to identify the concerns, sentiments, and disparities of various population groups during the COVID-19
pandemic through a cross-sectional study conducted via large-scale Twitter data mining infoveillance.

Methods: This study consisted of three steps: first, tweets posted during the pandemic were collected and preprocessed on a
large scale; second, the key population attributes, concerns, sentiments, and emotions were extracted via a collection of natural
language processing procedures; third, multiple analyses were conducted to reveal concerns, sentiments, and disparities among
population groups during the pandemic. Overall, this study implemented a quick, effective, and economical approach for analyzing
population-level disparities during a public health event. The source code developed in this study was released for free public
use at GitHub.

Results: A total of 1,015,655 original English tweets posted from August 7 to 12, 2020, were acquired and analyzed to obtain
the following results. Organizations were significantly more concerned about COVID-19 (odds ratio [OR] 3.48, 95% CI 3.39-3.58)
and expressed more fear and depression emotions than individuals. Females were less concerned about COVID-19 (OR 0.73,
95% CI 0.71-0.75) and expressed less fear and depression emotions than males. Among all age groups (ie, ≤18, 19-29, 30-39,
and ≥40 years of age), the attention ORs of COVID-19 fear and depression increased significantly with age. It is worth noting
that not all females paid less attention to COVID-19 than males. In the age group of 40 years or older, females were more concerned
than males, especially regarding the economic and education topics. In addition, males 40 years or older and 18 years or younger
were the least positive. Lastly, in all sentiment analyses, the sentiment polarities regarding political topics were always the lowest
among the five topics of concern across all population groups.

Conclusions: Through large-scale Twitter data mining, this study revealed that meaningful differences regarding concerns and
sentiments about COVID-19-related topics existed among population groups during the study period. Therefore, specialized and
varied attention and support are needed for different population groups. In addition, the efficient analysis method implemented
by our publicly released code can be utilized to dynamically track the evolution of each population group during the pandemic
or any other major event for better informed public health research and interventions.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e26482)   doi:10.2196/26482
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Introduction

Background
Since December 2019, COVID-19 has rapidly spread all over
the world and caused millions of deaths [1,2]. Although many
countries have implemented various countermeasures [3,4], an
end to the pandemic is still not in sight. So far, COVID-19 has
already exerted tremendous impacts across various aspects of
human life, such as health, economy, politics, and education
[5-8], whose influences may last for an unknown period. Such
widely penetrating and long-lasting impacts are likely to cause
disproportionate burdens on different population groups,
incurring varied concerns and sentiments among them.
Therefore, it is of great importance to understand the disparities
in the responses of these population groups to COVID-19 for
better informed public health research and intervention.

Literature Reviews
So far, two classes of methods have been utilized to study the
impacts of COVID-19 on public and personal life, including
large-scale social media mining approaches and cross-sectional
analyses through online and offline questionnaires, which are
briefly reviewed in the following text.

The first class of methods provides a fast and economical way
to analyze the population impacts of COVID-19 through mining
social media data generated during the pandemic. Currently,
such methods have been employed in a number of studies. For
example, Lwin et al [9] studied Twitter data to explore global
trends of four emotions—fear, anger, sadness, and joy—as well

as their relative salience. After studying the topics obtained by
latent Dirichlet allocation topic modeling on Twitter text data,
Abd-Alrazaq et al [10] identified the sentiments of four major
topics and 12 subtopics, and showed that all topics were positive
except for two (ie, death and racial discrimination). Similarly,
Hung et al [11] adopted the Valence Aware Dictionary and
Emotional Reasoner (VADER) model to analyze the sentiments
expressed in user tweets and found that positive, neutral, and
negative emotions accounted for 48.2%, 20.7%, and 31.1% of
the tweets, respectively.

Despite the informative understanding regarding people’s
sentiments provided by these prior studies, it is noted that these
existing methods tend to treat their study population as a whole
in the analysis, ignoring likely disparities among population
groups. Case reports from many countries and epidemiological
research on COVID-19 state that the morbidity and mortality
of COVID-19 are related to age and gender [12-14], calling for
a more fine-grained analysis regarding the concerns and
sentiments of each population group during the pandemic.

The second class of methods has been popularly leveraged to
understand the health statuses of population groups, uncover
health-related factors, and carry out disease epidemiology
research. Table 1 [15-20] lists some representative
cross-sectional surveys on COVID-19. Compared with the first
class of data mining methods, cross-sectional studies can provide
richer and more fine-grained information through
well-controlled questionnaires, which is of great use for
analyzing the detailed disparities of population groups.

Table 1. Representative cross-sectional studies on COVID-19.

HighlightsNo. of participants (on-
line or offline)

Study period (all in
2020)

Study target areaAuthor and refer-
ence

Gender differences exist in posttraumatic stress symptoms
during COVID-19: females suffer more than males.

300 (online)January 30-February
8

Wuhan and sur-
rounding cities,
China

Liu et al [15]

Work differences exist in fear, anxiety, and depression
emotions in hospitals during COVID-19: medical workers
suffer more than administrative workers.

2299 (offline)April 6-22Fujian, ChinaLu et al [16]

Age differences exist in concerns about COVID-19: people
aged 40-54 years and 55-75 years are very worried and
extremely worried population groups, respectively.

9009 (online)March 14-16Parts of the United
States

Nelson et al [17]

Age differences exist in loneliness during COVID-19:
young people suffer most.

1964 (online)March 23-April 24The United King-
dom

Groarke et al [18]

Gender, age, region, occupation, and income differences
exist in public knowledge toward COVID-19. 

4850 (online)March 27-April 3MalaysiaAzlan et al [19]

Age differences exist in mental health during COVID-19:
young people aged 18-35 years are facing psychological
anxiety.

516 (online)Not statedIraqi KurdistanAhmad and Murad
[20]

However, the shortcomings of both online and offline
cross-sectional studies are also commonly acknowledged. In
particular, launching offline questionnaires during the
COVID-19 pandemic may pose eminent public health hazards

because of the risk of virus transmission through personal
contacts. Online questionnaires also have their own challenges,
mainly difficulties in finding an adequate number of willing
participants to complete the online questionnaires honestly and
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at a high quality. The operational obstacle of online
questionnaires is further elevated if repeated surveys are
intended to track the dynamic evolution of population groups
regarding their thoughts and needs [21].

Recognizing the limitations of the two classes of existing study
methods, in this work, we conducted a new cross-sectional study
via large-scale Twitter data mining. Through this method, we
aimed to identify the concerns, sentiments, and disparities of
various population groups during the COVID-19 pandemic in
fine granularity without administrating any online or offline
questionnaires. The advantage of our approach lies in its
economic and efficient way of gathering multifaceted awareness
information from population groups and their disparities. With
such an understanding of the concerns and sentiments of

population groups regarding COVID-19, specialized attention
and customized programs can be developed to assist each
population group. It is noted that the method implemented
through our social media data mining approach can be easily
repurposed to study the evolution of different population groups
during any major public health event for better informed public
health research and interventions. The source code developed
in this study has been released for free public use at GitHub
[22].

Methods

As shown in Figure 1, the cross-sectional method proposed in
this study consists of three steps. The implementation details
of each step are described in the following sections.

Figure 1. The structure of our cross-sectional method. API: application programming interface; POMS: Profile of Mood States.

Data Collection and Preprocessing
The Twitter data used in this study were collected by sampled
stream application programming interface v1 [23] and v2 [24]
from Twitter Developer Labs, which can stream about 1% of

publicly available tweets in real time. Meanwhile, detailed
author data from all the tweets were collected to extract
population characteristics. Unlike those in other research studies
on Twitter [9-11], the data captured in this study are a random
sampling of all Twitter data without using any filter, which can
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better reflect the common opinions in people’s daily lives. As
of November 2020, we have collected, in total, more than 600
million tweets (ie, over 2 Terabytes) during the COVID-19
pandemic.

In the data preprocessing step, an original English filter and a
COVID-19 filter were used to generate the original and
COVID-19 tweet data sets based on all the captured tweets.

Since original tweets can better reflect the authors’ dynamic
thoughts and sentiments, and English tweets comprise over half
of all tweets (see Figure 2), we only focused on original English
tweets, which can be filtered by the attributes of the tweet object.
In order to obtain COVID-19 tweets, we made a filter pattern
that is composed of 590 COVID-19 keywords and hashtags
provided by Twitter COVID-19 filter rules [25].

Figure 2. The language distribution of tweets. ar: Arabic; en: English; es: Spanish; hi: Hindi; others: other languages; pt: Portuguese.

Data Mining
Data mining is the key step in emulating cross-sectional
questionnaires based on the two tweet data sets. This step
contained four intelligent modules: demographic characteristic
extractor, concern classifier, sentiment analyzer, and emotion
detector.

Demographic Characteristic Extractor
This module was used to extract three demographic
characteristics—user type, gender, and age—through profile
images, screen names, names, and biographies. It was
implemented by an open source package of the M3 (multimodal,
multilingual, and multi-attribute) model [26], which is a
multimodal deep neural system trained on a massive data set,
composed of Twitter, IMDB, and Wikipedia data [27], for
demographic inference. In this M3 model, user type (ie, person

or organization) and gender (ie, male or female) were modeled
as binary classification tasks, while age was modeled as a 4-class
classification task with the following age groups: ≤18, 19-29,
30-39, and ≥40 years of age. As shown in Figure 3, the structure
of the M3 model consisted of two separate pipelines—image
pipeline and text pipeline—and a shared pipeline. The image
pipeline was employed to process profile images using the dense
convolutional network (DenseNet) [28], and the text pipeline
was used for processing three text sources of screen names,
names, and biographies by adopting three character-based neural
networks. The shared pipeline combined the outputs of the two
separate pipelines and then mainly applied two fully connected
dense layers to predict the user type, gender, and age state of
each Twitter user. All of these pipelines were fine-tuned to
capture accurate demographic features. For more detailed
information, readers can refer to the original literature [26].
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Figure 3. The structure of the M3 (multimodal, multilingual, and multi-attribute) model for inferring user type, gender, and age from profile information.
DenseNet: dense convolutional network; ReLU: rectified linear unit.

We tested the M3 model on a subset of our original English
tweets that carried ground-truth labels of user type, gender, and
age explicitly or implicitly; the detection procedure is explained
in detail in Multimedia Appendix 1. The benchmark
performance of the M3 model on this subset is as follows: for
user type, gender, and age, the accuracy scores are 99.07%,
95.88%, and 77.65%, respectively, and the macro–F1 scores
are 0.9860, 0.9572, and 0.7311, respectively.

Concern Classifier
This module was used to classify the tweets into five categories
of human life—economics, politics, health, education, and
entertainment—which was based on our self-designed matching
patterns. First, five specialized vocabulary dictionaries were
collected and constructed from Oxford Reference and other
sources, including an economic vocabulary (ie, A Dictionary
of Economics [29] and The Economist [30]) and a political
vocabulary (ie, A Concise Oxford Dictionary of Politics and
International Relations [31]). Then, the vocabulary dictionaries
were imported into the matching patterns in a regular expression
format, with which we labeled all the tweets.

Sentiment Analyzer
This module calculated the sentiment polarities of the tweets
based on the VADER [32] model. The VADER model is a
sentiment analysis tool based on lexicons of sentiment-related
words, which can automatically classify each word in the lexicon
as positive, neutral, or negative. The range of the sentiment
polarity is –1 to 1, which is divided into three subranges:
negative (–1 to –0.05), neutral (–0.05 to 0.05), and positive
(0.05 to 1).

Emotion Detector
This module is based on an emotion recognition model on
Twitter [33], which utilizes a character-based trained recurrent
neural network algorithm. It employs three emotion models to
recognize different human emotions, including Ekman’s six
basic emotions model [34]; Plutchik’s eight primary emotions
model, also known as the emotion wheel [35]; and the Profile
of Mood States (POMS) model [36], which measures six mood
states. Based on the above-mentioned modules, the template of
the emulated cross-sectional questionnaire is shown in Table
2.
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Table 2. The template of the cross-sectional questionnaire.

Response categoriesQuestion category

Population characteristic

Person

Organization

User type

Male

Female

Gender

≤18

19-29

30-39

≥40

Age (years)

Concern

Concerned

Unconcerned

Economics

Concerned

Unconcerned

Health

Concerned

Unconcerned

Politics

Concerned

Unconcerned

Education

Concerned

Unconcerned

Entertainment

Sentiment polarity

–1 to –0.05Negative

–0.05 to 0.05Neutral

0.05 to 1Positive

Emotions

0 to 1 for each emotionEkman’s six emotions: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise

0 to 1 for each emotionPlutchik’s eight emotions: anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise, trust,
and anticipation

0 to 1 for each emotionPOMSa six emotions: anger, depression, fatigue, vigor, tension, and con-
fusion

aPOMS: Profile of Mood States.

Cross-sectional Analysis
The purpose of this step was to analyze the concerns and
sentiments of different population groups in response to
COVID-19 based on the Twitter data mining outcomes of the
emulated questionnaire. It includes two parts: the COVID-19
concern and sentiment polarity analysis and the COVID-19
emotion analysis. The odds ratio (OR) was employed in these
two parts to compare the relative ratios of population groups
under multiple variable conditions. Meanwhile, we used the
chi-square test to measure the significance level of difference
(ie, P value) under each condition.

Results

Overall Analysis
During the COVID-19 pandemic, various emotions were
expressed by the general public. To study the disparities between
different population groups during this period, we conducted a
cross-sectional analysis on the daily Twitter data collected from
August 7 to 12, 2020. In total, 7,590,844 unfiltered tweets were
captured during the research period, of which 1,015,655 were
original English tweets; these are referred to as the original data
set. From this original data set, 27,216 tweets were related to
COVID-19; these are referred to as COVID-19 data set. The
statistical distributions and P values, by chi-square test, of the
two data sets are shown in Table 3.

We can see from Table 3 that the population groups under each
variable all showed significant differences (P<.001) in response
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to COVID-19. As shown in Table 3, 89.94% of the total
participants were persons and 10.06% were organizations. As
a comparison, 73.00% and 27.00% of COVID-19-related
participants were persons and organizations, respectively. The
total proportion of male participants on social media was slightly
higher than that of females (52.74% vs 47.26%), while this gap
was further widened to 60.38% versus 39.62% under
COVID-19, respectively. The total proportions of the four age
groups—≤18, 19-29, 30-39, and ≥40 years of age—were
37.93%, 38.42%, 11.41%, and 12.24%, respectively; from this,
it can be inferred that people below 30 years of age are more
active on social media. Under COVID-19, the proportions
increased in the age groups above 30 years and decreased in the
age groups below 30 years; thus, the proportions of the four age

groups changed to 17.83%, 29.18%, 18.32%, and 34.67%,
respectively. The total proportions of the five
topics—economics, health, politics, education, and
entertainment—were 13.99%, 13.90%, 7.27%, 6.38%, and
7.79%, respectively; under COVID-19, their proportions
changed to 34.30%, 22.60%, 19.97%, 15.74%, and 6.38%,
respectively. The total proportions of positive, neutral, and
negative sentiments were 42.46%, 31.38%, and 26.16%,
respectively; the mean sentiment polarity was 0.1067 (SD
0.4647). Under COVID-19, the proportions of positive, neutral,
and negative sentiments were 43.15%, 24.37%, and 32.48%,
respectively; the mean sentiment polarity fell to 0.0659 (SD
0.4941).

Table 3. Statistical distributions of the emulated questionnaire answers.

P valueCOVID-19-related tweets, n (%)Total tweets, n (%)aVariable

N/Ab27,216 (100)1,015,655 (100)Overall

User type

<.00119,869 (73.00)913,480 (89.94)Person

N/A7347 (27.00)102,175 (10.06)Organization

Gender

<.00111,997 (60.38)481,770 (52.74)Male

N/A7872 (39.62)431,710 (47.26)Female

Age (years)

<.0013542 (17.83)346,483 (37.93)≤18

N/A5798 (29.18)350,959 (38.42)19-29

N/A3640 (18.32)104,228 (11.41)30-39

N/A6889 (34.67)111,810 (12.24)≥40

Concern

<.0019334 (34.30)142,090 (13.99)Economics

N/A6152 (22.60)141,176 (13.90)Health

N/A5434 (19.97)73,838 (7.27)Politics

N/A4284 (15.74)64,799 (6.38)Education

N/A1736 (6.38)79,119 (7.79)Entertainment

Sentiment polarity

<.0010.0659 (0.4941)0.1067 (0.4647)Overall (–1 to 1), mean (SD)

<.00111,744 (43.15)431,247 (42.46)Positive (–1 to 0.05)

N/A6632 (24.37)318,713 (31.38)Neutral (–0.05 to 0.05)

N/A8840 (32.48)265,695 (26.16)Negative (0.05 to 1)

aAll values are expressed as n (%), except for overall sentiment polarity, which is expressed as mean (SD).
bP values were calculated for the main variables and not for individual responses.

The above analysis cannot provide fine-grained differences
between population groups under multivariate conditions. To
understand these differences more clearly, we adopted a
cross-sectional analysis based on the emulated questionnaire
outcomes, which consists of two parts: one is COVID-19
concern and sentiment polarity analysis, including univariate,
bivariate, and trivariate analysis, and the other one is COVID-19

emotion analysis, including three emotion models. The analysis
process and results are presented in the following sections.

COVID-19 Concern and Sentiment Polarity Analysis

Univariate Analysis
The population characteristics in this study included four
variables—user type, gender, age, and concern—on which we
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first performed a univariate statistical analysis of COVID-19
concerns and sentiment polarities. The results are shown in

Figure 4.

Figure 4. Univariate analysis of COVID-19 concerns and sentiment polarities among different population groups. OR: odds ratio.

It can be seen that the organizations’ attention ratio (7.19%) to
COVID-19 was significantly higher than that of individuals
(2.18%), and the attention OR of organizations was 3.48 (95%
CI 3.39-3.58) compared with individuals. Moreover,
organizations’ sentiment polarity (0.1135) was more positive
than that of individuals (0.0483). The COVID-19 attention ratio
of females (1.82%) was a bit lower than that of males (2.49%),
with an attention OR of 0.73 (95% CI 0.71-0.75). Meanwhile,
females were more positive than males, and the sentiment
polarities were 0.0630 and 0.0386 for females and males,
respectively. In addition, COVID-19 attention increased
significantly with age. Among the four age groups, the attention
ORs of the groups that were 19 to 29 years, 30 to 39 years , and
40 years or older were 1.63 (95% CI 1.56-1.70), 3.50 (95% CI
3.34-3.67) and 6.36 (95% CI 6.10-6.62), respectively, in
comparison with the group that was 18 years or less, which
implies that older people are more concerned about COVID-19.
The group that was 40 years or older was less positive than
other age groups, with a sentiment polarity of 0.0366. For the

concern variable, the COVID-19 attention ratios for politics
(7.36%), education (6.61%), and economics (6.57%) were
relatively high, followed by health (4.36%) and entertainment
(2.19%). The sentiment polarity of political topics (0.0291) was
the lowest among these topics, followed by economic (0.1001),
health (0.1110), education (0.1184), and entertainment (0.1503)
topics.

In general, these data indicate that organizations, as compared
to individuals; males, as compared to females; and older people,
as compared to young people, are more concerned about the
pandemic. In addition, these data indicate that people are more
concerned about politics, education, and economics under
COVID-19.

Bivariate Analysis
Furthermore, we performed a bivariate analysis on COVID-19
attention and sentiment polarity by crossing any two population
characteristic variables, as shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Bivariate analysis of COVID-19 concerns and sentiment polarities among different population groups. OR: odds ratio; Org: organization.

It can be seen that many results are consistent with the univariate
analysis in the previous section. For example, under the
combination of age and gender variables, the attention ratios
grew with age, both for males and females. Moreover, females
were more positive than males in all age groups. Under the
combination of user type and concern variables, the order of
concerns for individuals is politics, education, economics, health,
and entertainment, which is similar to the univariate results.

However, there are still some noteworthy differences. First, not
all females of different ages paid less attention to COVID-19
than males, but as individuals got older, females became more
concerned than males, with the highest attention ratio of 7.45%
and OR of 6.94 (95% CI 6.49-7.42) in females 40 years or older.
Second, males 40 years or older (0.0249) and 18 years or
younger (0.0268) were the least positive among all population
groups. Third, different from the univariate concern analysis,
the order of concerns for groups 30 to 39 years and 40 years or
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older changed to economics, politics, education, health, and
entertainment.

From the bivariate results, we can see that not all the population
groups obeyed the same rules, but some of them presented
worthy differences under multivariable conditions. We further
conducted a deeper exploration in the following trivariate
analysis.

Trivariate Analysis
In this part of the study, we crossed the three variables—gender,
age, and concern—of population characteristics to study the
COVID-19 responses, and a total of 40 combinations were
produced, as shown in Figure 6. Since gender and age attributes
did not exist in the organization group, this trivariate analysis
only concentrated on individuals.

Figure 6. Trivariate analysis of COVID-19 concerns and sentiment polarities among different population groups. OR: odds ratio.

Like in the bivariate analysis, there were some consistent results
in the trivariate analysis. For example, the COVID-19 attention
ratios increased with age, both for males and females in each
topic of concern. Meanwhile, many detailed population
differences were also clearly shown in these trivariate results.
First, we can see that all of the groups presented different
amounts of attention on the five topics of concern. In particular,
females 40 years or older paid the greatest amount of attention
to economic topics (OR 5.67, 95% CI 5.02-6.41), followed by
education topics (OR 5.27, 95% CI 4.54-6.12). As a comparison,
males in the same age group (ie, ≥40 years) had the highest
concerns regarding political topics (OR 4.83, 95% CI 4.33-5.39),

followed by economic (OR 4.53, 95% CI 4.08-5.03) and
education (OR 4.16, 95% CI 3.71-4.68) topics. Second, the
sentiment polarities of political topics were the lowest in all
population groups, of which six had negative values. Lastly,
the sentiment polarities of entertainment topics were always the
highest among the five topics of concern across all population
groups.

COVID-19 Emotion Analysis
We applied three different emotion models—Ekman’s six basic
emotions, Plutchik’s eight primary emotions, and POMS six
mood states—to perform emotion detection, both on the original
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tweets and the COVID-19 tweets. The comparison results are
shown in Figures 7 and 8. Figure 7 presents the mean intensity
scores of the three emotion models, and Figure 8 shows the
population distribution for each emotion from the models based
on both original and COVID-19 tweets. As Ekman’s six basic

emotions (ie, anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise)
are included in Plutchik’s eight emotions, and these six common
emotions had the same proportion rank in our experimental
results, we only then analyzed Plutchik’s and POMS emotions.

Figure 7. The mean intensity scores for the three emotion models. Scores range from 0 to 1 for each emotion. POMS: Profile of Mood States.

Figure 8. The population distributions of the three emotion models. POMS: Profile of Mood States.

In general, when Plutchik’s emotion model was applied to the
original tweets, trust, joy, and surprise were the highest
emotions. When the model was applied to COVID-19 tweets,
fear increased significantly, then joy, trust, and fear became the
highest emotions. Meanwhile, when the POMS emotion model
was applied to original tweets, depression was the most
prominent emotion, and when applied to COVID-19 tweets,
depression became even more prominent.

Afterward, we studied the differences in emotions considering
the population characteristic attributes under COVID-19 by
performing a chi-square test on each population attribute for
each emotion. The results are shown in Multimedia Appendix
2. Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the emotion analysis by applying

Plutchik’s and POMS models to each population characteristic.
We observed differences in emotions with respect to population
variables, but among all the dominant emotions after applying
Plutchik’s and POMS models, fear and depression had
significantly different scores and proportions in different
populations. A further detailed statistical analysis was conducted
on these two emotions (see Figure 11). We can see that
organizations expressed more fear and depression than
individuals, and females expressed less fear and depression
than males. With increasing age, fear and depression increased
significantly; in addition, people expressed more fear regarding
political and health topics, and more depression regarding
entertainment, economic, and political topics.
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Figure 9. Plutchik emotion analysis on four population characteristics. Scores range from 0 to 1 for each emotion.

Figure 10. Profile of Mood States (POMS) emotion analysis on four population characteristics. Scores range from 0 to 1 for each emotion.
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Figure 11. Statistical analysis of emotions related to COVID-19. OR: odds ratio.

In summary regarding the emotion analysis, it can be concluded
that the emotions differed between original tweets and
COVID-19 tweets, and they further differed among different
population groups during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we analyzed a large amount of Twitter data
collected from August 7 to 12, 2020, during the COVID-19
pandemic. In the overall analysis, the average sentiment polarity
of COVID-19-related tweets posted by participants was less
positive than that of the original tweets. In addition, the
population groups under each variable (ie, user type, gender,
age, and concern) all showed significant differences (P<.001)
in response to COVID-19. In univariate analysis, organizations,
as compared to individuals; males, as compared to females; and
older people, as compared to young people were more concerned
about the pandemic and had greater proportions of fear and
depression emotions. In addition, the COVID-19 attention ratios
of politics, education, and economics were relatively high,
followed by health and entertainment, while the sentiment
polarity of politics was the lowest, followed by economics,
health, education, and entertainment.

Furthermore, the multivariate analyses showed more
fine-grained and meaningful results. Among the findings, it is
worth noting that not all female groups paid less attention to
COVID-19 than male groups in the same age range, and not all
groups’ top concerns were the same. As age increased to above
30 years, females were gradually more concerned about
COVID-19 than males. Moreover, females above 40 years of
age were the group most concerned about COVID-19, and they

were most concerned about economics and education. As a
comparison, males in the same age group were most concerned
about politics and economics. Males above 40 years of age and
below 18 years of age were the least positive in sentiment.
Among all the five topics of concern, the sentiment polarities
of politics were the lowest in all population groups. These
findings demonstrate that there exist population-level disparities
in concerns and sentiments about COVID-19 in response to the
pandemic during our research period.

We speculate that there are two reasons for the population-level
differences. First, they are related to the concrete needs of
specific age groups. For example, people older than 30 years
of age may pay more attention to COVID-19 impacts on
economics, while young people may concentrate more on
education. Second, they are also related to the features of this
novel coronavirus. Epidemiological studies have shown that
the older population is more susceptible to COVID-19 and
mortalities among this age group are higher than in other
populations [13].

Limitations
The algorithm of demographic characteristic extraction used in
this study is only capable of extracting three basic attributes:
user type, gender, and age. Therefore, it is difficult for us to
conduct a more detailed multivariable analysis compared with
traditional questionnaire methods. In addition, the age range
divisions were not fine-grained enough for COVID-19,
especially for the group that was 40 years old or above, which
covers a wide age range. To support the extraction of more
attributes with finer granularity, we plan to optimize the current
algorithm or seek new suitable and efficient algorithms for
future studies.
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Conclusions
Through large-scale Twitter data mining, this study revealed
that salient disparities exist among population groups in terms
of their concerns and sentiments regarding COVID-19-related
issues. Therefore, it is suggested that government agencies and
social organizations should devote specialized attention and
support to each population group based on their varied concerns

and sentiments experienced during the pandemic. The open
source code developed in this study, which was publicly released
via GitHub [22], can be easily employed to explore the evolution
of population groups regarding their wants, needs, and thoughts
during the pandemic for future follow-ups. It can also be
repurposed for research and interventions used in combatting
other public health emergencies, thanks to the efficient and
economic nature of its operation.
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Abstract

Background: Given the public health responses to previous respiratory disease pandemics, and in the absence of treatments
and vaccines, the mitigation of the COVID-19 pandemic relies on population engagement in nonpharmaceutical interventions.
This engagement is largely driven by risk perception, anxiety levels, and knowledge, as well as by historical exposure to disease
outbreaks, government responses, and cultural factors.

Objective: The aim of this study is to compare psychobehavioral responses in Hong Kong and the United Kingdom during the
early phase of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods: Comparable cross-sectional surveys were administered to adults in Hong Kong and the United Kingdom during the
early phase of the epidemic in each setting. Explanatory variables included demographics, risk perception, knowledge of COVID-19,
anxiety level, and preventive behaviors. Responses were weighted according to census data. Logistic regression models, including
effect modification to quantify setting differences, were used to assess the association between the explanatory variables and the
adoption of social distancing measures.

Results: Data from 3431 complete responses (Hong Kong, 1663; United Kingdom, 1768) were analyzed. Perceived severity
of symptoms differed by setting, with weighted percentages of 96.8% for Hong Kong (1621/1663) and 19.9% for the United
Kingdom (366/1768). A large proportion of respondents were abnormally or borderline anxious (Hong Kong: 1077/1603, 60.0%;
United Kingdom: 812/1768, 46.5%) and regarded direct contact with infected individuals as the transmission route of COVID-19
(Hong Kong: 94.0%-98.5%; United Kingdom: 69.2%-93.5%; all percentages weighted), with Hong Kong identifying additional
routes. Hong Kong reported high levels of adoption of various social distancing measures (Hong Kong: 32.6%-93.7%; United
Kingdom: 17.6%-59.0%) and mask-wearing (Hong Kong: 98.8% (1647/1663); United Kingdom: 3.1% (53/1768)). The impact
of perceived severity of symptoms and perceived ease of transmission of COVID-19 on the adoption of social distancing measures
varied by setting. In Hong Kong, these factors had no impact, whereas in the United Kingdom, those who perceived their symptom
severity as “high” were more likely to adopt social distancing (adjusted odds ratios [aORs] 1.58-3.01), and those who perceived
transmission as “easy” were prone to adopt both general social distancing (aOR 2.00, 95% CI 1.57-2.55) and contact avoidance
(aOR 1.80, 95% CI 1.41-2.30). The impact of anxiety on adopting social distancing did not vary by setting.
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Conclusions: Our results suggest that health officials should ascertain baseline levels of risk perception and knowledge in
populations, as well as prior sensitization to infectious disease outbreaks, during the development of mitigation strategies. Risk
should be communicated through suitable media channels—and trust should be maintained—while early intervention remains
the cornerstone of effective outbreak response.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e23231)   doi:10.2196/23231

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; novel coronavirus; pandemic; behavioural response; risk perceptions; anxiety; comparative; Hong Kong; United
Kingdom

Introduction

In December 2019, a novel coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, emerged
in Wuhan, Hubei Province, China, and spread rapidly
worldwide, forming the second pandemic of the 21st century
[1]. The progression of the disease has varied by region. As of
August 2, 2020, there have been at least 17 million cases of
COVID-19 and over 670,000 deaths globally [2].

Prior to the availability of effective treatments and vaccines,
strategies to mitigate the impact of the pandemic have been
primarily nonpharmaceutical [3], mainly focusing on public
health promotion of using simple but effective preventive
measures [4,5]. Many important control strategies currently
promoted by governments require public participation, either
through direct adoption of preventative behaviors, such as
handwashing or wearing face masks, or through compliance
with social distancing policies, such as recommendations to
avoid public transport and mass gatherings.

Previous studies of the severe acute respiratory syndrome and
influenza pandemics showed that governments should account
for risk perception and anxiety when promoting preventative
measures. There is evidence that higher perceived risk of
infection is associated with increased adoption of precautionary
measures [6,7], while increased anxiety has also been shown to
increase the likelihood that people will engage in protective
behaviors [8]. Moreover, longitudinal data suggest that these
perceptions, behaviors and anxieties change with context and
over time as uncertainty about disease severity decreases and
knowledge of transmission increases [9].

During the current COVID-19 pandemic, researchers have
examined public risk perceptions and knowledge in various
countries, including Finland [10], Israel [11], Italy [12], Nigeria
[13], the United States [14,15], South Korea [16] and Vietnam
[17]. However, only a few studies have identified the factors
associated with greater adoption of preventative measures or
how these associations vary by context. In Hong Kong, both
greater understanding of COVID-19 and increased anxiety were
associated with greater adoption of social distancing behaviors
[5], whereas in the United Kingdom, there was a significant
socioeconomic gradient in the ability to adopt and comply with
social distancing measures, specifically the ability to work from
home and the ability to self-isolate [18].

This initial evidence that there is variation across context in
affective responses, risk perceptions, and the impact of
sociodemographic factors on the uptake of preventative
behaviors has significant implications when tailoring policies.

To elucidate these relationships, a more thorough comparative
analysis is required. However, studies in different countries
often use different metrics to measure the same behavior, which
can lead to difficulty when interpreting the significance of
heterogeneous contexts.

In this study, we examined and compared public perception and
adoption of preventive behaviors in response to the early phase
of the COVID-19 pandemic in two different settings: Hong
Kong and the United Kingdom. We further investigated the
factors associated with greater adoption of different types of
social distancing measures. Our results have immediate
implications on how health officials plan and communicate
strategies to mitigate the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic to
communities.

Methods

Study Design and Recruitment
In Hong Kong and the United Kingdom, cross-sectional surveys
were conducted during the early phase of the COVID-19
pandemic, when limited government-level interventions were
in place [5,18]. The survey period in Hong Kong was from
January 24 to February 13, 2020, and that in the United
Kingdom was from March 17 to 18, 2020. In Hong Kong, the
first laboratory-confirmed case of COVID-19 was reported on
January 23, 2020, and the number of cases rose to 53 by
February 13, 2020 [19]; meanwhile, in the United Kingdom,
the first two laboratory-confirmed cases were reported on
January 31, 2020, and the number of cases rose to 2626 by
March 18, 2020 [20].

In Hong Kong, all 452 district councilors were invited to
distribute an open web-based survey by sharing a survey link
and promotion messages on their webpages, social media
platforms, or any channels which they usually used to convey
information to their targeted residents. Individuals aged ≥18
years who understood Chinese and lived in Hong Kong were
eligible to participate [5]. Respondents were compensated with
HK $10 (US $1.29) in the form of a cash coupon. In the United
Kingdom, the web-based survey was not open (users were
required to log in) and was administered by YouGov, a market
research company, to members of its panel of ≥800,000
individuals (aged ≥18 years) as part of their omnibus survey
[21]. Our UK sample was obtained through a nonprobabilistic
active sampling method, and emails were sent to randomly
selected individuals with particular characteristics to match the
proportions of people with those characteristics in the 2011 UK
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census. No incentive was involved in the UK survey. More
details of the survey design are described elsewhere [5,18].

Study Instruments
The study instruments are freely available on the web (Hong
Kong: [22]; United Kingdom: [23]). The UK questionnaire was
adapted from the Hong Kong version, with feedback from 20
members of the public (of different backgrounds) to improve
its relevance and usability in the UK context. This process led
to some discrepancies in the questions or answer choices;
however, the two questionnaires were largely similar.

Sociodemographic variables included age, sex, educational
attainment, and employment status. Anxiety level was measured
using the Hospital Anxiety and Depression scale–Anxiety
(HASD-A) (0-7=normal; 8-10=borderline abnormal;
11-21=abnormal) [24]. Risk perception toward COVID-19 was
measured by perceived severity of symptoms if the respondent
was infected with COVID-19 (Hong Kong, question 35; United
Kingdom, question GIC_Q29). Knowledge of COVID-19 was
assessed by asking whether COVID-19 could be transmitted
through various routes (Hong Kong, question 45; United
Kingdom, question GIC_Q33), including direct human exposure
(eg, physical contact or a face-to-face conversation with
someone who is infected with SARS-CoV-2 with or without
symptoms) and other types of exposure (eg, visiting wet markets
or consumption of wild animal meat). From knowledge of
COVID-19, perceived ease of transmission was regarded as
“easy” if the virus was deemed to be transmitted through face-to
face conversation with asymptomatic infectees and as “difficult”
otherwise. Respondents were also asked about the sources from
which they retrieved information about COVID-19 and their
perceived reliability of these sources (Hong Kong, questions
40 and 43; United Kingdom, questions GIC_Q30 and
GIC_Q32). In addition, they were asked about the adoption of
preventative behaviors to prevent the transmission of COVID-19
(Hong Kong, question 46; United Kingdom, questions
GIC_Q34a and GIC_Q34b). Three types of preventative
measures were considered: personal hygiene, social distancing,
and travel avoidance.

Data Analysis
Descriptive statistics for all variables present the number of
respondents and the raw or weighted percentages. In this
manuscript, weighted percentages were used for description
except for demographics. The responding samples were
weighted to be representative of the United Kingdom (2011
census [25]) and Hong Kong (2016 by-census [26]) adult
populations using the raking method [27]. Each data point was
given a weight so that the marginal proportions of the
demographics in the survey (age, sex, region, education level,
and [United Kingdom only] social grade) were similar to those
in the census. Chi-square goodness-of-fit tests were used for
comparing characteristics across settings. Multivariate logistic

regression models were used to identify sociodemographic and
psychosocial factors associated with the adoption of three types
of social distancing: (1) general measures, specified by avoiding
crowded places, social events and going out; (2) contact
measures, specified by avoiding contact with individuals who
had fever or respiratory symptoms and who had been to affected
areas recently; and (3) work measures, specified by avoiding
going to work.

Common and comparable sociodemographic factors considered
in separate analytical studies [5,18] were included in this
comparative analysis. These factors were considered as
confounders in the association between psychosocial factors
(including anxiety level, perceived severity, and perceived ease
of transmission) and adoption of social distancing measures.
Further, these associations (between each aforementioned
psychological factor and each type of social distancing measure)
were considered a priori to be affected by setting. Therefore,
we examined the effect modifications due to setting using
interaction terms in the baseline models, which can be
interpreted as the difference in the estimated effects of
psychosocial factors on adopting social distancing measures
due to different settings. Adjusted odds ratios (aORs) and 95%
confidence intervals were estimated. Associations with P<.05
in the adjusted analyses were considered to be statistically
significant. Analyses were conducted in R, version 3.6.3 (the
R Project) and STATA, version 11 (StataCorp LLC).

Ethical Approval
The study was approved by the Imperial College London
Research Ethics Committee (reference number: 20IC5861) and
the Survey and Behavioral Research Ethics Committee of The
Chinese University of Hong Kong (reference number:
SBRE-19-625).

Results

Survey Responses
In Hong Kong, there were initially 2478 clicks on the survey
link. After removing 763 cases with missing demographics and
52 cases with ambiguous responses on the perceived ease of
transmission, 1663 complete cases were included in the analysis.
In the United Kingdom, 2500 individuals were approached, and
the response rate was 84.3% (2108/2500). After excluding cases
with missing demographics or perceived severity and cases with
ambiguous responses on the perceived ease of transmission,
1768 cases were included in the analysis.

Demographic Differences
There were significant differences in the sociodemographic
characteristics of the study respondents between the two settings.
Hong Kong respondents were younger, with 26.0% (433/1663)
aged 18-24 years, compared with 9.4% (166/1768) for the
United Kingdom (P<.001) (Table 1).
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Table 1. Characteristics of the study respondents in the United Kingdom and Hong Kong (all P values <.001 as determined by chi-square goodness-of-fit
test).

Hong Kong (n=1663)United Kingdom (n=1768)Characteristics

  % (weighted)% (unweighted)n% (weighted)% (unweighted)n

Age (years)

17.026.04339.99.416618-24

23.532.253514.313.724325-34

23.922.237019.518.933535-44

22.211.619317.717.030045-54

13.47.913238.641.0724≥55

Sex

57.168.6114151.852.9936Female

42.931.452248.247.1832Male

Education attainment

9.93.2535.55.7100No formal qualification/lower sec-
ondary or below

32.5 17.629243.241.7738Secondary level qualification/higher
secondary

16.216.126718.318.9334Postsecondary but below degree

41.563.2105132.9 33.7596Degree or above

Employment status

66.068.3113559.658.01025Employer/employee

12.516.72785.35.190Full-time student

17.212.420610.49.7172Unemployed/not working

4.32.64424.727.2481Retired

Perceived severitya

65.064.410715.25.496Level 1

31.833.155014.715.3270Level 2

2.21.93260.259.81058Level 3

0.70.4718.518.1320Level 4

0.30.231.41.424Level 5

Worry about COVID-19

49.451.285230.130.3536Very worried

43.243.572348.448.5858Fairly worried

3.22.4400.30.35Neutral/don’t know

0.10.1116.916.7295Not very worried

4.12.8474.34.274Not at all worried

Anxiety level

40.035.258653.554.1956Normal

27.330.851219.419.0336Borderline abnormal

32.734.056527.126.9476Abnormal

aLevel 1=very serious (Hong Kong)/life-threatening (United Kingdom); Level 2=serious (Hong Kong)/severe (eg, may need care and treatment in
hospital) (United Kingdom); Level 3=neutral (Hong Kong)/moderate (eg, may need self-care and rest in bed) (United Kingdom); Level 4=not serious
(Hong Kong)/mild (eg, can go about daily tasks normally) (United Kingdom); Level 5=not serious at all (Hong Kong)/no symptoms (United Kingdom).
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The Hong Kong sample contained a greater proportion of
women (Hong Kong: 1141/1663, 68.6%, vs United Kingdom:
936/1768, 52.9%; P<.001), and respondents educated to
university degree level or above (Hong Kong: 1051/1663,
63.2%, vs United Kingdom: 596/1768, 33.7%; P<.001).
Employment status reflected the age structure of the respondents
in each setting, with a greater proportion of UK respondents in
the retired category (Hong Kong: 44/1663, 2.6%, vs United
Kingdom: 481/1768, 27.2%; P<.001) (Table 1).

Perceptions and Beliefs
Higher perceived severity of COVID-19 was observed among
Hong Kong respondents, with 96.8% (1621/1663) rating the
symptoms of COVID-19 infection as serious or very serious
compared with only 19.9% (366/1768) of the UK respondents.
In terms of levels of concern, 92.6% (1575/1663) of the Hong
Kong sample responded that they felt very or fairly worried,
compared with 78.5% (1394/1768) of the UK sample. The
HADS-A scores reflected similar trends, with 60.0%
(1077/1663) of the Hong Kong sample recording an abnormal
or borderline abnormal result, compared with 46.5% (812/1768)
of the UK sample (Table 1).

Knowledge and Information Sources
The majority of respondents regarded direct contact with
infected individuals (Hong Kong: 94.0%-98.5%; United
Kingdom: 69.2%-93.5%) or virus-contaminated environments
(Hong Kong: 1594/1663, 96.3%; United Kingdom: 1411/1768,
79.5%) as the primary means of virus transmission (Table 2).
However, respondents from Hong Kong identified a far broader
scope of transmission routes. A much larger proportion of Hong
Kong respondents regarded wild animal meat (Hong Kong:
1546/1663, 93.4%; United Kingdom: 199/1768, 11.3%), wet
markets (Hong Kong: 1342/1663, 81.1%; United Kingdom:
374/1768, 21.5%), imported seafood (Hong Kong: 1199/1663,
70.9%; United Kingdom: 258/1768, 14.8%) and imported goods
(Hong Kong: 1101/1663, 66.6%; United Kingdom: 209/1768,
12.1%) as potential exposure sources than their UK counterparts.
There was also significant variation across use and reliability
of information sources (Table S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1).
The majority of respondents deemed health professionals to be
reliable (>80% in both Hong Kong and the United Kingdom);
however, few could access them (Hong Kong: 86/1663, 4.8%;
United Kingdom: 202/1768, 11.5%). In addition, most UK
respondents (1602/1768, 90.7%) considered official websites
to be reliable, compared to 15.6% (260/1663) among Hong
Kong respondents at the beginning of the pandemic.
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Table 2. Knowledge of COVID-19 transmission.

Respondents answering “yes”“Are the following transmission routes of COVID-19?”

  Hong Kong (n=1663)United Kingdom (n=1768)

% (weighted)% (unweighted)n% (weighted)% (unweighted)n

Contact

94.094.0156469.2 69.81234Face-to-face conversation (no physical contact) with
someone who has SARS-CoV-2 but no symptoms

96.897.2161678.779.11398Face-to-face conversation (no physical contact) with
someone who has SARS-CoV-2 with symptoms

98.198.3163589.089.41580Physical contact with someone who has SARS-CoV-2
but no symptoms

98.598.9164493.593.71657Physical contact with someone with SARS-CoV-2 who
has symptoms

Transmission mode

99.299.21649N/AN/AN/AaDroplets

91.288.91478N/AN/AN/AAerosol when infected people cough or sneeze

N/AN/AN/A90.490.71604Being in close contact (ie, within 2 meters) with some-
one who has SARS-CoV-2 when they cough or sneeze

N/AN/AN/A34.834.8615Being further away (ie, further than 2 meters) from
someone who has SARS-CoV-2 when they cough or
sneeze

Others

96.395.9159479.579.81411Contact with virus-contaminated environment

93.493.0154611.311.3199Consumption of wild animal meat

81.180.7134221.521.2374Visiting a wet market

70.972.1119914.814.6258Consumption of seafood imported from specific regionsb

66.666.2110112.111.8209Consumption/use of products imported from specific

regionsb

aN/A: not applicable.
bSpecific regions refer to China (United Kingdom)/Wuhan (Hong Kong).

Adoption of Social Distancing Measures
There were variations in the weighted proportions of Hong
Kong and the UK respondents who adopted precautionary
measures against COVID-19 (Figure 1; Table S2 in Multimedia
Appendix 1). Hong Kong respondents reported higher levels of
adoption across all social distancing and personal hygiene
measures. In particular, 98.8% (1647/1663) of Hong Kong
respondents reported wearing a face mask, compared to 3.1%

(53/1768) among the UK respondents. General measures were
adopted by 63.1%-87.2% and 37.8%-59.0% of respondents in
Hong Kong and the United Kingdom, respectively. Contact
measures were adopted by 83.8%-93.7% and 33.7%-50.1% of
respondents in Hong Kong and the United Kingdom,
respectively. Work measures were reported by 32.6% (402/1135)
and 22.5% (231/1025) of respondents in Hong Kong and the
United Kingdom, respectively.
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Figure 1. Adoption of precautionary measures against COVID-19. “Affected areas” refers to China (Hong Kong)/affected areas in the world (United
Kingdom); “Specific regions in a limited period” refers to Wuhan in the past one month (Hong Kong)/affected areas in the past 14 days (United Kingdom).
The “Going to work” category only included respondents who were employees or employers (n=2160), and the “Going to school/letting your children
go to school” category only included respondents who were full-time students or had at least one child (n=1239).

Sociodemographic factors were associated with the three social
distancing measures (Table S3 in Multimedia Appendix 1; Table
3). The UK respondents were significantly less likely than their
Hong Kong counterparts to adopt social distancing measures
(Table S3 in Multimedia Appendix 1, OR 0.08-0.53, P<.001;
Table 3, aOR 0.08-0.70, P<.001). When adjusting for differences
between settings, general measures were less likely to be
adopted by male respondents (aOR 0.82; 95% CI 0.71-0.95)

but more likely to be adopted by the unemployed (aOR 1.65;
95% CI 1.30-2.09) or retired (aOR 1.92; 95% CI 1.43-2.59).
Contact measures were less likely to be adopted by male
respondents (aOR 0.74; 95% CI:0.63-0.88) but more likely to
be adopted by those who were retired (aOR 1.40; 95% CI
1.03-1.91). Finally, work measures were less likely to be adopted
by respondents aged ≥55 years (aOR 0.60; 95% CI 0.39-0.93).
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Table 3. Factors associated with the adoption of different social distancing measures.

Types of social distancing measuresFactor

Workc (n=2160) (Model 3)Contactb (n=3431) (Model 2)Generala (n=3431) (Model 1)

P valueaOR (95% CI)P valueaOR (95% CI)P valueaORd (95% CI)

Age (years)

N/AReferenceN/AReferenceN/AeReference18-24

.991.00 (0.72-1.39).810.96 (0.68-1.35).0031.54 (1.16-2.05)25-34

.770.95 (0.68-1.33).090.74 (0.53-1.05).131.25 (0.93-1.68)35-44

.090.72 (0.49-1.05).030.67 (0.47-0.97).101.30 (0.95-1.79)45-54

.020.60 (0.39-0.93).280.81 (0.55-1.19).970.99 (0.70-1.41)55+

Sex

N/AReferenceN/AReferenceN/AReferenceFemale

.620.95 (0.78-1.16)<.0010.74 (0.63-0.88).010.82 (0.71-0.95)Male

Education attainment

N/AReferenceN/AReferenceN/AReferenceNo formal qualification/lower
secondary or below

.921.04 (0.46-2.34).850.96 (0.64-1.44).960.99 (0.68-1.44)Secondary level qualifica-
tion/higher secondary

.831.09 (0.48-2.47).581.12 (0.74-1.71).781.06 (0.72-1.55)Postsecondary but below de-
gree

.101.94 (0.88-4.28).940.98 (0.66-1.47).211.27 (0.87-1.83)Degree or above

Employment status

N/AN/AN/AReferenceN/AReferenceEmployed

N/AN/A.701.08 (0.73-1.59).071.35 (0.98-1.85)Full-time student

N/AN/A.201.20 (0.91-1.58)<.0011.65 (1.30-2.09)Unemployed

N/AN/A.031.40 (1.03-1.91)<.0011.92 (1.43-2.59)Retired

Setting

N/AReferenceN/AReferenceN/AReferenceHong Kong

<.0010.70 (0.57-0.87)<.0010.08 (0.07-0.10)<.0010.35 (0.30-0.41)United Kingdom

aGeneral: avoiding going to crowded areas; going to social events; and going out.
bContact: avoiding contacting individuals who had a fever or respiratory symptoms and had been to Wuhan in the past month (Hong Kong)/affected
areas in the past 14 days (United Kingdom).
cWork: avoiding going to work.
daOR: adjusted odds ratio.
eN/A: not applicable.

The impact of perceived severity of infection (Table 4) and
perceived ease of transmission (Table 5) on the adoption of
social distancing behaviors varied by setting. In Hong Kong,
these factors had no impact, whereas in the United Kingdom,
those who perceived COVID-19 infection as serious were more
likely to adopt all social distancing measures (aOR 1.58-3.01),
and those who perceived transmission of SARS-CoV-2 as easy
were more likely to adopt both general social distancing
measures (Model 4.2, aOR 2.00, 95% CI 1.57-2.55) and contact

measures (Model 5.2, aOR 1.80, 95% CI 1.41-2.30). On the
other hand, the impact of anxiety on the adoption of social
distancing behaviors did not significantly differ by setting (Table
6). Those with borderline abnormal (Hong Kong, aOR
1.26-1.62; United Kingdom, aOR 1.36-1.48) or abnormal (Hong
Kong, aOR:1.82-2.09; United Kingdom, aOR:1.40-2.40)
HADS-A scores were more likely to adopt all three types of
social distancing measures compared to those with normal
anxiety levels.
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Table 4. Setting-specific effects and effect modification (by setting) of perceived severity on the adoption of social distancing measures. The models
have been adjusted for all covariates.

Types of social distancingSettings and variables

  Model 6.1Model 5.1Model 4.1

Workc (n=2160)Contactb (n=3431)Generala (n=3431)

P valueaOR (95% CI)P valueaOR (95% CI)P valueaORd (95% CI)

Hong Kong

N/A

 

ReferenceN/A

 

ReferenceN/Af

 

ReferenceNot seriouse

.210.63 (0.30-1.30).131.71 (0.85-3.47).820.93 (0.50-1.74)Seriousg

United Kingdom

N/A

 

ReferenceN/A

 

ReferenceN/A

 

ReferenceNot serious

.031.58 (1.06-2.37)<.0011.90 (1.48-2.43)<.0013.01 (2.35-3.86)Serious

.032.52 (1.09-5.80).79

 

1.11 (0.52-2.34)<.001

 

3.24 (1.65-6.35)Effect modificationh

aGeneral: avoiding going to crowded areas and social events and going out.
bContact: avoiding contacting individuals who had a fever or respiratory symptoms and had been to Wuhan in the past one month (Hong Kong) or
affected areas in the past 14 days (United Kingdom).
cWork: avoiding going to work.
daOR: adjusted odds ratio.
eFor perceived severity, “not serious” refers to levels 3-5 (neutral to not serious at all, Hong Kong; moderate to no symptoms, United Kingdom).
fN/A: not applicable.
gFor perceived severity, “serious” refers to levels 1-2 (very serious to serious, Hong Kong; life-threatening to severe, United Kingdom).
hMeasures the difference of the effect being considered due to difference in setting; its value is the ratio of the two setting-specific effects.
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Table 5. Setting-specific effects and effect modification (by setting) of perceived ease of transmission on the adoption of social distancing measures.
The models have been adjusted for all covariates.

Types of social distancingSettings and variables

  Model 6.2Model 5.2Model 4.2

Workc (n=2160)Contactb (n=3431)Generala (n=3431)

P valueaOR (95% CI)P valueaOR (95% CI)P valueaORd (95% CI)

Hong Kong

N/A

 

ReferenceN/A

 

ReferenceN/Af

 

ReferenceDifficulte

 

.070.61 (0.37-1.03).991.00 (0.58-1.71).501.15 (0.77-1.74)Easyg

United Kingdom

N/A

 

ReferenceN/A

 

ReferenceN/A

 

ReferenceDifficult

 

.091.34 (0.96-1.87)<.0011.80 (1.41-2.30)<.0012.00 (1.57-2.55)Easy

.012.18 (1.18- 4.04).05

 

1.81 (1.00-3.28).02

 

1.73 (1.07-2.79)Effect modificationh

 

aGeneral: avoiding going to crowded areas and social events and going out.
bContact: avoiding contacting individuals who had a fever or respiratory symptoms and had been to Wuhan in the past one month (Hong Kong) or
affected areas in the past 14 days (United Kingdom).
cWork: avoiding going to work.
daOR: adjusted odds ratio.
eFor perceived ease of transmission, “difficult” means that the virus cannot be transmitted by face-to face conversation with someone who has SARS-CoV-2
but no symptoms.
fN/A: not applicable.
gFor perceived ease of transmission, “easy” means that the virus can be transmitted by face-to face conversation with someone who has SARS-CoV-2
but no symptoms.
hMeasures the difference of the effect being considered due to difference in setting; its value is the ratio of the two setting-specific effects.
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Table 6. Setting-specific effects and effect modification (by setting) of anxiety level on the adoption of social distancing measures. The models have
been adjusted for all covariates.

Types of social distancingSettings and variables

  Model 6.3Model 5.3Model 4.3

Workc (n=2160)Contactb (n=3431)Generala (n=3431)

P valueaOR (95% CI)P valueaOR (95% CI)P valueaORd (95% CI)

Hong Kong

N/A

 

ReferenceN/A

 

ReferenceN/Ae

 

ReferenceNormal

.011.51 (1.10-2.06).141.26 (0.93-1.70)<.0011.62 (1.27-2.06)Borderline abnormal

<.0011.82 (1.34-2.48)<.0011.85 (1.34-2.56)<.0012.09 (1.64-2.66)Abnormal

United Kingdom

N/A

 

ReferenceN/A

 

ReferenceN/A

 

ReferenceNormal

.121.37 (0.92-2.02).031.36 (1.02-1.80).011.48 (1.11-1.96)Borderline abnormal

.061.40 (0.99-1.98)<.0011.76 (1.37-2.27)<.0012.40 (1.87-3.09)Abnormal

.700.91 (0.55-1.49).711.08 (0.71, 1.63).640.91 (0.63-1.33)Effect modificationf (borderline abnor-
mal)

.260.77 (0.48-1.21).800.95 (0.63-1.42).421.15 (0.82-1.62)Effect modification (abnormal)

aGeneral: avoiding going to crowded areas and social events and going out.
bContact: avoiding contacting individuals who had a fever or respiratory symptoms and had been to Wuhan in the past one month (Hong Kong) or
affected areas in the past 14 days (United Kingdom).
cWork: avoiding going to work.
daOR: adjusted odds ratio.
eN/A: not applicable.
fMeasures the difference of the effect being considered due to difference in setting; its value is the ratio of the two setting-specific effects.

Discussion

Principal Results
This study compared the initial public perceptions and
preventative behaviors during the COVID-19 pandemic across
Hong Kong and the United Kingdom. The adoption of
social-distancing measures was higher in Hong Kong than in
the United Kingdom. Risk perception and knowledge of
COVID-19 were consistently and significantly higher in Hong
Kong; however, for the United Kingdom, respondents’adoption
of preventive behaviors was associated with two metrics: if
transmission was considered to be “easy” and the perceived
severity was “severe,” UK respondents were more likely to
adopt preventive behaviors. Anxiety was a driver of behavior
change in both settings: those who were more anxious were
more likely to adopt preventative measures. This behavior is
consistent with the wider literature surrounding the adoption of
precautionary measures [6,7] and provides further evidence that
anxiety drives protective behaviors, such as handwashing [8],
an effective intervention against the transmission of respiratory
diseases [28].

Implications
This study has three implications. First, health officials should
account for context-specific baseline levels of risk perception

and knowledge when designing and promoting mitigation
strategies. The evidence presented in this study demonstrates
that geographical and sociocultural context is important in terms
of both how people understand risk and how risk drives
behavior. Although the social, historical, and cultural
heterogeneity between Hong Kong and the United Kingdom
likely contributes to the results of this study, the importance of
intrinsic factors such as population sensitization via past
infectious disease outbreaks and state-led health promotion
campaigns should not be underestimated. In other studies, public
perceptions of these factors have been found to be significant
drivers of adopting preventative behaviors during previous
epidemics [29], while conceptions of personal risk have been
connected to individuals’ understanding of local disease
prevalence and severity [30-32]. Therefore, assessment of the
baseline population knowledge, attitudes, and practices (KAP)
and subsequent continual monitoring throughout the pandemic
are essential to effective context-specific pandemic preparedness
plans.

Second, risk communication should build upon baseline KAP
outcomes, and trust should be developed across suitable media
channels. Significant contextual heterogeneity in the public
reliance on information sources provides insight here. Hong
Kong reported greater reliance on social media and far less trust
in official websites, suggesting that official messaging in Hong
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Kong did not likely drive individual behavior change; by
contrast, the UK results suggested that although the UK
government possessed an effective platform to influence public
health behavior, government health messaging was insufficient
to attain similar baseline knowledge levels to those in Hong
Kong, particularly in the absence of prior population
sensitization to infectious disease outbreaks. Therefore, there
is a pressing need to tailor communication approaches, likely
on a graduated scale, but at a minimum in a binary fashion to
accommodate both “naive” and “experienced” populations.

Third, the comparative snapshots of initial community responses
captured by this study demonstrate the diversity in approaches
and pandemic responses during the early phases of the
COVID-19 pandemic. Across many contexts, national
lockdowns became commonplace as the true magnitude of
transmission became apparent; however, the associated indirect
costs render blanket strategies untenable in the medium term.
As national lockdowns are lifted, countries worldwide face the
challenge of resurging cases and must consider nuanced
approaches to prevent additional harm. Driven by anxiety, high
perceived severity and knowledge, Hong Kong conducted
widespread preventive measures early and en masse. Together
with early government actions [33], the strategies adopted by
the Hong Kong community were successful during the initial
phase of the pandemic. Considering this—and that national
populations are now highly sensitized to COVID-19
transmission—tailored public health messaging, early regional
containment, and increased health capacity should ensure more
effective public health responses with less indirect impact on
national economies.

Study Strengths and Limitations
From a methodological perspective, the UK sampling approach
enabled the sample size to be achieved quickly, thereby
accurately capturing prevailing sentiment and behavior across

a short time frame (2 days). However, this approach likely came
at the expense of excluding participants without access to the
internet, and it contrasted with the survey period in Hong Kong
(3 weeks); this likely led to some sampling bias, especially
during the initial phase of the pandemic (when there was much
uncertainty about the disease). Additionally, both samples varied
across the demographic spectrum; thus, although responses
were weighted, caution should be taken when extrapolating
study findings to wider populations. Moreover, given the
incompatibility of region-specific weights and the controversy
in estimating standard errors when survey weights are involved
[34], unweighted regression results were presented; however,
they should be interpreted with caution. Last but not least,
although both surveys were conducted early locally, the
difference in surrounding international events during the survey
periods (eg, the Hong Kong survey was conducted before
COVID-19 was formally declared a pandemic, but the UK
survey was launched after this declaration) may have introduced
bias in the survey responses.

Conclusions
This study compared the initial community responses to
COVID-19 in Hong Kong and the United Kingdom. In line with
the high baseline level of risk perception and knowledge and
with historical exposure to respiratory disease outbreaks, the
adoption of preventive measures was higher in Hong Kong.
However, the UK sample demonstrated that this adoption could
be improved by heightened risk perception and knowledge, best
driven by improved public health campaigns. Together, these
results suggest that health officials should ascertain baseline
levels of risk perception and knowledge, as well as prior
sensitization to infectious disease outbreaks, when developing
mitigation strategies. Risk communication should be performed
through suitable media channels—and trust should be
maintained—while early intervention remains the cornerstone
of effective outbreak response.
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Abstract

Background: Shortly after the emergence of COVID-19, researchers rapidly mobilized to study numerous aspects of the disease
such as its evolution, clinical manifestations, effects, treatments, and vaccinations. This led to a rapid increase in the number of
COVID-19–related publications. Identifying trends and areas of interest using traditional review methods (eg, scoping and
systematic reviews) for such a large domain area is challenging.

Objective: We aimed to conduct an extensive bibliometric analysis to provide a comprehensive overview of the COVID-19
literature.

Methods: We used the COVID-19 Open Research Dataset (CORD-19) that consists of a large number of research articles
related to all coronaviruses. We used a machine learning–based method to analyze the most relevant COVID-19–related articles
and extracted the most prominent topics. Specifically, we used a clustering algorithm to group published articles based on the
similarity of their abstracts to identify research hotspots and current research directions. We have made our software accessible
to the community via GitHub.

Results: Of the 196,630 publications retrieved from the database, we included 28,904 in our analysis. The mean number of
weekly publications was 990 (SD 789.3). The country that published the highest number of COVID-19–related articles was China
(2950/17,270, 17.08%). The highest number of articles were published in bioRxiv. Lei Liu affiliated with the Southern University
of Science and Technology in China published the highest number of articles (n=46). Based on titles and abstracts alone, we were
able to identify 1515 surveys, 733 systematic reviews, 512 cohort studies, 480 meta-analyses, and 362 randomized control trials.
We identified 19 different topics covered among the publications reviewed. The most dominant topic was public health response,
followed by clinical care practices during the COVID-19 pandemic, clinical characteristics and risk factors, and epidemic models
for its spread.

Conclusions: We provide an overview of the COVID-19 literature and have identified current hotspots and research directions.
Our findings can be useful for the research community to help prioritize research needs and recognize leading COVID-19
researchers, institutes, countries, and publishers. Our study shows that an AI-based bibliometric analysis has the potential to
rapidly explore a large corpus of academic publications during a public health crisis. We believe that this work can be used to
analyze other eHealth-related literature to help clinicians, administrators, and policy makers to obtain a holistic view of the
literature and be able to categorize different topics of the existing research for further analyses. It can be further scaled (for
instance, in time) to clinical summary documentation. Publishers should avoid noise in the data by developing a way to trace the
evolution of individual publications and unique authors.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e23703)   doi:10.2196/23703
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Introduction

Background
In December 2019, Wuhan city in China registered several cases
of an unknown disease characterized by pneumonia, dry cough,
fatigue, and fever [1]. The investigations revealed that a novel
coronavirus (2019-nCoV) was the causative agent of the disease,
which was subsequently named COVID-19 [1]. Since then,
COVID-19 has spread around the globe, leading the World
Health Organization to classify it as a pandemic [2]. This highly
contagious pathogen has affected almost every aspect of our
daily lives, such as education, traveling, business, transportation,
sports, and health care [3]. Most importantly, the COVID-19
pandemic has claimed more than 775,000 lives as of August
19, 2020 [4]. To curb the impact of COVID-19, authorities need
to implement effective public health measures related to
COVID-19 surveillance, diagnostics, vaccines, treatments, and
research [5].

Given the novelty and, consequently, the lack of knowledge
about the disease, research can play a crucial role in the fight
against the COVID-19 pandemic. Scientists have rapidly
mobilized to manage and slowdown the growth of the pandemic.
The scientific literature in this domain area has exponentially
increased [6,7]. By the end of May 2020, Aristovnik et al [6]
and Doanvo et al [8] retrieved 10,344 and 18,412
COVID-19–related publications written in the English language,
respectively, from the Scopus database and the COVID-19 Open
Research Dataset (CORD-19). In addition, as of July 13, 2020,
more than 1711 clinical trials were registered in different clinical
trial registries (eg, NCT, EUCTR, and ISRCTN) [9].

It is very important to have a comprehensive overview of the
current state of the literature on COVID-19 for several reasons,
namely: (1) to organize and coordinate the literature; (2) to
explore research topics addressed; (3) to prioritize research
needs or gaps; (4) to understand the evolution of the literature;
(5) to recognize the leading researchers, institutes, and countries
in this area; and (6) to explore connections between research
topics and areas.

Research Problem and Aim
Manually conducting a comprehensive review of the thousands
of COVID-19–related publications is a daunting and
time-consuming task. Artificial intelligence (AI) methods can
play a pivotal role in rapidly surveying the enormous number
of publications and extracting critical insights from them.
Therefore, in March 2020, the White House strongly
recommended researchers to exploit AI methods in COVID-19
research [8].

Several studies have used AI methods to conduct a bibliometric
analysis of research on the COVID-19 pandemic [6-8,10-12].
However, we identified the following research gaps in these
studies. First, publications analyzed in most studies were dated,
approximately to the first three months after the onset of the

COVID-19 outbreak; thus, numerous studies published afterward
were not analyzed [7,10-16]. Second, several studies analyzed
publications related to all types of coronaviruses instead of
focusing on COVID-19 [7,10-12,17,18]; hence, the results
related to COVID-19 were aggregated with those related to
other coronaviruses. Third, several studies included only a few
(ranging from 38 to 1482) of the large number of publications
related to COVID-19 available in the search period
[7,10,12-16,19]. Fourth, most studies did not examine the topics
that previous studied had addressed, instead they assessed only
the metadata of those studies (eg, countries, authors, number
of citations, and published journals) [13,14,16-19]. Fifth, topic
identification among various studies was conducted using
manual screening instead of AI methods [13-15]. To fill the
abovementioned gaps, this study aims to conduct an extensive
bibliometric analysis to provide a comprehensive overview of
the existing COVID-19 literature.

Methods

Study Data Collection
For this study, we used CORD-19, generated by the Allen
Institute for AI [20]. The dataset is updated daily to include the
latest published articles on COVID-19. We used the update
corresponding to the timestamp of July 21, 2020, which
contained over 196,630 scholarly articles related to COVID-19
and the coronavirus family of viruses. Allen Institute for AI
used the following search terms to retrieve studies on all
coronaviruses: “COVID-19” OR “Coronavirus” OR “Corona
virus” OR “2019-nCoV” OR “SARS-CoV” OR “MERS-CoV”
OR “Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome” OR “Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome”. The search was conducted on PubMed,
PubMed Central, and bioRxiv and medRxiv preprint servers.
The dataset included a CSV (comma-separate values) file with
metadata of all the articles in the dataset, such as article ID,
title, abstract, names of authors, and publication date. The
articles in the dataset were represented by a single JSON
(JavaScript Object Notation) file that consisted of the article
ID, title, abstract, body text, and relevant metadata. The
metadata of the dataset was analyzed using Python in a Jupyter
Notebook environment. We have made our software accessible
to the community via GitHub [21]. The CSV metadata file was
loaded into a data frame provided by Python’s pandas library.
We removed records with empty and non-English abstracts. We
also removed duplicate articles and any articles that were
published before January 1, 2020. We then used the search terms
“novel coronavirus,” “coronavirus 2019,” “2019-nCov,”
“COVID-19,” “COVID 2019,” “severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2,” and “SARS-COV-2” to select only
COVID-19–related articles. Thus, we were able to identify a
total of 28,904 abstracts of scholarly articles published after
January 1, 2020, that were related to COVID-19 for the
downstream analysis.
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Data Preprocessing
The 28,904 selected abstracts were cleaned by removing
punctuations and alphanumeric characters. Singular and plural
uppercased abstract sectioning keywords such as
“BACKGROUND,” “OBJECTIVE,” “METHOD,” “RESULT,”
and “CONCLUSION” were also removed. The data cleaning
was performed using Python programming language in Jupyter
Notebook environment. The Python libraries used to clean the
data include pandas, NumPy, langdetect, re, string, and
TextBlob. The abstracts were then converted to lowercased text.
After that, we used the Python Natural Language Toolkit library
to tokenize the abstracts and remove the stop words. We then
applied the SnowballStemmer model to convert words to their
stems. The clean text of the abstracts derived after applying the
abovementioned pre-processing steps was used for clustering.

Document Clustering
For document clustering, we first converted each document (ie,
abstract) to a feature vector, where features were defined by
term (ie, words) frequency–inverse document frequency
(TF-IDF) weights. TF-IDF represents the importance of a word
relative to a document in a corpus. This importance increases
proportionally to the number of times the word appears in the
document but is offset by the frequency of that word in the
corpus. This ensures that TF-IDF–based similarity measures
between documents are influenced mainly by discriminative
words with relatively low frequencies in the corpus [22]. For
TF-IDF representation of the abstracts, we used TfidfVectorizer
module of the Python scikit library.

The TfidfVectorizer algorithm has two important threshold
parameters that cut off low and high word frequencies. The
minimum document frequency parameter (min_df) was set to

10 to ignore sporadic terms occurring in less than 10 documents
(absolute count). The maximum document frequency parameter
(max_df) was set to 0.9 to ignore terms that appear in more than
90% (26,014/28,904) of the documents (relative count). The
reason is that we wished to exclude terms that are either too
rare to be used in finding document clusters or too common to
be discriminative enough to distinguish documents. Based on
these parameters (min_df and max_df), the TfidfVectorizer
algorithm extracted a vector of 42,061 unique terms to represent
each of the 28,904 abstracts, with each term containing a TF-IDF
score. This generated a feature matrix of size 28,904×42,061,
which was, subsequently, used to feed into a clustering
algorithm. We used the k-means clustering algorithm from
Python’s scikit library to categorize the abstracts into internally
coherent but well-separated clusters. To identify the number of
clusters in the k-means clustering algorithm, we used the elbow
method to determine the number of clusters in the corpus [23].
Thus, we found 26 to be the optimal number of clusters for this
corpus.

Results

Search Results
By July 21, 2020, the CORD-19 dataset comprised 196,630
articles (Figure 1). Of those, we excluded 167,726 articles for
the following reasons: (1) abstracts were unavailable (n=56,300);
(2) the articles were published before January 1, 2020
(n=99,665); (3) the articles were written in a language other
than English (n=587); (4) the articles were not related to
COVID-19, as their titles and abstracts did not contain our
search terms (n=10,364); and (5) they had duplicate entries
(n=810). Consequently, we included 28,904 articles in the
analysis in this study.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the selection of published articles. CORD-19: COVID-19 Open Research Dataset.

Characteristics of Publications
The first paper was published on January 2, 2020. As shown in
Figure 2, the number of publications in each week increased
considerably since then, until a peak was reached in week 22
(2276 publications). Thereafter, the number of research papers
published began to decrease. The mean number of publications
for each week was 990 (SD 789.3). The country of publication
was identified for 17,270 publications, which were conducted

across 221 countries and territories. The country that published
the highest number of articles was China (2950/17,270, 17.08%),
followed by the United States (1357/17,270, 7.86%), Italy
(1157/17,270, 6.70%), Saudi Arabia (978/17,270, 5.66%), and
India (854/17,270, 4.94%) (Table 1).

The selected articles were published in about 2500 journals.
The highest number of articles were published in bioRxiv
(n=1374), the most prominent preprint server for biology. The
top 10 sites for publishing COVID-19–related articles (journals
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and preprint servers) are shown in Table 2. The publications
included in this analysis were authored by 150,600 authors.
Among those authors, Lei Liu published the highest number of
articles (n=46; see Table 3). Based on titles and abstracts alone,
we were able to identify 1515 surveys, 733 systematic reviews,

512 cohort studies, 480 meta-analyses, 362 randomized control
trials, 199 case studies, 79 scoping reviews, and 62 case-control
studies (Table 4). Note that these numbers include only the top
8 study methods for those publications that mention the study
method in either the abstract or the title.

Figure 2. Number of publications in each week (2020).

Table 1. Top 10 countries (N=221) by the number of COVID-19–related publications (N=17,270).

Publications, n (%)CountryRank

2950 (17.08)China1

1357 (7.86)United States2

1157 (6.70)Italy3

978 (5.66)Saudi Arabia4

854 (4.94)India5

671 (3.89)Canada6

525 (3.04)United Kingdom7

449 (2.60)Germany8

403 (2.33)Australia9

383 (2.22)France10
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Table 2. Top 10 sites (journals and preprint servers) where COVID-19–related articles (N=28,904) were published.

Publications, n (%)Journal or serverRank

1374 (4.75)bioRxiv1

468 (1.6)Journal of Medical Virology2

340 (1.18)medRxiv3

223 (0.77)International Journal of Environmental Research and Public Health4

195 (0.67)Clinical Infectious Diseases5

184 (0.64)International Journal of Infectious Diseases6

165 (0.57)Science of the Total Environment7

148 (0.51)Cureus8

138 (0.48)Psychological Trauma: Theory, Research, Practice, and Policy9

136 (0.47)Medical Hypotheses10

Table 3. Top 10 authors (N=15,600) by the number of COVID-19–related publications.

Author affiliationPublications, nAuthor nameRank

Southern University of Science and Technology, China46Lei Liu1

The University of Hong Kong, China34Kwok-Yung Yuen2

Charité University Medicine Berlin, Germany31Christian Drosten3

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA31Ralph S Baric4

Georgia State University, USA30Gerardo Chowell5

Fudan University, Shanghai, China30Hongzhou Lu6

University of Verona, Italy29Giuseppe Lippi7

The University of Hong Kong, China27Jasper Fuk-Wo Chan8

The University of Hong Kong, China25Kelvin Kai-Wang To9

Mental Health Weekly, USA23Valerie A Canady10

Table 4. Eight most common study methods extracted from the publications mentioning the study design used in the abstract.

Publications, nStudy methodRank

1515Survey1

733Systematic review2

512Cohort study3

480Meta-analysis4

362Randomized control trial5

199Case study6

79Scoping review7

62Case-control study8

Results of Topics Modelling

Overview
The analysis generated 26 clusters from the included
publications. We were able to identify the topic of 21 clusters,
whereas the remaining 5 clusters were not labeled as they

contained publications with very diverse topics that belonged
to other clusters. Therefore, publications in these 5 clusters were
moved to the most appropriate cluster among the 21 clusters.
Four of the 21 clusters contained publications addressing only
two different topics; thus, we further merged the 4 clusters to
form 2 different clusters. Overall, we identified 19 different
topics addressed in the included publications (Table 5).
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Table 5. COVID-19–related topics addressed by the included publications (N=28,904).

Top 20 unigramsArticles, n (%)TopicNumber

covid, pandemic, health, coronavirus, disease, public, data, world, spread, social, study,
global, outbreak, countries, cases, measures, virus, sars, results, people

5393 (18.66)Public health response1

covid, pandemic, patients, care, disease, coronavirus, health, patient, infection, risk,
healthcare, clinical, sars, cov, management, medical, respiratory, hospital, cases, acute

5118 (17.71)Clinical care practices for
patients during the
COVID-19 pandemic

2

covid, patients, disease, coronavirus, severe, clinical, study, results, age, data, risk, respi-
ratory, hospital, sars, infection, cov, cases, acute, mortality, higher

3313 (11.46)Clinical characteristics and
risk factors of COVID-19

3

covid, model, data, cases, number, epidemic, disease, time, results, spread, pandemic,
coronavirus, based, countries, infected, infection, rate, study, measures, outbreak

2964 (10.25)Epidemic models for
COVID-19 spread

4

sars, cov, covid, drug, coronavirus, drugs, viral, antiviral, virus, potential, disease, pan-
demic, respiratory, treatment, protease, molecular, compounds, severe, based, inhibitors

1845 (6.38)Therapies and vaccines for
COVID-19

5

covid, cov, sars, disease, coronavirus, infection, severe, respiratory, patients, acute, syn-
drome, immune, viral, cells, virus, clinical, inflammatory, response, pandemic, cell, cy-
tokine

1837 (6.36)Host immune response6

cov, sars, covid, pcr, positive, coronavirus, testing, respiratory, results, patients, rt, disease,
infection, detection, samples, test, clinical, viral, time, negative

1602 (5.54)Diagnosis of COVID-19

using PCRa
7

covid, health, mental, pandemic, anxiety, psychological, study, coronavirus, stress, de-
pression, results, social, disease, risk, impact, related, people, survey, symptoms, outbreak

915 (3.17)Mental health and disor-
ders during the COVID-19
pandemic

8

covid, ct, patients, chest, disease, coronavirus, pneumonia, clinical, diagnosis, results,
imaging, findings, lung, cases, ground, glass, tomography, computed, features, images

874 (3.02)Diagnosis of COVID-19
based on chest imaging

9

covid, social, distancing, pandemic, measures, spread, contact, disease, data, health,
model, number, transmission, cases, control, population, coronavirus, time, tracing,
public

868 (3)Social distancing measures10

sars, cov, coronavirus, virus, genome, covid, viral, analysis, sequences, respiratory, severe,
pandemic, human, disease, sequence, acute, syndrome, genomes, china, study

816 (2.82)Virus genomics11

cov, sars, spike, protein, binding, coronavirus, covid, receptor, virus, human, viral, pan-
demic, ace, domain, cell, vaccine, infection, disease, host, development

706 (2.44)Protein structures of 2019-

nCoVb
12

ace, sars, cov, covid, angiotensin, enzyme, converting, receptor, coronavirus, disease,
infection, expression, respiratory, cells, severe, human, syndrome, entry, cell, virus

584 (2.02)Host cell entry13

cancer, covid, patients, pandemic, treatment, risk, care, disease, coronavirus, infection,
health, clinical, patient, management, cov, sars, severe, therapy, high, oncology

441 (1.53)Clinical care practices for
patients with cancer

14

cov, sars, igg, covid, antibodies, patients, antibody, igm, infection, results, positive, disease,
coronavirus, samples, study, test, assay, serological, sensitivity, clinical

411 (1.42)Detection of 2019-nCoV
antibodies

15

covid, masks, mask, pandemic, protective, equipment, face, personal, respirators, health,
coronavirus, healthcare, workers, sars, cov, respiratory, surgical, disease, study, ppe

350 (1.21)Personal protective equip-
ment

16

covid, pandemic, patients, diabetes, disease, care, risk, coronavirus, health, nursing,
nurses, infection, management, severe, results, data, study, clinical, high, methods

336 (1.16)Diabetes mellitus and
COVID-19

17

women, pregnant, covid, pregnancy, infection, sars, coronavirus, cov, disease, severe,
clinical, maternal, patients, cases, data, transmission, respiratory, pandemic, delivery,
results

312 (1.08)Pregnancy and childbirth
during the COVID-19
pandemic

18

covid, transplant, recipients, patients, disease, coronavirus, pandemic, cov, sars, infection,
transplantation, kidney, severe, organ, clinical, risk, respiratory, acute, liver, patient

219 (0.76)Organ transplantation dur-
ing the COVID-19 pandem-
ic

19

aPCR: polymerase chain reaction.
b2019-nCoV: novel coronavirus.

Topic 1: Public Health Response
This topic was addressed by 18.66% (5393/28,904) of the
publications. The publications in this cluster mainly discussed
how public health authorities in various countries responded to
the COVID-19 pandemic (eg, [24-28]). The top 5 authors in

terms of the highest number of publications related to this topic
were Claudine McCarthy (n=8), Valerie A Canady (n=6), Alison
Knopf (n=6), Alimuddin Zumla (n=6), and Nima Rezaei (n=6).
The top 5 journals and preprint servers hosting the highest
number of publishing articles related to this topic were the
International Journal of Environmental Research and Public
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Health (n=82), Science of the Total Environment (n=80), New
Scientist (n=56), Journal of Medical Virology (n=53), and
bioRxiv (n=50). The first paper related to this topic was
published on January 10, 2020. The number of publications in
each week increased significantly until it reached a peak in week
23 (n=434); it then decreased noticeably (Multimedia Appendix
1). The mean number of weekly publications in this cluster was
183.6 (SD 151.5).

Topic 2: Clinical Care Practices During the COVID-19
Pandemic
A total of 17.71% (5118/28,904) of all included publications
were mainly about clinical care practices for non–COVID-19
patients during the COVID-19 pandemic (eg, [29-33]). The
following authors published the highest number of publications
related to this topic: Karthik Rajasekaran (n=14), Francesco
Esperto (n=12), Raju Vaishya (n=9), Namrata Sharma (n=8),
and Santosh G Honavar (n=8). The top 5 journals publishing
articles related to this topic were Otolaryngology-Head and
Neck Surgery (n=115), the Journal of the European Academy
of Dermatology and Venereology (n=45), Cureus Journal of
Medical Science (n=41), Anaesthesia (n=40), and World
Neurosurgery (n=35). In this cluster, the first article was
published on January 3, 2020. There was a considerable rise in
the number of weekly publications from week 12 until it reached
a peak in week 23 (n=479); this was followed by a sharp
decrease (Multimedia Appendix 1). The mean number of weekly
publications in this cluster was 175.2 (SD 159.6).

Topic 3: Clinical Characteristics and Risk Factors of
COVID-19
This topic was discussed in 11.46% (3313/28,904) of the
publications (eg, [34-38]). The top 5 authors who published the
highest number of publications in this cluster were Lei Liu
(n=25), Lanjuan Li (n=13), Jifang Sheng (n=10), Giuseppe Lippi
(n=9), and Nanshan Zhong (n=9). The top 5 journals and
preprint servers publishing articles related to this topic were the
Journal of Medical Virology (n=109), medRxiv (n=57), Cureus
Journal of Medical Science (n=35), Clinical Infectious Diseases
(n=33), and the International Journal of Infectious Diseases
(n=32). The first article related to this topic was published on
January 17, 2020. The mean number of weekly publications in
this cluster was 113.7 (SD 98.9), and the highest number of
weekly publications was 266 in week 20 (Multimedia Appendix
1).

Topic 4: Epidemic Models for COVID-19 Spread
A total of 10.25% (2964/28,904) of the included publications
were related to this topic (eg, [39-43]). The 5 most prominent
authors in this cluster were Gerardo Chowell (n=22), Benjamin
J Cowling (n=18), Kenji Mizumoto (n=14), Shi Zhao (n=13),
and Rosalind M Eggo (n=13). The most common journals and
preprint servers where the articles related to this topic were
published included Chaos, Solitons & Fractals (n=73), medRxiv
(n=66), the International Journal of Infectious Diseases (n=36),
Zhonghua liuxingbingxue zazhi (n=30), and bioRxiv (n=26).
The first paper related to this topic was published on the January
19, 2020. Although there was a sharp increase in the number
of weekly publications between weeks 12 and 15, the trend was

almost stable from week 15 to week 22. Then, a rapid decline
in the number of weekly publications was noticed (Multimedia
Appendix 1). The mean number of weekly publications in this
cluster was 101.6 (SD 68.2).

Topic 5: Therapies and Vaccines for COVID-19
In all, 6.38% (1845/28,904) of the publications were about the
development and repurposing of therapies and vaccines for
COVID-19 (eg, [44-47]). The following authors published the
highest number of articles related to this topic: Wei Zhang
(n=13), Xiuna Yang (n=9), Haitao Yang (n=9), Zihe Rao (n=9),
and Yao Zhao (n=8). The journals and preprint servers
publishing the highest number of studies in this cluster were
bioRxiv (n=174), the Journal of Biomolecular Structure and
Dynamics (n=74), Trials (n=49), the Journal of Medical
Virology (n=20), and Clinical Pharmacology & Therapeutics
(n=14). In this cluster, the first article was published on January
6, 2020. The number of weekly publications increased
dramatically from week 14 until a peak was reached in week
22 (n=144); thereafter, it decreased noticeably (Multimedia
Appendix 1). The mean number of weekly publications in this
cluster was 62.9 (SD 52.3).

Topic 6: Host Immune Response to 19-nCoV
This topic was discussed in about 6.36% (1837/28,904) of the
publications (eg, [48-52]). Authors who had the highest number
of publications related to this topic were Alessandro Sette (n=7),
Stanley Perlman (n=6), Nima Rezaei (n=6), Irfan Rahman (n=5),
and Akiko Iwasaki (n=6). The top 5 journals and preprint servers
in terms of publishing articles related to this topic were bioRxiv
(n=199), Medical Hypotheses (n=50), the Journal of Medical
Virology (n=49), Frontiers in Immunology (n=22), and the
British Journal of Haematology (n=19). The earliest article
related to this topic was published on January 2, 2020. From
that date until week 14, there was a slight increase in the number
of weekly publications before it increased markedly, peaking
in week 25 (n=155) (Multimedia Appendix 1). The mean
number of weekly publications in this cluster was 62.8 (SD
54.6).

Topic 7: Diagnosis of COVID-19 Using Polymerase
Chain Reaction
Using polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for diagnosing
COVID-19 was a key topic discussed in 5.54% (1602/28,904)
of the publications (eg, [53-57]). The most common authors
writing about this topic were Alexander L Greninger (n=11),
Kwok-Yung Yuen (n=10), Jasper Fuk-Woo Chan (n=9), Kelvin
Kai-Wang To (n=9), and Cyril Chik-Yan Yip (n=9). The top 5
journals and preprint servers that published the highest number
of studies related to this topic were bioRxiv (n=136), the Journal
of Medical Virology (n=53), the Journal of Clinical Virology
(n=40), medRxiv (n=31), and Clinical Infectious Diseases
(n=30). The earliest study in this cluster was published at the
beginning of week 3. The highest number of weekly publications
was 119 in weeks 22 and 23 (Multimedia Appendix 1). The
mean number of weekly publications related to this topic was
54.8 (SD 45.6).
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Topic 8: Mental Health and Disorders During the
COVID-19 Pandemic
This topic is about COVID-19–related mental health and
disorders, which was explored by 3.17% (915/28,904) of the
publications (eg, [58-62]). The top 5 authors in terms of number
of publications related to this topic were Valerie A Canady
(n=15), Mark D Griffiths (n=8), Stephen X Zhang (n=6), Zhilei
Shang (n=5), and Modesto Leite Rolim Neto (n=5). The top 5
journals publishing studies related to this topic were
Psychological Trauma: Theory, Research, Practice, and Policy
(n=101); Psychiatry Research (n=48); the International Journal
of Environmental Research and Public Health (n=37); the
Journal of Affective Disorders (n=23); and Mental Health
Weekly (n=23). In this cluster, the first article was published
at the beginning of week 8. There was a considerable rise in the
number of weekly publications from week 14 until a peak was
reached in week 23 (n=94); this was followed by a steep decline
(Multimedia Appendix 1). The mean number of weekly
publications in this cluster was 31.1 (SD 30.9).

Topic 9: Diagnosis of COVID-19 Based on Chest
Imaging
Diagnosis of COVID-19 based on chest imaging (eg, x-ray and
computed tomography) was the main topic in 3.02%
(874/28,904) of the included publications (eg, [63-67]). The 5
most prominent authors in this topic were Liming Xia (n=14),
Michael Chung (n=12), Hongjun Li (n=11), Dinggang Shen
(n=11), and Fuhua Yan (n=11). The top 5 journals in this cluster
were European Radiology (n=38), Radiology (n=21), the
American Journal of Roentgenology (n=17), Radiology:
Cardiothoracic Imaging (n=16), and Clinical Nuclear Medicine
(n=16). The first article about this topic was published on
February 3, 2020. The mean number of weekly publications in
this cluster was 29.9 (SD 21.4), and the highest number of
weekly publications was 60 in week 18 (Multimedia Appendix
1).

Topic 10: Social Distancing Measures
A total of 3% (868/28,904) of the articles discussed the topic
of social distancing measures used to fight against the
COVID-19 pandemic (eg, [68-72]). Authors who had the highest
number of publications related to this topic were Lei Zhang
(n=7), Adam J Kucharski (n=6), Amy Gimma (n=5), Gerardo
Chowell (n=5), and Petra Klepac (4). The top 5 journals and
preprint servers in terms of publishing articles related to this
topic were medRxiv (n=28); Chaos, Solitons & Fractals (n=6);
Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report (n=5); Science (n=5);
and Disaster Medicine and Public Health Preparedness (n=5).
The earliest article related to this topic was published in week
7. There was a dramatic rise in the number of weekly
publications between week 12 and week 19; thereafter, the trend
was unstable from week 20 to week 29 (Multimedia Appendix
1). The mean number of weekly publications in this cluster was
29.8 (SD 26.8).

Topic 11: Virus Genomics
Around 2.82% (816/28,904) of the publications were about
genome sequences of 2019-nCoV (eg, [73-77]). The most
common authors writing about this topic were Massimo Ciccozzi

(n=11), Andrew Rambaut (n=11), Marta Giovanetti (n=10),
Silvia Angeletti (n=10), and Domenico Benvenuto (n=9). The
top 5 journals and preprint servers that published the highest
number of studies in this cluster were bioRxiv (n=295); the
Journal of Medical Virology (n=32); Microbiology Resource
Announcements (n=14); Viruses (n=13); and Infection, Genetics
and Evolution (n=12). The earliest study in this cluster was
published at the beginning of week 4. The mean number of
weekly publications in this cluster was 27.7 (SD 18.2). The
highest number of weekly publications was 56 in week 24
(Multimedia Appendix 1).

Topic 12: Protein Structures of 2019-nCoV
About 2.44% (706/28,904) of the included publications focused
on structures and functions of 2019-nCoV proteins (eg, [78-82]).
The top 5 authors in terms of the number of publications related
to this topic were Ralph S Baric (n=14), Jason S McLellan
(n=12), Shibo Jiang (n=10), James Brett Case (n=10), and Daniel
Wrapp (n=10). The journals and preprint servers publishing the
highest number of studies in this cluster were bioRxiv (n=333),
the Journal of Virology (n=15), the Journal of Biomolecular
Structure & Dynamics (n=15), Science (n=13), and the Journal
of Medical Virology (n=11). The earliest study related to this
topic was published on January 3, 2020. The mean number of
weekly publications in this cluster was 24.2 (SD 18.6). The
highest number of weekly publications was 68 in week 25
(Multimedia Appendix 1).

Topic 13: Host Cell Entry
Host cell entry for 19-nCoV (via angiotensin-converting enzyme
2) was a key topic discussed in 2.02% (584/28,904) of the
reviewed publications (eg, [83-87]). The 5 most prominent
authors in this cluster were Serpil Erzurum (n=4), Giuseppe
Lippi (n=4), Daniel Batlle (n=4), Hong Gao (n=4), and Claudio
Cavallini (n=3). The most common journals and preprint servers
in this cluster were bioRxiv (n=117), the Journal of Medical
Virology (n=11), Medical Hypotheses (n=10), European
Respiratory Journal (n=8), and medRxiv (n=7). The first article
related to this topic was published in the mid of week 4. The
number of weekly publications was almost stable between weeks
4 and 13. Thereafter, a sharp increase was noticed between
weeks 14 and 16, but it was not stable from then until week 29
(Multimedia Appendix 1). The number of publications in week
20 was the highest (n=50). The mean number of weekly
publications in this cluster was 19.9 (SD 16.6).

Topic 14: Patients With Cancer During the COVID-19
Pandemic
A total of 1.53% (441/28,904) of the included publications were
about patients with cancer during the COVID-19 pandemic (eg,
[88-91]). The following authors published the highest number
of articles related to this topic: Solange Peters (n=6), Umberto
Ricardi (n=5), Conghua Xie (n=5), Giuseppe Curigliano (n=5),
and Alessio Cortellini (n=4). The top 5 journals in terms of
publishing articles related to this topic were Head & Neck
(n=16), ecancermedicalscience (n=15), Radiotherapy and
Oncology (n=10), Advances in Radiation Oncology (n=8), and
Cancer Discovery (n=8). From week 1 to 7, only 1 study related
to this topic was published. The highest number of weekly
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publications was in week 22 (n=49), but since then, the number
of weekly publications declined steeply (Multimedia Appendix
1). The mean number of weekly publications related to this
topic was 15.2 (SD 14.4).

Topic 15: Detection of 2019-nCoV Antibodies
Detection of antibodies against 2019-nCoV using serological
assays was a topic discussed in 1.42% (411/28,904) of all
publications (eg, [92-96]). The top 5 authors writing about this
topic were Florian Krammer (n=6), Jing Wang (n=6), Yong
Zhang (n=5), Juan Chen (n=5), and Viviana Simon (n=5). The
top 5 journals and preprint servers that published the highest
number of studies in this cluster were bioRxiv (n=30), medRxiv
(n=20), the Journal of Medical Virology (n=18), the Journal of
Clinical Virology (n=14), and the Journal of Clinical
Microbiology (n=7). Only 1 study in this cluster was published
in the first 6 weeks. There was a dramatic increase in the number
of weekly publications between weeks 16 and 21. Although the
number of weekly publications slightly decreased from week
22 until week 26, it increased rapidly until reaching the peak in
weeks 28 and 29 (n=36) (Multimedia Appendix 1). The mean
number of weekly publications in this cluster was 14.1 (SD
12.8).

Topic 16: Personal Protective Equipment
Around 1.21% (350/28,904) of the publications focused on
personal protective equipment in the COVID-19 era (eg,
[97-100]). Authors who published the most in this cluster were
Holly Seale (n=3), Keith K Wannomae (n=3), Lei Liao (n=3),
Wang Xiao (n=3), and Steven Chu (n=3). The highest numbers
of studies were published in the following journals and preprint
servers: the American Journal of Infection Control (n=8), the
Journal of Hospital Infection (n=7), Anaesthesia (n=6), the
Journal of the European Academy of Dermatology and
Venereology (n=6), ACS Nano (n=5), and medRxiv (n=5). No
articles in this cluster were published before week 9. The mean
number of weekly publications in this cluster was 11.9 (SD
11.6). The highest number of weekly publications was 34 in
week 23 (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Topic 17: Diabetes Mellitus and COVID-19
Health care management, clinical characteristics, and risk factors
for mortality of COVID-19 patients with diabetes was discussed
in 1.16% (336/28,904) of the included articles (eg, [101-104].
The 5 most prominent authors in this cluster were Hui Wang
(n=5), Sam Foster (n=4), Anoop Misra (n=4), Béatrice
Bouhanick (n=3), and Kamlesh Khunti (n=3). The most common
journals in this cluster were Diabetes Research and Clinical
Practice (n=20), Diabetology & Metabolic Syndrome (n=17),
the British Journal of Nursing (n=10), the Journal of the
American Medical Directors Association (n=7), and Diabetes
Technology & Therapeutics (n=6). Only 4 articles related to
this topic were published between weeks 1 and 12. However,
there was a substantial increase in the number of weekly
publications from week 17 until the peak was reached in week
20 (n=35); this was followed by a slight decrease (Multimedia
Appendix 1). The mean number of weekly publications in this
cluster was 11.4 (SD 11.6).

Topic 18: Pregnancy and Childbirth During the
COVID-19 Pandemic
About 1.08% (312/28,904) of the publications focused on
numerous aspects of pregnancy and childbirth during the
COVID-19 pandemic (eg, [105-109]). The most common
authors writing about this topic were Ling Feng (n=7), Jiafu Li
(n=6), Olivier Picone (n=5), Dunjin Chen (n=5), and Guoqiang
Sun (n=5). The top 5 journals in terms of publishing articles in
this cluster were the International Journal of Gynaecology and
Obstetrics (n=18), The Journal of Maternal-Fetal & Neonatal
Medicine (n=16), the American Journal of Obstetrics and
Gynecology (n=20), Obstetrics and Gynecology (n=10), and
the American Journal of Perinatology (n=9). The earliest article
in this cluster was published on February 10, 2020. The mean
number of weekly publications related to this topic was 10.8
(SD 8.9), and the highest number of weekly publications was
27 in week 21 (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Topic 19: Organ Transplantation During the COVID-19
Pandemic
Organ transplantation in the era of COVID-19 was a key topic
in 0.76% (219/28,904) of the included articles (eg, [110-113])
The top 5 authors in terms of number of publications related to
this topic were Paolo Cravedi (n=4), Zhishui Chen (n=4),
Luciano De Carlis (n=4), Lai Wei (n=4), and Ashley Fan (n=3).
The top 5 journals in terms of publishing articles related to this
topic were the American Journal of Transplantation (n=69),
Transplant Infectious Disease (n=35), Transplant International
(n=11), Transplantation Proceedings (n=10), and Liver
Transplantation (n=5). Only one study in this cluster was
published before week 12. The mean number of weekly
publications related to this topic was 7.5 (SD 8.3), and the
highest number of weekly publications was 26 in week 24
(Multimedia Appendix 1).

Discussion

Principal Findings
We found that 5.92% (1714/28,904) of the included published
articles were hosted on preprint servers (bioRxiv or medRxiv).
Although these servers are not the only preprint servers available
in the academic publishing landscape (many journals publish
articles online before they go into print, and we have also
observed a rise of purely online journals), they are indicative
of the pace with which new knowledge is made available by
the international research community. Since such preprint
servers do not undergo formal peer reviewing and are, thus, not
regarded publications in the traditional academic sense, many
researchers are using this device to make findings available and
to solicit feedback from the international community before
undergoing formal peer-reviewing by journals—a process that
takes at least 2 months to get the submitted paper published.

Among the peer-reviewed journals, the Journal of Medical
Virology has published the highest number of
COVID-19–related articles (n=468). Aristovnik et al and
Hossain also listed the Journal of Medical Virology in the top-5
journals publishing COVID-19–related articles [6,14]. The
Journal of Medical Virology clearly stands out, as it has
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published more than twice the number of papers compared to
the second-ranked journal—the International Journal of
Environmental Research and Public Health (n=223). Aristovnik
et al [6] listed the International Journal of Environmental
Research and Public Health among the 10 top-ranked journals
based on COVID-19–related research articles [6]. The source
normalized impact per paper (SNIP), in the year 2019, was
0.780 for the Journal of Medical Virology [114] and 1.248 for
the International Journal of Environmental Research and Public
Health [115], and the average time from the submission to the
first decision was about 6 weeks [116] and 3 weeks [117],
respectively. We believe the speed of the reviewing process of
these journals may have motivated the authors to submit their
work to these journals.

Considering the study methods, we found that the highest
number of studies (n=1515) were surveys, followed by reviews
(systematic review, scoping review, or meta-analyses), as shown
in Table 3. As the number of research studies on COVID-19 is
rapidly increasing, review articles are of utmost importance to

summarize the ongoing effort and progress to combat against
COVID-19. We found case-control studies to be the lowest
represented study design (n=62 only). We speculate that the
lack of available data was the main reason for the scarcity of
this type of research study. Interestingly, 362 randomized control
trials in 7 months indicate the enormous effort made by the
scientific community to combat this pandemic.

Furthermore, we grouped the 19 topics addressed in the included
studies into six thematic areas (summarized in Table 6). The
dominant thematic clusters were “Clinical aspects” (29.17%)
and “Epidemiology” (28.91%). The “Clinical aspects” theme
covers multiple aspects of the clinical practices for patient care
and risk factors related to COVID-19. It consists of two topics
(ie, “clinical care practices for patients during the COVID-19
pandemic” and “clinical characteristics and risk factors of
COVID-19). Interestingly, the “Epidemiology” theme also
comprises only two topics (ie, “Public health response” and
“Epidemic models for COVID-19 spread”), further underscoring
the dominance of these topics.

Table 6. Topics grouped by thematic cluster, including the percentage of articles by topic and cluster.

Cluster domi-
nance (%)

Topic dominance (%)Articles (N=28,904), nThematic cluster, topic number, and title

29.17Clinical aspects

17.715118Clinical care practices for patients during the COVID-19 pandemic(2)

11.463313Clinical characteristics and risk factors of COVID-19(3)

28.91Epidemiology

18.665393Public health response(1)

10.252964Epidemic models for COVID-19 spread(4)

21.03Therapeutics

6.381845Therapies and vaccines for COVID-19(5)

6.361837Host immune response(6)

2.82816Virus genomics(11)

2.44706Protein structures of 2019-nCoV(12)

2.02584Host cell entry(13)

9.98Diagnostics

5.541602Diagnosis of COVID-19 using PCR(7)

3.02874Diagnosis of COVID-19 based on chest imaging(9)

1.42411Detection of 2019-nCoV antibodies(15)

7.70Related conditions

3.17915Mental health and disorders during the COVID-19 pandemic(8)

1.53441Patients with cancer during the COVID-19 pandemic(14)

1.16336Diabetes mellitus and COVID-19(17)

1.08312Pregnancy and childbirth during the COVID-19 pandemic(18)

0.76219Organ transplantation during the COVID-19 pandemic(19)

4.21Prevention

3868Social distancing measures(10)

1.21350Personal protective equipment(16)
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The third most prominent theme “Therapeutics” (21.03%)
comprises five topics, making it the most diverse theme; the
topics in this theme range from “host cell entry” to drug
discovery–related terms such as “Protein structures of
2019-nCoV” and “Virus genomics,” as well as “Therapies and
vaccines for COVID-19.” This theme highlights the initiatives
of the scientific community to discover drugs and vaccines and
understand the underlying virus-host mechanism to pave the
way for effective therapeutic solutions for COVID-19.
Considering the severity of COVID-19, we believe there still
may be a lack of publications in this theme, despite comprising
slightly more than 20% of all articles. We believe that, as clinical
practices and public health responses mature, this theme will
receive more research articles in the near future.

Almost 10% of articles form the “Diagnostics” theme. This
theme focuses on the diagnosis of COVID-19 based on PCR,
radiological images, or antibodies. PCR is among the most
accurate technologies to diagnose COVID-19 [114], which
explains the numerous relevant publications. Due to the
advancement of deep learning techniques, radiological
image-based diagnosis is becoming more effective and has the
potential to save time in clinical environments [115]. As a result,
we observed a large number of publications on radiological
image-based analyses, which is captured under the topic
“Diagnosis of COVID-19 based on chest imaging.” Antibodies,
developed in hosts combatting the novel coronavirus, can be
considered a detection mechanism that may play an important
role complementary to PCR testing [116]. It can be very
effective for the diagnosis of patients with asymptomatic
COVID-19 or negative RT–PCR results [117]. We also noticed
many publications on antibody responses against COVID-19,
which are covered by the topic “Detection of 2019-nCoV
antibodies”.

The interplay between COVID-19 and related medical
conditions is captured by the “Related conditions” theme. This
theme not only comprises articles discussing related conditions
caused by COVID-19 but also other conditions that may elevate
the COVID-19 risk for the patients with those conditions. About
8% of all articles fall into this theme, covering topics such as
mental disorder, diabetes, cancer, pregnancy, childbirth
complications, and organ transplantation.

Only slightly more than 4% of all articles fall into the
“Prevention” theme. This may be surprising, since prevention
is of utmost importance while vaccines and treatments are still
under development. However, we believe that this theme is not
covered by more studies due to the recent wide acceptance and
effectiveness of social distancing and personal protective
equipment. Consequently, we expect the percentage of articles
grouped in this theme to further reduce in the future. Further
insights into the research landscape and the shift in themes over
time is summarized in Multimedia Appendix 2.

We noticed that biomedical informatics had a crucial role in
several topics. For instance, clinical decision support systems
were used in many studies to diagnose COVID-19 based on
chest imaging. Telemedicine was also used in multiple studies
to provide the required health care support for the patients during
the COVID-19 pandemic. Further, mobile applications,

including contact tracing apps, were one of the main social
distancing measures described in these studies. AI-based models
were used in multiple studies to predict protein structures of
2019-nCoV to understand the underlying mechanism of
drug-target interaction. Many studies proposed novel AI-based
models to discover COVID-19 drugs and vaccines and repurpose
existing drugs approved by the Food and Drug Administration
as a part of the treatment plan for COVID-19.

Strengths and Limitations

Strengths
To the best of our knowledge, our study covers the largest
collection of COVID-19–related articles (N=28,904, after
considering the inclusion and exclusion criteria) published in
the period of 7 months (January to mid-July 2020). The main
strength of this study is that it demonstrates the feasibility of
mostly automated, AI-based data mining at scale. We believe
this is of utmost importance because articles on COVID-19 are
published faster than nonautomatic surveys can organize,
analyze, and present them to the scientific community.

Limitations
All the publications were collected from only one specific
database (CORD-19), so we may have missed some studies or
preprints that were not considered in this database. Given the
substantial number of publications included in our analysis, we
are confident that a large part of the COVID-19 literature was
covered. Further, we did not conduct a detailed manual analysis
of studies published in journals such as Journal of Medical
Internet Research and the International Journal of Medical
Informatics to evaluate the use of eHealth technologies for
COVID-19, which we believe is beyond the scope of our work
and requires other study methodologies such as systematic or
scoping review. However, readers are referred to several studies
and reviews, which have been conducted to explore eHealth
technologies used in the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic
[118-121].

We only considered the articles published in the English
language, which may introduce some bias in our analysis.
Additionally, articles published after mid-July 2020 were not
considered in this study. Moreover, due to the inherent limitation
of the bibliographic analysis, which enabled high-level profiling
of the text from the corpus of literature, we cannot provide any
evidence-based solution for the diagnosis and treatment of
COVID-19. Further analysis of the articles that fall under each
topic should be considered more carefully.

For this study, we only analyzed article titles, abstracts, and
author data. As a result, we could not identify the country of
publication for 11,634 articles (around 40%). Although we
removed duplicates, academic publications undergo subtle
morphology changes. These come in the form of revisions,
preprints, follow-up studies, among others. Given only the
abstract and title were screened, we cannot rule out that some
publications may have substantial overlaps. Finally, there exist
ambiguities with respect to author and journal names because
authors with the same name can only be resolved uniquely by
affiliation or, in some cases, other identifiers such as ORCID.
If such elucidating identifiers are missing, automatic
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disambiguation is not possible. Likewise, journals may be
referred to by a plethora of acronyms. Therefore, our study may
have merged multiple authors into one person and split journals
into multiple entities.

Practical and Research Implications

Practical Implications
This study demonstrates the feasibility of AI-based, largely
automatic data mining of large corpora of academic publications.
Given the pace and dynamics at which COVID-19 research is
being conducted at this time, attempts to manually survey the
literature will almost certainly fall behind the state-of-the-art,
unless specific and confined subtopics are under scrutiny.
Automatic data mining, on the other hand, is hindered by the
inherent noise in the data (eg, lack of ORCIDs and inability to
track genesis and evolution of articles properly). This means
that results accurate to every single paper and author are
impossible to extract, unless publishers (eg, using blockchain
technology) develop a way to trace genesis and evolution of
individual publications and unique authors. It is therefore
important to stress that such automatic textual analysis is
performed at scale. If conducted at scale, we would argue that
exact numbers may not matter as much as they once may have,
considering that being off by as many as 30 individual
publications while screening of almost 29,000 publications
means that being off by as many as 30 individual publications
is would still constitute a negligible fraction of the overall
corpus. We, therefore, believe the numbers we have presented
in this report to be aggregates that are representative of a vibrant
and rapidly evolving research landscape and that they highlight
trends and shifting interests in topics. Whereas automated data
mining excels at providing up-to-date, broad overviews of the
field as a whole, manual surveys excel at providing detailed
overviews of specific topics. We, therefore, see this study
complementing previous manual reviews.

Research Implications
This study highlighted the effectiveness of AI methods in the
analysis of a large corpus of literature, which researchers can

use to perform machine learning–based bibliometric analysis
of eHealth-related literature to explore the use of eHealth
technologies for COVID-19.

Among the research themes summarized in Table 6, we see the
direst need for more research in the “Therapeutics” theme, as
clinical aspects and epidemiological aspects are better
understood and best practices continue to be more commonly
implemented. Consequently, we see this shift in the proportion
of articles at the expense of the “Clinical Aspects” and
“Epidemiology” themes, as well as the “Prevention” theme.
The reason is that the impact of related topics “Social
distancing” and “Personal preventive equipment” should be
well understood and implemented by now.

In the context of performing bibliometric reviews based on
automatically extracted topics, the most important research
challenge is to develop methods that are more robust against
noise and can process not only abstracts, titles, and author lists,
but the entire full text of the publications. Although
computationally extremely demanding, this would allow
assessing any overlaps between publications, which is a stronger
measure than the binary decision of duplicity.

Conclusions
This study provides a comprehensive overview of the
COVID-19 literature. Specifically, we identified the main
COVID-19–related topics addressed in the existing literature;
weekly trends of publications; and top countries, authors, and
publishers. This study will help the research community to
understand the evolution of the COVID-19–related literature;
prioritize research needs; and recognize the leading researchers,
institutes, countries, and publishers for each topic. AI-based
bibliometric analysis has the potential to rapidly explore large
corpora of academic publications. Publishers should avoid noise
in the data by developing a way to trace the evolution of
individual publications and unique authors.
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Abstract

Background: Australia has successfully controlled the COVID-19 pandemic. Similar to other high-income countries, Australia
has extensively used telehealth services. Virtual health care, including telemedicine in combination with remote patient monitoring,
has been implemented in certain settings as part of new models of care that are aimed at managing patients with COVID-19
outside the hospital setting.

Objective: This study aimed to describe the implementation of and early experience with virtual health care for community
management of patients with COVID-19.

Methods: This observational cohort study was conducted with patients with COVID-19 who availed of a large Australian
metropolitan health service with an established virtual health care program capable of monitoring patients remotely. We included
patients with COVID-19 who received the health service, could self-isolate safely, did not require immediate admission to an
in-patient setting, had no major active comorbid illness, and could be managed at home or at other suitable sites. Skin temperature,
pulse rate, and blood oxygen saturation were remotely monitored. The primary outcome measures were care escalation rates,
including emergency department presentation, and hospital admission.

Results: During March 11-29, 2020, a total of 162 of 173 (93.6%) patients with COVID-19 (median age 38 years, range 11-79
years), who were diagnosed locally, were enrolled in the virtual health care program. For 62 of 162 (38.3%) patients discharged
during this period, the median length of stay was 8 (range 1-17) days. The peak of 100 prevalent patients equated to approximately
25 patients per registered nurse per shift. Patients were contacted a median of 16 (range 1-30) times during this period. Video
consultations (n=1902, 66.3%) comprised most of the patient contacts, and 132 (81.5%) patients were monitored remotely. Care
escalation rates were low, with an ambulance attendance rate of 3% (n=5), emergency department attendance rate of 2.5% (n=4),
and hospital admission rate of 1.9% (n=3). No deaths were recorded.

Conclusions: Community-based virtual health care is safe for managing most patients with COVID-19 and can be rapidly
implemented in an urban Australian setting for pandemic management. Health services implementing virtual health care should
anticipate challenges associated with rapid technology deployments and provide adequate support to resolve them, including
strategies to support the use of health information technologies among consumers.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e21064)   doi:10.2196/21064
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Introduction

Australia has been remarkably successful in controlling the
COVID-19 pandemic, having reported some of the lowest
numbers of cases and deaths among other high-income countries
[1]. This success is attributed to a rapid nationwide coordinated
public health response to implement strong control measures
that include widespread testing and contact tracing, social
distancing, prohibition of public gatherings, use of face masks,
and restrictions on international and domestic travel, including
a mandatory quarantine period for those arriving from other
countries [2,3]. The Australian government has also
implemented nationwide funding for telehealth services, which
is now a permanent reform, leading to rapid adoption of
telehealth services [4].

COVID-19 manifests relatively mildly in most cases; however,
approximately 14% of infected individuals develop severe
disease that requires hospitalization, and 5% require admission
to an intensive care unit [2]. The vast majority of COVID-19
cases in Australia have been actively monitored and managed
by the public health system, and this arrangement was
sustainable owing to the small number of cases and effective
contact tracing systems. However, it was initially speculated
that the Australian health care system had inadequate acute care
facilities and intensive care unit beds to manage the high
expected case load, which led to the rapid exploration of new
models of acute care [5,6].

Virtual health care (VHC) is a model of health service delivery,
which substitutes in-person consultations with telephonic or
video consultations and often includes asynchronous data
collection from the patient via survey tools with or without
real-time remote monitoring. VHC is emerging as a central
strategy to manage large numbers of medical patients affected
by the COVID-19 pandemic, as this can maximize the use of
limited clinical resources, reduce pressure on acute care
facilities, and reduce the risk of health care–associated infections
[7]. Studies have reported high satisfaction rates for telehealth
services among patients and clinicians, with comparable clinical
and service outcomes for chronic diseases [8]. Smith et al [9]
reported on telehealth deployments in other crises including
hurricanes Harvey and Irma. VHC-based models of acute care
for COVID-19 management in high-income countries are
emerging [10-17]. However, few models that include continuous
remote monitoring of clinical observations and extensive
utilization of videoconferencing platforms have been reported.

This study describes the rapid deployment of a VHC model that
includes remote monitoring of clinical observations and routine
use of videoconferencing platforms within a large Australian
metropolitan public health service for managing outpatients
with COVID-19.

Methods

Setting
Sydney Local Health District (SLHD) is a large metropolitan
public health service in New South Wales, Australia,

encompassing 5 hospitals, 4 large community health centers,
and 12,000 staff. SLHD is responsible for the health and
well-being of approximately 700,000 individuals living within
its geographic boundaries and approximately 1,000,000
individuals who travel to the city each day for work, study, and
recreation [18].

SLHD has been implementing telehealth and VHC modalities
for several years. On February 3, 2020, SLHD commenced
operations of the Royal Prince Alfred Virtual Hospital
(rpavirtual), Australia’s first metropolitan virtual hospital [19].
This service was established as a 12-month pilot program
providing at-home and remote web-based nursing services. The
initial patient cohorts included those seeking palliative care,
adult patients with cystic fibrosis, and those at the risk of
recurrent lower leg wounds. rpavirtual has a robust operational
and clinical governing body including a general manager and
a clinical director to oversee its operations, and it is embedded
in the organizational structure of the health service, which
includes a dedicated public health unit (PHU).

Colocated in the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital campus in
Camperdown, New South Wales, rpavirtual is a 24/7 care center
with technology-enabled multidisciplinary team rooms,
handover areas, tracking boards, and several care pods. The
care pods provide access to the electronic medical record (EMR)
and shared care planning and remote monitoring tools. They
are equipped with videoconferencing and telephone facilities
and are staffed by nurses who can remotely monitor multiple
patients simultaneously. The facility has medical staff on site
and is under the supervision of a clinical director and director
of nursing. A team of >100 community nurses are available to
deliver in-home nursing care to complement VHC services.

On March 5, 2020, in response to the COVID-19 pandemic in
Australia, rpavirtual began a rapid redesign of care systems to
provide VHC to patients with COVID-19 managed in the
community. The first patients were enrolled on March 11, 2020.
This study describes the early experience with VHC use to
manage patients with COVID-19 in the community up to and
including March 29, 2020. The original patient cohorts
continued receiving VHC and their outcomes are described
separately.

The SLHD ethics review committee reviewed this study, and
no ethical concerns were raised regarding the study or
publication of the results.

Population
Patients who attended COVID-19 testing clinics of the SLHD
and tested positive were informed of their outcomes by the local
PHU and referred to the rpavirtual care center. The care center
conducted an initial telephonic clinical assessment to ascertain
suitability for VHC. Inclusion criteria and relative exclusion
criteria are listed in Textbox 1.
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Textbox 1. Selection criteria of the Royal Prince Alfred Virtual Hospital for virtual health care for patients with COVID-19.

Inclusion criteria

• The public health unit is satisfied that the patient can self-isolate safely and understands how to manage self-isolation.

• The clinical team is satisfied that it is clinically appropriate to manage the patient at home and a caregiver can safely provide care to the patient
with appropriate personal protective equipment, or the patient can provide care to himself/herself, and a member of the clinical team carries out
daily monitoring and follow-up evaluation.

Relative exclusion criteria

• Individuals over 65 years of age with significant comorbidity including, but not limited to, cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, heart failure,
immunosuppression, stroke, liver disease, renal disease, and lung disease.

• Individuals under 65 years of age with one or more of the following comorbidities: lung disease, cardiovascular disease, renal disease (including
stage 5 chronic kidney disease or requiring renal replacement therapy including renal transplantation).

• Uncontrolled hypertension.

• Individuals at residential aged care facilities.

• Individuals aged <18 years.

• Pregnant women.

Patients matching one of the relative exclusion criteria were
still accepted into VHC subject to further discussion with their
treating physicians or an emergency medicine specialist. To be
able to use the supplied technology and videoconferencing
facilities, patients required access to a smartphone, tablet device,
or personal computer with an internet connection and video
capability.

Patients unable to self-isolate at home were offered alternative
accommodation managed by the health service.
Non–English-speaking patients were accepted with the support
of interpreters. Patients deemed ineligible or unsuitable for VHC
were required to be hospitalized. Multimedia Appendix 1
provides a schematic representation of the eligibility assessment
process of rpavirtual for patients with COVID-19.

Model of Care
The rpavirtual COVID-19 VHC model was based on early
detection of deterioration and managed care escalation for
deteriorating patients.

Vital signs, including respiratory rate, oxygen saturation, pulse
rate, and temperature, were monitored at home. Blood pressure
monitoring was not required. The care center contacted patients
at pre-arranged intervals thrice a day, including a video
consultation with the patient twice every 24 hours, thus
facilitating further assessment of symptoms and signs of
deterioration (Textbox 2) based on standard nursing assessment
approaches [20,21].
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Textbox 2. Telemedicine assessment items of the Royal Prince Alfred Virtual Hospital for patients with COVID-19. aClinical assessment was conducted
through video consultations, direct observation, patient-reported observations, or with remote monitoring devices (for temperature only).

Clinical progress

• Do you feel feverish or have chills?

• Do you have a cough?

• Do you feel short of breath or find it difficult to talk?

• Do you have any other symptoms?

Psychological screening

• How are you managing your home isolation?

• How are you coping generally?

Clinical assessmenta

• Airway

• Breathing: respiratory distress, respiratory rate, oxygen saturation, and other respiratory symptoms

• Cardiovascular system: appearance and heart rate

• Disability: alertness, cognition, mental state, and mobility

• Exposure (temperature): temperature

• Fluid balance: fluid and food intake and gastrointestinal symptoms and losses

• Glycemic control (if diabetic): blood glucose levels

Vital signs were recorded electronically in the EMR and tracked
against a standardized early warning system known as “Between
The Flags,” using the standard criteria for observing adults in
the general population (Multimedia Appendix 2) [22,23].

Clinical escalation of deteriorating patients was carried out
through managed transfer to the local emergency department
in an ambulance if clinically indicated. The ambulance service
was notified of the patient’s infectious status and advised to
contact the receiving emergency department prior to arrival. In
the event of escalation, the care center also notified the hospital
executive and the local PHU.

An escalation communication pathway was activated if a patient
could not be contacted by the care center. If a patient could not
be contacted after one telephone call, a text message was sent.
If the patient did not revert within 1 hour, a second text message
was sent, which expressed concern for their welfare. If the
patient did not respond to a third telephone call, the New South
Wales Police was contacted to conduct a welfare check.

Medical officers at rpavirtual were consulted through referral
from the care center staff to discuss patient deterioration,
escalation decision-making, medical certification, and
prescribing medications, although medication management was
not a component of the model of care.

Discharge from VHC was managed in accordance with the
following “release from isolation” criteria [24]: the individual
has been afebrile for the previous 48 hours, the acute illness
resolved in the previous 24 hours, at least 7 days have elapsed
since the onset of the acute illness, and a negative result was
obtained on RT–PCR with at least two consecutive respiratory
specimens collected 24 hours apart after the acute illness has
resolved.

Patients meeting the first three criteria were referred to a
COVID-19 testing clinic for repeat testing. On obtaining
negative results, the patient was discharged from VHC and
referred to their general practitioner for ongoing care.

Patient Experience
The use of technology by patients and their caregivers is central
to care delivery by rpavirtual. Once enrolled in VHC, new
patients were provided with a welcome pack containing the
following items: a welcome letter and videoconferencing
instructions, pulse oximeter and instructions for its use, a
temperature monitoring device and instructions for its use, New
South Wales Government COVID-19 factsheets, and a patient
responsibilities pamphlet.

Personal protective equipment (PPE) was provided immediately
after COVID-19 testing and then resupplied with the welcome
pack.

The welcome pack was delivered by a “Flying Squad” of health
informatics staff wearing appropriate PPE upon completion of
a home visit risk assessment. The rpavirtual Flying Squad
instructed patients to wear PPE when answering the door and
notified patients when they were 5 minutes away from their
homes.

Patients interacted with the rpavirtual team through video
consultations and a tollfree telephone service that operated 24/7.
Calls were scheduled with the patient to collect their
self-observations. Patients were advised to call the rpavirtual
call center or an ambulance if they experienced deterioration.
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Remote Monitoring Technology
Remote monitoring devices were evaluated to collect

patient-generated health data from patients with COVID-19 in
accordance with defined criteria (Textbox 3).

Textbox 3. Criteria of the Royal Prince Alfred Virtual Hospital for remote patient monitoring technology (in random order).

• Capable of measuring the desired clinical parameters (ie, heart rate, oxygen saturation, temperature, and respiratory rate)

• Capable of remote data collection and transmission (or able to be read by the patient)

• Usability for the medical team at Royal Prince Alfred Virtual Hospital

• Usability for patients with COVID-19 admitted to the Royal Prince Alfred Virtual Hospital

• Training and support requirements for the health informatics staff of Sydney Local Health District

• Listed on the Australian Register of Therapeutic Goods of the Therapeutic Goods Administration (Department of Health, Australian Government)
or able to be fast-tracked (eg, Conformité Européenne– or US Food and Drug Administration–marked)

• Supply chain availability to meet the scale, speed, and demand of the COVID-19 response

• Cost

• Compliance with cyber security, data security, and privacy and infection control requirements

No suitable single device that met all vital sign monitoring
requirements in accordance with the aforementioned criteria
was identified. Two devices were selected for use in the
COVID-19 program: a pulse oximeter and temperature patch

(Figure 1). No reliable device for measuring the respiratory rate
was identified; respiratory rate was measured through
videoconference consultations.

Figure 1. Remote monitoring equipment provided to patients for measurement of pulse, blood oxygen saturation, and temperature.

A wireless pulse oximeter (iHealth Air pulse oximeter PO3M,
iHealth Labs, Inc.) facilitated peripheral oxygen saturation and
pulse rate measurements. Pulse oximeters were only used by
one patient; they were not reused as they could not be adequately
disinfected. A single-use, wearable temperature monitor
(Temp°Traq Clinical, Blue Spark Technologies, Inc.) was

self-applied in the axilla and facilitated continuous temperature
monitoring. The device fed data continuously into a web-based
dashboard, providing the care center with an overview of all
patients. Each patch lasted 72 hours, and each patient was
provided with 3 patches to cover the first 9-11 days of isolation.
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Both devices had Bluetooth connectivity, but only the
temperature monitor required connection with a compatible
Apple or Android smartphone to be read; readings from the
pulse oximeter were read directly from the device and reported
through video consultations. Both devices were approved by
the US Food and Drug Administration and Conformité
Européenne–marked and either registered with the Therapeutic
Goods Administration (Department of Health, Australian
Government) or able to be fast-tracked but had only limited
prior evaluation in the clinical setting [25,26].

The Flying Squad prepared devices for delivery, including
precharging of the pulse oximeters and registering of all 3
temperature monitoring patches against the specific patient in
the monitoring portal. After delivery, they telephonically
contacted the patient to help them download and set up the
required mobile app, allowing temperature readings to be fed
continuously into a web-based dashboard. The care center had
access to an overview of all prevalent monitored patients with
color-coded parameters to identify patients with an abnormal
temperature or patches that did not function normally (Figure
2).

Figure 2. Screenshot of the temperature monitoring portal. This figure is from a demonstration system, and the temperature color indicators shown
here are configured differently from the version in use: ≥38.0 C=red, 37.5 C-37.9 C=orange, 36.0 C-37.4 C=green, <36.0 C=blue. Expired or nonfunctioning
patches are indicated in grey.

Patient-reported observations were manually documented in
the EMR (Cerner Millennium, Cerner Corp) in purpose-built
sections to allow them to be differentiated from other sources
of vital signs.

Video Consultations
Video consultations were carried out to visually assess the
patient, confirm vital signs recorded by wearable devices, and
to estimate the respiratory rate.

The rpavirtual care pods were fitted with high-definition
webcams and Bluetooth-enabled headsets to allow the patient
to see and hear the nurse. The care pods were configured to
facilitate privacy during conversations with the patients. Pull-up
backgrounds and feature walls were present behind each nurse
to minimize distractions on video.

A commercial web-based video conferencing solution Pexip
(Pexip AS) was used for remote video consultations. This
platform functioned on both desktop and mobile devices and
was endorsed by eHealth NSW, the state government agency
overseeing the use of technology in health care. Patients called

in to video consultations using their own computer or mobile
device.

Results

In March 11-29, 2020, 5821 individuals were tested for
COVID-19 at SLHD COVID-19 testing clinics, and 173
individuals tested positive. Of them, 162 (93.6%) were enrolled
in the rpavirtual program, and the remaining individuals were
admitted to hospital or referred to another health service. The
median age of the admitted patients was 38 (range 11-79) years;
3 patients aged <18 years and 2 pregnant women were admitted
to VHC.

The median number of admissions per day was 6 (range 1-30).
A total of 62 (38.3%) patients were discharged during this
period, with a median length of stay of 8 (range 1-17) days. At
the end of this period, 100 prevalent patients received VHC.

The care center commenced operations with 4
full-time–equivalent registered nurses and gradually increased
to 9.5 full-time–equivalent at the end of the period, which
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equated to a ratio of approximately 25 patients per registered
nurse per shift.

Patients were contacted 2865 times, with a median of 16 (range
1-50) contacts per patient. Video consultations (n=1902, 66.3%)
comprised the majority of patient contact, and telephonic
consultations (n=688, 24.0%) accounted for the remainder of
patient contact. The ratio of telephonic-to-video consultations
was 1:2.8. The median duration of each contact was 8.5 (IQR
5-15) minutes for telephonic consultations and 15 (IQR 13-15)
minutes for video consultations.

During March 18-29, 2020, the rpavirtual Flying Squad
delivered welcome packs with remote monitoring equipment
to 132 of 162 (81.5%) patients.

Ambulances were called to attend to 5 patients, and 4 patients
were transferred to the emergency department for assessment.
In total, 3 patients were subsequently admitted, and 1 was
discharged to continue with VHC at home. No deaths or police
welfare checks were recorded. However, one individual was
subject to a public health order for failing to adhere to
self-isolation requirements. Detailed patient outcomes will be
reported separately.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study describes the rapid implementation of a model of
care and technology to deliver VHC for community management
of patients with COVID-19. We found that by excluding
high-risk patients with COVID-19, we could include most
individuals testing positive upon local diagnosis. Through
remote clinical appraisal, supported by remote monitoring of
clinical observations, we observed low rates of deterioration,
with few patients requiring clinical escalation and no patient
deaths. The program also enrolled pregnant women and pediatric
patients, expanding the range of patients who may be suitable
for VHC for COVID-19 as an alternative to hospital in-patient
admission.

A range of technical and operational issues were expected with
the rapid implementation of video consultations [8]. Our model
of care required 3 patient contacts per day, with at least 2
contacts on video, to ensure adequate surveillance of signs of
deterioration and to measure the respiratory rate directly.
Initially, patients were scheduled for 10-minute video and
telehealth consultations. On encountering a problem with video
consultation, which the staff could not rapidly resolve, a
telephonic consultation was carried out instead. This is an
example of workaround—a common phenomenon when using
health information technology that is driven by the need to
resolve conflicting goals in a timely manner [27]. In this case,
the workaround was driven by the need to adhere to the schedule
of appointments rather than delaying to resolve the issue.
Improving the user experience for staff and patients required
both technical and workflow changes, and fixed appointment
slots were abandoned. The optimal approach to training and
support in VHC to avoid workarounds, particularly with a rapid
increase in staff redeployed from other areas of the business (in

the context of high service demands) requires further
consideration.

The need for enhanced support for patients to use health
information technologies was identified early in the
implementation. The model of care relied on the ability of
patients or their caregivers to use medical technology (pulse
oximeter and temperature patch) and digital health applications
(for temperature monitoring and video consultations). The use
of health information technology by consumers, known as
consumer health informatics, has a strong focus on usability
and accessibility [28,29]. We immediately realized that patients
enrolled in VHC could not easily download the temperature
monitoring application and connect it with the patches with the
instructions provided in the welcome pack alone. The welcome
packs delivered by the Flying Squad, a multidisciplinary health
informatics team, were ideally suited for providing additional
support. A process was established to contact patients shortly
after delivery of the welcome pack and support them in
achieving the goal of transmitting temperature readings to the
cloud-based monitoring panel. If consumer health technology
is to be relied on for health care delivery, health services will
require strategies to support it. While this has been explored in
the chronic disease setting, in which patients can avail of
in-person health services, this is not feasible during an infectious
disease pandemic [30]. Managed mobile health care platforms,
in which patients are provided with a tablet computer with all
relevant applications pre-installed and connected to relevant
peripherals, may simplify and improve the patient experience,
and rpavirtual has used this approach with other patient cohorts.
The role of health informaticians in supporting consumer health
informatics has received limited attention and warrants further
exploration.

A uniform model of care for all patients, regardless of care needs
or the risk of deterioration, may not be appropriate or necessary.
Risk stratification upon admission with enhanced monitoring
of patients at a higher risk of deterioration was considered,
although at the time, limited empirical evidence was available
to guide that strategy [31]. Pulse oximetry appears to be a useful
tool for risk stratification. Patients with COVID-19 experience
deterioration typically on day 7 of symptom onset, which was
the median period of hospitalization for patients who developed
an associated pneumonia [32]. Patient-reported pulse oximetry
measurements are effective for detecting silent hypoxia and
predicting hospitalization; this supports the use of this
technology for patient monitoring and risk stratification [16].
In addition to the primary management of COVID-19, pulse
oximetry has effectively facilitated decisions on the early
discharge of patients from hospital for a cohort of patients with
severe COVID-19, with particular benefits among patients with
a persistent need for oxygen therapy [13]. A risk-stratified care
pathway has now been developed and is being used to guide
ongoing patient management (Multimedia Appendix 3).

Rapid changes to the EMR are required to support VHC for
patients with COVID-19. EMRs are potentially useful tools for
rapid deployment of standardized processes, including responses
to the COVID-19 pandemic [33]. To support the redesign of
rpavirtual to provide care to patients with COVID-19, new
locations and patient lists were generated in the EMR. Access
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to the electronic Between the Flags record for detecting signs
of deterioration, previously only used in the in-patient setting,
was extended to all care center staff for community use. Clinical
documentation templates, simple reports, and modifications to
the results flowsheet to facilitate recording and clinical review
of patient-reported and remotely monitored clinical observations
were designed and implemented. However, communication
systems were managed separately from the EMR, with separate
systems used for text messaging, telephone calls, and
videoconferencing. A patient portal would have aided
communication and recording of patient-reported measures, as
previously reported [14,34]. A comprehensive and integrated
suite of digital health care tools would reduce fragmentation of
information systems and workflows and improve service
delivery by automating manual processes.

Mental health and well-being issues require further consideration
in the provision of VHC to patients with COVID-19 in Australia
owing to extensive quarantine and self-isolation periods. Such
measures for controlling infectious diseases have been associated
with negative psychological effects including posttraumatic
stress symptoms, confusion, and anger, with the potential to be
long-lasting [35]. Two questions directed toward psychological
assessment were included in the model to help recognize mental
health concerns. The psychological impact of self-isolation in
one’s own home may be different from that of individuals placed
in mandatory quarantine in hotels after arriving from other
countries, which has been a key strategy in Australia [3]. This
issue requires further study with consideration to provide access
to social workers, psychologists, and psychiatrists through VHC.
The key learnings from our experience are summarized in
Textbox 4.

Textbox 4. Key learnings from the use of virtual health care for acute management of patients with COVID-19 in Australia.

• The acute nature of COVID-19 and the potential for rapid patient deterioration required 24/7 operations.

• A ratio of approximately 1 nurse per 25 patients per shift was required to support a model of care with high extensive of videoconferencing and
continuous monitoring of patient observations with 24/7 operations; however, this could be reduced during low-activity periods such as during
nighttime when patient contact was not scheduled.

• There was a high administrative burden in managing communication and interactions with enrolled patients when virtual health care is used
without a digital patient engagement platform, such as a patient portal or other customer relationship management system with an integrated
communications suite.

• Pulse oximetry appears to be an important tool in virtual care models for COVID-19 management for risk stratification and detection of deterioration
and is feasible to use in the community. Readings that can be directly obtained from the device are useful.

• Consumers should be provided education, training, and support to use health technology if it is to be relied on for monitoring and management
in virtual care settings.

• Social isolation measures introduce mental health risks that need to be considered within models of care, including screening tools and virtual
access to appropriate services.

Comparison With Previous Studies
The use of VHC for managing outpatients with COVID-19 has
been widely reported with small cohorts, at single centers, or
in health systems. A consistent finding is that VHC is safe and
effective for hospital avoidance, with low rates of clinical care
escalation to the emergency department or other in-person
observations. However, there is significant heterogeneity in the
models of care and technology models, with few reports on
programs that highly utilize video consultations combined with
remote patient monitoring of clinical observations, including
pulse oximetry and temperature, along with 24/7 support.

The only other study from Australia, which described the
generation and use of a virtual ward within an existing hospital,
involved the referral of patients by the local public health
service, and patients were contacted once or twice a day only
by telephone [17].

Studies on the use of VHC for COVID-19 management in the
United States have reported the extensive use of patient portals,
patient-reported symptoms and observations, and the use of
telephonic consultations, with a reduced use of remote patient
monitoring systems and videoconferencing. One large health
system used symptom questionnaires on a daily basis to stratify
and prioritize enrolled patients with suspected or confirmed
COVID-19 for telephonic consultations. This system reported

low rates of escalation to the emergency department; however,
there was no access to remote monitoring or video consultations.
With increasing experience, a triage system was adopted to
exclude low-risk patients owing to the low incidence of
deterioration [14]. Another institution reported the need to
expand their workforce to provide a 24-hour service because
they found that the enrolled patients were sending text messages
to their remote patient monitoring app after the service was
discontinued each day at 5 PM [12].

Expansion of a model of VHC to the in-patient setting, based
on continuous video observation, has also been described.
Patients admitted for COVID-19 management were placed in
negative pressure rooms equipped with video monitoring
systems to facilitate 2-way video and audio communication
with ward health care staff [34]. This reduced the exposure of
health care workers to COVID-19 and the consumption of PPE.

Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, this study has a small
cohort, relative to other studies, and describes short-term
experiences. Second, the technology used in this study was
selected on the basis of pragmatic considerations, limiting
opportunity for more thorough evaluation prior to use in
practice. Finally, this study describes early results from a single
health system in Australia and may not be generalizable to other
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locations. Australia has seen relatively smaller COVID-19
caseloads than other high-income countries, implying that the
demand for health services did not exceed their current capacity
to the same extent as that in other countries. Significant
heterogeneity has been in described virtual health models of
care for COVID-19, which are strongly influenced by context,
pragmatism, and local constraints. Even so, sharing our
experience may help inform others as they continue dealing
with the pandemic.

Conclusions
In summary, community-based VHC is a feasible and safe
approach for managing less severe cases of COVID-19 and can
be rapidly implemented in the Australian context for pandemic
management with strong operational and clinical governance,
including integration with clinical specialists. Health services
implementing VHC should anticipate challenges with rapid
technology implementations and provide adequate support to
resolve them, including strategies to support consumer use of
health information technologies.
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Abstract

Background: COVID-19 vaccines will become available in China soon. Understanding communities’ responses to the forthcoming
COVID-19 vaccines is important. We applied the theory of planned behavior as the theoretical framework.

Objective: This study investigates the prevalence of and factors associated with behavioral intention to receive self-financed
or free COVID-19 vaccinations among Chinese factory workers who resumed work during the pandemic. We examined the
effects of factors including sociodemographics, perceptions related to COVID-19 vaccination, exposure to information about
COVID-19 vaccination through social media, and COVID-19 preventive measures implemented by individuals and factories.

Methods: Participants were full-time employees 18 years or older who worked in factories in Shenzhen. Factory workers in
Shenzhen are required to receive a physical examination annually. Eligible workers attending six physical examination sites were
invited to complete a survey on September 1-7, 2020. Out of 2653 eligible factory workers, 2053 (77.4%) completed the online
survey. Multivariate two-level logistic regression models and ordinal logistic regression models were fitted.

Results: The prevalence of behavioral intention to receive a COVID-19 vaccination was 66.6% (n=1368, conditional on 80%
vaccine efficacy and market rate) and 80.6% (n=1655, conditional on 80% vaccine efficacy and free vaccines). After adjusting
for significant background characteristics, positive attitudes toward COVID-19 vaccination (adjusted odds ratio [AOR] 1.20,
95% CI 1.15-1.25 and AOR 1.24, 95% CI 1.19-1.30), perceived support from significant others for getting a COVID-19 vaccination
(AOR 1.43, 95% CI 1.32-1.55 and AOR 1.37, 95% CI 1.25-1.50), and perceived behavioral control to get a COVID-19 vaccination
(AOR 1.51, 95% CI 1.32-1.73 and AOR 1.28, 95% CI 1.09-1.51) were positively associated with both dependent variables
(conditional on 80% vaccine efficacy and market rate or free vaccines, respectively). Regarding social media influence, higher
frequency of exposure to positive information related to COVID-19 vaccination was associated with a higher intention to receive
a COVID-19 vaccination at market rate (AOR 1.53, 95% CI 1.39-1.70) or a free vaccination (AOR 1.52, 95% CI 1.35-1.71).
Higher self-reported compliance with wearing a face mask in the workplace (AOR 1.27, 95% CI 1.02-1.58 and AOR 1.67, 95%
CI 1.24-2.27) and other public spaces (AOR 1.80, 95% CI 1.42-2.29 and AOR 1.34, 95% CI 1.01-1.77), hand hygiene (AOR
1.21, 95% CI 1.00-1.47 and AOR 1.52, 95% CI 1.19-1.93), and avoiding social gatherings (AOR 1.22, 95% CI 1.01-1.47 and
AOR 1.55, 95% CI 1.23-1.95) and crowded places (AOR 1.24, 95% CI 1.02-1.51 and AOR 1.73, 95% CI 1.37-2.18) were also
positively associated with both dependent variables. The number of COVID-19 preventive measures implemented by the factory
was positively associated with the intention to receive a COVID-19 vaccination under both scenarios (AOR 1.08, 95% CI 1.04-1.12
and AOR 1.06, 95% CI 1.01-1.11).

Conclusions: Factory workers in China reported a high behavioral intention to receive a COVID-19 vaccination. The theory
of planned behavior is a useful framework to guide the development of future campaigns promoting COVID-19 vaccination.
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Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic remains out of control worldwide.
As of September 20, 2020, there were 30,675,675 confirmed
cases and 954,417 deaths [1]. Since immunization against
COVID-19 is not yet available, the current means for pandemic
control is to avoid exposure. These measures (eg, physical
distancing and lockdown) are likely detrimental to the global
economy. Except for China, all G20 countries, a group of the
world’s largest economies, experienced a decrease in gross
domestic product in the second quarter of 2020 due to the
COVID-19 pandemic [2]. Moreover, implementation of these
measures also results in substantial impairment in physical and
psychological well-being [3]. There is a strong need for an
effective vaccine to keep COVID-19 under control.

Development of the COVID-19 vaccines is on the way.
According to the World Health Organization, there are 34 and
142 candidate vaccines in clinical and preclinical evaluation,
respectively, as of September 3, 2020; four Chinese candidate
vaccines have entered phase III clinical trials [4]. The interim
analysis of the phase III trials of a China candidate COVID-19
vaccine (Beijing Institute of Biological Product’s inactivated
vaccine Sinopharm) showed that it had 86% vaccine efficacy
against COVID-19 [5]. The analysis also showed the vaccine
had a 99% seroconversion rate of neutralizing antibodies and a
100% effectiveness in preventing moderate and severe cases of
the disease with no serious safety concern [5]. The United Arab
Emirates Ministry of Health and Prevention announced the
official registration of the vaccine on December 9, 2020 [5].
On July 22, 2020, the National Health Commission of the
People’s Republic of China authorized the emergency use of
the COVID-19 vaccination and provided COVID-19 vaccines
to workers, students, and diplomatic personnel who need to
travel aboard, as well as health care workers and personnel
working for pandemic and border control [6,7]. According to
the recent press release, there were 56,000 Chinese people who
had received COVID-19 vaccines developed by Sinopharm
before travelling aboard. So far, none of them reported a
SARS-CoV-2 infection [8]. It was estimated that at least one
COVID-19 vaccine would become available in China by the
end of 2020 [9-11]. The market rate will be set at around ¥1000
(about US $154) [10].

The effectiveness of pandemic vaccination campaigns is
dependent on both the vaccines’ effectiveness and people’s
willingness to be vaccinated. Simulation experiments have
shown that, when the reproduction number (R0) was 2.5 and
vaccination occurred when 5% of the population had been
exposed to SARS-CoV-2, a vaccine efficacy of 80% with 75%
coverage could reduce the total number of SARS-CoV-2 cases
by 85% without any other measures such as social distancing
[12]. A systematic review showed that respondents’willingness
to receive a H1N1 influenza A vaccine ranged from 8%-67%

[13]. Several factors consistently predict the behavioral intention
to receive such a vaccine, including risk of infection, severity
of the public health event and personal consequences from the
illness, harm or adverse events from the vaccination, use of
previous vaccination, and ethnicity [13]. To our knowledge, at
least 11 published studies and preprints have investigated
behavioral intention to receive a COVID-19 vaccination [14-24].
The impact of COVID-19 on the general population and specific
groups is quite different, which may cause different responses
to COVID-19 vaccination. For example, health care workers’
risk of COVID-19 infection was 9-11 times higher than the
general population [25], and they had the highest priority to
receive a COVID-19 vaccination [26]. Free vaccines are likely
to be provided to them in the near future. However, prevalence
of poor mental health status (eg, depression, anxiety, or
posttraumatic stress disorders) caused by a high risk of infection,
being overworked, frustration, discrimination, social isolation,
and exhaustion were much higher in this group as compared to
the general population [27]. This might explain the lower
intention to receive COVID-19 vaccination among health care
workers (63.0%-76.4%) [23,24] as compared to that of the
general population (57.6%-94.3%) [14-17,20-22]. Factory
workers who resumed work during the pandemic are another
subpopulation at higher risk of COVID-19 infection than that
of the general population, as many factories are crowded
settings, making physical distancing challenging [28].
COVID-19 outbreaks in the workplace have been reported in
China and other countries [28-30]. Moreover, most of the
Chinese factory workers are young. Even if infected with
COVID-19, many of them may be asymptomatic and unaware
of their infection; they may become a driving force of
COVID-19 transmission in the workplace and community
[31,32]. Previous studies have reported that the prevalence of
poor mental health status was similar for factory workers
compared to that of the general population [11] and was much
lower than health care workers [27]. It is expected that they
have a higher motivation to receive a COVID-19 vaccination
than the general population and health care workers. COVID-19
vaccination for factory workers is important to achieve a balance
of work resumption and pandemic control.

Health promotion is needed even when free vaccinations are
available. To develop effective health promotion campaigns, it
is important to understand the facilitators and barriers of
COVID-19 vaccination uptake among factory workers. Previous
studies have found a number of factors associated with
behavioral intention to receive a COVID-19 vaccination for the
general population or health care workers, including
sociodemographics (eg, age, gender, marital status, income, and
history of influenza vaccination), presence of comorbid
conditions, and trust in government. Moreover, perceptions
related to COVID-19 (eg, risk of infection) and COVID-19
vaccination (eg, perceived efficacy, concerns of side effects,
other’s acceptance, and confidence to receive vaccination)
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influenced their intention to receive a COVID-19 vaccination
[14-24]. We considered these factors in this study. Theory-based
interventions are more effective than those that are not [33]. In
this study, we applied the theory of planned behavior (TPB) as
the theoretical framework [34]. The TPB postulates that
behavioral intention to adopt a health-related behavior (eg,
uptake of a COVID-19 vaccination) is a strong predictor of
actual behavior. To form such an intention, one would evaluate
the pros and cons of the behavior (positive and negative
attitudes), consider whether their significant others would
support such behavior (perceived subjective norm), and appraise
how much control one has over the behavior (perceived
behavioral control) [34]. In recent studies, the TPB has been
used to successfully explain behavioral intention and actual
behaviors to receive human papillomavirus (HPV) and influenza
vaccinations [35-37].

Across countries, it is common to encounter vaccination-related
information on social media [38]. Previous studies have shown
that over 60% of people in the United States used social media
as a common source of information related to HPV and influenza
vaccinations [39,40]. During the pandemic, people are also
actively seeking information about COVID-19 vaccination on
different social media platforms [41]. Several studies have
reported that social media use would influence perceptions and
behaviors related to vaccination. Four studies found a negative
influence of social media on users’ perceptions related to
vaccination (eg, increase doubt, fear, or barriers for vaccination)
[42-45]. Regarding vaccination uptake, women in the United
Kingdom who used social media to gather information reported
lower pertussis vaccination uptake during pregnancy [46], while
positive associations between information exposure through
social media and vaccination were found among White and
African American adults in the United States [40] and older
adults in China [47]. Moreover, different contents related to
COVID-19 may have varying effects on personal preventive
measures [48]. In this study, we investigated the associations
between exposure to different content related to COVID-19
vaccination on social media and behavioral intention to receive
a vaccination.

To the best of our knowledge, there have been no studies
investigating behavioral intention to receive a COVID-19
vaccination and associated factors among factory workers who
resumed work during the COVID-19 pandemic. To address
these gaps, this study investigated behavioral intention to receive
a self-financed or free COVID-19 vaccination among a sample
of factory workers in Shenzhen, China. We examined the effects
of factors including sociodemographics, perceptions related to
COVID-19 vaccination based on the TPB, exposure to
COVID-19 specific information through different media, and
COVID-19 preventive measures implemented by individuals
and factories.

Methods

Study Design
We conducted a cross-sectional closed online survey of 2053
factory workers in Shenzhen, China on September 1-7, 2020.

Of the 13 million residents in Shenzhen in 2018, 65.1% were
internal migrants and 34.3% were factory workers [49].

Participants and Data Collection
This study was conducted in the Longhua district of Shenzhen.
In Shenzhen, the majority of the factories are located in
Longhua. As of 2018, there are over 2000 factories and about
one million factory workers in Longhua. Participants were
full-time employees of factories in Shenzhen that were 18 years
or older. In Shenzhen, factory workers are required to receive
a physical examination at designated hospitals or the Centre for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) annually. All five
designated hospitals (three public and two private) and the one
district CDC providing physical examination services to factory
workers in Longhua were our study sites for recruitment. To
avoid selection bias, the fieldworkers approached all adults
attending these sites for physical examination during the study
period. They briefed prospective participants about the study
details, confirmed their eligibility, and invited them to join the
study. Participants were guaranteed that participation was
voluntary, refusal would have no effect on them, the survey
would not collect personal contacts or identification, and data
would be kept strictly confidential and only be used for research
purposes. Verbal consent was obtained instead of written consent
to allow participants to maintain anonymity. We developed an
online questionnaire using Questionnaire Star, a commonly
used online survey platform in China. Quick Response (QR)
codes were generated to access the online questionnaire.
Prospective participants were asked to scan the QR code on site
to complete the survey. Each mobile device was only allowed
to access the online questionnaire once to avoid duplicate
responses. The participants were asked not to disseminate the
QR codes to access the survey to other people. The survey had
66 items (about 15 items per page for four pages), which took
about 15 minutes to complete. The Questionnaire Star performed
completeness checks before the questionnaire was submitted.
Participants were able to review and change their responses
through a “Back” button. An e-coupon of ¥10 (US $1.54) was
sent to participants upon completion. In case participants did
not have internet access or a smartphone, the research team
prepared a tablet computer in each study site for them to
complete the online survey. All data was stored in the online
server of Questionnaire Star and protected by a password. Only
the corresponding author had access to the database. Ethics
approval was obtained from the Longhua District CDC
(reference: 2020001).

Measures

Design of the Questionnaire
A panel consisting of one CDC staff, two public health
researchers, a health psychologist, a senior factory manager,
and a factory worker was formed to develop the questionnaire
used in this study. The questionnaire was pilot-tested among
10 factory workers to assess clarity and readability. These 10
workers did not participate in the actual survey. Based on the
workers’ comments, the panel revised and finalized the
questionnaire.
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Background Characteristics
Participants were asked to report on sociodemographics such
as age, gender, relationship status, whether they had a child,
highest education level, monthly personal income, status as
frontline workers or management, and type of factory they were
working in. In addition, participants were also asked about
history of seasonal influenza vaccination and whether they had
a family member with a history of COVID-19.

Behavioral Intention to Receive COVID-19 Vaccination
Under Different Scenarios
Participants were briefed with the following: “COVID-19
vaccines developed by China are likely to become available by
the end of 2020.” We assessed behavioral intention to receive
COVID-19 vaccination under four scenarios: (1) conditional
on 50% vaccine efficacy and market rate (¥1000 or US $154),
(2) conditional on 80% vaccine efficacy and market rate, (3)
conditional on 50% vaccine efficacy and free vaccines, and (4)
conditional on 80% vaccine efficacy and free vaccines. On June
2020, the US Food and Drug Administration released guidance
for development and licensure of vaccines to prevent
COVID-19, which stated that the primary efficacy end point
estimate for a placebo-controlled efficacy trial for a COVID-19
vaccine should be at least 50% to ensure that a widely deployed
vaccine is effective [50]. Therefore, we chose a threshold of
50% as the lowest estimate of COVID-19 vaccine efficacy in
this study. Another study also measured behavioral intention
to receive a COVID-19 vaccination conditional on 50% vaccine
efficacy [18]. Based on the results of the simulation experiments
mentioned in the previous paragraph, Bartsch et al [12]
concluded that the vaccine has to have an efficacy of at least
80% to extinguish the COVID-19 epidemic without any other
measures. Therefore, we chose a threshold of 80% as an optimal
estimation of vaccine efficacy. The threshold of 80% was also
close to the vaccine efficacy of the China candidate vaccine
(86%) in phase III clinical trials [5]. The cost of COVID-19
vaccines was based on available information in the press release
[10].

The response categories were 1 (very unlikely), 2 (unlikely), 3
(neutral), 4 (likely), and 5 (very likely). Behavioral intention
was defined as “likely” or “very likely.” This definition has
been commonly used in previous studies [51-53]. In this study,
we measured behavioral intention to receive a COVID-19
vaccination under the condition that its efficacy and cost was
made known to the participants. The process ensured that all
participants received uniform information and, hence, allowed
for better interpretation of the results.

Perceptions Related to COVID-19 Vaccination Based
on the TPB
Three scales were constructed to assess perceptions related to
COVID-19 vaccination based on the TPB. They were (1) the
five-item Positive Attitude Scale (eg, COVID-19 vaccination
is highly effective in protecting you from COVID-19), (2) the
four-item Negative Attitude Scale (eg, COVID-19 vaccines will
have severe side effects), and (3) the two-item Perceived
Subjective Norm Scale (perceived support from doctors/nurses
and family members/friends; response categories: 1, disagree;

2, neutral; and 3, agree). The Cronbach α of these scales ranged
from .67 to .85; single factors were identified by exploratory
factor analysis, explaining for 50.7%-54.0% of total variance.
In addition, perceived behavioral control to receive a COVID-19
vaccination was measured by a single item (receiving a
COVID-19 vaccination is easy for you if you want to; 1,
disagree; 2, neutral; and 3, agree).

Influence of Social Media
Participants were asked to report the frequency of their exposure
to the following information related to a COVID-19 vaccination
on social media (WeChat, WeChat moments, Weibo, Tiktok,
etc) in the past month (response categories: 1, almost never; 2,
seldom; 3, sometimes; 4, always). Such information included
positive information related to COVID-19 vaccination (eg, new
vaccines entering clinical trials), negative information related
to COVID-19 vaccination (eg, concerns about efficacies and
supplies), testimonials given by participants of the COVID-19
clinical trials, and negative information about vaccine incidents
in China (eg, selling problematic vaccines and severe side
effects).

COVID-19 Preventive Measures Implemented by
Individuals and Factories
Participants were asked to report frequency of wearing face
masks when having close contact with others in a workplace
and other public settings (public spaces or transportation) in the
past month (response categories: every time, often, sometimes,
never). Participants also reported frequency of sanitizing hands
using soaps, liquid soaps, or alcohol-based hand rubs after
returning from public spaces or touching public installations or
equipment and whether they avoided social or meal gatherings
with people who they do not live with and crowded places in
the past month. The Shenzhen government advocated that eight
preventive measures should be implemented in the factories,
including (1) prohibiting nonemployees from entering
workplaces, (2) taking body temperature and sanitizing hands
for all employees before entering the workplace, (3) providing
face masks to all employees, (4) keeping adequate distance (eg,
>1 meter) between workstations, (5) requiring employees to
wear face masks when they have close contact with other people,
(6) disinfecting the workplace frequently, (7) maintaining
adequate ventilation in the workplace, and (8) setting up
partitions in factory canteens [54,55]. Participants reported
whether their factory implemented these eight preventive
measures. A composite indicator variable was constructed by
counting the number of preventive measures implemented by
the factory (ranging from 0 to 8). The English and Chinese
versions of the questionnaire are shown in Multimedia Appendix
1.

Sample Size Planning
The target sample size was 2000. Given a statistical power of
0.80 and an alpha value of .05, and assuming the level of
behavioral intention to receive a COVID-19 vaccination in the
reference group (without a facilitating condition) to be
30%-70%, the sample size could detect a smallest odds ratio
(OR) of 1.29 between those with and without such facilitating
condition (PASS 11.0; NCSS, LLC).
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Statistical Analysis
The binary variables on behavioral intention to receive a
COVID-19 vaccination conditional on 80% vaccine efficacy
and market rate and conditional on same efficacy and free
vaccines were used as the dependent variables. Multilevel
logistic regression models (level 1: study sites; level 2:
individual participants) were used to analyze factors associated
with the dependent variables. Random intercept models were
used to allow the intercept of the regression model to vary across
study sites, which could account for intracorrelated nested data.
Multilevel logistic regression models are commonly used in
studies with similar sampling methods [28,56]. A univariate
two-level logistic regression model first assessed the significance
of the association between each of the background
characteristics and the dependent variables. Background
characteristics with P<.05 in univariate analysis were adjusted
in the multivariate two-level logistic regression model.

In addition, using behavioral intention to receive a COVID-19
vaccination conditional on 80% vaccine efficacy and market
rate and conditional on same efficacy and free vaccines were
used as ordinal dependent variables (from 1 to 5), and
background characteristics were used as independent variables;
ORs were obtained using ordinal logistic regressions.
Adjustment for significant background characteristics,
associations between independent variables of interest
(perceptions, information exposure through social media, and
preventive measures implemented by individuals and factories)
and the dependent variables were then assessed by adjusted
odds ratios (AORs). A similar approach was used in previous

studies [57]. Principal component analysis with varimax rotation
was used to perform explanatory factor analysis. Correlations
between information exposure through social media and
perceptions related to COVID-19 vaccination were also
investigated. Pearson correlation coefficients (r) were obtained.
SPSS version 26.0 (IBM Corp) was used for data analysis, with
P<.05 considered statistically significant.

Results

Background Characteristics
Out of 2653 eligible factory workers (between 60 and 1200
across study sites) that were approached, 2053 completed the
online survey (between 40 and 968 across study sites). The
overall response rate was 77.4% (ranging from 66.7% to 80.7%
at different sites). Main reasons for nonresponse were lack of
time and other logistic reasons. All participants that were
approached had access to the internet or a smartphone, and none
of them used the tablet computers prepared by the research
team. Over half of the participants were younger than 40 years
(n=1490, 72.6%), were female (n=1179, 57.4%), were married
(n=1455, 70.9%), had children (n=1466, 71.4%), did not receive
tertiary education (n=1472, 71.7%), had a monthly income less
than ¥5000 (US $773; n=1421, 69.2%), were frontline workers
(n=1476, 71.9%), and were working for electronic device
manufacturers (n=1473, 71.7%). Among the participants, 20.3%
(n=416) had received a seasonal influenza vaccination at least
once, and 1.6% (n=32) had at least one family member with a
history of COVID-19 (Table 1).
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Table 1. Background characteristics of the participants (N=2053).

Participants, n (%)Characteristics

Age group (years)

757 (36.9)18-30

733 (35.7)31-40

491 (23.9)41-50

72 (3.5)>50

Gender

874 (42.6)Male

1179 (57.4)Female

Relationships status

448 (21.8)Currently single

150 (7.3)Having a stable boyfriend/girlfriend

1455 (70.9)Married

Have children

587 (28.6)No

1466 (71.4)Yes

Highest education level attained

859 (41.8)Junior high or below

613 (29.9)Senior high or equivalent

581 (28.3)College/university or above

Monthly personal income (¥; US $)

512 (24.9)<3000 (463.84)

909 (44.3)3000-4999 (463.84-772.92)

359 (17.5)5000-6999 (773.07-1082.15)

150 (7.3)7000-9999 (1082.30-1545.99)

123 (6.0)≥10,000 (1546.14)

Type of work

1476 (71.9)Frontline workers

577 (28.1)Management staff

Factory type

1473 (71.7)Electronic devices manufacturers

580 (28.3)Other factories

History of seasonal influenza vaccination

1637 (79.7)No

416 (20.3)Yes

Having at least one family member with a history of COVID-19

2021 (98.4)No

32 (1.6)Yes

Behavioral Intention to Receive COVID-19 Vaccination
Under Different Scenarios
The prevalence of behavioral intention to receive a COVID-19
vaccination was 53.5% (n=1099, conditional on 50% vaccine

efficacy and market rate), 66.6% (n=1368, conditional on 80%
vaccine efficacy and market rate), 75.6% (n=1551, conditional
on 50% vaccine efficacy and free vaccines), and 80.6% (n=1655,
conditional on 80% vaccine efficacy and free vaccines; Table
2).
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Table 2. Perceptions related to COVID-19 vaccination and preventive measures taken up by participants and the factories they were working in
(N=2053).

Mean (SD)Participants, n (%)Perceptions

Behavioral intention to take up COVID-19 vaccination

N/AaIntention to get COVID-19 vaccines conditional on 50% efficacy and market rate (¥1000 or US $140)

222 (10.8)Very unlikely

208 (10.1)Unlikely

524 (25.5)Neutral

543 (26.4)Likely

556 (27.1)Very likely

N/AIntention to get COVID-19 vaccines conditional on 80% efficacy and market rate (¥1000 or US $140)

155 (7.5)Very unlikely

147 (7.2)Unlikely

383 (18.7)Neutral

639 (31.1)Likely

729 (35.5)Very likely

N/AIntention to get COVID-19 vaccines conditional on 50% efficacy and free vaccines

108 (5.3)Very unlikely

98 (4.8)Unlikely

296 (14.4)Neutral

453 (22.1)Likely

1098 (53.5)Very likely

N/AIntention to get COVID-19 vaccines conditional on 80% efficacy and free vaccines

117 (5.7)Very unlikely

77 (3.8)Unlikely

204 (9.9)Neutral

320 (15.6)Likely

1335 (65.0)Very likely

Perceptions related to COVID-19 vaccination based on the theory of planned behavior

N/APositive attitudes toward COVID-19 vaccination

13.3 (2.3)Positive Attitude Scaleb

N/ANegative attitudes toward COVID-19 vaccination

8.0 (1.9)Negative Attitude Scalec

N/APerceived subjective norm related to COVID-19 vaccination

5.1 (1.2)Perceived Subjective Norm Scaled

N/APerceived behavioral control to receive COVID-19 vaccination

2.3 (0.7)Receiving COVID-19 vaccination is easy for you if you want to

Influence of social media related to COVID-19 vaccination

2.8 (1.0)N/AFrequency of exposure to positive information related to COVID-19 vaccination (eg, new vaccines entering
clinical trials, promising efficacies of the vaccines, and vaccines will enter the market soon) on social media

2.3 (0.9)N/AFrequency of exposure to negative information related to COVID-19 vaccination (eg, concerns about efficacies
and supplies, side effects of the vaccines, and receiving vaccines will cause COVID-19) on social media

1.9 (1.0)N/AFrequency of exposure to testimonials given by participants of the COVID-19 vaccine clinical trials on social
media
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Mean (SD)Participants, n (%)Perceptions

2.0 (1.0)N/AFrequency of exposure to negative information about other vaccines in China (eg, selling problematic vaccines
and severe side effects) on social media

Personal COVID-19 preventive measures in the past month

N/AFrequency of wearing a face mask in public places/transportation other than the workplace

1675 (81.6)Every time

280 (13.6)Often

82 (4.0)Sometimes

16 (0.8)Never

N/AFrequency of wearing a face mask when you have close contact with other people in the workplace

1519 (74.0)Every time

370 (18.0)Often

144 (7.0)Sometimes

20 (1.0)Never

N/ASelf-reported sanitizing hands (using soaps, liquid soaps, or alcohol-based sanitizer) after returning
from public spaces or touching public installation

1217 (59.3)Every time

495 (24.1)Often

323 (15.7)Sometimes

18 (0.9)Never

N/ASelf-reported avoiding social gatherings with other people who do not live together

1165 (56.7)No

888 (43.3)Yes

N/ASelf-reported avoiding crowded places

1309 (63.8)No

744 (36.2)Yes

6.1 (2.5)N/ANumber of preventive measures implemented by the factory

aN/A: not applicable.
bPositive Attitude Scale, 5 items, Cronbach alpha: .84; 1 factor was identified by exploratory factor analysis, explaining for 54.0% of total variance.
cNegative Attitude Scale, 4 items, Cronbach alpha: .67; 1 factor was identified by exploratory factor analysis, explaining for 50.9% of total variance.
dPerceived Subjective Norm Scale, 2 items, Cronbach alpha: .85.

Perceptions Related to COVID-19 Based on the TPB
and Influence of Social Media
Means and SDs of items and scales related to COVID-19
vaccination based on the TPB are described in Table 2 and
Multimedia Appendix 2. Among the participants, 66.4%
(n=1363) were sometimes or always exposed to positive
information related to COVID-19 vaccinations in the past month,
while fewer participants were sometimes or always exposed to
negative information related to COVID-19 vaccinations (n=842,
41.0%) or other vaccines in China (n=571, 27.8%), or exposed
to testimonials given by participants of COVID-19 vaccination
clinical trials (n=594, 28.9%).

COVID-19 Preventive Measures Implemented by
Individuals and Factories
In the past month, 74.0% (n=1519) and 81.6% (n=1675) of
participants reported wearing a face mask every time they had

close contact with other people in the workplace and in other
public settings, respectively. More than half of the participants
self-reported sanitizing hands (n=1217, 59.3%), avoiding social
or meal gatherings (n=1165, 56.7%), and avoiding crowded
places (n=1309, 63.8%; Table 2 and Multimedia Appendix 2).

Factors Associated With Behavioral Intention to
Receive a COVID-19 Vaccination
In the univariate logistic regression analysis, age group,
relationship status, having children, education level, monthly
personal income, status as frontline workers or management
staff, history of seasonal influenza vaccination, and having a
family member with a history of COVID-19 were significantly
associated with one or both dependent variables (Table 3).
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Table 3. Associations between background characteristics and behavioral intention to receive COVID-19 vaccination under different scenarios (N=2053).

Conditional on 80% efficacy and free vaccines, OR
(95% CI)

Conditional on 80% efficacy and market rate, ORa,b

(95% CI)

Characteristics

Age group (years)

1.01.018-30

0.95 (0.72-1.25)0.80 (0.64-1.01)31-40

0.61 (0.42-0.76)***0.62 (0.48-0.79)***41-50

0.57 (0.32-1.02)0.48 (0.29-0.79)**>50

Gender

1.01.0Male

0.99 (0.78-1.24)1.16 (0.96-1.41)Female

Relationships status

1.01.0Currently single

1.55 (0.89-2.71)1.44 (0.94-2.20)Having a stable boyfriend/girlfriend

0.77 (0.58-1.02)0.94 (0.74-1.18)Married

Having children

1.01.0No

0.66 (0.50-0.86)*0.77 (0.62-0.95)*Yes

Highest education level attained

1.01.0Junior high or below

2.09 (1.60-2.73)***1.57 (1.26-1.96)***Senior high or equivalent

3.39 (2.69-5.01)***1.94 (1.52-2.47)***College/university or above

Monthly personal income (¥; US $)

1.01.0<3000 (463.84)

1.20 (0.89-1.50)1.11 (0.89-1.40)3000-4999 (463.84-772.92)

1.39 (0.99-1.97)*1.36 (1.01-1.83)*5000-6999 (773.07-1082.15)

1.76 (1.05-2.94)*1.47 (0.97-2.21)*7000-9999 (1082.30-1545.99)

4.82 (2.05-11.36)***1.60 (1.01-2.56)*≥10,000 (1546.14)

Type of work

1.01.0Frontline workers

1.66 (1.26-2.19)***1.24 (1.01-1.54)**Management staff

Factory type

1.01.0Electronic devices manufacturer

1.09 (0.83-1.42)1.27 (0.97-1.52)Other factories

History of seasonal influenza vaccination

1.01.0No

1.28 (0.95-1.71)1.29 (1.02-1.64)*Yes

Having a family member with history of COVID-19

1.01.0No

6.49 (3.10-13.51)***4.85 (2.21-10.53)***Yes

aOR: odds ratio.
bCrude ORs obtained by using univariate two-level logistic regression models.
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*P<.05, **P<.01, ***P<.001.

After adjusting for these significant background characteristics,
positive attitudes toward COVID-19 vaccination (AOR 1.20,
95% CI 1.15-1.25 and AOR 1.24, 95% CI 1.19-1.30), perceived
support from significant others on COVID-19 vaccination uptake
(AOR 1.43, 95% CI 1.32-1.55 and AOR 1.37, 95% CI
1.25-1.50), and perceived behavioral control to get a COVID-19
vaccination (AOR 1.51, 95% CI 1.32-1.73 and AOR 1.28, 95%
CI 1.09-1.51) were positively associated with both dependent
variables (dependent on 80% efficacy and market rate vaccines
and dependent on 80% efficacy and free vaccines, respectively).
Regarding social media influence, higher frequency of exposure
to positive information related to a COVID-19 vaccination was
associated with higher intention to receive a COVID-19
vaccination at market rate (AOR 1.53, 95% CI 1.39-1.70) or to
receive a free vaccination (AOR 1.52, 95% CI 1.35-1.71).
Higher self-reported compliance with wearing a face mask in

the workplace (AOR 1.27, 95% CI 1.02-1.58 and AOR 1.67,
95% CI 1.24-2.27) and other public spaces (AOR 1.80, 95% CI
1.42-2.29 and AOR 1.34, 95% CI 1.01-1.77), hand hygiene
(AOR 1.21, 95% CI 1.00-1.47 and AOR 1.52, 95% CI
1.19-1.93), and avoiding social and meal gatherings (AOR 1.22,
95% CI 1.01-1.47 and AOR 1.55, 95% CI 1.23-1.95) and
crowded places (AOR 1.24, 95% CI 1.02-1.51 and AOR 1.73,
95% CI 1.37-2.18) were also positively associated with one or
both dependent variables (dependent on 80% efficacy and
market rate vaccines and dependent on 80% efficacy and free
vaccines, respectively). A higher number of COVID-19
preventive measures implemented by the factory were
significantly associated with a higher intention to receive
COVID-19 vaccination under both scenarios (AOR 1.08, 95%
CI 1.04-1.12 and AOR 1.06, 95% CI 1.01-1.11, respectively;
Table 4).
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Table 4. Factors associated with behavioral intention to receive a COVID-19 vaccination under different scenarios (N=2053).

Conditional on 80% efficacy
and free vaccines, AOR
(95% CI)

Conditional on 80% and

market rate, AORa,b (95%
CI)

Factors

Perceptions relate to COVID-19 vaccination based on the theory of planned behavior

1.24 (1.19-1.30)***1.20 (1.15-1.25)***Positive Attitude Scale

1.00 (0.94-1.06)0.98 (0.93-1.03)Negative Attitude Scale

1.37 (1.25-1.50)***1.43 (1.32-1.55)***Perceived Subjective Norm Scale

1.28 (1.09-1.51)**1.51 (1.32-1.73)***Perceived behavioral control to receive COVID-19 vaccination

Influence of social media related to COVID-19 vaccination

1.52 (1.35-1.71)***1.53 (1.39-1.70)**Frequency of exposure to positive information related to COVID-19 vaccination on
social media

1.07 (0.95-1.21)1.11 (0.99-1.23)Frequency of exposure to negative information related to COVID-19 vaccination on
social media

1.00 (0.89-1.11)1.10 (0.99-1.21)Frequency of exposure to testimonials given by participants of the COVID-19 vaccine
clinical trials on social media

0.93 (0.83-1.05)0.95 (0.86-1.04)Frequency of exposure to negative information about vaccine incidents in China on
social media

Personal COVID-19 preventive measures in the past month

Consistent use of face mask in public places/transportation other than the workplace

1.01.0No

1.34 (1.01-1.77)*1.80 (1.42-2.29)***Yes

Consistent use of face mask when you have close contact with other people in the workplace

1.01.0No

1.67 (1.24-2.27)**1.27 (1.02-1.58)*Yes

Self-reported sanitizing hands (using soaps, liquid soaps, or alcohol-based sanitizer) every time after returning from public spaces or
touching public installation

1.01.0No

1.52 (1.19-1.93)**1.21 (1.00-1.47)*Yes

Self-reported avoiding social gatherings with other people who do not live together

1.01.0No

1.55 (1.23-1.95)***1.22 (1.01-1.47)*Yes

Self-reported avoiding crowded places

1.01.0No

1.73 (1.37-2.18)***1.24 (1.02-1.51)*Yes

1.06 (1.01-1.11)*1.08 (1.04-1.12)***Number of preventive measures implemented by the factory

aAOR: adjusted odds ratios
bBackground characteristics with P<.05 in univariate two-level logistic regression analysis were adjusted in the multivariate two-level logistic regression
models.
*P<.05, **P<.01, ***P<.001.

When behavioral intention was treated as ordinal variables (from
1 to 5) and used as dependent variables, the same sets of
associated factors were identified by univariate and multivariate
ordinal logistic regression models. The results are presented in
Multimedia Appendix 3.

Correlation Between Information Exposure Through
Social Media and Perceptions Related to COVID-19
Vaccination Based on the TPB
Frequency of exposure to positive information related to
COVID-19 vaccinations on social media was positively
correlated with positive attitudes (r=0.083; P<.001), perceived
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subjective norm (r=0.101; P<.001), and perceived behavioral
control (r=0.064; P=.004) related to a COVID-19 vaccination.
A negative correlation was found between social media exposure
and negative attitudes toward a COVID-19 vaccination
(r=–0.090; P<.001). Moreover, frequency of exposure to positive
information related to COVID-19 vaccinations on social media
was negatively correlated with positive attitudes (r=–0.080;
P<.001), perceived subjective norm (r=–0.107; P<.001), and
perceived behavioral control (r=–0.069; P=.002) related to a
COVID-19 vaccination. Furthermore, frequency of exposure
to testimonials given by COVID-19 vaccine clinical trial
participants on social media was negatively correlated with
positive attitudes (r=–0.052, P=.02) but was positively correlated
with perceived behavioral control to get a COVID-19
vaccination (r=0.062, P=.005). In addition, frequency of
exposure to negative information about other vaccines in China
on social media was negatively correlated with positive attitudes
(r=–0.106, P<.001) and perceived subjective norm (r=–0.132,
P<.001) related to a COVID-19 vaccination (Multimedia
Appendix 4).

Discussion

Our findings represent one of the latest estimates of COVID-19
vaccination acceptability in China and can be used to project
future vaccine uptake. Factory workers’ behavioral intention to
receive a COVID-19 vaccination was more sensitive to its cost
than vaccine efficacy. Given the same vaccine efficacy, the
behavioral intention varied from 53.6%-66.6% at market rate
to about 80% for a free vaccination. However, small increases
were observed (13.1% under market rate and 2% for free
vaccination) when comparing behavioral intention conditional
on 50% vaccine efficacy and those conditional on 80% vaccine
efficacy. The prevalence of behavioral intention conditional on
free vaccination was higher than that reported in the United
States [16] and Saudi Arabia [22] but was lower than that of
the general population in Malaysia [14] and China [23]. A
meta-analysis showed that only 43%-62% of those with a
behavioral intention would translate that into related actions
[58]. Therefore, effective health promotion is needed when
COVID-19 vaccines become available to achieve high coverage
at a population level.

Our findings provide empirical insights to inform health
promotion development. Similar strategies can be used to
promote COVID-19 vaccinations at market rate or free
vaccinations, as the associated factors of these two dependent
variables were similar. Older participants had a lower intention
to receive a COVID-19 vaccination. This finding is consistent
with a previous study targeting the general population in the
United States [20]. Younger people may be more receptive to
innovations [59]. Participants with lower education had a lower
intention to receive a COVID-19 vaccination compared to
workers with higher levels of education. The former might find
it difficult to understand information related to COVID-19
vaccination due to a lower literacy level. The finding for income
coincides with previous studies that suggested that intention to
receive COVID-19 vaccines and uptake of other vaccines were
lower among individuals with lower income [20,60]. As
compared to frontline workers, management staff were more

willing to receive a COVID-19 vaccination. Studies among
factory workers have shown that management staff were more
likely to adopt personal measures to prevent COVID-19 [28].
Having children was associated with a lower intention to receive
a COVID-19 vaccination; future studies should explore whether
there are any specific barriers for parents. A history of seasonal
influenza vaccination was associated with a higher intention to
receive a COVID-19 vaccination at market rate but not with the
intention to receive a free vaccination. In China, free seasonal
influenza vaccination is provided to older adults, while
out-of-pocket payment is required for other groups. Factory
workers who had taken a seasonal influenza vaccination may
have positive beliefs toward self-financed vaccination.
Furthermore, having a family member with history of
COVID-19 was strongly associated with a higher intention to
receive a COVID-19 vaccination. This finding was expected,
as these participants had direct experience related to COVID-19
and were more likely to perceive it as a serious health threat.

The TPB is a potentially useful framework to guide the
development of future programs, as three of the four TPB
constructs used in this study were significantly associated with
both dependent variables in expected directions. It would be
useful to increase positive attitudes toward COVID-19
vaccination, as this was found to be a facilitator. In addition to
the beneficial effect for oneself (eg, preventing COVID-19 and
returning to normal lives), health communication messages
should also emphasize that COVID-19 vaccination uptake would
result in herd immunization, which could contribute to
COVID-19 control. Building up confidence related to the
vaccine supply may also be a useful strategy. Over 60% of
participants perceived that medical professionals, family, and
friends would support them in taking the COVID-19 vaccination.
This perception was also a facilitator. Future programs should
consider involving the significant others of factory workers to
create a subjective norm favoring COVID-19 vaccination
uptake. It would also be useful to enhance perceived behavioral
control, as this was another facilitator. There is more room for
improvement. Outreach in the factories and providing
vaccination on-site may be a useful strategy to improve
perceived behavioral control among the workers. Relatively
few participants had concerns related to cost, side effects, and
duration of vaccine protection. The associations between these
concerns and behavioral intention were not statistically
significant. Addressing these concerns might not be a useful
strategy in future promotion campaigns.

Our findings suggest that COVID-19 vaccination triggered
intensive responses on social media, as about 60% of the
participants sometimes or always were exposed to information
specific to COVID-19 vaccination on different social media
platforms. Our results showed that exposure to positive
information related to COVID-19 vaccination through social
media was positively correlated with positive perceptions (ie,
positive attitudes, perceived subjective norm, and perceived
behavioral control) related to COVID-19 vaccination. These
positive perceptions were determinants of behavioral intention
to get a COVID-19 vaccination in this study. It is possible that
higher amounts of positive information exposure on social media
would enhance these positive perceptions, which in turn
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increases behavioral intention to get a COVID-19 vaccination.
Longitudinal studies are needed to test whether this pathway
exists. Negative information about vaccines is uniquely
attractive to social media. Studies have shown that a major
vaccine incident (Changchun Changsheng) had significantly
impaired the confidence of vaccines among Chinese people
[61]. However in this study, negative information about these
vaccine incidents did not influence participants’ behavioral
intentions to receive a COVID-19 vaccination.

Factory workers who reported higher compliance to personal
preventive measures were more willing to receive a COVID-19
vaccination. These people may have stronger motivation and
self-efficacy to protect themselves, and a COVID-19 vaccination
is likely to be considered as a useful means for protection.
Preventive measures implemented by the factories also played
important roles. More measures implemented by the factories
was associated with a higher intention to receive a COVID-19
vaccination. Through implementation of these measures,
factories could cultivate widely shared organizational norms to
facilitate behavioral changes among the workers [28,62].

This study has some limitations. First, a direct measure of
perceived behavioral control should assess self-efficacy and
perceived controllability [63]. Previous studies have suggested
these two constructs were differentially associated with
behavioral intention and actual behaviors [63]. Due to the
limited length of the questionnaire, we only used a single item
to measure perceived behavioral control, which mainly covered
self-efficacy. Failure to measure perceived controllability
together with self-efficacy was one major limitation of this
study. This limitation made this study less comparable to other

studies using the TPB. Second, this study focused on factory
workers and did not study the general population in Shenzhen.
In addition, we only included factory workers in one Chinese
city. Generalizations should be made cautiously to individuals
working in other places in China. Third, since the study was
anonymous and did not collect participants’ identification, we
were not able to collect the information of those who refused
to join the study. Factory workers who refused to join the study
might have different characteristics as compared to study
participants. Since most of the factory workers in Shenzhen are
internal migrants, these is no accurate census data for this group.
Therefore, we were not able to perform weighting for our
sample; selection bias existed. However, our response rate was
relatively high as compared to other online surveys of similar
topics [23]. Fourth, data was self-reported and verification was
not feasible. Recall bias might exist. Participants may have also
overreported their intention and compliance with personal
preventive measures due to social desirability. Fifth, most items
and scales used in this study were self-constructed based on
those from previous studies on H1N1 and seasonal influenza
vaccination in China [64,65]. The internal reliability of these
scales were acceptable, but these scales may require external
validation. Moreover, casual relationships cannot be determined
due to the cross-sectional design of this study.

In summary, factory workers in China reported a high behavioral
intention to receive a COVID-19 vaccination. The behavioral
intention was cost-sensitive, and the proposed market rate was
accepted by the majority of the participants. The TPB is a useful
framework to guide the development of future campaigns
promoting COVID-19 vaccination in this group.
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Abstract

Background: COVID-19, the disease caused by the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2, has become a global pandemic, affecting
most countries worldwide. Digital health information technologies can be applied in three aspects, namely digital patients, digital
devices, and digital clinics, and could be useful in fighting the COVID-19 pandemic.

Objective: Recent reviews have examined the role of digital health in controlling COVID-19 to identify the potential of digital
health interventions to fight the disease. However, this study aims to review and analyze the digital technology that is being
applied to control the COVID-19 pandemic in the 10 countries with the highest prevalence of the disease.

Methods: For this review, the Google Scholar, PubMed, Web of Science, and Scopus databases were searched in August 2020
to retrieve publications from December 2019 to March 15, 2020. Furthermore, the Google search engine was used to identify
additional applications of digital health for COVID-19 pandemic control.

Results: We included 32 papers in this review that reported 37 digital health applications for COVID-19 control. The most
common digital health projects to address COVID-19 were telemedicine visits (11/37, 30%). Digital learning packages for
informing people about the disease, geographic information systems and quick response code applications for real-time case
tracking, and cloud- or mobile-based systems for self-care and patient tracking were in the second rank of digital tool applications
(all 7/37, 19%). The projects were deployed in various European countries and in the United States, Australia, and China.

Conclusions: Considering the potential of available information technologies worldwide in the 21st century, particularly in
developed countries, it appears that more digital health products with a higher level of intelligence capability remain to be applied
for the management of pandemics and health-related crises.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e19473)   doi:10.2196/19473

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; digital health; information technology; telemedicine; electronic health

Introduction

The novel disease COVID-19, caused by the novel coronavirus
SARS-CoV-2, was originally recognized in December 2019 as
a case of pneumonia in Wuhan, China; it has since become a

global pandemic, affecting most countries worldwide [1]. On
March 11, the World Health Organization announced the
outbreak of a pandemic and asked for coordinated mechanisms
to support readiness and rapid response to the infection across
the world's health sectors [2]. As the incidence of COVID-19
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continues to rise, health care systems are rapidly facing growing
clinical demands [3]. Operational management of a pandemic
in the era of modern medicine requires novel technologies, such
as digital health, that can support the management of COVID-19
cases in different stages [4]. Digital health as an application of
information technology has already been used to improve health
care organizations; for example, the National Health Service
(NHS) in the United Kingdom has established the NHS Digital
information center [5]. Digital health is defined as information
technologies that can be applied in three aspects: digital patients,
digital devices, and digital clinics. A digital patient is a patient
who uses and engages with mobile health (mHealth) devices to
change and sustain their behavior, including technologies such
as telemedicine, patient self-measurements, and digital retention.
Digital devices help solve clinical problems and include
smartphone-connected rhythm monitoring devices, wireless and
wearable devices, and implantable and ingestible sensors. The
digital clinic aspect focuses on generating mHealth data,
analyzing it so that it is clinically meaningful, and integrating
it within clinical workflows. Aspects of digital clinics include
precision-based mHealth and n-of-1 designs, population-based
mHealth interventions in resource-limited areas, and mHealth
regulation and integration [6].

During the COVID-19 pandemic, digital health–based tools
may support organizations and societies more efficiently. They
are useful for instant, widespread distribution of information,
real-time transmission tracking, virtual venue creation for
meetings and official day-to-day operations, and telemedicine
visits for patients [7-12]. Such applications during the
COVID-19 pandemic have been reported in several publications
[13-15]. During the recent months of the COVID-19 outbreak,
as countries and their responsible organizations such as health
ministries and other officials have focused on controlling the
pandemic, many supportive and reliable informatics
infrastructures have been developed [12]. These infrastructures
were applied in practice to prepare to manage an exponential
increase in patients with COVID-19. Various digital health
strategies have been used for disease control in different
countries. A study conducted by Calton et al [16] provided some
tips for applying telemedicine as a means to reduce the
transmission of COVID-19. A study conducted by Moazzami
et al [17] focused on employing telemedicine to prevent disease
among health care providers. A study conducted by Keesara et
al [18] referred to the capabilities and potential of digital health
to fight COVID-19. However, they reviewed digital
health–related solutions in general to address how this
technology can support health care systems through introducing
various strategic roles, such as surveillance, screening, triage,
diagnosis, and monitoring, and contact tracing; no data regarding
the use of this approach in practice for fighting COVID-19 were
provided [19]. Fagherazzi et al [20] emphasized that the great
potential of digital technology for COVID-19 control should
be considered at the top level of health systems; they also
discussed the challenges that policy makers may face in
controlling the crisis using digital solutions. Furthermore, in a
macro vision, they revealed the required societal and
environmental restructuring required for successfully applying
digital health technology to control COVID-19, including the
health care system, government, public, industry, environment,

and energy [15]. These reviews depict a general image regarding
the requirement of digital system use and their applications
worldwide [21], with no focus on any specific application in a
specific country or region. Although these studies have shed
light on the topic of applying digital health solutions for
COVID-19 control, there is a gap of deep understanding
regarding the application of these technologies in countries
where COVID-19 is highly prevalent.

Therefore, this study aimed to review and analyze applied
information technology and digital health–related strategies to
control the COVID-19 pandemic in the 10 countries with the
highest prevalence of the disease.

Methods

In this review study, the databases of Google Scholar, PubMed,
Web of Science, and Scopus were searched in August 2020 to
retrieve publications from December 2019 to August 15, 2020.
The combination of keywords for searching is shown below:

(“Corona virus” OR “COVID 19” OR
“coronavirus”) AND (computer OR internet OR web*
OR mobile OR smart OR email OR video confer* OR
telecommunication OR ICT OR “information
technology” OR ehealth OR telehealth OR mHealth
OR telecare OR telehealth OR telemedicine OR
telemonitoring OR digital OR wearable OR IoT OR
cloud) AND (Italy OR Spain OR USA OR France OR
UK OR Iran OR China OR Netherlands OR Germany
OR Belgium)

The inclusion criteria were publications that introduce digital
health applications to manage and control COVID-19 in humans,
and the exclusion criteria were non-English publications,
publications with no abstract, research on data analysis and
modeling for prediction of epidemiological parameters, letters
to the editor, and review studies. Data were analyzed using
descriptive methods. Qualitative analysis of the included studies
was performed based on predefined categories. A summary of
the reviewed articles is provided in Table 1. Several items were
analyzed in each paper, including (1) publication month; (2)
country (Italy, Spain, United States, France, United Kingdom,
Iran, China, the Netherlands, Germany, and Belgium, as they
were the countries where COVID-19 was most prevalent
according to the Worldometer website [22]); (3) purpose of the
study, including screening, prevention, diagnosis, treatment,
and follow-up of cases (defined as follows: screening: no
symptom + no contact with COVID-19 patients; prevention: no
symptom + contact with COVID-19 patients with no symptoms;
diagnosis: having disease symptoms; treatment of COVID-19
cases: decreasing symptoms dramatically; and follow-up:
discharged cases with the fewest symptoms); (4) scope and
territory (village, city, region/province, state, country, and
international), (5) digital tools, including robots, the Internet of
Things, videoconferencing, web-based systems, cloud-based
systems, wearable devices, clinical decision support systems
(CDSSs), intelligent systems, smartphones, mobile apps,
telecommunication systems, websites, digital media, and digital
quick response (QR) codes.
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Table 1. Details of the reviewed papers that discussed the application of digital health tools to control the COVID-19 pandemic.

Application of digital
tools

Applied digital
tools

Scope and
territory

PurposeCountryPublication
month
(2020)

JournalAuthor

Widespread distribu-
tion of information

Web-based sys-
tems, mobile

apps, GISa

Internation-
al

PreventionChinaMarchInternational Journal of
Health Geographics

Kamel and Ger-
aghty [23]

and real-time tracking
of transmission

Telemedicine visits
for patients

Web-based sys-
tems, mobile
apps

CountryTreatment
and follow-
up

ChinaMayClinical Oral InvestigationsYang et al [24]

Provision of pharma-
ceutical care activities

to patients and physi-
cians by pharmacists

Cloud-based sys-
tems, smart-
phones, telecom-
munication sys-
tems

RegionTreatmentChinaAprilInternational Journal of
Clinical Pharmacy

Meng et al [25]

Offering telemedicine
visits for patients

Videoconferenc-
ing

CountryPreventionFranceFebruaryJMIR Public Health and
Surveillance

Ohannessian et al
[26]

Widespread distribu-
tion of information

Mobile appsCountryPreventionChinaFebruaryMicrobes and InfectionPan et al [27]

and real-time tracking
of transmission

Real-time tracking of
transmission

Mobile appsCity and
country

Screening
and preven-
tion

ChinaMarchIrish Journal of Medical
Science

Pan et al [28]

Early warning sys-
tems and screening

Intelligent sys-
tems

StateTreatmentChinaMarchAnnals of Intensive CareSun et al [29]

procedures for pa-
tients

Widespread distribu-
tion of information

Websites and
digital media

Internation-
al

Screening
and preven-
tion

Collabora-
tion of the
United
States,

AprilJMIR Public Health and
Surveillance

Hernández-Gar-
cia and Gimenez-
Júlvez [30]

Spain,
Switzerland,
the United
Kingdom,
Sweden, and
Canada

Widespread distribu-
tion of information,

Web-based sys-
tems, smart-

Region/

province

Screening,
prevention,
and follow-
up

ChinaMarchInternational Journal of En-
vironmental Research and
Public Health

Hua and Shaw
[31]

real-time tracking of
transmission, provi-
sion of information

phones, websites,
digital media,

digital QRb codes
about “fake news” and
rumors

Widespread distribu-
tion of information,

Mobile appInternation-
al

ScreeningUnited King-
dom, United
States

MayScienceDrew et al [32]

real-time tracking of
transmission

Offering telemedicine
visits for patients

Videoconferenc-
ing, telephone

StateTreatmentUnited
States

JuneGlobal Spine JournalFranco et al [33]

Offering telemedicine
visits for patients

Videoconferenc-
ing, telephone

CityPreventionUnited King-
dom

MayBMJ Open QualityGilbert et al [34]

Offering telemedicine
visits for patients

Videoconferenc-
ing

RegionFollow-upItalyMayInternational Journal of En-
vironmental Research and
Public Health

Giudice et al [35]

Offering telemedicine
visits for patients

Telecommunica-
tion system

CountryPreventionChinaAprilJournal of Medical Internet
Research

Gong et al [36]
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Application of digital
tools

Applied digital
tools

Scope and
territory

PurposeCountryPublication
month
(2020)

JournalAuthor

Screening of cases
and detection of pa-
tients

Cloud-based sys-
tem, mobile app,

CDSSc

CityScreeningChinaAprilJournal of Medical Internet
Research

Gong et al [37]

Widespread distribu-
tion of information,
support for home care
and patient self-care

Telecommunica-
tion system

CountryPreventionSpainAprilJournal of Medical Internet
Research

Goodman-
Casanov et al
[38]

Offering telemedicine
visits for patients

Videoconferenc-
ing, CDSS,
telecommunica-
tion

StatePrevention,
diagnosis,
treatment,
screening

United
States

AprilApplied Clinical InformaticsGrange et al [39]

Offering telemedicine
visits for patients

Telecommunica-
tion, videoconfer-
encing

CityDiagnosis,
treatment

United
States

AugustAnnals of SurgeryGrenda et al [40]

Offering telemedicine
visits for patients

Smartphone, mo-
bile apps

CityDiagnosis,
treatment

United
States

JuneNeurologyGrossman et al
[41]

TrainingTelecommunica-
tion system

CountryPreventionUnited
States, Cana-
da

AprilJournal of Psychotherapy
Integration

Hames et al [42]

DiagnosisTelecommunica-
tion system

CityPrevention,
diagnosis

United
States

JuneModern PathologyHanna et al [43]

Telemedicine visits
for patients, training

Videoconferenc-
ing

CityPrevention,
treatment

United
States

AprilJournal of Psychotherapy
Integration

Hom et al [44]

Telemedicine visits
for patients

Videoconferenc-
ing

CountryPreventionUnited
States

AprilOTO OpenItamura et al [45]

Screening of cases
and detection of pa-
tients

WebsiteStatePreventionUnited
States

JuneJournal of the American
Medical Informatics Associ-
ation

Judson et al [46]

Classification of pa-
tients in triage to find
the best route

CDSSInternation-
al

DiagnosisChina, Italy,
Belgium

JuneEuropean Respiratory Jour-
nal

Wu et al [47]

Early tracing and
quarantine of potential
sources of infection

Mobile app
(WeChat)

CountryPreventionChinaJuneJMIR mHealth and uHealthWang et al [48]

Education, self-assess-
ment, and symptom
monitoring

Mobile appCountryPreventionThe Nether-
lands

JuneJMIR mHealth and uHealthTimmers et al
[49]

Definition of the level
of quarantine

Wearable devices
and activity
trackers

Internation-
al

PreventionFranceJuneJournal of Medical Internet
Research

Pepin et al [50]

Real-time tracking
and monitoring of pa-
tients; follow-up of
patients by telephone,
videoconferencing,
and email

TELEA digital
web platform

Rural areaPreventionSpainJuneTelemedicine and e-HealthRabuna et al [51]

Peer-to-peer psycho-
logical support for
Wuhan health care
professionals at the
front line of the crisis

Mobile appInternation-
al

PreventionUnited
States, Cana-
da, Australia

JulyCommunity Mental Health
Journal

Cheng et al [52]

Assessment of the dy-
namic burden of so-
cial anxiety through
analysis of data from
Facebook and Twitter

Social mediaRegionPreventionItalyJulyActa BiomedicaCastaldi et al [53]
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Application of digital
tools

Applied digital
tools

Scope and
territory

PurposeCountryPublication
month
(2020)

JournalAuthor

Provision of psycho-
logically safe spaces
for staff through pro-
viding a three-step e-
package with evi-
dence-based guidance

Digital learning
package using
agile methodolo-
gy

CountryPreventionUnited King-
dom

JulyInternational Journal of En-
vironmental Research and
Public Health

Blake et al [54]

aGIS: geographic information system.
bQR: quick response.
cCDSS: clinical decision support system.

Results

The search of scientific databases and manual searches retrieved
771 relevant articles. The titles and abstracts of all the retrieved
publications were evaluated by two authors. Disagreements
between the two evaluators were discussed and resolved by
consensus. After removal of duplicates, 292 articles remained
at this stage. Next, 260 publications were removed because they
did not meet the inclusion criteria. Afterward, four authors
independently reviewed the full text of the remaining
publications (N=32). The reviewed papers were studied based
on the variables shown in Table 1 and the different distributions
discussed below.

For the purpose of this review, studies published from December
2019 to August 15, 2020, were reviewed. The survey identified
32 papers that demonstrated digital health applications to fight
the COVID-19 pandemic. The distribution by publication month
revealed that the publication of studies regarding digital health
and COVID-19 began in February 2020, and the distribution
of the 32 publications by month is February, 2 (6%); March, 5
(16%); April, 9 (28%); May, 3 (9%); June, 9 (28%); July, 3
(9%); and the first half of August, 1 (3%).

The projects of digital health application for COVID-19 control
were deployed at different geographical levels, from
international to rural. Six countries carried out six international

projects, and the most common collaborations were among
European countries, the United States, China, and Australia.
The digital health projects at the international level mainly
aimed to track real-time transmission and infected cases, define
the level of quarantine, and enable peer-to-peer consultation to
support care providers in other countries phytologically and
scientifically. The studies of digital health projects for a given
purpose in the 32 studies were most frequently conducted at the
country level (n=10, 31%), and the other geographical levels
were state (n=4, 13%), region (n=3, 9%), city (n=8, 25%), and
rural (n=1, 3%). The United States was the country with the
highest number of studies of digital health projects to fight
COVID-19 (12/32, 38%), and these 12 studies varied the most
in geographical scale, including international (n=3, 25%), state
(n=3, 25%), country (n=2, 17%), and city (n=4, 13%) levels.
The other studied countries ranked by the number of conducted
studies were China (11/32, 34%); the United Kingdom (4/32,
13%); Canada, Spain, and Italy (3/32, 9%); Belgium and France
(2/32, 6%); and the Netherlands (1/32, 3%).

To show the applied approaches of digital health for certain
methods of COVID-19 control, the results were analyzed, and
all the papers were categorized into six domains. These
categories, their frequencies and percentages, and their
applications for COVID-19 control are presented in Table 2.
Some articles mentioned more than one approach to using digital
health to control the COVID-19 pandemic.

Table 2. The frequency of digital health methods and their applications for COVID-19 pandemic control.

Digital health application
projects (N=37), n (%)

COVID-19 control approachesApplied digital health solutionsDomain
number

7 (19)Widespread distribution of informationDigital learning package, mobile apps, and
web-based systems

1

7 (19)Real-time tracking of transmission, activity tracking, and
quarantine-level analysis

GISsa, QRb codes, and wearable devices2

11 (30)Telemedicine visit services and virtual venues for meetingsWeb-based systems and mobile apps, videocon-
ferencing, and telephone

3

7 (19)Self-care and patient monitoring, training, and diagnosisCloud- and mobile-based systems4

4 (10)Early warning and detection, screening, and triageIntelligent systems and CDSSsc5

1 (3)Dynamic burden of the pandemic and analysis of its conse-
quences

Social media6

aGISs: geographic information systems.
bQR: quick response.
cCDSSs: clinical decision support systems.
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According to the results, telemedicine visit services (11/37,
30%), especially in the United States (6/11, 54%), were the
most commonly applied pandemic control approach. Using
electronic methods to inform people about the disease, methods
to prevent disease spread, and protection methods was the
second-ranked approach, in addition to two other solutions of
geographic information systems (GISs), QR codes, and wearable
devices for real-time transmission tracking as well as
cloud-based and mobile app usage for patient monitoring and
self-care at home (all 7/37, 19%). A few studies were identified
regarding the application of intelligent systems and CDSSs
(4/37, 10%) and social media data analysis (1/37, 3%) for
screening and burden of disease analysis purposes.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The COVID-19 pandemic has spread worldwide, costing lives
and bringing upheaval and change to societies and economies.
Although the global scientific community is racing to discover
effective vaccines and therapeutics, the most essential defense
remains public health measures such as personal hygiene and
mass physical distancing. To successfully implement these two
main measures, digital health and information technologies have
emerged to support health systems, and they offer opportunities
to reshape current health care systems. The aim of this study
was to review the most significant digital health tools applied
to fight COVID-19 in the 10 countries that have been most
affected by the disease. These tools help governments and
people to engage in strategies to control the COVID-19
pandemic through addressing the most urgent needs, including
immediate outbreak response and impact mitigation. In China,
which is the first country affected by the virus [55] and the most
populous country globally, many researchers have worked on
multiple aspects of SARS-CoV-2; it is the second most frequent
origin country of the included studies. The burden of
SARS-CoV-2 could be massive in populous countries; thus,
these studies are worthy of investment in these countries. Studies
that reported the development of models to predict
epidemiological indicators were ignored, as they have not yet
yielded any digital tools and require further development
[56-59].

Distributing widespread information and tracking real-time
transmission were the two most frequent goals of the studies.
The former may originate from the importance of prevention
in pandemic diseases as well as the simplest task of using
information systems. The latter may be a focus in the literature
because of the knowledge obtained from the previous experience
of epidemics such as influenza and Zika virus [60-62].
Additionally, telemedicine visits for patients may be beneficial
for populations because screening and follow-up of patients can
be performed while maintaining social distancing in the
population [63]. It appears that investigating the infrastructures
needed for this technology could have great potential to mitigate
these types of crises. In addition to the whole populations that
can benefit from digital health technologies, more attention
should be paid to interventions for travelers, as they can spread
SARS-CoV-2 to other locations and even globally [64].

It has been shown that cell phones can be beneficial for health
care [65]; due to their high influence among global populations,
these tools are well suited for widespread distribution of
information to these populations. Mobile apps are also used for
tracking real-time transmission of SARS-CoV-2. Other
potentially useful digital health tools are web-based apps and
websites; these tools can also distribute information and track
transmission. Videoconferencing and telecommunication also
appear to be useful barriers to the spread of COVID-19 by
enabling social distancing. Moreover, other industries may use
teleservices to prevent the dissemination of disease.

Due to time limitations and the different times of onset of the
epidemic in different countries, several digital health tools are
not included in this paper. These tools have been reported in
the news and other resources, and it may be valuable to discuss
them as learned lessons for other countries fighting COVID-19.
Therefore, we will review the digital health interventions in the
different countries based on their available facilities and other
requirements.

China
In China, multiple approaches are being used to manage the
COVID-19 pandemic, ranging from web-based and
mobile-based systems to cloud-based systems, CDSSs, and
intelligent systems. The total number of cases of COVID-19 in
this country showed a slight increase after March 1, 2020, based
on the data in [66]. However, this decrease in COVID-19 cases
was affected by multiple factors, and the effect of eHealth tools
on the decrease should be evaluated. China has widely applied
an eHealth app named Health Code to indicate a person’s health
status in the past day [67].

China has established a plan to spend approximately US $1.4
trillion on digital infrastructure. This infrastructure upgrade
program includes developing 5G networks, industrial internet,
data centers, and artificial intelligence [68], which could
improve the country’s capability to fight pandemics.

Italy and Spain
In contrast to Spain, Italy ranks among the four least advanced
European countries in the Digital Economy and Society Index
published by the European Commission [69], and approximately
half the population of Italy has insufficient digital literacy [70].
The adoption of technology to prevent and manage the
COVID-19 pandemic is unremarkable in these two countries.
However, a coronavirus-tracking app was developed in Spain
[71]. The statistics of total COVID-19 cases showed a dramatic
increase after March 1, 2020, in both countries [66]. It appears
that these countries should invest more in technologies to
manage the pandemic.

United States
The US government launched a portal [72] for the public that
contains information on how to prevent and manage COVID-19.
Moreover, the US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
website [73] contains more detailed medical information on the
spreading mechanism, symptoms, prevention, and treatment of
COVID-19.
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France and Belgium
The French app StopCovid was developed to trace infected
people to control the spread of SARS-CoV-2. Privacy concerns
arose regarding adoption of the app. Belgium has announced
that a similar app adoption was canceled due to these issues
[74].

United Kingdom
The NHS in the United Kingdom works on nine main areas to
digitally respond to the pandemic: provide digital channels for
citizen guidance and triage; enable remote and collaborative
care with systems and data; deliver digital services for NHS
Test and Trace; identify and protect vulnerable citizens; support
planning with data, analysis, and dashboards; get data and
insights to research communities; support clinical trials; provide
secure infrastructure and support additional capacity; and plan
for recovery, restarting services, and new needs. The government
has categorized initiatives in these areas [75].

Iran
Although our study did not include any papers from this country,
the Iranian Ministry of Health developed a national screening
program website [76] to identify COVID-19 cases in the early
stages.

The Netherlands
The Netherlands is one of the leading countries in Europe in
digital health care and data. Approximately 90% of the

population has digital records, and the Dutch government has
invested over 400 million euros (US $482,980,000) in digital
health. Hospitals in the Netherlands have signed up for a
COVID-19 web-based portal for sharing patient information.
Video consultation was provided by more than 8000 health care
providers [77].

Germany
The Health Innovation Hub, established by Germany’s Ministry
of Health, has published a list of trusted telemedicine
applications. The services provided by these apps include remote
consultation, risk assessment, and telemedicine services. Before
2018, the country did not allow remote consultations.

The German parliament passed the Digital Care Act, which
acknowledged that digital health is crucial for fighting the
COVID-19 pandemic [78].

Telemedicine systems are highly used in many countries. In
European countries, tracking of patients was adopted due to its
feasibility in smaller countries; also, home care and self-care
receive a relatively large amount of focus in these countries.
Intelligent systems, CDSSs, and intelligent triage systems are
not well adopted due to the need to supply them with data. These
data are being gathered worldwide. Furthermore, analysis of
social health data could be interesting, although little research
has been done in this regard. Figure 1 shows the extent of the
technologies developed for fighting the COVID-19 pandemic
in the literature.

Figure 1. Technologies currently being applied to address the COVID-19 pandemic. QR: quick response.

Overall, in the studied countries, after the alarm was raised
regarding the pandemic, implementation of eHealth strategies
began immediately. mHealth solutions and large-scale
deployment of virtual consultations were launched. Data analysis

approaches are being applied to support decision makers, and
websites and electronic training tools are being used to improve
patients’ protective behaviors. Although this study presents
digital tools that are being applied for pandemic control in
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general, it lacks evaluation of the exact outcomes of using these
digital health tools; thus, further studies are needed to evaluate
the effects and outcomes of using digital health tools. This study
could help health policy makers make decisions regarding the
investment of these tools to control COVID-19.

Conclusion
This study reviewed the digital health tools to fight COVID-19
that have been reported in the 10 countries in which the disease
is most prevalent. Although there is no equal strategy to apply
digital health tools across the affected countries for pandemic
control, these tools are among the primary policies that
governmental and private companies have considered for disease

control. The United States has developed the most technologies
to fight the pandemic. Furthermore, China, the first country that
was affected by COVID-19, has applied a great number of
digital tools, such as epidemiological indicators, analysis
platforms, drones, robots, mobile apps, training websites and
educational media, videoconferencing, smart infection detectors,
intelligent patient tracers, and telemedicine systems. Having
considered the potential of available information technologies
worldwide in the 21st century, particularly in developed
countries, it appears that more digital health products, especially
intelligent products, remain to be created and applied for the
management of viral infections and other health crises.
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Abstract

Background: Accumulating evidence suggests the COVID-19 pandemic has negative effects on public mental health. Digital
interventions that have been developed and evaluated in recent years may be used to mitigate the negative consequences of the
pandemic. However, evidence-based recommendations on the use of existing telemedicine and internet-based (eHealth) and
app-based mobile health (mHealth) interventions are lacking.

Objective: The aim of this study was to investigate the theoretical and empirical base, user perspective, safety, effectiveness,
and cost-effectiveness of digital interventions related to public mental health provision (ie, mental health promotion, prevention,
and treatment of mental disorders) that may help to reduce the consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods: A rapid meta-review was conducted. The MEDLINE, PsycINFO, and CENTRAL databases were searched on May
11, 2020. Study inclusion criteria were broad and considered systematic reviews and meta-analyses that investigated digital tools
for health promotion, prevention, or treatment of mental health conditions and determinants likely affected by the COVID-19
pandemic.

Results: Overall, 815 peer-reviewed systematic reviews and meta-analyses were identified, of which 83 met the inclusion
criteria. Our findings suggest that there is good evidence on the usability, safety, acceptance/satisfaction, and effectiveness of
eHealth interventions. Evidence on mHealth apps is promising, especially if social components (eg, blended care) and strategies
to promote adherence are incorporated. Although most digital interventions focus on the prevention or treatment of mental
disorders, there is some evidence on mental health promotion. However, evidence on process quality, cost-effectiveness, and
long-term effects is very limited.
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Conclusions: There is evidence that digital interventions are particularly suited to mitigating psychosocial consequences at the
population level. In times of physical distancing, quarantine, and restrictions on social contacts, decision makers should develop
digital strategies for continued mental health care and invest time and efforts in the development and implementation of mental
health promotion and prevention programs.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e23365)   doi:10.2196/23365

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; mHealth; eHealth; telemedicine; prevention; mental health promotion; intervention; digital mental health; digital
intervention; public mental health

Introduction

Measures to prevent and control infections during the
COVID-19 pandemic such as physical distancing, quarantine,
and restrictions on social contacts can have a negative impact
on public mental health [1]. This includes an increase in
depression, anxiety, loneliness, and perceived stress [2] as well
as in risk behaviors such as cannabis and alcohol use [3] in the
population. In addition to the immediate effects of the infection
control measures, further negative consequences for mental
health are to be expected due to the more direct, deleterious
effects of COVID-19 (eg, illness anxiety, contamination fears)
as well as the economic downturn and recession [4]. Recently
reported restrictions in access to, and continuity of, care for
individuals with mental disorder caused by infection prevention
and control measures in some countries are an additional cause
for concern [3,5,6].

Digital interventions that do not require face-to-face contact
may play an important role in improving public mental health
at times of infection prevention and control measures. They can
be broadly grouped as telemedicine and internet-based
interventions (hereafter eHealth interventions) [7] and app-based
mobile health (mHealth) interventions delivered using
smartphones or other mobile devices [8]. These interventions
provide a unique opportunity for delivering low-threshold,
public mental health care tailored to individual needs and
contexts in daily life, outside the clinic [9], even under the
restrictive conditions of the COVID-19 pandemic. As
smartphones are mostly in close proximity to users, and
accessible whenever and wherever it is convenient, the use of
mHealth apps in particular represents a powerful approach that
allows for the real-time and real-world delivery of intervention
components in individuals’ daily lives.

Digital tools may help to mitigate negative psychosocial
consequences most effectively if intervention strategies are not
only targeted at vulnerable individuals in a clinically high-risk
state or with a mental disorder but also at the population level.
More specifically, following the seminal “population strategy”
advocated by Rose [10], even a small shift in the population’s
mean level of mental health, which is continuously distributed
in the population, may lead to a substantial reduction of the
prevalence of mental health problems. If applied to the current
pandemic, a scalable digital public mental health approach may
contribute to lower rates of mental disorders by targeting
important determinants and shifting the mean level of mental
health in the population.

In order to minimize the negative impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on the mental health of the population, digital
interventions can be used in the following areas of public mental
health provision: primary prevention strategies, including (1)
mental health promotion and literacy at the population level;
(2) indicated, selective, or universal prevention targeting
high-risk individuals, subpopulations, or the entire population,
respectively, as well as secondary and tertiary prevention
strategies, including (3) treatment and preventive services for
people with mental disorders. Indeed, evidence from ad hoc
surveys suggests that digital interventions for improving public
mental health are urgently needed to address the psychosocial
consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic [1-3,11,12]. For
example, findings from the serial cross-sectional survey German
COVID-19 Snapshot Monitoring (COSMO Germany [13])
suggest strong concerns about the economy, social inequalities,
and the health care system as well as high levels of
psychological distress in the adult general population,
particularly among young people [14,15]. Another representative
survey (Norstatpanel) found that a staggering 38% of youth met
the criteria for moderate or severe mental health problems, even
after the most restrictive infection control measures had been
lifted [16]. Furthermore, the reported social isolation during the
COVID-19 pandemic was associated with levels of
psychological distress in a dose-response fashion [16]. Recent
evidence also suggests a high subjective demand for digital
mental health interventions in the general population and people
with a mental disorder [17,18], which is matched with a high
and rapidly growing number of mHealth apps available in major
app stores, with the strongest growth having been noted for
mHealth apps [19]. It has further been reported that the demand
for mHealth apps has increased globally by 49% during the
COVID-19 pandemic [20], with 73% of psychologically
distressed and socially isolated youth in the Norstatpanel survey
indicating the use of mHealth apps to be helpful in coping with
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic [16].

Taken together, based on the evidence presented, there is an
urgent need for, and high potential in, using digital interventions
to improve public mental health and mitigate the negative
psychosocial impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. However,
evidence-based recommendations for the use of digital
interventions during public health crises, including this ongoing
pandemic, is currently lacking. The present meta-review aimed
to synthesize the available evidence on the theoretical and
empirical base of interventions, quality assessments from the
user perspective (ie, acceptability, usability, satisfaction), safety,
effectiveness, and cost-effectiveness of digital interventions in
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the area of public mental health provision (ie, mental health
promotion and prevention of and treatment for mental disorder).

Methods

Overview
A rapid meta-review of systematic reviews on digital public
mental health interventions was conducted. For this, PRISMA
(Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses [21]) was used as a guideline for reporting
findings. In line with the current state of the art in the
development and evaluation of complex digital mental health
interventions [8], the following criteria to review the available
evidence were used: theoretical and evidence base, quality
assessments from the user perspective (ie, acceptability,
usability, satisfaction), safety, effectiveness, and
cost-effectiveness.

Search Strategy and Selection Criteria
The MEDLINE, PsycINFO, and CENTRAL databases were
searched for systematic reviews and meta-analyses published
in the English and German languages from inception to April
2020. An extensive search of bibliographic databases was
performed using queries that combined search terms on mental
health, public mental health provision, digital eHealth/mHealth
interventions (Multimedia Appendix 1), and high-quality
reviews (ie, systematic review, meta-analysis) using logical
operators. In doing so, database-specific queries were used to
ensure semantic equivalence. The queries were launched on
May 11, 2020, covering results until April 2020. The results
were obtained, and duplicates were removed. References written
in English and German were included. No other filters or
restrictions were applied.

The search criteria were purposefully broad and considered
systematic reviews and meta-analyses that investigated digital
tools for health promotion, prevention, or treatment of mental

health conditions and determinants likely affected by the
COVID-19 pandemic (eg, depression, anxiety, psychosis,
substance misuse, self-harm, well-being, quality of life,
self-esteem, loneliness). Titles and abstracts were screened for
inclusion by 1 reviewer (a research assistant). Studies were
included if they were published in a peer-reviewed journal,
contained original findings examining the theoretical and
evidence base, quality from the user perspective (ie,
acceptability, usability, satisfaction), safety, effectiveness, or
cost-effectiveness of digital mHealth and eHealth interventions.
Due to the rapid meta-review format of our study, conclusions
drawn by the authors of the included systematic reviews were
reported. The included articles had to be systematic reviews
and/or meta-analyses that followed established reporting
guidelines (eg, PRISMA [21]). Because of time constraints and
the rapid meta-review format of this study, a second reviewer
(CR) independently screened a randomly selected subset (40%)
of identified studies. The references were categorized as
“eligible,” “query,” and “not eligible.” Inclusion and exclusion
criteria were applied to references that were queried or eligible.
Reviewers were blinded, and potential discrepancies in selection
decisions were discussed with another member of the research
team. A pilot screening of a randomly selected subset of
identified studies (around 5%) was conducted to discuss
decisions on categorizing studies at an early stage. As inclusion
criteria were purposefully broad, discrepancies between the
reviewers (CR and the research assistant) were very low. Full
texts of potentially relevant articles were obtained, read, and
assessed by 1 reviewer (CR), and data extraction was performed
by 3 reviewers (CR and 2 research assistants under the close
supervision of CR; see acknowledgments). Reviews and
meta-analyses on preprint servers and gray literature were not
included. The EndNote reference management software [22]
was used to record reviewers’ decisions, including reasons for
exclusion. The study selection process was documented using
the PRISMA flow diagram (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Study selection.

Results

General Findings
The search strategy of our meta-review on digital interventions
yielded 815 peer-reviewed systematic reviews and meta-analyses
(Figure 1). Of these, 83 references were included in the
meta-review. Overall, 44 of the included reviews summarized
findings on eHealth interventions and focused on interventions
targeting depression (n=19), anxiety (n=22), problematic
substance use (n=11), and eating disorders (n=2). Several
reviews included interventions that targeted multiple mental
health problems. In total, 16 reviews summarized findings on
mHealth interventions and focused on depression (n=2), anxiety
(n=1), problematic substance use (n=1), and eating disorder
(n=1). Similarly, the majority of included reviews targeted
various mental health domain. Furthermore, 23 of the included
reviews jointly reported the effects of eHealth and mHealth
interventions on various mental health outcomes (Multimedia
Appendix 2). A complete summary of included reviews on
eHealth, mHealth, and mixed interventions are shown in
Multimedia Appendix 2, including findings on their theoretical
and empirical base, user perspective, safety, effectiveness, and
cost-effectiveness.

Theoretical and Empirical Base
For most eHealth and mHealth interventions in the area of
mental health promotion and prevention as well as treatment of
mental disorders, the theoretical and empirical base is explicitly
mentioned in the description of interventions and are often
informed by clinical guidelines and co-designed by service users

and mental health professionals [23-26]. This primarily includes
evidence-based procedures such as cognitive-behavioral therapy
(CBT) or third-wave CBT [23,25,26]. In contrast to digital
interventions developed by research groups, prominent mHealth
apps available in major app stores do often not provide
information on the theoretical or empirical base of their content
[8,27-29]. Some mHealth apps may even be harmful and hinder
healing processes (eg, asking users to do tasks that are too
difficult to complete, presenting means for self-harm as well as
lethal means, triggering unwanted distressing memories)
[8,27,28].

Quality Assessments From the User Perspective
Evidence from the included systematic reviews suggests
moderate to high levels of acceptance, feasibility, and user
satisfaction with eHealth and mHealth interventions for mental
health promotion and prevention [30,31] as well as for the
treatment of mental health problems [32-41]. This applies, in
particular, for interventions including social components [32,42],
strategies to promote user adherence [33,43], symptom
monitoring [44,45], or a blended-care approach [46].

In terms of safety, data sharing and data safety regulations, as
well as aspects of eHealth/mHealth and clinical safety of
interventions, were often not explicitly reported or
systematically investigated in the identified systematic reviews
[47-49] (Multimedia Appendix 2). The descriptions of many
eHealth interventions do not make explicit reference to
prevailing regulations and clinical guidelines [50]. Furthermore,
there is evidence that mHealth apps available in major app stores
use problematic data sharing and privacy practices (eg,
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monetization of sensitive user data through analytics and
advertising) [8,27,28].

Effectiveness of eHealth Interventions
There was good evidence on the effectiveness of telemedical
and other eHealth interventions in the field of mental health
promotion and prevention, as well as for the treatment of mental
health conditions.

Mental Health Promotion and Prevention
There have been a number of systematic reviews that aimed to
investigate the effectiveness of telemedical and eHealth
interventions for mental health promotion and prevention. These
interventions have primarily been shown to improve mental
health [34], physical activity [34,35], well-being [36,37], stress
[23,38], depression [23,36,38,51,52], anxiety [23,36,38,51,52],
and alcohol [24,53-56] and cannabis use [57,58] in the general
population in addition to dysfunctional cognition and self-esteem
in at-risk populations [59,60]. Importantly, effectiveness has
been demonstrated across differing age groups, including adults
[24,54,59] and adolescents from the general population
[34,52,56,61-63], and effect sizes mostly ranged from small to
medium. However, evidence on the use of eHealth interventions
for the elderly is scarce, although findings from the identified
reviews indicated some evidence on the effectiveness of eHealth
interventions for reducing social isolation and increasing social
participation of people aged 65 years and older [64], which may
be of particular interest in the context of the COVID-19
pandemic.

Treatment of Mental Health Conditions
There was also strong evidence on the effectiveness of
telemedical and eHealth interventions in the provision of
treatment and services for people with mental disorder. This
included anxiety disorders [65-68], depression
[60,61,65-67,69-73], substance abuse [54,74-76], eating
disorders [77], and severe mental illness [78], with overall small
to medium effect sizes, not only with regard to the reduction of
relevant symptoms but also improvements in dysfunctional
cognition [60], self-esteem [60], and quality of life [66]. Some
of the identified studies have even reported medium to large
effect sizes for cognitive-behavioral eHealth interventions that
aimed to reduce symptoms of depression [79].

The effectiveness of telemedicine interventions that use
videoconference tools or the telephone has also been well
documented in depressive [80-83], anxiety [80,83-85], and
psychotic disorders [86], with comparable effects for online
group and individual therapy sessions [87,88], compared with
conventional (offline) therapy sessions. Superior effectiveness
was observed for interventions adopting a blended-care approach
combining eHealth with conventional intervention components
[46,54,71].

Overall, findings suggest that the evidence on long-term effects
and noninferiority compared to conventional therapy and active
control conditions remains limited [79,81,82,86,87]. There is
also limited evidence on the impact of telemedical and eHealth
interventions on underlying processes and mechanisms of
change [89].

Effectiveness of mHealth Interventions
While there is some initial evidence on the effectiveness of
mHealth interventions to improve physical activity [90-95],
stress appraisal [96,97], depression [26,96-100], anxiety
[25,26,96,97], and alcohol and substance use
[55,96,98,101-103], with small to medium effect sizes in all
areas of public mental health provision, the amount of research
to investigate this issue remains, overall, limited [104-108].
Only a minority of mHealth interventions were found to use
more advanced techniques (accelerometer, GPS) to inform the
delivery of intervention components [25,89,92]. In addition, a
substantial difference was found between mHealth apps
available in major app stores, for which there is no or only very
limited evidence on their effectiveness [29,108-111], and
mHealth interventions developed by research groups. Similar
to eHealth interventions, evidence on long-term effects and on
underlying processes and mechanisms of action remains very
limited.

Cost-effectiveness
There is some evidence on the cost-effectiveness of eHealth
interventions for depression and anxiety in primary care settings
when compared to care as usual and waiting list control
conditions [51] as well as for a range of mental disorders when
compared to conventional CBT [112,113]. However, as only a
few systematic reviews have systematically investigated the
cost-effectiveness of digital interventions to date, these findings
should be interpreted with caution. While there is some evidence
on the cost-effectiveness of mHealth interventions (eg, for digital
monitoring and feedback in depression) from individual studies
[18], evidence summarized at the level of systematic reviews
is very limited.

Discussion

Principal Results
Evidence-based eHealth and mHealth interventions may play
a central role in areas of public mental health provision (ie,
mental health promotion, as well as prevention of and treatment
for mental disorders) to mitigate the negative consequences of
the COVID-19 pandemic. To date, however, evidence-based
recommendations on existing digital interventions that have
been developed and evaluated in recent years are lacking. This
meta-review was the first to review the available evidence on
the theoretical and empirical base, quality assessments from the
user perspective (ie, acceptability, usability, satisfaction), safety,
effectiveness, and cost-effectiveness of digital interventions in
the area of public mental health provision, that is, mental health
promotion at the population level, indicated, selective, or
universal prevention targeting high-risk individuals,
subpopulations, or the entire population as well as treatment
and services for people with mental disorders.

First, there was robust evidence on the effectiveness of
telemedical eHealth interventions and initial evidence on the
effectiveness of mHealth interventions in relation to mental
health outcomes likely affected by the COVID-19 pandemic
(eg, anxiety, depression), especially if interventions are informed
by clinical guidelines and co-designed by service users and
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mental health professionals. Second, effectiveness, acceptability,
feasibility, and user satisfaction have been described to be
particularly high if digital interventions are embedded in a
therapeutic context and include some form of social interaction
with a mental health professional (blended-care approach).
Third, some of the included systematic reviews and
meta-analyses suggest noninferiority of effectiveness for some
eHealth interventions as compared to traditional face-to-face
therapy, but further replication is needed before firm conclusions
can be drawn. Thus, in order to exclude the risk of infection in
the current public health crisis, clinicians and other health
professionals may consider combining differing types of digital
interventions (eg, counseling or psychotherapy using
videoconference software augmented by a smartphone-based
mHealth app) as this approach may be particularly promising
given the current evidence base and reflects a novel digital
version of the blended-care approach. However, more research
is needed to investigate long-term treatment effects and effects
of symptom monitoring on mental health outcomes. Notably,
the evidence on the use of digital interventions for the elderly
and children is very limited. This is an important finding as
these age groups may be particularly challenged by the current
pandemic. Fourth, most studies to date do not specifically
investigate the additive effects on health-related outcomes when
using more advanced techniques (eg, accelerometer, GPS) to
further personalize the delivery of intervention components,
gamification elements, and the integration of other technologies
such as wearables, although it has been described to be
potentially beneficial in some of the included reviews
[25,89,92,114]. Fifth, the theoretical basis of most digital
interventions that have been described in previous reviews were
found to be CBTs or third-wave CBTs as they may be
particularly amendable to translation into digital intervention
components [23,25,26]. Thus, clinicians with an expertise in
CBT techniques may find it easier to purposefully incorporate
intervention components delivered using digital tools in their
daily clinical routines. However, findings suggest that there is
a need to further improve the theoretical foundation of digital
intervention, particularly mHealth interventions publicly
available in major app stores. Sixth, the data available on the
process quality and cost-effectiveness of eHealth and mHealth
interventions are limited. Seventh, users frequently report
concerns about data safety and privacy [115]. While eHealth
and mHealth interventions developed and evaluated by research
groups generally comply with the General Data Protection
Regulation (in European countries) and work in accordance
with Good Clinical Practice standards, the contents of many
mHealth apps currently available in major app stores do not
explicitly refer to existing clinical guidelines and
recommendations by learned societies [50,116]. There are a
number of reviews that have concluded that mHealth apps have
problematic data-sharing and privacy practices [8,27,28] and
that there may not only be a lack of quality of offered content
but even harmful intervention components. In addition, although
not specifically reported in included systematic reviews and
meta-analyses, the recent surge in the use of popular and freely
available platforms (eg, Zoom, Skype) rather than secured
platforms to provide online mental health services may be
another cause of concern [117] as these platforms mostly do

not comply with national standards for sensitive patient data
protection. In order to demonstrate user safety, clinical
guidelines should be explicitly taken into account and advice
by mental health professionals, learned societies, and IT
(information technology) professionals actively incorporated.
Overall, apps available in app stores should be used with caution
due to risks in data and clinical safety as well as a lack of
evidence on their effectiveness.

Limitations
This meta-review has several limitations. Because of time
constraints and the rapid meta-review format of this study, the
quality of included systematic reviews was not evaluated using
established assessment tools (eg, the AMSTAR 2 [A
Measurement Tool to Assess Systematic Reviews] checklist
[118]). Along similar lines, the conclusions drawn in this
meta-review on the quality of evidence are largely based on
quality assessments undertaken in the included systematic
reviews and meta-analyses. However, if the quality of evidence
was not systematically evaluated using a standardized approach,
it is indicated in Multimedia Appendix 2. Additionally, only 1
reviewer screened identified articles while a second reviewer
independently screened a randomly selected subset (40%) of
studies. However, this meta-review was conducted in line with
the state of the art of conducting rapid reviews [119].
Furthermore, the World Health Organization has explicitly
recommended rapid reviews for evidence synthesis during the
ongoing public health crisis, given these are urgently needed
for policy makers and the public [120].

In considering the urgent need of continued access to mental
health care for vulnerable individuals during the COVID-19
pandemic, and the importance of developing and implementing
public mental health prevention and promotion strategies, digital
interventions should be provided by public health services and
routinely offered when infection control measures are
implemented during pandemics. Since there is currently no
direct evidence on digital interventions that aim to minimize
the psychosocial impact of previous coronavirus and influenza
virus outbreaks, digital interventions should be developed and
evaluated by research groups in close collaboration with relevant
stakeholders to ensure established standards for investigating
quality from the user perspective, effectiveness, and
cost-effectiveness are met. Importantly, evidence-based digital
interventions are scalable and can be rapidly delivered at the
population level. This may facilitate delivering personalized
care and minimizing the negative impact of the COVID-19
pandemic on public mental health.

Conclusions
Decision makers and stakeholders, including policy makers,
technology companies, and public health professionals, should
join forces to develop evidence-based strategies for mental
health care in the area of public mental health provision,
especially in moments of public health crises. As studies from
previous pandemics, as well as accumulating evidence from the
COVID-19 pandemic, suggest a negative impact on public
mental health, the development and implementation of mental
health promotion and prevention strategies at the population
level may be an important measure to improve public mental
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health. Digital interventions that incorporate contact with mental
health staff in a blended-care approach may be particularly
suited to alleviate mental health burden in help-seeking
individuals. At times of COVID-19 and physical distancing
measures, this may be translated into a digital blended-care
approach by combining telemedical with internet-based eHealth
or smartphone-based mHealth interventions. Furthermore, efforts
should be made to systematically evaluate currently available
digital interventions based on established criteria of digital
mental health and mental health services research, as
demonstrated by recent initiatives (eg, National Health Service
Apps Library in the United Kingdom; Platform for Digital
Health Applications in Germany; App Evaluation Database

provided by the Division of Digital Psychiatry, Beth Israel
Deaconess Medical Center, in the United States) [121-123].
This would systematize the search for evidence-based mHealth
apps and thus allow clinicians and interested users to make more
informed decisions on the quality of currently available digital
interventions. There is also a need to carefully examine the role
of social inequalities and the related digital divide as well as
possible barriers (eg, disproportional access to necessary
technologies, educational requirements, language skills, cultural
factors, motor or cognitive impairments), which can influence
the access to and use of the information platforms of digital
mental health interventions.
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Abstract

Background: With the spread of COVID-19, an infodemic is also emerging. In public health emergencies, the use of information
to enable disease prevention and treatment is incredibly important. Although both the information adoption model (IAM) and
health belief model (HBM) have their own merits, they only focus on information or public influence factors, respectively, to
explain the public’s intention to adopt online prevention and treatment information.

Objective: The aim of this study was to fill this gap by using a combination of the IAM and the HBM as the framework for
exploring the influencing factors and paths in public health events that affect the public’s adoption of online health information
and health behaviors, focusing on both objective and subjective factors.

Methods: We carried out an online survey to collect responses from participants in China (N=501). Structural equation modeling
was used to evaluate items, and confirmatory factor analysis was used to calculate construct reliability and validity. The goodness
of fit of the model and mediation effects were analyzed.

Results: The overall fitness indices for the model developed in this study indicated an acceptable fit. Adoption intention was
predicted by information characteristics (β=.266, P<.001) and perceived usefulness (β=.565, P<.001), which jointly explained
nearly 67% of the adoption intention variance. Information characteristics (β=.244, P<.001), perceived drawbacks (β=–.097,
P=.002), perceived benefits (β=.512, P<.001), and self-efficacy (β=.141, P<.001) jointly determined perceived usefulness and
explained about 81% of the variance of perceived usefulness. However, social influence did not have a statistically significant
impact on perceived usefulness, and self-efficacy did not significantly influence adoption intention directly.

Conclusions: By integrating IAM and HBM, this study provided the insight and understanding that perceived usefulness and
adoption intention of online health information could be influenced by information characteristics, people’s perceptions of
information drawbacks and benefits, and self-efficacy. Moreover, people also exhibited proactive behavior rather than reactive
behavior to adopt information. Thus, we should consider these factors when helping the informed public obtain useful information
via two approaches: one is to improve the quality of government-based and other official information, and the other is to improve
the public’s capacity to obtain information, in order to promote truth and fight rumors. This will, in turn, contribute to saving
lives as the pandemic continues to unfold and run its course.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e23097)   doi:10.2196/23097
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Introduction

Background
The global outbreak and rapid spread of the COVID-19
pandemic has led the world’s public health and safety systems
to face great challenges. As of April 16, 2020, the COVID-19
pandemic has affected at least 211 countries, with 2,362,704
confirmed cases and more than 165,006 deaths globally, while
China has confirmed 82,367 cases and the cumulative number
of deaths was 3342 [1]. The disease rapidly spread in China
because of the massive population migration (ie, Chunyun, also
known as the Spring Festival travel rush, which refers to a
human migration during this festival) and lack of prevention
and control information during the early stage of the pandemic.
Moreover, the World Health Organization (WHO) has not only
signaled the health risks of COVID-19 but has also labeled the
situation as an infodemic, due to the amount of information,
both truth and rumors, circulating around this topic [2,3].

Although public health information dissemination represents
an exciting combination of broadcasting, sharing, and retrieving
relevant health information [4,5], the COVID-19 infodemic did
not come as a surprise [6]. The massive growth of health
information on the internet was seen to be a real problem [4].
Too much information makes it difficult to find trustworthy
sources of information and may harm people’s health. Therefore,
the quality of online health information is essential, especially
when truth and rumors were still intertwined, which caused the
infodemic. However, in the process of fighting COVID-19, the
WHO and health authorities worldwide have been working
closely with social media platforms, including Facebook,
Google, Twitter, and YouTube, to provide evidence-based
information to the general public in order to actively counter
the rumors that have been circulating [7]. Prevention and
treatment information about COVID-19 continues to spread
and has an influence on populations.

At the same time, the lack of transparent, timely, and effective
risk communication by health authorities regarding this
emerging infectious disease in its early stage failed to bring
about the appropriate level of public awareness and behavioral
responses, such as avoidance of mass gatherings and personal
protection in China, Europe, and the United States [8]. Online
guidelines providing information for prevention and treatment
are inconsistent in adapting to new knowledge, and changing
or conflicting information can also confuse the public [9].

Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, information
consumption has increased rapidly and significantly [10]. The
new generation of health care consumers consists of an
informedpublic, gleaning truth and rumors about health
information with both positive and negative effects on
themselves [11]. During periods of SARS spread, most people
obtained SARS information from television [12]. By the time
the Zika virus emerged in 2015-2016, Google Trends showed
a significant increase in public searches on the internet related
to the Zika virus [13], and the number of searches on video
platforms, such as YouTube, had also increased rapidly [14].
Internet-based platforms that people utilized became diversified.
During the COVID-19 pandemic, social distancing and

stay-at-home restrictions caused the public to be fully exposed
to social media; during this time, people actively searched or
passively received a large amount of health-related information
to prevent and treat diseases. In China, social media platforms,
such as WeChat and Douyin (ie, TikTok), played an essential
role in obtaining information after the virus began spreading
[15]. However, studies have confirmed that over one-quarter of
the most viewed YouTube videos about COVID-19 contained
rumors, and these reached millions of viewers worldwide [16].
Therefore, determining whether people can use the prevention
and treatment information they find on social media is critical
in this pandemic.

Moreover, identifying health information from prevention and
control measures is a major blind spot for the public. The public
are partly responsible for selecting and filtering trustworthy
health information [17]. Research shows that more than half of
respondents trust almost all information online [18], and people
are more likely to believe health rumors because of basic safety
needs [19]. As the core part of health behavior theory, behavior
intention is the subjective possibility of engaging in certain
behavior. Some studies have confirmed that variables in the
health belief model (HBM) can materially affect information
adoption intention, and this process will affect subsequent health
behaviors [20].

Therefore, if concern about identifying trustworthy information
is reflected in the global population, we believe that the
influencing factors in the subjective and objective aspects of
engaging in that behavior may affect information adoption.
Motivated by previous studies, this study was based on the
information adoption model (IAM) and the HBM. The aim of
this study was to explore the influencing factors and paths during
public health events that affect the public’s intention to adopt
online prevention and treatment information under the
infodemic. We aim to provide a basis for decision making and
policy suggestions in order to deal with online health
information governance in the internet era. Moreover, this study
adds to the sparse literature on information adoption.

Research Model and Hypotheses

Information Adoption Model
Sussman and Siegal first proposed the IAM based on the
technology acceptance model (TAM) and the theoretical
perspective of the elaboration likelihood model (ELM), which
regards how information influences people’s decision making
as the process of information adoption [21]. From the TAM, a
critical aspect of how individuals act on an advocated issue or
behavior is the extent to which they believe the information
contained within a message is useful [21,22]. From the ELM,
this process depends on elaboration likelihood, and two likely
antecedents of usefulness have been suggested from this stream
of research as well as two key internal validity factors [21]. The
ELM explains how individuals adopt information and then
change their will and behavior. Moreover, recent literature has
also demonstrated that this model can be applied in the context
of online information acceptance, argument quality, and source
credibility; these are taken as the direct objects of information
adoption, and their influence has been repeatedly verified
[23,24]. Simultaneously, individuals’ perceived information
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usefulness based on information quality and source
characteristics plays a crucial intermediary role in information
adoption. Health information as a type of information fits into
the IAM’s influencing factors. The essence of information
adoption is when individuals are persuaded by the received
information and then accept the opinions or propositions
expressed in the information.

Health Belief Model
The HBM has been widely used to explain preventive health
behavior [25] and is one of the first and the best-known social
cognition models. It focuses on the relationship of health
behaviors, practices, and utilization of health services. From its
initial design to predict behavioral response to the treatment
received by chronic patients [26], it has been validated in
different studies. Contemporary research studies have recently
focused on the general health behavior of the population [27,28].
The core concept of HBM is people’s perception of disease
threat and an assessment of their behavior. The assessment of
behavior includes evaluating the effectiveness of behavior, the
input and outcome of behavior change, and the obstacle to its
implementation [28].

Furthermore, researchers added cues to action, meaning the
stimuli or cues that catalyze action. Cues are divided into
external cues, such as mass media, and internal cues, such as
physical discomfort, that limit people’s beliefs about behavioral
health consequences and behavioral effects. The HBM has been
widely used in health behavior change [20], which provides
scientific theoretical support for understanding the impact of
health information propagation on the audience’s health
behavior. It has become one of the most comprehensive models
to understand health-related behaviors and why people
undertake, or do not undertake, actions to prevent or control
illnesses [29].

Integrated Model of IAM and HBM
Although IAM and HBM are commonly used models, the use
of these models independently has not fully explained online
health information adoption behavior. IAM focuses on the

influence of information characteristics on information adoption
without considering the individual’s subjective status quo.
However, the information’s influence might change from person
to person; the same content can evoke differing notions among
receivers [30]. Also, HBM only considers the public’s cognitive
information to predict general health behavior without
influencing the process. More specifically, this study argues
that an individual’s motivation to adopt health information will
depend on the individual’s subjective and information-related
objective factors. It is also supported by Erkan and Evans’
information acceptance model (IACM), in which a conceptual
model was developed based on the integration of IAM and the
theory of reasoned action; this model confirmed the influences
of both information adoption and attitude toward information
on consumers’ purchase intentions and the influence of
information usefulness on information adoption [31]. In IACM,
information quality, information credibility, and information
needs were all found to affect information usefulness [31]. In
addition, Ahadzadeh et al combined the TAM and HBM to
study health-related internet use [32]. This study demonstrated
that individuals who perceived their health to be at risk, or were
motivated to use the internet when they believed that the internet
was useful for providing health and health management
information, would be expected to have a positive attitude
toward internet use for health purposes [32].

Our research mainly focused on information adoption behavior
during the COVID-19 infodemic; therefore, we developed the
IAM-HBM model by considering information characteristics
(ie, objective factors) and the public’s health beliefs (ie,
subjective factors) about information. Also, the HBM has been
criticized for not considering environmental factors, such as
social influence (ie, friends, family, and individuals’ internet
providers), that can influence health-related behavior [33].
Therefore, we proposed the following path: social influence
impacts perceived usefulness of information. Figure 1 shows
the conceptual model proposed by this study, which incorporates
information characteristics, social influence, perceived
drawbacks, perceived benefits, self-efficacy, perceived
usefulness, and adoption intention.
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Figure 1. Integrated model based on the information adoption model and health belief model. H: hypothesis.

Hypotheses
Information characteristics refer to whether the prevention and
treatment information about COVID-19 to which individuals
are exposed from the internet is persuasive and to how
individuals perceive the credibility of the information source,
including the content and source attributes of the information.
Sussman and Siegal believed that information characteristics,
including quality and source, impacted people’s perceived
information usefulness, which then affected information
adoption; they also believed that information characteristics
impacted individuals’ information adoption directly, which was
measured by information adoption intention [21]. Thus,
information characteristics are applied to our IAM-HBM model
as verified factors in the IAM, impacting individuals’perceived
usefulness of COVID-19 prevention and treatment information.
Based on this, we hypothesized the following:

1. Hypothesis 1a. Information characteristics are positively
associated with the intention to adopt COVID-19 prevention
and treatment information.

2. Hypothesis 1b. Information characteristics are positively
associated with perceived usefulness of COVID-19
prevention and treatment information.

Social influence refers to how individuals perceive the influence
of those around them when they adopt COVID-19 prevention
and control information. Venkatesh et al defined social influence
as the degree to which users were affected by people around
them using new technologies and systems; this included
integrated subjective norms, social factors, and images [34].
The construct of social influence was added to the extended

HBM to enhance the prediction ability of the model. Perceived
usefulness was mediated by external variables, including social
influence [35,36].

Perceived drawbacks refer to the difficulties that individuals
may encounter when adopting the prevention and treatment
information of COVID-19 on the internet. Such difficulties
become apparent by the predicted cost of adopting healthy
behaviors, including tangible and intangible costs. Tangible
cost refers to the cost of perceived usefulness of information,
usually measured in monetary terms. Intangible cost refers to
the effort required to confirm the usefulness of information,
such as time and energy [37,38]. Based on HBM, perceived
drawbacks were confirmed as the most powerful single predictor
of intended expectations [39]. Yun built an integrated model
and verified that perceived drawbacks affect people’s actions
in seeking health information through perceived usefulness [40].
If social media users do not need to spend too much money or
physical and mental energy, they can reduce the cost of using
technology, and their total perceived usefulness will increase
when searching for online health information [41].

Perceived benefits refer to the benefits that individuals may
give themselves if they adopt the prevention and treatment
information about COVID-19 on the internet. In the research
on the HBM, Rosenstock proposed that individuals would weigh
the effectiveness of behaviors through cost-benefit analysis
when they adopt healthy behaviors. The perception of benefits
provided a more preferential action path [41,42]. The positive
experiences gained by individuals from acquiring and adopting
health information behavior will promote the overall value
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perception of this behavior. This will further strengthen the
intention of continuing to search for health information [41].
Building on findings by Rosenstock, we explored whether
perceived benefits are associated with perceived usefulness.
Thus, perceived benefits were applied to this IAM-HBM model
as a factor that estimates individuals’beliefs about the usefulness
of COVID-19 prevention and treatment information.

Self-efficacy refers to the level of confidence in an individual’s
ability to prevent and treat COVID-19. As an essential part of
social cognitive theory, self-efficacy refers to people’s
confidence in performing a specific behavior. The higher the
expectations, the higher the tendency to make more considerable
efforts. This concept has been widely used to understand health
behavior change. Self-efficacy also had an impact on health
information–seeking behavior [43]. Information on the internet
regarding people’s health interventions significantly improved
the specific behaviors of self-efficacy, including physical
exercise and healthy eating. Physiological and social advantages
caused people to have more positive behavior change
expectations.

Yun’s integrated model demonstrated that internet self-efficacy
affected users’ actions through perceived usefulness when
seeking health information on the internet [40]. We gravitate
toward the idea that self-efficacy is a determinant of adoption
intention.

Based on the discussion above, we hypothesized the following:

1. Hypothesis 2. Social influence is positively associated with
perceived usefulness of COVID-19 prevention and
treatment information.

2. Hypothesis 3. Perceived drawbacks are negatively
associated with perceived usefulness of COVID-19
prevention and treatment information.

3. Hypothesis 4. Perceived benefits are positively associated
with perceived usefulness of COVID-19 prevention and
treatment information.

4. Hypothesis 5a. Self-efficacy is positively associated with
COVID-19 prevention and treatment information adoption.

5. Hypothesis 5b. Self-efficacy is positively associated with
perceived usefulness of COVID-19 prevention and
treatment information.

Perceived usefulness refers to an individual’s blanket perception
of COVID-19 prevention and treatment information on the
internet. It is plausible that adopting such healthy behaviors can
meet individuals’ health needs and help them achieve healthy
outcomes. Usefulness, utility, and perceived usefulness, which
were first applied to TAM by Davis et al, are used to evaluate
the utility of information-seeking behavior [22]. As the crucial
variable of IAM, perceived usefulness has a significant influence
on adoption intention. Thus, perceived usefulness is applied to
this IAM-HBM model as a factor that could influence
individuals’ COVID-19 prevention and treatment information
adoption. In our paper, Hypothesis 6 states that perceived
usefulness is positively associated with the intention to adopt
COVID-19 prevention and treatment information.

Methods

Data Collection and Participants
Online questionnaires were powered by the survey platform
WJX (Changsha Ranxing Information Technology Co), whose
web application was embedded into social media platforms
from March 24 to April 5, 2020. The electronic version of the
questionnaire was uploaded to the WJX web application;
respondents (ie, Chinese people in China) could fill in, submit,
and share the questionnaire using a Quick Response (QR) code
or using a forwarding link issued by the WJX web application.
The data were collected using snowball sampling through
repetitive one-to-many sharing on social media, a nonprobability
sampling method; there were 528 respondents from 30 provinces
in China. We gathered data using an online survey because of
public space restrictions and because netizens were potentially
exposed to the infodemic. After eliminating invalid responses
through data filtering, 501 valid questionnaires out of 528
remained (94.9% validity rate). Table 1 shows the demographic
characteristics of the sample population.
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Table 1. Demographic characteristics of participants.

Value (N=501), n (%)Characteristic

Gender

216 (43.1)Male

285 (56.9)Female

Age (years)

6 (1.2)18-19

154 (30.7)20-29

122 (24.4)30-39

81 (16.2)40-49

77 (15.4)50-59

51 (10.2)60-69

8 (1.5)70-79

2 (0.4)≥80

Education

21 (4.2)Junior high school diploma or below

66 (13.2)Senior high school diploma

84 (16.8)College graduate

256 (51.1)Bachelor’s degree

74 (14.8)Master’s degree or above

Occupation

104 (20.8)Student

50 (10.0)Officera

67 (13.4)Enterprise manager

62 (12.4)Office staff or clerk

75 (15.0)Professionalb

24 (4.8)Worker or laborer

14 (2.8)Business service

12 (2.4)Self-employed

22 (4.4)Freelancer

2 (0.4)Farmer

63 (12.6)Retired

6 (1.2)No professionc

aOfficer occupations include government officials, cadres, and civil servants.
bProfessional occupations include doctors, lawyers, journalists, teachers, etc.
cNo profession includes temporary occupation or unemployed.

Out of the 501 valid responses, 216 (43.1%) were from male
participants and the other 285 (56.9%) were from female
participants. Further, the majority of respondents were between
the ages of 20 and 39 years (276/501, 55.1%). Most of the
respondents had earned a bachelor’s degree (256/501, 51.1%),
which indicated a high level of education among respondents.
In terms of occupation, the largest group was students (104/501,
20.8%), followed by professionals (75/501, 15.0%) and
enterprise managers (67/501, 13.4%).

Quality Control
We conducted quality control through the survey platform and
via the investigators. Once on the platform, respondents were
invited to fill in the questionnaire voluntarily. Each Internet
Protocol (IP) address, computer, or username could only be
used once. Also, there were various filtering rules for invalid
answers, such as spending too little time on a questionnaire and
trap rules to filter out random answers.
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After the surveys were submitted, the respondents were screened
by the investigators to retain the valid questionnaires. We
excluded the following respondents: those who failed the
attention check, where the answers to all the questions were the
same or cyclical; those with response times of less than 120
seconds; those under 18 years old; and non-Chinese residents.
Also, we checked the consistency between the IP address and
the selected region, and questionnaires were eliminated if the
IP addresses were not consistent.

Measures
The study instrument was modified from those in the relevant
existing literature. Measurements and scales were translated
into the appropriate Chinese versions to ensure the completeness
and accuracy of instruments. After the repeated pretest, the final
questionnaire was translated back into English, and the main
semantics were not changed, indicating a strong correlation
with the original English questionnaire (see Table 2
[21,29,34,44-52]). The instruments were measured using a
5-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (highly disagree) to 5
(highly agree). All dimensions included three items, except the
information characteristics construct, which included five items.
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Table 2. Measurement items of the constructs.

Measurement itemConstruct and variables

Information characteristics (IC) [21,45,46]

COVID-19 prevention and treatment information on the internet is appropriate for my health demands.IC1

COVID-19 prevention and treatment information on the internet is understandable.IC2

COVID-19 prevention and treatment information on the internet is shared by most people (eg, by
thumb-up or retweet).

IC3

The argument for COVID-19 prevention and treatment information on the internet is compelling.IC4

The publisher of COVID-19 prevention and treatment information on the internet is experienced in
the health field.

IC5

Social influence (SI) [44,47]

People who are important to me think I should get COVID-19 prevention and treatment information
from the internet.

SI1

My family and friends have obtained COVID-19 prevention and treatment information from the
internet.

SI2

It is prevalent to get COVID-19 prevention and treatment information from the internet.SI3

Perceived drawbacks (PD) [48,49]

It may take me too much time or expense to adopt COVID-19 prevention and treatment information
from the internet.

PD1

Adopting COVID-19 prevention and treatment information from the internet may cause psycholog-
ical stress.

PD2

The health risks associated with the adoption of COVID-19 prevention and treatment information
from the internet may outweigh the positive health outcomes.

PD3

Perceived benefits (PB) [29]

It is important for me to adopt COVID-19 prevention and treatment information to reduce my risk
of COVID-19 infection.

PB1

Adopting COVID-19 prevention and treatment information can help me stay healthy, which is very
important to me.

PB2

The adoption of COVID-19 prevention and treatment information is valuable for me in order to
adopt COVID-19 prevention behaviors.

PB3

Self-efficacy (SE) [50]

I am confident that I can avoid COVID-19.SE1

I can figure out how to avoid COVID-19 infection.SE2

Even if I contract COVID-19, I can recover soon.SE3

Perceived usefulness (PU) [46,51]

The COVID-19 prevention and treatment information on the internet is valuable to me in preventing
COVID-19.

PU1

I can make good use of COVID-19 prevention and treatment information on the internet in my life.PU2

COVID-19 prevention and treatment information on the internet can improve the health of my
family, friends, and myself.

PU3

Adoption intention (AI) [34,52]

I will recommend this COVID-19 prevention and treatment information to my family and friends.AI1

I will use this COVID-19 prevention and treatment information obtained from the internet in my
daily life.

AI2

I would like to adopt COVID-19 prevention and treatment information, even if it takes my time or
money (ie, to buy drugs, protective equipment, etc) to do so.

AI3
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Ethics Approval and Consent to Participate
This study was approved in writing by the Medical Ethics
Committee of Capital Medical University (No. Z2019SY014)
and all participants gave informed consent.

Results

Overview
After data collection, the two-stage procedure of structural
equation modeling (SEM) was applied to conduct data analysis
[41]. The first procedure examined scale validity from the
measurement model by confirmatory factor analysis (CFA),
while the second procedure interpreted hypotheses testing by
the structural model. Both SPSS Statistics for Windows, version
19.0 (IBM Corp), and SPSS Amos, version 24.0 (IBM Corp),
were adopted as the tools for analyzing the data.

Measurement Model

Reliability
In this study, questionnaire items had a factor loading of 0.592
and above (see Table 3), which met the evaluation standard that

the factor loading for construct measures must exceed 0.5 to be
retained [53]. Cronbach α should be at least .70, and high
reliability is assumed if it is greater than .80 [54]. The composite
reliability (CR) value of greater than 0.70 represented high
reliability [53]. All the constructs had both high Cronbach α
and CR values, indicating high reliability (see Table 3).

Convergent Validity
Convergent validity measures the correlation of a dimension’s
multiple indicators. This study used the average variance
extracted (AVE) to estimate the convergent validity [53]. A
dimension with an AVE value over 0.50 would be considered
as having high convergent validity [55]. As shown in Table 3,
all dimensions had AVE values that were higher than the
aforementioned cutoff values, which suggest good convergent
validity.

In addition, all factor loadings for indicators measuring the same
construct were statistically significant (see Table 3), suggesting
that all indicators effectively measured their corresponding
construct [56] and supported convergent validity.
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Table 3. Reliability and convergent validity.

Average variance extractedbComposite reliability coefficientbCronbach αbFactor loadingaConstruct and scale items

0.6540.904.903Information characteristics (IC)

———0.822IC1

———0.765IC2

———0.858IC3

———0.840IC4

———0.754IC5

0.6420.841.834Social influence (SI)

———0.702SI1

———0.926SI2

———0.758SI3

0.5100.756.753Perceived drawbacks (PD)

———0.633PD1

———0.789PD2

———0.712PD3

0.7450.897.894Perceived benefits (PB)

———0.835PB1

———0.930PB2

———0.820PB3

0.5580.788.773Self-efficacy (SE)

———0.837SE1

———0.790SE2

———0.592SE3

0.7190.885.884Perceived usefulness (PU)

———0.826PU1

———0.869PU2

———0.849PU3

0.7020.875.868Adoption intention (AI)

———0.831AI1

———0.944AI2

———0.723AI3

aAll factor loadings were significant at the P<.001 level.
bThis value was calculated for each construct and not for individual items.

Discriminant Validity
Discriminant validity is achieved if the correlations between
different constructs are relatively significant. The chi-square
difference test can assess the discriminant validity of every two
constructs by calculating the difference of the chi-square

statistics for the constrained and unconstrained measurement
models [57]. In this study, except for perceived drawbacks, the
other six dimensions’chi-square difference tests were significant
at the P=.05 level (see Table 4). Accordingly, the results
demonstrated that discriminant validity was successfully
achieved for the measurement model.
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Table 4. Correlation analysis among constructs to determine discriminant validity.a

AIhPUgSEfPBePDdSIcICbConstruct

——————i0.809IC

—————0.8010.729SI

————0.714–0.040–0.044PD

———0.863–0.0680.7990.741PB

——0.7470.5120.0230.4210.437SE

—0.8480.5550.857–0.1520.7610.773PU

0.8380.7920.4790.741–0.0380.6640.723AI

aDiagonal elements are the square root of average variance extracted of the reflective scales. Off-diagonal elements are correlations between constructs.
bIC: information characteristics.
cSI: social influence.
dPD: perceived drawbacks.
ePB: perceived benefits.
fSE: self-efficacy.
gPU: perceived usefulness.
hAI: adoption intention.
iRepeated values were not included for easier comparison of table values.

Suppose the absolute value of the correlation coefficient is less
than the square root of the AVE value. That would indicate that
each construct has a certain correlation and a certain degree of
differentiation between constructs, indicating that the scale data
have an ideal discriminant validity. The value of the AVE square
root of each construct was greater than the square of its
correlation coefficient with the dimensions of all dimensions.

Structural Model Analysis
Based on the results of the CFA and modification index of
indicator variables, six standard model fit criteria were used to
assess the model’s overall goodness of fit: ratio of the chi-square

value to the degrees of freedom (χ2/df), goodness-of-fit index
(GFI), comparative fit index (CFI), Tucker-Lewis index (TLI),
root mean square residual, and root mean square error of
approximation (RMSEA).

As shown in Table 5, comparison of all fit indices with their
corresponding recommended values provided evidence of a

good model fit: χ2/df values were between 1.0 and 3.0; GFI,
CFI, and TLI were all greater than 0.9; and RMSEA was smaller
than 0.08. This demonstrated that the measurement model
exhibited a tolerably good fit with the data collected [56].

Table 5. Goodness of fit of the measurement and structural models.

ResultStructural modelMeasurement modelGoodness-of-fit criteriaStatistical check

Good2.6772.6851.0-3.0χ2/df

Good0.9080.908>0.9Goodness-of-fit index

Good0.9530.953>0.9Comparative fit index

Good0.9440.944>0.9Tucker-Lewis index

Pass0.0580.058<0.08Root mean square error of approx-
imation

Structure Model
Based on the results of SEM, the fit indices of the structural
model are shown in Table 5. Under the same criteria, the
structure model fits the observed data as well. Meanwhile, the
estimated results of the structural model provided the path
coefficients shown in Table 6. Among the eight hypotheses, six
paths were supported based on the valid data, significant at the
P=.01 level, while the remaining two paths were rejected
according to SEM (ie, Hypothesis 2 and Hypothesis 5a).

Adoption intention was predicted by information characteristics
(β=.266, P<.001) and perceived usefulness (β=.565, P<.001),

which jointly explained 66.8% of the adoption intention
variance. Information characteristics (β=.244, P<.001),
perceived drawbacks (β=–.097, P=.002), perceived benefits
(β=.512, P<.001), and self-efficacy (β=.141, P<.001) jointly
determined perceived usefulness and explained 81.1% variance
of perceived usefulness. In addition, perceived usefulness had
the most significant influence on adoption intention. It revealed
that perceived usefulness was an important indicator of adoption
intention. Perceived benefits had the most significant direct
influence on perceived usefulness, followed by information
characteristics, while perceived drawbacks had a relatively low
path coefficient, which indicated a negative effect at the same
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time. Since the rejection of Hypothesis 5a, it means that
perceived usefulness had a complete mediating effect on
self-efficacy to adoption intention. This result confirmed
perceived usefulness as an intermediary variable. Surprisingly,

Hypothesis 2 was not supported in this study. The path
coefficients supported six of all hypothesized relationships (see
Table 6, Figure 2, and Multimedia Appendix 1).

Table 6. Testing results of the hypotheses.

ResultP valueStandardized path coeffi-
cient (β)

PathHypothesis

Supported<.0010.244ICa→PUbHypothesis 1a

Supported<.0010.266IC→AIcHypothesis 1b

Rejected.070.115SId→PUHypothesis 2

Supported.002–0.097PDe→PUHypothesis 3

Supported<.0010.512PBf→PUHypothesis 4

Supported<.0010.141SEg→PUHypothesis 5a

Rejected.250.050SE→AIHypothesis 5b

Supported<.0010.565PU→AIHypothesis 6

aIC: information characteristics.
bPU: perceived usefulness.
cAI: adoption intention.
dSI: social influence.
ePD: perceived drawbacks.
fPB: perceived benefits.
gSE: self-efficacy.

Figure 2. Structural model results; standardized path coefficients (β) are shown. ***P<.001; **P<.01; ns: not significant (P>.05).
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Analysis of Mediating Effects
To test the indirect effects, bias-corrected bootstrapping with
5000 iterations was implemented to obtain the structural model
path significance levels for indirect effects [58]. Bootstrapping,
a nonparametric approach, was superior to other approaches in

testing mediation models because it does not assume
multivariate normality [59,60]. Table 7 shows that perceived
usefulness fully mediated the effect of perceived drawbacks,
perceived benefits, and self-efficacy on adoption intention,
whereas perceived usefulness partially mediated the effect of
information characteristics on adoption intention.

Table 7. Mediation effect analysis.

Mediating effectPercentileBias-corrected valuesStandardized indirect
effect

Constructs of measure-
ment

P value95% CIP value95% CI

Partial<.0010.071 to 0.220<.0010.069 to 0.2180.138ICa→PUb→AIc

No.13–0.020 to 0.145.10–0.014 to 0.1500.065SId→PU→AI

Fully.004–0.091 to –0.020.002–0.094 to –0.023–0.055PDe→PU→AI

Fully<.0010.178 to 0.419<.0010.183 to 0.4260.289PBf→PU→AI

Fully.0020.026 to 0.152.0020.026 to 0.1520.079SEg→PU→AI

aIC: information characteristics.
bPU: perceived usefulness.
cAI: adoption intention.
dSI: social influence.
ePD: perceived drawbacks.
fPB: perceived benefits.
gSE: self-efficacy.

Discussion

Principal Findings
This study set out to determine the factors affecting people’s
intention of adopting health information on the internet, and the
IAM-HBM model was applied. In general, this combined model
provided an excellent fit to the data. Our research supports
perceived drawbacks, perceived benefits, self-efficacy, perceived
usefulness, and information characteristics as factors associated
with the intention to adopt online prevention and treatment
information to prevent an epidemic in the context of COVID-19.

Evidence-Based Information Plays an Important Role
In the study, information characteristics can strengthen perceived
usefulness to adopt health information. In addition, the quality
and the source of information influence the perceived usefulness
and indirectly impact adoption intention. People are inclined to
take in evidence-based information rather than misinformation
on the internet [61,62]. Therefore, health communication should
include more evidence-based information and should meet the
public’s health demand [7]. Swamped by information on the
internet, if the information is expressed more reliably or if its
publisher is more professional and authoritative, the public will
have a more robust perception of the usefulness of the
information, thus increasing individuals’ willingness to adopt
the information. At the same time, in the face of information
overload, especially where some information constituted rumors,
the public, who lack professional knowledge, will balance the
outcomes of adoption information behavior. Many online
repositories full of valuable content are underutilized, becoming
“information junkyards” [63], and during the COVID-19

pandemic, an infodemic could be triggered by rumors. As
information flow has improved, infodemic prevention and
management using facts and evidence can mitigate the next
infodemic [64,65].

Improving the Capacity to Obtain Public Information
to Fight Mixed Messages
The public’s perceived drawbacks, perceived benefits, and
self-efficacy had significant influences on perceived usefulness.
Members of the public conduct a cost-benefit analysis before
adopting healthy behaviors, in which they weigh the
effectiveness of the adoption against the possible cost and risk
of time-consuming impediments. As a result, the more benefits
and fewer drawbacks one perceives, the more that the health
benefits of the adoption behavior outweigh the health risks,
resulting in higher perceived usefulness by individuals in
considering online health information to prevent COVID-19.

However, only by improving the public’s media literacy and
their ability to perceive information can they correctly recognize
the obstacles and benefits. At the same time, greater health
literacy can improve public health self-efficacy, resulting in
increased confidence in adopting healthy behaviors or changing
bad behaviors. Many people have limited health literacy [66];
health communication and education are the most cost-effective
means to improve health literacy [67]. Therefore, in the release
of COVID-19-related health information, attention should be
paid to improving public information capacity. For example,
officials could actively hold health lectures and disclose health
information, and relevant experts could improve the public’s
capacity regarding obtaining information.
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Simultaneously, with the continuous enrichment of social media,
it is difficult for social communication based on social media
to achieve full, comprehensive, and balanced transmission of
information. We need to avoid falling into information cocoons
and confirmation bias [68], and we need to measure the quality
of information from an overall perspective.

Government Has Greater Influence Than Family and
Friends
Surprisingly, our analysis did not support the hypothesis that
social influence is positively associated with perceived
usefulness of COVID-19 prevention and treatment information.
This finding was counterintuitive, and previous research showed
that social networks positively affect people by encouraging
them to adopt different health behavior intentions [69].

We think that government press conferences and news-based
public opinion during the COVID-19 pandemic in China have
weakened social influence on people’s perception and
acceptance of health information for the following reasons.
First, since the SARS epidemic in 2003, the Chinese government
has reformed the news release concept and system. In response
to the emergencies, the Chinese government issued a series of
policy documents and established the State Council Information
Office’s three-level news spokesman system for all central
ministries and provincial-level people’s governments [70].
Second, governments at all levels use various channels to
publicize, in a timely manner, the prevention and treatment
information regarding COVID-19, the latest situation regarding
the pandemic, and other public concerns, providing the public
with a low threshold and low-cost direct information feedback
channel [71]. The government also invited medical experts,
such as Dr Zhong Nanshan, Head of the National Team for
Control of Novel Coronavirus, to communicate with the public,
and this strategy gained public trust [72]. Finally, China’s
political system practices high-quality and high-efficiency
unified decision making, and they have strict controls over
content such as social media [73]. For example, Facebook,
Twitter, and YouTube are not allowed in mainland China [74],
and information monitoring and timely rumor controls are also
available within popular social media platforms, such as WeChat
and Sina Weibo [75]. Therefore, the government exerted its full
influence during the pandemic to position itself as the primary
influence [76].

However, social media is both a source of the infodemic and a
public health tool [77]. Therefore, it is necessary to include
social media platforms in public information dissemination;
rethinking the role of public communication will also be
necessary to assume corresponding responsibility during the
pandemic. The responsibility is not only to delete information
but, as much as possible, to ensure the diversity of the
information environment to a sufficient degree; this will enable
high-quality public content and thereby increase public
participation [64].

Conclusions
In a public health emergency, the online infodemic forces the
public to negotiate with prevention and treatment information.
By integrating IAM and HBM, this study provided the insight
and understanding that perceived usefulness and adoption
intention of online health information could be influenced by
information characteristics, people’s perceptions of drawbacks
and benefits, and self-efficacy. Moreover, people also exhibit
proactive behavior rather than reactive behavior. Thus, we
should consider these factors to help the informed public obtain
useful information via two approaches: one is to control the
quality of information and the other is to improve the public’s
capacity to obtain information, in order to promote trusted
information and to fight misinformation. This will, in turn,
contribute to saving lives as the pandemic continues to unfold
and run its course.

Limitations
We administered the questionnaire survey during the stage of
the pandemic in mainland China when it was under control,
which was when the outbreak in China had passed the initial
panic stage. People at different stages of the pandemic may have
been influenced differently by the influencing factors. Therefore,
although we found that social influence had no significant effect
on perceived usefulness of information, a more comprehensive
future study is suggested to explore whether this is due to social
context, stage of the pandemic, or other factors. Moreover, this
cross-sectional study was conducted using the WJX web
application, and sample populations had a certain amount of
experience in filling out online questionnaires and internet use.
Therefore, a more comprehensive future study is suggested to
include offline and online participants to expand the
framework’s application scope.
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Abstract

Background: The COVID-19 pandemic poses a major challenge to people’s everyday lives. In the context of hospitalization,
the pandemic is expected to have a strong influence on affective reactions and preventive behaviors. Research is needed to develop
evidence-driven strategies for coping with the challenges of the pandemic. Therefore, this survey study investigates the effects
that personality traits, risk-taking behaviors, and anxiety have on medical service–related affective reactions and anticipated
behaviors during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Objective: The aim of this study was to identify key factors that are associated with individuals’ concerns about hygiene in
hospitals and the postponement of surgeries.

Methods: We conducted a cross-sectional, web-based survey of 929 residents in Germany (women: 792/929, 85.3%; age: mean
35.2 years, SD 12.9 years). Hypotheses were tested by conducting a saturated path analysis.

Results: We found that anxiety had a direct effect on people’s concerns about safety (β=−.12, 95% CI −.20 to −.05) and hygiene
in hospitals (β=.16, 95% CI .08 to .23). Risk-taking behaviors and personality traits were not associated with concerns about
safety and hygiene in hospitals or anticipated behaviors.

Conclusions: Our findings suggest that distinct interventions and information campaigns are not necessary for individuals with
different personality traits or different levels of risk-taking behavior. However, we recommend that health care workers should
carefully address anxiety when interacting with patients.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24804)   doi:10.2196/24804
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COVID-19; public health; medical investigations; surgery; hospitalization, medical practices

Introduction

In Germany, the first COVID-19 case was confirmed at the end
of January 2020, and COVID-19 incidence rates rose in the
following 3 months. In response, the Robert Koch Institute (ie,
the German federal government agency and research institute
responsible for disease control and prevention) and the Federal
Centre for Health Education made the following
recommendations to slow the interpersonal transmission of

SARS-CoV-2: limit social contact, refrain from traveling unless
absolutely necessary, work from home wherever possible,
encourage the use of medical masks and gloves, and strengthen
hand hygiene practices [1]. At the same time, the European
Center for Disease Prevention and Control published a checklist
to prepare hospitals for the reception and care of patients with
COVID-19. This checklist included items that were related to
hand hygiene, personal protective equipment, and the
postponement of operations that were unrelated to COVID-19
[2]. However, the implementation of these regulations,
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particularly those regarding the use of personal protective
equipment during the initial weeks of the pandemic in Germany,
was hindered by a lack of adequate medical masks and clothing
[3]. Considering the fact that SARS-CoV-2 infection can result
in severe illness and death, especially in people aged >65 years
and those with defined risk factors (eg, high blood pressure,
diabetes, chronic respiratory diseases, and cancer) [4], a lack
of personal protective equipment in hospitals and inadequate
medical practices can result in affective reactions (eg, worries
and concerns) and anticipated behaviors (eg, the denial of
important operations) among the general population [5,6].

An example of an affective reaction resulting from a concern
about an impending or anticipated threat is worrying about the
lack of personal protective equipment in hospitals. Various
factors, such as sociodemographic characteristics and personal
values, can be used to predict affective reactions [5,7]. Further,
affective reactions like concern or worry positively relate to
anxiety [8] and negatively relate to risk-taking behaviors [9].
In addition, personality traits (eg, neuroticism) are linked with
affective reactions [10]. During the COVID-19 pandemic, it is
necessary to investigate the possible antecedents of affective
reactions that relate to hospital equipment and medical practices.
Such information is necessary for training health care workers
to develop psychological skills for helping patients who
experience worry, anxiety, and other emotional problems. It is
also necessary to investigate how the COVID-19 pandemic
affects people’s reactions when they or a person close to them
needs to be hospitalized to undergo surgery for treating an illness
[11,12]. Studies have shown that the COVID-19 pandemic poses
a considerable challenge to routine medical services. For
example, a study reported that patients prefer to postpone their
operations until after the pandemic has completely passed due
to the uncertain environment [12]. However, none of the studies
that have been conducted during the pandemic have investigated
psychological concepts that might influence individuals’
concerns about hospital hygiene and the postponement of
surgeries. Studies on treatment-related decisions have suggested
that personality traits, risk-taking behaviors, and anxiety are
important factors that affect people’s decisions to avoid visiting
a hospital or doctor [13,14].

Based on previous pandemics, it is known that segmenting the
population into subgroups (ie, sociodemographic subgroups) is
important for designing and delivering messages about health
risks and health protection measures [15,16]. However, even
though this might be a useful and effective method, these
subgroups do not account for several important psychological
factors, such as personality traits or anxiety. These factors might
be crucial antecedents of affective reactions to public health
messages. They might also influence people’s health-related
decisions. Specifically, these factors may directly affect
anticipated behaviors that relate to people’s decisions to
postpone a nonurgent surgery [12,17]. Therefore, this survey
study aims to identify the key factors that are associated with
hospitalization-related and medical service–related affective
reactions and anticipated behaviors during the COVID-19
pandemic.

We hypothesized that individuals with low levels of openness,
high levels of conscientiousness, low levels of extraversion,

low levels of agreeableness, high levels of neuroticism, low
levels of risk-taking behavior, and high levels of anxiety would
experience high levels of negative affective reactions and exhibit
high levels of anticipated preventive behaviors in response to
hospitalization and medical service provision.

Methods

Survey Summary
This cross-sectional, web-based survey study took place between
March 19 and April 17, 2020. To ensure that our survey was
highly visible to potential respondents, it was distributed via
social media, email, direct communication methods, and
advertisements in various digital communication channels. The
recruitment of participants mainly took place at the Department
of Psychology of Witten/Herdecke University. All participants
were residents of Germany who were aged ≥16 years. All
procedures in this study were performed in accordance with the
ethical standards of the institutional review board of the
Department of Psychology and Psychotherapy of
Witten/Herdecke University and those of the American
Psychology Association [18,19]. A letter of approval can be
obtained from the first author.

Measures

Summary of Survey Instruments
Prior to the survey, we screened potentially eligible test
instruments and scales to assess their suitability for answering
the hypotheses. We selected validated scales (ie, whenever
possible) for measuring the different survey constructs. We also
developed new scales to measure the COVID-19–specific
aspects of the survey, as no validated instruments were available
at the time of the survey. The development of survey items was
based on existing scales from other behavioral domains.

The following survey items, which were answered by using a
visual analog scale that ranged from 0 (ie, not at all) to 100 (ie,
absolutely), served as dependent variables: affective reactions
and anticipated behaviors.

Affective Reactions
Affective reactions [20] were measured with two items for
assessing concerns about hospital safety, hospital hygiene, and
medical practices during the COVID-19 pandemic. After
providing a short introduction to place the questions in the
context of the COVID-19 pandemic, the following questions
were asked: (1) “recently there have been supply bottlenecks
of mouthguards, disinfectants or similar for hospitals and
medical practices. Do you feel safe in places like this”; and (2)
“how big is your concern that due to supply bottlenecks a proper
hygiene cannot be ensured in hospitals or medical practices?”

Anticipated Behaviors
Anticipated behaviors were measured with two items for
assessing people’s decisions to postpone their own surgery or
advise a person close to them against surgery during the
pandemic. These items were in line with previous studies
[11,12]. After providing a short introduction to place the
questions in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, the
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following questions were asked: (1) “assuming you were about
to have a non-urgent surgery - how likely would you be to
postpone this surgery”; and (2) “suppose a person very close to
you was about to have a non-urgent surgery, how likely is it
that you would advise against having the surgery?”

The following survey items served as independent variables:
personality, risk-taking behaviors, and anxiety.

Personality
People’s personalities were measured with the Big Five
Inventory (BFI)-10, which is the short version of the BFI-44
[21]. The BFI assesses the following five personality traits:
openness to experience, conscientiousness, extraversion,
agreeableness, and neuroticism (OCEAN). Openness to
experience refers to whether people are inventive/curious or
consistent/cautious. Conscientiousness refers to whether people
are efficient/organized or easygoing/careless. Extraversion refers
to whether people are outgoing/energetic or solitary/reserved.
Agreeableness refers to whether people are
friendly/compassionate or challenging/detached. Neuroticism
refers to whether people are sensitive/nervous or
secure/confident. Our psychometric analyses indicated that
BFI-10 scores sufficiently correlated with BFI-44 scores. Based
on the average correlation value (r=0.83), 70% of the variance
in BFI-44 scores could be explained. After 6-8 weeks, the
BFI-10 had an average retest reliability value of 0.75.

Risk-Taking Behaviors
Risk-taking behaviors were assessed with the readiness to take
risk/search for competition scale of the Hamburger Personality
Inventory (HPI), which includes 14 items that are evaluated
with a 4-point Likert scale (eg, “Ultimately, I am also
unstoppable by massive threats”). HPI item scores are added to
calculate a risk-taking score [22]. With a Cronbach α value of
.85, the HPI has high content and construct validity. The HPI
has a test-retest reliability value of 0.86 after 18 months.
Additionally, HPI scores positively correlate with autonomy
orientations (r=0.48), revolutionary tendencies (r=0.53), conflict
skills (r=0.53), and competitive attitudes (r=0.60). These scores
also negatively correlate with harm avoidance tendencies
(r=−0.78).

Anxiety
Anxiety was measured with the German version of the
Spielberger State-Trait Anxiety Inventory (STAI), which is one
of the most commonly used standard tools for measuring
anxiety. In research, STAI scores also function as an indicator
of distress. The state anxiety portion of the STAI consists of 20
items that are evaluated on a 4-point Likert scale (eg, “I feel
worried”). All item scores are added to calculate a state anxiety
score [23]. Higher STAI scores indicate greater anxiety/distress.
The STAI has Cronbach α values that range between .90 and

.94, which means that it has high content and construct validity.
According to the original publication [23], the test-retest
reliability coefficients of the STAI range between 0.65 to 0.75
(ie, within 2 months of completing the STAI). These coefficients
remained stable in our psychometric analyses.

To assess whether people’s risk of contracting COVID-19 and
information-seeking behaviors (ie, those related to COVID-19)
had an impact on their worries and anticipated behaviors, the
following constructs were included in our analysis as covariates:
risk profile and information-seeking behaviors.

Risk Profile
Risk profiles were adapted in accordance with previous studies
[4,24]. Our survey included seven dichotomous items (ie, yes=1;
no=0) that asked about risk factors for contracting COVID-19
(ie, age of >60 years, chronic lung disease, autoimmune disease,
diabetes, kidney or liver diseases, cancer, immune deficiency,
and the intake of immunosuppressive remedies). The sum of
the item scores was used as a risk profile.

Information-Seeking Behaviors
Information-seeking behaviors were adapted in accordance with
a previous study [25]. The behaviors we analyzed were in line
with another study [26]. Our survey included six dichotomous
items (ie, yes=1; no=0) that asked about the sources that people
used to obtain information on COVID-19 (ie, television, internet
blogs, social media, the website of the German federal
government agency that is responsible for disease control and
prevention, newspapers, and tabloid press articles). The sum of
the item scores was used as an indicator of information-seeking
behavior intensity. In addition, age, gender, and educational
level (ie, a dichotomous variable that accounted for primary
and secondary education) were introduced in the path model as
covariates that needed to be controlled.

Statistical Analysis Strategy
Participants who fully completed the questionnaires were
included in the statistical analysis. Descriptive statistical
analyses were performed to describe the sample’s characteristics
in terms of the variables that were included in this study. In
addition, bivariate correlation values were computed to examine
associations among the variables. A saturated path model [27]
with manifest variables was used to test whether OCEAN
personality traits, anxiety, and risk-taking behaviors were related
to worries about hospital safety and hygiene, worries about
medical practices, and anticipated behaviors toward nonurgent
surgeries (Figure 1). To assess whether people’s risk of
contracting COVID-19 and information-seeking behaviors (ie,
those related to COVID-19) had an impact on their worries and
anticipated behaviors, these variables were included in the
analysis.
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Figure 1. The hypothesized path model for identifying associations between independent variables (ie, personality traits, risk-taking behaviors, and
anxiety) and dependent variables (ie, worries about safety, worries about hygiene, and anticipated behaviors). The model used data from 929 participants.
We did not display the control variables (ie, risk profiles, information-seeking behaviors, age, gender, and education) to keep the model overview simple.
Dotted lines refer to P values of ≥.01 and ≤.05. Bold lines refer to P values of <.001. Thin lines refer to P values of ≥.05. We did not display correlations
between the control variables and outcomes to keep the model overview simple.

Age, gender, and educational level (ie, a dichotomous variable
that accounted for primary and secondary education) were
introduced in the model as covariates that needed to be
controlled. All variables in the model were allowed to covary.
Standardized regression coefficients (ie, βi) for the path model
(ie, the model for predicting affective reactions) and anticipated
behaviors were calculated with the decomposition equation of
correlations (ie, ri), which is used to determine the direct and
indirect effects that predictor variables (ie, Xi) have on
dependent variables (ie, Yj). In addition, the 95% CIs were
calculated based on the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles of the estimated
SEs from bootstrapping [27]. As our study had four main
dependent variables, Bonferroni correction was performed to
lower the Cronbach α level for interpreting the results (ie, from
.05 to .0125). To evaluate model fitness, the Chi-square test
was used. According to Bollen and Long [28], Chi-square values
should not be 2-5 times larger than the degrees of freedom. In
addition, comparative fit index, Tucker-Lewis index, root mean
square error of approximation, and standardized root mean
square residual values were calculated as fit indices. Descriptive
statistical analyses were conducted with SPSS, version 26 (IBM
Corporation). The path analysis was conducted with Mplus,
version 8.1 (Muthén & Muthén) [29].

Results

Descriptive Characteristics
Of the 1059 participants who took part in our survey, 929
(87.7%) had complete data sets. Thus, these 929 participants
were included in the analyses. As indicated in Table 1, most of
the participants (792/929, 85.3%) were female. The mean age
of participants was 35.3 years (SD 12.9 years). Of the 929
participants, 890 (95.8%) stated that they were not infected with
SARS-CoV-2, and only 7 (0.8%) stated that they were infected
with SARS-CoV-2 (ie, at the time of the survey or before the
survey). With respect to risk profiles, 683 (73.5%) participants
reported that they did not exhibit any of the risk factors for
contracting COVID-19, while 112 (12.1%) stated that they had
a chronic lung disease. Almost all participants (884/929, 95.2%)
subjectively felt restricted due to COVID-19–related regulations
and measures. Details on participants’ sociodemographic
characteristics are provided in Table 1.

Descriptive statistics and correlations among the variables in
the path model are reported in Tables 2 and 3. Worries about
proper hospital hygiene and medical practices positively
correlated with neuroticism (r=0.12) and anxiety (r=0.21).
Further, all four dependent variables intercorrelated with each
other. For example, worries about hygiene and worries about
safety significantly correlated with each other (r=−0.40;
P=.001).
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Table 1. The sample’s sociodemographic characteristics.

ValueSociodemographic variables

35.3 (12.9)Age (years), mean (SD)

32 (16-82)Age (years), median (range)

Sex, n (%)

137 (14.7)Male

792 (85.3)Female

Educational level, n (%)

3 (0.3)No school degree

6 (1.7)Secondary school

108 (11.6)Secondary modern education

75 (8.1)Vocational baccalaureate

223 (24)General baccalaureate

116 (12.5)Applied science university diploma

181 (19.5)Bachelor’s degree

172 (18.5)Master’s degree

34 (3.7)Doctorate degree or higher

COVID-19 status, n (%)

890 (95.8)Not infected

17 (1.8)I was under suspicion

15 (1.6)I am under suspicion

5 (0.5)I was infected

2 (0.2)I am infected

Risk profile, n (%)

683 (73.5)No risk factors

50 (5.4)Aged >60 years

112 (12.1)Chronic lung disease

66 (7.1)Autoimmune disease

31 (3.3)Diabetes

15 (1.6)Cancer

56 (6)Immunodeficiency

43 (4.6)Intake of immunosuppressants

Information source, n (%)

369 (39.7)Friends and family

553 (59.5)Television

401 (43.2)Internet in general

402 (43.3)Social media

758 (81.6)Dedicated websites

495 (53.3)Newspapers

29 (3.1)Tabloid press articles

Feeling restricted due to COVID-19–related regulations and measures, n (%)

884 (95.2)Yes

45 (4.8)No
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Table 2. Bivariate correlations (ie, r values) among variables.
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of a
close

personc
Own

surgerycHygieneb
Feeling

secureb

Informa-
tion pro-
file

Risk
profile

Anxi-
etyRTBa

Neuroti-
cism

Agree-
ableness

Ex-
traver-
sion

Consci-
entious-
nessVariable

Openness

<−0.010.010.030.01−0.07e0.020.010.12e−0.010.030.030.03r

.91.73.38.780.05.570.7<.001.77.35.10.39P value

Conscientiousness

0.060.02−0.040.02−0.08e0.03−0.12e0.12e−0.15e0.08e0.12e—dr

.09.51.25.59.02.38<.001<.001<.001.02<.001—P value

Extraversion

−0.02−0.01−0.11e0.05<0.01−0.01−0.22e0.22e−0.30e0.13e——r

.57.88<.001.13.90.75<.001<.001<.001<.001——P value

Agreeableness

<−0.01−0.02-0.09e0.08e0.01−0.03−0.19e−0.04−0.12e———r

.95.47.007.02.84.41<.001.23<.001———P value

Neuroticism

0.01−0.010.13e−0.050.030.030.48e−0.32e————r

.79.69<.001.11.43.36<.001<.001————P value

RTB

−0.06−0.09e−0.050.04−0.040.04−0.20e—————r

.07.007.14.19.23.24<.001—————P value

Anxiety

0.060.08e0.21e−0.14e0.07e0.09e——————r

.05.02<.001<.001.04.005——————P value

Risk profile

0.07e0.020.12e−0.07e0.06———————r

.04.47<.001.03.08———————P value

Information profile

0.05−0.010.04<−0.01————————r

.16.77.25.98————————P value

Feeling secureb

−0.13e−0.13e−0.40e—————————r

<.001<.001<.001—————————P value

Hygieneb

0.18e0.18e——————————r

<.001<.001——————————P value

Own surgeryc

0.70e———————————r

<.001———————————P value

aRTB: risk-taking behavior.
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bRefers to a worry.
cRefers to an anticipated behavior category.
dNot applicable.
eSignificant at a level of P<.05.

Table 3. Mean and SD values of variables.

Value, mean (SD)Variable

7.60 (2.02)Openness

7.15 (1.65)Conscientiousness

6.66 (1.97)Extraversion

6.20 (1.58)Agreeableness

6.26 (2.04)Neuroticism

31.26 (7.13)Risk-taking behavior

43.91 (12.23)Anxiety

0.40 (0.80)Risk profile

3.24 (1.36)Information profile

48.32 (28.23)Worries about feeling secure

57.33 (30.35)Worries about hygiene

80.46 (28.45)Anticipated behavior relating to own surgery

77.32 (28.93)Anticipated behavior relating to the surgery of a close person

Results From the Path Model
The path model predicted the associations between independent
variables (ie, personality, risk-taking behaviors, and anxiety)
and dependent variables (ie, feelings about security, worries
about hospital hygiene and medical practices, and anticipated
behaviors that relate to people’s decisions to postpone their own
surgery or advise a person close to them against surgery). Figure
1 presents the parameter estimates of the model (ie, standardized
solutions).

The following model-data fit indices were obtained: Chi-square

value (χ2
54=942.94; N=929; P<.001), comparative fit index

(1.00), Tucker-Lewis Index (1.00), root mean square error of
approximation (<.01), and standardized root mean square
residual (<.01). These values indicated a moderate model fitness.
Table 4 provides the standardized regression coefficients of the
path model, which was used to predict affective reactions and
anticipated behaviors.
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Table 4. Standardized regression coefficients of the path model, which was used to predict affective reactions and anticipated behaviors.

Anticipated behaviorsAffective reactionsPath predictors

Surgery of a close person, β (95%
CI)

Own surgery, β (95% CI)Concerns about hygiene, β
(95% CI)

Feeling secure, β (95%
CI)

−.02 (−.09 to .05).02 (−.04 to .09).02 (−.05 to .09)<.01 (−.07 to .08)Openness

.03 (−.03 to .10).01 (−.06 to .08)−.03a (−.09 to .04).01 (−.05 to .08)Conscientiousness

−.02 (−.09 to .05).01 (−.06 to .08)−.07a (−.14 to <.01).03 (−.04 to .10)Extraversion

<.01 (−.06 to .07)−.03 (−.10 to .05)−.05a (−.11 to .02).05 (−.02 to .12)Agreeableness

−.02 (−.10 to .06)−.08b (−.16 to −.01).01 (−.07 to .09).05 (−.03 to .13)Neuroticism

−.04 (−.12 to .03)−.09b (−.16 to −.01)<.01 (−.07 to .08).01 (−.07 to .08)Risk-taking behavior

.05 (−.03 to .13).08b (.01 to .16).16d (.08 to .23)−.12c (−.20 to −.05)Anxiety

.01 (−.05 to .08)<.01 (−.07 to .08).08b (.02 to .14)−.06 (−.14 to .01)Risk profile

.03 (−.05 to .10).01 (−.14 to .15)−.01 (−.07 to .05)−.01 (−.09 to .07)Information-seeking be-
havior

−.08b (−.15 to −.01)−.08a (−.16 to .01)−.06a (−.12 to .01).09b (.02 to .17)Gendere

.18d (.11 to .25).09b (.01 to .16).10c (.03 to .17)−.05 (−.13 to .03)Age

−.11c (−.19 to −.03)−.06 (−.16 to .04)−.08b (−.16 to <−.01).03 (−.05 to .11)Educationf

aSignificant at a level of P<.10.
bSignificant at a level of P<.05.
cSignificant at a level of P<.001.
dSignificant at a level of P<.001.
eIn the path model, women were given a value of 1 and men were given a value of 2.
fIn the path model, secondary education was given a value of 1 and tertiary education was given a value of 2.

As outlined in Figure 1, the feeling of security with regard to
hospitals and medical practices was significantly negatively
related to anxiety (β=−.12; P=.001), which is in line with our
hypothesis. Further, affective reactions to hospital hygiene and
medical practices resulting from a bottleneck of appropriate
personal protective equipment for health care workers were
significantly positively related to anxiety (β=.16; P<.001) and
nonsignificantly negatively related to extraversion (β=−.07;
P=.054). Although anticipated behaviors that relate to advising
a close person against surgery did not correlate with any of our
hypothesized variables, anticipated behaviors that relate to one’s
own surgery were negatively associated with neuroticism
(β=−.08; P=.04) and risk-taking behaviors (β=−.09; P=.03).
Such anticipated behaviors were also positively associated with
anxiety (β=.08; P=.03). All of these associations however were
not statistically significant after the Bonferroni correction. No
other associations between the independent and dependent
variables were found. However, women and older participants
reported that they experienced higher levels of negative affective
reactions and anticipated behaviors compared to men and
younger participants, respectively.

Discussion

Principal Findings
To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first to investigate
predictors of affective reactions that relate to hospital safety,

hospital hygiene, and medical practices during the COVID-19
pandemic. We are also the first to investigate anticipated
behaviors that relate to people’s decisions to postpone their
surgery or advise a person close to them against surgery during
the pandemic. Our findings are in line with those of a
German-Austrian survey [30], which found that anxiety was
positively related to security actions. Our results suggest that
state anxiety is the most influential factor of anticipated
health-related behaviors and concerns about safety or hygiene.
Apart from state anxiety, none of the other hypothesized
predictors (eg, risk-taking behaviors) or personality factors (eg,
agreeableness or openness) had any significant association with
affective reactions or anticipated behaviors. This is contradictory
to the recent findings of Martin [31], who found that
agreeableness was related to the perceived severity of the
COVID-19 pandemic, and openness was related to low levels
of anxiety with regard to contracting COVID-19. Although
previous studies have suggested that individuals with high levels
of neuroticism exhibit pronounced negative reactions to stressful
events [32], our findings show that neuroticism was not
associated with anticipated behaviors during the COVID-19
pandemic. In our study, we found that people with high levels
of neuroticism were less likely to postpone their own surgery.
This finding is comparable to that of an early US survey, which
found that neuroticism was associated with high levels of
concern [33]. The similarities in these results could be explained
by the age of our participants. It is possible that our relatively
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young participants were not able to accurately imagine a
scenario in which they are hospitalized. This might have
influenced participants’ responses to our survey. With regard
to the relationship between health policy formation and public
responses [34], the most important finding of our study was that
anxiety was related to both the affective reactions and
anticipated behaviors of the participants. Allgleton and Kippax
[35], who conducted an analysis on Australian HIV/AIDS
policies, argued that suppressed anxiety can be used as a
depressive position for eliciting a desired response in the general
public [35]. Other studies [36-38] have also found that anxiety
is an important predictive factor of taking preventive measures
and exhibiting compliant behavioral responses during the 2009
influenza pandemic. Our findings support these empirical results.
Health authorities should be aware that anxiety may not only
affect individuals’ behaviors but also the behaviors of
organizations and systems (eg, splitting and blaming) [39]. In
addition, anxiety resulting from the COVID-19 pandemic might
also encourage individuals to consult a physician later than
necessary (ie, to present their complaints). This has already
occurred [40]. Such behavior may result in harms to health, the
development of depression [41], or the chronification of disease.

Limitations and Implications for Future Research
Aside from the strengths of our study (eg, its large sample size),
several limitations also need to be mentioned. First, due to the
dynamic nature of the pandemic, we decided to use a random
sample. However, due to our survey dissemination methods,
our sample may not be representative of the German population.
The generalizability of our results is open to empirical debate,
as our sample mostly consisted of middle-aged and
well-educated women. Research has shown that compared to
men, women are more likely to actively seek health-related
information and pay more attention to potential worldwide
pandemics [42]. Second, our sample mainly consisted of
middle-aged individuals. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume
that older people are more likely to postpone surgeries and
operations due to the COVID-19 pandemic, as they are more
susceptible to the disease than middle-aged people. Older people
also have stronger health care needs than middle-aged people
[17]. Further research on the COVID-19–related concerns of
older individuals is needed. Third, data collection took place
during the beginning of the pandemic in Germany. Therefore,
it remains unclear whether individuals would have the same
affective reactions and anticipated behaviors later into the
pandemic. Furthermore, the affective reactions and anticipated

behaviors of people from urban areas should be distinguished
from those of people from rural areas, as COVID-19 spreads at
different rates in different geographical areas [43]. However,
during the first phase of the pandemic in Germany, no
considerable differences were found in infection and death rates
[43]. This finding is also supported by the results of a recent
survey study [44], wherein the authors did not find any
substantial differences in behavioral intentions between
participants from rural and urban regions in China. Fourth, our
dependent variables were only measured with one item that
used a visual analog scale. This was done to keep the survey
concise and specific. Unfortunately, validated measures such
as the COVID-19–Induced Anxiety Scale or the Protective
Behaviors Towards COVID-19 Scale [45] were not available
at the time of our survey. According to Heller et al [46] and
Price et al [47], visual analog scales have sufficient
psychometric measurement properties. Thus, they can be used
when no validated instrument is available. Fifth, although the
fitness of our path model was acceptable, it could have been
better. However, it should be noted that as the sample size
increases and the degrees of freedom remain constant, the
Chi-square value increases. This leads to the problem of
plausible models being rejected due to a significant Chi-square
value. Therefore, too much emphasis should not be placed on
the significance of the Chi-square statistic [48]. Furthermore,
it should be noted that our data are cross-sectional in nature. As
such, causal conclusions cannot be drawn from our data. Future
studies should be longitudinal in nature.

Conclusions
Our results provide further insight into affective reactions and
anticipated health-related behaviors during the COVID-19
pandemic. Our findings indicate that OCEAN personality traits
are not associated with affective reactions and anticipated
behaviors. Therefore, specific distinctions do not seem necessary
when designing messages about health risks and health
protection measures (ie, those related to hospital and medical
practices during the COVID-19 pandemic). Even though future
research is needed to confirm our results, health care workers
should address the issues of patients with anxiety seriously and
directly. Clear communication is necessary when providing
information on the specific actions that hospitals and medical
organizations perform to protect patients and health care
workers. This could also help with preventing the cancellation
of nonurgent surgeries in hospitals.
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Abstract

Background: Effective communication during a health crisis can ease public concerns and promote the adoption of important
risk-mitigating behaviors. Public health agencies and leaders have served as the primary communicators of information related
to COVID-19, and a key part of their public outreach has taken place on social media platforms.

Objective: This study examined the content and engagement of COVID-19 tweets authored by Canadian public health agencies
and decision makers. We propose ways for public health accounts to adjust their tweeting practices during public health crises
to improve risk communication and maximize engagement.

Methods: We retrieved data from tweets by Canadian public health agencies and decision makers from January 1, 2020, to
June 30, 2020. The Twitter accounts were categorized as belonging to either a public health agency, regional or local health
department, provincial health authority, medical health officer, or minister of health. We analyzed trends in COVID-19 tweet
engagement and conducted a content analysis on a stratified random sample of 485 tweets to examine the message functions and
risk communication strategies used by each account type.

Results: We analyzed 32,737 tweets authored by 118 Canadian public health Twitter accounts, of which 6982 tweets were
related to COVID-19. Medical health officers authored the largest percentage of COVID-19–related tweets (n=1337, 35%) relative
to their total number of tweets and averaged the highest number of retweets per COVID-19 tweet (112 retweets per tweet). Public
health agencies had the highest frequency of daily tweets about COVID-19 throughout the study period. Compared to tweets
containing media and user mentions, hashtags and URLs were used in tweets more frequently by all account types, appearing in
69% (n=4798 tweets) and 68% (n=4781 tweets) of COVID-19–related tweets, respectively. Tweets containing hashtags also
received the highest average retweets (47 retweets per tweet). Our content analysis revealed that of the three tweet message
functions analyzed (information, action, community), tweets providing information were the most commonly used across most
account types, constituting 39% (n=181) of all tweets; however, tweets promoting actions from users received higher than average
retweets (55 retweets per tweet). When examining tweets that received one or more retweet (n=359), the difference between mean
retweets across the message functions was statistically significant (P<.001). The risk communication strategies that we examined
were not widely used by any account type, appearing in only 262 out of 485 tweets. However, when these strategies were used,
these tweets received more retweets compared to tweets that did not use any risk communication strategies (P<.001) (61 retweets
versus 13 retweets on average).

Conclusions: Public health agencies and decision makers should examine what messaging best meets the needs of their Twitter
audiences to maximize sharing of their communications. Public health accounts that do not currently employ risk communication
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strategies in their tweets may be missing an important opportunity to engage with users about the mitigation of health risks related
to COVID-19.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24883)   doi:10.2196/24883

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; coronavirus; pandemic; public health; Twitter; social media; engagement; risk communication; infodemiology;
content analysis

Introduction

Background
On January 25, 2020, the first case of COVID-19 was reported
in Canada in a man who had recently traveled to Wuhan, China,
where the virus was first identified [1]. By mid-March, in the
days after the World Health Organization (WHO) declared
COVID-19 to be a pandemic, Canadian public health officials
began to issue warnings against all nonessential travel, and soon
local community transmission was confirmed to be the primary
source of the transmission of cases in the country. By March
22, all Canadian provinces entered a state of emergency, ordered
all nonessential businesses to close, and restricted public
gatherings [2].

During this time, public health agencies and officials emerged
as the de facto leaders and primary decision makers for setting
evidence-based public health policies, practices, and norms.
Daily updates from medical officers of health and other public
health experts would set the course for how each jurisdiction
would respond to COVID-19 and outline the public’s role in
“flattening the curve.” Some early research suggests that
Canadians listened to these messages and followed public health
recommendations [3], and also stayed home, particularly in the
early weeks of the pandemic, as demonstrated by decreases in
the levels of people’s movements tracked through Google’s
Community Mobility Reports [4].

Public Health Administration in Canada
The roles and responsibilities of Canadian public health
institutions and individuals differ across the country and by
levels of government. As a result, it is not always clear where
the public should go to access and retrieve information during
a health crisis. For example, the federal government’s main role
is to communicate national case numbers to all Canadians,
coordinate control measures across provinces, and provide
updates on national issues such as travel and the delivery of
medical supplies. These activities are undertaken mostly by the
Public Health Agency of Canada (PHAC), which was
established as a separate agency of the federal department of
health specifically to improve responses to infectious disease
outbreaks after the severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)
outbreak of 2003 [5].

Conversely, Canadian provinces are responsible for leading the
emergency response, whereby ministries of health are tasked
with communicating provincial updates on case counts,
conducting surveillance and monitoring, providing guidance
on infectious disease control measures and policies, and testing
and screening practices [6]. Some provinces also operate
regional and/or local-level public health units, which

communicate information about local public health measures
they have set and enforced based on provincial emergency
orders. In addition to provincial health ministries, Ontario,
British Columbia, and Quebec also have separate
provincial-level public health agencies to provide scientific and
technical advice on public health matters, conduct specialized
data analytics, and provide updates on provincial testing capacity
or other expert advice related to infectious disease control. Each
of the levels of government described (federal, provincial, and
regional/local where they exist) also appoints a medical officer
of health to lead public health efforts in their respective
jurisdiction, who often holds degrees and training in both
medicine and public health.

The diversity in public health responses and responsibilities
between institutions and individuals led virtually every Canadian
province to take a different approach to crisis communications
and information dissemination related to COVID-19. For
example, provinces such as British Columbia have put their
provincial medical officers of health in the spotlight, while
others, including Ontario, have opted to have elected officials
such as local premiers or health ministers lead some of the
response. Occasionally this has resulted in contradictory
messaging from multiple spokespeople, leaving the public
confused and unsure whose guidance to follow [7]. This issue
is particularly relevant on social media platforms like Twitter,
where an abundance of information and misinformation has
resulted in an infodemic [8], which can produce uncertainty and
anxiety for individuals navigating an information overload [9].
Inconsistencies in health messaging can also erode public trust
in the competence and credibility of public health agencies and
decision makers [10].

Role of Public Health Agencies on Twitter
One of the ways in which the public has stayed informed on
key information and updates on COVID-19 has been through
the use of social media applications. Twitter in particular
reported its biggest ever annual gain in daily users globally
during the pandemic, which was up by 24% year over year
during the first 3 months of 2020 [11]. On the one hand, an
increase in Twitter users can lead to a more informed public as
past research has suggested that a high proportion of users have
identified Twitter as a major source of news for them [12]. On
the other hand, an increase in Twitter users may also increase
exposure to incorrect information or outright misinformation
about COVID-19 [13]. Although the mass media have
historically played a major role in the flow of information
between public officials and the public during crises, the
increased use of social media applications like Twitter has
allowed members of the public to connect with governmental
organizations and individuals more directly, largely
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circumventing the need to follow other unofficial communicators
[14].

During a health crisis such as a pandemic, the role of public
health agencies and officials as communicators of timely and
accurate information is especially crucial in helping the public
form accurate perceptions of health risks and adapt their
behaviors in ways that are necessary to mitigate risks [15]. In
fact, social media platforms like Twitter have enabled users to
seek and share information and news updates during past crises
to help reduce feelings of uncertainty and cope with threats [16].
Some early studies of the COVID-19 pandemic have highlighted
the need for public health officials to utilize more
communication channels and exert their influence as risk
communicators in a time when the global need for expert
information and advice has peaked [17]. Information posted to
social media especially at the early stages of any crisis or risk
event tends to garner more traction online as users seek out
updates. As such, it is critical for risk communicators to establish
an early online presence and engage those users from the
beginning [18].

One way to assess the online influence of Twitter accounts is
to examine the engagement that their tweets receive. This can
indicate how much an account’s communications are being
seen, studied, and shared. Tweet engagement can be indicated
by various measures including the number of retweets (ie, shares
of a tweet), likes (ie, number of times a user has seen and
acknowledged or agreed with a tweet), or replies (ie, number
of times a tweet has been commented on or responded to).
Retweets in particular have been identified as an effective
measure of engagement as they can indicate both the level of
user agreement with a message and also the level of diffusion
that message has undergone based on how many shares it has
amassed from the original tweeter [19]. Beyond providing
confirmation that some information or message has been
disseminated to the public, quantifying tweet engagement based
on retweets can provide a direct measure of the impact of that
tweet on users. Some research has suggested that source
credibility plays a role in garnering engagement; health agencies
or individuals who appear to provide trustworthy information
may be able to leverage their perceived legitimacy to gain more
retweets and disseminate their information more broadly [20].
Researchers have also identified engagement strategies that can
be used to increase user engagement to tweets. These strategies
include the use of hashtags, URLs, user mentions (ie, direct
mention of other Twitter user accounts), and media (eg, images
or videos) [21].

Prior Work
Our study builds on past research that has examined the use of
Twitter specifically by public health departments, agencies, and
organizations. Most studies tend to focus on either examining
the relationship between tweet features and levels of engagement
and/or analyzing the content of the tweets to characterize the
tweeting practices of particular accounts. For example, in a
study of tweet engagement strategies used by 25 federal health
agencies in the United States, it was found that hashtags, URLs,
and user mentions were associated with an increased frequency
of retweets [22]. In prior content analyses of tweets by state

and/or local health departments in the United States, studies
classifying the purpose of tweets (eg, whether tweets served to
inform users or prompted them to perform some activity) have
found that health departments mostly use Twitter to share health
information [23-26]. However, other research has suggested
that tweets whose function was to promote an action received
more retweets than those with other functions [21]. Our work
is also guided by research about prior pandemics such as
tweeting trends during the H1N1 outbreak [27] and tweets
covering Ebola health risks [28-30].

Previous work summarizing best practices in risk
communication during broader risk events [31,32], as well as
previous public health crises [33-35], underscore the importance
of incorporating effective risk communication elements in
messaging in order to reduce harm, clarify facts, and address
public concerns. Beyond simply providing accurate descriptions
of risks about the likelihood and consequences of harms,
effective risk communication practices on Twitter may also
include the use of messages promoting self-efficacy (ie, an
individuals’ beliefs that they have the ability to take action),
providing reassurances, acknowledging concerns and
uncertainties surrounding the situation, and indicating
coordination of actions between experts. These strategies are
viewed as important tools for organizations to augment their
credibility and diffuse public fears [36]. Some literature has
also noted the importance of applying strategic risk messaging
across different outbreak phases by first focusing on information
accuracy, then moving to reassurances to reduce uncertainty,
and lastly, by emphasizing self-efficacy through individual
actions and preventive measures [37].

Study Goal
The goal of our study was to characterize the content and level
of engagement of COVID-19 tweets made by Canadian public
health agencies and decision makers. Further, we propose
recommendations for ways through which health agencies and
decision makers could adjust their tweeting practices about
COVID-19 and other future health crises to improve risk
communication and maximize engagement. Our study seeks to
answer four primary research questions (RQs):

• RQ1: which types of Canadian public health agencies and
decision makers tweeted the most about COVID-19 and
when?

• RQ2: how much engagement did tweets by Canadian public
health agencies and decision makers receive during
COVID-19? How did engagement change over time by
account type?

• RQ3: did tweets containing Twitter engagement strategies
receive more retweets than those that did not? How did the
use of engagement strategies vary by account type?

• RQ4: did tweets from Canadian public health agencies and
decision makers that employed a particular message
function and risk communication strategy receive more
retweets than others? How did the use of risk
communication strategies in tweets from Canadian public
health agencies and decision makers change over time?
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Methods

Data Collection
A comprehensive list of Canadian public health institutions,
agencies, and leaders was compiled after conducting a scoping
review of provincial government websites. The resulting list of
agencies and decision makers from this initial search was
cross-referenced with the “Structural Profile of Public Health
in Canada,” a resource published by the National Collaborating
Centre for Healthy Public Policy [38] that summarizes how
public health is organized federally, provincially, and regionally
across Canada. The names of each of these agencies and
individuals were then manually searched using the Twitter
interface to narrow the list to include only those that had a
Twitter account (n=128). This list of agencies and decision
makers was then used to pull tweets for the identified key
players in Canadian public health communication on Twitter.

Twitter data were downloaded using the Twitter API accessed
through R using the rtweet package (The R Foundation) [39].
An R script was created to go through the list of 128 identified
Twitter accounts and download the most recent 3200 tweets of
each account, which reflects the maximum number of tweets
allowed for account-specific searches as imposed by the
application programming interface for Twitter. Data were
originally collected on May 23 but were recollected every day
from June 1 to July 10 using an automated script that iteratively
updated the number of interactions with past tweets (such as
likes or retweets) and collected new tweets published during
the month of June. The Twitter data set contained tweet-level
data including the author’s account name, Twitter handle,
number of followers at the time of download; the date and time
the tweet was published; whether the tweet was an original
tweet or a retweet; the tweet’s text, hashtags, user mentions,
URLs, favorite and retweet count; and whether the tweet
contained media (eg, image).

The Twitter data collected between May 23 and July 10 yielded
303,428 tweets from February 2010 to July 10, 2020. The data
were then narrowed down to only include tweets authored
between January 1, 2020, and June 30, 2020, resulting in 71,014
tweets. This time period was selected as China first reported
the outbreak of the novel coronavirus to the WHO on January
1, 2020. Of the 128 Twitter accounts we sampled, 118 had
authored tweets between this period. Finally, retweeted tweets
were excluded, resulting in 45,310 tweets.

Most tweets in the sample were single standalone tweets within
the tweet character limit, but some comprised longer tweet
threads. In these cases, tweets were turned into threads using
the following procedure. First, all tweets were sorted by
publisher and date and time. Next, all tweets that were identified
as self-replies (based on the “reply_to_screen_name” variable)
were treated as part of a tweet thread. The start of a tweet thread
was the tweet that immediately preceded the chain of tweets
that were self-replies. This starting tweet, and all subsequent
self-replies, were combined into a tweet thread. These tweets
and tweet threads (n=32,737) will be referred to simply as tweets
throughout the remainder of this paper. The tweets were then
classified by whether they were about COVID-19 or not, based

on whether they contained any of the following keywords:
“covid*,” “coronavirus,” “ncov,” “distanc*,” “pand*,” “tracing,”
“testandtrace,” “curve,” “stayhome,” “handwashing,” “mask,”
and “masque.” These keywords were identified by scanning
tweets within the sample and noting commonly used words in
French- and English-language tweets describing COVID-19.
During this scan, it was found that most French-language tweets
about COVID-19 used #COVID19 to denote the tweet’s topic
relevant to COVID-19, which was a less common practice
among English-language tweets. Hence, a larger number of
English-language keywords were required to classify whether
an English-language tweet was about COVID-19. This selection
process resulted in 6982 tweets about COVID-19.

Additionally, we downloaded the publicly available COVID-19
data set from the Government of Canada [1] to plot active case
counts over time alongside tweeting trends by public health
accounts. The national COVID-19 data set aggregated case
counts by the date that the case data were submitted to PHAC
rather than the date that the cases were confirmed by the local
health authority that collected the data.

Data Analysis
To classify the public health accounts by type, each account
was categorized as belonging to either an agency or a decision
maker. If the Twitter account belonged to an agency, it was
classified as being one of 3 types: public health agency (ie, a
federal or provincial public health agency, distinct from a health
ministry due to its focus on public health), a regional or local
health department (ie, a public health department that offers
public health programs or services to communities at a scale
smaller than the province), or a provincial health authority (ie,
provincial health ministries or health authorities). If the account
belonged to a decision maker, it was classified as being one of
2 types: medical officer of health (ie, the chief medical health
officer of Canada and of each province, and regional or local
medical health officers responsible for public health in smaller
communities) or provincial minister of health (ie, elected
government official who oversees health and public health
agencies).

Tweet engagement was measured using retweet count. For tweet
threads that contained multiple tweets, the maximum number
of retweets obtained for any single tweet in the thread was used
to measure engagement (rather than the average or total number
of retweets for all tweets in the thread) to avoid double-counting
or high-biased engagement.

Next, accounts were classified based on province, where
applicable, or were otherwise identified as a “national” account
(eg, PHAC and Canada’s chief medical officer). This was done
to select a stratified random sample of 501 tweets about
COVID-19 for a qualitative content analysis (see Multimedia
Appendix 1 for process flow chart). Since public health services
and policies are primarily administered at the provincial level
in Canada, we wanted our subset of tweets to capture enough
geographic variation in the accounts across various provinces.
We also wanted our subset of tweets to capture enough variation
in tweeting by account type. Therefore, we used a stratified
random sample with replacement using proportional weighting
to randomly select tweets across various strata based on the
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number of tweets each stratum contributed to the total sample.
These comprised of 8 regional strata, which included British
Columbia, Alberta, the Prairies (Saskatchewan and Manitoba),
Ontario, Quebec, the Maritimes (Nova Scotia, New Brunswick,
Prince Edward Island, and Newfoundland and Labrador), the
Territories (Yukon and Northwest Territories), and Canada. No
public health Twitter accounts from the Canadian territory of
Nunavut were identified. Additionally, we randomly selected
tweets across the two broad account types (ie, agencies and
decision makers). The resulting stratified random sample of 501
tweets about COVID-19 contained 58 tweets from Canadian
national-level accounts, 52 from Alberta, 66 from British
Columbia, 50 from the Maritimes, 199 from Ontario, 47 from
the Prairies, 17 from Quebec, and 12 from territorial accounts.
The sample of 501 tweets about COVID-19 also contained 377
tweets from agencies and 124 tweets from decision makers.

Before beginning the content analysis, 3 researchers (CS, CB,
SS) were trained on a set of 50 tweets randomly selected from
the overall sample of 6982 COVID-19 tweets. This was done
so that the researchers could familiarize themselves with the
various variables for coding and troubleshoot any issues with
the definitions of the coded variables. To distribute the 501
tweets for the content analysis equally among the three
researchers, the French-language tweets (n=27) were first
identified and allocated to the researcher with fluency in French.
Among the remaining English-language tweets, 50 were
randomly selected and allocated to each of the 3 researchers so
that these overlapping tweets could be used to calculate the
Krippendorff α value for interrater reliability. This resulted in
one researcher coding 201 tweets (including the 27 French
tweets), and the other two coding 200 tweets each. To integrate
the 50 tweets that all 3 researchers had coded into the overall
sample, one researcher’s code was randomly selected from the
3 possible codes for each variable, such that the probability of
selection was proportional to the frequency of that answer (eg,
if two-thirds of coders agreed on a code, there was a 2 in 3
chance of that code being selected).

There were 10 coding variables in total. The first variable,
media, captured the presence of media in the tweet and the type
of media present (ie, image, video or document), if applicable.
The next variable, message function, was coded using 3 mutually
exclusive coding variables: information, action, or community.
“Information” tweets included those whose main purpose was
to inform, educate, or update the reader on case counts, disease
transmission dynamics, policy changes, and COVID-19
symptoms. “Action” tweets included those whose main purpose
was intended to prompt changes in the behaviors or actions of
readers, such as encouraging social distancing, hygiene
practices, or other harm-reducing behaviors. Finally, tweets
were coded as “community” if their main purpose was
community-building, identifying community supports and
programs, or highlighting stories from or about the local
community. Since threaded tweets could contain multiple
message purposes, coding was based on the most prominent
theme for the entire tweet thread. These variables for message
function are consistent with those first proposed by Lovejoy
and Saxton [40] for classifying the three main functions of

organizations’ Twitter use and have been used in similar
research [21,23,25].

The final variable, use of a risk communication strategy, was
coded using 6 nonmutually exclusive coding variables:
corrective, risk, efficacy, concern, uncertainty, and experts.
Tweets were classified as “corrective” if they corrected some
incorrect information about COVID-19 or aimed to prevent the
spread of misinformation. Tweets were classified as “risk” if
they contained information that would help a reader make a
judgment about the risk of contracting COVID-19 or
experiencing health complications from COVID-19. This
included tweets containing information regarding absolute risks,
relative risks, as well as the identification of high-risk
subpopulations. Tweets were classified as “efficacy” if they
referenced an individual’s or community’s ability to execute
an action or activity successfully resulting in some tangible
benefit to health or a reduction of harm related to COVID-19.
Tweets were classified as “concern” if they acknowledged the
fears, concerns, worry, or anxiety associated with COVID-19.
Tweets were classified as “uncertainty” if they acknowledged
uncertainty, confusion, or a lack of available information about
COVID-19. Finally, tweets were classified as “experts” if they
implicitly or explicitly mentioned some agreement, coordination
or collaboration between public health experts or other credible
health organizations or individuals. The presence of any one of
these 6 variables was used to indicate the use of any risk
communication strategy in the tweet and were based in part on
best practices in communication identified by Seeger [31] used
to improve organizational and individual responses during crisis
events (see Multimedia Appendix 2 for dataset of 501 manually
coded Tweets).

Statistical Analysis
Each of the 3 coders worked independently through the same
randomly selected 50 tweets, where each tweet had 10 variables
to be codified. Krippendorff α [41] was used to measure the
interrater agreement among coders, which was calculated using
the R package irr [42]. Overall, interrater reliability was
considered high (α=.829), with all 3 coders reporting total
agreement on 453 out of the 500 answers (90.6%). Any
codification of unstructured phenomena can have subjective
biases, including when there is only one coder. However, the
computed level of reliability suggests that there was largely
internal agreement amongst the classification of variables within
the sample such that results are less likely to be an artifact of
internal disagreement or bias.

To assess whether differences in the mean number of retweets
per tweet across each message function category were
statistically significant, the nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis
one-way ANOVA (analysis of variance) test was used since our
data were not normally distributed.

We used the nonparametric Mann–Whitney–Wilcoxon Test to
assess differences in the mean number of retweets per tweet
between tweets containing at least one risk communication
strategy and tweets containing no risk communication strategy.
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Results

COVID-19 Tweets by Account Type
Our sample comprised 32,737 tweets, which included individual
tweets and threads authored by 118 Canadian public health
Twitter accounts (agencies and decision makers) between
January 1, 2020, to June 30, 2020. Approximately 21% (n=6982)
of all tweets contained content about COVID-19. Table 1
summarizes the characteristics of tweets in our sample by
account type. Medical officers of health authored the largest

percentage of tweets about COVID-19 relative to their total
tweets (n=1337, 35%), representing the largest contribution of
any account type. Conversely, accounts that belonged to
provincial health ministers authored the smallest percentage of
their tweets about COVID-19 (n=350, 18%). Accounts
corresponding to Canadian medical officers of health also had
the highest average number of retweets for COVID-19–related
tweets, as well as the largest total follower count (summed
across accounts in this category) at 416,611 total users (range
213–206,288 followers).

Table 1. Number of tweets and follower counts by account type, January 1, 2020, to June 30, 2020.

Total follower countb, n
(range)

Mean retweets per
tweet about COVID-19

Tweets about
COVID-19, n (%)

Mean tweets
per account

Total

tweetsa, n

Twitter ac-
counts, n

Account type

407,546 (10,201-325,112)60524 (23)56822724Public health agencies

406,108 (194-82,347)103832 (19)28919,91969Regional and local
health departments

170,387 (23-41,779)13939 (20)319477815Provincial health author-
ities

416,611 (213-206,288)1121337 (35)175385922Medical officers of
health

134,019 (908-53,325)52350 (18)23919098Provincial health minis-
ters

aEquals the number of tweets and/or tweet threads authored by Twitter accounts per type between January 1 and June 30, 2020.
bCorresponds to the number of followers the accounts had at the end of the study period on June 30, 2020.

Figure 1 displays longitudinal trends in the daily rate of
COVID-19 tweets stratified by account type using a 7-day
moving average. All account types had an increase in their daily
rate of COVID-19–related tweets after January 25 (day 25),
when Canada’s first case of COVID-19 was reported (Figure
1). Compared to the other account types, public health agencies
authored the highest number of COVID-19–related tweets per
account through most of the period studied. An exception to

this trend was observed shortly after the WHO declared
COVID-19 a pandemic, when the other account types increased
their frequency of tweets about the disease. In the time between
the WHO’s declaration (day 70) and when Canada’s COVID-19
cases first peaked (day 108), the daily number of COVID-19
tweets per account for regional and local health departments,
provincial health authorities, and medical health officers
appeared to converge (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Daily rate of COVID-19 tweets by account type, January 1, 2020, to June 30, 2020. WHO: World Health Organization.

Engagement
Figure 2 displays trends in the average number of retweets for
COVID-19–related tweets over time by account type. Around
day 28, 3 days after the first case of COVID-19 was confirmed
in Canada, there was a large spike in the average number of
retweets for public health agencies that lasted a few days before
returning to baseline. For all account types, the next period of
increase in retweets per tweet occurred around the time of the
WHO’s pandemic declaration (day 70). However, a few weeks
after the pandemic was declared, retweets appeared to trend
downward, even before COVID-19 cases peaked in Canada
(Figure 2). The maximum daily average in retweets (381
retweets per tweet) was seen on day 80 among accounts

belonging to medical officers of health; importantly, this was
the day that Canada announced it would be closing its border
to most noncitizens and nonpermanent residents. In contrast to
other account types, medical officers of health maintained
relatively high engagement (average of 50 or more retweets per
COVID-19–related tweet) for a sustained period, beginning
shortly before the WHO’s pandemic declaration on day 70 and
lasting until the second peak in COVID-19 cases in Canada on
day 150. For accounts corresponding to provincial health
ministers, daily retweets peaked on the same day as they did
for medical health officers (day 80) but trended downwards
shortly thereafter (Figure 2). Trends in retweets over time were
similar for provincial health authorities and regional or local
health departments (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Daily retweets per COVID-19 tweet by account type, January 1, 2020, to June 30, 2020. Avg: average; WHO: World Health Organization.

Table 2 summarizes the total number of tweets containing each
engagement strategy, stratified by account type, as well as the
sum and mean number of retweets by Twitter engagement
strategy. User mentions were used less frequently than other
engagement strategies and received the lowest mean retweets
across all accounts. The most frequently used engagement
strategies across all account types were hashtags (n=4798) and
URLs (n=4781). These two engagement strategies appeared
equally as frequently in tweets authored by public health
agencies; however, the use of media (eg, images and videos)
was associated with the highest average retweet count (67
retweets per tweet) for this account type. Similar findings were
observed for provincial health authorities, which also used URLs
most frequently (n=669) and received the highest average

retweets on tweets containing media (18 retweets per tweet).
Although accounts corresponding to regional and local health
departments also incorporated URLs in more tweets than the
other strategies (n=2766), they received the highest average
retweets for tweets that contained hashtags (13 retweets per
tweet). Tweets by regional and local health departments on
average received fewer retweets per tweet compared to the other
account types. Tweets by medical health officers that contained
hashtags on average received the highest number of retweets
per tweet compared to any engagement strategy and any account
(134 retweets per tweet). Both medical officers of health and
provincial health ministers used tweets containing media in
fewer than half of their tweets, while the other three account
types used media in more than half of their tweets.
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Table 2. Summed tweet (n=6982) and retweet frequencies and percentages by engagement strategy and account type, January 1, 2020, to June 30,
2020.

Mean retweets per tweet contain-
ing each strategy

Summed retweets for all tweets
containing each strategy, n

Number of tweetsa containing each
engagement strategy, n (%)

Account type and engagement strategy

Public health agencies

6723,291350 (67)Media

6529,418451 (86)Hashtags

5524,788451 (86)URLs

192654139 (27)User mentions

Regional and local health departments

1130,2232640 (69)Media

1330,8242462 (64)Hashtags

1027,1362766 (72)URLs

64648753 (20)User mentions

Provincial health authorities

188555477 (51)Media

148333614 (65)Hashtags

106671669 (71)URLs

51644326 (35)User mentions

Medical officers of health

7625,924342 (26)Media

134141,8411058 (79)Hashtags

9161,697681 (51)URLs

3815,098396 (30)User mentions

Provincial health ministers

325015157 (45)Media

6714,261213 (61)Hashtags

388134214 (61)URLs

283756135 (39)User mentions

aEquals the number of tweets and/or tweet threads authored by Twitter accounts per type between January 1 and June 30, 2020.

Content Analysis
During the content analysis of 501 tweets, 16 tweets were
identified by the 3 researchers as not being directly related to
content about COVID-19, resulting in a data set of 485 tweets
about COVID-19. When coding the tweets for message function,
21 tweets were found to not have a classifiable purpose and
were omitted from this part of the analysis. Table 3 summarizes
the frequency and percentage of tweets identified as information,
action, and community for each of the five account types in the
sample. More than half of all coded tweets authored by public
health agencies were classified as information tweets (n=17,
52%), which received the highest average number of retweets
per tweet (56 retweets per tweet) compared to action (43
retweets per tweet) and community tweets (12 retweets per
tweet) for these accounts. In our sample, tweets authored by

regional and local health departments were most often classified
as action tweets (n=101, 47%), and on average these received
the highest number of retweets per tweet for this account type
(10 retweets per tweet). Tweets corresponding to provincial
health authorities, medical health officers, and provincial health
ministers were mostly classified as information (n=47, 47%;
n=56, 58%; and n=10, 53%, respectively); however, action
tweets authored by each of these account types received more
retweets per tweet on average compared to their information
tweets (12, 259, and 44 retweets per tweet, respectively). The
difference in mean retweets across the three message functions
was not statistically significant (P=.18). However, when
examining only those tweets that received one or more retweet
(n=359), the difference between mean retweets across the three
message functions was statistically significant (P<.001).
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Table 3. Summed tweet (n=464) and retweet frequencies and percentages by message function and account type, January 1, 2020, to June 30, 2020.

Mean retweets per tweet of
each function

Summed retweets for all
tweets of each function, n

Number of tweetsa with each
message function, n (%)

Account type and message function

Public health agencies

5695717 (52)Information

4355413 (39)Action

12363 (9)Community

Regional and local health departments

632551 (24)Information

101043101 (47)Action

322364 (30)Community

Provincial health authorities

739347 (47)Information

1238833 (33)Action

714219 (19)Community

Medical officers of health

103617256 (58)Information

259776530 (31)Action

2022311 (11)Community

Provincial health ministers

2729310 (53)Information

442215 (26)Action

23904 (21)Community

aEquals the number of tweets and/or tweet threads authored by Twitter accounts per type between January 1 and June 30, 2020.

Table 4 summarizes the frequencies and percentages of risk
communication strategies used by account type for the stratified
random sample of COVID-19 tweets that were coded during
the content analysis. Overall, the risk communication strategies
that we examined were not very widely used and appeared only
in 262 tweets out of our sample of 485 tweets. Since some tweets
in our sample contained more than one type of risk
communication strategy, as a result, there were 334 strategies
used across the 262 tweets. Efficacy statements were the most
commonly used strategy (efficacy accounted for more than
one-third of the strategies used by each account type), and this
strategy appeared in 163 of 262 tweets containing any risk
communication strategy. For accounts corresponding to public
health agencies, efficacy (n=12, 46%) and risk (n=8, 31%)
statements were the most frequently used strategy; however,
tweets containing these strategies were not the most retweeted.
Instead, a single tweet thread containing corrective information

that was authored by PHAC (which addressed misinformation
on COVID-19) received the most retweets (134 retweets per
tweet). Among regional and local health departments, the second
most frequently used risk communication strategy after efficacy
was addressing concern about COVID-19; however, their tweets
containing corrective information received the most retweets
on average (30 retweets per tweet). Provincial health authorities
and medical health officers used risk statements at similar
frequencies (n=12, 23% and n=24, 22%, respectively); however,
tweets containing this strategy had fewer retweets on average
among both account types when compared to tweets containing
other risk communication strategies. Although medical health
officers only authored 4 tweets containing statements that
acknowledged the uncertainty around COVID-19, these tweets
received the highest number of retweets per tweet compared to
the other strategies used by that account type (358 retweets per
tweet).
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Table 4. Summed risk communication strategies (n=334) and percentages and retweet frequencies by strategy and account type, January 1, 2020, to
June 30, 2020.

Mean retweets per tweet con-
taining each strategy

Summed retweets for all tweets
containing each risk communica-
tion strategy, n

Number of risk communication

strategiesb used by account type,
n (%)

Account type and risk communication strategya

Public health agencies

1341341 (4)Corrective

141128 (31)Risk

7084512 (46)Efficacy

771542 (8)Concern

67671 (4)Uncertainty

9182 (8)Experts

Regional and local health departments

301194 (3)Corrective

4205 (4)Risk

971181 (60)Efficacy

1023624 (18)Concern

99010 (7)Uncertainty

33512 (9)Experts

Provincial health authorities

001 (2)Corrective

33812 (23)Risk

712918 (34)Efficacy

2222010 (19)Concern

253 (6)Uncertainty

4389 (17)Experts

Medical officers of health

1927674 (4)Corrective

113270924 (22)Risk

25312,41349 (45)Efficacy

302392813 (12)Concern

35814334 (4)Uncertainty

113169515 (14)Experts

Provincial health ministers

N/AN/Ac0 (0)Corrective

621232 (20)Risk

581753 (30)Efficacy

43431 (10)Concern

N/AN/A0 (0)Uncertainty

13534 (40)Experts

aRisk communication strategies were not mutually exclusive; therefore, a single tweet could contain multiple strategies.
bEquals the number of tweets and/or tweet threads authored by Twitter accounts per type between January 1 and June 30, 2020.
cN/A: not applicable.

Figure 3 displays the weekly frequency of COVID-19 tweets
containing any risk communication strategy and tweets

containing no strategy across all account types for the stratified
random sample of COVID-19 tweets that were coded during
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the content analysis. When examining trends across all account
types, the use of risk communication strategies appeared to
increase in tweets produced after the WHO’s pandemic
declaration (week 10) but decreased in the period of time
between the first and second peaks of COVID-19 cases in
Canada (weeks 15 and 22, respectively). Tweets that did not
contain a risk communication strategy were not tweeted as
frequently as tweets that did contain a risk communication

strategy shortly after the pandemic was declared. The use of
any risk communication strategy by all account types appeared
to increase again a little after the second peak of COVID-19
cases in Canada after week 22. Tweets using at least one risk
communication strategy (n=262) received an average of 61
retweets per tweet, while tweets using no risk communication
strategies received an average of 13. This nearly 5-fold
difference was statistically significant (P<.001).

Figure 3. Weekly frequency of COVID-19 tweets containing any risk communication strategy, across all account types, January 1, 2020, to June 30,
2020. WHO: World Health Organization.

Discussion

Principal Results

RQ 1 and 2: Tweets and Retweets Over Time by Account
Type
Our study of Canadian public health Twitter accounts revealed
that tweeting practices and tweet engagement differed between
various agencies and decision makers during the COVID-19
pandemic. Of the five account types that we examined, public
health agencies and medical officers of health stood out for their
tweeting frequency and the high engagement that their tweets
received. These two account types had the largest percentage
of tweets about COVID-19 relative to all their total number of
tweets, as well as the highest daily rate of COVID-19 tweets.
This finding is consistent with their roles as the primary agencies
and individuals responsible for implementing and
communicating a public health response during health crises in
Canada. Our findings showed that these two account types also
received the highest average engagement (retweets) during the
study period, suggesting that Twitter users also recognize these
agencies and individuals as the primary information sources to
share with their peers during a public health crisis like

COVID-19. These findings are positive in that if public health
agencies and medical health officers continue to establish a
consistent Twitter presence, attract followers, and engage their
Twitter audiences, their communications may continue to be
shared widely.

We observed that trends in the daily frequency of tweets by
account type over time were generally consistent with changes
in public concern and engagement over the course of the
pandemic [27]. However, it is interesting to note that during
key moments in time where the threats of COVID-19 were
increasing, the daily rate of COVID-19 tweets did not always
correspond to increased retweet counts, and instead trends in
tweeting and retweeting varied by account type. For example,
when the first case of COVID-19 was confirmed in Canada on
January 25, 2020, public health agencies tweeted the most about
COVID-19 and received the most retweets for these tweets
compared to all other account types; however, after the WHO
declared COVID-19 a pandemic on day 70, the daily rates of
COVID-19 tweets for all account types began to increase and
nearly converged. Medical officers of health received the most
retweets per COVID-19 tweet during this period (day 80). These
results suggest that Twitter users may have shifted their
engagement from tweets authored by public health agencies to
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those by medical health officers; however, this trend was less
evident by the time Canada’s COVID-19 cases peaked.

It is also interesting to note that daily rates of COVID-19 tweets
authored by public health agencies seemed to peak around the
same time that key moments related to COVID-19 took place
in Canada (ie, after Canada’s first case, just before the first peak
in COVID-19 cases, and shortly after the second peak in
COVID-19 cases), which suggests that trends in case counts
may have at least partially informed this account type’s tweeting
practices. This trend was not seen for medical officers of health,
whose daily rates of COVID-19 tweets trended downward after
the WHO declared COVID-19 a pandemic, despite subsequent
peaks in Canadian COVID-19 cases. This is important because
increasing COVID-19 case counts partially inform the public
about their risk of contracting COVID-19 and thus may lead to
increased information seeking. As a result, more public health
accounts should respond to increasing case numbers with
increased daily tweeting about COVID-19, not less.
Unfortunately, information seeking cannot be indicated by
engagement metrics such as retweet counts; therefore, our results
do not reflect which tweets were most seen or read by Twitter
users. However, other research has noted that frequently updated
social media feeds are perceived by audiences as more relevant
during crises and should be updated enough so as to be noticed
by users, regardless of whether they receive engagement [20].

Despite having lower daily COVID-19 tweet rates compared
to public health agencies, medical officers of health and
provincial health ministers received the highest daily retweets
per tweet on day 80, 10 days after the WHO declared COVID-19
a pandemic. This finding was somewhat surprising given that
past research has identified health agencies (especially at the
federal level) as being able to garner more retweets than other
public health accounts during past pandemics, largely due to
their recognition and influence over online information sharing
[33]. This finding may reflect a Twitter audience shift from
governmental institutions to individuals, consistent with some
research that has identified a spokesperson effect during public
health crises, whereby people seek out a leading voice that is
credible and relatable as their primary source of information
[43].

One reason that medical officers of health may have been able
to maintain a higher average retweet count for the remainder of
the study period is that Twitter users may have perceived their
content as more medically or scientifically relevant during the
pandemic, which other studies have found can lead to more
retweets [14,44], likely because expert accounts are perceived
as highly authoritative and trustworthy information sources.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, Twitter accounts corresponding to
provincial health ministers had the lowest percentage of tweets
about COVID-19, and the number of retweets that their tweets
received decreased significantly after peaking on day 80. Given
that provincial health ministers are elected public officials, often
with little to no expertise in public health, our findings suggest
that these individuals likely relegated responsibilities around
COVID-19 communications to other accounts more focused on
public health. These results are also consistent with prior
research that found that the public may be more likely to distrust
information from governments or elected officials and more

likely to share information from sources perceived as more
trusted or more “expert” (eg, physicians and medical
researchers) [45].

RQ3: Use of Engagement Strategies
The frequent use of hashtags and URLs in the majority of
COVID-19 tweets that we analyzed is consistent with other
studies examining engagement to tweets authored by health
agencies [22], and suggests that many Canadian public health
agencies and decision makers are aware of and incorporate
common Twitter engagement strategies in their tweeting
practices. However, the use of these metrics was not always
associated with higher engagement, suggesting that there is no
single strategy to garner engagement. Hence, each account type
may need to tailor their approach. Although user mentions were
among the least used engagement metric, and received the
lowest average retweets per tweet, the value of these types of
tweets extends beyond engagement. In fact, user mentions are
viewed as a way to establish dialogue between a tweeter and
their audience, build relationships between users, and improve
transparency and trust in tweeting institutions [46]. Other studies
have also noted that organizations that do not fully utilize
Twitter engagement strategies may be missing important
opportunities to craft more interactive and engaging
communications during a crisis [47].

RQ4: Tweet Message Functions and Use of Risk
Communication Strategies
In our content analysis of a stratified random sample of tweets
by Canadian public health agencies and decision makers, we
found that of the three message functions that we examined,
information tweets were most common across all account types,
except regional and local public health departments, which used
action tweets more frequently. This finding was consistent with
other studies that have found tweets conveying information to
be the most frequently tweeted by health organizations during
other pandemics [26,48]; however, action tweets were most
frequently produced in a study by Wahbeh et al [49] of
physicians’ tweets on COVID-19. Despite information tweets
being the most frequently used by the accounts in our sample,
action tweets received on average more retweets per tweet for
all account types except for public health agencies, which
received on average more retweets for information tweets. Other
research has also found that action tweets receive the most
engagement compared to tweets with other message functions
[21]. Our findings suggest that users may seek out and engage
with different messages from different account types, relying
more on public health agencies for information about COVID-19
and relying on the other accounts for instructions on actions
and preventative measures they should be taking. During regular
noncrisis periods, community tweets can help a public health
agency build an online community and initiate a sense of
togetherness [25]; however, the lack of engagement that these
tweets received in our study suggest that the public’s need for
information and direct actions during the COVID-19 pandemic
may require public health agencies and decision makers to shift
away from community-type tweets during a crisis to meet the
needs of their audiences.
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Furthermore, the results of our content analysis demonstrated
that the risk communication strategies that we examined were
not very widely used by any account type, appearing in just
over half of the tweets that we analyzed. For example, our study
found very few tweets provided corrective information that
could be used to tackle misinformation about COVID-19, which
is consistent with work by Guidry et al [28] that found only 1%
of tweets by health organizations in their sample addressed
misinformation on Ebola. These findings suggest that a lack of
corrective tweets could represent a missed opportunity for public
health agencies and officials to combat misinformation spread
during a pandemic. It is also worth noting that risk tweets
containing statements that would aid users in making a judgment
about their risk of contracting COVID-19 or the harms
associated with COVID-19 only appeared in approximately
11% of the tweets in our sample (n=51). In fact, only one
category of the risk communication strategies that we examined
(efficacy) appeared in at least one-third of the tweets authored
by all account types, a frequency that was similar to the
percentage of tweets containing efficacy statements about the
Zika virus in a study of tweets authored by US public health
agencies [33]. On the other hand, tweets that acknowledged
concerns about COVID-19 tended to receive among the highest
retweets per tweet in our study, which is consistent with risk
communication literature identifying concern as an important
strategy that aids the public in developing faith in
communicators that demonstrate compassion [31].

Despite the overall lack of risk communication strategies
employed in the tweets in our sample, our findings demonstrate
that including one or more strategies was associated with more
engagement on average compared to tweets that did not contain
any risk communication strategies (61 retweets per tweet versus
13 retweets per tweet, respectively). We also found that risk
communication strategies tended to be used at key moments
during the COVID-19 pandemic. The use of risk communication
strategies appeared to peak in the weeks just after the WHO
declared COVID-19 a pandemic and trended slightly upward
after each of the two peaks of COVID-19 cases in Canada. This
finding is consistent with other studies that have found that risk
communication becomes less prevalent over the course of a
crisis [50], since this information is considered most valuable
at the beginning of a crisis when uncertainty is high [35].
However, given that our understanding of COVID-19
transmission and health impacts is still developing, a lack of
sustained risk communication in tweets by Canadian public
health agencies and decision makers could be problematic if it
leads to inaccurate perceptions of personal health risks or
indifference toward public health measures.

With so much discussion of the pandemic online, supplying
information users with high-quality, consistent messaging on
the health risks associated with COVID-19 is critical for
improving health literacy in the population [51]. Therefore,
while the use of these risk communication strategies at key
moments could be viewed as promising, more risk
communication overall should be undertaken by all public health
Twitter accounts to ensure that their audience continuously
receives relevant, accurate, and up-to-date information on
potential health risks related to COVID-19.

Strengths, Limitations, and Future Work
One methodological advantage that sets our study apart from
others is the use of tweet threads, in addition to individual
tweets, as the unit of analysis, rather than analyzing each tweet
from a thread on its own. Analyzing threads allowed for a more
accurate examination of tweeting practices by recreating the
message as it would have been viewed originally to a Twitter
user. This was a major strength of our content analysis as it
allowed for the entire message to be coded and analyzed, rather
than a small segment of it. Since threads are commonly used to
craft messages that would otherwise be impossible to fit within
a tweet’s character limit, analyzing them individually would
have provided an incomplete picture.

This research has several limitations related, in large part, to its
reliance on Twitter data. First, we analyzed the tweets of public
health agencies and decision makers in Canada who had tweeted
between January 1 and June 30, 2020; however, there are
numerous other authoritative health-related Twitter accounts
and other official government accounts that tweeted about
COVID-19 during this period (eg, physicians, health
nongovernmental organizations, etc), which the public may
have also engaged with. Moreover, not all members of the public
use Twitter; therefore, engagement as measured by counts of
retweets does not offer insights into which public health agencies
or decision makers the broader Canadian public may consider
most important. Additionally, our results may not reflect today
or tomorrow’s Twitter landscape, and therefore only indicate
tweeting practices at a snapshot in time. However, our study
can offer a glimpse into trends on information sharing during
the first 6 months of the COVID-19 pandemic based on what
Canadian public health agencies and decision makers were
tweeting and how Twitter users engaged with this content. Our
study’s findings can be useful to those public health accounts
that we included in our analysis as well as to other health
organizations or individuals that may be looking for ways to
better utilize Twitter to engage with users seeking health
information on this platform.

The findings from our study could be improved through
additional analysis of content authored by public health accounts
on other social media platforms (eg, Instagram, Facebook, etc)
or additional refinement of the categories we used for classifying
the Twitter accounts and tweet content. For example, future
work examining public health communications in Canada could
build on our work by contrasting tweeting practices by province
or other geographic elements, which could uncover more trends
in information sharing and engagement given the region-specific
administration of Canada’s public health policies. In addition,
future work in this area could explore patterns in retweeted
tweets and perform a network analysis to examine the Twitter
interactions between various public health accounts.

Conclusions
This study analyzed tweets by Canadian public health agencies
and decision makers between January 1, 2020, and June 30,
2020, to examine their tweeting practices during the early stages
of the pandemic. We also aimed to identify ways that tweets
could be improved to effectively communicate risk and
maximize engagement on this platform. Using a mixed methods
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approach, we conducted Twitter analytics and a qualitative
content analysis to characterize the level of engagement that
COVID-19 tweets authored by Canadian public health accounts
received, as well as the purpose of their tweets and their use of
key risk communication strategies. Our research findings suggest
that while public health agencies authored more daily
COVID-19–related tweets than other account types, engagement
tended to be higher for tweets authored by medical health
officers, particularly during key moments of the pandemic.
Overall, most account types appeared to focus on disseminating
information, with the exception of regional and local health
departments, which tended to promote more action from users.
Our results also point to the need for public health agencies and
decision makers to monitor Twitter analytics in order to
understand their audience and leverage whatever Twitter
engagement strategies help maximize shares of their
communications.

During the beginning of any crisis, the use of risk
communication strategies by organizations and officials leading
the response is critical to help inform the public about an often
highly uncertain and rapidly evolving situation, address
concerns, and instill trust in those leaders. Our study found that
risk communication strategies were not widely used in tweets
by any account type, even though these strategies were
associated with more engagement. These findings suggest that
Canadian public health agencies and decision makers may be
missing an important opportunity to engage with information
users about the mitigation of health risks related to COVID-19.
Finally, our study builds on other literature that has explored
differences in engagement to communications authored by
individuals and institutions, and suggests that any medical
officer of health or other expert individual currently not on
Twitter should consider the platform as a means to disseminate
information that Twitter users appear to be interested in sharing.
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Abstract

This paper aims to provide a perspective on data sharing practices in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. The scientific
community has made several important inroads in the fight against COVID-19, and there are over 2500 clinical trials registered
globally. Within the context of the rapidly changing pandemic, we are seeing a large number of trials conducted without results
being made available. It is likely that a plethora of trials have stopped early, not for statistical reasons but due to lack of feasibility.
Trials stopped early for feasibility are, by definition, statistically underpowered and thereby prone to inconclusive findings.
Statistical power is not necessarily linear with the total sample size, and even small reductions in patient numbers or events can
have a substantial impact on the research outcomes. Given the profusion of clinical trials investigating identical or similar
treatments across different geographical and clinical contexts, one must also consider that the likelihood of a substantial number
of false-positive and false-negative trials, emerging with the increasing overall number of trials, adds to public perceptions of
uncertainty. This issue is complicated further by the evolving nature of the pandemic, wherein baseline assumptions on control
group risk factors used to develop sample size calculations are far more challenging than those in the case of well-documented
diseases. The standard answer to these challenges during nonpandemic settings is to assess each trial for statistical power and
risk-of-bias and then pool the reported aggregated results using meta-analytic approaches. This solution simply will not suffice
for COVID-19. Even with random-effects meta-analysis models, it will be difficult to adjust for the heterogeneity of different
trials with aggregated reported data alone, especially given the absence of common data standards and outcome measures. To
date, several groups have proposed structures and partnerships for data sharing. As COVID-19 has forced reconsideration of
policies, processes, and interests, this is the time to advance scientific cooperation and shift the clinical research enterprise toward
a data-sharing culture to maximize our response in the service of public health.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e26718)   doi:10.2196/26718
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The scientific community has made several important inroads
in the fight against COVID-19. The pandemic has mobilized
the global research community at an unparalleled scale [1-3].
From the start of the COVID-19 pandemic to date, 2516 clinical
trials have been registered globally [4]. Most are within
hospitalized patient contexts, with other trials focusing on
outpatient treatment or prophylaxis, whether through vaccination
or pre- or posttreatment prophylaxis. Of the 2516 registered

clinical trials, records indicate that 1278 (50.79%) trials are still
actively enrolling patients, 26 (1.03%) have suspended
recruitment, 43 (1.70%) have terminated, and 67 (2.66%) have
withdrawn [4]. However, it is important to note that the status
of 28.22% (710/2516) of these trials have not been updated in
their respective registries since they were first posted, whereas
only 1.83% (46/2516) of the trials that are past their expected
completion dates have reported results linked to their respective
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registries [4]. According to a living systematic review on
randomized clinical trials for COVID-19 published in The BMJ,
only 85 trials have been published as of October 21, 2020,
despite the large number of trials that have been registered and
reported as complete [5]. Of these 85 published trials, 54 (64%)

trials reported information on planned sample size, and 25 (46%)
did not meet their recruitment targets [5]. In fact, they recruited
approximately half of their planned recruitment (median 52.3%;
IQR 31.7%-80.6%) [5]. A summary of these findings is provided
in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Summary of registered clinical trial status for COVID-19–related research.

During this time, we have seen a large number of trials
conducted without results being made available. It is likely that
a plethora of COVID-19 trials have stopped early, not for
statistical reasons but due to lack of feasibility [4]. Reasons for
studies becoming nonfeasible are extensive, ranging from
unwillingness to participate due to quarantine, challenges in
telemedicine solutions for trials [6], and emergency changes to
staff resourcing [7]. Furthermore, there are likely feasibility
challenges in the recruitment dependent on the patient context.
Trials range from patients in intensive care to healthy volunteers
in vaccine and treatment prophylaxis trials. As such,
contributions of recruitment competition and patient hesitancy
to the lack of feasibility are heavily treatment-context driven.
Accordingly, many clinical trials during the COVID-19
pandemic have faced a multitude of challenges related to
consenting and recruiting new participants given the
proliferation of trials that are competing for recruiting eligible
participants into their own respective trials [8,9].

Trials stopped early for feasibility are, by definition, statistically
underpowered and thereby prone to inconclusive findings.
Statistical power is not necessarily linear with the total sample
size, and even small reductions in patient numbers or events
can have a substantial impact on the research outcomes. Given
the profusion of clinical trials investigating identical or similar
treatments across different geographical and clinical contexts,
one must also consider that the likelihood of the substantial
numbers of false-positive and false-negative trials, emerging
with the increasing overall number of trials, adds to public
perceptions of uncertainty. Complicating this issue is the
evolving nature of the pandemic, where baseline assumptions
on control group risk factors used to develop sample size
calculations are far more challenging than those in the case of
well-documented diseases.

The standard answer to address these challenges during
nonpandemic settings is to rigorously assess each trial for
statistical power and risk-of-bias and then pool the reported
aggregated results using meta-analytic statistical approaches.
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This solution simply will not suffice for COVID-19. Even with
random-effects meta-analysis models, it will be difficult to
adjust for heterogeneity of different trials with aggregated
reported data alone, especially given the absence of common
data standards and outcome measures. Common data standards
are a key feature of system interoperability and facilitate
synthesis methodologies to be rapidly scaled, such as
meta-analyses. To date, several groups have proposed structures
and partnerships for data sharing in the context of COVID-19,
some of which are integrated with prespecified statistical
analysis methodologies [10,11]. Given the substantial
under-recruitment reported to date, vast numbers of trials will
be underpowered. This lack of power may be due to design
challenges, or a consequence of termination prior to reaching
the recruitment target. As such, integration of different trial
datasets for individual participant-level data (IPD) meta-analyses
may be the only solution in determining what works and is safe
for COVID-19. In an IPD meta-analysis, rather than measuring
aggregate study-level outputs, data can be taken from either all
or a proportion of participants within individual studies. In doing
so, more nuanced comparisons between patient groups is
possible. For example, participants across two trials may have,
on average, significant differences in demographics to one
another, yet substantial proportions of patients across both trials
may have sufficient similarity for a valid analysis. Meta-analyses
integrating IPD have a number of potential methodological
advantages, particularly when subpopulations of interest
demonstrate promising treatment signals. In particular, IPD
meta-analyses allow for more effective subgroup analyses and
better statistical power for detecting treatment interaction effects
[12] in cases wherein differences between populations are
marked. These methods are endorsed by the Cochrane
collaboration—a useful tool, especially when treatment effects
are influenced by the follow-up duration. As COVID-19 research
evolves to longer-term outcomes (sometimes referred to as
“long-COVID”) [13], these analytical advantages are likely to
develop further. The key to the process of evidence synthesis
is the appropriate selection of trials with comparable patient
populations and design features, such as outcome definitions
[14]. In the absence of unified data structures and data sharing
agreements, this process may either be time consuming or
entirely nonfeasible, depending on data heterogeneity.

To serve the public who are waiting for the medical research
community to efficiently make medical discoveries, the
COVID-19 pandemic has (arguably) mandated sharing IPD into
a public health obligation. Although the International Committee
of Journal Editors has previously discussed the importance of
data sharing of clinical trials, this discussion has largely been
limited to published clinical trials [15]. The data sharing
mandate for the COVID-19 pandemic should be extended to
all clinical trials, including those trials that will not be published
because they ended early for feasibility reasons. Other informal
data sharing platforms for ongoing trials are available, such as
clinical trial registries, which can provide information on
outcome measures and broad design features [4].

Sharing of IPD has historically proven to be challenging, as
investigators and sponsors have held tight to their data for
academic, regulatory, and commercial reasons. However, the

health and economic consequences of the pandemic thus far
signal a need to mandate data sharing, expedite systems to
apportion credit for data sharing, and preserve commercial
interests. The need to share and collaborate openly supersedes
our personal career or organizational goals. This sentiment has
been shared among the research community, and many
organizations (such as the Wellcome trust [16]) have quickly
identified the need to share data more rapidly than has
historically been the case.

The International COVID-19 Data Alliance (ICODA) provides
an example of recent improvements in data sharing within the
context of a global pandemic [17,18]. Convened by Health Data
Research UK, ICODA is an international health data-led
research response that seeks to provide a platform to enable
researchers to access global data to derive insights about
COVID-19 to advance the development of therapeutics [17,18].
The organization recognizes the urgent need to enable access
to data that can be linked with other data in a safe and secure
way.

As the processes for addressing personal privacy, data security,
and data standardization have become sufficiently more
sophisticated in recent years, barriers previously considered to
be insurmountable have been minimized [10,19]. Investigators
that have launched clinical trials can utilize existing global
clinical research data sharing platforms such as Vivli [19],
TransCelerate Biopharma [20], and ICODA [17,18], to
collectively and securely curate and analyze their findings.
Taken together, data from different trials can answer meaningful
public health questions while avoiding the risk of becoming
inconclusive in isolation. Investigators are keen for data; as
represented by Vivli [11], as of December 2020, over 200
requests for trial-level data have been made in 2020, although
no publications utilizing COVID-19 data are available from this
group at present. Challenges in execution of these methods and
strategies are multifaceted, involving researcher awareness of
resource availability, technical capacity for analysis, and access
agreements from data providers. To this end, we applaud the
efforts of groups mentioned above in reaching out to researchers
for proposals and taking strides toward simplifying the often
challenging process of providing patient-level data. Successful
analysis and subsequent publications utilizing these methods
may provide an informative case study to promote further
researcher contribution.

Particularly in the context of a pandemic, researchers,
policymakers, and the general public are finding challenges in
navigating the multitudes of data available daily. In tandem,
high-profile instances of retractions owing to poor data screening
[21] have led many to reach “data fatigue” [22]. Here, data
synthesis exercises that utilize the aforementioned statistical
efficiencies of patient-level data provide an avenue through
which data fatigue may be minimized and succinct summaries
that may otherwise be unachievable, as well as improve
awareness of therapeutic trends in COVID-19.

We hope that the COVID-19 pandemic is a historic turning
point of a sharing culture in the medical research community.
The need for rapid and robust clinical research for the discovery
of effective and safe therapeutics and vaccines has never been
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higher. Strengthening our public health response to COVID-19
will require larger collated patient-level datasets to facilitate
the scientific precision required for answers on COVID-19
medical interventions. As COVID-19 has forced reconsideration

of policies, processes, and interests, this is the time to advance
scientific cooperation and shift the clinical research enterprise
toward a data-sharing culture that can maximize our response
in the service of public health.
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Abstract

Background: We developed a self-assessment and participatory web-based triage app to assess the trends of the COVID-19
pandemic in France in March 2020.

Objective: We compared daily large-scale RT–PCR test results to monitor recent reports of anosmia through a web-based app
to assess the dynamics of emergency department visits, hospitalizations, and intensive care unit (ICU) admissions among individuals
with COVID-19 in France.

Methods: Between March 21 and November 18, 2020, users of the maladiecoronavirus.fr self-triage app were asked questions
about COVID-19 symptoms. Data on daily hospitalizations, large-scale positive results on RT–PCR tests, emergency department
visits, and ICU admission of individuals with COVID-19 were compared to data on daily reports of anosmia on the app.

Results: As of November 18, 2020, recent anosmia was reported 575,214 times from among approximately 13,000,000 responses.
Daily anosmia reports during peak engagement with the app on September 16, 2020, were spatially correlated with the peak in
daily COVID-19–related hospitalizations in November 2020 (Spearman rank correlation coefficient [ρ]=0.77; P<.001). This peak
in daily anosmia reports was observed primarily among young adults (age range 18-40 years), being observed 49 days before the
peak of hospitalizations that corresponded to the first wave of infections among the young population, followed by a peak in
hospitalizations among older individuals (aged ≥50 years) in November 2020. The reduction in the daily reports of anosmia
associated with the peaks in the number of cases preceded the reduction in daily hospitalizations by 10 and 9 days during the first
and the second waves of infection, respectively, although the reduction in the positivity rates on RT–PCR tests preceded the
reduction in daily hospitalizations by only 2 days during the second wave of infections.

Conclusions: Data on daily reports of anosmia collected through a nationwide, web-based self-assessment app can be a relevant
tool to anticipate surges in outbreaks, hospitalizations, and ICU admission during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT04331171; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT04331171

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e26182)   doi:10.2196/26182
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Introduction

Apps involving patient-reported outcomes have been shown to
improve outcomes including survival benefit [1-3]. We
developed and launched a self-assessment and participatory
web-based surveillance app for COVID-19, called
“maladiecoronavirus.fr,” during the growth phase of the
COVID-19 pandemic in March 2020 in France. This self-triage
tool was aimed at directing symptomatic patients with
COVID-19 to emergency care or to general practitioners after
the analysis of symptoms and comorbidities. We previously
reported that data from this web-based app could be a relevant
tool to reduce the burden on emergency call centers [4].
Interestingly, this web-based app was useful in monitoring
COVID-19 spread during the initial wave of infections in March
2020 in France, with spatial correlations among the number of
hospitalizations, users reporting fever and cough, and users
reporting anosmia [5]. The ability to detect an early rise and
decline in COVID-19 incidence would also be extremely useful
in anticipating a patient’s course of hospitalization to avoid
overcrowding at emergency departments and saturation of the
intensive care unit (ICU) and to anticipate the availability of
hospital beds dedicated to patients with COVID-19.

In France, nationwide RT–PCR test results are available on a
daily basis and are used to estimate the effective reproduction
number. However, variability in testing indications and access
to tests have led to speculations regarding the practicality and
validity of large-scale RT–PCR test results and concomitantly
the monitoring of trends of the pandemic. Our web-based app
may be a useful alternative. In this study, we compared the
results of large-scale RT–PCR tests on a daily basis to daily
reports of anosmia from among the users of the app to predict
the dynamics of emergency department visits, hospitalizations,
and ICU admission of individuals testing positive for COVID-19
during the outbreak in France.

Methods

Users of maladiecoronavirus.fr in France were recruited through
nationwide media campaigns, including social media, radio,
and magazine campaigns, during March 17-29, 2020.
Participants were recruited through the maladiecoronavirus.fr
website as previously described [5]. Data including
sociodemographic characteristics, zip code, and comorbidities
were anonymously obtained. The participants were asked about
the following symptoms potentially associated with COVID-19:
fever (body temperature of >37.7°C), unusual cough, shortness
of breath, sore throat, muscle aches, diarrhea, anorexia, and
asthenia. Anosmia was included in this list of potential
symptoms on March 21, 2020. After recording the symptoms
of the participants, a notification was sent to them
recommending them to either stay at home and use the website

again in case of evolving symptomatology (self-monitoring) or
to contact a general practitioner or an emergency number if they
reported experiencing dyspnea or severe anorexia.
Questionnaires responses were excluded from the analysis if
they did not include a zip code or if the duration of completion
was inconsistent (<30 seconds). The study was approved by the
French Health Data Hub, which reviews the ethical conduct of
research with human subjects and the confidentiality and safety
of their data. The web-based app was not considered a medical
device by regulatory authorities because no tracking was
performed, and the data were anonymized. The app did not
monitor the adherence of the participants to the self-triage
recommendations and did not inquire participants about their
test results. Participants did not need to create an account or log
into the app to access it. The app did not identify duplicate
responses and did not make follow-up inquiries with the
participants.

Data on daily large-scale positive outcomes on diagnostic
RT–PCR tests, emergency department visits, hospitalizations,
and ICU admissions among individuals with COVID-19 were
obtained from Santé publique France, the Oscour network, and
the French Ministry of Health. Big data were analyzed by Data
Chain (Adobis Group). We did not ask app users for daily
reports, but we assessed daily overall reports of anosmia among
the users. We compared these daily reports of anosmia on the
app, daily positive RT–PCR tests results, daily emergency
department visits, daily conventional hospitalization, and daily
ICU admissions among individuals with COVID-19 in order to
determine which source of data best predicts the peaks and
declines in hospitalization and ICU admission.

Age stratification was performed to assess the predictability of
subsequent hospitalization. Spearman rank correlation analysis
was performed for statistical analysis.

Results

Between March 17 and November 18, 2020, a total of
13,000,343 completed questionnaires were included, of which
7,507,332 were excluded owing to the unavailability of the zip
code or an inconsistent completion duration, and recent anosmia
was reported 575,214 times. The number of assessed
questionnaires represents the number of assessments and not
the number of individuals.

Data on daily reports of anosmia on the website and daily
hospitalizations during the outbreak were well correlated
(ρ=0.75; P<.001) (Figure 1). During the first wave of infections
in March 2020, the peak in daily reports of anosmia (113,234
connections) was reached on March 22, 2020, and that of daily
hospitalizations (4281 patients) was reached 10 days later on
April 1, 2020.
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Figure 1. Comparisons between the daily number of hospitalizations and the daily reports of anosmia on the web-based self-triage app
maladiecoronavirus.fr during the first and second peaks of the pandemic in France between March 21, 2020, and November 18, 2020. The first peak of
hospitalizations occurred on January 4, 2020, and the second one occurred on April 11, 2020. In total, 4 peaks of daily reports of anosmia were recorded
from the web-based app: March 23, 2020 (+), July 22, 2020 (++), September 16, 2020 (+++), and October 26, 2020 (++++). *Peak of hospitalizations
during the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. **Peak of hospitalizations during the second wave of the COVID-19 pandemic. The graph shows a
reduction in the number of connections 10 days before the reduction in daily hospitalizations during the first wave of the pandemic and 9 days before
the reduction in daily hospitalizations during the second wave (semilog scale). Red transparent windows show the reduction in daily reports of anosmia,
and blue transparent windows show the reduction in the number of daily hospitalizations during the first and second waves of the pandemic.

Before and during the second wave of infections towards the
end of October 2020, a total of 3 early peaks of daily reports of
anosmia on the website occurred on July 21, 2020 (n=417);
September 16, 2020 (n=905); and October 26, 2020 (n=805);
and the peak in daily hospitalizations was reached on November
4, 2020 (n=3681), having occurred 49 days after the highest
peak in the daily reports of anosmia. Daily hospitalizations
decreased after November 4, 2020; this occurred 9 days after
the last peak in daily reports of anosmia. Data on the median
age of users of the web-based app are shown in Figure 2. The
median age of the participants was 40 years (IQR 27-56) during
the first peak of connections (first wave of the pandemic in
March 2020); 32 years during the second peak of connections
on July 22, 2020; 30 years during the third peak of connections
on September 16, 2020; and 37 years during the fourth peak of
connections on October 26, 2020 (second wave of the
pandemic). Participants aged ≥45 years were more numerous
during the last peak of connections in October 2020 than in
third peak in September 2020 (n=190/2088, 9.1% vs
n=402/1668, 24.1%, respectively) (Figures 2A and 2B).

The number of ICU admissions peaked (n=450) on November
4, 2020, 9 days after the last peak of daily reports of anosmia.
Daily numbers of emergency department visits peaked (n=787)
on November 2, 2020, a total of 7 days after the last peak of
daily reports of anosmia. The number of positive outcomes on
daily RT–PCR tests peaked (n=69,564) on November 2, 2020,
a total of 7 days after the last peak of daily reports of anosmia
and only 2 days before the peak of hospitalization occurred
(Figures 3A, 3B, 3C, and 3D).

A large-scale curfew, followed by a general lockdown, was
initiated on October 23, 2020. Contamination in RT–PCR tests
reduced on November 2, 2020, a total of 15 days after lockdown
enforcement, and daily reports of anosmia decreased from
October 27, 2020, a total of 4 days after lockdown enforcement.

Large-scale positive outcomes on daily RT–PCR tests and daily
reports of anosmia during the third peak of connections on
September 16, 2020, were spatially correlated at the county
level with the peak in daily COVID-19–related hospitalizations
in November 2020 (ρ=0.77 for both; P<.001) (Figure 4).
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Figure 2. Age of users reporting anosmia on the web-based self-triage app maladiecoronavirus.fr during the COVID-19 outbreak in France. (2A)
Median age of the users of the app. *Peak of hospitalizations during the first wave of the pandemic. **Peak of hospitalizations during the second wave
of the pandemic. Four peaks of daily reports of anosmia were recorded from the web-based app: the first peak of reports of anosmia (+; median age=40
years), second peak of reports of anosmia (++; median age=32 years), third peak of reports of anosmia (+++; median age=30 years), and fourth peak
of reports of anosmia (++++; median age=37 years). (2B) Histograms of the number of reports of anosmia based on the age of the users during third
and fourth peaks of connections. Users of aged >45 years were more numerous in the October 2020 outbreak than in the September 2020 outbreak peak
of during the second wave of hospitalizations (n=190/2088, 9.1% vs n=402/1668, 24.1% respectively).
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Figure 3. Trends of the COVID-19 pandemic during the second wave of infections in France from August 10 to November 18, 2020: (3A) comparison
between the number of daily reports of anosmia and positive outcomes on daily RT–PCR tests; (3B) comparison between the number of daily reports
of anosmia and the number of emergency department visits; (3C) comparison between the number of daily reports of anosmia and the number of daily
hospitalizations; and (3D) comparison between the number of daily reports of anosmia and the number of daily admissions to the intensive care unit.
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Figure 4. Maps displaying the correlation between daily reports of anosmia with COVID-19–related hospitalizations during the second wave of the
pandemic in France. The cumulative number of (4A) daily reports of anosmia during September 15-17, 2020; (4B) positive outcomes on large-scale
RT–PCR tests on September 16, 2020; and (4C) daily hospitalizations of individuals with COVID-19 in France during November 3-5, 2020.

Discussion

Our results suggest that the peak of daily reports of anosmia
determined from our web-based self-triage app based on
symptoms reported by individuals suspected with COVID-19
in September 2020 was spatiotemporally correlated with the
daily peak of hospitalizations during the second wave of the
pandemic in November 2020 in France. During this period, an
early first peak of daily reports of anosmia occurred among
young adults on July 21, 2020, and the highest peak occurred
on September 16, 2020, occurring 49 days before the peak of
daily hospitalizations in November 2020. A reduction in the
number of daily reports of anosmia by users of the web-based
app also preceded the reduction in the number of daily
hospitalizations by 10 and 9 days during the first and the second
waves of the pandemic, respectively, in France.

During the first peak of hospitalizations in March 2020, we
initially observed that the peak of daily reports of anosmia on
our web-based app occurred 10 days before the peak in daily
hospitalizations, which is similar to the mean 11-day period
between infection and hospitalization among individuals
experiencing severe forms of the disease as reported previously
[6]. We did not assess the dynamics of RT–PCR tests in the
population in March 2020 because RT–PCR tests were not
performed on a large scale but were rather performed only for
hospitalized individuals with COVID-19 at that time. The
magnitude of connections to the web-based app was high in
March 2020 because it occurred during the outset of media
campaigns of the web-based app. No media campaigns occurred
before the second wave of the pandemic in October 2020, which
explains why the magnitude of the connections was lower than
that during the first wave of the pandemic.

The second peak of daily reports of anosmia occurred in July
2020 without a subsequent increase in the number of
hospitalizations. This may be explained by the young age of
the infected users (median age 32 years), who were at a low
risk of severe disease, and the summer season during which
transmission to older individuals was limited by the elevated

outdoor temperature and reduced indoor transmission. However,
the reduction in the number of hospitalizations after the first
wave of the pandemic decreased simultaneously, suggesting
the initiation of a new outbreak in July 2020.

During the second wave of the pandemic in October 2020, the
reduction in the positive outcomes on daily RT–PCR tests
occurred only 2 days before the peaks in daily hospitalizations
and ICU admission, suggesting a decreased potential of RT–PCR
data to predict the precedence of the reduction in the number
of hospitalizations when compared with the number of daily
reports of anosmia. This issue was probably also associated
with the delays in getting tested and in obtaining the results.
Moreover, the analytic sensitivity of RT–PCR testing is high,
and the long duration of the RNA-positive tail suggests that
most infected individuals are being identified after the infectious
period has passed. This may overestimate incidence of the
disease and explain the lack of an association of daily testing
with the peak in hospitalizations and ICU admission [7]. This
overestimation is also associated with the high proportion of
asymptomatic individuals identified through contact tracing
investigations and self-testing of suspected individuals. The
risk of saturation of biological laboratories and the lack of
reactions on RT–PCR testing may also lead to the discordance
of data from individuals testing positive from the actual dynamic
of the outbreak, leading to the decreased potential of RT–PCR
test data in predicting the hospitalization rate.

The potential of the web-based app as a predictor of the
hospitalization rate is based on the high specificity of anosmia
as a diagnostic feature of COVID-19, occurring few days before
symptom exacerbation among hospitalized patients with
COVID-19 [6].

We recorded a high peak of daily reports of anosmia on
September 16, 2020, which was 49 days before the maximum
peak of daily hospitalizations in November 2020, with a low
median age of users (9.1% [n=190/2088] of whom were aged
≥45 years); this was followed by a second peak of
hospitalizations among older individuals on October 26, 2020
(24.1% [n=402/1668] of whom were aged >45 years). The
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anticipation of the peak in hospitalizations in these 49 days is
probably specific to the summer period and subsequently to a
relatively large first wave of infections among young
adults—which occurred in mid-July 2020 without a significant
increase in the hospitalization rate—and at a higher scale toward
the end of summer vacations and during the back-to-school
period after which many clusters of infection were observed at
schools and universities. As young, internet-savvy users
developed anosmia, they extensively used the app, but only few
of them had severe COVID-19 and few required subsequent
hospitalization. The September 2020 peak in daily reports of
anosmia was probably followed by progressive disease
transmission to older patients in October 2020, with a
subsequent domino effect during low-temperature periods and
increased indoor transmission. This may have triggered a second
wave of infections among older users (who are at an increased
risk of severe COVID-19) in October 2020, followed by a large
wave of hospitalizations in November 2020. Since this app is
used less extensively by older patients (in whom anosmia is
less frequent), the magnitude of the daily reports of anosmia
was lower in October 2020 than in September 2020, but the
hospitalization rate increased. Thus, this app does not predict
the magnitude of hospitalization after a peak in the reports of
anosmia, unless focusing on older individuals.

During the first and the second wave of the pandemic in France,
a reduction in the daily reports of anosmia preceded the
reduction in the number of daily hospitalizations and ICU
admissions by 10 and 9 days, respectively, in March and October
2020 but not in July or September 2020. This was not observed
in July 2020 after a low hospitalization rate was reported among

older individuals. However, daily hospitalizations stopped
increasing in September 2020 a few days after the reduction in
reports of anosmia in September 2020.

Although this tool does not accurately anticipate an increase in
the magnitude of hospitalization, it seems to accurately predict
the reduction in the hospitalization rate. The anticipation of the
reduction in emergency department visits individuals reporting
anosmia (by 7 days), hospitalizations (by 9 days), and ICU
admissions (by 9 days) is thus crucial for anticipating the surge
duration during the pandemic and in managing the requirements
of beds in the ICU and dedicated COVID-19 wards.

We recorded more than 13,000,000 responses between March
17 and November 18, 2020, and 575,214 daily reports of
anosmia from among an unknown number of users. As user
data were anonymized, duplicate responses may have been
obtained and were not assessable. However, the anonymous
nature of the data collected from the app and the lack of tracking
favored its extensive utilization in the French population, which
was not observed with tracking applications.

As revealed from RT–PCR data, the infection rates decreased
15 days after large-scale curfew and lockdown measures were
enforced, whereas daily reports of anosmia began decreasing 4
days later. This observation, along with spatiotemporal data
obtained from reports of anosmia, can help the authorities
nationwide to harness the value of emergency department visits,
hospitalizations, and ICU admissions and to obtain early
estimates of the outcomes of lockdown measures. Studies have
assessed the generalizability of this tool in many countries in
Europe (eg, UK and Germany) and in the United States [8-11].
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Abstract

Background: Although the COVID-19 pandemic will have a negative effect on China’s economy in the short term, it also
represents a major opportunity for internet-based medical treatment in the medium and long term. Compared with normal times,
internet-based medical platforms including the Haodf website were visited by 1.11 billion people, the number of new registered
users of all platforms increased by 10, and the number of new users’ daily consultations increased by 9 during the pandemic. The
continuous participation of physicians is a major factor in the success of the platform, and economic return is an important reason
for physicians to provide internet-based services. However, no study has provided the effectiveness of interactive tools in online
health care communities to influence physicians’ returns.

Objective: The effect of internet-based effort on the benefits and effectiveness of interactive effort tools in internet-based health
care areas remains unclear. Thus, the goals of this study are to examine the effect of doctors’ internet-based service quality on
their economic returns during COVID-19 social restrictions, to examine the effect of mutual help groups on doctors’ economic
returns during COVID-19 social restrictions, and to explore the moderating effect of disease privacy on doctors’ efforts and
economic returns during COVID-19 social restrictions.

Methods: On the basis of the social exchange theory, this study establishes an internet-based effort exchange model for doctors.
We used a crawler to download information automatically from Haodf website. From March 5 to 7, 2020, which occurred during
the COVID-19 pandemic in China, cross-sectional information of 2530 doctors were collected.

Results: Hierarchical linear regression showed that disease privacy (β=.481; P<.001), reputation (β=.584; P<.001), and service
quality (β=.560; P<.001) had a significant positive effect on the economic returns of the physicians. The influence of mutual help
groups on earnings increases with an increase in the degree of disease privacy (β=.189; P<.001), indicating that mutual help
groups have a stronger effect on earnings when patients ask questions about diseases regarding which they desire privacy.

Conclusions: For platform operators, the results of this study can help the platform understand how to improve doctors’ economic
returns, especially regarding helping a specific doctor group improve its income to retain good doctors. For physicians on the
platform, this study will help doctors spend their limited energy and time on tools that can improve internet-based consultation
incomes. Patients who receive internet-based health care services extract information about a doctor based on the doctor’s
internet-based efforts to understand the doctor’s level of professionalism and personality to choose the doctor they like the most.
The data used in this study may be biased or not representative of all medical platforms, as they were collected from a single
website.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e21892)   doi:10.2196/21892
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Introduction

Background
Since December 2019, the highly contagious novel coronavirus
pneumonia (COVID-19) has been spreading within and beyond
China [1]. The first case in China was identified in Wuhan City,
Hubei Province, in early December [2]. To contain the outbreak,
Wuhan imposed a quarantine from 10 AM on January 23, 2020,
onward [3]. Most cities in Hubei Province were also quarantined,
restricting people from traveling out of their own cities. People
in proximity can easily transmit COVID-19; thus, social (ie,
physical) distancing is an important measure to reduce its spread
[4]. By February 2020, China had introduced travel bans and
quarantine measures, closed public services, and canceled social
events to contain COVID-19. COVID-19 also endangers people
undergoing in-person care at hospitals as patients with different
diseases gather in hospitals; therefore, the government stopped
offline care to avoid spreading COVID-19 between doctors and
patients [5]. However, medical consultations with patients who
do not have COVID-19 remained a challenge during the
pandemic.

The obvious answer to this challenge is online health care
community (OHC), in which doctors can provide primary care
for patients via internet-based platforms. This method can
effectively prevent COVID-19 infections, which are deadly and
highly transmissible [6,7]. Moreover, patients who do not have
emergent diseases can receive doctor consultations. China
Medical and Health Service System Planning (2015-2020)
promulgated by the State Council notes that it is necessary to
actively use the internet, cloud computing, and other information
technologies to transform the existing health service model to
benefit Chinese health service needs. Undoubtedly, the OHC
will usher in unprecedented development opportunities as the
government actively guides and supports the management of
COVID-19 pandemic [8]. Compared with traditional offline
health care, the OHC can prevent COVID-19 infections and
operate outside of typical health care restrictions regarding time
and space, as patients can communicate with doctors and obtain
health information anytime and anywhere [6]. Therefore, the
use of internet-based platforms to offer primary patient care
provides a new and beneficial method to effectively allocate
medical resources, improve doctor-patient relationships, and
reduce medical costs and patient waiting time.

The prosperity of the OHC cannot be achieved without the
continued participation and efforts of doctors, particularly
high-status doctors who have always been a scarce medical
resource. In the short term, doctors may want to gain reputation;
however, in the long term, they still want to earn money [9].
Performance output is closely related to a person’s effort at
work [10]. The OHC provides convenience for patients and
should consider the economic returns of doctors to encourage
doctors to actively participate, change their methods, and
reasonably allocate their own energy and time both online and
offline. An effort has been defined as the accumulated amount
of time invested, energy spent, or activity by which work is
accomplished [10-12] and is composed of three factors: direction
(working smart), level (working hard), and persistence (in terms

of the amount of time spent working and continuing to try to
achieve a goal in the face of failure). Doctors’ efforts aim for
patients to perceive the professional ability and attitude of
service doctors, then patients feel satisfaction and hope for
gaining further internet-based services, and the doctors’
webpages are visited frequently, ultimately increasing the
economic return of the doctors. The OHC mainly relies on the
exchange of health knowledge and information between doctors
and patients [13]. Therefore, the relationship between doctors’
internet-based efforts and their economic returns is of great
significance for OHC development. Whether health care workers
can modify their traditional health care methods and actively
participate in and adapt to the new health care model of the
OHC remains to be determined. This study primarily reviews
existing studies from the perspective of social exchange theory
and the relationship between effort and earnings.

Literature Review

Social Exchanges Between Patients and Doctors
Social exchange theory describes the relationship among people
from the perspective of benefits and costs. Individual behavior
typically tries to maximize benefits by paying as little as possible
[14], finding the optimal solution between costs and benefits.
The participation of doctors in the OHC can be considered as
a social exchange behavior that is described by social exchange
theory [15] rather than a purely economic exchange. Social
exchange theory advocates the use of economic methods to
analyze noneconomic social behaviors and has been widely
used to understand the dynamic exchange processes in social
relationships [16]. On the basis of a systematic review of the
literature on social exchange theory, 2 critical features of social
exchange have been clarified: (1) dynamic interaction behaviors
(ie, repeated exchange actions) and (2) the power in structural
relationships (ie, the power to maintain the interdependent
relationship among the exchangers in a social exchange) [17].

Relationship Between Efforts and Earnings
For service areas, efforts can enhance consumers’ perceptions
of the quality of products. Employees’ work efforts influence
customer satisfaction, and customers perceive that the harder
employees work, the more satisfied they will be of the services
they receive [18]. Efforts in the health consultation market are
perceived as an exchange of resources in which doctors actively
demonstrate their ability to attract more attention and obtain
more consultation [18,19]: the harder employees work, the better
their performance will be. There is a positive correlation
between employee effort and job performance, and work effort
level is one of the determinants of job performance [20,21].
Individuals or organizations with a strong sense of reciprocity
are more willing to share knowledge and believe that knowledge
sharing will yield certain personal rewards [22,23]. In the OHC
market, there is a strong link between doctors’ internet-based
efforts and their internet-based rewards.

Research Model
The professional capital used by doctors to participate in
knowledge exchange describes the attitudes of interaction
between the doctors and patients during social exchanges as
well as the doctors’ professional commitment (eg, enthusiasm,
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responsibility, and morality) [24]. The professional capital of
doctors can be directly observed by patients through doctors’
effort behavior, which is shown in a series of dynamic
interactive therapeutic behaviors because the interaction
behavior of doctors is guaranteed by their ability to act
independently and a set of rules of commitment [25]. As
previously mentioned, studies have shown that effort has a
positive effect on performance. The OHC is a typical
information asymmetry market, and doctors know their
professional abilities better than patients [9]. As recipients,
patients interpret doctors’ efforts and adjust their purchasing
behavior accordingly. Patients who receive a doctor’s effort are
typically more likely to buy health care products than patients
who do not receive it. On the basis of social exchange theory,
doctors should provide information about their medical ability
to users through effort behaviors to improve their earnings: the
more doctors work, the more benefits they can obtain. The
internet-based efforts of doctors can influence patient selection
based on the social exchange function and affect the
internet-based economic return and offline referrals of doctors.
Patients believe that doctors who make more efforts possess

higher service quality and therefore have a higher probability
of being selected; thus, doctors gain higher economic returns
when they put forth more effort.

Person efforts have not been considered in previous studies on
the OHC market. There is a strong link between effort and
performance, in which the OHC platform only supplies 2
interactive tools of effort between physicians and patients.
However, effectiveness of interactive effort tools in
internet-based health care areas remain unclear. Thus, we aim
to (1) examine the effect of doctors’ internet-based service
quality on their economic returns during COVID-19 social
restrictions, (2) examine the effect of mutual help groups built
on their economic returns during COVID-19 social restrictions,
and (3) explore the moderating effect of disease privacy on
individual efforts and economic returns during COVID-19 social
restrictions.

On the basis of social exchange theory, doctors’ participation
in the OHC is a process in which professional capital participates
in social exchange for economic returns. The research model
is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Exchange model describing doctors’ efforts and returns.

Methods

Study Design
In the OHC, patients can assess the value of doctors through
the distribution and frequency of interactions with doctors (eg,
the doctors’ replies and the mutual help groups) to describe
doctors’ ability and willingness to work [26]. In this study, the
benefit of internet-based consultation refers to the financial
return that doctors obtain after performing certain tasks that
expend time and energy. In combination with social exchange
theory and the scenario investigated in this study, this study
identifies two effort tools of doctor-patient interaction: quality
of service and mutual help groups.

Interaction between sellers and consumers increases sellers’
trust and promotes consumers’ behavioral intentions [27].
Positive interactions that allow patients to feel the doctor’s

efforts and service attitudes online can help overcome distrust
between doctors and patients.

OHCs are a collection of virtual discussion groups in which
members can share feelings, knowledge, and experience about
the health topics of their interests [28]. Doctors provide
communication opportunities for patients with similar diseases.
Patients can find valuable resources through a doctor’s effort
in a series of interactions in OHCs. Exchange behaviors are
used to bridge doctors’ efforts and patients’ rewards.

Different disease types have different psychological
characteristics, cognitive needs, and patient involvement [29].
Privacy diseases refer to diseases that patients are reluctant to
disclose to others, as disclosure of relevant information about
these diseases will lead to a series of consequences, such as
patients' mental stress, love discrimination, disease
discrimination, work pressure, and social stigma [16]. Thus,
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OHCs provide a channel for privacy patients to acquire medical
knowledge. Internet-based doctors’ efforts (eg, the quality of
service and mutual help groups) can effectively eliminate
patients’concerns; thus, the positive effect on economic returns
is stronger.

Thus, we hypothesize the following:

• Hypothesis 1 (H1): The service quality of physicians in
OHCs is positively associated with the economic returns
of doctors.

• Hypothesis 2 (H2): Mutual help groups in OHCs are
positively associated with the internet-based economic
returns of doctors.

• Hypothesis 3 (H3): The degree of disease privacy positively
regulates the effect of physicians’service quality on revenue
from internet-based consultations.

• Hypothesis 4 (H4): The degree of disease privacy positively
regulates the influence of mutual help groups on the revenue
of internet-based consultations.

Data Collection
This study collected data from haodf website for analysis. Haodf
website is a typical internet-based health consulting service
platform in China that has a long history of establishment,
mature operation, high user coverage, high doctor activity, and
high-quality hospital. Therefore, Haodf website was investigated
in this study. By March 20, 2020, 591,832 doctors from 9614
hospitals had registered on the haodf website. Thus, haodf is a
representative internet-based health advisory platform.

We used a crawler to download information automatically from
Haodf website. From March 5, 2020, data collection lasted for
2 days and involved 2530 doctors. We collected the service
quality, groups, status, and other relevant information for each
doctor in the data set.

Measures
Physician engagement in OHCs is typically a form of social
exchange with patients, which is characterized by structural
power and dynamic interactions [15]. Income is important for
social exchange. The product of the number of doctors’ services
and the unit price of consultation was used to determine the
internet-based economic rewards.

Social exchange is a two-way transaction: “there must be both
pay and return” [30]. Doctors can use two tools to show their
efforts on the Haodf website: the doctors’quality of service and
the mutual help group. The Haodf website provides patients
with the ability to consult doctors [31]. This study uses the
number of doctors who respond to user inquiries on the
platforms as a variable of doctors’ service quality. We assessed
mutual help groups using the number of groups in which patients
who consulted a doctor was assigned to different topic groups
based on their disease characteristics. Communication in the
same topic group occurred between the patients and doctors or
patients with similar diseases. Doctors could provide service
information and advice to the group. Disease privacy refers to
a patient’s reluctance to tell others or disclose that they have a
disease [9]. Hepatitis B is highly contagious, and the disclosure
of disease-related information may cause discrimination.
Therefore, hepatitis B was investigated in this study as a disease
with a high degree of privacy.

On the basis of the research model and hypotheses, the economic
returns of internet-based care are affected by the internet-based
efforts of doctors (quality of service and mutual help groups)
and the degree of disease privacy. In addition, economic returns
may be affected by other factors. First, the professional title of
doctors affects doctors’ internet-based economic returns.
High-status doctors have higher priorities and privileges. For
example, patients are always more willing to see the chief
physician regardless of the doctors’ professional level. Second,
doctors’ profits are affected by their reputation. Reputation in
the internet-based market is primarily described through
evaluation and feedback. Sellers with a better reputation have
higher price premiums [32]. Finally, customers are more willing
to visit century-old stores because they assume that stores with
a longer operation time can deliver good service quality to
customers. Similarly, if the doctor’s home page has been
operational longer and updated recently, the doctor’s service
quality is more likely to be recognized by patients. Therefore,
city level, hospital level, doctor title, reputation, and
internet-based service life was considered as control variables
in this study.

Variables measured in this study are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Measurement of variables.

MeasurementVariables

Dependent variables

The product of the number of doctors’ services and the unit price of consultation.Internet-based economic rewards

Independent variables

Sum up the number of doctors’ answers from the patient consultation area of the doctor’s home page.Doctors’ quality of service

Grab the count directly from the topic page of the doctor’s personal home page.Mutual help groups

Moderator variables

Hepatitis BPrivacy disease

Control variables

On the basis of the classification of 3 levels, 1 is the tertiary hospital, 2 is a secondary hospital, and 3 is
the class-1 hospital. The higher the number, the higher the hospital’s level.

Hospital level

There are 5 grades: the chief physician is fifth grade, the associate chief physician is fourth grade, the
attending physician is third grade, the resident physician is second grade, and other doctors are first
grade. The higher the number, the higher the doctor’s rank.

Status

As the value range of these 3 indicators, including votes, letter of thanks, and gifts, vary, they are averaged
after standardization to measure the reputation of doctors.

Reputation

The number of years between the time the doctor’s home page was created and the time the data were
collected.

Longevity

Statistical Results
Quantitative survey data were analyzed using SPSS (version
25.0; IBM Corporation). Table 2 shows the descriptive statistical
results for all the variables. Associate chief physicians and chief
physicians account for approximately half of all online doctors
[33]. As shown in Table 2, the mean of doctor status was 4.52,
indicating that the status of online doctors was above that of

associated chief physicians. The average hospital rating was
2.99, indicating that the hospital where the online doctor worked
offline was above level 2. Reputation is the average of the 3
indicators standardized (thank you letters, votes, and gifts); thus,
its mean is 0. The average age of the doctor’s home page was
8.46 years, the average number of online responses per doctor
was 10,436.90, and the average number of mutual help groups
built per doctor was 63.13.

Table 2. Results for descriptive statistics.

Maximum valueMinimum valueValue, mean (SD)Variables

270,660014,974.64 (32,179.683)Returns

78,33194610,436.90 (10,427.042)Quality

1651063.13 (152.230)Groups

100.20 (0.399)Privacy

312.99 (0.140)Hospital

514.52 (0.721)Status

4.83−0.780.15 (0.965)Reputation

750120.20 (126.967)Reputation 1

14217260.82 (254.238)Reputation 2

278511380.23 (466.302)Reputation 3

11.041.768.46 (2.419)Longevity

Results

To ensure that multicollinearity does not confound the regression
results, this study first examined the variance inflation factors
(VIFs) among variables. As all VIFs are lower than 5, no serious
multicollinearity exists among the independent variables [34,35].

In this study, hierarchical regression analysis was used to
examine the effect of the quality of service and mutual help
groups on online economic rewards as well as the moderating
effect of disease privacy. Considering the research design, the
hierarchical regression analysis method is more suitable for this
study because this study conducts a separate analysis of the
variables of each layer to determine the differences among them.
The purpose of the hierarchical regression analysis method is
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to investigate the contribution of the variable to the regression
equation when the contributions of other variables are excluded.

The regression results of the hierarchical regression analysis in
this study are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Regression analysis.

Dependent variable: internet-based economic returns, nonstandardized coefficients (SE)Variables

Model 3Model 2Model 1

Control variables

0.313b (0.108)0.332b (0.114)0.481a (0.127)Privacy

−0.003 (0.299)−0.008 (0.321)−0.072 (0.362)Hospital

0.120 (0.066)0.124 (0.070)0.087 (0.079)Status

0.305a (0.065)0.206a (0.067)0.584a (0.054)Reputation

−0.023 (0.020)−0.024 (0.021)−0.019 (0.024)Longevity

Independent variables

0.408a (0.069)0.560a (0.069)N/AcQuality

−0.082 (0.052)−0.062 (0.056)N/AGroups

0.066 (0.047)N/AN/AQuality × privacy

0.189a (0.053)N/AN/AGroups × privacy

aP<.001.
bP<.01.
cN/A: not applicable.

Model 1 only contains control variables, and the results show
that the degree of disease privacy (P<.001) and reputation
(P<.001) have a significant positive effect; thus, doctors who
provide medical services for patients with a high degree of
disease privacy can obtain more economic returns. Channels
between online and offline have substitutes and synergies
[36,37]. Patients with nonprivacy diseases can go to hospitals
without any concern, providing an alternative to internet-based
medical services. However, patients with privacy diseases do
not wish to go to hospitals for treatment and tend to use
internet-based medical services. Therefore, OHCs tend to have
patients with privacy diseases [9]. The internet-based reputation
of doctors has a positive effect on doctors’ internet-based
incomes. A good reputation indicates that patients recognize
the quality of service and indicates a lower risk of service
quality. At a significance level of P<.05, the hospital level
(P=.84), doctors’ status (P=.27), and longevity (P=.42) were
not significant predictors of internet-based economic returns.
Model 1 explained 37% of the variation in dependent variables.

Model 2 added the influence of doctors’ service quality and
mutual help groups on the revenue of doctors’ internet-based
consultation based on model 1. According to the results shown
in Table 3, H1 doctors’ service quality had a positive effect on
internet-based economic returns, and thus H1 was supported
(P<.001). The H2 mutual help group did not have a positive
effect on internet-based consultation income (P=.27). The degree
of interaction and the level of 2-way communication between

the service provider and the patient are critical to the customer’s
ultimate perception of the service provider’s service results [38].
Thus, doctors’ replies are vital to patients as a result of these
answers, which can alleviate distress. Model 2 explained 50.8%
of the variation in the dependent variable. Compared with model
1, adding 2 tools of effort improved the explanatory ability of
the model.

Finally, we analyzed the effects of the 2 interaction terms, which
are the interaction terms between doctors’ service quality and
disease privacy, the interaction terms between mutual help group
and disease privacy. The results indicate that H3 is not supported
(P=.16); however, H4 is supported (P<.001). Privacy diseases
can lead to social stigmatization, and these stigmatizations can
have many negative effects on patients [39]. Although patients
with privacy diseases are not willing to visit hospitals, they must
receive doctors’ care, the concern of other people, and health
care information to recover. Model 3 explained 58% of the
variation in the dependent variable, which indicates that
compared with model 2, the 2 interaction terms increased the
explanatory power of the model. The interaction between mutual
help groups and disease privacy is shown in Figure 2. When
the degree of disease privacy increases, the influence of mutual
help group on earnings changes from a negative correlation to
a positive correlation, indicating that when patients consult low
disease privacy, the more mutual help group, the lower the
incomes; however, when patients consult high disease privacy,
the more mutual help group, the higher the incomes.
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Figure 2. Interaction between mutual-help group and disease privacy.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly disrupted normal
medical activities worldwide. To help decrease the spread of
COVID-19, online health care platforms have been rapidly used
by governments and users [40,41]. Currently, the Haodf website
primarily provides 2 internet-based effort tools for doctors to
interact with patients (doctors’ quality of service and mutual
help groups). In this study, we sought to examine the effect of
these tools on the economic returns of doctors’ internet-based
consultations, and these mechanisms are adjusted by the degree
of disease privacy. The primary findings of this study are
summarized below.

Effect of Doctors’ Internet-Based Service Quality on
Their Economic Return
Doctors’ internet-based service quality has a positive effect on
the revenue of doctors’ internet-based consultation, which
indicates that the high doctors service quality to patients’
consultation, the more economic return they obtain. In traditional
Chinese culture, patients often judge the professional ability
and service quality of doctors based on the hospital’s grade and
the doctor’s status. Status is a sociological concept that focuses
on rights or discrimination due to differences in social class
rather than performance [42]. Patients have also become
accustomed to long waiting times for outpatient registration, as
Beijing has converged on the best resources in China. This
situation causes many problems, including poor hospital
environments and short communication between doctors and
patients. Owing to COVID-19–related stay-at-home restrictions,
in-person care is becoming less frequent. However, patients
who do not leave home can use internet-based platforms for
primary care in China. Thus, patients can save waiting time and
enable better communication with high-status doctors from
high-ranking hospitals. In addition, low-status doctors can put
in their efforts in the OHC to earn more economic returns by
patiently and carefully answering patients’ inquiries.

Effect of Mutual Help Groups on Doctors’ Economic
Return
Mutual help groups did not affect their internet-based revenue;
doctors could not obtain higher economic returns by building
different types of topic groups. Whenever a given patient
communicates with a doctor more than 3 times, the patient is
automatically placed at the doctor’s request into different virtual
communities. Owing to COVID-19–related stay-at-home
restrictions, in-person communication among patients is less
frequent [43,44]. Doctors put patients with the same disease
into a virtual group that provides convenient communication
among its members. However, patients are not willing to
participate in group discussions too much, as the members in
the virtual community feel strange and lack trust in each other.
Thus, mutual help groups do not affect the revenue of
internet-based consultations.

The Moderating Effect of Disease Privacy
Disease privacy positively regulates the influence of mutual
help groups on the revenue of internet-based consultation, which
indicates that when the degree of disease privacy increases,
mutual help groups increase the benefits of doctors’
internet-based consultation. Patients with nonprivacy diseases
easily communicate in person with others without any concerns.
These patients can also communicate offline with patients who
have similar diseases without the fear of discrimination or unfair
treatment [45]; thus, they do not have strong intentions to find
companions to communicate about their diseases in a virtual
group. Patients with nonprivacy diseases in a virtual community
were unfamiliar with each other, had a strong sense of
strangeness, and could not trust each other. When patients have
not joined a virtual community on their own [6], doctors’efforts
would not be recognized by patients; therefore, the economic
return would not increase. Conversely, patients with privacy
diseases are reluctant to go to hospitals for consultation because
of the risk to their privacy; thus, they have few opportunities to
meet people who have a similar disease. In this situation,
patients may not receive efficient or timely medical treatment
because of a lack of medical knowledge and communication
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with doctors. In virtual communities, doctors build a bridge
between patients with privacy diseases and others in the outside
world, and members in the mutual help group do not know each
other; thus, users do not need to worry about disclosure of their
disease status. Patients with privacy diseases were more willing
to communicate with members of the group. Thus, doctors’
efforts to build mutual help groups can be recognized by
patients, which leads to improved economic returns.

Limitations
This study has produced some beneficial results; however, there
are still certain limitations that must be addressed in future
studies. First, data were taken from one OHC, the Good Doctor
website, which is the most acceptable web-based consultation
platform [33,46]; thus, the universality of the results is
questionable. Future studies will consider collecting physician
data from several different types of OHCs and empirically
testing the model’s findings. Second, in this study, only two
tools (doctors’ service quality and mutual help groups) provided
by a single health consultation platform to describe the
interaction efforts between doctors and patients were included,
which may lead to an insignificant influence of the tools on the
doctors’ economic returns. In the future, the interactive efforts
of other health consultation websites should be considered.
Third, only one type of privacy disease was investigated
(hepatitis B). Patients with different diseases have different
degrees of involvement in information processing, and the
degree of influence of information on patients’ choices is also
different [47-49]. Although the representativeness of this disease
was considered in the selection of this study, further studies
should consider diseases with different privacy levels, as
different diseases that need privacy may have different service
requirements.

Conclusions
In the face of the COVID-19 pandemic, internet-based medical
treatment has become a new choice for people seeking medical

treatment because of its unique features, including a lack of
geographical restrictions, no in-person contact, and prevention
of infection. Governments have rapidly used alternative methods
for health care delivery, including web-based consultation, when
people are restricted from their normal activities [5,8]. Many
internet consultation platforms, including Haodf website, have
seen a surge in visits during the epidemic. The prosperity of the
platform depends on the continuous participation and efforts of
doctors, and obtaining satisfactory economic returns is an
important motivation for doctors’ continuous participation.
Therefore, it is of great significance for platforms, doctors, and
patients to study internet-based consultation income.

This study expands and enriches the application and
connotations of individual efforts. Individual effort has been
focused on traditional industries and has never been used in
online health care services. Online health services differ from
traditional offline industries. This study expanded the application
scope of efforts from the traditional offline industry to online
health services and further identified 2 types of effort tools
(doctors’ replies and mutual help groups) based on the
characteristics of the internet-based health market. These 2 effort
tools are unique variables in the field of eHealth and have not
been covered in previous studies in the field of electronic
commerce. In addition, the degree of disease privacy is a unique
variable in the field of OHCs, which has not been mentioned
in previous studies in the field of electronic services, including
electronic government and electronic commerce. This study
identified that the uncertainty of privacy disclosure and the
uncertainty of service quality may increase when the degree of
disease privacy improves; thus, doctors must put in more efforts
online to improve their services. Concurrently, this study also
clearly distinguished the different influence mechanisms of the
degree of disease privacy on the doctors’ service quality and
the mutual help groups. Doctors who built many mutual help
groups could obtain higher incomes when serving patients with
privacy diseases.
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Abstract

Artificial intelligence (AI) technologies can play a key role in preventing, detecting, and monitoring epidemics. In this paper, we
provide an overview of the recently published literature on the COVID-19 pandemic in four strategic areas: (1) triage, diagnosis,
and risk prediction; (2) drug repurposing and development; (3) pharmacogenomics and vaccines; and (4) mining of the medical
literature. We highlight how AI-powered health care can enable public health systems to efficiently handle future outbreaks and
improve patient outcomes.
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Introduction

The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted the fragility
of the health care system during unexpected events, testing the
endurance of even the top-performing ones [1]. As noted by
several scholars, embracing artificial intelligence (AI) for health
care optimization and outcome improvement is not an option
anymore [2]. Concerning the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic,
several studies have highlighted that the timely inclusion of
AI-powered technologies would have accelerated the
identification of and effective response to COVID-19 outbreaks

worldwide. An example is the widely reported algorithm from
the Canadian company BlueDot, based on natural language
processing (NLP) and machine learning, which forecasted the
emerging risk of a virus spread in Hubei province in late
December 2019, by screening news reports and airline ticketing
[3].

Awareness of the benefits of employing AI to support and
manage the COVID-19 crisis and its aftermath is increasing,
particularly in the medical and research community. Notable
examples of early AI-powered contributions include the
discovery of relevant SARS-CoV-2 target proteins by
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DeepMind’s AlphaFold [4] and the design by Infervision of a
computer vision algorithm for the detection of coronavirus
pneumonia based on lung images [5].

Benefits do, however, come with technical challenges and
related risks that still need to be properly assessed. For example,
the absence of transparency and interpretability in AI models
obscures the fact that the efficacy of these technologies is not
equal across population groups. COVID-19 incidence and
outcomes vary according to a large number of individual factors,
including age, sex, ethnicity, health status, drug utilization, and
others [6]. Sensitizing AI technologies to the diversity of the
patient population and ensuring data security [7] is imperative
to avoid biased decisions [8-10]. Therefore, a crucial step to
obtain robust, trustworthy, and intelligible applications that
account for demographic equity is to assess potential biases in
the resources used to train AI models for precision medicine
[11].

As of today, AI systems are, regrettably, rarely endowed with
robustness to class imbalances, such as sex and gender groups
[12]. In this regard, sex differences in COVID-19 cases, as well
as sex-specific risk factors and socioeconomic burden, have
been recently highlighted in a case study by the European
Commission [13]. Dataset multidimensionality that can fairly
represent the population constitutes one of the main challenges
for biobanking and cohort design efforts that collect different
axes of health data [14]. In this regard, fair and broad data
collection systems are of primary importance. Two essential
international references for COVID-19 genomic and medical
data are the EMBL-EBI COVID-19 Data Portal [15] and the
NIH National COVID Cohort Collaborative (N3C) [16]. The
COVID-19 Host Genetics Initiative [17] is an international
collaborative undertaking to share resources to investigate the
genetic determinants of COVID-19 susceptibility, severity, and
outcomes [18]. The Coronavirus Pandemic Epidemiology
(COPE) consortium aims to involve experts in the development
of a personalized COVID-19 Symptom Tracker mobile app that
works as a real-time data capture platform [6], which garnered
over 2.8 million users in a few days. Moreover, COVID-19
sex-disaggregated data are collected by Global Health 50/50
[19], an initiative housed at University College London,
advocating for gender equity.

Other ethical concerns include life-or-death decisions through
risk prediction models, which may help optimize resource
allocation in times of scarcity. The application of nonoptimal
models may incur the risk of worsening biases and exacerbating
disparities for people with serious illnesses and different
treatment priorities, potentially causing the reduction in the use
of services rather than achieving the best patient care [20].
Nevertheless, the power of prediction models is impressive, and
it may play a key role in the future if properly exploited. For
instance, a study from Cambridge University [21] shows how
the use of secure AI operating on anonymized COVID-19 data
can accurately predict the patient journey, allowing an optimal
allocation of resources and enabling well-informed and
personalized health care decision-making. This is a particularly
important point, especially considering the difficulty in
managing the increasing need for intensive care units (ICUs)
during the COVID-19 pandemic peak [22,23].

The way the AI systems will be exploited is probably the most
delicate topic in this adoption process, particularly if we refer
to the decisional independence of the medical staff. As humans,
in fact, clinicians are also affected by numerous cognitive biases,
including the confirmation bias, which may lead them to give
excessive importance to the evidence supporting automated
prediction (eg, risk prediction, diagnosis, and treatment
suggestion) and ignore evidence that refutes it [8,24].

Despite the abovementioned concerns, there are numerous
success stories in the adoption of risk prediction models. For
example, Duke University adopted a system called Sepsis Watch
that identifies in advance the inflammation leading to
sepsis—one of the leading causes of hospital deaths. Within
two years from the tool introduction, the number of
sepsis-induced patients drastically decreased [25], thanks to
three key elements: (1) adaptation of the predictive model to a
highly specific context; (2) scalability through integration with
hospital workflows; and (3) the adopted user experience–based
approach, which places clinicians and health care professionals
at the center of the software development process, adhering
with the human-in-the-loop paradigm [26,27].

The COVID-19 crisis is accelerating anticipated changes
towards a stronger collaboration between computer science and
medicine. In particular, the crisis has exposed the need for
increased scrutiny of the relationship between AI and patients
as well as health care personnel under the lens of human and
emotional needs, as demonstrated by the surge of mental health
consequences of the pandemic [28] and the growing
development of AI-based mental health apps and related digital
tools [29]. Such aspects, together with others related to general
data access and the use of AI for disease outcome prediction,
are fueling the current debate about the convergence of AI and
medicine [30,31] and the actionable realization of AI-powered
innovations to bridge the gap between technological research
and medical practice, including applications in medical triage
and advice, diagnostics and risk-adjusted paneling, population
health management, and digital devices integration [32].
Concerning this aspect, it is important to mention the recent
publication of guidelines for the rigorous and transparent
adoption of AI in the clinical practice: CONSORT-AI
(Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials–Artificial
Intelligence) [33] and SPIRIT-AI (Standard Protocol Items:
Recommendations for Interventional Trials–Artificial
Intelligence) [34].

Translating patient data to successful therapies is the major
objective of implementing AI for health [35], especially in times
of a pandemic crisis, with the ultimate goal of achieving a
successful bench-to-bedside model for better clinical
decision-making [36,37]. In this work, we review some major
examples of what AI has achieved during the COVID-19
pandemic and the challenges that this technology and the
medical community are currently facing in four main strategic
areas of research and development (Figure 1): (1) triage,
diagnosis, and risk prediction; (2) drug repurposing and
development; (3) pharmacogenomics and vaccines; (4) mining
of the medical literature.
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Figure 1. Main strategic areas of research and development for the realization of artificial intelligence (AI) to fight COVID-19: (1) triage, diagnosis,
and risk prediction; (2) drug repurposing and development; (3) pharmacogenomics and vaccines; and (4) mining of the medical literature. The text
within the four panels enlists the advantages and actionable solutions exhibited by the AI-aided precision medicine approaches surveyed in this work.

Triage, Diagnosis, and Risk Prediction

AI has been applied to determine treatment priorities in patients
with COVID-19 or triage and to better allocate limited resources.
A group of researchers at the General Hospital of the People’s
Liberation Army (PLAGH), Beijing, China, has developed an
online triage tool model [38] to manage suspected COVID-19
pneumonia in adult patients with fever [39]. Using clinical
symptoms, routine laboratory tests, and other clinical
information available at admission (eg, clinical features), they
trained a model based on logistic regression with the least
absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO), obtaining
an area under the receiver operating characteristic curve
(AUROC) of 0.841 (100% sensitivity and 72.7% specificity).
Based on data from two hospitals in Wenzhou, Zhejiang, China,
another study group recently used an entropy-based feature
selection approach: they modeled combinations of clinical
features that could identify initial presentation patients who are
at a higher risk of developing severe illness, with an accuracy
of 80% [40]. Their results show that mildly elevated alanine
aminotransferase levels, the presence of myalgias (body aches),
and an elevated hemoglobin level (red blood cells), in this order,
are predictive of the later development of acute respiratory
distress syndrome.

A thorough study on risk prediction was carried out at the
University of Cambridge based on the development of a proof
of concept system to model the full patient journey through risk
prediction models [21]. By identifying the risk of mortality and
ICU/ventilator need, the system aims at enabling doctors to
answer questions such as: Which patients are most likely to
need ventilators within a week? How many free ICU beds in
the hospital are we likely to have in a week from now? Which

of two patients will get more benefits from going on a ventilator
today? The predictive models showed accuracies ranging from
77% for ventilator need to 83% for ICU admission and 87% for
mortality.

Risk prediction models are not new to the AI-aided health care
approach. They have already been successfully utilized for tasks
such as predicting the risk of developing cancer [41,42] and
identifying which patients are likely to benefit from heart-related
procedures [43]. However, the COVID-19 crisis has accelerated
the utilization of such models. In a recent study, Wynants and
collaborators [44] screened 14,217 published titles about the
pandemic from PubMed and Embase (Ovid, arXiv, medRxiv,
and bioRxiv), finding over 107 studies describing 145 prediction
models. Among them, 4 models aimed to identify people at risk
and 50, to predict the mortality risk, progression to severe
disease, ICU admission, ventilation, intubation, or length of
hospital stay. These models not only provide interesting results
but also inform about the most valuable predictors, such as age,
body temperature, lymphocyte count, and lung imaging features.
Despite this, these models cannot be directly applied in the
clinical setting without further validation, in order to guarantee
data and experiment transparency and robustness, together with
decision interpretability and model generalizability.

The remaining 91 models from this study were dedicated to the
diagnosis of COVID-19, 60 of which exploited medical imaging.
This number clearly shows that diagnosis is another important
field for the application of AI techniques [45], with digital
pathology exhibiting high effectiveness. In particular,
convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have been supporting
radiologists in their expert decisions [46]. In a recent study, a
CNN was trained to automatically learn patterns related to
COVID-19 (ie, ground-glass opacities, multifocal patchy
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consolidation, and/or interstitial changes with a predominantly
peripheral distribution), achieving an AUROC of 0.996 (98.2%
sensitivity and 92.2% specificity) and outperforming the
reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction, which also
suffers from a significant time lag. In addition to accuracy, these
approaches put the speed of the diagnosis on the table: CNNs
can analyze up to 500 images in a few seconds, whereas
radiologists would need hours to complete the same task.

Although chest computed tomography (CT) scans represent a
commonly exploited source of information to train AI to rule
out SARS-CoV-2 infection, the rapid detection of patients with
COVID-19 can greatly benefit from learning approaches that
utilize heterogeneous types of data. In this regard, it is crucial
to consider the importance of training CNNs in a correct gender
balance in medical imaging datasets to avoid producing distorted
classifications for assisted diagnosis [12]. Moreover, it is crucial
to rely on high-quality benchmarking and robust validation
strategies to assess the generalization of the model to other
datasets and populations [47,48].

Indeed, AI can exploit multidimensional data, including the
series of epidemiological, clinical, biological, and radiological
criteria defined by the World Health Organization [49]. In a
collaboration between researchers at hospitals in China and in
the USA, CNN and other machine learning methods (eg, support
vector machine, random forest, and neural networks) have been
used to model and integrate CT scans and clinical information
for diagnostic purposes [45]. The joint model that uses both
information sources achieved a 0.92 AUROC (84.3% sensitivity
and 82.8% specificity), outperforming the individual models.
Moreover, the models allowed the identification of age, viral
exposure, fever, cough, cough with sputum, and white blood
cell counts as the main features associated with SARS-CoV-2
infection status.

Recently, the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and
Bioengineering has launched the Medical Imaging and Data
Resource Center with the goal of coupling AI and medical
imaging for COVID-19 early detection and personalized
therapies [50].

AI has also been utilized to identify patients at higher risk of
mortality. Researchers at the Tongji Hospital, Wuhan, China,
have screened electronic health records of 375 discharged
patients to use clinical measurements as features and have
trained a gradient-boosted decision tree model to predict
mortality risk [51]. The accuracy of the system was 93%. Its
utilization would make it possible for physicians to immediately
identify critical cases and act accordingly. The model was also
able to detect three key clinical features, that is, lactic
dehydrogenase, lymphocyte count, and high-sensitivity
C-reactive protein.

Drug Repurposing and Development

Although triage, diagnosis, and risk prediction are three of the
most relevant tasks that AI has helped with during the peaks of
the pandemic, other objectives are currently being addressed
for long-term solutions. Among them are target selection for

drug repurposing [52] and approaches for drug development,
including de novo drug design [53].

Drug repurposing comprises identifying existing drugs that
could effectively act on proteins targeted by the virus. Recently,
332 high-confidence SARS-CoV-2 protein–human protein
interactions have been experimentally identified, as well as 69
ligands, comprising drugs approved by the US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA) and compounds in preclinical and clinical
trials, which specifically target these interactions [54].
Understanding which proteins and pathways in the host the
virus targets during infection is crucial for the development of
AI systems for drug repurposing.

For instance, algorithms modeling the interaction between drugs
and proteins have helped identify baricitinib, which was
previously used for the treatment of arthritis, as a useful drug
against COVID-19 [55]. This drug inhibits the proteins that
help the virus penetrate the host cell. Thanks to approaches that
exploit the computational identification of relations between
existing drugs and target molecules, research published by a
team of Korean and American scientists has allowed the
identification of FDA-approved antivirals that could potentially
target the key proteins for COVID-19 [56].

The molecular processes of virus-host interactions have been
recently reconstructed in an international effort coordinated by
domain experts, called the COVID-19 Disease Map project
[57]. The project aims to maintain an open-access resource for
continuous, curated integration of data and knowledge bases to
support computational analysis and disease modeling. It
represents a milestone of paramount importance for the
development of AI systems for SARS-CoV-2 and their
comparison with models of other coronaviruses. Moreover, by
providing information about the intermolecular wiring of
virus-host interactions, the project enables network-based AI
modeling for COVID-19 drug repurposing, which has recently
shown promising results by using network diffusion and network
proximity [58]. Moreover, deep neural networks largely
employed in NLP, such as the Transformer architecture, have
also been proposed for COVID-19 drug repurposing [56].

In the field of drug development, that is, the
pharmacotherapeutic course of a newly identified lead
compound, computational models have been proven extremely
successful in facilitating a quicker, cheaper, and more effective
development of new drugs [59]. For instance, AI can map
multidimensional characteristics of proteins to considerably
speed up the research process in comparison to traditional
methodologies such as x-ray crystallography. In this regard, AI
is crucial in optimizing drug discovery pipelines and improving
drug development outcomes, with estimated costs of US $2.6
billion [59].

Structural modeling and chemoinformatics methods for
COVID-19 (eg, docking-based binding conformation studies
of small molecules to target human or viral proteins) can greatly
benefit from AI solutions. For instance, AI-based approaches
have been used to infer structural similarities among molecules,
such as algorithms that can model the graphical structure of
chemical compounds through graph convolutional networks or
other approaches [60]. AI systems can also leverage knowledge
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about protein sequences to infer the activity of similar ones. As
previously mentioned, Google DeepMind has managed to
predict the structure of five proteins targeted by SARS-CoV-2,
namely SARS-CoV-2 membrane protein, Nsp2, Nsp4, Nsp6,
and papain-like proteinase (C-terminal domain) [4]. The deep
learning approach uses amino acid features from similar
sequences, based on multiple sequence alignment, to infer the
distribution of structural distances to predict the protein
structures [61].

Finally, AI can also be used to synthetically generate new
molecules, such as new chemical compounds. For instance, the
biotech company Insilico Medicine used reinforcement learning
to model small molecules and identify those that inhibit specific
infection pathways. The team created a generative chemistry
pipeline to design novel SARS-CoV-2 inhibitors to later be
synthesized and tested. The pipeline employs a large array of
generative models, including autoencoders, generative
adversarial networks, and genetic algorithms optimized with
reinforcement learning [53].

Pharmacogenomics and Vaccines

Pharmacogenomics, which is the study of the role of genomic
characteristics of an individual in drug response, represents a
key gateway to personalized medicine [62-64]. Although the
translation of genomic information into clinical practice is
recognized as one of the most challenging aspects of the future
of medicine [65], the information about the genetic makeup of
individual patients has the potential to guide clinical decision
support and to facilitate biomedical research in many different
areas. For instance, genomics can inform drug discovery by
providing simultaneous insights into the disease mechanisms
and potential targets for treating individual patients [66].

Pharmacogenomics approaches to COVID-19 are still in their
infancy. Indeed, although the SARS-CoV-2 genome was
published in draft on January 10, 2020 [67], and real-time
tracking of the pathogen evolution is now available [68], much
less genomic information is currently available about the host.
Several studies focus on genetic variations associated with
susceptibility to infection and clinical manifestations, including
human leukocyte antigen (HLA) variants in the UK Biobank
population-based cohort [69] and angiotensin-converting enzyme
2 (ACE2) variants in the Italian population [70]. Retrospective
and prospective studies focusing on COVID-19 disease
susceptibility and severity have been collected by the COVID-19
Host Genetics Initiative [17,18].

Despite the absence of direct evidence of pharmacogenomics
data in COVID-19 patients, the related literature for COVID-19
therapies, including hydroxychloroquine, ribavirin, and
baricitinib, has been recently surveyed [71]. Potential actionable
genetic markers have been reported, namely, several genetic
variants that can alter the pharmacokinetics of drugs that may
affect the response to COVID-19 treatments. Importantly, as
age, race, gender, and comorbidities have been associated with
COVID-19 risk [72], these factors are deemed warranted to
assess their role in the variation of treatment responses and need
further investigation.

Population genetics is also needed to better understand the
association between genetic variability and COVID-19. The
importance and complexity of population genetic information,
such as genome-wide association studies (GWAS), for drug
discovery are exemplified by a study showing that 8% of drugs
approved by the FDA target molecules with genetic support,
whereas only 2% of phase-1 drugs are genetically supported
[73]. Despite such low rates, GWAS can help identify
therapeutics that can be repurposed to treat individuals affected
by diseases that are mechanistically related to those for which
the drugs were developed [74]. Insights from GWAS can also
inform about better patient management and therapy, such as
the case of variants in six genes on chromosome 3, namely
SLC6A20, LZTFL1, CCR9, FYCO1, CXCR6, and XCR1, which
have been recently associated with severe COVID-19 cases
with respiratory failure [75].

Understanding population genetic heterogeneity is crucial for
vaccine design, in particular, as it concerns the individual
variability of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC-I
and MHC-II) proteins, encoded by the HLA gene, which present
SARS-CoV-2 epitopes to the immune system. Such individual
variability, coupled with the importance of cellular immunity
in the severity of the response to the infection, makes the
identification of actionable targets for COVID-19 vaccines a
challenging endeavor. AI models for COVID-19 vaccine
development focus on the prediction of potential epitopes by
using a variety of techniques, such as deep docking [76], long
short-term memory networks [77], extreme gradient boosting
[78], as well as approaches that account for different HLA alleles
by combining several existing machine learning tools [79]. A
recent survey of AI-based approaches to COVID-19 vaccine
design [80] suggests that the most popular candidate is the
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein, which initiates the interaction with
the host through the attachment to the ACE2 receptor [81].

Mining of the Medical Literature

The staggering rate of publications about COVID-19, both in
the form of preprints and peer-reviewed articles, is posing
unprecedented challenges to knowledge acquisition and the
information quality assessment process. A large part of content
is produced by humans for humans, in the form of free text,
where crucial pieces of information end up being buried.
Because free text is not intelligible by machines, human
intervention must identify the relevant pieces of information
from the publications and turn it into a tabular form. Recent
developments in NLP techniques have helped the automation
of this process through machine learning and, in particular, deep
learning algorithms [82,83]. Symptoms, patient demographics,
clinical data, algorithms, performance, and limitations are
identifiable in the texts by properly trained models, which can
obtain comparable accuracy to humans at a much faster rate,
making it finally possible to monitor the enormous volume of
the literature produced [84]. The resulting structured data can
be exploited to enrich knowledge graphs (KGs) [85-87], which
provide a means to represent and formalize information [85,88],
analytical, relational, and inferential investigations and fill the
knowledge gaps in the community. Moreover, to rationalize the
immense quantity of information on COVID-19, new algorithms
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can generate low-dimensional representations of the KGs,
allowing researchers for clustering and classification [85,89].

We list here representative KG efforts that have been directed
at the fight against COVID-19 (see Textbox 1).

Textbox 1. Knowledge graph resources for COVID-19.

Project names and references:

• KG-Covid-19 Knowledge Graph Hub [90]

• COVID-19 Community Project [91]

• COVID-KG [92]

• CovidGraph [93]

• COVID-19 Miner [94]

• COVID-19 Biomedical Knowledge Miner [95]

• COVID-19 Taxila [96]

The KG-Covid-19 Knowledge Graph Hub project is the first
Knowledge Graph Hub (KG-Hub) [90] dedicated to COVID-19.
KG-Hub is a software to download and transform data to a
central location for building KGs from different combinations
of data sources. The Covid-19 KG-Hub downloads and
transforms data from more than 50 different COVID-19
databases of drugs, genes, proteins, ontologies, diseases,
phenotypes, and publications and generates a KG that can be
used for machine learning.

The COVID-19 Community Project [91] is a community-based
KG that links heterogeneous datasets about COVID-19, in three
main areas: the host, the virus, and the cellular environment.
These KGs use several publicly available datasets, such as the
CORD-19 dataset, a set of over 51,000 scholarly articles about
coronaviruses [97].

Other notable databases used in KGs are the COVID-19 Data
Portal (see Introduction) and The COVID-19 Drug and Gene
Set Library [98]. One of the tools that use these is the
COVID-KG [92], which embeds entities in the KG, such as
papers, authors, or journals [99].

CovidGraph [93] is a collaboration of researchers to build a
research and communication platform that encompasses over
40,000 publications, case statistics, genes and functions,
molecular data, and much more. The output is a KG in which
entity relationships can be found and new pieces of literature
can be discovered. Another tool that uses the CORD-19 dataset
is COVID-19 Miner [94], which provides access to a database
of interactions among genes or proteins, chemicals, and
biological processes related to SARS-CoV-2, which are
automatically extracted using NLP from the CORD-19 dataset
and manuscripts updated daily from the preprint servers
medRxiv and bioRxiv [100].

Furthermore, COVID-19 Biomedical Knowledge Miner [85,95]
is an intent to lay the foundation for a comprehensive and
interactive KG in the context of COVID-19 that connects the
causes and effects and enables users to completely explore the
information contained therein. Data are supplied from papers
available in PubMed and preprints available from platforms
such as bioRxiv, chemRxiv, medRxiv, PrePrints, and Research
Square. Lastly, COVID-19 Taxila [96] is an AI and NLP system
that uses thousands of COVID-19–related publications, clinical

trials, and other relevant sources to enable users to search and
analyze the COVID-19 literature. Publications and data are
automatically updated.

Discussion

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused some of the most
significant challenges that national health care systems have
had to face in recent human history. These systems include not
only hospitals but also a multitude of clinicians, retirement and
nursing homes, families, and communities. Government
lockdown policies undertaken to reduce hospital strain has
impacted the society as a whole and has also had social and
economic consequences, which have been more severe for
minorities and vulnerable groups [101]. Moreover, this pandemic
is taking place in the age of social media and Web 2.0, which
contain plenty of misinformation and fake news, and with no
way for the average internet user to check the reliability of the
sources. Nevertheless, the COVID-19 crisis has also shown the
promise of technology in facilitating a better understanding of
a complex disease and its impact on public health.

Here, we illustrated examples of how AI can advance research
and clinical medicine and prepare governments for future similar
crises. AI shows promise to deliver models for outbreak
analytics and detection, prevention, early intervention, and
decision-making. We highlighted the unparalleled opportunity
for AI to fill the gap between translational research and clinical
medicine. Finally, in addition to the medical applications of AI,
it is worth mentioning the potential of NLP for monitoring the
quality of the information available to the public and fighting
fake news [102-104].

Thanks to the availability of big data and high-performance
computing, the fight against the novel coronavirus can leverage
the support of AI, as demonstrated by initiatives such as the
COVID-19 High Performance Computing Consortium [105].
This technology allows us to address, at a much higher speed
and a comparable performance, complex tasks that cannot be
executed by humans—who can now focus on more
intelligence-demanding activities such as emotional intelligence
and human-to-human bonding [106].
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Although AI is traditionally trained on large datasets for
identifying population-level patterns (ie, common characteristics
among people belonging to some clinical classes), recent efforts
have promoted the utilization of this technology in conjunction
with the principles of precision medicine, to substitute the
“average patient” [42] with a real individual, based on
geographical and socioeconomic signature as well as genetic,
epigenetic, and other molecular profiles [107]. Under this
paradigm, AI is meant to empower clinicians to tailor
interventions [108] (whether preventive or therapeutic) to the
nuanced—and often unique—features of every human being
[109]. To this end, multidimensional datasets, such as the variety
of data modalities that are currently collected and modeled for
COVID-19 [110-112], capture individual genetic, biochemical,
physiological, environmental, and behavioral variations [113]
that may interfere with the development, progression, and
treatment of a disease. Thanks to the drop in price of sequencing
the human genome (from billions to hundreds of dollars in 30
years [114]), it is now possible to exploit AI to study phenotypic,
genotypic, and environmental correlations among diseases [115].

With this approach, AI can predict the risk of an individual to
develop a disease and estimate the likelihood of success for a
treatment. In the case of COVID-19, this could lead to a better
allocation of resources and an improved match between
treatments and patients, consequently improving outcomes for
preventive and therapeutic interventions. Therefore, AI-aided
precision medicine connects some of the key benefits for a
sustainable and effective health care system: efficiency, efficacy,
and safety assessment [30].

AI is recognized as a necessity to achieve precision medicine
in COVID-19. The current crisis has highlighted that a huge
amount of work is still needed to exploit AI-based solutions to
their full potential in order to transform health care. AI
implementation in the clinical setting is still far from completion
[115]. The highly fragmented and diverse health care systems,
absence of a protocol for documenting patient data, ethical
constraints (such as privacy), and limitations of AI itself (eg,
bias and non-interpretability) still represent serious challenges
to extensive AI adoption [116].
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Abstract

Background: COVID-19, caused by SARS-CoV-2, has led to a global pandemic. The World Health Organization has also
declared an infodemic (ie, a plethora of information regarding COVID-19 containing both false and accurate information circulated
on the internet). Hence, it has become critical to test the veracity of information shared online and analyze the evolution of
discussed topics among citizens related to the pandemic.

Objective: This research analyzes the public discourse on COVID-19. It characterizes risk communication patterns in four
Asian countries with outbreaks at varying degrees of severity: South Korea, Iran, Vietnam, and India.

Methods: We collected tweets on COVID-19 from four Asian countries in the early phase of the disease outbreak from January
to March 2020. The data set was collected by relevant keywords in each language, as suggested by locals. We present a method
to automatically extract a time–topic cohesive relationship in an unsupervised fashion based on natural language processing. The
extracted topics were evaluated qualitatively based on their semantic meanings.

Results: This research found that each government’s official phases of the epidemic were not well aligned with the degree of
public attention represented by the daily tweet counts. Inspired by the issue-attention cycle theory, the presented natural language
processing model can identify meaningful transition phases in the discussed topics among citizens. The analysis revealed an
inverse relationship between the tweet count and topic diversity.

Conclusions: This paper compares similarities and differences of pandemic-related social media discourse in Asian countries.
We observed multiple prominent peaks in the daily tweet counts across all countries, indicating multiple issue-attention cycles.
Our analysis identified which topics the public concentrated on; some of these topics were related to misinformation and hate
speech. These findings and the ability to quickly identify key topics can empower global efforts to fight against an infodemic
during a pandemic.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e23272)   doi:10.2196/23272
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Introduction

Background
The COVID-19 pandemic has affected global health and the
economy. The use of social media and the internet to seek and
share information about the virus has increased rapidly [1,2],
which makes them excellent media to examine for patterns of
risk communication during a pandemic. During this time, one
could observe how the intentional and unintentional spread of
misinformation (here defined as unconfirmed or false
information) jeopardized public health on such platforms.
Studies have shown that people tend to share misinformation
faster and more widely than real information [3-5]. The sheer
amount of data and the mixture of accurate and false information
leaves people confused over which safety guidelines and health
tips to follow. This phenomenon has been called an infodemic
[6]. Infodemics have become a real threat; misinformation on
COVID-19 has shifted from focusing on false preventive
measures to antivaccination arguments [7] and vandalism toward
telecommunication infrastructures [8].

Analysis of risk communication is critical because it helps better
understand how and why people propagate or consume certain
information upon a threat to their health, economic, or social
well-being. Such analysis helps stakeholders prepare and reach
informed conclusions about how their decisions affect
individuals’ interests, values, and well-being [9]. In the context
of COVID-19, which is our interest, analysis of risk
communication can find opportunities to mitigate the
propagation of false claims that threaten public safety [10].

Studies have identified online risk communication topics by
collectively considering temporal tweet trends by adopting, for
instance, a statistical clustering method that scans over time
[11,12] or a deep learning–based embedding and clustering
method [13]. One limitation of statistical approaches is that
inaccurate or incomplete input data can act as noise, resulting
in unstable clustering results [14]. Embedding approaches for
topic modeling have also required that one specify the time
duration (eg, monthly). However, such an arbitrary division
hinders finding natural topical transitions and critical risk
communication topics. Therefore, flexible time durations are
preferable in identifying topical shifts.

This research used the data gathered from social media to
understand public discourse on COVID-19. Understanding
public concerns will help determine which unproven claims or
pieces of misinformation need to be debunked first and will
contribute to fighting the disease. Primarily, we aim to identify
what people say without gatekeeping. For instance, identifying
new misinformation in countries that are experiencing a
pandemic at an early stage can buy time to debunk the same
piece of misinformation in other countries before it poses a
threat to public health [10].

To detect meaningful topical shifts of risk communication, one
needs to demarcate temporal phases from the public discourse
that reflect prevailing circumstances in the real world. If social
media conversations were to change by the epidemic phases
announced by local governments, one might use the same
phases. However, government announcements do not necessarily
match with the public interest. Following the issue-attention
cycle theory [15], we leveraged drastic changes in the daily
tweet volume to divide COVID-19 public discourse online in
finding temporal phases. We extracted topics corresponding to
the preset temporal phases based on a natural language
processing method.

We used a spatiotemporal approach and considered tweets from
different countries to provide more holistic views of risk
communication. We present views from four Asian countries.
Such a multicountry view was used to explore possible
opportunities for joint efforts in managing risk communication.
For example, early detection of misinformation can help social
media services, social media communicators, journalists, policy
makers, and medical professionals fight infodemics worldwide.

We ask the following research questions (RQs):

• RQ1: Do the official epidemic phases announced by
governments reflect online interaction patterns?

• RQ2: Can topic phases be demarcated automatically based
on a bottom-up approach?

• RQ3: What are the major topics corresponding to each topic
phase?

• RQ4: What are the unique traits of the topic trends by
country, and what are the distinguishing online
communicative characteristics?

By answering these RQs, this study makes four contributions.
First, we propose an end-to-end method of extracting risk
communication topics in a spatial–temporal fashion with less
gatekeeping. Second, we provide a theoretical ground
(issue-attention cycle) to the framework and successfully assess
its validity by observing multiple prominent peaks in the daily
conversation. Third, we demonstrate via a case study of four
countries a common risk communication trait. During the peak
moments of conversation, users on social media concentrate on
a few topics. Finally, we show from the case study which topics
were directly linked to misinformation and hateful speech in
the studied data.

The gathered data from Twitter and the codes (including
language tokenizers and analysis codes) are accessible in
Multimedia Appendix 1 and on GitHub [16].

Related Research

Issue-Attention Cycle
The issue-attention cycle model [15] conceptualizes how an
issue rises into and fades away from the center of public
attention. In the first stage, labeled the preproblem stage, an
undesirable social condition (eg, the appearance of COVID-19)
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emerges but does not yet draw much public attention. The
second stage, dubbed alarmed discovery and euphoric
enthusiasm, occurs when a triggering event (eg, the national
spike of newly confirmed cases of COVID-19) heightens public
awareness of the issue. In the third stage, called realizing the
cost of significant progress, people begin to recognize the
hardship involved in restructuring society, and individuals must
sacrifice to solve the problem. This causes a gradual decline of
intense public interest, the fourth stage. In the final postproblem
stage, the current issue is replaced by a new issue and moves
into a twilight zone of reduced public attention.

Not all issues follow the five stages of the issue-attention cycle
[17]. As the cyclical patterns of public attention evolve, a wide
array of public discourse has been found across multiple issues
of climate change [18], emerging technologies [19,20], and
public health risks [21,22]. There are also cultural differences
in such discourse patterns. For example, concerning the H1N1
pandemic, South Korean news coverage showed five phases of
increasing or decreasing attention. The corresponding US news
coverage of the pandemic saw only two phases during the same
7-month time period [23].

Despite these fragmented findings, the issue-attention cycle
framework provides insights into how public attention
dramatically waxes and wanes. An issue that has gone through
the cycle is different from issues that have not gone through the
cycle in at least two ways. First, when an issue has achieved
national prominence, new institutions, programs, and measures
will have been developed to address the situation. These
developments and their societal impacts are likely to persist
even after public attention has shifted elsewhere. Second, the
prolonged impacts of these developments are shaped by what
was heavily discussed when the issue was of primary public
concern.

Although the issue-attention cycle was initially proposed to
model traditional media such as newspapers and television,
there is a burgeoning literature applying the model to social
media platforms. Among them, Twitter serves as a forum that
the public is increasingly turning toward to seek and share
information that is not subjected to a gatekeeping process [24].
It has become common for journalists to refer to tweets in their
news stories. Research has also found that Twitter takes the
lead in and exerts control over public discourse, particularly in
the early stages of an issue-attention cycle [20,25].

Building on these prior studies, we analyzed Twitter
conversations about COVID-19 to examine social media’s
issue-attention cycle. We present how to build an end-to-end
method of identifying meaningful topic phases dynamically.
This allows us to compare how issue-attention cycles appear in
different countries on the same catastrophic event. To the best
of our knowledge, no study has applied dynamic topic modeling
in the context of risk communication.

COVID-19–Related Analyses
Studies have examined various impacts of the pandemic.
Researchers have focused on predicting the transmissibility of
the virus. One study estimated the viral reproduction number
(R0) of SARS-CoV-2, which is known to be more substantial

than that of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS)–related
coronavirus, which was the cause of the SARS outbreak that
first appeared in Guangdong Province in southern China in 2002
[26]. Another work based on a stochastic mathematical
prediction model of infection dynamics claimed that, by
reducing worldwide travel by 90%, the epidemic’s spread could
be significantly reduced [27].

Other studies have sought to understand the propagation of
misinformation related to COVID-19. One study used an
epidemic model to represent the spread of misinformation about
COVID-19 on various social media platforms such as Twitter,
Instagram, YouTube, Reddit, and Gab; the study showed that
users interact and consume information differently on each
platform [28]. In this regard, media platforms such as Facebook,
YouTube, and Twitter claim to attempt to redirect people to
reliable sources of medical information and, to this end, have
established direct lines of communication with the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention and the World Health
Organization [29].

Among the regional research, one article argued that fake online
news in Japan has led to xenophobia toward patients and
Chinese visitors [30]. Another study surveyed 300,000 online
panel members in South Korea in 2015, when the Middle East
respiratory syndrome outbreak was prevalent in this country
[31]. This work found that, if public health officials’ information
is untrustworthy, people rely more on online news outlets and
communicate more via social media.

More recently, a report showed that the public could not easily
receive the information on COVID-19 shared by public health
officials due to prevalent misinformation on fake cures and
conspiracy theories [32]. This study showed that infodemics’
harm varied from country to country depending on public
confidence in authorities. One study compared trends in three
countries (ie, the United States, the United Kingdom, and
Canada) in terms of political bias and found that, although
political polarization surrounding COVID-19 exists in the United
States and Canada, individuals’ exact perspective on the
pandemic is broadly related to the quality of their reasoning
skills, regardless of political ideology [33].

Several studies have used data gathered from Twitter to analyze
risk communication amid COVID-19. Some of them focus on
sentiment analysis based on conventional rule-based lexicon
models [34] or deep learning classifiers [35]. These studies
measured the degree of sentiment polarity, such as positive and
negative, and provided insights from observing daily sentiment
changes.

Many types of data sets have been released to the public and
research communities on COVID-19. One study crawled Twitter
for approximately 3 months and collected information on tweets
with relevant keywords in 10 languages [36]. Another work
collated over 59,000 academic articles, including over 47,000
research papers, on COVID-19, SARS-CoV-2, and
coronavirus-related issues [37] to conduct a comparison study.

Topic Modeling–Based Natural Language Processing
Natural language processing such as topic modeling is
increasingly used to process extensive documents and extract
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hidden thematic patterns of textual information [38]. Many
studies have explored the capability of topic modeling in
understanding the most important subjects of discussion on
social media during crises and global epidemics such as dengue
[39], Sika virus [40], and Ebola virus [41]. Given the remarkable
performance of topic modeling in previous investigations, recent
studies on the COVID-19 outbreak have also applied topic
modeling to documents collected from different social media
sites such as Facebook [42], Weibo [43], and Twitter [44].

One work analyzed COVID-19–related tweets over 2 weeks to
study ongoing topics and found that Twitter can be considered
a rich medium to understand public opinions in real time [45].
Another work conducted topic modeling on tweets to discover
daily hot topics on the pandemic [46]. Furthermore, scholars
leveraged Twitter to study the ecosystems of misinformation
and conspiracy. One study has shown that users’ political
orientation correlates to their contribution to the spread of
pandemic-related conspiracy [47]; another study demonstrates
the link between fake news exposure and low trust in media
[48]. Several techniques have been developed to detect
conspiracy and misinformation on social media [49-51].

Despite the growing literature on risk communication during
COVID-19, most studies that use topic modeling extract topics
from either the entire studied period or manually segmented
periods. This study considers time and topics jointly; we used
an algorithmic approach to identify topical phases that arise
naturally. Our goal is to observe changing risk communication
contexts (even when conversations contain similar keywords)
from the issue-attention cycle perspective. We also chose to
study risk communication in Asian countries that have received
relatively little attention. Our data method is not restricted to
the studied countries; it can be applied to other languages and
countries.

Methods

Data
We crawled Twitter for messages by using the Twint Python
library [52] and search application programming interfaces [53].
Our analyses focused on four Asian countries (ie, South Korea,
Iran, Vietnam, and India). We can ignore possible cultural
differences in social media behaviors between Western and
Asian users [54,55]. A common platform, Twitter, was used to
study public conversations in these countries. Although multiple
platforms exist, the open data access and global popularity make
Twitter an appropriate medium to conduct a cross-national
study.

The four countries were selected as a case study to demonstrate
differences in their COVID-19 developments. In Iran, confirmed
cases have gradually increased. In contrast, the case count in
Vietnam has consistently stayed low. There was an abrupt
increase in the numbers after the first confirmed case in South
Korea, but the rising curve of confirmed cases has since
flattened, unlike other countries. In India, the situation was
relatively mild until mid-March 2020, and since then, there has
been a drastic surge. Future research can replicate our
methodology in other countries.

We set up two keywords, corona and Wuhan pneumonia, to
crawl tweets and collected tweets for the 3 months from January
to March 2020. In the studied countries, any tweets containing
the official term COVID-19 in local languages will be searched
with the word corona (eg, in Korean, it is called corona-19).
We also added Wuhan to collect unofficial terms of the virus.
Table 1 lists the keywords used to collect data for each country.
Keywords were decided after interviewing multiple local Twitter
users for each country.

Table 1. Statistics of the scraped tweets.

Tweets, nKeywordsa usedDurationLanguage

1,447,489corona, Wuhan pneumoniaJanuary 1 to March 27, 2020Korean

459,610#corona, #coronavirus, #Wuhan, #pneumoniaJanuary 1 to March 30, 2020Farsi

87,763corona, n-CoV, COVID, acute pneumoniaJanuary 1 to March 31, 2020Vietnamese

1,373,333corona, Wuhan pneumoniaJanuary 1 to March 27, 2020Hindi

aKeywords were used to collect relevant data for each country. We used two kinds of keywords: one official naming of COVID-19 and Wuhan as an
unofficial representative naming of the virus. Keywords listed here are translated in English from the actual local language (eg, “코로나” means “Corona”
in Korean). The original keywords in local languages are listed in Table MA1 in Multimedia Appendix 1.

Demarcating Topic Phases and Extracting Topics
As shown in Figure 1, the data collection step was followed by
the four modules for the extraction and labeling of major topics

for certain phases. These steps were repeated for all four
countries.
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Figure 1. The pipeline structure of the topic analysis.

Step 1: Preprocessing Data
We first tokenized the data, a process that can be defined as
converting data to the smallest units that have meaning. We
filtered unnecessary textual information such as stop words,
special characters (nonletters), special commands, and emojis.
We then used existing Python tokenizer libraries corresponding
to each language. Detailed information about the
language-specific tokenizers is explained on GitHub [16].

Step 2: Determine Topic Phases
The next step is to demarcate specific phases divided by dates
to extract topics. This is nontrivial since there are multiple
fluctuations and changes in topics reflecting real events such
as increased patients with COVID-19. Furthermore, we ruled
out using the epidemic phases announced by each government
because the offline epidemic phases do not seem to capture
actual online topic trends as explained in the forthcoming Basic
Daily Trends section.

The issue-attention cycle moderating public attention to a given
issue can be measured in media attention, such as the number
of news stories [17-19,21-23] or tweets [20,25] on the topic.
We, therefore, isolated dates that show sudden increases in the
daily tweet volume. We set up two learnable parameters of the
first derivatives (hereafter velocity) and the second derivatives
(hereafter acceleration) of the daily tweet volumes, as illustrated
in the following equations, where D is a day, t is a target date,
and t – 1 is 1 day past t:

We set the velocity and acceleration values when the country
announced the first confirmed case as the ground truth (GT).
This approach’s intuition is that velocity and acceleration are
proxies for each country’s unique communication traits
regarding a specific subject (ie, COVID-19 in our case). Once
these values were computed from the first confirmed date, they
were set identically for the remaining periods.

We established joint thresholds for velocity and acceleration to
find dates where velocity is still smaller than velocityGT, and
acceleration becomes more substantial than accelerationGT

(0<velocity<velocityGT and acceleration>accelerationGT). In
this manner, we identified the two parameters from the date of
the first confirmed case by country and then detected other dates
conjectured to be the start of forthcoming topic phases. When

learning these parameters, for velocity, we rounded down the
velocityGT value and added 1, and for acceleration, we rounded
down accelerationGT, which is similar to the machine learning
approach’s concept of loss minimization (ie, a learning process
is finished by one step).

We adopted a low-pass filter with 0.2 as the low-frequency
threshold to remove noisy signals and smooth the data. Finally,
the temporal data are divided into topic phases (see Multimedia
Appendix 1 to find the computed daily velocity and acceleration
trends and demarcated phases by country).

Step 3: Extract Topics—Model Topics
We used latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) for the topic modeling
task. LDA is a well-known machine learning method to extract
topics from given textual documents (ie, a collection of discrete
data points) [56]. LDA generates and maximizes the joint
probability of the topics’ word distribution and the documents’
topic distribution [38]. For short sentences, LDA-based methods
may not work correctly due to sparse co-occurrences. However,
in our case, tweets were collected via specific keywords;
therefore, the topics were the focus, and the word co-occurrences
among tweets were no longer sparse. Various studies have used
the same LDA method on short documents, including Twitter
[57-59].

The topic count for each phase is a hyperparameter. The topic
count’s range is between 2 and 50. We calculated perplexity,
that is, the probability of how many tokens might be placed in
the next step (ie, indicating ambiguity over the next possible
token). Perplexity is a metric that is often used to optimize
language models [60]. The minimum required frequency of
words for each phase in tweets was set to 20, and each phase’s
epoch (ie, a number of iterations to train LDA) was set to 100.
We then decided the optimum number of topics for each phase
by choosing the minimum perplexity value. We further analyzed
our modeling results’ reliability and confirmed that the results
were steady and dependable (see Multimedia Appendix 2 for
more details).

Table 2 shows how many prominent topical phases were found
for each country. For each phase, we list the statistics of the
risk communication, including the period of the topical phase,
the total tweet count during the phase, the average user count
per day, the average original and retweet counts per day, the
ratio of original tweets to retweets, and the number of topics
suggested by perplexity.
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Table 2. The optimal number of phases and topics by country.

Phase 5Phase 4Phase 3Phase 2Phase 1Phase 0Country

N/AN/AaSouth Korea

Mar 10-27,
2020

Feb 13-Mar 9,
2020

Jan 20-Feb 12,
2020

Jan 1-19, 2020Time period

366,073672,080161,790507Total tweets, n

5577.885376.772415.5214.06Average users per day

13,095.6517,796.085244.0928.17Average original tweets per day

147,759.41211,310.8956,809.7821.78Average retweets per day

11.2811.8710.830.77Tweet depthb

4315412Topics determined by perplexity, n

14618175th percentile of topicsc, n

11581Final topicsd, n

N/AN/AN/AN/AIran

Feb 19-Mar 30,
2020

Jan 1-Feb 18,
2020

Time period

437,17615,473Total tweets, n

1442.46245.34Average users per day

5272.04385.63Average original tweets per day

22,128.761315.13Average retweets per day

4.203.41Tweet depth

53Topics determined by perplexity, n

4275th percentile of topics, n

63Final topics, n

Vietnam

Mar 23-31,
2020

Mar 5-22,
2020

Feb 16-Mar 4,
2020

Jan 26-Feb 15,
2020

Jan 21-25, 2020Jan 1-20, 2020Time period

12,29226,95028,45818,4241499140Total tweets, n

433.29340.65485.59179.65131.253.79Average users per day

1224.001089.941238.77686.60218.507.37Average original tweets per day

201.86192.24582.29159.8020.750.21Average retweets per day

0.160.180.470.230.090.03Tweet depth

1648466319Topics determined by perplexity, n

4192231175th percentile of topics, n

2107421Final topics, n

N/AN/AN/AIndia

Mar 10-27, 2020Jan 30-Mar 9, 2020Jan 1-29, 2020Time period

1,219,030151,2103088Total tweets, n

13,318.631364.95107.41Average users per day

58,924.554261.13269.72Average original tweets per day

318,368.0514,467.8415.69Average retweets per day

5.403.401.54Tweet depth

47503Topics determined by perplexity, n

2022275th percentile of topics, n
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Phase 5Phase 4Phase 3Phase 2Phase 1Phase 0Country

953Final topics, n

aN/A: not applicable.
bMeasured as the ratio of retweets to original tweets.
cMajor topics.
dAfter human annotators merged similar themes.

Step 4: Extract Topics—Label Topics
This step involves labeling the themes of the extracted topics
and allocating semantic meanings to each topic. We first sorted
all tweets with the identified topics in descending order (ie,
tweets on the most prevalent topics listed first) and discarded
the minor topics that accounted for less than 25% of all tweets.

We then extracted the top 1000 retweeted tweets and the 30
keywords with the highest probability of usage for each topic.
We provided these data sets to local users from each country
and asked them to label themes for each topic based on the given
data sets. Any similar or hierarchical topics were then merged
via qualitative coding into a higher category. If one topic
corresponded to several themes, then it was given multiple class
labels. The maximum number of multiple classes within topics
was two, and each class within a topic was weighted as 0.5 in
the plot of daily trends in the number of tweets.

Human annotators, who are familiar with the local language
and Twitter, qualitatively assessed the extracted topics. First
was the intralevel, where annotators labeled each topic based
on the contents of the sampled top 1000 tweets and top 30
words. The second was the interlevel, where the annotators
compared tweet contents and top-occurring words among topics
regardless of the phase. Other annotators then cross-checked
the assessment.

The Cohen kappa coefficient to measure the intercoder reliability
was 0.766 (see Multimedia Appendix 2 for details on this

validation and the list of topics and top-occurring words for
each country). Our analysis objective was not to substitute
human laborers on monitoring misinformation but to assist them
by grouping tweets into specific topics, including
misinformation.

Concerning the local and global news themes, we narrowed
down the labels since people talked about different news
categories. We sublabeled tweets as “_confirmed” if it was
about confirmed cases or deaths, “_hate” if it was about hate
crimes toward individual races, “_economy” if it was about the
economic situation and economic policies, “_cheerup” if it was
about supporting each other, and “_education” if it was about
when to reopen schools; finally, no sublabel was given to tweets
about general information.

Results

Basic Daily Trends
Figure 2 shows trends of the daily tweet count; the same trend
is shown along with the number of confirmed COVID-19 cases
for each country in Figures 3-6. Adding to the two trends, we
included each government’s official epidemic phases as vertical
lines. It is evident in the figures that the tweet trends are
associated with the confirmed cases. However, the official
epidemic phases do not accurately explain the tweet trends. We
examine trends for each country in the following sections.

Figure 2. Daily trends in the four countries. The x-axis is dated, and the y-axis is the number of tweets with a log scale.
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Figure 3. Daily trends in South Korea. Start/end dates of the official epidemic phases (vertical dashed lines), trends in the number of tweets (blue lines),
and trends in the number of confirmed cases (red bars).

Figure 4. Daily trends in Iran. Start/end dates of the official epidemic phases (vertical dashed lines), trends in the number of tweets (blue lines), and
trends in the number of confirmed cases (red bars).
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Figure 5. Daily trends in Vietnam. Start/end dates of the official epidemic phases (vertical dashed lines), trends in the number of tweets (blue lines),
and trends in the number of confirmed cases (red bars).

Figure 6. Daily trends in India. Start/end dates of the official epidemic phases (vertical dashed lines), trends in the number of tweets (blue lines), and
trends in the number of confirmed cases (red bars).

South Korea
The first patient with COVID-19 was reported in South Korea
on January 20, 2020. This explains why the tweet count remains
relatively low during early January and mostly increases only
after late January (see Figure 3). On January 25, the Korean
government issued a travel warning for Wuhan and Hubei
Province, and suggested that Korean citizens evacuate from
those areas, which was heavily discussed on Twitter.

On February 18, 2020, the tweet numbers increased sharply due
to the 31st confirmed case related to a cult religious group
Shincheonji in Daegu City. After this case was confirmed, the

quarantine authority began rigorous testing, focusing on Daegu,
and the number of confirmed cases increased drastically until
mid-March. The tweet trends follow an identical pattern.
However, the official epidemic phases announced by the
government, represented by vertical dashed lines in the figure,
seem to lag behind the increases in the number of tweets. This
pattern shows that the official epidemic phases do not align well
with the amount of online attention.
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Other Countries
We repeated the analysis with the other three countries, as shown
in Figures 4-6 (see Multimedia Appendix 3 for each country’s
detailed explanation).

Extracted Topic Trends
We used the daily theme labels acquired from the “Label
Topics” module and analyzed the topic changes over time with
plots for the four countries. One plot showed daily trends based
on the number of tweets, while another plot shows trends based
on the number of tweets mentioning country names such as the
United States. Overall, as people talked more about the
COVID-19 outbreak (ie, as the daily number of tweets
increased), people’s topics became less diverse.

South Korea
The data yielded a total of four topic phases, which are used in
Figure 7. Phase 0 has no related topics. For phases 1, 2, and 3,
the number of topics varies from 8, 5, and 11, respectively. In
phase 1, people talked a great deal about their personal thoughts
and opinions linked to the current outbreak, and they tried to
cheer each other up. In phase 2, as the crisis peaked, people
talked less about personal issues and mainly about political and
celebrity issues. In Korea, political discussions revolved around
closing the South Korean border with China and other countries.
In phase 3, as the daily number of tweets decreased relative to
that in phase 2, people talked about diverse topics, including
local and global news. The major topics here included worries
about hate crimes directed toward Asians in Western countries.
Such diverse topics are likely shown when people think the
pandemic has just passed its peak.

Figure 7. Daily topic trends in South Korea. Trends based on number of tweets (top) and based on number of tweets mentioning country names (bottom).
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We portrayed daily trends of interest in other countries by
counting the tweets mentioning other countries’ names in local
languages or English. Korea, China, and Japan were mentioned
most frequently; we suspect that this was mainly triggered by
political and diplomatic relationships. Meanwhile, the United
States and Italy were both mentioned steadily across the 3
months, with the media outlets broadcasting global news
affecting this phenomenon.

Other Countries
We repeated the same analysis and interpreted the results for
the other cases (Iran, Vietnam, and India), as depicted in Figures
8-10 (see Multimedia Appendix 2 for the derived topic trend
and the mentioned country name trend graphs and detailed
corresponding explanations by country).

Figure 8. Daily topic trends in Iran based on the number of tweets.

Figure 9. Daily topic trends in Vietnam based on the number of tweets.
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Figure 10. Daily topic trends in India based on the number of tweets.

Discussion

RQ 1 and RQ 2: Explore an Automatic Way to Decide
Topic Phase and Model Topics
This paper analyzes tweets to understand the public discourse
on the COVID-19 pandemic. In South Korea, the daily numbers
of tweets reached their local maxima in tandem with major
offline events. However, in Iran and Vietnam, the tweet counts
did not synchronize well with offline events; this may be
because of various reasons (eg, Twitter is only one of the
platforms used by citizens of this country). Overall, it is
interesting to observe that the Twitter data peaks do not
necessarily correlate with local governments’ announcements.
Social media attention can precede the official announcements,
while the official announcements can reinforce the attention.

RQ 3: Explore Common Traits Among Countries on
Risk Communication
Based on the topics labeled as people talked more about
COVID-19, they tended to refer to a smaller number of topics.
This was more apparent when the tweet depth value was used
for the phases, as presented in Table 2.

Tweet depth is defined as the number of retweets per day divided
by the number of tweets per day. It can be deemed a measure
of standardized cascading depth, with a higher value signifying
a greater depth for one tweet. The country-level sociopolitical
and cultural background, and Twitter popularity may lead to
the observed differences in tweet depth. We verified that tweet
depth tended to increase in South Korea and Vietnam cases
when people communicated more about COVID-19. This
phenomenon reaffirms the finding in another study that the

online coronavirus network’s diameter value was smaller than
that of other keyword networks [61].

The topical phases with the most considerable tweet depth
appeared in the second stage of the issue-attention cycle, where
public awareness of an issue soars. In Iran and India, the number
of phases might have been too small to discern any such trends.
It is also worth noting that this pattern has no intercountry
temporal dependence. In other words, even though the pandemic
hit the countries at different times, our analysis shows that the
tweet depth reached a maximum when the pandemic worsened
in that country. This observation could prove to be an effective
forewarning of upcoming misinformation cascades.

Moreover, the daily tweet volume peaks reflected the daily
number of confirmed cases. In Iran, Vietnam, and India, the
daily tweet volume peak anticipated the peak of the number of
daily confirmed cases by up to a few weeks. Although the two
peaks are close to each other for South Korea, it is worth noting
that, around the time of their occurrence, South Korea was
becoming the country most affected by COVID-19 outside
mainland China.

Interestingly, as shown in Figures 3-6, a simultaneous upsurge
in the numbers of tweets occurred in South Korea, Iran, and
Vietnam (but not in India) at the end of February 2020, before
the upsurge in numbers of locally confirmed cases. Given that
COVID-19 is a global issue, this suggests that the issue-attention
cycle on a social media platform is more responsive to global
rather than local events. In this light, the COVID-19 pandemic
offers a gripping opportunity for future researchers to theorize
the issue-attention cycle model on a global scale and see how
the cycle evolves in conjunction with location-specific topics
such as increasing or decreasing numbers of confirmed cases,
government measures, and social conflicts.
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RQ 4: Explore Unique Traits by Countries on Risk
Communication
We also observed a number of countrywise differences. One of
them is the national versus international focus of South Korea
and Vietnam during the initial phase. Phase 0 tweets in Korea
were not directly related to COVID-19 but simply contained
the word corona in a different context. This is because this time
period was before the first public announcement of the
confirmed patients in Korea. In contrast, in Vietnam, the first
phase tweets were concerned with international updates on
COVID-19. The difference is likely explained by the increasing
patient count worldwide. Note that South Korea was one of the
first countries to experience the pandemic. We did not attempt
to draw any general conclusions from these findings due to the
small tweet volumes in phase 0 for both countries. Nevertheless,
Vietnamese users discussed the global epidemic more than
Korean users from the outset. This tendency may have been
associated with Vietnam’s successful defense against the
pandemic later on.

With specific reference to each country, in South Korea, when
the local (offline) pandemic situation became severe (phase 2),
the number of topics discussed on Twitter decreased, which
means that people focused more on only a handful of issues. A
unique feature of phase 0 was that people sought to cheer each
other up and express solidarity in difficult times. In Iran’s case,
the topic count was relatively steady over time. The significant
topics discussed were confined to news and information; we
interpreted this as a sign that Iranian users tend to be cautious
about using social media.

For Vietnam, in phase 4, when tweet traffic was lower than in
phase 3, the number of topics became more substantial, and the
topic themes became less related to the numbers of confirmed
cases and death tolls. For instance, people talked more about
the economy in phases 2 and 4. The Indian case also displayed
a unique trait: many topics were related to misinformation, the
scale of which was much lower in the other countries. A large
portion of the topics consisted of misinformation and hateful
content; this trend was observed throughout phases 2 and 3 (see
Multimedia Appendix 2).

Limitations and Future Work
There are several limitations to be considered. First, we analyzed
tweets from only four countries, and therefore, we need to be

cautious about extrapolating explanations and insights generally.
We plan to extend this study by including more countries.
Second, there are other ways to demarcate the topic phases. Our
approach was informed by the issue-attention cycle framework,
as we computed unique communication traits
(ie, velocity and acceleration by country) that should be
relatively consistent across nations throughout the COVID-19
pandemic.

Last, there are also other methodologies to model topics. One
natural extension would be to use the external web links that
are embedded in the relevant tweets. Scraping the content from
external web pages could provide richer contexts in
understanding risk communication on social media. One recent
work used multilingual Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers, a well-known transformer-based deep
embedding model, and fine-tuned it by considering topical and
temporal information to model topics of COVID-19 tweets [62].
On deciding topic phases via the data itself, one may use LDA
and other embedding methods to model topics.

Concluding Remarks
The current literature on the infodemic has emphasized the
social media platform’s content moderation efforts [63] and
fact-checking as a key risk communication strategy [64,65].
This study extends these scholarly endeavors. Predicated on an
issue-attention cycle framework, we analyzed public attention
on COVID-19–related topics in four Asian countries. We used
a time-topic cohesive approach to automatically identify
transitions in topical interests and qualitatively evaluated the
topics found by local users.

Our research found that when the tweet count on COVID-19
increased, it did not lead to an increased number of topics;
regardless of the tweet count, much of the public attention
remained focused on a limited set of topics. The early days of
the COVID-19 pandemic also involved various misinformation
and hateful speech in the studied countries; fake news was one
of the central topics discussed (not a peripheral topic). The
proposed steps could indicate the global effects of infodemics
during a pandemic and identify the emergence of misinformation
and its prevalence, which will help prioritize which
misinformation to debunk.
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Multimedia Appendix 2
Daily topic trends on social media, the reliability of the topic modeling results, intercoder reliability, and the labeled list of major
topics by country.
[PDF File (Adobe PDF File), 1904 KB - jmir_v23i3e23272_app2.pdf ]

Multimedia Appendix 3
Daily numbers of COVID-19 confirmed cases and tweet trends by country.
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Abstract

Background: In February 2020, the Chinese government imposed a complete lockdown of Wuhan and other cities in Hubei
Province to contain a spike of COVID-19 cases. Although such measures are effective in preventing the spread of the virus,
medical professionals strongly voiced a caveat concerning the pandemic emotional burnout at the individual level. Although the
lockdown limited individuals’ interpersonal communication with people in their social networks, it is common that individuals
turn to social media to seek and share health information, exchange social support, and express pandemic-generated feelings.

Objective: Based on a holistic and multilevel perspective, this study examines how pandemic-related emotional exhaustion
enacts intrapersonal, interpersonal, and hyperpersonal emotional regulation strategies, and then evaluates the effectiveness of
these strategies, with a particular interest in understanding the role of hyperpersonal-level regulation or social media–based
regulation.

Methods: Using an online panel, this study sampled 538 Chinese internet users from Hubei Province, the epicenter of the
COVID-19 outbreak in China. Survey data collection lasted for 12 days from February 7-18, 2020, two weeks after Hubei Province
was placed under quarantine. The sample had an average age of 35 (SD 10.65, range 18-78) years, and a majority were married
(n=369, 68.6%).

Results: Using structural equation modeling, this study found that intrapersonal-level (B=0.22; β=.24; P<.001) and
interpersonal-level (B=0.35; β=.49; P<.001) emotional regulation strategies were positively associated with individuals’ outcome
reappraisal. In contrast with intrapersonal and interpersonal regulations, hyperpersonal (social media–based) regulation strategies,
such as disclosing and retweeting negative emotions, were negatively related to the outcome reappraisal (B=–1.00; β=–.80;
P<.001).

Conclusions: Consistent with previous literature, intrapersonal-level regulation (eg, cognitive reappraisal, mindfulness, and
self-kindness) and interpersonal-level supportive interaction may generate a buffering effect on emotional exhaustion and promote
individuals’ reappraisal toward the stressful situation. However, hyperpersonal-level regulation may exacerbate the experienced
negative emotions and impede reappraisal of the pandemic situation. It is speculated that retweeting content that contains
pandemic-related stress and anxiety may cause a digital emotion contagion. Individuals who share other people’s negative
emotional expressions on social media are likely to be affected by the negative affect contagion. More importantly, the possible
benefits of intrapersonal and interpersonal emotion regulations may be counteracted by social media or hyperpersonal regulation.
This suggests the necessity to conduct social media–based health communication interventions to mitigate the social media–wide
negative affect contagion if lockdown policies related to highly infectious diseases are initiated.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e27015)   doi:10.2196/27015
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Introduction

Background
Since the index case of COVID-19 was first documented in
Wuhan on December 1, 2019 [1], the COVID-19 pandemic has
swept across the world. On January 23, 2020, the Chinese
government imposed a complete lockdown of Wuhan and other
cities in Hubei Province, the epicenter of the COVID-19
outbreak in China, to contain the spike in new cases. In an effort
to flatten the curve, this measure stipulated that only one person
from each household was permitted to go outside the home for
provisions once every 2 days, except for medical reasons or
employment at food stores, pharmacies, or hospitals. Following
the order of complete social distancing, local residents in Hubei
Province had to drastically modify their lifestyles. This was not
only in Hubei, and this can now be observed in other parts of
the world such as London. Although such measures are effective
in containing the spread of the virus at the societal level, medical
professionals strongly voiced a caveat concerning the pandemic
emotional burnout at the individual level [2]. The pandemic
itself, as well as the drastic social distancing policies, generates
unprecedented stressors including perceived severe threats to
personal safety, intense fears, strong feelings of being out of
control, exhaustion, and loneliness, thus exerting compounding
effects on individuals mentally, emotionally, and physically
[3,4].

Given the affective cost of coping with the pandemic, health
authorities worldwide, including the US Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, have called for more attention to daily
emotion regulation among individuals [5]. According to the
literature on social psychology and interpersonal
communication, traditional emotion regulation strategies include
cognitive reappraisal, self-kindness regulation, and interaction
with one’s support network. In addition to these traditional
adjustment strategies, social media has become an important
channel for disclosing and regulating negative emotions [6,7].
During the lockdown, individuals in isolation turn to social
media to seek and share health information, exchange social
support, and express pandemic-generated feelings [8]. Although
previous studies suggest that social media use can promote
psychological well-being through satisfying individual’s need
for belonging, receiving informational and emotional support,
and reducing stress and loneliness [9], empirical evidence
equally reveals that, during the COVID-19 pandemic, social
media use exacerbates the anxiety, stress, and depression
symptoms people have already experienced [8,10]. The
effectiveness of social media–based emotion regulation, along
with its relationship with the traditional regulation strategies,
calls for a careful and systematic examination.

Additionally, existing COVID-19–related studies on the
association between social media use and mental health focus
on social media use alone without considering other possible
methods of emotion regulation [8,10]. However, the extant

literature on emotion regulation and well-being suggests that,
although regulation effectiveness differs across each strategy,
there is no single best and cure-all solution [7]. Instead,
researchers suggest that a combination of several strategies and
a certain level of flexibility in choosing regulation strategies
predict more desirable outcomes [7]. Thus, researchers have
called for adopting a multilevel approach to understanding the
emotion regulation process within and across levels, along with
the dynamics between regulation strategies across levels [11].
Based on a holistic and multilevel perspective, this study first
examined how pandemic-related emotional exhaustion enacts
regulation behaviors at each level and then evaluated the
effectiveness of these regulation strategies, with a particular
interest in depicting the interconnectedness among intrapersonal,
interpersonal, and hyperpersonal regulation processes.
Therefore, this study can present a more comprehensive picture
of emotional regulation strategies during the COVID-19
lockdown than other studies.

This study also has potential practical implications for
psychological intervention during lockdowns. The research is
based on a survey of respondents from China’s Hubei Province,
which was collected in early February 2020. During that period,
people including experts knew little about the new coronavirus,
and Hubei Province implemented perhaps the most stringent
but effective COVID-19 lockdown measures in the world. An
analysis of an extreme case of scientific uncertainty and
emotional exhaustion can offer valuable practical experiences
for professionals to design their psychological intervention
schemes for similar situations in the future.

Literature Review

Emotional Exhaustion in the COVID-19 Pandemic
Emotional exhaustion has been highlighted as one of the most
prominent stress reactions signifying a state of feeling
emotionally drained and a depletion of affective resources
[12-14]. Exhaustion concerns have been examined in medical,
educational, and organizational contexts, where individuals
cope with stress and uncertainty on a routine basis [15-17]. The
conceptualization of emotional exhaustion addresses its nature
of being intensely affective and energy depleting, and therefore
directly influences individuals’ appraisal and coping with the
stressors.

Epidemic studies suggest that infectious diseases characterized
by long duration, extra complexity, ambiguity, and excessive
demands on coping resources could result in persistent
psychopathological consequences such as acute distress, anxiety,
and emotional exhaustion [18]. The results from two
cross-sectional studies conducted in China and Italy show that
nurses and medical professionals participating in COVID-19
emergency-related work experienced moderate to severe
emotional exhaustion [19,20]. In addition to medical
professionals, the public is also impacted by acute prevalent
stressors during the outbreaks of infectious diseases. For
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example, Chinese college students reported significant emotional
distress and psychological burnout in response to the severe
acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) epidemic in 2003 [21,22],
and similar emotional distress (eg, anxiety, stress, fear, and
depression symptoms) was observed in various countries during
the recent COVID-19 pandemic [10,23,24].

When experiencing emotional exhaustion, individuals initiate
regulation processes to manage stressor-generated feelings and
cope with the situation [25]. Empirical evidence in the past two
decades suggests using various regulation strategies such as
mindfulness, cognitive restricting, avoidance, and support
seeking to facilitate adaptive stress appraisal and predict
decreased emotional exhaustion [15,22]. Moreover, the results
demonstrate that emotion regulation strategies serve as a buffer
against the negative impacts of anxiety, fear, or stress and
promote better psychological adjustment to the situation [7].

Reappraisal of the Pandemic Situation Through
Multilevel Emotion Regulation
The goal to influence one’s emotional trajectory activates the
emotion regulation process [26]. According to the transactional
theory of stress and coping, individuals constantly appraise
external stimuli within their environment, among which those
appraised as threatening, harmful, or challenging generate
negative emotions, further initiating the regulation process [25].
In the regulation processes, individuals enact various strategies,
deliberately or unconsciously, to change the current affective
state.

According to the transactional theory, the regulation process
involves “constantly changing cognitive and behavioral efforts
to manage external and/or internal demands that are appraised
as taxing or exceeding the resources of a person” [25].
Individuals can either make efforts to manage the stressor or
regulate resultant emotions directly. Therefore, regulation is
conceptualized as a dynamic and adaptive process that restores
the equilibrium between individuals’ appraisal of the
environment and one’s coping resources. The transactional
theory suggests assessing the effectiveness of the regulation
process through cognitive reappraisal, including a re-evaluation
of the situation’s nature (eg, from stressful to benign) and
individuals’ coping ability (eg, from inadequate to adequate)
toward it [27].

Intrapersonal-Level Emotional Regulation
Research on emotion regulation has identified various regulation
strategies that vary in terms of their primary impacts on the
emotion generative process. Empirical evidence suggests that
individuals differ systematically in their use of regulation
strategies and the reported effectiveness [28]. In the process
model of emotion regulation, Gross [29] proposes to use
cognitive reappraisal as a common emotion regulation strategy.
Cognitive reappraisal is an antecedent-focused strategy that
occurs before the emotion responses have been entirely
generated. By reconstructing the emotion-eliciting situation
differently, reappraisal alters its emotional impact and the
subsequent emotional trajectory. Empirical evidence has
demonstrated the effectiveness of reappraisal on downregulating

negative emotions, improving environmental mastery, and
promoting psychological well-being [28,30].

In recent decades, mindfulness has received more attention in
cognitive and behavioral therapy, and has been recommended
as an alternative to reappraisal regulation. Mindfulness
regulation requires purposefully and nonjudgmentally focusing
on the present moment and therefore promotes awareness of
one’s current state and an openness to accept it [31,32]. The
results from a daily diary study reveal that mindfulness
regulation predicts emotional well-being, including a lower-level
negative affect and a higher-level positive affect [33].

In addition to mindfulness regulation, researchers in positive
psychology also suggest the use of self-kindness as an alternative
to regulate negative affect. Self-kindness regulation entails
understanding, gentleness, and love toward oneself in times of
struggle; it not only is teachable through weeklong interventions
but also demonstrates the buffering effects on stress and
self-criticism [34,35].

Reappraisal, mindfulness, and self-kindness, although occurring
at different stages during the emotion-generative process and
each with a unique locus of focus, happen all at the intrapersonal
level within an individual’s cognitive processing. These three
regulation strategies are selected to reflect the characteristics
of some commonly adopted intrapersonal-level regulations,
rather than to provide a comprehensive review of emotion
regulation. By involving these three strategies, this study first
re-evaluates the extent that intrapersonal-level emotion
regulation is associated with emotional exhaustion and outcome
reappraisal in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. In
particular, we formed the following hypotheses (H):

• H1a: Pandemic-related emotional exhaustion will be
positively associated with intrapersonal-level emotion
regulation.

• H2a: Intrapersonal-level regulation will be positively
associated with outcome reappraisal of the pandemic
situation.

Interpersonal-Level Emotion Regulation and Support
Seeking
Support seeking is commonly viewed as an active regulation
behavior to cope with stressful situations and emotional distress
[36]. It differs from the intrapersonal-level regulation process
in its fundamentally social nature. As the “first act” in the
process of supportive communication, support seeking is defined
as “an intentional communicative activity to elicit supportive
actions from others” [37]. When facing health-related stress and
anxiety, individuals turn to their friends and family for emotional
support to regain coping efficacy toward the situation. A
cross-sectional study demonstrated that individuals who engaged
in active support-seeking behaviors reported less depressive
and anxiety symptoms when coping with SARS-related stressors
[22].

The way people seek support from others varies in terms of the
directness of one’s communication. A direct seeking behavior
involves explicitly asking for assistance and clearly discussing
the problem or distress [38]. In contrast, indirect seeking is often
less informative about one’s problem and support needs, and
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often expresses one’s desire through nonverbal cues such as
sighing, fidgeting, and avoiding eye contact [38,39]. The choice
of direct and indirect seeking strategies is influenced by various
factors including help seekers’ characteristics (eg, gender or
social skills), appraisal of the current problem (eg, perceived
stigma, attribution of the cause, or ego-relevance), and the
relational nature with the support provider [36]. Although
differing in their effectiveness, both support-seeking strategies
are commonly adopted in the interpersonal-level regulation
process and have demonstrated effects on improving emotional
distress [40]. Thus, we hypothesize the following:

• H1b: Pandemic-related emotional exhaustion will be
positively associated with interpersonal-level emotion
regulation.

• H2b: Interpersonal-level emotion regulation will be
positively associated with outcome reappraisal of the
pandemic situation.

Hyperpersonal-Level Emotion Regulation
The prevalence of social technologies has expanded and
transformed how individuals share and regulate emotional
experiences. Recent studies have witnessed an increase in social
media use and pandemic-related online expression, particularly
aiming to manage the stress, anxiety, and emotional burnout
toward COVID-19 [10,23]. During lockdown and social
distancing, individuals express emotional experiences and
release pent-up feelings to their social network and beyond
through posting on social media [8]. Empirical evidence has
shown that individuals who experience a higher intensity of
stress provide more frequent and intimate self-disclosure on
social media [41]. Therefore, research on emotion regulation
proposes adopting online self-disclosure as an alternative
regulation strategy and expects it to increase sharers’ ability to
comprehend and further vent the negative affect [42].

However, the social context of the computer-mediated
communication environment fundamentally changes the nature
and the psychological outcomes of emotional disclosure. Unlike
writing down feelings in a private diary, self-disclosure on social
media always involves the presence of the imaginary audience
who may or may not participate in concrete conversations.
Therefore, social media constructs a hyperpersonal
communication environment where social context cues such as
the appearance and facial expressions of the conversational
partner are constantly unavailable, and individuals perceive the
possibility of others “reading” and “interacting” with their posts
through an overattribution of “the abstract others” being present
in the mediated environment [43].

Under the observation of the imaginary audience, sharing
negative emotions, either through posting one’s feelings or
retweeting emotional content that reflects one’s current affective
state, may be regarded as inappropriate and could result in
psychological maladjustment. The feeling of “inappropriateness”
to negative disclosure feelings comes from both the “positivity
norm” of internet culture and individuals’ self-presentation
desires [44,45]. In particular, negative sharing receives less
feedback, reduces perceived connectedness in the online

community, and generates concerns about the social cost of a
negative self-presentation. In line with the theoretical
proposition, the results from a daily diary study reveal that
disclosing negative emotions on social media increases negative
affect, rather than neutralizing it [6].

In addition to posting feelings online, social media provides an
alternative way to disclose one’s affective state, through
retweeting emotional content. Retweeting emotional content,
as another type of emotional disclosure, differs from the posting
behavior by creating a connection between two individuals, the
one who writes the original tweet and the one who shares it.
Through retweeting, emotional experiences can be transmitted
from one person to another and become contagious. Given that
the COVID-19 outbreak has generated impacts on a large scale,
individuals are more susceptible to take on other people’s stress,
anxiety, and emotional burnout on social media [10].
Considering the effects of social media self-disclosure and
emotion contagion, we further hypothesize that
hyperpersonal-level emotion regulation, such as sharing feelings
or retweeting emotional content on social media, may generate
maladaptive effects.

• H1c: Pandemic-related emotional exhaustion will be
positively associated with hyperpersonal-level emotion
regulation.

• H2c: Hyperpersonal-level emotion regulation will be
negatively associated with outcome reappraisal of the
pandemic situation.

A Multilevel Approach to Emotion Regulation
The process of emotion regulation involves using internal,
relational, and societal resources to manage individuals’
affective state and, thereby, is fundamentally a multilevel
construct. Individuals dynamically adjust regulation strategies
across contexts and use emotion regulation within and across
levels to maximally succeed in pursuing their own idiosyncratic
goals. A growing understanding suggests matching regulation
strategies to environmental circumstances and evaluating the
effectiveness of emotion regulation holistically, rather than
focusing on individual strategies [46].

In this study, we adopt a multilevel approach to depict the
interconnectedness between regulation processes at
intrapersonal, interpersonal, and hyperpersonal levels [11]. By
incorporating a multilevel focus, we examine the system feature
of emotion regulation and thereby reveal the mechanism of
regulation effectiveness from a broader sense (see Figure 1 for
the conceptual model). For example, when individuals engage
in emotion regulation at one level, will they simultaneously use
regulation strategies at other levels? Furthermore, will regulation
processes at different levels generate cumulative effects or
counteract each other on coping effectiveness? Thus, we came
up with a research question (RQ) about the relationship between
regulation processes at three levels.

• RQ: How are emotion regulation processes at intrapersonal,
interpersonal, and hyperpersonal levels correlated with each
other?
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Figure 1. Conceptual model. H: hypothesis; RQ: research question.

Methods

Sample and Procedure
An online survey was conducted to examine individuals’
emotional state, regulation strategies, and outcome reappraisal
and coping during the COVID-19 outbreak. Data collection
lasted for 12 days from February 7 to 18, 2020, two weeks after
Hubei Province was placed under quarantine. During the survey
period, participants were undergoing quarantine based on
government policy and received a link to the online
questionnaire.

The survey was first designed in English and then translated
into Chinese by two bilingual communication researchers. The
final version was further reviewed by the third bilingual
researcher with expertise in public health to ensure the accuracy
of the translation. Sociocultural background and linguistic
nuances were recognized and reflected during the translation.
Additionally, we checked the validity of the measurements
originally developed in Western contexts. This study measured
five latent variables including emotional exhaustion,
intrapersonal-level emotion regulation, interpersonal-level
emotion regulation, hyperpersonal-level emotion regulation,
and outcome reappraisal. All these measurement scales were
successfully applied to Chinese respondents in previous studies
that demonstrated their validity in the Chinese context [47-51].

Participants (N=538; male: n=273; female: n=265) from China’s
Hubei Province, where the COVID-19 pandemic first broke
out, were recruited from an online survey service in China. After
the outbreak in Hubei, the Chinese government implemented
strict lockdown and social distancing policies, and most social
interactions of people in Hubei took place on mediated channels,
which gave the researchers a unique context to understand
emotional regulation strategies. The study used quota sampling
to draw participants, which is common for online panel research
[52]. The quota sampling scheme used age group and gender
as the criteria to design subgroups (there were roughly equal
numbers of respondents in the six subgroups). The age groups

included 18-29 years, 30-39 years, and 40 years or older. The
final sample had an average age of 35 (SD 10.65; range 18-78)
years and with a majority being married (n=369, 68.6%). The
respondents reported very frequent use of social media during
the lockdown: for WeChat and microblogs, the average score
was 6.01 (SD 1.17) and, for online forums and WeChat Groups,
the average scores was 5.47 (SD 1.40; both on a scale of 1-7).

Compared to Chinese census data [53], the sample recruited
from the online panel was younger and had slightly more
females, and the sample were exclusively internet users. Since
the major goal of the study is to examine how emotional
regulation through social media is associated with reappraisal,
the online panel data can best satisfy our research agenda. The
age and gender quota in the final sample is specified to test the
proposed conceptual model. Considering that people younger
than 35 years account for 82%-83% of China’s internet users
[54], we oversampled this age group to reflect the majority of
internet users in China.

Measures
All measures were on a 7-point scale ranging from 1 (not at all)
to 7 (very much) unless otherwise indicated.

Emotional Exhaustion
Emotional exhaustion was measured with six items adopted
from the emotional exhaustion subscale in the Maslach Burnout
Inventory–General Survey developed by Schaufeli and
colleagues [55]. The Maslach Burnout Inventory is widely used
in research to measure emotional exhaustion in various situations
and has been validated in studies examining COVID-19–related
burnout [19]. We removed three working-related items and kept
the remaining six items to measure general emotional exhaustion
toward COVID-19, since most people were not back at work
when the data was collected. In particular, participants rated to
what extent they feel emotionally drained and intense fear and
anxiety during the lockdown (mean 20.25, SD 8.64; Cronbach
α=.89).
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Intrapersonal-Level Emotion Regulation
Three regulation strategies including cognitive reappraisal,
self-kindness, and mindfulness were reported to assess
intrapersonal-level emotion regulation. Considering that
participants were experiencing pandemic-generated stress, we
kept the questionnaire brief to increase the completion rate and
reduce the response burden. Therefore, when measuring emotion
regulation strategies, we only selected items with the highest
factor loadings and that were suitable for the research context
[56]. Given the one-dimensional nature of each regulation
strategy, a short scale (even a single-item one) could
demonstrate good validity against equivalent full-scale versions,
if not be even preferable [57,58]. In this study, the results of
the Cronbach alpha and Spearman–Brown formula, the latter
of which was adopted for two-item measurements [59],
demonstrated good reliabilities. Cognitive reappraisal regulation
was measured with five items from the Emotion Regulation
Questionnaire by Gross and John [28] asking the level that
participants “change the way they think about the pandemic
situation when they want to feel less negative emotion” (mean
25.94, SD 5.04; Cronbach α=.76). Self-kindness regulation was
measured with five items based on the self-kindness
subdimension in the Self-Compassion Scale by Neff [60]: “I
give myself the caring and tenderness I need during the
COVID-19 pandemic” (mean 24.86, SD 5.66; Cronbach α=.81).
Mindfulness regulation was measured with three items adopted
from the mindfulness subdimension in the Self-Compassion
Scale by Neff [60]: “When I am feeling down during the
pandemic, I try to approach my feelings with openness” (mean
15.54, SD 3.34; Cronbach α=.68).

Interpersonal-Level Emotion Regulation
Two types of support-seeking behaviors (direct and indirect
seeking) were assessed based on measurements developed by
Derlega and colleagues [36] to evaluate interpersonal-level
emotion regulation. Direct support seeking was measured with
four items (eg, “I tell people the exact emotions I am
experiencing because of the pandemic during the supportive
interaction” and “I ask people for help when feeling negative
about the pandemic situation during supportive interactions”;
mean 13.13, SD 6.42; Cronbach α=.89). Indirect support seeking
was measured with four items (eg, “I sign a lot when talking
about the pandemic situation during the supportive interaction”;
mean 10.05, SD 5.66; Cronbach α=.85). In addition, emotional

expressivity in support-seeking conversation was measured with
two items from the Emotional Expressivity Scale developed by
Kring and colleagues [61] (eg, “I express my feelings about the
pandemic in my conversation”; mean 7.82, SD 3.18;
rSpearman-Brown=0.77).

Hyperpersonal-Level Emotion Regulation
Regulation strategies on the hyperpersonal-level focus on two
emotional expressive behaviors online, posting and retweeting.
Emotional expressive posting was measured with two items
from the Emotional Expressivity Scale developed by Kring and
colleagues [61] (eg, “I express my feelings about the pandemic
in my online post”; mean 7.24, SD 3.27; rSpearman-Brown=0.79).
Emotional expressive retweeting was measured by asking
respondents to what extent their retweeting content conveys
“fear,” “anxiety,” and “stress” about the pandemic situation
(mean 8.22, SD 4.53; Cronbach α=.85).

Outcome Reappraisal
Two types of outcome reappraisal were examined as dependent
variables with measures from Holmstrom and Kim [62].
Emotion-focused reappraisal was measured with four items
asking to what extent respondents, for example, “feel less
stressful towards the pandemic situation.” Problem-focused
reappraisal was measured with five items such as “I know more
about how to cope with the pandemic situation.” An additive
index of nine items was created (mean 47.88, SD 9.31; Cronbach
α=.89).

Results

Analysis Strategy
Structural equation modeling was used to test the relationship
between all components in the proposed model simultaneously
while accounting for measurement error. We first ran a
confirmatory factor analysis to assess the construct validity of
the measurement model and then created a path model using
the Lavaan package in R (R Foundation for Statistical
Computing). We constructed and examined a five-factor model
under maximum likelihood estimation, as the multivariate
normality assumption was not violated. A correlation matrix of
latent variables (composite indexes were computed) is shown
in Table 1.
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Table 1. Bivariate correlations between composite indexes of latent variables (N=538).

987654321Variables

1. Outcome reappraisal

—ar

—P value

2. Emotional exhaustion

—–0.35r

—<.001P value

3. Self-kindness

—0.150.16r

—.001<.001P value

4. Mindfulness

—0.670.120.15r

—<.001.005<.001P value

5. Reappraisal

—0.580.610.030.32r

—<.001<.001.47<.001P value

6. Direct seeking

—0.120.210.240.23–0.06r

—.007<.001<.001<.001.20P value

7. Indirect seeking

—0.710.010.100.150.25–0.15r

—<.001.84.02<.001<.001.001P value

8. Expressive talk

—0.350.440.100.110.120.180.00r

—<.001<.001.02.009.004<.001.94P value

9. Expressive posting

—0.500.400.440.090.150.220.230.00r

—<.001<.001<.001.03.001<.001<.001.94P value

10. Expressive retweeting

0.380.290.440.40–0.080.020.050.52–0.31r

<.001<.001<.001<.001.07.65.23<.001<.001P value

aNot applicable.

Measurement Model
In building the measurement model, the antecedent emotional
exhaustion and outcome reappraisal were first-order latent
variables. For the three levels of regulation strategies, three
second-order latent variables were assessed. The second-order
intrapersonal-level emotional regulation included cognitive
reappraisal, self-kindness, and mindfulness; interpersonal-level
regulation consisted of direct and indirect support seeking and
emotional expressivity in support seeking conversation; and
hyperpersonal-level regulation encompassed emotional
expressive posting and emotional expressive retweeting. The
measurement portion of the model demonstrated a good fit

(χ2
841/df=2.50; root mean square error of approximation

[RMSEA]=0.053; standardized root mean square residual
[SRMR]=0.067). A comparative fit index (CFI) was not
computed to assess the model fit in this study since, according
to statistician Kenny [63], a CFI is not informative when the
RMSEA of the null model is less than 0.158 (in this case, it was
0.155).

Path Model and Hypothesis Testing
Further, we turned to the path model to examine the relationships
among emotional exhaustion, three levels of emotion regulation,
and outcome reappraisal. In the path model (Figure 2), emotional
exhaustion was included as the exogenous variable and was left
in the model to be associated with three levels of regulation
strategies. Intrapersonal, interpersonal, and hyperpersonal
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emotion regulation were defined as three second-order latent
factors in the model. Each of the three was allowed to be related
to outcome reappraisal. To explore the relationships between
three levels of the regulation process, we correlated the three
regulation strategies (second-order latent variables in the middle

of Figure 2). The hypothesized model demonstrated good fit

(χ2
842/df=2.68; RMSEA=0.056; SRMR=0.068). Figure 2

displays the path estimates that are statistically significant at
the P level of .05. The following paragraphs show the results
of the hypothesis testing.

Figure 2. Revised model.

H1a hypothesized a positive association between emotional
exhaustion and intrapersonal-level emotion regulation.
According to the results of the test, H1a was supported (B=0.11;
β=.13; P=.01). H2a predicted that intrapersonal-level regulation
is positively related to outcome reappraisal. The results suggest
that H2a was supported (B=0.22; β=.24; P<.001).

H1b hypothesized that emotional exhaustion is positively
associated with interpersonal-level emotion regulation. H1b
was supported (B=0.32; β=.31; P<.001). H2b predicted that
interpersonal-level emotion regulation has a positive association
with outcome reappraisal. The results of the path model suggest
that H2b was supported (B=0.35; β=.49; P<.001).

H1c predicted that emotional exhaustion is positively related
to hyperpersonal-level emotion regulation, which was supported
(B=0.42; β=.70; P<.001). H2c hypothesized a negative
relationship between hyperpersonal-level emotion regulation
and outcome reappraisal. The results were in line with our
prediction (B=–1.00; β=–.80; P<.001).

The only research question in this study explores the
relationships among the three levels of the regulation process.
The results revealed that interpersonal-level emotional regulation
is positively associated with intrapersonal-level regulation
(B=0.23; β=.19; P=.001) and hyperpersonal-level regulation
(B=0.57; β=.89; P<.001). In contrast, there exists no correlation
between intrapersonal-level regulation and hyperpersonal-level
regulation (B=0.003; β=.006; P=.94).

Discussion

Principal Findings
The COVID-19 pandemic has incurred unprecedented stressors,
including the absence of vaccines, loneliness during social
distancing, and concerns about the well-being of oneself and
loved ones [2]. Given the evidence of affective cost among
individuals across different cultures [2], it is crucial to
understand and provide health interventions to individuals’
emotion regulation processes [8,23]. This study shows that
residents in Hubei Province experienced a moderate level of
emotional exhaustion during the COVID-19 outbreak and the
ensuing unprecedented lockdown. The results find that
individuals actively adopted cross-level regulation strategies to
cope with the pandemic-generated burnout.

Understanding and Intervening Emotion Regulation
Systematically
As the epicenter of the COVID-19 outbreak, Hubei Province
implemented stringent social distancing measures and mobility
restrictions, such as residents-only entry policies in residential
communities, compulsory wearing of face masks, and closing
nonessential community services. To Hubei residents that had
a lack of understanding toward the pathogenesis of the virus
and the medical treatment and the vaccines that were under
testing, the uncertainty and anxiety toward the pandemic
accumulated to a high level. Under the unique circumstance,
this study examined regulation processes among Hubei residents
during the lockdown at intrapersonal, interpersonal, and
hyperpersonal levels. Consistent with the previous studies
[22,30-35], the results showed that intrapersonal-level regulation
(eg, cognitive reappraisal, mindfulness, and self-kindness) and
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interpersonal-level supportive interaction seem to generate a
buffering effect on emotional exhaustion and promote
individuals’ reappraisal toward the stressful situation. However,
according to the results of the study, hyperpersonal-level
regulation exacerbates the experienced negative emotions and
impedes reappraisal of the pandemic situation.

Based on a multilevel approach recommended by Cook and
colleagues [11], this study examined three levels of emotion
regulation processes simultaneously and depicted the
interconnectedness between levels of regulation behaviors. The
results reveal that the adoption of interpersonal-level regulation
is commonly combined with intrapersonal or hyperpersonal
regulation strategies. Individuals who either regulate one’s
negative emotions online or internally also turn to friends and
family for emotional support to cope with pandemic-generated
affect. The complementary nature between interpersonal-level
regulation and the other two levels points out the unique
contribution of social interactions and the necessity of a certain
degree of sociality in the regulation process.

In addition, the positive correlation between intra- and
interpersonal level regulation behaviors raises concerns about
the disparity regarding regulation resources and ability among
individuals. In particular, individuals who are better at internal
regulation (eg, cognitive reappraisal, self-kindness, and
mindfulness) also engage more frequently in supportive
interactions with one’s network, leading to a potential gap in
emotional well-being between “skillful” regulator with rich
support resources and the others who are bad at managing
negative emotions and have fewer support resources. Thus, to
eliminate the gap, community-wide interventions could prioritize
those with fewer network resources and worse regulation ability
to promote their emotional well-being.

The Dark Side of Social Media–Based Emotion
Regulation
In contrast with intrapersonal and interpersonal emotional
regulations, social media–based regulation strategies, such as
disclosing and retweeting negative emotions, generate
maladaptive effects. The results in this study reveal that
individuals who frequently disclose pandemic-related feelings
and retweet COVID-19–related negative emotions on social
media reported less reappraisal of the stressful situation. The
possible maladaptive effects of social media use during the
pandemic is consistent with several recent studies in the context
of the current COVID-19 outbreak [8,10,64]. Based on the
existing literature, this study analyzes social media in a more
refined manner. Instead of measuring social media use as a
whole, this study enhances our understanding by examining
two specific active social media participation behaviors, namely,
posting and retweeting. Through posting and retweeting
emotional content, individuals use social media as a channel to
disclose and regulate their negative emotions. However, the
data of this study suggests that disclosing and sharing
pandemic-related anxiety and fear on social media cannot help
with relieving stress but may lead to a large-scale contagion of
emotional burnout.

The possible counter-effects of hyperpersonal regulation may
be due to the fact that the pandemic raises societal-level

emotional burnout, during which many fellow social media
users equally experience excessive demands on coping both
emotionally and instrumentally [4]. This may limit their mental
resources to provide supportive feedback to negative affective
sharing on social media [4]. Therefore, disclosing negative
feelings may cause others’ fear and anxiety, which further results
in self-censorship of one’s disclosure behavior as
“inappropriate” [44]. In addition, retweeting content that
contains pandemic-related stress and anxiety may cause a digital
emotion contagion [10]. Individuals who share other people’s
negative emotional expressions on social media are likely to be
affected by the negative affect contagion.

The results of the study sound stern alarms. This study finds
that the size of the coefficients for emotional exhaustion’s
association with intrapersonal regulation is the least, that for
interpersonal regulation is mid-sized, and that for hyperpersonal
regulation is the largest. In other words, in the era of social
media, it is relatively hard for intrapersonal regulation to be
activated, while emotional exhaustion can most easily kickoff
hyperpersonal and interpersonal regulation. However, it should
be noted that the outcomes of the latter two regulation strategies
are completely opposite, and the size of the coefficient of
hyperpersonal regulation is almost twice that of interpersonal
regulation. This means that social media use (B=–1.00; β=–.80;
P<.001) may counteract the benefits obtained through
interpersonal (B=0.35; β=.49; P<.001) and intrapersonal
(B=0.22; β=.24; P<.001) regulations. Without proper external
interventions, individuals are unlikely to relieve their stress
through easily obtained tools on their own during the lockdown
in a pandemic.

Practical Implications
The results in this study bear practical implications. The survey
data was collected right after the outbreak of COVID-19 in
Hubei Province, therefore providing a precious opportunity to
examine individual’s mental well-being and emotion regulation
behaviors during the initial stage of the public health risk.
According to the crisis and emergency risk communication
model, the initial stage of a public emergency is commonly
characterized by a high level of uncertainty, a need for reducing
stress, and a desire for reassuring self-efficacy [65]. Empirical
evidence demonstrates that the high uncertainty and
self-relevance nature of the pandemic’s initial stage generates
moderate to high level emotional exhaustion among individuals.
Further, the ability to actively and effectively regulate
pandemic-generated emotional exhaustion varies significantly
among individuals, and thus calls for public health
communication interventions.

The social media–based emotion regulation process generates
more impact on outcome reappraisal, compared to intrapersonal
and interpersonal regulation. Considering the maladaptive effects
of social media–based regulation, it is necessary to conduct
effective health communication intervention in the emotional
contagion on social media platforms if lockdown policies are
to be initiated during public health crises. In the first step, public
health agencies may consider using natural language processing
techniques to conduct sentiment analysis of social media posts
by individuals to closely monitor the stress level and anxiety
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tendency, and pinpoint the user segments with such symptoms.
Further, these agencies may consider collaborating with social
media platforms and using their content recommendation
systems to share supportive messages with the target user
segments to alleviate their stress and anxiety at the individual
level, thus impeding the large-scale contagion of negative affect
on social media.

Interpersonal-level regulation is most effective for managing
pandemic-generated emotional exhaustion. Considering the
benefits of social interactions on coping with
pandemic-generated stress (interpersonal-level regulation),
public health agencies may consider adopting emerging media
technologies such as social robots and augmented and virtual
reality to create opportunities for community residents to
connect and talk with each other, which social distancing and
lockdown policies have made difficult [66]. These new
communication technologies could possibly create a mediated
environment to fulfill individuals’ needs for social interaction
and provide an effective channel for community-level
intervention.

In addition, intrapersonal-level regulation, though demonstrated
as effective and beneficial, can hardly be activated when
experiencing emotional exhaustion. Public health interventions
should consider focusing on improving awareness of individuals’
emotional state and providing guidance on conducting
intrapersonal-level regulations. For example, health interventions
could use mobile phone–based apps to help individuals practice
mindfulness meditation and cognitive reappraisal. Public service
advertisements could convey self-kindness messages to the
public through broadcasting. Community-level regulation could
hold online hangouts to help individuals engage in emotion
regulation together virtually.

More importantly, this study implies the limitations of
one-to-one psychological counseling. The results suggest that
individuals in public health crises attempted various methods

to regulate their negative affect. This means that, by
incorporating the structural features of emotion regulation,
health interventions may adopt a flexible combination of
cross-level regulation strategies, based on the contexts in which
individuals are embedded.

Limitations and Future Research
The findings from this study should be considered alongside its
limitations. A perennial problem with surveys is the bias of
retrospective self-reports. Although emotion regulation is
commonly defined as a goal-generated activity, some regulation
processes may also happen subtly and unconsciously. In
addition, the accuracy of recognizing, recalling, and reporting
regulation processes varies among individuals based on their
emotional intelligence level. Future studies could adopt a daily
diary methodology to eliminate potential bias.

Another drawback of the study is the cross-sectional design,
and readers should be cautioned about the causality. Future
studies could adopt a longitudinal design and test the
intervention effectiveness on a 2-week basis. In addition, this
study examined individual’s emotion regulation behaviors at
the initial stage of the COVID-19 outbreak. The initial stage of
public health emergencies possesses a unique nature of
uncertainty and a need for reassurance. Future studies could
extend this study by focusing on other stages and making a
systematic comparison.

By adopting a multilevel approach, this study examined emotion
regulation processes that take place at different levels. The
multilevel approach provides a systematic depiction of
regulation processes while allowing for the flexibility of
choosing and combining regulation strategies, therefore suiting
the theoretical propositions of emotion regulation more
appropriately. Future studies should consider adopting the
multilevel approach when examining various regulation
behaviors.
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Abstract

Background: Since the beginning of the COVID-19 pandemic, social distancing, self-quarantining, wearing masks, and washing
hands have become part of the new norm for many, but not all. It appears that such preventive measures are critical to “flattening
the curve” of the spread of COVID-19. The public’s adoption of such behaviors is an essential component in the battle against
what has been referred to as the “invisible enemy.”

Objective: The primary objective of this study was to develop a model for predicting COVID-19 preventive behaviors among
US college students. The Health Belief Model has a long history of use and empirical support in predicting preventive health
behaviors, but it is not without its purported shortcomings. This study identifies a more optimal and defensible combination of
variables to explain preventive behaviors among college students. This segment of the US population is critical in helping slow
the spread of COVID-19 because of the relative reluctance of college students to perform the needed behaviors given they do not
feel susceptible to or fearful of COVID-19.

Methods: For this study, 415 US college students were surveyed via Qualtrics and asked to answer questions regarding their
fear of COVID-19, information receptivity (seeking relevant information), perceived knowledge of the disease, self-efficacy, and
performance of preventive behaviors. The PROCESS macro (Model 6) was used to test our conceptual model, including predictions
involving sequential mediation.

Results: Sequential mediation results show that fear of COVID-19 leads individuals to seek out information regarding the
disease, which increases their perceived knowledge and fosters self-efficacy; this is key to driving preventive behaviors.

Conclusions: Self-imposed preventive measures can drastically impact the rate of infection among populations. Based on this
study’s newly created sequential mediation model, communication strategies for encouraging COVID-19 preventive behaviors
are offered. It is clear that college students, and very possibly adults of all ages, must have a healthy fear of COVID-19 to set in
motion a process where concerned individuals seek out COVID-19–related information, increasing their store of knowledge
concerning the disease, their self-efficacy, and ultimately their likelihood of performing the needed preventive behaviors.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e23218)   doi:10.2196/23218

KEYWORDS

pandemic; COVID-19; preventive behavior; self-efficacy; prevention; behavior; modeling; student; communication

Introduction

The COVID-19 pandemic is the most recent and devastating of
several viral outbreaks that occurred in the past 10-12 years,
which include the H1N1 (“swine flu”), severe acute respiratory

syndrome (SARS), and Middle East respiratory syndrome
(MERS) outbreaks. As of December 10, 2020, there have been
15,040,175 COVID-19 cases diagnosed in the United States
and 69,598,919 confirmed cases worldwide. As a result of the
COVID-19 pandemic, 285,351 people have died in the United
States and 1,582,665 people have died worldwide [1,2]. Social
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distancing, self-quarantining, wearing masks, and washing hands
have become part of the new norm for many, but not all.

It appears that such preventive measures are critical to
“flattening the curve” of the spread of COVID-19. The public’s
response to prevention messages is an essential component in
the battle against what has been referred to as the “invisible
enemy” [3]. Effective marketing (preventive) messages that
encourage people to social distance, wash their hands, wear
masks, and avoid crowds will be critical to ending (or slowing)
the spread of COVID-19. However, previous research has shown
that increasing awareness of health-related topics is not the same
as getting individuals to perform the preventive behaviors
needed to avoid being infected and further spreading disease
[4].

The Health Belief Model
The Health Belief Model (HBM) had its beginnings in the 1950s.
The initial version of the HBM was created by Godfrey
Hocbaum, Stephen Kegels, and Irwin Rosenstock in 1952 [5].
At the time, Hocbaum, Kegels, and Rosenstock were working
for the US Public Health Service. The original purpose of the
HBM was to better understand why people did not partake in
public health services such as chest X-rays to screen for
tuberculosis. The model was an attempt to integrate Stimulus
Response Theory [6] with Social Cognitive Theory (SCT) [7]
to better understand various health-related behaviors. Many
authors have noted the similarities between the HBM and SCT.
SCT, similar to the HBM, is based upon Expectancy-Value
Theory (EVT) [8].

SCT stresses the importance of an individual’s subjective
valuations and his or her expectation that a certain behavior (eg,
social distancing during the current pandemic) will lead to the
desired end (avoidance of the COVID-19 virus). This combined
approach to encouraging healthy behavior is grounded in EVT,
based on the early work of Lewin [9] and Vroom [10] and later
work by Fishbein and Ajzen [11] and Eccles and several
coauthors [8,12-14]. Lewin’s theories espoused that it is
perceptions of reality, rather than reality itself, that impact
behavior [15]. The linchpin of EVT is that incentives or
reinforcers do not directly impact health-related behavior but
do so by impacting an individual’s assessment of the behavior
requested and the expectation that said behavior will produce
the desired results [8].

The original HBM included four variables: perceived
susceptibility (likelihood of contracting the disease), perceived
severity (the seriousness/danger of catching the disease),
perceived barriers (factors that make taking the required actions
difficult), and perceived benefits (positive results of enacting
the needed behaviors). In 1988, Rosenstock et al [8] extended
the HBM by including a measure of self-efficacy (ie, a person’s
perception of his or her ability to perform the needed
health-related actions). Cues to actions, such as perceived
COVID-19 symptoms, personal advice, exposure to media
messages, or any other factors that prompt action, are also often
included in current applications of the HBM. Over the years,
the HBM has been used to explain a wide variety of preventive
health behaviors, including during other viral outbreaks (eg,

H1N1, SARS, and MERS) similar to the current COVID-19
outbreak [16-18].

Despite the HBM’s long history of use and empirical support
[8,16,19], it is not without purported shortcomings [20,21].
Several research studies suggest that the percentage of variance
explained by the HBM across a variety of preventive measures

is low (average R2 of about 21%) [21] and that the original HBM
and its extensions have not used an optimal combination of its
most commonly used predictor variables.

Manika and Golden [16] tested an extended version of the HBM.
The authors examined the predictive ability of five variables in
explaining the likelihood of engaging in preventive behaviors
related to the H1N1 pandemic: perceived knowledge, stored
knowledge, perceived threat, perceived self-efficacy, and
information receptivity (seeking). The researchers entered all
five variables simultaneously into a regression model. Of the
five independent variables entered into the equation, information
receptivity and perceived threat had the strongest coefficients

(.39 and .35, respectively). The overall model’s R2 was .46.
Later researchers noted that this may not be an optimal
combination of predictor variables [20,21]. All the predictor
variables were entered into the regression analysis
simultaneously.

Orji et al [21] added four new variables to Manika and Golden’s
[16] extension of the HBM: self-identity, perceived importance,
consideration of future consequences, and concern for
appearance. The authors also tested all possible
relationships/interactions between the original HBM variables.
In testing the ability of their extended HBM to predict healthy
eating habits, the authors found that the extended model had an

R2 of .71 compared to .40 for the original HBM. One’s belief
that one can do what is needed to enact behaviors (self-efficacy)
was found to be the strongest predictor of preventive behaviors.
Results also shed light on several possible combinations of the
original HBM variables that could help better explain individual
health-seeking behavior.

Jones et al [20] also found that alternative combinations of the
HBM’s variables can improve its predictive ability. The authors
conducted a survey of 1337 Indiana residents after an 8-month
flu vaccine campaign that was based on the HBM. Initial
findings showed that exposure to the campaign increased the
likelihood of getting a flu shot. The study also found an indirect
effect of exposure on vaccine behavior through perceived
barriers and that perceived threat was moderated by
self-efficacy. Perceived barriers and benefits were also part of
a serial mediation chain. The authors conclude that the
relationships between the variables of the HBM are complex,
may help explain earlier inconsistent results, and should be an
important focus of future research.

An Improved Model for Predicting COVID-19
Preventive Behavior
The present model (Figure 1) extends the additive model tested
by Manika and Golden [16]. Extensions include the following:
(1) use of the newly created and validated “fear of COVID-19”
measure [22], (2) use of three separate measures of
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health-seeking behaviors (including measures developed by
Masuri et al [17] and Manika and Golden [16], as well as a brief
measure of social distancing created for this study) as the study’s
dependent variables, and (3) a new combination of predictor
variables. We identify and test a sequential mediation model

that uses four of the five predictor variables used in the Manika
and Golden model. The current model does not include stored
knowledge as an independent variable because the Manika and
Golden study [16] found that it is not actual but perceived
knowledge that impacts preventive health behaviors.

Figure 1. Conceptual model.

Fear of COVID-19 [22] begins the process of encouraging
COVID-19 preventive behaviors. As stated by Ahorsu et al [22],
“One characteristic nature of infectious disease compared with
other conditions is fear.” The scale was developed specifically
to gauge fear of COVID-19 and was found to be a valid measure.
If an individual thinks that they are not susceptible to getting
the virus and that the virus is not a serious threat, they are less
likely to engage in preventive behaviors [16,20]. A good
example is the 2020 college spring break in the United States,
where many students congregated on the nation’s beaches during
the COVID-19 pandemic because they did not feel that
COVID-19 was a serious threat [23].

If someone is fearful of the COVID-19 virus, we hypothesize
that they are more likely to search for information that can help
them avoid contracting the disease. This is the information
receptivity variable in the Manika and Golden [16] version of
the HBM. Moorman and Matulich [24] tested a similar model
to explain preventive health behaviors and found that individuals
with higher levels of health motivation were more likely to
search for health-related information than less motivated
individuals. The authors define health motivation as the arousal
level to engage in preventive health behaviors. Items of their
health motivation scale measured anxiety or worry about risks
to one’s health. Hence, fear of COVID-19 will likely increase
one’s motivation to search for COVID-19–related information.

This increased search for information regarding the COVID-19
virus is hypothesized to lead to a greater level of perceived
knowledge. With the emergence of the COVID-19 pandemic,
there has been a flood of both information and misinformation
about the virus [25]. Depending on the person and media
accessed, this increased access to information may or may not
lead to appropriate health-related COVID-19 preventive
behaviors. Manika and Golden [16] found that perceived
knowledge quantity regarding the H1N1 pandemic was
positively associated with H1N1 prevention behaviors.

Higher levels of perceived knowledge are hypothesized to lead
to greater self-efficacy. Self-efficacy is best understood as an
individual’s perception that he or she can perform the suggested
health-related behaviors. The more confident an individual is
that he or she can perform a certain task, the more likely it is
that they will engage in the relevant preventive behavior [26].
In Moorman and Matulich’s [24] comprehensive review of the
preventive health behavior literature, “health ability,” a person’s
perceived ability to perform health behaviors, was found to

predict preventive health behaviors. Self-efficacy has been found
to be the most important predictor of health-related behaviors
[4,21]. Being equipped with perceived knowledge regarding
the behaviors needed to avoid contracting COVID-19 and having
the confidence that one can perform these behaviors will
increase the likelihood of performing COVID-19 preventive
behaviors.

To summarize, the sequential mediation model presented and
tested in this study hypothesizes that COVID-19 preventive
behaviors are driven by a process of sequential mediation in
which fear of COVID-19 leads to information receptivity, which
in turn leads to perceived knowledge that drives self-efficacy
and ultimately results in preventive actions. This proposed
sequential mediation model is a potentially significant
improvement over previous attempts to predict a variety of
health-related behaviors using the HBM or variations thereof.
The frequent use of an “additive model” approach to entering
independent variables has come under scrutiny and calls have
been made to explore other possible causal models [19,27]. This
call has been echoed by Champion and Skinner [28], who see
the need to better define the relationships between the predictor
variables of health-seeking behavior. Jones et al [20] state that
establishing a more optimal ordering of such variables will
“advance theory and practice by improving evaluation,
identifying relative importance of the constructs, and suggesting
new postulates for behavior change.”

This study’s results provide such insights and offer clear
directions on what types of preventive messages will be most
effective in motivating individuals to incorporate behaviors into
their daily routine that help keep them safe from COVID-19.
Given the severity of the consequences (both personal and
economic) of the COVID-19 pandemic and the importance of
individual behaviors in “flattening the curve,” research that
expands our understanding of what needs to be done to combat
this “invisible enemy” is critical.

Methods

Overview
The study design included a cross-sectional survey designed in
Qualtrics, which was administered online to participants, who
completed the study in one sitting at a time that was convenient
for them. The study data were collected using Qualtrics to
administer questionnaires to 415 undergraduate students in the
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United States (49% male; mean age 21 [SD 5.41] years).
Participants were recruited based on being enrolled in a subject
pool at the authors’ university. Data inclusion criteria were
broad such that the subject population included students across
multiple majors and class identifications who were aged ≥18
years and participated in the study in exchange for course credit.
There were no exclusion criteria and responses were accepted
from all students who chose to complete the study. In an effort
to minimize any potential response bias, participants were
provided with a consent form to complete as part of the study,
in which they were informed that their participation is voluntary,
they can choose to terminate their participation in the study at
any point if they so desire, and they will not be penalized if they
choose not to participate in the study.

In addition, informed consent forms were completed by all study
participants, in which they were informed that there were no
risks involved in participating in the study and that their
responses and all data collected would be recorded and entered
into a spreadsheet for analysis in a manner whereby all
participants will remain anonymous to the researchers, no
personal identifying information would be requested, and all
data would remain confidential. Most participants were White
(n=313, 75%), followed by Hispanic (n=47, 11%), Asian (n=32,
8%), and African American (n=15, 4%).

Measures

Fear of COVID-19
Fear of COVID-19 (α=.89, mean 2.06 [SD 1.87]) was assessed
using the 7-item fear of coronavirus-19 scale developed and
validated by Ahorsu et al [22]. Example items include “It makes
me uncomfortable to think about coronavirus-19,” “When
watching news and stories about coronavirus-19 on social media,
I become nervous or anxious,” and “My hands become clammy
when I think about coronavirus-19.” Response categories range
from “strongly disagree” (1) to “strongly agree” (5).

Information Receptivity
Information receptivity (α=.84, mean 4.02 [SD 1.53]) was
measured using items adapted from Manika and Golden’s [16]
3-item Information Receptivity Scale, which assessed how
receptive individuals were to H1N1 information and how
actively they sought such information. An example item is “I
actively search for information about the H1N1 (swine) flu,”
which was adapted in this study to “I actively search for
information about the coronavirus (COVID-19).” Participants
indicated their agreement with the three items using a 7-point
scale anchored with strongly disagree and strongly agree.

Perceived Knowledge
Participants’perceived knowledge (α=.84, mean 3.54 [SD .80])
was assessed using an established 4-item measure [16].
Specifically, participants used a 5-point response format (where
1=nothing and 5=a lot) to respond to the following statements:
“In general, how much do you think you know about
COVID-19,” “How much do you think you know about
protecting yourself from getting COVID-19,” “How much do
you think you know about the ways a person can and cannot

get COVID-19,” and “Please rate your knowledge of COVID-19
compared to the average person.”

Perceived Self-Efficacy
Perceived self-efficacy (α=.91, mean 5.56 [SD 1.11]) was
assessed using 5 items adapted from the Manika and Golden
[16] scale, which was based on Bandura’s [7] concept of
self-efficacy and assessed how confident individuals felt in their
ability to make H1N1 flu prevention choices. An example item
is “How confident do you feel about your ability to use your
knowledge of H1N1 (swine) flu in making everyday activity
choices,” which was adapted in this study to “How confident
do you feel about your ability to use your knowledge of
COVID-19 in making everyday activity choices?” Participants
responded to the items on a 7-point scale anchored with not at
all confident and completely confident.

Prevention Behavior
The Prevention Behavior Scale by Manika and Golden [16] was
used to measure prevention behaviors (α=.85, mean 6.90 [SD
2.17]). The original scale includes the following 4 items: “It is
important to me to do everything I reasonably can to avoid
getting the H1N1 (swine) flu,” “I actively seek information on
how I can prevent myself from getting the H1N1 (swine) flu,”
“I am doing all that I know to do to prevent myself from getting
the H1N1 (swine) flu,” and “I have changed my behavior to try
to avoid getting the H1N1 (swine) flu.” For this study, “H1N1
(swine) flu” was changed to “COVID-19.” Participants
responded to the items using a 7-point Likert scale anchored
with strongly disagree and strongly agree. We included two
additional measures of prevention behavior that were aimed at
more directly assessing changes in behaviors related to
COVID-19 prevention. Specifically, we included a measure of
actual changes in behaviors, measured using the Masuri et al
[17] scale, which is a list of 10 health-related behaviors that
participants answer with a “yes” or “no” response. In addition,
we included two items that made up the social distancing
measure developed for this study (α=.92). These additional
measures are reflective of the primary thrust of current
preventive message campaigns to social distance to protect
oneself and to avoid spreading COVID-19.

Data Analysis
The study data were analyzed in SPSS Statistics (version 25;
IBM Corp). Since data for all the study measures were obtained
from the same source, common method bias could be a potential
issue. Thus, we performed the Lindell and Whitney [29] marker
variable procedure to assess whether common method bias was
likely to affect the results. Correlations between the marker
variable item and each study measure were small (ranging from
–.06 to .08) and nonsignificant; thus, it is unlikely that common
method bias affected the results [29,30]. The PROCESS macro
(Model 6) [31] was used to test our conceptual model, including
predictions involving sequential mediation [32]. The Preacher
and Hayes [31] PROCESS macro for SPSS was used for several
key reasons. This method uses an ordinary least squares path
analysis to estimate model coefficients and assess the indirect
and/or direct effects of variables in the model [32,33]. In
addition, the PROCESS models use a bootstrapping procedure
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(n=5000), which does not rely on any assumptions about the
normality of the sampling distribution, to calculate the
bias-corrected 95% CIs associated with the statistical
significance of the indirect effects [31,33,34]. As stated by Li
and Tan [35], the Preacher and Hayes [31] PROCESS macro is
“specially designed to conduct multiple mediations by including
the bootstrapping function while allowing for the estimation of
the indirect effect for each mediator. More importantly, this
macro accounts for the effects of the control variables that are
not easily implemented in structural equation modeling” (for a
review of this method, see [31]). Of note, the analyses presented
below were also conducted with gender as a control variable;
the inclusion of gender did not impact the results presented
below.

Results

To begin, the PROCESS macro (Model 6) [31] tests the
relationship between fear of COVID-19 and information

receptivity. The results (F1,414=32.39; P<.01; R2=.07) indicate
that fear of COVID-19 is positively associated with information
receptivity (β=.48; P<.001). Next, the model tests whether fear
of COVID-19 and information receptivity are directly associated
with perceived knowledge. The results (F2,413=96.57; P<.01;

R2=.32) indicate that information receptivity is directly

associated with knowledge (β=.30; P<.001). However, fear of
COVID-19 is not directly associated with perceived knowledge
(P=.55). The model next tests the relationship that fear of
COVID-19, information receptivity, and knowledge have with
perceived self-efficacy. The results (F3,412=28.00; P<.001;

R2=.17) show a significant relationship between knowledge and
perceived self-efficacy (β=.55; P<.001). Fear of COVID-19
(P=.16) and information receptivity (P=.50) are not directly
associated with perceived self-efficacy.

Next, the model tests whether fear of COVID-19, information
receptivity, knowledge, and perceived self-efficacy are directly
associated with prevention behaviors. The results (F4,411=11.99;

P<.001; R2=.11) indicate that perceived self-efficacy (β=.44;
P<.001), information receptivity (β=.25; P=.003), and fear of
COVID-19 (β=.30; P=.02) are directly associated with
prevention behaviors. However, knowledge is not directly
associated with prevention behaviors (P=.29). Importantly, the
results show support for the predicted sequential mediation
(β=.035 [SE .014], 95% CI .012-.064), such that fear of
COVID-19 is indirectly associated with prevention behaviors
via information receptivity, followed by knowledge, and then
perceived self-efficacy. A summary of all direct and indirect
paths tested in the model is provided in Table 1.

Table 1. Sequential mediation results including all direct and indirect effectsa.

Upper limit of 95% CILower limit of 95% CISEβ coefficientPaths tested

.65.32.08.48Fear of COVID-19 → information receptivity

.05–.10.04–.02Fear of COVID-19 → perceived knowledge

.34.26.02.30Information receptivity → perceived knowledge

.03–.21.06–.09Fear of COVID-19 → perceived self-efficacy

.11–.05.04.03Information receptivity → perceived self-efficacy

.70.40.08.55Perceived knowledge → perceived self-efficacy

.55.06.12.30Fear of COVID-19 → prevention behaviors

.41.09.08.25Information receptivity → prevention behaviors

.15–.49.16–.17Perceived knowledge → prevention behaviors

.64.25.10.44Perceived self-efficacy → prevention behaviors

.21.04.04–.12Fear of COVID-19 → information receptivity → prevention behavior

.03–.02.01<.01Fear of COVID-19 → perceived knowledge → prevention behavior

.02–.12.04–.04Fear of COVID-19 → perceived self-efficacy → prevention behavior

.03–.09.03–.03Fear of COVID-19 → information receptivity → perceived knowledge
→ prevention behavior

.03–.01.01.01Fear of COVID-19 → information receptivity → perceived self-efficacy
→ prevention behavior

.02–.03.01–.01Fear of COVID-19 → perceived knowledge → perceived self-efficacy →
prevention behavior

.06.01.01.04Fear of COVID-19 → information receptivity → perceived knowledge
→ perceived self-efficacy → prevention behavior

aResults obtained with bootstrapping (n=5000).

Similar results were found using each of the alternative measures
of prevention behaviors (alternative measure 1 [prevention
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behavior scale]: F4,411=90.10; P<.001; R2=.47; β=.042 [SE
.012], 95% CI .021-.069; alternative measure 2 [social

distancing]: F4,411=39.72; P<.001; R2=.28; β=.047 [SE .014],
95% CI .023-.077). That is, the results across three different
measures of prevention behavior reveal a significant indirect
relationship between fear of COVID-19 and preventive behavior.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Self-imposed preventive measures can drastically impact the
rate of infection within a population. Public policy officials
must consider the economic impact of a pandemic and be highly
efficient with the limited resources that can be allocated to
marketing communications [36]. While COVID-19 vaccination
programs have begun, it is still of utmost importance that the
public continues to take preventive measures. Indeed, simple
behavioral changes taken by individuals can serve as a highly
effective and low-cost method for controlling pandemics [25,37],
particularly in the early stages when treatments and vaccinations
are not readily available. Our findings suggest that behavioral
change is largely dependent on one’s confidence in one’s own
ability to execute behaviors that will reduce the likelihood of
contracting or spreading the disease. Importantly, our sequential
mediation results show that fear of COVID-19 leads individuals
to seek out information regarding the disease, which increases
their knowledge and fosters self-efficacy, a key to driving
precautionary behavior. Thus, it is vitally important that
government and public policy officials communicate the
seriousness of the disease and the riskiness of not taking action
to reduce the spread of the infection. Specifically,
communications should evoke or instill fear among the public,
because it is this fear that will enhance information receptivity,
knowledge, self-efficacy, and ultimately changes in behavior.

Of note, our results show that fear of COVID-19 itself is not
directly associated with preventive behavior. Instead, fear of
COVID-19 was only associated with preventive action when
individuals sought out knowledge of appropriate preventive
measures and felt confident in their ability to take such actions.
As stated by Brug et al [38], “risk perceptions as well as efficacy
beliefs in the early stages of a possible pandemic are dependent
on communications with and between the members of the groups
at risk. Risk communication messages that are not
comprehended by the public at risk, or communication of
conflicting risk messages will result in lack of precautionary
actions.” The widespread confusion over the efficacy of wearing
masks during the current pandemic is one such example.

A system needs to be in place to disseminate accurate
information about the virus and appropriate precautionary
measures that individuals should take. A system also needs to
exist to deter, counteract, and quickly terminate any
misinformation that may be spread through news outlets and,
more likely, through social media. It is crucial that the
information offered is not only accurate but also trustworthy.
Thus, consistency is key, and an integrated marketing
communications approach would be helpful. Indeed, research
has shown that repetitive mentions of preventive actions can

serve to reduce fear surrounding a disease, and ultimately
increase preventive behaviors, whereas the opposite is true when
individuals question the trustworthiness of the information [39].

The overarching objective of this study was to create and test
a model for predicting COVID-19 preventive behaviors that
addresses the shortcomings of the HBM, and to use this
information to formulate more effective health communications
to increase the adoption of behaviors that slow the spread of
COVID-19. The HBM has a long history of use and empirical
support in predicting and explaining a range of health-related
behaviors [19]. However, an improved model is needed, given
criticisms that note the explanatory abilities of the HBM need
to be improved. The resulting sequential mediation model
presented herein answers the call for a better definition of the
relationships between the antecedents of health-seeking
behavior. The present model includes the measure of fear of
COVID-19, which adds a validated scale that addresses the
COVID-19 pandemic specifically. A criticism of the commonly
used scales of the HBM is that they have not been adequately
validated [5]. A valid scale to measure the perceived threat and
fear of COVID-19 is essential given the important role perceived
susceptibility and fear of a disease play in getting individuals
to act to lessen their risk of contracting a disease or avoiding
other negative health outcomes.

The use of three separate measures of COVID-19 health-seeking
behaviors, including items to measure social distancing, is also
an important contribution of this study. Items of the Manika
and Golden [16] prevention behavior scale were answered on
a 7-point Likert scale, while the Masuri et al [17] scale was a
list of questions about health-related behaviors that were
answered with a “yes” or “no” response. The 2-item social
distancing scale added two behaviors (social distancing and
quarantining) that were not part of the other two scales but are
reflective of the primary thrust of current preventive message
campaigns to social distance to protect oneself and to avoid
spreading COVID-19.

Data generated from the current survey provide clear directions
on how to best encourage COVID-19 preventive behaviors. The
present model begins with fear of COVID-19. This is consistent
with the HBM model, which states that fear of the disease or
another health problem must be present and that individuals
must perceive that they are susceptible to the disease or health
problem [8]. A good example of the importance of fear of and
susceptibility to COVID-19 is evident in young adults, especially
college students. Given the general tendency of the young to
feel a certain sense of invulnerability to health risks, it has been
important to inform them that, although they might not be at
high risk for severe disease if they were to contract COVID-19,
they could spread the disease to their parents, grandparents, and
other older adults. According to Orji et al [21], people of all
ages tend to underestimate their likelihood of contracting
diseases or experiencing other health problems. Thus, it is
important that COVID-19 marketing communications stress the
high transmissibility of the virus (susceptibility), as well as the
potential severity of the disease (fear).

As suggested by Manika and Golden et al [16], these “fear
appeal” messages must be consistent across all media.
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Conveying consistent and clear messages of the dangers of
COVID-19 is made difficult by social media. Research has
shown that people are exposed to considerable amounts of
misinformation online, which can undermine the effectiveness
of public health campaigns [40,41]. Social media health
campaigns are critical to informing the public about proper
health behaviors while also dispelling any misinformation that
may be being spread online.

This study found that fear of COVID-19 was positively
associated with information receptivity. Information receptivity
measures how actively an individual searches for
COVID-19–related information. Manika and Golden [16] found
that people who were more receptive to H1N1 information were
also more likely to engage in H1N1 prevention behaviors. The
authors concluded that being receptive to information signals
an “individual’s readiness to act, thus it is more likely that the
individual will take appropriate prevention measures.” The
importance of information receptivity underlines the necessity
of having consistent and clear messages—delivered across all
media—regarding what types of behaviors are recommended
to increase compliance.

In this model, greater information receptivity, not surprisingly,
is associated with higher levels of perceived knowledge. The
model used perceived knowledge, as opposed to stored (or
actual) knowledge, given that research has found that it is one’s
perceived knowledge (not stored) that leads to requested
health-related behaviors [16]. This study also found that
perceived knowledge is positively associated with self-efficacy.
The more a person believes he or she is equipped with the
needed knowledge regarding COVID-19, the more confident
they will be that they can perform the behaviors needed to
protect themselves from contracting the virus. Health messages
must be clear about what types of behaviors are needed and the
ease of performing those behaviors.

The public needs to be convinced that behaviors such as washing
their hands, wearing masks, social distancing, and
self-quarantining will lead to a valued outcome (eg, avoiding
contracting COVID-19, reopening the economy). Self-efficacy
must be at the forefront of any media campaign. This is
particularly true given that self-efficacy is the final variable in
our sequential mediation model driving COVID-19 preventive
behaviors.

This study used three separate measures of COVID-19
preventive behaviors and found that the 4-item measure

developed by Manika and Golden [16] worked the best. The R2

of .47 suggests that the model does a good job of explaining
variation in COVID-19 prevention behavior, but also that a
significant percentage of such behavior remains unexplained.
It could be, as exemplified by Orji et al [21], that new variables

need to be added to the present model. A higher R2 value may
also be achieved by maintaining the current variables of the
present model while also including variables already designated
in the HBM but not used in this study. Cues to action such as
experiencing possible symptoms of COVID-19, conversations
among friends and colleagues, and the amount and type of media

exposure would all likely increase the explanatory capability
of the model. Additionally, a broader array of sociodemographic

measures would also increase the R2 value. Although not found
in this study, sex differences have previously been found, with
females more anxious about the disease and more likely to
perform preventive health behaviors. Age, socioeconomic status,
and ethnicity have been identified as possible factors that impact
health-related behaviors and should be incorporated into future
models.

Limitations and Future Research Directions
Although this survey is the first to apply a sequential mediation
model to better understand COVID-19 preventive behaviors, it
is not without limitations. First, the sample was from only one
segment of the population, albeit an important one. Future
research should sample older adults and younger adults, as well
as people from specific ethnic populations. In the United States,
the African American and Latino populations have been
impacted more severely than the White population. A survey
of these segments of the population with the present model
might provide insights into what encourages or discourages the
needed preventive behaviors across ethnic/racial groups. In
addition, future research should consider how individuals’
backgrounds, medical histories, and other individual difference
variables, including those related to public health knowledge,
may impact the results found as well as the general performance
of the HBM.

A second limitation is the study’s correlational nature. Future
causal and/or longitudinal research is needed that can test the
links in the present model and provide more reliable insights
into the direction of the causal flow. A third possible limitation
and fodder for future research is the further expansion of the
present model. As called for by Jones et al [20], a deeper
investigation of cues to action could improve explanatory
capacity. Internal cues such as perceived COVID-19 symptoms
and external cues such as media exposure (both amount and
type) might be better addressed separately. As Jones et al [20]
suggest, it might also prove beneficial to investigate manipulated
cues to action like public service campaigns, media messages,
and interventions, as well as more organic cues to action like
illness in the family, discussions among friends and family,
news stories, and high profile people contracting the disease.

Conclusion
Drawing upon earlier attempts to explain health-seeking
behavior, this study created and tested a sequential mediation
model to explain COVID-19 preventive behaviors. The new

model’s R2 was .47, which is considerably higher than the

average R2 of approximately .20 across numerous studies using
the HBM [21]. The study also identified a better-defined model
of the relationships between its predictor variables. Both results
were in response to calls to improve the purported shortcomings
of the HBM in predicting health-related behavior. Finally, this
study’s results provide clear directions for creating effective
strategies and messages to encourage the behaviors needed to
slow, if not eradicate, the most serious pandemic of the past
100 years.
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Abstract

Background: The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has led to an increase in anxiety, depression, posttraumatic stress disorder,
and psychological stress experienced by the general public in various degrees worldwide. However, effective, tailored mental
health services and interventions cannot be achieved until we understand the patterns of mental health issues emerging after a
public health crisis, especially in the context of the rapid transmission of COVID-19. Understanding the public's emotions and
needs and their distribution attributes are therefore critical for creating appropriate public policies and eventually responding to
the health crisis effectively, efficiently, and equitably.

Objective: This study aims to detect the temporal patterns in emotional fluctuation, significant events during the COVID-19
pandemic that affected emotional changes and variations, and hourly variations of emotions within a single day by analyzing data
from the Chinese social media platform Weibo.

Methods: Based on a longitudinal dataset of 816,556 posts published by 27,912 Weibo users in Wuhan, China, from December
31, 2019, to April 31, 2020, we processed general sentiment inclination rating and the type of sentiments of Weibo posts by using
pandas and SnowNLP Python libraries. We also grouped the publication times into 5 time groups to measure changes in netizens’
sentiments during different periods in a single day.

Results: Overall, negative emotions such as surprise, fear, and anger were the most salient emotions detected on Weibo. These
emotions were triggered by certain milestone events such as the confirmation of human-to-human transmission of COVID-19.
Emotions varied within a day. Although all emotions were more prevalent in the afternoon and night, fear and anger were more
dominant in the morning and afternoon, whereas depression was more salient during the night.

Conclusions: Various milestone events during the COVID-19 pandemic were the primary events that ignited netizens’ emotions.
In addition, Weibo users’ emotions varied within a day. Our findings provide insights into providing better-tailored mental health
services and interventions.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e27078)   doi:10.2196/27078
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Introduction

Understanding the public’s emotional reactions to public health
emergencies is essential in at least two ways. First, it is
necessary to understand the impact of the public health crisis
on the public's mental health and psychological well-being,
which are the unneglected dimensions of a human being's health.
The ongoing COVID-19 pandemic has led to an increase in
anxiety, depression, posttraumatic stress disorder, psychological
stress, and stress experienced by the general public in various
degrees worldwide [1], similar to the 2003 SARS (severe acute
respiratory syndrome) [2], Ebola [3], or Zika outbreaks [4].
Better tailored mental health services and interventions cannot
be achieved until we understand the patterns of mental health
issues that emerge after a public health crisis; this is especially
true in the case of the rapidly spreading COVID-19 [5]. Thus,
researchers call for multidisciplinary research for mental health
as research priorities [6]. Second, the public’s collective
emotions during emergencies are important in determining the
emergency response to the public health crisis. Understanding
the public’s emotions and needs and their distribution attributes
are critical to develop appropriate public policies, as well as to
nudge the public’s compliance to these policies and, eventually,
respond to the health crises in an effective, efficient, and
equitable manner.

There are generally two approaches to capture the public’s
emotional response to an event. The traditional method involves
conducting a large-scale survey, which can be both expensive
and time consuming. Moreover, the self-response or
retrospective bias is an inevitable criticism of the survey method.
Another way is to capture the public's emotional beats on social
media platforms, such as Twitter, considering the increasing
use of smartphones in recent years. With the rapid development
of the internet, smartphones, and social media platforms and
apps, an increasing number of individuals use social media as
a medium to share their opinions, social activities, and lives.
Therefore, social media can be an ideal channel to capture the
public’s emotions and mental health symptoms [7], especially
during the COVID-19 outbreak when physical distancing
policies are enforced [8-11].

Since its outbreak, COVID-19 has become an ongoing hot topic
on social media. During the early phase of the outbreak, before
March 15, 2020, the main topics discussed on Twitter in the
English language were the origin of the virus, its sources,
transmission, the impact on the economy and society, and the
methods of mitigating the risks [12]. Similarly, on the Chinese
social media platform Weibo, the primary concerns among users
were the origin of the disease, public health control measures,
disease symptoms, organizations in charge, health professionals
and scientists, education sectors, economic impact, and rumor
discussions [13,14]. Since the COVID-19 has lasted for such a
long time and is still an ongoing pandemic, the public’s concerns
and emotional responses have evolved with the pandemic's rapid
change, its impacts, and countermeasure policies [15]. The
declaration of the COVID-19 outbreak increased anxiety,
depression, and indignation emotions among the public, whereas
it decreased the public's happiness and life satisfaction [16,17].
The lockdown in Wuhan city in China and Lombardy city in

Italy affected the public’s expressions on social media;
moreover, a higher level of cognitive process was detected
among social media users in both cities. Simultaneously,
attention to group, religion, and emotions was more prevalent
in Wuhan [18]. In India, a comparison between lockdown 2.0
(April 15 to May 3, 2020) and lockdown 3.0 (May 4 to May
17, 2020) revealed that the public's surprise, trust, fear, joy, and
anger emotions decreased, but their anticipation, disgust, and
sadness emotions increased [19]. However, policies such as
physical distancing measures affected different emotions
differently. A study from Spain suggested that negative emotions
such as anger, fear, and disgust significantly changed, whereas
sadness, joy, and uncertainty did not fluctuate much [20].
Meanwhile, positive sentiments, such as trust, anticipation, and
joy, increased when discussions concerning reopening emerged
on these platforms, although these emotions were mixed with
negative sentiments such as fear, sadness, anger, surprise, and
disgust [21].

Nevertheless, after reviewing the current sentiment analysis and
emotional responses on social media, we found a lack of
longitudinal observations from the declaration of the outbreak,
strict enforcement of physical distancing and other constraining
measures, and the reopening period. Therefore, we employed
our ongoing crawled Weibo posts from 27,912 users from
Wuhan to capture the emotional dynamics during a specific
period of the COVID-19 pandemic, that is, from the beginning
of the outbreak to the end of April 2020 (when the whole
country reopened). Moreover, we divided the 24 hours of a day
into several time periods to explore the emotional variations
within a given day, which can be very useful for potential
interventions. We used a sentiment classification algorithm that
includes 6 types of emotions (ie, like, dislike, surprise,
depression, anger, and fear) and analyzed the temporal dynamics
of these emotions from 816,556 Weibo posts published by
27,912 users in Wuhan. In this paper, we describe (1) the
temporal patterns of emotional fluctuation from the declaration
of the COVID-19 outbreak in Wuhan to reopening of the city
after the lockdown, (2) significant events during the COVID-19
pandemic that affected users’emotional changes and variations,
and (3) hourly variations in the netizens’ emotions expressed
within a single day.

Methods

Data Source and Cleaning
Weibo is a social media platform like Twitter. It is the most
widely used social networking platform for netizens in China
to share and discuss individual opinions, events, and activities
publicly. According to the 46th China Statistical Report on
Internet Development report released in 2020, there were 940
million active internet users by the end of June 2020, which
comprised 67% of all citizens in China [22]. The lockdown and
physical distancing measures in response to the COVID-19
pandemic made the use of the internet more prevalent, and the
number of Weibo active users reached its record high of 550
million in the first quarter of 2020, according to Weibo’s Q1
2020 financial report [23]. Thus, Weibo can be considered as
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one of the most appropriate social media channels to detect
public emotions toward public events.

We started to collect real-time Weibo posts as soon as a
coronavirus outbreak was declared in China on December 31,
2019. For this study, we examined the dataset, including all
posts posted by representative Weibo users in Wuhan from
December 31, 2019, to April 31, 2020. As shown in Figure 1,
we first detected the latitude and longitude of the northernmost
(31.36287 N), southernmost (29.97008 N), westernmost
(113.70222 E), and easternmost (115.08138 E) locations of
Wuhan city. Then, we divided the quadrilateral (dotted line in
Figure 1) that covered Wuhan's geographical areas into 50
segments in width and 40 segments in height. Thus, 2000 small
grids were generated. Next, 50 Weibo users from each grid were

randomly selected from all users located in that grid. The users’
geolocations were detected by the geotag used when they posted
the message and the location of the place registered per their
user profiles. Thus, 100,000 Weibo users were initially selected,
from which 88,798 users were retained. The users excluded
were either not located in Wuhan or duplicated because they
posted multiple times using geotags from different grids or
places within Wuhan's geographical area. Lastly, 27,912 users
were randomly selected to participate in this study, and all of
their 816,556 Weibo posts from December 31, 2019, to April
31, 2020, were collected using a web crawler. For the analysis,
we collected (1) Weibo users’ profiles; (2) geolocation
information of the published Weibo posts; (3) attributes of post
likes, date, and time; (4) post contents; and (5) like, reply, and
forward counts of the posts.

Figure 1. Heatmap of Weibo users’ post frequency by geolocation in Wuhan, China. Red cross symbols on the map indicates Grade-A tertiary hospital
in the city.

The original dataset was structured as a CSV (comma-separated
values) file and processed using the pandas Python library [24].

In the data cleaning process, non-Unicode characters, empty
blank spaces, and symbols were identified by regular expression
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patterns and then stripped. Duplicated and invalid posts were
also removed. After the data cleaning process, 808,205 valid
Weibo posts were selected for further analysis.

Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment analysis is the study of emotions, opinions, appraisals,
and attitudes regarding “services, products, individuals,
organizations, issues, topics, events and their attributes” [25].
To explore netizens’emotions toward COVID-19, we evaluated
both general sentiment inclination and the type of sentiment,
as well as their fluctuations during different periods within a
day.

The general sentiment inclination rating of Weibo posts was
processed by the SnowNLP library for Python [26]. SnowNLP,
as one of the most popular Python libraries explicitly developed
for Chinese language natural language processing, has a variety
of built-in functions such as tokenization, sentiment analysis,
text classification, and keyword extraction. SnowNLP also
supports a self-trained dataset to improve sentiment rating
accuracy for specific types of Weibo posts. Therefore, to
measure sentiment ratings, a portion of the dataset was selected
as the training data, and then the training result was used to
reprocess the whole data and calculate the final sentiment
ratings.

Specifically, we randomly selected 50,000 posts from the dataset
as the training data. Thereafter, following the instructions of
SnowNLP, we manually tagged each post as negative or positive
sentiment and then appended the post to corresponding
SnowNLP built-in corpus files that were named as neg.txt and
pos.txt, respectively. The updated sentiment rating corpus files
were then fed into SnowNLP for training. The result was the
newly generated sentiment pattern file named sentiment.marshal
in the SnowNLP library folder. Based on the training result, all
of the 808,205 posts were evaluated, and sentiment ratings were
remeasured. The result was a score ranging from 1 to 10 for
each post, denoting the most negative to the most positive
sentiments. We then divided each sentiment rating value by 10,
and the final sentiment ratings ranged from 0.1 to 1.

Sentiment Type Analysis
To properly align each post's sentiment type, this study used
the DUTIR Emotion Ontology set, developed and maintained
by Prof Lin Hongfei and his team at Dalian University of
Technology Institute of Information Retrieval (DUTIR), as the
emotion lexicon resource [27]. Their study compared the
tokenized words with the DUTIR Emotion Ontology set and
generated a list of words with their corresponding emotional
categories for each Weibo post. After that, the word in the
emotional category with the most frequent occurrences was
treated as the post's baseline sentiment type. Then, each Weibo
post was tagged with a sentiment type—depression, like, angry,
dislike, surprise, or fear.

Both clinical and self-reported studies indicate that people’s
moods, such as depression [28,29] or rumination [30], vary

within a day. To measure netizens’ sentiment changes during
different periods in a day, we grouped the hours into 5 time
groups: early morning (04:00 to 08:00), morning (08:00 to
12:00), afternoon (12:00 to 17:00), evening (17:00 to 20:00),
night (20:00 to 00:00), and late night (00:00 to 04:00). We
grouped all of the general sentiment inclinations by day and
time using the pandas library’s groupby method and counted
each group’s frequencies. Based on the result, we calculated
the ratio of each sentiment type in the specific period, that is,
the percentage of occurrences of each sentiment type in the
specific time group.

Results

Geolocation Distribution of Weibo Users and Post
Frequencies
First, we plotted all of the Weibo users on the map of Wuhan
according to their geolocation information. We drew a heatmap
overlaid on the city map representing the total number of Weibo
posts by users during the whole period. The final output shows
the frequency of posts in different locations of Wuhan.
Additionally, we plotted the representative Grade-A tertiary
hospitals in Wuhan on the map to better understand the
relationship between Weibo users’ post patterns and their
proximity to neighboring hospitals. We used locations of the
major hospitals as a proxy of the places where newly confirmed
COVID-19 cases occurred, and the distances can reflect the
proximity to these places and citizens’ posting behaviors. The
map demonstrates a clear correlation pattern between the number
of Weibo posts published by users and their physical distance
to major hospitals.

Temporal Evolution of Sentiment Types
The temporal evolution of different sentiment types is illustrated
in Figure 2. The higher the value, the stronger the type of
sentiment. Overall, fear, anger, and surprise were the most
dominant emotions, whereas like, dislike and depression were
the less salient emotions. Similar variations and dynamics were
observed for the negative emotions during the analysis. The
emotional responses can be broadly differentiated into three
periods. First, there was a sharp increase in all sentiments after
the confirmation of human-to-human transmission of COVID-19
on January 20, 2020; thereafter, this increasing trend remain
steady until February 7, 2020, when the young whistleblower
Dr Li Wenliang passed away. Second, the number and variations
of posts on Weibo were considerably higher shortly after the
confirmation of human-to-human transmission of the virus
compared with posts published later. Moreover, a subtle and
smooth pattern was maintained across all emotions, with fewer
variations noted until Wuhan reopened after April 8, 2020. The
third period was after the lockdown was lifted (ie, reopening);
a significant decrease of posts and all emotions was observed
during this period.
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Figure 2. Line chart of the temporal evolution of sentiment types based on Weibo posts from Wuhan, China.

The result also demonstrated that Wuhan residents' emotions
were significantly affected by milestone events. Fear was the
dominant emotion in the first week; it reached the first peak on
January 20, 2020, when human-to-human transmission of
COVID-19 was confirmed and then increased to a higher peak
on January 23, 2020, with the declaration of the city entering a
lockdown. Another peak for fear was recorded one day later
when President Xi deployed the emergency response on the
first day of the Chinese New Year. With regard to the other
emotions, the first peak for depression was reached shortly after
the first day of the Chinese New Year. The first peak of surprise
was recorded on January 30, 2020, when Tibet, the last province
of China to report a COVID-19 outbreak, reported new
COVID-19 cases, indicating that all the provinces of Mainland
China had reported new positive cases of COVID-19 that day.
The first and the highest peak for anger appeared on February
2, 2020, when all infected or suspected patients, those with
symptoms similar to COVID-19, or close contacts of infected
patients were required to be collectively isolated. The emotions
declined on February 5, 2020, when President Xi gave another
concrete national response direction. Thereafter, all negative
emotions (ie, fear, anger, surprise, and depression) increased
and reached a new peak on February 7, 2020, when the public
recognized the young doctor Li Wenliang passed away. After
these events, all the emotions maintained a steady trend at a
low level except for two peaks observed for anger. One peak
was observed on February 29, 2020, when the first

COVID-19–related death occurred in the United States, and the
local officials of Wuhan declared that the city had adequate
supplies for food and living goods that can last at least 1 month.
The other peak was observed on March 15, 2020, when the
public’s expectation of the city reopening did not come true.
The news about zero new confirmed COVID-19 cases, either
in Wuhan or in other places within Hubei province except for
Wuhan, had little influence on the residents' emotions. The
depression emotion had reached the highest peak and was the
dominant emotion around the Tomb Sweeping Day (April 4,
2020), the traditional memorial festival in the Chinese culture
for the reverence of ancestors and the passed ones.

Intraday Distribution of Sentiment Types
The variations of emotions within a day are illustrated in Figure
3. We computed the mean intensity of each sentiment type
during different periods (ie, early morning, morning, afternoon,
evening, night, and late night) and presented them in a matrix
diagram. Afternoon (12:00-17:00) and night (20:00-00:00) were
the primary periods when people use social media to express
their feelings during the COVID-19 epidemic, followed by
morning (08:00-12:00), evening (17:00-20:00), late night
(00:00-04:00), and early morning (04:00-08:00). In the morning
period, fear and anger were the two most dominant emotions.
In the afternoon period, like and dislike emotions were the
highest (or most dominant), although most emotions expressed
on social media were noted during this period. During the night
period, depression was the most dominant emotion.
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Figure 3. Distribution of different types of sentiments across different time periods used for analysis. The bigger the heart symbol, the stronger the
corresponding emotion was during the given time period.

Temporal Evolution of Sentiment Types During
Different Time Periods
To better understand the temporal distribution of emotions, we
used heatmaps to demonstrate the distribution of each emotion
by days and hours within a given day (Figure 4). A stronger
emotion is presented in a darker red color. The relatively gentle
emotions such as like and dislike were consistent during the

lockdown period, especially in the afternoon and night periods.
The relatively stronger emotions such as anger and fear appeared
periodically, likely triggered by different major events. The
emotion depression was also prevalent over time, especially
after the young whistleblower doctor passed away and on the
Tomb Sweeping day, commemorated in honor of those who
have passed away.

Figure 4. Temporal changes in sentiment type by days (horizontal) and hours (vertical).
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Discussion

Principal Findings
In this study, we followed the emotional changes of 27,912
social media (Weibo) users from Wuhan, China, from December
31, 2019, to April 31, 2020, covering all the stages before the
COVID-19 outbreak, declaration of the outbreak, the lockdown,
and the subsequent reopening of the city. Specifically, we
analyzed the temporary dynamics of users’sentiments, including
like, dislike, surprise, depression, anger, and fear, expressed
through the Weibo platform and displayed these emotions across
daily and hourly periods. There are at least three noteworthy
findings from this study.

First, negative emotions such as surprise, fear, and anger were
the dominant emotions on social media since the confirmation
of the human-to-human transmission of the virus. In the very
early stage of the outbreak (ie, first 2 weeks), fear was the
dominant emotional response, when the virus was first detected,
and human knowledge about this virus and its impact was
minimal. Anger is another dominant emotion that is easily
influenced by milestone events. An earlier study has
demonstrated that anger was more influential on Weibo than
emotions like joy or sadness [31], and a similar trend was
observed during the COVID-19 outbreak. The other
emotions—like, dislike, and depression—mildly fluctuated in
the first half-year of 2020, and all emotions decreased
significantly when the city was reopened, but there was a
short-term increase in these emotions several days immediately
after the reopening of the city post the lockdown. Our finding
is similar to a previous study that used a search index of
psychological keywords from residents in Wuhan; the search
of keywords specific to fear and psychological counseling
increased significantly in the first month after the lockdown,
compared with the same period in 2019, whereas this was not
true for keywords specific to depression and insomnia [32].

Another novel finding of our study is that we detected hourly
variations in the emotions within a day, which researchers have
rarely paid attention to before. We found that netizens from
Wuhan expressed more emotions in the afternoons (12:00-17:00)
and nights (20:00-00:00). The emotions anger and fear were
more prevalent in the mornings and afternoons, whereas the
emotion depression was relatively more prevalent during
nighttime. This observation is similar to those of prior studies
that have investigated the diurnal variations of mental
health–related behaviors. Google search data from Finland
shows that depression-related query volumes started to increase
in the late evenings and reached a peak around midnight [33],
although Canadian police records indicate that the call volumes
for mental health service generally peaked in the mid-afternoon
[34]. Our study using social media data reconfirms the hourly
variations of mental health symptoms, and this finding has
potential contribution to the implementation of mental health
intervention strategies in the future.

Moreover, the pandemic's evolution and the response measures
significantly affected people's emotions, especially anger, in
the whole process. It was observed that the general quarantine
measures did not have a negative psychological effect on the

affected individuals in case of the less-deadly disease like H1N1
[35], but this was not true for the more-deadly disease such as
SARS [36]. However, COVID-19—as a collective
stressor—reduced the general public's mental health and
psychological well-being worldwide [37-40]. Different concerns
during different stages of the pandemic evolution are associated
with different emotions on social media. For example, fear could
be related to the shortage of medical and test supplies; anger
could be associated with xenophobia, at first, and with the
stay-at-home orders, later; sadness could cooccur with the topics
of losing friends or family members; and joy could be associated
with words of gratitude and good health [15]. For residents of
Wuhan, fear primarily occurred during the first 2 weeks of the
outbreak, and the confirmation of human-to-human transmission
of the disease, the city's lockdown, and the declaration of the
national response by President Xi; moreover, the passing away
of the whistleblower Dr Li caused the fear emotion to peak.
With the occurrence of positive COVID-19 cases in all provinces
of China, Dr Li's death led to a peak of the surprise emotion.
The anger emotion first reached an outstandingly high level
when a decision was made to quarantine and isolate all infected
patients and their close contacts in Wuhan. Other peaks during
the process were observed on the day the first confirmed death
due to COVID-19 was reported in the USA, which was also the
day when the Wuhan city government declared that the city had
a full capacity of logistics and supplies, and the day when the
public's expectation of city reopening failed. Moreover, the
depression emotion exploded on Memorial Day and reached
another peak when Dr Li passed away. These findings suggest
that public health emergency response strategies should be
tailored to the dynamics and evolution of the disease and the
public's response [41].

Furthermore, our sampling and data collection can provide
methodology insights for studies using social media data. Unlike
the studies using keyword search methods, those based on the
social media platform’s feedback through application
programming interfaces [42], those exploring only a small
number of social media users, or those covering only a short
period [16,18,43], we used a relatively sophisticated sampling
method and developed a “longitudinal” dataset of social media
posts published by a large sample of respondents (Weibo users).
Our analysis and visualization methods can also prove to be a
valuable contribution to future studies investigating and
presenting netizens’ opinions and behavioral changes.

Limitations
Nevertheless, there are at least two limitations of our study. The
first is that we did not link Weibo users' profiles with their posts
and emotional dynamics. If we can detect the demographic
variations of these emotional changes, it may be better to detect
the psychological needs of the residents during a public health
emergency response, especially in the context of the lockdown
of a city. However, there could be ethical and privacy concerns
of including the detailed profile information of social media
users [44,45], particularly considering those who are unwilling
to reveal their mental health status. Hence, we anonymized all
users’ information in our analysis. Second, we did not include
the users’ behavioral changes, including both protective
behaviors and those that have a negative impact (eg, alcohol
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consumption) in this analysis. We also did not cover
posttraumatic stress disorder and anxiety emotions, which can
also be prevalent and vital during the COVID-19 pandemic
[46,47].

Conclusions
In this study, we investigated temporal emotions (like, dislike,
surprise, fear, depression, and anger) and their dynamics from
nearly 30,000 Weibo users in Wuhan from December 31, 2019,
to April 31, 2020, covering different periods, ranging from
before the COVID-19 outbreak, the resulting city-wide
lockdown, and the subsequent reopening of the city. Milestone
events were the primary triggers that ignited various emotions

during this period. Negative emotions such as surprise, fear,
and anger were the most salient emotions on the Chinese social
media platform Weibo. The emotions also varied within a given
day. All emotions analyzed were more prevalent in the afternoon
and night, but fear and anger were more likely to appear in the
morning and afternoon, and depression was more salient during
the night. Our finding can potentially contribute to the
implementation of mental health intervention strategies in the
future. In addition, our analysis and visualization methods can
also prove to be a valuable contribution to future studies
investigating and concerning netizens’ opinions and behavioral
changes.
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Abstract

Background: COVID-19 has challenged global public health because it is highly contagious and can be lethal. Numerous
ongoing and recently published studies about the disease have emerged. However, the research regarding COVID-19 is largely
ongoing and inconclusive.

Objective: A potential way to accelerate COVID-19 research is to use existing information gleaned from research into other
viruses that belong to the coronavirus family. Our objective is to develop a natural language processing method for answering
factoid questions related to COVID-19 using published articles as knowledge sources.

Methods: Given a question, first, a BM25-based context retriever model is implemented to select the most relevant passages
from previously published articles. Second, for each selected context passage, an answer is obtained using a pretrained bidirectional
encoder representations from transformers (BERT) question-answering model. Third, an opinion aggregator, which is a combination
of a biterm topic model and k-means clustering, is applied to the task of aggregating all answers into several opinions.

Results: We applied the proposed pipeline to extract answers, opinions, and the most frequent words related to six questions
from the COVID-19 Open Research Dataset Challenge. By showing the longitudinal distributions of the opinions, we uncovered
the trends of opinions and popular words in the articles published in the five time periods assessed: before 1990, 1990-1999,
2000-2009, 2010-2018, and since 2019. The changes in opinions and popular words agree with several distinct characteristics
and challenges of COVID-19, including a higher risk for senior people and people with pre-existing medical conditions; high
contagion and rapid transmission; and a more urgent need for screening and testing. The opinions and popular words also provide
additional insights for the COVID-19–related questions.

Conclusions: Compared with other methods of literature retrieval and answer generation, opinion aggregation using our method
leads to more interpretable, robust, and comprehensive question-specific literature reviews. The results demonstrate the usefulness
of the proposed method in answering COVID-19–related questions with main opinions and capturing the trends of research about
COVID-19 and other relevant strains of coronavirus in recent years.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e22860)   doi:10.2196/22860
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natural language processing; question-answering systems; language summarization; machine learning; life and medical sciences;
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Introduction

COVID-19 is an infectious disease that emerged in late 2019
and has resulted in an ongoing pandemic [1]. COVID-19 is
caused by SARS-CoV-2, which belongs to a family of viruses
known as coronaviruses. Coronaviruses are enveloped
positive-sense single-stranded ribonucleic acid viruses. Recently
discovered coronaviruses include severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) [2] and Middle East
respiratory syndrome coronavirus (MERS-CoV) [3]. COVID-19
has challenged global public health because it is highly
contagious and can be lethal. Consequently, numerous ongoing
and recently published studies have emerged in the recent
literature. However, research regarding COVID-19 is largely
ongoing and inconclusive.

A potential approach that could accelerate COVID-19 research
is to use information from the existing research into other viruses
that belong to the coronavirus family. To address the COVID-19
pandemic challenges, the US government and several leading
research groups have created the COVID-19 Open Research
Dataset (CORD-19) [4], which includes scholarly articles about
COVID-19 and related coronaviruses. However, it would be
difficult for the medical research community to keep up with
the continuously growing literature. The application of natural
language processing (NLP), together with relevant statistical
techniques, can help to generate new insights and support the
ongoing fight against COVID-19.

Our motivation is to address the two important questions raised
by the CORD-19 Challenge: (1) use natural language processing
to find answers to questions within, and connect insights across,
the CORD-19 database in support of the ongoing COVID-19
response efforts worldwide; and (2) help the medical community
keep up with the rapid increase in COVID-19 literature. Our
goal is to make use of these techniques to distill information
from the CORD-19 data set and generate answers and summaries
for a variety of questions from different perspectives. In
addition, we will demonstrate the longitudinal trends of the
research related to the coronavirus family and compare the
answers with our existing understanding of COVID-19 and
other viruses in the coronavirus family.

Methods

Overview
We propose a pipeline to automatically answer various
COVID-19–related questions from the literature and aggregate
the answers into several main opinions. The pipeline consists
of three components as shown in Figure 1: (1) a context retriever
module for finding relevant passages from the articles, (2) a
question-answering model for extracting answers from a single
context passage, and (3) an opinion aggregator for clustering
answers into opinions. The popularity of an opinion is quantified
by the number of supportive answers in the literature. We show
the trends of the related research by investigating the research
trends quantified by the longitudinal distributions of the opinions
based on the answers to each question.

Figure 1. Illustration of the pipeline. BERT: bidirectional encoder representations from transformers; BTM: biterm topic model.

Related Work
The release of the CORD-19 data set and the call for using NLP
techniques to exploit CORD-19 have inspired considerable
research effort toward building systems that can help researchers
to explore valuable information related to COVID-19. Some
earlier contributions, including CORD-19 Search [5], tmCOVID
[6], WellAI COVID-19 Research Tool [7], and Covidex [8],
focus on search engine development or identification of medical
concepts. On the other hand, with the emerging requests from
both the medical research community and society in general to
find answers to various questions regarding COVID-19, systems

that can provide reliable answers to COVID-19–related
questions using the latest COVID-19 research are urgently
needed.

Some very recent developments in answering systems built on
top of the CORD-19 corpus include CovidQA [9],
CAiRE-COVID [10], and CO-Search [11]. These methods tried
to generate answers for COVID-19–related questions by locating
a fraction of the documents in CORD-19 or summarizing the
documents into a final answer through text generation (eg,
BART [12]).
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Compared to these very recent works, our research has several
unique contributions. First, for a user query, our proposed
system can automatically aggregate the answers from the most
related articles into a few main opinions, which helps researchers
to acquire clear directions. Second, the opinions are generated
with popularity measurement as the number of supportive
answers in the selected articles. Given that COVID-19 is being
actively researched, multiple opinions accompanied by
popularity measurements may answer open questions better
than the definitive answers produced by the other methods.
Third, our research pays more attention to data analyses and
interpretations, while other research focuses on model
performance evaluation. Nonetheless, we provide clear
justifications for the selected components in our pipeline. Below,
we describe our pipeline’s three components: a context retriever,
a question-answering model, and an opinion aggregator (Figure
1).

Context Retriever
Using a neural model to extract answers from passages of the
entire literature is costly, and it is more efficient to filter the
irrelevant passages out first. Chen et al [13] used term
frequency–inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) first to narrow
the search space so that the following steps could focus only
on the relevant passages. Likewise, we use BM25 [14,15] as an
enhanced version of TF-IDF to quantify the relevance of the
passages deterministically and select the relevant passages.
Compared to the linear term frequency score in TF-IDF, BM25
alleviates the imbalance impact of high term frequency by
limiting the range of the term frequency score to represent term
saturation (ie, after the term appears a sufficient number of
times, a higher frequency of the term does not affect the
relevance of a passage with the term). Furthermore, BM25 uses
the specific document length relative to the average document
length to determine the sufficient term number for saturation,
resulting in a more flexible and stable context retriever.
Specifically, the question and the passages are regarded as a
bag of words, and they are compared through BM25 similarity.
For each question, all passages are ranked according to their
similarity values with the question, and only the top passages
are selected.

Question-Answering Model
Given a question and a passage, we apply the bidirectional
encoder representations from transformers (BERT) [16,17]
question-answering model pretrained by Huggingface [18] to
each passage selected by the context retriever to predict the
location and span of answer text in each passage. We chose the
large, uncased version of BERT. Specifically, the question and
the passage are packed into a single sequence separated by a
segment embedding. Their contextual representations are
computed by BERT. The start position of the answer in the
passage is the word with the contextural representation that
leads to the largest inner product with the start vector in the
pretrained BERT question-answering model. The end position
is similarly calculated using the end vector in the pretrained
model. For more details, please refer to section 4.2 in [16].

Opinion Aggregator
To better understand the structures and opinions of the selected
answers, we propose an efficient way to aggregate and
summarize the answers for a question into a few main opinions
through a modified topic model. It was shown that the topical
feature vectors produced by the topic models are informative
in classification tasks [19,20]. We propose to use a topic model
to generate the feature vectors for each answer. However, the
number of topics is hard to determine in advance and tuning
the number of topics in a topic model is costly because the
convergence of a topic model may require considerable
iterations. Instead, we propose to aggregate the answers by
clustering them according to their topical feature vectors by
k-means clustering due to its efficiency in clustering. Each
cluster represents an opinion for a question. The meaning of an
opinion is represented by the answers in the corresponding
cluster.

In our preliminary experiments, we found that the lengths of
the answers are substantially different. The traditional topic
models—latent Dirichlet allocation [20] and probabilistic latent
semantic analysis—are known to suffer from the sparsity
problem when the answers are short [21]. Hence, we use the
biterm topic model (BTM) [19,22] as an enhanced topic model
for distilling the topics that underlie the answers. Rather than
using single words, BTM is based on all possible unordered
word pairs (ie, biterms) so as to alleviate the sparsity problem
caused by applying traditional topic models to short texts.
Specifically, we consider all the answers as a mixture of topics,
where each biterm is drawn from a specific topic independently.
The probability that a biterm is drawn from a specific topic is
further captured by the likelihood that both words in the biterm
are drawn from the topic.

The estimation and inference based on the BTM (ie, the
affiliation of the answers to the topics) can be obtained by Gibbs
sampling based on posterior distributions [19]. By applying
BTM, a topical feature vector is obtained for each answer. The
dimension we used is 40. The topical feature vectors for all
answers are clustered by the k-means algorithm, where the best
number of the clusters k* is selected using the Silhouette
coefficient [23,24]. Each opinion is named by the supportive
answer (in the cluster) that is closest to the centroid of a cluster.
Its popularity is represented by the number of answers belonging
to that cluster. For each opinion, the word frequencies of the
corresponding answers are counted. The most frequent words
are used together with the opinion name for interpretation.

Proposed Pipeline

Data Set
We conducted experiments on the CORD-19 data set. The data
set contains 47,000 articles along with their titles, abstracts,
publication dates, and other metadata. Throughout this paper,
we use version 2020-04-03 of the data set. In total, six questions
from the CORD-19 data set are used as a demonstration. The
proposed pipeline is applicable to general questions.
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Context Retriever
We concatenated the title and the abstract of an article as a single
context passage for calculating the similarity in the context
retrieving step. Note that the Natural Language Toolkit’ stop
words [25] are not included in both the context passages and
the questions. When calculating the similarity score with BM25,
k=1.5 and b=0.75 were used. After ranking the context passages,
we only keep the top 100 as the input of the question-answering
model.

Question-Answering Model
The top 100 abstracts selected by the context retriever are used
as the input context passages to generate answers to the related
question. A valid answer is no longer than 50 words and the
end position is always behind the start position. The context
passages where the question-answering model fails to generate
a valid answer are discarded, and only the valid answers are
used in the opinion aggregator.

Opinion Aggregator
The number of topics used in the BTM is 40. The range of
candidate numbers of opinions (k) for k-means is from 2 to 5.
For each opinion, the words with high frequency are selected
as the top words manually.

Results

Principal Results
The results based on all CORD-19 articles, articles published
since 2019, and those published since 2020 are summarized in
Tables 1-3. For each question, the opinions acquired by the
proposed pipeline are presented. Along with each opinion, its
corresponding high-frequency words are also listed to facilitate
understanding and interpretation.

For the results acquired based on all CORD-19 articles, we
further demonstrate the trend of research over time through the
popularity of opinions. Figure 2 presents the number of articles
under each opinion published before 1990, during 1990-1999,
2000-2009, and 2010-2018, and since 2019 for all questions.
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Table 1. Opinions, the number of answers supporting every question, and the words with the highest frequency for each opinion based on all articles.

Top words in answersNumber of answersaQuestion and opinion

Question 1: What risk factors contribute to the severity of COVID-19?

Transmission, spread51. Transmission and spread

Factors, host, viral, environmental92. Environmental factors

N/Ab43. Allergy and preventive therapies

Disease, factors, viral, clinical, age, inflammatory564. Exposure, infection, and clinical disease

Risk, factors55. Interventions for modifiable risk factors

Question 2: How does chronic obstructive pulmonary disease affect patients?

Morbidity, mortality, hospital61. Substantial morbidity

Exacerbations, pulmonary, chronic, obstructive,
respiratory, acute

822. Exacerbations

Question 3: What real-time genomic tracking tools exist?

PCR, RT, real, time, reverse121. Polymerase chain reaction

Tracking, genomic, sequencing532. Annotation tools

Viral, genome53. Microarrays

Analysis, genomic64. Web-based tools

Computational, tracking65. Tools to manipulate this system are growing

Question 4: Which nonpharmaceutical interventions limit transmission?

Quarantine, interventions, social, isolation, distanc-
ing, closure

721. Quarantine, isolation, and social distancing

Vaccines, antiviral72. Invasive devices

Hand, face, masks, hygiene, washing, sanitizer, al-
cohol, based

83. Education about alcohol-based hand sanitizer, and education about
hand sanitizer and face masks

Question 5: What are the most important barriers to compliance?

Species, physical141. Physical barriers

Control, lack, perceived, infection, knowledge742. Perceived barriers

Question 6: How is artificial intelligence being used in real-time health delivery?

Remote, monitoring, control51. Text mining

Public, epidemic, decision, surveillance, detection652. Data fusion

Online, information43. Monitors and disseminates online information about emerging in-
fectious diseases

Necessary44. Reactive. It is necessary to understand the complexity and interac-
tions of integrated environmental health risks

Incorporated, RT, PCR, assay45. Can be incorporated into any real-time polymerase chain reaction
assay

aNumber of answers classified to each opinion (ie, in each k-means cluster).
bN/A: not applicable.
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Table 2. Opinions, the number of answers supporting every question, and the words with the highest frequency for each opinion in articles published
since 2019.

Top words in answersNumber of answersaQuestion and opinion

Question 1: What risk factors contribute to the severity of COVID-19?

Transmission, spread61. Global spread

Environmental, genetic62. Genetic and environmental factors

Age, patients, infections, viral, diabetes, acute, hy-
pertension, illness, older, comorbidities, respiratory,
pathogens

563. Older age and high number of comorbidities

Interventions, potential54. Interventions and intensity

Question 2: How does chronic obstructive pulmonary disease affect patients?

Disease, chronic, pulmonary, clinical, immune,
virus, obstructive, cells, infections, asthma

631. May affect the disease status

Treatment, severity, disease52. According to the severity of the disease and patients were followed
up to the clinical endpoint

Higher, risk63. Treated with antibiotics

Mortality, morbidity64. They will also be affected as ordinary citizens

Question 3: What real-time genomic tracking tools exist?

Models, multiple81. Benchmark databases

PCR, quantitative, sequencing, RT, reverse, tran-
scription, TaqMan

122. Real-time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction and ge-
nomic sequencing

Analysis, tools, hosts, sequence, polymerase, ge-
nomic

543. Close contacts

Testing54. Extensive testing and case tracking

Prediction, forecasting55. Prediction tools with distinct algorithms

Question 4: Which nonpharmaceutical interventions limit transmission?

Social, distancing, measures, quarantine101. Protective measures and social distancing

Measures, epidemic, social, host, infection, travel,
reduce, screening, testing, population, transmission,
limit, viral, vascular, ml

572. Limit further transmission

N/Ab43. Continuum limit of this model is a system of delay differential
equations

PCR, amplification, RNA34. No spurious polymerase chain reaction amplification occurred from
the genomic RNA or DNA of other pathogens

Health, public, China, implemented115. Without other interventions

Question 5: What are the most important barriers to compliance?

Species, fitness111. Species barriers

Hand, compliance, hygiene, lack, health, epithelial,
practices, respirators, information, medical

762. Extracellular barriers

Question 6: How is artificial intelligence being used in real-time health delivery?

Data, based, epidemic, system, model, remote, de-
cision, information, provide, tools, health, control,
detection, infectious, surveillance, CRISPR

721. Real-world study

PCR, RT, swab92. Real-time reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction was used
to detect the new coronavirus in respiratory samples

aNumber of answers classified to each opinion (ie, in each k-means cluster).
bN/A: not applicable.
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Table 3. Opinions, the number of answers supporting every question, and the words with the highest frequency for each opinion in the articles published
since 2020.

Top words in answersNumber of answersaQuestion and opinion

Question 1: What risk factors contribute to the severity of COVID-19?

Transmission, spread, characteristics51. Transmission and spread

Age, cases, patients, higher, risk, incidence, older,
respiratory, diabetes, hypertension, comorbidities,

582. Nosocomial infection

severe, pneumonia, admission, acute, infection,
development, lower, viral, levels, elevated, condi-
tions

Interventions, natural73. Natural and social factors

Screening, knowledge, cCFR44. Knowledge of the confirmed case fatality risk

Question 2: How does chronic obstructive pulmonary disease affect patients?

Increased, all, age, groups41. It affects all age groups, including newborns and older adults

Disease, severity, followed, clinical42. According to the severity of the disease, patients were followed up
to the clinical endpoint

Affected33. They will also be affected as ordinary citizens

Injury, higher, function54. Mixing of viral components during coinfection alters pathogenic
outcomes

Mortality, clinical, changes, host, respiratory, high,
growth, chronic, disease, asthma, immune, viral,
reduced, cases, symptomatic, virus, effects

575. Coronavirus pneumonia

Question 3: What real-time genomic tracking tools exist?

Models, multiple51. CodSeqGen

PCR, rt, quantitative, assays72. Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction assays

Analytical, epidemiological, twitter, tracing93. Tools and analytical capabilities

Based54. Sequenced

Data, testing, human, analysis, reverse, methods535. Close contacts

Question 4: Which nonpharmaceutical interventions limit transmission?

Social, distancing, restrictions, measures, travel,
movement

111. Social distancing and movement restrictions

N/Ab62. Multidisciplinary comprehensive interventions

Screening53. Screening program

Health, public, China, measures, implemented, re-
duce

124. Public health intervention

Measures, epidemic, social, pharmaceutical, infec-
tion, outbreaks, limit, population, vascular, ml,

495. Limit further transmission

distancing, human, rate, reduce, peak, prevention,
coverage, closures, testing, importation, respond

Question 5: What are the most important barriers to compliance?

Transmission, virus, medical, protection, research,
cross, practice, measures, patients, immune, respi-

801. Infectious pathogens

ratory, ophthalmic, infection, staff, wildlife, limited,
disinfection, isolation

Cellular72. Population movement

Question 6: How is artificial intelligence being used in real-time health delivery?

Monitor51. Cesarean section

Data, rt, PCR, clinical, epidemic, system, model,
modified

632. Modified mRNA (modRNA)
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Top words in answersNumber of answersaQuestion and opinion

Repeated43. A combination of repeated swab tests and computed tomography
scanning

World, model, network54. Methods and findings using the traditional SEIR model

Surveillance, drug, systems65. Drug delivery

aNumber of answers classified to each opinion (ie, in each k-means cluster).
bN/A: not applicable.

Figure 2. The graphs show the number of articles affiliated with each opinion during different periods for all questions. The numbers are based on all
articles. The interpretation of the opinions is shown in Table 1. COPD: chronic obstructive pulmonary disease.

An Example to Illustrate the NLP Pipeline
We used the question “What are the most important barriers to
compliance?” and the articles published since 2019 as an
example to illustrate the proposed pipeline. First, the top relevant
passages are selected by the context retriever. For example, one
relevant passage selected is as follows:

Timely detection of novel coronavirus (2019-nCoV)
infection cases is crucial to interrupt the spread of
this virus. We assessed the required expertise and
capacity for molecular detection of 2019-nCoV in
specialized laboratories in 30 European Union
European Economic Area (EU EEA) countries.
Thirty-eight laboratories in 24 EU EEA countries had
diagnostic tests available by 29 January 2020. A
coverage of all EU EEA countries was expected by
mid-February. Availability of primers/probes, positive
controls and personnel were main implementation
barriers.

Second, the question and the passage are combined as a single
sequence as an input to the BERT model. According to the
common BERT practice, the sequence starts with the special

<CLS> token, and the question and passage are separated by
the <SEP> token. The pretrained BERT question-answering
model returns the start (Availability) and end locations
(personnel), and the resulting answer is a fraction of the passage
“Availability of primers/probes, positive controls and
personnel.” The other passages returned by the BM25 context
retriever were also used as input of the pretrained BERT
question-answering model, and the answer in each passage is
identified similarly.

Third, the answers in the passages are used as the input of the
BTM model to obtain feature vectors, which are the input of
the k-means clustering used to estimate the number of clusters
(ie, opinions in response to the COVID-19–related questions).
For the question concerning barriers to compliance, two opinions
(ie, clusters) were identified. The number of answers classified
to each opinion, the top words in the answers for each opinion,
and some sample answers for each opinion are shown in Table
S1 in Multimedia Appendix 1. The results for another question
(Which nonpharmaceutical interventions limit transmission?)
are shown in Table S2 in Multimedia Appendix 1. The results
for all questions given articles from different periods are
discussed in the following sections.
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Results Based on All CORD-19 Articles
For the first question (What risk factors contribute to the severity
of COVID-19?), over half of the answers are related to exposure,
infection, and the pre-existence of other clinical diseases. The
distributions of opinions during different periods for question
1 are shown in Figure 2A. In the last decade, more studies are
related to environmental factors and related interventions.
Recently, the number of studies on transmission and spread has
increased substantially, which agrees with the significantly
higher transmissibility of COVID-19. Regarding the second
question (How does chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
affect patients?), most studies focus on the process of chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) compared to morbidity.
The number of articles on this opinion has increased gradually
over the years, as shown in Figure 2B.

For the third question (What real-time genomic tracking tools
exist?), research about real-time genomic tracking tools for
coronaviruses started to gain attention after the year 2000. Most
efforts have been focused on annotation tools for genomic
sequencing and tracking. The second topic frequently studied
is related to polymerase chain reaction (PCR). The other three
topics, which include novel tracking methods (microarrays,
web-based tools, and computational tools), received relatively
less attention before 2019, as shown in Figure 2C. However,
they have attracted more and more attention during the
COVID-19 pandemic, as demonstrated when comparing the
numbers in the past year to those in the past 10 years.

For the fourth question (Which nonpharmaceutical interventions
limit transmission?), three topics have been studied: (1)
quarantine and social distancing, (2) vaccines, and (3) education
about using hand sanitizer and face masks. Most publications
focus on the first topic. More publications about topics 2 and 3
appeared in the second decade of this century than the first
decade, as shown in Figure 2D.

In answering the fifth question (What are the most important
barriers to compliance?), most of the studies tend to focus more
on perceived barriers than physical barriers, as shown in Figure
2E. For the sixth question (How is artificial intelligence being
used in real-time health delivery?), research on using artificial
intelligence (AI) has attracted increasing attention since the year
2000, as shown in Figure 2F. Most of the selected publications
contribute to using AI for detection, surveillance, epidemic
research, and decisions. Other AI applications include remote
and online monitoring and bioinformatics applications.

Results Based on CORD-19 Articles Since 2019 and
Since 2020
To better understand the studies published near the outbreak of
COVID-19, we repeated the analysis using the publications that
appeared since 2019 and since 2020, respectively. The results
are compared to those based on all publications. Specifically,
we compared the opinions of the answers and the top words
among these time frames and highlighted research trends.

The recently reported high-risk factors (question 1) are more
related to senior people [26,27] and pre-existing medical
conditions [28], which have been reported to be important
characteristics of COVID-19. Compared to previous publications

about the effect of COPD (question 2) that focused on various
symptoms and pre-existing conditions, recent publications have
studied these together with mortality. The reason may be that
patients with COVID-19 experience a wide range of disease
severity (eg, asymptomatic, mild disease, severe disease, death).
Furthermore, the number of deaths is substantially larger than
the number of deaths from other viruses from the same family
[29]. Regarding nonpharmaceutical interventions that limit
transmission (question 4), the recent emphasis has been on
screening and testing, given that COVID-19 is highly contagious
and spreads rapidly. The barriers to compliance (question 5)
have shifted from perceived barriers to the challenges of
COVID-19, such as rapid transmission and the implementation
of practical interventions (eg, protection, research, disinfection,
and isolation). As indicated by the publications, the most
noticeable increase of an AI application (question 6) is related
to PCR tests.

Discussion

Principal Findings
To determine what the CORD-19 literature reports about
COVID-19–related questions, we proposed a pipeline to select
relevant passages with a BM25 context retriever, find answers
by applying a BERT question-answering model, and distill the
main opinions using a BTM-based opinion aggregator and
k-means clustering. The results demonstrate the usefulness of
the proposed method in answering COVID-19–related questions
with main opinions as well as determining their popularity in
the literature and capturing the trends in research about
COVID-19 and other relevant strains of coronavirus in recent
years. The discovered trends agree with the findings about and
challenges related to COVID-19.

Limitations
There are several limitations in our current study. First, in the
current analysis, we only incorporated the abstracts of articles
as the knowledge source. Considering full articles would provide
more information but require more computational power. We
may also need to account for multiple answers in an article.
Second, for the opinion aggregator, we used a BTM topical
model to obtain features for clustering. Semantical paraphrasing
methods are expected to result in better representation and
clustering results in future work.

Comparison With Prior Work
Compared to several very recent studies using
question-answering models for CORD-19, our study has several
unique contributions. First, our proposed system can
automatically aggregate the answers to a user query into a few
main opinions, which can prevent users from getting
overwhelmed by a large number of differing answers and help
users grasp the current major opinions related to the query.

Second, compared to a large set of independent articles, the
aggregated opinions provide a more robust representation of
the research ideas, together with their popularity as quantified
by the number of supportive articles. Third, considering
COVID-19 research is still ongoing, there will likely be new
ideas, discoveries, and arguments put forward in the future that
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will better answer questions about COVID-19. Compared to
arbitrary answers generated by these recently proposed methods
or developed systems, our approach shows all the existing
opinions, which may be more suitable for open questions and
more informative for researchers. Finally, we demonstrate
comprehensive data analysis results and interpretations to
provide useful insights into COVID-19 research.

Conclusions
Compared with other methods for literature retrieval and answer
generation, the opinion aggregation of our method leads to a
more interpretable, robust, and comprehensive question-specific
literature review. The results demonstrate the usefulness of the
proposed method in answering COVID-19–related questions
with main opinions and capturing the coronavirus research
trends of recent years.
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Abstract

Background: Smoking is a plausible risk factor for COVID-19 progression and complications. Smoking cessation digital
platforms transcend pandemic-driven social distancing and lockdown measures in terms of assisting smokers in their quit attempts.

Objective: This study aims to examine trends in the number of visitors, followers, and subscribers on smoking cessation digital
platforms from January to April 2020 and to compare these traffic data to those observed during the same 4-month period in
2019. The examination of prepandemic and postpandemic trends in smoking cessation digital platform traffic can reveal whether
interest in smoking cessation among smokers is attributable to the COVID-19 pandemic.

Methods: We obtained cross-sectional data from daily visitors on the SmokeFree website; the followers of six SmokeFree social
media accounts; and subscribers to the SmokeFree SMS text messaging and mobile app interventions of the National Cancer
Institute’s SmokeFree.gov initiative platforms, which are publicly available to US smokers. Average daily percentage changes
(ADPCs) were used to measure trends for the entire 2020 and 2019 study periods, whereas daily percentage changes (DPCs)
were used to measure trends for each time segment of change within each 4-month period. Data analysis was conducted in May
and June 2020.

Results: The number of new daily visitors on the SmokeFree website (between days 39 and 44: DPC=18.79%; 95% CI 5.16%
to 34.19%) and subscribers to the adult-focused interventions QuitGuide (between days 11 and 62: DPC=1.11%; 95% CI 0.80%
to 1.43%) and SmokeFreeTXT (between days 11 and 89: DPC=0.23%; 95% CI 0.004% to 0.47%) increased, but this was followed
by declines in traffic. No comparable peaks were observed in 2019. The number of new daily subscribers to quitSTART (ie, the
teen-focused intervention) trended downward in 2020 (ADPC=−1.02%; 95% CI −1.88% to −0.15%), whereas the overall trend
in the number of subscribers in 2019 was insignificant (P=.07). The number of SmokeFree social media account followers steadily
increased by <0.1% over the 4-month study periods in 2019 and 2020.

Conclusions: Peaks in traffic on the SmokeFree website and adult-focused intervention platforms in 2020 could be attributed
to an increased interest in smoking cessation among smokers during the COVID-19 pandemic. Coordinated campaigns, especially
those for adolescents, should emphasize the importance of smoking cessation as a preventive measure against SARS-CoV-2
infection and raise awareness of digital smoking cessation platforms to capitalize on smokers’ heightened interest during the
pandemic.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24593)   doi:10.2196/24593
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Introduction

The novel SARS-CoV-2 causes COVID-19. Initially, COVID-19
was identified in December 2019 from a cluster of pneumonia
cases of unknown causes in Wuhan, China [1]. COVID-19 has
spread throughout the globe and has claimed hundreds of
thousands of lives. In the United States, the official number of
confirmed cases has surpassed 20 million, and 345,000 fatalities
have been reported as of December 31, 2020 [2].

As researchers have attempted to identify risk factors that are
associated with SARS-CoV-2 infection and COVID-19–related
complications, smoking has emerged as a plausible candidate
[3]. Smoking is detrimental to health. Therefore, smokers are
more susceptible to the development of disease (specifically
pulmonary illnesses) and poor symptoms and outcomes (ie,
those associated with health conditions such as asthma and
obesity) [4]. Since COVID-19 is primarily a respiratory illness,
it is important to note that smoking-induced pathophysiological
changes can result in weakened immune responses,
inflammation marker development, genetic changes in lung
tissue, structural changes in the respiratory tract, and the
dysfunction of the lungs. Therefore, smokers are more
susceptible to the onset of respiratory illnesses [5,6]. Indeed,
studies have shown that smokers have a higher risk of bacterial
and viral infection (eg, invasive pneumococcal infection,
influenza infection, and infection from coronaviruses like
Middle East respiratory syndrome–related coronavirus) than
nonsmokers [6,7]. Systematic reviews and meta-analytic
evidence have shown that smoking is a risk factor for
coronavirus infection, severity, and mortality [8-12]. However,
evidence has been inconclusive and contradictory [13,14].

Smoking cessation is an advisable preventive measure against
SARS-CoV-2 infection [15]. Compared to nonsmokers, smokers
and ex-smokers have significantly higher stress levels due to
their susceptibility to SARS-CoV-2 infection and COVID-19
severity [16], which are known health belief model constructs
that affect behavioral intentions and behaviors [17]. The
COVID-19 pandemic can be considered a naturally occurring
cueing event that has motivated smokers to engage in preventive
behaviors for reducing their risk of contracting COVID-19 [18].
For example, studies have shown that receiving a new disease
diagnosis is associated with quitting smoking [19,20]. Indeed,
public health professionals have advised smokers to use
interventions that are proven to be effective in helping smokers
quit smoking, which can reduce their risk of SARS-CoV-2
infection and COVID-19–related complications [21-23].

As a result of the lockdown and physical distancing measures
that have been implemented to reduce the transmission of
SARS-CoV-2, digital platforms for smoking cessation resources
and interventions have superseded in-person cessation support
services [24,25]. Web searches and social media postings
provide insights into public opinions about health issues and
opportunities for surveilling disease outbreaks and symptoms
[26,27]. Furthermore, digital interventions have proven to be
effective in inducing behavioral changes, such as quitting
smoking [28]. With regard to COVID-19, a study on Google
Trends reported that there was no increase in the incidence of

smoking cessation–related search terms (eg, “smoking
cessation,” “nicotine gum,” and “quit smoking”) from January
to April 2020 [29]. Furthermore, hashtags such as #Quit4COVID
are prominent on Twitter [30], and researchers have used
Facebook data to index social connectedness data that correlate
with the geographic spread of COVID-19 [31]. Preliminary
evidence from the United Kingdom has also shown that there
has been no increase in the number of downloads for Smoke
Free (ie, a smoking cessation mobile app) as a result of the
COVID-19 outbreak [32].

Traffic on smoking cessation digital platforms is a proxy
measure of smokers’ interest in smoking cessation and quit
attempts during the COVID-19 pandemic. One such suite of
digital platforms that is freely available to smokers in the United
States is the National Cancer Institute’s SmokeFree.gov
initiative (SFGI) [33,34]. Initially, the SFGI had a single website
that launched in 2003 [35]. The SFGI now has multiple
platforms, including the main SFGI website, 6 social media
accounts, 2 mobile apps (ie, QuitGuide and quitSTART), and
6 SMS text messaging interventions. Around 7-8 million
smokers use SFGI platforms every year, and these platforms
have an estimated efficacy that ranges from approximately 10%
to 30% [35]. The SmokeFree website hosts information on all
SFGI smoking cessation programs. SFGI programs typically
appear as the top search results on search engines. They are also
featured on the webpages of authorities on tobacco control, such
as the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention [36] and the
Food and Drug administration [37]. SmokeFree SMS text
messaging and mobile app interventions for smoking cessation
are based on social behavior theory; preliminary studies have
shown the acceptability and effectiveness of several SFGI
programs [38,39]. The aims of this study are (1) to characterize
daily trends in traffic on SFGI digital platforms over 4 months
(ie, from January 1 to April 30, 2020); and (2) to compare these
trends to those from January to April 2019. We hypothesized
that traffic on SFGI digital platforms would increase over the
course of the pandemic and that these trends would be
qualitatively different from prepandemic trends (ie, those
observed in 2019).

Methods

Data were obtained from the National Cancer Institute’s
SmokeFree smoking cessation digital platforms [33]. We
obtained aggregated data on the number of new daily visitors
on the SmokeFree website, the number of followers on six social
media platforms on each given day (ie, SmokeFree Veterans
Facebook, SmokeFree Women Facebook, SmokeFreeUS
Facebook, SmokeFreeUS Instagram, SmokeFreeUS Pinterest,
and SmokeFreeUS Twitter), and the number of new daily
subscribers to three smoking cessation interventions (ie, the
quitSTART mobile app, QuitGuide mobile app, and
SmokeFreeTXT). The study period was January to April 2020.
We also obtained data from January to April 2019. Data analysis
was conducted in May and June 2020. Since the data were
deidentified, approval from an institutional review board was
not required.
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A joinpoint regression analysis [40,41] was used to model trends
in the daily traffic on SmokeFree digital platforms over 4 months
and any significant changes in individual time segments within
the 4-month period. Joinpoint software (National Cancer
Institute) has been used to characterize trends in cancer
morbidity, cancer mortality, and the prevalence of risky and
healthy behaviors. Joinpoint connects several different line
segments with different slopes on a log scale at “joinpoints”
and identifies the number and time points in which the trend
significantly changes. Joinpoint regression is particularly flexible
in terms of modeling nonlinear trends with nontraditional curves,
including trends with abrupt changes. Such trends may be
present in the traffic on digital platforms for smoking cessation
during a pandemic.

Joinpoint analysis involves the calculation of annual percent
change and average annual percent change values. However,
for this study, time was measured in days. Accordingly, the
terms “daily percent change” (DPC) and “average daily percent
change” (ADPC) were used (a deviation from joinpoint
terminology) to reflect DPCs and ADPCs in the number of daily
visitors, followers, or subscribers on each digital platform. The
DPC characterizes the trend for each time segment in the
joinpoint models. The ADPC is a summary measure of the trend
for a prespecified fixed interval; it yields a single number that
describes the ADPC for a period of time. For this study, ADPC
was estimated for the entire 121- and 120-day periods of interest
(ie, from January 1 to April 30, 2020 and 2019, respectively).
When the ADPC lies within a single joinpoint segment, the
ADPC is equal to the DPC for that segment.

For each platform, we specified a joinpoint model with a
minimum of 0 joinpoints and a maximum of 5 joinpoints, as
per the recommendations for models with ≥27 data points [42].

We arranged to have at least 5 observations from a joinpoint to
either end of the data, excluding the first or last joinpoint if it
falls on an observation data point. Further, we arranged to have
at least 4 observations between two joinpoints, excluding any
joinpoint if it falls on an observation data point. We used the
grid search method and Bayesian Information Criteria 3 method
to identify the best fitting models and select the final model
(Multimedia Appendix 1).

This study only involved the use of deidentified data. Therefore,
this study is considered “not human subjects research” and does
not require institutional review board review or approval, as per
the National Institutes of Health policy and section 45, part 46
of the Code of Federal Regulations. Furthermore, since this
study is considered “not human subjects research,” informed
consent is not required.

Results

SmokeFree Website and Social Media Platforms

SmokeFree Website
From January to April 2020, the number of new daily visitors
on the SmokeFree website ranged from 5344 to 23,959 (Figure
1). The number of new daily visitors increased by a DPC of
18.79% (95% CI 5.16% to 34.19%) during days 39-44, followed
by a slight decrease of <1% (DPC=−0.71%; 95% CI −1.01%
to −0.41%) during days 44-91 (Table 1). However, the overall
trend from January to April was not significant (ADPC=0.57%;
95% CI −0.07% to 1.23%; P=.08; Table 2). In 2019, the number
of new daily visitors on the SmokeFree website ranged from
9516 to 18,807. The number of new daily visitors on the website
steadily increased by 0.11% (95% CI 0.03% to 0.19%).
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Figure 1. The number of new SmokeFree.gov website visitors from January to April 2019 and 2020. The vertical line represents January 20. On this
day in 2020, the first laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 case was identified in the United States. This was reported to the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention on January 22, 2020 [43]. Data on model selection appear in Multimedia Appendix 1. DPC: daily percent change. *The DPC is significantly
different from 0 at an α level of .05.
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Table 1. Daily percent changes (DPCs) in the number of SmokeFree.gov initiative digital platform visitors, followers, and subscribers from January
to April 2019 and 2020.

2020b2019aDigital platform/intervention
and time segment

DPC (95% CI)End dayStart dayDPC (95% CI)End dayStart day

SmokeFree website

−0.336 (−0.737 to 0.066)3910.116c (0.035 to 0.197)12011

18.796c (5.166 to 34.192)4439N/AN/AN/Ad2

−0.712c (−1.012 to −0.411)9144N/AN/AN/A3

4.959 (−0.308 to 10.506)9991N/AN/AN/A4

−0.425 (−1.333 to 0.490)12199N/AN/AN/A5

SmokeFree Veterans Facebook

0.038c (0.029 to 0.046)2110.047c (0.036 to 0.058)1711

0.178c (0.081 to 0.274)2621−0.064 (−0.156 to 0.027)22172

0.021c (0.020 to 0.022)99260.026c (0.020 to 0.033)45223

0.097c (0.086 to 0.109)11699−0.022c (−0.042 to −0.003)57454

−0.043 (−0.111 to 0.025)1211160.072c (0.052 to 0.092)69575

N/AN/AN/A0.023c (0.021 to 0.025)120696

SmokeFree Women Facebook

0.087c (0.079 to 0.096)710.014c (0.014 to 0.015)3011

0.050c (0.041 to 0.058)1470.010c (0.009 to 0.010)52302

0.038c (0.038 to 0.038)73140.006c (0.005 to 0.008)67523

0.024c (0.023 to 0.025)98730.017c (0.016 to 0.017)104674

0.040c (0.035 to 0.046)107980.005c (0.00009 to 0.011)1111045

0.021c (0.019 to 0.024)1211070.024c (0.021 to 0.027)1201116

SmokeFreeUS Facebook

0.083c (0.065 to 0.102)610.058c (0.051 to 0.065)911

0.038c (0.036 to 0.040)3060.038c (0.034 to 0.041)2392

0.019c (0.001 to 0.038)36300.022c (0.021 to 0.023)51233

0.044c (0.042 to 0.046)62360.034c (0.033 to 0.034)95514

0.024c (0.022 to 0.025)89620.525c (0.031 to 0.073)100955

0.044c (0.043 to 0.045)121890.036c (0.034 to 0.037)1201006

SmokeFreeUS Instagram

0.054c (0.052 to 0.055)5210.096c (0.072 to 0.119)179e1

0.141c (0.132 to 0.150)69520.057c (0.054 to 0.060)48172

0.049 (−0.001 to 0.099)75690.032c (0.027 to 0.038)70483

0.122c (0.119 to 0.125)108750.053c (0.046 to 0.060)89704

0.088c (0.076 to 0.100)1211080.096c (0.086 to 0.105)105895

N/AN/AN/A0.033c (0.023 to 0.042)1201056

SmokeFreeUS Pinterest
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2020b2019aDigital platform/intervention
and time segment

DPC (95% CI)End dayStart dayDPC (95% CI)End dayStart day

0.064c (0.040 to 0.087)810.139c (0.128 to 0.149)2311

0.017c (0.016 to 0.019)598−0.002 (−0.058 to 0.054)31232

0.061c (0.050 to 0.071)72590.104c (0.092 to 0.117)51313

0.006 (−0.003 to 0.015)86720.222c (0.087 to 0.356)56514

0.065c (0.042 to 0.089)94860.094c (0.089 to 0.099)93565

0.025c (0.022 to 0.028)121940.044c (0.037 to 0.052)120936

SmokeFreeUS Twitter

0.008c (0.007 to 0.009)2410.001c (0.0009 to 0.002)2711

0.002c (0.001 to 0.002)6824−0.033c (−0.046 to −0.020)32272

−0.007c (−0.009 to −0.005)8668−0.0003 (−0.002 to 0.001)47323

0.006c (0.004 to 0.009)100860.005c (0.005 to 0.005)120474

−0.009c (−0.013 to −0.006)112100N/AN/AN/A5

0.014c (0.009 to 0.019)121112N/AN/AN/A6

quitSTART

−8.825c (−12.825 to −4.641)111−0.333c (−0.540 to −0.126)7311

−0.223 (−0.480 to 0.033)79110.969c (0.572 to 1.368)120732

12.487 (−6.252 to 34.972)8479N/AN/AN/A3

−2.000c (−2.613 to −1.383)12184N/AN/AN/A4

QuitGuide

−7.457c (−10.641 to −4.158)111−2.100c (−3.103 to −1.085)2511

1.118c (0.803 to 1.434)62110.034 (-0.096 to 0.165)120252

−3.145c (−4.658 to −1.607)8062N/AN/AN/A3

10.136 (−4.467 to 26.972)8580N/AN/AN/A4

−0.338 (−0.845, 0.171)12185N/AN/AN/A5

SmokeFreeTXT

−5.411c (−10.059 to −0.523)1110.004 (−0.142 to 0.150)12011

0.235c (0.0004 to 0.470)8911N/AN/AN/A2

13.050 (−7.871 to 38.724)9489N/AN/AN/A3

−1.993c (−3.095 to −0.879)12194N/AN/AN/A4

aIn 2019, January includes days 1-31, February includes days 32-59, March includes days 60-90, and April includes days 91-120.
bIn 2020, January includes days 1-31, February includes days 32-60, March includes days 61-91, and April includes days 92-121.
cThe DPC is significantly different from 0 at an α level of .05.
dN/A: not applicable.
eData on the number SmokeFree Instagram followers were missing for the first 8 days in January 2019.
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Table 2. Average daily percent changes (ADPCs) in the number of SmokeFree.gov initiative digital platform visitors, followers, and subscribers from
January to April 2019 and 2020.

ADPC (95% CI) in 2020ADPC (95% CI) in 2019Digital platform/intervention

0.577 (−0.075 to 1.234)0.116a (0.035 to 0.197)SmokeFree website

0.038a (0.033 to 0.044)0.023a (0.018 to 0.028)SmokeFree Veterans Facebook

0.037a (0.036 to 0.037)0.013a (0.013 to 0.014)SmokeFree Women Facebook

0.039a (0.037 to 0.040)0.034a (0.033 to 0.035)SmokeFreeUS Facebook

0.088a (0.085 to 0.091)0.056a (0.053 to 0.059)SmokeFreeUS Instagram

0.028a (0.026 to 0.031)0.092a (0.084 to 0.099)SmokeFreeUS Pinterest

0.002a (0.001 to 0.002)0.002a (0.001 to 0.002)SmokeFreeUS Twitter

−1.024a (−1.882 to −0.159)0.179 (−0.019 to 0.377)quitSTART

−0.351 (−1.068 to 0.370)−0.399a (−0.628 to −0.170)QuitGuide

−0.252 (−1.229 to 0.734)0.004 (−0.142 to 0.150)SmokeFreeTXT

aIndicates that the ADPC is significantly different from 0 at an α level of .05.

Social Media Platforms
In 2020, SmokeFree social media accounts had an average
number of daily followers that ranged from 605 (SmokeFree
Veterans Facebook) to 31,623 (SmokeFree Women Facebook;
Figures 2 and 3). Social media accounts exhibited a steady but
small increase in the number of daily followers (<0.1%); the
ADPCs ranged from a low of 0.002% (SmokeFree US Twitter:
95% CI 0.001% to 0.002%) to a high of 0.08% (SmokeFreeUS

Instagram: 95% CI 0.08% to 0.09%). In 2019, the average
number of daily followers on SmokeFree social media accounts
ranged from 549 (SmokeFree Veterans Facebook) to 28,244
(SmokeFree Women Facebook). SmokeFree social media
accounts exhibited a steady but small increase in the number
of daily followers (≤0.1%) from January to April 2019; the
ADPCs ranged from a low of 0.002% (SmokeFreeUS Twitter
95% CI 0.001% to 0.002%) to a high of 0.09% (SmokeFreeUS
Pinterest: 95% CI 0.08% to 0.09%).
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Figure 2. The number of SmokeFree VET Facebook, SmokeFree Women Facebook, and SmokeFreeUS Facebook followers from January to April
2019 and 2020. The vertical line represents January 20. On this day in 2020, the first laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 case was identified in the United
States. This was reported to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention on January 22, 2020 [43]. Data on model selection appear in Multimedia
Appendix 1. DPC: daily percent change; VET: Veterans. *The DPC is significantly different from 0 at an α level of .05.
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Figure 3. The number of SmokeFreeUS Instagram, Pinterest, and Twitter followers from January to April 2019 and 2020. The vertical line represents
January 20. On this day in 2020, the first laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 case was identified in the United States. This was reported to the Centers
for Disease Control and Prevention on January 22, 2020 [43]. Data on the number of daily SmokeFree Instagram followers were missing for the first 8
days in January 2019. Data on model selection appear in Multimedia Appendix 1. DPC: daily percent change. *The DPC is significantly different from
0 at an α level of .05.

Smoking Cessation Interventions

Mobile Apps
In 2020, the number of new daily subscribers to quitSTART
ranged from 62 (day 81) to 491 (day 88), and the number of
new daily subscribers to QuitGuide ranged from 35 (day 39) to
110 (day 62; Figure 4). The number of new daily subscribers
decreased across all intervention platforms until day 11
(quitSTART: DPC=−8.82%; 95% CI −12.82% to −4.64%;

QuitGuide: DPC=−7.45%; 95% CI −10.64% to −4.15%; Table
1). The number of daily new subscribers to quitSTART did not
significantly change from day 11 to day 84 (days 11-79: P=.08;
days 79-84: P=.20). However, this number decreased by a DPC
of −2.00% (95% CI −2.61% to −1.38%) from day 84 to day
121. For QuitGuide, the number of new daily subscribers
increased by a DPC of 1.11% (95% CI 0.80% to 1.43%) from
day 11 to day 62. Afterward, this number decreased by a DPC
of −3.14% (95% CI −4.65% to −1.60%). From January to April
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2020, the overall number of new daily subscribers to quitSTART
trended downward (ADPC=−1.02%; 95% CI −1.88% to
−0.15%), whereas the overall trend for QuitGuide
(ADPC=−0.35%; 95% CI −1.06% to 0.37%) was not significant
(P=.33; Table 2). In 2019, the number of new daily subscribers
to quitSTART decreased by a DPC of −0.33% (95% CI −0.54%
to −0.12%) between days 1 and 73, and the number of new
subscribers to QuitGuide decreased by a DPC of −2.10% (95%

CI −3.10% to −1.08) from day 1 to day 25. This was followed
by a period of no significant changes in the number of daily
subscribers to QuitGuide (P=.60). The overall number of new
daily subscribers to QuitGuide trended downward from January
to April 2019 (ADPC=−0.39%; 95% CI −0.62% to −0.17%),
whereas the overall trend for quitSTART (ADPC=0.17%; 95%
CI −0.01% to 0.37%) was not significant (P=.07).

Figure 4. The number of new quitSTART and QuitGuide subscribers from January to April 2019 and 2020. The vertical line represents January 20.
On this day in 2020, the first laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 case was identified in the United States. This was reported to the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention on January 22, 2020 [43]. Data on model selection appear in Multimedia Appendix 1. DPC: daily percent change. *The DPC
is significantly different from 0 at an α level of .05.

Text Messaging
In 2020, the number of new daily subscribers to SmokeFreeTXT
ranged from 40 (day 18) to 245 (day 92; Figure 5). The number
of new daily subscribers to SmokeFreeTXT decreased by a DPC
of −5.41% (95% CI −10.05% to −0.52%) until day 11 (Table
1). Additionally, the number of new daily subscribers to
SmokeFreeTXT increased by a DPC of 0.23% (95% CI 0.004%
to 0.47%) between days 11 and 89. This was followed by a

period of no significant changes from day 89 to day 94 (P=.23)
and a decrease in the number of new subscribers (DPC=−1.99%;
95% CI −3.09%, to −0.87%) from day 94 to day 121. From
January to April 2020, the overall number of new daily
subscribers to SmokeFreeTXT (ADPC=−0.25%; 95% CI
−1.22% to 0.73%) was not significant (P=.61; Table 2). In 2019,
the overall number of new daily subscribers to SmokeFreeTXT
(ADPC=0.004%; 95% CI −0.14% to 0.15%) was not significant
(P=.95).
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Figure 5. The number of new SmokeFreeTXT subscribers from January to April 2019 and 2020. The vertical line represents January 20. On this day
in 2020, the first laboratory-confirmed COVID-19 case was identified in the United States. This was reported to the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention on January 22, 2020 [43]. Data on model selection appear in Multimedia Appendix 1. DPC: daily percent change. *The DPC is significantly
different from 0 at an α level of .05.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The COVID-19 pandemic is a natural event that has provided
researchers with the opportunity to compare prepandemic and
postpandemic digital platform traffic levels to understand the
nature and magnitude of changes (if any) in the public’s health
perceptions and behaviors. This study showed that overall traffic
trends on the SmokeFree website and adult-focused smoking
cessation interventions fluctuated from January to April 2020.
Although significant increases in the number of daily visitors
and subscribers to these platforms were observed, they were
eventually followed by declines in traffic. Contrastingly, there
were no significant peaks in the 2019 traffic trends on the
SmokeFree website and the adult-focused cessation
interventions, suggesting that these trends were qualitatively
different from those observed in 2020. The teen-focused
smoking cessation intervention (ie, quitSTART) exhibited an
overall downward trend in the number of new daily subscribers
over the 4-month study period in 2020. The number of
SmokeFree social media account followers modestly and
steadily increased over the 4-month study periods in 2019 and
2020. Peaks in SmokeFree digital platform traffic in 2020 could
be attributed to an increased interest in smoking cessation among
smokers during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Digital platforms are beneficial for public health surveillance
[44]. Previous research has shown that search queries, website
traffic, and social media use reflect disease-related
information-seeking behaviors, which can serve as timely
indicators of infectious disease outbreaks (ie, during times when
these behaviors deviate from normal patterns) [26,44-46]. In
this study, the number of new daily visitors on the SmokeFree
website increased significantly starting in early February 2020
(days 39-44: P=.006), and although traffic levels slightly
decreased afterward, they remained higher than those of January.
The trends observed in 2020 were qualitatively different from
those observed in 2019; the number of new daily visitors on the
website modestly increased throughout the 4-month study period
in 2019. Elevated website traffic in 2020 can be viewed as a
proxy indicator of interest in smoking cessation information,
which is driven by several factors such as media coverage of

the pandemic [47], smokers’ perceived risk of SARS-CoV-2
infection [16], and calls from public health professionals to quit
smoking as a preventive measure against SARS-CoV-2 infection
[23,48]. Previously published literature has reported on dynamic
changes in media coverage, information seeking behaviors, and
perceived risk over the course of an epidemic and their
importance in the adoption of precautionary behaviors and the
acceptance of vaccinations [49,50].

The number of new daily subscriptions to SmokeFree cessation
interventions generally peaked in early January. This is
consistent with self-initiated behavioral changes that are
triggered by naturally occurring events, such as New Year’s
Day [51,52]. After an initial decline from January levels, the
number of new subscriptions to the adult-focused interventions
QuitGuide and SmokeFreeTXT peaked and decreased
throughout the remainder of the study period in 2020. This is
consistent with previous research on people’s precautionary
behaviors, which faded over the course of the H1N1 epidemic
[49]. Conversely, in 2019, the number of new subscriptions
plateaued after an initial decline from January levels or remained
steady throughout the study period. Although studies have
suggested that the use of remote smoking cessation support
services has increased during the COVID-19 pandemic [25],
the fluctuations we observed in 2020 trends data could be
attributed to several factors. First, evidence that links smoking
to SARS-CoV-2 infection has evolved over time; several studies
have suggested that nicotine is a protective/therapeutic factor
against SARS-CoV-2 infection [53,54]. This prompted health
organizations to provide cautionary statements [23]. Other
studies have also provided evidence that smoking is a risk factor
for SARS-CoV-2 infection [8-12]. Therefore, evolving evidence
might have resulted in seemingly mixed or inconsistent public
health messages at certain times. Second, lockdown measures
and pandemic-associated economic hardships could have
contributed to sustained smoking behaviors [55], which could
have been reflected by the fluctuating cessation intervention
uptake patterns that were observed in this study.
Confinement-related psychological effects and stressors, which
have been shown to increase in severity during previous
epidemics and quarantines [56-58], are associated with smoking
behaviors [59]. Indeed, research has shown that posttraumatic
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depression and stress following natural disaster exposure (eg,
hurricanes) indirectly result in smoking relapse [60]. With regard
to COVID-19, studies have documented a desire to initiate
tobacco use or relapse among nonsmokers and former smokers
[61]. Similar self-reported increases in tobacco use have been
documented in 30%-40% of e-cigarette users and cigar smokers
during the COVID-19 pandemic [62,63].

The number of new daily subscriptions to the teen-focused SFGI
intervention (ie, quitStart) exhibited an overall downward trend
over the 2020 study period. Although there was a peak in the
number of subscribers in mid- to late March, this peak was not
statistically significant (days 79-84: P=.20). These results could
be attributed to two factors. First, compared to adults, children
aged <18 years are less susceptible to severe complications from
COVID-19, including hospitalization and death [64-66]. This
information could have resulted in the generation of reassuring
reports (or lack thereof) on COVID-19 effects in youth. Reports
of multisystem inflammatory syndrome in pediatric patients
with COVID-19 emerged in March and April [67]. Any effects
that these reports would have on traffic in digital smoking
cessation platforms would have occurred beyond the January
to April time frame of this study. Second, electronic vaping
products are the most used products among high school students
[68]. Accordingly, traffic on digital platforms for cigarette users
might not be the best metric for analyzing interest in quit
attempts among youth during the COVID-19 pandemic. Social
media accounts can promote the web-based and non–web-based
use of smoking cessation resources [69]. However, the number
of SFGI social media followers was qualitatively similar across
2019 and 2020. Additional research is needed to understand the
content of SFGI social media accounts during the pandemic.
Furthermore, research is needed to understand people’s
web-based activities during the pandemic, including changes
in social media following to induce behavioral change [70].

It should be noted that discrepancies in the timing and magnitude
of increases and decreases in traffic on SmokeFree digital
platforms could be attributed to several factors—mainly the
medium of the platform, the aim of the public health effort, and
the target audience. However, despite the modest increases and
decreases in SmokeFree traffic, these changes are meaningful
due to the reach of SmokeFree platforms [35]. It is well
documented that the impact of public efforts (eg, interventions)
are a product of reach and effectiveness [71]. Therefore, a mere
1% increase is meaningful if it represents hundreds or thousands
of SmokeFree platform users. Furthermore, disseminating
SmokeFree messages on multiple channels increases these
messages’ visibility and repitition, thereby increasing the
likelihood of reaching a wide audience and providing higly
effective messages that induce positive behavioral changes [72].
Based on findings of this study, coordinated smoking cessation
campaigns, especially those for youth, should emphasize the
importance of smoking cessation and raise awareness of digital
smoking cessation platforms to capitalize on people’s heightened
interest during the pandemic. Public health professionals should
also adapt pandemic-relevant messages and strategies instead
of delivering generic smoking cessation interventions.

This study has several limitations. The platforms that were
examined in this study are not representative of all digital

smoking cessation resources (eg, BecomeAnEx) [73] or other
resources that comply with physical distancing measures (eg,
quitline) [74] and are available to smokers in the United States.
Furthermore, the platforms examined in this study only target
cigarette smokers, whereas resources available to other tobacco
or nicotine users were not included (eg, text-to-quit vaping
services) [75]. Future research should examine traffic on
alternative tobacco or nicotine product cessation platforms (eg,
e-cigarette use among teens and young adults) and surveil
nontraditional sources (eg, pharmaceutical sales of smoking
cessation aids and tobacco products sales). Such research will
complement our data and provide a comprehensive picture of
tobacco use during the COVID-19 pandemic [76]. Additionally,
website traffic, social media followers, and intervention
subscriptions are not indicative of successful quit attempts.
Future research should examine smoking abstinence, reductions
in the number of cigarettes smoked, and product switching (eg,
switching from cigarettes to e-cigarettes) among users of SFGI
digital platforms during the pandemic, as evidence on people’s
motivation to quit and quitting success rates during the pandemic
is mixed [62,77,78]. Traffic on SFGI platforms reflects the
number of smokers who are self-motivated to quit and have
access to computers/mobile phones with broadband, data, and
text messaging plans. Therefore, plans for waiving smokers’
fees or providing data/text messaging plans to smokers during
their quit journey should be implemented, so that smokers who
might lack resources can access smoking cessation digital
platforms. Furthermore, research is needed to understand the
racial/ethnic and socioeconomic profiles of SFGI users. Such
data were not available for analysis in this study (eg, there is
evidence of increased COVID-19 exposure rates and severity
risk among Black and Hispanic people) [79]. Of note, several
factors that could affect traffic on SmokeFree digital platforms
were not considered in this study (eg, activities for promoting
SmokeFree platforms, the volume of media reports on
COVID-19 and smoking, etc). This study examined prepandemic
and postpandemic traffic on SmokeFree platforms over 4
months. Future research should extend the time and geographic
boundaries of our study to identify smoking cessation digital
platform traffic trends that occur beyond these initial 4 months
in countries other than the United States.

Conclusion
This study characterized traffic trends on SFGI digital platforms
from January to April 2019 and 2020. Traffic on the SmokeFree
website and adult-focused interventions increased in
mid-January and February 2020, whereas traffic on the
teen-focused intervention exhibited an overall downward trend.
Comparable trends were not observed in 2019. The number of
social media followers was similar across the 2019 and 2020
study periods. The 2020 traffic trends on the SFGI website and
intervention platforms reflected opposing dynamics in the
relationship between people’s interest in smoking cessation as
a preventive measure against COVID-19 and evolving evidence
on the risk profiles of patients with COVID-19 who develop
adverse outcomes, the link between smoking and
COVID-19–related complications, and sustained/increased
smoking due to pandemic-related stressors.
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Abstract

Background: Forecasting methods rely on trends and averages of prior observations to forecast COVID-19 case counts.
COVID-19 forecasts have received much media attention, and numerous platforms have been created to inform the public.
However, forecasting effectiveness varies by geographic scope and is affected by changing assumptions in behaviors and
preventative measures in response to the pandemic. Due to time requirements for developing a COVID-19 vaccine, evidence is
needed to inform short-term forecasting method selection at county, health district, and state levels.

Objective: COVID-19 forecasts keep the public informed and contribute to public policy. As such, proper understanding of
forecasting purposes and outcomes is needed to advance knowledge of health statistics for policy makers and the public. Using
publicly available real-time data provided online, we aimed to evaluate the performance of seven forecasting methods utilized
to forecast cumulative COVID-19 case counts. Forecasts were evaluated based on how well they forecast 1, 3, and 7 days forward
when utilizing 1-, 3-, 7-, or all prior–day cumulative case counts during early virus onset. This study provides an objective
evaluation of the forecasting methods to identify forecasting model assumptions that contribute to lower error in forecasting
COVID-19 cumulative case growth. This information benefits professionals, decision makers, and the public relying on the data
provided by short-term case count estimates at varied geographic levels.

Methods: We created 1-, 3-, and 7-day forecasts at the county, health district, and state levels using (1) a naïve approach, (2)
Holt-Winters (HW) exponential smoothing, (3) a growth rate approach, (4) a moving average (MA) approach, (5) an autoregressive
(AR) approach, (6) an autoregressive moving average (ARMA) approach, and (7) an autoregressive integrated moving average
(ARIMA) approach. Forecasts relied on Virginia’s 3464 historical county-level cumulative case counts from March 7 to April
22, 2020, as reported by The New York Times. Statistically significant results were identified using 95% CIs of median absolute
error (MdAE) and median absolute percentage error (MdAPE) metrics of the resulting 216,698 forecasts.

Results: The next-day MA forecast with 3-day look-back length obtained the lowest MdAE (median 0.67, 95% CI 0.49-0.84,
P<.001) and statistically significantly differed from 39 out of 59 alternatives (66%) to 53 out of 59 alternatives (90%) at each
geographic level at a significance level of .01. For short-range forecasting, methods assuming stationary means of prior days’
counts outperformed methods with assumptions of weak stationarity or nonstationarity means. MdAPE results revealed statistically
significant differences across geographic levels.

Conclusions: For short-range COVID-19 cumulative case count forecasting at the county, health district, and state levels during
early onset, the following were found: (1) the MA method was effective for forecasting 1-, 3-, and 7-day cumulative case counts;
(2) exponential growth was not the best representation of case growth during early virus onset when the public was aware of the
virus; and (3) geographic resolution was a factor in the selection of forecasting methods.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e24925)   doi:10.2196/24925
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Introduction

The scientific community responded quickly to the global
outbreak following COVID-19’s identification in December of
2019 [1,2]. Numerous platforms and studies have been created
to forecast the spread of the pandemic and meet the need for
intervention measures in support of public health and awareness
[1,3-5]. Many forecasting efforts focused on the long-term
identification of COVID-19 and the flattening of and getting
over the curve [3,4,6]. Forecasts assist in identifying and
evaluating long-term preventions. Short-range forecasts provide
benefit by supporting local understanding for individuals and
policy makers and supporting short-range decisions. To inform
public health and support awareness of proper forecast
interpretation when making decisions, it is important to
understand the basics of the generation of forecasts and the
boundaries under which their interpretations are valid. To this
point, this study explores the error levels of seven common
forecasting methods in estimating COVID-19 cumulative case
counts at county, health district, and state levels over the
upcoming week. Comparing error levels across forecasting
methods and geographic granularities provides insight into the
assumptions contributing to more accurate forecasts.

Small numbers of COVID-19 cases can lead to large outbreaks
[7]. Isolation and preventative measures are recommended
practices to reduce the spread of COVID-19 [1-3,8-14].
Forecasts with high error magnitudes can provide expectations
that grossly underestimate or overestimate case counts. This
can lead to problems, such as the creation of unanticipated hot
spots resulting from underestimation, or can cause unnecessary
public alarm from overestimation. Interpreting COVID-19
forecasts depends on assumptions such as the geographic area,
preventative measures in place, and the population’s knowledge
of, and behaviors toward, the virus. As assumptions change,
the usefulness of the forecasting method should be re-evaluated.
The impact of nonpharmaceutical interventions can be delayed
1 to 3 weeks and should factor into policy makers’ decisions
[15]. Intervention methods can result in secondary effects, such
as decreasing levels of physical activity while people practice
social distancing [16]. As a result, understanding of the
assumptions pertaining to short-range COVID-19 forecasting
is needed to properly interpret their findings [17].

This study explores seven commonly utilized forecasting
approaches, including the following: naïve [18], moving average
(MA) [9,10], autoregressive (AR) [17], growth rate [19],
Holt-Winters (HW) exponential smoothing [20,21],
autoregressive moving average (ARMA) [22], and
autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) [23]. Each
forecasting method utilizes different assumptions about how
the past values impact the forecast values. The naïve approach
is the simplest method and assumes no change from the current
value. The MA approach assumes equal weighting of prior
values, while exponential smoothing assigns exponentially
decreasing weight to older values. The AR approach assumes

linear dependency of prior values but with an added stochastic
component. The growth rate approach assumes a linear
relationship to its prior values and applies sampling with growth
based on the number of increased cases from the prior day. The
ARMA approach combines the AR approach to provide a
regression based linearly on its past values with the MA
approach to account for the error terms within the prior values.
The ARIMA approach applies to data that is nonstationary
around a mean value and applies a distancing measure one or
more times to make the data stationary [24].

Error represents the inability to account for all the variability
contributing to changes in COVID-19 case counts. Forecast
error represents the under- or overestimation of the actual value
[18]. Additionally, assumptions are unlikely to remain constant
over time due to shifting public behaviors and implemented
public policies. Error magnitude communicates the accuracy of
a forecast and can be utilized as a metric to select from a set of
potential forecasting methods. Interpreting forecast outcomes
relies on the error magnitude as well as situating the assumptions
underlining the forecast [25,26]. This means that the
effectiveness of a current forecasting method is likely to be
impacted as new preventative measures are put into place that
alter spread dynamics. Conveying this understanding to the
public advances knowledge of health statistics and statistical
literacy in public health [21,27-29].

Recommendations for models of infectious diseases in support
of public health involve incorporating policy questions, available
data, and scientific understanding to yield policy advice, data
collection, and scientific insight [30]. By evaluating forecasts
by aggregating information from lower levels, such as at the
county and health district levels, intervention strategies can be
more readily applied based on the relevant demographic
characteristics shared by the smaller population samples.
Forecasting methods operate under differing assumptions
pertaining to how the prior values relate to forecasted values.
This study evaluates seven forecasting methods with varied
look-back and forecast lengths at the county, health district, and
state levels. By evaluating short-range forecasting methods
combined with varied look-back and forecast lengths, forecasts
can be more effectively used for informing health planning and
aiding individuals in evaluating the safety levels of their local
and neighboring communities.

Methods

Data
We obtained 3464 Virginia county–level COVID-19 cumulative
case count observations from March 7 to April 22, 2020, using
data provided by The New York Times and aggregated these
observations to the health district and state levels as presented
in Figure 1. This period captured the first 3 weeks following
the first confirmed COVID-19 case within Virginia and the 3
weeks following the governor’s executive order limiting
gatherings to groups of less than 10 people. As intervention
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measures can take up to 3 weeks to impact the virus spread [15],
this time frame was expected to cover Virginia’s case growth

prior to experiencing the benefits resulting from the governor’s
imposed group size limit.

Figure 1. Experimental design and data overview at the county, health district, and state levels. The generation and aggregation of county-level forecasts
are shown on the left path (red), health district–level forecasts on the middle path (blue), and state-level forecasts on the right path (green). The information
on the right provides additional detail on each stage in the experimental design. AR: autoregressive; ARIMA: autoregressive integrated moving average;
ARMA: autoregressive moving average; HW: Holt-Winters; MA: moving average; MdAE: median absolute error; MdAPE: median absolute percentage
error; VA: Virginia.

Forecasting Methods and Assumptions
For the naïve forecasts, the prior day’s value is used for each
of the following j forecasted days. For the HW forecasts,
exponential smoothing of the prior k day’s values is used to
forecast values over the next j days. For the growth rate
forecasts, the prior 1 day’s value is used to calculate the current
growth rate over the following j days. Then, the prior day’s
values for all the counties are used to calculate the growth rate
for Virginia for the same j days. A group of n forecasts are
generated for the county by uniformly sampling a growth rate
between the county’s rates and Virginia’s rates. The average of
the n forecasts is utilized as the final forecast for the county.
For the MA (1), AR (1), ARMA (1, 1), and ARIMA (1, 1, 1)
forecasts, the prior k days are given equal weighting to forecast
the next j days.

This study only relies on the daily reported case numbers since
the date of first onset within each location and does not
incorporate assumptions about the basic reproductive number

of COVID-19. Forecasts are influenced by the reliability of the
data, the variables utilized, and the perceptions and reactions
to danger and they assume the continuation of past patterns
[4,31]. When exploring real-time forecasts of infectious disease
models, real-time models have shown higher absolute error
values, on average, than full-data models as a result of factors
such as significant differences in population sizes between
compared areas [32].

Statistical Analysis
We aggregated median absolute error (MdAE) and median
absolute percentage error (MdAPE) variables and expressed
them as medians, IQRs, and notch ranges representing 95% CIs.
Notch ranges are calculated as ±1.58 × IQR/√n [33,34] as
implemented using the R function geom_boxplot within the
package ggplot2 (The R Foundation) [35]. Nonoverlapping
comparisons of confidence intervals represent statistically
significant differences [36,37] with P values less than .01
[38-41]. P values conveying significant differences between
groups are calculated using Mood’s median test [42,43]. MdAE
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compared forecasting outcomes at shared geographic levels due
to similarities in scale [44]. MdAPE compared each forecasting
method’s outcomes across geographic level due to differing
scales [45].

We created 226,468 forecasts across the county, health district,
and state levels over the period of March 7 through April 22,
2020. Due to the naïve and growth rate methods only utilizing
1-day look-backs and the ARMA and ARIMA methods
requiring more than 1-day look-backs, five forecast methods
exist for each comparison. Analyses were performed with R
software, version 3.6.3 (The R Foundation).

Verification, Validation, and Reproducibility
The data set and code are provided in Lynch and Gore [46] and
the experimental methods and steps needed for reproducibility
are provided in Lynch and Gore [47]. Code inspections and unit
tests were utilized for code verification [48]. MdAE and MdAPE
error metrics were used for validation. A comparison of
COVID-19 case count data sources found that the differences
in reported case counts between The New York Times, Johns
Hopkins University, and USAFacts do not indicate inferior or
superior sources [49].

Results

Overview
Comparing all forecast methods’ MdAE values across the
county, health district, and state levels over the first 46 days of
infection revealed that MA forecasts using 3-day look-back and
1-day forecast length achieved the lowest MdAE. This MA
forecast combination was statistically significantly different in
MdAE  from 39 of the 59 other combinations at the county level
(66 %),  53 of 59 (90%) at the health district level, and 51 of
59 (86%) at the state level. This result shows that the use of an
equally weighted linear dependency with a stationary mean
between the prior 3-day COVID-19 cumulative case counts,

within the MA forecasts, is an effective assumption when
forecasting next-day case growths for Virginia at the county,
health district, and state levels. Table 1 provides the method
with the lowest MdAE and the percentage of other methods
from which the difference is determined to be statistically
significant at the county level. Table 2 provides this information
at the health district level and Table 3 provides this information
at the state level.

For the methods using single-day look-back across all levels,
the growth rate and naïve methods provided the lowest MdAE
at the county, health district, and state levels for all forecast
lengths. In general, all five methods achieved similar error
confidence intervals when utilizing 1-day look-back. Only at
the health district and state levels for 1-day forecast lengths was
the growth rate method’s difference from the other methods
statistically significant, with the growth rate method performing
better than all combinations at the state level.

For the methods using 7-day look-backs across all levels, the
MA and AR methods were the only ones with MdAE instances
that were statistically significantly lower than the other methods.
The HW and ARIMA methods achieved the lowest MdAE in
two instances but did not perform significantly better than the
other methods in either instance. In no instance did the ARMA
method obtain the lowest MdAE. The performance of the MA
and AR methods supports the assumption of linear dependence
between the 7-day prior days’cases and the forecast case counts.
However, for the MA method the mean weighting of past values
was stationary, while for the AR method it was nonstationary.

For the methods using look-backs of all prior-day case counts
across all levels, the MA method achieved the lowest MdAE
in all cases. This provides evidence in support of forecasting
cumulative case counts using the assumption of a linear
dependency and stationary mean among past values to forecast
1, 3, and 7 days when incorporating all prior cumulative cases.
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Table 1. County-level median absolute error (MdAE) outcomes by forecasting method, look-back length, and forecast length.

Statistically significantly
lower MdAE than other

methodsc, n (%)

P valuebMedian (95% CI)
(cumulative cases)

Forecasting
method with
lowest MdAE

dfaLook-ahead length
(days), n

Look-back length
(days), n

Methods

39 (66)<.0010.67 (0.49-0.84)MA (3, 1)d59AllAllAll (N=60)

0 (0).090.67 (0.43-0.90)Naïve411G1e (n=5)

0 (0).661.30 (0.88-1.73)Naïve431G1 (n=5)

0 (0).502.43 (1.69-3.18)Naïve471G1 (n=5)

0 (0).090.67 (0.49-0.84)MA413G2f (n=5)

4 (100)g<.0010.76 (0.59-0.94)MA433G2 (n=5)

3 (75)<.0011.69 (1.36-2.01)MA473G2 (n=5)

0 (0).030.91 (0.63-1.18)HW417G2 (n=5)

1 (25).0021.30 (0.95-1.65)MA437G2 (n=5)

0 (0).012.32 (1.75-2.90)MA477G2 (n=5)

0 (0).330.70 (0.53-0.87)MA41All priorG2 (n=5)

4 (100)g<.0010.83 (0.67-1.00)MA43All priorG2 (n=5)

1 (25)<.0011.73 (1.36-2.10)MA47All priorG2 (n=5)

aDegrees of freedom represent the number of forecasting combinations minus one.
bP values were calculated for statistically significant differences in medians across groups.
cThis was based on comparisons of notch ranges. MdAE was interpreted within geographic levels.
dMA: moving average; (3, 1) represents a 3-day look-back and a single-day forecast length.
eG1 includes naïve, MA, autoregressive (AR), growth rate, and Holt-Winters (HW) methods.
fG2 includes MA, AR, growth rate, HW, autoregressive moving average, and autoregressive integrated moving average methods.
gMA (3, 3) and MA (all prior, 3) achieved statistically significantly smaller MdAE than all four alternatives.
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Table 2. Health district–level median absolute error (MdAE) outcomes by forecasting method, look-back length, and forecast length.

Statistically significantly
lower MdAE than other

methodsc, n (%)

P valuebMedian (95% CI)
(cumulative cases)

Forecasting
method with
lowest MdAE

dfaLook-ahead length
(days), n

Look-back length
(days), n

Methods

53 (90)<.0013.07 (2.41-3.74)MA (3, 1)d59AllAllAll (N=60)

1 (25).314.03 (3.01-5.04)Growth rate411G1e (n=5)

0 (0).938.96 (6.56-11.36)Growth rate431G1 (n=5)

0 (0).9616.48 (11.67-21.28)Growth rate471G1 (n=5)

1 (25).013.07 (2.41-3.74)MA413G2f (n=5)

4 (100)g<.0013.20 (2.50-3.90)MA433G2 (n=5)

1 (25)<.0017.88 (5.71-10.05)MA473G2 (n=5)

0 (0).013.57 (2.67-4.47)AR417G2 (n=5)

2 (50)<.0015.52 (3.96-7.08)MA437G2 (n=5)

1 (25)<.00111.83 (8.16-15.49)AR477G2 (n=5)

1 (25).043.14 (2.47-3.80)MA41All priorG2 (n=5)

3 (75)<.0013.16 (2.54-3.78)MA43All priorG2 (n=5)

3 (75)<.0017.68 (6.22-9.14)MA47All priorG2 (n=5)

aDegrees of freedom represent the number of forecasting combinations minus one.
bP values were calculated for statistically significant differences in medians across groups.
cThis was based on comparisons of notch ranges. MdAE was interpreted within geographic levels.
dMA: moving average; (3, 1) represents a 3-day look-back and a single-day forecast length.
eG1 includes naïve, MA, autoregressive (AR), growth rate, and Holt-Winters (HW) methods.
fG2 includes MA, AR, growth rate, HW, autoregressive moving average, and autoregressive integrated moving average methods.
gMA (3, 3) achieved statistically significantly smaller MdAE than all four alternatives.
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Table 3. State-level median absolute error (MdAE) outcomes by forecasting method, look-back length, and forecast length.

Statistically significantly
lower MdAE than other

methodsc, n (%)

P valuebMedian (95% CI)
(cumulative cases)

Forecasting
method with low-
est MdAE

dfaLook-ahead length
(days), n

Look-back length
(days), n

Methods

51 (86)<.00117.43 (7.74-27.11)MA (3, 1)d59AllAllAll (N=60)

4 (100)f<.00131.50 (6.11-56.89)Growth rate411G1e (n=5)

0 (0).94317.50 (163.15-
471.85)

Growth rate431G1 (n=5)

0 (0).18325.00 (169.49-
480.51)

Growth rate471G1 (n=5)

4 (100)f<.00117.43 (7.74-27.11)MA413G2g (n=5)

1 (25)<.00164.94 (45.93-83.96)MA433G2 (n=5)

1 (25).03206.57 (148.57-
264.94)

MA473G2 (n=5)

1 (25).0969.37 (34.23-
104.51)

AR417G2 (n=5)

2 (50).0282.14 (42.83-
121.47)

MA437G2 (n=5)

0 (0).012312.36 (146.54-
478.17)

ARIMA477G2 (n=5)

0 (0).2725.13 (11.61-38.65)MA41All priorG2 (n=5)

2 (50).00232.67 (21.20-44.14)MA43All priorG2 (n=5)

2 (50).09104.85 (70.67-
139.03)

MA47All priorG2 (n=5)

aDegrees of freedom represent the number of forecasting combinations minus one.
bP values were calculated for statistically significant differences in medians across groups.
cThis was based on comparisons of notch ranges. MdAE was interpreted within geographic levels.
dMA: moving average; (3, 1) represents a 3-day look-back and a single-day forecast length.
eG1 includes naïve, MA, autoregressive (AR), growth rate, and Holt-Winters (HW) methods.
fGrowth rate (1, 1) and MA (3, 1) achieved statistically significantly smaller MdAE than all four alternatives.
gG2 includes MA, AR, growth rate, HW, autoregressive moving average, and autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) methods.

County-Level MdAE Results
At the county level, the MA method always achieved a lower
MdAE than the ARMA method. Similarly, the ARMA method
always achieved a lower MdAE than the ARIMA method. Thus,
the ARIMA method’s aggregated error was greater than the
ARMA method’s aggregated error, which was greater than the
MA method’s aggregated error. This indicates that the
assumption of a stationary mean (ie, MA) in prior case counts
is more effective than the assumption of a weakly stationary
mean (ie, ARMA), which is more effective than a nonstationary

mean (ie, ARIMA) when forecasting at the county level. The
ARIMA method had the widest confidence interval for the
median error range, indicating the least consistency in
COVID-19 forecasts among these methods. Figure 2 provides
the county-level MdAE outcomes for each look-back and
forecast length combination. The individual results of each of
the 60 forecasting combinations at the county level are provided
in Multimedia Appendix 1, including median values, confidence
intervals, whiskers, sample sizes, and P values. An interactive
version of Figure 2 is provided in Multimedia Appendix 2.
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Figure 2. County-level forecasts’ aggregated median MdAE values and 95% CI. CI ranges are calculated using box plot notch ranges around the
median. Statistically significant differences at a P value of .01 are identified by nonoverlapping CI ranges of forecasting methods at each combination
of forecast length and look-back length. Units are in terms of COVID-19 cumulative case counts. Y-axis scales differ on each row based on the scale
of the contained data. Due to differing assumptions, five of the seven forecasting methods are present for each look-back length as indicated on the
x-axis. AR: autoregressive; ARIMA: autoregressive integrated moving average; ARMA: autoregressive moving average; HW: Holt-Winters; MA:
moving average; MdAE: median absolute error.

Health District–Level MdAE Results
At the health district level, the MA method always achieved
lower MdAE than the ARMA method, which achieved lower
MdAE than the ARIMA method. This further provided evidence
that effective forecasting of cumulative COVID-19 case counts
contains an assumption of stationary means in past observations.
For 3-day look-back lengths with 3-day forecasts, the MA

method achieved statistically significantly lower MdAE than
all other methods. Figure 3 provides the MdAE at the
intersection of look-back length and forecast length at the health
district level. The individual results of each of the 60 forecasting
combinations at the health district level are provided in
Multimedia Appendix 3, including median values, confidence
intervals, whiskers, sample sizes, and P values. An interactive
version of Figure 3 is provided in Multimedia Appendix 4.
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Figure 3. Health district–level forecasts’ aggregated median MdAE values and 95% CI. CI ranges are calculated using box plot notch ranges around
the median. Statistically significant differences at a P value of .01 are identified by nonoverlapping CI ranges of forecasting methods at each combination
of forecast length and look-back length. Units are in terms of COVID-19 cumulative case counts. Y-axis scales differ on each row based on the scale
of the contained data. Due to differing assumptions, five of the seven forecasting methods are present for each look-back length as indicated on the
x-axis. AR: autoregressive; ARIMA: autoregressive integrated moving average; ARMA: autoregressive moving average; HW: Holt-Winters; MA:
moving average; MdAE: median absolute error.

State-Level MdAE Results
At the state level, the growth rate method was the most effective
method. In every case, it either (1) attained the lowest MdAE
value compared to the other methods or (2) had the smallest
notch range. The ARMA and ARIMA methods both maintained
MdAE notch bands that were similar to the other methods when
utilizing all prior day and 7-day look-back lengths. However,
the HW method’s MdAE notch bands increased as that of the
ARMA and ARIMA methods decreased. These results make it

unclear as to which of the assumptions related to stationary
means were most effective for forecasting with the ARMA and
ARIMA methods at the state level. Figure 4 provides MdAE
values at the intersection of look-back length and forecast length
at the state level. The individual results of each of the 60
forecasting combinations at the state level are provided in
Multimedia Appendix 5, including median values, confidence
intervals, whiskers, sample sizes, and P values. An interactive
version of Figure 4 is provided in Multimedia Appendix 6.
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Figure 4. State-level forecasts’ aggregated median MdAE values and 95% CI. CI ranges are calculated using box plot notch ranges around the median.
Statistically significant differences at a P value of .01 are identified by nonoverlapping CI ranges of forecasting methods at each combination of forecast
length and look-back length. Units are in terms of COVID-19 cumulative case counts. Y-axis scales differ on each row based on the scale of the contained
data. Due to differing assumptions, five of the seven forecasting methods are present for each look-back length as indicated on the x-axis. AR:
autoregressive; ARIMA: autoregressive integrated moving average; ARMA: autoregressive moving average; HW: Holt-Winters; MA: moving average;
MdAE: median absolute error.

Cross-Geographic-Level MdAPE Results
MdAE reflects the scale of the data and is not appropriate for
making inferences about changes in confirmed case counts
between county, health district, and state levels [26,44]. Figures
2-4 convey differing scales of error values across the three
levels. As a result, it was not possible to evaluate results featured
in these figures against each other. To remedy this shortcoming,
we applied MdAPE to identify statistically significant

differences for each forecasting method individually when
applied to county, health district, and state levels as provided
in Figure 5. The individual results of each of the 60 forecasting
combinations at the county, health district, and state levels are
provided in Multimedia Appendices 7-9, including median
values, confidence intervals, whiskers, sample sizes, and P
values. An interactive version of Figure 5 is provided in
Multimedia Appendix 10.
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Figure 5. Aggregated median MdAPE values and 95% CI ranges at the county, health district (HD), and state levels differentiated by forecasting
method. Comparing CI ranges for a forecast method across each geographic level reveals statistically significant differences in median values for the
forecasting method due to geographic scale. Nonoverlapping CI ranges indicate statistically significant differences at a P value of .01. MdAPE provides
a comparison within each forecast method separately, not a comparison across different methods. AR: autoregressive; ARIMA: autoregressive integrated
moving average; ARMA: autoregressive moving average; HW: Holt-Winters; MA: moving average; MdAPE: median absolute percentage error.

Statistically significant differences were observable within a
forecasting method across the county, health district, and state
levels during the initial 46 days of confirmed COVID-19 case
spread within Virginia. The growth rate method was the only
one whose performance did not statistically significantly differ
across levels; thereby, it was the only method unaffected by
geographic level. The naïve method achieved a statistically
significantly lower MdAPE at the county level than at the health
district and state levels. The MA, HW, AR, ARMA, and ARIMA
methods all contained instances of achieving statistically
significantly lower MdAPE scores at the county and/or state
levels than at the health district level.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our results show the effectiveness of seven forecasting methods
for the first 46 days of virus spread within Virginia at the county,
health district, and state levels. In addition, a daily view of the
growth rate forecast at the county level from March 7, 2020, to
the present is publicly available online [50]. Tracking case and
death counts yield insight into the virus’s impact on a geographic
region at a given point in time. Forecasts utilize the trends and
averages of prior case count observations to provide expectations

of case counts into the future. These forecasts keep the public
informed on the state of the virus across the world and on virus
levels within their own geographic areas of interest.
Additionally, forecasts inform public policy for combatting the
spread of the virus, supporting public health, and helping to
anticipate the impacts of medical burdens across regions [51].
However, interpreting forecast outcomes requires understanding
the assumptions behind the forecasting method as well as the
assumptions pertaining to the geographic area and the presence
of intervention strategies. Therefore, we compared the error
levels pertaining to 60 forecasting combinations using the MA,
AR, naïve, growth rate, HW, ARMA, and ARIMA forecasting
methods. Our findings support public health with respect to
forecasting by reinforcing health statistics and statistical literacy
of forecasted COVID-19 outcomes.

COVID-19 cumulative case growth is such that the growth
curve is exponential in the absence of preventative measures.
The larger error observed in HW forecasts over MA forecasts
provides support that an exponential model is not the best fit at
the start of the virus spread for Virginia. The preventative
measures taken by the population appear to have shifted the
virus’s growth behavior from exponential to linear. This finding
is also supported by Lammers et al [21]. This finding supports
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the idea that population interventions are effective at impacting
the spread of the virus. However, as the virus continues to spread
and reoccur, the inability to manufacture a vaccine for
COVID-19 quickly enough to immunize the population remains
a concern [52]. As such, combining short-range forecasts at the
county and health district levels with targeted intervention
strategies can improve planning, support, and response time.
The use of rigorous government interventions may slow the rate
of infections, but early detection, isolation, treatment, and
adequate medical supplies are required for continued
intervention against the virus [53,54].

Our cross-geographic validation checks using MdAPE indicate
that the level of geographic resolution should be considered
when creating forecasts of expected case counts. A forecast
utilized at the state level is not likely to be as useful for
determining expected growth when disaggregated across its
counties during early virus onset. This results from the differing
geographic assumptions present within counties or health
districts when compared to the state. This finding is consistent
with the literature reporting that case growths vary across
countries and across states [14]. Variations result from factors
such as population behaviors in response to the pandemic,
implemented policy interventions, and population densities
[7,9,10,15]. Furthermore, since the growth rate method did not
produce statistically significant MdAPE differences across
geographic levels, it may be a good choice for decision makers
whose region does not match the county, health district, or state
levels.

To identify a best option among our tested combinations, we
compared MdAE ranges against each other within each
geographic tier. The MA method using a 3-day look-back length
and a single-day forecast length provided the smallest error (ie,
lowest MdAE) at the county level (median 0.67, 95% CI
0.49-0.84; P<.001), the health district level (median 3.07, 95%
CI 2.41-3.74; P<.001), and the state level (median 17.43, 95%
CI 7.74-27.11; P<.001). Compared to the other forecasting
combinations, the MA method’s confidence intervals statistically
significantly differed from 39 out of 59 alternatives (66%;
county level) to 51 out of 59 alternatives (86%; state level) to
53 out of 59 alternatives (90%; health district level) at a P value
level of .01. When relying on only the prior day’s case counts,
the growth rate method stood out as the best option at the health
district and state levels; however, the naïve, growth rate, HW,
MA, and AR methods performed similarly well at the county
level.

When utilizing 3 or more days of prior observations, a diverse
range of options is available. For next-day forecasts, there was
no method that performed better at a level that was statistically
significant among the five options. For 3-day forecasts, the MA
method was statistically significantly better than 25% to 100%
of the other four options in all cases. For 7-day forecasts, the
MA method performed statistically significantly better than
25% to 75% of the other four options when using a 3-day
look-back or an all prior–day look-back. When using a 7-day
look-back, the AR method performed the best and its difference
from the ARIMA method was statistically significant. The
ARMA and ARIMA methods achieved the lowest error in any
of the combinations.

These findings support the assumption of stationarity within
the mean of the prior days’ cumulative case counts. This is
reflected in how well the MA method performed and how poorly
the ARIMA method performed at forecasting cumulative case
counts. Rarely do the ARIMA or ARMA methods achieve lower
error values than any other combination. This reflects the idea
that the assumption of stationary means of past observations is
a more effective representation of cumulative COVID-19 growth
than assumptions of weak stationarity or nonstationarity. The
need to apply a differencing step to remove nonstationarity
using the ARIMA method is not present within the data during
this period. Additionally, placing extra weight on the recent
past does not improve forecasting during this period, as the HW
and AR methods were consistently less effective than the MA
method. These findings suggest that the ARIMA and ARMA
methods are unlikely to be good fits and should not be used to
forecast case counts during early onset within areas that have
only a few weeks of historical data collected, whose residents
are aware of the existence of the virus and are engaging in
preventative behaviors, and that contain similar population
densities to Virginia.

Several studies utilized forecasts to estimate case fatality and
recovery ratios, epidemiological parameters, and transmission
dynamics based on data from the start of the outbreak [55,56].
Studies also support the idea that epidemiological differences
contribute to variations in the severity of the contracted disease
[2,57]. Based on historical similarities to previous influenza
strains, social distancing can potentially reduce transmission of
the virus; however, the effectiveness may vary alongside
changes in seasonal factors in travel as well as between tropical
and temperate climates [58,59]. Distancing may be especially
beneficial in rural areas, where fewer hospitals and health care
facilities exist, by emphasizing strategies oriented toward
specific population age groups [60].

The results of this study can be expanded to include areas’
demographic characteristics, geographic characteristics, and
preventative measures to strive for more accurate forecast
models. A recent study found COVID-19 growth to strongly
correlate with population density, percent of the population
living in rural areas, and yearly flu vaccination rate [14].
Exploring forecast behaviors of areas sharing these traits may
further reduce forecasting error and reveal subgroupings of
viable forecasting method options. Additionally, forecasting
models can be paired with mortality models [61] to gain better
estimates of infection forecasts per demographic characteristics.
Predictive methods derived from search engines’ data [62] can
also be incorporated within forecasting methods. This would
provide a way to connect forecasts with human search behaviors
based on the frequency of searched terms identified in relation
to COVID-19 prevention and recovery. Forecasting models can
be paired with models of local medical burden and pandemic
preparedness [51] for more detailed representations of expected
medical strains and greater flexibility in testing preventative
measures.

Stay-at-home orders have been successful as intervention
strategies to slow the spread of the virus. However, the impact
caused by a neighboring area’s removal of mobility restrictions
needs greater exploration [10]. The secondary effects of the
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starting or ending of proximity-based prevention methods on
neighboring areas can help assess the potential impact of a
mitigation strategy. For identified hot spots, the Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention provides outreach to local
officials and helps in identifying adapted interventions for the
local area [7]. Rapid identification and timeliness of response
are critical, especially if the impact of interventions can take up
to 3 weeks to be effective [15]. Reliable forecasting can aid in
the identification of emerging hot spots and support timely
response. To this end, increased knowledge of forecasting
characteristics based on geographic level, demographic
characteristics, population density characteristics, and population
behaviors can help reveal the primary drivers of upcoming cases.
This knowledge can be leveraged to inform early, targeted
interventions or to provide risk updates to targeted populations
within an area. People could then modify their mobility and
social decisions themselves in a timely manner separate from
population mandated measures.

Limitations
Here we discuss internal and external validity threats as well as
other limitations that affected our work. Internal validity threats
arise when factors affect the dependent variables without the
researchers’knowledge. It is possible that some implementation
flaws could have affected our modeling results or the ensuing
data analysis. However, the algorithms in our source code were
(1) built on established libraries, (2) passed several internal code
reviews, and (3) are publicly accessible, along with the data and
results. Threats to external validity occur when the results of
our analysis and our simulation cannot be generalized. Our
results are limited to Virginia, from March to April 2020 with
respect to COVID-19 cases reported by The New York Times.
Our results are not immediately generalizable to (1) different
infectious diseases, (2) other COVID-19 data sets, (3) different
periods of time, or (4) different geographic areas.

Several other assumptions and limitations pertain to this study.
Seven forecasting methods with differing baseline assumptions
were evaluated with respect to how well they forecast the early
growth of COVID-19 cases within Virginia; however, numerous
additional forecasting methods exist with different combinations
of assumptions that can also be explored with respect to this
pandemic. Conclusions should not be drawn about the
effectiveness of these findings for forecast lengths greater than
7 days, as the appropriateness of underlying assumptions, such
as stationarity of prior days’ values, would need to be
re-evaluated. Larger median error values of the 7-day forecasts,
versus their 1- and 3-day counterparts, were observable, further
supporting the need for evaluation of forecast assumptions
pertaining to the characteristics of COVID-19 beyond 7-day
forecast lengths. The selected forecasting methods assumed that
policies and population behaviors remained unchanged during
the forecast periods; therefore, the forecasts do not account for
future starts or ends of policies, such as stay-at-home orders or
return-to-work dates.

Finally, our results do not reflect how the spread of the virus
would occur for locations experiencing first contact with the
virus without yet having public awareness of the existence of
the virus. These findings are applicable under the assumption
that the general population was already aware of the presence
of COVID-19. At the starting point of Virginia cases, the local
population was already aware that cases had reached the United
States, the virus had been classified as a pandemic, and the virus
was receiving major media attention. Additionally, the governor
had issued an executive order declaring a state of emergency
due to COVID-19 on March 12, 2020 [10,63]. This provided
47 days for Virginians to prepare and modify their standard
movement and interaction behaviors as they deemed necessary
for their own safety. As a result, these results were not captured
in the same context as the period of time when areas within the
United States were first impacted by the virus (ie, areas of
Washington, California, and New York).
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Abstract

Background: The dissemination of rumor rebuttal content on social media is vital for rumor control and disease containment
during public health crises. Previous research on the effectiveness of rumor rebuttal, to a certain extent, ignored or simplified the
structure of dissemination networks and users’ cognition as well as decision-making and interaction behaviors.

Objective: This study aimed to roughly evaluate the effectiveness of rumor rebuttal; dig deeply into the attitude-based echo
chamber effect on users’ responses to rumor rebuttal under multiple topics on Weibo, a Chinese social media platform, in the
early stage of the COVID-19 epidemic; and evaluate the echo chamber’s impact on the information characteristics of user
interaction content.

Methods: We used Sina Weibo’s application programming interface to crawl rumor rebuttal content related to COVID-19 from
10 AM on January 23, 2020, to midnight on April 8, 2020. Using content analysis, sentiment analysis, social network analysis,
and statistical analysis, we first analyzed whether and to what extent there was an echo chamber effect on the shaping of individuals’
attitudes when retweeting or commenting on others’ tweets. Then, we tested the heterogeneity of attitude distribution within
communities and the homophily of interactions between communities. Based on the results at user and community levels, we
made comprehensive judgments. Finally, we examined users’ interaction content from three dimensions—sentiment expression,
information seeking and sharing, and civility—to test the impact of the echo chamber effect.

Results: Our results indicated that the retweeting mechanism played an essential role in promoting polarization, and the
commenting mechanism played a role in consensus building. Our results showed that there might not be a significant echo chamber
effect on community interactions and verified that, compared to like-minded interactions, cross-cutting interactions contained
significantly more negative sentiment, information seeking and sharing, and incivility. We found that online users’
information-seeking behavior was accompanied by incivility, and information-sharing behavior was accompanied by more
negative sentiment, which was often accompanied by incivility.

Conclusions: Our findings revealed the existence and degree of an echo chamber effect from multiple dimensions, such as
topic, interaction mechanism, and interaction level, and its impact on interaction content. Based on these findings, we provide
several suggestions for preventing or alleviating group polarization to achieve better rumor rebuttal.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e27009)   doi:10.2196/27009
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Introduction

Background
In the early stage of the COVID-19 crisis, social science played
an essential role in the containment of the disease [1]. The core
part of the public health defense strategy lay in geographical
social distancing [2]. However, the unique characteristics of
social media, such as diversification of information,
liberalization of expression, and efficient transmission speed
[3], had facilitated the propagation of a large number of rumors
related to the spreading and blocking of the COVID-19 epidemic
(eg, “The Air Force of the Central Theater District spreads
disinfectant powder over Wuhan,” “Smoking and drinking can
kill the new coronavirus,” and “From March 16th, citizen travel
will be normalized”), resulting in public pressure and panic
[4,5]. The probability of the public adopting constructive
behavior (eg, maintaining personal hand hygiene and avoiding
group aggregation) or disruptive behavior (eg, panic buying
and adopting unproven treatments) largely depended on whether
managers conveyed necessary deterministic information in a
timely manner through online means to clarify rumors [6].
Evaluating the public’s reaction or attitude toward rumor rebuttal
could help confirm the effectiveness of rumor rebuttal so as to
guide the public to implement health decisions and actions based
on the correct information [6,7].

While social media serves as a breeding ground for rumors, it
is also directly used for rumor management [8-10]. However,
the lack of fact verification of rumor rebuttal released by the
public, as well as the national media or government
organizations fabricating incorrect stories to conceal facts, lead
to more intense controversy about rumor rebuttal, greatly
dispelling the effectiveness of rumor rebuttal during public
events [11]. In addition, the emergence of social media as an
information dissemination channel shortens the distance from
content producers to consumers and profoundly changes the
way users obtain information, debate, and shape their attitudes
[12]. Firstly, the information filtering mechanism based on
algorithm recommendation technology mediates and promotes
content promotion by considering users’ preferences and
attitudes. Secondly, affected by individual and social factors,
such as selective psychological mechanisms, group pressures,
and social network circles, online users tend to choose the
information that conforms to their belief system and ignore
information that does not conform to their beliefs, eventually
forming echo chambers, reflected as homophily-based
communities of like-minded people that strengthen their shared
narrative [13,14]. High segregation and clustering within this
homophily-based community may increase the polarization of
attitudes toward issues or events of public concern [15]. In the
case of a user embedded in a community in which most users
disagree with the rumor rebuttal, he or she is very likely to obey
group norms, ignore the few voices within community that
advocate refuting rumors, and even cut off communication with
other communities holding rumor rebuttal views. Then, the scale
of anti–rumor rebuttal groups continues to grow, and opposition
groups are highly isolated. As a result, no matter how many
repeated, mild attacks of rumor rebuttal are released, users’
ordinary beliefs (ie, agree or disagree with rumor rebuttal) are

difficult to change [16,17]. Therefore, it is critical to explore
how rumor rebuttal diffuses in a contemporary media
environment where users can easily filter and choose their
information sources.

Goals of This Study
First, this research aimed to analyze the distribution of users’
attitudes (ie, agree, disagree, query, or unknown) toward rumor
rebuttal related to COVID-19 on Chinese social media (ie,
Weibo, the Chinese equivalent of Twitter [15]) to check its
effectiveness. Second, we focused on determining whether and
to what extent (ie, polarization based on users’ attitudes or even
based on communities’mixed attitudes) the echo chamber effect
existed in the process of shaping users’ attitudes when
retweeting or commenting on rumor rebuttal. Last but not least,
we needed to evaluate the impact that the echo chamber effect
had on the characteristics of interactive content. Specifically,
using a combination of manual content analysis, automatic text
analysis, social network analysis, and statistical analysis, we
paid attention to retweeting and commenting networks at both
the user and community levels, quantified the homophily based
on the attitude distribution of nodes in networks, and checked
the user interaction content from three dimensions: sentiment
expression, information seeking and sharing, and civility.
Generally, by understanding the community structure of the
dissemination network of rumor rebuttal and the interactive
nature of users within and among communities, we could
comprehensively reveal the function and impact of echo
chambers on guiding the public’s cognition as well as their
decision-making and interactive behaviors.

Prior Work

Rumor Rebuttal Dissemination and Echo Chamber
Effect
Rumor spread refers to information being widely spread during
uncertain or dangerous situations to alleviate fear and anxiety
[18,19], while rumor rebuttal refers to the use of information
to effectively combat rumors [20-23]. Research studies on the
factors that influence the effectiveness of rumor rebuttal focus
on the characteristics of the source subjects [10,24-27], content
[28,29], and dissemination channels [30,31]. To some extent,
these research studies ignore the individual differences in
information receivers’ responses to rumor rebuttal and the
context of the communities in which communicators are
embedded. Limited research studies have pointed out that
individuals with different knowledge reserves, interests, and
values have different perceived credibility toward rumor rebuttal
[32,33], and social identity plays a vital role in the transmission
cascade of rumor rebuttal [34]. Individuals develop social
identity by establishing cognitive and emotional connections
with social groups, organizations, or other social entities, and
they have a sense of belonging to entities with common beliefs
[35]. This social identity is accompanied by confirmation bias;
namely, individuals tend to shape their own attitudes to be in
line with their prior attitudes as well as according to the
standards that they share with the people around them in order
to enhance their identity [34]. Such communities of judgment
provide the basis for whether individuals view the decisions of
their in-group as legitimate [34,36], eventually facilitating the
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emergence of echo chambers; namely, a kind of situation or
circumstance where they tend to share ideas, information, or
opinions with the same values, while barely considering
alternative opinions [13,16]. From the perspective of social
networks, the existence of clusters is understood as the evidence
of echo chambers, in which nodes tend to preferentially connect
to nodes in clusters and form homogeneous communities [37].
Homophily refers to the principle that contact between similar
people occurs at a higher probability than between dissimilar
people [38].

Based on users’ different interaction behaviors in different
situations, different conclusions about the existence or exposure
degree of the echo chamber effect are obtained. By analyzing
political rumor rebuttal on Twitter during the 2012 US
presidential election campaign, Shin et al [39] found that, within
retweeting networks, rumor refuters neither formed a sizable
community nor exhibited a partisan structure; that is, rejecters
who supported rumor rebuttal about Barack Obama also engaged
in debunking rumors about Mitt Romney—the two candidates
were in competition with each other. In addition, Zollo et al
[16] discovered the echo chamber effect in users’ interactions
toward rumor rebuttal of unverified conspiracy information on
Facebook: two well-formed and highly segregated communities
existed around conspiracy and anticonspiracy topics (ie, users
mainly liked or commented on only one category). Other
research studies related to the echo chamber effect mainly
focused on common and controversial public social issues, such
as food safety [15], public advocacy [15,40], and climate change
[41]. Less attention has been paid to the specific transmission
process of rumor rebuttal, and even less research has been done
to explore the public’s selective acceptance behavior of rumor
rebuttal during public health emergencies. Relevant research
conclusions need to be supplemented and verified.

Retweeting and commenting serve as evidence of the
effectiveness of information dissemination strategies [10,42]
or evidence of the significance of the content that was retweeted
or commented on [43]. What’s more, retweets and comments
can reflect public attitudes [15,40,41]. In addition, the nature
of the online community may vary depending on the topic being
discussed [38,41]. Based on the above trends and findings, we
proposed the following research questions. Research Question
1 asks, “What was the distribution of attitudes (ie, agree,
disagree, query, or unknown) toward rumor rebuttal under
different topics related to COVID-19, and how effective was
the rumor rebuttal?” Research Question 2 asks, “Based on the
interactive mechanism of retweeting and commenting on Weibo,
did the echo chamber effect exist in attitudes toward rumor
rebuttal under different topics related to COVID-19? If so, to
what extent?”

Sentiment, Information, Civility, and the Echo Chamber
Effect
Informal networks on social media are used for different
purposes, including sentiment expression, information seeking

and sharing, and collective sensemaking [43]. Previous research
studies on public sentiment during major public health
emergencies found that people usually exhibited negative
sentiments, such as panic, anxiety, anger, sadness, and disgust
[44,45]. After rumors were refuted, public sentiment usually
changed from negative to positive [46,47]. However, Zollo et
al [16] found that negative sentiments dominated in the
comments on Facebook that refuted conspiracy theories,
regardless of users’ polarization. In addition, social identity
theory proposed that identification with the entity involves
positive feelings of sympathy about the entity and, conversely,
that disidentification entails negative feelings of dislike or even
hate [48]. In other words, the longer the discussions between
polarized communities with opposite attitudes, the more
negativity was found overall [49,50].

In addition to sharing personal experiences, cracking jokes, or
expressing concern, people also use social media to ask
questions or find and share knowledge [51]. On the one hand,
affected populations actively seek explanations to reduce
uncertainty in times of crisis [52]. On the other hand, the
research on Twitter messages has found that over half of the
posts were information related and contained links to websites
[51,53].

Rowe [54] pointed out that the anonymity of the digital
environment reduced the quality of online communication.
When users participated in highly controversial debates, uncivil,
discriminatory, hateful, and other remarks were more likely to
surface [55]. Chen et al [56] argued that members with different
attitudes might frequently retweet each other’s tweets, but
meaningful or rational conversations seldom occur. In order to
study the relationship between different types of user
interactions and the sentiment-, information-, and civility-based
tweets, we established the following research question. Research
Question 3 asks, “Were the tweets from different kinds of
interactions among users different in the distribution of
sentiment tendency, information seeking or sharing, and
civility?”

Berger [57] claimed that users experiencing amusement were
more willing to share information. Wolleb et al [49] found that
angry people who tended to exercise less critical judgment and
relied more on stereotypes were more likely to seek out
information confirming their prior attitudes to contribute to the
echo chamber. Moreover, anger was also associated with
incivility and hostility, which might increase distrust and
polarization [58]. To study the relationship among sentiment,
information, and civility, we put forward the following research
question. Research Question 4 asks, “Were there any
correlations when users expressed sentiment or sought or shared
information when making uncivil remarks in rumor rebuttal
discussions on Weibo?”

Methods

The research design for this study is outlined in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Research design. ANOVA: analysis of variance.

Data Collection and Preprocessing
As human-to-human transmission has been confirmed [59], to
prevent further spread of COVID-19 from its source, the city’s
entire transportation system was prohibited from entering and
leaving Wuhan starting from 10 AM on January 23, 2020,
followed by the whole of Hubei province a day later. It was not
until midnight on April 8, 2020, that Wuhan was unsealed to
transportation. This period was the early stage of the COVID-19
epidemic. The high risk and uncertainty of the emerging
infectious disease were likely to cause widespread public
concern. Its suddenness and the insufficiency of the official
response inevitably caused an information vacuum [60], which
provided a breeding ground for rumors [46,61]. Due to

geographical social distancing, rumor resolution mainly relied
on online rebuttal. Therefore, this study first used Sina Weibo’s
application programming interface [10] to crawl the original
tweets containing the keywords “novel coronavirus (新
冠)/COVID-19” and “rumor rebuttal (辟谣)” from 10 AM on
January 23, 2020, to midnight on April 8, 2020; the posters’
information was also included. Next, we examined the list of
retweets and comments of each original tweet to obtain the
retweets and comments as well as the corresponding user
information. We initially obtained 3446 original tweets, 23,858
retweets, and 12,740 comments on tweets.

Next, we performed data preprocessing. We deleted original
tweets whose number of retweets or comments were below 20
to exclude low-impact samples [15]; we also deleted tweets that
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contained the above keywords but had nothing to do with the
content in order to exclude noise from the data (eg,
“#COVID-19#Rumor rebuttal is important”) [1]. Uncertain or
false original rumor rebuttal tweets were also deleted. In addition
to the excluded original tweets, we removed their retweets and
comments. The final experimental data included 55 original
rumor rebuttal tweets corresponding to 51 users, 18,118 retweets
corresponding to 16,707 users, and 6064 comments
corresponding to 4863 users.

Content Analysis and Sentiment Computing
Firstly, we invited two trained professionals to create the topic
categories for the 55 original rumor rebuttal tweets, referring
to Chen’s topic classification rules for rumor rebuttal about the
COVID-19 epidemic [30]. After adding and deleting certain
topics, reviewing the topics, and eliminating disagreements
during the actual coding process for the corpus, the topic
categories were determined as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Topic categories of original rumor rebuttal tweets.

ExplanationTopic category

The pathological characteristics of the virus, the name of the virus, etcVirus

The mode of disease transmission, the route of disease transmission, etcContagion

Disease prevention measures, related knowledge, etcPrevention

The physical health of the patients, the mental health of the patients, etcPatients

The performance of sequelae in the recovered populationSequelae

The spread of the epidemic in various regionsEpidemic situation

Response measures of Chinese government departments at all levelsDomestic government countermeasures

Response measures of enterprises and organizations in China apart from the governmentOther domestic countermeasures

Response measures of countries outside ChinaForeign countermeasures

Other unimportant topics that were not equivalent to the above topicsOther

Secondly, based on the number of retweets and comments and
the number of users participating in retweeting and commenting
under each topic, we selected the top number of topics (N) with
the highest attention [10]. To answer Research Questions 1 and
2, we divided the attitudes of all the original posters, the
retweeting users, and the commenting users who participated
in the discussion under these topics into four categories: (1)
agree—users agreed with the rumor rebuttal, (2) disagree—users
disagreed with the rumor rebuttal, (3) query—users queried the
rumor rebuttal, and (4) unknown—users had no clear attitude
[62]. Attitudes of all the original posters were marked as agree.
For retweeting users, we first determined the user’s attitude as
expressed in a single retweet; we then comprehensively
considered all of his or her retweets and selected the attitude
that was most frequently expressed as the user’s attitude (ie,
agree, disagree, or query). In the case of attitudes with equal
frequencies, the attitude expressed by the latest retweet
prevailed. The user’s attitude was coded as unknown if none of
their retweets expressed his or her attitude clearly. The two
coders coded 10% of the sample data and conducted intercoder
reliability tests [63]. After eliminating differences and reaching
agreement through discussion, they marked the remaining
samples. By the same rule, they categorized the retweeting and
commenting users, and intercoder reliability was calculated
(retweeting users: κ=0.889; commenting users: κ=0.961). The
high number of users who retweeted or commented on and
agreed with the rumor rebuttal post served as a sign of effective
refutation [10,64].

To analyze the content-related characteristics of retweets and
comments, we coded them based on the dimensions of
information (ie, seeking, sharing, and no information) and

civility (ie, civility and incivility). The tweets that were abusive,
threatening, or prejudiced against others or that were harmful
to national laws and unity were classified as uncivil. The two
dimensions were independent of each other. Intercoder reliability
tests based on 10% of the sample data obtained κ values of
0.965 and 0.967 for information and civility of retweets,
respectively, and 0.958 and 0.947 for information and civility
of comments, respectively. All of the values were acceptable,
suggesting that the results of the classification were robust.

Lastly, we adopted the sentiment analysis method based on the
dictionary used by An and Ou [65], scored the sentiment
intensity of sentiment-related words—scores of 1, 3, 5, 7, and
9, where 1 represented the lowest intensity and 9 represented
the highest intensity—and considered the modification of
negative words and adverbs on sentiment-related words. See
equations 1 and 2 for details.

Sensibility(Pair) was the modified sentiment intensity of the
sentiment-related word. Sensibility(W) was the initial sentiment
intensity of the sentiment-related word. Valueadv was the
intensity of the adverb (continuous value between 0 and 2) that
modified the sentiment-related word. n was the number of
negative words that modified the sentiment-related word. The
sentiment scores of each retweet and comment were calculated
(see equation 3; m was the number of sentiment-related words
in each tweet). If the score was greater than 0, it was regarded
as positive, and if the score was less than 0, it was regarded as
negative; otherwise, it was neutral. Specific steps are shown in
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Sentiment computing.

Social Network Construction and Visualization

User-Level Interaction Networks
To explore the structure of the user interaction network and its
homophily at individual level, we established two user-level
interaction networks based on retweeting and commenting
behaviors under each topic (2 × N in total). In retweeting
networks, if user i retweeted a tweet from user j, then there was
an edge from i to j. In commenting networks, if user i
commented on a tweet from user j, then there was an edge from
i to j. Both retweeting and commenting networks were directed
and weighted, and the weight of the edge was determined by
the number of interactions between users. Networks were
constructed using Python’s NetworkX package (Python Software
Foundation) [66] to obtain the detailed features of topology
structure and the homophily based on the users’ attitudes.
Furthermore, we used Gephi’s Fruchterman Reinhold layout
algorithm to visualize the connectivity and homophily of user
networks [67].

Community-Level Interaction Networks
To explore the structure of users’ community networks and its
homophily at the community level, in each user-level interaction
network, we used Gephi’s community detection algorithm to
divide each user into the corresponding community, where users
interacted more frequently with each other than they did with
others outside, based on the network topology and independent
of the user’s attitude [68]. In 2 × N community-level interaction
networks, each node represented a community and edges
represented the remaining interactions between users who
belonged to different communities after deleting the interactions
within communities. Where query and unknown attitudes were
equal to 0, agree was equal to 1, and disagree was equal to –1,
we summarized and averaged the attitude scores of all users in

each community, which represented the community’s attitude
score [15,41].

A was the observed frequency of members holding the agree
attitude and D was the observed frequency of members holding
the disagree attitude within this community. The 2 × N directed
weighted networks were constructed using Python’s NetworkX
package [66] to obtain the detailed characteristics of topology
structure and the homophily based on the community’s attitude
score. Furthermore, we used Gephi’s Force Atlas layout
algorithm to visualize the connectivity and homophily of
community networks [67].

Echo Chamber Effect Measurement

Echo Chamber Effect Based on User Level
Referring to Wang and Song [15], Tsai et al [40], and Williams
et al [41], in each user-level interaction network, we counted
the connection of nodes with the same or different attitudes and
regarded the high connection frequency between similar nodes
and/or low connection frequency between dissimilar nodes as
evidence of homophily.

Echo Chamber Effect Based on Community Level
On the one hand, we analyzed heterogeneity within communities
[15], which was defined as the balance between users holding
agree and disagree attitudes within each community node and
was measured as follows:

A was the observed frequency of members holding agree
attitudes and D was the observed frequency of members holding
disagree attitudes within this community. H gave values on a
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linear scale, ranging from perfect homogeneity (H=0, members
holding only agree or only disagree attitudes) to perfect
heterogeneity (H=1, equal proportions of members holding
agree or disagree attitudes).

In addition, we also used Python’s NetworkX package [66] to
calculate the assortativity coefficient r (–1 to 1) of each network
based on the attitude scores of the community nodes and the
interactions among communities. The coefficient measured the
homophily of the network based on the node-level attribute (ie,
the community’s attitude score), which essentially referred to
the Pearson correlation of behaviors between the linked nodes
[69-71]. If r>0, the node generally tended to connect to other
nodes with similar properties and the network was called an
assortative network; a larger r meant more prominent
assortativity. If r≤0, this did not hold [15].

Statistical Analysis
The Mann-Whitney U nonparametric test is mainly used to test
whether there is a significant difference between the averages
of two groups of samples [40,72]. One-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA) is used to infer significant differences among three
or more independent groups’ averages of a variable [15,73].
The chi-square test can be used for comparison of multiple rates
or constituent ratios [74]. To answer Research Question 3, we
used one-way ANOVA to compare the sentiment scores of
retweets of like-minded, cross-cutting, unclear user interactions;
we used the chi-square test to compare the proportion of retweets
that contained information seeking, information sharing, and
no information as well as civil and uncivil retweets of
like-minded, cross-cutting, unclear user interactions. For
commenting, we made the same comparison. To answer
Research Question 4, we used one-way ANOVA to compare
the sentiment scores of retweets that contained information

seeking, information sharing, and no information; we used the
Mann-Whitney U nonparametric test to compare the sentiment
scores of retweets that were civil and uncivil; and we used the
chi-square test to compare the proportion of civil and uncivil
retweets that contained information seeking, information
sharing, and no information. For commenting, we made the
same comparison.

Results

Descriptive Statistics
The topic coding results for 55 original tweets are shown in
Table 2. Apart from others, the top six topics that were widely
retweeted and commented on by users were epidemic situation,
foreign countermeasures, prevention, virus, patients, and
domestic government countermeasures. The following research
took the data corresponding to these six topics as the research
object, including 49 original tweets published by 45 users,
10,845 retweets published by 9511 users, and 5305 comments
published by 4264 users.

In Figure 3, the different colors of the river branches represent
different attitudes, and the widths of the river branches represent
the number of users holding the corresponding attitudes. Most
of the users who retweeted rumor rebuttal tweets displayed the
agree attitude. Few users who retweeted rumor rebuttal tweets
about the epidemic situation showed the query attitude.
However, the users who commented on rumor rebuttal tweets
had more diversified attitudes under various topics, with the
majority of individuals holding query or unknown attitudes.
Under the topics of epidemic situation and foreign
countermeasures, especially, more users showed disagree or
query attitudes.

Table 2. Topic distribution of original rumor rebuttal tweets and their retweets and comments.

Comments, n (%)aRetweets, n (%)aOriginal tweets, n (%)aTopic

Comments
(n=6064)

Users
(n=4863)

Retweets
(n=18,118)

Users
(n=16,707)

Tweets (n=55)Users (n=51)

355 (5.8)266 (5.5)1207 (6.7)1204 (7.2)3 (5)3 (6)Virus

343 (5.7)233 (4.8)233 (1.3)230 (1.4)3 (5)3 (6)Contagion

896 (14.8)759 (15.6)2471 (13.6)2235 (13.4)8 (15)6 (12)Prevention

414 (6.8)399 (8.2)1137 (6.3)1132 (6.8)4 (7)4 (8)Patients

0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)0 (0)Treatment

30 (0.5)29 (0.6)242 (1.3)242 (1.4)1 (2)1 (2)Sequelae

2603 (42.9)1980 (40.7)2835 (15.6)2693 (16.1)25 (46)25 (49)Epidemic situation

462 (7.6)374 (7.7)372 (2.1)364 (2.2)5 (9)5 (10)Domestic government countermeasures

35 (0.6)30 (0.6)25 (0.1)25 (0.1)1 (2)1 (2)Other domestic countermeasures

575 (9.5)526 (10.8)2823 (15.6)2813 (16.8)4 (7)4 (8)Foreign countermeasures

351 (5.8)309 (6.4)6773 (37.4)6773 (40.5)1 (2)1 (2)Others

aPercentages may add up to greater than 100% because one user may post multiple original tweets among which each tweet belongs to a specific topic.
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Figure 3. Distribution of attitudes of users who retweeted (left) or commented on (right) the original rumor rebuttal tweets under the top six topics.

Echo Chamber Effect in Networks of Rumor Rebuttal
Under Different Topics

Echo Chamber Effect in User-Level Interaction
Networks
In Figure 4, retweeting user networks and commenting user
networks are colored by users’ attitudes toward rumor rebuttal
under the top six topics and visualized using Gephi’s
Fruchterman Reingold layout algorithm. Each node’s size was
proportional to its weighted in-degree, each line’s thickness
was proportional to the edge’s weight, and each line’s color was
consistent with the target node. Compared to retweeting

networks, commenting networks were smaller but denser. Except
for virus and domestic government countermeasures, the
modularity values of commenting user networks under other
topics were higher than those of retweeting user networks. Apart
from patients, the transitivity and reciprocity—when the first
individual chooses the second individual, the second individual
also chooses the first individual—of commenting user networks
under other topics were higher than those of retweeting user
networks. Consequently, compared to retweeting users,
commenting users created a more cohesive community with the
help of the commenting mechanism [75], and the relationship
between users was close and relatively stable [76].
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Figure 4. Retweeting user networks and commenting user networks of rumor rebuttal under the top six topics.

As shown in Figure 4, the retweeting and commenting user
networks of rumor rebuttal under different topics showed highly
modular structures; however, the large clusters in retweeting
user networks showed high homophily, while the large clusters
in commenting user networks had mixed attitudes. In addition,
in retweeting user networks, the attitude of the user node located
in the center was mostly agree, but in commenting user
networks, it might be agree, disagree, or query. In Figure 5,
like-minded refers to the sum of the edges’ weights in which

the attitude of the nodes at both ends was either agree or
disagree, cross-cutting refers to the sum of the edges’ weights
in which the attitude of the nodes at one end was agree and at
the other end was disagree, and unclear refers to the sum of the
edges’weights in which there was at least one node at both ends
holding the query or unknown attitude. In retweeting user
networks under different topics, the proportion of interactions
between users with the same attitude ranged from 93.9%
(2663/2835) to 98.8% (1192/1207), the proportion of
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interactions between users with opposite attitudes ranged from
0.3% (3/1137) to 1.3% (36/2835), and the proportion of
interactions between users whose attitudes were not clear ranged
from 0.9% (11/1207) to 4.8% (138/2835). In commenting user
networks, the situation was quite different, with the like-minded
interactions accounting for 11.5% (66/575) to 66.7% (276/414),

cross-cutting interactions accounting for 0.9% (4/462) to 16.3%
(94/575), and unclear interactions accounting for 31.4%
(130/414) to 76.0% (351/462). These quantitative indicators
revealed the significance of ideology echo chambers in
retweeting user networks and the low homophily in commenting
user networks.

Figure 5. Homophily based on the users’ attitudes in retweeting and commenting user networks toward rumor rebuttal under the top six topics.

Echo Chamber Effect in Community-Level Interaction
Networks
Figure 6 indicates that the intracommunity heterogeneity value
of the retweeting network under each topic was low. Except for
patients and domestic government countermeasures, the
intracommunity heterogeneity values of commenting networks
under other topics were high. In addition, the intracommunity
heterogeneity values of retweeting networks were generally
lower than those of commenting networks.

In Figure 7, the retweeting and commenting community
networks are colored by communities’ attitude scores toward
rumor rebuttal under the top six topics; a score of 1 meant that
100% of users in the community held the agree attitude and a

score of –1 meant that 100% of users in the community held
the disagree attitude. These were visualized using Gephi’s Force
Atlas layout algorithm. Each node’s size was proportional to
the number of users within the community, each line’s thickness
was proportional to the edge’s weight, and each line’s color was
consistent with the target node. Compared to retweeting
networks, the commenting community networks were smaller
but denser and had larger nodes. Apart from patients,
commenting community networks had higher transitivity; except
for patients and prevention, they had higher reciprocity. This
meant that, compared to retweeting networks, the interactions
between communities in commenting networks were more
common and the connections between communities were closer
and more stable.
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Figure 6. Heterogeneity based on the distribution of users' attitudes within each community node in retweeting (left) and commenting (right) community
networks toward rumor rebuttal under the top six topics. The × symbols and circles represent means and outliers of the heterogeneity values, respectively.

Figure 7. Retweeting community networks and commenting community networks.

It was visually apparent that most communities in retweeting
networks had strongly homogeneous attitude distributions
toward rumor rebuttal, dominated by the agree attitude, while
very few communities had a mix of opposite views. However,
commenting networks were less segregated and showed more
frequent occurrences of communities containing both agree and

disagree attitudes. The assortativity coefficients of retweeting
community networks ranged from –0.197 to 0.001, among which
virus was the highest. The assortativity coefficients of
commenting community networks ranged from –0.289 to 0.143,
among which epidemic situation was the highest. The
assortativity coefficients of the retweeting community networks
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under the topics of virus, domestic government countermeasures,
and foreign countermeasures were higher than those of the
commenting community networks. The assortativity coefficients
of the commenting community networks under the topics of
epidemic situation, prevention, and patients were higher than
those of the retweeting community networks. All in all, on the
one hand, the attitude distribution within communities of
retweeting networks under all the topics and commenting
networks under patients and domestic government
countermeasures was homogeneous. On the other hand, the
interaction homophily between communities in retweeting and
commenting networks was low.

The Impact of the Echo Chamber Effect on
Information Characteristics of User Interaction
Content

The Difference in Information Characteristics Between
Interaction Types
As shown in Figure 8, the retweets and comments were generally
negative, and the negative values in comments were higher. The
average of the sentiment values in cross-cutting interactions
was lower than that of the other two kinds of interactions. In
addition, it is noteworthy that cross-cutting interactions of
retweets and comments contained significantly higher negative
values than did like-minded interactions.

Figure 8. The distribution of sentiment values across different kinds of interactions in retweets (left) and comments (right). The × symbols and circles
represent means and outliers of the sentiment values, respectively. ANOVA: analysis of variance.

Figures 9 and 10 clearly state that about 4.0% (429/10,845) of
the retweets contained information-seeking content and 2.1%
(231/10,845) contained information-sharing content, while about
21.9% (1162/5305) of the comments contained
information-seeking content and 10.9% (579/5305) contained
information-sharing content. Only 2.2% (242/10,845) of the
retweets contained uncivil expressions, while 15.9% (845/5305)

of the comments contained uncivil expressions. The results of
chi-square tests for both retweets and comments (P<.001)
claimed that the proportion of information seeking, information
sharing, and incivility in cross-cutting interactions was
significantly higher than in like-minded interactions, at the
significance level of .001.

Figure 9. The proportion of information-seeking, information-sharing, and no information content in different kinds of interactions in retweets (left)
and comments (right).
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Figure 10. The proportion of civility and incivility in different kinds of interactions in retweets (left) and comments (right).

Correlation of Different Information Characteristics
Figure 11 shows that the sentiment values of retweets or
comments containing information-seeking and
information-sharing content were significantly different. The
average of the sentiment values of retweets without
information-seeking and information-sharing content was the

highest, and the average sentiment value containing
information-sharing content was significantly lower than the
one containing information-seeking content. A similar situation
occurred with comments. Figure 12 shows that uncivil retweets
or comments had higher negative sentiment values than civil
retweets or comments.

Figure 11. The distribution of sentiment values in retweets (left) and comments (right) containing information-seeking, information-sharing, and no
information content. The × symbols and circles represent means and outliers of the sentiment values, respectively. ANOVA: analysis of variance.

Figure 12. The distribution of sentiment values for retweets (left) and comments (right) containing civil and uncivil content. The × symbols and circles
represent means and outliers of the sentiment values, respectively.

Figure 13 indicates that the proportion of incivility in tweets
containing information-seeking content was highest, whether
it was in retweets or comments. The results of chi-square tests
(P<.001) illustrated that there were significant differences in

the proportion of civility and incivility in comments containing
information-seeking and information-sharing content, but there
were no significant differences in retweets.
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Figure 13. The proportion of civility and incivility in retweets (left) and comments (right) containing information-seeking, information-sharing, and
no information content.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Considering the important role of the dissemination of rumor
rebuttal on social media regarding rumor control and disease
containment during public health crises, in this research, we
used content analysis, sentiment analysis, social network
analysis, and statistical analysis to roughly evaluate the
effectiveness of rumor rebuttal, analyze the echo chamber effect
based on attitudes in users’ retweeting and commenting
behaviors toward rumor rebuttal under different topics, and
analyze the impact of the echo chamber effect on information
characteristics of user interaction content. Firstly, we analyzed
the distribution of attitudes and whether there was an echo
chamber effect in the attitude choice of individuals when
retweeting or commenting on others’ tweets. Secondly, we
tested the heterogeneity of attitude distribution within
communities and the homophily of interactions between
communities. Based on the results at user and community levels,
we made a comprehensive judgment. Finally, we examined the
content of user interaction from three dimensions of sentiment
expression, information seeking and sharing, and civility to test
the impact of the echo chamber effect.

The Echo Chamber Effect in Rumor Rebuttal
Communication
Retweeting indicates a desire to increase the visibility of a given
message; comments are a way of online collective debate around
the topic of a tweet [77]. Therefore, comments are more likely
to include diversified pros and cons–related feedback on rumor
rebuttal under different topics [16]. Moreover, social media
users who participate in different topics of rumor rebuttal
experience different degrees of the echo chamber effect in
attitude selection based on different interaction mechanisms.
The user-level interaction networks indicated a high frequency
of like-minded interactions and a low frequency of cross-cutting
interactions in retweeting networks of all topics; however, they
indicated a low frequency of like-minded interactions and a
high frequency of interactions containing users without clear
attitudes in commenting networks of all topics. Consistent with
the research of Wang and Song [15], Tsai et al [40], and
Williams et al [41], our results once again emphasized the
outstanding performance of attitude-based echo chambers in

retweeting networks and the frequent interaction of dissimilar
opinions in commenting networks. Retweeting often implies
endorsement of either the individual tweet or its original author
[41]. Thus, users tend to retweet others who have attitudes
consistent with their own, which is in line with the goal of an
individual developing social identity, while commenting usually
serves as an open channel for viewpoint collision and fusion.
However, our results might conflict with the research of Shin
et al [39] and Zollo et al [16]. Results from the former study
might be due to the influence of political context on selective
exposure. Results from the latter study might lie in platform
differences. As Facebook focuses on reciprocal social interaction
and Weibo, like Twitter, concentrates more on the sharing of
opinions with the reduction of social pressure brought about by
anonymity, echo chambers exist in users’commenting networks
on Facebook and not on Weibo [78].

The community-level interaction networks strongly suggested
that homophily occurred in attitude distribution within
communities in retweeting networks under all topics and in
commenting networks under patients and domestic government
countermeasures topics. Like the conclusions from Williams
et al [41] on the controversial topics about climate change, most
individuals who engaged in online discussions were embedded
within communities of like-minded users; such self-reinforcing
echo chambers could prevent engagement with alternative
attitudes and promote extreme views [79]. We also identified
mixed-attitude communities in commenting networks
corresponding to certain topics, in which users were frequently
exposed to a diversity of attitudes. Williams et al [41]
characterized such communities as open forums. Nevertheless,
there was not a clear tendency for a whole community to interact
most strongly with other communities of similar attitude
composition either in retweeting or commenting networks. This
indicated that the echo chamber effect was not significant at the
level of community interaction.

The Impact of the Echo Chamber Effect on Interaction
Content
Online content of user interactions using different mechanisms
had different properties. This reflected different motivations for
using social media. Compared with retweeting, commenting
was used more for sentiment expression, information seeking,
and information sharing; it also contained more uncivil terms.
These might be attributed to the comment mechanism acting as
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an open forum to reduce the individual’s exposure ratio in social
networks [80]. Online social networks are recognized sites of
both the construction of social identities [81,82] and their
linguistic performance [83]. Social identity theory [81] asserts
that willingness to negatively engage with out-group members
is a way of affirming membership of the in-group. In other
words, interactions with alternative attitudes are often
accompanied by greater negative sentiment. In addition, to
defend collective sensemaking, it is inevitable to breed uncivil
terms. It is worth noting that most like-minded interactions did
not seek or share information; on the contrary, cross-cutting
interactions did seek or share information. This suggested that
the echo chamber effect dealt with the potential adverse effects
of knowledge flow and group wisdom gathering [15]. The
research also showed that online users’ information-seeking
behavior was accompanied by incivility, and information-sharing
behavior was accompanied by a more negative sentiment, which
was often accompanied by incivility. This was very detrimental
to any kind of meaningful interaction between users.

Theoretical Contributions and Practical Implications
There are three main contributions. Firstly, previous research
studies on the effectiveness of rumor rebuttal were mostly based
on self-reported perception and attitude data, and they ignored
or simplified the actual network structure of rumor rebuttal
dissemination and users’ cognition as well as their
decision-making and interaction behaviors. This research
analyzed the echo chamber effect in users’ responses to rumor
rebuttal under different topics, based on naturally occurring
online behavior data. This attempt filled the gap between rumor
rebuttal and echo chamber research and provided a new research
area. Secondly, when analyzing the echo chamber effect, this
study started from multiple dimensions, such as topic, interaction
mechanism, and interaction level, and used visualization
combined with qualitative and quantitative indicators to enrich
and enhance the robustness of the conclusions. Thirdly, this
study not only determined the existence and degree of the echo
chamber effect but also analyzed its impact on the characteristics
of interactive content (ie, sentiment, information, and civility),
introducing sentiment intensity to improve the accuracy of the
analysis.

In the process of rumor rebuttal dissemination under different
topics, the distribution of attitudes by users who retweeted or
commented was different, and the significance of an

attitude-based echo chamber effect was also different. Social
media platform managers should systematically monitor users’
attitudes and should achieve multidimensional governance by
topic, network (ie, retweeting and commenting), and community
(ie, within the network community and between the network
communities) in order to prevent or alleviate group polarization.
Notably, managers should strengthen the sentiment guidance
for users who denied the rumor rebuttal in the open commenting
forum to guard against sentiment infection. Simultaneously, the
censorship of uncivil tweets should be increased to update the
network environment, so that information seeking and sharing
can become more efficient.

Limitations
It should be noted that Weibo’s @ function is often used to
initiate conversations with target users. This kind of targeted
request, different from nontargeted exposure of retweeting and
commenting, may exhibit different degrees of the echo chamber
effect and then affect the characteristics of interactive content.
Additional research should be conducted in the future. This
research showed that users’sentiments were negative in retweets
and comments. It is meaningful to explore how the echo
chamber effect affects different types of negative sentiments,
such as anger and fear.

Conclusions
This study first analyzed the distribution of attitudes by users
who retweeted or commented on rumor rebuttal on Weibo in
the early stage of the COVID-19 epidemic and found that the
effectiveness of rumor rebuttal varied among different topics.
The study then dug deeply into the existence and degree of an
attitude-based echo chamber effect and its impact on causing
sentiment resonance, motivating information seeking and
sharing, and breeding uncivil speech. The findings confirmed
that retweeting played an essential role in promoting
polarization, and commenting played a role in consensus
building. The findings showed that there might not be a
significant echo chamber effect in community interactions and
verified that the echo chamber effect did have an essential
impact on interactive content (ie, sentiment, information, and
civility). Specifically, polarization caused cross-cutting
interactions to contain more negative sentiment, which was
associated with incivility, and caused like-minded interactions
to contain less meaningful information seeking and sharing.
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Abstract

Background: Most residents of long-term care facilities (LTCFs) are at high risk of complications and death following
SARS-CoV-2 infection. In these facilities, viral transmission can be facilitated by shortages of human and material resources,
which can lead to suboptimal application of infection prevention and control (IPC) procedures. To improve the dissemination of
COVID-19 IPC guidelines, we developed a serious game called “Escape COVID-19” using Nicholson’s RECIPE for meaningful
gamification, as engaging serious games have the potential to induce behavioral change.

Objective: As the probability of executing an action is strongly linked to the intention of performing it, the objective of this
study was to determine whether LTCF employees were willing to change their IPC practices after playing “Escape COVID-19.”

Methods: This was a web-based, triple-blind, randomized controlled trial, which took place between November 5 and December
4, 2020. The health authorities of Geneva, Switzerland, asked the managers of all LTCFs under their jurisdiction to forward
information regarding the study to all their employees, regardless of professional status. Participants were unaware that they
would be randomly allocated to one of two different study paths upon registration. In the control group, participants filled in a
first questionnaire designed to gather demographic data and assess baseline knowledge before accessing regular online IPC
guidelines. They then answered a second questionnaire, which assessed their willingness to change their IPC practices and
identified the reasons underlying their decision. They were then granted access to the serious game. Conversely, the serious game
group played “Escape COVID-19” after answering the first questionnaire but before answering the second one. This group
accessed the control material after answering the second set of questions. There was no time limit. The primary outcome was the
proportion of LTCF employees willing to change their IPC practices. Secondary outcomes included the factors underlying
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participants’ decisions, the domains these changes would affect, changes in the use of protective equipment items, and attrition
at each stage of the study.

Results: A total of 295 answer sets were analyzed. Willingness to change behavior was higher in the serious game group (82%
[119/145] versus 56% [84/150]; P<.001), with an odds ratio of 3.86 (95% CI 2.18-6.81; P<.001) after adjusting for professional
category and baseline knowledge, using a mixed effects logistic regression model with LTCF as a random effect. For more than
two-thirds (142/203) of the participants, the feeling of playing an important role against the epidemic was the most important
factor explaining their willingness to change behavior. Most of the participants unwilling to change their behavior answered that
they were already applying all the guidelines.

Conclusions: The serious game “Escape COVID-19” was more successful than standard IPC material in convincing LTCF
employees to adopt COVID-19–safe IPC behavior.

International Registered Report Identifier (IRRID): RR2-10.2196/25595

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e27443)   doi:10.2196/27443

KEYWORDS

COVID-19; transmission; serious game; infection prevention; health care worker; SARS-CoV-2; nursing homes; randomized
controlled trial; long-term care facilities; impact; game; intention; control; elderly

Introduction

Background and Importance
Long-term care facilities (LTCFs) have been hit hard by the
COVID-19 pandemic [1-4]. Although most LTCF residents are
either old or frail and therefore more prone to complications
and death following SARS-CoV-2 infection [5,6], other factors,
such as shortages of human resources [7-9], must also be taken
into account. This lack of resources can lead to suboptimal
application of infection prevention and control (IPC) procedures
[10], thus facilitating viral transmission. As even a single LTCF
employee can contaminate a great number of colleagues and
residents [11], and as rapid viral transmission between residents
has been reported [12], it is essential to support LTCF employees
[13] and ultimately help them adhere to IPC guidelines [14].

Even though most LTCF employees recognize the importance
of preventing SARS-CoV-2 transmission, their motivation to
act according to their awareness might be hampered by overwork
[8,15], by too often updated and sometimes contradicting
guidelines [16,17], and by mistrust in health care authorities
[18]. Moreover, in spite of well-established evidence regarding
specific IPC practices such as hand hygiene and use of personal
protective equipment (PPE) [19], most health care workers
(HCWs), including LTCF employees, only seldom apply them
perfectly [20-22]. The current need for physical distance and
the disruption of the regular continuing medical education
courses has deteriorated this situation even further [23].

To enhance the communication of appropriate IPC guidelines
and improve their application by HCWs and related staff who
are regularly in contact with patients, we developed a web-based
serious game called “Escape COVID-19” [24] using Nicholson’s
RECIPE for meaningful gamification [25]. Although electronic

learning (e-learning) interventions might be ineffective in
teaching complex technical procedures ([17,26]; Stuby et al,
unpublished data, 2021), they are nevertheless useful in
increasing knowledge and their use is generally associated with
a high level of learner satisfaction [27-29]. As the probability
of executing an action is strongly linked to the intention of
performing it (according to the theory of planned behavior
[30,31]), an engaging serious game could enhance the
dissemination of essential IPC guidelines and encourage LTCF
employees to change their behavior regarding IPC practices
[29,32,33].

Objective
Our main objective was to assess the impact of “Escape
COVID-19,” a web-based serious game, on the intention of
LTCF employees to change their IPC practices. Our secondary
objective was to determine the reasons underlying the potential
willingness to change IPC practices or lack thereof.

Methods

Study Design and Setting
This was a web-based, triple-blind (investigator, participants,
data analyst), randomized controlled trial, which took place
between November 5 and December 4, 2020. Its design has
been published previously [34] and is summarized in Figure 1.
A declaration of no objection was issued by our regional ethics
committee (Req-2020-01262) as such projects do not fall within
the scope of the Swiss federal law on human research [35]. This
study was designed according to the CONSORT-EHEALTH
(Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials) guidelines [36]
and incorporates relevant elements from the CHERRIES
(Checklist for Reporting Results of Internet E-Surveys) checklist
[37].
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Figure 1. Study design.

Having been informed by IPC specialists from the Geneva
University Hospitals of the development of “Escape
COVID-19,” the public health authorities of Geneva,
Switzerland, were interested in giving the employees of all
LTCFs under their jurisdiction access to this serious game. They
therefore provided us with a comprehensive list of all such
facilities, but insisted on liaising with LTCF managers
themselves. As LTCF employees other than HCWs can often
be in contact with residents, we informed the representatives of
the health care authorities that, for methodological and clinical
relevance, all LTCF employees should be invited to participate,
regardless of their professional status. We therefore provided
them with an email template that described the objective of this
study and the target population, and gave information regarding
data protection (Multimedia Appendix 1). This template was
sent by the public health authorities to all LTCF managers
following a regular LTCF coordination meeting during which
the characteristics of the study and the serious game were
detailed. Participants, including LTCF managers, were unaware

that they would be allocated to one of two different study arms
but were required to provide consent (see below) and were given
the approximate time required to complete the whole path (30
minutes). An email address that could be used to contact the
investigators was also provided. The only incentive that
participants were given was the promise of acquiring a course
completion certificate at the end of the study path.

Online Platform
A specific web-based platform [38], hosted on a Swiss server,
was created under the Joomla 3.9 content management system
[39]. Only two authors (MS and L Suppan) had access to the
administration console and data, which were stored on an
encrypted MySQL-compatible database (MariaDB 5.5.5,
MariaDB Foundation). Daily backups were performed
throughout the study period. They were triggered by a cron job
script and uploaded on a physically separate server through an
encrypted connection. The front page displayed a comprehensive
list of all LTCFs under Geneva health authorities’ jurisdiction
(Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Front page of the study website (in French). Only the first three long-term care facilities are displayed.

Stratification was achieved by having LTCF employees click
on a link specific to their institution. When they clicked on this
link, participants were automatically randomized to one of the
two study paths by GegaByte’s Random Article module
(GegaByte Technologies) [40]. This process was invisible to

the end user and there was no way either participants or
investigators could influence group allocation.

General information regarding the study, the need to register
with a valid email address, and the need to allow the reception
of emails coming from the website’s domain was then displayed
(Figure 3).
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Figure 3. General information displayed (in French) before accessing the registration form.

After clicking on the “Access” button, a registration form,
identical for both groups, was shown (Figure 4). This form was
created using Membership Pro (Joomdonation) as this
component enabled us to allocate users to specific groups, to

create specific fields, and to disable the “Name” field [41].
Therefore, participants were only asked to enter their email
address; they were not asked for any other personal information
and were not required to give their first and last names.
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Figure 4. Registration form (in French).

To avoid having LTCF employees registering under the wrong
institution, LTCF-specific accreditations were created for each
facility (Figure 4, “Accréditation” field). The full list of
accreditations was sent to the public health authorities, who
were informed they were to adapt our email template
accordingly for each LTCF.

After filling in the registration form, participants were asked to
activate their account using a specific link sent to the email
address they had entered. This email also contained a reminder
regarding data handling and security (Multimedia Appendix 2).
Participants were informed that clicking on the activation link
was considered as consent to participate in the study. After
activating their account, participants were able to log in to the
platform. Upon login, they were redirected to the first
questionnaire (Multimedia Appendix 3) by the
Redirect-on-Login 4.6 component (Pages-and-Items) [42].

This first questionnaire (Multimedia Appendix 3) was designed
to assess the participants’ baseline knowledge and to gather

demographic data. It was developed using Community Surveys
Pro (Corejoomla) [43], which enables a completeness check
and allows for the use of branching logic. The number of initial
questions was kept to a minimum and branching logic was used
to try to limit attrition [44-47]. All multiple-choice and
multiple-answer questions were mandatory and had to be
answered before participants could move on to the next step.
The answers could not be changed once a page had been
completed.

After completing this first questionnaire, participants in the
control group were shown a quick reminder of the most recent
national guidelines published by the Federal Office of Public
Health of the Swiss Confederation [48]. They were also given
links to local IPC guidelines for health care professionals
(Vigigerme) provided by the Geneva University Hospitals
(Figure 5). After reviewing these guidelines, which are freely
available on the internet [49], these participants were asked to
complete the second questionnaire (Multimedia Appendix 4).
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Figure 5. Control material (in French). The model was displayed for 10 seconds before providing links to infection prevention and control guidelines.

Conversely, “Escape COVID-19” (version 2.1.1) was launched
once participants in the serious game group had completed the
first questionnaire. The development of this serious game has
previously been described [24]. Briefly, “Escape COVID-19”
was first developed in French under Articulate Storyline 3
(Articulate Global) through multiple iterations by using the first
three steps of the SERES framework [23,50,51] and Nicholson’s
RECIPE for meaningful gamification [25]. Graphical elements
were designed by Eric Buche [52] to lend a unique aspect to

the game (Figures 6 and 7). The game has been fully translated
in English and can be freely accessed on the internet [53]. The
first and last author can be contacted to obtain Shareable Content
Object Reference Model (SCORM) packages, which can be
reused freely for research and educational purposes. Although
the screen captures are presented in English to enhance their
comprehension by an international readership, the original
(French) versions can be seen in Multimedia Appendix 5.
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Figure 6. Welcome screen of the Escape COVID-19 serious game.

This serious game includes four different levels, which create
a meaningful narrative [25] by presenting recurrent and critical
standard situations encountered by HCWs, including community
and hospital exposures. Feedback is systematically given [54]
to reinforce the expected behavior. Desirable behaviors and
correct answers are rewarded by awarding a “thumbs-up,” while

viruses are accumulated whenever a wrong answer is given or
an unwished-for behavior is performed. A “game over” screen
is displayed (Figure 7) if the player gathers a total of 5 viruses.
The player can then either restart the level or spend their
thumbs-up to decrease the virus count (1:1).

Figure 7. "Game over" screen of the Escape COVID-19 serious game.

After completing all four levels, participants were shown a link
that enabled them to access the second questionnaire (Figure
8). This ensured that this questionnaire could only be answered
by participants who had actually completed the game.

This second and last questionnaire was designed to assess
whether the participants intended to change their IPC practices
after completing their allocated set of learning materials. It was
also developed using Community Surveys Pro, with branching

logic used to try to limit attrition and completeness checks
enabled to avoid missing data. After completing this last
questionnaire, participants in the control group were granted
access to the serious game, while those who belonged to the
serious game group were shown the control materials. All
participants could then access a certificate generation module
that enabled them to obtain a course completion certificate. No
time limit was set for either of the two questionnaires or for
completing the serious game.
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Figure 8. The only way participants could access the second questionnaire was by clicking on the “Exit the game” button.

During the whole study path, participants were allocated to
specific user groups according to their progression. This was
carried out by using Joomla’s native Access Control List feature
(PHP functions JUserHelper::addUserToGroup and
JUserHelper::removeUserFromGroup, embedded using
Sourcerer by Regular Labs [55]), and served two purposes. First,
it allowed us to determine precisely at which step some
participants elected to abandon the study. Second, it allowed
participants who had been interrupted to be immediately
redirected to the next incomplete step of the study when
resuming.

Outcomes
The primary outcome was the proportion of LTCF employees
who answered they were willing to change their IPC practices
after seeing either the serious game or the control material. The
secondary outcomes were the identification of factors associated
with participant willingness to change their behavior, the reasons
given by participants opposed to changing theirs [56], and the
potential motivators which could have led them to change.
Attrition was evaluated at each stage of the study.

We also assessed the IPC domains affected in participants who
answered they were willing to change their IPC behavior, and
whether these participants would modify their use of specific
PPE items. In total, 13 questions were used to assess these latter
outcomes. Therefore, conversely to the previous outcomes,
answering questions related to IPC domains and PPE items were
not compulsory to limit attrition.

Participants and Sample Size
Regardless of their professional status, all LTCF employees
working in Geneva, Switzerland, who received the invitation
and elected to participate were included in this study and
represented a convenience sample. As the number of eligible

employees was estimated to be approximately 4000 people, we
hoped for a participation rate of around 20%. This would have
allowed us to detect a difference of 10% at the .05 significance
level with a power of 80% as we had calculated that 388
participants would have been needed in each group to detect
such a difference.

Answer sets that had not been marked as completed by the
computer system and those filled by participants other than
LTCF employees (ie, government employees or employees of
other institutions) were excluded.

Data Curation and Statistical Analysis
Data was exported by L Suppan in Microsoft Excel (Microsoft
Corp; XLSX) and in comma-separated value (CSV) formats
depending on the components before being imported, appended,
and merged under Stata (StataCorp LLC). The groups were
renamed using neutral names (“Atreides” and “Corrino”), the
fields that could have led to the unblinding of the data analyst
were removed, and the curated DTA file was transmitted to L
Stuby, who used Stata (version 15.1) for statistical analysis.
This investigator was not part of the serious game development
team and did not coauthor the original publication, as we wanted
to avoid any potential conflict of interest.

Univariable and multivariable logistic regression were used to
assess the primary outcome, with adjustment performed
according to prior knowledge (expressed as the percentage of
correct answers), professional status, and facility. The
log-linearity assumption was checked graphically and the
goodness-of-fit was tested using the Hosmer-Lemeshow test.
As randomization was stratified by center, we adjusted for this
in the analysis by employing a random effects logistic regression
model, using LTCF as a random effect. We tested the null
hypothesis of absence of random effect using a chi-bar-square
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test. We calculated the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC)
to quantify to what extent responses in a single LTCF were
correlated.

Secondary outcomes were analyzed by assigning numerical
values to the answers gathered through the use of Likert scales.
As the domains potentially affected by a change in behavior
were assessed using Likert scales ranging from 1 (not at all) to
6 (very much), the same values (ie, a score ranging from 1 to
6) were assigned to each item. The composite outcome was the
sum of these 9 questions and was analyzed through univariable
linear regression then adjusted by employing a mixed effects
model, using LTCF as a random effect and the same adjustment
variables as for the primary outcome.

The changes in the use of specific PPE items were assessed
using 5-point Likert scales, ranging from “much less” to “much
more.” An odd number was decided upon to allow participants
to give a neutral answer. Values ranging from –2 to +2 were
therefore assigned to each answer, with positive values attributed
to changes enhancing IPC behavior. A composite outcome was
generated by summing up these values. We used the same
statistical method as for the prior composite outcome. When
computing composite outcomes, the same weight was applied
to all questions. As a reduction in the use of N95 respirators
can also be considered as desirable depending on the setting, a

sensitivity analysis was performed by analyzing the composite
outcome with and without this particular item. Each individual
question based on a Likert scale was also analyzed separately
and the results are presented graphically, either in the manuscript
or in multimedia appendices. No imputation technique was used.

Descriptive statistics were used to describe the factors associated
with willingness or refusal to change behavior. The chi-square
test or—if the expected frequencies assumption was not
met—the Fisher exact test were used to assess differences
between groups.

The curated data file (with the groups renamed as “Control”
and “Serious Game”) is available on the Mendeley Data
repository [57].

Results

During the course of the study, the public health authorities of
Geneva requested that we create specific accesses for other
institutions whose members were not part of the target
population. A total of 652 accounts were created, out of which
569 (87.3%) were activated. After exclusion of accounts that
had not completed the second questionnaire and of those
belonging to institutions other than LTCFs, 295 answer sets
were analyzed (Figure 9). Participant characteristics are detailed
in Table 1.
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Figure 9. Study flowchart.
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Table 1. Participant characteristics from 36 long-term care facilities in Geneva, Switzerland. Totals may not equal 100% due to rounding.

Serious game (n=145)Control (n=150)Participant characteristics

111 (76.6)118 (78.7)Gender, female, n (%)

43 (34-52)45 (39-51)Age (years), median (Q1-Q3)

Professional group, n (%)

83 (57.2)83 (55.3)Nursing staff

24 (16.6)30 (20.0)Administrative/support staff

3 (2.1)3 (2.0)Physicians

35 (24.1)34 (22.7)Other

Detailed nursing staff status, n (%)

35 (41.2)32 (38.6)Nurse

34 (40.0)36 (43.4)Health care assistant

11 (12.9)5 (6.0)Nurse assistant

5 (5.9)10 (12.1)Other

Non–health care professionals, n (%)

14 (40.0)20 (58.8)Hospitality/catering

12 (34.3)11 (32.4)Animation

9 (25.7)3 (8.8)Other

Self-assessed frequency of patient contact for non–health care professionals, n (%)

25 (41.0)25 (39.1)Very often

12 (19.7)19 (29.7)Quite often

22 (36.1)15 (23.4)Infrequently

2 (3.3)5 (7.8)Almost never

12 (4-21)11 (6-22)Years active in the health sector, median (Q1-Q3)

40 (20-80)40 (20-60)Baseline knowledge (percentage of correct answers), median (Q1-Q3)

Out of 36 LTCFs, only 8 provided 10 or more full answer sets,
totaling 178 (60.3%) of all analyzed answers. Furthermore,
one-third (n=12) of all LTCFs provided less than 5 full answer
sets.

The willingness to change behavior was higher in the serious
game group (82% [119/145], 95% CI 76%-88% versus 56%
[84/150], 95% CI 48%-64%; P<.001), with an unadjusted odds
ratio of 3.60 (95% CI 2.11-6.13; P<.001). After adjusting for
professional category and baseline knowledge, using a random
effects logistic regression model with LTCF as a random effect,
the magnitude of the effect increased slightly, with an odds ratio
of 3.86 (95% CI 2.18-6.81; P<.001). The effect was not
significantly affected by professional category (P=.46) or

baseline knowledge (P=.52). The ICC of 0.07 (95% CI
0.01-0.33) suggests little correlation of responses within
individual LTCFs, although the chi-bar-square test showed that
there was good evidence against the null hypothesis of no
random effects (P=.046). A sensitivity analysis performed by
excluding answers coming from LTCFs with <10 answers
yielded an unadjusted odds ratio of 2.42 (95% CI 1.25-4.68;
P=.009) and an adjusted odds ratio of 2.54 (95% CI 1.25-5.13;
P=.01).

The factors underlying the willingness or lack thereof to change
IPC behavior are detailed in Tables 2 and 3. The factors that
could have led participants to change their behavior can be
found in Table 4.

Table 2. Factors underlying the willingness to change infection prevention and control behavior.

Serious game (n=119), n (%)Control (n=84), n (%)Factors

82 (68.9)60 (71.4)The feeling of playing an important role in the common effort against the epidemic

74 (62.2)55 (65.5)The information given in the training material

58 (48.7)42 (50.0)The probability of infecting a relative

57 (47.9)38 (45.2)One should follow the procedures

3 (2.5)1 (1.2)Other
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Table 3. Factors underlying the lack of willingness to change infection prevention and control behavior.

Serious game (n=26), n (%)Control (n=66), n (%)Factors

23 (88.5)62 (93.9)I already apply all these guidelines

4 (15.4)6 (9.1)This material was not in line with my situation

0 (0.0)0 (0.0)The material I have just seen was not helpful

0 (0.0)0 (0.0)I do not believe these measures to be useful

0 (0.0)0 (0.0)I disagree with these measures

3 (11.5)3 (4.6)Other

Table 4. Factors that could have brought about a change in infection prevention and control behavior.

Serious game (n=26), n (%)Control (n=66), n (%)Factors

7 (26.9)19 (28.8)A better understanding of the reasons underlying the recommendations

8 (30.8)12 (18.2)A greater probability of infecting a relative

12 (46.2)28 (42.4)The feeling of having an important role in the common effort against the epidemic

5 (19.2)19 (28.8)Another reason

2 (7.7)2 (3.0)Nothing—I could not have been convinced by any argument

Among the participants who answered that they were willing
to change their IPC behavior after following the learning
material, those in the control group exhibited a higher intensity
in their willingness to adopt the recommended behaviors (4.88,
95% CI 0.56-9.22; P=.03). Adjustment for baseline knowledge,
professional status, and LTCF slightly increased the effect,
which did not change direction and remained statistically
significant (4.98, 95% CI 0.85-9.10; P=.02). When analyzed
separately, there were no significant differences between the
control and intervention group in six IPC domains: not going

to work if symptomatic (P=.07), protection from both colleagues
and patients (P=.09), donning sequences with and without risk
of aerosolization (P=.54 and P=.72, respectively), more
frequently changing gloves (P=.26), and practicing hand hygiene
(P=.33; Multimedia Appendix 6). However, participants in the
control group felt significantly more concerned regarding
workplace disinfection (P=.002; Figure 10), handling of the
face mask (P=.02; Figure 11), and protecting themselves from
asymptomatic people (P=.04) than participants in the
intervention group (Figure 12).

Figure 10. Magnitude of the willingness to change workplace disinfection behavior.
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Figure 11. Magnitude of the willingness to change face mask handling behavior.
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Figure 12. Magnitude of the willingness to protect oneself from asymptomatic people.

There was no overall difference between the groups in the
intention of participants to change their use of specific PPE
items after studying the IPC material (0.56, 95% CI –0.36 to
1.48; P=.23). Discarding the question about the use of N95
respirators did not affect this result (0.45, 95% CI –0.24 to 1.14;
P=.20). There was no significant difference when PPE items
were analyzed separately (surgical masks, P=.18; N95
respirators, P=.42; ocular protections, P=.22; gloves, P=.47;
Multimedia Appendix 7).

Discussion

Principal Results
After following an online learning path, most participants
reported that they were willing to change their IPC behavior.
The serious game “Escape COVID-19” was, however,
significantly more successful at inducing that change than the
simple presentation of IPC guidelines. As this game was created
through a theory-driven development process [24,25,50], its
success at achieving the intended outcome reinforces the
conclusions made by Gentry et al [29] in their recent systematic
review, in which they called for further research using such
methods.
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Factors underlying the willingness to change IPC behavior were
very similar between groups, with the feeling of playing an
important role against the epidemic being most prominent,
superseding even the information given in the training material.
This could explain, at least in part, the success of the serious
game over the standard IPC guidelines. Indeed, the “exposition”
and “engagement” elements of Nicholson’s RECIPE for
meaningful gamification [25] were extensively used in the
development of “Escape COVID-19” [24]. The exposition
element is related to the creation of a meaningful narrative in
the serious game. This was achieved by having the player go
through steps they would usually encounter during the course
of a regular work day, including informal times such as breaks
or meals. The engagement element is two tiered, the first tier
being linked to social engagement and the second to the concept
of “flow.” This latter concept relates to a progressive increase
in the game’s difficulty to avoid disinterest [58]. The former,
social engagement, is usually achieved by the creation of
multiplayer modes. Although “Escape COVID-19” lacks such
a mode, it nevertheless takes this element into account by having
the player make decisions that would, in real life, affect other
people. To further strengthen the importance of these elements,
analyzing the factors that could have motivated a change in IPC
behavior revealed that the feeling of having an important role
in the common effort against the epidemic was the leading factor
that could have convinced participants to adapt their practices.
This finding is in line with the driving force of the personal
locus of control and the receptiveness to learning about and
engaging in new behavior in the health care field [59].

The factors underlying the lack of willingness to change IPC
behavior were also similar between groups. The vast majority
of participants unwilling to change answered that they were
already applying all the guidelines they had been presented
with. As the serious game contained little material other than
that presented in the standard IPC guidelines, it might therefore
be surmised that the serious game was also more successful in
conveying key IPC messages. Nevertheless, the magnitude of
the intention to change IPC practices was significantly higher
for some specific aspects in the fewer participants who were
willing to change their IPC practices after following the control
materials. Our hypothesis is that these participants might have
been looking for information regarding some specific IPC
aspects and were from the start highly motivated to change their
practices according to relevant and up-to-date IPC guidelines,
regardless of the way the information was presented. Another
explanation is that, even though the serious game was more
engaging, it was not designed to give in-depth explanations
regarding specific IPC measures. This might have contributed
to this difference, even though the proportion of participants
answering that “a better understanding of the reasons underlying
the recommendations” would have made them more willing to
change their IPC practices was similar between groups.

No participant answered that they disagreed with the IPC
guidelines or that they did not believe such measures to be
useful. Given the current inclination for fake news [60-62] and
conspiracy theories [63-65], this is rather reassuring, even more
so as some participants were not HCWs but members of
administrative, catering, and hospitality staff. More reassuring

still is that the analysis of the factors that could have brought
about a change in IPC behavior showed that only very few
participants answered that they could not have been convinced
by any argument.

Limitations and Strengths
This study has several limitations. First, even though the
probability of executing an action is strongly linked to the
intention of performing it, one can hardly be certain that LTCF
employees claiming they are willing to change their IPC
behavior will actually change it. Field observations would be
necessary to ascertain this aspect, along with a different study
design as both groups ultimately accessed the serious game in
this study. Another important limitation is that we did not reach
the sample size we had expected [34]. Indeed, while we had
hoped for at least 800 participants, the actual number of accounts
activated by LTCF employees was rather lower. This low figure
raises many questions and hypotheses. Indeed, while at least a
complete answer set was obtained for each individual LTCF,
less than 10 complete answer sets were given by more than
three-quarters (28/36) of all LTCFs under the jurisdiction of
the public health authorities of Geneva, with almost half of
those (12/28) giving less than 5 complete answer sets. It might
therefore be assumed that, while all LTCF managers received
the information regarding the study, many decided not to
forward it to their employees. This was an unexpected finding;
however, this study was not designed to assess the reasons
underlying this decision. Hypotheses can however be drawn,
some of which are more concerning than others. Among the
least concerning, fear of overloading already overworked LTCF
employees with information, an insufficient number of
reminders, or the simple lack of regularly updated mailing lists
could partly explain the low participation rate witnessed in many
LTCFs. Moreover, some managers might have felt that the
material, which originated from a university hospital, was not
in line with their situation. However, this hypothesis is
challenged by the fact that this impression, though asked for,
was reported by 10 participants only. Lack of eHealth literacy
is probably not to blame for the lack of participation. Indeed,
LTCF employees increasingly use digital devices in the course
of their work [66], and recent surveys have shown that eHealth
literacy was rather high in HCWs [67]. Among the most
disturbing hypotheses, a low level of concern of some LTCF
managers, a potential mistrust of health authorities or the
institution authoring the game, or even of IPC guidelines, cannot
be ruled out. The will to avoid spreading information that could
lead to an increase in the use of PPE items and, therefore, to an
increase in material costs, seems unlikely. Regardless of the
reason, the ability of health authorities to successfully convey
critical messages by efficient vectors to LTCF employees should
be assessed specifically to solve potential communication issues.
The creation of IPC focal points in each LTCF is a path that
could be explored.

Despite these limitations, this study also has some strengths,
among which the fully automated randomization process, the
triple-blinding, and the originality of the material could be
mentioned. Finally, despite the lower-than-expected participation
rate, the presence of a control group has enabled us to limit
certain biases, as one could also hypothesize that only the most
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motivated LTCF employees would have participated, thereby
creating a selection bias and limiting the interpretation of our
findings.

Perspectives
This serious game might not be equally effective in all
populations, and IPC messages might differ from one region to
another. By virtue of its flexible design, “Escape COVID-19”
can be updated rather easily and should now be tested on other
populations. It has been fully translated into English and is in
the process of being translated into German and Italian to allow
its deployment at the Swiss national level. To enhance its
visibility, publicizing actions similar to those used to promote

another recently developed serious game (“COVID-19 – Did
You Know?) should be considered [68]. Currently, “Escape
COVID-19” is freely available to play online [53], and the
corresponding author can be contacted at any time to obtain a
SCORM package in either French or English, while translation
into other languages is pending.

Conclusion
Among LTCF employees, the serious game “Escape
COVID-19” was more successful than standard IPC material
in inspiring the willingness to adopt COVID-19–safe IPC
behavior.
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ICC: intraclass correlation coefficient
IPC: infection prevention and control
LTCF: long-term care facility
PPE: personal protective equipment
SCORM: Shareable Content Object Reference Model
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Abstract

Background: During a global pandemic, it is critical that the public is able to rapidly acquire new and accurate health information.
The internet is a major source of health information. eHealth literacy is the ability of individuals to find, assess, and use health
information available on the internet.

Objective: The goals of this study were to assess coronavirus-related eHealth literacy and examine the relationship between
eHealth literacy and COVID-19−related knowledge, attitudes, and practices (KAPs).

Methods: We conducted a web-based survey of a representative sample of 1074 US adults. We adapted the 8-item eHealth
Literacy Scale to develop the Coronavirus-Related eHealth Literacy Scale (CoV-eHEALS) to measure COVID-19−related
knowledge, conspiracy beliefs, and adherence to protective behaviors (eg, wearing facial masks and social distancing). Our
analyses identified sociodemographic associations with the participants’ CoV-eHEALS scores and an association between the
CoV-eHEALS measure and COVID-19 KAPs.

Results: The internal consistency of the adapted CoV-eHEALS measure was high (Cronbach α=.92). The mean score for the
CoV-eHEALS was 29.0 (SD 6.1). A total of 29% (306/1074) of the survey participants were classified as having low
coronavirus-related eHealth literacy (CoV-eHEALS score <26). Independent associations were found between CoV-eHEALS
scores and ethnicity (standardized β=–.083, P=.016 for Black participants) and education level (standardized β=–.151, P=.001
for participants with high-school education or lower). Controlling for demographic characteristics, CoV-eHEALS scores
demonstrated positive independent associations with knowledge (standardized β=.168, P<.001) and adherence to protective
behaviors (standardized β=.241, P<.001) and a negative association with conspiracy beliefs (standardized β=–.082, P=.009).

Conclusions: This study provides an estimate of coronavirus-related eHealth literacy among US adults. Our findings suggest
that a substantial proportion of US adults have low coronavirus-related eHealth literacy and are thus at a greater risk of lower
and less-protective COVID-19 KAPs. These findings highlight the need to assess and address eHealth literacy as part of COVID-19
control efforts. Potential strategies include improving the quality of health information about COVID-19 available on the internet,
assisting or simplifying web-based search for information about COVID-19, and training to improve general or coronavirus-specific
search skills.
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Introduction

During a global pandemic, it is critical that members of the
public are able to rapidly acquire new and accurate health
information [1-4]. This includes information about the causative
agent, transmission and course of the disease, as well as
prevention and treatment [5,6]. It is also important to be able
to avoid misinformation that might discourage protective
behaviors or even encourage actions that lead to self-harm. This
includes specific mistaken beliefs (eg, the new disease is no
more serious than common existing infections) and also broader
conspiracy theories (ie, unsubstantiated and implausible
assertions that hidden forces in control of the society have
created or are using the pandemic to extend their authority) that
can interfere with or undermine individual or public responses
to the pandemic. Research continues to identify deficits in the
public’s knowledge of key facts regarding the current
COVID-19 pandemic, particularly among underserved groups
that bear a disproportionate burden in terms of the number of
COVID-19 cases and deaths [7-10]. The prevalence and negative
impact of misinformation and the spread of conspiracy beliefs
during the current pandemic (eg, spread of the “Plandemic”
viral video) have also been increasingly recognized [6,11-14]. 

The internet has become a major source of health information
for the public [15-19]. eHealth literacy refers to the ability of
individuals to find, assess, and effectively use health information
available on the internet [20]. The eHealth Literacy Scale
(eHEALS) is one of the most commonly used measures to assess
eHealth literacy and has been shown to be reliable and valid
across a range of health conditions and populations [21-32].
eHealth literacy may be particularly important during the current
pandemic because some widespread disease-control strategies
(eg, social distancing) can limit in-person contact and reduce
transmission of key information through these channels. Several
authors have highlighted the importance of considering eHealth
literacy in the response to the current global COVID-19
pandemic [1-4]. A prior study has demonstrated an association
between higher receipt of information about COVID-19
available on the internet and increased engagement in personal
protective behavior against COVID-19, such as handwashing,
wearing facial masks, and avoiding social gatherings [33].

The goals of this study were to: (1) understand the ability of
individuals to identify, assess, and effectively utilize health
information about the coronavirus available on the internet and
(2) determine how this ability might be associated with
COVID-19–related knowledge, attitudes, and practices (KAPs).
We performed a web-based survey of a nationally representative
sample of US adults to achieve these goals.

Methods

Measures
For each of the following measures, specific survey items were
presented to the survey respondents in random order. 

Coronavirus-Related eHealth Literacy
We slightly modified items from the well-established eHEALS
[20] to focus specifically on health information available on the
internet about the coronavirus. The resulting 8-item measure
assesses an individual’s self-rated ability (answered on a 5-point
Likert scale) to use the internet to find and utilize health
information about the coronavirus. The specific items of this
coronavirus-related eHEALS (CoV-eHEALS) were as follows:

1. I know what health resources about coronavirus are
available on the internet. 

2. I know where to find helpful health resources about
coronavirus on the internet.

3. I know how to find helpful health resources about
coronavirus on the internet.

4. I know how to use the internet to answer my questions about
my health and coronavirus.

5. I know how to use the health information about coronavirus
I find on the internet to help me.

6. I have the skills I need to evaluate the health resources about
coronavirus I find on the internet.

7. I can tell high-quality health resources from low-quality
health resources about coronavirus on the internet.

8. I feel confident in using information about coronavirus from
the internet to make health decisions.

An overall CoV-eHEALS score was computed based on the
sum of the scores for each item (range 8-40). The internal
consistency of the CoV-eHEALS measure was 0.92, and this
was not improved by the deletion of any specific item. Some
prior studies have also defined cut-off points to characterize
respondents as having low versus high eHealth literacy
[22,27,29]. Consistent with this work, we categorized
respondents, based on their total CoV-eHEALS score, as having
low (score <26) or high (score ≥26) coronavirus-related eHealth
literacy.

COVID-19 KAPs
We assessed the survey respondents’COVID-19 KAPs by using
the following measures. 

Knowledge

We created a 7-item scale based on common key facts related
to COVID-19, recognized as of May 2019 [5,6]. Each item was
answered on a 5-point scale ranging from “Definitely false” to
“Definitely true.” The specific items of this scale were as
follows:
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1. Coronavirus can be easily spread from one person to
another.

2. Many thousands of people have died from coronavirus.
3. A vaccine is not yet available for the coronavirus.
4. Most people already have immunity to coronavirus.
5. Symptoms of coronavirus are always visible.
6. There are effective treatments for coronavirus that can cure

most people.
7. Having coronavirus is about as dangerous as having the flu.

After reverse-coding of items 4-7, we created an overall
knowledge score based on a mean of the scores for each item
(range 1-5). The internal consistency of this knowledge measure
was 0.78, and this was not improved by the deletion of any
specific item.

Conspiracy Beliefs

We developed a brief, 3-item scale based on prior studies on
COVID-19 and other health issues [14,34]. The scale is intended
to measure conspiracy beliefs regarding the coronavirus rather
than a generalized conspiracy trait or worldview. Each item was
answered along a 5-point continuum ranging from “Definitely
false” to “Definitely true.” The specific items of this scale were
as follows:

1. The real truth about coronavirus is being kept from the
public.

2. People in power are using coronavirus as an excuse to
monitor and control the public.

3. The media is making coronavirus seem more dangerous
that it really is. 

We computed a mean of the response to these 3 items to create
a conspiracy score (range 1-5). The internal consistency of this
conspiracy measure was 0.74, and this was not improved by the
deletion of any specific item.

Protective Behavior Adherence Score

We examined the frequency of 7 self-reported behaviors
practiced by the survey respondents over the past week, all of
which are recommended for reducing the risk of transmitting
and/or acquiring COVID-19 [35]. Each item was answered on
a 5-point continuum: “Rarely or never,” “Some of the time,”
“Most of the time,” “Almost all of the time,” and “All of the
time.” Our measure shares many topics in common to a recently
described measure of COVID-19 infection prevention behaviors
[36]. The specific items of this scale were as follows: 

1. Avoiding touching my face.
2. Keeping my hands clean (eg, washing longer with soap and

water, using hand sanitizer).
3. Keeping things clean in my home (eg, phone, refrigerator,

doorknobs).
4. Staying home as much as possible.
5. Wearing a mask or face covering when I go out of the

house.
6. Staying at least six feet (about 3 steps) away from people

I don’t live with.
7. Avoiding gatherings or groups of other people.

We computed a mean of the response to these items to create a
protective behavior adherence score (range 1-5). The internal

consistency of this positive protective behaviors index was 0.85,
and this was not improved by the deletion of any specific item.

Demographic Characteristics
Information on the demographics of the survey respondents,
including age, gender, race or ethnicity, level of education,
income, and political party affiliation, was obtained. Gender
was initially assessed using 5 categories: male, female,
transgender (identify as male), transgender (identify as female),
and other. The responses were then collapsed into 2 categories
(“identify as male” and “identify as female”). Race or ethnicity
was coded as White, Black, Hispanic, multiracial, and other
(which included American Indian, Asian, and other). Education
was initially assessed with 10 strata, which were collapsed into
4 categories: none through high school or general education
diploma, postsecondary (eg, trade school, some college, or
associates), bachelor’s, and advanced degree (eg, masters,
doctoral or professional). Income was assessed with 9 strata,
ranging from less than US $20,000 to more than US $150,000.

Survey Administration
The full survey assessed a range of individual and household
characteristics, attitudes, and behaviors related to the COVID-19
pandemic. Surveys were completed through the Qualtrics
web-based platform using a sample provided by Dynata [37].
Dynata’s research panel comprises an opt-in list of over 60
million individuals globally. For this study we requested a
nationally representative sample of 1000 US adults aged 18
years and above. Quotas were used to approximate national
rates for age, gender, race, income, and US region. The survey
was conducted as open enrollment, whereby eligible panel
members who log into the Dynata website were offered a chance
to participate in this survey. Participants received modest
compensation (approximately US $1) from Dynata for
completing the survey.

 During the last week of May 2020, a total of 2272 individuals
clicked on our survey invitation link, of which 187 did not
complete an age screener item or consent, and 609 were
ineligible for the survey or refused consent. This yielded 1476
complete survey responses from age-eligible, consenting
individuals. To ensure the quality of the respondent data, we
further excluded 402 survey responses based on either of two
criteria. First, we excluded 375 survey responses from
individuals who completed the entire survey in less than 10
minutes (the minimum time we considered needed to complete
a valid survey). The mean time for survey completion for these
excluded respondents was 5.4 (SD 3.3) minutes. Second, we
excluded 27 survey responses from individuals who answered
all items within a 16-item block of items assessing attitudes
(and perceived norms) toward the pandemic with an identical
response. This is the equivalent of clicking down an entire
column (eg, all “Strongly Agree” or “Disagree” responses) for
all items. Because some of the 16 items in this section were
worded in the positive direction (eg, Social distancing has
slowed the spread of the coronavirus) and the others, in the
negative direction (eg, Social distancing is not really doing
much good), we considered these “response set” patterns
contradictory and a sign of poor-quality survey responses. Thus,
we finally considered 1074 surveys for the present analyses.
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The mean time to complete the survey was 25.3 (range
10.1-117.1) minutes for the included participants.

Hypotheses
We have two sets of hypotheses regarding the relationship
between CoV-eHEALS scores and the participants’demographic
characteristics and COVID-19–related KAPs.

Hypothesis 1
We expect to find significant associations between
CoV-eHEALS scores and demographic characteristics.
Specifically, we have the following expectations:

• Hypothesis 1a: CoV-eHEALS score will be negatively
associated with age (ie, it will be lower among older
individuals). This is based on several prior studies that
found lower general eHEALS scores among older
individuals [26,27,29,30].

• Hypothesis 1b: CoV-eHEALS score will be lower among
ethnic minority groups. This is based on prior studies that
have reported lower engagement with health information
available on the internet or lower general eHEALS scores
among minority populations [17,19,27,30].

• Hypothesis 1c: CoV-eHEALS score will be positively
associated with educational attainment (ie, it will be higher
among those who report completing higher formal
education). This is based on several prior studies that
identified this relationship between educational attainment
and the general eHEALS measure [23,26,27,29,30].

Hypothesis 2
We expect to find significant associations between
CoV-eHEALS scores and COVID-19 KAPs. Specifically, we
have the following expectations:

• Hypothesis 2a: CoV-eHEALS score will be positively
associated with COVID-19–related knowledge. This is
based on prior studies showing a positive association
between the general eHEALS measure and disease-specific
knowledge or perceived understanding and knowledge of
personal health issues [29,31].

• Hypothesis 2b: CoV-eHEALS score will be negatively
associated with conspiracy beliefs. Mistrust of traditional
information sources (eg, government, public health
agencies, and mainstream media) is a core characteristic of
individuals who hold conspiracy beliefs. We believe there
is likely a negative association between a person’s trust in
these information sources and their confidence that they
can find, assess, and use health information available on
the internet.

• Hypothesis 2c: CoV-eHEALS score will be positively
associated with adherence to behaviors that protect from
COVID-19. This is based on prior studies showing more
positive health behaviors (eg, healthy lifestyle and
engagement in cancer screening) among individuals with
higher general eHEALS scores [32,38].

Statistical Procedures
For hypothesis 1, we examined the relationship between
demographic variables and the CoV-eHEALS score. Age and
income (represented as 9 income strata) were examined as

continuous variables. Gender, ethnicity, and educational
attainment were examined as categorical variables. We first
examined these associations separately using Pearson’s
correlation to examine the association between CoV-eHEALS
score and continuous variables (eg, age and income) and analysis
of variance to examine the association between CoV-eHEALS
score and categorical variables (eg, gender, ethnicity, and
educational attainment). We then examined the independent
association between demographic variables and CoV-eHEALS
score by using a linear regression model with CoV-eHEALS
score as the dependent variable and demographic characteristics
as the independent variables (with dummy coding of gender,
ethnicity, and education).

For hypothesis 2, we examined the association between
CoV-eHEALS score and COVID-19 knowledge, conspiracy
beliefs, and protective behaviors. We performed multivariate
analysis of variance (MANOVA) to simultaneously assess the
relationship between these three dependent variables (scores
for knowledge, conspiracy belief, and protective behavior
adherence) and our main variable of interest (ie, low vs high
CoV-eHEALS scores), while controlling for demographic
characteristics as covariates (with age and income as continuous
variables and dummy coding for gender, ethnicity, and
education). To further illustrate the relationship between
CoV-eHEALS scores and COVID-19 KAPs, we created
simplified composite variables to represent each KAP measures.
For knowledge, we computed a sum of the total number of
knowledge items answered correctly (ie, answered “Definitely
true” or “Probably true” for knowledge items 1-3 and “Definitely
false” or “Probably false” for knowledge items 4-7) by each
respondent (range 0-7). For conspiracy beliefs, we computed a
sum of the total number of conspiracy items rejected (ie,
answered “Definitely false” or “Probably false”) by each
respondent (range 0-3). For protective behaviors, we computed
a sum of the total number of behaviors for which the respondent
reported routine engagement (eg, answered “Always” or
“Almost Always”). We then compared the distribution of these
compositive variables for respondents classified as having low
versus high CoV-eHEALS scores by using chi-square tests to
assess statistical significance.

All analyses for this study were performed using SPSS software
(version 25; IBM Corp).

Ethical Review
This survey study was reviewed and judged to be exempt
(survey without identifying information) by the University of
Michigan’s institutional review board. 

Results

The demographic characteristics of the study participants and
their CoV-eHEALS and COVID-19 KAP scores are shown in
Table 1. The sample comprised 55.6% (575/1074) female,
69.9% (723/1074) White, 8.1% (84/1074) Black, 9.2% (95/1074)
Hispanic, and 6.3% (65/1074) multiracial participants. Their
mean age was 47.3 (SD 17.1) years. Their mean CoV-eHEALS
score was 29.0 (SD 6.1), and their mean scores for the
COVID-19 KAP measures were as follows: knowledge 3.8 (SD
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0.8), conspiracy beliefs 2.9 (SD 1.1), and protective behaviors
index 3.9 (SD 0.9).

Results of the analyses related to hypothesis 1 (ie, Associations
between CoV-eHEALS score and demographic characteristics)
are shown in Tables 2 and 3. Using bivariate comparison, we
found a significant association between the CoV-eHEALS score
and income and educational attainment (Table 2). The
correlation between CoV-eHEALS score and income was
positive (r=0.087, P=.005) indicating individuals with higher
income have higher coronavirus-related eHealth literacy. The
direction of the relationship between CoV-eHEALS score and
education was similar—individuals with higher educational
attainment reported higher CoV-eHEALS scores. Results from

a multivariate liner regression model are shown in Table 3. In
this model, there are independent associations between
CoV-eHEALS scores and ethnicity and educational attainment.
The CoV-eHEALS score was lower for Black participants
(standardized β=–.083, P=.02) than for White participants (the
reference group). The CoV-eHEALS score was lower among
participants who completed education only up to a high-school
degree (standardized β=–.151, P=.001) than among those with
advanced degrees (the reference group). In the regression model,
the association with income was no longer significant. The
association between CoV-eHEALS score and age was not
significant in either the bivariate (r=0.009, P=.79) or
multivariate (standardized β=–.038, P=.29) analysis.

Table 1. Characteristics of study participants (N=1074) and their mean scores for various study measures.

Value, n (%)Variable

Age (years), n (%)

304 (29.5)18-35

263 (25.6)36-50

277 (26.9)51-65

185 (18)≥65

Income (US $) , n (%)

291 (28.1)<30,000

397 (38.4)30,000-74,999

346 (33.5)≥75,000

Gender , n (%)

459 (44.4)Male

575 (55.6)Female

Race or ethnicity, n (%)

723 (69.9)White

84 (8.1)Black

95 (9.2)Hispanic

65 (6.3)Multiracial

67 (6.5)Other

Education, n (%)

225 (21.8)Up to high school or GEDa

326 (31.6)Postsecondary (eg, trade school, some college, or associates)

310 (30)Bachelor’s degree

172 (16.7)Advanced degree (eg, Masters, Doctoral or Professional)

Scores, mean (SD)

29.0 (6.1)Coronavirus-related eHealth Literacy Scale (range 8-40)

3.8 (0.8)Knowledge (range 1-5)

2.9 (1.1)Conspiracy beliefs (range 1-5)

3.9 (0.9)Positive behavior adherence (range 1-5)

aGED: Tests of General Educational Development.
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Table 2. Bivariate association between demographic characteristics and coronavirus-related eHealth literacy.

P valueeHealth literacy score, mean (SD)Variable

.47Gender

29.2 (6.3)Male

28.9 (5.9)Female

.21Ethnicity

29.1 (6.0)White

27.6 (5.7)Black

28.9 (6.3)Multiracial

29.4 (5.9)Hispanic

29.3 (7.1)Other

<.001Education

27.6 (6.6)Up to high school or GEDa

28.8 (6.0)Postsecondary (eg, trade school, some college, or associates)

29.9 (5.7)Bachelor’s degree

30.0 (5.5)Advanced degree (eg, Masters, Doctoral or Professional)

aGED: Tests of General Educational Development.

Table 3. Independent association between demographic characteristics and coronavirus-related eHealth literacy.

P valueStandardized β coefficientVariable

.29–.038Age (continuous)

.21.023Income (continuous, 9 strata)

Gender

RefaMale

.92–.003Female

Ethnicity

RefWhite

.02 b–.083Black

.60–.018Multiracial

.86–.006Hispanic

.68–.014Other

Education

.001 b–.151Up to high school or GEDc

.09–.079Postsecondary (eg, trade school, some college, or associates)

.87–.007Bachelor’s

RefAdvanced degree (eg, Masters, Doctoral or Professional)

aRef: reference value.
bItalicized values indicate statistical significance.
cGED: Tests of General Educational Development.

Results of the analyses related to hypothesis 2 (ie, association
between CoV-eHEALS and COVID-19 KAP scores) are shown
in Table 4. Among our respondents, 29% (306/1074) were
classified as having low coronavirus-related eHealth literacy
(ie, total CoV-eHEALS score <26). Results from the MANOVA
model show a significant association between CoV-eHEALS

score and all three (COVID-19 knowledge, conspiracy beliefs,
and adherence to protective behaviors) dependent variables

(F3,1013=20.89, P<.001; Wilks Λ=0.94, partial η2=0.058). When
adjusting for sociodemographic differences, respondents with
higher (vs lower) CoV-eHEALS scores had higher mean scores
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for knowledge and protective behaviors adherence and a lower
mean score for conspiracy beliefs.

The nature of the relationship between CoV-eHEALS and
COVID-19 KAP scores is further illustrated in Figures 1-3.
Figure 1 compares the number of knowledge items answered
correctly by respondents with low versus high CoV-eHEALS
scores. For those with low CoV-eHEALS scores, nearly 33%
(99/305) correctly answered 2 or fewer knowledge items, and
less than 10% (27/305) correctly answered all 7 items. For those
with high CoV-eHEALS scores, less than 20% (88/742)
correctly answered 2 or fewer knowledge items and nearly 25%
(175/742) correctly answered all 7 items. The difference in the
distribution of the number of correct answers on these 7
knowledge items was statistically significant (P<.001).

Figure 2 compares the number of rejected conspiracy items (ie,
participants who assessed the conspiracy item as “Definitely
False” or “Probably False”) for participants with low versus
high CoV-eHEALS scores. For those with low CoV-eHEALS

scores, approximately 50% (153/305) did not reject any of these
items, whereas only 8% (25/305) of them rejected all 3 items.
For those with high CoV-eHEALS scores, 35% (261/742) did
not reject any of these items, whereas 21% (158/742) rejected
all 3 items. The difference in the distribution of the number of
rejected conspiracy items was statistically significant (P<.001).

Figure 3 compares the number of protective behaviors routinely
reported by the participants (ie, “Always” or “Almost Always”
engaging in this practice) with low versus high CoV-eHEALS
scores. For those with low CoV-eHEALS scores, nearly 30%
(85/305) reported engaging in 2 or fewer behaviors, and a similar
proportion of the participants (107/305, 35%) reported routine
practice of 6 or all 7 of the protective behaviors. For those with
high CoV-eHEALS scores, about 15% (109/742) of the
participants reported engaging in 2 or fewer behaviors, whereas
just over 50% (487/742) reported routine practice of 6 or all 7
of the protective behaviors. The difference in the distribution
of the number of routine protective behaviors was statistically
significant (P<.001).

Table 4. COVID-19 knowledge, conspiracy beliefs, and protective behaviors for respondents with low and high coronavirus-related eHealth literacy.

Estimated mean scoreb (SE)CoV-eHEALSa score

Protective behaviorsConspiracy beliefsKnowledge

3.6 (0.049)3.0 (0.064)3.6 (0.040)Low score (n=298)

4.0 (0.031)2.8 (0.040)3.9 (0.025)High score (n=729)

<.001.03<.001P value

aCoV-eHEALS: coronavirus-related eHealth literacy scale.
bEstimated means adjusted for age, income, gender, ethnicity, and education level. Overall multivariate analysis of variance model; Box M=53.35;
F=8.86; P<.001.

Figure 1. Number of correct knowledge items by coronavirus-related eHealth literacy.
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Figure 2. Number of rejected conspiracy items by coronavirus-related eHealth literacy.

Figure 3. Number of routine protective behaviors by coronavirus-related eHealth literacy.

Discussion

The principal findings of the study show a clear and consistent
association between higher coronavirus-related eHealth literacy

and greater knowledge, lower conspiracy beliefs, and greater
engagement in protective behaviors. The mean CoV-eHEALS
score used in this study was similar to those used for the general
eHEALS in several population samples [23,26,27]; it was
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somewhat higher than that reported among some disease-specific
groups (eg, cardiovascular disease, lung cancer, patients with
HIV) [22,24,39]. It is possible that widespread public attention,
media coverage (including content available on the internet),
and concerted effort of major public health organizations to
disseminate health information on the internet (eg, World Health
Organization and the Centers for Disease Control) during the
current pandemic contributed to this finding. 

It is important to acknowledge that we administered a modified
version of the eHEALS measure that was specific to information
about coronavirus (ie, CoV-eHEALS). Although we recognize
that this is not typical practice for evaluation of eHealth literacy,
we believe this was appropriate given the critical need to assess
and understand the ability of individuals and the public to find,
assess, and use information available on the internet that is
specific to the coronavirus during the current COVID-19
pandemic. The findings we report for this CoV-eHEALS
measure are consistent with those recently reported by other
teams that administered the general eHEALS measure as part
of pandemic-related studies. For instance, a study by Do et al
[40] of health care workers in Vietnam reported a significant
positive association between participants’ general eHEALS
score and their self-reported adherence to occupational infection
prevention and control measures. In a national web-based survey
of internet users in China, Li and Liu [41] found a significant
association between the general eHEALS measure and
self-reported practice of protective behaviors against COVID-19
[41]. Future work could examine the relation between
CoV-eHEALS and general eHEALS measures and
COVID-19−related KAPs.

The results of this study largely support our first set of
hypotheses regarding the association between CoV-eHEALS
scores and demographic characteristics. Multivariate analyses
showed that Black participants had lower CoV-eHEALS scores
than White participants (hypothesis 1b). This finding is
consistent with some prior studies that have found low general
eHEALS scores and a low frequency of seeking health
information on the internet among ethnic minority groups
[15,17,19,27]. The finding of lower CoV-eHEALS scores among
Black participants is of particular concern given the recognized
disparities in the impact of COVID-19 on minority groups.
Moreover, our finding of lower CoV-eHEALS scores among
those with lower educational attainment (hypothesis 1c) is
consistent with the same association observed in multiple
previous studies using the general eHEALS measure
[23,26,27,29,30]. When considered along with the finding of
lower CoV-eHEALS scores among Black respondents, this
finding reinforces the continued need to address
COVID-19−related health disparities that place an undue burden
on underserved and disadvantaged groups. Contrary to our
original hypothesis 1a, we did not find an association between
the participants’ CoV-eHEALS scores and age. This finding is
in contrast with a number of prior studies that have identified
more advanced age as a predictor of lower general eHEALS
scores. The lack of a decrease in CoV-eHEALS score among
older participants is somewhat reassuring, particularly given
that older adults are at a greater risk of serious illness or death
due to COVID-19.

Our study findings also consistently support our second set of
hypotheses regarding the association between
coronavirus-related eHealth literacy and COVID-19 KAPs. Our
analyses showed a significant association in the expected
directions between the CoV-eHEALS measure and COVID-19
knowledge, conspiracy beliefs, and engagement in protective
behaviors. In considering these findings, it is important to
recognize that self-efficacy is a central concept underlying the
development of the general eHEALS and, consequently, also
for this adapted CoV-eHEALS measure. Although the
assessment of self-efficacy is a critical aspect of many major
theories of health behavior, it is also recognized that individuals
commonly overestimate their abilities to perform more complex
tasks [42-45]. For the general eHEALS measure, studies
examining the association between self-reported eHealth literacy
and the actual performance of functional measures of internet
skills have reported variable results. Van Der Vaart and
colleagues [28] noted that, in a small sample of patients with
rheumatic disease, an individual’s eHEALS score was not
consistently related to their actual performance of internet skills.
In contrast, Neter and Brainin [46] found a positive, if modest,
association between the self-reported general eHEALS measure
and observed performance on health-related internet tasks. The
nature of the relationship observed between our CoV-eHEALS
measure and knowledge provide further insights into this issue.
The overall positive and independent association between the
CoV-eHEALS and knowledge scores lends support to the
validity of the eHEALS approach. At the same time, specific
findings also suggest that individuals may overestimate their
abilities to some degree. Among those with high CoV-eHEALS
scores (ie, high confidence in their own ability to find, assess,
and use information about coronavirus on the internet), only
about 1 in 4 participants was able to correctly answer all 7 items
on our COVID-19 knowledge scale.

The relationship observed between the CoV-eHEALS measure
and conspiracy beliefs also warrants further discussion. For our
study participants, the mean score on the conspiracy beliefs
scale was 2.9, which indicates that, on average, our sample was
“unsure” about the truth or falsehood of these statements.
Although differences in the wording of questions and format
preclude direct comparisons, other studies have reported high
rates of endorsement of COVID-19 conspiracy beliefs [47,48].
Our finding of greater rejection of conspiracy beliefs among
those with higher CoV-eHEALS scores is consistent with the
work of Richtering and colleagues [22] who found a positive
association between the eHEALS score and specific facets of
a general health literacy measure, including the ability to
perform “critical appraisal” of information available on the
internet. Although the negative association between
CoV-eHEALS and conspiracy scale scores observed in our
study is encouraging, it is important to recognize that even
among respondents who could be considered as having higher
CoV-eHEALS scores (ie, total score ≥26), fewer than half of
the participants clearly rejected two or more of the conspiracy
items. One study, involving a national survey in Poland, actually
reported greater acceptance of conspiracy beliefs among
individuals with higher general eHealth literacy [49]. In
considering the relationship between CoV-eHEALS scores or
general eHEALS scores and these beliefs, it is important to
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recognize the complex interplay of factors that influence
conspiracy thinking such as underlying social orientation (eg,
individualist vs collectivist), perception of power or
powerlessness, ideology or political affiliation, and media
consumption [48,50]. All these factors highlight the importance
of considering a broader framework for managing the
COVID-19 infodemic. Eysenbach [4] recently presented an
“information cake” model that includes building eHealth literacy
(and general scientific literacy) along with information
monitoring, encouraging knowledge refinement and information
quality management, and accurate and timely knowledge
translation as the four pillars of effective infodemic
management.

In the body of published work on the eHEALS measure,
relatively few studies have reported on the relationship between
eHEALS scores and specific health behaviors or health
outcomes. Neter and colleagues [51] recently reviewed this
topic and concluded that although there are some positive
associations, additional study on this topic is needed. In the
Neter review [51], the most consistent associations seemed to
be between eHEALS and health behaviors. For example,
Mitsutake and colleagues reported in separate studies the finding
of positive association between scores on the general eHEALS
measure and health-promoting behaviors (eg, physical activity,
healthy eating) and also colorectal cancer screening practice
[32,38]. We found that compared to individuals with low
CoV-eHEALS scores, those with high CoV-eHEALS scores
reported engaging in routine practice of one additional protective
behavior (eg, mask wearing, social distancing). These observed
relationships are both statistically significant and meaningful
from a personal and public health standpoint. Our finding of a
positive association between the CoV-eHEALS score and
engagement in protective behaviors contributes to our
understanding of the eHealth literacy and provides further
evidence of the relationship between measures of eHealth
literacy (eg, general eHEALS or our CoV-eHEALS) and actual
health behaviors and practices.

There are several limitations to consider when interpreting our
study findings. First, the results reported here are from a single
cross-sectional survey, and thus, we cannot make claims
regarding causation. For example, although we did find a
negative association between CoV-eHEALS scores and
conspiracy beliefs, we cannot be certain whether a higher
CoV-eHEALS score led to reduced acceptance of these beliefs
or whether a predisposition to conspiracy thinking led to lower
CoV-eHEALS scores. Second, it is important to acknowledge
that the CoV-eHEALS and COVID-19 KAP measures are based
on self-report. The need for further study of the relationship
between self-reported eHEALS measures and actual
performance has been discussed above. Associations between
trajectories of self-reported protective behaviors and COVID-19
cases supports the validity of these self-report measures;
however, the precise relationship between self-reported and
actual behavior (eg, difference between behavior that is reported
to occur “some of the time” vs “almost all of the time”) requires
additional study [52]. Third, this survey was conducted during
a single, brief time period in one specific country relatively
soon after the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic. Further work

will be needed to determine how CoV-eHEALS scores may
vary across different countries and how this might change over
time. Fourth, it is important to note that this survey was
performed using a web-based survey format. Although the rates
of internet access in the United States are quite high in general
and characteristics of our study sample were similar to that of
the general US population, the administration of a web-based
survey could certainly bias the sample toward individuals with
greater familiarity with technology and the internet. Computer
and internet use are well-recognized predictors of eHEALS,
which we did not specifically assess in this study [22,23,27,30].
As such, our estimate of 29% of the US adult population having
low CoV-eHEALS scores should likely be considered a lower
bound for this estimate.

Despite these limitations, there are some potentially important
implications related to our study findings. We found that
although the overall level of coronavirus-related eHealth literacy
in this study was relatively high, there still remains a substantial
proportion of the US adult population that has low
coronavirus-related eHealth literacy; this population might thus
be considered at higher risk of negative COVID-19 KAPs.
Recent studies assessing the quality of health information
available on the internet about COVID-19 have found
inconsistent coverage of key public health recommendations
with a majority of websites having moderate-to-low quality
scores [53,54]. These authors identified substantial opportunities
to improve the clarity of presentation of critical health
information and argued that broader implementation and
adherence to quality standards for presentation of
COVID-19−related information available on the internet could
be helpful in terms of improving public health literacy on this
topic. It is important to note that some major search engines
have taken specific steps to improve search simplicity and
delivery of high-quality COVID-19−related health information.
For example, Google has a dedicated landing page for
COVID-19−related information that is displayed following
general searches about coronavirus or COVID-19. This landing
page highlights key topics (eg, disease trends; access to testing;
and health information on symptoms, prevention, and
treatments) with summaries of key facts and direct links leading
to high-quality information sources. Finally, it is important to
recognize that searching for information on the internet can be
a complicated and challenging process [55]. Despite the
capabilities of modern search engines, people are more effective
in finding accurate information if they possess some basic skills
in how to find and use information on the web (eg, knowing to
“click through” to view the actual website instead of relying
upon websites summaries, checking timeliness and quality of
information sources, and cross-checking different information
sources) [56]. Deficits in such search skills are common in the
general population; nevertheless, prior work shows that through
web-based training, people can develop these skills and improve
their abilities to find high-quality and accurate information on
the internet.

Given the consistent associations between CoV-eHEALS scores
and COVID-19 KAPs, there may be some benefit in teaching
such search skills in general or specifically in terms of searches
for COVID-19−related information. In the future, it could be
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important to assess and track coronavirus-related eHealth
literacy at the individual and population levels. Identifying and
addressing low coronavirus-related eHealth literacy could prove

helpful in improving COVID-19−related knowledge, attitudes,
and practices, thereby reducing future illness and deaths during
this pandemic.
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Abstract

Background: Older adults want to preserve their health and autonomy and stay in their own home environment for as long as
possible. This is also of interest to policy makers who try to cope with growing staff shortages and increasing health care expenses.
Ambient assisted living (AAL) technologies can support the desire for independence and aging in place. However, the
implementation of these technologies is much slower than expected. This has been attributed to the lack of focus on user acceptance
and user needs.

Objective: The aim of this study is to develop a theoretically grounded understanding of the acceptance of AAL technologies
among older adults and to compare the relative importance of different acceptance factors.

Methods: A conceptual model of AAL acceptance was developed using the theory of planned behavior as a theoretical starting
point. A web-based survey of 1296 older adults was conducted in the Netherlands to validate the theoretical model. Structural
equation modeling was used to analyze the hypothesized relationships.

Results: Our conceptual model showed a good fit with the observed data (root mean square error of approximation 0.04;
standardized root mean square residual 0.06; comparative fit index 0.93; Tucker-Lewis index 0.92) and explained 69% of the
variance in intention to use. All but 2 of the hypothesized paths were significant at the P<.001 level. Overall, older adults were
relatively open to the idea of using AAL technologies in the future (mean 3.34, SD 0.73).

Conclusions: This study contributes to a more user-centered and theoretically grounded discourse in AAL research. Understanding
the underlying behavioral, normative, and control beliefs that contribute to the decision to use or reject AAL technologies helps
developers to make informed design decisions based on users’ needs and concerns. These insights on acceptance factors can be
valuable for the broader field of eHealth development and implementation.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e22613)   doi:10.2196/22613
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Introduction

Background
Demographic predictions show a growing number of people at
risk for age-related chronic diseases and with a potential need
for long-term care. At the same time, there is a growing shortage
of caregivers. With the pressing demand for care, the workload
for formal and informal caregivers is steadily increasing,
negatively affecting their physical and mental well-being [1,2].
These developments put the sustainability of our current health
care system at risk [3].

To address these challenges, European care reforms have
induced a shift from institutionalized care to more care at home
and aging in place. Similarly, the European Union (EU) has
embraced an active aging policy strategy that emphasizes good
health, security, and participation [4,5]. State-of-the-art assistive
technologies, also known as ambient assisted living (AAL)
technologies, are viewed as a vital contributor to this strategy.

Ambient Assisted Living
The term AAL has been introduced by the EU to describe the
use of a new generation of information and communication
technology (ICT)-based assistive technologies that provide
holistic support to older adults in managing their health,
remaining independent, and staying involved with their
community. AAL technologies are also directed at caregivers
to relieve some of their burden and support them in the
coordination and management of care tasks [6,7].

AAL builds on the classic principles of ambient intelligence
(embedded, context-aware, personalized, adaptive, and
anticipatory) [8] to create supportive environments for older
adults and their caregivers. AAL is an umbrella term for a range
of state-of-the-art technologies such as smart home technology,
mobile and wearable technology, and assistive robotics [9]. We
previously defined AAL as follows [7]:

State-of-the-art ICT-based solutions that build on the
principles of ambient intelligence to create intelligent
environments that provide all-encompassing,
non-invasive, and pro-active support to older adults
and have the ultimate goal to maintain their
independence, enhance their overall quality of life,
and support their caregivers.

Application areas are broad and include, for example, health
monitoring, activity monitoring, medication management, fall
detection, reminder and planning systems, interactive games
and storytelling, care management, social companion robots,
and ambient awareness systems.

Although there are high hopes for AAL technologies to solve
the challenges of the aging population, different systematic
reviews conclude that the technology readiness level of these
applications is still low and that most applications have not yet
matured into the implementation phase. In addition, scientific
evidence for the effectiveness of these technologies is weak and
efficiency outcomes are almost nonexistent [6,10,11].
Furthermore, research in the AAL area is still predominately
technology oriented [6,12], and there is little theoretical

understanding of the user’s perspective [11,13]. Hence, there
is a need for further research on user acceptance.

The Importance of User Acceptance
User acceptance is key to the successful adoption and diffusion
of new technologies. Indeed, several researchers have concluded
that understanding user acceptance and incorporating user needs
is essential to the successful digitization of the health care sector
[14-18]. In the context of AAL, the slow deployment of AAL
systems has been attributed to the lack of user acceptance and
missing focus on user needs [9,13,19]. Loss of privacy [20-22]
and the fear of substituting face-to-face interaction [23-26] are
examples of acceptance barriers found in previous research.
This is not surprising considering the pervasiveness of these
technologies [27]. These applications are designed to be placed
in personal environments or directly on the body, collect and
store sensitive data, influence behavior and habits, and take over
tasks that are usually carried out by the older adults themselves
or a human caregiver.

The insufficient understanding of users’ needs is also reflected
in ageist stereotypes, which are still common in this field
[28-30]. These studies portray older adults as a homogeneous
group that is frail and lonely and has low technology literacy.
To combat these stereotypes, researchers need to adopt a more
user-centered mindset and develop a deeper understanding of
the user’s point of view.

Although the number of studies on user acceptance and user
needs has slowly increased over the last couple of years, most
research still lacks a solid theoretical foundation to explain and
underpin their results [11]. This is also confirmed by Blackman
et al [31], who concluded that AAL research is rich in data but
poor in theory. A solid theoretical foundation is crucial for
understanding the underlying social, psychological, and
behavioral mechanisms of the acceptance process. A related
concern is the lack of large-scale quantitative research on user
acceptance in this area [11,13]. More quantitative approaches
are needed to understand the relative importance of acceptance
factors, identify their underlying relationships, and make
statistically grounded and externally valid inferences about their
influence on the acceptance process. Developing a stronger
theoretical and statistically grounded understanding of user
acceptance in AAL research will improve AAL
conceptualization and development. At the same time, it will
increase the likelihood of future acceptance by intended users.

The Conceptual Model of AAL Acceptance
Technology acceptance occurs over time and consists of
different stages [32-36]. Owing to the overall low maturity of
AAL technologies, it was decided to focus on early user
acceptance, meaning the factors that contribute to the initial
intention to use or reject AAL technology in the future.

Over the years, several theories and models have been developed
to explain technology acceptance, including the technology
acceptance model (TAM) [37,38], the unified theory of
acceptance and use of technology (UTAUT) [39], and the theory
of planned behavior (TPB) [40]. Although TAM and UTAUT
are popular choices in the field of eHealth [18], we chose TPB
as a theoretical foundation for several reasons. First, TPB is a
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well-known and validated psychological theory to understand
and explain human behavior, including technology acceptance
[41-44] and health-related behaviors [45,46]. It has also been
applied to understand the adoption of assistive devices [47] and
eHealth applications [48]. In contrast, UTAUT is an eclectic
model that lacks a strong theoretical foundation [49]. Second,
TPB provides an ideal basis for understanding early user
acceptance by specifically focusing on the attitudinal, social,
and normative belief structure that leads to the intention to use
a technology. These insights are very informative for further
development and implementation of AAL. In contrast, TAM’s
predominant focus on usefulness and ease of use provides little
valuable insights for the design and implementation of new
technologies [50]. Third, TPB is explicitly open to the inclusion
of more variables [40] and therefore forms a good starting point
for developing a new model of AAL acceptance.

Intention is a central construct in TPB and viewed as an
immediate determinant of actual behavior. Intention is defined
as an “indication of a person’s readiness to perform a given
behavior.” According to TPB, intention is determined by 3
variables: attitude toward the behavior, subjective norm, and
perceived behavioral control. Attitude is defined as “the degree
to which performance of the behavior is positively or negatively
valued.” Subjective norm is defined as the “perceived social
pressure to engage or not to engage in a behavior.” Perceived
behavioral control can be described as “people's perceptions of
their ability to perform a given behavior.” Following an
expectancy value approach, in TPB, attitude is determined by
a set of behavioral beliefs about the outcome of a given
behavior, weighted by the evaluation of that outcome. Subjective
norm is determined by a set of normative beliefs concerning
the expectations of important referents, weighted by the
motivation to comply. Finally, perceived behavioral control is
determined by several control beliefs, weighted by its perceived
power [40,51,52].

In line with TPB, intention to use AAL is proposed as the key
dependent variable in our conceptual model, with attitude
toward using AAL, social norm, and perceived behavioral
control as direct ascendants (Figure 1). Personal norm was added
as an additional predictor of intention, thereby answering to the
appeal of previous researchers to consider different normative
mechanisms for TPB [45,53]. We define personal norm as
“people’s self-based standards or expectations for AAL use that
flow from one’s internalized values,” thereby referring to
Schwartz [54]. The construct was operationalized in terms of
self-identity, drawing on the work of Lee et al [55] and Sparks
and Shepherd [56].

For the conceptual model, the underlying behavioral, normative,
and control belief structures were decomposed into specific
multidimensional belief constructs, as suggested by Taylor and
Todd [43]. The advantage of this approach is that it emphasizes
the relevant beliefs antecedents for AAL acceptance and,
consequently, provides more directive insights for the design
of AAL technologies [43]. We drew on earlier user research in
the field [23,57-59] and our own qualitative user studies [60,61]
to select the relevant underlying beliefs. This resulted in safety,
independent living, and relief of family burden as positive belief
antecedents for attitude and loss of privacy and loss of human
touch as negative belief antecedents. Caregiver influence was
proposed as a positive antecedent of social norm, whereas social
stigma was proposed as a negative antecedent. Personal norm
was hypothesized to be positively influenced by one’s personal
innovativeness, whereas human touch norm and privacy norm
were suggested as negative antecedents. Finally, perceived
behavioral control was hypothesized to be positively influenced
by self-efficacy, reliability, and level of user control and
negatively influenced by financial cost. Multimedia Appendix
1 displays an overview of the underlying belief constructs and
their definitions.
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Figure 1. Conceptual model of ambient assisted living acceptance.

Methods

Overview
A web-based survey of older adults was conducted in the
Netherlands to validate the conceptual model. A Dutch ISO
(International Organization for Standardization)–certified
research agency was hired to distribute the survey. The agency
is an expert in web-based fieldwork and manages a panel of
110,000 members with diverse sociodemographic backgrounds.

Participants
Older adults aged between 55 and 85 years were specified as
the target population to include older adults with different living
and work situations, different perceptions of health and quality
of life, different support needs, and different levels of technology
experience. Our aim is to adequately represent this highly
heterogeneous target group [62,63]. The lower boundary of the
age requirement was set at 55 years to include the perspective

of the future generation of older adults. Predefined age quotas
were used to obtain a representative sample.

Upon invitation, 2113 older adults participated in the survey.
Of these participants, 679 participants did not complete the
survey, most of whom stopped immediately after the
introduction page. Another 138 participants were removed from
the sample because of: incomplete response patterns,
exceptionally short response times, straight lining, and
insufficient understanding of the presented AAL material. This
led to a response rate of 61.33% (1296/2113) and a total of 1296
cases for further analysis. The final sample was representative
of the older Dutch adult population in terms of age (55-64 years:
n=555, 42.82%; 65-74 years: n=497, 38.35%; 75-85 years:
n=244, 18.83%) and gender (male: n=637, 49.15%; female:
n=659, 50.85%) [64]. Most of the participants (n=1227, 94.68%)
had no user experience with AAL applications. All other sample
characteristics are presented in Table 1.
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Table 1. Sample characteristics (N=1296).

Values, n (%)Variables

Living situation

384 (29.63)Alone

912 (70.37)With (partner or family or friend)

Education

474 (36.57)Low

439 (33.87)Intermediate

383 (29.55)Tertiary

Work situation

332 (25.61)Working

960 (74.07)Not working

Self-rated health

88 (6.79)Excellent

245 (18.90)Very good

548 (42.28)Good

345 (26.62)Fair

70 (5.40)Poor

Self-rated quality of life

115 (8.87)Excellent

335 (25.85)Very good

574 (44.29)Good

248 (19.14)Fair

24 (1.85)Poor

Current support needa

1073 (82.79)No support

166 (12.81)Domestic tasks

88 (6.79)Psychosocial support

45 (3.47)Personal care

30 (2.31)Medical care

Support providera,b

95 (42.60)Partner

62 (27.80)Child

13 (5.83)Family

21 (9.42)Friend

13 (5.83)Neighbor

117 (52.47)Professional

Expected support need

150 (11.57)Highly unlikely

186 (14.35)Less likely than others

577 (44.52)Equally likely than others

114 (8.80)More likely than for others

90 (6.94)Highly likely
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Values, n (%)Variables

179 (13.81)Don’t know

aMultiple answers were allowed.
bOf those who reported to receive support (n=223).

Survey Materials and Procedure
Participants were presented with a short (2.25 minutes) video
animation that explained the concept of AAL [65]. Previous
research has shown that animated content with spoken text
works well to communicate complex health-related information
[66]. For this video animation, a scenario was narrated with the
persona Ben, an older adult, and his daughter and informal
caregiver, Sophie. Personas and user scenarios are tools that are
frequently used in participatory design activities to translate
abstract ideas about the user into something more tangible [67].
Three example applications were included in the scenario: (1)
smart home technology for activity monitoring and fall
detection, (2) a reminder system for appointments and
medications, and (3) a social service robot and a social
companion robot. In addition to the video animation, participants
viewed photos of market-ready AAL products: (1) Sensara
activity monitoring [68], (2) Dayclocks reminder application
[69], and (3) Zora, a social companion robot [70]. The photos
contained a short description of the main features of the product.
Two control questions were included to test the understanding
of the presented material (“The video/pictures about AAL
technology was/were clear to me”). Participants were also asked
about their previous knowledge and experience with AAL
technology.

After exposure to the video and photos, the participants were
directed to the remaining items of the AAL acceptance survey.
The survey concluded with questions about the
sociodemographic background and participants’ self-rated
subjective health and overall quality of life, received level of
care, and anticipated need for care in the future.

Measurements
Although some measurements were derived from validated
scales, because of the lack of quantitative research in the field,

a large part of the measurement was newly developed following
the procedure described by DeVellis [71]. Topics from AAL
literature and our qualitative user studies [60,61] were used as
a starting point to create the initial pool of items. To test and
improve the psychometric properties of the newly developed
measurements and the overall survey structure, several pretests
were conducted. First, the initial pool of items was evaluated
for content validity, clarity, and redundancy with 4 senior
researchers with expertise in AAL and psychometrics. After
this first pretest, some items were removed and the others were
rephrased. In the second pretest, the complete web-based survey
instrument was presented to 3 older adults to evaluate the overall
format (layout, structure, and length), test their ability to
navigate through the web-based environment, and evaluate their
comprehension of the survey items. Following the guidelines
described by Willis [72], we conducted cognitive interviews
using a combination of think-aloud and verbal probing
techniques, while participants clicked through the survey. As a
result, several problem areas were identified and the survey was
adjusted accordingly.

We used a 5-point Likert scale as a response scale (1=strongly
disagree; 5=strongly agree). For the attitude items, a 5-point
semantic differential scale was used. Don’t know was included
as a response option as AAL is a fairly new concept, and we
suspected that some participants would not have a strong enough
tendency to formulate an opinion [73]. The don’t know option
was treated as missing values. Full information maximum
likelihood (FIML) was used to deal with the missing values.
FIML is considered a robust and state-of-the-art approach to
handle missing data and is widely recommended in the
methodological literature [74-77]. Table 2 gives a concise
overview of the operationalization of the key variables included
in the survey instrument. Multimedia Appendix 2
[43,44,47,55,56,78-90] shows the final list of items after
validation.
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Table 2. Measurements.

Example itemNumber of items in the surveyVariable name

In the future, I intend to use AAL technology4Intention to use AALa

I (like/dislike) the idea of using AAL technology6Attitude toward using AAL

Most people whose opinion I value, would think positively about my use
of AAL technology

3Social norm

I view myself as a user of technology for my health and well-being3Personal norm

Using AAL technology is entirely in my control4Perceived behavioral control

If I use AAL technology, I will feel safer in my home6Safety

If I use AAL technology, I can do things independently4Independence

My use of AAL technology will give my family members peace of mind6Relief of family burden

If I use AAL technology, I worry that my personal information might be
shared with others without my permission

6Loss of privacy

If I use AAL technology, I will get less personal attention6Loss of human touch

My caregivers would have a positive view on my use of AAL technology3Caregiver influence

If I use AAL technology, I am concerned that the technology will be visible
to others

4Social stigma

I prefer personal care over care via AAL technology4Human touch norm

I think I have the right to control my personal information6Privacy norm

If I heard about a new information technology, I would look for ways to
experiment with it

4Personal innovativeness

If I had problems relating to using AAL technology I know I could work
them out

7Self-efficacy

I think that I will feel in control, when using AAL technology3User control

I think that AAL technology is reliable4Reliability

I think that using AAL technology will be expensive3Financial cost

aAAL: ambient assisted living.

Structural Equation Modeling
We used structural equation modeling (SEM) to validate the
conceptual model.

The measurement model was validated in 2 stages. First, a pilot
study was conducted among 320 older adults in the Netherlands.
The hypothesized relationships between the latent variables and
their indicator variables were explored using confirmatory factor
analysis. Although this technique is labeled as confirmatory, it
was used in an exploratory and iterative manner by paying
attention to the posthoc modification indices [91]. By specifying
the relationships between the latent variables and their indicator
variables a priori, we employed a theory-driven approach rather
than a data-driven approach to validate the measurements
[92,93]. The measurement model was respecified with the main
study sample (N=1296), leading to further refinement of the
measurement model.

We used the Lavaan package version 0.5-23 [94] in R version
3.4.3 [95] to perform the analysis. Maximum likelihood
estimation with FIML for missing data was used because the
data were approximately normally distributed. The original
measurement model proposed 19 distinct latent factors and 86
indicator variables. Indicators with poor standardized factor
loading (<0.50) and low squared multiple correlation

(SMC<0.40) were removed. To further evaluate the convergent
validity of the measurement model, we assessed the McDonald
hierarchical omega [96], Cronbach alpha [97], and the average
variance extracted (AVE) for each latent variable. The threshold
for the former 2 measurements was 0.70, and the recommended
AVE value threshold was 0.50. Discriminant validity was
examined using the heterotrait-monotrait (HTMT) ratio. If the
HTMT value is <0.90, discriminant validity is established [98].
After validating the measurement model, the structural equation
model was tested.

Results

Measurement Model
The fit measures of the original model were less than aspiration
values. After the inspection of factor loadings and SMC values,
several indicators were iteratively removed. This included the
latent variable user control, as 2 of the 3 indicators loaded poorly
on the latent construct. A minimum of 3 indicators are required
to represent the latent variable [99]. The indicators of the latent
variable privacy norm had low or just acceptable SMC values.
As the variable showed relatively weak psychometric properties
across the 2 independent samples, privacy norm was removed
from the measurement model. One indicator (PSN03) with an
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SMC value less than the aspiration value was not excluded to
meet the requirement of the 3 indicators to represent the latent
variable. Another indicator less than the aspiration value (PI02)
was included because it originated in a validated scale [78].
Upon inspection of the posthoc modification indexes, suggested
residual correlations between the following indicator pairs were
added: PSN03 and PI02, ATT02 and ATT03, ATT04 and
ATT05, LP03 and LP05, LP03 and LP06, LP05 and LP06, and
FB03 and FB05. After calculating the hierarchical omega,
Cronbach alpha, and AVE values, it was decided to remove the
latent variable social stigma from the measurement model
because of a low AVE value (AVE=0.47) and overall weak
psychometric properties across the 2 samples. Finally, HTMT
values indicated that safety and independence should be
considered as a single latent variable called safe and independent
living.

The final measurement model consisted of 15 latent factors, 63
indicators, and 7 added residual correlations. The model showed
acceptable-to-good fit for all fit measures (root mean square
error of approximation [RMSEA]=0.04; standardized root mean
square residual [SRMR]=0.05; comparative fit index
[CFI]=0.93; and Tucker Lewis index [TLI]=0.92). Multimedia
Appendix 3 displays the final list of indicators with intercept
(FIML mean), indicator mean (values with listwise deletion),
SD (values with listwise deletion), factor loadings, SMC,
hierarchical omega, Cronbach alpha, and AVE.

Descriptives
The indicator scores from the final measurement model were
pooled into a composite score for each latent variable. Table 3
shows an overview of the composite mean, SD, and range for
each latent variable.

Table 3. Composite mean and SD per latent variable.a

MaximumMinimumMean (SD)Latent variable

513.34 (0.73)Intention to use AALb

513.73 (0.78)Attitude toward using AAL

513.67 (0.57)Social norm

513.42 (0.75)Personal norm

513.32 (0.71)Perceived behavioral control

513.92 (0.52)Safe and independent living

513.67 (0.65)Relief of family burden

513.14 (0.87)Loss of privacy

513.13 (0.83)Loss of human touch

513.73 (0.56)Caregiver influence

513.97 (0.67)Human touch norm

513.19 (0.78)Personal innovativeness

513.79 (0.60)Self-efficacy

513.26 (0.59)Reliability

513.81 (0.68)Financial cost

aSingle imputation with the Expectation Maximization method was used to handle the missing data for the composite scores and group comparison.
bAAL: ambient assisted living.

The overall intention to use AAL technology was moderately
high in the sample (mean 3.34, SD 0.73). This means that, in
general, older adults were relatively open to the idea of using
AAL technologies in the future. Regarding the 3 age quotas,
there was no significant difference in their use intention
(F2,1293=2.89; P=.06). Similarly, we found no significant
differences across different levels of subjective health
(F4,1291=0.60; P=.66) and expected support needs (F4,1112=0.52;
P=.72).

Structural Equation Model
The hypothesized structural equation model showed good overall
fit with the observed data: RMSEA=0.04, SRMR=0.06,
CFI=0.93, and TLI=0.92. The model accounted for 69% of the

variance in the intention to use AAL (R2=0.69). All but 2 of the

hypothesized paths had significant standardized path coefficients
at the P<.001 level.

Attitude toward using AAL, social norm, personal norm, and
perceived behavior control significantly affected the intention
to use AAL. Attitude was the most important influencer of
intention (β=.53). Attitude toward using AAL was affected by
older adults’ expectations about safe and independent living
(β=.51), relief of family burden (β=.12), loss of privacy
(β=–.19), and loss of human touch (β=−.25). Together, these

variables explained 71% of the variance in attitude (R2=0.71).
Social norm was strongly affected by caregiver influence
(β=.97). Caregiver influence predicted 94% of the variance in
social norm. The hypothesized influence of human touch norm
on personal norm was not significant (P=.39), and personal
innovativeness therefore remained to be the only significant
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predictor of personal norm (β=.81). Personal innovativeness
explained 67% of the variance in personal norm. Self-efficacy
(β=.81) and financial cost (β=−.12) remained to be the 2
predictors of perceived behavior control. Together, these

variables explained 71% of the variance in the perceived
behavior control. The expected influence of reliability was not
significant (P=.68; Figure 2).

Figure 2. Structural equation model. Values adjacent to the single-headed arrows represent the standardized regression coefficients (P<.001). The
dotted lines represent the nonsignificant paths. Values above the variable rectangles represent the variance explained in the latent variables.
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Discussion

Principal Findings
The aim of this study is to develop a statistically grounded
understanding of the acceptance of AAL technology among
older adults in the Netherlands. Specifically, this study aimed
to compare the relative importance of different acceptance
factors, their underlying relationships, and their explanatory
power for the intention to use AAL technologies in the future.

The results of the web-based acceptance survey showed that
the proposed model of AAL acceptance showed a good model
fit for the observed data and explained 69% of the variance in
intention to use. All hypothesized paths were significant, except
for the path between human touch norm and personal norm and
the path between reliability and perceived behavior control.
Therefore, it can be concluded that our established theoretical
model provides a valuable framework for understanding and
explaining older adults’ acceptance in the early acceptance
stage.

The overall intention to use AAL technology was moderately
positive. This means that older adults are relatively open to the
idea of using AAL technologies in the future. We found no
difference in intention to use between age groups, people with
different subjective health ratings, and different expected support
needs. Although this might be somewhat surprising, this is in
line with findings from Ziefle and Röcker [100], who found
that age and subjective health status did not influence the
willingness to use AAL technologies.

As expected, the intention to use AAL was predicted by attitude
toward using AAL, social norm, personal norm, and perceived
behavior control. Attitude was the most important predictor,
followed by social norm and perceived behavior control. The
results showed only a weak influence on personal norm. Ajzen
[40] argues that “the relative importance of attitude, subjective
norm, and perceived behavioral control in the prediction of
intention is expected to vary across behaviors and situations.”
From the results, we can conclude that in an early acceptance
stage, in which people have no or limited experience with AAL
technologies, the overall attitude toward using AAL is the most
important influencer of intention to use. On the other hand,
self-based standards and expectations regarding AAL use are
only minor influencers of older adults’ intention to use.

Safe and independent living was the most important positive
influencer of attitude, which in turn influenced intention to use.
This is in line with previous AAL research [57,59,101] and our
own qualitative user studies [60,61]. Older adults regarded the
increased feeling of safety and the opportunity of independent
living as a major advantage of AAL. We also found empirical
evidence that promises of safety and autonomy are a valid
trade-off for concerns about personal interaction and privacy,
as suggested by earlier research [58,102]. Nevertheless, in line
with previous studies [20,21,23-26], both concerns still
substantially contributed to a negative attitude toward using
AAL and should be considered when developing AAL
applications. Earlier studies [58,101,103] suggested that older
adults perceive AAL technologies as good tools for reducing

the overall burden on caregivers. This was confirmed by the
results of the AAL acceptance survey.

Previous research has suggested that the influence of caregivers,
especially informal family caregivers, is important for the
acceptance of AAL technologies [104-106]. Although we did
not distinguish between formal and informal caregiver influence,
the findings of the AAL acceptance survey indeed identified
caregivers as crucial social referents for building social norm.
Social norm, in turn, influenced use intentions. For future
research, it would be interesting to explicitly distinguish between
formal and informal caregiver influence.

In line with our qualitative user studies [60,61], older adults’
general willingness to try out new information technology
positively contributed to their overall personal norm. However,
the effect of personal norm on intention to use AAL was weak
in the current sample. In contrast to our expectations, human
touch norm had no significant influence on personal norm. An
explanation for this finding may be that older adults preferred
human care over care via AAL technology but could still
identify as users of AAL.

Self-efficacy is a concept derived from social cognitive theory
and is an essential determinant of human motivation and
behavior [107,108]. Following previous research [57], it was
hypothesized that self-efficacy would positively affect use
intention via perceived behavior control. This hypothesized
relationship was confirmed through the results of the AAL
acceptance survey. Moreover, in line with previous research
[57,101], expectations about high financial cost negatively
contributed to perceived behavioral control. The hypothesized
relationship between perceived behavior control and reliability
was not significant. We suspect that with no or limited
experience of AAL, users found it difficult to formulate specific
and consistent expectations about the expected reliability of
AAL. However, we believe that reliability will be considered
in a later acceptance stage when users are actively interacting
with the technology. Therefore, future research should consider
these variables.

Limitations
As in every study, there were some limitations to be considered.
First, by using a web-based survey, we accepted that our sample
had a bias toward older adults with internet connection and
some technology skills. However, most older adults are active
internet users [109,110]. Hence, the current sample remains to
be largely representative of the older Dutch adult population.
Second, participants’ responses were based on the provided
study material and not on direct interaction with AAL
technologies. This could have limited participants’ impressions
of AAL. However, this fits the phase of early acceptance. In
real-life situations, older adults will not necessarily try out a
new technological device before forming their initial use
intention. Previous research has shown that participants can
form attitudes and expectations toward new and unfamiliar
technologies without active use experience [32,111-113].
Finally, reaching an acceptable model fit in SEM does not imply
that the hypothesized model is the only fitting model. Other
equivalent or near-equivalent models may show equal or even
better fit [93]. However, at this stage, the AAL field does not
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offer a rich theoretical discourse to inspire alternative models.
Moreover, the measurement part of the model was
cross-validated across 2 independent samples. In addition, the
model was built on a strong and well-established psychological
theory (TPB), a literature review, and several qualitative user
studies.

Future Research
To the best of our knowledge, this model is one of the first
theory-driven quantitative frameworks for understanding AAL
acceptance, which has been validated with a representative
sample of the target population. However, this also means that
this model is the first approximation to explain AAL acceptance.
Further cross-validation and refinement is needed to ensure that
this model remains stable and valid across different populations
and cultural contexts. The established model focuses on early
user acceptance and the initial intention to use AAL. Future
research needs to implement longitudinal designs to explore
later stages of acceptance when older adults start using the
technology in their own home environment and attitudes, user
needs, and intentions might change [34,35,114]. This study
focused on older adults. Other important stakeholder groups
include informal and formal caregivers. They can be primary

users of AAL applications [115] and are important in signaling
the older adults’ need for support and introducing AAL into the
home care practice [7]. Hence, future research should further
investigate caregivers’ perceptions of AAL.

For now, our insights into early acceptance among older adults
can shape the further discourse and implementation of AAL.

Conclusions
For the future success of AAL, it is vital to know if these
technologies will fall on fertile ground and will be accepted by
the intended users. In other words, will the policy vision of AAL
as a solution to healthy and independent aging become reality
from the perspective of older adult users? This study shows that
Dutch older adults seem receptive to the idea of using AAL
technology in the future. Being mindful of the acceptance factors
will help developers make more informed design decisions
before diffusing applications into the market.

Although the provided model focuses on AAL technologies,
our insights on acceptance factors (eg, loss of privacy, loss of
human touch, caregiver influence, financial cost) can also be
valuable for the broader field of eHealth development and
implementation.
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Abstract

Background: Chronic and mental health conditions are increasingly prevalent worldwide. As devices in our everyday lives
offer more and more voice-based self-service, voice-based conversational agents (VCAs) have the potential to support the
prevention and management of these conditions in a scalable manner. However, evidence on VCAs dedicated to the prevention
and management of chronic and mental health conditions is unclear.

Objective: This study provides a better understanding of the current methods used in the evaluation of health interventions for
the prevention and management of chronic and mental health conditions delivered through VCAs.

Methods: We conducted a systematic literature review using PubMed MEDLINE, Embase, PsycINFO, Scopus, and Web of
Science databases. We included primary research involving the prevention or management of chronic or mental health conditions
through a VCA and reporting an empirical evaluation of the system either in terms of system accuracy, technology acceptance,
or both. A total of 2 independent reviewers conducted the screening and data extraction, and agreement between them was
measured using Cohen kappa. A narrative approach was used to synthesize the selected records.

Results: Of 7170 prescreened papers, 12 met the inclusion criteria. All studies were nonexperimental. The VCAs provided
behavioral support (n=5), health monitoring services (n=3), or both (n=4). The interventions were delivered via smartphones
(n=5), tablets (n=2), or smart speakers (n=3). In 2 cases, no device was specified. A total of 3 VCAs targeted cancer, whereas 2
VCAs targeted diabetes and heart failure. The other VCAs targeted hearing impairment, asthma, Parkinson disease, dementia,
autism, intellectual disability, and depression. The majority of the studies (n=7) assessed technology acceptance, but only few
studies (n=3) used validated instruments. Half of the studies (n=6) reported either performance measures on speech recognition
or on the ability of VCAs to respond to health-related queries. Only a minority of the studies (n=2) reported behavioral measures
or a measure of attitudes toward intervention-targeted health behavior. Moreover, only a minority of studies (n=4) reported
controlling for participants’ previous experience with technology. Finally, risk bias varied markedly.

Conclusions: The heterogeneity in the methods, the limited number of studies identified, and the high risk of bias show that
research on VCAs for chronic and mental health conditions is still in its infancy. Although the results of system accuracy and
technology acceptance are encouraging, there is still a need to establish more conclusive evidence on the efficacy of VCAs for
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the prevention and management of chronic and mental health conditions, both in absolute terms and in comparison with standard
health care.

(J Med Internet Res 2021;23(3):e25933)   doi:10.2196/25933

KEYWORDS

voice; speech; delivery of health care; noncommunicable diseases; conversational agents; mobile phone; smart speaker; monitoring;
support; chronic disease; mental health; systematic literature review

Introduction

Background
Chronic and mental health conditions are increasingly prevalent
worldwide. According to the World Health Statistics of 2020,
noncommunicable diseases (eg, cardiovascular diseases, cancer,
chronic respiratory diseases, and diabetes) and suicide are still
the predominant causes of death in 2016 [1,2]. Although the
underlying causes of these conditions are complex, behavior
remains an important factor in their prevention and management.
As the health care system is currently unfit to sustain the
prevention and management of chronic and mental health
conditions while containing its costs, continuous and
personalized smartphone-based interventions have been
developed to provide scaled-up behavioral support [3-6]. On
the same note, conversational agents have been proven a
valuable tool to deliver digital health interventions [7-9]. In
particular, voice-based conversational agents (VCAs) have been
shown to provide high user satisfaction in delivering
interventions to influence healthy lifestyles [6].

VCAs can recognize human speech and, in turn, respond with
synthesized speech. The human input is converted into an intent,
triggering a specific information retrieval or function. This
modality of interaction allows for hands-free access to some
basic functions, such as searching for information on the
internet, managing calendars, playing media content, calling,
texting, emails, controlling internet-of-things devices and telling
jokes [10,11]. Just as text-based [12,13] and embodied [14]
conversational agents, VCAs have the potential to form an
alliance [15] or rapport [16] with the patient through
conversation, which is beneficial to treatment outcomes [17-19].
Compared with text-based interactions, however, voice-based
interactions have several advantages. First, voice-based
interaction leverages the naturalness [20,21] and social presence
[22,23] of human-to-human conversation. Second, it facilitates
input for users with low literacy or with visual [24], intellectual
[25], motor, linguistic, and cognitive disabilities [26] and can
support more natural health routine tasks when in-person health
care is not possible [19,27]. Third, it opens the door to voice or
speech analysis, whereas features of the patient’s utterances can
be passively monitored to derive health states [28-31]. Given
the lack of agreement on the terminology [6], we will refer to
VCAs to indicate the broad technology of dialog apps interacting
with humans through speech recognition and synthesis.

VCAs are currently available on 2.5 billion devices worldwide,
with smartphones being the leading type of devices, followed
by smart speakers and computers. They can be found even in
wearable technology, cars, and appliances [32,33]. Moreover,
numerous health-related apps of VCAs are available [34]. Thus,

these systems are increasingly used in our daily lives and are
able to assist in the health care domain. In particular, commercial
VCAs such as Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant are
increasingly adopted and used as a framework by start-ups and
health care organizations to develop products [35-40]. Although
there is still room for improvement [41-43], curiosity in using
VCAs for health care is growing. VCAs are used to retrieve
health-related information (eg, symptoms, medication, nutrition,
and health care facilities) [32,44]. This interest is even stronger
in low-income households (ie, income <US $50,000 per year).
Furthermore, when considering the accessibility of the voice
modality for users with low literacy, VCAs could facilitate
health management in countries where the education index is
still relatively low [45] and smartphones are increasingly
penetrating daily life [46] (eg, Brazil, Indonesia, Kenya, Mexico,
Philippines, or South Africa).

To the best of our knowledge, only one scoping review has
focused on VCAs for health [6]. The authors included research
promoting self-management skills and healthy lifestyle
behaviors in general and found that, although showing the
feasibility of VCAs for health, the evidence was mostly
preliminary. However, the authors do not inspect the
methodology of the research in enough detail to define the
methodological aspects that future research could improve.
Thus, our contribution lies in a systematic review of VCA apps
dedicated to the prevention and management of chronic and
mental health conditions, which aims to provide a broader
overview of the current state of research. Thus, we include
evidence from both journals and conference papers and provide
an overview of aspects affecting technology adoption, that is,
system and user performance, ease of use, and attitude toward
the target health behavior [47]. Furthermore, we highlight
methodological aspects such as variables of interest, instruments
used, population tested (in comparison with the target
population), and VCA design description.

Objectives
This study aims to provide a better understanding of the current
research on conversational agents delivering health interventions
through voice-based interaction and to provide an overview of
the methods and evaluations performed. We focus on VCAs
specifically dedicated to the prevention and management of
chronic and mental health conditions. As we focus on methods
and findings in the domain of VCAs, comparing voice modality
with others (eg, text and visual) is beyond the scope of this
systematic literature review. Therefore, in this study, we seek
to answer the following 2 questions: (1) What is the current
evidence in favor of VCAs for the prevention and management
of chronic and mental health conditions? (2) What are the
methods used to evaluate them?
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Methods

Reporting Standards
This study is compliant with the PRISMA (Preferred Reporting
Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) checklist
[48] (an overview of the study protocol is given in Multimedia
Appendix 1 [49-55]).

Search Strategy
We conducted a systematic search of the literature available in
July 2020 using the electronic databases PubMed MEDLINE,
Embase, PsycINFO, Scopus, and Web of Science. These
databases were chosen as they cover relevant aspects in the
fields of medicine, technology, and interdisciplinary research
and have also been used in other systematic reviews covering
similar topics [7,8].

Search terms included items describing the constructs voice
modality, conversational agent, and health (an overview of the
search strategy is given in Multimedia Appendix 2).

Selection Criteria
We included studies if they (1) were primary research studies
involving the prevention, treatment, or management of health
conditions related to chronic diseases or mental disorders in
patients; (2) involved a conversational agent; (3) the agent used
voice as the main interaction modality; and (4) the study
included either an empirical evaluation of the system in terms
of system accuracy (eg, speech recognition and quality of
answers), in terms of technology acceptance (eg, user
experience, usability, likability, and engagement), or both.

Papers were excluded if they (1) involved any form of animation
or visual representation, for example, embodied agents, virtual
humans, or robots; (2) involved any form of health care service
via telephone (eg, interactive voice response); (3) focused on
testing a machine learning algorithm; and (4) did not target a
specific patient population and chronic [49] or mental [50]
health conditions.

We also excluded non-English papers, workshop papers,
literature reviews, posters, PowerPoint presentations, and papers
presented at doctoral colloquia. In addition, we excluded papers
of which the authors could not access the full text.

Selection Process
All references were downloaded and inserted into a Microsoft
Excel spreadsheet, and duplicates were removed. A total of 2
independent investigators conducted the screening for inclusion
and exclusion criteria in 3 phases: first, we assessed the titles
of the records; then their abstracts; and, finally, the full-text
papers. After each of these phases, we calculated Cohen kappa
to measure the inter-rater agreement between the 2 investigators.
The interpretation of the Cohen kappa coefficient was based on
the categories developed by Douglas Altman: 0.00-0.20 (poor),
0.21-0.40 (fair), 0.41-0.60 (moderate), 0.61-0.80 (good), and
0.81-1.00 (very good) [56,57]. The 2 raters consulted a third
investigator in case of disagreements.

Data Extraction
A total of 2 investigators extracted data from the eligible papers
into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet with 52 columns containing
information on the following aspects: (1) general information
about the included papers, (2) voice-based interaction, (3)
conversational agents, (4) targeted health conditions, (5)
participants, (6) design, (7) measures, (8) main findings, and
(9) additional study information such as funding information
or conflicts of interest (a complete overview of the study
characteristics is given in Multimedia Appendix 3 [52]).

We chose a narrative synthesis of the results and discussed and
resolved any inconsistencies in the individual data extractions
with a third investigator.

Risk of Methodological Bias
The choice of an appropriate risk of bias assessment tool was
arbitrary, given the prevalence of conference papers and a wide
variety of research designs in the included studies. Nevertheless,
we wanted to evaluate the selected research concerning the
transparency of reporting and the quality of the evidence. After
extensive team discussions, the investigators decided to follow
the approach of Maher et al [58], who devised a risk of bias
assessment tool based on the CONSORT (Consolidated
Standards of Reporting Trials) checklist [51]. The tool comprises
25 items and assigns scores of 0 or 1 to each item, indicating if
the respective study satisfactorily met the criteria. Higher total
scores indicated a lower risk of methodological bias. As the
CONSORT checklist was originally developed for controlled
trials and no such trials were included in our set of studies, we
decided to exclude and adapt certain items as they were
considered out of scope for this type of study. We excluded 3.b
(Trial design), 6.b (Outcomes), 7.b (Sample size), 12.b
(Statistical methods), and 14.b (Recruitment). Finally, item 17.b
(Outcomes and estimation) was excluded and 17.a was
fragmented into 2 subcriteria (ie, Provides the estimated effect
size and Provides precision). A total of 2 investigators
independently conducted the risk of bias assessment, and the
differences were resolved in a consensus agreement (details are
provided in Multimedia Appendix 4 [51,58]).

Results

Selection and Inclusion of Studies
In total, we screened 7170 deduplicated citations from electronic
databases (Figure 1). Of these, we excluded 6910 papers during
title screening. We further excluded 140 papers in the abstract
screening process, which left us with 120 papers for full-text
screening. After assessing the full texts, we found that 108 were
not qualified. Cohen kappa was good in titles and full-text
screening (κ=0.71 and κ=0.58, respectively), whereas it was
moderate in abstract screening (κ=0.46). We explain the latter
with a tendency of rater 1 to be more conservative than rater 2,
giving a hypothetical probability of chance agreement of 50%.
However, after meticulous discussion, the 2 investigators found
a balanced agreement (an overview of the reasons for exclusion
and the number of excluded records and Cohen kappa are shown
in Figure 1) and considered 12 papers as qualified for inclusion
and analysis (Table 1).
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Figure 1. PRISMA (Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses) flow diagram of included studies.
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Table 1. Overview and characteristics of included records.

Intervention
category

Voice-enabled
device type

Addressed medical
condition

Type of study participantsStudy aimReference, publication
year

SupportTabletCancers associated

with HPVa
Healthy adults with at least
one child under the age of 18
years (n=16)

Development and acceptance
evaluation

Amith et al (2019)
[59]

SupportTabletCancers associated
with HPV

Healthy young adults aged
between 18 and 26 years
(n=24)

Development and acceptance
evaluation

Amith et al (2020)
[60]

SupportSmartphoneCancers associated
with smoking

Authors as raters (n=2)Criterion-based performance
evaluation of commercial conver-
sational agent

Boyd and Wilson
(2018) [61]

Monitoring
and support

Smart speakerDiabetes (type 2)Older adults (n=10)Development and acceptance
evaluation

Cheng et al (2019)
[62]

MonitoringNot specifiedHeart failureChronic heart failure patients
(n=14)

Development and performance
evaluation

Galescu et al (2009)
[63]

SupportSmart speakerIntellectual disabilityAdults with lifelong intellectu-
al disability (n=9)

Development and performance
evaluation

Greuter and Balandin
(2019) [64]

MonitoringSmartphoneParkinson disease, de-
mentia, and autism

Adults recruited on campus
(n=33)

Development and acceptance
evaluation

Ireland et al (2016)
[65]

Monitoring
and support

SmartphoneAsthmaClinicians and researchers
(n=16)

Development and acceptance
evaluation

Kadariya et al (2019)
[66]

Monitoring
and support

SmartphoneHeart failureHealthy adults working regu-
larly with senior patients
(n=11)

Development and acceptance
evaluation

Lobo et al (2017) [67]

MonitoringSmart speakerHearing impairmentNormal hearing (n=6)Development and performance
evaluation

Ooster et al (2019)
[68]

Monitoring
and support

SmartphoneDiabetes (type 1, type
2, gestational) and
glaucoma

Adults affiliated with the uni-
versity (n=33)

Development and performance
and acceptance evaluation

Rehman et al (2020)
[69]

SupportNot specifiedDepressionNot specified (n=Not speci-
fied)

Criterion-based performance
evaluation of a commercial con-
versational agent

Reis et al (2018) [70]

aHPV: human papillomavirus.

Characteristics of the Included Studies
The publication years of the selected records ranged between
2009 and 2020, whereas the majority of the papers (n=5) were
published in 2019. A total of 7 of the selected records were
conference papers and 5 were journal papers.

The majority (n=10) of the selected papers developed and
evaluated VCA [59,60,62-69], whereas 2 [61,70] aimed to report
a criterion-based performance evaluation of existing commercial
conversational agents (eg, Google Assistant and Apple Siri).
Among the papers developing and evaluating a VCA, 6
[59,60,62,65-67] assessed the technology acceptance of the
VCA, whereas 3 [63,64,68] assessed the system accuracy. Only
one [69] assessed both performance and acceptance.

All studies (n=12) were nonexperimental [59-70], that is, they
did not include any experimental manipulation. A total of 4
papers [61,66,68,70] did not explicitly specify the study design
they used, whereas the other papers provided labels. One study
stated conducting a feasibility evaluation [63], 1 a focus group
study [65], 1 a qualitative assessment of effectiveness and
satisfaction [62], and 1 a case study [69]. Furthermore, 1

conducted a pilot study [64], 2 declared deploying a
Wizard-of-Oz (WOz) experiment [59,60], and 1 a usability study
[67].

An overview of the included studies can be found in Table 1
(all details in Multimedia Appendix 3).

Main Findings

System Accuracy
Half (n=6) of the included studies [61,63,64,68-70] evaluated
the accuracy of the system. In total, 4 of those studies
[63,64,68,69] described precise speech recognition performance,
whereas 3 [63,68,69] reported good or very good speech
recognition performance, and 1 [64] study found mediocre
recognition accuracy, with single-letter responses being slightly
better recognized than word-based responses (details on speech
recognition performance are given in Multimedia Appendix 5
[52]). A total of 2 studies [61,70] qualitatively assessed the
accuracy of the VCAs. One study [61] observed that the standard
Google Search performs better than a voice-activated internet
search performed with Google Assistant and Apple Siri. Another
study [70] reported on the accuracy of assisting with social
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activities. They observed all commercial VCAs to perform well
at basic greeting activities, Apple Siri and Amazon Alexa to
perform the best in email management, and Apple Siri to
perform the worst in supporting social games. Moreover, Google
Assistant performed the best in social game activities but the
worst in social media management.

Technology Acceptance
Of the 12 studies, 7 [59,60,62,65-67,69] reported technology
acceptance findings, whereas the others (n=5) did not
[61,63,64,68,70]. A total of 3 studies [60,66,67] reported
technology acceptance through a System Usability Survey
(SUS). One study [67] reported a relatively high usability score
(SUS score of mean 88/100), whereas 1 study [60] described
better usability of its VCA for human papillomavirus (HPV) in
comparison with industry standards (ie, SUS score of mean
72/100). The latter also compared SUS scores between groups
and found a higher score for participants who did not receive
the HPV vaccine (mean 80/100), compared with those who did
(mean 77/100) and the control group (mean 74/100). Note that
the SDs of these results were not provided. In addition, the study
found the score of Speech User Interface Service Quality to be
medium (mean 4.29/7, SD 0.75). The third study [66] asked
clinicians and researchers to evaluate the VCA with broader set
of results. Clinicians and researchers rated the VCA with very
good usability (ie, SUS score of mean 83.13/100 and 82.81/100,
respectively) and very good naturalness (mean 8.25/10 and
8.63/10, respectively), information delivery (mean 8.56/10 and
8.44/10, respectively), interpretability (mean 8.25/10 and
8.69/10, respectively), and technology acceptance (mean 8.54/10
and 8.63/10, respectively). SDs of these results were not
reported. A total of 2 studies [59,69] have reported different
types of evaluations of technology acceptance. Thus, 1 study
[59] reported good ease of use (mean 5.4/7, SD 1.59) and
acceptable expected capabilities (mean 4.5/7, SD 1.46) but low
efficiency (mean 3.3/7, SD 1.85) of its VCA, whereas the other
[69] described a positive user experience of its VCA with all
User Experience Questionnaire constructs. As the authors
provided User Experience Questionnaire mean values per item
we could only infer the mean values per construct manually.
That is, Attractiveness mean score was 1.88/3; Perspicuity mean
score was 1.93/3; Efficiency mean score was 1.88/3;
Dependability mean score was 1.70/3; Stimulation mean score
was 1.90/3; and Novelty mean score was 1.85/3. Note that the
SDs of these results were not provided. Finally, 2 studies
reported a qualitative evaluation of their VCA, one [62] stating
theirs to be more accepted than rejected in terms of user
satisfaction, without giving more details, and the other [65]
mentioning a general positive impression but a slowness in the
processing of their VCA.

Methodology of the Included Studies
We included all types of measures that were present in more
than 1 study, that is, system accuracy measures, technology
acceptance measures, behavioral measures, measures of attitude
toward the target health behavior, and reported previous
experience with technology.

The majority of the studies (n=10) did not report any behavioral
measures [59-63,65-67,69,70], whereas 2 papers [64,68] did.

One [68] described the frequency of verbal responses not
relevant to the system (ie, nonmatrix-vocabulary words),
whereas the other [64] provided engagement and user
performance (ie, task completion, time to respond, points of
difficulty, points of dropout, and quality of responses).

Half of the studies (n=6) did not report on any system measures
[59,60,62,65-67], whereas the other half reported either speech
recognition performance measures (n=4) [63,64,68,69] or
criterion-based evaluation of the goodness of the VCA’s
response (n=2) [61,70]. In particular, 4 studies [63,64,68,69]
measured speech recognition performance compared with human
recognition. One of those [68] measured the accuracy of a
diagnostic test score (ie, speech reception threshold) compared
with the manually transcribed results. One study [64] measured
the speech recognition percentage inferred from transcriptions
of the interaction. One study [63] compared the VCA with nurse
practitioners’ interpretations of patients’ responses. Finally, 1
[69] study gave more detailed results, reporting a confusion
matrix; speech recognition accuracy, precision, sensitivity,
specificity, and F-measure; and performance in task completion
rate and prevention from security breaches.

Of the 12 studies, 7 [59,60,62,65-67,69] reported technology
acceptance measures, whereas the remaining studies
[61,63,64,68,70] did not. Although 2 studies [60,69] used
validated questionnaires only and 2 [62,67] used adapted
questionnaires only, 1 study used both validated and adapted
questionnaires [66]. One study [59] used an adapted
questionnaire and qualitative feedback as acceptance measures.
One study [65] reported only qualitative feedback.

The majority of the included studies (n=10) did not provide
measures of attitude toward the target health behavior [61-70].
The 2 remaining papers [59,60] provided validated
questionnaires, and both focused on attitudes toward HPV
vaccines. One study [59] used the Parent Attitudes about
Childhood Vaccines, and 1 study [60] used the Carolina HPV
Immunization Attitude and Belief Scale.

The majority of the included studies (n=8) also did not report
controlling for participants’previous experience with technology
[59-63,66,69,70]. Of the remaining 4 studies, 1 study [68]
reported that all study participants had no experience with smart
speakers; 1 [67] reported that all study participants were familiar
with mobile health apps; and 1 [65] controlled for participants’
smartphone ownership, use competence on Androids, iPhones,
tablets, laptops, and desktop computers. Finally, 1 study [64]
assessed the previous exposure of study participants to
voice-based assistants but did not report on the results.

In general, risk bias varied markedly, from a minimum of 1 [70]
to a maximum of 11.25 [60] and a median of 6.36 (more details
are provided in Multimedia Appendix 4).

Health Characteristics
Of the included studies, cancer was the most common health
condition targeted; 2 papers [59,60] addressed cancer associated
with HPV, whereas 1 study [61] addressed cancer associated
with smoking. The next most commonly addressed conditions
were diabetes (n=2) [62,69] and heart failure (n=2) [63,67].
Other discussed conditions were hearing impairment [68],
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asthma [66], and Parkinson disease [65]. A total of 3 papers
addressed psychological conditions [64,65,70]. Specifically,
they focused on dementia and autism [65], intellectual disability
[64], and depression [70].

When inspecting the target population, we observed that 3 of
the included studies [62,67,70] targeted older people, whereas
2 targeted either parents of adolescents [59] or pediatric patients
[60]. The others targeted hearing-impaired individuals [68],
smokers [61], patients with asthma [66], patients with glaucoma
and diabetes [69], people with intellectual disability [64], and
patients with chronic heart failure [63]. One study [65] did not
specify a particular target population.

The actual study participants consisted of the following samples:
healthy adults with at least one child under the age of 18 years
(N=16) [59], healthy young adults aged between 18 and 26
years (N=24) [60], the authors themselves (N=2) [61], older
adults (N=10) [62], patients with chronic heart failure (N=14)
[63], adults with lifelong intellectual disability (N=9) [64],
adults recruited on campus (N=33) [65], clinicians and
researchers (N=16) [66], healthy adults working regularly with
senior patients (N=11) [67], normal-hearing people (N=6) [68],
and adults affiliated with a university (N=33) [69]. One study
[70] did not specify the type or number of participants.

Characteristics of VCAs
A total of 8 studies [60,62,63,65-69] named their VCA, whereas
2 studies [59,64] did not specify any name (Multimedia
Appendix 5). In total, 2 studies [61,70] did not provide a name
because they evaluated existing commercially available VCA
(ie, Amazon Alexa, Microsoft Cortana, Google Assistant, and
Apple Siri).

The majority of the included studies (n=7) did not describe the
user interface of their VCAs [60-62,64,68,70], whereas the
remaining 5 papers did [59,65-67,69].

The underlying architecture of the investigated VCAs was
described in 7 of the included studies [62,63,66-70], whereas
3 papers did not provide this information [61,64,65]. A total of
2 studies [59,60] could not provide any architectural
information, given the nature of their study design (ie, WOz).

When considering the devices used to test the VCA, we found
that smartphones were the most used (n=5) [61,65-67,69],
followed by smart speakers (n=3) [62,64,68] and tablets (n=2)
[59,60]. A total of 2 studies [63,70] did not specify which device
they used for data collection.

The vast majority of the VCAs (n=10) were not commercially
available [59,60,62-69] at the time of this systematic literature
review. In particular, 1 study [65] reported the VCA to be
available on Google Play store at the time of publication;
however, the app could not be found by the authors of this
literature review at the time of reporting (we controlled for
geo-blocking by searching the app with an internet protocol
address of the authors’ country of affiliation [65]). Given that
the other 2 studies tested consumer VCA, we classified these
papers as testing commercially available VCAs [61,70].

Characteristics of Voice-Based Interventions
Interventions were categorized as either monitoring, support or
both. Monitoring interventions refer to those focusing on health
tracking (eg, symptoms and medication adherence), whereas
support interventions include targeted or on-demand information
or alerts. This categorization was based on the classification of
digital health interventions by the World Health Organization
[52]. A total of 5 VCAs [59-61,64,70] exclusively focused on
support, and 3 studies [63,65,68] exclusively focused on
monitoring. In total, 4 studies investigated a VCA providing
both monitoring and support [62,66,67,69]. Monitoring activities
were mainly implemented as active data capture and
documentation (n=5) [62,63,66-69], whereas 1 study [66] also
focused on self-monitoring of health or diagnostic data. One
study [65] investigated self-monitoring of health or diagnostic
data as the main monitoring activity.

Support services mainly consisted of delivering targeted health
information based on health status (n=4) [59,60,64,67,69],
whereas 1 study [67] also provided a lookup of health
information. A total of 3 studies provided such a lookup of
health information only [61,62,66], whereas 2 [62,66] also
provided targeted alerts and reminders. Finally, 1 study delivered
a support intervention in the form of task completion assistance
[70] (more details on the interventions are given in Multimedia
Appendix 3).

Discussion

Principal Findings
The goal of this study is to summarize the available research
on VCA for the prevention and management of chronic and
mental health conditions and provide an overview of the
methodology used. Our investigation included 12 papers
reporting studies on the development and evaluation of a VCA
in terms of system accuracy and technology acceptance. System
accuracy refers to the ability of the VCA to interact with the
participants, either in terms of speech recognition performance
or in terms of the ability to respond adequately to user queries.
Technology acceptance refers to all measures of the user’s
perception of the system (eg, user experience, ease of use, and
efficiency of interaction).

Most of the studies reported either one or the other aspect,
whereas only 1 study reported both aspects. In particular, speech
recognition in VCA prototypes was mostly good or very good.
The only relevant flaw revealed was a slowness in the VCA
responses, reported in 2 of the selected studies [59,65].
Commercial VCAs, although not outperforming Google Search
when the intervention involved lookup of health information,
seem to have a specialization in supporting certain social
activities (eg, Apple Siri and Amazon Alexa for social media
and office-related activities and Google Assistant for social
games). These results suggest that there is great potential for
noncommercial VCAs, as they perform well in the domain for
which they were built, whereas commercial VCAs are rather
superficial in their health-related support. Moreover, despite
the heterogeneity of technology acceptance measures, the results
showed good to very good performance. This suggests that the
reviewed VCAs could satisfy users’ expectations when
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supporting the prevention and management of chronic or mental
conditions. The evidence remains, however, hard to be
conclusive. In fact, the majority of the included studies were
published relatively recently, around 2019, and were fairly
distributed between journal and conference or congress papers.
Moreover, all studies were nonexperimental, and there was a
general heterogeneity in the evaluation methods, especially in
the user perception of the technology (ie, user experience). In
particular, only 3 [60,66,69] of the 7 studies that included a
measure of technology acceptance through a questionnaire
[59,60,62,65-67,69] used a validated questionnaire, whereas
the others adapted them. There was also a general discrepancy
between the target population and the actual sample recruited.
In particular, although the VCAs studied were dedicated to the
management or prevention of chronic and mental health
conditions, the evaluation was mainly conducted with healthy
or convenience samples. Finally, according to our risk of bias
assessment, the evidence is generally reported with insufficient
transparency, leaving room for doubt about the generalizability
of results, both in terms of technical accuracy and technology
acceptance.

Considering the aforementioned aspects and the limited number
of studies identified, it seems that research on VCAs for chronic
diseases and mental health conditions is still in its infancy.
Nevertheless, the results of almost all studies reporting system
accuracy and technology acceptance are encouraging, especially
for the developed VCAs, which inspires further development
of this technology for the prevention and management of chronic
and mental health conditions.

Related Work
To the best of our knowledge, this is the only systematic
literature review addressing VCAs specifically dedicated to the
prevention and management of chronic diseases and mental
illnesses. Only 1 scoping review appraised existing evidence
on voice assistants for health and focused on interventions of
healthy lifestyle behaviors in general [6]. The authors highlight
the importance of preventing and managing chronic diseases;
however, although they report the preliminary state of evidence,
they do not stress, for instance, specific methodological aspects
that future research should focus on, to provide more conclusive
evidence (eg, test on the actual target population). Moreover,
the authors did not provide a measure of the preliminary state
of evidence. However, it is important to inspect what aspects
of the studies are most at risk of bias, to allow for a clearer
interpretation of the results. Our review aims to highlight these
aspects to provide meaningful evidence, not only for the
scientific community in the field of disease prevention but also
for this broad study population. We aimed to identify as
precisely as possible the methodological gaps, to provide a solid
base upon which future research can be crafted upon. For this
reason, we first provide an overview of the instruments used
and the variables of interest, distinguishing between behavioral
and system and technology acceptance measures (compared
with the sole outcome categorization), providing a more
fine-grained overview of the methods used. Second, we provide
a stronger argument in favor of the potential bias present in the
research and, thus, the difficulty in interpreting the existing
evidence, with a critical appraisal of the methodology, through

a risk bias assessment. Moreover, the authors [6] included
studies investigating the technology acceptance but excluded
studies providing evidence on the technical performance of
VCAs. However, this aspect has an important influence on the
technology acceptance [71]. Thus, our review highlights the
current state of research not only on the user’s perception (ie,
technology acceptance) but also on the device’s ability to
interact with the user (ie, technical performance). These aspects
allowed us to provide a fair profile of the studies and to draw
stronger conclusions on the methodology used to study a group
of VCAs promoting the prevention and management of chronic
diseases and mental illnesses.

Our findings are coherent with the review by Sezgin et al [6]
in a series of aspects. First, we also show that research on VCAs
is still emerging, with studies including small samples and
focusing on the feasibility of dedicating VCA for a specific
health domain. Second, we also find a heterogeneous set of
target populations and target health domains. However, our
findings are in contrast with those of Sezgin et al [6] in the
following aspects. First, we report studies mainly focusing on
developing and evaluating the system in terms of system
accuracy or technology acceptance; Sezgin et al [6] also
described efficacy tests but did not report on system accuracy.
Third, the papers included in this study presented only VCA
apps, whereas Sezgin et al [6] also included automated
interventions via telephone. Finally, despite the preliminary
character of the research, we include a risk bias assessment to
formalize the importance of rigorous future research on VCAs
for health.

In general, as we tried to include results explaining the
technology acceptance of VCAs as a digital health intervention
for the prevention and management of chronic and mental health
conditions, our findings are more appropriate when concluding
the current evidence-based VCAs in this specific domain rather
than in healthy lifestyle behaviors in general.

Limitations
There are several limitations to our study, which may limit the
generalizability of our results. First, our search strategy focused
on nonspecific constructs (eg, health), which may have led to
the initial inclusion of a large number of unrelated literature, in
addition to that concerning the main topic of this review (ie,
VCAs for chronic diseases and mental health). Given the infancy
of this field, however, we chose a more inclusive strategy to
avoid missing relevant literature for the analysis. Second, our
systematic literature review aimed to assess the current scientific
evidence in favor of VCAs for chronic diseases and mental
health, thus not encompassing the developments of this
technology in the industry. However, we aimed to summarize
the findings and current methodologies used in the research
domain and provided an overview of the scientific evidence on
this technology. Third, to evaluate a possible experimental bias
of the studies, we followed the reporting guidelines suggested
by the Journal of Medical Internet Research and chose the
CONSORT-EHEALTH checklist. Risk bias varied significantly
among the selected studies. This evaluation scheme may be
regarded as unsuitable for evaluating the presented literature,
as none of the papers reported an experimental trial. An
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evaluation scheme capable of taking into account the pioneering
character of the papers concerning the use of this technology
for health-related apps could have enabled a more differentiated
assessment.

Future Work
The wide adoption of voice assistants worldwide and the interest
in using them for health care purposes [32] have generated great
potential for the effective implementation of scalable digital
health interventions. There is, however, a lack of a clear
implementation framework for VCAs. For instance, text-based
and embodied conversational agents can currently be
implemented using existing frameworks dedicated to digital
health interventions [72-75]; however, to the best of our
knowledge, there is no such framework for VCAs. A platform
for the development of VCAs dedicated to specific chronic or
mental health conditions could encourage standardized
implementation, which would be more comparable in their
development and evaluation processes. Currently, it is possible
to develop apps for consumer voice assistants (eg, skills for
Amazon Alexa or actions for Google Assistant). However, these
products may be of privacy [76] or safety concerns [77].
Therefore, the academic community should strive for the
creation of such a platform to foster the development of VCA
for health.

The identified research provides diverse and general evaluation
measures around technology acceptance (or user experience in
general) and no evaluation based on theoretical models of health
behavior (eg, intention of use). Thus, although the developed
VCA might have been well received by the studied population
samples, there is a need for a more systematic and comparable
evaluation of the evidence systems to understand which aspects
of VCAs are best for user satisfaction. Future research should
favor the use of multiple standardized questionnaires dedicated
to voice user interfaces [78] to further explore the factors
potentially influencing their effectiveness (eg, rapport [79] and
intention of use [71]).

This study reported the current state of research in the specific
domain of VCAs for the prevention and management of chronic
and mental health conditions in terms of behavioral,
technological accuracy, and technology acceptance measures.
However, the question remains as to how voice modality
performs on these variables in comparison with other modalities,
such as text-based conversational agents. Text-based
conversational agents have been extensively studied in the
domain of digital health interventions [80-83] and can be
considered as a precursor to VCAs [9]. Moreover, voice
modality may differ in their appropriateness of app, compared
with text modality, depending on the health-related context (eg,
public spaces [84,85] and type of user [24-26,86,87]). Thus,

future research should not only standardize the research in terms
of implementation and evaluation measures but also consistently
evaluate this technology against what we could consider the
gold standard of conversational agents.

Moreover, only 4 papers [63,64,68,69] compared the accuracy
of the VCA’s interpretation of participants’ responses with
humans’ interpretation of participants’ responses. Although it
was limited to speech recognition, they were the only cases of
human-machine comparison. To verify the suitability of VCAs
as an effective and scalable complementary alternative to health
care practitioners, more research should compare not only the
system accuracy but also the general performance of this type
of digital health intervention in comparison with standard
in-person health care.

Finally, all papers conducted laboratory experiments and focused
on short-term performance and technology acceptance. Even if
this evidence shows the feasibility of VCAs for health care, it
does not provide evidence on the actual effectiveness of VCAs
in assisting patients in managing their chronic and mental health
conditions compared with standard practices. Future research
should provide evidence on complementary short-term and
long-term measurements of technology acceptance and
behavioral and health outcomes associated with the use of
VCAs.

Conclusions
This study provides a systematic review of VCAs for the
prevention and management of chronic and mental health
conditions. Out of 7170 prescreened papers, we included and
analyzed 12 papers reporting studies either on the development
and evaluation of a VCA or on the criterion-based evaluation
of commercial VCAs. We found that all studies were
nonexperimental, and there was general heterogeneity in the
evaluation methods. Considering the recent publication date of
the included papers, we conclude that this field is still in its
infancy. However, the results of almost all studies on the
performance of the system and the experiences of users are
encouraging. Even if the evidence provided in this study shows
the feasibility of VCAs for health care, this research does not
provide any insight into the actual effectiveness of VCAs in
assisting patients in managing their chronic and mental health
conditions. Future research should, therefore, especially focus
on the investigation of health and behavioral outcomes, together
with relevant technology acceptance outcomes associated with
the use of VCAs. We hope to stimulate further research in this
domain and to encourage the use of more standardized scientific
methods to establish the appropriateness of VCAs in the
prevention and management of chronic and mental health
conditions.
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Abstract

Background: Symptom checkers (SCs) are tools developed to provide clinical decision support to laypersons. Apart from
suggesting probable diagnoses, they commonly advise when users should seek care (triage advice). SCs have become increasingly
popular despite prior studies rating their performance as mediocre. To date, it is unclear whether SCs can triage better than those
who might choose to use them.

Objective: This study aims to compare triage accuracy between SCs and their potential users (ie, laypersons).

Methods: On Amazon Mechanical Turk, we recruited 91 adults from the United States who had no professional medical
background. In a web-based survey, the participants evaluated 45 fictitious clinical case vignettes. Data for 15 SCs that had
processed the same vignettes were obtained from a previous study. As main outcome measures, we assessed the accuracy of the
triage assessments made by participants and SCs for each of the three triage levels (ie, emergency care, nonemergency care,
self-care) and overall, the proportion of participants outperforming each SC in terms of accuracy, and the risk aversion of
participants and SCs by comparing the proportion of cases that were overtriaged.

Results: The mean overall triage accuracy was similar for participants (60.9%, SD 6.8%; 95% CI 59.5%-62.3%) and SCs (58%,
SD 12.8%). Most participants outperformed all but 5 SCs. On average, SCs more reliably detected emergencies (80.6%, SD
17.9%) than laypersons did (67.5%, SD 16.4%; 95% CI 64.1%-70.8%). Although both SCs and participants struggled with cases
requiring self-care (the least urgent triage category), SCs more often wrongly classified these cases as emergencies (43/174,
24.7%) compared with laypersons (56/1365, 4.10%).

Conclusions: Most SCs had no greater triage capability than an average layperson, although the triage accuracy of the five best
SCs was superior to the accuracy of most participants. SCs might improve early detection of emergencies but might also needlessly
increase resource utilization in health care. Laypersons sometimes require support in deciding when to rely on self-care but it is
in that very situation where SCs perform the worst. Further research is needed to determine how to best combine the strengths
of humans and SCs.
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Introduction

Use of Symptom Checkers
Patients obtain health-related information from health care
professionals, but more frequently, information for patients is
provided in print; on the web; and, most recently, via
smartphone apps. Patients not only use these resources to
supplement information received from health care professionals
but also as a decision-support tool to advise them on whether
and where to seek adequate health care, especially as health
care pathways grow more complex. Symptom checkers (SCs)
are tools developed to provide support to laypersons. Users can
enter their complaints and, with some SCs, demographic or
health-related information (eg, age, sex, and past medical
history) to obtain advice on the urgency of their complaints
(triage advice) and the most likely diagnosis. The demand for
this type of support is evident; in the United States, 1 in 3 people
reported resorting to the internet for self-diagnosis [1], and a
study from 2019 found that half of the patients involved in that
study had investigated their symptoms with an online search
engine before going to an emergency department [2].

Evidence on SCs
Despite their popularity, there is no established framework to
evaluate the performance of SCs [3,4]. The use of case vignettes,
based on real or fictitious patients, has been a common approach
for rating SCs [5-9]. The 2 most recent non–industry-funded
audit studies using this methodology rated SC triage capability
as unreliable, with an average of only 49% and 58% of
appraisals deemed correct [10,11]. In line with these findings,
a 2020 literature review concluded that most investigated SCs
offered limited benefits [12].

A study showing that laypersons are just as capable of predicting
criminal recidivism as a complex commercial algorithm [13]
inspired us to compare the triage capability of SCs with that of
participants with little or no medical training: are SCs merely
a more complicated means of pointing out what an untrained
individual could just as easily deduce? Is there an advantage to
consulting SCs instead of relying on one’s own judgment?

In addition to advising the individual user, SCs are also said to
have the potential to reduce the burden on health care services.
Unfortunately, not only has this potential benefit not
materialized yet [3] but also there is evidence of the opposite
effect, as overly risk-averse SCs promote more visits to
emergency care services [14]. To address this issue, we also
analyzed whether SCs were more risk averse than our
participants. Although SCs can also provide diagnostic
suggestions, we considered triage advice to be more relevant
for assessing the impact of SC on use of health care resources
and patient safety.

The purpose of this study is to benchmark the triage capability
of SCs against that of their potential users, that is, laypersons.

Methods

Ethics Approval and Consent to Participate
This study was approved by the Ethics Committee of the
Department of Psychology and Ergonomics (Institut für
Psychologie und Arbeitswissenschaft) at Technische Universität
Berlin (tracking number: FEU_03_20180615). Participants
volunteered to participate in the survey, and informed consent
was required.

Data Collection
This investigation builds on a prior study by Semigran et al
[11], who evaluated SC triage performance based on case
vignettes. We used their results on the performance of SCs as
well as their case vignettes. Data were collected to determine
the triage ability of medical laypersons, which was then used
as a benchmark for comparing laypersons’ performance with
that of SCs.

Participants
All participants were US residents, at least 18 years of age, and
had no professional medical background. Our investigation was
limited to US residents, as the triage level definitions and the
gold standard solutions assigned to the case vignettes by
Semigran et al [11] might only be applicable to the US health
care environment and might not apply to other health care
systems with different service provider options.

Survey
We created an online survey with UNIPARK (QuestBack
GmbH) [15] containing questions on demographics (age, sex,
US residency, and highest level of completed formal education),
past online searching behavior for medical information, 45
randomly ordered clinical case vignettes, and 5 attention checks
(see Procedure for further details). We used the 45 case
vignettes compiled and adjusted by Semigran et al [11], which
are between 1 and 3 sentences long and describe a patient’s
signs and symptoms and occasionally mention elements of the
patient’s past medical history.

Participants were asked to classify each vignette into 1 of 3
triage categories, as defined by Semigran et al [11]: emergency
care, involving “the advice to call an ambulance, go to an
emergency department, or see a general practitioner
immediately”; nonemergency care, which encompasses “advice
to call a general practitioner or primary care provider, see a
general practitioner or primary care provider, go to an urgent
care facility, go to a specialist, go to a retail clinic, or have an
e-visit”; and self-care, which is “advice to stay at home or go
to a pharmacy.” The definition of each triage level was explained
at the beginning of the survey. The understanding of these
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definitions by participants was ascertained by 3 control questions
given before the case vignettes were presented. The
questionnaire was piloted with 12 participants and refined
according to their feedback to ensure readability and
understandability.

Preparing the Case Vignettes
The 45 standardized case vignettes included 15 cases for each
triage level. The vignettes, as chosen by Semigran et al [11],
included both common and uncommon conditions with a wide
range of chief complaints. The vignettes stemmed from various
clinical sources, including material used to educate health care
professionals.

For the purpose of our study, the vignettes were adapted to
increase the comprehensibility of lay individuals. First, we
transformed the bullet points into complete sentences. Second,
we paraphrased technical terms. For example, we replaced
“rhinorrhea” with “runny nose” and “tender” with “painful to
the touch.” In very few cases, explanations required elaboration.
Our overall aim was to provide participants with the same
information used by Semigran et al [11] to assess SCs. We
deemed 1 case vignette vague regarding a crucial piece of
information and had to supplement it with a detail left out in
the Semigran et al [11] version of the vignette (see Multimedia
Appendix 1 [11] for details). We retained the classification of
the 45 case vignettes into 3 triage levels.

Understandability and paraphrasing were cross-validated by
two native English speakers: one was a medical professional
(RM) and the other was without a professional medical
background (MALS). The adapted vignettes are shown in
Multimedia Appendix 1.

Procedure
We recruited the participants through Amazon Web Service
Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), as it provides an established
means to recruit US-based participants for sociopsychological
surveys and is easy to access for researchers working outside
of the United States [16]. Each participant received US $4.00
for completing the survey and a US $3.00 bonus if their overall
accuracy in assigning the correct triage level was greater than
or equal to 58%. The bonus was intended to provide an incentive
for participants to pay close attention to the case vignettes and
to assess a case’s urgency as accurately as possible. The chosen
threshold of 58% corresponds to outperforming the SC average
reported by Semigran et al [11].

Two methods were employed to ensure that the participants
paid close attention to the survey questions. First, we added 5
attention checks to the set of 45 case vignettes. These attention
checks were formatted similarly to the case vignettes but
included prompts to choose specific answer options. Participants
were excluded from the analysis if they answered any of the 5
attention checks incorrectly. Second, upon completion of the
survey, participants were asked to affirm that they were attentive
and honest to improve the reliability of our data, as suggested
in a reliability analysis on MTurk data [17]. We assured
participants that they would be compensated for completing the
survey even if they stated that they had responded inattentively

or dishonestly. We analyzed data only from participants who
affirmed their honesty and attentiveness.

The survey on MTurk was published on 3 different days (March
21, 2020, at 2 PM Pacific Daylight Time [PDT]; March 22,
2020, at 1:45 PM PDT; and March 29, 2020, at 1 PM PDT). By
selecting the weekend day and early afternoon PDTs, we
attempted to reach an MTurk population as diverse as possible,
following a 2017 study on the intertemporal variation of the
MTurk population [18]. On each day, participants were recruited
within a few hours of publishing the survey.

Due to limited funding, the sample size was ultimately
determined by the availability of funds and the number of
participants who performed well enough to earn a bonus.

Data Analysis
Data were cleaned and explored using R 4.0.0 [19] and tidyverse
packages [20]. Inferential analysis was conducted using the
packages lme4 [21] and infer [22]. Figures were created using
the package ggplot2 [23]. The data set containing participants’
triage assessments and their demographic variables was made
publicly available [24].

Following Semigran et al [11], we refer to each instance of an
SC or a participant assessing a case vignette as a “case
evaluation.” For example, 2 participants each assessing all 45
case vignettes yielded 90 case evaluations.

Participant Characteristics
To assess the effects of demographic variables (age, sex, and
educational level), a logistic regression was performed with the
correct triage of a case vignette as a dependent variable. We
calculated 95% CIs for the marginal probabilities of the fixed
effects using the Wald method to assess whether demographic
variables had a significant effect on participants’ accuracy. The
α level was set at .05.

Comparing SCs and Participants
For the comparison of SCs and participants, we performed (1)
a comparison between participants and all rated SCs aggregated
and (2) between participants and individual SCs.

Aggregate Comparison of SCs and Participants

The performance of the SCs was obtained from the appendix
of the audit study by Semigran et al [11]. Comparisons were
made between SCs and participants in terms of (1) triage
accuracy, (2) tendency to overtriage (risk aversion), and (3)
how difficult each case vignette was for the respective group
(SCs and participants). Of the 15 SCs, 4 (iTriage, Isabel, Symcat,
and Symptomate) were designed to never suggest self-care, with
1 SC (iTriage) always advising users to seek emergency care.
To ensure that our results were not skewed by these special SCs,
we conducted the main aggregate analyses twice, including and
excluding those 4 SCs, and reporting results for both.

Triage Accuracy

Following Semigran et al [11], we compared the performance
of SCs and participants at an aggregate level and for each triage
level separately and overall. This was performed by calculating
the sample’s mean accuracy for SCs and participants, with
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accuracy defined as the proportion of vignettes solved correctly.
For the participants, the standard error of the sampling mean
with 95% CIs was estimated by bootstrapping the participant
data with 15,000 replications. The limits of the CI were
calculated using the quantile method (2.5th and 97.5th quantile
of the bootstrap sample means). The CIs for the SC sample were
not calculated, as Semigran et al [11] sampled the SCs
purposefully, that is, they selected which SCs to evaluate with
care and not randomly.

Risk Aversion

The risk aversion of the SCs and the participants was determined
using the ratio of overtriaged vignettes to undertriaged vignettes.
We deemed a ratio greater than 1:1, which is more case vignettes
overtriaged than undertriaged, as risk averse. To determine what
type of triage mistakes were most likely to occur, we calculated
the proportion of triage recommendations given in each triage
category by SCs and by participants (eg, the proportion of
evaluations in which participants recommended emergency care
when self-care was appropriate or the proportion of evaluations
in which SCs recommended nonemergency care when
emergency care would have been the correct solution) and
compared these proportions using the Pearson χ² test.

Difficulty of Case Vignettes

To analyze whether SCs and participants were challenged by
the same case vignettes, the degree of difficulty of a case was
calculated using the proportion of SCs and participants correctly
triaging it. For example, if a case vignette was solved correctly
by every SC, the vignette’s degree of difficulty for SCs was
100%. SCs that did not evaluate the respective case vignette for
technical reasons were not included in the denominator. A linear
correlation analysis was then conducted to determine the
relationship between case difficulty for SCs and case difficulty
for participants.

Comparing Individual SCs With Participants

As users are likely to use only one or very few SCs, there is no
basis for recommendations about using or not using SCs on an
aggregated analysis alone. Therefore, additional analyses
compared the performance of the participant group with each
SC. Considering that most SCs did not evaluate every case
vignette (due to technical reasons, see the study by Semigran
et al [11]), the triage accuracy of the participants was calculated
using only the cases evaluated by a specific SC, enabling a
direct comparison. The CIs for participants’ mean accuracy
were calculated as described above. We also determined the
proportion of participants that managed to achieve higher
accuracy across cases than the respective SC. Furthermore, risk
aversion was also evaluated, given the specific set of case
vignettes for any given SC by plotting the proportion of
vignettes that were overtriaged against the proportion of those
undertriaged for participants versus SC.

Results

Participant Characteristics
Our survey was accessed 142 times in 3 days during which it
was available in total, 51 participants were excluded, either for
failing attention checks (n=41) or for not fulfilling the eligibility
criteria (n=10). All the remaining participants affirmed that they
had paid close attention during the survey and answered
honestly. This yielded a total of 91 participants, each having
assessed all 45 case vignettes, which totaled 4095 case
evaluations by participants, 1365 for each triage level (Table
1).

The median time for completion of the survey (excluding the
time for obtaining informed consent) was 20 minutes and 12
seconds (1st quartile=15 minutes:43 seconds; 3rd quartile=27
minutes:23 seconds). There was no significant difference in the
participants’ mean accuracy between the 3 sampling days. We
detected no statistically significant influence of demographic
variables on participants’ triage accuracy.
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Table 1. Participant characteristics (N=91).

ValuesCharacteristics

37 (20-73)Age (years), median (range)

Gender, n (%)

36 (40)Female

55 (60)Male

Education, n (%)

0 (0)Non–high school graduate

18 (20)High school graduate

33 (36)Some college

36 (40)Bachelor’s degree

4 (4)Graduate degree

Recenta triage experience, n (%)

20 (22)Recently consulted an SC

23 (25)Recently faced triage decision

62 (69)Neither faced triage decision nor consulted an SC recently

Medical training, n (%)

80 (88)No training

11 (12)Basic first aid training

aRecent was defined as “in the last 6 months.”

Comparing SCs’and Participants’Triage Performance

Participant Performance
Overall, the participants triaged 3 out of 5 case vignettes
correctly (2462/4065, 60.57%), and most participants qualified
for the bonus payment (56/91, 62%). Their mean accuracy varied
with triage level, roughly balanced for emergency and
nonemergency situations (67.5% and 68.4%, respectively) but
dropped below 50% for self-care vignettes. Of the 39.43%
(1603/4065) of incorrect assessments, the majority (956/4065,
23.52%) were overtriaged, that is, participants assigned a more
urgent triage level than necessary. Only about every sixth case
vignette was undertriaged (647/4065, 15.92%), that is,
participants assigned a less urgent triage level than necessary.

Aggregated Comparison Analyses
As most SCs were unable to evaluate at least one of the case
vignettes, the 15 SCs assessing the 45 case vignettes yielded

only 532 case evaluations (see the study by Semigran et al [11]
for details): 183 for emergency vignettes, 175 for nonemergency
vignettes, and 174 for self-care vignettes.

Triage Accuracy

At the aggregate level, SCs (58.0%; SD 12.8%) and participants
(60.9%; SD 6.8%) showed very similar mean accuracies (Table
2). This remains to be the case when excluding the 4 SCs that
did not suggest self-care (adjusted mean for the 11 SCs; 61.6%;
SD 11.0%). Table 2 shows that differences become apparent
when evaluating the triage levels separately: for emergency case
vignettes, SCs outperformed the participants, whereas the
participants outperformed the average SC in the nonemergency
and self-care cases. For the least urgent triage level, this
difference decreases when excluding those SCs that never
recommend self-care.
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Table 2. Mean triage accuracy of symptom checkers and participants.

95% CIPercent triage accuracy, mean (SD)Triage level

ParticipantscSubset of 11 SCsbAll 15 SCsa

64.1-70.867.5 (16.4)79.8 (17.2)80.6 (17.9)Emergency cases

65.6-71.268.4 (13.8)61.6 (27.8)58.5 (29.1)Nonemergency cases

43.4-49.846.7 (15.9)41.8 (20.3)30.6 (25.7)Self-care cases

59.5-62.360.9 (6.8)61.6 (11.0)58.0 (12.8)Overall

aSC: symptom checker.
bFor the subset of 11 SCs, SCs never recommending self-care or always recommending emergency care by design were excluded.
cFor the participant sample, 95% CIs were calculated using bootstrapping.

Risk Aversion

The SCs were risk averse and overtriaged in more than a third
of the evaluations (182/532, 34.2%), whereas undertriaging
occurred in only 9.2% (49/532). Although participants also
tended to be risk averse, this tendency was less pronounced
(Figure 1). The ratio of overtriage to undertriage errors was
1.5:1 for participants whereas it was 3.5:1 for SCs. The SCs
misclassified self-care cases as emergencies 6 times more often
than participants did (43/174, 24.7% vs 56/1365, 4.10%) and

4.5 times more often (23/127, 18.1% vs 56/1365, 4.1%) when
considering the subset of 11 SCs. The pair-wise differences in
recommendations per triage level were statistically significant
between participants and SCs (P=.002 for triage-level
emergency [χ²2=12.5]; P<.001 for nonemergency [χ²2=46.3]
and self-care [χ²2=109.6]). This holds true when comparing the
participants’ performance with the subset of 11 SCs (P=.02 for
an emergency [χ²2=8.1] and P<.001 for a nonemergency
[χ²2=19.0] and for self-care [χ²2=47.1]).

Figure 1. Triage evaluations by participants and SCs and triage level. “11 SCs” refers to the SC sample after exclusion of SCs that never recommend
self-care (the least urgent triage level). SC: symptom checker.

Comparing Case Vignette Difficulty for SCs and for
Participants

How challenging a case vignette was for SCs and participants
varied widely: 3 vignettes were solved correctly by every SC
and 1 vignette by none. Similarly, 4 vignettes were solved

correctly by more than 90% of the participants and 2 by less
than 10%. At every triage level, a broad variation in the degree
of difficulty among case vignettes was observed. A very weak
or no relationship could be detected for SCs and participants
regarding case difficulty within each triage level (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Distribution of case difficulty for participants and SCs. Case difficulty is defined as the proportion of the group (SC or participants) evaluating
the respective case correctly. The dashed line models a linear relationship. SC: symptom checker.

Comparing Individual SCs With Participants

As previously mentioned, an aggregated analysis of SCs is less
meaningful than a direct comparison between the participant
population and each SC, as users are likely to consult only one
or very few SCs. The overall trend shows that the accuracy of
both participants and SCs decreases for self-care vignettes
(Figure 3).

A total of 5 SCs (HMS [Harvard Medical School] Family Health
Guide, Healthy Children, Steps2Care, Symptify, and
Symptomate) managed to outperform the participant sample,
achieving an overall accuracy greater than the mean of the
participants and its CI’s upper limit (Table 3; see yellow dots
in Figure 3). Five SCs had a triage capability lower than 80%
(73/91) of the participants. This finding is partially explained
by 3 of them apparently designed to never recommend self-care,
hence failing in one-third of the cases owing to their design.
One of these 3 SCs (Isabel) was outperformed only by a

minority of participants (17/91, 18%), when self-care case
vignettes were excluded from the analysis. The remaining 2
SCs (Symcat and iTriage) were still outperformed by most
participants when self-care case vignettes were excluded. The
participants’ mean accuracy was stable at approximately 60%,
independent of the slightly different samples of vignettes
assessed by the SCs, with 2 exceptions: the participants were
challenged by the sample of vignettes evaluated by Healthy
Children, reaching a mean accuracy that was approximately
10% lower than in the other samples; conversely, the participants
fared much better in assessing the vignette sample considered
by DoctorDiagnose.

All but 2 SCs (Family Doctor and Drugs.com) were risk averse,
making more overtriage errors than undertriage errors. Although
the best 5 SCs were inclined toward overtriage, only one of
them overtriaged more vignettes than the average participant
(Symptomate; Figure 4).

Figure 3. Accuracy of SCs and participants by triage level (Em), nonemergency, and S-c. The accuracy of individual participants is indicated with
blue dots. The aggregate accuracies of participants are shown as box plots. Em: emergency; SC: symptom checker; S-c: self-care.
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Table 3. Comparison of accuracy between symptom checkers and participants.

ComparisonParticipantsAccuracyc, n (%)SCa,b name

Percentage of participants outperforming the SC

(95% CI)d,e
95% CIPercent accuracyd,e,

mean (SD)

0 (0-0)58.0-60.959.5 (7.1)32 (80)HMSf Family Health Guide,
n=40

1.1 (0-3.3)47.7-52.149.9 (10.1)11 (73)Healthy Children, n=15

1.1 (0-3.3)58.2-61.159.7 (7.2)30 (71)Steps2Care, n=42

5.5 (1.1-11.0)58.2-61.760.2 (7.2)28 (70)Symptify, n=40

26.4 (17.6-35.2)58.6-63.260.9 (11.6)9 (64)Symptomateg, n=14

51.6 (41.8-61.5)59.3-61.960.6 (6.5)25 (59)Drugs.com, n=42

56.0 (45.1-65.9)58.9-61.660.2 (6.7)26 (59)FreeMD, n=44

63.7 (53.8-73.6)67.3-71.769.5 (10.9)10 (62)Doctor Diagnose, n=16

68.1 (58.2-78.0)56.7-59.658.1 (7.0)22 (53)Family Doctor, n=41

76.9 (68.1-85.7)61.1-65.763.4 (11.4)9 (52)Early Doc, n=17

89 (82.4-94.5)59.4-62.260.9 (6.8)23 (51)Isabelg, n=45

89 (82.4-94.5)60.9-63.462.0 (6.9)23 (52)NHSh, n=44

97.8 (94.5-100)59.5-62.260.9 (6.8)20 (44)Symcatg, n=45

98.9 (96.7-100)59.7-62.661.2 (7)19 (43)Healthwise, n=44

100 (100-100)59.1-61.960.5 (6.9)14 (32)iTriageh,i, n=43

aSC: symptom checkers
bSCs are listed in order by the proportion of participants outperforming them.
cMost SCs did not evaluate every case vignette. Their accuracy is given as the proportion of correctly solved vignettes of the total vignettes that they
evaluated.
dThe participants’ accuracy is based on their assessment of the same case vignettes assessed by the respective SC.
eFor the participant sample, 95% CIs were calculated using bootstrapping.
fHMS: Harvard Medical School.
gFour SCs were apparently designed never to recommend self-care.
hNHS: National Health Service.
iOne SC advised seeking emergency care for all case vignettes.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the overtriage inclination of symptom checkers (SCs) and participants. The dashed line shows where proportions of over and
undertriaged errors are equal. Proximity to the left lower corner indicates a high triage accuracy. The red dot marks the respective symptom checker.
The faded blue dots refer to the performance of individual participants. The larger blue dot marks their average performance. The SCs are ordered from
left to right and top to bottom by the proportion of participants outperforming them, with the lowest proportional difference at the top left and the highest
proportional difference on the bottom right.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Our study suggests that an average SC has no greater overall
triage accuracy than an average user. However, this does not
imply that SCs are not useful. Specifically, our data confirm a
prior study showing that the lay population has difficulties
reliably identifying medical emergencies [25]. On average,
participants failed to identify every third emergency, and 12%
(11/91) of our participants identified emergencies less reliably
than the worst-performing SC.

Most SCs tended to overtriage. From a clinical and legal
perspective, it can make sense to accept the resulting inflated
cost of false alarms to avoid potentially missing an emergency
(defensive decision making). In contrast, false alarms raised by
SCs can functionally exacerbate overcrowding in health care
services. In fact, the ability of some SCs to reliably detect
emergencies can be partially attributed to their general
tendency—by design—to recommend emergency care even for
self-care cases (the least urgent triage level) where no medical
care is warranted. This trade-off must be considered before
recommending their use.
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Studies on the effects of SC advice on users are scarce.
Therefore, general recommendations on whether laypersons
should use SCs cannot be formulated as yet. On the basis of a
detailed analysis of the performance variation among SCs and
human decision makers, we showed that the five best SCs that
Semigran et al [11] included in their sample outperformed
almost all our participants and thus could be seen as beneficial
to users. In contrast, SCs mistake self-care cases for emergencies
a substantial number of times. This hints at SCs being better
suited to help users who are looking for an answer on where
they should seek professional help (ie, by discriminating
between emergency and nonemergency cases) rather than on
whether they should seek medical care at all (ie, by
discriminating between self-care and non–self-care cases).

Finally, SCs and participants struggled with different kinds of
case vignettes, that is, SCs performed poorly in some clinical
situations, whereas in others, their performance was superior
to that of their users. For example, the 15 pediatric cases
evaluated by the SC Healthy Children appear to have been more
challenging for participants (mean accuracy of 49.9%) than the
30 nonpediatric cases (mean accuracy of 66.3%). To provide a
more differentiated picture of SC triage performance, further
analyses should also investigate performance differences with
respect to different types of cases.

Limitations
Compared with the general population of the United States [26],
our participants were better educated and included more men
than women. The median and mean ages were similar to those
of the general US population. One study suggests that the groups
most likely to seek health information online are younger White
females from high-income households, most with a bachelor’s
degree or higher [1]. Most participants in a survey among users
of a specific SC (Isabel) were female and White but older than
the average population [27]. Despite the fact that our sample’s
demographic distribution did not fully resemble the US
population or, presumably, the population of SC users, we
consider our findings to have at least some external validity for
these populations, as demographic variables showed no
significant influence on triage accuracy.

The data on SCs date back to a study published in 2015 [11],
where the specific versions of the SCs assessed were not
specified. Therefore, changes in performance due to possible
upgrades were not considered. Such upgrades are likely, and
new SCs have since entered the market. Other SCs included in
the Semigran et al sample [11] are no longer available online,
including the best-performing SC (HMS Family Health Guide).
This speaks to the general problem that future research
evaluating the performance of SCs will have to address the
rapidly changing markets and technological developments.

As we built our study on the materials of the Semigran et al
study [11], we also inherited their limitations: the chosen 45
case vignettes do not cover the entire spectrum of prehospital
case presentations, especially with the omission of mental
health–related scenarios. In addition, some case vignettes lacked
a proper diagnosis and stated only the presenting complaints

(eg, “Vomiting” for vignette 45, “Constipation” for vignette 40,
“Back pain” for vignette 20). This prevented a plausibility check
of the gold standard triage level that should be assigned to each
vignette.

In general, assessing triage capability with case vignettes has
limited validity. This limitation is arguably greater for human
participants than for SCs. Although SCs assess a case with a
set algorithm and are therefore dependent only on input,
contextual (social, emotional, etc) factors play a greater role in
human decision making. In a real-life setting, humans might
also notice and process more or less information than presented
in a case vignette. In addition, reading “back pain” in a dry case
vignette is surely a different matter than experiencing it. Thus,
our results might be more valid for situations where SC users
utilize the tool to triage someone other than themselves.
Research shows that this is common practice, as up to 50% of
online health information seekers do so on behalf of someone
else [1].

Conclusions
Prior publications have emphasized the need for a framework
within which the safety and usefulness of SCs should be
analyzed. Assessing the average performance of SCs, as has
often been done, fosters few actionable recommendations. Given
the high-performance variability among SCs, we consider
benchmarking with case vignettes as a valuable first step in
identifying the best SCs, which could then be tested extensively
against relevant competitors.

Although comparing SCs’ triage capability against that of health
care professionals is certainly useful [28], this approach
implicitly asks whether the former could replace the latter, rather
than assessing whether and under which circumstances a user
should rely on an SC or refrain from using it. Similar to the
common practice of testing a new medicine against a placebo,
we suggest that SCs should be benchmarked against a realistic
alternative, for example, an SC user relying on his own appraisal
(stand-alone triage capability).

Following this approach, our study suggests that the lay
population would benefit from some SCs to some extent.
Although SCs detect emergencies more reliably than the average
user, they are more risk averse than the general population and
recommend emergency care more often than is actually
necessary. This is a cause for concern, as it might unnecessarily
increase the burden on already overwhelmed health care
services. Thus, advice on when not to seek emergency care
would be the most useful feature of SCs, but it is precisely in
that situation that they performed the worst. Further research
should investigate which user groups benefit the most from
using SCs and whether it is possible to identify the
characteristics of scenarios where laypersons are superior to
SCs in assessing triage levels. The detailed analyses presented
in this paper provide a first step toward a framework for
comparatively assessing the respective weaknesses and strengths
of both SCs and human decision makers to be able to determine
when humans should rely on SCs rather than on their gut feeling
and vice versa.
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